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ON THB STUDY OF PROPHECY •

•, pRODUCE your cause, saith the Lord: bring forth your
strong reasons, saith the King of Jacob. Let them bri~
them forth, and shew us what shall happen; let them shew tho
former things what they be, that we may consider them, and
know the latter end of the~; or declare us things for to come."
(Isai. xli. 21.) Thus strongly doth the Lord appeal to Prophecy, as the surest test of the true God, and rest the evidence
of his own Deity on the truth of his rrophetic word. And with
a cogency equal to the strength 0 the appeal, and with a
solemnity commensurate with our reverence for God, do we feel
ourselves called on to take up the ar~ment, and vindicate our
study of that portion of his word which is both a pole-star to
direct our course, and an anchor of safety to the soul; and
which we have special reason to make sure of now, when a
storm seems gathering in the horizon, in which we shall need
both light to steer by, and a "sure and stedfast anchor" to
rely OD, "which entereth within the veil." (Heb. vi. 19.) . All
mankind endeavour to provide for the future; the natural man
hy naturals~ity, the spiritual man by spiritual discernment:
natural sagaclty calculates on probabilities founded on experience, spiritual discernment looks to the declared purpose of
God. But there are many who belong not strictly to either of
these classes, who endeavour to separate between spiritual and
temporal things; and, while content to take direction in spiritual
things from the word of God, expect no direction thence for
temporal affairs,. anel call it pres~mption in those who do. With
these, who now fox:m a large class. we are directly at issue. ~e
say. that the SCllptures are the only sure guide, not only In
8plritual but in temporal things: w~ say that Prophecy was
VOL. I.-NO. I.
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given for this express puryose ; and we would seek to conform onr·
selves in all respects to tile will of Go4, as revealed in his word.
And seeing that some modem divines have supinely glanced
over the Prophecies, with slight and superficial notIce; while
others, distracted by their numerous avocations, have wholly
disregarded them; we shall endeavour to rescue that large portion of the Holy Scriptures from this unmerited neglect, and
give it in our theology the place which its transcendent importance demands. And since on the fulfilment of Prophecy
an issue so mighty as the Divine verity has been staked, It
deeply behoves us to beware how we dare to pass it by as unworthy of attention, or how we timidly wait for the sanction of
man before we will venture on its study. And may that allmerciful Being, who knows our weakness and ignorance, but
who out of the mouths of babes and sucklings hath perfected
praise, and without whom nothing is strong, nothing is holy;
may He, in vindication of whose word we are now girding ourselves
for the contest, endue us with the requisite strength! may He
80 direct our meditations, that we may think only such things
as be right, and 80 controul our words that we may express
nothing unbecoming the disciples of Christ, or prejudicial to the
pl'()gress of the Gospel among men.
For interpreting the prophetic {larts of Scripture, we intend
to follow the same methOds by whIch all students attain their
knowledge of the doctrinal and practical parts of Holy Writ.
We assume that every part of the revelation of God, being given
either to make known his character and dealings to men, or
to teach men their duty to him and to each other, must have
been intended to be understood. Then it follows, that those for
whose instruction anll guidance it was intended may, nay, ought,
to understand the whole of Scripture; if not on the simple
)'efUsal, yet surely by the help of means which Go D has put within
their reach, who, by faith apprehending it, and employing these
means, go on to tlie II full assurance of understanding, to the
aeknowledr;ment of the mystery of God, and of the Father, and
of Christ, 10 whom are hid all tile treasures of wisdom and knowledge" (Col. ii. 2). But though thus intelligible to the faithful, the mere natural man does find in the same Scriptures a
degree of mystery which he cannot penetrate, and which, while
n?t laying him u~d~! such a moral com{lulsion as would des~roy
will and responSIbIlIty, and reduce faIth to mere persuaSIOn,
establishes the doctrine that "the natural man receiveth not
tbethings of the Spirit of God, because they are spiritually discerned" (1 Cor. ii. 14).-These hints, which we suggest without attempting to follow them out, shew the ~enera1 principles
Oil" which we intend to act in our investigataon of Prophecy.
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This part we regard as having of necessity no greater obscurity.
than other parts of Scripture. We do not, for instance, find
those Psalms which are universally called prophetic, more difficult than the rest; and Isaiah in his address to Rabshakeh is"
quite as figurative and poetical as in his other writings. But
to understand any part of Scripture requires its own appropriate
kind of knowledge. The appropriate knowledge for understanding the doctrinal and practical
every believer carries about
with him in the experience 0 his own heart: the prophetic
parts require e:rternal aids, as history, chronology, &c.; and
these constitute their chief, their only peculiar difficulty. For
though it be true that certain classes of Prophecy become
better understood at some particular times, so do certain classes
of doctrine; and men are raised up arid means afforded for
explaining both the one and the other, according as the several
purposes of God approach their accomplishment.
We might, "a priori, expect the }!rophetic language to be unambiguous in its terms, and defimte in its object; that when
the predicted ev-ent had taken place no man might justly say.
The prophecy was unknown, doubtful, or inapplicable. But
these characteristics, which are to a certain extent necessary,
are modified by the equally strong necessity of kerl!ing the
accomplishment of it, as well as the prophecy_ itself, 10 God's
own hand; that no man might be able to say, Mine own wisdom
and power have brought it to pass: God must have all the glory
in die accomplishment of his own word. Now we find, that in
this point of vi~w the Prophecies fall under two great classes :
First, Those given explicitly, but to be miraculously accomplished; Secondly, Those given implicitly, but to be accomplished in
the ordinary course of providence.-Those of the first class are
given with an exactness of object, time, and place which precludea
every application but one; and yet the accomplishment is reserved
to God alone, since it is to be avowedly miraculous. Under this
head we may instance the deliverance from Egypt in past
times; and its antitype, the restoration of the Jews, in times
yet future. Those of the second class are given in language
so wonderfully arranged, and in figures so aptly chosen, that
though the people of God whose faith is in exercise, have at
all times understood such parts of the prophecy as concerned
themselves, and derived from thence guidance and support, yet
none of these prophecies are understood by the faithless, or by
the men of the world, till after their accomplishment; who are
thus left to all the responslbility of their own wilfulness, while
they are in fact only more strikingly carrying into effect the
declared purpose of God. Under tbls head we may instance
the rejectlon of Christ by the Jews at his first coming, and their
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eO,nsequent destruction, in past times; and the apostasy of the
Gentile church, with its consequent judgments in times yet
future. To. prophecies of the tiret claes we shall sometimes
have occasion to relOrt, as affording sure instances, which c;annot
be denied or cavilled at by any believer·in the Bible; but it is
among those of the second class that all the difficulty of interpretation lies, 'and it is to these that we shall mOlit fnlquently d~ect
OUI attention-theBe, which have been in all ages II the stro~g
hold of the daughter of Zion," a'beacon-light m the night, the
pole-star to the eye offaith: II for prophecy came not in old time
by the will of man.; but holr men of God spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost:' to it we "do well to take heed, as
unto a light that shineth in a dark r,la.ce, until the day dawn,
and the day-star arise in our hearts.' (2 Pet. i. 19.)
Prophecy is not darkness: it is II a light that shineth in a
dark place:" to it no servant of God can bike heed, but he shall
have the eyes of his understanding enlightened, to direct him
in all things which he may be called on either to do or to suffer.
The present age is one in which, by the confession of all, the
church is called on to do much; and the time may Dot be far
distant when she shall be called to suffer much: in either case,
an ample portion of light is necessary. It may be in futherance of tbis work, and in preparation for this time of trial, that
the attention of the church has been in this our day so much
turned towards the Prophecies, and that God has now so far
removed the veil·in which futurity was shrouded in times past,
when, the calls of duty being ordinary, ordinary light would
suffice. The duties now required
the church are of that
.special kind as to need the special guidance of the light of
Prophecy; and we shall endeavour briefly to point out the
.everal means, by the helf of which such a knowledge of the
true interpretation of God s prophetic word-is to be attained as
-may serve for our direction and comfort in these critical times.
j
What, then, are the means, in the useof which we may expect
to understand and interpret the Scriptures of truth 1
The first and most important of these is earnest, persevering
Prayer-prayer for this special object, and with a full belief
that the same Holy Sfirit who spake by the Prophets of old
"ahall guide into al truth;" and that hill teaching is as
necessary to us now, for understanding and explaining Divine
revelation, as his inspiration was of old for its first promulgation. This was the course resorted to by the servants of God
in former times. Daniel <I set his face unto the Lord God, to seek
by prayer and supplication;" and (( while be was yet speaking" in
prayer, the angel came" to give him skill and understanding."
(ix.22.) And again (x. 12): If from the first day that thou

of

did$t set ~e.h~ tounderstantl.·and to chasten thyself before
~hy

GQd,tby w()rds·were-hi\lltcl,.;a.nd l.am come for thy words."
His own. tiP.1es, and .the destiuation of his people, whose captivity he knew, "by Ixmlts ~nd the number of .the ·years," to
be now.gew1y expi~l1lg, '\'\!ere the objects of his solicitude and
p\1lyer. .n~.lUs sPlici.tude is not repreh*~: on .the contrary, .he is: called " greatly beloved;" anA .not only.is .his
p~ayer.~wered.•. by~ak.~g him " understand, ~e ·m~tter:' of
hiS deSire, .but bls· f~th18 further rewarded by'b18 bemg given
to I I understand w.hat. should befa! his people in the latter days,
for yet the vision is for lnany days." Of these latter visions he
is commanded. (xii. 4) to ".but up the words, and seal the
book, even to the time ofth., end," when (ver.lO) "many shall
be purified, ,and made white, and tried: but the wicked shall
do wickedly; and none of the wicked shall understand, but the
wise shall understa,nd." These· are ".the wise that ~ha1l8hine
the brightness of the firmament, and they that tum many
to righteoulmeJis .as the stars for ~verand ever" (ver. 3); and
~t is at the latterday,.when I I many of them that sleep in the
dllst of the earth shall awake." (ver.2.) Till which time of
blessedness, it is said to Daniel (ver. 13), "Go thou thy way
till the end be; for. thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at the
end of the days."
Such guidance .from above was also sought and obtained by
the Apostolic churches~ They knew and felt the necessity of
Divine teaching. They remembered our Lord's reproof to his
disciples (Luke niv. 25), " 0 fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have spoken;" and that, though he
had said (Acts i. 7), .. it is not for you to know the times or
the seasons," be also goes on to say (i. 8), II but ye shall receive power .after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you." On
this promiae the Apostles constantly Ilcted, and went forth to
the church, " not with enticing words of man's wisdom, but in
demonstration of the Spirit and of power;· that their faith
should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the power of
God" (1 Cor. ii. 5); speaking .. the wisdom of God in a myatery, even the hidden wisdom, which God ordained before unto
our glory: which none of the princes of this world knew; for
had they known it they would not have crucified the Lord of
glory. But, as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither hath entered into the heart of man the things which
God hath prepared for them that love him. But God hath
revealed them unto us by his Spirit: for the Spirit searcheth
all things, yea, the deep things of God. For what man knowC.th the thm,gsof a man, save the spirit of a man which is
in him? Eve.n so the things of God knoweth no man, but the
Spirit of Ood. Now we have received not the spirit of the world,

as
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penooal- demeanour, and form of expression, still -retain much
Of the primeval aimplicity.
Natural history allO, in its moat utensive sense, must be
studied bY him who would fully undentaDd the Prophecies. The
animals and their different -instincts supply frequent illustrations, and sometimes give a time of fulfilment to the prophecy,
which we could not otherwise ascertain. In ha. xxi. 8, " he
cried as a lion: " this alone marks no time; but ver. 9, .. Babylon
i. fallen f' and ver. 10, " 0 my threshing, and the com of my
Soor;" which connect the roaring of die lion with the fall of
Babylon and with the time of harvest, giving the full meaning to Jer. xlix. 19, 1. 44, where the deatroyer of Babylon
" comes up like a lion from the swellings of Jordan:" for II Jordan overfloweth his banks all the time of harvest" (Jos. iii. 16,
1 Chron. xii. 16), which drove the lions, from their dens in its
banks, up to the higher country with continual roarings. The
seasons of the year and the products of the earth are still more
extensively applicable to a dIscovery of the time of fulfilment;
for there is scarcely a prophecy in which some reference to
agriculture does not occur; which reference is at once a link
connecting it with some otber prophecy, and a chronological
mark which fixes its place in the stream of time. Thus, the
burning of chaff and stubble is associated with the day of the
Lord's ven~eance, Mal. iv. 1, and therefore follows close upon
the threshlDg of Babylon (1sa. xxi. 10) ; and the vintage in
Joel iii. 13, Rev. xix. 16, is in like manner linked to the day
of vengeance (Isa. lxiii. 3); which ushers in the year of the
redeemed (ver. 4).
Closely connected with the seasons, by which in fact they
were -regulated, are the great festivals of the Jewish year, so
frequently ~lluded to in the ~rophecies. These are all demon..
strabJy typIcal; and, taken slDgly, foresheweach some future
act; taken in connection, foreshew the order in which these
acts shall take place. II Christ our passover is sacrificed for
us" (l Cor. v. 7). II Now is Christ risen from the dead, and
become the first-fruits of them -that slept" (l Cor. xv. 20).
-, But into tbe second tabernacle went thehigh priest alone, once
every :year" (Heb. -ix. 7): "Christ entered in OJice into the
holy place" (ver. 12), "heaven itself" (ver. 24); "And unto
them that look for him shall he appear the second time, without
sin, unto salTation" (ver. 28). Here the three great acts of Christ's
death, resurrection, and ascension, are linked to the solemnities
of the Passover, First-fruits, and Day of Atonement. The only
remaining solemnity in the Jewish year is the Feast of Tabernacles, which we know does not take place till after the rending of
the veil" when "he shall appear the second time" (Heb.ix. 28);

9
"and his feet shall stand in that day upon the Mount of
Olives." (Zech. xi". 4.) 'I Everyone that is left, of all the
nations which came against Jerusalem, shall even go up from
year to year to worship the King the Lord of hosts. and to
keep the feast of tabernacles." (ver.16.) And contemporaneous
therewith ·is the manifestation of the countless multitude of
redeemed ones, "haring palms in their hands." (Rev. vi. 9.)
Seeing, therefore, that a correct knowledge of the Jewish feasts
!s so important, we shall take an early opportunity of explain109 them.
Not less important is the Tabernacle and its contents; of all
which, together with the various sacrifices and legal ordinances,
it may be said, that they were, not mere temporary provisions
for the wilderness, but a great body of types shadowing forth
good things to come; and it therefore became necessary to exhibit them in all their detail to Moses in the mount, and so
strictly to enjoin him to conform them in all respects to what he
had there seen: "See that thou make all things according to
the pattern shewn thee in the mount." (Heb. viii. 7.) The
necessity for· understanding all these is evident from the whole
Epistle to the Hebrews.
In this enumeration of the various means by which we may
expect to understand the Prophecies, and the several departments of study they comprehend. we have not yet adverted to
one, which. is to a certain extent presupposed and included in
th~ all, but which is so im:portant. and so frequently ~is
apphed, that we must not pass It over: we mean, the applIcatIOn
of the New Testament to the prophecies of the Old. There is
no hranch of our inquiry in which correct judgment, and independence of mind almost amounting to hardihood, are so necessary as in this. It involves theology at every step. as well as
interpretation; it has to encounter established prejudices as
often as to claim their support; and must not only shew what
is the ri~ht application, but refute that which. is wrong. No
mistake 10 this is solitary, but draws with it many more, affecting both the Testaments; and a combination of error is often
brought forward as a~ established principle, and error thus propagated far and wide. Under this head no general rules can
be given; but our own method of applying the New Testament
to the Old will be exemplifi~d in almost every article. To these
things we only tefer, in orcie"!' to shew that we are awara. qf the
extent and requirements of our undertaking, and to guard our
readers against expecting too much at once, or all the necessary
qualificatIOns in anyone man; but we hope by subdivision of
labour. to combine in one work what no single person could do.
These several means all respect the Word of Prophecy; but
the Prophet himself and his auditors must not be disregarded:
VOL. I.-NO. I.
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for we cannot fully understand his message, unless we take into
consideration the station of the messenger· and the people he
addressed. The princely Isaiah, prophesying to princes, pours
forth strains of the loftiest and most polislied verse. Amos,
" the herdsman of Tekoa," has a plain, brief, but strong, pithy
style. While the Royal Psalmist, who had known every variety
of station,. runs through the whole compass of the prophetic
harp, from the simple melody of the shepherd song to the refined and varied harmony of the palace, leads the full chorus
of praise to Jehovah, or clangs his loud cymbal to the battlefield shout. He had also passed through every variety of spiritual experience; whence every man, however situated, can find
something there to which his own experience responds: and
this universality of character has made the Psalms of David to
be ever regarded as the richest treasure of the church. All these
various cnaracters were under the direction of the same Spirit,
who, without destroying their characteristic distinctions, led
them all to testify, each in his own way, to the same grand
truths,-the oneness of God, his electing love, and the certain
completion of his )lurpose; and, on the other hand, man's fall,
his insufficiency in himself, his all-sufficiency when trusting in
God, and his lofty destination in future ages.
N or is it to man alone that prophecy is confined; nor is the intelligent creation its only theme. It strikes a note which fills the
whole range of existence; and every th ing th at hath a being echoes
back a song to the glory of God. The creature, now subject to
vanity not willingly (Rom. viii. 20), is waiting in earnest expectation of its deliverance from the bondage of corrurtion into the
glorious liberty of the sons of God. Then shal be exhibited
"the restitution of all things," and the whole creation in one
chorus take up the " new song: The Lord reigneth: let the
heavens rejoice, and let the earth be glad; let the sea roar, and
the fulness thereof; let the field be joyful, and all that is therein: then shall all the trees of the wood rejoice before the Lord ......
Exalt the Lord our God, and worship at his holy hill; for the
Lord our God is Holy." And the triumphant song of that
creation, at whose foundation" the morning stars sang together,
and all the sons of God shouted for joy" (Job xxxvin. 7); and
whose redemption-mystery angels have desired to look into"
(1 Pet. i. 12): this triumphant song, which bursts from the
redeemed creation, shall the angelic nosts take up and prolong,
and with ten thousand times ten thousand voices shall exclaim,
II Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power, and
riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour, and glory, and
blessing. And every creature which is in heaven, and on
the earth, and under the earth, and such as are in the sea, and
all that are in them, heard I saying, Blessing, and honour, and
fI
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glory, and power, be unto him that sitteth upon the throne, and
unto the Lamb, for eTer and ever." (Rev. v. 11-13.) ED •

•••
INTERPRETATIONS OF ALL THOSE PASSAGES OF PBOPBECY
QUOTED IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.

(Communicated by the Rev.
No.1.

EDWARD IRVING.)

THE great question which, after fourteen huudred years, is again
brought into public and open issue before the whole church,
concerning the literal accomplishment of every jot and tittle
of the Law and the Prophets, is a question of such vast importance-touching, as it doth, the veracity of God, the integrity.
of faith, the object of hope, and almost every other subject of
intercourse between God and man-that I have meditated
very mnch in my own mind, how the merits of such a question
might best be brought before the eyes of men, and an impartial
judgment obtained it. It is a question purely of interpretation,
resolving itself into this simple issue, Whether God's word is
to be interpreted after the same manner and by the same rules
as the word of any man; whether the holy Scriptures are to
be understood according to the way of understanding another
book, by thenaturaI meaning of the words, similitudes, metaphors,
and other figures which are employed therein. We, who stand
up for literal interpretation, hold that it ought to be so interpreted and understood; and only with the more diligent and
exact study of the language, because it is the word of God.
Therefore we would examine every jot and tittle, because we
know that " one jot or tittle shall not pass from the Prophets,
till all be fulfilled." A figure of speech, we hold, should be
treated as a figure of speech is elsewhere treated; an emblem,
as an emblem; a symbol, as a symbol; all in order to come
at the real thing which the word seeketh to express. That real
thing may be a truth concerning God's own belOg, which is not
visible; concerning our own spirit, which likewise is not visible;
or it may be concerning God's Image in flesh-that is, Christwhich is visible; or concerning our own body, which is visible;
or concerning the destinies of nations upon the earth, and of
the earth itself, which are likewise visible. But of whatever
kind it is, the only way, we maintain, by which the real thing
intended to be made known can be known, is through the exact,
honest, and common-sense interpretation of the words in which
it is made known. We do not mean to say, that when the
real u'uth of the words hath been arrived at we are then arrived at the. ultimate end of God; which, to an intelligent and
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responsible creature, cannot be in the mere understanding of
a fact, but must rise into the apprehension of the purpose.
God hath in communicating the same unto men i-a purpose
originating with himself, and terminating with men; or rather
embracing men, and throuuh men returning again into himself. I t is therefore an e;;'or to impute unto us, who stand
for the literal interpretation of God's word, the fault of stopping short when we have arrived at the knowledge of the
visible or historical thing therein conveyed: which indeed we
prize only as the ground upon 'which to stand, and from which
to demonstrate the being and the purpos& of God to his fallen
and responsible and redeemed creatnres. Far be it from us to
object to the raising of every good doctrine, and the enforcing
of every spiritual truth, upon the basis of every historical revelation of God. Nay, we are zealous for understanding the thing
declared concerning men, and nations, and the church, for this
very reason, that, being firmly persuaded of the truth thereof,
we would use them for" doctrine, for reproof, for correction, and
for instruction in righteousness." It must surely be some mistake, concerning our purpose and design in literal interpretation,
which moveth any honest-hearted believer in God's word to
quarrel with us, to discountenance us, or to mistrust U8, in our
well-meant endeavours to arrive at the real thing which God
intendeth to declare, and to use it for the end for which he hath
declared that he caused it to be written.
To suppose, with Origen and bis followers, that there are
subtle and recondite senses in the text of Holy Writ, is· not
only to degrade the understanding of man, as we see it degraded
in the Rabbinical writers, and to introduce those Gnostic aberrations which misled the Christian church in the primitive ages ;
but it is really to strike at 3: higher mark, even at God himself;
and to suppose, that in rE-vealing his mind to man he adopted a
cipher which a few might attain unto by erudition, or obtain the
secret of by revelation, but from which the many should be for ever
hidden, or, at least, until some of the illuminated ones should
disclose to them the matter. This is the very basis of the Papal
tenet, most hateful to God and pernicious to man, that the
Scriptures are not to be interpreted by the people for themselves,
but only through the medium of the church. For if it be true
that there are other principles of interpretation than those which
the common good sense of men would by natural sagacity and
ingenuity guide them to, then those methods must be attained
by some uncommon means; and those only who have attained
them can be allowed to interpret the writing unto the rest.
Call those initiated ones the Church, or the assembled Councils
of the learned of the church, and you have the Papal tenet in
its perfection. But if, as all we Protestants believe, and I trust
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many Romanists also, if they durst avow it---ftnd many of them,
God be praised, do not scruple to avow it-the Scriptures are
to be given to the people in their mother tongue, according to
the best translation which can be made thereof by the learned ;
then have we done a great injury both to God and man, unless
we believe that God wrote for the understanding of common
men; and that common men, by the right use of their understanding, are able to comprehend him. While thus we speak,
we do no injury to the truth, that U the natural man apprehendeth not the things of the Spirit, which are spiJitually discerned :"
for such spiritual discernment never cometh but through the·
revelation of the wwd. I t hath been lost by the fallen and
rebellious will, and can no otherwise be attained save by a
communication from God, spoken by the mouth of accredIted
messengers, or written in their insJ>ired books; and he who.
withdraweth himself from the hearmg or from the reading of
the same, need not to expect spiritual discernment, but will walk.
in that darkness and ignorance of God wherein men, all mea,
are naturally found. As Luther said to Bullinger, I f God's word
is an instrument through which the Holy Ghost worketh and
accomplisheth his work, and prepareth a beginning to righteousness or justification." "By your error," said he again," you
cut in sunder and separate the word and the Spirit; you separate those that preach. and teach the word, from God who
worketh the same; you also separate thereby the ministers who
baptize. from God who commandeth it. Oh DO~ but 1 conclud&
thus: God himselfpreacheth, threateneth, reproveth, at&ighteth.
comforteth. absolveth, administereth the sacraments, &C. A.
our Saviour Christ saitb, Who,o heareth you, heareth me; and,
Whatj{e loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven, &c. Likewise, t is not you that speak. but the Spirit of your Father
whick speaketh in you .........Every hearer must conclude and
say, 'I hear not St. Paul, St. Peter, or a man, speak; but I hear
God himself speak, baptize, absolve, excommunicate, and administer the holy sacrament of the Lord's Supper...... Therefore
we conclude, short and round, that God through the word
worketh, which is an instrument whereby we are instructed to
know him in heart, as by the present and happy example of
the conversion of this our loving brother Bullinger we apparently see and hear." (Luther's Table-Talk, pp. 12, 13.)
These sentiments of Luther, which were blessed to the
conversion of Bullinger, are the very basis and groundwork
of the Reformation,. and the corner-stone of every Protestant
cbW'Ch; which all do hold the right of private judgment,
yea, the duty, and even the necessity of it, in order to the
obtaining of any knowledge or comfort of the Holy Scriptures, any. profit of the preacher's voice, any nourishment
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of the sacraments, any edification of the church. The faculties
of the man himself, head and heart, are one element; the ordinances of the church, whereof the written word is a chief one, are
another element, towards the working of any good work by the
Holy Ghost in the soul of a believer; and being so, according
to what principles is a man to exercise his natural faculties, if
not according to the principles upon which they are constituted
and exercised in all other matters whatever 1 And if this be so,
unto what method or form of man's understanding should God
inscribe his revelation, save unto that common form and method
which he hath impressed upon all men by his creative hand,
and which pertaineth not to man as learned or unlearned, as
clerical or legal, as Jew or Gentile, as Christian or heathen, but
as Man 1 unto that common form, I say, of human reason
which pertaineth to man as man, hath God inscribed his revealed
word; and the man who ia most exercised in the largeness and
commouness of reason, and least conversant with the peculiarities of a school, of a class, or of a nation, is the man upon whom
the word of God, in the hands of the Holy Spirit, will produce
the largest and truest effect.
These remarks I make with the view of introducing what
I take to be an unexceptionable method of bringing the
great question concerning the literal interpretation of Prophecy to a fair and final determination. The method is simply this, To take the Holy Ghost himself for our guide; who
m the New Testament hath directed us to the application of a
great number of the prophecies of the Old Testament, expressly declaring, in most instances, that in such an event
was such and such a word of prophecy fulfilled. Sometimes
with greater latitude expressing an agreement between a
))rophecy and an event-as in Acts xv. 15, "To this agree
the words of the Prophet, as it is written;" and Matt. iii. 23,
U That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the Prophets."
But in whatever way referred to, and it is generally in the most
exact and determinate, the Holy Ghost by such quotation doth
give us a clue wherewith to follow the supposed labyrinth of
the prophecies thus quoted and referred to. By taking this
infallible guidance, we have no doubt that we shall be able to
make it appear, that in every instance God interprets literally'
his own blessed word: and this I think occulTing in well nigh, If
not more than, an hundred instances, will prove warrant enough
for every wise and pious man to conclude that his word ou~ht
ever to be interpreted literally. In thus exhibiting the use whIch
God maketh of his own Scriptures, I shall have great delight
in subverting and destroying a modem hypotheSIS, that these
quotations in the New Testament are, many of them, made in the
way of elegant allusion, of loose an~logy, or poetical ornament;
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as when a full-minded oman scatters over hill discourse quotations from his favourite authors ;-an hypothesis than which
one less founded in truth, more dishonourable to the holy Scriptures. and the Holy Ghost who inspired them. or more destructive to the faith of men. was never mvented. And while I thus
proceed from quotation to quotation, following the order of events
in the Gospels, and the order of chapters in the other books of
the New Testament, I shall also take occasion to shew forth the
weight and importance which is brought to the narrative, or to
the argument, by the fulfilment of the Prophecy therein cited.
But I confess, when all these ends have been mentioned,
good and great as they are, the chief end of this undertaking is
still undisclosed; which is no less, 0 my fellow-Christians. than
to. deliver God's holy and divine prophecy from the darkness
with which it hath been covered by the indolence, unbelief, and
incuriousness of men. Believing, with holy Peter. that we have
also a more sure word of Prophecy" (literally, "and we have more
confirmed the prophetic word "), " whereunto ye do well that ye
take heed, as untO a light that shineth in 8 dark place, until
the day dawn and the day-star arise in your hearts," I
am desirous to shew unto the church, that the Prophecy is
indeed lij?;ht, and is not darkness; a light to lead unto life, and
not to IDIslead unto death ;-a steady light, which shineth afar
upon the bosom of the troubled deep, amidst the wreck of the
howling tempest, guiding forlorn mariners into fair havens, where
their rest is i-not a baleful fire, betokening invasion. bloodshed, and ruin to a land; nor yet a fiery star, hastening to the
destruction of the world; nor yet an igms fatuus, or light of the
dead, hovering over foul graves and treacherous swamps, to disappoint the weary way-worn wanderer; but a light of God, a light
of truth, hung up in the darkness of the long night of His absence who is the True Light, in order to comfort the world with
its regeneration, in order to comfort the body of man with its
resurrection, and his soul with its eternal inheritance of life and
blessedness upon the earth, when He who is our life shall come
again;. when those also shall come with him who do now in heaven
sing this song, II Thou art worthy to take the book, and to open
the seals thereof; for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us unto
God by thy blood, out of every kindred, and tongue, and people,
and nation; and hast made us unto our God kings and priests ;
and we shall reign upon the earth." This is my great end, 0 God,
thou knowest,-to follow the footsteps of the Fathers and Reformers of thy church, who did make a constant use of the prophetic Scriptures, in order that the hopes of men might rest upon
the word of God. and not upon the word of men. Therefore, as
Thou, who knowest the heart, dost well know and discern what
this my purpose is, in seeking to interpret those several strains
II
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'of prophecy which thine own wisdom hath applied, I do en:"
treat for myself those gifts of interpretation and of utterance which the Holy Spirit in the beginning of the church
gave unto pastors and teachers: and I ask, moreover, for the
·love I bear to thy church, that thou wouldest open their hearts
to receive and believe and rest upon the truth contained in
thy holy Prophets, and by their prayers to be helpful unto thy
poor servant tn his endeavours to do what in him lies for thy
glory and for their good.
INTERl'RETATlON I.

Isai. vii. riferred to Matt. i. 22, 23.
. For the most important purposes, then, of directing the mind
of the chureh to the more sure word of Prophecy, which hath
'very much ceased from being looked to as "a light in a dark
'place" (2 Pet. i. 10); and of connecting the New Testament
with the Old, and shewing the light which they reflect upon
'One another; I shall take tn hand, trusting to the Spirit, which
searcheth all things, and revealetb them to us (1 Cor. ii. 10),
'and likewise shews us things to come (John xvi. 13), to open
in order all those prophecies of the Old Testament; which have
been quoted and applied in the New Testament; wherein we
shall have the guidance of the Holy Spirit himself, as to the
application of that part of the prophecy which is quoted: and
from this, as from a given point, we shall endeavour to fix and
determine the application of the whole passage of prophecy
whereof it is a part. By this means, those who are disinclined
to the study of Prophecy from certain undefined' notions concerning the unprofitableness, and even sinfulness, of interprt'ting
it, will, I trust, be delivered from that fearful snare of the devil,
'and guided into the right method of nnderstanding those Scriptures which, like all the rest, were written for our learning. (Rom.
:r:v.4.) Now, the first prop~ecy guoted i~. the ~~w Testa~ent
IS 'that of Immanuel, contained tn· the vnth, vmth, and lxth
chapters of Isaiah. This prophecy of the Nativity, though it
seemeth to have escaped the great body of the Jews-intent
altogether upon the national glory connected with the Mesaiah-had not escaped the knowledge and the faith of Simeon
and of Anna, and of those others in Jerusalem who" waited for
the consolation of Israel," and who gave thanks unto God when
his parents brought the child Jesus into the temple, to do for
him after the custom of the law. And of it we may say, that
never before, and perhaps never since, was the attention' of
men called in so wonderful a manner to the fulfilment of any
prophecy. First, Zacharias's vision, while performing the most
80lemn office of the daily worship ; and his seizure With dumb-
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in the sight of the assembled people, not removed until the
circumcision of the Baptist, whose birth was then announced to
him. These things, taken along with the barrenness and the old
age of Elizabeth, were calculated to rivet the attention. of men
upon John, the forerunner and prophet of Christ; and accordingly
it is said, Luke i. 65, " Fear came on all them that dwelt round
about them: and all these sayings were noised abroad throughout all the hill countlf of Judea; and all they that heard them
laid them up in their hearts, saying, What manner of child
shall this be 1" The salutation of the angel to the blessed
Virgin, and the vision given to Joseph her betrothed husband,
and the salutation of Elizabeth, and the prophecy of Zacharias,
were all fitted and designed to raise expectation in the hearts of
those to whom they came, and of all to whom they were reported. Also the appearing of the angels to the shepherds in
the fields of Bethlehem, and their proceeding straightway to the
stable in which He was born, and immediately upon his birth, was
a thing never to be forgotten, and much to be spoken of through
all the country round. And the appearance of the star to the
wise men from the East, and their arrival at the court and palace
of Jerusalem to inquire where the King of the Jews was to be
found; the alarm of Herod, and the secret assembling of his conclave, together with the murder of the innocents which followed
thereon; were fitted to make an indelible impression upon all the
city and nation. Such a combination of celestial and terrestrial
means was no doubt intended of God to draw the attention of
the Jews to the fulfilment of this very prophecy. In a most
remarkable manner, therefore, was this prophecy honoured of
God; and well is it worthy of our most diligent study.
Though, as we have said, it runneth through the viith, viiith,
and part of the ixth chapters of the Prophet Isaiah, it divides
itself into two distinct strains, given under different circumstances, and I think at different times. The division takes place
at the end of the viith chapter, which contains what may be
called, The prophecy of the sign. The second strain may be
called, The prophecy of the name and power of Immanuel.
The one, the prophecy of his nativity; the other, the prophecy
of bis triumph and everlasting kinr;dom. From each of these
strains concerning Immanuel, the V trgin's Son, there are quotations in the New Testament. From the first, in Matt. i. 23;
from the second, in Luke i. 32. Or, if anyone should doubt
this to be a quotation, because it is not stated as such, then have
we in Matt. iii. 14 an express quotation from it, as well as in
Heb. ii. ] 3. So that both these strains of prophecy concerning Immanuel will come before us in their due order. It is
to the first of them that we now address ourselves. The Evangelist Matthew, after pl'esenting us· with the genealogy of
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Joseph, Mary's husband, whose reputed first-born Jesus was,
and therefore in the eye of the nation the representative of his
family, enters on the narrative of his conception by the power
of the Holy Ghost, of the Divine intimation thereof to Joseph
(who is spoken to as the son of David; his genealogy having
been already derived from that royal stem), and of God's commandment that the child's name should be Jesus, .. for he shall
save his yeople from their sins;" Then it is added (verse 22),
II Now al
this was done that it might be fulfilled which was
spoken of the Lord by the Prophet, saying, Behold, a virgin
shall conceive, and shall bring forth a Son; and they shall call
his name Immanuel, which is, being interpreted, God with us."
There can be no doubt, therefore, that the prophecy in Isaiah did
receive its fulfilment in this act of the immaculate conception,
because it is expressly so declared by the Holy Spirit. Let us,
then, by this leading light endeavour to steer our way through
the prophecy itself.
. '
The occasion of this signal propllecy was as signal as the prophecy itself. Samaria, the head of the Ten Tribes, did confederate
with Damascus, the head of Syria, for no less an object than to
cut off the royal line of David from the throne of Judah in Jerusalem. But the Lord had promised, and with an oath had
Sworn it to David, "Thine house and thy kingdom shall be
'established for ever before thee: thy throne will He establish
'for ever" (2 Sam. vii. 16). To which promise frequent reference is made in the Psalms: as, Ixxxix. 4, '0 I have sworn unto
David my Servant, Thy seed will I establish for ever, and build
up thy throne to all generations:" cxxxii. 11, " The Lord hath
sworn in truth unto David, he will not turn from it, Of the fruit
,of thy body will I set upon thy throne." This confederacy of
Samaria and Damascus was therefore no less than a conspiracy
asainst the word and oath of God, which be had given to David
'his servant; and therefore it was a fit and worthy occasion for
God to interfere and assure the house of David, " whose heart
was moved, and the heart of his people, as the trees of the wood
are moved with the wind." To prove, therefore, the strength of
his own word, and its mightiness to overthrow the strength of
confederate kings, he commissioned Isaiah to deliver this pro:ehecy concerning Immanuel, the Son of David; for whose sake
the promise of tne throne had been given to David, as the promise of the inheritance had been given to Abraham. That we are
right in this judgment concerning the purpose of the prophecy,
is evident from the language with whIch the following a~d t.he
, only other prophecy concernmg Immanuel concludes (Isaiah IX.
"7), "Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be
-110 end, upon the throne of David, and upon hiS kingdom, to order
. it and to establish it with judgmen~ and with justice, from
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henceforth even for ever." Which makes it manifest that it was
given to confirm the oath made unto David against the conspiraoy
now undertaken to subvert his throne, and to cut off his royal line.
Let us now examine the prophecy itself. The Lord com..
mandeth the prophet to take with him his son She8.l'-jashub,
for reasons which we shall see hereafter, to go forth to meet
Ahaz the king, and to say unto him, .. Take heed, and be quiet:
fear not, neither be faint-hearted. for the two tails of these smoking
fire-brands; for the fierce anger of Rezin with Syria, and of the
son of Remaliah. Because Syria. Ephraim, and.the son of Re-.
maliah,. have takeu evil cou~el 1tgIlinst thee, saying, Let us go
up agaInst Judah and vex It, and let us make a breach therem
for us, and set a king in the mid1Jtof it, even the son of Tabeal;
thus saith the Lord God, It ·shall not stand, -neither shall it
come to pass: for the head of Syria is Damascus, and the head
of Damascus :is Rezin; and within threescore-and-five yeam
shall Ephraim be broken, that it be not a people. And the
head af Ephraim is Samaria, and the head of Samaria is Remaliah's son. If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be
established." This first part of the prophecy was given to quiet
the mind of Ahaz and his people,- -lD order to his receiving the
great and mysterious prediction of Immanuel. And, like the
overture of all far-distant prophecies, it served the important end
of verifying the prophecy itself, which was to wait for its accom..
plishment; enshrining It. as it were, in an enduring casket of
lDcontrovertible truth. Moreover, it served this important end
in itself, of shewing wherefore Israel was broken from being a
people; becau&e they rebelled and levied war against the house
of David; God's appointed line for transmitting the sceptre unto
Shilah: by strikiug at which consecrated dynasty they struck
at Messiah, in the loins of Ahaz: and therefore were broken
fr.om being a people, and are broken still. The predi~tion was
gIven seven hundred and forty-two years before Chnst: from
which take sixty-five years, and you alTive at the year six hundred and seven-ty-seven. Now, if we tum to the Second Book
of Kings (ch. ·xvii.) we find that in that·very year (verse 23)
Israel was carried away out of their own land to Assyria unto
this day, and 'other nations planted there in their room. . The
kingdom indeed of Israel, '-and Samaria its capital, had been
overthrown before within twenty years from the giving of this
prophecy; but still there remained a seed in the land, a remnant of the people; so that they were not as yet broken from
heing a people: but at the end of the threescore-and-five years
appointed. their land was planted with strangers-a new language, ·anew religion, and a new people possessed it, whom
the Jews until this day reject, as not being the people of Israel,
but a spurious people; and because they would claim to bc a
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pure people, the" Jews, God's witnesses, took up, and maintained
until our Lord's time, and do still maintain, their inveterate
national hatred to the Samaritans. Upon which prediction
and its fulfilment we may observe these two things before proceeding : First, How exact and literal is the accomplishment of prophecy, even to every jot and tittle! Ephraim had been broken
III every other respect forty years before, except that till now he
was not broken from being a people. So that upon the force of
this word people rests the veracity of the prophecy. And perhaps this is the reason why the prediction is placed In the middle,
between the enunciations of the style and dignity of Rezin and of
Remaliah, that God, with a certain severe satire upon their pompous pretensions, would tell the burden of Ephraim, That in sixtyfive years he should not have the shadow of a name. This may
teach us a lesson, in the outset of these interpretations, how
careful we should be not to suffer one iota of the prophecy to be
explained away, lest thereby we lose the truth of the whole.
Our second observation is, That the accomplishment of a prophecy never wanteth for a witness, neither need that witness be
carefully sought, but will be found standing out of its own accord
in the broadest lines and distinctions of tIie world. The Jewish
nation would rather have died to a man, than suffered these
Samaritans to steal the name of the pure seed of Abraham,
testifying thereby that Ephraim was lost and broken.
The prediction above recited is, however, but the overture
and voucher of the great prophecy which Isaiah at this time
was commissioned to give to Ahaz; but which, because of its
remoteness, required to be sealed up with the signet of God.
This was done by delivering it at the same time and by the same
mouth, with the former prediction, which was soon to be fulfilled
in a great event; the fulfilled being God's stamp upon the unfulfilled, until the time that it should be'fulfilled. Now the subst"ance, and as it were nucleus, of the prophecy, is thus introduced: "If ye will not believe, ye shall not be established." The
prophet espied incredulity inAhaz." Like wicked men, consciencestricken wIth the apprehension of instant evil; like worldly-wise
men, measuring every thing, and the word of God also, by outward appearances, Ahaz heard the Prophet, but had little faith
hi his word: therefore the Prophet spake to him, and to the house
of David in him, and to all to whom the word of God should
come, the most important of all truths, saying, .. If 'Ie will not
believe, ye shall not be established." But the unbehef of Ahaz
was not to prevent the Lord from fully telling out his purpose.
Wherefore we have (verse 10), using the marginal reading,
I t And the Lord added to speak unto Ahaz, saying, Ask thee a
sign of the Lord thy God: ask it either in the depth or in the
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height above." The Lord would have removed the doubt of the
king, by giving him a sign such as he afterwards gave to his son
Hezekiah, who had faith, and was established by the miraculous interposition of God. But Ahazwas too wicked and
worldly either to ask a sign of his own accord, as Abraham did,
or yet to ask it when permitted and entreated to do so by the
Prophet; and in the peevishness or hypocrisy of unbelief he
excused himself, with Pharisaicallangtlage; saying," I will not
ask, neither will I tempt the Lord." Upon which the Prophet,
unmasking the hypocritical ungodly king, broke forth with these
words: .. Hear ye now, 0 house of David, Is it a small thing for
you to weary men, but will ye weary my God also? Therefore
the Lord himself shall give you a sign." It is remarkable that
the Prophet should change the person to whom he speaketh, in
the first instance addressmg Ahaz, but now making his appeal
to the house of David. For this there is good reason, because, as
we shall see in the sequel, the sign given was not to Ahaz in
particular, nor indeed to anyone in particular, but to the house
of David in genera], shewing that they should be established in
their peculiar dignity promised and sworn unto David, as hath
been said above. And what now is the sign? Something visible,
like that given to Hezekiah, when the shadow went back fifteen
degrees upon the dial of Ahaz? No. That was offered to Ahaz,
but he had not faith to receive it: signs are not given, yea,
we may say are not possible to be given, but where there
is a measure of faith. The impotent man had faith to be
healed, and he was healed; but at Nazareth "Jesus could do
no mighty work, save that he laid his hand upon a few sick folk
and healed them, and he marvelled because of their unbelief."
(Mark vi. 5.) So, because of his unbelief, Ahaz received no
sign. The sign, is a sign of the Lord's own proffering, not to
Ahaz, but to the house of David; which in his own good time
he would give once for all, and never again; that it might stand
solitary and alone in the records of creation, for a witness to
the house of David, that it should be established for ever, according to the word and the oath of God. And to the house of
David be utters it, that those who had faith amongst them might
believe and be established: " Behold, a virgin shall conceive and
bear a Son, and shall call his name Immanuel." The sign,
therefore, I conceive to lie in the prophecy itself; a sign, to the
believer, that David's house and David's throne sliall never
be subverted in Israel: according to that word of the Apostle
(l Cor. xiv. 22), " Prophecy is for a sign, not to the unbelievers,.
but to the believers." Examples of thIS kind occur every where
in Scripture: as, when the Lord pronounceth judgment upon
Eli's house, the sign is, that Hophni and Phineas nis two sons
should die in one day, both of them (1 ~am. ii. 34); one
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prophecy being the sign of another. And our Lord in the
Gospels giveth the prophecy of his own burial in the heart of
t·he earth, as the sign of what should come unto that evil and
adulterous generation, who were to be buried and lost in the
womb of the Leviathan, or Great Dragon, or the Earth (for by all
these names the Roman Empire is denoted), as his body was
hid for a: season in the grave, and Jonah's life for a season shut
up in the'bellyof the whale. Abraham asked God for a sign
whereby,he should know that be should inherit the land (Gen.
xv. 8), and he received a promise of the four hundred years'
captivity in Egypt. 'And, lDdeed, I may say that it is the rule
of all revehition, to make one event prophesied of the sign of
another remoter event at the same time prophesied of. For example:' we have seen in this very prophecy the destruction of
Israel from being a people coming in as the voucher for this
prophecy of Immanuel; which, when fulfilled, should, in its
turn be the voucher for the ultimate design of the prophecy, the
establishment of the house of David. When, therefore, the house
of David saw this prophecy fulfilled in a virgin of the house
of David, afterwards married also to a man of the house of David
-so that both as virgin and as wife she was of the house of David; her Son also, both in the eye of faith (beholding him the
virgin's Son), and in the eye of law (holding him for Joseph's
Son)" being likewise of the house of David-when, I say, this
prophecy had been accomplished, the house of David, looking
thereupon in their low estate, should have taken heart and believed, and the whole Jewish nation should have taken heart and
believed: and every Gentile, and ever'! Jew,who believeth that
Jesus of Nazareth was the Son of a VIrgin, should believe upon
this sure sign, even if there were no other evidence, that the
house of David shall surely be established for ever, as the Lord
hath sworn; and that all confederacies formed against the Lord
and his Anointed One; shall come to nought, like that first confederacy of Rezin and Remaliah's son. '
If, now; it be~inquired, how Immanuel's birth of a virgin was
'the sign of all which. in this and the following passage of prophecy is set forth concerning Immanuel's boundless and eternal
government of the earth and of all things, it is answered, in
the language of the angel which announced the wonderful Child
unto his mother, "Therefore also that Holy Thing, which shall
be boni of thee, shall be called the Son of God:" it is answered,
in the language of the covenant made with David, that by this
miraculous conception God fulfilled that word (2 Sam. vii. 14),
~, I will be his Father, ,and he shall be my Son." In which
word the Holy Ghost, in the mouth of David, maketh his dignity
above all kings to consist: Ps.lxxxix.26," He shall cry unto
me, Thou art my Father, my God, and the Rock of my salvation:
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also, I will mak.ehim, ..my First-born, 'higher than the kings of
the earth." In which word also the Holy Ghost, in. the mouth
of Paul, ma.k.eth his dignity above all angels to consist:. Heb. i.
5, Unto which of the angels said he atanr, time, I will be te
him a Father, and he shall be to me a Son 1-.' Now, if the mystery of Christ's· superiority to all kings and to all angels be.in this,
that he could say unto God, My Father; and if this special dignity he did derive from his being born of a virgin, by Divine
and extraordinary generation, as the angel expressly testifieth to
Mary; it follows, that this peculiarity, of his being the woman's
Seed and the Father's Son, is indeed the very sign of that increase of government and of peace, without end and for ever,
which is prophesied of Im,manuel; is therefore the security
unto the offspring of David of eternal and universal government
over the nations and over the worlds; is the sign and security
of the breaking of all confederacies of all nations (antichl"istian,
like Ephraim; and infidel, like Damascus) which should.gather
themselves together against the Lord and his Anointed", In
reference to which destruction of the confederate powers and
wickedness the second, Psalm is indited, which turnethalso upon
his prerogative as the Son of the Father: (ver. 6) "Yet have
I set my Xing upon my holy hill of Zion: I will declare the
decree: The Lord hath .said unto me, Thou art my Son; this
day have I begotten thee: ask of me, and I shall give thee the
heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the
earth for thy possession: thou shalt break them With a rod of
iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces, like a potter's vessel."
To me, therefore, laying all these things spoken concerning the
Father's Son together, it seemeth, that under the confederacy
of Ephraim the apostate, and Syria the heathen, against Ahaz
the head of David's honse, in whose loins Messiah lay, is set forth
in the great fore-ground of prophetic history the idea of those
successive combinations of the apostate church and unbaptized
-world against the throne of God, and especially of that consum·mating confederacy which is described in all the Prophets, .from
Moses unto John, and set forth at large in the XIX th of the
Apocalypse: while in that word, ,. Behold, a virgin shall conceive," which was given as a sign of the subversion of that first
confederacy of Rezm and Remaliah's SOll, is set forth that contrary law of Divine energy and holiness, fixed in a Man of
womankindr who should evermore prevail to extinguish every
new hydra head as it appeared, and-in due time should possess
all the kingdoIDs, sitting upon the throne of David.
:
And here I may step aside to open the ancient fable, or muthol,
of Hercules the son of Jove strangling the serpent in his cradle-that is, the Son overcoming the devil from his childhood-then
contending with the hydra of wickedness, and beating down head
after head, until ne>thing but the fire, the lake of fire, would quell
lC
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him; into which the devil is to be cast impotent at length. But
Hercules received from her he loved, and for whom he went
into servile offices, a poisoned garment, with which being clothed,
he was all envenomed, and cast himself headlong into the
sea; shadowing forth most orthodox doctrine: How Christ, for
the love he bore the human soul, consented to become a servant to her, and to be clothed with her body of sin and death,
and to give up his life of his own accord, and for a season to be
translated to his Father's throne, that he might come again in the
might of his Father, and not only assail and overcome the giant
brood, sons of heaven and of earth-that is, of the soul, derived
from God, and the body from the ground-but likewise reclaim
the earth itself, and bring it into subjection and blessedness for
ever. But to returnIf anyone inquire further, why his being the Seed of the
woman should qualify him for bruising the serpent's head,
as it shewed itself in the successive confederacies of the wicked
against the word of the Lord and the Lord's anointed King,
I answer, that God, by preparing a body of fallen humanity for
his Son through the power of the Holy Ghost, and his Son
by· taking it, did begin the work of destroying the potentiality
of evil in creation, and expelling it out of living creation into
the lake which burneth, which IS the second death. All evil
which had been conceived in the apostate angels was poured
forth in its strength into the fallen world of nature, whereof
man's soul, man's will, is the sovereign. To destroy the devil
and his works, to destroy the liar and his lies, which God from
the be~inning had resolved on, and unto which all things, good
and evIl, were steadily working together; it became him to send
forth his Son, made of a woman, that he might encounter all the
power of the devil, the world, and the flesh, in our nature, and
overcome them all; and by dying destroy him that had the
power of death; and by rising from the dead leave him with his
sceptre broken, denounce him an usurper, shew sin as an ephemeral phantom, and the sinful form of things as but their condition of changing and passing onward unto a state of perdurable
blessedness. The whole kernel of the mystery of God's blessed
government of all thing'S in a state of blessedness, is therefore
contained in the promise of a virgin conceiving a Son; of a
living one coming forth from the substance of manhood without
the cause of life; or, in other words, of the unmanifested Life
informing with life the substance of fallen womanhood, and
taking it from the devil's mastery, through the jaws of death,
up aloft, above an place and power, to the right hand of the
throne of God. Though we, low-minded generation that we are,
have fallen from the admiration of this great mystery, it is the
ancientest of this world's oracles; and It was the most famous
of the hopes of nations, who looked for no amelioration what-
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ever until the time that the Virgin's Child should be revealed.
Witness the beautiful verses of the Pollio of Virgil, which he
himself acknowledgeth to have come from the Sybilline books;
which Bishop Horsley, in his famous Essay, regardeth (I think
justly) as the relics of the prophecies which had been prese"ed
amongst the Heathens.
.
Ultima Cumati venit jam earminis !etas ;
Magnus ab integra s1I!Clorum naseitur ordo.
Jam redit el Virgo; redeunt Saturnia regna;
Jam nova progenies ecelo demittitur alto.
Tu modo nascenti puero, quo ferrea primum
Desinet, ae toto surget gtms au rea mundo,
Virgo Eel. iv. 1. 4-10.
Casta fave Lucina.

Which, for the sake of the unlearned, I translate word for word;
"Now cometh the lastage oftheCumll}an (sybil's) song; the great
order of ages revolveth anew. Now also the Virgin retumeth.
and the Satumian kingdoms returp: now the new progeny descendeth from heaven on high. 0 chaste Lucina, do thou but
favour the growing boy, that the iron rule may at length cease,
and the golden arise over the whole world."-This prophecy of
Isaiah did indeed become the sign of blessed government and
golden days unto the weary world; and when our Lord appeared
there did exist, by the confession of the heathen themselves, a
universal expectation in the East, of a Divine Personage, who
was to arise and take the government upon his shoulder. It
existed amongst the Jews more fervently than amongst others;
but it was common unto all the nations of the earth, and is to
be found in the heart of all their religion and philosophy : 80
that here also, as in the preceding prophecy of Ephraim's being
broken, we have for witnesses, if not the Jewish nlltion, who have
busily corrupted or destroyed their testimony hereof, though
they were not permitted to corrupt the Scriptures, yet of all the
surrounding nations, who could have obtained it only from the
sacred books, or from the coeval traditions of Moses and the Patriarchs, who referred back again to the first promise, or rather
the curse upon the serpent, given under the Fall.
It doth but remain further, that we open the mystery of the
name .. Immanuel;" which being interpreted, saith St. Matthew, is •• God with us." Now it is a thing worthy of remark,
that the angel had immediately before instructed Joseph to call
his name, not Immanuel, but Jesus. Where then, or how.
it may be asked, was Christ called Immanuel? No where is
he so called in Scripture, save in the next chapter of this pro..
phecy, where it is said (ver. 8), "The stretching out of the
Assyrian's win~s shall fill the breadth of thy land, 0 Immanuel:" and 10 the 10th verse, where it is said, that .. the
counsel of the heathen shall not "tand, because of Immanuel.".
TOL. I.-NO. I.
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Now' both these passages refer to a time and an action which is
not yet accomplished; though it hath had its beginning; for the
counsel of the Assyrian and his confederacy have not yet come
to nought, and the stretching out of his wings doth 8till overspread the land of Immanuel. Moreover, it may' be truly said,
that Immanuel did not purchase the land until he had kept
the conditions of the Old Testament, which stood in perfect
obedience to the Law; and therefore it could be called Immanuel's land only with reference to a time posterior to his incarnation. And, since his incarnation, he hath not been with us,
but absent from us. But before he departed, he gave a promise
that he would come again, and receive us unto himself; "that
,!here I am! there ye may be als~:" that is, he mak~th a distinct lromllie, agamst a future bme, that he and his people
shoul never more be separated as they are at present. The
present, therefore, is not the time when he can be properly
called Immanuel; for by his own" account he is not with us in
person, but only in sp!rit, in the Comforter. Wherefore Paul
saith (2 Cor. v. 8), that .. to be absent from tl.e body is to be
present with the Lord;" and (ver. 6), that It to be at home in
the body is to be absent from the Lord." And the time specified by the same Apostle, when we shall be ever with the
Lord (1 Thess. v. 17), is at the descent of Christ from heaven,
the resurrection of the righteous dead, and the change of the
righteous living. With no propriety, therefore, I deem, can
the name of Immanuel be applied to the days of his flesh, during
which, though the Word did tabernacle amongst U8, it was only
for a day, and not for a permanency; a brief season followed.
by a long absence, which again is to be followed by an eternal
presence and residence with us. Besides, while he abode in
the likeness of sinful flesh, he was not the Son of God to the
knowledge of the natural man, but only to "the knowledge and
confession of the spiritual man; because it is written, " No man
can say that Jesus is the Son of God, but by the Spirit of
God:" and again, it is written, "Flesh and blood hath not
revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven."
Besides, our blessed Lord, in the days of his flesh, did perform
none of those gl'eat works which are prophesied of Immanuel
in the following chapter; which are, to deliver his land from
the Assyrians, to bring the counse' of the heathen to nought,
to multiply the nation, to break the yoke of their burden, to sit
upon the throne of David, and to establish the boundless
government thereof for ever. Against what time, then, shall
this name of Immanuel come to him by right? When he shall
come in the glory of his Father, to take up his eternal residence
in the" midst of men. And when is thisf In the new heavens
and 'the new earth and the new Jerusalem; when all things
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shall be generated new. and the former things be pasaed awaf.
Upon which re~neration. or restitution of all things, there 18
heard (Rev. XXI. 3) a great voice out of heaven. saying. " Behold the tabernacle of God is with men. and he will dwell with
them; and they shall be his people, and God himself shall be
with them, and be their God; (litera.lly) and God himself, or
the very God, shall be with them. their God." This iff spoken
by a great voice out of heaven, and is announced to John as the
great characteristic of the JleW dispenl8.tion of the world. God
Ai1lllelf tDitA tAem, is the Greek translation of Immanuel; 80
that it would. be, ., Immanuel shall be their God." In that
dispensation, therefore, which is about to come upon the earth,
the Son of the Virgin shall both be. and be known to be,
•• Immanuel, or God with us." And this indeed shall be his
distinction in that day, from the invisible, incomprehensible
Godhead of the Father, who is not with us, but worshipped as
apart from us; or rather, who is every where, and therefore not
peculiarly any where. At present, Christ is not .. God with us,"
but God. with the Father, seated on the Father's right hand;
but then he shall be "God with us," and not God with the
Father: 80 that the successive conditions of the Son seem to be
these three i-his eternal dwelling-place in the bosom of the
Father; his present seat at the right hand of the Father; and
his permanent abode with men; in the last of which I include
the days of his flesh, which was to us the seal of all the promises and prophecies concerning the eternal manifestation of
God, and the pledge of hi. coming to reside permanently with
UI. against the dispensation of the fulness of the times.
He
attained in the days of his flesh unto the humiliation of being
the Virgin's Son. He hath taken this lowly degree of exist...
ence, and seated it in honour and glory at the right hand of
the Father; and the Father, who hath given him this honour,
is redncing all creation under his government; which being
accomplished by Him, as the Agent. as the Right Hand of
power. the Sword of Judgment, the Man of War, he shall then
come and .ettle himself in peace over the obedient earth. dwelliDg in the midst of his people, and enjoying the name" Immanuel." which may haply be that new name promised unto every
one that overcometh (Rev. iii. 12); and of which it is said
(ReY. xix. 12). that" he had a name written, that no man knew
but he himself:" for verily, to know this name Immanuel, no
creature attaineth to, as no creature may presume to claim it for
himself. It importeth the Divinity of Ood united to the humanity
of man: and of this mystery, though we know the consolation, yet
is DO man conscious to the deptRs thereof. How Christ comprehendeth the Godhead's iRcomprehensible and incommunicable essence, and at the same time doth accommodate, bound.
and limit it unto the form of a human act,. is a mystery which I
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belie", and. believing, am saved by my faith; but which it
were presumption and foUy and madness fOT me. or any oue, to
.y tliat he is able to fathom. Here is the mystery; here lieth
the love, the grace, the condescension, that ever from the
boundless infinite. he should be condescending into the bonnded
finite of reason. No man indeed can name that name, but he
himself: Immanuel alone knoweth what Immanuel meaneth.
We know only this, that it is the harmony of the human and
the Divine nature. the at-one-ment, or, I might say, in-onement of God and man: and beyond this we cannot go; for as
to how it taketh place. who shan tell but God alone? As to
the fact that it bath taken place, and that all peace is therein
wnrped up. my soul rejoice thou therein.
I now this interpretation of the ~an, ., Behold, a virgin shall
eoocelwe and bear a Son. and shall eall his name Immanuel," be
BOUnd and complete. it shews us how in the prophetic method.
withia the scope of one verse. the whole duration and action of the
lDystery of God manifest in the flesh can be comprehended. It
shews us IIlOft!JOftI", that the Spirit of God doth not divide the
humiliation from. the exaltation, but eootemp~.th tbt".m as
esaeatially one and indivisible; both necessary to represent the
purpose, and to aeoomplish the end of God. But these and other
ft4Ieetions we lea-c>e to the reader's mind, eon1ining ourselftS as
we do stn~' to the method of pure interpretation.
The
et nen proceeds to denounce the judgments of
God. upon
two kings. Rezin and RemaJiah. WIth respect to
whom he had said nothing as yet; and this he doth by refereoce
to the cbild SbeaIjasbub. whom he was eommanded to take
along with hi1D. For I will nefti" allow. that the Son whom the
~ is to bear. and the ebild, over whom the Prophet pr0phecies the dOWllfall of these two kings. are one ad the same.
'I'he WOlds in the ~na1 are dttf'erent. The word used for
child is the proper HehTew word for- web an ODe as the prophet'.
eon; and for this end th~ prophet's S01l. was taken, that over the
head of the ~th he m~t~pbesy the downfall of these two
kint:.!'S; to the end that :SbeaJjasbub, as well as lIahar-shala.1basb-baz, might be for a sign unto thf. people of Israel, II.l1d that
the Prophet might be able to say (ver. 18), « Behold, I and the
children whom the Lord hath given me, aTe for siJ.!ns and for
wonders in 19I'Ilt'1. from the LOrd of hosts, which -dwelleth in
)(ount Zion." To the end, the1"efore. of constitoting Sbea.1jasbub
a Imng siga of the destruction of th~ two kings, the Prophet,
addla8ing bis diseou1'8e to Ahu ~in, and drOJll»1ng the more
1IObIe aDd enlarged style of addJWJSlng the hoose of David, doth.
. . . . ~ UDto the lting, in a l.~ which the king could
'aOt miatake. when tbere were bot hUMoIf, IM.iah, and the lad.
)II' II t together. Abu would never andorstand the Prophet

... .,..a..g of1he V.tgia'8 Son, which was not proeented to
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him as areality; but as a prophetic sign; but now the Prophet
begins to speak, not the language of a prophetic sign, but of a
reality, saying, "Butter and honey shall he eat, that he may
know to choose the good and refuse the evil. Surely (it is 80
translated in verse 9), before the youth (this is the proper rendering of the word) shall know to refuse the evil and choose the
good, the land that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her
kings." The reason for which butter and honey are mentioned
is, that they are the most nourishing of meats; wherefore,
Canaan is said to be a land flowing with milk and honey: and
the mention of them doth import, that the child should have
the best of nourishment to bring him forward to years of discretion. Yet surely, before that time could arrive, hasten it as
ye might, these kings should be cut off from their land. Accordingly, within three years from the giving of this prophecy,
was Pekah, the son of Remaliah, cut off by Hoshea the son of
Elah (2 Kings xv. 30); Qnd in the same year, or the year before,
he did the like by Rezin, king of Damascus (2 Kings xvi. 9).
So exactly was this part of the prophecy fulfilled, and so hastily
were these two kings cut off with condign punishment.
Seeing then that we have the judgment upon the two kings
separated and set apart from the Judgment upon Ephraim as a
people, we can now go back and apply the sign of the Virgin's
conception in a more extensive sense than we have hitherto done.
We applied it, in general, to the large and comprehensive object
of the prophecy, the establishment of David's house and
David's throne, and no doubt this is that which it chiefly
avoucheth. But, forasmuch as a particular and special jud~
~ent hath been denounced upon Ephraim as a people, and thiS
sign is immediately thereafter introduced, we do think that
there is reason for believing, that the birth of Jesus is, in some
way or other, the sign unto the house of David, of Ephraim
being broken from being a people. With respect to the manner how, I shall have an opportunity of speaking at length
when I come to treat of the prophecy of Ephraim's dispersion,
given in the xxxist of Jeremiah, where and where alone, besides
this place, the wonder is announced, that It a woman shall com~ a mati;" a prophecy which we shall be called upon to examine
10 the very next interpretation but two, grounded upon Matt. ii.17
and 18, which is quoted from this very Prophecy of Jeremiah,
being the prophecy of Rachel weeping in Rama for her children. Therefore, deferring further remark upon this particular
until we shall have it fairly and fully before us, we go on with
our interpretation of the prophecy of Immanuel, which thus
proceedeth (ver. 17) to address itself to Ahaz in person, and to
deliver the burden of the Lord against himself :-" The Lord
shan bring upon thee, and upon thy people, and upon thy': father's
house, days that have not come from the day that Ephraim
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Verses 17, 18: " The Lord shall bring upon thee, and upon
thy people, and upon thy father's house, days that have not
come, from the day that Ephraim departed from Judah; even
the king of Assyria.' And it shall come to pass in that day, that
the Lord shall hiss for the fly that is in the uttermost part of the
rivers of Egypt, and for the bee that is in the land of Assyria."
I consider the prophecy, from the 17th verse unto the end of
the chapter, to be unto Ahaz and his people. and the house of
David, what the former prophecy was to Ephraim; the burden
which they should have to bear for their sina from the hand
of the Lord their God. It is a burden of sore eppression and
grievous disaster, but no more. It is not a burden destroying
them from being a people, as is that of Ephraim. The king
of Assyria brings on the evil day, which accordingly he essayed
to do in the next reign of Hezekiah, but was overthrown in virtue
of the repentance and faith of the king, as you find it recorded at
length in the xxxvth, xxxvii th, and xxxviii th chapters of this
Prophet. Unlike Ahaz his father, Hezekiah believed the Prophet,
and was established. He asked for a sign, and he received it;
and Sennacherib's host was overthrown by the angel of the
Lord. The same burden of Jerusalem's overthrow, and the
abiding wrath of God upon her people, was pronounced by Huldah the Prophetess, in the reign of the good king Josiah (2
Kings xxii. 15). And again respite was granted durmg the days
of that faithful king; but in the days of his son, Jehoahaz, the
Lord began to accomplish the word of his servant Isaiah, by
hissing for the fly that is in the uttermost part of the rivers of
Egypt. Hissing is the mode by which in the East a man calls
the attention of any bystander, answering to our Ho! or Hem I
and the fly in the uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt is an
emblem of the people who dwelt upon the Nile, and all its streams,
which produce from the mud innumerable swarms of this insect;
and the bee, perhaps from its daring and sharp and painful sting,
and from a certain nobility both of nature and appearance, as
well as from its proceeding in swarms, standeth as an emblem
for the Assyrian power. Egypt was the first to bring dishonour
upon the house of David, and oppression upon the land of
Israel by' the hand of Pharaoh-Nechoh, who slew king Josiah,
at Megtddo (2 Kings xxiii. 29), and put his son, Jehoahaz, in
bonds at Riblah, and put the land to a tribute of an hundred
talents of silver, and a talent of gold (ver.33), and dethroned
Jehoahaz and set up Jehoiakim in his stead, and made the land
tributary. Then came Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon,
the fmit of the Assyrian, and laid him under tribute three
years more; after which (xxiv. 2), the Lord gathered bands
of the Chaldees, and bands of the Syrians, and bands of the
Moabi&es, and bands of the children of Ammon, and I I sent them
agaiDat Judah to destroy it, according to the 'Word of the Lord,
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which he spake by his servants the prophets."~The next king
was Jehoiakim, against whom the Lord brought Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, who took him, and his princes, and all
his family, captive into Babylon, dishonouled and spoiled the
temple, and otherwise vexed Jerusalem and the whole land.
And, instead of. the king, he set up Zedekiah, who, contrary to
his treaty and oath of allegiance to the king of Babylon, made
overtures unto, and entered into treaty with, the king of Egypt,
and rebelled against N ebuchadl1ezzar his liege lord. Whereupon,
Nebtichadnezzar came up with force and great wrath against
Jerusalem, and broke it up entirely, and demolished it, and
slew the king's sons, and put out the king's eyes, and carried
him captive to Babylon, from which time until this the house of
David have been captives, or tributaries, or exiles, the throne of
David and his tabernacle fallen down, and woe to the utterDiost,
wreaked upon him, and upon his people, and upon his father's
house i first, by the power of Egypt, and then by the power of
Assyria, and then Dy the power of Persia, and then by the
power of Greece, and then by the power of Rome, and then by
the power of the Saracens, or Ishmaelites, and then by the
power of the Turks, who, proceeding from the Euphrates (Rev.
IX.), and possessing both Nineveh and Babylon. do represent
.
the Assyrian power again.
Verse 19: .. And they shall come. and shall rest all of them
in the desolate valleys, and in the holes of the rocks, and upon
aU thorns. and upon all bushes." This verse sets forth the
desolation of the land through the swarms of invaders. by the
emblem of the fly and the bee resting upon every place. and
sucking out the sap and verdure of every growing thing. How·
truly it hath been accomplished, let the narrative of every traveller
in the Holy Land declare.
Verse 20: " In the same day shall the Lord shave with a
razor that is. hired; namely, by them beyond the river. and
by the king of Assyria, the head, and the hair of the feet.
and it shall also consume the beard." This language is taken
from the law of the Nazarite; according to which, a man, when
he was consecrated to the Lord, did separate himself and was
holy, and no razor came upon his head: but, when the time of
his consecration ceased. and he became common, like another
man, he was required (Numb. vi. 18) to " shave the head of his
separation at the door of the tabernacle of the congregation,
and to take the hair of the head of his separation and put it in
the fire which is under the sacrifice of the peace-offering." To
this the language of the prophecy referreth, when it is said.
that II the Lord should shave with a razor the head and the
hair of. the feet, and it shall also consume the beard." And the
thing signified by this language .is, that the land, and the
people, and the royal family, should, from henceforth, cease to
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have any speeial holiness in the sight of God, but should be
common as other lands. With respect to the expression, "a
razor that is hired," I think it denotes, that herein Nebuchadnezzar was the 8e"ant of the Lord, who would reward him for
the good service which he was about to do; according as it ill
written (Jer. xxvii. 6), "And now have I given all these landa
into the hand ofNebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon , my se11Jantl
and the beasts of the field have I given him also, to serve him."
The remainder of the prophecy is but a comment upon the
breaking of the vow of the Nazarite towards the iand and the
people, setting forth. by strong and striking similitudes, the
desolation to which the land should be brought (verse 21): .. And
it shall come to pass in that day, that a man shall nourish a
young cow and two sheep; and it shall come to pass, for the
abundance of milk that they shall give, that he shall eat butter,
for butter and honey shall every one eat that is left in the land."
This signifies, that during the same period-namely, in that day
of desolation from the fly of Egypt and the bee of Assyria. in
that day when the land ceased to be holiness to the Lord, in
that day of Israel's rejection and casting out, which day endureth still, any man who might own a oow and two sheep,
should have such abundant pasture for them amidst the wide
wildernesses, that he should eat butter in abundance from their
milk, which, with wild honey, should constitute his food. In
other words, the remaining few should live upon the food
of a wandering horde, such as the Tartars, roaming with
their cattle over deserts where once mighty empires flourished, which, by the wrath of God, have been turned into
a desolate wilderness. This, in the all-comprehensive language of Prophecy, describes better than a volume the depopulation and the desolation of that land, which, in the days
of her separation and holiness, could send forth to battle a
million of men of war. But more striking features of miserable wasteness follow in succession (verse 23): " And it shall
come to pass in that day, that every p'lace shall be where there
were a thousand vines, at a thousand sllverlings: it shall even be
for briars and thorns." The silverling (qj silver, a thousand of
lilver) being undefined, is to be understood of the common
silver coin, the shekel, about half-a-crown of our money, as
it is rendered, 2 Sam. xviii. 11, 12. Now we learn (Can.
viii. 11) that a vineyard, which produced a thousand pieces of
silver, was of the nchest Ilnd most precious kind, and such a
vineyard is here said to run to briars and thorns. Moreover, to
luch wildness would nature turn, that it should be unsafe to
come into the land without arms; and those, such arms as are
borne by wandering tribes (verse 24): ." With arrows and with
bows shall they come there, because all the land shall become
VOL. I.-NO.1.
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briars and thorns." And lastly, on all hills that shall be, or
should be, or had wont to be, digged with the mattock for the
purposes of vineyards, orchards, or gardens, or for the pleasure
of rich and wealthy people. where the briars and the thorns
came not, as loving better the level grounds, these hills should
be "for the sending forth of oxen and the treading of lesser
cattle;" which, by the overgrown wildness of the plains and
the meadows, should not come there. It seemeth to me to declare that there should be such wasteness in the land which was
once to be tilled with the ploughshare, that the cattle should
be fain to seek their pasture upon the rugged hills which were
wont to be digged with the mattock and the hoe.
Such is the passage of prophecy, in the heart of which the
prophecy of the Son of the virgin IS contained. We have seen
every jot and every tittle of it fulfilled. It is a literal prophecy
literally accomplished in all its parts. Ephraim is broken from
being a people; from the set time, three-score and five years
after the utterance of the prophecy, Ephraim hath ceased to be
a leople. Rezin and Remaliah's son were cut off before the
la Shear-jashub could discern between good and evil. The
house of David hath been in distress and humiliation, the people
of Judah and Benjam~n under captivity and oppression, the
holy land under wasteness and desecration, and continue so
until this day. In the midst of such disastrous tidings, such
violence of woe, is the birth of Immanuel. the virgin's Son, in..
troduced as a sign, token, and suret>:, that the vials of woe
poured upon David's house, and DaVid's throne, and David's
people, and David's land, should not utterly overwhelm them,
should not abide for ever, but have an accomplishment and an
end. That time, place, and persons should be left for the accomplishment of those better promises, that double recompence of
blessings, and eternal glory which. is yet to rest upon all these
humbled and oppressed things, when the times of refreshing shall
come from the presence of the Lord, when all confederacies and
associations of all countries against the land of Immanuel shall
be broken in pieces, and shall come to nought for (because of)
Immanuel (Isaiah viii. 10); when the government shall be
upon theshouldt"rs of the Child that is born unto them, when
he shall sit upon the throne of David and upon his kingdom to
order it, and to establish it with justice and with judgment
from henceforth, even for ever. (Isalah ix. 6,7,) Therefore, 0
Jew, who believest in the Son of Mary, be comfol'ted and re-assured,for the sign hath been given. But if thou believest not.
then walk on in darkness; for thou seest not the sign of the
preservation of David's house. And thou. 0 Christian, who
believest in the sign, believe in the thing whereof it is the sign;
.and no more doubt that David's h01,lse shall be re-established io
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~emsa1e~, in the holy land, and that Immanuel, God, with us (then
mdeed wtth us, no longer away from us,) shall Sit on David's
throne, than thou doubtest tlie other parts of this veritable
propheCYL
From this prophecy thus literally interpreted I make this
inference. that it is a grievous error to say, as men do now say,
that prophecy is only to be understood when it is accomplished ;
to say that it is idle, or worse than idle, to attempt to understand
it till then; for surely Ahaz well knew what this burden betokened to him, to his confederated enemies, and to Ephraim; or
if he did not, it was a blindness of the uoderstanding brought 00
by a perversity of the will, io which also consisteth, as I deem;
much of our present ignorance of prophecy. Like Abaz, we will
oot have a sign; like Ahaz, we weary both God and man; like
Ahaz, we regard not the prophetic word; and like Ahaz, the
church will come to destmction for this very offence. And if
the sign itself, that the virgin should conceive, which is the
nucleus of the prophecy, should have been hidden from the understandings of men before the coming of Christ, whereof we
cannot now with ~ccuracy judge, this also was for want of faith.
not for want of simplicity or sincerity in the language; for want
of that faith which Abraham had when he believed God, that he
and Sarah should have a son in their old age: and this want of
faith proceedeth from doubting concerning the power of God to
change the laws and ordinances of nature; and this doubt leads
men to degrade and explain away the prophecy until it become
commensurate with the ordinary methods of cause and effect.
But if the Jews had believed this word exactly as it is written,
it would have proved to them a sure and almost infallible sign
whereby to know Immanuel, and knowin~ him to believe 10
him, and to believe in the restoration of theIr estate by' the Man
who should be born of the virgin. In like manner, if we could
bring ourselves to believe in the coming of Christ, and in all.
those things which he is to accomplish exactly as they .are
written, we would see a fulfilment of them in the time of the
Lord, and even in this present time we would see all things concurring with that progression of signs, which is to draw on the
fulfilment. But if we will not believe we cannot be established,
but shall surely perish io our unbelief.
.
My second observation is with respect to the great error of those
who say that God never intended that we should know the times
and the seasons of the fulfilment of the prophecy; whereas he gives
both a period of years and a date in the life-time of a child then
before the king, within which the events of the prophecy should be
accomplished. But the tme cause of all these falsehoods is, that
men have such slight and unreal notions of God's being and
providence, their faith in God is so much weaker than their faith
ID time, place, and circumstance, that they cannot believe any
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word of God which comes into competition with their beiief in
the ordinary course of events. When the course of events has
made the prophecy to become history, they can credit the
prophecy because it coincides with the history; but until such
coincidence, they haTe no faith in it&t all. Now I would rather,
for my part, have a firm faith in God, as foreseeing, and overruling, and predicting all, though my interpretations thereof
ehould in most instances be wrong. than have no faith in God as
overruling all, though I should never be detected in a false expectation. What l am about to say may seem extreme to many,
but I believe it, and therefore will say it; and it is a solemn
word with which this first interpretation may be well concluded.
That those who have attempted to interpret prophecy, or love to
hear it interpreted, are the only persons who have had actual
faith in prophecy. And now may the Lord blese this endeavour
to open his prophetic word, and commend it to the hearts of
all liis people!

• ••
"THE TIMES AND SEASONS .... "

THE expression occurs in Actsi. 7, and in 1 Thess. v. 1. The
first more generally: "It is '/lot for you to know times or seasom,
which the Father "ad put in "'is own power." The other is
etated more definitely and particularly: " Of THE time, and
THE seasons ye have 110 flteed tkat I write unto you," Stc. Both
places, however, ha.ve a direct reference to acquiring knowledge
respecting the time of the second advent.
We see in Acts i. 7, that our Lord does not correct the supposition of the disciples, as if it were an elTor; but, on the contrary, implie~ that a period will arrive when the kingdom will
be restored again unto Israel; but that they had another work
to perform: they were to receive power from the Holy Ghost,
in order to do the work which would precede the glorIOUS epiphany-namely, witnessing unto the uttermost part of the
earth, ver. 8, before declared by our Lord to be a necessary preliminary, Matt. xxiv. 14.
.
" To ever!! purpose under heaven there is a ,eason a7Ul a time."
(Eccles. iii. 1.) As Isaiah, i. 3, reproaches the Jews with being
in knowledge and consideration mferior to brute instinct; so
does Jeremiah, viii. 7, cOlllpare the knowledge of thtstork and
the turtle, respecting the times of their migratio,IS, with the
• We have perused a little pamphlet, entitled" Hints on the Study of Prophecy," published for the benefit of the Continental Society; and as it is now
out ofprmt, we give one head, which appears original, and may be of use in
the investigation of prophecy, nearly as it before appeared, with some few
additions communieated to U1I by tbe authar.-EDJTOlt.
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ignorance ot the Jews respecting the time of their visita.
tion and dispersion. "Yea, the ,tork in th8 keafJen knoweth
lu!r appointed times; and the turtle and the crane wid tIle
swalfuw observe the time of their comillg; but my people know
1l0t thejudgment of the Lord."
Luke xix. 44:." Thine e"emie,
,/,aU lay thee even with the ground, and thy children witkin tlu!e ;
and they shall not leave in thee ORe stoNe upon another; because
thou knewed not ti,e TIM E rif thy 'Visitation." Our Lord. in the
same maDner, declares the Pharisees to be hypocrites for not
discerning .. the signs of the times" (Matt. xvi. 3) ; and their
first display of enmity against him (Luke iv. 24-29) was in
rejecting the intimation of " a mystery whick, from the beginning
of the world, had been hid in Goo; a1Ul which, in other ages, WtU
not made known unto tile sons of men, as it is now ref/eated u.to
the holy .A.p?!tle, and Propkets hy the Spirit. that tlte Gentile,
slwuld befello~"eirs:' &.c. (Eph. iii. 5, 6.) Here we see. that
what at one time was hidden from the church, at another time
it is criminal for the church not to be acquainted with. And it
behoves us to consider, whether the Lion of the tribe of Judah
has not "prevailed to open the book," and thereby revealed to
the church the approach of that My which was before" known
to no mall, no, not to the angels, .either tke Sou, bitt the Father"
only. At any rate. Paul, though he had only been three Sabbaths (Acts xvii. 2) at Tbessalonica, had sufficiently ac~uainted
the Thessalonians respecting" the times and the ~easons: as that
. "that day ~hould not overtake them as a thief;" they being
.. children of the lighl," and, BEING SUCH, were not in darkness
respecting the future.
Perceiving, then, that the observation of " tke times a1ldseasons" is one of the greatmeaos pointed out for disc~rning the
approach of that day, it will be well to consider the expression
itself.
. '..
THE SEASONS explains itaeli,aad is similar to the direction
given by James v. 1: " Be patie71t, brethren, unto the coming 6f
tlu! Lord: beltold, the hu,bandma" watcheth for the precious
fruit of tke ellrtk,-and hatk 10Tlg patience for it, until he receive
THE EARLY AND LATTE.·R RAIN." ... Our Lord, in like manner,
warDS the disciples (Matt. xxiv. 32) ~ " Now learn a parable of
tlu! fig-tree: when !lis braltc'" is yet tender, and putteth fortlt
leaves,!!e k"ow that summer is tligh; so LIKEWISE Y E, wlien ye
.hallsee all these tkiltgs, know that it is ntflr, even at the doo,., ;'.
or, as Luke has it, " that tke ki1lJ5dom of God is nigh at harld."
(xxi. 31; and compare Luke XiI. 54-56 with Matt. xvi. 1.)
The Jews required a si~n in proof that he was the Messiah
" that was for to come:' he says to the people, " When ?Ie see
THE- cloud rise out of the west, straightway ye say, Therecometh
e1he article unquestionably is demonstrative, "'1"'- Horne', Introd. vol. iii.
p. 21; Bp. Middleton, p. 327.
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a ,hower, and '0 it is, 8fc. Ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face
of the ,ky, but how is it that ye do not discern THIS TIME 1" It
is not simply A cloud, but" TH E cloud of tll.e latter rain" (Prov.
xvi. 15.) They could watcn for II the king's favour" in providence (Job xxix. 23), " But llOW was it that theg could not discern that time?" How was it that they could not discern that
It the fulne8s of time was come," when the King's self was
amongst them, II whose javour wa, as the cloud Of the latter
rain" (Prov. xvi. 15); who, it was declared, should" COME
DOWN as rain upon the mown grass" (Psal. lxxii. 6), (the latter
rain); .. as showers that water the earth?" But they were blinded
in part, and will remain so, until the times of the Gentiles be
fulfilled; so no si~n was given, save that of the Prophet Jonahprimarily signifymg the resurrection, by which our Lord was
determinately declared to be the omnipotent essential Son of
God. (Rom. i. 4.) But there appears more than this in the
sign. I believe the Jews themselves were signified. Jonah was
cast away for a season, for refusing to preach peace to the Gentiles; but after having past this period in II the belly of hell "
(Jonah ii. 2), and thence supplicating toward the holy temple,
his preaching was blessed to the conversion of the whole of
Nineveh. So Messiah pointed, aEl I conceive, to that period
when the Jews shall say, .. Come, let us return unto the Lord:
for he hath torll and he will heal us; he hath smitten and he will
bind us up: after two days he will revive us: IN THE THIRD
DAY HE WILL RAISE us up, and we shall Uve in his sight." .
(Hos. vi.) Now they are cast off; but after two millenaries
these dry bones shall live : then shall they see the sign of the
Son of Man, as gathering clouds betoken the approach of the
latter rain.: he will pour out the Spirit of grace and sVuPlication,
and they will " ask of the Lord rain in the time 0 the latter
rain." "Then (goes on the Prophet Hosea) shal we know if
we follow on to know the Lord: his going forth is prepared as
tke morning" (of the resurrection day; for when the Redeemer
comes to Zion, their restoration shall be II life from the dead") ;
.. AND HE SHALL COME UNTO US AS THE RAIN, AS THE
LATTER FORMER RAIN UPON THE EARTH." (vi. 1-3.) Hence

I infer, that among the" divers mallners" in which the Lord
has used " similitudes by the prophets," those numerous expressions which refer to the seasons-namely, former rain and seedtime, latter rain and first-fruits, harvest and vintage-are not
simply poetical figures, but that they are MARKS BY WHICH
WE MAY CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGE THE DISCURSIVE
PROPH F.CIES ; and it would be as unseemly to violate the proper

order, as to expect" S1IOW in summer" and" "rain in harvest."
(Prov. xxvi. 1.)
Allowing this to be the interpretation, or rather application,
of the expression" THE SEASONS," it will not be difficult to fix
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the interpretation of "THE TIMES" attached to it; which
evidently appears to refer to the times attached to the SefU011.! h!l
the ceremonial law. The three times in the year, every male
was to appear before the Lord: 1. The feast of unleavened
bread, or the first-fruits of barley harvest; 2. Pentecost, or the
first-fruits of wheat-harvest; 3. The feast of taiJeT1uzcies, or
ingatherin~ at the year's end. (Exod. xxiii. 16, 17.)
This pnnciple will be illustrated, as well as confirmed, by
tracing It in the prophecies and types fulfilled at Messiah's
death, and the ushenng in of the dispensation of the Spirit.
Learning, in John xi. 49-51, that the High Priest had officIally,
though unwittingly, declared" it was he who should die "-Jor
he said it .. not of himself; but being high priest that !lear he
prophesied" which goat was to make atonement by death
(Lev. xvi. 8, 9): in the following chapter, ver. I, it is declared,
that" Jesus, six days before the Passover, came to Bethany;"
in ver. 12 it mentions, "tlte next da!l he went up to Jerusalem :"
which, according to the inclusive mode of calculation of the
Jews, would be the ] Oth of Abib, the day that the Pascal Lamb
was set apart. (Exod. xii. 13.) Accordingly we see, John xii.
23, that nis passion then commenced. During the space of
time preceding the Passover he was examined, and declared to
be "a lamb without blemish and without s.eot;" the judge
saying, " 1 find in him no fault" (John xVlli. 38); and the
witness declaring it was "innocent blood" (Matt. xxvii. 4);
which was necessary-according to the Law (Lev. xxii. 20) :
" Whatsoever hath a blemish, shall ye not offer"-to constitute
him" an offering and a sacrifice to God, for a sweet-smelling
savour" (£ph. v. 2). On the evening preceding the Passover,
they went over the brook Kedron, to gather a sheaf of barley
for a wave-offering to the Lord (Lev. xxiii. 10): this was laid
up before the Lord till "the morrow" after the Sabbath, when
it was waved by the priest, till which time they were not permitted to eat " bread, nor parched com, nor green ears" (ver.
14). At the same time, and near the same place, that the sheaf
was gathered, Christ was apprehended; and at the time when
the priest brought forth the wave sheaf, Christ rose from the
dead. On the 14th was" Christ, our passover, sacrijicedfor us"
(1 Cor. v. 7), the day commemorative of redemption from
Egyptian bODd~e by slaying the first-born: and now was fulfilled its typical Import, in the redemption from bondage to sin
by the death of "the first-b6rn amongst many brethren." On
the day of the wave-offering of first-fruits, did Christ "arise
from the dead, and become the first-frllits of them that slept"
(1 Cor. xv. 20). And it was necessary to wait till " Pentecost"
(the first day of the second feast of first-fruits) "was fully
come" (Acts xi. I), bE)forc.those "devout Jews of every natioD
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Imder keavm" (ver. 5) could be converted by the preaching of
Peter, they being the first-fruits of the Spirit;" and therefore
James, addressing (as I conceive) the same people, when he
writes" to the twelve tribes whick are scattered abroad," calls
them" a kind of first-fruits" (i. 18).
This application might have been carried further, so as to
complete the series-such as making John's preaching the
former rain and seed time, H break up YOltr fallow ground, and
.ow not among thorns:" he being "the former rain," or " a
teacher of righteousness," as Joel h. 23, and mar~. a seed time,
of which the fruits of the Spirit appeared some tIme after (Acts
xix. 2). In like manner, the gathering of all the nations at
Jerusalem would be the harvest; the disciples going to the
mountains, the gathering of the wheat into the barn; the first
destruction of Jerusalem, the destroying the chaff and stubble;
the last and total destruction, "the treading of the wine-press
of the wrath of God," completed by ploughing up the foundations and sowing with salt. But as in this the unities of time
would be destroyed, and not, as far as I can see, fulfilled, even
in an exactly answerable number of 'Years, I have not ventured
to put it down.
But it is observable, that as the typical import of the two
feasts in the commencement of the ceremonial year was fulfilled during the time that dispensation was in force, so we may
see that the other series of events is in the commencement of the
natural year, according to the Creation; as in " tke restitution
of all thiugs" the ceremonial year will be abolished, and the
civil year restored.
.
It may be objected, that the seasons must vary 80 much in
time (as, from the account of travellers, does now appenr to be
the case), that freSm that cause the use of this key will be very
limited. But, in answer, I should say, that still, at least the
consecutive order of events may be fixed, which is the chief
thing. And, secondly, I would observe, that the Scripture does
1I0t allow oj great 1Jariation. I grant that now, when neither
the land nor the people have the special blessings of Jehovah,
we must look for variableness of the seasons. The land is now
given to barrenness; but in the years of ancient times, irregularity in the seasons intimated the anger of Jehovah, was
used as language of terror by the prophet, and caused evident
fear in the people (Jer. v. 24, 25). He" RESERVETH unto tiS
the APPOINTED weeks ofkarvest," marks a special provide1)ce
in preserving the exact regularity of the seasons.
But let us trace what latitude Scripture allows. In Ezl'9,
x. 9, the former rain is falling on the 10th of Chisleu. But
the Prophet Amos (iv. 7) points it out as a clear mark of
Jeho~ah 8 displeasure, that the rain had been withheld within
H
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three months of harvest; three weeks after that period which
includes also the space of time which the former rain was falling. It is the same with respect to the latter rain, as in Josh.
iii. 15. 1 Chron. xii. 15 it is mentioned as invariably the case .
that'" Jordan overflowed all his banks all the time oj harvest."
Now it could not have rained during harvest; yet it must have
rained immediately before harvest, else the floods would have
ceased: but, when wsited by Maundrell, he could discern no
sign or probability of such inundations, though so late as the
30th of March, long after the period of barley harvest. In the
same way Samuel gives it as an evident sign of the Lord's
displeasure that there should be rain during wheat harvest
(1 Sam. xii. 17): and in Provo xxvi. I, we find that rain in harvest is as unseemly as snow in summer. Again; the vintage must
have been over before the Feast of Tabernacles, as it was to be
observed after all was gathered in (Exod. xxiii. 16; Lev.
xxiii. 39).
It may also be supposed by some, that there could not be a
space of four or five weeks between barley and wheat harvest;
ret we find, that, just before the coming out of Egypt (Exod.
IX. 31, 32), the barley was in the ear when the wheat was
hidden.
If what I have said renders it sufficiently probable to induce
further inquiry, this probable evidence will be much heightened
by observing the very general use of the fi~res (and when scrutinized), without the regular order being vIolated; while at the
same time the general use of the figure (if the principle for which
I contend be correct) will make it a most important frame-work
on w~ich ~o ~anS'e t~e discursive prophecies.
.
. WIth thIS object 10 VIew, I have constructed the followlDg table
(p. 43) ;-the first column containing the names of the months;
the second shewing the number ()f the month according to the
ecclesiastical computation, as ordered in Exod. xii. 2; the third
the . number of the month according to the civil coml>utation;
but as in Scripture the reference is mostly to holy thmgs, the
ecclesiastical year is that which is commonly used. However,
there is an important exception in Haggai H. 18, 19, which is
explaine~ ~r. the following extract from Godwyn's Moses and
Aaron, hb. 111. c. 1 :
. "Before their ?o~ing out of Egypt, t~ey be~n their year
10 the month of Tlsn; and thus they contmued It always after·
for civil offairs: for their date of buying, selling, their sabbatical years, year of jubilee, &.c. After their coming out of
~pt, they began their year in the month Nisao, and so continued it for the computation of their greatest feasts."
The fourth column shews the day of the month; the fifth:
point. out the periodical changes of the seasons, as well as the
VOL. I.-NO. I.
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appointed times of the feasts; in the sixth are put the beforementioned instances of ty.pical fulfilment, as an example; and
.in the last column, the pnnciple is applied as a prophetic key
.for the arrangement of the Apocalypse, 10 the following mann,er.
Rev. vii. 2, 8, appear to be the 144,000 that are, in xiv. 4,
designated the first-fruits. These I believe are sealed prior to
the three and a half years of famine. But as the arguments to
establish this view depend upon other considerations, and would
not much illustrate the point before us, I shall not meddle with
,it; and indeed it is difficult to give an example in unfulfilled
prophecy, because this is only one help out of many others that
there may be for establishing structure.
Rev. vi. 13, is the falling of the figs. This period I have
considered as intimated by Hag. ii. 18. Rev. xiv. 15 is nearly
the same time of year.
Rev. xiv. 20, and xix. 15, are the vintage. That time I have
not been able to fix so definitely. The grapes must be gathered
in before the Feast of Tabernacles (Lev. xxiii. 39; Exod.
xxiii. 16). But in Lev. xxvi. 5, and Amos ix. 13, which speak
of the future glory of Israel, and the destruction of Edom, the
treadi7tg, it is declared, shall extend to seed time, which is two
months beyond the Feast of Tabernacles. As in Isai. xlix. 26,
the mighty from whom they are ransomed are made drunk with
their own blood, as with new wine.
Rev. vii. 9-17, I suppose to be the Feast of Tabernacles, by
the allusion to the palm-branches (Neh. viii. 15), which were
used at that period; and is synchronous with xix. 1-6, the
Great Hallel at the same feast. This will be when" the tabernacle of God is with men;" when He II in whom dwelleth all
the fulness of the Godhead bodily" tabernacles amongst us;
when that glory.which was b~fore visible only to Pet~.r, Jam~s,
and John (John 1. 14; 2 Pet. 1. 16; Matt. XVI. 28, XVll. ], 2,4),
s~all be seen by .every eye-(~houg~, it may be, they' which pierced
hIm shall see him at an earher period, and answenng to the Day
of Atonement): thus will its typical import be fulfilled.
The Jews suppose this is the period fixed for the afpearance
of Messiah, as we see in John vii. 2: II The Jews feast of
tabernacles was at hand; his breth1'en THEREFORE said unto
him, Depart hence, and go into Judea, that thy disciples also mag
see tl,ee." His answer is, that his time is not yet come; namely,
his time of triumphantly appearing at the Feast of Tabernacles;
but, being Cf maCk under the law," and the typical import of
the Feast of Tabernacles not being fulfil1ed, It was necessary
to appear before the Lord; he therefore did SO, though 'f flol
openly, bllt in secret." At this feast they chanted Psal. cxviii. ;
and we see (ver. 25) the cry, "Hosanna, save now," was that
which was uttered by the multitude bearing palms, the emblem
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of that feast when he before entered· Jerusalem "as her King."
Hence we see why this feast alone is to be observed in the
future glorious state (Zech. xiv. 16), Passover and Pentecost
baving already heen fulfilled.
Rev. xxi. 6, and xxii. 17, appear to he allusions to the custom
()f the Jews on the last day of that feast, when they poured out
water round the altar, Ilnd chanted Isai. xii., which our Saviour
countenances, John vii. 37,38.
I have added an arrangement, by the Times and Seasons,
()f part of the prophecy of Isaiah. For example, chap. ix. 3,
" They jog btfore thee according to tM jog in har·Ilest." The
next verse to which may also shew the application of typical
histories; and if we refer to Judges vi. 11, 13, we find that
Gideon's call was at the same time of the year; and in viii. 2,
the allusion is to the vintage that followed. By comparing Isai.
x. 26, with ix. 4, we may observe, that Gideon's victory is used
to adumbrate the destruction of the Assyrians; and that both
are typical of the future destruction of the enemies of the church
-(compare Isai. xi. 4, with 1 Thess. ii. 8)-and the following
chapter in Isaiah WIlS sung at the Feast of Tabemacles, as before
observed, ending with U Great is the Holg One of Israel, IN
THE MIDST OF THEE."
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ON THE DUTY OF STUDYING UNFU:LFI:LLim PROPHECY.
WHATEVER is known by man of his origin and destiny, is the
subject of Divine Revelation. Unassisted Reason has been, and
ever must be, bafBedin all her attempts to account for the
present state, or to throw light on the future prospects, of our
race. Of this there are many melancholy proofs,. in the wild
and disjointed systems into which the heathen mythology has
moulded the early history of our world, and in the nature of
those shadowy and joyless abodes, which it has fabled for the
dwelling-places of good and bad men after death. Nor in these
mysterious paths which Reason knows not, and which she cannot
by any light of her own explore, has the learned philosopher
been more successful in his inquiries than the untutored barbarian. With greater ingenuity,. indeed, has he propounded
his doubts concerning what we are, and in the darkness of a
more magnificent gloom has he shrouded our hopes for futu ...
rity; but the speculations of both have alike tended to render
perplexity more perplexed: and among all the thousand systems
whIch learned and illiterate men have held on these deep matters, one only proposition has been laid down as certainly true;
and that is, That man is miserable in time, and without hope
for eternity.
This deplorable state of human knowledge, even when thus
superficially glanced at, most flainl Y teaches two things: first,.
That man IS m urgent need 0 a revelation from God; and secondly, That when such a revelation is given, his most important
duty IS carefully to study, and humbly to receive, all which it
commands for his practice, and all which it proposes to his
faith.
So far, no one, who professes to believe in the truth of the
Christian revelation, will hesitate to accompany me. But it not
unfrequently happens, that a truth generally stated meets with
the willing acceptance of those who, in its more especial application, wIll resolutely deny some of its essential parts. And
80 it is in the case before us. The Papist, for example, and
the Pelagian, the Arian, the Socinian, and many others--but
to transcribe whose names would greatly exceed my limits-all
zealously contend that the Bible is the word of God, and therefore the only standard of faith and morals; yet no sooner are
its plainest doctrines stated, and individual texts cited in their
proof, than each begins to take offence, and forth with addresses
himself to explain away, or altogether to invalidate the authority, of su£h passages as most clearly expose and condemn the
fallacy and danger of his particular error.
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It were to undertake a very unnecessary labour, did I attempt to refute the several opinions to which I have just
alluded, the shafts of whose heresy have all been long blunted
by ineffectual strokes against the shield of truth. 1 have only
referred to them as many instances. in al1 of which Infidelity has
had recourse to her uniform plan of attempting to misrepresent,
or altogether to set aside, some portion of the word of God.
But our godly fathers, who lived in the days when these several
heresies began to infest the church, opposed them with all
diligence and zeal, as so many stratagems of the devil, by the
cruel deceitfulness of which he aimed at the subversion of the
true faith. By the blessing of God on this their noble testimony, not seldom maintained through the agonies of martyrdom, we enjoy in its 'llurity the faith once delivered to the saints:
and it becomes us, 1D all meekness, but with unyielding faithfulness, to labour in like manner against the growth of such
poisonous weeds amongst ourselves; if haply, by the same grace
of God, we may succeed in repelling " toose evils which the
craft and subtlety of the devil and man " are continually working against the church.
In compliance with this suggestion of duty, I have determined, if I shall be permitted, 10 a series of papers, of which
this is the first, to expose the heresy and infidelity of an opinion very prevalent in these days, wbich obliquely contradicts
some of the leading doctrines of Christianity, and which aims
a more direct attack against the true and faithful declarations
of p'rophecy, allegorizing and sublimating into absolute intangibility whatever IS unfulfilled in its awful page. This opinion
gives no uncertain note of its alliance, when it attempts to en~
trench itself in one of the strong-holds of the Papacy-namely,
partial reading of the holy Scriptures. But to this it has
betaken itself both in the pulpit and in the press. It is maintained through both these mediums of instruction, by men of
no mean repute, that we should not meddle with the dark
thin~s of futurity. "It is wise," say they, .. and prudent, for
Chnstians to leave unexamined the statements of prophecy not
yet accomplished, which cannot be understood, because we see
them not realized: it is enough for us that we believe what has
already taken place." They tell us also. that it is rash and extravagant, and many unseemlier things than I choose to repeat,
to search into the meaning of those glorious promises which
pourtray the future blessedness of the true church, or to investigate those fearful threatenings which forebode the doom of
the antichristian apostasy.
An opinion springing from such a source, and bearing on such
principles, might well be expected to lead to wild and dangerous
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conclusions. And this, as we shall hereafter see, it has not
failed to do. In the mean time, I shall proceed, in what remains
of this ,aper, to make some remarks on that most pestilent
spirit 0 false humilitr, which seems in these times to be 80
much admired, and which deems it wise and prudent and modest
in man that he give no heed to the words of his Creator.
And it is very plain that this spirit goes, in the first place,
directly to destroy all true faith; the very essence of which
is, to believe on the simple testimony of God's word that for
which the common course of events affords no evidence, or that
even which may seem rather to be contradicted by the probabilities of things. "Faith," says St. Paul, "is the substance
of things hoped for, the evidence of things Mt seen." That
faith wJiich believes only what is seen, or wbat is offered on the
testimony of all history, is most obviously excluded by the Apostle's definition, as well as by the uniform tenor of Scripture,
from being any part of the holy prnciple of which I speak.
Does anyone bebeve that Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of Mary,
led a life of sorrow, died on the cross, was buried, rose again,
and ascended up to heaven 1 He only admits what he cannot
deny, except on principles which would make it untrue that
Cillsar governed Rome. Nay, has the testimony of Nature, as
it is poured forth in the voice of her thunder, or inscribed on
the leaves of her loveliness, convinced anyone that there must
be, and is, one God? He does well; but the devils also "believe and tremble." The faith which was counted to Abraham
for righteousness, was that which believed the promise of
God, though made as if to counteract the ordinary course of
affairs. It could make glad the unquestioning Patriarch, while
it directed his hopes, through the medium of dark sayings and
obscure types of sufferings and glory, to the far-off day of the
Messiah. In the exercise of no less unhesitating a faith could
he believe, on the testimony alone of God's promise, that he--a
childless old man-should yet, together with his own seed,
numerous as the sand on the sea shore, inherit the land on
which he was a stranger. By such a faith also it was that
Job could II know that his Redeemer lived, and that he should
Btand upon the earth at the latter day; and that, though his
body should become the prey' of worms, yet in his flesh he
should see God." And how, let me ask, except in the exercise of a faith which .made no accoun~ of this false rrudence
and modesty, could a piOUS Jew have believed any of al the prophecies which have already been fulfilled 1 Was it consistent,
for example, with the ordinary course of things, that the "everlasting Father" should first be ., the Son given 1" that the
.. Prince of Peace" should appear as a "Root out of a dry
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ground?" that ,~ the Messiah should be cut off 1" that the
"mighty God" should be "found in fashion as a man," and
{' sold for thil'ty pieces of silver?" or that "a virgin should
conceive and bring forth a Son 1" Yet to all these, and many
more points equally strange to the humility (i. e. pride) of
human. wisdom, was this assent required of the ancient Jewish
church; and for her refusal to believe them, and her determipation to study only such prophecies as she could understand,
she was consumed with heavy judgments from God, but to
read the accounts of which, at this distant period, makes the
boldest pale. Such is faith ; such the fulfilment of Prophecy,
its proper object; and such is the vengeance of God on the
unbelief of those who pay more respect to probability than to
his word. And if there be truth 1D Scripture, and faithfulness in the all-faithful One, and power in the Omnipotent to
keep his word, a storm of wrath will ere long visit unbelieving
Christendom, so dreadful that the sacking of Jerusalem was but
its faint fore-shadowing and type. Seeing, then, that the nature
of faith is such as chiefly to regard things unseen and future,
which. must be the subjects of unfulfilled Prophecy; and since
such is the fearful doom of unbelief; what principle can that be
that requires us to leave unexamined what, if we believe not, we
can have no faith beyond that of the infidel, no title to the inheritance of Abraham 1
And towards this conclusion one of the arguments used by
the supporters themselves of the dogma in question irresistibly
presses. "Prophecy," say they, U cannot be understood till It
be fulfilled; and that part alone of Prophecy which has met
its accomplishment ought to be studied, for the 'trengtkening
of our faIth." Of our faith in what? not surely in the prophecy fulfilled; that is no longer the object of faith, but of
sense. And if in what is unfulfilled, how is our faith to be
strengthened in that which we are not to examine 1 We cannot
believe what we do not know.
But the commands in Scripture to read Prophecy, as well unfulfilled as what has been accomplished, are so numerous and
so express, that no contradiction can address itself more grossly
to the understanding, than that which asserts, first, that the
Bible is the word of God; and in the same breath, that it is immodest, and imprudent, and unwise to study any part of it.
2 Pet. i.]9: "We have also a more sure word of prollhecy,
unto which we do well to take heed, as unto a light shinmg lD
a dark place." Rev. xix. 10: "The testimony of Jesus is the
spirit of prophecy." Rev. i. 3: "Blessed is he that readeth
and they that hear the words of this prophecyJ and keep those
things which are written therein; for the time is at hand."
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Dan. xii. 12: "Blessed is he that waiteth and cometh to the
thousand three hundred and five-and-thirty days." lsaL xxxiv.
16: .. Seek ye out of the book of the Lord, and read; no one
?f these 's~all fail, none shall want her mate: for my mouth
It hath commanded, and his Spirit it hath gathered them."
To these, innumerable passages might be added to the same
purpose; but those who will not be convinced by one, will withstand the force of all.
The opinion, therefore, that we ought not to search into the
meanin~ of prophecy unfulfilled, is subversive of true faith,
contradIctory of itself, and most clearly against the express.
commandment of God. Where, then, shall it find its proper
hiding place, if not in the bosom of infidelity?
P. BORTHWICK.

Cambridge, Jan. 30, 1829.
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ON THE VISIONS OF ZECHARIAH.
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the sins of a yeople become ripe for judgment, and the
measure of their iniqUIty is full, God has usually made a last
appeal, by sending some prophet to warn them of the coming
wrath-if haply they may repent; or, if none lay it to heart, to
take witness against them that they have been warned, and are
therefore self-condemned. Such to the old world were Enoch
and Noah; such to the kings of Judah and Israel were the
earlier of the Prophets; and ~uch office did John Bllptist and
our Lord perform to the JeWish state and people. When, on
the other hand, God is about to shew favour-to loose the bands
of oppression, and let the captive go free-he sends notice of his
gracious purpose, to prepare the hearts of his people, and to
tum them to the Lord, who is about to have mercy upon them.
Such notice Moses and Aaron carried to the bondsmen of
Blrvpt; such .were Ezra and Nehemiah to the captives of BabYlon; and such were the invitations. of John Baptist and our
Lord to those who would receive the Gospel. And when, again,
. they are entered upon the work whereunto they are called,
having experienced the returning mercy of the Lord; other prophets are raised up, or further revelations given, to strengthen
and encourage them in their labours, and to animate their hopes,
by shewing the glorious termination of that course the entrance
of which appears so disheartening. Such were Haggai and
Zech~ah to the restored ~aptivity; and such were our Lord
and hIS Apostles to the Chnstlan church. These several mes6engers, wnatever might be their peculiar message, have one cii"~
WHEN
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cUDlstanee common to them all: they do not stop at the bare'
message, but, having delivered it, go on to declare .. the glory
that should follow." The purpose of God will have its com.:.'
pletion, when his will shall be done on earth as it is in heaven;
and the Holy Spirit, in dictating to the Prophet his peculiar
message, so links it on to the chain of events which are accomplishing the final purpose of God, that no one part of revelation
IS insulated, or separated from the rest; but the whole one uniform emanation from the mind of Him who hath declared the
end from the beginning, whose hand none can stay, or say unto
him, What doest thou 1
The prophetic inquirer should always bear these things in
mind, and distinguish carefully between that part of the prophecy
which was immediately applicable, and that part of it which
related to future times: and in this latter portion, again, distinguish that part which has been fulfilled since the time of the
Prophet, from that part which yet. remains to be accomplished.
To separate these WIth certainty seems no easy task, since every
one of the prophecies has portions which may be understood
literally or spiritually; and a detached portion, therefore, may be
considered as past or future, according as it is interpreted spiritually or literally. But let each prophecy be considered as a
whole,. and interpreted consistently, either spiritually throughout,
or literally throughout, and scarcely any difficulty will remain ~
for it will be found, that all those prophecies which are most
important in their bearing on the times yet future, have portions
which cannot be understood otherwise than literally; and these
are 80 connected, by their language and the order of events,
with the other prophecies which are less clear, that he who
follows a consistent mode of intel'pretation can scarcely fail in
t.he end to understand them all. The difficulty and the mistakes
arise from the perverse method of interpretation which is now:
10 general-namely, passing from spiritual to literal, and from
literal to spiritual, often in the very same verse, and without any
better reason than the interpreter's preconceived notions.
.
Among all the hooks of Prophecy, tbere is not one whose esternal claims upon our attention are strooger than those {)f the
book of Zechariah. The time at which it was written, 8.Ild the
immediate object of these prophecies, are of a cheering and
hopeful character; and being at the foundation of t.hat very
temple, in which it was purposed *at the Redeemer should be
manifested in tlesh, Christian sympathy is attracted toward.
every thing connected with its lowly origin, ill a much stronger
degree than by all the glories of that of Solomon. This temple.
apparently so weak in it. beginn~, assailed by malicious. foes,
and rising with difficulty to such a condition as to withataruol
their attacks, is in perfeCt and tender keeping with the .. Root o~
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a dry ground," "the Man of sorrows and acqUainted with
grief," who " in the fulness of time" shewed himself there, and
there laid the ~. sure foundation~tone" of that more glorioui
edidee, whieh shall ~, in the last days be established in the top
of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills; and an
nations shall flow unto it." But though the external claims of
Zechariah are thus strong, its internal are still stronger: for
these prophecies, beginning in the day of small things," uniformly pus on to the "latter-day glory." They stop not at
Jerusalem which then was, but call upon the daughter of Zion
to "sing and rejoice; for, 10. I come; and I will dwell in the
midst of thee, saith the Lord." They not only treat of Christ
the "Servant," but declare his commg vengeance on his foes,
the final deliverance.of his p6C)ple, and his ~lorious manifestation
as the Man whose name is .. The Branch;' at once a King upon
his throne and a Priest upon his throne; the Melchlzedec,
Prince of Peaee, of whose government and peace there shall
be no end. These things are moat strikingry represented in
that series of visions given in the first six cbapters; to which,
being complete iii themselves, we shall confine our attention
ill the present paper; they being, as it were, the text which is
unfolded and applied in the remainder of the book.
The Prophets lIaggai and Zechariah were raised up to encourage the people in building the second temple, and to point
their faith to the final glories which would I'esult from these
humble beginnings. Solomon's temple was the object ever
present to tlieir thoughts. It was complete in all respects; not
only in extema! splendour, but in all those indications of the
DiviDe presence which constituted its chiefest glory,-the tabernacle, the sacred fire, the Shechioah. "Who is left among YOIl
that saw this house in her first glory 1 and how do you see it
now 1 is it not in your eyes, in comparison of it, as nothing 1 "
The visions of Zechariah correct this tendency of the people,
and shew that the very things in which this temple was deficient were but types of those I I heavenly things" which would
in reality be manifested herein, and constitute its true glory.
Solomon's reign completed the long series of persons and acts
which typified the persoR and kingdom of Messiah; and Solomon's temple embodied in itself all the types and symbols of
the chureh. In many of the most remarkable of these types
the second temple was deficient-as, the tables of the Law, the
ark and mercy..seat, the pot of manna, Aaron's rod, and Urim
and Thummim. In following out the visions of Zechariah, we
IIhall see that all these are shewn to have their anti type and
accomJ?lishment in Christ, and to be either embodied in him
H their end, or to be given out afresh by him under a new
lmn. These-visions also firing together and reconcile the double;
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and seemingly contradictory, characters given of the Messiah by
the other Prophets. Isaiah, for instance, prophesies of Him
as a Servant (xli. I), as a Man of sorrows (Iiii. 7), in some
places; in others, as Wonderful, Counsellor, mighty God, everlasting Father, Prince of Peace (ix. 6). Zechaliah reconciles
both characters, by shewing the Branch coming forth first as
II servant," to " remove iniquity" (iii. 8,9); and secondly, as
the Man whose name is the Branch, who shall build the temple
()f the Lord, and bear the glory, and shall sit and rule as King
and Priest: and the counsel of peace shall be between them
both (vi. 12,13). These visions also reveal the corresponding
destination o( the church, which from humble beginnings shall
advance, " not by might, nOl" by power, but by my Spint, saith
the Lord of hosts:" and the U great mountain shall become a
plain; and he shall bring forth the head-stone with shoutings,
crying, Grace, grace unto it" (iv. 7).
In chap. i. 12, the time is come for speaking" good and
comfortable words" to Jerusalem, against whom the Lord has
" had indignation these threescore and ten years;" and we are
taught (ver. 15), that he is " sore displeased with the heathen
that are at ease," for helping forward the affiiction of his people.
We are further taught (ver. 19), that the heathen are but as
" horns," brutal instruments of violence; for the controul and
punishment of whom there are in reserve an equal number of
mtelligent agents (ver. 20), signified by " carpenters" (artificers),
who shall" fray and cast out" these U horns of the Gentiles,''''
These horns" have scattered Judah, Israel, and Jerusalem"
(ver. 19). They therefore not only refer to the captivity of
Judah by Nebuchadnez1.ar (2 Kings xxv.), and the captivity of
Israel by Shalmaneser (2 Kings xvii.), but look forward to the
captivity of Jerusalem by the Romans; and thus include the
whole tIme of the four Gentile monarchies, and lead us to conclude that the time is future still) when .e the Lord shall yet
comfort Zion, and shall yet choose Jeruselem" (ver. 17).
The four Gentile monarchies of Babylon, Persia, Greece, and
Rome, are symbolized in Dan. ii. by the image of four metals,
and in Dan. vii. by the four beasts. But as in Daniel the
kingdom of the saints does not commence till the destruction
of the fourth monarchy, so we might in Zechariah expect that
the four horns must be frayed and cast out before the comforting
of Zion. Accordingly we find, after the castin~ out of these
horns, chap. i. 21, that the first act, in chap. 11. 1-4, is the
rebuilding of Jerusalem; which, though it might have been taken
as an encouragement in their work to the people whom the Pro. phet addressed, and though really applicable to them in its first
and limited sense, will only have its full accomplishment in the
last deliverance of' the Jews from their present dispersion and
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captivity, the land of the north, and the Babylon in which
they are now hid and held captive. This is shewn in ver. 5,
when "the glory shall be in the midst of her:" which glory
is the restored Shechinah; whose departure from Solomon's
temple is shewn forth in Ezek. x.; which returns not during
the whole period of the second temple, nor of course during
the time of the present dispersion of the Jews; but which shall
again return, and fill the last temple which they shall raise on
mount Zion, after their restoration to their own land; when it.shall
never again be withdrawn, as is manifest from Ezek. xliii. 4.
This departure and return of the glory I shall prove from Ezekiel.
In his viSIon of the Cherubim (i.22) there is a firmament over
their heads; and above the firmament (ver.26) the likeness of
a throne; and upon the likeness of the throne was the likeness
as the appearance of a Man above upon it. Here the whole is
complete,--cherubim, throne, and King thereon. But in x. 1
the cherubim and throne are first seen without the King; and
(ver.3) the cherubim stood on the right side of the house, the
" King of Glory" being as yet on the mercy-seat in the holy
of holies, between the cherubim of gold. But (ver. 4) the
glory of the Lord went up from the cherub (i. e. the mercy-seat),
and stood over the threshold of the house; and the house was
filled with the cloud, and the court was full of the Lord's glory.
Here the Shechinah leaves the holy of holies, and rests over
the gate of the temple. "Then (ver. 18) the glory of the Lord
departed from off the threshold of the house, and stood over the
cherubim." .. The cherubim stood on the right side of the
house" ver. 3, and the throne above them was vacant: here
the glory of the Lord fills the vacant throne. (Ver.19), II And
the cherubim lifted up their wings, and mounted up from the
earth in my sight ... :and stood at the door of the east gate of tlbe
Lord's bouse, and the glory of the God of Israel was over them
above." Here the Shechina.h is ready for departure. "Then
(xi. 22) did the cherubim lift up their wings, and the wheels
beside them; and the glory of the God of Israel was over them
above." (Ver.23) " And the glory of the Lord went up from
the midst of the city, and stood upon the mountain which is on
the east side of the city" (i. e. Mount Olivet, whence our Lord
ascended). (Ver.24) " So the vision that I had seen went up
from me." Thus the Shechinah departed from Solomon's
temple previous to its destruction by N ebuchadnezzar. This
glory returnec1 not to the second temple; but another yet remains to be built, which house the Lord shall fill with glory
(Reb. xii. 26) ; for in Ezek. xxxvi. 24 the Lord promises " I
will take you from among the heathen, and gather you out of
all countries, and will bring you into your own land;" (ver. 26)
.. a new heart also will 1 give you; and a new spirit will I
put within you: .and I will take the stony heart out of yom-.
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leah, and I will give you an heart of Hash." This gathering is of both the houses of Judah and Israel, shewn by the
two sticks (Ezek. xxxviii. 16), "one for Judah, and the children of Israel his companions; another for Joseph, and all
the house of Israel his companions: and they shall become one
.tick in thine hand:" (ver.22) " and they shall he no more
two nations, neither shall they he divided lOto two kingdoms
any more at all:" (ver.26) " and I will place them and multiply them, and will set my sanctuary in the midst of them for
evermore:" (ver.27) my tabernacle also shall be with them:
yea, I will be their God, and they shall be my people;"
(ver.28) "and the heathen shall know that I the LOM do
aanctifv Israel, when my sanctuary shall be in the midst of
them for evermore." To this everlasting sanctuary the Shechinah shall return. (xliii. 2) " And, behold, the glory of the God
of Israel came from the way of the east; and his voice like the
Doise of many waters: and the earth shined with his glor!."
(Ver.4) U And the glory of the Lord came into the house b1.
the way of the gate, whose prospect is towards the east: •
(yer.5) cc and, behold, the glory of the Lord filled the house."
(Ver.7) U And he said to me, Son of man, the place of my
throne, and the place ofthe soles of my feet, where I will dwell
in the midst of the cbildren of Israel for ever;" (xlviii. 35)
4' and the name of the city from that day shall be, The Lord is
there."
Such is "the glory in the midst of her" (Zech. ii. 5), at
the deliverance of 2ion from the daughter of Babylon (ver. 7).
But (ver. 8) U after the glory"-that is, after the Lord's retum
to his people-the nations are visited, and become a spoil to
those who had previously been their servants. And this answers
pl'tCisely to the invasion of Gog in Ezekiel, and its attendant
circumstances: (Ezek. xxxviii. 14) " Say unto Gog, Thus saith
the Lord God, In that dar when my people Israel dwelleth
lafely, shalt thou not know It 1 And thou shalt come from thy
place out of the north parts against my people of Israel, as
a cloud to cover the land: it shall be in the latter days: and I
will bring thee ..gainst my land, that the heathen may know
me, when I shall be sanctified in thee, 0 Gog, before their
eyes." (Ver.23) U Thus will I magnify myself, and sanctify
myself; and I will be known in the eyes of many nations;
they shan know that I am the Lord." (xxxix.25) ee Now will
I bring again the captivity of Jacob, and hne mercy upon the
whole bouse of Israel, and will be jealous for my holy name:"
(ver.29) U neither will I hide my faee any more from them:
for I have poured out my Spirit upon the house of Israel, saith
the Lord God." Theee events, I{iyen at large by the other
~ets. are condensed into a smgle chapter of Zechariah ;
RdeDdiDg to shew, when and under what circumstances. the
II
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Shechinah should be restored to the temple: the prophet look..
ing on to the final purpose, and disregarding the intermediate
period of desertion, as being a lIort of parentoesis interpoied by
the faithlessness and sin of the people: the delay being charge-able on man, though overruled to the greater glory of God. IQ
like manner, when. the Israelites were brought out of Egypt,
they were promised to be put in possession of the land, aDd
were led direct to its borders; but their rebellion and mUnnQ~
ings against the Lord condemned them to forty years' wandering
in the wilderness, and they were made to know hi. breach 01
promise (Num. xiv. 34). So, also, when our Lord came in
flesh, he contended earnestly with that" faithless and perverse
generation," crying, .. 0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killeat
the prophets, and stonest them that are sent unto thee, how
often would I have gathered thy children together, even as a
hen gathereth her chickens under her wings ; but ye would not"
(Matt. xxiii. 37). .. If thou hadst knoWD, at least in this tby
day, the things wbich belong to thy ~e; but now they are
hid from your eyes" (Luke xix. 42). "Wherefore fill ye up
the measure. of your fathers, that upon you may come all the'
righteous blood shed upon the earth."-'· Behold, your house
is left unto you desolate: for I say unto rou, ye sball not see
me henceforth, till ye shall say, Bleued IS he that cometh in'
the name of the Lord" (Matt. Xlriii.39). This time of de801atioD
the Prophet Zechariah overlooks in the 2d chapter; but,
knowing the blessedness which should wait upon Him I f that
cometh in the name of the Lord," passes over the interval of
sorrow, and, dazzled with the final glory of that house which
the Shechinah rests, upon for ever, exclaims, "Be silent, 0 all
flesh, before the Lord; .for he is raised up out of his holy habitation " (ii. 13). "The Lord is in his holy temple: let all the
earth keep silence before him" (Hab. ii. 20). II Be still, and know
that I am God: I will be exalted among the heathen, I will be'
~alted in the earth" (Pa. xlvi. 10).
.
I cannot pass this chapter without remarking the striking interchange of personal pronouns in the several verses. Vene 5,
I f I, saith the
Lord, will be the glory." 8," Thus. saith the
Lord, After the glory hath he sent me.•.•...for he that touchetb.
you toucheth the apple of his eye." 9," Behold, I will shake
mine hand upon them, and le shall know that the Lord of
hosts hath sent mit." 10, I f 0, I come ~ and I will dwell ip.
the midst of thee, saith the Lord." 11," And thou shalt
know that the Lord of hosts hath sent me unto thee." 12,
II And the Lord ahall inherit.Judah his portion, in the Holy
Land." II It i. the Lord who is raised up out of his- holy habitation" (ver. IS). Ie Anditis the Lordwho discomfits Gog"(Ezek~
uniii.16, 18,23). Whicb,eompated with the interChange of
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pronouns, demonstrates that it shall be a personal presence ot
Jehovah with his people in the latter days: and carrying the
mind back to the mighty works wrought at the first dehverance
of his people, when the angel of God's" presence" went before
them.,.......concerning whom they are charged," Beware of him,
~d obey his voice: provoke him not, for he will not pardon
your transgressions; for my name is in him" (Ex. xxiii. 21);
and the still earlier manifestation (Gen. xxii. 12), " 1 know that
t\1ou fearest God, seeing thou hast not withheld thy son, thine
only son, from me."
In chap. iii. the priesthood is carried through to its consummation, as the temple had been in the preceding chapter; and
Aarons' rod, Urim and Thummim, and the accepted sacrifice
(of which. the sacred fire was the sign), are all shewn to be
here restored, as the Shechinah was in chap. ii. Joshua stands
as the representative of the priesthood and nation; upon whom,
as high priest, devolved the office of expiatin~ the sins of the
whole :people on the day of atonement. ThiS is aptly represented 10 the person of Joshua, first clothed in filthy garments;
and then iniquity passing away with change of raiment, and a
fair mitre on his head. The whole work is represented as complete in the first five verses, and in these there is no intimation
of the intervening rejection of Christ by the Jewish people, and
their temporary rejection by God: just as in the preceding
~hapter their dispersion had been omitted: but, in chap. iii. 7
this is intimated in the form of a protest: (, If thou wilt walk
in my ways, and if thou wilt keep my charge, then thou shalt
also judge my house;" impJying that they would not do so.
Moreover, Joshua and his fellows are called" men wondered
at" (men of portent); and it may be rendered," As they are
men of portent; so, behold, I will bring forth my servant the
Branch, &c., and remove the iniquity of that land in one day."
The parallel is this: As when Joshua laid down" the filthy garments," the Lord says, "I have caused thine iniquity to pa88
from thee ;" so Christ, who bore our sins in his own body on
the tree, shook them off as filthy garments in the grave, and
removed iniquity in one day, by the sacrifice of himself: And as
Joshua then reeeives "change of raiment and a fair mitre" of
priesthood, so Christ, being" clothed upon" with his glorious
body, is entered, as our priest, "into heaven itself, now to
appear in the presence of God for us" (Heb. ix. 24). Joshua
ana his fellows are called nEn~ 'tU~~, men portentous; but the
word translated "men," properly means weak fallen men, that
we may know them to be but types of another, called (vi. 12)
the Man tU'~ whose name is the Branch, to be brought forth in
the latter da~s. In this chapter (iii. 8) he is called U my servant
the Branch;' denoting the lowliness of his first appearance, when"
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he ., took. upon himself the form. of a servant" (Phil. ii. 7):
according as it is written in Isa. xlii., " Bebold my $ervfUli,wbolll
I upho!~; mine ~Iect, in wbom '!lysoul d~lighteth: I have put
my 8pmt upon hIm? be sball brmg fortb Judgmtlnt to tbe Gentiles! This prophecy, "I have put my Spirit upon bim," it
symbolued in ZeCb. iiI. 9 by the stone laid heforeJoshua havu.g
seven eyes : "-" tbey are the eyes of the Lord" (iv. 10)..
" Not by might, nor by power, bot by my Spirit, Baith. the
Lord of hosts" (iv. 6). The atone alludes a)so to "the Shepherd. the StOlle of brael" (Gen. xlix. 24); the .. tried StQne,
a precious Comer-stone, a sure Foundation " (lsa. uviii.16): &lid
to Dan. ii. 34. "Tbou sawest till a trtone was cut out without
hands." Here the stone is cut o.ut toithout haNds; and is Zech. •
iii. 9 it is graven by' the Lord of hosts:" but this ~viog
refers to ,e the breast-plate of judgment" (Ex. xxviii. 15), .. witJa
names like the engravings ofa signet" (ver. 21); in wbich was
put the Urim and Thummim, to be borne" on Aaron's heart,
wben he goeth in before the Lord; and Aaron sball bear the
jodgment of the children of Israel upon his beart before tbe
Lora continually" (ver.30). Again. pointing us to Isa. xxviii.
17, " Judgment also will I lay to the lille, and righteousness to
the plummet; and the hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies :"
whiCh last note, of hail, carnes on our thougbts to the earthquake and hail of the last times. wben (ver. 21) .. the Lord
shall rise up, as in Mount Perazim; be shall be wroth, as in
the valley of Gibeon; tl;Iat he may do his work, his strange
work; and bring to pass his act, his strange act." In that
day ahall the Stone, now refused by the builders, become " the
head-stone of the corner" (Matt. xxi. 42; Mark xii. 10; Luke
xx. 17 i Acts iv. 11; Paal. cxviii. 22). The sacrifice already
ofFered and accepted shall in that "one day, known to the
Lord" (Zech. xiv. 6-9), be applied to that land, and remove
its iniquity. In that day shall ilie Assyrian and 0.11 enemies be
cut off (Isa. x. 17; xlvii. 9). And in that day shall the Lord
comfort Jerusalem and his people (Isa.lxvi. 8-13). And in tbat
day shall "the mOOlltain of the Lord's house be established
in the top of the mountains, and it shall be exalted above the
hills, and people shall low unto it: The law shall go fortb of
Zion, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem: Nation shall
not lift up a sword against nation, neither shall they learn war
any more; but they shall sit every man under his vine and
under his fig-tree. and none shall make them afraid" (Mic. iv.
]-4); and" ye shall call every man his neighbour under tbe
vine and under tbe fig-tree" (Zecb. iii. 10).
Thus the events conceming the priesthood are condensed in
this chapter. and we have been obliged to expand and explain
them from the other Prophets, as we found It necessary to do
If
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with the temple in the preceding chapter. And as in the pre-ceding chapter the Shechinah was restored, so in this are restored
all the signs of true priesthood,-Aaron's rod, in the Branch • ;
Urim and Thummim, in the graven stone; the high priesthood, in
the fair mitre; the sacred fire (which was the sign of accepted
sacrifice), in the removal of iniquity. And I cannot omit to observe, in passing, bow all the types, symbols, and prophecies are
obliged to be clustered, embodied, and accumnlated, to express
the varied an<i comlllex character of Christ's one mighty act:
" God, who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in
time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in these last
.
days spoken by his Son."
In chap. iv. a new revelation begins: the temple and priesthood had been shewn completed in chap. ii. and iii., and now a
series of symbols is given ;-the first (IV. 2, 4, 11, 14), repre- .
. senting the illumination given to the church and by the church
diffused, as a candlestick; the second (v. 1, 4); representing
the law of the church, as a Hying roll; the third (v. 5, 11),
representing the corruption of the visible church, as an ephah
filled with wickedness; the fourth (vi. 1, 8), the polItical
standing of the church, or its civil history, as four chariots;
the fifth (vi. 9, 15), the accomplishment of God's purpose, in the
glorious consummation of all the preceding visions; when the
Branch shall grow up out of his place-build the temple of the
Lord-and sit as King and as Priest on the same throne, the
counsel of peace between them both. This series is shewn to
be a new revelation, in itr. being said, "The angel came again,
'and waked me as a man is wakened out of his sleep" (iv. 1).
-The first .symbol is a candlestick, with seven lamps, and fed
with oil by two olive-trees. We must first distinguish the
-several parts of the symbol. A candlestick represents a church:
,H The seven candlesticks are the seven churches" (Rev. i. 20).
The lamp, or light, represents the illumination or instruction
diffused by ministers and teachers: .. Ye are the light of the
,world" (Matt. v. 14); " Let your light so shine before men"
(ver. 16); ,. He was a burning and a shining light" (John v. 35).
This light is fed by two olive-trees, representin~the Scriptures,
by means of which the understanding is enlIghtened: "The
commandment of the Lord is pure, enli~htening the eyes"
(Eph. i. 18; Ps. xix. 8). They are two allomted ones, testifying
to the Kinghood and Priesthood of Christ. They pour their
oil into one candlestick in this chapter, because the testimony
to both offices of Christ was then given by one church and
• I may remark, that the word translated" Branch," is by the LXX., Syriac,
and Vulgate, rendered " East j" and ·this double rendering is preserved in our
version, Luke i. 18, where" Day-spring" in the text is given, and "Branch"
in the ml'rgin.
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ODe book, the Scripture' of the JeWish church; but in Rev. ·n.>
the witnesses are called two candlesticks, for then these truths
were preserved pure-one, the Kinghood, by the Jews-in the
Hebrew Scriptures; the other, the Priesthood, by Christians in
the Greek Testament; while for general use they allowed only
the Vulgate translation, called, in Rev. xi. 3, "clothed in sackcl~t~." It is thes~ who, by their silent ~ency, raise up the
spmtual temple of bvely stones "not by might, nor by power,'
but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts:" "and be shall
bring forth the headstone, crying, Grace, grace, unto it" (iv.
6,7).
In chap. v. the Prophet " looked, and behold a flying roll"that is, a book unrolled and expanded in the air, which he
that runs may read. Its contents are a "curse," or denunciation, against two great classes of sin-1st, against him that
stealeth; 2d, against him that sweareth falsely by the name
of the Lord. This is an emblem of the two tables of the Law:
all offences against the first table being resolved into perjury~
or contempt of God; all offences against the second table -being
resolved into stealing, or depriving our neighbour of his right.
And they are counterparts of the two commandments in which·
our Lord summed up the whole Law: Thou shalt Love the Lord
with all thine heart; and Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. And the tables of stone, which the second temple wanted.
are thus restored in their spirit and substance.
The next emblem is a complicated one: an ephah, with a
cover of lead, a woman sitting in the midst of it, and two>
women with wings who bear it away. The ephah (a measure
like our' bushel) was, among the Jews, the symbol of abundance. as the cornucopia among the heathen: and the angel
says, This is their" resemblance "-literally, their eyes ., or object of affection: to this their eyes are directed. In the midst of
the ephah. a woman called Wickedness (ver. 8) is sitting; and
a woman denotes a church. We have thus a church of wickedness, growing out of plenty abused', and become an object of
inordinate desire. The woman is only shewn for an instant;
and then cast into the midst of the ephah, and the weight of
lead on the mouth thereof; indicating that it was to be shut for
a time, and not to be manifested in the prophet's day. Two
other women, or churches, then came out, having wings like a
stork (a bird of pas~ge). for a distant migrat~on: they lif~ed up
the ephah and earned It away~ .. to bUlld It an house In the
land of Shinar; and it shall be established, and set there upon
her own base." Her own base, then, is in the land of Shinar;
In'that land Babel stood. I scarcely need mention the anti type
• The LXX. have
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THERE are few points which it is so important to establish.
in order to the development of unfulfilled prophecy, as that the
resurrection of thejust is an event distinct from the resurrection
of the wicked. This may indeed be considered as the hinge
upon which the whole subject turns: for if it can be provedthat there is no distinction in circumstances. or no distance in
time between these events, it must be admitted that the doctrine of Chrisfs personal advent at the commencement of the
Millennium cannot be maintained; neither can we look for his
personal reign on earth; nor for the literal accomplishment of
those prophecies .which have reference to that even!. If. on
the' other hand, It can be shewn that the resurrection of the
saints is distinct from and previous to the general resurrection,
it can scarcely be denied that our expectations of a personal
advent and a personal reign are well founded.
.
_ It has sometimes been. too hastily concluded, that the proof
of a first resurrection depended chIefly, if not exclusively, on
the controverted passage 10 Rev. xx. 0, 6, where alone the term"first resurrection" occurs. If such were the case, we should
be ready to maintain the truth of the doctrine; because, if it be
asserted in holy Scripture but once, it is as true as if it were
asserted a thousand times: and we shall ever hold, that nothing is more dangerous, in subjects of theology, than to estimate·
the truth or importance of a doctrine by the accumulation of
evidence that can be obtained in its favour. The veracity of
the doctrine in question, however, is far from being dependent
upon the interpretation of one isolated text. To a believer in
God's word it admits of a kind of proof strictly analogous to
that. which is urged in support of many of the most indubitable
facts in natural philosophy.
For instance, we admit the fact of the convexity of the earth's
surface. because on that theory many phenomena are explained
which, on any other supposition, would be altogether inexplicable. On the same ground we might call upon a believer 10 the
Bible for the admission of the doctrine of the first resurrection,
because on that supposition many prophecies become obvious
in their meaning which on any other are inexplicable. II Let
the space of time," says Ben Ezra, " between the coming of
Christ and the general resurrection be granted, and all the prop~ecies will admit of an easy explanation." To investigate the
truth of this assertion would lead us into a wider field of inquiry
than we have space to enter upon at present: we would, however, earnestly recommend our readers to do it for themselves.
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We can scarcely conceive a more useful task, for an inquirer
into this portion of Divine truth, than, after making himself
master of the two. systems of interpretation respecting the resurrection, patiently and dispassionately to compare them with the
Divine record, and try which of them best agrees with its
unerring standard. We are much mistaken if it would not be
fou~d, that the doctrine of the first resurrection gives a key
preci£lely fitted to the wards of the lock, readily opening the
otherwise cO!lfused and complicated language of the prophetic
word.
Our more exclusive object in this article, is to direct the
attention of our readers to those passages in the New Testament, relating to this subject, from whicli we think the doctrine
of two resurrections may be clearly deduced. If it can be shewn,
that wherever the resurrection of the saints is mentioned it is
recognised as their peculiar and exclusive privilege, it must
follow, of course, that the general resurrection is a distinct
event; and the doctrine in question will be established.
It appears to have escaped the notice of many readers of Scri~
ture, that there are two distinct modes of expression adopted 10
the New Testament, each of which has its appropriate use. and
,which do not admit of being interchanged with each other. The
expressions we refer to are: al'aO"TaO"I, flC VElCpllll', or E~al'auraITI' TIIIV
'£"PIIII', "the resurrection FROM [from out ofJ the dead;" and
al'auraITI,I'EICPIIIV, or avauraO"I, TIIIV VE"PIIIV, " the resurrection OF the
dead." The former expression, we are prepared to maintain, is
applicable exclusively to the resurrection of the saints, and could
not be used to express the idea of a general resurrection: and
the latter expression, although it may 6e used of the resurrection
of the saints-if there be any thing in the context to limit it to
t~em-is yet more strictly applicable to the general resurrection,
and is, in fact, generally, if not universally, so applied in Scripture. We will examine all the passages m the New Testament
in which either of these expressions occur.
. The first which comes under our notice is Matt. xxii. 23, &'c.,
with the parallels in Markxii. 18, and Luke xx. 27. We will
take the passage as it stands in St. Luke, where it seems the
most fully recorded. It occurs in the conversation of our Lord
with the Sadducees. In support of their denial of the doctrine
of the resurrection, they mention the case of seven brethren
who were successively united to one wife; inquiring, whose wife
Ihe should be in the resurrection: to which Jesus answers,
., The sons of this world [or age] marry, and are given in marriage; but they who are counted worthy to obtam that world .
[or age], and the resurrection FROM the dead,neither marry
nor are given in marriage: neither can they die any more; for
they are as the angels;. !lnd are sona of God, being sons of the
o.
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l'eIurJ!eCtWn. But that the dead are raised;" ~or,· according to
St. Matthew, .. touching the resurrection .op the dead,") II even
Moses shewed at the bush, when he calleth the Lord, the
Elohim of Abraham and the Elobim of Isaac and the EIohim
of .Jacob; now he is not atl Elohim of dead' ones, but of living
ones, for all live to him. l ' In this passage we have the two ex~
pressions, where they are manifestly notsynonyrnous, and could
not be interchanged without destroying the whole force ef the
paaa~e•. Those who are counted worthy to obtain that age, are
not saId to enjoy the resurrection OF the dead-i. t. they are DOt
partakers mereryof the general resurrection, but of a special
one from out of the dead. But in the latter part of the passage,
where our Lord proves in seneral the certainty of a resurrection,
he uses the term resu~ction of the dead.
The next passage is in Luke xiv. 14: .. Thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the just." Here again is Bpeciality:
the recompence is not said to be at the resurrection of'the dead,
but at the resurrectioQ of a certain p<>rtion-namely, of the saints.
The next passage that occurs is John v. 28, 29 : "Marvel not
at this; for the hour cometh in the which all that are in the
graves shall hear his voice, and shall COme forth; they that
have done good, unto a life-resurrection: and they that have
done evil, to a condemnation-resurrection." We have to observe
on this passage, that the distinction is made between two resurrections, and not between the two conditions after one resurrection. Our Lord does not say, " All shall rist! at once: .some
shall have life, and others condemnation;" but he distinctly
asserts two resurrections,-one of life, another of condemnation.
It is also very important to remark the difference between this
passage and Dantel xii. 2, to which it has an evident allusion.
The prophet, viewing these events at a greater distance, makes
no distinction between the resurrections, but only between their
ulterior conditions: even as it is comnion for all the Propbet.a
to speak of the two advents of Christ as if they were one: but
as we draw nearer to the events, they are revealed more clearly,
and with their peculiar distinctions; just as, in viewing a land..
• cape, the confnsed mass of objects seen at a distance assume
thelf peculiar forms on a nearer approach.-" They" (the
Pro~hets), says Mede, U spake of the things to be at Christ'.
eommg indefinitely and altogether; which we, who are now
more fully informed by the revelation of the Gospel of a two-fold
coming, must apply each of them to its proper time." The
same remark may be applied to the two resurrections. The events
of which Daniel obtained a distant glimpse, and which he predicted as if they were one, are more clearly distinguished by
our Lord, who viewed them from a nearer point.
The next passage in which the expression occurs is Acts

iT, ·2. TM Sadducees,

Ie being gfteYed that they" (the Apott1el)
" taught the people, and preached through Jeaul the resurrection,
tltat jrotn the dead." "," avarCl.1'J'U' "," etC ncp.,,,. Here again a
speciality is implied. It was the Go.pel which the AposUea
were ~ially commissioned to proclaim; one part of which
was the glad tidings of.a resurrection .from the dead, a special
IJrivilege to thOBe in Jesus. Christ. If it should be contended.
that it ia the gnural resurrection which the Apostles are here
IBid to have ,~ched, we reply, .in. the first place, T.hat a
general resnrreCtion was not a peculumty of the Gospel; It wu
generally belieYed by filr the greater number of the Jews before
Christ'. comibg; for the Sadducees, who denied it, were com·
puatively a small seet: And in the second place, we maintain
that the doable article in the original precludes the possibility
or .uch an application. The phrase, "the resurrection that Of
the dead," "," 1"II'" l'a"pfI''', is one which never occurs in Scripture,
or which would be manifestly inaccurate.
The next p~ is Acts xvii. 30, 31: "He hath given
_ranee unto aD, 10 that he hath raised him [Jesus] from the
dead. And when they heard of the resurrection of dead [ones]
IU'IIcmId',,, "UP,.,JI, lOme mocked." Here it was the seeming abo-'
lUl'dity of any dead thing being raised to life that offended
them: the expression therefore is «J.uite general, and there is a
propriety in the omission of the artIcle.
The next is Acts xxiii. 6: "But when Paul perceived that
the one part were Sadducees and the other Phansees, he cried
out in the council, Men and brethren, I am a Pharisee, the
son of a Phariaee: of the hope and resurrection of the dead,
....0TUf1I.. "apwl', I am .called in question."
Here St. Paul iii
apeaking of hie belief as a Pharisee, in opposition to that of
the Sada\lcees. The point of eontroversy between them was,
whether there was any resUrrectiOIl at all. Hence the expres
IiOIl which he,alel is quite ~eneral.
The next oocasion on which the expression occurs is in St.
Paul'. memorable defence before Felix, Acts xxi". 16, 211
ff AlJd have hope towlLl'd. God"whieh they also allow, that there
lball be a tesunection cf the dead, both of the just and of the
tmjuat." Hete agaiR De is speaking generallr of the resurree';"
tion of all. As -he was addressing an audIence the greater
part of whom were heathen or unconverted Jews, he warns
them of a resurrection of the wicked, as well as of the righteous.
The expresaiou ca,.alfTClftV I.IC VI"P"'V, "from the dead," would have
been manifestly inconclusive to his argument, and could not be
81lbatitUted for that which he has used. It is worthy of remark.
also, that, the more to distinguish the resurrection of the just
from that of the unjust, he uses the double copulative: DUCal,.," ra
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which rather more favours a separation between' the
two, than if he had written a~LlCa".'JI lCat a~tlCwJI.
.
In Rom. i. 4 we have the term applied to Christ: "Declared
to be the Son of God with power by the resurrection from the
dead," t£-aJlalTTalTfwl: "tICPW". And here we may observe, once for
all, that wherever the resurrection of Jesus from the dead is .
named, a similar expression is used. We always have tIC either
simply or in composition preceding the genitive plnral "EICp"''' ;
implying, not merely a resurrection from the state of death, but
from out of those that are dead-literally, from" dead ones."
The next passage we notice is 1 Cor. xv. 12, &.c.: "If Christ
be preached that he is raised from [the] dead, how say some
among you that there is no resurrection of dead 1 But if there
be no resurrection of dead, then is Christ not raised; and if
Christ be not raised, . our pl'eaching is vain, and your faith also
is vain. Yea, and we are found false witnesses of God; because
we have testified of God that he raised up Christ, whom he
raised not up, if so be that dead are not raised: for if dead are
not raised, neither is Christ raised; and if Christ be not raised,
your faith is vain; ye are yet in your sins. Then also. they
which have fallen asleep in Christ have perished. If in this life
only we have hope in Christ, we are of all men most miserable.
But now is Chnst raised from the dead, a first-fruits of: them
that slept: for since through man is death, through man also is
iI. resurrection of dead; for as in Adam all die, so in Christ
shall all be made alive. But each in his own band: Christ a
first-fruits; then they that are Christ's at his coming." Throughout this passage the resurrection of Christ is said to be, E" JlEICPWJI,
" from out of dead ones." The other term, aJlalTTalTtf: "EICPWJI, and
not TWJI VEICPWV, is used exclusively neither of the resurrection of
the saints nor of the general resurrection, but of the doctrine
of the resurrection in the abstract. This the Apostle's argument seems absolutely to require. For the fact of a resurrectIOn
at some future time cannot be adduced as a proof that Christ
is already risen, which would be no argument at all. Nor, on
the other hand, if it could be shewn that,there will be no such
resurrection, would that be a proof that Christ is not risen; for
it is at least within the verge of possibilities that he should be
the only one raised. The Corinthians seem to have been staggered oy the unreasonableness and supposed impossibility of a
resurrection of the body. The Apostle assumes the fact· of
Christ's resurrection: and hence argues, first the possibility, and
then the certainty, of a resurrection of all. His argument may
be put in a syllogistic form : 1. Christ was raised from the dead.
2. Christ had a body.
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. 3 .. Therefore, a body may. be raised from the dead. Therefore '
there" is no absurdity or. impossibility in the doctrine of'
"
the resurrection of dead.
"
The .pext passage which occurs, is one in which our translators
arejn~curate. If is the only place in which they have not pre&eo-ed the distinction which we are contending for. We allude
to Phil. iii. 11: "If by any means I might attain unto the re- ;
lurrection <if the dead." E. T •. !t on~ht to have been rendered .
" FROM" tile dead."
The "orlgmal IS tt!: Trw E£UVUIT1'UlTtV T.,V
1'E"fH"V' St. Paul expresses his desire to attain, not to the general:
r.esurrection, of whlch all .were to be partakers, and which he·
certainly would bave attained to witbout any effort at all, but
he desires to have a sbare in tbe special blessing of tbe life-resurrection. " He presses forward, straining every nerve, if by any
means be might attain to tbis peculiar privilege of the saints..
Here, therefore, UVUIT1'UlTl!: TIIIV VE"P"V, tbe "resurrection of tbe
dead," would not bave expressed tbe Apostle's meaning, and
could not be substituted for tbe words which he bas adopted.
. The l~st passage we have to notice, is Heb. vi. 2: "Therefore,
leaving tbe ~rinclples of tbe doctrine of Cbrist, let us go on
1lIJto perfection; not laying again the foundation of repentance
fl'l>m.dead works,and of faith toward God, and of tbe doctrine
of baptisms, and oflaying on· of bands, and of resurrection of
the"dead, and of eternal judgment." Here it is tbe general
doctrine of a resurrection, one witb wbich the Jews were perf~y familiar, and not that of tbe resurrection of the saints,
whicb tbe Apostle enumerates amongst tbe subjects wbicb he
was going to "leave. The propriety of tbe expression is also
sbewn by its being immediately followed by II eternal judgment."
.
"
These are all tbe places in tbe New Testament in wbich either
of the expressions U resurrection from the dead," or "resurrection
«if the dead," occurs; and in no mstance do we find thattheyare
confounded by the inspired writers; and in no instance could
one expression be substituted for another, without destroying, or
at least injuring, tbe sense. Are we then to suppose that sucb "
use of tbem is merely accidental? If the terms are, as most
modem commentators expound them, strictly synonymous, and
both express the same tblDg, how are we to account for the fact
of the dIstinction above noticed holding througb all the passages
in which tbey are used 1 How does it come to pass tbat the use "
of them invariably supports the doctrine of two resurrections 1
To us this appears the strongest presumptive evidence in favour
of tbe doctrine that tbe case will admit of.
."
.
But we are prepared to go a step furtber, and maintain, tbat
the. pbrase '1 UVU/TrUlTt!: IiK TIIIV VIlKPIII", or ilK VIlKp.,V, from its usage
in th~ ~ ew Testament, can" mean nothing else than th~ resur"

rectiono( apart of the dead, IfJ8.~ing· another par.lUDtaiaed.
The only metbod by wbieh remnection f'l'O'IIt the dead ean be
understood to mean the resurrection of aU the dead, is by supposing that ~~ the dead" is put for- "the state of the iiead."
• But in that case the expression in the original would have been
different: avwrral7il: a: ,...,,. )'tICPWJI, or tIC ""'(MII'" is literally, a f' re-o·;
surrection from sead bodie.," and cannot by any ingenuity IJe.
reudered a resurrection from the .tate.of the dead •
. Thu., then, we nod aID}Jle testimony for the doctt'ioe of two
resurreotions, without bavmg recourse to the palsage in the A~
oaIypse. We do not indeed discover, in the preceding inquuy.
what. period of time is to intervene between the two; but· ..·
the life-resurrection is set before the children of God a8 the
pat object of attainment, and as a blessing belonging exclu.sively to them, we may at least infer, that it is in itself separated>
8y great distinctions, and probably by long distance of umt;
frooi that of the wicked. On the contrary, the general reau....
rection, according to the common view of it, i. an event in which.
q]1 mankind are equally implioated, and of no .pecial or peculiar
: ,
interest to the people ()f Ood.
Having gained thus much, then, from other Scriptures, we' come
to the examination of the Apocalypse; and there we nnd the two
Nsurrections revealed in. the most ezplicit terms. Rev. xx. 4, 6 ~
., I saw thrones, and they lilt upon them, and judgment wU
given unto them; and I saw the soul. of them that were beheaded
fer the witness of Jesus and for the word of God, and whieh
had ·not worshipped the. beast,' neither hi. image, neither had
noeived his mark upon their foreheads or in their hands; and
they lived and re~ed with Christ a thousand years. But the
rest of the dead hved not again, until the thousand years were
finished. Thi. is the first resurrection."-Now, we appeal to
the candourand honesty of every sincere inquirer into Divine
truth, whether there is any reason for our relol'ting to a figll'rative interpretation of thIS passage? Our best. and most judi..
cioqs divines have always held, that the literal interpretation of
Scripture is navel' to be departed from, except where absolute
necessity requires. "I hold it," .says Hooker, II for a most in+
fallible rule in exposition.s of. sacred Scripture, that where a
literal construction will stand, the furthest from the letter ia
commonly the worst." (Ecc. Po}; b. v. §. 59.) "No trope Of'
metaphor in Scripture," lays Luther, "save where the figureleu
interpretation invol\leB a palpable contra<liction." Following the
lafe and wise counsel of thesedirines, what ground have we in
this case for figurative interpretation 1 So far from there being
any difficulty in reconciling Its literal meaning with other Scriptures, we find it most consistent with all the passages in which
the subject, is mentioQed: 80 far from its involving aU palpable

~ietion, ~~ ill DO

one iIlataace doe,s it imolve the alightest
diserep1'ney. I. it not, then, the DlOit unjustifiable tQlperiag
with God's holy word, to alter its plain literal sense, because
it is above our reason to conceive the mode of its aceomplish...
roeat, and aecause it appears ineonsistent with some of our
pNOOneeived notions 1 On the 811.me ground many of the most
ladubitable facta in sacred hilltory~ facts upon which all our
hopes and dependence are built, might be explained away.
There are insuperable difficultiefJ to 1'eMon in the birth of Jesus
9f a pur~ virgin.; in the 'crucihion of the person of tAle God..
1WlD; in bis resuneebon ; in the descent of the Holy Ghost;
and many other events, on which the whole scheme of salvation
depends..
.
We fear that many of our spiritualizeI'l are altogether unconscious of the tendenoy of their own system of interpretation.
When once we admit this lioence of trope or figure wherever
the seeming difficulties of the passage. to our comprehension
.....,. appear to require it, we relinquish the only strong-hold in
whloh we mn .mamtain ourselves against the soeptic and the
imide!. We cannot. in faimeSl, refuse to an adversary the licence
llhich-we.:&eely use. ourselves; and the unbeliever will not fail
to aTail himBe1f of it, in ·order to fritter away b); some figurative
applicatiolJ all th08Q dootrines on whioh we budd our faith and
hope iOr:etemity. It i$ a most wise remark of Bishop Newton
on the· paasage in ,question, " If the martyrs rise only in a
apiritualsense, then the rest of the dead rise only in a spiritual
aense; .but if the reat of the dead really rise, the martyrs rise
in the aame;mannel'. There i. no difference between them; and
file 6/wuld be r.autiotls and tender cif making the first resurrectiotc
l1li allegory., kst otlters should reduce the second into an aile.
gory too: lile those whom St. Paul mentions, 2 Tim. ii. 17, 18;
f Hymeneus and PhUetlll, who concerning the truth have erred,
laymg, The resurrection is·past.already, and overthrow the faith
of IIOme: "-Mede also has a passage to the same effect: " I
cannot be persuaded· to forsake the proper anI! usual import of
Scripture b.nguage, where neither the insinuation of the text
itself, nor manifest tokens of alle~ry, nor the necessity and
nature of the things spoken of (which will bear no other sense),
do warrant it. For to dO.llo were to lose all footing of Divine
testimony. and, instead of Scripture, to believe mine own imagiuatiom. Now, the xxth of1he Apocalypse, of all the narra'tions of that book, see~s to be the.most plain and simple; most
free of allegory, and of the involution of prophetical figures;
only here and there sprinkled with such metaphors as tne U8~
of speech makes eq uipollent to vulgar expressions; or the former
IW1'8hOllIl in that hook had made to be as words personal, or
proper names aroin the plainest histories; as old serpent, beast,
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&c •. How can a man, then, in so plain and simplea narration,take

a passage of so plain and ordinarily expresed words (as those
about the first resurrection are), in any other sense than the usual
and literal? "
To this wise and sober sentiment of Mr. Mede it will not·
avail to reply, That, the book ingeneral being symbolical, this
passage should be interpreted symbolically also. A symbol is
one thing, a figure is another. A passage which must be literally
interpreted may have in it a figurative expression-than which
nothmg is more common, without any confusion being the result of it i-but it is otherwise with a symbol: if a passage is
symbolical, then consistency of interpretation requires that
every part of it should be a symbol; if not, the whole passage
will be involved in inexplicable confusion. In the passage before
us, therefore, if the resurrection be a symbol, Jesus must also
be a symbol. Of. what, or of whom, is·He the symbol?
Before we close this article we will notice an objection which
has been raised against the doctrine of the first· resurrection
from the judgment recorded in Matt. xxv. 32-46. It has been·
supposed that this emblem of the sheep and goats represents all
mankind, the dead as well as the Iiving, brought up before the j udgment-seat of Christ, at one and the same time, to receive their
final award of happiness or of misery ; which, of course, precludes
the idea of a separate resurrection to the just and the unjust. In
reply to this objection we observe, that the passage has no reference whatever to the judgment of the dead and the general
resurrection. This is evident from the rule upon which the
judgment here spoken of proceeds, which is inoompatible with
the view of its being a judgment of all mankind. The ground
of condemnation to the wicked is, that they have not ministered to Christ, by ministering to his members upon earth:
.. Inasmuch as ye did it not unto one. of the least of these my
brethren, ye did it not unto me." (ver. 45.) Will the heathen
be called· to account for not ministering to the disciples of
Christ, who-have had no opportunity of doing so? Can the
Judge say to them, "I was an hungred,. and ye gave me no
meat?" &c. Unless we are prepared to maintain that Christ
will send men into everlasting fire for not doing that which it is
physically impossible that they should do, for rejecting that
which was never offered to them, and for not obtaining that
which was beyond their reach; then we must admit that this
judgment is not the universal judgment, but a partial one,
confined to those nations which have been blessed with the
light of the Gospel, and in which the church of Christ has
been planted. "When the Son of man shall come in his
glory, and all the holy angels with him, then shall be gathered
together all nations "-or rather, all the nations, 'll'a.-ra ra.l9'-1I :
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i. e. all the nations which are comprehended in that part of the
world ·which has been the especial subject of prophecy (Dan.
ii. vii.; Zech. i.)-all the nations out of which the elect church
is gathered during the times of the Gentiles. This ilol perfectly
distinct from the final jud~ment, Rev. xx. 11, 12; which is of
the dead only-all the livmg having been previously judged" all the dead, both fmall and great, stand before God."
The parables recorded in Matt. xxv. are descriptive of the
judgment on persons in the church, or connected with the
church; yet they are not mere repetitions of the same event:
each parable has its appropriate and peculiar design.
1. The parable of the Ten Virgins, represents that part of
the churcli of Christ which, however ill administered, maintains soundness in doctrine, being uncontaminated by connection with the apostasy; and which professes to be waiting for
the Lord. In this church, of virgin purity as to doctrine,
shall be found many formalists and self-deceivers; many who,
having depended upon the orthodoxy of their professed creed, or
upon their supposed reception of Divine truth, shall be found
destitute of true grace; and when the Lord comes shall be shut
out of his kingdom•.
. 2. The parable of the Talents, represents the Lord calling to
account all his lrofessed servants for the use or abuse of the
opportunities an advantages which they have enjoyed. These
may be considered as including all the baptized (not excepting
apostate churches); all of whom have enlisted under the banner
of Christ, and are entitled to the privileges of the covenant.
Of these, many shall be found who have hid the talent in the
napkin, and who have not availed themselves of any of the privileges promised to. them in the baptismal covenant.
3. The description of the Judgment, under the emblem of the
Sheep and Goats, taking a still wider circle, represents the judgment on all the nations amongst which the. church has been
planted, including those which have cast away the outward badge
of Chri~tian profession-suc~ as the Mah0II.1e~an aposta~y. All
these mIght have known Chnst, and have mmlstered to hIm; for
the neglect of which they shall be called to account, and those
found guilty consigned to everlasting punishment.
Such we conceive to be the general design of these parables;
but even if this particular application of them should be questioned, we still contend that there is no scriptural ground whatever for applying anyone of them to the period of the general
resurrection and the final judgment at the end of the Millennium •
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DODDRIDGE ON THE RESTORATION OF THE IEWS.

From lIiI Lmwe.: CCXXVllI. Proporilion cltvi.

" 1. THOUGH the Jew. have for many ages been rejooWd by God,
and driven out from theit ancient inh~ritance J and thoDl;h, dat..
ing their dispersion, they have generally expressed an obstinate
and implacable avel'8ion to Chnstianit,.~ and indeed a great disregard to all religion and true morality; it is foretold; that they
will at length embrace their own Me88iah, whom they now reject, and thereupon be taken in~o the Divine favour ~d (lovenant
anew. Rom. Xl.1I-36; Isal. xlv. 17,23-25; bv. per tot.;
Ix. lxii. lxv. lxvi.; Jer. xxxi. 31, 34; Hos. iii. 4, 6; Zec. xii.
9; xiii. 1, &e.
I< 2. On their conversion.
They shall, by a train of wonderful providences, be gathered together from tbe countries in which
tbeyare now scattered, and conducted to their own land, wbere
they shall become a pl'08perous and honourable, as well as a
religious nation. bai. xxvii. 12, 13; Ezek. xi. 17, 21; xuYi.
24, 28; xxxvii. 21, 28; xxxix, 25, 29; Hos. i. 10, 11; AmOtt
ix. 14, 15; Zee. xiv. 10, 11.
I< 3. Whereas, on their settlement in their own land some
enemies shall make an assault upon them, some celebrated vic- .
tory over such enemies is foretold. lsai.lxvi.16,24; Rz. xxxviii.
3,9; Joel iii. 9, 14; Zec. xiv. 1, 15; Rev. xx. 8, 10: to which
we may perhaps add Isai. lix. 19 ; Mic. iv. 11, 13; Zeph. iii. s..
., 4. This intel'position of God, in the methods of his providence and ~ce, for the recovery and defence of the J eWB, shall
make such Impression on the Gentiles, as to be a mean of bringing in the fulness of them. bai. xlix. 6; Rom. xi. 12, 10,26,·
26. See the passages ~uoted gr. 1. Burnet's App. ad. Stat.
Mort.; Whitby of the Millen. C. ii.; Soott'. Christian Life,
vol. iii. p. 1166-1172; Clark on the Promises, p. 243-285;
Powell's Concord. Appen. ad fin.·; Lardn. Ciroumst. of the
Jews, p. 66, 72.
• This Collection of texts il printed in the old editions of Powell's Concordance, but ill omitted in all the 11610 ediuODI "hlch we have eeea ~ we
therefore subjoin it.
4C
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the Calling
tlte Jew., and tlte Glory tAat
lhall be in ,Mlat,.,. Dall" with II Pwfact:, by Jail" 0-. D.D. Loooon: 167&
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• Since the greatest part of Scripture Propbesie, i, about the calling of the
• and the glory of Christ. and of his church, in the latter dayes' there is therefore
• annexed a brief Collection of all the princi,Pal texts whicti reiate URto that time,
• which remain yet to be fulfilled; and wlOOh, from what we line a1read,. 1II!eII,
• litetall1. and euctly accomplished; we are to pray and wait in hope that thae
• also will have their full accurate completion.
• E. Baglhaw.

J. Hardelull&'

.. I. The Jews shall be gathered from all parts of the earth where they are
scattered, and brought home illto tbeir own land.
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~I Schol. I.-When the context of most of those places referred
to is examined, it will appear that few, if any of them, can j llStly

For this see Isai. xi. II; xxvii. 12, 13; xliii. 5, 6; xlix. 11, 12; Ix. 4. Compare Jer. iii. 18; xvi. 140, 15; xxiii. 3; xxx. 10; xxxi. 7,8, 10; xxxii. 37.
So Hos. xi. 10, II; Zeph. iii. 10; Zec. viii. 7, 8; x.8, 9, 10. .
•• II: They shall be carried by the Gentiles to their place; who shall join themselves with the Jews, and become the Lord's people.
lsai. xlix. 22; xiv. 2; Ix. 9; Ixvi. 19,20; and ii. 2,8, 4. Compare Jer. iii.
17; xvi. 19; Ez. xlvii. 22.• 28; Mic. v. 8; Zec. ii. II; viii.20.
ft III. Great miracles shall be wrought when Israel is restored, as formerly when
dley were brought out of Egypt-viz.
1. J?ryiog up the river Euphrates. Isai. xi. 15,16; Zec. x. II ; Rev. xvi. 12;
Hos. xi. 15; Mic. vii. 15.
2. Causing rivers to flow in desart places. Isai. xli. 17, 18, 19; xlviii.~, 21 ;
xliii. 19, 20.
3. Giving them Prophets. lsai. Ixvi. 18, 19,20,21; Hos. xii. 9, 10.
4., .!/re. Lor~.(jhrist hjm~lf shall app!,!ar.!lt the head of them. lsai. xxxv. 8;
In. 12; IVIII. 8; Hos. 1. 10, II; Mlc. 11. 12, 13.
"IV. The Jews, being restored, and converted to the faith of Christ, shall be
formed into a State, and have Judges and Counsellors over them as formerly:
IRe Lord Christ hilllself being tbeir King, who shall then also be acknowledged
King ovel' all the earth
lsai. i. 26; Ix. 17. Compare Jer. xxiii. 4; xxx. 8, 9, 21; Hos. iii. [) ;
Ezek. xxxiv. 28, 24; xxxvii. 24, 25; Isai. liv. 5 ; .Obad. 21; Zec. xiv. 5, 9 ;
PaaI. xxii. 27, 28.
ft V. They shall have the victory over all their enemies, and all kings and natioDa
of the earth shall submit unto them.
For which lee lsai. xi. 13, 140; xiv. I, 2; xli. 140, 15, 16; xlix. 28; Ix. 12;
XJtv. 10, 11, 12; Joel iii. 7, 8, 19. 20; Obad. 17, 18; Mic. iv. 6, 7, 8, II,
12, 13.; v. b, 6, 7; W. J6, 17 ; Zec. ii. 13; ix. 18, 140, 15, 16; x..5, 6;
xii. 6; Num. xxiv. 17; Isai. xlix. 28; Ix. 10, II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16; Ixvi.
19, 20•
.. VI. The Jews, restored, shall Jive peaceably, without being divided into two
natiolls, or contending with one another any more.
.
Isai. xi. 13. 14; xiv. 1,2; Jer. jii. 18; I. 4; Ezek. xxxvii. 21,22; Hos. i. U.
2. They shall be very numerous, and multiply greatly. Isai. xxvii. 6 ;. xliv.
3, 4; xlix. 18, 19. 20, 21; !iv. 1,2,3; lxi. 9; Jl:f. xxiii. 8; xxx. 18,19,20;
xxxi. 27; Ezek. xxxiv. 11 ; xxxvi. 38, 89.
3. They shall have great peaee, safety, and outward temporal prosperity.
lsai, xxxii. 16,17,18; xxxiii. 24.; !iv. 13, 14. 15, 16, 17; Ix 18. 21 ; Jer.
xxiii. 3, 4, 5;6; xxx. 10; xxxii. 34,35,86,87,38,39,40; xxxiii. 6, 7, 8,
9; I. 19, 20; Joel ill. 17, 18; Mic. vii. 18, 19, 20; Zl'ph. iii. 13; Zec. iii.
9,10.
4. They shall be very glorious, and 8 blessing in the whole earth. Isai. xix.
24,25; lxi. 9; Jer. xxxiii. 9; Ez. xxxiv. 26; Zeph. iii. 19; Zec. viii. 13.
r< VII. The Land of Judea shall be made eminently fruitful, like a Paradise, or
the Garden of God.
Isai. xxix. 17; xxxv. I, 2, 7, 9; Ii. 3, 16; liv. I I, 12, 13; Iv. 12, 13; Ix.
17; lxv. 17, 25; Ez. xxxiv. 26, 27; xxxvi. 36, 37; Joel iii. 18; Amos ix.
13,14.. VIII. Jerusalem shall be rebuilt, and after the full restoration of the Jews shall
Dever be destroyed, Dor infested with enemies any more.
lsai. Iii. 1; xxvi. 1; Ix. 18; xxxiii. 6; Joel iii. 17; Oblld. 17; Zec. xiv.
10, lJ ; Jer. :xxxi. 38, 39, 40; Ezek. xxxviii. II.
.. IX. A little 'before the time of the Jews' call and conversion, there shall be
great wars, confusion, and desolation througholJt all the earth.
Isai. xxxiv. throughout; Joel. iii. 1,10; Zeph. iii. 8, 9; Ezek. xxviii. 25,
26; Hag. ii. 21, 22,28; Jer. xxx. 7, 8, 9, 10; 2 Chron. xv. 3,4.,5,6,7.
"80 that we may say, as Balaam did, prophecying of that very time: Alai,
who shallliw when GOD doth this' Num. xxiv. 23."
.OL. I.-NO. I..
L
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be applied to the restoration of the Jews from the Babylonish
captivity; especially cconsidering how expressly their regard to
David their King-i. e. to Christ-is mentioned, as previous to
those gracious appeaJ:8,nces of God in their favour; and also
how expressly it IS promised, in some of those passages, that
the Jews, after the restoration referred to in them, shall never
be rooted out of their land any m,ore.
.
H Schol. II.-It is not improbable that Deut. xxx. 1, 6, and
many other places in the Pentateuch, refer chiefly to this greatest
dispersion of the Jews, and their final restoration i' though Illost
of the phrases there used are such as suited 11.1 the eminent
deliverances God wrought out for them: so that each of those
deliverances might be looked upon as an accomplishment of
this prediction: nevertheless those treated of in the proposition
being the greatest events of the kind, it seems reasonable to consider this prophecy of Moses as chiefly centering in them,
though comprehending the others as types or models, which
preserve a unity of sense and design as much as anY,interpretations whatever can do; and indeed the passage referred to above,
seems a general prophecy, that upon their return to God, they
should always be delivered; with an intimation, ver. 6, that
through God's gl'8.cious operation, this happy tum should be
the final catastrctphe of tlie nation. Compare Prop. 112, Cor.
I; Jackson's Creoibility, lib. i. part ii. § 3, c. x., p. 169, &C.
4to.; Ap. Op. lib. i. c. xxvii. vol .. i. p. 123 ; ,Patrick in loco
H Scllol. IlL-How far the form of government and religion
among the Jews may, upon their restoration to their own land,
be changed from what it originally was) we cannot certainly
say; but it is exceedingly probable that so much of their ancient
law will continue in force as can be reconciled with the genius
and. force of the Christian religion, and that God will raise up
some divinely inspired prophets among them, with a full declaration of his mind and will in relation to a variety of questions
on which we have not light enough to decide; and some have
thought that Elias-i. e. John the Baptist, (of whom the Old
Testament prophesied by that name)-will then be raised from
the dead; and bear a considerable part in the glorious work of
converting and settling them. Jer. iii. 15; Mal. iv. 5, 6; Jeffries' ReView, p. 142; Mede on Mark i. 14, Op. p. 98, 99."
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THEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT•

•
WE enter upon the Theological Department of our journal by
endeavouriug to counteract a grievous error, respecting the
human nature of Christ, which has lately shewn Itself in the
profel!lsing church, and which is held by a far greater number
of persons than we should, from its glaring absurdity, bue
thought possible.
.
.;
We have always held, "that our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son
of God, is God and Man: God of the substance of the Father,
begotten before the worlds; and Man, of the .ubstance of AU
mother, born in the world." Or, to expre88 it in our own words,
We believe that the eternal Son of God, in becoming Sou of
Man, took our very nature into union with himself, with all the
infirmities hrought upon it by the Fall; but upheld it from sinning, and sanctified It wholly, and constrained it (in his person)
to do the entire will of God.
The error, which is now brought forward, consists in main-·
taining that Christ took not our present nature, but took the
nature of Adam bifore tkefall: or, in other words, that Christ,
to recover fallen man, became an tlnfallen man; that, to redeem
tU, he took a nature which is no more ours than the nature of
angels is ours.
We should have predicated of such an error, that merely to
state it would be a sufficient refutation; but finding that it
does prevail extensively, and that the "argument" of some of
the publications in which it has been maintained is authoritatively pronounced to be "conducted with the clearness and
cogency of a geometrical demonstration!" we have given the
question a careful examination, and find, that although errora
much resembling this have been repeatedly brought forward by
weak or unstable men, yet they have been always promptly and
fully refuted by the orthodox Fathers, Reformers, and Divines;
nor have we ~yet been able to find a single theologian of any note
who maintains the error.
This error originates in confused notions of the person of
Christ. In his one person were comprehended two natures, the
Human and the Divine; each nature perfect and entire, but distinct from each other; yet making one person. Many of the
early heresies proceeded from the same confusion: as that of
Arius, who denied the proper Deity of Christ; that of Nestor,
who denied the personal union of the two natures; and that
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of Eutyches, who destroyed the proper humanity of Christ,
and gave the first form of the error we are now exposing.
_ I t Eutyches was an abbot in Constantinople: he fell into
an error far different from the heresy of Nestorius; for N estorius would not grant the personal union of two natures
in Christ, but Eutyches confounded the natures, 'and would
have the human nature so swallowed up by the immensity of
the divi11e nature in Christ, that there were not two natures
in Christ, but one only, to wit, the Divine nature. He
was condemned in the Council of Chalcedon. In the sixth
century a great number of people, especially of monks, favouring the heresy of Eutyches, spake against the Council of
Chalcedon. These were called aIC£!f'aXol, because they had
no principal head. Another branch, which sprang up from
the root of Eutyches's heresy, was the error of those who
supposed that the flesh of Christ was void of all kind of human
infirmity; expressly contradicting holy Scripture, which attri·
buteth unto the body of Christ hunger and weariness, and other
infirmities, which he voluntarily accepted for our sakes: (these
were called acpBuprOOOIC1ITOl.) And where it is said, that the Lord
'esus did eat and drink; to this they answered, that he seeme(l
to eat and drink, as he did after his resurrection; but that he
had no necessity of eating and drinking. But the verity of his
death stoppeth the mouth of all these heretics; for Christ was
content to taste of all our infirmities (death itself not excepted),
that we might know he will be a merciful High Priest, because
he hath tasted of our infirmities, and can have compassion on
those who are in trouble. The heresy of the Monothelites was
a branch of the heresy of Eutyches, by a secret and crafty
convoy, insinuating itself into credit again, after it was condemned in the Council of Chalcedon. They denied not directly
the two natures of Christ personally united, but only affirmed,
that, after the union of the natures, there was only one will
and one operation in Christ. This heresy was condemned in
the Sixth General Council." - (Historie of the Church, by
Patrick Symson, 1624.)
The error now brought forward is a combination of several early
heresies: we shall counteract it by bringing forward, first, lIome
clear passages of Scripture; then some extracts from the most
orthodox Confessions of all ages; a few extracts from English
standard Divines; and, lastly, acopiousselectionof short extracts
from nearly all the Fathers, Reformers, and Commentators of
note, who have touched on this point: a perusal of which will
convince anyone, that the contrary of this error has been the uniform faith of the orthodox church, and that heresies bearing any resemblance to this have been always promptly refuted and abjured .
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.1 God, who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in
time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in these last
days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he hath ar,pointed heir
of all things, by whom also he made the worlds •. '
" But
now we see not yet all things put under him: but we see Jesus,
who was made a little lower than the angels, for the suffering of
death, crowned with glory and honour; that he by the grace of
God should taste death for every man. For it became him, for
whom are all things, and by wbom are all things, in bringing
many sons unto glory, to make the Captain of their salvation
perfect through sufferings. For both he that sanctifieth and
they who are sanctified are all of one: for which cause he is not
ashamed to call them brethren to"
"Forasmuch then as
the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he also himself
likewise took part of the same; that through death he might
destroy him that had the power of deatht."
" He took
on him the seed of Abraham: wherefore in all things it behoved
him to he made like unto his brethren; that he might be a merciful and faithful high priest in thiugs pertaining to God, to
make reconciliation for the sins of the J;leople: for in that he
himself hath suffered, being tempted, he IS able to succour them
that are tempted §."
" When the fulness of time was come,
God sent forth his Son, made of a woman, made under the law,
to redeem them that were under the law, that we might receive
the adoption of sons II."
" For what the law could not do,
in that it was weak through the flesh, God sending his own
Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin
in the flesh ~."
" For he hath made him to be sin for us
who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of
God in him •• ."
" For he is our peace..... having abolished
in his flesh the enmity.... .for to make in himself of twain one
new man, 80 making peace; and that he might reconcile both
unto God in one body by the cross, having slain the enmity
thereby" (or, in himself)tt.
"In whom all the building, fitlr,
framed together, groweth unto an holy temple in the Lord tt. '
" That ..... we may grow up into him in all things, which is the
head, even Christ: from whom the whole body, fitly joined together, and compacted by that which every joint supplieth,
according to the effectual working in the measure of every part,
maketh increase of the body unto the edifying of itselfin love §§."
" Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge
of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the
8tature of the fulness of Christ 1111."

ft

t

Heb. ii. 8-11.
t Heb. ii. 14. § Heb. ii.16, 18.
Rom. viii. 3.
··2 Cor. v. 21. tt Eph. ii.14, 16.
Eph. ii. 21.
§§ Eph. iv.15, 16.
1111 Eph. iv.13.

• Heb. i. 1,2.

n Gal.iv. 4, 5.

~
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In the English Confession of Faith, printed at the end of all
the old Bibles, it is said: " I believe also and confess Jesus
Christ the only Saviour and Messias; who, being equal with
God, made himself of no reputation, but took on hIm the shape
fI! a servant, and became m~ in all things like unto us, except
slD.~And forasmuch as he bemg only God could not feel death,
neither ~ing only Man could overcome death, he joined both
together, and suffered his humanity to be punished with most
cruel death; feeling in himself the anger and severe judgement
of God even as he had been in extreem torments of hell, and
therefore cried with a loud voice, My God, My God, why hut
thou forsaken me! Then of his mercy, without compulsion, he
offered up himself as the only sacrifice to purge the sins of all
the world."
..
In the Notes to Barker's Bible, 1608, it is said :-Rom. viii. 3 :
"Christ did take flesh, which of nature was subject to sin; which
notwithstanding' he sa.nctified even in the very instant of his
conception, and 80 did appropriate it unto him that he might
destroy sin in it." On Heb. ii. 9: .. Jesus Christ, by hllmbbng
himself, and taking upon him the form of a servant, which was
our flesh and mortality, giveth us assurance of our salvation.
The head and the members are of one nature: so Christ which
sanctifieth us, and we that are sanctified, are all one, by the
union of our flesh." And ver. 17: "In all things like unto
his brethren. Not only as touching nature, but also qualities,
only sin except. Forasmuch as he is exercised in our miseries~
1Ve may be assured that at all times in our temptations he will
succour us."
In the Confession of Faith received and approved by tke
Church of Scotland in the beginning of the Reformation, and
which is still the standard of doctrine in the Established
Church of Scotland, under the " Article xxi. of the Sacraments," are these words :-" So that we confess, and undoubtedlie beleeve, that the faithful, in the richt use of the Lord's
Table, do so eat the bodie and drink the blude of the Lord
Jesus, that he remaines in them, and they in him: Zea, they
are so maid flesh of his flesh, and bone of his bones; that
as the eternal Godhead hes given to the flesh of Christ Jesus
. (quhilk of the awin conditioun and nature wes mortal and corruptible) life and immortalitie; so dois Christ Jesus his flesh
and blude eattin and drunkin be us, give unto us the same
prerogatives. Itaque confitemur, et procul dubio credimus,
quod fideles, in recto comre Dominicre USll, ita corpus Domini
Jesu edant, et sanguinem bibant, ut ipsi in Christo maneant, et
Christ us in eis: quin et caro de carne ejus, et os ex ossibus
ejus ita fiunt, ut quemadmodum carni Christi, qua: sua pte
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natura mortalis erat et corruptibilis, divinitas vitam et immortalitatem largita est; ita ut carnem Jesu Christi edimus, et
bibimus ejus sanguinem, eisdem et nos prrerogativis donamur!'
Calvin's Catechism decllU'es, "after what sort the Sonne of
God was anointed of his Father to become our Saviour: That
is to say, he took upon him our flesh ..... That he was fashioned
in the virgin's womb, taking very substance and manhood of
her, that he might thereby become the seed of David, as the
Prophets had before siW1ified."
The Palatine CatechISm affirms: "That the very Son of God
did take the very true nature of man, of the flesh and blood of
the Virgin Mary; 80 that he is also of the true seed of David,
like unto his brethren in all things, sin excepted ..... Of his own
accord he took on him the shape of a servant (that is, our flesh)
and that subject to all infirmities, even to the death of the

cross."
In the Helvetic Confession, dated March 1566, it is said:
" Eundem quoque mterni Dei mtemum Filium credimus et
docemus hominis factum esse Filium, ex semine Abrahm atque
Davidis......Caro ergo Christi nee phantastica fuit, nec ccelitus
allata, sicuti Valentinus et MarclOn somniabant. Prmterea
anima fuit Domino nostro Jesu Christo non absque sensu et
ratione, ut Apollinaris sentiebat. neque caro absque anima, ut
Eunomios docebat, sed anima cum ratione sua, et caro cum
sensibus suis, per quos sensus, veros dolores tempore passion is
sum sustinuit: sicuti et ipse tentatus est, et dixit. Tristis est
anima mea usque ad mortem. Et nunc anima mea torbata est,
&C. (Matt. xxvi. John xii,)-Eutychetis et Monothelitarum vel
Monophysicorum vesaniam, expungentem naturm human&:) proprietatem, execramur penitus. Prreterea credimus Dominum
nostrum· Jesum Christum vere passum et mortuum esse, pro
nobis, sicut Petrus ait. came (I Pet. iv.) Abominamur Jacobitarum et omnium Turcarum, passionem Domini execrantium,
impiissimam vesaniam. Credimus et docemus eundem Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum vera sua carne, in qua crucifixUs
et mortuus fuerat, a mortuis resurrexisse, et non aliam pro
sepulta excitasse, aut spiritum ero carne suscepisse, sed veritatem
corporis retinuisBe. In eadem Ilia carne sua credimus ascendisse
Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum, supra omnes ccelos as pectabiles in ipsum Callum supremum Bedew videlicet Del et
beatorum, ad dexteram Dei Patris."
The Belgic Confession says: "Confitemur vero Deum ..... FiHum ilium suum unicum. et mtemum in hunc mundum misit:
qui formam servi accepit, .similis hominibus factus, et veram
naturam homanam cum omnibus ipsius infirmitatibus (excepto
peccato) vere assumpsit. Idcirco contra Anabaptistarum hmre-
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sim, (qui negant Christum camem humanam assumpsisse) confitemur Christum participem carnis et sanguinis fuisse, sicut et
pueri fratres ipsius, ex lumbis Davidis secundum carnem: factum,
lDquam,ex semine David , secundum eandemcamem ••..ut dictum
est, fratribus suis similis per omnia factus, adeo ut sit revera
noster Emanuel." .••••. " dum naturm in unica Persona CODjunctlll, ~uarum utraque·proprietates suas retineat, adeo ut sicut
natura dlvina semper increata, et absque initio dierum, sine
vitm fine remansit, crelumque et terram implens: sic natura
humana proprietates suas non amiserit, sed creatura remanserit,
initium dlerum, et naturam finitam habens. Omnia enim illa, qUI!ll
vero corpori conveniunt, retinuit, et quamvis illi immortalitatem
resurrectione sua dederit, veritatem tamen humanm naturlll illi
neque ademit, neque commutavit. Salus enim et resurrectio
nostra a veritate corporis ipsius dependet." .•.••.••...••••.•••
" Credimus Deum Filium suum misisse, ut naturam illam
assumeret qum per inobedientiam peccarat, ut in ea ipsa natura
et satisfaceret, et de peccato, per acerbam ipsius mortem et
.
. t as prenas sumere.
t" .••••••••••• "Quapropter
passlOnem,
JUs
confitemur Ipsum verum Deum, et verum hominem esse: verum
quidem Deum, ut mortem sua potentia vinceret: et verum hominem, ut in carnis sum infirmitate pro nobis mortem obiret."
Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity.-290. " Forasmuch as there is
,no union of God with man, without that mean between both
which is both ..... wherefore, taking to himself our flesh, and by his
incarnation making it his own flesh, he had now of his own,
although from us, what to offer unto God for us. And as Christ
took manhood, that by it he might be capable of death, whereunto he humbled himself; so because manhood. is the proper
subject of compassion and feeling pity, which maketh the sceptre
of Christ's regency even in the lungdom of heaven amiable, he
which without our nature could not on earth suffer for the sins
of the world, doth now also by means thereof both make intercession to God for sinners, and exercise dominion over all men
with a true, a natural, and a sensible touch of mercy."
" It pleased not the Word or Wisdom of God to take to itself
some one person amongst men, for then should that one have
been advanced which was assumed, and no more; but Wisdom,
to the end she might save many, built her house of that nature
which is common unto all: she made not this or tkat man her
habitation, but dwelt in us. If the Son of God had taken to
himself a man now made and already perfected, it would of
necessity follow that there are in Christ two persons, the one
assuming and the other assumed; whereas the Son of God did
not assume a man's persQn unto his own, but a man's nature 'to·
his own person; and therefore took the seed of Abraham, the
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very first Ol"iginal element of our nature, before it was come to
have any personal human subsistence. By taking ooly the
nature of man, he still cootinueth one person, and changeth but
the manner of his subsisting, which was before in the mere
glory of the Son of God, and is now in 'the habit of our flesh.
These natures from the moment of their first combination have
been and are for ever inseparable. For even when his soul forsook
the tabernacle of his body, his Deity forsook neither body nor
80ul. If it had, then could we not truly hold either that the
person of Christ was buried, or that the person of Christ did
raise up itself from the dead. The very person of Christ therefore, for ever one and the self-same, was only touching bodily
substance concluded within the grave, his soul only from thence
~eY'ered ;. but by personal union, his Deity still inseparably
JOlDed With both."
" If therefore it be demanded what the person of the Son of
God hath attained by assuming manhood, surely the whole sum
of all is this: To be, as we are, truly, really, and naturally man ;
by means whereof he is made capable of meaner offices than
otherwise his person could have admitted. The only gain he
thereby purchased for himself, was to be capable of loss and
detriment for the good of others.-The honour which our flesh
bath by being the flesh of the Son of God, is in many respectl!l
great. Since God hath deified our nature, though not by turnl~~ it into himself, yet by m~king it his own insep~ble habita!lon, we cannot now conceIve how God should Without man
eit~er exercise pi~ine power, or .receive t~e glory of Divine
praIse: for man JS ID bofh an associate of DeIty. '
" And as God hath in Christ unspeakably glorified the nobler,
10 likewise the meaner part of our nature,' the very bodiJy substance of man. For in this respect his body, which by natural
condition was corruptible. wanted the gift of everlasting immunity from death, passion, and dissolution, till God, which
gave it to be ~lain for sin, had for righteousness sake restored
It to lire with certainty of endless continuance. Yea, in this
respect the very glorified body of Christ retained in it the scars
and marks of former mortality. We nothing doubt, but God
bath many ways above the reach of our capacities exalted
that body which it hath pleased him to make, his own; that
body wherewith he hath saved the world; that body which hath
been and is the root of eternal life, the Instrument wherewith
Deity worketh, the Sacrifice which taketh away sin, the Price
which hath ransomed souls from death, the Leader of the whole
~ of b~ies that shall rise again. For though it had a
~nning from .us, yet God ~ath given it vit~l effi~acy, heaven
hath endowed It With celestial power, that VIrtue It hath from
VOL. I.-NO. I.
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above, in regard whereof all the angels of heaven adore it.Notwithstanding, a body still it contmueth, a body consubstantial with our bodies, a body of the same, both nature and measure, which it had on earth."
H To gather into one sum all that hath hitherto been spoken
touching this point: There are but four things which concur
to make complete the whole state of our Lord Jesus Christ;
his Deity, his manhood, the conjunction of both, and the distinction of the one from the other being joined in one. Four
principal heresies there are which have in these things withstood
the truth: Arians, by bending themselves against the Deity of
Christ; Apollinarians, by maiming and misinterpreting that
which belongetb to his human nature; Nestorians, by rending
Christ asunder, and dividing him into two persons; the followers of Eutyches, by confounding in his person those natures
which they should distinguish. Against these there have been
four most famous ancient general Councils; the Council of Nice;
to define against Arians; against Apollinarians the Council
of Constantmople; the· Council of Ephesus against Nestorians j against Eutichians the Chalcedon Council. In four words,
U}.,,9Wf;, TE}.EW" a~,a'PuWf;, QO'II'YXVTW, - truly, perfectly, indivisibly, distinctly-the first apply to his being God, and the
lecond to his being Man, the thud to his being of both One,
and the fourth to his still continuing in that One both-we may
fully by way of abridgement comprise whatsoever antiquity
hath at large handled, either in declaration of Christian belief,
or in refutation of the foresaid heresies .
.. Nicene. 'Incarnatus est de Spiritu Sancto, ex Maria virgine: et homo factus est.'
H Constantinople. 'Incarnatus est-homo factuB est-passus
et sepultus est.'
"Ephesus. 'Verbum carD factum est-unumq ue esse Christum cum pro}!ria carne.. Si quis ergo Pontificem nostrum dicit
factum, non lpsum Del Verbum, quando caro factum 'est, et
homo juxta nos homines: sed velut alterum prmter ipsum specialiter hominem ex muliere-si quis non confitetur Dei Verbum
passum carne, et crucifixum carne, et mortem gustasse carne,
qui est vivificll.tor ut Deus, anathema sit.'
H Chalcedon.
'Perfectum in Deitate-perfectum in hurnanitate; vere Deum at nre hominem-Coessentialem Patri secundum Deitatem et coes8entialem nobis secundum humanitatem
per omnia nobis similem, excepto peccato.' "
Sermon. on the Incarnation, by John (Tillotson), Archbishop
of Canterbury. 1679.- II The Word was made flesh; that is, be
who is personally called the Word, and whom the Evangelist
St. John had 80 fully described in his Gospel, he became flesh;
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that is, assumed our nature and. became man; for 80 the
wordfiesh is frequently used in Scripture for ma" or human
nature: • 0 thou that hearest prayer, unto thee shall all
flesh come;' that is, to thee shall all men address their su~
plications: again, • The glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and
allflesh shall see it together;' that is, all men shall behold and
acknowledge it; and then it follows, • all flesh is grass,' speaking of the frailty and mortality of man: and so liKewise in the
New Testament, our _blessed Saviour, foretelling the misery that
was coming upon the Jewish nation, says, ' Except those days
should be shortened no flesh should be saved;' that is, no man
should escape and survive that great calamity and destruction
which was coming upon them: • By the works of the Law,'
says the Apostle, • shall no flesh,"' that is, no mall, , be justified.'
.
.
" So that by the Word's being madejlesh, the Evangelist did
not intend that he assumed only a human body without a soul~
and was united only to a human body; which was the heresy
of Apollinaris and his followers; but that he became man;
that IS, assumed the whole human nature, body and soul. And
it is likewise very probable, that the Evangehst did purposely
choose the word flesh, which signifies the frail and mortal
part of man, to denote to us that the Son of God did assume
our nature with all its infirmities, and become subject to the
common frailty and mortality of human nature. .
"The words thus explained contain that great mystery of
godliness-' God was manifested in the flesh; , that is, he appeared in human nature, he became man. -That God should
employ his eternal and only begotten Son, who had been with
. him from all eternity, partaker of his happiness and glory, to
save the sons of men by so infinite and amazmg a condescension:
That God should vouchsafe to become man, to reconcile man
to God: That he should come down from heaven to earth, to·
raise us from earth to heaven: That he should assume our
vile and frail and mortal nature, that he might clothe us with
glory and honour and immortality: That he should suffer death
to save us from hell, and shed his blood to purchase eterna-l
redemption for us.-And as he was pleased to assume our nature, so ·should we put on the Lord Jesus Christ; and should
he very careful not to abuse ourselves by sin and sensuality,
upon this very consideration, that the Son hath put such an·
honour and dignity upon us: We should reverence that nature
which God did not disdain to assume and to inhabit here on
earth, and in which he now gloriously reigns in heaven at the
right hand of his Father." llP. 3-5,47-52.
" Another thing implied 10 the Word's being made .flesh, is,
that this was done peculiarly for the benefit and advantage of·
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men : as it is said in the Nicene Creed, 'Who for us men and
Qur salvation came down from heaven, and was incarnate,' &.c.
For 'verily he took not on him the nature of angels, ,but of the
seed of Abraham.' The word signifies to take hold of a thing
which is falling. as well as to assume or take on him: He did
not take hold of the angels when they wel'e falling-but he took
hold of human nature when it was falling, and particularly of
the seed of Abraham.-The Evangelist uses the very same word
for taking hold of one that was ready to sink. When St. Peter
was ready to sink, Matt. xiv. 31, Christ put forth his hand and
caught hold of him, and saved him from drowning: and thus
the Son of God caught hold of mankind, which was ready to
sink into eternal perdition: he laid hold of our nature, that in
our nature he might be capable of effecting our redemption and
deliverance.
4C He was contented to be clothed with the rags of humanity
~d to be made in the likeness of sinful flesh, that is sinful
man. The Son of God did not only condescend to be made
maR, but also to become mortal and miserable for onr sakes:
He submitted to all those things which are accounted most
grievous and calamitous to human nature: To hunger and want,
to shame and contempt, to bitter pains and agomes, and to a
Blost cruel and disgraceful death: So that in this sense allio he
~ecame flesh, not only by being clothed with human nature,
but by becoming liable to all the frailties and sufferings of it;
of which he had a greater share than any of the sons of men
ever had: for never was sorrow like to his sorrow, nor sufferings
like to his sufferings, the weight and bitternellS whereof waa
such as to wring from him, the meekest and most patient endurer
of sufferings that ever was, that doleful complaint, 'My God,
JJly God, why hast thou forsaken me ! '
,
" All this does signify to us the wonderful and amazing con..
descension and love of God to mankind in sending his Son into
the world, and submitting him to this way and method for our
salvation and recovery. The Word was madeflesh! What.a
step is here made in order to the reconciling of men to God;
f~om heaven to earth, from the top of glory and majesty, to the
lowest gulf of meanness and misery The Evangelist seems
here to use the word flesh, which signifies the meanest and vilest
Rart of humanity, to express to us how low the Son of God was
contented to stoop for the redemption of man, 'The Word Will
made flesh:' two terms at the greatest distance from one anotper, are here brought together: The Son of God is here expressed to us by one of his highest and most glorious titles, the
Word, which imports both power and wisdom; 'Christ the
JlPwer of God, and the wisdom of God.' And human nature
18 here described by its vilest part, flesh; which imports frailty
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and infinnity. The W ord ~ fi('l$h, that Ut, submitted to
that from which it was at the greatest distance: He who wu tho
power of G(ld, and the wilildom. of God, submitted not only to
be called, but re"l1y to become a fraillUld miserable man; not
only to assume our nature, but to Pllt on all the infitmities, and,
whIch is the grelltelilt of ell, the mort.Q.lity of it:' ~ p. 152.
. "That the Son of God should COQdescend, to iIlhabit our vile
nature-that he should. become man on purpose that ba might
dwell among us, and shew us the way to etem.... life-and 88 it
were take us by the hand and lead us in that way by the perfect
and familiar example of a most blameless and holy hfe; shewing
us how God himself thought fit to live in the world, when ho
was pleased to become man. That·by this (Ileans we might.
for our greater encouragement in holiness and virtue, see all that
which the law.·of God requires of us exemplified in our nature,
and relilly performed and practised by II. man like ourselves.
And that likewise ill our nature he might conquer and triumph
over the two great enemies of our S1Uvation, the world and the
detJil: and by first suffering death and then overcoming it, and
by rescuing our nature from the power of it by his resurrection
from the dead, he might deliver us from the fear of death, and
give WI the glorious hopes of a blessed immortality: For by
assuming our frail and mortal nature he became capable of suffering and of shedding his precious blood for us, and by that means
of purchasing forglveness of sins and eternal redemption for us.
And further yet, that by being subject to the miseries and infirmities of humanity, he might from his own experience, the
lurest and most filepsible sort of knowledge and instruction, learn
to have a more compassionate sense of our infirmities, and be
more apt to commiserate us in all our sufferings and temptations,
and more ready to succour us labouring under them. And finally,
tliat as a reward of his obedience and sufferings in our nature, he
might in the same nature be exalted to the right hand of the
Majes~ on high, there to continue for ever to make intercession
for us.' p. 156.
" It is objected. that it seems to be a thing very incongruous,
and much beneath the dignity of the Son of God, to be united
to human nature. and to submit to so near an alliance with that
which is so very mean and despicable: yea to be infinitely more
below Him; than for the greatest prince in this world to match
with the most contemptible beggar. But herein surely we measure God too much liy ourselves; and because we who are evil
have seldom so much goodness as to stoop beneath ourselves for
the good of others, we are apt to think that God hath not so
mucn goodness neither, and presently conclude that it does not
become God. But as Pliny said to Trajan, 'Cui nihil ad
aogendum fastigium super est, hoc uno modo crescere potest, si
~
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se ipae submittat, aecurus magnitudinis SUIe:' 'He that is at
the top, and can rise no higher, hath ,Yet this one way left to
become greater, by stooping beneath hImself; (which he IDay
very safely do) being secure of his own greatness.' The lower
any being, be he never so high, condescends, to. do good, the
glory of his goodness shines so much the brighter. God,
whose ways are not as our ways, and whose thoughts are as
much above our low and narrow thoughts as the heavens are
high above the earth, did not disdain nor think it below him to
become man for the good of mankind: so that in truth, and
according to right reason, it was no disparagement to the Son
of God to become man for the salvation of mankind: but, on the
contrary, it was a most glorious humility, and the greatest instance of the truest goodness that ever was. And if God for
our sakes did submit himself to a condition which we may think
did less become him, here is great calIse of thankfulness, but
none surely of cavil and exception. We.~ray~ infinite reason to
acknowledge and admire his goodness, but none .at all 'to upbraid him with his kindness, and to quarrel with him forh~ving
descended so much beneath himself to testify his love to U8, and
his tender concernment for our happiness. Besides, God himself is the best and most competent judge what is fit for God
to do ; and that he needs not take counsel of any of his creatures,
what will best become him in this or any other case: • Behold
in this thou art not just; I will answer thee, that God is greater
than man: why dost thou dispute against him 1 for he giveth not
account of any of his matters.''' Job xxxiii. 12, 13. p. 159.
"Jesus Christ the Exemplar and Pattern in all Obedience
to the Divine Will, and in the Reward of· that Obedience:"
Oxford, 1680.-" God sent forth his Son, assuming first the
same infirm nature we bear, to become an example also of that
perfection he proposed; to be, as the truth, so the way; to
walk first himself in those paths wherein he directed others; to
beat the ways that we might follow him: to perform first himself,
clothed with our weak flesh, the hard tasks he set us: lest he
might seem with the Pharisee, to lay heavy burdens on other
men's shoulders, and not to touch them WIth one of his own
fingers. That this was the chief end of his coming see 1 Pet.
ii. 21, 'For even hereunto were ye called, Christ leaving us an
example, that ye should follow his steps:' 1 John ii. 6, 'He
that saith he abideth in him, ought himself also to walk, even·
as he walked :' John xiii. 12, 15, ' Know ye what I have, done
to you, and I have given you an example, that ye should do
as I have done to you:' John xvii. 19, • For their sakes I
sanctify myself, that they also may be sanctified :', Matt. xi. 29,
• Learn of me' (by my example), • for I am meek,' Stc. Therefore in all those ways of God he pointed out unto us, be never
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aaid, • Let him take. up his cross and go;' but' follow: Luke
ix. 23; John x. This Shepherd followed not, but led, his sheep;
and for every rule gave his scholars an example; an example in
himself. to all those hardest lessons in his sermons: according
to his doctrine, kept all, both the least and greatest commandments; left not a tittle unfulfilled, for none could accuse him
of sin.
"And as for the moral, so for the ceremonial law: very
punetual he was in all obedience, though useless and non-sigmficant in him, as it related to remission of sin, &.c. Yet coming
(at best) in the likeness of sinful flesh, Rom. viii. 3, he was
circumcised, baptized, &.c.; though, always full of the Holy
Ghost, and free from sin, he needed no cleansings nor expiation
. -kept the solemn feasts--was obedient to every human ordinance-to parents and fovernors-fasted-sought by prayer,
. what he might C?mm.and, Luke xxii. 32,-prayea whole nig~ts
to teach us by hiS eX1UDple the lesson-suffered such angUIsh
and a.ftIiction for our sins. in the garden: for • thus it became
him to fulfil~' that, being our Leader, the doing of which
was necessary righteousness and obedience in his followers.
" Thus God sent his Son to be an example to us, and a fore~nner in all holy obedience to his commands. God again decreeing, that all that yield this obedience shall in this world
suffer persecution, 2 Tim. iii. 12, that there may be a vicissitude in all things, sent his Son to be a pattern to the rest of his
servants of all sufferings: to make the Captain of their salvatIOn
perfect through sufferings, Heb. ii. 10, that so he also might
firs~ sound the qepths of human miseries; and being just of
our pitch, might wade before us through them all, and shew
them easily passable; that we might follow him with cheerfulness and courage, and not expostulate with the Almighty, if
here perchance he useth us no better (yet whom doth he not so 1)
than he did his only' Son; his Son in whom he was always so
well pleased, Matt. iii. 17. And thus in obedience to his Father,
first clothed with all the (innocent) infirmities of our nature,
and indulging himself none of the contentments thereof, Rom.
xv. 3, but exercising a perfect abnegation of himself and of
his own wil1, 1 John v. 30; Matt. xxvi. 39. • In all things
made,' Heb. ii. 17, • and tempted,' IS, 'like unto his
brethren.' Undergoing temptations from the often necessities,
and natural inclinations of the flesh; as may be sufficiently
discov~red in that passionate sad blood-sweating prayer (many
times iterated) to be freed from death; which he so resignedly
concluded with • Not my will but thine be done,' for our example, as if himself would have • learnt patience by the things
which he suffered,' Heb. v. S. He voluntarily 'became of no
reputation,' Phil. ii. 7; 'a man of sorrows.' lea. liii. 3; put
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himself in the worst condition of life; that those in the worst
condition may neither complain nor boast that their sufferinge
are gone below the Son of God; and then ended it in the most
ignominious death. And suffered being perfectly innocent, that
none hereafter might think much to liIuffer for innocency, all
being Bome other way personally guilty. And thus he suffered,
and thus he died, not only before us, but also for us; first, th"t
his love, saith the Apostle, might constrain U8, 2 Cor. v. 13, by
his example, so to Buffer, and to die if need be, for him; or
also for one another, 2 Cor. xii. 15; and that as he died for sin,
80 we might die to it."
Jewell, in his .Apology, 1562, says: "Credimus Jesum
Cbristum Filillm umcum reterni Patns-suscepisse carnem et
omnem naturam humanam-utque in humano corpore perageret
mysterium redemptionis nostrre,et peccata nostra, etsyngrapham
ilIam qure erat scripta contra nos affigeret ad crucem-et corpu.
illud ipsum in quo natus, in quo versatus, in quo ludibrio habitus,
in quo gravissimos cruciatus, et dirum genus mortis passus fuerat,
in quo resurrexerat, in quo ascenderat ad Patris dextram-ibi
eum nunc sedere, et sessurum esse, donee omnia perficiantut.
Christum corpori suo majestatem dedisse, naturam tamen corporis non ademisse: neque ita asserendum esse Cbristum Deum,
ut eum negemus esse nominem."
The Gallican Cotifession, 1561-1566, says: "Credimu8
Jesum Christum, Saplentiam, et Filium retemum Patris, naturam
nostram assumpsisse ita ut una sit persona Deus et homo: homo,
inquam, et corpore et anima passibilis, nobisque per omnia, excepto peccato, similis, utpote cujus caro sit vere semen Abrahte
et Davidis."
Confessio Ecclesifl,rum Gallicarum, 1662.-" Habemus autem
illud pro certissimo axiomate, quod quamvis humana Christi
natura cum Deitate ipsius conjuncta sit ad constituendum
in illo veram personre umonem, illam ipsam humanam natoram tamen habere semper suam qualitatem ceu constitutionem, et qUill illi omnlmodo propria sunt. Quemadmodum
igitur Dominus assumpsit passibile corpus, ita etiam illud idem
corpu~ quantum extitlt demum, et suum modum habuit,. et
infinitum non fuit. Fatemur vero corpus illud ~lorificatum
esse, conditionem mutasse, ut jam nulh infirmatab obnoxium
maneat. Atqui nihilominus suam illam substantiam habet.
Alioquin quorsum ilia ,Promissio evaderet, quod nostra hllBC
corpora qUal corruptibiha nunc et caduca sunt, conformatunL
sint corpori illi suogloriosi. (Phil. iii. 21.) Sed cum omni modestia intra istos Scripturlll fines consistimus, qu~ perhibet,
Christum induisse corpus nostro corpori per omnia simile, versatum esse inter homines, sursum receptum unde sit descensur8s,
ut sese manifestum pl'tllbeat ultimo die: uti etiam exprimitut a
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Petta in Awe iii., quod oporteat·creJum ipsllm recipere, donee
rursum aPl?areat. Atque ita Angeli ad omnes Apostolos, quod
est imprimis ootanduJD, HicJesus, inquiunt, qui a vobis sursum
recc!ptum est, veniet ut ipsum vidistis ascendere."
.
Calvin agai1t&t Menno.-- H .Putidum est effugium. dici Filiulll
hominis, quia. hominibus promissus est. Palam yer9 est HebraicQ
more'l'ocari Filium hominis verum hominem. Quid autem perfiliOI
Adam intelligi cOQveniat, extra controversiam esse debet. Ac ne
Iongius abeam us, locus Psalmi viii. quem ad Christum Apostoli
accommodant, omnem controversiam dirimit: Quid est homo
quod memor es eju8, aat Filius hominis quia visitas eum? quia.
Filius hominis vocatur, cujus origo vere ex Adam f1uxit. Cum
dicimus op<!rtuisse in came nostra expiari peccata mundi, frustra
hoc princlpium convellere nititur Menno: quod clare a. Paulo
asseritur. (Rom. v.) Nam quod contra objicit, neminem ex
~ peccatrice prognatam potuisse legem implere, solutio petenda. eat ex Rom. vin., ubi docet Paulus expiationem factam in
simiIitudine carnis peccatricis. Naturam enim hominis non a
principio fuisse eorraptam notum est, sed vitio accidentali.
QWd ece:o obtltat 9. uo minus Filii sui camem Deus sanctifieare
potaieritl-Secundum Petri mentem (2 Pet. i.) societas Divin81
natune p1'8llentem hominum naturam, quatenus infirma est.
abolebit. In Christo autem lODge divellla ratio, qui simnl et
semel De.us et homo fuit. Jam vero 8i humanam substantial)}
fJhristo. tribuit integram et paraQl ab omni labe, qualis in Adam
fuit ante lapsum, sequitur non ex semine Dei progenitam fuisse
Christiearnem, sed ex homini nisi dicere forte malit vel de nihila vel.ex terra creatam fuisse.-Proprium est Mediatoris Deo
nos oonjungere. cum id nemo prestare queat, nisi qui unum est
cum Deo: nemo etiam idoneus est ad obeundum munus Mediatoris, nisi qui hOD;lO est Be simul Deus. Minor autemprobatur
ex Christi verbis: ut un.wn sint nobiseum sieut tu Pater et ego
Ullum sumus. Quando enim s\ne morte et sa.nguinis effusione
noo peragitur expiatio, Mediatorem oportuit mori.-Mediatorem
Donesae Dei Fili:UDJ, nisi quatenus homo est. In ista magna
separatiOile minua est Mediator, Non poteras ad Deum homo,
DeuB faetus est homo. 8i homo SQlumesset, hoc .sequendo
quod esnunquam pervenires: si Deus solum esset, non com';'
prehendendo quod non es, nunquam perveneris."
Hippol,tuI.-FArE&~f/ yap
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"Wherefore the Word of God, being without flesh, put OD
the holy 8esh of the holy virgin-whereby uniting our mortal
body to.his . power, and joining with the incorruptible the
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corruptible, and tbe weak to the strong, saveth perishing
Plan.
" Wherefore, also, the Word of God, like us truly becoming
man, void of sin, both doing and suffering as a man those
things which belong to flesli, !pVtTfWf: yet slDless, and on our
account, came under the limitation of natural flesh !pVtTllOlf: tTapICflf:j
tbat he might be believed to be God, bimself working out the
salvation of all through the nature of infirm flesh."
.. Non enim caro facta est natura Deitas, translata natura facta
videlicet secundum naturam Divinitatis caro; sed quod erat,
etiam Deitati coapta, mansit, id est, caro infirma et p~sibilis
natura et operatione."
Gelasius.-" Hic procedens in mundum, Deus et homo apparuit, et hominem, quidem eum facile est intelligere, cum
esurit. et fatigatur, et laborat, et sitit, et formidat, et fugit,
orat, contristatur, et super cervical dormit, et calicem respuit
passionis, et anxius sudat, et ab Angelo confortatur, &c .••••••
Hmc enim omnia nobis operatus est, qui propter nos factus est
sicut nos. Ipse enim infirmitates nostras suscepit."
,
Tertullian de Carne Christi, p. 555.-" Ita utriusque substantim census hominem et Deum exhibuit: hinc natum, in~e
non natum; binc carneum in de spiritualem; hinc infirmum.
'inde prmfortem; hinc morientem, inde viventem. Nihil pasSU8
est, qui non vere passus est ..••••• Christus salus homims fuit,
causa scilicet ad restituendum quod perierat. Homo perierat,
hominem restitui oportuerat." p. 559.
"Defendimus autem non camem peccati evacuatam 688e,in
Christo, sed peccatum carois: non materiam, sed naturam, sed
substantiam, sed culpam: Secundum Apostoli auctoritatem dicentis: Evacuavit peccatum in came. Nam et alibi, In similitudinem, inquit, camis, peccati fuisse Cbristum: non quod
similitudinem camis acceperit, quasi imaginem corporis, et non
'Veritatem, sed similitudiQem peccatricis carnis vult intelligi.
Quod ipsa non peccatrix caro Cbristi ejus fuit par, cujus erat
peccatum, genere, non vitio Adm, quando hinc etiam confirmamus eam fUisse camem in Cbristo, cujus natura est in homipe
peccatrix. Etsi in illa peccatum evacuatum, quod in Christo
sine peccato habeatur, qum in homine sine peeeato non habe-batur. Nam neque ad propositum ,Cbristi faceret evacuantis
'Peecatum eamis, non in ea carne evacuare illud, in qua erat
natura peceati. Nequo ad gloriam: quid enim magnum, si jn
carne meliore et altenus, id est, non peecatrieis naturm, nmv.um
peccati redemit 1 Ergo, inquit, si nostram induit, peecatrix fuit
.caro Christi 1 Noli constringere uplicabilem sensum: nostnun
.enim induendo suam fecit: suam faciens, non 'P,eccatricem eam
fecit .•••••• In hac carne, peccatrici nostrm simtli, salutem per-
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fecit. Nam et hmc erit Dei virtus, in substantia pari perficere
salutem. Non enim m~um, si Spiritus Dei camem remediaret, sed si caro consimdis peccatrici, dum caro est, sed non
peccati." p. 796.
.
.. Christusdilexit hominem ilIum in immundicitiis. Proptereum
descendit: propter eum prmdicavit: propter eum omni se humilitate dejecit usque ad mortem, et mortem crucis: amavit
utique quem magno pretio redemit. Si Christus creator ejuB
est, suum merito amant. Amavit ergo cum homine etiam nativitatem, etiam camem ejus. Nihil amari potest sine eo per
quod. est id quod est. Aut aufer nativitatem, et exhibe hominem '; adime carnem, et prmsta quem Deus redemit. Si hmc
Bunt homo, quem Deus red emit, tu hmc erubescenda illi faeis,
qum redemit ;et indigna, qum nisi dilexisset, non redemisset.
c, Cur dubi16mus dicere quod Scriptura non dubitat exprimere 1 Cur hmsitabit fidei veritas, in quo Scripturm nunquam hmsitavit auctoritas 1" ......... " Oportebat Deum carnem fieri ut in semet ipso concordiam consibularet terrenorum
pariter atque crelestium, dum utriusque partis in se connectens
pigrtora, et Deum pariter homini, et hominem Deo copularet."
Cyprian.-" Quod homo est, esse Christus voluit: ut et
homo possit esse quod Christus est."
At/umasius contra Arrian.-" Quum Filius verus Deus esset,
proprium corpus cepit. eoque u16ns ut organo, homo factus est
propter .nos: ide<?<l~e qUal propria sunt car~is, de illo referuntu~:
erat eD1m caro IpSlUS. Necesse est passlOnes quoque carOlS
ejus did cujus est ista caro: et recte passiones Domini appalJantur. Quia et illa propria sunt cami~ et caro illa propnum
est- corpus 'Dei salvatoris. Verum corpus ex Maria genitum.
idem cum corporibus nostris. Verum corpus ex Maria secundum
Scripturas, genitum est: verum inquam, quia idem est cum
eorporibuB nostris."
CArysostom in 1 Tim. Hom. VI.-" Unus Deus, qui misit
Mediatorem Filium suum, qui est Deus. Enimvcro Mediator
utriusque debet eis societate conjungi quorum Mediator est, et·
utrorumque particeps fieri. Quod SI unum societate contingat,
ab altero fuerit separatus, Mediator jam dici non potest. Nisi
igitur consors sit patemm naturm,Mediator protecto non est.
Quemadmodum humanm naturm consortium accepit, «J.uando ad
homines venit: ita et a Dei substantia non abscesslt. . Quia.
duarum naturarum MEDIUS fuit, ambarum oportuit esse partieipem. Medium enim utranque partem contingat, necesse est
et connectat. Tales· progenitores Christus habere voluit, nihil
ob nostra mala erubescens: venit non ut nostra opprobria fugeret, sed ut ea extingueret. Evangelista os16ndit IpSOS quoqull
progenitores obnoxios peccatis. Substantim non fuit mutatio',
sed verm carnis acceptio. Camem nostrarn induit."
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Ambrose.-" Pater stpossibile est~ transfer a me calicem hunc.
In qua forma loquatur adverte. Hominis substantiam ges8it,
Ilommis assumpsit affectum. Non ergo quasi Deus, sed quaai
homo loquitur. Alia voluntas hominis, alia Dei, ut homo 8USee.pi.t t~is~itiam me~~, ut hom~ locutus es~. Mihi compatit?r,
milll tnstis est, mlhl dolet. SICUt mars eJus, mortem abstuht:
ita mlBrorem nostrum, man-or ejus abalet. Turbatur secundum
humanlB fragilitatis assumptionem. Et ideo quia suscepit animam, suscepit et animlB passiones. Ut homo turbatur, ut homo
flet, ut homo crucifigitur. Quasi homo dicit qUIB sunt humana:
quia in mea substantia loquebatur. Propter me Christus suscepit
meas infirmitates. Timuerunt in Deo carnem credere, et ideo redemptionis gratiam perdiderunt, quia causam salutis abjurant."
" Caro ipsius et anima, ejusdem cujus anima nostra caroque;
substantilB est. Quid est formam servi accipiens? Sine dubio
perfectionem naturlB et conditionis humanlB."
Ambrose on Heb. ii. 14, saYIiI," Quare dixit apprehendit1
quia nos quasi recedentes ab eo, et longe fugientes insecutus apprehendit, et in un am personam nostrm fragilitatis naturam sibi
contemperavit. In eo, id est, homine quo passus est, poten~
est vinctos liberare; tentatosque adjuvare ne vincantur: quia
tentationes nostras non solum sicut Deus, sed etiam sicut homo
in seipso per experimentum cognovit."
Jerome on Rom. viii. says, " Quod impossibile erat legi :" hie
ostendit quoniam lex per infirmitatem carnis non poterat impIeri. In eo autem in quo dicit: Deus cum Filium suum misisse demonstrat, quoniam ante incarnationem erat Filius, et suseepta postea carne, qUIB ad peccandum esset proclivior, ipse
tamen absque peccato eam susceperit. Et idcirco dicitur in
similitudinem carnis peccati suscepta carne venisse, et peccatum
in eadem carne damnasse, quoniam carnem quam susciperat,
innoxiam servavit ab omni contagione peccati. Dicens in similitudinem carnis peccati, ostendit eum eandem 9.uidem carnem,
sed absque peccato portasse.-Item hic simihtudo veritatem
'habet, sicut Adam genuit ad similitudinem suam. Similem ergo
clBteris hominibus carnem Dominus Deus noster Jesus Christul
assumpsit. Et de peccato damnavit peccatum. Quasi dieM.
de hoste expugnavit hostem. Notandum in genealogia Salvatoris, ut qUI propter peccatores venerat, de peccatoribus nascens,
omnia peccata deleret."
Augustin.-" Deus Verbum, animam et carnem totius hominis
suscepit. Ipsa natura suscipienda erat qUIB liberanda. Quidam hlBretici perverse mirando laudandoque Christi virtutem.
naturam humanam in eo prorsus noluerunt agnoscere, ubi est
omnis gratilB commendatio, qua faeit salvos, credentes in se.
Inter Deum et homines apparuit Mediator in unitate persoDm
copulans utPanque naturam. Quod ad hominem creatura eat
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Christu.: secundum aDimam tnliltis fuit; . secundum carneDi
est mortem. Caro in ilIo mortua est, non ipse mortuus
est.-Idem et IIltemus in suo, moriturus in nostro, dum utrum.,
que continet ex seipso, et neutrum perdit ex altero. In ilIo
divinitas est unigeniti facta particeps mortalitatis nostfIB, ut et
nos participes ejus immortalitatis essemus."
Hilary._H Ejusdem. periculi res est, Christum Jesum vel
Spiritum Deum, vel camem corporis nostri deDegare."
.
Justin Martyr.-" Filius autem Dei in Virgine sibi fecit perfectum hominem, partem accipiens ab illius natura. Qoatenus
homo est mortem voluntariam subiit, ut tolleret peccatum.
Quatenus Deus excitavit ilIum hominem. Quum de Filio contrarias voces audieris: ea qUill dicuntur inter Be collocata distribue: siquid divioum, divinlll natUfIB adscribens: siquid humile et humanum, humanlll natul'lB imputans."
Lombard, Magister Sententiarum.-" Quia in homine tota hu~
mana natura vitio corrupta erat, totam assumpsit, id est animam
et camem ut totam curaret et sanctificaret. Totam ergo haminis naturam, id est, animam et carnem et horum propnetatea
sive accidentia cum seosibu8 assumpsit Deus. Totum assumpsit me, inquit Damascenus, ut toti salutem mihi gratificaret.
Secundum humanam assumptionem ecclesilll gerebat personam.
Proprie Filiu8 dicitur Redemptor. Ipse solus est Mediator
quia est medius inter Deum et homines."
Leo Primu,.-" Corpus Christi nulla ratione est extra coporis nostri veritatem."
Daniel Heinsiw.-" OfWlwfLa. l1«prcor: est ipsa caro; etiamsi
non cum (>eecato: OfLolWfLa. ergo tlaprcor: a.fLapTla.r:, similitudo carnis peccatl, caro qUill (>eccavit. Missus ergo Filius Dei €r
Of'OlWJ"lTl 11«pICOr: a.fL«pTla.r:, 10 similitudine carnis peccati: id est,
in carne, non peccatrice, eadem tamen qUill in nobis peccarat;
sive polluta, non in ipso, sed io'nobis. Naturam peccati, hoc
est, peccatorum, Dei Filius suscepit; puram quidem, sed ut
oostram, qUIB peccarat, expiaret. Acute, quanquam paulo
aliter, Augustinus; Misit Deus Filium suum in similitudine
carnis peccati. Non in similitudine carnis; quasi caro non
esse caro: sed in similitudine carnis peccati; quia caro erat,
sed peccati caro non erato Et alibi, In carnem suam non
peccatum transtulit, tanquam venenum serpentis, sed tamen
transtulit mortem; ut esset in similitudine carnis peccati,
prena sine culpa: unde in carne peccati et culpa solveretur et
p~na.
O,.,ollA/fLa. l1aplCor: vera sit caro: cum peccati non ab eo
dicatur qui assumpsit, atque hoc ipso expiavit, sed ab eo qui
peccando corrupit. Caro peccati, a primo Adamo: quam secundus induit, sed ut purgaret; ipse peccati omnis expers."
Baliliw Seleucitzl Episcopus.-,t Ka.rtrcpll't rljl' afLaprlay ty rlj tI«plCl
Q1mIV legi~: Quod et Syru~ expressit.
Misit Deus Filium 8uum
paaSUB
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in similitudine earnis peeeati, hominis naturm qum eorrupta erat
per'peeeatum, propter ipsum peecatum, ut peecatum aboleret in
-.
came nostra: -ut condemnaret ~ccatum in came ejus."
Beta.-" Sed ut ipsa essenba humanm naturm fuit eadem in
Christo per omnia atque nostra; sic quod ad ejus naturm vitio- '
sam qualitatem attinet, sive non quatenus simpliciter fuit caro,
sed caro peccati, maxima fuit inter hanc et illam dissimilitudo, qam tamen ex'specie ipsa exteriore non appareret: quamobrem
usus fuisse putatur Apostolus 0polwparo,:' Carni peccati. Id
est cami per-peccatum contaminatm: quod ut aboleret Christos
assumens illam camem pleno ipsam in sese ex Spiritu Sancto
conceptam sanctificavit, ut inde postea in nos, sib. insitos, illius
sanctification is vis sensim derivetur. Neque nunc Apostolus
agit de Christi morte, et nostrorum peccatorum eXJ;liatione, sed
de Christi incamatione,· et naturm nostrm corrupbone per eam
.ublata. Sunt enim jampridem illo ab Apostolo explicata, adeo
ut·a ver. 12, C. v. aliud argumentum sit exorsus: quamobrem
etiam non dixit Apostolus '/rlpl apaprlWJI pro peccatis, sed al'flprlllr:
hoc nomine nativam illam labem significans qum in came nostra
hmrebat, p'riusquam Christus illam camem assumendo plene in
.
sese sanctlficaret."
VatahlfJ8.-'· In similitudinem carnis peceati, vel sub specie
carnis peceato obnoxim: i. e. qui habUIt corpus simile nostro
corpori peccato obnoxio."
Clarius.-" In similitudine camis peccati: nam per omina
similis nostri factuB est absque peccato."
Zeger.- H In ea videlicet came in qua passus est, ipse Deus
Filius, potens est etiam nobis auxiliari ne tentatiombus succumbamus."
Castalio.-" Pro peccato, ad delendum peccatum. In came:
In Christo homine."
To meet, and if God pleaseth to drive back, the head of ancient heresy which is appearing anew in the church, concerning
the flesh of Christ, we have quoted above from various orthodox Fathers, Reformers, and approved writers, passages exhibiting their views on this great doctrine, which, by the art and
malice of the devil, is again be~inning to be called in question~
And we would now conclude WIth one or two remarks, which
may serve the purpose of shewing this subject to the unlearned
as well as to tlie l e a r n e d . ·
.
The orthodox church hath ever believed that Christ was holy,
both as to his rational soul and likewise as to his flesh; that is
to say, . that· he presented soul and body unto God all his life
long and upon the cross, holy, harmless, undefiled, without
blemish, and without spot. And the only question is, how this
holy and perfect sacrifice of humanity was brought about; . how
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could present such a faultless sacrifice unto God. There are
only three ways of explaining this, the great foundation of redemption and atonement; two of which the church hath ever
pronounced heretical, and. the third she hath ever asserted to be
9rthodox; which we shall give in order, presenting the heretical
suppositions first, and the orthodox doctrine last.
. The first false exposition which hath been given of Christ's
perfect holiness is, that he took flesh, not of sin, which was only
IlPparently flesh·of sin, but was in reality other than it seemed.
This they rest upon that passage in the Romans (viii. I). which
says, " ID the likeness of sinful flesh" (flesh of sin): from this
they argue, that his was not the reality, but only the appearance
or similitude of flesh of sin. Now, taking for a moment their own
view oft.heword "likeness," we ask,what likeness is there between
flesh of sinlessness and flesh of sin 1 These are not similar, but
opposite, yea, and contrary. But the error of interpretation is in
the, misrepresentation of the word "likeness," which, being spoken
of God's own Son, doth merely imply that he was not altogether
fleah, or altogether man, but that he continued still the very Son of
God: how otherwise could it be expressed that a Person truly G~.
and continuing to be God, took human form, than by saying that
Be was God in the likeness of man 1 The word " likeness" is introduced, not to deny the verity of his flesh of sin, but to preserve
the verity of his Godhead, when he became manifested as flesh
of sin. As we would say of a prince assuming to himself. a
beggar's form, that the pnnce had come to us in the likeness
of a beggar. But to put this question of what is the force of
the word "likeness" in this passage beyond all doubt, we refer
to 2 Phil. v. 7, where the same words, Ell of'O,wf'an, occur in this
connection, "being generated in likeness of men," translated
in our version, "was made in the likeness of man." Now, any
one who upon the strength of the word "likeness" will take
upon himself to deny the reality of his flesh of sin, must
upon the stren~th of the same word, " likeness," deny the reali,ty
of his manhooa; for the word, and the connection of the word,
is one and the same in both passages. Besidelt this, seeing the]
rest so much upon this word H likeness," it ought surely to satisty
them if we produce a llassage where the same thing IS asserted
without any interventIon of that word. Let it be, amongst
many that might be quoted, Heb. ii. 14: "Forasmuch then as
the children are Fartakers of flesh and blood, he himself li~,e
wise took part 0 the same:" literally, "Since then the ehildreu
had com'Dlonness of flesh and blood, he himself intimately
.
participated of the same things."
But interpretation is one thing. and doctrine is another and
much higher thing; of which the harmony and consent of ~l
BOund interpretations of all Scripture formeth the basis and the

...

building' up ... Now the church,which is theJ'udge of the doC~
trine deducible from the interpretation of 1 Scripture, hath
ever rejected and calt out all such notions of Christ's reasonable
lOul and natural flesh as made them in any thing to differ from
the reasonable lOul and uatural flesh of the rest of the brethren.
All notions concerning the body of Christ, as a mere apparitioB
or resemblance of what it really was not; all puritanical notions concerning the superiority of the subl1tance out of which
hi. humanity was framed; all fanciful vagaries concerning the
transmission of a pre-existent holy human natm'e throu~h the
Virgin, as through a canal of conveyance, without any Impartation of her impurity, the church hath ever rejected as hideous
and monltrous fi~ments of the human mind, 1mpregnated with
the falsehood aW1 malice of the devil. This the church hath
ever done, because all. such fantastical vagaries did violence to
the unity of the faith, and prejudice to the holiness of the believer; did violence to the unity of the faith, by obscurin~, and
in eWect avoiding, the work of the Spirit in the incarnatIon-of
Christ, which the church hath ever looked upon as manifested
in thil1 very thing, that He should be the Agent by whom the
Son united himself hrPostatically to the substance of a human
soul, and the Agent by which the Son therewith apprehended
and animated flesh of the blessed Virgin, and the Agent by
which the Son thus united to complete humanity, did evermore,
acting in manhood, sanctify that flesh, passible to every temptation to which flesh of man is liable; and did preserve the will
of the creature from all'consent unto any of those evil things
which the devil, the world, and the flesh, under this faUen constitution, do present unto the will of other men, and thereby
bring into bondage the will of all other men. But his will, hIS
creature will, was not in bondage to any, was not brought into
bondage by all of them: that Almighty Holy Ghost, which
serveth the Son, and which the Son serveth himself withal in
this great encounter of Godhead in manhood against a fallen
univerl8, did so prevail unto the empowering Of the will, unto
the information of the reason, unto the enforcmg obedience upon
the members of the body, unto the expulsion of the devil, and
disease, and infirmity from other men, unto the redemption and
deliverance of every creature of God, earth, water, air, from the
unwilling bondage under which they groan; I say, that Almighty
Spirit used by tne Son, did so prevail in manhood over all the
devil's works, and over sin and death, which are the strength
of the devil's head, as that he was holy, harmless, undefiled,
separate from sinners, and made higher than the heavens, though
He the very same behoved in all things to be made like unto
the brethren, though He the very same was tempted in all pain.
like as we are, yet without sin. .
.
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The HCood erroneous view of this great subject is, that the
human 'nature of Christ was iu substance the same as hill
mother's, as David's, as Abraham's, but did receive from the
U8umption into the Divine Person an original purity which
altogether differenceth it in its condition from that of any other
man. This change they suppose to have been effected in one
or other of these two ways: either that the Holy Ghost in the
conception did impenetrate every particle of his body, so as that,
from being under the condition and law of sin, it should be
under the condition and law of holiness; or that· the Divine
nature did impenetrate the human nature in such a way 88 to
produce the same effect. Now, for the substance of this opinion;
It hath indeed all the error of the last, seeing it doth amount
to the same effect of making Christ's human nature as diverse
from and' contrary to ours as sin is from holiness, as light is
from darkness, 88 freedom is from bondage; which is virtually
to deny that he had fellow-feeling with us in anyone respect.
Besides this, it addeth one of two other errors, according all you
adopt the one or the other explana.tion. If the first, then you
make no difference between his conception in the Virgin'.
womb and his resurrection from the dead. For if in his conception the particles of his flesh were changed from unholy
to holy, from mortal to immortal, then what was left to be
done at the resurrection 1 His death is but a fiction, his resu....
rection a fiction also, and his life in apparent suffering no better
than a fiction. If you adopt the latter mode of explanation,
then you bring in the Eutychean heresy of the confUSIOn of the
'wo natures. For how could the Divine nature impregnate, and
impenetl'ate, and l'efine the human nature, without be ins mingled and confused therewith? And where then is the distmction
between Creator and creature, if in the person of Christ they are
mingled and confused? and where, again, is the operation of the
Holy Ghost in the humanity of Christ, if the effect is all produced by an operation, of the Divine nature?
Our space does not permit us to enlarge upon these great fundamental heresies; and we proceed to state the true doctrine, as
aetforthin the quotations given above: which is:, That Christ had
~o connection ~ith Adam, or Adam's sin, by ordinary generation, but lookmg upon the one substance of flesh and· blood.
existing in 9. fallen state under the dominion of Satan, the
Eternal Son did, according to the will of the Father, take a body
of' flesh and blood; and as the Father and the Son aot nothing
of themselves without the Holy Ghost, he did this wholly and
entirely by the Holy. Ghost. The Son, in the fulness of the
Father'. will, and with the fulness of the Holy Ghost to effect
it withal, took. a body out of the lump. And how did he thia 1
He did it as it. is' ever done, thtough a ratiQnailOul. The S,a,
VOL. I.-NO. I.
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acting the Father's will, did by the Holy Ghost take a soul; and
with and in that soul he did take flesh and blood of the Virgin.;
and having thus added a living soul, a soul living in fallen flesh,
to his Divine nature he did act in it, by the Holy Ghost all the
·days of his flesh; and by the Holv Ghost in it acting he did
redeem it from the bondage of the devil, he did make it obedient
unto God, he did make the will of the fallen creature at one
.with the will of God, he did redeem flesh and blood in general,
and hath become the Lord of it, to give eternal life unto as
many as the Father pleaseth. His perfect holiness in the human
nature is as necessary to the orthodox faith, as is the unholinell8
of the nature which he took. He came to reconcile these contraries
in his own person, God and the fallen sinful creature: therefore
be must take these two contraries, God and the sinful fallen
creature, into union, and shew them in reconciliation, shew them
to be at one. He came to redeem the devil-oppressed creature:
therefore he must take the devil-oppressed creature into bimeelf, and shew it redeemed. He came to be our forerunner unto
glory: therefore he must run before us, in the same tangled and
perilous path in which we run. And thus have we, in the work
of incarnation, the Three Persons, the fulness of the Godhead,
manifested in a body.
We will close this attempt to vindicate and defend the
orthodox faith, by reference to three texts, which shew how
necessary to the office of our High Priest both ideas are; first.
his identity with our fallen nature; and next, his perfect holiness
therein. The texts are, Heb. ii. 17; Heb. iv.15; Heb. vii. 26.
We will conclude with interpretation, for the sake of those
who are weak in doctrine. This is the literal translation
and the true meaning of Heb. ii. 16, 17, as every scholar and
interpreter who will follow us in the original will easily perceive: It For not by any means apprehended he angels [substaJ?ce], but seed of Abraham apprehended he: whence [that is,
because he apprehended seed of Abraham] he must [he owed]
.as to all particulars have been likened to the brethren, to the
;end he might become a merciful and faithful High Priest in
things wherein .we have to do with God." The argument of
this passage and the context is, that, seeing it was prophesied
in the Old Testament that he was to call the church brethren.
and to live by faith, and to call men his children, it was necessary,-for the verity of these words of God, that he should
take upon him the common condition of flesh and blood; to
the end he might die, and, dying, conquer the devil, and redeem the elect from the bondage of' death. And it was further
necessary to apprehend seed of Abraham; and be every way
assimilated to the brethren, in order that he might compassiQn~ .
ate and faithfully represent their c~se before God, and, through.
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the fellowsbip of our sufferings by temptatioD, might be able to
help us under ourtemptatioDs. . To tbe same effect is the
passage Heb. iy. 14, 15; which, being literally rendered, is as
follows: Having then a great High Priest,. who hath passed
to tbeheavens, Jesus tbe Son of God, let us hold fast the profession: for we bave not a High Priest unable to sympathize
with our weakness, but having been tempted in every way according to [likeness] sameness, apart of sin." The argument
of this pa~a~ and the context IS, that we ought not to flinch
from our ste<1fastness, because God's word is most discerning
and penetrating; but in all our weaknesses, counting and reckoning upon tbe sympathies of our Higb Priest, we sbould take
bOldness to appear at the Throne of Grace, wbere He ministers.
even He, who had the similitude or identity of all our temptations~ yet stood apart from sin; and therefore is able, not only
to sympathize with the tempted, but also to keep them apart
from sin. Now the last passage, Heb. vii. 26: "For such an
High Priest became us, holy, sinless, blameless, having been
parted from sinners, and become higher than the beavens.""He took part with the brethren" (ii. 14), "he was assimilated to the brethren in every thing" (ii. 17), to tbe end of becoming the High Priest: which dignity having attained in his resurrection, he is now parted from the sinners, with whom he had
communicated in the flesh; and not only so, but lifted up above
the heavens; so as, both in respect of his boliness and in respect of
his power, to be able and willing to deliver us from sinful oppressors, as in respect to his flesh-and-blood humanity, be is
able to sympathize with us labouring under their oppression.
His. communicating with us in our flesh-and-blood substance
dotb qualify him for the high priesthood; his resurrection in
holy and glorious and immortal substance doth bring him
near 1;() God, and put him separate from us: so as that he
who heretofore felt with us, is now permitted to stand and
represent those feelings in the presence of our God. His days
of flesh put him into possession of our pitiful case, which he
had undertaken to advocate; his taking holy flesh at tbe resurrection brougbt him up into God's presence, to advocate it there.
Each is needful in its place, to our Mediator, both must meet
together in our High Priest; and this hath ever been the
doctrine of the orthodox church, and must remain so unto the
e~d. Th.e other tw,? opinions are heretical in the last degr~e :
eIther domg away WIth tbe work of tbe Holy Ghost, or domg
away witb the separateness of the two natures of Christ; each
of which is an error of unspeakable magnitude, from which ina)"
God defend the church!
.
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ON THE DOCTRINE AND MANIJ1ESTA'rlON AND CHARACTBB
OP THE A·P05TASY IN' THI& CHRISTIAN C·HURCH.

(Communicated 6y the Be",

£DWARD IRvING,)

TaERK is, nothing more certainly declared in history, more
thoroughly embodied in the constitutions civil a.nd ecclesiastical
of this land, than that the system of which the Pope of Rome
is the head is no bettel', is no other than the manifestation of the
apostasy which was prophesied of by Christ and the Apostles, and
indeed all the Prophets. as being about to come over the Christian church. And if we refer to the pulpit, then know we well,
from every document and from every relic of the Reformers, that
it was the diatinct, unqualified, and incessant preaching of tlte
Pope as Antichrist, and of Rome as Babylon, and of the :papal
system as the great whore of Babylon, which wrought that mIghty
tIde of holy wrath and indignation against the papal abomination.
which hath not yet subsided amongst the people, though it be
well-nigh subsided among the rulers, and too much among the
clergy of tbis land. To make quotations in order to authenticate this fact, would be to weaken its evidence. It stands upon
the universal harmony ofall the Reformers, and has never been disp\lted. Nay, more, it is the only ground upon which the Reform~
ers who separated from the Church of Rome can be vindicated
from the mortal sin of schism. The Protestant Reformation is
no better. is no other, than a great consummate act of schism,
if the Church of Rome be not tbat apostasy, that Babylon, from
which the saints are called to come out, Rev. xviii. 4. If the
. Papal or Roman (falsely called catholic) Church be a true
ehurch of God, then, as tbere cannot be two churches, those
acts of the Chureh of Scotland and Church of England, constituting themselves upon another basis, and setting themselve8
up in direct opposition, article by article, against the papal faita
and papal discipline, were acts schismatical and divisive, destructive of the unity of the church, and bringing in the hideous
error of one church taking up the contradiction of another
church which it still regarded as a true church; while the high
acts of the realms of Scotland and England, establishing those
two forms of the Protestant Reformed Church, were acta of
direct insurrection against Christ, the Head of all, if so be He
doth acknowledge die Roman Church as of his jurisdiction, an4
not of the jurisdiotion of Satan. It was therefore no matter of
choice- with our Reformers, and they knew that well, but &
matter of stern necessity and of self-justification, to maintain that
the Roman hierarchy, with the pope at its head, was the yery
synagogue of Satan. and no church of the living God. Not
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that they were driven into that position by any necessity, or yet·
purpose of self-vindication, but that they were let into it by· the,
eternal Spirit of God, and built up in it by the infallible word
of God ; and .being once pO~S8ed of the mighty secret, all the
powers of earth and hell could not wrest it from their hearts-·
all the powers of fire and water could not quench their voice,
that they shoBld not utter it alOBd unto all people that on earth
do dwell.
But, 10, another rac~-a mongrel, not a genuine race-have
arisen both in church and state, who, neither understanding the
Scriptures of truth, nor yet the standards of the Church builded·
~eon; perceiving no principle of the unity of the church; discerning neither the eXistence nOl the need of any mystery of
iniquity; go about to doubt, and even to decry, the sure foun-.
datlons of our Protestant Churches; to accuse as narrow and
sectarian that holy, righteous, and truly catholic spirit, in which
the Reformers served God against the rulers of the darkness of
this world and the spiritual wickednesses in high places. They
have forgotten the first principles of the church hy which our
fathers steered the straight-forward course of their procedure,
and therefore they cannot understand wherefore they should.
have 'proceeded 10. It is not that we have discovered any new
principles of ecclesiastical or political government, but that we
have forgotten the old, and are vain and stupid enough to make
a boast of our ignorance. It is not that three hundred years'
uperience has added any thing to the evidence in favour of the
Papacy-very much to the.evidence against it-but it is, that for
nearly two hundred years, at least, we have been forgetting that
e.idence, and becommg familiarized to latitudinarian principles,
which destroy the very faculty ofj udging between right and wrong,.
of cleaving to the one and steadily protesting against the other.
For the end, therefore, not of adding any thing new upon
thia subject-for I know not that I have any thing new to
add-but for the purpose of bringing out of the great treasury
of the church things new or old, according as t6e great Head
of the house may furnish them to his servants, I address myself
to the work of opening in the ear of the church of Christ, which
hath obeyed the command of God to come out of Babylon; and
in the ear of the Church of Scotland in particular, whose son
and servant I am; and in the ear of this great Protestant kingdom. which requireth faithful counsel according to the word
of God at the mouth of all the ordained ministers of the esta~
bliahed churches; and in the ear of Babylon itself, for the calling
OIIt of tbose faithful ones within her hold, and for the speedier
condemnation and judgment of that mystery of iniquity, for.
whose destruction I continually pra.y; and in the ear of Christendom itself, whose speedy judgment draweth on, I undertake
to lay open the deep, deep foundation of that great C\U"\\at\.~
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which now agitates this kinedom, and to which all ChrIstendom is giving earnest heeu: the question, to wit, whether we
shall remain an Anti-catholic and Protestant kingdom, or
whether we shall take the seed of the serpent (for the devil
II gave to it his power, and seat, and great authority")' again
into our councils and administration.
Now, there is no mystery of our faith which seemeth to me 80
little understood,and consequently so little taken advantage of, by
the ministers of the church, as the Mystery of Iniquity: which
unto the shewing forth of God's glory in the true church, hath
as important a part, as the Fall hath unto the shewing forth or
his glory in creation; each being the grand demonstration ofth,e
negative, which precedes the demonstration of the affirmative ;.:..
the Fall proving that creation glory and creation power belong
not to the creature, but the Creator; the Mystery of Iniquity,
or apostasy in the church, proving that the glory of instructing
and ~overning all things, which belongeth unto the church, is
not In herself or from nerself, but in her Head and from her
Head, the great Redeemer of the church. This subject of
the mystery of iniquity, though it hath been ably discoursed of
in times past, both in respect of its idea and in respect of its
form-as, by Dr. Henry More, and Mede, and others-yet in
these last times it hath either been entirely lost sight of, or, by
the few who still retain it in their knowledge, hath been employed merely in order to carry on the warfare of good Protestants
against the Church of Rome. While therefore I would never
forget this same object, I do propose, first, by the help of God,
to open unto all the holy brethren this great subject o( the
apostasy, or mystery of iniquity, which is so much dropped out
of mind. And this I shall do as a man of God, who" ought not
to strive, but be gentle unto all; in meekness instructing those
that oppose themselves, if God peradventure will give them repentance to the acknowledging of the truth, and tbat they may
recover themselves out of the snare of the devil, who are taken
captive by him at his will."
The method according to which it seemeth to me best to open
this mystery of the kingdom, is, First, to hear Him who taught
the mystenes of the kmgdom of heaven and interpreted them
unto his disciples-that is, to search the Gospels, wherein are
contained the words of our blessed Lord; and to prove out of
them that it was both the purpose and the prophecy or Jesus
Christ, our great Head, that there should be in the bosom of hi..
church on earth, always, and in all places, a leaven of iniquity
working, as well as a leaven of righteousness; a seed of evil-doers.
as well as a seed of godly men. Secondly; We will then, from
the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles, which contain the
authentic records of the primitive church for the space of forty
years, shew the fulfilment of this prophecy and- purpose of the
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Lord; and endeavour to shew out the form which the evil spirit
was beginning to assume, together with the further notices and
prophecies which the Holy Ghost therein giveth of this apostasy. Thirdly; We shall then, from the Apocalypse, search
-out the history of this apostasy, so far as it IS there revealed,
until the commg of the Lord in judgment upon it. Thus shall
we have attained to all the information whICh the New Testament containeth concerning this mystery: after which, in a
second part of this discourse, we shall endeavour to set forth
the great and glorious ends which are attained unto God and
Christ by the permission and ordination of such an apostasy
in the church. And there will remain a third part, which should
embrace the whole duty of a. Christian church and of a Christian state. which God hath enlightened in the knowledge of
this great mystery; and how they should carry themselves towards those men and churches and states which are manj,..
fested as belonging thereto. Such shall be the method of our
discourse; and for the two remaining parts, we shall divide
them into sections when we come to diem in the course of our
subject.
PART I.

That an apostasy, or a mystery of iniquity, or an antichristian
system, is predicted in the Scriptures as about to come over
the Christian church.

§ 1. What is contained thereof in the Gospels.
In order to establish the proposition laid down as the title of
this part of our discourse, and to lay the basis of the whole
future argument upon the apostasy, it is necessary that I should
shew from the Scriptures that God did both purpose and predict an apostasy in his church: after which it will be proper
to explain, as far as we are able, the end and intention of such
a purpose: then it will fall in course to look out for that apo.stasy. and give it the conditions of time, place, and visibility:
and, finally, shew how God's servants should carry themselves
towards it in the church.
Now, in opening the first of these particulars. I think it is
but reasonable that we should ~ather our documents, both to
prove an apostasy, and to fix Its name aud place, from the
Scriptures of the New Testament which contain the foundations
and constitutions of the church. Not that we may not refer
nnto the Prophets, seeing~ according to Paul, the church is
"founded upon theProphets" as well as upon" theApostles,Jesus
Christ himself being the Corner-stone:" seeing also, according to
the Apostle Peter. the church is required to look unto" the sure
word of prophecy, as unto a light that shineth in a dark place;"
and that the Prophets prophesied both" of the sufferings of Christ

aad of the glory which should fOllow." Bat while I lhaD DOt
be preMDted falliog back upon the PmpbeuJ IIoth for illuBtfto.
.lion and COnfirmatiOO. especially when they are alluded to in
the pauagea of the New Testament which I shall examine. I
ebaJl be careful to build my argomeota upon the plain anaouocemeotl of Christ and his Apostles alone. And I begin. aeeordiog
&0 our method. by inquiring what notices and warnings of an
antichriatian system in the church are given by our LoId in the
GosP':w, And. fint, I shall take those which are direct and
exphcit; then those which are indirect. or implied in the general
tenor of his inatructions.
In his fint discoune, commonly called the Sermon on the
Mount. a very large section, and that the concluding one, is
devoted to this very suhject. beginning expreaaly at the 16th
verle of the 'tii th chapter, U Beware of false prophets," &e.; and
impliedly, as I think, at tbe 13th Terse, .. Enter ye in at the
strait gate; for wide ill the gate and broad is the way that leadeth unto destruction, and many there be which go in thereat:
because strait is the gate and narrow is the way that leadeth
unto life, and few there be that find it." The destruction and
the life here spoken of, are the same as the exclusion from and
the entering into tbe kingdom of heaven mentioned in the 23d
and 2 I st verselS; and therefore it is that I consider the wide
gate of destruction and the strait gate of life, tbe broad way of
destruction and the narrow way of life, to be the occasion of
his warning his disciples against U false prophets" in the next
verse; which, with the following vel'ses, I consider to be the
first announcement from his own lips of an apostasy in hiB
church. Peter announceth it under the same 3tyle of .. false
prophets," or false teachers, in his Second Epistle; and under
the same name of U the false prophet" is the apostasy destroyed
at the coming of the Lord, Rev. xix. 20, xvi. 13. Let us, then,
examine this passage of the Sermon on the Mount.
.
" Beware of false prophets, which come unto r,ou in sheep'.
clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. '. They ceme
in sheep's clothing: that is, they have around them tbe air
and appearance and vestments of meek and harmless and innocent pastors, but under that disguise make havoc of the flock;
or, as it is expressed, Rev. xiii. 11, "tbcy.have two horns like
a lamb, but they speak as a dragon:" or, as it is Dan. vii. 8,
"And, behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes of a man,
and a mouth speaking great things." In the passa~e before .
UlI, our Lord doth not embody the false prophets IOto one
sYltem, or prelent them as acting under one head; but certainly
he forewarnet.h his chur~h against false prophets under the guise
of true shepherds, who should lead and conduct the many into the
broad way ofdestruction. Against whom having wamed-tbemto
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~ware,

and instructed them to know them by their fruits, h.
addeth, concerning thelD and their followers, tbis further information and most instructive lesson unto all, ver. 21 : .. Not
every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the
kingdom of heaveo, but he that doeth the will of my Father
which is in heaven." .. Many will say unto me in that day, Lord,
Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name, and in thy name
have cast out devils, and in thy name done many wonderful
works 1 And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you:
depart from me, ye workers of ini'luity." These false prophets
were not to deny the name of Christ, but to say unto him,
" Lord, Lord; " they were not to prophesy or preach in any
Dame but in his name; they were to be of his church, and en.
dowed with the powers of his church, to cast out devils, and
to do many wonderful works: but because they did not the
will of his Father, but followed and worshipped their own
will in matters of religion; because they wrought iniquity,
and did not connect morality and holiness of life with the profession of Christ, they are cast into outer darkness, and not
suffered to enter into the kingdom, in the day when he cometh
to judge the secrets of every heart, and to expose the hidden worb
of darkness. The language of this whole passage gives distinct
notice of a false system of preaching and teaching 1D his church,
which under cunning disguises should pre&erTe its place until
be should come in the glory of his Father, to sit upon the throne
of his judgment, and establish the kingdom of heaven upon the
earth. Now this is all which we have undertaken to assert, and
-bes-e wefind.it asserted by our Lord in his first discourse unto
bis disciples.
It is not necessary that we should take the following verses
for eoo1irmation; but for illustration of the truth above stated
tbey Berve not a. little. By the similitude of a man building his
house upon a rock, and of another man building his bouse upon
tile sand. he setteth forth the opposite fate of those who hear
lb. sa~ and do them, and of those who hear them but do not
do them. Both classes hear them-that is to say, both profess to
take Christ for their teacher-but one part do them not, but
follow the inclinations of their own will; not worshipping and
obeying God in Christ, but their own imaginations. This divilion f)( the ch\Jl'ch, led away by those false prophets into the
broad way of destruction, build a house and found it upon the
tand; the other, who obey Christ as well as heal' him, builr;l a
houe and found it upon a rock. Compare this with the 8ayin~
of oor Lord to Peter. .. Upon this rock will I build my church"
(Hatt. x... 16); with the sa,mg of Paul, .. Whose house are
if ye hold fast flhe beginnmg of your confideDce stedfast unto
. . ead H (Heb. iii. 6) 0; with the l8.ying 0of the prophet Zech....
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nah (\T. 11), that they" built a house" for iniquity in the land
of Shinar, where Babr,lon stood; and with other passages of
.Scripture where the like language is used, as I Cor. iii.; and
1 Pet. ii.; and you will see more to be meant in this language
-than a common metaphor; and that it is a sacred 'Symbol
:whereby is set forth the continuance, side by side, of the church
of Christ and the ~ynagogue of Satan, until the stormy day of
God's wrath and indignatiop. should arise to overthrow and to
destroy every building which is not founded upon Christ the
Rock, and to root up every plant which our Father in heaven
hath not planted.
. 2. The next document for proving that God determined and
that Christ foresaw an apostasy in his church, is taken from
the xxivth chapter of Matthew, which, while it helpeth mainly
in the general issue, doth especially certify us as to the fact of
its continuing until, and bemg strongest at, his coming, as
well as of its beginning immediately upon his departure. This
discourse consisteth of two parts, of which the first treateth of
.the beginning of sorrows, ver. 8; and the last, of the end and
consummation of all sorrows in the day of his coming. Twice
:over are they warned of men deceiving them, under the fair
:pretension of false Christs and false prophets, ver~es 6-11, and
23, 24; the first of these warnings being immediately antecedent to the destruction of Jerusalem, the latter to the coming of
the Son of man; and both together proving that the spirit of
Antichrist should start against Christ in the beginnings of his
church, and should continue acting against Him until he should
(lome and destroy it by the brightness of his coming. This power
of delusion shall be greatest towards the end; and of its greatness, it is thus written, vel'. 24: " For there shall arise false
Christs, and false prophets; and shall shew great signs and wonders, insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the
very elect." The universal apostasy of those days is further
evidenced in this document, by the declaration, ver. 30, 6' That
all the tribes of the earth shall mourn, when they shall see
the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven, with power
and great glory." Now, wherefore should they mourn, unless
they had reason to dread his fiery indignation 1 which indeed is
.expressly declared, in the comparison of the state of the earth at
that time with its condition in the days of Noah. In the corresponding passage of Luke the disciples are spoken of as in great
distress, and are called upon to look up, and lift up their heads, for
their redemption draweth nigh; Ilnd they are told to watch and
'pray, that they may be counted worthy to escape all thosejud~
·m.ents. Now the Lord, foreseeing that his .church was to btl
established over large portions of the earth, could not have thus
..spoken, un~ess. Christendom were to come into the state of
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pressing and· persecuting his saints, concerning whom he saith.
that .. they shall be hated of all men for his Name's sake." It;
clearly appeareth, therefore, that he contemplated his churchthat IS. his faithful disciples as about to live during his ab~
$ence, and to be found living at his coming, in the midst of a.
persecuting people; and how this could be, unless an apostasy
should cover the nations of Christendom, I cannot understand.
and I may say is utterly impossible. This will more clearly
appear from the third document I am about to produce from the.
holy Evangelists.
3. This shall consist of various isolated and detached passaae.·
gathered around the centre of Christ's last discourse to his disciples
where the experience of his church is .set forth as about to be an
experience of suffering and sorrow. (John xiv. xv. xvi.) «If the
world hate you, ye know that it hated me before it hated you.
IC ye were 9f the world, the world would love his own; but
because ye are not of the world, but I have chosen you out
of the world, therefore the world hateth you. Remember the
word that I said unto you, The servant is \lot greater than hi.
Lord. If. they have persecuted me, they will also persecute
you; if they have kept my sayings, they will keep yours a]so ••••
These things have I spoken unto you, that you should not be
offended. They shall put you out of the svnagoaues; yea,.
the hour cometh that whosoever killeth you win thmk he doeth
God service •••• Verily, verily, I say unto you, that ye shall
weep and lament, but the world shall rejoice; ye shall be sorrowful, but your sorrow shall be turned into joy. A woman when
she is in travail hath sorrow, because her hour is come; but as
soon as she is delivered, she remembereth not her anguish, for
joy tbat a man is born into the world: and ye now therefore
have sorrow; but I will see you again, and your hearts shall
rejoice, and your joy no man taketh from you." These passages,
together with the whole strain of the discourse, set forth the
"little while" of Christ's absence as a time of great distress and
sorrow to Christ's disciples which should only grow greater and
greater as the event draws nigh, and, like child-birth, should be
greatest immediately at the appearing of that for which she
longeth i-the sorrow of the church coming in like manner
unto a height, until she that hath been travailing shall bring
forth her glorious hope,. when her sorrow shall be turned into
joy, and that a joy which no man taketh from her; and there·
fore the Holy Spirit, the Divine Person whom in the mean time
they should enjoy, is called their Comforter, in allusion to the
great need of comfort which they should have, and the only
lIOurce of comfort which they IIhould possess in the Holy
Spirit. The like truth· is taught us throughout aU the. Gospels.:

loa
fOr. example, this same dilcOUrse closeth with these solemif'

\\Fords,_11 In the world yo shall bave tribulation: but be of goo(l
eheer, I have overcome the world;" and again, Matt. x. 38,;
II He that taketh not hie ct0881 and followeth after me, is not worthy
of lIIe •••• 1 am tome· to set a man at Yariance against his father;.
and tbe daughter-in-}..", against her mother-in-law, and a man's
iOea shall be they of his own house;" and again, Matt. xvi.
24, Ii If any Man will come after me, let. him deny himself,
aad take u{J bis cross, and follow me; "and again, when he
would promIse blessings to his faithful disciples for their sacrifice
of all things for himself, he doth promise them persecutions
along with them (Mark x. 29); "There is no man that hath
left house, or brethren or sisters, or father or mothel', or wife,
or thildren, or lands, for my sake and the Gospel's, but he shan
receive an hundred.fold more in this time; bouses and brethren
and sisters and mothers and children and lands, with perseeu·
tions; and in the world to come life everlasting." And to shew
the universality of this condition of abandoning all dear afl'ec..
tions of the heart and near relations, in order to be Christ'.
disciples, take that which is written Luke xiv. 25: .. And ther~
went great multitudes with him,and he turned and said unto them.
If any man come unto me, and hate not his father, and mother,
and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, and his own
life also, he cannot be my disciple; and whosoever doth not
bear his cross and come after me, cannot be my disciple ••••
Whosoever he be of you that doth not forsake all that he hath,
he cannot be my disciple." Now, I ask anyone who is in the
habit of receiving Christ's words unto his disciples as of unlimited and univerl!lal application, if these passages do not
imply, do not expressly Atate, that sacrifice and suffering from all
persons, the nearest and the dearest, should be the constant
experience of his saints. One of two conclusions must neces·
sarily follow: either that he did not foresee that his church was
to be professed by whole nations of men, and established by
authonty of law, which would prevent such sacrifice and loss
and suffering; or else, if he foresaw this, the other conclusion
standeth, that this outward professing church was to contain
'Within it, and cqiefiy to consist of, false professors and apostate.,
who should bring upon the true believers those cruel calamities
which he foretelleth unto them all. Now, because I believe that
the Lord both foreknew and hath brought to pass the establishment of his church over many nations, I do hold it certain that
in thosEl nations, and in every family thereof, there dwell, undet
the guise of Christians, wolves in sheep's clothing; in other
words, a mystery of iniquity; in other words, an apostasy,
\\'hich shall aye be ready to spoil and cruelly entreat the liUle
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flock unto whom it hath pleased the Father to give the kingdom.
This great point I shall further establish by another document,
derived from the parables of the Lord.
'
4. The- other method of establishing this same proposition out
Qf the Goapehl, which I call indirect, because it 1S gathered not
from poaitil'e declaration, but from similitudes,-though) from the
numbel' aud the distinctness of the variety of them, it is to my
own mind the moat sufficient and satisfactory of the two, is by
examining those parables whereby our Lord hath described the
, kingdom of heaven; in all of which the condition of tbe visible
church, both during the absence and at the coming of the Lord,
is indirectly described. But first I must explain what is meant
by the' expression itself. The expression "kingdom of heaven ..
must certainly signify something which the Jews were both
well acquainted with and deeply interested in: for not only the
Baptist, but the Lord and his twelve apostles, and the seventy
disciples, did chiefly go about to announce it to be at hand"
which would have been an idle errand, unless it had been a thing
the people were both expecting and desiring. Moreover, oar
Lord's ministry was chiefly employed in teachmg and explaining
of what kind this kingdom was to be; first, hid from observation;
then, most observable and glorious. Now it is clear that t~
Lord and his disciples would not have begun and continued to
preach about something under the name of the kingdom of
beaven, unless the Jews had already been familiar with that
word, and expecting that thing: nor would he have been at
such pains to give them the true idea of it, unless they were
already entertaining some inaccurate idea of it. This doth not
stand, upon our inference merely, but is expressly declared
in several parts of the Gospels, as Luke xix. 11, xvii. 20;
Acts i. 6. Now whence had the Jews this knowledge of the
kingdom of God, or the kingdom of heaven, if not from the OldTestament Scriptures: to which if we refer, we find it every
wherein the Psalms and the Prophets, but especially in the
prophet Daniel; by whom, vii. 13, 14, 18, 27, 2~, we have this
kingdom of heaven, or of God, or of the Son of man, or of the
saints, laid down, as to place, upon the earth; as to extent, including all people and nations and languages; as to duration,
for ever; as to time, immediately after the destruction of the
fourth or Roman kingdom, and upon the coming of the Son of
Man in the clouds of heaven. To this prophecy, which so defines
the place, time, and circumstances, of the great hope of all the
faithful, the Lord commonly makes reference when he designates
himself" SOD of Man," and always when he represents himself
as ., coming in the elonds of heaven ;" for it is the only part of
the Old Testament wherein the last expression occurreth, and,
besid6fi the viii th and the Ixxx th Psalm, the only one where the
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former occurreth. I have no manner of doubt, therefore, that 0111"
blessed Lord and his disciples, in preaching or announcing the
good news (Gospel) of the kingdom, did nothing else than encourage the grand hope of Abraham, that he was to be " heir of the
world," into the inheritance of which we Gentiles enter by faith.
(Rom. iv. 13 et seq.) He found the idea incorrectly entertained
by the Jewish people, especially as to its immediate appearance;
and this he is at palOS to correct by many instructions; as to Nicodemus, John iii., where he teacheth the dispensation of the Spirit
as being about to precede it: Luke xvii. 20, where he teacheth
to the Pharisees the kingdom of love and joy and peace in the
Holy Ghost, which is within a man, and followed with the visible
and most ostentatious kingdom, which was about to come: as to
all the people, Luke xix. II, where he teacheth the long delay
during which his disciples were to be entrusted with gifts and
graces of the Spirit to use and improve unto God's glory, and
afterward an abundant reward at his coming: as to Pontms Pilate..
John xviii. 36, whose conscience he set at rest by telling him, that
"his kingdom was not out of this world," but from the heavens,.
after the present fashion of the world should be done away with, in
"new heavens a~d a new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness "
(wherefore also it is called the kingdom of the heavens, as being
now there manifested and from the earth hidden, from this.
world's sight prevented by the rulers of its darkness, Eph. ii. 2) ;
but withal he declared and testified, that he was a King; though
of the nature of his kingdom he did not at such a time or to
such a one discourse, signIfying in one word the reason thereof,.
that" those only who are of the truth hear his voice."
Let this suffice for the exposition of what is meant by the
expression ,. the kingdom of heaven;" that it is the reign of
Christ and his saints upon the earth, which, foretold by the
prophets from the first of time, began first to be openly preached
by John, Luke xvi. 16, and is till now the one and the only subject
of pl'eaching, which is called the Gospel; being only the good
news, or glad tidings, of that kingdom of rest and glory which
is :prepared for all that believe God and obey Christ, and to
which they shall be raised up in the day of his glorious appearing. Reconciliation by the cross of Christ is the allaying of
our fears God-ward; and sanctification is the purging of our.
conscience unto obedience of the Holy Spirit, the sealer and
preserver until the day of redemption; and salvation is the
deliverance from judgment in the day of his appearing; but all
these are but the steps to that throne and kingdom which is
prepared by the Father for his eternal Son and his adopted sons..
upon this earth and over all creatures, for ever and ever.
Now, let us proceed to examine those parables which treat of
the kingdom, and which do, as we have asserted, cast an indirect
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.but most distinct light upon the state of the ChUl'Ch up to and
at tbe time of Christ's appearing.
,
And here, first, we refer to that series of parables which is
contained in the xiii th of Matthew, where the kingdom of
heaven is likened to a field where the wheat is hidden by the
multitude of tares; and not cleared until the harvest-time, when
the tares are burned and the children of the kingdom (the
wheat), heretofore hidden, shine forth all at once most gloriously
bright and glaring as the sun in the firmament. This parable
proves that the heirs of the kingdom were for a season to be
planted, and to grow, beside the heirs of perdition, until the
end of this age and form of the world; and then, but not till
then, the enemies and offenders being taken away by judgments
of the Son of Man, the righteous should take and possess and
gloriously occupy the world. This is a universal truth, so long
as the present age of this world lasteth, until the great judg.
ment of the wicked upon the earth shall bring in that blessed
age wherein dwelleth righteousness: wherever the Gospel of
the kingdom is preached (the seed is .. the word of the kingdom," ver. 19), tbere are found some to receive it, who, being
s~aled with the Holy Ghost, are children of the kingdom, wait.
ing for the day ofredemption, Rom. viii. 23; Eph. i. ]3, iv. 30.
And what redemption need they? Our parable tells us, a ra.
demption from the darkness, the oppression, and disgrace with
which they are now covered by the neighbourhood and imma.
diate contact of these tares, children of the wicked one; the
things that offend and that do iniquity; which are to grow beside
them till the conclusion of this age, and the beginning of the
agtl to come; till the Son of Man, now and till then known as a
sower of seed, shall begin to be known as a reaper of the harvest,
with his crown on his head, and his sickle in his hand (Rev. xiv.
15); and likewise as the burner of the tares, or the treader of
the wine-press of the earth (Rev. xiv. 18), which is nothing else
than the destruction of those false prophets, those pretenders to
the kingdom, who grew in the same field and by the side of the
good seed, or children of the kinsdom. For it is to be observed,
that the tare of eastern countries IS the very counterfeit of wheat,
with its stalk and bearded prickles, and hardly to be known from
the wheat till at the time of harvest it prove fruitless. And this is
the reason why the servants are not permitted to pluck them up
till the harvest, when the angels of power and strength are sent
to consume them with fire, in the day-when the Son of Man
cometh to separate the wheat from the chaff, ,and to make the
secret thoughts of every heart to be manifest. This 'parable,
therefore, there can be. no doubt, yieldeth the conclUSIOn that
there was to be in the bosom of the church a great multitude of
false disciples, of counterfe.it and spurious persons, who should
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hide from the sight and knowledge of aU but God alone, the
true children of the kingdom, and be a continual offence, and
work iniquity; whose consumption and destruction should be
by judgments of the Son of Man, and not by preaching of the Son
of Man; by the labour not of the Bower, but of the harvestman; not by the servants of the sower, but by the angels of the
discerning and dividing reaper.
Let us now very briefly shew the illustration of this truth derived from another parable, spoken at the same time; in which the
kingdom of heaven is likened unto a net that was cast into the
sea, and gathered of every kind,-notof one kind, but of every kind,
good and bad. Now what meaneth this, but that the Gospel,
or good news of the kingdom, when preoohed over the world,
should attract men of very different characters, men of every
kind of character 1-that the same outward visible boundary
should enclose them all, as the net encloseth all the, fishes 1
And this condition of intermixture should continue while the net
was sweeping the world and including men. But when it should
become full-that is, when the fulness of the time of calling
men to come into the kingdom should be accomplished;
when the dispensation of Gospel-preaching and Gospel-ordiRanceS should be ended, as we know it is to be; when, from
sowing, the Son of Man should turn his hand to reap, and come
seated on the cloud of his glory, with a crown upon his head
and a sharp sickle in his hand-then, and not till then, it is.
that the mixed multitude whom the trumpet of the kingdom,
which is preaching,· hath congregated together, shall be separated, and the good ones be blessed with that deliverance from
false brethren, which in this present age they cannot possess.
" Which, when it was full, they drew to shore .... they sat down
and gathered the good into vessels, and cast the bad away .... so
shall it be at the end of the world: the angels shall come forth,
and sever the wicked from among the just, and shall cast them
into the furnace of fire; there shall be wailing and gnashing of
teeth." Now can any thing be more distinct than these two
ptrables are, with respect to the condition of the church during
this present age 1 If anyone ask, what the expression this .. prelent age" meaneth, I will answer him by referring to that
nyiRg which he spake to the Sadducees, in answer to their
qnestlon upon the subject of the resurrection (Luke xx. 24):
"The children of this world [age] marry, and are given iR
marriage; but they which shall be accounted worthy to
obtain that world [age], and the resurrection from the dead"
(literally, .. the resurrection, the one out of the dead "), .. neither
marry nor are given in marriage; neither can they die any
more; for they are equal to the angels, and are the children of
God, being children of the resurrection." From this pauage
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we have the most exact means of determining the duratioll. of
this present a~e, during which the church was to continue of
good and bad IDseparably intermingled :. it is until the first resurrection, as it is. emphatically u the resurrection, the one from
among the dead." Till that event this age endureth; and with
that event the age to come beginneth. Accordingly. we find,
in the xx th of the Apocalypse, that after Antichrist is destroyed and Satan cast out, the first resurrection, or that
from among the dead, immediately proceedeth. Now, in the
Epistle to the Eph.esians (ii.2) it is said, that wicked men
" walk according to the age of this world; according to the
prince ofthe air, the spirit that now worketh in the sons of disobedience." Not, therefore. until this prince of the power o(
the air is cast out, doth the age of this world conclude. Tilt
then, therefore, when another Ruler and another Prince, even
Christ, obtaineth the dominion, we believe that Satan will use
the Gospel-call in ordet' to multiply his delusions, and fermit,
yea, -encourage, his generation, to mingle themselves wIth the
children of li~ht, Till then, the devil will sow the Lord's fields
with tares; tall ihen" the Lord will permit the tares to grow
beside the wheat; till then, the children of this age shall be
wiser to deceive, than the children of light to detect them. In
one word, till then itis the purpose and prophecy of God that
the same enclosQr.e, the same sacred pale of faith and ordinances,
should cont~n men of every _sort.
..
There is 'just one other parable to which I will make reference in order to establish this same conclusion, which is that
oftbe Marriage of the King's Son. recorded in the xxii d of Matthew, and spoken to the very intent of teaching this great truth,
which the Lord addeth as its moral, U Many are called, but few
chosen." The_ marriage supper of. the Lamb, for which the
bride maketh herselfready, is at the end of this age and the
beginning of the age to come (Rev. xix. 9); and this parable
represents to us the state of the church at, or immediately before,
that time. At supper-time, saith· Luke, I I he sent his servants
to say to them that were bidden, Come, for all things are now
ready." Those that were b.idden are those that had received and,
accepted the call of the Gospel, thot>e within the net. of. the
kingdom, the many who are called., Anq ~ow received they
the King's message? "They made bght of It, and went theIr
ways, one to hisfarm and another to hIS merchandize i and the
remna~t took Ji~s servants. and entreated them spitefully, and
slew them." Such is the character of the mani that are called
at the time of the going forth of the summons, that the marriage
.of the Lamb is come (Rev. xix. 7): all, or almost all, in a state
of apostallY and rebellion against the voice of their King; insomuch that he is stirred up to take summary vengeance upon
NO. I.-VO-L. I.
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defined to be "the substance of things hoped for, the evidence
of things not seen."
.. Let theEle proofs derived from the Gospel, drawn from the
..ords of Christ himself, the great Head of the church, suffice
to prove, 1st, That it was the purpose and prophecy of God from
the beginning, that the Christian church-those, to wit, who received the Gospel of the kingdom and submitted themselves to
the test of discipleship, which is baptism-should consist of all
kinds of men; children of the wicked one, as well as children of
the kingdom. 2dly, That these children of the wicked one
should be so much the more numerous and the more powerful
part of the church, as to hide effectually the true believers, and
make the chosen ever to be the few, the heirs of the kingdom
ever to be a little flock. 3dly, That the number,and the power,
and the bitterness of these hypocrites and pretenders should
increase toward the time of the end, and not diminish, as is
ignorantly supposed by many. Lastly, That from these false
brethren in the church, rather than from the unbelievers out of
it, the sufferings and persecutions promised to all his people
were to be fulfilled.

REVIEWS AND MISCELLANIES .

•
THE LAST DAYS: A DISCOURSE ON THE EVIL CHARACTER
OF THESE OUR TIMES, &c.
BY THE REV. EDWARD
.

IRVING.

WE shall not be accused of making a very unreasonable postulate
in requesting to be ,allowed ,to assume that there is to ,b~ a
point in the evolutIon of tIme whe,n ~he present ChristIan
dis~nsation will, cease to ,be s~ch as It IS. We would prefer
proVIng even thiS to ,takmg It for gr~nted, bu~ tha~. we !ire
anxious not to waste tIme upon any thmg on whlCh diSCUSSion
may be waved; and we are aware of the necessity of going into
the full proof of other topics, which must occupy a c?nside~ble
portion of attention. At the outset of our career as JournalIsts,
we think it advisable to risk wearying our readers by appearing
unnecessarily prolix upon fundamental positions, rather than to
assume any point which the catholic church of the Lord J~sus
Christ shall not be ready fully to concede; so that we might
find ourselves, in a later period of our labours, obliged to recur to
first principles which have never been fully demo~styated, by us. '
It being assumed, then, that the present ChnstIan dlspensa..-
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tion is to come to an end, another very interestin~ point arisesnamely, in what way it is t~ end. Bu~ this pomt we wave for
the present. Let' it' ~nd;'·boWever:tohe,. and how it may, it
is ,ob.ious . the.,· in' tb&· days immediately preceding its terminatiQR il Wilbbe' competent, t6 all who shall see fit to' deny
that rthat evijnt' iSl1pproaching, to call upon all who maintain
~Et:"uffirtnative of the .proposi~io~, for proof of- their assertion. The proof, mnst'be 'derIved from three sources: first,
from chl'bnology;' secondly, 'from the accomplishment ofpredictions;.:thirdly,frotn the signs of the times.· ·Te trusttoanY0l'1e
of these, itrespective of the other two, can only lead to error.
None of:them admit of gectmetrical proof; and therefore all and
each.. are disputable.' In prop~rtioh as time roUs on, 80 do we
hourly com~nieai'ert'o the predict~d end; and therefore it might
be supposed, that in the ·same, measure' were the' grounds of
difference diminished. But this, .unfortunately, is Iionhe case:
for; as the boy who cried "Wolf'" in the fable, was not belie'Ved
",hen at> length the 'wolf did rea:lly come; so have the repeated
opectations of individuals at ·various periods, of the end of, the
world arriving in their days,given rise to a suspicitm in the mind
ot' many pious persons, whenever their attention is called to
the subject, that this is only a repetition of the false alarm which
has been so often sounded.
The signs of the times is the very last point to which we
should wish to direct the attention of any student of prophecy.
In so saying, however, we are fully aware that our blessed
Lord denounced as hypocrites and false professors those in his
days who tlid not perceive the ~igtls. then ~n the world; !IDd we
are ready to ·concede, that an maptJtude to read the. BlgnS of
the present day arises entirely from the low state of faith into
which the church has fallen. But our remark is made in reference to this low state; and it is' to' call her out of this low
state that we have commenced our present labours; and therefore we must accommodate' ourselves to her weakness, and do
all that in us lies with affectionate~ solicitude to invigorate her
on the elements of prophetical subjects, in the hopeR that she
will thereby be enabled·to rise and read the signs for herself:
for, until a fact be believed, no sign ·of that fact can be
perceived.
.
A work, therefore, on the signs of' the times, must be particularly liable both to be misunderstood by those who, although
honest, are ignorant; and to be misrepresented by others, who
are not only ignorant, but dishonest also: and since it is the
very last branch of the subject of unfulfilled prophecy which we
should have deliberately brought before the attention of the
church, we certainly should not have reviewed this volume of
Mr. I~ving's in our first Number, had it not been for two other
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reviews of it which have.appeared in the Eclectic, and in the
Evangelical Ma;,;azine. _Our object in .reviewing ·it, therefore,
is notsoJely on account of the merit or demerit of the wot"k
itself; nor even on account of the important subject on which
'it treats.;_ but.fromits conneetioa wito;the opinions ofa large
body of Christian brethren, of whose sentiments these journals
are -the authorized organs.
. .. 1 ;.' . . . .
'
.
. Names·ate of little ioiportance, either to sensible .people,. or
to those who are in eam.est.about tpe substance. of any subject
underdiS,C1Issioll>, provided the ideas ther are.inteoded to convey
are acc.urately'defi:ned, and borne in mmd. Weare induced to
makie this 'observation, bepause' we -shall -h&Ye 'oeca.&i.on, in the
course of ollr remark.s, to. speak of what is called. " the reli...
gious world," as iil_ ourselves were not of it•. Now we beg·it
to be distinctly understood, tbaLwe.are of the religious worJdthat is, we profess the creed which it professes, and support all
the benevolentinstitutioDs1tnppOrts: and if we find fault with
any of its principles or practices, we hold ourselves, as members
of it,jguilt.y also, and do therefore· repent ourselves of the same;
--and; that under the name ;of the religious world we. believe ·to
be included a larger' portion of the Lord's people ,than is to
be found. ander any other • term comprising ·8 body equally
numerous.
.
. The words U 'last days" and II latter days" occur frequently
in ..he OJd Testament; and signify, literally, ".inCuturity of the
days :" C'tJ'i'1 n',nN:J.· This expression is obviously perfectly
loose and undefined; and·tM precise period to which it relates.
or in which the events foretold to take place in that period
shall ~tnally come to pass, must be gathered either from the
immediate context, or from soine parallel passage: for the words
themselves give no definite signification. As an example of this,
Gen.. xlix. 1. may be Cited, where certain blessings are promised by Jacob to come to hit:! SODa U in the futurity of days."
These blessings might have .come to the identical twelve individuals' to whom he addressed the words, or tbey might have
.occurred to any of their posterity .during the last 3700 years, or
they may be yet to be produced from tbe womb of time, for any
thing that the words themselves, taken by themselves, express to
the contrary.
..
. .
.'
In other places, whe.re tbe expression occurs in the Old Testament. they are eq llally indefinite i" themselves: but for the most
put"and unless they are limited by the contcxt, it may be laid
down as a general proposition, subject of coursc to par:ticular
exceptions, that they refer to some period subsequenli to the incarna.tion of Jehovah. Bishop Horsley observes upon Hosea,
that that pr.Ophet speaks of no ,event which occurs between the
two advents_of. Qur' Lord; .. and .in almos-t all tbe Prophets, the.
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circumstances attendant upon both advents are so blended, that
it would be impossible, without having seen the accomplishment
of those which belonged to the first, to separate them from those
which appertain exclusively to the second. The Jewish commentators give, as the meaning of the words" In the futurity of
days," " In the days of Messiah the King."
In the New Testament there are four different words used to
denote portions of time: and these likewise are often used indiscrimmately; so that the precise period to which they relate is
to be gathered either from their immediate context, or from
parallel passages: these words are 7Jf'Epa, wpa, /Catpo!:, and a,wy.
The calImg in of the Gentiles to the privileges of the knowledge
of the true God, and the casting out of the Israelites during
the whole of that time, was but very darkly shadowed forth,
and enigmatically expressed, during the Jewish dispensation. It
follows, therefore, that ifthe general time of thatevent was Qbscure,
the subdivisions of that period must have been still more obscure;
and, in fact, they are rarely touched upon by the Prophets at an.
Our Lord first distinctly revealed by his own mouth, that the
kingdom of heaven was about to be taken from the nation of the
Jews, and transferred to another nation: and in a subsequent
part of his ministry he informed his disciples that the period
of the triumph of the abomination of desolation, or trampling
the holy nation under foot, which he characterizes by the term
" the great tribulation," was to be of as long duration as that
period called " tke times of the Gentiles."
The next further subdivision which is given us, is in the
Epistles of the Apostles: and this brings us down to the two
addressed to Timothy; in the second of which the passage
occurs from which Mr. Irving has taken the subject of his
Discourses. In these two EpIstles the Apostle describes two
different apostasies which were to try the faith of the church,
and of which he gives very detailed characteristics: the one he
says, is to take place Vo;EPOI!: /Calpo,s, " in the latter times;" the other
to arise EoxaralS 7Jf'Epal!:, "in the last days." Both these predictions are ushered in by the Apostle with very peculiar solemnity.
In the first he says, " The SpIrit speaketh expressly, that in the
latter times some shall apostatize from the faith; giving heed to
seducing spirits and doctrines of demons; speaking lies in
hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot tron; forbIdding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats," &e.
It is well known to all scholars, that the aa'f'OYf!:, demons, were
the intermediate agents between the heathen gods and men; and
that the worship of dead men and women by the Papists is
exactly similar, 10 every particular, to that Greek and Roman
idolatry: and as no apostasy, which enjoined celibacy and abI'Itinence from meat, has ever arisen in the Christian church but
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the Papacy, the identity of the Apostle's description with that
apostasy cannot admit of any doubt. The particular years,
indeed, from whence the rise of this apostasy is to be dated-the
true chronology of these latter times-is a point which must
be ascertained upon other grounds, and from other Scriptures ;
and as it is not material to the discussion in hand to ascertain
this very accurately, any of the dates which are ordinarily
assigned to that event will suffice.
In the year fo11owing that in which the Apostle wrote this First
Epistle, he wrote the Second to Timothy; and it is supposed to
be the last he ever did write. Its whole character and tone is
more solemn and earuest than the preceding: he seems to have
his immediate departure from this scene, to enter into the joy of
his Lord, pressing upon his soul: he has the day of the Lord
80 present to his mind, that he alludes to it twice in the first
chapter, without· naming it, or describing it otherwise than as
mr' E~1/V, I I THE day;" and he consoles himself, in ch. ii. 11,
for all his sufferings, with the remembrance that, havin~ suffered,
he "shall also reign with" his Lord. "Of these tnings" he
charges Timothy to put his hearers in remembrance; and particularly censures some who maintained that" the resurrection
was past already," (as certain preachers do now,) declaring that
the first resurrection means regeneration. He then proceeds to
give another prophecy: .. This know also, that in the last days,
IV 1I7')(arnrt 1/fiEpatt, perilous times shall come: for men shall be,
1, lovers of their own selves; 2, covetous; 3, boasters; 4, proud;
6, blasphemers; 6, disobedient to parents; 7, unthankful; 8, unholy; 9, without natural affection; 10, truce-breakers; 11, false
accusers; 12, incontinent; 13, fierce; 14, despisers of those that
are good; 16, traitors; 16, heady, high-minded; 17, lovers of
pleasure more than lovers of God; 18, having a form of godliness,
but denying the power thereof: from such turn away." The
Apostle further describes these persons as creeping into houses,
to procure disciples among silly women; and withstanding the
truth in those who preach it, as the Egyptian magicians withstood Moses: that these evil men and seducers will wax worse and
worse; that the way to oppose them is by all Scripture, which
is to be preached, for that they would not endure sound doctrine,
but, havmg itching ears, heap to themselves teachers. After which
solemn warning, the Apostle turns, for his own consolation and
support under the prospect of such perilous times, to the day
when the Lord shall come, and give to all who love his appearing
a crown of righteousness...
Mr. Irving shews these characteristics fulfi11ed in the following
circumstances :-Selfol4ness; in the want of a catholic spirit
and love for the church as one body. Covetousness; over-trading
and love of gain, as mucn in religious tradesmen and soo\et\~ . -
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as in irreli~~us.· Boasters; brag~ing of their reljg~ous·and bene.-volent societies. Proud; companns. themselves With ,others, and:
determining in their own favour. J:jlasphemers; coalescing with
the Papal'man of sin, Soeinians, and Infidels. Disobediellt to
parer/ts; -increase of juvenile offences. Vnthallkful; want of rejoicing spirit towards God. Unholy; paying little regard to the
ordinances appointed of God for preserving a holy church or state.
Without natural affection; parents neglecting the education
of theit own children, and delegating it to other$. Trvce or
co'V~"ant-breakers; b~ak~ng all the covenants between the
nation and God, and dIscIpline of the church. False a~culer':
slandering all persons in high office. lncotl.tinent; unskilled and
unrestrained m their judgments and actions by any thing but
law.. Fierce, 117,tamed; wa.nt. of meekness and spirit of quiet
meditation on the purposesaf God.' Despisers of tke good: lovers
of expediency, rather than of principle. 1'raitors; masters de-frauding their workmen. and workmen combining against their
masters. Head!!, high-minded; pronouncing opinions upon sermons and subjects without examination. Lovers of pleasure
rather I·han lovers of God; worshipping benevolence, intellect,
&c. rather than God. HaviTlg a form of godli1less; being the
religious w o r l d . '
. ,
.
The distinguishing terms of the proposition are these: 1. Tbat
in the last days a certain set of bad cqaracters shall be manifested: 2. That the time of their manifestation shall be perilofU.;
3. That tb,ese bad oharactersshall not be epen infidels, and
public, avowed atheists; but, on the contrary, shall be among those
who have theform ofgodline8' of the day m which they appear:
4. That they shall seek· to make converts rather, by teaching
in private houses than in pU,blic :, b •. That they shall withltand
those who preaclt the truth,:88' the magicians withstood Moses:
16. That they shall elect to tkemselves teacher". instead. of suh~
mitting to authority: and, 7, As he contrasts himself with them,
and gives us as his hope the day of the Lord, when he shall give
a crown of righteousness to those ,who. love his appearing, he
inculcates that the persons of whom I}.e has been prophesying
will not love tlte comi1lg of ~he Lord Jesus Christ. nor even to
.hear of it.
,.
.
It Dlay have occurred to many of our readers to ask, "Why
take up so much time to prove that the' last days' come after the
.. latter, days;', a point which no person with one grain of plain
(lommon sense ever dreamed of doubting 1" To this question we
bue only to reply, t~at we have not .to do w,ith people <?f plain
(lomm()D sense, but wlth those who wlll mystify all the Simplest
words of Scripture, till, under the term spiritualizing, they leave
.ttO sentence with any definite idea contained in it.
The Eclectic ReView, which says of it&elfthat it is established
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purpose "to reconcile tlw'e long divorced parties, religion and
literature-ofwhich divorce, however, we ourselves never heardmd moreover, that it is the only critical journal embracing .•••..••
/;terature, which is conducted.......upon Evangeliclll prillciples, is
Yery angry with Mr. Irving for saying that this age is " boastful.;" and in a very long, very personal, and very abusive'
article; labours to shew that the term " last days >J means, either
-not last days. but-all days, including first days, middle day...
and latter days, as well as last days; or else, that those circumstances which the Apostle characterizes all belonging to the last
days belong no more to the last tban to any otner days; and
therefore. that the passage in his letter to Timothy contains a
mere common-place truism, applicable to all times alike. We
do not mean at present to enter into a discussion of the merits
of this journal, either in respect to the literary or theological
attainments of ita conductors, further than the present article
is coDcerned; but in tbis we shall feel it incumbent to shew
that it is de6.cient in knowledge of Grammar, of Greek, of
Logic, and of Doctrines of Divinity. It commences with an
attack upon the motto which Mr. Irving has prefixed to his
work, from Isaiah xxxii. 5, "The vile person shall no more be
ealled liberal;" which the editor of the Eclectic says" has no
bearing whatever upon the subject of the orator's philippic
against modern liberalism." This is the bald unsupported as..
aertion of the editor of the Eclectic Review: in opposition to
which we make another counter·assertion, and which, as he has
Ilot.&topped to justify, neither shall we ; but we are ready to do so
00 another occasion-namely, that the expression itself, and the
passage from which it is taken, are strictly applicable to all pereons who, calling themselves religious, shall foster that spint of
liberalism which is the very opposite to all religion. But, lest
~e should be lIopPolled to mistake the only Christian and
Literary journal in England upon the subject of the period indicated by the term U last days," the passage is transcribed:, "Under the expression' the last days,' he evidently comprehended the Christian dispensatlon, which had then commenced ;. and the perilous times are as evidently spoken of, not
III a future and specific epoch, but as incident to that whole
period."
,. Shall come," says the Apostle: II not future," s~s the
Eclectic. ., Shall be'lovers," says the Apostle t II not 1,,,ture,"
KY. the Eclectic.
.
The first le88on, therefore, which we mean to give the only
Christian and Lit~rar!l journal in the land is, that shall is an
invariable sign of the future tense.
Our ,n~xt lesIOn is in Ureek. The editor of the Eclectic Re-
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view quotes Reb. i. 1, "in these last days," as ihe same ex·'
pression as " in the last days" which occurs in Timothy. They,
are, however, perfectly different in the original; not only in the
words themselves, but also in their grammatical construction,
and also in their meaning. In the first passage it is nrt E"Xan",
rldJl JlfUpldJl TorrDN: in the last it is EJI f"Xarmc JlpepaLC. The translation of the one is, " at t.he last of these da~s:" the translation
of the second is general, "in the last days.' The meaning is
perfectly simple and clenr: the Apostle is writing to his nation.
and says to them, " God, who spoke formerly in many ways and
at many times to out' fathers by the Prophets, has now, i" the
last of these days, spoken to us by his Son :" where it is perfectly
obvious that the whole period which the Apostle .has in eye IS
that in which his nation was the peculiar people of God, to
whom alone God spake by the Prophets; the last of these days
being, therefore, the last of the days of the Jewish dispensation.
This passage illustrates the remark which we made at the commencement of these observations; namely, that the date to
which the words "last days" applies must be gathered from
the context. Thus," the Jast days" may, if opposed to the
Jewish days, signify the Gentile days; or they may, if opposed to
the former days of the Jewish dispensation, signify the end of
that dispensation; or they may, if opposed to the former days
of the Gentile dispensation, signify the end of that dispensation.
-As we are on a point of Greek criticism, we may as well get rid
of another at the same time, and which would not be worth
noticing if we were not dealing with "the only journal that
unites religion with literature;" in which the editor censurea
'Mr. Irving for translating the word aLa/30XoL, accusers, and for
saying that the falsehood or truth of the accusation is not a
necessary point of its diabolical character. The editor says,
I I that falsehood does not enter into the composition of calumny
ill a new discovery: the word is aLa/30Xoc, calumniator." Mr.
Irving does not use the word calumny, but accusation: an accusatIon is not necessarily a calumny. We accuse the Editor of
the Eclectic Review of ignorance of the meaning of the word
CLa{30XOC, but we do not calumniate him. The literal and simple
meaning of the word is detractor: in accusing the Editor of the
Eclectic Review of ignorance, we detract from his claim to
scholarship, but we do not calumniate him.
'
, Our next lesson is in Logic; and here we instruct our pupil
that the only way to understand a proposition is to take in all the
~r~s of it: from ~ot doi!lg which he has fallen into an error
"Imllar to that which misled all those to whom he refers in
ecclesiastical history at the time of the "relaxation of moralJ
which disgraced the rival churches of Rome and Byzantium,
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and Alexandria arid Carthage:" a similar error has also misled
men at various other periods. as may be seen by consulting the
history of the Reformation in Scotland. the Works of Archbishop Leighton, and others. And this brings us back to
another remark with which we commenced-namely, that the
signs of the times is the very last point which we should select
with which to discu88 prophetical subjects; first, because they
are signs, not to unbelievers, but to believers; and, secondly,
because they have been repeatedly mistaken in former periods;
from men not connecting them with scriptural chronology, and
with other lines or series of prophetical events. We are liable,
therefore, always to be met with the objection, .. Well. let aJl
you say be ~ranted; yet men as wise and as pious as yourselves
have arisen 10 former times, and been equally positive that the
end was coming in tbeir day, and yet were deceived." NoW'
we think that Mr. Irving has fully proved that the characteristics
enumerated by t~e Apostle are all in full force in these days:
but if he had done no more than that, he would have advanced
very little, if at all. towards his proof that these are the last
days: but although the Eclectic Review has chosen to con..;
sider this work of Mr. Irving as insulated-either from design;.
in order to make it more easy for him to misinterpret and
traduce it; or else because he is ignorant of the necessity of
collateral proofll.,-yet it is to be remembered that Mr. Irving has
brought forward these collateral proofs in other works, and has
given it as his opinion, whether correctly or otherwise is not now
the question. both from chronology and from the discursive
propliecies, that these are " the last days" of this dispensation: and therefore the present work is to be regarded merely
as a supplement to his former works. necessary indeed to complete a perfect view of the whole subject, but in itself immaterial. or at least deriving its greatest value from its relative
position to them.
In former times this passage has been brought forward. and the
men of those days charged with being guilty of all the characteristics therein specified: but in almost all those epocha they who
alluded to them were politicians fighting for secular ends. and
who searched the Scriptures for passages to justify their own
acts. and to criminate their political opponents. However those
charges may have been applicable to bad men in other times,
there are peculiarities which are applicable only to the present
alate of society. It is to be borne in mind, that the Apostle
marks these characteristics 8S to be found. not in those who are
in ignorance or unbelief of Christ, but the contrary. These
characteristics are to be looked for in. that body which calls itself
~ THE religious world." and answers to havmg " the form of
godliness." It is on this account that these times are perilous
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tD the true ehurch: for it can never be perilous to Christiu.
~ see bad passions and hypocrisy in those who do not call
ibeJllS-elve!l religious;. ~u~ wben hidden and glossed ever amongst
~hos.e w·ho have the form of godliness. which form is aU that i.
't~ible to man, it becomes exceeding:ly perilous: aDd it is a peril
of Il1O subtle a nature, that the children of God have need ro
JJlue it a matt,er of Tery earnest prayer to have their eyes opened
~o diecern jt, or most assuredly they will be destroyed by it.-A
further peculiarity ill, that the religioua world prophesied of by
tbeApostle shall withstand those. who shall be actmg the partof
Moses. Now Moses was bringing the people out of bondage into
.he promised in,herit1lnce. Is the religiOUll world in thete days
pQinting the people to the promised land. or not? or are they
~ot, like Jannes and Jambres, opposing to the. uttermost those
w.oo would lead them there ?-Are they not heaping to tlleTTlselvtl
teachers 1 The answer to this last shall be furnished out o£ the
&lectic itself, where, amongst the new blessings which the
editor declares attends the present era, he says, "in the new
eaurches aDd chapels as near an approach has been made 1;0wards 1'I'C~~ni8ing the principle of voluntary contribution and
¥lpular .'!IJ1'age, as is compatible with the law of patronage." .
Our limits will not permit, even if there were occasion to do
110, to add much to the more than sufficient proof .which Mr.
Irving has furnished that the characteristics gtven by the Apo.tIe are those of that class of persons distingulshing themselves
'by the name of " the religious world." Whatever doubts we
may have been inclined to entertain formerly upon this subjtlet
would be entirely removed now, by the great wrath which the
religious reviews display, and the abominable language in
which that wrath is expressed. against all who do not' Satter
them: and we defy the Christian and Literary editor of the
Eclectic to produce, except in the fulsome dedication of some
parasite to a royal or noble patron, a piece of boasting and adulation equal to the panegyric U~OD the religious worW. by whose
favour and support he gains hIS bread. which is contained in
pp.20-32 of his journal for January 1829. The lines of
Horace addressed to Augustus, and almost burlesqued by Pope
in his translation, are tame matter~f-fact prose in comparison:

W Gnder of kings! like whom to mortal eyes
None ere has risen, and none ere shall rise-.

One of the most extraordinary assertions brought forward by
·the Eclectic is as follows: "To speak of • the last days' aa
'characteristically evil times, is in fact to contradict the whole
tenor of prophecy, and that in the face of Apostolic interpretation." Now our Lord says. that when he comes again.-and
we pr~ume he will come in " the last days," and not in the
Drst days, -the world will be exactly in the state .in whicb
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it was in the days of Noah; that be will not I f find faith on
the earth," and that few will be looking out for him; and
yet the Eclectic insists that the last days are not to be evil~
Our Tea.ders cannot, therefOl'e, fail to remark, that the question
at issue between Mr. Irving and the religiOllls world is divided
into two parts: First, Are the times in which our Lord makes
his ~nd appearance deseribed in the Scriptures as good or
evil 1 Seeoodly. Are the present times good or evil 't Mr. Irving
bas asswned as an undoubte€l fact, and a fact which we believe
was never called in question before, from the days of Enoch down
to this hour-and whieh be~ now called in q Ilestion for the first
time is a very extraordinary Sign of the present times-that the
days in which the Becond advent of our Lot-d takes place were
to be days mwhich eYil would predominate over ~ood. We
are so astounded at the hardibood of this bold demal, without
one particle of authority brought forward to support it, either
from the Scriptures or from human writers, that we know not
what course at present to pursue; and we shall therefore content ourselves with callin~ the attention of the Christian world
to the fact, that the Re'flew which says it is the only one that
combines Christianity with Literature, and which is sup{'Orted
entirely by holding opinions in unison with those of the rebgious
world, promulgates that the days in which the Lord comes witb
his sa.in.ts to take vengeanee on the ungodly are described in
the Scriptures as those m which. in comparison with other days,
there will be very few ungodly on whom to take vengeance! And
we cODf~, that had Mr. Irving occupied any time in proving that
the last days were declared to be evil, we should have thought he
was proving a truism, which no one would have had sufficient fally
to deny. But we shall be more cautious in future, and take care
how we giyethese self-complacent instructors of the religious world
credit £Or faith in oue single syllable of God's declarations.
The Eclectic says, tha.t I I with regard to the state of the
Dissenting churehes, the doctrines of the New Testament were
never, perhaps, preached with stricter orthodoxy than by the
present generation of ministers." We are at a loss to underataod why "the term " doctrines of the New Testament" is made
Ulle of, unless the editor means to insinuate that the doctrines
of the New Testament differ from those in the Old, or that the
})resent generation of ministers know little or nothing of the Old
Testament: with whieh latter opinion we should be inclined to
coincide, after what he has said respecting the characteristics
of the last days from '" the whole tenor of prophecy." But we
join issue with him at once upon the articlllw statdu vel cadentis
"claW. and deny, broadly and unequivocally, that the docttjne
of justification by faith is freely preached in that body of whIch
the Eclectic is the organ; and moreover, that that body, and
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the Eclectic itself, revile all who do preach it freely, undet the
never-failing pretext of Antinomianism: as he has done in this
very review, upon the old quibble about the Law being a rule
of life; in which he censures the very words of Luther, from
his Commentary on the Galatians, which Mr. Irving has tran·
scribed, as Antinomian.-We might go on to enumerate many
more doctrines, but that we do not like to bring forward charges
without at the same time producing our proofs; nnd we ,vill
therefore confine ourselves to one, which is, the covetousness of
the religious world; and our proof of this shall be the Eclectic
Review. "There has been much in the characjer of the timesv~ adverse to the prosperity of Dissenting societies. The
de ection of the more toealtky of tke old Dissenting familie.,
w ich has been goin$ forward continually has very greatly
diminished tke funds Jor the support of tkelr institutions. The
depression of the yeomanry, and of the middling classes of ~
ciety in general, who have always furnished die bulk of Dissenters, has operated still more unfavourably. Further; although
their congregations have always included a large portion of the
decent and pious {,oor, the spirit of Dissenting institutions i.
incapable of coalesczng with pauperism • ••• Still, notwithstanding
the powerful competition of the Evangelical clergy, the distresses
of the commercial world, and the obstacles to s'Uccess created b!J
pauperinn, the Dissenters have, as a religious body, maintained
both their number and their respectability," &c. Here religion
and money are considered as convertible terms; pauperism, and
her decline; wealth, and her advance. The preaching of the
Gospel by the Evangelical clergy is stated, not as a co-operation
in the same blessed work, but as the competition of a rival shop.
We think this proof of the covetous spirit of the present religious world, out of the mouth of so unwilling a witness, will
go far to gain a favourable reading for this work, which it might
not have otherwise received in Dissenting quarters.
The invariable criterion of a converted heart, is the taking
of every accusation of evil to itself; seeing and acknowledging
it to be there; praying God to wash it ont in the blood of his
Son; and endeavouring to eradicate it. The invariable criterion
of an unconverted, self-righteous, and pharisaic heart, is the
repelling of every accusation of evil from itself as unfounded;
charging that evil upon other individuals, may be of other
times; but at all events thanking God that itself is 110t as
other men are. When our Lord spoke of treachery to himself amongst his followers, they who were true-hearted said,
" Lord, is it 11" This test is not one of our invention, but to be
found in every work that ever was published for the purpose of
leading either individuals or communities to an examination
and right estimate of themselves. Moreover, these worklf teach
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us. and most correctly, that just in proportion as we are offended
at the minuteness and closeness of the charge, so is it evident
that we ourselves are the characters for whom the warning and
rebuke are most especially needed. If, therefore, we had previously any doubt that Mr. Irving had made good his position of
finding the characteristics of the last days and perilous times
in the modern religious world, the violent passion into which
it has put itself-more like that of spoiled children on losing
their toys, than men of sense and dignity and right feelingswould alone be sufficient to prove to us that the author's estimate was very fllr from being erroneus.
The signs of the times are to unfulfilled prophecy what
practical noli ness is to the doctrines of the Gos{>el. The world
cares little about our theological tenets, until It perceives by
oUJ' conduct that they have an effect upon the course of ·our life.
The reli~ious world would have allowed us to hold in peace
the opimons upon future events which Toplady, Gill. and
thousands of others, have held before us, if we had not brought
them to bear practically upon the things in which they were
priding themselves, and of which they were so vain. The contradictions in the Eclectic Review are of such a nature that the
editor can always quote one part of his opinion in defence
of any other that is found fault with: for example, he says,
" He is not blind, nor can be charged with being over-indulgent
to the prevailing faults of the religlous world; that in this age of
general profession the spirit of godliness is far from being co~xtensive with its form: that formalism, and pharisaism, and
secularity abound among those who hold an evangelical creed.
The state of society is appalling; while that of our religious
communities is far from satisfactory: in some directions there
is a stagnation of moral influence; in others, the marks of de. clension are visible. A frightful mass of popular ignorance had
been accumulating, which, combining with spreadmg infidelity,
was fraught with the elements of political danger: the whole
posture of society had become changed; the eventual result of
which has been a frightful and alarming increase of pauperism.
and of recklessness, ignorance, and crime. All the relations of
aociety have been affected: the relations between master and
.servant. yeoman and peasant, landlord and tenant, parent and
child, rich and poor, pastor and flock, have all been relaxed;
and, extraordinary as have been the exertions made to instruct
and reform and Christianize the lower classes, they can scarcelr,
be regarded as adequate to the the exigencies of the occasion. '
We should have supposed, therefore, that he would have agreed
with all the details, as he appears .to do in the general, of what
·is brought forw~~d by Mr. Irving; but here again the analogy
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of the reception of the Gospel by the world must help us to 801,,8
this enigma; and we know that there are thousands of persons
who will acknowledge themselves sinners i1t general, who will.
neyertbeless, stoutly defend every action of their lives iTt ticesiJ.
Thus, in a few pages afterwards, the consistent censurer of
Mr. Irving says, there is ., a large increase of Evangelical
preachers and pastors in the Established Church-the doctiinefi!
of the New Testament were never preached with stricter orthodoxy than by the eresent generation of Dissenting ministersnew chapels are budding in all directions-scriptural knowledge
and piety have very considerably increased-evangelical 'Senti..
menU! never prevailed to a greater extent-there hal taken
place a great abatement of sectarian animosities-more visible
union, more actual co-operation, between Christians of different
communions, than this co~ntry has ever exhibited-a real increase of Christian charity-religious liberty has gained a signal
triumph-the sufficiency and exclusive authority of the Scripture IS now almost universally admitted amongst us-the principle has been re-discovered, the moral lever which can move
the world, and the base found on which to place it. In the unexampled spread of evangelical truth the mcrease of Christian
unity, the extension of religious liberty, the extraordina~
awakening of a spirit of generous zeal and liberality, and the
diffusion and triumph of liberal and scriptural opinions, w6
have most unequivocal signs of an improved and of an im:'
proving condition of society at home."
It is really very difficult to ascertain what opinion is meant to
be expressed by these two opposite statements; whether, in short,
we are to believe that the world is become better, or worse 1 Our
own opinion is, that the form of godliness has increased, and
that the power has diminished: that there is a very considerably
larger number of professors of an orthodox creed; and that
the outward decencies of civilized society are better preserved';
that there is a larger quantity of idle, selfish good-nature. thlt
wishes well to every body, but which will not give itself much
personal trouble to promote it: whilst, at the same time, there
IS less stern, unbending, conscientious principle, both in the
world .and in the church, than at any former period of the h.
tory of man. We think that the great delusion of the day is
unsanctified benevolence; and we are the more earnest in contending against it, because we were deeply ensnared in it 01l~
aelves. We can therefore sympathise with those who are in it
now. And although the error perceived in the flystem excited a
latent suspicion that all was not right, it was only by that atten.tive stUd:}" of the Scriptures, which the unfulfilled {>arts of them
bave eXCited, that we were enabled fully to apprecIate the cha-
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NCJter;oftbe.times in which we live as depicted by the inspired
penmen, and 80 .little like the portrait which is d~n of them
by·the hand·of Dian.
...
The caae between Mr~ I"mg and his opponents may be
briefly summed. up as follows :-He maintains, that last day.
mean last days.; ·not only with reference to all days, but especildly 'with ·iefEll'ence ·to latter days, inasmuch as last comes
after latter;-That in these present days he perceives, in that
party .wbich calls itselt', by way of distinction, the religious
.,rld, all the.cbaracteristicsforetold by tbeApostle to Timothy
88 about to be found in the last days in ·those ·who should
b8.ve·a form of gedliness;-That the religious world does withItaDd all who would lead the people out of the bondage of the
apirit into the freeriom of the Gospel, or out of the bondage of
t:hebody into the lIeign of Christ ; calling them, for doing the
_t, Antinomians; and heaping upon them, ·for the latter, all
manner. of abuse ;-That the peril of the days consists in these
characie1'8 being found, not in the open1yprofane, but amongst
tfae greatest profeuors ill the church.
The opponents maintain, That last days mean first'days, because Timothy is required to oppose the evils pointed out by
&be Apostle, which lie -could not have done if they were not
to ~ae· f~r 1800 years afte.r~ ?-That.iast days mean any
penod donng the whole Chtrstlan dIspensatIon ;-That the whole
ten.. of prophecy describes thelast days to be good, in reference
to all former days; and therefore the evil days, described by the
Apostle, cannot be these days ; -That, 80. far from any of the
ebaraeieristics described by the Apostle being to be found in
.the religious world now, not one is to be found. there; for that
t.bereonever was 80 much scriptural knowledge, orthodox preach~, active miaaionaries, large subscriJ>tions, &c. &c.; and no
fermer days "Me ever 110 good as these days.
The oJ>poneuts, therefore, wrap themselves up in that which
Hannah More so· happily calls" a geographical security;" and
linee they suppose these things were apparent in the t.ime of
Timothy, they caB not belong to themselves now. The Reli-gins Magazines have no obj~tion tolay those charges on men
• former dar" but only insist that they are not applicable to us
DOW. This 18 the mode by which the Papists get rid of the
other- apostasy, of which the Apostle pl"Ophesied in the preceding.
Epistle: they say', the charges do not belong to holy mother
c1iurch, but to the wicked Encratitre and Tatians and Maniof the first agel; and write a great deal of quibbling to
lhew the difference between themselves and these old heretics.
The Reviewers bring forward Calvin, to prove that last days mean
tbewhole Christian dispensation; which,· though the expreslion does so mean in lOme places, Calvin is wrong ingl'V\Wi, ~
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indefinite a meaning to it here. But, still, this authority will n~
answer the purpose of the editor of the Eclectic, in proving that
these are not the days spoken of, because they are evil days
and these days are good aays, and that " the whole tenor of
prophecy" describes the last days as good days: for Calvin
holds directly the opposite, and says, that although the term
does mean the whole Christian dispensation, " potiu, qualis futura sit regni Christi conditio, docet. Multi enim imagmabantur beatam nescio quam pacem, et immunem omni molestia."
We maintain most unequivocally, that, search for the fulfilment of the prediction when and where you please, the interpretation is not the true one which does not find it, not amongst
heretics, but amonsst the religious of the day, be it when it
may. In this opiDlon also Calvin agrees: " Notandum est de
quibus loquatur; neque enim externos hostes, qui ex professo
Christi nomen oppugnant, sed domesticos perstringit, qui
censeri volunt inter ecclesim membra. Nam eousque. suam
ecclesiam exercere vult Deus, ut intus tales pestes in sinu suo
gerat, etiamsi eos fovere horreat." We conclude our extract
with his caution, "nostrum est aperire oculos, ut cernamus qui
digito monstrentur."
. We need scarcely say, that we strongly recommend this
volume of Mr. Irving to the attentive perusal of all; not only
on account of the merits of the work itself, but because we
know of no other from whence the same information can be
.derived: those, therefore, who want to know the true character
of the best part of the world at the present time, or who desire
an able commentary on a portion of prophecy to which the Holy
Ghost has called our attention with very peculiar earnestness,
·we strongly advise to peruse this volume. We have not noticed
any of the misrepresentations which the religious magazines
have made of the doctrines it contains, because we did not wish
to discuss subjects of such imJ;lortance in an incomplete manner;
but we must say upon this pomt, that there is a wilful perversion of Mr. Irvmg's direct and published sentiments, which it
is impossible to reconcile with honesty or with veracity. We
know not in what manner to treat persons capable of such conduct: but this we know, that the men woo can wilfully sit
down, month after month, to write what cannot be mistakes,
but are intentional falsehoods, resJ;lecting the cI'eed of a minister
of God's word, have no more rIght or title to be called or
treated as Christians, than men living in open uncleanness,
.drunkenness, or any other abomination: and we hold it a distinctive feature of the present day, not that theologians are
coarse in their language, but that men shall be esteemed Chris-tians because they follow the fa!Jhion of the profane world in
ab,t,aining-from sensual pleasures of the lowest kind, while they
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continue in the indulgence of slander and malevolence: and
this we assert to be the case of those ma~zines which hold up
Mr. Irving to public execration as teaching a reprobation distinct from the pltnishment f!! human guilt; that God is. in a
moral as well a, ina phymalsense. the author ,of evil; and tluzt
his tlu!ology has come upon him, not ill tlu! ordinar.v'way of stu.dy
and research, but by distinct revelatioll. Evan. Mag. p.599 .

•••
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MORNING WATCH.

cannot refrain from addressing a few lines to you, to express
the cordial satisfaction with which I hail the annunciation of a work like yours,
devoted to the candid and impartial discussion of subjects connected with the
Prophetical Scriptures. If ever there was a time when the Pro(>hecies of Holy
Wnt ought to be humbly studied and deeply considered, it IS assuredly the
present; and if ever there was a time when such a work as yours was called for,
it is now. It is the ,desideratum' of the dar in which' we live. It is an' undoubted and a most lamentable fact, that, amidst the numerous RAlviews;Magazines, and other periodical works which abound in this country, ,tbere is NOT
ONE, with which I am acquainted., that is disposed to set before its readers the
SUbject of Prophetical interpretation in a fair and iml;lartial manner. The Editors and Reviewers in these publications impose their own ipre dint on their
readers, instead of presenting them with a fair statement of the arguments used
on each side of the important question at issue.
That, however, I may not seem to deal in general charges without proof, I
will call your attention to the manner in which certain publications on PfO..
phecy were treated in " the Christian Guardian" for the month of December
last. At the head of the article stands the following list of books to be reviewed:"The &v. A. Keith's Evidence of the Truth of Religion' derived from the
, literal Fnlfilment of Prophecy."
,
"
.
" Mr. Faber's Sacred Calendar of Prophecy."
."
'
" Ben Ezra's Coming of Messiah in Glory and Majesty!'
.. Dialogues on Propliecy." .
•
.. Hon. and Rev. G. Noel's Inquiry into the Prospects of the Christian
Church."
,
" Dr. Hamilton's Defence of the Scriptural Doctrine of the SeconCl Advent of
Christ, &c." ,
',"
cc Papers read before the Society for the Investigation of Prophecy."
Now, in the above list there are two works which decidedl; take one side of
the question now at issue before the Church on the subject (l the Millennium,
,and four which advocate and argue for the other. What, then, might a
reader, anxious to gain information on the subject, have reasonably expected?
Assuredly that a fair statement of the arguments used by the respective authors
would be given, and fair extracts made from their works, that the reader might
t,rm some judgment of their several merits. But what is the actual fact?
Copious extracts are given from the works of Mr. Faber and Dr. Hamilton, and
stamped with the reviewer's approbation, while the old rule of audi alteram
parlem lias been entirely forgotten. The writer merely observes, that he will
brieft[ advert to the other publications; and then, enumerating all but Mr.
Noel s, be adds, that the time spent in reading them has been very ill em.

MR. EDITOR-l

• The Jewish Expositor is by far the best in thil respect. '

ploJed :pmdlO shuts :them up.

To

Mr.

Neer. wodt. a few,teparate -remark.

IIGI d4wQ~, ~f,the PU1'pQlK! of ofFefiIJg 80Dle,empty co1Dfliment on hillUDiable
spirit" and of advertUlg to biB interpretation of our Lord s words to the thief on

the cross (whiCh have nothing, in fact, to do with the main question); and so
his'book is dismisaed, liIte the rest, without a single -quotation. Now I ask, Is
this 'fair, impartial, Christian' WhIU -are.We to iot'ei from this ,method of proCMdiog'Y Why, either that the .~wer pever read the welts in ll~tiOD,
whicq.I shrewd\>, 8Illpect (notwitbstaAdigg his, whining over his lost time); Of
else, that, having read them, he wu afraid to give an honest statement of their
contents. But what is an anonymous reviewer, that the Christian Church is to
pin its faith on his opinion on such 1l'momentqus subject as this?
I would earnestly entreat the readers of every Review or Magazine which
thus partially and
witb writ,ea on unfulfilled Prophecy, to free
themselves from the miserable bondage, and to read the works alluded to for
daemaelve8, and weigll well ·the arguments th" contain, together with the
lII'ritillgs,dthole who take,~ 'opposite view; end then to search theScriptut'el
with< hUlllil~;.teachableDua, anilptqlll', to see:Wbieh authors speak mOitaecorGiug,to the'word aad to the-teltimony.
I ,am most thankfgl10 you -taat in the work which you ha\le anDOuoed we
bIwe 'eheprospect oLone in ',which this gtftt,qoestion will be fairly treated.
~Gth,oCao only be e1ieited by an opeuand candid dileussion, conducted in a
OhristiaolSpirit. '!bOle ,who aJe ,re8llJ desirous of ascertainiug the troth, 8IId
of ado~ing,it when it ,is uoer1aiDed,.wilI.never be .Yerseto web an investiga.
publication, &lid
1iDn. May thelOod of troth 'guide and bleas your
,make it.coDduoil/e.to ,ealighten ad edify His church
'l'his;is the liDeeJle1D'l1yer of OII.e whobopes (if spared) to be
'Y:OU1'~COB8tut Xeader,
.YUSTUS.

unfair"'"

rroposed

TOOORRESP(}NDENTS.
jome~" fGr

which ~ Iw.ve GAt ba.d;fOOUJ, will ~ppQar in our next N\Ullber.
We return thanks to the Rey. J. J. HOLMBII, and Rev. A. ADDIS, IUJd shall take
early occasion of notiCing their. j:QGIJJIUni.l;atiltnS.
Miscalculations, incident tQ • new .»*rtakillg,have distur~
pfOpo..ion
between the several departJDents of our first NUlJlber.
Jt is our intention to notice scarce old book. pn Prophe~CAI subjects; and we
shall he obliged by extracts from rare works, especially on the Apocalypse.
We request our COl'II8spondents to IIInd their papers SlJ[ weeks, '" tt¥! leat,
bef.re tbe day of publication, that we may have time to examine them; and
we beg that 'they would give UI pe1'l1lislion to publish thllirnames.
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MORNING WATCH.
J UN E 1829.

ON THE TEXT AND VERSIONS OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

INtinually
the prosecution of our periodical work occasions will conarise for referring to the different versions of Holy
Scripture, especially the early ones. As frequent will be our
necessity for appealing to the fathers o( the cnurch, as witnesses
to facts, as authorities in guestions of doctrine, and as guides in
matters of criticism. We therefore deem it good to give a
general view of the principles which regulate our study of the
Scriptures; first, by some remarks on the Hebrew and Greek
origtnals; secondly, by a short history of those translations
to which we shall most often refer, with our own estimate of
their several merits; thirdly, by a hasty survey of the state of
learning in the successive ages of the church. We shall thus
see the integrity of the original texts; the sufficient means we
possess for interpreting them; and ascertain what portion of
leanung the different fathers retained, and, consequently, know
bow far they are severally competent to decide in questions of
criticism. Veracity constitutes a good witness to filets; judgment must be added to veracity, for deciding in doctrine; and,
where both these are found in a man, if learning be deficient,
be is entitled to no attention whatever in criticalmquiries. We
have often felt the necessity of these distinctions, when the
authority of good men has been brought forward in support of
disputable doctrine or of mistaken interpretation; and while we
give its full value to piety in its own sphere, we deny that in
criticism it has any claim to be listened to, beyond what it derives from the learning which accompanies it.
The Hebrew Scriptures are the fountain-head of revelation;
like the waters of the rock Horeb, which came forth abundantly
and followed the wandering of Israel (Exod. xvii. 6; 1 Cor. x. 4),
retaining their freshness and purity to the end. A student of
ancient literature, knowing the innumerable losses and corrufltions
which have befallen other writings, is struck with the remarkabl~
VOL. I.-NO. II.
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contrast which the Hebrew Scriptures present; these having
been kept so entire and pure from the earliest antiquity. We
at first piously and properly resolve their preservation mto the
providence of God; and this, to many minds, IS a sufficient account
of the.phenomenon. But there are others who find both pleasure
and profit in tracing out those secondary means which have
been made subservient to a great purpose of God; and such
discussions ought never to be undervalued, as they are intelligible
to the natural man, and leave the unbeliever and the sceptic
II without excuse."
The Hebrew language, like the Jewish
people, is a standing miracle, witnessing to the truth of God.
The four Gentile monarchies have successively swept over the
land of Judea, appearing to carry destruction in their course.
Assyria, Persia, Greece, and Rome, where are they? Their
national distinctions are gone, their languages are dead; their
memorial remains only in the pages of history. But the Jews,
on whom all their rage was directed, whom they scattered to the
winds of heaven, not only still subsist, but retain their identity
unbroken-nationality, language, ordinances unaltered-waiting
only the restoration to their own land to become in all respects
the same people as when Zion stood in palmy state. Two thousand
years of oppression, under their last and most cruel persecutors,
have not broken them down as a people, nor amalgamated their
language with other tongues. This unbending character of the
Jews was directed to the preservation of the Scriptures, by men
.raised up and qualified by God for that purpose,-the earlier
Prophets, before the Babylonish captivity; Ezekiel and Daniel
dunng its continuance; Ezra, Haggai, Zechariah. and Malachi,
afterwards. Till the coming of our Lord we are certain they
had suffered no loss. "The Pharisees sit in Moses' seat;· all,
therefore, whatsoever they bid you observe, observe and do"
(Matt. xxiii. 2). "One jot or tittle ·shall in no wise pass from
the law" (Matt. v. 18). The Hebrew Scriptures thus continuing
pure till the New-Testament Scriptures were completed, and
being by them authenticated, we shall point out some of the
means which the providence of God has appointed for guarding
them against human error since the Apostolic times, and which
justify us in concluding that no material corruption could take
place. The extensive collations of Kennicott and De Rossi
confirm this conclusion, and shew that no errors have creet in
affecting faith or doctrine, and that the mistakes of transcnbers
.affect not the general integrity of the text.
. Among the secondary means b'ywhich the Hebrew text has been
preserved from corruption, we glve the first place to the size and
distinctness of its characters. We maintain that the Old Testament
:was from the beginning written in the square Hebrew character
'of the present day; a character incomparably the most noble of

...
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any in use, and worthy of being thought that which was inscribed
on the ~b}es of stone by the finger of God. But here a question
~ses: for though all are agreed that the present square cliaracter,
IS as old as the time of Ezra, yet many men of name have argued
that he first employed it in writin~ the Scriptures, and that
before his time they were written In the Samaritan character.
This opinion they derive from the assertion of Jerome, in his
preface to Kings, " that Ezra found other letters, which we still
use; whereas till his time the Samaritan and Hebrew charactera.
were the same;" and the statement of Eusebius in his Chronicon,
" that Esdras collected the holy Scriptures, and, that they mi~ht
not be mingled with the Samaritans, changed the JeWish
letters." Tlies~ statements they think are confirmed to demonstration by coins, said to be of high antiquity, bearing inscrip~
tions in Samaritan characters. Before we shew the fallacy of
these ~rguments, we must state the facts of the case: First, we
have the whole Scripture in the square Hebrew, while the Pentateuch only is extant in the Samaritan; Secondly, in thia
fragment of God's w(nd there are innumerable errors of transcription, from interchanging' and '. :l and :3, rJ and D;
changes eas~ly accounted for on the supposition that the. ori~
gina! was Hebrew. where the letters have much resemblance, but
~tterly in~xplicable on the supposition of a Samaritan original,
where' these interchanged characters have no such similanty.;
Thirdly, the coins are all of doubtful antiquity, and on the best
of them the characters are so very barbarous that it is not easy
to say whether they meant to imitate the Hebrew or the Samaritan character. But compare the two characters together.
and we ask, whether it be probable that the barbarous Samaritan
ceuld have been the source whence the grand Hebrew character
was derived. That th~ Hebrew might degenerate into the Samaritan, is a perfectly natural supposition ; but that the distorted
Samaritan could be the source of the simple and regulllX Hebrew,
~ppears to us a preposterous idea. Moreover, let us see from
Scripture what the character of these Samaritans was. "At the
beginning of their dwelling there, they feared not the Lord'~
(2 Kings xvii. 25) : "Then one of the priests, whom they had
carried away from Samaria, came and dwelt in Bethel, and
ta~ht them how they should fear the Lord: howbeit, every
nation made gods of their own" (ver. 28) ... So these natioDIJ
feared the Lord and served their graven ima~s, both thei,
children and their children's children; as did theIr fathers, so do
they 11oo.to this day" (ver. 41). Is this the kind of people among

.•

• Thi. uDlUlJwlrableargument, which Eyre presses upon Usher, Walton haa
,ainly encb!avoured. to meet in hi, Proleg. 311, where he· fully gJ:ants the innu..
merabla euora of .the Samaritan Pentateuch.
"
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whom we may expect to find the original Scriptures? The truth
we believe to have been this, that the Israelites, like all the
other early nations, had a sacred character which was only
employed m religion, and a less exact character for the ordinary
business of life. The square Hebrew we believe to have been
their sacred character, and that one like the Samaritan they
used in civil affairs. We may grant that during the Babylonish
captivity the people had forgotten, or much corrupted, their language; while we maintain that among the priests and prophets
the Hebrew was preserved in its purity. Jeremiah, putting
words into the mouth of the Jews for addressing the Chaldeans,
has one verse in Chaldee (x. II). but he sent them letters to
Babylon in pure Hebrew (Jer. Ii. 60.) Ezekiel was contemporary both with Jeremiah and Daniel. Daniel knew by books
that the captivity predicted by Jeremiah was accomplished.
(Dan. ix. 2.) And Ezra was a scribe of the law of the God of
heaven. (Ezra vii. 12.) All those parts Qf Daniel which were
meant for the Jewish people, are pure Hebrew; and those parts
onlyin the Chaldee dialect· which relate to the affairs ofChaldea.
The sacred books, we maintain, had not been changed; for it was
their remaining pure, while the language of the people had
grown corrupt, which made it necessary to give" the sense, and
cause them to understand the reading." (Neh. viii. 8.) If Ezra
read from a book whose language they had well-nigh forgotten,
interpretation was a necessary work; but if he had already
translated the book into a language with which they were
familiar, simply reading it would suffice, and the interpretation
might have been spal'ed, as superfluous. Nor is it at all likel,.
that Ezra would have so accommodated it to the people, hIS
object being to bring them back to the Lord; and he would
seek to direct their thoughts wholly to the law of Moses and
the language of their fatliers, not to wean them from it. From
the time of Ezra, the Syriac seems to have been the common
character in Palestine; and to almost as early a period we can
trace back the Rabbinical character: both of these are regularly
derived from the Hebrew: and if we suppose Jerome to have
meant some character similar to these. whIch Ezra invented for
civil affairs, all difficulty vanishes, and we can reconcile those
passages in his writings which on the ordinary hypothesis
appear contradictory; for he uniformly quotes from the Hebrew
as the original, and speaks slightingly of the Samaritan.
The argument denved from coins may be more briefly dispatched. If these coins are genuine, and there was a sacred
and common character in use at the same time, those stamped
with the sacred character might be shekels of the sanctuary ;
the others, ordinary. shekels; and Kircher says (Gymnasio
Hieroglyph. p. 97), that some have both kinds of ch~ OD
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the same coin. But we exceedingly doubt the validity of any
argun&nt drawn from Hebrew coins, as we have not been able
to obtain a sight of one which did not at once appear manifestly spurious; and an intelligent London collector; in conversation with us, said that he had never seen a genuine one;
and thought, moreover, that a coin called Shekel never existed,
but that it was a denomination of weight only, like the ounce.
Spanheim at first thought them all counterfeit; but in the edition 1706 he says he had since seen some which appeared
genuine; yet he denies that any of those, which have the least
pretensions to authenticity, are of higher antiq uity than the time
of the Maccabees, and says, the character they bear is that used
in civil affairs at that time. The letters are so little like any
known character, that it is difficult to fix on their prototype; It
may have been the Hebrew distorted; or they may be barbarous
imitations of the barbarous Samaritan. Most of them are gross
connterfeits: many give Moses the ram'.~ horll, and some have
the Vulgate blunder, "comuta esset facies!!! " Yet this very
argument from coins has been that most confidently relied on
for inferring the superior antiquity of the Samaritan character!
(Ca{>ellus, p. 38.)-We have only hastily gone over a small
portion of thi~ very extensive branch of the inquiry; and should
not have touched upon it at all, but that we are quite convinced
of the fallacy of the common opinions on this subject; and it
is satisfactory to be assured that the Scriptures we now possess
are identical in form, as well as in substance, with those books
dictated by the Holy Spirit. But, though very satisfactory to
know this, it is not a question of vital importance; for we
know most assuredly that the Hebrew Scriptures were written
in their present form in the time of our Lord; and, being stamped
with His sanction, they have to us, who are Christians, all the
weight of Divine authority.
Next to the perfection of the character itself, we are disposed
to place the Masoretic punctuation, as presenting an effectual
bariier against the corruption of the Hebrew text. We believe
the points and accents to be as old as the time of Ezra, if not
an integral part of the language from the beginning. But we
are content to wave this discussion, and only to assume, what
no sane man can deny, and what Capellus and Brian Walton
fully conceded, namely, that the points d.o every where define
and fix the true sense of Scripture, and that without them.
we should probably have lost the knowledge of Hebrew in the
miseries and ignorance of the dark ages. eapellus, b. i. c. 17,
p. 182, says of the Masoretes, " Quo nomine certe nos jam
multumeis debemus, vel Deo potius referre gratias, qui hommes
illoa ad id excitavit, 1lisque. hoc studium indidit. Nam in eo
opere felicissime certe laborarunt, ita ut jam notularum illarum
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subsidio lon~e facilius et felicius etiam in saeri textus Hebraici
lectione et mtelligentia versari possimus, quam alias absque
hc;>c adminiculo fied a nobis potuisset." A~in, b. ii. c. 26.
p. 306, .. Jam quomodo illi non sunt urgendi hac punctatione.
Ideo quia est a Masorethis. Sic nec illis jure eam licet rejicere
aut contemnere hoc solo nomine quod sit a Masorethis: sed si
eam velint jure repudiare, necesse est demonstrent eam non
quadrare cum consonis, &c. Nam si nihil horum probent aut
demonstrare possint, iniquos plane et deridendos se pt'tEbent••i
eam nihilominus pergant rejicere. Etenim eo ipso quod nihil
horum de ea demonstrari aut evinci potest liquet marufesto eam
esse legitimam, et ab omnibus hactenus pro legitima esse ha~
dam." Walton is equally to our purpose, Proleg. 257: I f Tandem et hoc notandum, Masorethas, dum puncta invenerunt non
novos vocalium sonos, vel pronunciationem novam inc.luxisse,
sed juxta consuetudinem ipSlS traditam libros sacros punetasse :
ideoque lectionem non ab ipsis pendere,licet ipsi aJ>ices excogitarunt; nec ideo veram esse lectionem, quia est a Masorethis:
sed quia verum Sp. S. sensum exprimit, quem scriptoribuB sacna
dictavit, et per eosliteris consignavit, quemque tUJDJudtEi, tUIB
Christiani conservarunt. Non enim punctarunt Maaoret~
sacros codices pro arbitrio; sed secundum veram et receptam
lectionem, quam diligenter poterant, puncta apposuere. IJ?SOI
~ero plerumque recte punctasse liquet, tum ex antiquis verSU)D;'
ibus ante llunct~ aflixa factis, quarum lectio cum hac Maso.retbarum In omnibus, qUtE ad fidem at mores spectant. concordat; ut GrtEca, Chaldaica. Syri,aca: tum ex eo quod text~
punctatus non tantum apnd J udmos. sed etiam apud Chriatianoll.
tam Romanos ~uam Protestantes, publice acceptus et approba,..
turus sit et ublque imprimitur. Nam licet punctatio Sit Ma:soretharum inventum. et humani juris quoad apices et figuras:
non tamen sequitur, sensum ScriptUftE lubricum et incertum
esse, vel ab EcclesitE arbitrio pend ere, sed quod per puncta
significatul', vocalium scil. sonum et verborum sensum, Divinm
prorsus auctoritatis esse, Deumque solum auctorem agnoscere."
These we take as the extorted concessions of antagonists. and
only add the words of Calvin on Zech. xi. 7: .. Qui puncq..
vel negligunt. vel prorsum rejiciunt, certe carent omni Judicio
et ratione."
,
The Hebrew points and accents mutually depend on each
other, and cannot be separated. The connection of the sen:'
tenca and the regimen of the words fix the accents, and the
position of these determines the vowel points of each word; for
the same word is pointed differently when governed by different
accents. Thus the sense of the wh,ole passage operate.s as a
cJ1eck uJlon e~ch letter in. th, e, sentence, awl becomes a
,safeguard agamst corruption -or loss. We know of .Q. .
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elsewhere at all compamble with the perfection of this system
of punctuation. The accents in Greek, and many modem languages, affect only those syllables to which they are attached :
the stops in common use only shew the panses and divisions of
sentences: but the Hebrew accents not only regulate the euphony, and divide the members of a paragraph; they have also
a powel' of which no adequate idea can be formed from any
European language. The order in which words are placed
I!Ieldom indicates with certainty the exact relation of the ideas to
be conveyed: this can be done by tone of voice in speaking,
and is done by the Hebrew accents. These sustain and carry
on the sense from a leading accent to one which is governed by
it, 80 as to represent to the eye the whole train of ideas; forming
a system fOl' the transmission of thought absolutely perfect, in
our estimation; the surpassing beauty of which has often led us
to wonder that this part of the Hebrew language has been so
little studied by the modems. The manuscripts now used publicly in the synagogues are without points, but they have always
a pointed one at hand to refer to. Those manuscripts intended
to be pointed, are first written without, and the points are generally added by another hand. This probably arose from the
aecessity of usin~, in large manuscripts, a kind of pen and ink
for the letters dIfferent from those necessary for the points.
The letters were written with a broad-pointed pen, made of cane
or reed, and having a slanting nib; the ink also was of a very
thick consistency: but the points require a fine pen with an
equal nib, and probably of quill: they need, too, thinner ink.
From these circumstances the points have changed colour sometimes, more or less thau the letters; and these appearances have
led to the inference that the points have beeu added in a later
age ;-an inference, by the bye, which gives nothing whatever to
the anti-punctists, since no one can have the folly to maintain
that any of these manuscripts reach in antiquity to the very
latest period ever given to the Masoretes.
The perfection of the Hebrew character was well sustained
by the exoeeding great care taken in appointing well-qualified
scribes, and in subjecting all the materials employed, and afterwards the finished work, to the most strict examination. The
skins, pens, and ink, must all be prepared by an Israelite, for
that express purpose; and if any of these precautions were
neglected, the manuscript was vitiated, and must be destroyed.
The finished copy must be examined within thirty days; and
if three errors were discovered in any skin, it was rejected. Tht1s
every expedient was adopted to check and exclude the errors of
transcription.-But a question arises, Whether the Jews, in their
aversion to Chllstianity, have perverted the text 1 Such a
charge has been brought against them by the Papists, and by
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the ultra-Hutchinsonians. We not only acquit them of the
imputation, but maintain, that, supposing them to have had
such a design, it is impossible they could have effected it. Before
Christ, they bad no such temptation; and we know that they did
not, for St. Paul names, as tne great privilege of his people,
" chieflY.' that unto them were committed the oracles of God"
(Rom. Iii. 2). After the time of our Lord they could not, for
the Apostles, and most of the first Christians, knew the Hebrew
Scriptures. And among the Jews themselves, scattered as they
then were in all parts of the earth. (if it should be thought credible that they could combine to falsify all their manuscripts
at the same time, and in the same respects,) their own Muora
Paraphrases and Cabala oPllosed insuperable obstacles. But
Origen, Jerome, and EuseblUs, all acquit the Jews of this
charge; and Jerome's own version and comments clearly prove
that ail the strong-holds of Christianity remain the same in our
present Hebrew text as in that which Jerome used: " Quod si
aIiquis dixerit Hebrreos libros a Judmis esse falsatos, audiat
Orlgenem quid in 8 vol. huic respondeat qumstiunculm: Quod
nunquam Dominus et Apostoli, qui cootera crimina arguunt in
Scribis et Pharismis"de hoc crimine, quod erat maximum, reticuissent. Sin autem dixerint, post adventum Domini salvatoris. et
prmdicationem Apostolorum libros Hebrooos fuisse falsatos, cachinnum tenere non potero. ut Salvator et Evangelistm et Apostoli ita testimonia protulerunt ut Judmi postea falsaturi erant."
Jerome, Isai. vi.
. Before the invention of parchment, they wrote on prepared
skins, lik.e the" ram's skins" (Exod. xxxvi. 19) with which
the tabernacle was covered. These were either brown, and
written with ink, like the African manuscripts of the present
time; or purple, and written in letters of gold, like that from
which, according to Josephus, the version of the LXX. was
made. The skins generally contained three pages; each page
from twelve to eighteen inches long, and from four to six inches
broad -. They were sewed together, making one long strip;
which being fixed to two rollers, one at each end, they unrolled
it from the one and rolled it on to the other, accordlDg to the
part of the volume which they had occasion to read. Such manuscripts were less liable to injury from damp or change of
temperature than those written on parchment, or any other
material; and they were written with so full a body of ink, that
the character retains its distinctness for centuries, and would
bear repeated washings. These noble volumes have a grandeur
and dignity in their appearance worthy of the sacred books.
• One in our possession is on brown leather: each page is seventeen inches
long, six broad, and consists of forty-eight lines: each full line contaiDl from
twenty-four to thirty letters, each full-sized letter being a quarter of an inch equare.
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Some of them are fifty yardsJong, and written in characters so
large and distinct, that he must be a very careless reader who
should mistake or confound them. But, notwithstanding this.
distinctness, together with the great care of the Jews in transcribing the Scriptures, it fs certain that mistakes do occur in
the very best of the manuscripts; and these corruptions. or
losses, it is the main business of Biblical criticism to rectify
and restore. These maculre do not at all invalidate the Divine
authority of the Scriptures, which fully testify of Jesus, and
contain the words of everlasting life. But when the Word,
to whom they testify, .. became flesh and dwelt among us,"
the book was thenceforward left in the keeping of man; and
so, with all possible care on his part, could not but suffer that
loss incident to every thing which has frail man for its guardian.
Had the Scriptures' retained in every minute particular their
original perfection, such a phenomenon must have been regarded
as miraculous, and the soundest mind could scarcely escap'e
feeling a superstitious reverence, bordering on idolatry; while
to the bulk of mankind they would really have become an idol
of the grossest kind; for they would regard the book as Divine..
while every letter proved its human origin. Now it is as a trea~
sure in earthen vessels, that the excellency of the power may be
.
of God. not of men.
Before the light of Prophecy was extinguished in the church,
and before the Jews could be even suspected of perverting the
text of Scripture, the providence of God appointed means by
which we are now able to assure ourselves that the Hebrew
text is not corrupted: First, in the Greek translation of the
LXX., confirmed as it is by its agreement with those passages
quoted from the Old Testament by our Lord and the Apostles:
secondly, by still confiding the care of the Hebrew Scriptures to Jews~ opponents of the Gospel; while the Christian
church with' the same jealous and rival fidelity preserved the
Greek Scriptures. After the time of the Apostles, for nearly
a thousand years, the Hebrew language was almost unknown
to the church. Only two of the fathers, Origen and Jerome,
made use of it for interpreting Scripture; and they had not
taken up the study till late in life, and are not to be considered
as masters of the language. The knowledge of Hebrew was
then retained only by the Jews, and even among them mainly
by their Talmudical and Cabalistic propensities. These mysterious and often puerile discussions were overruled, in the
providence of God, to the safe keeping of his revelation: an
end which was more completely attained by the talismanic power
they attached to particular positions and combinations of letters,
checked as it was by the laborious enumerations of the Masoretes, and the calculations founded thereon, than it could havo
VOL. I.-NO. II.
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been by any more rational devices, in those ignorant ages.
Moreover, these men were so intent on the supposed mystery
which every letter of the Bible involved, that the idea of corrupting the text they would start from as Ii sacrilege which
mIght provoke in~tant judgmen.t.; and even if .they ha~ attempted such a crIme, tlie cross lIgatures of these mtncate eombinations, which fixed every lettet to its own place, rendered
the crime impracticable. It is·clear, from Phllo~Judreus and
},arts of Josephus (to say nothing of Sohar, Bahir, or Jetzirah),
that the Cabalistic dogmas are of very early date; the Talmud..;
ists and Paraphrasts begin as early: and if anyone should
susJ?ect the Jews of desiring to corrupt the text of the Hebrew
Scnptures, let him consider this argument, derived from their
awn Talmuds and Cabala, and he will immediately perceive
the utter hopelessness of such an attempt. The pursuits of
these men remind us of the alchemists, who, vainly pursuing
an imaginary good, conferted unintentionally far more important
benefits upon mankind. The· Cabalistic writings, too, have
much that is analogous with the philosophy of Plato; with a
dim shadowing forth of incomprehensible mysteries, which,
stripped of their puerilities, shew profundity and sublimity
beyond any other speculations·. It was this which struck on
the ardent mind of Picus of Mirandula, and through him became the principal cause of the revival of Hebrew learning in
Christendom. From him, Peter Galatine and Reuchlin caught
their ardour; but they also gave their chief study to Cabalistic
lore. Reuchlin, however, published his Hebrew Grammar and
Lexicon; and, the way being then opened, Pagninus, Munster,
Brixianus, the Buxtorfs, Castell, and a thousand more, succeeded; who left no region of Oriental literature unexplored, and
largely contributed to the brilliancy of that blaze oflight which
the church enjoyed in that Augustan age of theology, during
which she accumulated a treasure of learning which her sons
of the sucoeeding ages have been too indolently contented to
draw upon, without sufficiently exerting themselves to add fresh
·stores to the common stock. But a more generous and inde• As a specimen of the apparent trifling, but real deptb, of their writings,
we may quote tbe commencement of tbe Sobar, wbere tbe letters of the alphabet are represented I1S contendinl!: for precedency in recording tbe revelation
of God. 1'1 first puts in bis claims, as being tbe end and completion of all
. things, 3S summing up the most comprebensive name of God, 1'IC~, &c. 1'1 is
at length dismissed, witb the promise that he sbaH bave tbe honour of sealing
the servants of God (Ezek. ix. 3) wben the wicked are cut off; and so of the
other letters. Now, under tbis strange conceit is set forth 10 an attentive reader
the same great truth as by the Alpha and Omega of the Apocalypse (Rev. xxii.
13): with the further indication, that an tbings not only bave respect to the
final purpose of God, but that they must wait to be unfolded in tlleir proper
time and order: the end, thougb first in purpose, must be last in developlDt'nt.
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pendent spirit seems now to animate them, and may God bless
and increase it!
The Greek text of the New Testament would at first sight
appear to haye been less carefully guarded from corruption than
the Hebrew text of the Old. For in the Christian church there
existed no prohibition against transcribing the Scriptures, nor
was there any prescribed rule or imperative necessity for examining the finished manuscript. Clearness of writing was more
regarded than competency of knowledge; and some of the
earliest manuscripts remaining-the Alexandrine, for instancewere written by women indifferently acquainted with the language, and owe their presel"vation to the little use which was
made of them. But the copies of the New Testament were so
very numerous, the comments of the Fathers so copious and
'minute, the versions began so early, and the great doctrines were
so interlaced into whole chapters and epistles, by the many controversies with heretics and the many councils assembled on
their account, that we are able, by these multiplied checks OD
error, and these numerous avenues to truth, as certainly to 6x
the true meaning of the New-Testament Scriptures as that
of the Old. The best editions of the Hebrew Bible, are1. Athias and Leusden, 1667; from which the Jews generally
now write their rolls for the synagogue. 2. Jablonski, 1699;
the molrt beautiful, and, as we think, -the most accurate of all
the editions. 3. Vanderhooght, 1705; whioh is most generally
esteemed, and is a very fine edition. 4. David Nunes Torres,
1700, 4 vols. 12mo, an edition much esteemed by the Jews.
But to the theological student, that of Michaelis, ] 720, is by far
the most useful Hebrew Bible: its text is among the mos.t correct,
and its marginal references and notes are incomparably valuable. Correct editions of the Greek Testament abound every
where, and are too numerous to specify. All the editions of
Stephens are carefully printed. Mill, in the edition of 1701,
reodered important service to the church, in his extensive collection of various readings:· Bengel , Wets tein, Griesbach, and
many -more, have followed in the same course; and, though it
is stil1 going on, we think little more remains to be done, all
the principal stores .of information having been now thoroughly
examined.
In discussing the merits eyf the several translations from the
Hebrew Scriptures, we give the first place, for importance as
well as for age, to the venerable Septuagint. In disputed
passages of the sacred text, this version affords more light than
11.11 the .others put together; and if we now possessed it in the
eriginal state, we should probably need no other help in intereretation: but not having been confided to guardians sb
Vigllant.as the Jews, it became sadly corrupted before the time .
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of Origen, as his notes prove. It is not to our present purpose
to ent~r upon the history of this version, nor to mquire whether
ours IS that of the age of Ptolomy: we know it to be the
sam~ which.Origen thought the LXX .• excepting th.e book ~
Damel, which is Theodotion's. In the time of Ongen, thiS
was the "ersion commonly used by the church; but in transcription it had grown corrupt; and he corrected it, fro~ the
best manuscripts, and it formed one of the columns JD hl~ Tetrapla. He inserted it also ill his Hexapla, which c?nslst~
of-I. the Hebrew text; 2. the Hebrew words wntten, In
Greek characters; 3. the version of the LXX.; 4, the ~erslon
of Aquila; 5. the version of Theodotion; 6. the versIOn of
Symmachus-arranged in six parallel columns. Of all these,
excepting the LXX., fragments only remain; wbich were collected first by Drusius, 'afterwards more diligently by Montfaucon. Aquila'S version was ploddingly literal, and regar~ed
rather as a mere lexicon of word for word, than a transfusion
of the meaning of the original. Theodotion and Symmachus,
on ,th~ other hand, were too paraphrastic, and both of them
EblOmtes. Jerome speaks of hvo classes of the LXX. ~ on~,
the common sort, and very incorrect; the other, from Ongen s
Hexapla. which he followed. But the Greek versions at that
time were very numerous; and of the Latin, he says, there were
almost as many versions as there were copies. Jerome, ~here
fore, undertook to reform the Latin version; and the ultimate
result of his laboUJ's was the Vulgate, which has ever since beeD
the authorized version of the Roman Church. Jerome, considering the time, was well fitted for the work he had, unde:
taken; and he omitted no pains which might increase hiS quahfications: four several times does he record his having recourse
to Jews, to perfect himself in the Hebrew: and he seemlil- to
have pursued his object indefatigably, and with the ardour of
one who loved his work; and though we hold in true Protestant abhorrence the several Popish inferences which have
been drawn from Jerome's blunders, we still dare to be just, and
pl'Onounce the Vulgate version to have been a noble work. His
blunders were those of honest ignorance, not of systematic perversion; and, being honest, they are generally palpable, ami
often self-contradictory. Take It all in all, and as the work
of one man, it does him much honour; nor is there any version,
even now, which in the prophetic parts comes nearer to the
Bense of ~he original than the Vulgate does,
J As Oflgen had fixed the Greek version by his Hexapla, so
8:~~me eflxe~ the ~atin version by the Vulgate, and for a thouThe flY a~s It contmued the standard of the Western churches.
tion wrst Import ~n t'mnova t"IOn III t h'IS Iong-esta bl'IS h ed prescrip, as made III the literal version of Santes Pagninus, 1527.
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Pagnine was a good Hebrew scholar, and he spent thirty years
on bis translation; but he does not seem to have had an acute
mind; and when his verbal knowledge of Hebrew failed him,
he either gives the V ul~ate rendering, or words alone, without
meaning. But, still, hIS version asslsted much in opening the
Hebrew Scriptures; and his Lexicon, especially when improved
by Mercer, still more. Arius Montanus rather increased the
dry literality of Pagninus, and had not so much learning to
support or excuse it .
. Munster was the next, who in 1539 published a new translation from the Hebrew: it was dry, literal, and abounded in
barbarisms.
The next translation of importance. was that begun by Leo
Juda, completed by Bibliander and his coadjutors, and published in 1543. This, though in some places becoming alamphrase rather than translation, is an excellent version, an was
reprinted by Stephens, with notes by Vatablus, 1545.
, Castalio's translation was published 1551. He, wishing to
avoid the barbarous style of Munster, fell into the opposite
extreme; and, by moulding the phraseology of his version after
classical models, rather offended pious mindR, while he failed in
pleasing those of refined taste. But his work is very valuable.
He generally perfectly understands the original text, and his
notes are full of piety and simplicity ;nnd where he is unable
to interpret, he has the honesty to stop, and confess his ignorance.
The last of the versions which we have occasion to notice,
.is that of Tremellius and Junius, published 1579. This translation, though now much neglected, is to the Hebrew student
very important. Tremellius was a converted Jew, and well
understood Hebrew, the sense of which he generally gives exactly. He thought not of style in his version, and in most cases
adhered to the Hebrew idiom. He has also the sole merit of
.marking the distinction between the different names and appellations of God, which no other version does uniformly. For
these and many other excellencies, we think it deserving of
much higher estimation than it now receives.
These versions, either singly or combined, have formed the basis
of nearly all the modern translations; and it might be very instructive, were this the place, to trace the doctrines of the different national churches, according to the version from which their vernacular translation of the Scriptures was chiefly deduced: for each
of those Latin versions proceeded from a disciple of some particular
school of theology, the peculiarities of which it could not but
retain, and would transmit to those which were copied from it.
With this caution impressed upon the mind should they be
consulted; fora reference to them can hardly, we think, be dispensed with by anyone who would satisfy himself that he under.
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stands the full verbal meaning of the original. We say verbal.
and refer to the understanding only, as being but one avenue
or means of approach to the spiritual meaning; which last is a
much higher attainment, and one which sometimes appears the
result of an instinctive tact of spiritual discernment given from
above, and independent of any common means.
The state of learning in the Christian church has been to a
considerable extent anticipated in our account of the several
versions. The principal truths of the Old Testament having
been embodied 10 the New, and the Greek version being in
very general use, Hebrew learning very soon languished in the
church; and though it was from time to time partially revived
by the accession of a Jewish convert, yet it had ceased to be
-cultivated with any profit to the church before the time of
-origen. The encomiasts of Origen boast of the short time in
which he mastered Hebrew. This only leads to the suspicion
that he had by no means mastered it; and nothing in his remaining works shews any deep or critical acquaintance with -the
language. Of Jerome, this is not merely a suspicion, but a certainty; for his comments prove, that, with all the pains he had
taken, in procuring four different Jews for instructors, his knowledge of Hebrew scarcely el!:ceeded that of a well-taught schoolboy. But we think thiS has been to us rather an advantage
than otherwise: for as the chief use of Jerome's works and
Origen's fragments is to verify the sacred text, this is better
done by the servile adherence to the letter of Scripture,which
their conscious weakness imposed upon them, than by any critical
acumen. On the contrary, we have rather. occasion to rejoice
that they were not gifted with the learning. if it had been accompanied with the recklessDess of either Houbigant or Bentley,
-as they might then have endeavoured to model the text ·according to those notions of amendment which would best suit their
translations; and not, as they have done, given us every where
the letter, whether they could make their own sense of it or
not. Jerome died A. D. 420; and for nine hundred years we
find no traces of Hebrew learning in the writings of the Western
church. With the generation that succeeded Jerome. or soon
after, Greek literature also declined, and the subtleties of the
'schoolmen took the place of theology in the church, and their
-barbarous Latin became its only learning: and many a precious
manuscript was erased, to furnish parchment for Thomas
Aquinas or P. Lombard. Had we space, it might be instructive to trace out the heresies and superstitions which have from
time to time arisen, in their connection with the learning or the
credulity whence they severally sprang. Heresy is dangerous and
infectious only in proportion to the learnin~ which acco~panie8
it-if, indeed, perverted learning be not Its only soil. In the
'Western church we find but little of heresy, after the time ~
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Athanasius, till the revival of learning in the fifteenth century;
but in the East, where a certain portion of learning subsisted,
heresies springing from a perversion of learning abounded: and,
monstrous as the superstitious accumulation embodied in the
Papacy appears, it is less hateful than the wild, hopeless, irremediable heresies of the East. These heretical perversions
have no fixity or substance with which to grapple, and rest on
no principle on which you can take your stand; but superstition
has generally a basis of truth, and you have only to clear away
the rubbish to discover the goodly foundation on which it rests.
The first symptoms of a revival of learning in the church appeared in Nic. de Lyra, 1320. He may be considered as the
forerunner of the Reformation, by his knowledge of Hebrew
loosening the spell of ignorance in which the church had been
80 long imprisoned, and by the fl'eedom of his comments preparing
the waY' for that perfect liberty of private interpretation which
the Reformers established. Luther says of him, .. Ego Lyram
ideo arno, et inter optimos pono, quod ubique diligenter retinet
et persequitur historiam :" and he is commonly said to have held
Luther's stirrup. The miseries which now overwhelmed the East.
and the persecutions in Spain. drove multitudes of learned men
into Italy, bringing with them their books, their only solace. The
~rdent Italians Immediately caught the flame, and learning at once
blazed forth in all its several quarters. The principal instrument
in reviving Hebrew, was Picus of Mirandula, who in ]484 astonished the world by the variety and precocity of his talents, and
whose early death left his contemporaries under the full. impression of the emulation he had excited, and took away the
jealousies. and other attendant evils. His whole career was
brilliant and extraordinary, and he had taken up that branch
of Hebrew learning which was most calculated to excite astonishment, and produced by it an effect on that age which probably has not Its parallel. Galatine and Reuchlin were first
led to Hebrew by the meteoric glare which Picus left in his
track; bQt Reuchlin, in his zeal for the preservation of some
Rabbinical books, was brought into contest with the monks:
in this contest he was supported by the principal Reformers,
and its circumstances contributed greatly to give notoriety and
eclat to Hebrew literature. The Reformers had also now found
the necessity of continually appealing to the original Scriptures, and most of them became in conseq uence good scholars.
Bibles, grammars, and lexicons were abundantly clfculated ; and
many a man, who never emerged from privacy, was enabled by
these means to become well acquainted with the Scriptures,
and in his own sphere of acquaintance to diffuse the truths of
the Reformation, though his name was unknown beyond the
pivate circle. At the beginning of the Relormation the "greatest
portion of learning was on the side of the Reformers: the.....-
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Papists felt their disadvantage, and did their utmost to supply
it, but for the first century continued decidedly inferior to the
Protestants. But the cause of learning among the Protestants
received a great injury in Grotius, from which it has never
wholly recovered. The learning of Grotius none can deny, but
he turned it to so ill an account, that, without thinking himself
infidel, or being so esteemed by others, he has served the cause
of infidelity perhaps more effectually than a professed infidel,
and brought a discredit even on learning itself. The principles
of interpretation which he first introduced still have their
patrons, and keep alive in the minds of many pious simple
persons an undefined and jealous dread of learning, lest it
should pervert the simplicity of the Gospel. He, if not the first
to begin, did by his learning give the most powerful sanction,
and carried to a most permcious extent, the reprehensible
principle of' accommodation in interpreting the word of God;
assuming that the Scriptures do not mean what they seem to
say. but that they are to be limited or exaggerated according to
the interpreter's notions of propriety. Another kindred error
of the same school, is the supposition that God's ordinances were
framed in condescension to the follies and superstitions into
which the heathen had fallen i-an error which Spencer adopted
from Grotius, and carried into all the institutions of the Law.
And thus, by supposed figures, and orientalisms, and accommodations, they explain away all the definite sense of the Prophecies, and rob the Law of the better part of its Divine sanction. These errors, which now prevail on the Continent to the
extent of rendering their theology nearly infidel, are to be traced
to a want of the just equipoise of faith and learning. If faith
be deficient, heresy, passing through all its degrees up to infidelity, is the consequence; or cast away learning, and the
tendency is towards superstition: but let faith and learning
be duly combined, and they then constitute the panoply of a
complete theologian. "Put on the whole armour of God, that
ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we
wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities,
against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world,
against spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore take
unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day,'and, having done all, to stand. Stand
therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having
on the breast-prate of righteousness, and your feet shod with
the preparation of the Gospel of peace; above all, taking the
shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery
darts of the wicked: and take the helmet of salvation; and the
sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God." (Ephes. vi.

11-17.)
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OI.D-TESTAMENT PROPHECIES QUOTED IN THE NEW.

Interpretation II.

(Communicated by the Btv. E. IRVING.)
The Prophecy of Immanuel's "Kame, Isai. viii.-ix. 8.

THOUGH the prophecy contained in the viii th, and the first half
of the ixth chapter, be not the next which is quoted in the New
Testament, I deem it good to depart in this instance a little from
our regular method; both because of its intimate connection
with, and immediate succession to, that which we have already
interpreted; and also because these two, taken together, do
present, at one view, a most grand and complete exhibition of
the person, dignity, and glory of Immanuel, .the Virgin's Son.
Now, there is not one stram of Old-Testament prophecy which
is so often directly cited, and indirectly referred to, in the New
Testament, as this which we undertake to interpret. These references and allusions, with the argument of the matter which
they are brought to confirm, will be best explained and enforced
as we proceed in the course of our interpretation; but, for the
satisfaction of our readers, in the beginning and outset we notice
these. Chap. viii. 14, is quoted in Rom. ix. 33, referred to ill
1 Pet. ii. 8, and also perhaps in Luke ii. 34, Matt. xx. 44, and
Luke xx. 18: again, chap. viii. 18 is quoted in Heb. ii. 13; and
chap. ix. 1,2, is quoted in Matt. iv. 16: and, finally, chap.
ix.7 is certainly referred to in Luke i. 32, 33. And, besides
these, there are many other passages in the New Testament
in which the Spirit appeareth to me to give, in a less direct
manner, honour unto this particular stram of prophecy. We
do therefore with a willing mind. and with a devout heart, undertake the office of presenting unto the church that light
which God, in his goodness, hath communicated at divers
times to our much study and meditation of this portion of his
blessed word.
The prophecy of the viii th chapter is intimately connected
with the prophecy of the vii th, in that they both begin by treating of the jud~ment of God brought upon Syria and Ephraim
because of then God-defying enterprise to cut off the line of
David. But, whereas the prophecy which we have interpreted
did chiefly bear and conclude against Ephraim, determining the
period of his dispersion as a people, this prophecy now under
coosideration doth begin by a judgment on Damascus, which is
given with all the circumstance, and certified with all the assur
aoce, of a most determinate purpose of God. It thus begins:
II Moreover, the Lord said unto me "-that is, in addition to
what had been said in verso 7-9 of the preceding cbapter,
against Damascus and Samaria; and what had been given as
~ sign thereof in verso 15, 16, the Lord added this commandVOL. I.-NO. 11.
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ment, "Take thee a great roll, and write in it with a man's
pen concerning Maher-shalal-hash-haz." It was the custom
of the East, and is to this day· the custom, to roll, and
not to fold, their writings. This roll, which the Prophet is
commanded to take, is appointed to be of great dimensions,
as being intended to contain much matter - how much,
will appear in the sequel. In this roll he was to write with
a man's pen-that is, as I suppose, in no cipher, with no
mystery, but in such plain character and style as men do in .
their ordinary correspondence. And the thing written is to be
concerning a child of the prophet not yet in existence. The
prophet had a child, Shear-jashub, of such years as that he might
take him in his hand when he went to prophesy before king Ahaz;
and this Shear-jashub, which being interpreted, is, "the remnant
shall return," was made the sign of the dispersion of Ephraim;
a sign of hope, a stone of help, on which was written, "The
remnant shall return." Ephraim, though broken from being a
people, shall have a remnant left, who shall return. But this
other son of the Prophet hath a name of larger omen, MaherIilhalal-hash-baz, which, being interpreted, is, ,( ill making speed
to the spoil he hasteneth the prey;" or "make speed to tlie "Spoil,
he //(1steneth the prey." These two children were for signs and
for wonders in Israel (ver. 18); and ifthe first be a sign that the
remnant of Israel is to return, then the second seemeth to be a
sign of that for which they are to return, calling them with
speed to a spoil, and hastening the prey; teaching, as I conceive, that the remnant should return to the spoiling of the na·
tions, to the prey which the Lord hastened. This, however, we
do not lay down as interpretation, but merely as the combined
power and signification of these two names or signs; for, as to
all the circumstances connected with the spoil and the prey.
they must not be taken for granted, but patiently gathered from
the interpretation of the whole prophecy. The Prophet, having
been thus instructed of the Lord, went about his instructions
with great 'care and diligence: " I took unto me faithful witneBses to record, Uriah the priest, and Zechariah son of Jebere·
chiah." Of what were these witnesses called upon to record their
testimony? I think, of all that the prophet was commanded
to write concerning his son, who was not yet conceived. What
that was which he wrote concerning him, is, as I judge, the
matters contained in this chapter and the next, and r think
also the three following ; but certainly, as will appear, all that
we have to do with in this interpretation. It is toe prophecy
of the spoil and of the prey whicJi the child of the virgin, then
unborn, along with the remnant of Ephraim, is to make of all
his enemies, and especially of the Assyrian, the last of his enemies. And I say again, that this prophecy of the prey and the
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spoil appeareth to extend from the viii th to the xiii th chapter;
but thIs will more clearly appear in the sequel. To record, then,
this prophecy, whatsoever it was, he chose these two sponsible
witnesses; and this being done, he went unto the prophetess.
and she conceived, and bare a son. It was all written and cer..
tified before any step was taken for the realization of it. .
But it may be said, What connection have. the Qonception
and birth of this son witb the propbecy concerning the spoil
and the prey 1 That will appear by readmg onward In tl~e context: .. Then said the Lord unto me, Call bis name Mahersbalal-hash-baz; for, before the child shall have knowledge to cry
My fatber and my mother, the riches of Damascus, and the
spoil of Samaria, shall be taken away before the king of Assyria." The connection, therefore, which this child hath with
the prophecy of the sroil and the prey is, that tbe babe was
set for the sign of spoi and prey: his birth was to be the sign
of slaughter. and destruction to a great kingdom; his birth Wa&
to be the sign of the destruction of the beathen conspirators, and
likewise the apostate conspirators, against the Lord's anointed.
Syria and Ephraim, the infidel and the apostate, had conSlpired
against the house of David, the Lord's anointed; and that first
confederacy was to be brolfeu before the child should have knowledge to cry" My father and my mother." Well, therefore,
was he called by the name " Make speed to the spoil, he hasteneth the rrey ;" because about the time of his birth would
the king 0 Assyria be mustering his host, and hasting to thfJ
prey of Damascus. And forasmuch aEi that confederacy of an
apostate and an infidel nation against the Lord's anointed might
well prefigure. as indeed it was the beginning of, all the confederacies which have taken place since, the child which was
set for the sign of its dissolution might well prefignre that Child
of the Virgin, which, as we shall see, is set for the removal of all
burdens aUd the destroying of all oppressors. This enlargement
of the signification of the names of the Prophet's children we are
forced to by the application which the Holy Spirit maketh of
ver.IS, in the iid chapter of tbe Hebrews. Now, that the event
did justify the prophecy, will appear by referring to the event,
historically narrated in 2 Kings xv. and xvi. In the year 140
before Christ, Tiglatb-pileser, king of Assyria, began to m~e
his power felt against Israel, especially in tbe land of Gilead,
beyond Jordan, and in Galilee, and Napbtali (xv. 29); and tbe
same year (xvi. 9) he " went -up against Damascus, and took it,
and carried the people of it captive to Kir, and slew Rezin."
These two actions of tbe king of Assyria did accomplisb tbe w.ords
of tbe prophecy, that the rlcbes of Damascus and the spoil of
Samaria should be taken away by him. He only dl'ave a spoil
from the borders of Samaria; but he laid his hand UPOll the
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riches of Damascus; .where also he abode for ~ season, and
was visited by king Ahaz, who there took the fashion of a
heathen altar, and commanded this same Urijah, one of Isaiah's
witnesses, to set up the similitude of it in the temple at Jerusalem. Now this Judgment, complete as to Damascus, and incomplete as to Samaria, which had days of grace for three-scoreand five years (chaps. vii. viii.), was accomplished within two
years from the time that they confederated against the house of
David. Rezin had but time to possess himself of Elath, and
Ahaz to send messengers to Tiglath-pileser, and Tiglath-pileser
to march to Damascus, before the thing was accomplished, for
which two years are allowed by the approved chronology
(2 Kings xvi. 5-9). In two years, therefore, or less, from the
time of giving the prophecy in the vii th chapter, was the word
accomplished against Damascus and Samaria. Now, two years
is the shortest allowance of time in which a child not yet conceived shall be able to say .. My father and my mother." So much,
again, for the exactness of time as an element of prophecy.
Before proceeding further on our way, I have two remarks to
make. The first, that, seeing we have shewn that two years
only could intervene from the event with which the viith chapter commenceth, and the time that the child should he able to
say .. My father and my mother," it shews that a very small
interval indeed, if any, and I am inclined to think none, must
have occurred between the giving of the prophecy in chap. vii.
and the giving of the prophecy in chap. viii. ; and so are we the
more justified in treating them in close succession, as we are now
doing. Secondly, from the exact coincidence of the la(!guage
of verse 4 in the viiith chapter, and verse 16 in the viith, both
running in these word~, " For before the child shall know," we
are confirmed in our view, given in the pl'eceding interpretation, of the latter passage, that it has nothing to do with
Immanuel, but with Shear-jashub, and him only: for both
passages are signs of events instantly to come, and the last is
surely spoken over the prophet's son; adding great weight to
the sufficiency of our argument, in the foregoing interpretation. We now return to our interpretations.
Verse 5: "The Lord spake also unto me again, saying." We
are not to suppose that these words were spoKen at a diffet'ent
time; but rather, I conceive, the expression to signify reiteration and enforcement of the matter already spoken; of which
,reiteration and solemn enforc~ment, without any change of the
matter, we have had several Illstances already: at chap. vii. 3,
.and. again vel'. 7, and again ver. 10; and we have another in
ver. 11 of this chapter; and anot.her ill ver. 8 of the following;
and another in verse 10 of the x th chapter: all without any interruption, as I conceive, either of the tilDe or of the substance
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of the prophecy, which will shew itself to be one and unbroken;
as in the instance before us is made manifest in the very first
words, ver. 6: "Forasmuch as this people refuseth the watElrs
of Shiloah, that go softly, and rejoice in Rezin and Remaliah's
son, now therefore behold, the Lord bringeth up upon them the
waters of the river, strong and many, even the king of Assyria,
and all his glory; and he shall pass through Judah; he shall
overflow, and go over; he shall reach even to the neck; and the
stretching out of his wings shall fill the breadth of thy land, 0
Immanuel." Here we have, first, the crime of God's people, for
which they were punished by the hand of the Assyrian, who,
being, in this and other strains of prophecy, a personification of
all the oppressors who without intermission have scattered and
peeled God's people, must be observed by us in his actings and
in the cause of them; not merely in his own person, as TIglathpileser, or Sennacherib, but likewIse as the representative of a long
line of oppressors, of all the nations, who succeeded him in the
appointed work of bowing the stiff neck of God's rebellioulll
people. Which principle of interpretation if anyone hesitate to
admit, I take leave to say, that it ariseth from his ignorance of
the use made of the Assyrian in holy prophecy; and he will
be sooner brought to acquiesce, by simply examining the
S~riptures which I will refer him to-Isai. x. 24, xiv. 25, xxx.
3], xxxi. 8; Micah v. 5, 6-than by any arguments which I
can use; for really tht'se passages of Scripture are my arguments.
Now, then, thus enlarging our mind to the dimensions of
the prophetic language, we have, in the 6th verse, the reason
gi ven why God foredoomed his people to these long millenaries of years, during which they have seen sorrow: they refused the waters of Shiloah, which go softly, and rejoiced in
Rezin and Remaliah's son. The waters of ShiloahFast by the

oracl~

SHoa's brook, that flow'd
of God-

came into the city, and were gathered in a pool, called the PQ91
of Shiloa, or Siloam, for the use of the inhabitants of the city:
and these wa.ters did obtain unto themselves a very great degree of sacredness in the sight of the peop]e, from the use which
was made of them on the last day of the Feast of Tabernacles,
when, with inexpressible joy of the assembled people, on that
great day of the feast ·water was brought in a golden pitcher
mto the temple, and, being mixed with wine, was poured upon
the sacrifice which ]ay upon the altar. To this most holy and
joyful festivity allusion is made in the xii th chapter, which we
have included in this one strain of prophecy, and which was
always wont to be sung at the performance of that great
typical act: "Therefore with joy shall ye draw water out of
the wells of salvation:" not refuse them any more, but joyfully
....-a
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use them, because then the Assyrian shall be broken, becau"
then ., tbe Holy One of Israel is 10 the midst of thee, 0 thou inhabitant of Zion" (xii. 3,6). I call that act, of bringing .waf,e1'8
from the brook. of Siloah and pouring them round the altar on
the last day of the feast of tabernacles, a typical act, upoq
higher authority than my readers, however c1~r-headed, aAd
opposed. to all mystery, dare refuse. I mean, the authority of
our blessed Lord; who thus spake, with allusion to, and consecra~
tion of, that high ceremony, and perhaps at the very time that the
Levites were gone to fetch the water from the brook, through
the water-gate, into the temple; haply when the thou&aJ1ds and
tens of thousands of Iirael were bursting to give vent to their
exceeding great joy: " In the last day, that great day of the
feast, Jesus 8tood and cried, saying, If any man thirst, let him
come unto me, and drink. He that believeth on me, as the
Scripture hath said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living
water. But this spake he of the Sprit, which· they that believe
on him should receive; for the Holy Ghost was not yet given,
because that Jesus was not yet glorified" (John vii. 37-39).
If, as is believed, the water of Siloa in the golden pitcher was
offered in the temple with such solemnity to carry back the
memory of the peop'le to the stream that issued from the
.tony rock in the wilderness, and to solicit the blessing of rain
on the approaching seed-time, then Christ's words, together
with the comment of the Evangelist, do signify that his doctrine, through faith, should open in every man's heart a perennial fountain, overflowing with living waters; that the Spirit'
should flow from his wounded-stricken side; should strike in every
believer's heart a pool, and better than a pool, a fountain, of
living waters: and so hath that pool its name, .. Siloam (John
ix. 7), which is, by interpretation, Sent:" and therefore was it
used by our Lord 8S the outward sign for removing the blindness
of that true believer, who would not deny Christ; because the
Holy Spirit, sent from the Father and the Son, doth take away
the blindness of unbelief, and create in us a faith which cannot
be shaken, and will not deny Christ 'before men. These comments of holy Scripture and established ordinances do give to the
reason assigned for the rejection of his people, their ,. J'efusing
the waters of Shiloah, which go softly," a largeness and a dignity
which otherwise it hath not in itseW'. For no one will doubt
that the expression is figurative; no one will say, either that the
Jews disrehshed that water of the brook Siloa, or that, if they
did, it was su.ch a guilty thing as to deserve such persevering
wrath of God. But when the figure is opened up, not by our
fancy or poetical invention, but by the customs of the Jew8 t.nd
the word of the Lord, it doth signify no lcss than their refusal.,Qf
the watersof the Spirit- of which God senttbcm SOlDe droppings in
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tIle prophets; of which he sent them the containing Vessel, the
unsmitten Rock, in the person of Jesus Christ; of which he sent
them copious and abundant showers in the outpouring of the
Holy Ghost on the day of Pentecost-aU which refusing and resisting, the Lord was constrained to bring up, in vindication of
his most sacred word, one Assyrian after another; or, to speak
not in historic suecession, but in prophetic unity of time, The
Assyrian; and to cast his rebellious people into that outer darkness and incapacity of belief in which they are at present found.
This general and continuing reason being given, the word of
the Lord doth next condescend upon the particular reason for that
beginning of judgment which was about to proceed: ,. Forasmuch
as this people rejoice in Rezin and Remaliah's son." I know
not whether there had been a party in Jerusalem and Judah
who inclined to these 'two fire-hrands, or whether it refer to the
people of Israel only, who had joined in this confederacy against
king- Ahaz, against the government of the house of David,
agaIDst the gentle and softly-going course of Divine government: but certainly this confederacy was the reason wherefore
the Lord brought up the king of Assyria in the pride of his
glory; whose city was not served with the gentle, but the mighty
and impetuous, waters of the river, strong and many; for NIneveh stood upon the Tigris, and Babylon upon the Euphrates,
both of which form one river before they flow into the ocean.
I supposo that the image is intended to convey the discontent
which began now to grow among God's people towards their
own peculiar and separate polity as the people of 'God; and
their desire to connecUb-emselves with,theheathen nations round
about; overawed by their greatness, influenced by their ambition, and -desiring to depend upon their protection. Therefore,
inclining unto eonfederacies, Ephraim with Syria, and Judah with
Assyria, as is set forth in the history referred to above, 2 Kin~8
XY. xvi., they forsook the" Fountain of living waters," ~nd theIr
hearts went after the mighty power that began to form around
the great river Euphrates. "Therefore, saith the Lord, ye shall
be filled with your heart's desire. The river in which you trusted
.ha11 come near you: he shall come over all his channels, and go
over all his banks, and he shall pass through Judah: he shall
overflow and go over: he shall reach even to the neck; and the
stretching out of his wings shall fiU the breadth of thy land,
o Immanuel." This figure, so far aR the river is concerned,
is taken from the inundation' of a country which the water hath
drowned unto its capital city, which, like the head elevation
of the country, standeth yet above the watery waste; and therefore, in the Chaldee vel'1'lion, ,. reaching even to the neck," is
rendered .. reaching to Jerusalem :" whereof if ye would see the
particulars, you can read them in the x th chapter of this same
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prophecy; and for the history of its accomplishment by Sennacherib, you have it in the xxxvith and xxxviith chapters. But
the second part of the figure (for holy Scripture spuroeth the
trammels of rhetoric, and considereth it no deadly sin against
taste to mix figures) is taken from the win~ of a mighty army.
even" the king of Assyria and all his glory,' who did spread over
the whole land, and failed only in their attempt up?n Jerusalem,
before which Sennacherib's host is discomfited WIthout hand.
But wherefore is the land called Immanuel's land? Shall fill
the breadth of thy land, 0 Immanuel." Of Immanuel we have
as yet heard only this, that it is the name of the vi'Wn's Son.
Though we have seen reason to believe, in our former mterpretation, that this Son of David is the stability of David's house.
and the breaker of all that come up against the integrity of
David's line; but, behold, we have him now the possessor. the
proprietor, the defender. the bulwark, of the land. And why
should it be so? Was not that land given unto the children
of Israel by covenant, which is written in the Kxth, xxist.
xxiid. and xxiiid chapters of Exodus? Yes, when the Most
High divided to the nations their inheritance, when he separated
the sons of Adam. he set the bounds of the people according
to the number of the children of Israel; "for the Lord's portion is his people; Jacob is the lot of his inheritance" (Deut.
xxxii. 8). Abraham had the promise of this land, but not
in right of himself; in right of the " Seed; not of seeds, as
of many, but as of one: and to thy Seed, which is Christ"
(Gal. iii. 16). The reason that Abraham could not in his own
right have it, circumcised or uncircumcised. was shewn by
God, when he exhibited the old testament, contained in those
chapters of Exodus; whereby it appeareth, that upon no less
.condition than that of perfect obedience to the Ten Commandments, and other statutes and ordinances there set down. could
that land be possessed, 01' enjoyed in full right, by any perso.n:
by which condition of perfect obedience the claim of right was
taken away from every Jew, and he was forced to hold only in
right Qf that Seed of the woman, who. by yielding perfect obedience to the law, did fulfil the part of the covenant required
of the seed of Abraham. required of the man; and 80 God
cometh bound to fulfil his part of the covenant, and give him
that land for a perpetual possession. When, therefore. Immanuel. made of a woman, made under the law, had offered hiq)self spotless and faultless, the land became his, as sure as God
had spoken it; and because all the ordinances under the Old
Testament were for the remembrance of sin done against that
old covenant confirmed at Sinai, and for purgation of the same
(being a provision against the necessary breaches of the covenant
which God foresaw, and a standing ordinance for preserving its
It
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dignity and respectability in the midst of violations), therefore,
when Christ had satisfi~d the conditions of the covenant, and
become proprie.tor of the land, it was his to do with it what he
pleased; ., And b~ca~se it hath pleased him to give it w~thout
a condlt1Qn agamst the day of Israel's redemptIOn, and 11;1 the
mean while io wait his Father's good t~me, he is to be held the
soJe proprietor of that, land in fee simple; and the Jews, with
whom he shall confirm tne new covenant, shall receive it of him
in evt-,lasi~n~ possessio~: at;ld till then, everyone-be he Turk,
or be)1e.Paplst, or be he Jew, or be he Christian-who says that
one stick, that one stone upon it, is his, is a liar. It is.ImmaDuet's lan4; a~ those who dwell in it would do well to regard
thems~lves as' locum-tenentes; or rather, indulged with a residence there, unt~l the time come that his waiting shall be concluded~ (ver. 17) ., and the Lord shall no more hide his face
from' 'the house of Jacob." This claim, which I have set out of
~h~ grourids, our Prophet puts in, when, in one word, he calls
It lnu;nanuel's land.
Yet, notwithstanding, our Prophet goes on dimly to foretell
associations of peoples from far countries, who, heedless and
reckless of Immanuel's rights and of God's endeavour to secure
them by the mouth of every prophet, shall come mustering up,
and be broken upon that troublous stone, and be consumed like
sheaves upon that hearth of fire. And most mightily and
pompouslyfloweth on the river of our Prophet's discourse.
Champion-like, having claimed the land for Immanuel, he lifteth
up his voice to all'lands, both far and near, and calleth them to
the controversy: "Associate yourselves, 0 ye people (peoples),
and ye shall be broken in pieces; and give ear, all ye of far
countries; gird yoursl'lves, and ye shall be broken in pieces:
take counsel together, and. it shall come to nought: speak
the word, and It shall not stand for Immanuel (God with
us)!' This is not local, nor is it temporary language; neither is it under conditions of historical succession; but it is
language universal, expressive of all combinations against Immanuer and Immanuel's land and Immanuel's people, ami
expressive likewise of the ntter confnsion and hideous ruin
with which they, shall all be overwhelmed. It is like the
confederation mentioned in the iid Psalm, as if it were
but one; and it is but orie, for it is ever, and hath ever been,
and will ever be, till Chriilt COD:le again. How wide were it
of the truih. to interpret these 'universal declarations as if they
respected orily the fii'ilt, under Sennacherib, or the last under
the Gog Of Ezekiel! whereas, in truth, they express all combinations; from the one to the othet, which have been made
against the Jewish people 'and their land. This is the true literal
interpretation of such passages, whether they occur in a prophet
VOL. I.-NO. II.
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of God or in a poet amongst men: and those are not fit to interpret· either poetry or prophecy, nay, nor even propositions of
science, who will interpret in the way of instances, instead of interpreting in the way of universals. I believe, therefore, we shall
soon see the Turk broken, who now usurps it over Immanuel's
land; and after him, the infidel head of Rome, and the ten
Latin kings, who shall perish in some endeavour to establish
themselves in the glorious holy mountain;. and. then .also shall
Gog, the head of the Greek confederacy, hkewlseperlsh: U for
Jerusalem shall be a troublous stone amongst all nations, and
the land of Judah as a hearth of fire amongst the wood."
Ver; 11 : .. For the Lord spake thus to me with a stron~
hand, and instructed me not to walk in the way of this people.'
This, being introduced in the same way as the former section,
beginning at ver. 5, I shall still consider as spoken to the Pror.het personally, though we know, from the use of ver. 18 in the
Ii d of the Hebrews, that Christ is there the speaker; and if so,
there seems no good reason for believing that he is not the first
person also of ver. 11. But fOl' the present we shaH take it
to be the prophet to whom God spake with a strong hand; and
we shaH follow out that suppositIOn, till we receive the advertisement of the Holy Spirit to look for a Greater than he. We
are therefore to believe that this which follows was spoken to
the prophet with great emphasis. and force, or, as he expresses
it; "with strength of hand," it was a point upon which the Lord
was strongly resolved, and upon whIch the prophet needed to
be strongly exhorted: And now, what was ii, that the Lord was
at such pains to impress upon his servant? That he should" not
walk in the way of this people;" that he should stand apart and
aloof from the way in which they were resolved to walk,· in
order that he might be for a sign to everyone that would give
heed to it. And in what respect he was to separate himself,
and what account he was to render for the same, is given in the
12th verse: this was to be his speech. From the people who
said" A confederacy," he was to stand apart, yea, and to gainfilay
them .. This time, we know, the heart of the house of David, and
the heart of his people, were moved by the confederacy of
Eplu'aim and Damascus, as the trees of the wood are moved by
the wind: and, instead ,of seeking to the Lord of hosts; to the
waters of 8hiloah, which go softly; they sought unto the waters
of the river, which are strong and many, and cried out for a confederacy with the king of Assyria: and a confederacy with the
king of Assyria they did strike, which brought with it the
bitter waters of oppression and the abominations of idolatry.
In this state' of panic, and of phrensy brought on by panic,' it
r~uired the strong ,band .of the Lor.d? and his powerful II;dmonltiQn, ,to set the prophet mto 0pposltIOI\ to the strong tide'of
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the desire both of the king and the people. He was commanded.
to cry, "No confederacy;" and to put heart in the people,
saying, " Neither feal' ye their fear, neither be afraid. Sanctify
the Lord of hosts himself; and let him be your fear, and let
him be your dread: and he shall be for a sanctuary.". He would
give to them a city of refuge, and. a house of salvation, and a
rock of defence, into which they might flee, and be safe from all
fears whatsoever. The same counsel did Jeremiah bear unto
the people of his time; and, I may say, the same counsel did our
Lord bear, and the Apostle Peter, to the church in their time;
and the same counsel have we now borne to the church of Great
Britain in these months just passed over our head. When God
leads his church into temptation, Satan is always at hand to
offer her help in the most specious amI approvable form. A
confederacy is the universal cry of the wise and prudent
according to this world; but of the people of God, the cry ough~
ever to be,' No confederacy: have faith in your God.' Which
is ever sure to be rejected, for the reason added by the prophet:
" He shall be for a stone of stumbling, and for a rock of offence,
to both the houses of Israel; for a gin and for a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. And many among them shall stumble,
and fall, and be broken, and be snared, and be taken." Such a..
crisis as then occurred to Jerusalem, and as lately occurred to
us, is sent by God for the very purpose of proving a tl'ial an~
discrimination between those who have faith in him and those
'who have not; proving to the one for a sanctuary, and to the
other for a gin and a snare. Worldly wisdom, and all human probabilities, are ever in favour of a confederacy: safety, nay,
necessity, seems to dictate it. The crisis is prepared of God, for
the very end of deciding between those who have faith in him
more than in all resources and probabilities, and those whose
faith doth not surmount the same.
Such is the simple and plain application of the passage to
the circumstance of the Prophet, and of the people to whom
he prophesied; and how truly it was fulfilled in the experience of the people is well known from the history. Ah~
the king, and the people, like our king and the representatives
of the people and the nobles, gave in to the outcry for a confederacy;. and a confederacy they did make with the king of
Assyria; who help~d them out of that strait indeed. but brought
them into others. For, first, Ahaz copied all his idolatries, and
subverted the order of God's worship in the temple, to please
the king of Assyria (2 Kings xvi. 17, 18). Next, the king of
Assyria, having found his way to the land of Israel, returned at
the time set by the Lord in the former prophecy, and cut them
oft' from being a people;. and thus <,lid that confederacy prove
an offence to one of the house of Israel, and soon Judah also
~
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was to feel the rod of the Assyrian. In the days of Hezekiah,
·Sennacherib, the king of Assyria, came up against all the fenced
cities of Judah, and took them: whereupon Hezekiah bribed him,
with the tribute of three hundred and thirty talents, to spare him
that time: but he soon returned again, and possessed hImself of
aU the land, save Jerusalem; when Hezekiah, making the Lord
his refuge and his sanctuary, did receive that miraculous deliverance to which his father Ahaz would not .look. The same
desire of a confederacy was the ruin of Judah in the time of
Jeremiah, when they sought protection from the Assyrians in a
league with Egypt; always preferring the visible help to the
faitn of the Help which IS unseen, by which the church has
been brought into a gin and a snare.
And such, in a few words, is the interpretation of these five
verses, regarded as a part of the context, and explained with
a view to that condition of things in which the church then
stood; and with this interpretation, we doubt not, the minds
of most would have rested satisfied; and if any had taken
upon himself to say that the wbole passage referl'ed to Christ,
we make no doubt he would have been regarded as a vague
interpreter, and even reproached for a vague speculator; but
the Holy Gho:.t is our witness thl'oughout all the New Testament that Christ is the chief subject of the prophecy.
strong and steady light is cast upon the passage in the First
of Peter, chaps. ii. and iii.: in the former of whIch, at the 8th.
verse, ~he st?ne of stumblinf?; and rock of offence ar~ applied
·to ChrIst, as mdeed they are In other passages of ScrIpture, to
which we have already referred. Here, then, we call be at no
loss to know what the Holy Ghost refers to, when he says,
" And he Rhall be for a sanctuary; but for a stone of stumbling
and a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel; a gin and a
snare to the people of Jerusalem;" for certain it is that Immanuel is here spoken of: and if so, then I think also he is the
person spoken of in the 15th verse; for the connexion between
the two will hardly bear interruption. If the Virgin's Sou hath
already been called "God with us," we need not wonder that he
should also be called" Jehovah of hosts." Now, besides this, in
1 Peter iii:14, 15, we have another steady light cast upon these
words, " Neither fear ye their fear, nor be ye afraid: sanctify
the Lord of hosts yourself: let him be your fear, and let him
be your dread;" which the Apostle applies to the Jews who had
. received Christ, and were therefore suffering persecution at ~e
hand of their brethren. These two interpretations, therefore,
of the Holy Ghost, being put together, do present to us Immanuel becoming" a sign to be spoken against," "set for the
rising and the falling of many in Israel : "and' this is confirmed
by the interpretation given of the 14th and 15th verses by the
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Apostle Paul in the ixth of the Romans. With these helps,
therefore, let us endeavour to interpret the passage in this its
higher intention.
Taking this· key of interpretation in our hand, we would
open the passage thus,-that Immanuel would prove a sanctuary to those that put their trust in him; but a stone ot
stumbling and a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel, a
~n and a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. The Prophet
IS called upon to place him as the confidence of the people. As he
had been commanded to preRent him to king Ahaz for a sign of
safety, so now doth he enlarge his discourse, and present him
to all the princes and· to all the people of Judah, in all ages
to come as a sufficient help against all confederacies that might
be formed against the liberties of Zion; to present him, instead
of all confederacies, as the bulwark of his people. Having in
strains of defiance insulted over all the nations, at hand and afar
off, who should take counsel together against Immanuel and his
people, he is commanded by the Lord to urge the people away
from trusting in Assyria at that time, to put their trust in that
Name which is a rock and a sure defence. And, although the
passage hath received in the New Testament a special application
to Immanuel when he had become flesh, yet no doubt It hath an
application to Him in all time, from the time that it was delivered
till the time when Christ shall come in his power and glory, if
the people of God, whether Jews or Christians, had given heed
to this exhortation and instruction which the Lord spake to
Isaiah with a strong hand, and had trusted in Immanuel, the
Son of the Virgin, there is no doubt that to this hour they
would never once have been put to shame; and whenever, from
trusting in him, they went about forming confederacies with the
nations, it hath never failed that they have been snared and entrapped in their own device. His name hath ever been J and ever
"ill prove to be, either a sanctuary or a snare. And thus more and
more the dignity and importance of this great prophecy appears.
The Lord chose a time for giving it altogether worthy of the
great hope which he was about to give: it was the eve of Judah's
first confederacy with Assyria, to protect herself from the confederacy of Samaria and Damascus: at such a moment for the
rising and falling of the nation, God thrust in, as its etemal
palladium, the promise of Immanuel the virgin's Son: and
having presented them wi_th a pearl of such price, be would set
it in a manner worthy of its value; and therefore instructeth
the Prophet to hold this high discourse conceming the issues
which would come from receivmg or from rejecting this the hope
of Israel.
The discourse of the Prophet thus proceedeth verso 16-18 :.
H Bind up the testimony, seal the law among my disciples. And
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I will wait upon the Lord, that hideth his face from the house
of Jacob, and I will look for him. Behold, I and the children
whom the Lord hath given me are for signs and for wonders
in Israel from the Lord of hosts, which dwelleth in mount
Zion." In these verses, we know, as h'ath been said from the
Epistle to the Hebrews, that Christ is the speaker; and though,
like the preceding, they may have a local and temporary application to the times of the Prophet, who with his two children
were indeed for signs in Israel-Shear-jashub signifying that
the remnant should return, and Maher-shalal-hash-baz signifying that they we\'e to return to the prey which the Lord
would hasten-and the Prophet himself also being separated
fron~ th~ midst of them; still t~is is not the great and principal
applicatIon of the passage, which the Apostle expressly referreth to Christ, and to the children God had given to him.
Taking this, then, for our key of interpretation, the passage
will thus unfold itself:-Messiah, contented with the purposes of
God that for a season he should bea stumbling-block to both
the houses of Israel, saith, 'Be it so: be it according to my
Father's will. If I am at this time only to have the election
according to grace, and not the congregatIOn of the whole people.
let my Father's will be done; let the testimony and the law be
bound up alUong my disciples, unto whom may it be for a sanctuary. And seeing it is the will of my Father that the many should
stumble upon the Stone which he hath laid for a foundationstone and the head of the corner, let it even so remain; and let me
wait upon the Lord, who hideth his face from the house of Jacob,
and let me look for him in his own time.' These two verses
receive a beautiful and distinct illustration from the xlixth
chapter of this prophet, where Christ relates to all nations t~e
dialogue, so to speak, which passed between him and the Father,
when he ascended up on high; the ~rst three verses containing
the dignity which God had eromised him; the fourth, his languishment and complaint, that, lIke Jacob, he had not received Rachel,
the proper hil'e of Jacob, as his spouse: then in the fifth to the
seventh verses the Father makes known to him the greater glory
of the present spiritual dispensation, which was to be given to him
in the mean time; and from the eighth verse forward we have that
which is so longed after, even the gathering of the tribes of
Israel, on account of which the whole earth rejoiceth and is glad.
This strain of prophecy, in chap. xlix, is the enlargement of the
same feeling which is expressed in the 16th and 17th verses, now
under consIderation; which represent Christ as the Master of a
few disciples walking in the light of his law and his testimonr, '
and he himself expecting the time when the Lord shall turn hiS
f~ce toward the house of !acob; then th~ 18t~ verse represents
hIm as the father of a family, who are set for signs and wonders .
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in Israel, from the Lord of hosts, who dwelleth in Mount Zion.
These children are the sons of God by regeneration; those
who II received power from Christ to become the sons of God,
even those who believe on his name." And the Apostle argues,
that because we (the children) were partakers of flesh and
blood, Christ himself also took part of the same: and for what
end 1 that" by death he might destroy him that had the power
of death." Now, I would ask upon this passage two questions:
First, is it not the same flesh and blood which the children have
that Christ partaketh of? And, secondly, is it not for the purpose of dying that he partaketh of the same? And then I ask,
thirdly, whether flesh and blood fallen, or flesh and blood unfallen, be liable to death 1 If he had taken flesh and blood not
in the state of sin, and not under the sentence of death, then
was he as far from death as before he became incarnate; for
Adam could not die until Adam sinned. He was made under
the law, that he might keep the law, and take up the old testament, as hath been said above, and do with it after his own
good and gracious pleasure: and he was brought into the condition of death, that by dying he might destroy death, and the
devil, who hath the power of It; and so become Lord of death,
to raise all the dead. ~nd, by bei~g gifted with the Spirit,.when
he ascended up on hlgh he recelved power to beget chIldren
into that sviritual likeness which he received by resurrection
from the dead. And these three things, as it appeareth to me,
first, the deliverance of the children of Israel, the natural seed
of Abraham, from the unanswerable conditions of the law, which
he did by perfect obedience; secondly, the delivery of all men
from the power of death, which he did by his resurrection; and
thirdly, begetting of children unto God, which he doth by regeneration: these three great achievements of God in our nature,
do consummate the work which he took upon himself to perform.
Now, besides these remarks, which I am drawn into partly by
the use which the Apostle makes of this passage, and partly,
I confess, by the deplorable ignorance and detestable error which
prevaileth at present on these subjects in the church, there is
another, hardly less important, subject contained in the passage
before us, WhICh is, what Christ and his children were set for:
it is" said, II for signs and wonders in Israel." And to this, I think,
the Apostle maketh allusion, in the same second chapter of
the Epistle to the Hebrews, at the 4th verse: .. God also bearing them witness with signs and wondelll, and with divers miracles and gifts of the Holy Ghost." This appointment of Christ
and his children to be for signs and wonders, is given with the
same generability, with the same universality, with which the
rest of the passage is written. Christ, and the children which
God had given him, were t~ possess the law and the testimony;
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they were to keep the light during the long interval of the Lord's
hiding his face from Israel; and during this time it was said
they were "to be for signs and for wonders," even as Christ
and the primitive disciples were. I do not go into this matter
any further, having no distinct warrant from the holy Scriptures j but it coincides with a conviction which is strongly
brought to my own mind, that the church ought to look upon
her nakedness of spiritual ~ifts, as a token of her want of faith-·
fulness, as a punishment 01 God for her unbelief and unrighteousness j not the original constitution in which she was placed,
and in which, if she had trusted in the name of Immanuel, she
would have continued till this day.
And now, having established the great principles of interpretation in this passage, and the malO drift of the prophetic
discourse, we Dlay p'roceed with the more expedition over the
intervening verses, till we come to verso 6, 7 of chap. ix., which
contain the complete name, and under it the complete offiee
and action, of Immanuel, the Virgin's Son.
During this while, Messiah represents himself as waiting upon
the Lord till the end of that calamity, <C And I will wait UpOD
the Lord that hideth his face from the house of Jacob, aDd I
will look for him. Behold, I, and the children whom the Lord
hath given me, are for signs and for wonders in Israel, from the
Lord of hosts, which dwelleth in mount Zion." (Isa. viii. 17,
) 8.) Then he instructeth them ill the cause of that fearful
darkness which was to overwhelm them, and the only safeguard
against it, " And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them
that have familiar spirits, and unto wizards that peep and that
mutter j should not a people seek unto their God for the living
to the dead 1 To the law and to the t.estimony." (Isa. viii. 19,
20.) Then comes the description of the desolate condition and
maddened misery of those who had rejected this counsel, "If
they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no
light in them (literally" that no morning to them," i.e. say,
that there f.lhaU be no morning to them). And they shall pasa
through it (the darkness) hardly bestead and hungry: and it
shall come to pass, that, when they shall be hungry, they shall
fret themselves, and curse their king and their God, and look
upward. And they shall look upon the earth; and behold
trouble and darkness, dimness of anguish; and they shall be
driven to darkness. Nevertheless, the dimness shall not be
such as was in her vexation;" or, (as the Vulgate and Mede
render this first part of the ix th chapter, which they connect
with the preceding description of the darkness) "and to cleaviDfi
darkness. and from their straits they shall not be able to escape. '
(I•• viii. ~22. and ix. 1.)
.
WheIa til. . the fatal etfecta of rejecting his person, and his
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testimony, and his law, ministered by the Holy Spirit through
the Apostles, have been fully declared, this wonderful prophecy
proceedeth to open the dawning of the light upon that long and
.mtry night. And the Prophet perceiveth It breaking upon
the land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, in recompence,
88 it were, for the darkness of conquest and captivity which
first set in upon that side of the land in the time of Hoshea,
king of Israel. And here I must follow the Vulgate and Joseph
Mede, in translating the latter part of ver. 1, as I did in translating the former part; for in our version it is utterly unintelligible, and mars one of the most beautiful and perfect prophecies in Scripture, " In the first time the land of Zebulun and
the land of Waphtali were undervalued, but in the last time
shall the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, Galilee of the nations, be
honoured; the people that walked in darkness have 8een a great
light: they that dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon
them hath the light shined." (lsa. ix. 2.) Whether this waS"
wholly accomplished in his first coming, to whioh it is applied
in the Gospel by Matthew, I leave every one to judge for himself;
bot to me it seems manifest that it was not, both because they
profited little by the light then afforded to them, which can
therefore hardly be said to have much exalted or recompensed
them, but rather, as our Lord argues, aggravated their condemnation. But inasmuch as it points to the place where the great
light was to burst forth$ there can be no doubt that it is a very
remarkable prophecy, though, in respect to the cumplete fulfilment, I have my suspicion that it remains yet to be shewn,
against that time when the light of the Gentiles shall begin to
become the glory of his people Israel, and" the Sun of rlghteoUlnessshall arise with healing in his wings." (Mal. iv.2.) . On
this subject, however, I do no more than express my own conviction, while I feel assured that no one can doubt that of what
immediately follows no part hath been fulfilled: and now we
muat begin to be more mmute. "Thou hast multiplied the nation." That this is a characteristic feature of the restoration of the Jewish people at the
future advent of Messiah, is manifest from almost all Scriptore
which hath reference thereto; as from Isa. xxvi. 15. "Thou
hut increased the nation, 0 Lord, thou hast increased the nation: thou art glorified: thou hadst removed it far unto all the
endl of the earth." . From Isa. xxvii. 6, " He shall cause them
that come of Jacob to take root: Israel shall blossom and bud,
and fill the face of the world with fruit." From Isa. xlix. 19,20,
" For thy waste and thy desolate places, and. the land of thy
cleatrae&ioa,lhall even now be too narrow by reason of the inhabi&aDte, and they that swallowed thee up :shall be far away.
The children which thou .halt have, after thou halt lost tile
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other, shall say again in thine ears, The place is too strait for
me: give place to me that I may dwelI." Next comes the joy
of Messiah and the nation, at the breaking of their bondage and
the destruction of all their oppressors, "And to him (margU:1)
increased the joy: they joy l>efore thee according to the joy m
hancst. and as men reJoIce when they diTideo the I'poil. F~r
thou hast broken the yoke of his burilen, and the staff of hiS
shoulder, the rod of flis oppressor, as in the day of l\lidian."
(Isa. ix. 3, 4.) Then comes the manner of this e:reat overthrow
of the enemies of Messiah and his people. so extraordinary and
so extraordinarily typified in the destruction of the host of
Midian, by the sound of the trumpets and by the fire of the
lamps of Gideon, with his three hundred rhosen men. It is
needless to add, that fire is a constant instrument of this destruction in all the Scriptures. .. FOI' e1"eJ"'f batik of the warrior
is with confused noise. and garments rolied in blood; but this.
shall be with burning and fuel of fire:· ~ISL ix. 5.) And to
crown all, we hue all these glorious E:t"ents referred hack to the
birth of that child. with ..hose annOUlX".('IDent the prophecy
began; whereby the whole, from rii. 14 t.o ix. -;, is as it were
clasped together, and presented to us- ~ tht' achievements of
this child, who was promised to king Aha:L in that desperate
strait. "For unto us a Child is born. unto us a son is given:
and the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name
shall be c.alled Wonderful, CounseUor. tht' ~hty God, the
enrlasting Father, the Prince of Peace. Of the increase of his
g£l"emment and peace there shall be no end, upon the throoe
of Da\'"id, and upon his kingdom, to order it.. and to establish
it with judgment and ,,·ith justice from heacefonh even for
ever. The zeal of the Lord of hosts ·wilJ perform this." (u..
ilO. 6, ';.1
From thesE: two last verses, which are worth~- the elucidatioo
of man~- volumes. I shall deduce the pr~~ion and fulDellll of
Chri,.t'~ regal office, "'hich inc1udeth and draweth up into itaeH'
both the prophetic, and the priestlv. The office of the Child is
government, ., the government shall ht:. upon bis shoulder."
"That gm'ernment this was to he is explained after his name.
,. of the increase of his govenament and dominion there shall he
no end: ,- that it shall include all bounds. at least all the bouDIk
of the earth, and fill all time. that. is. Ix- et.ernal, accordiDg to
what is foretold in Daniel vii. 13,14. "I sa\\" in the night ~
and behold, one like ·the Son of man cam(' with the clouds.
heaven, and came to the Ancient nf days. and the,- brought'near before him. And there was 4!.'iven him dominion. ....
glory, and a kingdom, that all Jll'Oplc, nations, and laDg~
..hould tlerYe him: his dominion i~ an ('vt'rlasting dmp. m
which ..all DOt paIlS away, ad hi~ kiDf!rlom that wlBcll ...
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DOt be destroyed." But our prophecy is more particular than
that fam.ous pro~hecy. of Daniel, adding the. royal seat and
metropohs of thIS uDlversal and eternal empIre: c. Upon the
throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to order it, and to
establish it with judgment and with justice from henceforth
even for ever. The zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this."
(Isa. ix. 7.) This is the last and also the main part of the prophecy, which, be it always remembered, was given as an assurance to the wavering heart of the hOllse of David; and to
that end doth declare and signify that this vast dominion was
to acknowledge the throne of David, and him that sat thereon,
to acknowledge the supremacy of the house of Jacob, and him
that ruled over the same. Which ought to have been consolation
and sustenance to the wicked king in hiB present strait and
agitation, for it was more than had been ever declared by the
mouth of prophet or of seer. And so important did the Lord
esteem it, and for such instant use did he mtend it, that he confirmed it by two great signs: the one, that Syria and Samaria
should be divested of both their kings, before the elder of
Isaiah's sons should know to refuse the evil and choose the
JtOOd; the other, that the rulers of Damascus and the spoil "of
Syria should be earried away by the king of Assyria, before the'
younger of his sons could say, My father and my mother. A
propliecy which was thu!! sealed with two of the greatest events
of those days might well claim the belief of the wicked king,
and retain the belief of all posterity. It appears, therefore,
from t.his great prophecy of the incarnation, that the idea ~hich"
was given of the Man-God, or Immanuel, was that of a deltverer
and rightful inheritor of the land, the destroyer of all its oppressors, the remover of all its bondage, the multiplier of the
nation; the increaser of its joy, the occupant of its throne, and
the governor of its people for ever, yea, and the monarch of an
universal and eternal dominion upon the earth. These predictions
concerning the child are in this prophecy, and no others are iri
it. If it mean not this, it meaneth nothing. If a child was
ever born of a virgin, it was for these ends he was born. -And
ifhe have not fulfilled these ends, then he is yet to fulfil them,
nor would such a delay weaken but rather confirm the prophecy;
for there is mentioned a mysterious waiting on his part, and rejection of him on their part, and a woful visitation of darkness
in consequence thereof. And accordingly they are so found till
t~i8 day, rejecting his aid in miserable woful darkness, nothing
of all the glory having been accomplished, but the very reverse;
'because tll.e" seasouof his waiting is not yet expired. The pro~eCy theref,?re.waits still for its great accomplishment i~ t.he
89~"-of the :VIrgIn, by the act and power of the Son of the,vlrgtn.
It anyone say. No; "Jesus of Nazareth shall never Sit upon
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David's throne. nor-rule over the house of Jacob; then I say,
Jesus of Nazareth is not the person here prophesied of, but some
other. If they say, Yea, but he is the Immanuel born of the
Virgin, who now is spiritually filling the spiritual throne of
David, and spiritually reigning over the spiritual house of Jacob,
and spiritually holding universal spiritual empire; then all I
have to say is, I do not know what the spiritual throne of David
means. It is the throne of a believer's heart. Where learned
you to call a believer's heart the throne of David? It is the
throne of the Majesty on high. How dare you blaspheme, and
call the throne of God the throne of David? And what use was
there to tell Ahaz, in his present straits, that a Son should be
born and a Child given. who should .reign in the hearts of men,
and be exalted to the throne of God? And what signs of such
an event were those two which were granted? Besides, these
spiritualists know not where they lead themselves. If they will
have all the substance of Immanuel's work to be invisible and
spiritual, then I will have his birth also to be spiritual and in·
visible upon the earth. If they will annihilate the greater part
to please themselves, I will annihilate the lesser part to vex
them: and then what have they left of all this bright and
glorious prophecy but the shadow of a dream. But forsaking
such quibbles, I desire to pursue my exposition of this prophecy
by a short meditation of the manifold name which is given to
this Child.
This name of the Child, which was to be bom of the Virgin
and given unto the Jewish nation, is "Wonderful, Counsellor,
the mighty God, the everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace;"
not five names, but one name comprehensive of the being and
office of Immanuel; of which the first characteristic, the Wonderful, referreth to the miraculous nature of all his works and
ways. Beginning with his conception, and ending with the
accomplishment and presentation of the mediatorial kingdom;
yea, and going back to the announcements which were made of
him from the days of old, what do we find but that it is all out
of, above, and against the course of nature, and intended to
deliver man (rom the present thraldom of the natural life inte)
the freedom of the life spiritual and divine? In the ancient
times, when he delivered. the church from Egyptian bondage,
they sung him ,. Wonderful in his praiseE.." When he appeared
to Manoah, he did wonderfully, and prayed them not to ask his
name, for it was wonderful; and so was his conception, and his
birth, and his life, and his resurrection, aDd his ascension, and
his gift of the Spirit from his present unseen abode; which yet
a~e all b~t a pl'elude and faint .signification of that '."onderfulne88
wlth which he shall'- shew hllOself the second time unto the
world, and avenge his elect, and deliver his own people with a
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mighty hand and an outstretched arm, and 'plant them in their
own land, and rule the world in peace and nghteousness. The,
wonders of this second appearance shall so utterly transcend all
that hath been seen heretofore of the working of this wonderful
one, that it is said by Jeremiah, "Therefore, behold the days
come, saith the Lord, that the,.. shall DO more say, The Lord
liveth which brought up the chIldren of Israel out of the land of
Egypt; but, The Lord liveth which brought up and which led
the Seed. of the house of Israel out of the north country, and
from all countries whither I had driven them; and they shall
dwell in their own land." (Jer. xxiii. 7,8.) The law of the
natural man and of the natural course of things being opposed
to the Jaw of the Spirit of God, and that bemg wonderful or
miraculous which opposeth the former, and establisheth the
lat.ter, every act of Christ in his pl'ogre88 to the redemption of
the world must necessarily be supernatural, and that of all
others the most so which consisteth in the casting out of Satan
from his usurped dominion, and the restoring of the earth to the
government of righteousness. This I judge to be the import of
Wonderful, the first letter or syllable, if r may so speak, in the
Lord's name.
For the second, Counsellor, I r~ it as expressing, and
being the fittest word to express, hiS prophetic office in all ita
amplitude, whether as exercised before his coming in his servant.
the prophets, tlr by himself in the days of his flesh, or by the
Holy Spirit since his ascension into glory. And its second
place in the great name teacheth that his wonderful and might.y
workings are all accompanied with, and done on purpose to
sustain, righteous and holy counsels; that he is the Saviour of
the eal'th by that which he shall teach them. It pointeth.
moreover, to the ordinance of preaching by which it hath pleased.
God to save them that believe. The power of this word, however, is not yet completely told, but hath, I make no doubt, a
chief reference to that future coming in power and glory, that
reign and righteousne88 of which it is thus written in tlie prophet;
" And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and
a branch shall grpw out Qf his roots: And the Spirit of the Lord
shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding,
the spirit of cou:lsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and or
the fear of the Lord." (Isa. xi. 1, 2.) And not only shall these
attributes of the Prophet shine resplendent in him on that day~
but also in all his people, concerning whom it is prophesied,
"And they shall teach no more every man his nelghbourp
and every man his brother, saying, Know the Lord; for they
sball all know me, from the least of them unto the greatest of
them, saith the Lord: for I will forgive their iniquity, and I will
remember their ain no more." (Jer. xxxi. 34.) And to the
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same effect by Paul it is said, " For now we see through a glass
darkly: r but then face to face: now I know in part; but then I
shall know even as also I am known." (1 Cor. xiii. 12.) It is
the redemption of the mind of man, and the completion of
his knowledge to which this part of the Redeemer's office, this
letter in his name, hath respect. Even as the f-ormer hath respect
~ that"command over nature, and sweet subordination of it to
the law of the Spirit and the will of God,which shall be afforded
to every one who shall in that day be found in his likeness;ihe one, redemption from the tyranny of nature; the other, redemption from the darkness of ignorance.
The next letter in this name, ., El-gebor, the mighty God,"
eonsisteth .of two parts; the one essentially Divine, the other
essentially human; being according to the original, "God
migbty," the word mighty being commonly used of a hero or
mighty conqueror, as we would say, ., God the heroic one." Its
tirst half hath reference, no doubt, to his name Immanuel, which
also hath in it the same name of God, with the addition of his
local habitation with us; while its second half hath reference to
those heroic acts and achievements of war for Israel's redemption, which had just been predicted of him in the preceding
verses. In this Prophet we have the same combination of words
in·the 21st verse of the xth chapter, and used in like manner of
his great and powerful demonstration in behalf of Israel, when,
as I judge, he shall begin to be their Immanuel: ., The remnant
shall return, even the remnant of Jacob, unto the mighty God,"
El-gebor (lsa. x. 21): where, by perusing the context, it will
be perceived that it is introduced in the train and sequel of that
great exploit with which he shall reveal himself to his people,
by breakmg the Assyrian upon the mountains. This gives him
a right to the title of Gebor, the Mighty One. And thIS mightiness maketh the people H to take h.old upon his strength, and to
make peace with him, and they shall make peace with bim."
It is by the same title of Gebor, the Mighty One, that he is described in the xlv th Psalm, as coming to conquer the love of his
spouse, and to marry her for ever. And there also he introduceth
himself to her by great exploits of war and conquest, wrought
o~ her behalf. Now whatever may be said of the two former
letters of his name, I do say of thIS one, God the Heroic One,
that it hath not been accomplished, and that it is yet future:
for as the man of war, the Virgin's Son, hath not revealed
himself; a8 the Lord of hosts accomplishing whatever was foreshewn in a figure by the victories of his people Israel, when he
marched at their head in the pillar of fire, the Son of Mary hath
not yet appeared. We wait for him in this character, and he
waiteth until the ti~e shall come, when, as it is written.in.all.
the· Prophe.ts, he shall awake and come in his strength, and
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accomplish that of which old things were but the emblem and
prelude, as it is written a hundred times in this Prophet•
•, Awake, awake, put on strength, 0 arm of the Lord; awake,
as in the ancient days, in the generations of old. Art thou not
it that hath cut Rahab, and wounded the dragon 1 Art thou not
it which hath dried the sea, the waters of the great deep; that
hath made the depths of the sea a way for the ransomed to pass
over 1 Therefore the 'redeemed of the Lord shall return, and
come with singing unto Zion; and everlasting joy shall be upon
their head: tlley shall obtain gladness and JOY; and sorrow
and mourning shall flee away." (Isa. Ii. 9-11.) Then his
people shall call him not only immanuel, God with us, but EIgebor, God the Mighty One.
The next letter in thii! comprehensive name is, "the everlasti"g !{/ther," or as it is, beill~ t~uly rendered, "the ~a~her
of eterDlty~ or of the eternal age.' Time by the Jews was divided
into two great portions, the age that is, and the ag-e that is to
come; meaning by the former the duration of theIr captivity,
affliction, and waiting for Messiah; and by the latter, the eternity of their triumph, and rejoicing. and kingdom, in the presence
of Messiah. The eternal age of which the child is here called
the Father, is the latter of these two, according to the word of
St. Paul, " For unto the angels hath he not put in subjection
tlle world (age) to come, whereof we speak." (Heb. ii.5.) The
character of that age is thus described by the Lord, " And Jesus
answering, said unto them, The children of this world (age)
marry, and, are given in marriage: but they which shall be
accounted worthy to obtain that world (age), and the resurrection
from. the dead, neither marry nor are given in marriage: neither
can they die any more; for they are equal unto the angels, and
are the children of God, being the children of the resurrection ,.
(Luke xx. 34-36) ; which is spoken, not of the sojourners who
shall then be upon the earth, but of the raised, in answer to the
question of the Sadducees, concerning those of this present age
who shall be thought worthy of the resurrection, and the eternal
life of that age to come. For it was a universal opinion among
the Jews, that at the commencement of the future age the dead
should be raised who had lived and died in the fear of God, and
in the hope of Messiah:' who, they believed, would not disappoint their faithful expectations, but bring them along with
him. ,Of this age it is here said that he is to be the Father,
even as Satan is the' father of this age, and all save those begotten unto Christ are his children: '''Ye, are of your father the
devil; and the lusts of'your fath~r ye wil! ~o :" "According to
the prince ofthe power of the all\ the spmt that now worketb
in'the children' of disobedience."-This the third' syllable of
wmanoel's nallle .collveyeth to my ear the sweet and blesseei
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intelligence. that wben. in bis character of the mighty God,.ohe
shall have cast out all his and our enemies. and the chief ~f
them. that piercing serpent, as is set forth in due order in the
m th and xx th chapters of the A~ypse. he win rule the
earth as a father doth his children, ID righteoulne118 and peace ;
and they will obey him as children, in all love and obedience.
His power, his counsel, his Divine might shall pervade every
thing and make it blessed. even as Satan's power, and counsel,
and devilish might do now pervade every thing and make it
cursed. In whiCh age to come there shall be a first period,
during which his enemies are under his feet. trampled upon but
DOt destroyed. imprisooed but not executed, in order that his
royal clemency may be displayed; and a latter :period, during
which they are utterly east out and overwhelmed WIth the passive
Jaonon, and inactivity of the second death. The Child shall be
with them all the while the Father of the ~. for his name is
ImlD3lluel, God with us.. He is not now WIth UI, but absent
4< fOr a little while," and therefore the age il still under Satan's
fatherhood: but he ahall be with UI ~in, and for eternity;
then dlall he be aeknowledged as the Father of aU the earth.
A.od we who are now begotten to him by the Spirit are his
children, the 6rst-fruits. the honoured heirs of his sufferings,
that we may al80 become the heirs of his glory.
.
FmallT. He is the PrillU of Peace. "This is the last
syllable • of his name, and ariseth to the highest pitch of
hoaour and digmty. It addeth the awful attribute of soveIei-~"'. the ~au1ar majesty of royal power. to the wonder~ of working~ the wisdom of council, the almightiness
of po....er. the graciousness aDd propriety of Father. It invests
_ ....ith the sovem..antv of the world, and crowns him Lord of
all; and bT addiag iheieto the epithet ., of Peace," it takes out
or sonreiiotT tho5e attributes fOl' which it is dreaded; and in..cs it with those for which it is constituted and upheld of God
. . IIlOSt .DeC EIIny to human ..~-heingo ~d ~ .the final con.......~ of eftlT acbeme 18 that for which It IS uodertaken~
and towards which°it struggles through every impediment, this
last (,hanrteristic of Immanuel to become the Prince of Peace
doth abt.. us, that the great end and purpose for which he
~e incamate of the~. and bath travailed i!l such huIIIilit~·. and is to come agun 10 luch f~ul an? ternble acts of
WU' and d5tnactioo upon aD the earth, IS to bnng about peace;
againat which Satan is 110 determined, and the devilish nature
of wicked men 10 determined, that before it will give place to
the power of our Kiag. it will writhe the whole world and bring it
to an agony like that of death itself. But as the devils, though
they .~I~ to the lut and alm08tdestroved the frame of ~eir
-retehed net.... beCore they would eome forth, we~ yet flllD to
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come forth at the powerful word of Immanuel, while he was yet
with us; 80 when he shall come to be with us again, at the
same powerful word,shall they be forced to surrender the·
heavens and the earth, and the whole orb of humanity which
they have usurped, though they shall make it shudder and be
agonized, and sweat forth its blood as if ready to give up the
ghost for ever. After which there will be peace. After which
there will be peace, but till then never. For till then Satan
shall rack the bowels, and tear the heart-strings of human
peace; and stir up wars to the end of the earth for ever, until
God, born of. the Virgin, shall again be with us. That the end
of the convulsion, on the edge of which we presently stand, and
of all convulsions which shall follow till the consummation, is
to bring about peace for ever, is manifest from all the Scriptures.
of which I may quote as one instance out of a thgusand, these
verses of the xlvith Psalm: "The heathen raged, the kingdoms
were moved: he uttered his voice, the earth melted. The Lord
of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge. Selah.
Come, behold the works of the Lord, what desolations he hath
made in the earth. He maketh wars to cease unto the end of
the earth; he breaketh the bow, and cutteth the spear in sunder;
be bumeth the chariot in the fire. Be still, and know tllat.I am .
God: I will be exalted among the heathen, I will be exalted in
the earth. The Lord of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is
our refuge .. Selah." (PsaI. xlvi. 6-11.)
If anyone doubt concerning the above interpretation of this
the prophecy of the incarnation, I can refer him to high authority, even that of the angel Gabriel to the blessed Virgin, and of
Zacharias filled with the Holy Ghost, and of the angel to the
shepherds, (interpreting the word Lord, as Jesus himself in the
Gospel, and Peter, full of the Holy Ghost, doth in the iid of Act.·
interpret it,) and of the star to the wise men, and of the great
national council when they were called together by Herod, of
which witnesses everyone beareth the same testimony of this
Child, that he was to sit upon the throne of David, and become
David's Lord, and rule over the house of Jacob for ever, and
become the glory of his people Israel. And if anyone doubt
that he is to come again to fulfil these things which are written,
I can refer him to Simon Peter's discourses in the beginning of
the Acts, and to all the New Testament; as, if God giveth me
time and permission, I shall yet make manifest to his church. ;
But thiS last and crowning attribute of the Child that wu
bom of the virgin, containeth in it a deeper and more blessed
mystery than the making of wars to cease unto the ends· of the
earth; bringing to the trol1bled ear of my soul the tidings !If its
peace~ and to the church, and to the· redeemed world, In the
person of the_great Mediator and ·Peace-Maker j ia whom OfJII
VOL. I.-NO. If.
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is present and powerful to reconcile the world unto himself. It
presents him to my mind in his character of King-Priest. having
a.ceomplis~ed the reconciijati~n, and reignin~ over t~e reco~ciled ;
the. M.elchlsedek who"as to hIs ,Person, IS King of RIghteousness,
and, as tQ his. dominion. is Kmg of Salem, which is King. of
Peace. It pre~nts; him to. my heart as the King who reigneth
therein by the power of his Holy Spirit, and hath .given me. the
v.ictory over all. my enemies: it presenteth him to my flesh as
the KIng who shall yet acoomplish my poor body's emancipation
from that vile prison house of death, by a still mightier power of
that Holy Spirit whereof the residue is in his hand. It prelJents
biDl to the Church as her Head, who hath broken down the
middle wall of partition, which Satan had interposed between
man and man, between nation and nation, making us aU· of
every kindred and nation and tongue to love one another as· he
.Iso loved. U8; who preserveth the unity and ~ntinuity of the
Church's life against all the powers of earth, against the evil
couDRels of the gates of hell; and who sllall present her unto
himself a glorious Church, not having spot or wrinkle. or any
such thing. holy and without blemish. It presents him also as
the Heaq of the nations, ruling and defending them from the
power of Satan; and blessing them with all the inheritance of
the new covenant.; which hath been confirmed to us in his death,
and whereof the present Church is as it were the ark of the
testimony, and the tabernacle of the witness, borne ,up and
down· the· wilderness, not yet having found a place t'l rest.
For I agree with those who think that we are not yet put in
possession of that new covenant, described in Jeremiah and
Ezekiel, and quoted by Paul in the eighth chapter of the
Hebrews, whi~h is made to Israel, and, in her, to all the world;
(for she is. as it were. tpe mediatrix and mistress of the nution.,
at the time of her restoration) foJ' the fourfold blessing of. that
cov.enant will by no mea~s apply to ~ny visible body, at present
on the earth; and only 10 the way of an earnest wIll apply to
the spiritual Church, which is invisible, and cannot be said to
eontai~ brael. or, as little, to contain all men. We have had
th~ covenant confirmed in the blood. of Christ, and we have
recei~ed the .b~avenly manna, and the waters fro~ the rock, aDd
·~e IDdestructlble rIghteousness, and, for our faIthlessness, we
au wayfaring in the des~rt till the appointed times and s~na
8h~1l have been accomphshed. We have not yet entered Into
our rest. any more .than Paul or the Hebrew Church had entered
into theirs; but we are lookiog for it in that city whose· builder
is God. We are under our Prophet, who,like unto Moses. i.
ponducting us : . we have. a Prophet and we have a Pri~t, bat
.w~ have as yet obtained no King, because we have not obta.iD~
~he kingdom which cannot be removed, but look for it.
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ON THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST, AS IT SHALL BE EXERCISED
DU'RING AND AFTER THE MILLENNIUM.

W HE'N onr King shall return to take possession of his kingdom,
" He shall sit and rule upon his throne, and he shall be a Priest
upon his throne." Concerning the exercise of his kingly office,
we bave much set forth in the Scriptures; concerning his
priestly office, as it shall be exercised during the Millennium, the
details are fewer, and more scattered throu~hout the sacre"d
volume; yet from the types and shadows ot good things to
come much may be learnt on this interesting subject. The following brief hints are thrown ont, in the hope that they may lead
some abler student of Prophecy to discuss it at greater length.
In prosecuting such an mquiry, the first question that naturally arises is, What is a priest? And this must be answered
by a reference to what the holy Scriptures have revealed con:cerning. I!riesthood in general. The first time we read of a
priest, iSID Gen. xiv., where we are introduced to the great type
of our Kingly Pliest, Melchizedek: "He was the priest of the
most high God." And what did he in this capacity? He
recei~ed . frorn· Abraham tithes of all, and bestowed on him
the blessing .of the most high God, whom he announced as
the ,. Possessor of heaven and earth." Without ~ing into the
details of ~he Aarortic order of the" priesthood, this first and
highest order 'seems to give the simple and radical idea"of a
pnest, which appears to be, a mediator-one who serves as the
medium of communication between God and his worshippers ;
who presentS the offerings of the latter, and dispenses the
bles.ings of the former.
. .
.
But a mediator presuppoiJes some inability in the worshipperi
to approach God of themselves, and offer to Him immedIately
their tribute. " We have no reason to suppose that'the unfallen
creatu~ stood in -need of a· mediator, or that any thing pre':'
vented him from ~oing directly to God; but since the Fall, man
haa needed a mediator in aU his approaches to that great and
holy Being with whom he bas to do. There is enmity between
man and bi~ So.-ereign: the justice of the latter demarlds that
the penalty t)f. t~s~ression shou!d ~e paid; th~ fears o~ the
former make h~m. shrmk from commg m contact WIth One whom
they represent as a powerful enemy:' and there needs u a daysman ~tween them; that may lay his hands upon both."
.
The mediat()l' must be either really, or by supposition and
appointment, 'different from those for·whom be mediates. The
most natural idea of a mediator is,· one who partakes of the
nature both of the worshippers and of the Object of worship:
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the former is necessary, in order that they may approach him;
the latter is necessary, in order that he may approach the Object of their worship. Such is the Great Mediator: H God and
man, in two distinct natures and one person, for ever." All
other priestswel"e meant to represent him, and were solemnly set
apart to this office by God's appointment: ,. No man taketh this
honour unto himself but he that is called of God, as was
Aaron" (Heb. v. 4). Before the separation of the family of
Aaron, the head of a family or tribe seems to have officiated
. in this capacity. It is not said, indeed, that the offerings of
Cain and Abel were presented by Adam: but it is probable,
either that they were so, or that, at the time of the event recorded in Scnpture, the two brothers were heads of separate
households.
. The nature of the priest's office may be further discerned from
the manner in which they were installed into it. Their hands
were filled: part of the sacrifice, with a loaf of bread, &c., were
put into their hands; which they waved, or lifted up, as presentmg them to the Lord. But this was not done until, by laying
their hands upon the head of the bullock for a sin-offering, they
had transferred their guilt to it, and it was wholly burnt. Previous to this, again, they were anointed with oil: perhaps this
might signify the eternal predestination to the priestly office
of Christ, and those whom He hath, by the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit upon them elected to be H kings and priests unto
God." The priest's union with the worshippers was signified by
his eating the offerings. The offerer was considered as identifying himself with the offering: the priest, by eating the offering,
made it a part of himself, and thus was considered as one with
the offerer. This principle of union, also, was exhibited on the
day of his consecration by his eating flesh and bread at the
.
door of the tabernacle of the congregation.
The nature of the various offerings mentioned.in Scripture
seems to have been but twofold: they were either expiatory or
eucharistic. Many seem to overlook the latter sort of offerings,
though they wer~ far more numerous than the. former. 'Yhen
a vanety of offenngs are commanded for the dlfferent festivals,
in Num. xxviii., a kid for a sin-offering is specially mentioned
at each; thereby, surefy, intimating that the rest were not sinofferings, but thank-offerings, and tokens of allegiance to a
Superior. On the day of atonement, whose rites were preemmently expiatory, it is expressly mentioned, that there is
another sin-offering besides this kid-namely. the goat OIl which
the people's lot fell (Num. xxix. 11). We may therefore infer,
that at the other festivals this kid alone was considered 88 -the
expiatory offering. At all events, it must be admitted that the
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flour, the wine, the oil, the sweet spices, were not expiatory,
but eucharistic; and the burning of incense clearly was so.
Eucharistic offerings were always preceded by expiatory c
., Without shedding of blood there was no remission of sins ;"
and till sin waS remitted, there was no approach to God. But
while we diligently observe this peculiarity, let us not for~et
that the chief object of several of the festivals was eucharistic,
not expiatory. Take, for example, the offering of firstfruits, Lev. xxiii. 9, &.c. No bread, &c., could be used, till the
offering of first-fruits had been brought to the priest, to be
waved before the Lord: but with this sheaf of first-fruits was
offered a lamb of a year old; indicating, that this duty could
not be performed, on account of the offerer's sinfulness, till an
expiation was made. This may serve to illustrate several other
feasts.
. From a careful examination of these particulars, the following
doctrine concerning eucharistic and expiatory sacrifices and
offerings may be fairly deduced :-Man had been commanded
to renaer unto the Lord a portion of the things of the earth
which he possessed, in token that God is the true possessor of
the whole, that from Him they are received and at his pleasure
they are held. This is due to God, not as faHen creatures, but
simply as creatures; and is probably accompanied with praise
and tbanksgiving, the chief worship that would be required
of a perfect human being. But the Fall placed the worshippers in different circumstances: it not only prevented
him from approaching God without a Mediator, but he was
borne down with a load of g u.i It, that prevented him from
making any movement towards God till this load was taken awav.
For thIS purpose, One was appointed, on whom was laid tIlo
iniquity of us all: He paid the fun penalty; and in virtue of
this, all those for whom it was paid are reckoned completely
free from guilt. In token of thIS guilt being thus atoned for,
by the penalty having been paid in the person of another, sacrifices were instituted; which are proper to man, not as a creatllre,
but as a fallen creature. Gifts, then, we owe to God as creatures; but as sinners we are unable to offer gifts, sin having
completely separated us from God and laid us under his curse:
sacrifices, therefore, we owe to Him as sinners, as a preliminary
step to our offering him gifts as creatures .
.t\tonement, then, appears not to be an end in itself, but
a mean to a further end. So" the spirits of just men made
perfect" are represented as viewing it.. In addressing the great
Sacrifice, they say, "Thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us
to God by thy blood." Here modern divines insist upon stoppina: they. think· it derogatory to the great doctrine of the
atonement to proceed further. So think not the spirits above;
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for they proceed, "And hast made us unto OU1' God kings and
priests, and we shall reign on the earth." The atonement is the
purchase-money; the· redemption of the souls and bodies of the
elect, and the inheritlll1ce of the earth, the glorious purchase:
For we have not been redeemed" with corruptible things, as
silver :and gold, but with the precious blood of Christ;" and
we are now" sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise, which is
the earnest of our inheritance until the redemption of the purchased possession."
But, to obtain further light on the priesthood of Christ, let U8
again advert to the observances of that law which was ,. a
shadow of good things to come." On the Day of Atonement,
the high pnest went into the holy place with the blood of the
sacrifice: and Christ, our great HIgh Priest, has entered, not
into the holy place made with hands, but into heaven itself,
with his own'blood. Though He was always predestinativelya
Priest, in the same sense as He was the "Lamb slain from
the .foundation of the world," yet his installation into the
priestly offioe, if we may use the term, was ·an event which
took 'place at a certain epoch of time, as well 'as the event of
bis death. The Scriptures distinctly fix this epoch. St. Paul
declares his resurrection to be the manifestation of his Sonship
(Rom. i. 4) ; explaining thereby that decree of the second' Psalm,
,. Thou art my Son : this day have I begotten thee "-that is, at
the time of his 'resurrection, when. he appeared as the II fir8tbegotten from the dead." Now the words ()f this decree are also
declared elsewhere, by the same Apostle, to be that which confltituted him a Priest (Heb. v. 4). From this it appears, that
at his death he was the victim sacrificed for sin; at his reaurre.ction" the high priest '!-b?ut to enter into '. the hol~ place
with the blood of the vlcttm-the presentation of his oWn
atonement-in order that God might, on account of it, extend
pardon ,and favour to his elect people. And as the Jewish high
priest was wont, after the presentation of the blood of thesacri..
fice, to come forth to the people" and offer eucharistical burnt-.
offerings; 80 shall our great High Priest appear the second time,
to them that look for him, to offer up-, during a long day of
joy and gladness, the tribute of thanks and pmi8es from. il redeemed world.
The more vividly to apprehend the prie8tly office of our King
during hi8 glorious reign on the earth, let U8 con tern plate, 80
to speak, the first draught of God's purpose, as it appeared in
the creative 8tate. Let us view it, not as it appeared to Ul~
mind of Him who from all ~temity decreed thatitsbould be
but a tr~n8!ent. ~tate, but as we .may suppose it would ap~t to
tboseprmClpabties and powers ID heavenly places tow-hOm OM
makes known by the church his manifold \Visdolrt. Th6y~-
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held a {air creation. which its Maker pronounced good; and
'law it given in possession to holy beings, to whose- variou.
pQwers and faculties this good. and fair creation was exactly
adapted. FrQm such a· glorious commencement they wonld
na.tura,llyanticipate that this earth should become the. habita...
tion of a multitude of happy beings, who would maintain a.coostant communion with the Author of their being, by the interchange of blessings and grateful adoration. And when they
saw these fair expectations marred, and were told that by thi.
very interruption a still more glorious state of things would
ultimately be brought about, no wonder, indeed, was it, that
into this marvellonil scheme of redemption the angels desired
to look.
.
The Fall produced enmity between God and the creature;
but God ordained One by whom he should " reconcile all
things unto himself." The effects. of this reconciliation will be
a return to that state from which the creature fell; himself and
his habitation redeemed from the curse, and holy.intercourse
with the infinite God renewed. Again shall the sunshine of
God's countenance, and the dew of his blessing, exhale from
the grateful earth the incense of praise; and all the glories of
the creative state shall be restored. But if nothing more than
the ori~inal glory were restored, the manifold wisdom of God
in ordalDing the Fall would not be displayed. What, then, is
the grand difference between the creation state and the redemp~on state? It is the priesthood of the Lord Jesus Christ: it
ill the Eternal Word havin{?; taken hold of the nature of Abraham's seed. and having jomed it in everlasting union with his
8asentia} Divinity; thus forming a line between the creature
and the Creator, and opening up a new and living way of close
communion between them, to which the creation state had no
accelW. They are one with. Him wqo is one with the Father.
Not. only. are they pernlitted to hold communion with the Almighty, but GodiQ very deed dwells with them upon the earth,
in the SeoondPer80n of the blessed Trinity. That great mystery40 which Solomon imperfectly understood, and naturally marvelled at-how He whom the heaven of heavens could not
contain should tabernacle amongst men-has now, by his incarnation, become a reality. Christ is " a Priest for ever,.after
the order of Melchizedek." Not only during the Millennial
ages shl}-ll their King-Priest pre.sent to God the Father the adoration of a redeemed world; but through the ages of eternity
the ..immediate Object of their worship shall be Himself their
Fellow-worahipper; and, as the Beginning and Head of creation, shall for ever. lift up the creature in the presence of the
Father. To the worshippers, He is .. the .Image of the invisible·
GDd:~ '~ the. fulne1!lI. of the. Godhead in a body;" and He
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stands before the great Object of their worship as the head and
representative of the redeemed creature; as Him who hath
.. reconciled all things," by whom "all things consist," in
whom "all things are gathered into one:" thus, like Aaron
with the names of the tribes of Israel upon his shoulders, bearing the creature before the Lord for an everlasting memorial.
And thus, throughout eternity, shall the great work of redemption be kept in remembrance. The glorified humanity of
the Lord Jesus Christ shall be an eternal monument of the
mighty work accomplished by the Word being made flesh.
Even when he shall have subdued all things to himself, and shall
deliver up the kingdom to his Father, there exists a memorial
of all he has done. "Then shall the Son also be subject to
him who put all things under him." He shall, as the Head
of the creature, tell out the manifold wisdom of God in the
creation, the fall, and the redemption of man, by his eternal
subjection, as man, to his Father and their Father, to his God
and their God.
S.
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scriptural doctrine of our Lord's glorious advent to set
up his Millennial kingdom, is objected to by many under the idea
that .. to suppose him reigning personally and visibly in such Ii
world as this, is rather to degrade than to exalt our Lord."
But this is taking a low and carnal view of the subject. The
question is, " What saith the Scripture?" and if these- things
be therein declared, let the o~jectors know, that the Lord cannot
be degraded by accomplishing his own glorious purposes, and
least of an when accomplishing that great work whIch will be
the theme of praise and admiration among the heavenly host
through all eternity. These objectors actually do believe that
God governs the world at this moment: there is therefore an
end of their assumption that the Lord would be degraded by
reigniTlg over it. There remains, then, only a part of the objection, that he, would be degraded b~ becoming -:isible. Why
degraded? EVIdently because the objectors, tUlDg a carnal,
intellectual view of the subject, imagine, that as long as the
Lord is invisible to this wicked world, its wickedness is invisible
to him, and that he would be degraded by looking upon it.
They think, moreover, that the Lord would see with mortal
eyes; forgettin~, that in Ilis view this earth is the dwelling-place
of immortal spll'its,-of his redeemed, of angels and archanl[els.
'(-ministering spirits lIent forth to minister to those who ihall
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be heirs of salvation." Yet tbey believe that be is now visible
to angels and arcbangels, and that the Lord sits upon his throne
among them? What, then. is the real difference ~ where is the
force of the objecti~,.excepting to O1!r .carnal conceptions?
But (tbey say) 8.n IS hete. True, It IS so now; and tbat the
Lord should on that account be nearer to us even now, as a present
hel~, f:han tbese obj~tors really think, is a great condescension. :
but It IS not degradataon; for the Lord can never be degraded by
doing that which he has willed to do: and therefore the only
question is, .. What saith the Scripture?" There the question
begins, and there it ends.
If these objectors had been unfortunately gifted with more
logical heads, they must have been inevitably Socinians; for.
if we are to talk of degradation, what can be more so, according
to the standard of human intellect, than the notion that the
Holy Spirit should dwell witbin the decaying, offensive, and
sin-polluted body of a human being? Aecording to their ideas.
the Saviour, our Lord and our God, was degraded by 'passing
through the womb of the Virgin; and according to their logic,
at all events, the Holy Spint, to avoid degradation, should
cease t-o dwell with us when our bodies become loathsome from
sickness! the bed of a dying Christian ought to be without
consolation! and that Spirit, which would· have repelled the
assaults of Satan, ought to have retired in disgust!
. These objectors make a mere man of the Lord, ascribing to
him the animal senses of a human being, and then cry out
lipan others for degrading him! They cannot keer. in mind,
that in the sight of the Lord aU his works are equa, and that
tbere is notsing offensive but sin. Their carnal conceptions
would admit the notion of tbe Lord's appearing in the form of
an archangel, if it were rropounded in Scripture; but they are
staggered at the idea 0 his assuming the form of an earthly
king, because they do not comprehend, that, compared with the
greatness of God, both are equally nothing; and because, while
occupied in comparing the creatures with each other, they forget
that both are equally the work of the Creator's hands, and tliat
se could change the one into the other in an instant. These
objectors, in the same way measuring every thing by their own
eamal standard, believe that God dwells in heaven-meaning a
place of his -own making; but they cannot admit that be call
dwell on-earth, which is also a place of his own making. But
why not? Because they think (and, if they knew -their own
thoughts, they wouM confess it) that the two places are made
with di1rerent materials, a~d that the Creator did not make the
materials. This alone can be their reason for thinking that the
earth possesses inMrently qualities which must always, and under
all eircumstances, render it incapable of becoming either paradiso
VOL. I.-NO. II.
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or heaven. It is plain that these objectors do not think that the
presence of the Lord constitutes heaven, or that sin is the cause
of the present condition of this earth and its inhabitants; but
that the earth itself has a something in its composition above
the controul of the Divine presenc~; and that, if the Lord were
to erect his throne hel'e, instead of exalting the earth, the earth'
w.ould lower Him! lance knew an ultra-Socinian, who by
the powers of his intellect had arrived at the concluaion that
God wall not Almighty: these objectors do not seem to be
aware, that when tlley apply the word "degradation" to the.
Lord, they set up a supposed power above his will. Whatevel'
we find in Scripture falls within the term " condescension."
To assume any thing which has not Scripture for its warrant, is
not to "degrade" the Lord, but to (fommit the sin of interpolating God's word. The word " degradation" is out of the
question: the terms "scriptural" or" unscriptural" can alone be
pr.operly employed, in considering the operations of the DivinQ
wdl.
Mr. Irving very ably overthrows these objectors on their own
mode of reasoning, by observing, that "to rule as a King is a
les8 humiliation than to be crucified as a malefactor." This is
a cQDclusive answer to the objectors, upon their own narrow
basis; though, in .point of fact, the Lord is always equally
glorious. Tbese objectors cannot help making a human beini
of the Lord, and do not comprehend that his glory is independent of circumstances. "If," say they, " we could, with
the Socinialls, suppose him a mere man, we could conceive a
throne on this earth would do him honour." Now this is not a,
fair way of stating their objection; for they really do mean that.
such a throne would do him dishonour; and, meaning this, they
do make the Lord a mere man, as completely dependent on
outward circumstances, as the Socinians: the only difference
betwee~ them consists in the three letters which form the syllable
dis-both are evidently thinking of a creature. and not of the
Creator.
To what a groveling view of Divine things has the standard
of orthodoxy fallen! To bear a testimony against the Catholio
bill. as the· work· of Infidel indifference, was a d\Jty; but who
can wonder that our Established Church should be thus shakeD,
when we see Mr. Irving Ilssailed with such silly objections as
the hutDan intellect can afford, on a subject beyond ita grasp.
instead of· being met on Scripture ground, which is our only,
guide? I am not competent to say whether Mr. Irving is right;
but anyone me.y see that these objectors are wrong. Theil" best
attempt. at argu~ent shew that they sta.nd on the v.el'Y verge
of Socinianism, and depend on their natural underat&.ndiDg&
more than OQ ~he revealed word of God. Th,y think th~sel,"
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rational Christians, merely because they are so blinded that
they cannot see to the end of their own absurdities. They talk.
of the impossibility ofa sinner being in heaven; as if heaven
were a p'lace, and not a condition; and then argue, that, beeause a SIDner cannot be there, the glorified God-Man cannot
be here. If so, they must believe that he never was upon earth;
and that Jesus, who did come, was a mere man.
But let us pursue the investigation a little higher, and inquire
wherein the glory of Christ consisted. It may be summed up
in one sentence: He was " God manifest in the flesh!' The
Godhead is in its own nature .jnfinite, incomprehensible, and
undiscoverable; but it is the office of Christ to manifest whatever the creature can comprehend of God. In this office, and
for this end, the Son-who was Very God from all eternity, and
as such invested with all the glory of the Father-came forth
in the fulness of time, and took flesh as son of man: thus
uniting both natures in the one person of Christ, never again to
be diVIded, never to be manifested otherwise than in conjunction; in order to exhibit in creature fOl'm, to every created being,
that glory which he had with the Father., as his only beloved
Son, from everlasting. I I These words spake Jesus, and lifted up
his eyes to heaven, and said, Father, the hour is come; glorify
thy Son, that thy Son also lOay glorify thee: as thou hast
given him power over all flesh, that he should give etemallife to .
as many as thou hast given him. And this is life eternal, that
they might· know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ
whom thou hast sent. I have glorified thee on the earth: I have
finished the work which thou gavest me to do. And now, 0
Father, glorify thou me with thine own self, with the glory
which I liad With thee before the world was" (John xvii. 1-5).
Now, his glory as "perfect God " is evidently incapable of ad;'
dition or diminution: it was the same when in the bosom of
the Father, as when on earth united to the " perfect man" in
him "dwelt all the fulness of the Godhead bodily," or as now
in glorified humanity "seated on the right hand of the Majesty
on high." It is clear, therefore, that as the Divine nature of
our Lord was incapable of any accession of glory, the huma.n
nature alone, in the God-Man Christ Jesus, could be the subject of glorification; and that it is this humanity, impersonated
with Divinity, which by the union has received such exaltation,
that before It every knee shall bow, of things in heaven and
things in earth and things under the earth, and every tongue
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the
Father. This being evident and undeniable,. the inca~natiOB
was no degradation of the Son of God; for It was talcing>·up
h1llDlLDity. in that atateof degradation which the,'FaIt.a
brought upon .it, and raising it to the highest Btate of .glory by
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the mighty power of the Holy Spirit. Degradation is not to'
be admitted even here, when the Son of God .. took upon him-·
self the form of a servant;" much less, then, when he shall come·
forth the second time, exhibiting humanity in the glorious perfection to which he has exalted it: no longer the Man of sorrows, despised and rejected of men, but King of kings and Lord
of lords.
Nor shall the earth always continue to exhibit on its surface
those lamentable traces of the Fall, in sin and sorrow and miseryi
which alone give occasion to the idea of degradation we are
combating. The prophecies all close in a promise of blessings
showered down upon the earth; a restitution of all things; when
" Satan shall be bound" (Rev. xx. 2), and the now groaning
creation have the "glorious liberty of the children of God ..
(Rom. viii. 21); when none shall hurt nor destroy, and the land
shall become like Eden, the garden of the Lord. When God
looked upon his creation, he pronounced it verl good; and when
Adam, before his fall, heard the voice of the ord God walking
in the garden, he shunned not the interview; and we never
dream of degradation. The Lord also appeared to Abraham,
to Jacob, to Moses: he came down on Sinai; he dwelt betwee~
the cherubim; he filled the temple; and all these before the incarnation: and shall we now prattle about degradation, because
he has taken into union with himself humanity derived from
this earth, and shall exhibit upon the earth the glorious climax
and consummation of the purpose of God in creating the universe 1 . Nay, let us rather take him literally at his word, wherein
he declares so unequivocally, to the Prophet who beheld the
glory of the Lord returning to his yet future temple, "Son of
man, the place of my throne, and the place of the soles of my
feet, where I will dwell in the midst of the children of Israel for
ever II (Ezek. xliii. 7). Amen: even so: come, Lord Jesus •

• ••
THE STUDY OF PROPHECY A QUESTION OF DEGREE.

THE great question now at issue between those who study
Prophecy and those who study it not, is almost entirely to be
resolved into a question of extent and degree. Those who study
ProJlhecy maintain that all parts of the word of God are eq ually
worthy of attention; and that man may not select a portion
of Divine revelation, saying, This is profitable, and this I will
study; and reject another portion, saymg, This is not profitable,
and this I Will not study. Those who do not study Prophecy
grant that it is the word of God, in as full a manner as tbo.e
other ~ of revelation which they do study, but they confine
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the necessity of studying it to certain periods of the world, or
certain classes of persons, or times of leisure, which may remain
after having fulfilled those duties which they consider as more
important. They suppose that the whole scheme of God i.
summed up in certaln doctrines, which they call emphatically
tke Gospel; and that the Christian's sole object should be to
understand these doctrines, and to apply them to his own soul.
We maintain all these doctrines as strenuously as they do, and
press home upon each other's consciences the paramount necessity of being rooted and grounded in these: but we stop not
here; we press on unto perfection. It is not merely the Gospel,
but the Gospel of tke kingdom, which is every where announced
in· Scripture; and the !$ood news with which we congratulate
each other, is the glad tidings of the coming glories of our Lord.
A man must secure his own personal salvatIon before he' can
understaud, much more before he can delight in the study of,
that glory which shall be revealed; but, these preliminaries
being secured, it does appear to me narrow, and selfish, and groveling, not to expatiate in that amJ?le revelation of the latter-day.
glory with which every prophecy 10 the Bible finishes; and I
delight my soul in the contemplation, that all the elect of God
shall not only escape the misery of hell, but shall feel themselves
glorified in being instruments of effecting the great purpose of
God, and exulting in the successive developments of his designs
through all eternitv. They are raised out of the narrow, selfish,
personal feeling of mere safety, into the ennobling, generous,
dignified rank of becoming monuments of the Divine gfory.
.
But there are many humble, pious minds, who, from fear of
becoming presumptuous, may not feel willing to indulge in these
exaltintt hopes. To such persons I would address some considerations, drawn from the times in which we live, which have
convinced me of the imperative duty which now rests upon us
of studying Prophecy.
I am fully convinced, from the study of all the Scri ptures,
that we are now on the eve of a crisis incomparably the most
im~rtantthat the world has yet passed thro~h. Greater than
the Deluge, for it is the baptism of fire (2 Pet. Iii. 5; 12); greater
than the aeliverance from Egypt, which shall no more be rememberednor come into mind (Jer. xxiii. 7,8); greater than the destruction of Jerusalem, or any other national calamity, for it shall
be a time of trouble such as never· was since there was a nation
even to that same· time, no, nor ever shall be (Dan xii. I; Matt.
xxiv. 21 ; ,Mark xiii. 19). Nor shallit be only a time of affiiction,
but it shall also be a time of subtle deceit; when false Christa and
false prophets shall arise, deceiving, if it were possible, the very
elect (Matt. xxiv. 24; Mark xiii. 22). In a crisis like this,
. which is approaching-so full of peril, and so pregnant with
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mistake-we need all the support and all the direction 'Which
the revelation of God can supply. By studying the prophecies
I find, that in this crisis the Lord shall manifest himself in an
extraordinary way, and simultaneously accomplish many most
important events; the. chief of which are these :-1. the Papacy
shall be brokeu down; 2. the people of Israel shall be restored;
3. all the enemies of Christ shall be destroyed; 4. the second
advent of our Lord shall take place; 5. his millennial reign
shall commence; 6. and at some period during the progress of
these events, which begin with the destruction of Babylon and
run on to the commencement of the Millennium, the first resurrection shall take place. All these events are so closely
bound together in Scripture~ that, treating of anyone, you can
scarcely avoid bringing in all the rest; and, fixing 8ny one of
them to a particular time, you do thereby fix all the others. each
to its own time: for Babylon's destruction frees Israel-Christ'.
enemies gather against Israel when restored-He in person destroys his enemies-when he thus cometh, his risen saints are
with him-and the destruction of his enemies ushers in hill
millennial reign of peace and joy.
These events, even when considered only in their relation to
ourselves as men, are vast and important: but when we consider
them as the consummation of that great purpose of God, for the
manifestation of which the creation was called into being; and
,that the several changes and revolutions in things visible have
been only different developments of this I?urpose, and successive
steps advancing nearer and nearer to thiS glorious consumma.
tion; it is then, and then only, that we feel all the dignity and
importance of the age in which we live; and, according to
our several characters of apprehension, of hope,. of admiration,
of daring, of high emprise, are irresistibly impelled, and eagerly
resort to those prophetic records whence alone we can ascertain
the signs of the forthcoming events, or learn to direct our course.
One of these events has been especially singled out by God as
that which shall most peculiarly redound to his glory among
men: he has even condescended to represent himself as receiving joy and honour in its accomplishment; has staked
thereon his own veracity; and pledged himself thereto with a
:vehemency of asseveration. which I cannot find employed for
any other purpose throughout the whole Scripture-namely,
the restoration of the Jews: .. I will cause the captivity of
Judah and the captivity of Israel to return •....• yea. I will rejoice over them to do them good; and I will plant them in thia
land assuredly, with my whole heart and with my whole soul."
(See Jer. xxiii. and xxxii.)
. . JO.HN TUDOR; ,
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ON THE NEW COVENANT.
(ler, xni. 31; Reb. viii. 8. 13.)

difficulties which have been found to exist upon the
subject of the Old and New Covenants, and the consequent
discrepancy of opinion among divines, I plead as my excuse for
bringin~ forward the following observations, although the responsibility attached to it be great.
If Witsius felt such sacred awe in treating this subject.
when his view had the support of the church in general, what
should I feel, in bringing forward views that have the direct support of few ?-though I shall adduce the collateral evidence of
many.
But, on the other hand, if it has pleased the Lord, in these
latter times, by the foolish things of this world to reveal a truth
more simple; more in accordance with the word; and in a manner
which removes the necessity of doing violence to the sacred
oracles (of which all the present interrretations appear to be
more or less guilty): then does an awfu responsibility attach to
those who, stumblin~ at the instrument the LOfd may use,
should reject without lnquiry opinions which may be consonant
with the truth.
I attribute the confusion, or indistinctness, on this subject, to
not attaching definite and separate ideas to the two forms in
which God conveys his benefits to man; both being rendered by
one and the same Greek word, diatheke (0&a67]"7]).
I first received my ideas, not simply from the word diatheke,
but the coherence of the text in the dIfferent parts of Scripture
where it occurs; and thereby I perceived. that what is predicated
of diatheke in Reb. ix. 16 (If For where a testament is, there
must also of necessity be the death of the testator "), l'equires
the rendering to be testament; whereas, in ch. viii. ver. 8 (" Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, when I will make a new
covenant with the house of ISl'ael," &c.). it is equally necessary
to render it by CO'Vf!nallt. Thus, having once clearly perceived
that there were· both covenants and testaments mentioned, I
was next led to observe a fallacy in the general mode of treating
the subject.
I will, first, lay down my position; that those who read this
treatise may be better able to scrutinize what I wish to establish; which I will al80 shew to be in a great measure supported
by received authorities.
THE
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[ will, secondly, lay down what appears to be the Scriptural
distinction between covenant and testament. In doing which, I
will mention every place where the word diatheke is used in the
New Testament, and fix the rendering of each passage by only
one of the words, testament or covenant, as the sense of the context may require.
I will, thirdly, consider the single place in the Old Testament,
with its quotatIOn in the New, where the term ., new" is added
to U covenant."
And, lastly, I will compare some places in the Old, with their
parallels in the New Testament, where a future covenant'is mentioned, which evidently appears the same ?lew covenant.
And may the Lord give grace to bis church to prove all
things and hold fast only that which is good; and prevent his
servant from handling the word of the Lord deceitfully, or wresting the Scripture to his own destruction !
I. My position is, that we are not under the new, but the
old, covenant-that is, the A.brahamic covenant. We are under
A new dispensation, in opposition to the former dispensations;
and we are under THE new testament, in opposition to the old,
or Mosaic, testament, which was the symbolic acting of prospective faith: but the new covenant is still future.
God's covenant with Abraham before Christ's advent, is the
covenant we are now under, though diverse in its circumstances
or accidents: before Christ, there was a looking forward to
conditions to be performed; whereas during the present dispensation there is a looking back to the conditions which have
been performed. "Now I say, that Jesus Christ was a minister
of the circumcision for the truth of God, to corifirm tIle promises
made unto the fathers; and that the Gentiles might glorify
God for his mercy." (Rom. xv. 8.) U To perform the mercy
(promised) to our fathers, and to remember his holy covenant, the
oath which he sware unto our father Abraham." (Luke i. 72.)
Christ completed the conditions of the covenant on his part:
thereby he freed the old covenant from the super-addition of
the Mosaic testament, with the curse of the Law, and left the
Abrahamic covenant as his testament. H Christ hath redeemed
us from the curse of the Law, .... that the blessing of A.braham
might come upon the Gentiles through him." (Gal. iii. 13,14.)
The condition of the covenant of imputed righteousness was,
that it should become a testament-namely, u that by means
of death •••. they which are (or have been) called, might receive
the promise of eternal life." (Heb. ix. 15.)
This is the outline of my view.
I have now to shew from the opinions of others that we are
Dot under a covenant distinct from the Abrahamic, but· oolya
different administration of the same covenant. Dr; Owen is'the
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first writer I »hall cite; not only because bis authority iii great,
bu.t because his arguments are strong.
.
" Here the,n," says he, .. ariseth a difference of no small importance-namely, whether there are indeed two distinct covenants, as to the essence and substance of them; or only different
ways of the dispensation and administration of the same covenant.
And the reason of the difficulty lieth herein: we must grant
one of these three things:
,. 1. That either the covenant of grace was in force under the
Old Testament; 01',
" 2. That the church was saved without it, or without any
benefit by Jesus Christ, who is the Mediator of it alone; or,
"3. That they all perished everlastingly. And neither of the
two latter can be admitted.
" Suppose,. then, that this (new) covenant of grace was extant
and effectual under the Old Testament, so as the church was
saved by virtue hereof, and the mediation of Christ herein; how
could it be that there should at the same time be another covenant between God and them, of a different nature from this,
accompanied with other promises arid other effects 1 "
1 must here observe, that, according to the position laid down
above, the covenant of which he is speaking is not the new;
that being the .question in agitation. Nor can the covenant of
grace be any distinction, because all covenants between God
and the creature must be of mere grace: this I shall shew from
Owen hereafter. But, as by the expression, "this new covenant
of gmce," the present dispensation IS intended, it does not affect
the .prunt he is urging, so I will pass on to the method which he
tak.. to remove the objection.
" On this consideration it is said that the two covenants mentioned. the new and the old,were not indeed two distinct coveUBt. as to their essence and substance, but only di.fferent adll~
,wtrations of the same cove1lant. Called two covenants, from
some different outward solemnities and duties of worship attending them. To clear this, it must be observed,
.. 1. That by the old covenant, the original covenant of works
IIl&de with Adam, and' all mankind in him, is not intended; for
this is.undoubtedly a covenant differing in the essence and substance of it from the new.
. " 2. By the new covenant, not the new covenant absolutely
and originally, as given in the first promise, is intended; but in
ita complete Gospel admini"tration, wlum it wa, actu.allg esta6lided 0!l the death of Chri.1t, tu administered in and by tlae
or-dinances of the New Testamellt. This, with the covenant of
SiDa.i. Were, as inost say, but diff~rent administrations of the
I&DJe covenant.
,. But, on Ike otlier hand, there is such express mentif)n tnaU,
VOL. I.-NO. II.
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not only in this, but in s'4'Rdry other places of the SC1'iptur~ also,
of two distinct covenants or testaments; and such different
natul'es, properties, and effects ascribed to them, as seem to
constitute two distinct covenants."-Owen on Heb. viii. 6. Vol.
vi. p. 82.
- Thus Owen's method of overcoming the difficulty is, by opposing the old COllenant in its New-Testament form, to the same
coveTlQnt in its Old-Testament form. _
Roberts, holding the same fallacy, says: "This covenant,
being another and a very diverse covenant, both from the old
covenant and from all that went before-not in substance, but
in circumstance; not in essence, but in accidents; not in inward
constitution, but in outward administration-is called a NEW
COVENANT."- Roberts's Mystery and Marrow, p. 1255.
This, undoubtedly, is the preferable of the two common ways
of treating it. Upon the supposition of there being radically
but one covenant, testament and covenant must then be synonimous, or the thing signified must partake of the nature of
both: as expressed by Roberts, .. they are falderal testaments,
or testamentary covenants/' (Roberts, p. 1262.) I must add
the reason he assigns for tbe present New Testament being called
the second covenant: " Seeing (says be) the Sinai covenant
was not the first ..... nor is tbe new covenant the second after the
Sinai covenant" ..... but -"because they are the first and most
illustrious covenants; although, in regard of time and order of
discovery, the old covenant was not precisely the first, nor this
new the second." His second reason is more to my purpose:
.. The Greek word, Diatheke, translated covenant in Heb. viii.
6, 7, alleged for this denomination, may also as well be rendered
testament; 'for if the first testament had been faultless, then
should no Jllace have been sought for the second;' and thus the
same Greek word is often translated testament; and then the
difficulty is easily removed. For these two covenants being the
only testamental covenants, the old COtlenant was the first testament, and the new covenant was the second testament."
- Witsius says, book iii. ch. ii. " If we.. view the substance of
the covenant, it is but one only; nor is it possible it should be
otherwise .•••• But if we attend to the circumstances of the covenant, it was dispensed 'at sundry times and in divers manners; ,
under various economies, for the manifestation of the manifold wisdom of God.''' After proving this at some length, he
concludes: " To sum up the whole then, in short: the Apostle
-here, Acts xv .11, declares three things: 1st, that the fathers UJere
Mlved: 2dly, by the very same covenant that we are: 3dly,
through tIle grace of our Lord Jesus Christ: intimating likewise,
by all this reasoning. that there can possibly be but one way of
lalvq.tion."
I
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In book iii. ch. iii. sect. 3 and 4, he says: "The promise
of the common salvation which is in Christ, whether formerly
made to the fathers, or to us at this day, does not belong
to the Old and New Testament, as such; but absolutely to the
testament or covenant of grace."
Witsius also, in common with all who treat it in this way, uses
"testament" and" covenant" as synonymous; but in so"doing,
he is guilty of the sophism of interchanging the words testament
and covenant as the argument lequires, and thereby making
the alone covenant the new covenant, because it is the New.
Testament administration of the only covenant revealed. What
follows, is precisely the view I take of the covenants and testaments, if I may be allowed to preserve the distinction between
the two words:
"The difference of the testaments consists in the different
manner of proposing and dispensing the same saving grace.
and in some different adjuncts and circumstances. Whatever
was typical in that dispensation, and denoted imperfection, and
an acknowledgment that the RAN so M was not yet paid, belongs to
the Old Testament: whatever shews that the redemption is
actually wrought out, is peculiar to the New Testament. Without adverting to this, it is not possible we can have a distinct
knowledge of the nature of both testaments.
,. But let us insist a little further on this point, if possiblr. we
may advance what may set the truth in a clear light. Three
things are to be distinguished: The TESTAMENT ijgrace [or
rather, as I should say, the covenant], the old, and new testaments.
To each its own inheritance is to be assigned: that of the testament [covenant] of grace is eternal salvation, with every thing
belonging to it, through Jesus Christ; which is equally common
to believers in all ages. The old and new testaments, being
different economies of this one testament [covenant] of grace,
which they comprise, suppose also, and include the same heavenly inheritance."- Watsius on the Covenants.
. "The Old Testament was pure Gospel promising Christ, as
the New Testament is pure Gospel performillg and exhibiting
Christ. The time of the Old Testament, was a time of signifying Christ; the time of the New, was a time of marlifesting
Christ."-Roberts, p. 987.
Roberts quotes from Clemens Alexandrinus, as follows: "The
saving testament or covenant is but one, from the beginning of
the world; although in the manner of giving it may seem
diverse. Forsubstance, the Old and New Testaments are but
one, confirmed by the death of one and the same Testator: for
manner of admimstration, they are two; the Old promising the
Testator in the types, the other performing him in the truth. In
the Old Testament the Ne~ is veiled: In the New Testament

the Old is revealed. And Lactantius saith, they are not diverse,
because the New is the fulfilling of the Old, and in both is the
same Testator Christ."-Roberts, Mystery, &c.
This sufficiently establishes our now being under tke covenant
of imputed righteousness, as confirmed in the New-Testament di,.
pensation.
The other ordinary method of treating the covenants is more
dangerous and reprehensible; all, in consequence of universally
rendering diatheke by covenant, great violence is done to that
passage of Scripture, Heb. ix. 15-17, where the Holy Ghost
defines most exactly the nature of a testament.
I will, in the first place, instance Dr. Doddridge on Heb. ix.
16: I< < For where a covenant (is),' answerable to that which typified this of which I now speak, 'it necessarily imports the death
of that
wltich the covenant is confirmed.' For you know that
sacrificia rites have ever attended the most celebrated covenants
which God hath made with men: so that I may say, < a covenant
(is) confirmed over the dead;' so that it does not avail, 'nor ktU
a"yIorce at all, while' he by whom it is confirmed' liveth.'''
Doadridge adds this note:
" < By which the covenant is confirmed.'
Mr. Pierce would
render it, of that sacrifice which is appointed by God to pacify.
And he brings a remarkable instance from Appian, where
diathemenon SIgnifies a pacifier. He saith, The scope of the
writer requires that it should be so translated here; and accordingly in the next verse he renders it, < the pacifier can do
lIothing as long as he liveth.' But I think if it be rendered, ' He
by whom it is confirmed,' the argument will be clearer. Yet I
confess considerable difficulties attend both these interpretations;
though the connection with what follows appears easier upon
that which I have given. The reader will do well if he consult
Dr. Whitby upon this passage; who assigns and vindicates an
interpretatIOn much the same with that which is proposed in
this version and paraphrase. The phrase which I have rendered
, necessarily imports: is very strong. The death must be produced; it must not only be effected, but also made apparent.
Elsner hath shewn (Observ. vol. it p.361) that the word i.
used in a forensic sense for what is produced and proved, or
made apparent in a court of judicature."-Doddridge's Expos.
vol. vi. 65.
Dr. Whitby quotes from Mr. Le Clerc as follows:
" This discourse is to be looked upon merely as the play of
an Hellenistic writer, who, because he saw that diatheke was
used for that covenant whereof Christ is the Mediator, and signified also a testament, and Christ was dead, thence deduced
c!)ns!)Ctaries, which are true indeed considered in themselves, but
here rely lIpon weak principles; rather to set off hi8 discoune
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acoordinl!: to the custom of that age, than to com'ert the J8ft
to the faith by the power of reasoning."
After most justly reprehending these perniciolls sentiments,
which Dr. Whitby does at considerable length, he rendera the
16th and 17th verses by what appear to me the veriest truisms:
H For where there is a covenant made by death, or ratified by
the blood of him that makes it, there of necessity must intervene
the death of him that makes the covenant or promise. For a covenant (of this nature) is only firm in the death of them who make
it: as other covenants wel'e ratified by the death of the sacrifices
used at the making of them, it is of no force while the maker of
the covenant lives."-Dr. Whitb;lJ, in loco.
Nearly the same rendering is followed in Bagster's Polyglott:
" For where a covenant is, there must necessarily be the death
of that by which it is confirmed; for a covenant is confirmed
over dead (victims), and does not avail while that by which it
is confirmed liveth."-Bagster'.s Polyglott.
Scott gives two glosses, which I will insert, because they
shew the difficulty there is attached to either of the common
methods, and also because they display a lowliness of mind
10 desirable to imitate.
He says, on Heb. ix. 15-17: It Christ was appointed to be
, mediator of the new covenant' •••• in order by Dleans of hill
death to atone .....for the transgressions committed hy believers
under the old covenant, or legal dispensation ..... who were made
partakers of the spiritual and eternal blessings, through the
anticipated efficacy of Christ's redemption. Yet that grace was
finally confirmed to them by his death; so, in this respect, the
covenant he mediated might also be considered-as a testament .....
Thus the passage has generally been interpreted. But this is the
only place in which the original word (diatheke) is expressly
used in Scripture for a testament, or the will of a dying person.
The change of the meaning. also, from covenant to testament,
seems unprecedented. The mediator of a testament, the blood
of a testament, are expressions to which it is difficult to annex
any precise ideas; and the Sinai covenant can hardly in any
sense be called a' testament. Several modern expositors have
therefore endeavoured to establish another interpretation.
" For thi. reason, of the new covenant he is the Mediator or
High Priest., by whom its blessings are dispensed; and also
the sacrifice, by which it is {lrocured and ratified; that, his death
bein~ accomplished for obtaming the rardon of the transgression.
of the first covenant, believers of al ages and nations, as the
called seed of Abraham, may receive the promised eternal in• The opposition of Mediator is between Mosel and Christ, and therefore it

caDiwt be as High Priest.
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heritance. For where a covenant is made by sacrifice, there i.
a necessity ~hat the death of .the appointed sacrifice be prod uced.:
for, accordmg to the practice of God and man, a covenant 18
made firm over dead sacrifices; seeing it never hath force
whilst the goat, calf, or bullock, appomted as the sacrifice of
ratification, liveth; because from the beginning God ratified
his covenants by sacrifice, to preserve among men the expectation
of the sacrifice of his Son: hence not even the covenant at Sinai
was made without sacrifice of blood."-Macknight iu Scott, in
loco.
Such interpretation entirely nullifies any value or merit in the
atonement; and this; moreover, in the part of Scripture where
that doctrine is expressly handled, or has its proper and principal seat. It becomes no longer a condition, but a confirmation;
which is clearly quite contrary to the context, Reb. ix. 22,
,. Without shedding of blood there is no remission:" which
makes it not only a condition, but the only condition.
Row much better is the statement of Polhi1. I< Christ was
not a mere witness, but a Priest, Redeemer, and Mediator:
his blood was not only a testimony, but a propitiation. Neither
WIlS it only corifirmative of the covenant, but fllndative.
All
the promises of grace and glory sp,ring up out of his satisfactory
and meritorious passion."-Polhzl's·Di'Oine Trut"s, p.61.
" Intercession is an act or exercise of Christ's sacerdotal
office, subsequent to and dependent upon his foregoing sacrifice."-H. Hurst's RevivaloJ Grace.
Scott continues as follows: " It appears to me that the original
will admit of this interpretation. But the nature of this work
does not admit of my enlarging on the criticisms by which it is
supported. On the one hand, the cavils which have been raised
against the Apostle's reasoning as inconclusive, if the first interpretation be adopted; and, on the other hand, the venerable
names which have sanctioned it; with other circumstances of a
similar nature, render me afraid of too confidently preferring
either interpretation. I cannot, however, but think that the latter
exposition is the most obvious, and consonant to the Apostle's
general way of reasoning."-Scott in loco.
.
As to tlie rendering of diatheke, Witsius says, p. 43, II It
both singularly and plurally very often denotes a testament; as
Budreus shews in his Comment, Sing. Grrec. from Isocrates-,
lEschines, Demosthenes, and others. In this sense we hinted
it was used by the Apostle, Heb. ix. 16."- Witsius on the Cove..
nants, p. 43.
.
What Dr. Owen advances on Heb. viii. 6, to prove that the
Old cannot mean the Adamic covenant, is also important on
this point."The covenant called afterwards the first, was diatheke,
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a teltament: so it is here called. It was such a covenant as was
a testament also. Now there can be no testament but there
must be death for the confirmation of it; Heb. ix. 16. But in
the making of the covenant with Adam, there was not the death
of any thing whence it might be called a testament; but there
was the death of beasts in sacrifice, on the confirmation of the
covenant at Sinai; as we shall see afterwards. And .it must be·
observed, that although I use the name of a covenant, as we
have rendered the word diatheke, because the true signification
of that word will more properly occur to us in another place:
yet I do not understand thereby a covenant, properly and strictly
so called; but such a one as hath the nature of a testament
also, wherein the good things of him that makes it are bequeathed unto them for whom they are designed. Neither the
word used constantly by the Apostle in this argument, nor the
design of his discourse, will admit of any other covenant to be
understood in this place. Whereas, therefore, the first covenant
made with Adam was in no sense a testament also, it cannot
be here intended."-Owen on Heb. vol. vi. p. 74.
We have an unexceptionable witness in Dr. Macknight himself,
who says: H I acknowledge that in classical Greek diathek~
commonly signifies a testament." And I believe I might add, that
luntheke is invariably used for covenant, or a deed to which
there are two or more parties. But this proves nothing; for
the Hebrew word bereth IS by the LXX. (except in Deut. ix. 15)
invariably rendered by diatlteke; which is the only word in the
New Testament to express either testament, covenant, or bereth,
when quoted from the Old Testament. .
Gill on Heb. ix. 16 gives some curious information. He
says, " The covenant of grace, as administered under the Gospel
dispensation, is a testament, or will." He adds, "The Jews have
adopted the Greek word here used into their language, and
pronounce it 'p'n'", and by it understand a dying man's last
will and testament." He goes on, U The covenant of grace is
properlr, a covenant to Christ, and a testament or will to his
people. '-Gill in loco.
I have thus given the several views of divines on the subject,
at considerable length; being anxious that thefact, of our not
having yet received the new covenant, should be inferred rather
from the conflicting opinions concerning how we are under it,
than that, in the first place, it should be inferred directly from
Scripture. For thus is shewn the real difficulty to be overcome;
and not simply, that, in order to establish peculiar tenets, a
plausible gloss is proposed in the place of some equally probable
mterpt'etation. It will also be shewn, that these discordant
news may in great measure be reconciled, by an interpretatwn
mQre according to common sense respecting the nature of a
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awenallt, IUld morelllalagous to the common faith respecting
the nature of the telJlaments.
In the fint place, it does not appear that Adam was under a
~nt of work,. His conformity was a conformity of Iwlilu!SI,.
and not of righteousness; a conformity to the Divine image,
and not to an arbitrary law. Bishop Hopkins says: H Holiness
is not the same with righteousness, strictly and properly taken ~
for righteousness, properly, is rather a denomination arising from
the conformity of actions to their l'llle, than either the principle
or substance of the actions themselves: for that is rIghteous
which is right; and that is right which is agreeable to the rule
by which it is measurE.'d. Even in Adam, whose holiness wa.
perfect, yet was there this difference between it and his righteousness, at lea.st in our clear conceptions: that his grace, as it
was cQllformable to its pattern, VlZ. the purity of God, 80 it
was hi. holiness; but as it stood in conformity to the law of
God. 80 it was his righteousness. For, in strict propriety of
speech, the rule of holiness is different from the rule of righteousness: holiness is measured by similitude.to God, righteousness
by conformity to the law."-Bishop Hopkins. Prelim. ODs. to
the Covenants.
.
Now Adam'lI law of righteousness was a negation, U Thou
&kalt not eat:" and indeed it appears to me of great consequence
to notice this, in considering the origin of evil. Had Adam's
transgression proceeded from a breach of holinesA. it would
shew that God had not " created man in his own image," "very
good," or upright. And this would give sin an efficient, and
not only a deficient cause; thereby charging God foolishly, in
making him the author of sin. And hence we find Adam's
transgression was a breach of. righteousness, in a law that did
not affect holiness, or the image of God in his attributes. Then,
with Adam before the fall I do not think it can be said there
was a covenant: It For where an obligation to a duty is natural
subordination, there it cannot be strictly and properly fmderal,
or arising from a covenant."-Bishop Hopkins, Introd. to tM
Covenants.
Roberts, who, as far as I can discern, expresses the common
opinions, says, "God covenanted with Adam, not erplicitl"
but implici.tl!!. In the explicit threat of death in case of dlBobedience, was an implicit promise of life in case of obedience:
of which the sacramental trees were symbolical; the one for
confirmation in obedience, the other for exploration of obedience."-Roberts, &c.
But to their view I cannot accede: for, First, here is an inference drawn which by no means appears a necessary consecauent: a threat in caee of disobedience, in no way implies a
reward of. obedience. The converse of the thr~at of death, .it
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no more than the retention of the life he had in present possession. As Roberts himself well expresses it, ., Adam was
immortal in innocency, not by an inability of dying, but by an
ability of not dying..... Adam before the fall had an immortal
life ....bis soul baing in itself immortal, and his body....having
a remote capacity of dying, and yet an immediate ability of
not dying."
Secondly, here is an assumption which appears equally unfounded; namely, that a threat and promise compose a covenant, without consulting the option of the parties. Riccalton
opposes the general notion in a manner to which I can fully
subscribe: " It has been, I know not how, in a manner taken
for granted, that, after continuing for some time under probation
(how long none have pretended to say, but some time or other),
he (Adam) should have been transplanted into a state much like
that, if not the very same, which believers in Christ have the
well-founded prospect of. We may surely say, that all this is
-mere guessing, as there is not the least shadow of any promise
or grant of life, much less of such a life, found in the record.
He needed no grant of the life he was in }>ossession of. But
even that, he had no promise of being contmued to him, except
what was implied in the terms on which he held it. But in the
.denunciation solemnly made to him, That in the day he should
eat of the fruit he should be subjected to death, there seems to
be a plain enough intimation, that his present happiness was
not to be perpetual; as we are sure, by the event, it was never
designed it should be."-Riccalton's Works, vol. ii. p. 60.
I -do therefore affirm, that this test of negative obedience
cannot be called a covenant of works. Nor can it be considered
synonymous with the law of works; ., The man that doeth these
things shall live by them." And, indeed, in their very nature a
law and a covenant appear to be opposed: the one is the command of a superior; the other, if not a mutual agreement, is at
least a voluntary obligation.
I rather incline to believe, that by eating the tree of life was
intended an eternal confirmation in the state in which he was;
either of sinless perfection, prior to the fall; or of eternal condemnation, subsequent to the fall. Adam might have united
himself to the" Word"" in whom was life," as a head of sustentation, as did the elect angels. And was in mercy kept from
eating the tree of life after transgression; as, had he done so,
he' must have remained in eternal condemnation; as " the angels
who kept not their first estate." His eating ,. the tree of knowledge of good and evil," was unfolding the law of righteousness
in its power and positive precept. The very existence of a law
implies the experimental knowledge of good and evil: as the
devil most truly. said; .. God doth know that in the day ye ~at
VOL. T.-NO. 11.
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thereof, then your ey~ shan be opened, and ye shall be as gods,
k.nowing good and evil," Gen. iii. D t and this the Lord confirms
ver.22. They therefore, prior to the fall, did not know good and
evil; were not susceptible of evil; their natural bias was to good
..only. . Here again· Riccalton is my support:· .. Adam had ·no
such law given him as was afterward,' when sin had entered;
no duties either of religion or morality enjoined him. He needed
none, for he was a law to himself. He needed only follow the
dictates and inclinations of his own perfect constitution, which
would naturally determine him to all those offices of love to his
great Friend and Benefactor, which would of course have brought
all other duties along with it."-Riccalton's Works, vol. ii. p. 64.
However, I will not involve this with the present question, but
refer those who may differ to my former quotation from Owen,
to prove that the old covena"t could not mean the covenant
with Adam.
I hold, in the next place_ that the covenant of graceil no
distinctive term. The Creator cannot covenant with the 'Creature for the performance of that for which he has not given the
creature a capacity: it would be "charging God foolishly;" it
would be saying, " I knew that thou wert austere, reaping where
thou hast not sown," &c. Of course, by saying" God cannot,"
I mean, It is impossible with God to "act contrary to his
attributes-that he cannot do contradictories; is not impotence;
but power and perfection." (Polhil's Divine Truths, p. 100.)
Then, if God only demands that for which he has given a capacity of performance, all promised reward in case of obedience
is of grace: if he bind himself to obligation, it is of gll'ace; for
" after we have done all, we are unprofitable servants; we have
only done that which is our duty to do." There is no .oehex~
pression in Scripture as the covellant of grace;· but, apparently,
It is so called to be opposed to the law of works ; which is made
a covenant of, and called a cot'enant of works: then the cO'lJenant
of grace is called the new covenant; and the Mosaic testa1lleltt
ill called the old covenant, and so confounded with the lmo of
works before the fall. Thus by fallacy within fallacy the present
system of the covenants is upheld.
..'
But I would say further, that there is no such covenant as
that intended by the term " covenant of grace," but only ,the
covenant called by divines the covenant o/' redemption. For
this I have the direct support of Dr. Gill, in Heb.r·yii. 22!
" , Jesus was made surety of a better testament.' It i. a teltament .... which was confirmed, and comes ·to God's children by
the death of Christ, the testator: and a covenant, it being a
compact or agreement made by the Father with Christ, as the
representative of all the elect." And again, speaking of'dle
pr.esent dispensation, which he calls the new covenant; he S&:ys:'
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" ReapectiQg its original constitution, it was made from eternity; Chr~st, the Mediator of it, and with whom it was made.
was set up f~ everlasting," Heb. viii. 8. And again: .. The
covenant of grace is properly a covenant to Christ, and a
testament or will to his people. Heb. ix. 16." Now in this sense
I do not deny that there was a covenant; but this, I believe, ill
usually distinguished from the "covenant" (so called) "of
grace." by the term" covenant qf.redemptio1t."
Charnock. in discriminating between the two. makes use of
these distinctive t\'lrms. "This covenant between the Father
and the Son. was a transaction between them concerning man's
recovery, consisting of articles to be performed by both parties;
80met~lDg to be peiformed by Christ to the Father, something
to be performed by the Father to Christ; something the Father
required of him; something the Father promised to him .•.•
Though this covenant of redemption be not the same with the
covenant of grace, yet something in this covenant of l'edemption
did concern the ~ea of Christ. Upon the account of this covenant, Godi!il the' God of Christ' (Ps. lxxxix. 26. and xl. 8);
and you have Christ calling God 'his God,' Rev. iii. 12. no
leas than four times in that verse. He is the Surety of the cove.
nant of. grace". . There wa, thm some other previous treaty,
whereby Christ entered into terms of suretyship.-2. Christ is
said -to be faithful, Heb. iii. 2. As obedience implies a precept,
80 faithfulness implies a trust and a promise. whereby a man
hath obliged himself to perform that trust, according to the
direction given to him. And Christ is said to trust God, Heb.
ii. 13.· . As a precept is a formal object of obedience, so a pro ..
mise is a formal object of trust: as he had a command, so he
had a promise; both which (or the two together) imply a covenant.-3. Christ's prayer .... seems to run altogether upon a
covenant strain; which must suppose some agreement and promise on the Father's part. A claim implies a promise precedmg,
annexed to a condition to be done by the party to whom the
promise is ~ade; which being performed, gives a right to demand the reward."
. P. 260, he says: "Some make this covenant of redempti9.". the all-me "itb the covenant of grace: but they
• That is, the New Testament; for the Apostle is speaking of the priestly
oftiee :. and this is Charnock's own meaning; for he says, p. 263, " If the cove..
I}llnt of grace and that of redemption were the same, then Christ should be both
the tutator and a party. Christ i. the testator of the covenant of grace; a teatal.Or makes not a will to bequeath legacies to himself. And further, the covenant
of redemption is the foundation of the covenant of grace. In the covenant of
grace, Christ, or God in Christ, is the object of faith. Christ had not been the
object. h$d not such an agreement between the Father and the Son preceded.
Ht!w iI Christ tl.te object of faith, but as dying."
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seem to be two distinct covenants. l. The parties are distinct.
In the one, the Father and the Son are the parties covenanting:
in .the covenant of grace, God and man. In the mediatory
covenant there were two persons equal: in the covenant of
grace, there is a superior, God; and an inferior, man .....The
revelation of the covenant of redemption was in time, but the
stipulation was from eternity; the Father and the Son being
actually in Being, and so stipulators ..... It was made when some
were gIven to Christ; and therefore must be as ancient as election, which was' before the foundation of the world.' ..••.•
4. Christ is the mediator of the covenant of grace (i. e. the new
testament), but not the mediator of the covenant of redemption,
but a party, Heb. xii. 24. He was the surety of the covenant of
grace, Heb. vii. 22. The covenant of redemption had no surety;
the Father and the Son trusted one another upon the agreement.
The covenant of grace is confirmed by the blood of Christ; but
we cannot say tliat the covenant of redemption was confirmed
properly by his blood, any more than as the shedding of his
blood was a necessary article in that covenant.-5. Christ performed his .part in the covenant of redemption; and, by virtue
of this mediatory covenant, performed the covenant of works;
but he confirmed, not performed, the covenant of grace.-6. By
the covenant of redemption, Christ could challenge his reward
upon his own account; but by the covenant of grace, ~elievers
have a right to the reward only uron the account of Christ."Charlwck, vol. v. part iv. Parson s Edit. 1815.
Now, though covel/ant of redemption be a better term than
covenant oj grace, yet it will not quite answer. For the new
covenant IS also a covenant of redemption of the body of those
who have the first-fruits of the Spint, as well as of the whole
irresponsible creation. Rom. viii. 20-23: " For the creature
was made subject to vanity, not willingly, but by reason of him
who hath subjected the same in hope; because the creature itself
also shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the
glorious liberty of the children of God. For we know that the
whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now.
And not only they, but ourselves also, which have the first-fruits
of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting
for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body." Besides,
when a new interpretation is given, perhaps, on the whole,
new terms are best. Therefore, I will call the one, the C01)enant
of imputation""; and the new covenant, the covenant of inherenc!f,
peace. Under the present dispensation, the state of the believer is militant; " the flesh," yet unredeemed, "warring against

or

"'I use the term imputation, 1I0t because it is unexceptionable; ·but I do not
think the COUllllon acceptation of the terlll will. convey an erroneous imprt'SsioD.
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the ·Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh:" Gal. v. 17, "fleshly
lusts, which war against the soul:" Satan being the god of the
age, and the enmity existing between the seed of the serpent
and the Seed of the woman. Under the future covenant, the
body will be redeemed; a perfect holiness will be fulfilled in the
believer. Now are we "perfecting holiness in the fear of
God," 2 Cor. vii. 1: then shall we be perfect in holiness. The
age to come will be in subjection to Christ; and the devil will
be chained. As angry p'assions will cease, so also will their
effects: "The sword will be turned into ploughshares," &c.
laa. ii. 4. I would ask, how can the present covenant be called
the covenant of peace, in contradistinction to the other different
dispensations of the Abrahamic covenant? for all looked to
peace with God by the blood of the cross. Nor can it be in
opposition to the state of Adam before the fall, for that only
eXisted when he was at peace with God. I therefore conclude
we are now under the old covenant, or covenant of imputation,
in its testamentary form".
I would now glance at the difference between a covenant, and
a bequest or testament. The argument in Reb. ix. 16, 17, rests
upon the nature of the testament (of which the Apostle is
speaking), being similar to that of common testaments respecting
Civil matters am-ongst men. It appears a just inference, that the
term covenant be likewise intended by the Lord to convey the
idea of a compact, similar to the agreement so called in the
common transactions of life. This the Apostle also appears to
imply, Gal. iii. 15: Brethren, I speak after the manner of men:
if it be but a man's covenant, no man disannulleth or addeth
thereto."
Now, a covenant is an agreement on certain terms. There
are several civil compacts mentioned in Scripture, answerable to
this definition: between Abraham and Abimelech, Gen. xxi.
27; Jacob and Laban, xxxi. 44, 52; Jonathan and David,
1 Sam. xx. 8, 15; Ahab and Benhadad, 1 Kings xx. 34. And
I question whether it does not always imply a mutual and voluntary obligation. The example given in Johnson's Dictionary, to
illustrate the verb " to covenant," which is thus defined, "to
agree with another on certain terms," is Matt. xxvi. 15, " And
they covenanted with himfor thirty pieces of silver." The mutual
obfigation may not be expressed 10 all places; as between Isaac
and Abimelech; but I incline to believe it necessarily implied,
from the nature of a covenant t.
Then it may be asked, how does this hold respecting the coveII

.. I say simply testamentary, and not new-testament, form; because the previous dispensations were only testamentary in a typical, and not in a real sense.
t As even there we find " t/reg sware one to another," Gen. xxvi. 31.
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nante to which the Almighty binds himself;8uch as Gen. ix. 11,
and Jer. xxxiii. 20, the two instances advanced by Dr. Owen 1
It is declared to be because of the bumtroffering: "And the
Lord smelled a savour of rest," Gen. viii. 20,22 (marg.)
Therefore he had respect to the covenant with the Son; for he-is
the only offering of' a sweet savour, Eph. v. 2. "He bears up the
pillars of" the earth, that it be not dissolved, Ps. lxxv. 3:
and thus is he " the Saviour, or preserver; 0/ all me1l," I Tim.
iv. 10. Ado", the base, by whom (U allTOll) all things subsist,
and in whom (0' aVT"'). all things oonsist, Col. i. 17.
A covenant implies that the parties lay themselves under
voluntary obligations: thereby intimating previous independ..
enoe. Therefore, he who enters into -covenant with God must
be God co-equal: therefore, "-against the Man, Jehovah's
fellow," the sword is called to smite, Zech. xiii. 7. If the condition be the- laying down his life, he must be flelf-existent; Acts
iii. 15 : if to be made under the Law ,it must be the" heiferwithotlt
yoke," Num. xix. 2, the unaccountable Deity: if to be made sin,
~e must "know no sin;" he must be Kedoosh, the Holy One.
We know that" where a testament is, there must of necessity
be the death of the testator:" but it would be equally blasphemous towards the Divine conduct, as absurd with respect to
human affairs, to say that this is a neoessary condition in a covenant. It appears, from the general opinion of divines, as well as
the Scripture declaration, that Christ cannot, properly speaking,
be Mediator of the covenant, but as in its te8tamentary form.
I before quoted Charnock, as saying that the covenanter could
not also be the mediator. . Dr. Owen I&llYs: " Every covenaot
between God and man must be founded 00 and resolved inro
promises: hence, essentially, a promise and a covenant- are.all
one; and God calls an absolute promise, founded on an absolute
~ecree, his covenant; Gen. ix. 11. See also Jer. xxxiii. 20.
The being and essence of a Divine covenant, lies in the promise.
Hence ~re they called ' the covenants oflromise,' Eph. ii. 12.
The nature of God requires that it shoul be so. In promises
he reveals himself as the Eternal Spring of goodneiS and power c
for the matter of all promises is somewhat that is good, and
the com~unication of It depends on sovereign power."
Then he says, on Gal. iiI. 20, .. In an absolute promise, ..oJ'
sovereign precept, there would be no need of, and no pillce for, a
mediator.'
Bishop Hopkins, in his Introduction to the subject of the
Covenants, speaks nearly to the same effect,-to wit: "The
creature's consent and agreement is not necessary to the covenant which God makes with it. ... This voluntary obligation,
which God is pleased to lay upon himself1 is so vastly transcendant
and disproportionate to all our p~rformanc~s, that it cannot be
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our due, upon -a strict and proper covenant •••• But rather a
free beneficence upon lin arbitrary promise."
._
- Hence, according to the opinion of Owen and Hopkins, a
oovenant has no mediator. ·But that a testament has a mediator,
is declared in Heb. ix. 15, " He is the Mediator of the New
Testament." The following verse shews that the r~ndering
must here be testament: v. 16, " For where a testament IS, there
must also of necessity be'the death of the testator:" and it
goes on to shew that the Mosaic testament was dedicated with
blood: and so we see in Gal. iii. 19, that it had a mediator also;
" It was ordained by angels in the hand of a mediator." In
this I am supported by- the double authority of Whitby as
quoted by D'Oyly and Mant in loco, as follows: "And 'it
was ordained,' or delivered, not, as the promise immediately
by God himself to Abraham, hut 'by angels;' it being I the
word spoken by angels,' Heb. ii. 2. Not, as the promise, without a mediator betwixt God giving, and Abraham receiving;
but I in the hand of a mediator,' even Moses; who stood between them and the Lord at that time, to shew them the word
of the Lord, Deut. x. 5, and to ratify the covenant on the
people's part." Christ was surety or sponsor for the fulfilment
o.f tbe conditions of the covenant, and mediator by having fulfilled them: 1 Tim. ii. 5,6, " There is one God, and one Mediator
between God and man, the man Christ Jesus; who gave himself
a ransom for all." In that he died, he became qualified to
D?~diate ; in t~at he liveth, ~e has the pow,er to in~ercede: Heb.
VIl. 25, I I Seemg he ever ltveth to make tnterceSSZ01l for them;"
In that he died. it became ltis testament; in that he liveth he
i. also the mediator. And this appears the invariable order; his
advocacy resting on his atonement! 1 John ii. ], 2, " If any
man sin, we have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the
righteous; and he is the propitiation for our sins." So also in
Rom. viii. 34, intercession is made the climax.-" An all-sufficiency in his death (' who shall condemn? it is Christ that died') ;
a. ratker in his resurrection (' yea, rather is risell again '); a
MUCH RATHER that 'he lives, and is at God's right hand.' Rom.
v. 10. The Apostle rises yet higher, to a ' saving to tl,e uttermost,'· put upon hia intercession. Heb. vii. 25."-Goodwin,
Christ the Mediator.
One more exampkl will suffice: "The blood of Chriat, who
tIKough the Eternal Spirit offered himself without spot to God,
shall purge your conscience from dead works, to serve the living
God. And for this cause' he is the mediator of -the new
testament," :hebe ix. 14, ] 5. The precious promises are comprised in the Lord Jesus, in whom they are all yea and amen;
made to us in him before he died; made most sure to us by him
when he died. All the promises, thus confirmed by the last
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will and testament of Christ, are legacies 'given by one who
now doth and ever shall live to be his own executor. Rev. i. 18.
All other legacies are the gifts of the dead, but the believer's
legacies are the gifts of Him who" was dead," but is "alive" and
" liveth for evermore."
With these premises, I trust we shall be enaDled to fix with
some certainty,. the rendering of Diatheke throughout the New
Testament. But as in every instance the rendering will be the
same as that of the Authonzed Version, I will, for greater con.venience,consider, first, each place where it is rendered covenant;
then, each place where it is rendered testament; and lastly,
those few places which our translators have made optional, by
putting one rendering in the text and the other in the margin.
Covenant.

Testament.

Optional.

Luke i. 72.
Matt. xxvi. 28. Gal. iii. 15.
--iv.24.
Acts iii. 25; vii. 8.
Mark xiv. 24.
Rom. xi. 27.
Luke xxii. 20. Rom. ix. 4.
Gal. iii. 17.
J Cor. xi. 25.
Heb. viii. 6.
Eph. ii. 12.
2 Cor. iii. 6.
--xii. 24.
Heb. viii. 7-10,13"". Rev. xi. 19.
- - xiii. 20.
--ix.l"', 4; x.16.
Luke i. 72: " To perform the mercy (promised) to· our fatkers,
and to remember his holy covenant." This is clearly" covenant,"
the covenant between the Father and the Son; for he clime to
"perform the mercy," which implies a previous compact, and
·that as far back as the commencement of tt. e world. Ver. 70
marks what was before said-viz. from the fall of Adam to the
finished work of Christ, all who were saved were so under the
same covenant; by " the Horn of Salvation," " spoken of by all
the holy prophets since the world began."-" There were Christian people 10 the world, before ever there was a Jewish nation."
(Ambrose, in Hopkins.)-What was before said of the nature
of God's covenants ~iven to men, is also confirmed. "To perform," implies condItions to be fulfilled on Christ's part: with
him it was a covenant of works. There further appears a distinction between Christ's active and passive obedience: ., That
we should be saved from our enemies," by his passive obedience.
Ver. 71, ,. To perform the mercy promised to our fathers, and to
remember his holy covenant." Performance implies active obedience: ., To do the will of him that sent him, and to finish his work,"
John iv. 34. Which is the same strain as that which Christ
aSRumes in John xvii. " I have finished the work thou gavest me
to do."-" It must be the active, and not the passive, righteouso

• In Heb. viii. 7, 13, and ix. 1, there is no word in the original, as is shewn
by the word covenant being printed in Italics in our version.
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Christ, that can give usa right unto eternal life. It is
true, the satisfaction of Christ doth give. a right unto eternal
life concomitantly, but not formally; that is, wherever guilt is
removed, there a title to heaven II procured: yet the formal
reason of our title to heaven, is different from the formal reason
of the remission of our sins: this results from the imputatiotl
of Christ's sufferings; that of his obedience."- Bis//Op Hopkin',
Prelim. Remarks, p. 31. See also pp. 17, 18. (Bradley's Edit.)
We a1so see, that what was a covenant of works on Christ',
part, was an absolute and sovereign promise to the fathers:
" To remember his holf covenant," made between the Father and
the Son from all eternlty; which was at various times dispensed
and manifested to the patriarchs and eminent saints; as Adam,
Noah", and specially as follows: ., the oath which he sware
unto our father Abraham," when " he sware bf himself, because
he could swear by no greater ", ...." that in blessmg he would blesa
him; that his seed should possess the gate of his enemies; and
that in him (i. e. the Seed, Christ, Gal, iii. 15) should all the
nations of the earth be blessed." This was" the Gospel preached
unto Abraham," Gal. iii. 8. The covenant was confirmed in
Christ; but God gave it to Abraham by promise. And here,
v. 74, ,. That he would grant unto us" the blessings, not upon
the condition of our serving him in holiness and righteousness,
but that (as one of the blessings to be granted) we might serve
him, and that without fear.
Acts iii. 25: " Ye are the children of the prop/tets, and of tJae
ccwenant which God made with our fathers, saying unto Abraham,
And in thy seed shall all the kindreds of the earth be blesaed."
This is so similar to the former quotation from Luke, that I
IIhall add but little upon it.-" Ye are the children of the prophets," referring back to ver, IS, "Those things which God before
had shewed by the mouth of all his prophets, that Christ should
suffer he hath so fulfilled."-" A1Ia "l the covenant whieh God
made witl. our father.;" referring baCK to ver, 13, " The God of
Abraham, and of Isaac, and of Jacob, the God of our fathers,
hath glorified his Son Jesus."-" Saying mlto Abraham," &c,;
the same as before quoted in Luke, But it is observable how
strongly is stated the necessity of first preaching to the Jews :
" Unto you FIRST, God (having raised up his Son Jesus) sent him
to bless you: " as in Luke xxiv. 47, " Repentance and remission
of sins should be preached, BEGINNING AT JERUSALEM,"
The covenant made with Abraham and his seed must (when
confirmed by Christ's having performed the conditions) be in
the first place proclaimed to die Jews. This will be important
in considering the new covenant: here only one covenant i.

.1leII8 ·or

• Gill in loco.
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mentioned, that made with Abraham: the conditions being
fulfiHed by Christ in his sufferings (ver. 18), repentance and
remission is proclaimed (Yer. 19).
, Acts vii. 8; ·'The.covenant Of circumcision." Circumcision
may be a selll of the old covenant, as dispensed to Abraham;
it clearly was not a seal pt'ior to ·that period; though we have
before shewn that to be the same covenant from ..the time of the
fall. However, I think it is a sign of the new covenant, which
iDcludes the redemption of the land. But of this I will treat under
the last head, if I may now assume that the rendering should
bere be ., c()'l)enant;" to which I suppose none will object, inasmuch as testament of circumcision appears nonsense.
Rom. xi. 27: " For this is my covenant UlltO them, when I
.,"all take away their sins."-This it will be more convenient to
consider when we shall have fixed Rom. ix. 4, and when we
treat of the uew covenant more direetly. I would only remark
in p9.Sslng, that neither of the testaments can be intended, as it
is confined to the future; viz. when·" all Israel shall be saved,"
ver.26.
Gal. iii. 17: ., And this I say, The covenant, which was confirmed befol'e of God in Christ, the law, which !vas four Irundred
and tltirty years (lfter, cannot disannul, that it should make the
promise ofnoneeffect."-This must be considered as" covenant."
It is prior to tlie period of either of the testamentary forms:
moreover it is synonymous with the " promise;" and put in
opposition to the law, whieh· has the testamentary character of
the ., mediator," ver. 19.
Eph. ii. 12: •• That at that time !Ie were without Christ: being
aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers from the
covenants of promise," &c.-Here the translation must remain;
because the opposition is between that state of the church when
the Gentiles ., were strangers," and the period when Christ had
.,. broken down the middle wall or partition," ver. 14, and brought
theth "nigh by his blood," ver. 13, which is the testamentary
form: besides, testaments are performances, not promises .
. . Reb. viii. 7-10, 13; ix. 1, 4; x. 16.-1 will not enter upon
Heb. any more than to say, I invariably, throughout this Epistle,
:render diathek6 by testament, except where it is itself a rendering of" berith." This app~ars most consonant to the manner in
:which the Apostle would argue, adhering to his own definition;
as given in ix. 16; and it also appears 80 fixed by the context;
,Brit as the· question will very much turn upon this portion
Scripture, I hope to give an outline of the whole Epistle hereafter.
:. I will now consider the places where diatheke is rendered by
" testament." :
. .. . . . .
.
'
First, th~n, the four parallel passages, Matt. xxvi~ 28, Mark
xiv. 24, Luke xxii. 20, I Car . xi. ·25; " Thisi~ Tny hlood of the
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teIfQment," or "tlu mw testame'1tt i" my blood:" and,
witb tbis explanation in 1 Cor. xi. 26, " For as often as ye eat
this bread and drink this cup, ye do shew forth tbe Lord'ii death
till be come." These evidently must be translated " testamellt."
because the redelJltptioTl f!f the iramgressioHs is by mealls of death.
and it is to shew forth tlte " Lord's death."
2 Cor. iii. 6, and 14: " Who also hath made us able millislerr
tif the new testament" •• .• " For until this da!! remai,/elk the
same veil ulltaken away iu the reading rif' tke old testament."
~ere rightly translated testanumt, because the law was then first
written, when given to Moses; and the book sprinkled, Heb. ix~
19, in order that typically it might be testamentary: as ver. 18~
" WhereupOn neither the first (testament) was dedicated" (or
renewed) " without blood." Then, if the one be testament, so
Blust tbe other also.
Rev. xi. 19: "And tltere was seen in his temple tke ark of hi.
testament."-Tbe allusion being similar to 2 Cor. iii. 6, 14, before considered, of course the interpretation must be the same.
The first reference wbere our translators have left the rendering
optional, is Rom. ix. 4. It is a very important passage, and
there appears no doubt that it should be translated " covf1/al/t."
Wlw are Israelites" (th.e national denomination given by God
himself, Gen. xxxii. 28.); "tD whom pertai",th the (national)
adoptioll; alld tke glory" (perhaps the Shekinah, Exod. xl. 34);
" and the covenallts." Thus it evidently must be, and not
" les/ame1lts;" because mentioned distinct from the giving of
the law, whicb is one of the testaments, Heb. ix. 17, lB. Fol'
the giving of the law, cannot mean the ceremonial law, that
being distinguished by " the service;" nor the judicial law , that
being included in the term" adoption," which was national and
theoCratic. Here, then, we have the two covenants distinguished·
from the Mosaic testament; whether that be taken as " the
l~w" moral, civil, or ceremonial, or includillg all. And furthermore, be it obs.erved, that both these covenants belong to tbe
Jews in the first instance: therefore, until they shall lIationally,
have participated in the new covenant, the Gentiles cannot par....
take of it either.
., .
Gal. iii. 15; " Brethrell, I speak after the manner of.men;
tlwugh it lie bllt a man's covenaut (marg. testament), yet, if'it
be ca'!ftrmed. ~o man disaltnlllleth or addeth tl,ereto."-Our,
translaton ~Uit have doubted whether the verse belongoo. to
the preceding or following context. If it be considered as a
confirmation Qf the foregoing argument, it would be thus:
Having appealed to the experience of the Galatians; he now.
Uf!~e8 the mighty power of filith, in the example of Abraham.:
~ken from Gen. xv.' Q. ~'And he believed in tbe- Lord,: and hel
counteci it;~ him ·for rigb~oulll~iI." This. wa$.in the promiltt
IW1tD
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of the Seed: " Gal. iii. 8, " And the Scripture, foreseeing that
God would justify the heathen through faith, preached before
the Gospel unto Abraham, sayin~, In thee shall all nations of
the earth be blessed." Then Gal. Iii. 13: " Christ has redeemed
us from the curse of the law," (in order) "that the blessing of
Abraham," viz. the imputed righteousness (ver. 6), received by
faith (ver. 8), mi~ht come upon the Gentiles (ver. 14). And inasmuch as that, In order to redeem uil from the curse, he " b~
came a curse for us" (ver. 13), he leaves the blessing of his testament; which therefore, according to the nature of a testament,
being confirmed by death, " no man disannulleth." Accordingly,
it is rendered testament by Parreus in loco.
But I think this verse plainly belongs to what follows; and
is advanced to prevent an objection that possibly might be
urged-namely, 'the way of justifying is changed since the
giving of the law.' This then is the argument:-Ver. 15: Cov~
nants and agreements cannot justly, even amongst men, be
abrogated or changed by super-addition; much less between
God and Christ, as he in the next verse shews- this covenant to
be. Ver. 16: " Now to Abraham and his Seed were the promilles made." (This refers to Gen. xv. 7, &.c.) "He saith not,
And to seeds, as of many; but as of one, And to thyseeu, WHICH
18 CHRIST." This points out on whom the cOllditions of the
covenant rested, and in whom the promises of the covenant
" are yea and amen." Ver. 17: " And this I say, The covenant
that was confirmed before of God UNTO" (£!,) or upon (and
notin)." Christ, the law, which was four hundred and thirty years
after, cannot disannul, that it should make the promise of none
eft'ect." The argument is strong, the inference is irre8istible.
We must first observe, that the promises to Abraham and hiB
seed rest upon the covenant with Christ. A covenant conlisting in one party undertaking some performance, upon the
other party promisi"ng a reward; the promises in this instance
are extended to Abraham and all the children of faith; the conditiolls are laid on Christ. So that all who are in the covenant,
are covenanted FOR, and not covenanted WITH: that is, tbey
. are covenantedjo1' as individuals, though indirectly covenanted
'With a8 members of the mystical Christ, one With -him their
Head. Thi8 clearly is the Apostle's inference, and any other
conclusion would make the argument quite feeble. Ver. J8:
_ '1 If the inheritance be of the law, it is no more of promise, but
GOD O;\YE IT TO A.BRAHAM BY PROMISE."
.
Thus the argument in Galatians is clear; but it remains to shew
bow the covenant was confirmed of God unto Christ four hundred
and thirty yearS' before the giving of the law. The reference is
to GeD; xv. 7, ult. for these reasons: first, t.his was the promile
ginn four hundred and thirty years prior to the law, Exod. xii.
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40.41 : seeondly. this was the promise (viz. of the land) that
Abraham asked the Lord to confirm. Abraham was not weak.
in faith respecting the Seed. Rom. iv. 19, 20, but asked a confirmation of the promise respeeting the land: Gen. xv. B. " And
he said. Lord God whereby shall I know that I shall inherit it 1"
Perhaps an instructive lesson might be drawn from this. In
the same manner as they who had the benefit of the paschld
lamb had not faith to enter into the land, so may it now be with
many; and remember the Apostle's caution, Heb. iv. 1, " Let
us therefore fear, lest, a promise being left us of entering into his
. rest, any of you should seem to come short of it." But here,
the Lord, in mercy to the church, was pleased to withhold faith
from Abraham; thereby taking occasion to give a sign of the
solemn ratification of the covenant. All the animals used in
sacrifice are mentioned Gen. xv. 9, 8tc. The heifer of three
years has occasioned much variety of opinion: it may be. that.
as oxen typify the ministry (" separating the chaff from the
wheat," 8tc.) that the three years denote the period of Christ's
ministry. But, to leave conjecture, it does appear unjustifiable
to suppose that the Lord ttdopted a custom, rather than established a significant rite. There appears a condescension, that
from its immensity strikes one with awe. It appears somewhat
similar to Heb. vi. 16-lB. As the confirming a promise by an
oath, implies the possibility of a child's doubting his heavenly
Father's word; so our Lord, in declaring the portion of those
who apostatize from under the covenant, Matt. xxiv. 67, appears
to authorize the universal belief, that if they who passed through
the parts of the calf did break their troth, they deserved a
similar fate-i. e. "to be cut asunder, and have their portion
with the hypocrites."
.
But how are God and Christ set forth to be the principals in
this covenant; which is the assertion of the Apostle, and which
we wish to prove 1 To this purpose the Holy Ghost has recorded.
in Jer. XXXIV. lB. that it was the covenanters who passed between the moities of the calf. Therefore, in Gen xv. the symbolical performance of the covenant does not set out Abraham
as a principal; but the smoking furnace alld burning lamp are
the principals. The smoking fumace sets forth Christ's part
in the covenant; who was to endure the furnace of his Father's
wrath. Psal. xxi. 9; Matt. iv. 1. The burning lamps, or Shekinah (the same as lightning, Exod. xx. 18), set flirth "the
glory that should follow," 1 Pet. i. 11 : according to his prayer;
U
Glorify thou me \vith thine. own self; with the glory that I
bad with thee before the world was," John xvii. 5. This is
further confirmed by the" horror of f{reat darkness " bein~ the
.laDle. day and hour of Christ's crUCifixion
In Exod. xii. 41.
it is emphatically said, " ON THE SELF-SAME DAY it camet~
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that all the hpsts of the Lord went out from the land of
Egypt." This was the 14.th of Abib, the period of the paa&over: and in Deut.xvi. 6,.we find it more exactly defined;
.. Thou shalt sacrifice the passover at even, at the going down
of the sun, at the season that thou camest forth out of Egypt."
Gen. xv. 12, 17, in Ainsworth's translation, appear to mark the
two evenings; and it was between the two evenings that Jesus
gave up the ghost: Matt. xxvii. 46, " And about the ninth
hour, Jesus cried with a loud voice;" and ver. 50, " when he
had cried again with a loud voice, yielded up the ghost." This
signified the iron furnace (Deut. iv. 20, " But the Lord hath
brought you forth out of the iron furnace, out of Egypt," and
Jer. xi. 4) whence the church was to be brought; of which
Egyptian bondage was but a figure. But all the sufferings of
" Christ in his body," Col. i. ~4, concentrated in that dark hour
upon Him the Head, who was ., made perfect through suffering;"
and who thus sympathizes with all his members in all their
sQrrows.
Gal. iv. 24: ., Whick things are an allegory: for these are
the two covenants;" (tfstamentll, marg.)-The Mount Sinai
dispensation was a typical testament; being so called in Heb.
ix. 18, being dedicated with typical blood, and being in the
hands of a mediator. This present. di.spensation, we have before
shewn, is a testament: and if either be a testaIl\ent, the QPpo-.
sition requires that the other be so too.
I purpose, if it 80 please the Lord, at some future time to
enter into the whole scope of the Epistle to the Hebrews: for
the present, I will begin at ch. vii. 11 .. " If now perfectioR filere
by tile Levitical priesthood, what fU1'ther Tleed oj allother oJ'der ?"
but if the priesthood were imperfect, so must the law attached
to it, be also imperfect. Ver. 17: But in testifying of the Melchizedec priesthood, which cOlIlmenced at our Lord's resurrection, there (18) virtually was the annulling of the commandment
which went before; and not only the priesthood, but .the
" commandment was weak and unprofitable;" "for the la}9
made nothing perfect," 19: "it was weak thrQugh the flesh,"
imperfect through deficiency. There was verily also" the bring..
ing in of a better hope; by the which hope we dxaw nigh unto
God;" " We have peace with God through our Lord Jesuit
Christ;" ,. Through him we both have access by one Spirit
unto the Father," Eph. ii. 18. And before the fulfilment, the
Lord's purpose was declared in a maImer calculated to give the
strongest consolation and assurance that the promises should
be performed: ., For by an oath," ver. 20, "was Jesus made a
a surety" (vel'. 22) or .spog~r. of the newtestawent. And
if, on the one hand, we h~ve the oath of the et~rnal unchang..
able Fat1)er; 80, on the other hQ.nd. ~ have the
of
. interoeuioo
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the ever-tiYing Son. He is the mean of impetration and application: grace is impetrated in his death, and Christ through
his intercession became the applying cause of eternal salvation':
·his inteTcession is the virtual continuing of his sufferings. His
-death is the right to salvation; his intercession the putting in
possesswn. His death makes us sahmble, intercession saves:
our sins are the object of the one, our s6llis of the other. (~ee
Goodwin, Glories ofChrist).-Ver. 27 : Hedid imputatively" offer
up" for" himself;" virtually for the elect. Ver. 28: The Jaw
was imperfect, for the priests were imperfect, and also their sacrifices; ., but the oath, which" extends beyond " the law, consecrates the". perfect and etemal " Son."
Ch. viii. 1: " Now of the things which we have spoken
this is the chief: we have" a Melchizedec "High Priest,"
inasmuch as he does not stand, betokening his doing the work;
but sits, according to the decree, Ps. cx. having performed and
completed it. Were he on earth he could not be a Priest, as
his very being on earth would shew. For as, according to the
Melchizedec priesthood, he "tvas to sit on the right hand of
God; so, to fulfil the types of the Aaronic priesthood (which
were a subindication of heavenly things), it was necessary to
enter into that of which the holy of holies was only a type.
Ver. 6: " But now hath he obtained a ministry" as superior to
that of Aaron, as his mediatorship is superior to that of Moses,
or, rather, the new testament over the old; "established on
better grounds "-namely, the eternal unchangeable Parties before mentioned. V er. 7: " For if that first testament had heen
faultless," (returning back to vii. 19). " then should no place
be found for the second." Ver. 8 : " For, finding fault, he says
to them, Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, when I will
complete a new covenant with" (rather" over," E'II'I) " the house of
Israel and with" (" over," ElI'1) "the house of Judah: not according
to the covenant that I made with their fathers, at the time of my
taking them by the hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt;
when they did not abide in my ,covenant, and I neglected them~
saith the Lord. For this is the covenant that I will covenant
with the house of Israel after those days, saith the Lord, I
will put my laws into their mind, and write them in their hearts;
aDd I will be to them a God, and they shall be to me a
people," &c. As upon this passage the present view of the
covenants entirely depends, it claims ·the closest attention.
I. First, then,. the new -covenant must be opposed to the old,. .
in something which the old did not possess: "Not according
to the covenant that I covenanted with their forefathers," ~c.
But we have before shewn that salvation by the imputed righteousness· and sufferings of Christ was a benefit belonging to theMOIIarc dispensation, in common with tIllS New-Testament dis-
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pensation. There was only this difference ; Old-Testament
believers were actually justified in hope, before they were
virtually justified; whereas New-Testament saints are VIrtually
justified, before they are actually justified. Nor can the opposition be between the sanctificatIon of Old and New Testament
saints: for the sanctification of New-Testament saints is imperfect. Rom. viii. 23: not only " the creature is in 'earnest
expectation and hope, but we ourselves also are waiting for the
redemption of the body; " which is still" dead because of sin,"
ver. ]0. But the passage in question looks to a time when all
Israel shall be as really a holy nation, as they were relatwely.Now the promises are yet to be fulfilled:
Ist, Because this covenant is to be made with " both the
houses of Israel and Judah," when reunited.
2dly, Because the New-Testament dispensation is not a
national Theocratic dispensation; nor was it ever received by the
Jews as a national dispensation at all; but it is an election of
grace, out of the mass. This will be cleared by turning to
Ezek. xxxvii. 15, &c. whch the Lord applies (ver. 22) as
follows: .. I will make them one nation in the land upon the
mountains of Israel, and one King shall be king to them all.
And they shall be no more two nations; neither shall they be
divided lOto two kingdoms ANY MORE AT ALL." This most
clearly is future, as they are divided now. It goes on, ver. 26,
to mention the .. covenant of peace," the .. everlasting covenant," then to be made with them. Compare this with
Rom. xi. 15; " For if the casting away of them be the reconciling of the world, what shall the receiving of them be ·but
life from the dead 1" Now this I say, if they be now cast away
(which none can deny) they are not yet under the new covenant:
because it is to be made with both Israel and Judah; and with
oll the house of Israel and Judah.; II For they shall all know me,
from the least to the greatest," Reb. viii. 2. But if the fletD
covenant has not yet commenced with the Jews, neither has it
with the Gentiles; because to the Jews" pertain the covenanta, It
Rom. ix. 4, and xi. 15; also the .. reconciling of them" is to
"be life from the dead." That the new covenant is future, is
evident from the following context. ver. 27 ; " For this is ml
covenant with them, WHEN I SHALL TAKE AWAY THEIR &lNS:'
which is the distinctive feature of the flew covenant, under
which is no provision for sin; Reb. viii. 12, and x. 17,18.
But under this dispensation there is provision for and remembrance of sin; for Christ's intercession is a continued application
of his death. Under this dispensation, there is no more sacrifice;
under thefi.lture, no reiterated application.
II. A second reason why this prophecy of Jeremiah is not
quoted by the Apostle as fulfilled in the establishing of the
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new testament, may be drawn from its reference to a time when
there can be no need of a'ministry, either of reconciliation or
instruction. Heb. viii. II: .. And they shall not teach every
man his neighbour, and every man his brother, saying, Know
the Lord; for all shall know me, from the least to the greatest."
Gill appears to have had a glimpse of this truth, when he said.
on Jer. xxxi. 34, .. In heaven there will be no need of the outward
ministry, nor in tke new Jerusalem state, but in every period of
time before it."
III. It not only speaks of a universal proclamation, but of a
'universal acceptation. This cannot mean a national covenant
simply; because it is f,ut in opposition to the time when Israel
as a nation was formal y taken into covenant.
'
.. The law' made nothing perfect:" it was faulty by deficiency;
which deficiency is to be supplied in the neto cOl,enant, by .. all
knowing the Lord, from the least to the greatest." That cannot
be the ~r~sent dispensation; this being the election of grace,
which Implies discrimination. Again:" The law was weak,
through the flesh." This, therefore, must be supplied in the new
covenant: and that not simply by imputation; for that was a
benefit belonging to Old Testament believers; but Christ
"condemned sin in the flesh," in order" that the righteousness
of the law might be fulfilled IN us," Rom. viii. 4.
IV. A fourth argument, is the conclusion the Apostle draws
from the quotation, ,. now that which decayeth and waxeth old.
is ready to vanish away." The Mosaic testament either had
VIInished, orit had not. Now, according to the general interpra.
tation, the terms ,. old covenant," and .. Mosaic testament,"
are eq ually extensive. Then, if the old covenant had not vanished
when the Apostle wrote, the new covenant was not established
in its place. They could not exist together; for that would
destroy the Apostle's argument, which turns upon the connection
between the two: the new making the other old. But I believe
there are very few who hold that the destruction of Jerusalem
was the close of the old covenant: for we have no Scripture
account whatever about it; and therefore cannot have the
shadow of Scripture authority. Consequently, it is generally
agreed that Pentecost is the latest date that can be assigned.
Messiah, having fulfilled the conditions of the covenant, could
leave it as !tis testament; when the glorified Person, the Godman, sent his Spirit to apply' it to whom he would, John vii. 29.
I might ad~ .that in Heb. Viii. 9 • it was the covenant in which
they .ilid not continue, and not the Mosaic testament ab• We' may see in the text that the quotation from Jer. xxxi. is simply to prove
tbe·old telItameot was not faultless, and not the establishment of the new; as in
s. 15 the.HoIy Ghost is witness 0111.11 of the one oti'erioS'.
VOL. I~-NO. II.
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Itractedly, to which they did cling, in such a manner as to
reject the covenant when confirmed 10 and by Jesus. There is
another absurdity involved in this interpretatlon; namely, that
the covenant is made after all the conditic;ms are performed.
Upon the -supposition that it had not vanished away, (I would
say with reverence)· his argument would appear inconclusive,
and .his quotation unhappy; for it appears the o~ject of this
Epistle t!) prove. that it had vanished, and not that they must
prepare for a change, in that it should shortly vanis~. We !ore
therefore forced to conclude the Apostle to be conslstent WIth
himself, in what he had previously written to the Galatians:
to whom, speaking of the law, as being synonymous with the
Sinai testament (Gal. iVa 21, 24), he declares that" as many
as are of the, works of the law are under the curse," iii. 10;
thereby awfully declaring that it had indeed vanished.
Having shewn, I think, the present interpretation to be perfectly untenable, I must now give what I suppose to be the
true one.
Let us bear in mind that the new covenant must have benefits
1Iot to be attained under the old testament, else we lose the
opposition; and let us observe how the quotation is introduced,
Heb. viii. 6, "But now hath he obtained a more excellent ministry,
by hbw much also he is the mediator of a better testament." As
was the ministry, 80 was the 'testament; both were typical subindications of heavenly things. The old coVenant was not
typical, but the testamer,tary disposition of it was. Nor does
it 'say here, Christ isa better mediator of the covenant (although
it be undou htec;Uy true that he is a better mediator); but'the argument here is, that Christ is the mediator of a better testammt.
And Christ was nota mediator of a better coflehi;mt, than Moses
was ; for we have before shewn that all the Mosaical mediation
was upon the seime ground of mediation--namely; the covenant
of redemption in and by Christ. Therefore it is not a
better 'covenant, but a better dispe1lSation .of the covenantnamely, the new testament-inasmuch as the substance is better
than the shadow. It evidently refers to 00. vii. The" more
, .excellent ministry" is mentioned in the 25th verse. The" better
promises" are those involved in the call to the Melchizedec
pri~sthood. The 11th and l~th venes shew the imperfection of
the law; the 19th and 20th verses the introduction 'of a. .. better
hope." and the ',' st!ong ~onsolation " derived from an oath:.:
But here a qUGtton anses: If that be testamenA, 00. VUl. 6
(of course also vera 7, which is supplied from vera 6), how does
the passage apJ>ly, which as clearly sp.eaks of a. covenant?
It is thus: In proving that the whole is to be abolished, of
course the Apostle proves that every part is 80 also; 'and I have
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before shewn that the· old and new testaments are parts of the
mme covenant.
Let us firs~ consider how the passage is brought forward in
Jeremiah.-It there speaks of a covenant entirely distinct.
But, then, why is the old covenant called the Mosaic covenant,
if opposed to the flew covenant, and not to the new testament:
which was all that was properly contrasted with this Mosaic
testament? The term, old covenant, stands for the whole class,
and therefore may be applied to any of its dispensations. But
there it is confined to the one dispensation, for this reason: the
Mosai4: testament was entirely typical in its import. As a testarnent, it was iypical of the new testament; but in its requirements,
'~ "his do,. and t~ou .shalt live,". it in th~ text is opposed to, or
(If you will receive It) was typIcal of, mherent righteousness,
under the new covenant.
The opposition is between the law externally and internaily.
This new covenant, though diverse from, yet is not opposed to
the old covenant: on the contrary, it is founded on the old
covenant, as established and confirmed by the death of Christ.
For in the neto' covenant there is no proVlsion for sin; the condition of it being the perfect fulfilment of the law in and by
those whose sins have been atoned for, and who receive the
benefit of the everlastingly efficacious blood shed in ratification
.of the· new testament, Heb. x. 17, 18. Therefore, there is in
Jeremiah a positive distinction between the old and new covenant:
but the contrast iy between the new covenant and the old in the
old-testament dispensation.
If the opposition were not to some peculiarity in the Mosaic
dispensation (which the addition of the law is), it would be difficult to assign a reason why it should be styled " the COlJenant
made with the fathers in coming ur out of Egypt," and not the
covenant made with Abraham, whICh is the generic name.
If it be said, the opposition is between the ttOO testaments:
I say, let it be pointed out in the conditions; but that I have
already shewn cannot be the case, when observing that theprophecy was not yet fulfilled. There is also another cause: the
old testament was the first dispensation in which the covenant
was written; and here evidently the opposition is to the covenant
as written: but then the opposition cannot be between the letter
of the old and the letter of the new testament; but between
being written on tables of stone, and in the mind and heart;
I have not made any use of the context in Jeremiah, because
I should he met with the answer, either that the transitions are
sudden, and the immediately preceding context has nothing to
do with the passage; or else, that, bemg in the prophets, It is
supposed allowable to "explain away the literal acceptation of the
words into any other sense thought more convenient. Though,
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for myself, I. think it plainly marks the state and condition
of the new covenant-viz. the abolishing of birth-sin-thE!
children not begotten in the likeness of sinful flesh, but every
one shall die for his own iniquity.
.
I will now consider some passages adduced from the Old
Testament by St. Paul, by which it will be plainly perceived that
we are not yet under the "ew covenant. There is some difficulty
in the manner of his quotations, of which Acts xiii. 34 is a
remarkllble instance. The words are advanced to prove the
etemity of Christ's resurrection-life; which he establishes by
shewing that we shall live for ever. "I will make an everlasting
~ovenant with you, even the sure mercies of David." Therefore,
if thes£: mercies be to us everlasting, He ., IN whom all the
promises are yea and amen," and from fvhom they flow to us,
must have an everlasting life"'. He quotes the xvi th Psalm,
~o shew that this· is his resurrection-life: then points out that
this prophecy in Isa. Iv. 3, concerning David, as well as David's
own prophecy in Psalm xvi., cannot apply to the literal David,
1;>ot of necessity, byenallage, must belong to " David's Son
a~d David's Lord." By the fact that David's body did see
corruption, he shews the justness of his interpretation of the
Psalm: the quotation from Isaiah needed no confirmation; its
own context proving its truth: ., I have given him for a witness
to the people, a leadp.r and commander to the people," Isa. Iv. 4.
We here see that this everlastinO' covenant is subsequent to
Christ's resurrection: therefore could not be his testament, which
was of course made before his. death: " Father, I will," &c.
John xvii. 24; "Peace I leave."
.
I will now, by comparing Isa. xlix. 8 with 2 Cor. vi. 2, point
eut that the present dispensation is prior to that of the new
covenant.-lsa. xlix. commences with the Lord Jesus calling to
the Gentiles to hear that God has chosen and appointed him
from the womb (to which Zacharias alludes at the birth of his
forerunner). He fitted him for his office; making his mouth
like a sword, to speak to those that are nigh; and an arrow, to
those that are afar off; ver. 2. He is here styled " Israel," as
head of the Israel of God, and similarly to xlii. 1,. called " his
servant, his elect in whom his soul delighteth ;" ver. 3. Then,
alluditlg to Jacob serving for Rachel, the beloved but barren
~hurch, he "said, I have laboured in vain "-in his personal
ministry and miracles, not in his soul travail-(yet, though there
• I do not think the general view of the passage in Acts will stand-namely,
that that which is holy cannot see corruption-and that the argument turns upon
the expression Til .",Il: for" thou shalt not suffer," implies that his flesh dwelt
confidently not from its own inherent incorruptibility of holiness, but b.eing
prese~ed by the power of God. However, my argument does not depend
.
upon It.
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was no immediate Tesult, he 'still had confidence that his .reward
was with the Lord). To this the Lord replies; Even though that
for which he came were not accomplished, yet should he be
glorious: but, so far from failing in his object-viz. the salvation of the Jews-that should be .. but a light thing," in comparison to, or but a small portion of, all the glory that should
accrue to him, in being the salvation of ,. the ends of the earth ..
(lsa. xliii. 6). Though there be a period during which he is
despised, yet II kings and princes shall arise and worship," ver. 7.
Then, in ver. 8; " In an accertable time have I heard thee, and
in a day of I\llivation have
helped thee." U Behold, now,"
says St. Paul, " is the accepted time; behold, now is the day
orsalvation."-u I have heard thee in an accepted time." This
niust be the intercession he is "OW carrying on; for, behold, now
is the accepted time. This the prophet is speaking of as past;
and the result of the Lord having heard his prevailing intercession
is, that he ,. will give him as a covenant to the people."-Then
is shewn the nature of this covenant, the features of which are
similar to the other passages I shall adduce. "Establishing," or
raising up, U the earth," ver. 8. ., Say to the prisoners, Go forth;
and to them that are in darkness, Shew yourselves," appears an
expression equivalent to Ps. cii. 20; U to hear the groaning of
the prisoners; to loose the children of death." The Prophet
contInues in the highest strain of millennial glory: " They shall
not hunger nor thirst; neither shall the heat nor sun smite them;
for he that hath mercy on them shall lead them; even by the
springs of water shall he guide them," ver. 10. This is parallel
to Rev. vii. 9-1,7 j, .. They shall hunget' no more, neither thirst
any more; neither shall the sun light on them, nor any heat:
for the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne shall feed
them, and shall lead them unto living fountains of waters; and
God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes," verso 16, 17.
Gal. iv. 27 is another instance of the peculiar manner in
which St. Paul supports himself from the Old Testament. He
brings forward Isal. liv., " Rejoice, thou barren," &c. to trove
the casting off of the Jews. By evidencing their reca, he
establishes their previous rejection. It is clear, by what follows
in Isaiah, that U Rejoice, thou barren," belongs to the Jews, and
not to the Gentiles: ,. Thy seed shall inhel'it the Gentiles"
(ver.3). Here the opposition requires that the barren woman
be the Jews. H Thou shalt not remember the reproach of thy
widowbood any more:" inferring a former rejection, and asserting a future restoration. .. For a small moment. have I forsaken
thee." Neither that, nor the widowhood mentioned in the preceding verse, is applicable to the Gentiles: previous to their
call they .. were strangers and aliens," and not in a state of
.widowhood. But it is during the period of the contemplated
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widowhood of the Jews, that the Lord " visited the Gentiles,
And upon their return, when
the fulness of the Gentiles is brought in, the Lord gives them
the covenant of peace. (Isai. liv. 10). Some copies read these
two word's (ver. 9), '0 ,~, as one, " as the days of Noah." The
meaning is, that God's dispensation towards his people, at the
time to which the prophecy refers, is like that to Noah and hi.
family. Ver. 10: II For the mountains shall depart, and the
hills be removed;" as they will at the last day, when the earth
shall be dissolved (Gill in loco). 'This figure of the Flood i.
twice used in the New Testament, to denote the seOOQ.d advent
of our Lord. The Lord Jesus, in the Spirit, shall be both ark
and flood: an ark to those which are taKen into Christ, bearing
them high above all miseries towards heaven; a flood, carrying
away insensible persons and scorners into everlasting woe. In
ver. 11, the mixture of metaphor implies a chan~e as great to
the church, from fluctuation, turbulence, and ~ffilction; to jo.y,
peace, and stability; as the former figures did to the face of toe
earth. This is parallel to Rev. xxi. 9, ult., which describes the
Jerusalem which is now above; the mother of all the children
of promise, both Jews and Gentiles.
Rom. xi. 27, before alluded to, marks very precisely the period
of the new covenant-viz. "ajler the fulness of the Gentiles
be brought in;" at the Deliverer's coming out of Zion, when all
Israel shall' be saved. The Apostle, having discoursed in the
viii th chapter of the righteousness of the Law being fulfilled in
us (ver. 24), who, because ofthe indwellin~ of the Holy Ghost,
shall partake of the resurrection of the Just (ver. 11); and
having mentioned the glory that shall be revealed in w, at the
future dispensation of the manifeatation of the sons of God (v.
] 8, 19); and that not only the creature, but we ourselves, are
waiting for the new-covenant blessing of the redemption of
the body (ver. 13), is.by these considerations reminded .of the
Jews,. to whom these blessings belong, and from whom they
must emanate; "The glory," ix. 4, is commonly understood
of the Shechinah; but that emblem had departed for ever: it
was only a type of the glo,-ious one, mentioned in the same
passage: and therefore I look for its meaning in the future glory
of bemg chief of the nations, when all the world is under the
Theocracy, touched ,upon in xi. 12-15.
. Another peculiarity il!l, that to them belong " tke covenants,"
in the plural; and this new covenant is to them future: " For
this is my c.ovenant unto them, when all Israel shall be saved "
(xi. 26, &c.), as it is written Isai. lix. 20. Mr. Fry, in his excellent Commentary on the Romans, nppears to think that verse
in Isaiah, " And the Redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto
them that tum from transgression in Jacob," the commenoe-

to take out of them a .people. "
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ment of Ii separate prophecy. Although to this I cannot quite
agree, yet his views are in the main 80 correspondent with mine,
tliat I shall take the liberty of making an extract." , For I tVould not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of
this mystery, lest ye should be wise in your own conceits, that
blindness in part has happened to Israel, until the fulnessof the
Gentiles be come in.' The mystery was this: the partial
blindness or bardness (for the Apostle does not admit that it
is universal) was only to last till I the fulness of the Gentiles
was come in, and ~' (or, I and then') 'all Israel shall be saved.'
By the word 'fulness' is intended, I conceive, that remnant
which 'WaS then begun to be gathered by the preaching of the
Gospel. They were a body of the people taken to fill up, .as it
were, the gap or fissure ·made in Israel, by the cutting off of
so many of the natural branches: when the number decreed shall
be completed, then will the end come to the present dispensation
of Chrilt's kingdom, tomen will be succeeded o/J a more extensive
dispensation, to commence with the restoratzon of the Jew,."
Fry on RomitlfU,

It appears to me that the former part oflsai. lix. marks the state
of the world previous to Messiah's second advent; accountin~,
first, for his riot coming immediately. It is not slackness on hIS
part,but their sins, that hinder his coming (ver. 1, 2). But
when things should arrive at such a state as verse 15 describes,
that " he that departeth from evil maketh himself a prey,t' or
is accounted mild, then he comes clothed with vengeance
(ver. (7), II to rel!aY,fury to his adversaries.': , "When the
enemy shall come In ltke a flood, then the Spmt of Jehovah
shall lift up a standard, AND THE REDEEMER SHALL COME
TO ZION.'
The feature of the covenant is, that neither they,
nor their seed, nor their seed's seed, shall lose the influences of
the Spirit for ever. Tben it goes on, "Arise, shine, for thy
light IS come." Here is the Jewish people, " fQ.ir as the moon,"
called to II arise and shine, because her light is come, and the
glo~ of the Lord (the Sun of Righteousness) has arisen upon
her,' &C. The Prophet continues, by contrasting her glory
with the II gross darkness of' the people." This, compared
with Rom. xi., must I think imply the people to whom are
cdmmitted the oracles of God; the advantage the Jews, had,
but. lost, and which the Gentiles now have; whom the Apostle
warns not to be high-minded, but fear, lest a similar fate should
befal th~. However, the P~ophet ,continues enlarging on the
£lory of Zron. Ver. 7: " I WIll glonfy the house of my glory."
·lJeO ver. 9. Also ,-ere 13: "I will make the place of my feet
2lorioUl." . Ver. 14! "They shall call thee The city of the
I.oro, The Zion of the Holy One of Israel." VerA. 15: " I will
make thee an eternal excellency, a joy of many. generations,"
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Ver. 19: "The Lord shall he unto thee an everlasting light,
and thy God thy glory." Ver. 20: ., The days of thy mourning
shall be ended."
We may infer from Heb. viii. 13, that there are but two covenants. "In that he saith aNEW, he hath made the first old: now
that which decayeth and waxeth old, is ready to vanish away."
1. If there were to be a tMrd covenant, the new covenant
would decay and wax old.
2. But the new covenant is everlasting; therefore it never decayeth or waxeth old, or is ready to vanish away.
Therefore there cannot be a third covenant.
But as some may say, there are more covenants than the two,
I will point out the similarity in the condition, extent, and duration of this covenant here spoken of, with the new covenant
prophesied of by Jeremiah, and quoted in the Hebrews.
1. In condition.
Rom. xi. 27: "This is my covenant unto them, when I shall
take away' their sins."
.
Heb. VIii. 12: " I will be merciful to their unrighteousness,
and their sins and iniquities I will remember no more."
2. In extent.
Isai. Ix .. 21: .. The people also shall be ALL righteous."
Jer. xxxi. 34: .. They shall A LL know me, from the least of
them to the greatest of them, saith the Lord!'
3. In duration.
Isai. Ix. 21: ,. They shall inherit the land for ever."
Jer. xxxi. 35-40: The city" shall not be plucked up nor
thrown down FOR EVER."
Let us now consider what we have arrived at.There is yet to be a new covenant made with both Israel and
Judah;
Perfect in its conditions,
Eternal in its duration,
Universal in its acceptation.
The state in which the world will be at the time, .. gross
darknesF."
The manner of delivery, "The Redeemer cometh to Zion."
Lastly, we see the conversion of the Gentiles is not prior, but
.subse~uent to this period: "The Gentiles shall come to thy
light: (Isai. Ix. 3.)
.
I will, lastly, make a few observations on the sign of circumcision. The national sign appears to be the Sabbath, looking
to the Millennium; at whICh period, and not till then, shall
people, nationally and universally, know the Lord. But the
Abrahamic individual sign of possessing the land, was circumcision; suspen~ed during the present diepensation, to be revived
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in the future covenant: not outwardly, in the sign; but inwardly and spiritually, in the flesh. If we consider Acts xv., we
must bear in mind, that the whole of the argument was, whether
tke Gentiles were to be circumcised or not. For this cause the
Apostles assembled, and to this their decision relates. Therefore, a correct interpretation of the passage must point out how
the arguments bear upon their sentence.
Peter declares, that God had given the inward and spiritual
grace, without the outward and visible sign: to which James
(ver.14) agrees; pointing out that there is a dispensation, during
which time the name of God is to be preserved among the elect
of the Gentilea. Which he enforces by alluding to Amos ix,
11; 12: for he does not bring it forward as a literal quotation;
but by it shewing that a time wall foretold when the tabernacle
of David would be thrown down; that it would be after this
Gentile dispensation of the election of grace that the Lord
would return and build again the tabernacle of David; and it
would be after the rebuilding, that all the Gentiles should come
in, and the residue of Edom, 8tc. So that his sentence was,
that during this dispenllation the Gentiles were not to be
troubled with that sign or seal; but leaving us to draw this
inference, that in the future dis.pensation circumciiion would
be restored.
I will first examine how Amos beaN upon this. I will then
see whether other Scriptures have the same truth. And, lastly,
I will consider how the arguments of James bear upon circum.
cillion.
My view of Amos ix. is this. Ver. 8: "I will not utterly
destroy the house of Jacob, saith the Lord. For, 1o, I will
command, and I will sift the house of' Israel amongst all nations, like as corn is sifted in a sieve; yet shall not the least
grain fall upon the earth." It will be observed, connecting the
9th verse with the latter clause of verse 8, that I make the
figure one of mercy to the Jews. Sifting, is the separating of the
precious from the vile, the wheat from the chaff: therefore this
III the causing to move from the dispersion, and not the disperlion itself. Ver. 10 marks the destruction of many of the
lews at iliat period; as is mentioned also in other SCriftures
(see Zech. xiv. 1-4). Then comes, H In that day will raise
up the tabernacle of David." The expression is altered by
the inspired Apostle to <C after this." The reason appears evtdent: Amos looked over this dispensation to the future, and
ealled it .. that day." Describing its features, James, who
apeaks during this dispensation, says, .. after this;" namely,
in the dispensation immediately succeeding. This view mak..
the tense of both the Prophet and Apostle to agree; which ·i.
Deceuv.y to a trileinterpretation.
.
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I will now mention one or two Scriptures, which confirm
this interpretation; namely, that there will be a dispensation
where circumcision will eXist. Ezek. xliv. 9: "Thus saith the'
Lord God, No stranger uncircumcised in heart or uncircumcised
in flesh shall enter into my sanctuary, of any stranger that is
among the children of Israel." This passage we find, in Witsius, book iv. chap. viii. 27, 28, has been considered as indicative of the revival of the rite, and which he there combats.
Isai. xxv. 7, appears to me to contain the same truth: " Jehovah-Sabaoth will destroy the coveri~ of the face (or facecovering) cast over all people, and the vall that is spread over aU
nations." The allusion is to the covering cast over people, when
under condemnation, as we see illustrated in Esther vii. 8, 9; or
when dead, asJohn xi.44: and the allusion is to deathlhaving passed
qpon all men by original sin. The verses immediately preceuing the
prophecy of the new covenant, Jer. xxxi. 29, 30, I sUfpose to
contain the same truth: "In those days they shal say no
more, The fathers have eaten a sour grape, and the children's
teeth are set on edge; but everyone shall die for his own iniquity: every man that eateth the sour grape, his teeth shall
be set on edge." This shews how I suppose circumcision
will be established-namely, not in the letter, but in the spirit;
not in the type, but in the antitype, by the abolition of birth
or (original sin). Now, though types may not be fundative of
a doctrine, yet may they be illustrative and confirmative; and
as such I cannot forbear mentioning one extraordinary type
with respect to circumcision. It was in force when coming
up out of Egypt; ceased while in the' wilderness, which is
answerable to the present period (1 COl'. x., Reb. iii. 7-i v. 11);
but was revived upon entering the land (Jcsh. v. 3-9). The
meaning of the type confirms what I mentioned before, that
circumCision pointed to possessing the land. And, indeed, this
appears involved in the Lord's declaration ufon establishing
thIS t. token of the covenant," Gen. xvii. 7- I: "And 1 will
est~blish my covenant between me and thee .•.• to be a God
unto thee •..• and I will give unto thee the land •••• of Canaan
•••• thou shalt keep my COTlt'enallt therefore • ••• th is is my cove-:
nant .... every man-child shall be circumcised." The same truth
is enforced by Stephen, Acts vii. 8: "And he gave hini the
covenant of circumcision; and thlls (rather than so") 'Abraham
begat Isaac, and Isaac begatJacob," &c. "And thus," that is,
in this covenant; referring back to vcr. 5, II Re gave him none
inheritance in the land; yet he promised that he would give it him
f~r a possession, and to his seed after him "-the seed begotten
ID the covenant, the seed of promise. "To ..Abraham were the
prOJnises made" (he saith not of one, the • promise ;' but in the
pi ural, the t promises') ver. 15. In haac Abraham received the
II
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promise (Heb. vi. 15); but, though he had received the promise, he did not receive the promises (Heb. xi. 8-10, 13-15),
they including the land and the heavenly Jerusalem. ., Now
to the Jews pertain the promises and the covenants" (Rom.
ix. 4). And circumcision is the typical sign of the new covenant.
It therefore ceases during the election out of the Gentiles; to be
fulfilled in the spirit with the Jews in the first place, under the
new covenant. And had circumcision been the sign of the old
covenant, there had been no need to call a council to decide
whether the sign were to continue, if they now were under a
new covenant, as most say; but it was indeed a matter of grave
deliberation, whether, under the new dispensation of the same
covenant, the sign were to be suspended or not. But, having
changed from a typical dispensation to the true testament, circumcision would not be to the Gentiles a sign of typical purity
in the flesh; but, as Paul declares to the Galatians, v. 3,
" Every man that is circumcised is a debtor to do the whole
law." That, however, is not attainable during the present dispensation: "But we, through the Spirit, wait for the hope of
righteousness by faith" (ver. 5). This, again, accounts for
tliat, to me, otherwise unaccountable speech of James to Paul,
Acts xxi. 21: H And they are informed of thee, that thou teachest
all the Jews which are among the Gentiles to forsake Moses;
saying, that they ought not to circumcise their children," &c.
And why not 1 What! most deceitfully allow them to become
debtors.to the whole law, to remain under the curse! Impossible!
But to the Jews it was the sign of possessing the land.
There are some collateral observations I make to those who
have faith in these matters. I feel not so confident, and therefore only throw them out for consideration. Those who attain
to the resurrection (as I suppose all who are gathered during the
suffering dispensation will) are to be kings and priests, with
none inheritance in the land: Ezek. xliv. 28, &c.: the Lord is
their portion, heirs of God, &c. "Nor will they marry:' Matt.
xxii. 30. But the Jews are to have seed, and seed's seed; and
the blessing to them is, that not only they, but their children,
are in the covenant, as completely as all mankind were in Adam.
So all these shall know the Lord; and in that sense be Christ's
seed, born in the covenant, pure and indefectable: also signified by tIlis sign, as before hinted on Acts vii. according to the
annexed table.
It appears to me, in few words, that there are two, and bllt
two, covenants.
In the old covenant there are seven dispensations-six of
promise; the seventh, the consummation of the ages, or the
dispensation of the last days. The old covenant embraces only
the redemption of spirit connected with matter, but in no way
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redeetns matter: therefore the saints, who have the Brst-fruits,
iU'8 waiting for the redemption of the body.
The new covenant embraces the redemption of all irresponsible
blatter, together with the bodies of thole who han receh·ed
.
the benefit of the first covenant.
The old covenant varied in circumstances at divers times.
The Rew apparently will be diverse in kind to those under it l
to wit; The first resurrection will be kings and ,Priests; neither
marrying nor having descent, but always havmg acce. into
the holiest. The Jews will be in the covenant, they and their
lleed's seed for ever; inheriting the land of their fathers, and
being the chief of nations. These two states will be indefectable
and Immutable. 3dly, Sodom and Samaria are spoken of in a
state different from Judea, Ezek. xvi. 61. It appears that the
nations of the earth, will be in a state of Adamic purity, pre.
&erved also from the temptations of Satan. Possibly some of
these mar be converted from the supposition of their being able
to stand lD their own sufficiency, and will be united to Christ,
as a head of sustentation; but others, who stand in their own
strength, will display their necessary mutability by immediately
falling away upon Satan being loosed.
.
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UL1'lMATE REVEALED PURPOSE IN CJ1BATJOa
AND NEW CREATION.

(Communicated by

ROBERT BAXTE.R,

Esq.)

Preliminary Remarks.
I T was not the intention of the writer of the following pages
to publish them in a separate state: they were written as the
first of a series of dissertations, planned as introductory to the
study of Prophecy. The establishment of this Journal, and
the slow progress of the other dissertations (arising from the
writer's numerous occupations), have induced him to cast them
as his mite into the treasury of the church. These circumstances
will account for the form in which they are penned, and render
a short introductory detail necessary.
The ultimate revealed purpose of God in creation and new
creation is the subject; ~nd it naturally suggests some brief view
of the importance of such an inquiry. There is nothing more
~eneral and unavoidable in the exercise of reflection, than to
mquire into the design, comprising the origin and the end, of
all that is made subject to it. It is the question which the child
will ask upon every new object presented to it: What is it?
what is it for 1 And from childhood to the most manly intellect
the same principle of interrogation is perceived amI acted upon.
Such is the force of habit, and such the variety and copiousness of subjects, that a little world of inquiry may be created
in every mind, and almost engross the faculties, so as to shut
them from the wide and discursive examination which is the
proper province of man. But, where habit has led to proper
sources, and the truths of revelation have been laid open 10 any
measure, it is an inevitable consequence that the questions, Why
were we made 1 and what will be our end? will present themselves. To every one removed from an incessant labour and
toil for subsistence these questions will occur; and, according
to the degree of interest felt by the in'}uirer in his own destiny,
will be the intenseness with which it IS pursued. The man or
the world will agitate it as a recreation; the philosopher, fUI a
matter of philosophy; the infidel, as a proof of his ease of eon.
science; and the Christian, as his very being: but aU alike
enter on it, and all form to themselves an answer which sItaII
accord with their habits of thinking. It is not to infulile method
and profit into all these inquiries that the present dissertatiOR
is penned: it is intended for the humble-minded inquirer,
who,loving the truth for His sake who is THE TRUTH, desires
to See and acknowledge his glory, and to undeI'stand tbe mysteries of his wisdom. Not offered to bim as a matter of &peCQlative inquiry, but as a practical support to him in the &eaIOIII
, .

-~
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of his trial, and as a defence against the attacks of gainsayer.
and infidels.
The single subject.so termed the inquiry into God's ultimate
revealed purpose in creation and new creation, will be found to
present itself to the sriritual mind in the simple form of an
opening of the glory 0 God. None such ever doubt the fact
that aU things are working together to the glory of their Maker
and God; none ever deny, that whatsoever we do should he
done to the glory of God: but many there are, it may be feal'ed,
who have never attempted to attain a correct understanding of
the expression, " glory of God;" and more, perhaps, who have
never mquired h.ow all things glorify God. It is truly a deep
subject; and yet, to the spiritually minded, there is a sImplicity
and plainness, whicb is as far from the metaphysical efforts of
the intellectualist, as the clear broad view of a Newton may be
seen to surpass the brain-racking doubts of a St. Pierre. It is
the peculiar province of the believer, to pass on the wings of
wisdom to the haven of truth; whilst the infidel, proud in his
own stumbling way, gropes along the rocky and rugged path,
which ever and anon gives him only a dim perspective of that
which his happier brother has already attained. The glory of
God, which is alike the desire and the strength of the believer, .
is defined in the following treatise to be the manifesting God's
essential excellency. He who is all-perfect, when seen to be
such as he is, must be truly glorified. Glory cannot add to
him: he is unchangeable: glory cannot be takt!'n from him.
But God is the Father of glory. He is inllis very nature allglorious. To glorify Mm, therefore, is to shew that he is glorious. This is the depth of wisdom, and the simplicity of truth.
"Whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God," is a simple
and ~omprehensive co~mand, .acted upon by the simple ~inded,
and m thj'l world's affaIrs the Ignorant; yet, when exammed by
.the most learned and able minded, found to embody a depth and
fulness of wisdom, and a comprehensiveness, which mocks at
our puny understandings: a comprehensiveness which shews
God himself will not be mocked; for, whilst he gives this as the
rule of action to his people, he will be seen to overrule all things
to the same end; and, whilst they who with willing hearts
labour unto that end enter into the joy of their Lord, the rebellious and gainsayers are seen to be made subservient to the
same end, and yet to meet the punishment which their rebellion
merits. This is indeed an end worthy of its Author, and a completion worthy of the perfection of the all-perfect Jehovah.
. As it is never doubted that all things work together to the
glory of God, so is it universally admitted that this O'lory is
shewn and perfected in and through the Lord Jesus, "the' iJrightness of (the Father's) glory, and the express Image orhis person"
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(Heb. i.· 3): and these two universally acknowledged truths
constitute the foundation and basis of this treatise: nay, not
merely the foundation, but the whole building. The end of all
creation is the fulness of Christ ; and the manifestation of God's
glory as the purpose of this, is but another form of expressing
the same thing, and is the whole subject embodied. It may,
indeed, be asked, Why then all this labour and travail? why
all this length and intricacy of argument and formality of pre{>aration? -Alas! the answer is too obvious: When truth become,
Important, it beg illS to -be doubted. Let him who wavers, mark
the progress of his own mind, from certainty to hesitation, from
hesitation to denial, as the truth he first acknowledged is found
to fight against his ~reconceived opinion and habits of thinking.
It is matter of Simple deduction, even without reference to
Scripture authority, that all things work together to the- glory
of God, and that glory is the manifestation of God. All thin~
must have been created for this purpose. And if .this glory 18
shewn and perfected in the Lord Jesus, it is an unavoidable inference that all things were created to perfect in the Lord Jesus
the manifestation of God. This will naturally lead us to examine the relation which subsists between the Lord Jesus and
. created things. These relations, clearly discerned and laid
down, constitute the great practical effect flowing from the inquiry.
It was intended to follow up this treatise by one upon the
figurative language of Scripture, in the hope of laying open
some of the uses and advantages of this line of study, and the
practical tendency of it to strengthen the faith and lead forth
the praises and thanksgi vings of the believer. The method
would be, the unfolding those relations which are borne by all
created things to Christ Jesus, as the head and perfection of all
creation. In this it is obvious the church which (after the significancy of the word" Head," is called the" body" of Christ)
bears a prominent part. The Jewish church, all marked out
with such care and particularity in the sacred records, must give
the basis of these relations; and it has been the office of the
Christian church, as it regards this proof, to shew these relations
have a spiritual import, and that the Jewish church is indeed
the great fount of types by which, as impressed upon the page
of the Christian church, are set forth the beauty, order, and
proportions of that great whole, which is " the fulness of Him
who filleth all in all." It is, however, a subject so various, and
so deeply important, and withal so novel to the present generation-although familiar to the fathers of the Christian church,
and the fathers of the Reformation-that it must be gravelyand maturely dwelt upon. It may be stated to be a line of
inquiry; which; whilst it occupies itself in the deepest depth.
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of truth, delights not the less in the familiar and every-day
occupations of life, and lays open the testimony to God which
it borne, not by the church only, but by civil government, the
various relations of life, and the innumerable forms of the customs and habit. of society. It is a vast pyramid, whose summit
is in the heavens, and 10 which every descending step is not
merely seen to bear its place in raising the top-stone to the
summit, but has impressed upon it in brief an outline of the
whole pyramid; so that no part shall be taken for the whole,
because the whole is by every part pointed to. As an instance:
Do we see Christ as the head; the church, as his body, the first
descending step; and the various societies of men, bound together by civil government, as a third 1 The third is not simply
found to be a step to the second; but, if with diligence we examine its constitution, we shall find it has throughout a dim
outline of the constitution of the church; with this peculiarity,
that its perfection is found only in the church. Do we descend
into the various relations of life 1 the same testimony is found:
there too is the outline of the civil government, in father, family,
household. The customs and habIts of society; as moulded by
these unyielding relations of life and government, have also an
expression of their origin. And if we pass on to inanimate
creation, and mark the great lines of testimony here drawn,
we have the celestial bodies, the earth, the sea, and the fountains and rivers of water; which towards· each other have a
mutual action and attraction, too plain and marked to be Itli..
understood; and, moreover, in holy' writ the doubtful are referred to the concurrent testimony which they bear to the same
single wbole.-But it is dangerous to enter on a course which
lIlay not at once be pursued; and even what is here written may
possibly lead to misapprehension. It should, however, be understood, that the testimony thus derived from all parts of
creation has not merely a relative testimony through oth(,r parts
of a higher grade, but a simple direct testimony to Christ. If
we look to the relation of father and son, and are led in spirit to
our heavenly Father's adoption of us as children, we need not
derive this through the Head and Origin of all rule and power in
civil government, and the Father of glory and God manifest in
the flesh of the church; but may, if we are so led, mark theae
as concurrent testimonies to the same point; and, whilst con- .
sidering the relation offather and son in civil society we are by
such a line of inquiry led to glorify God for our own adoption,
we may, in the concurrent testimomes, see the same God, Lord
over all, and Father of all glory. With regard to another branoh
of this teatimony, which at the first glance seems furthest J'&o
moved fl'om practical application, one mstance will suffice. If,
in the customs and habits of society, it is seen m-other becolDell
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bound for brother, or friend for friend, and, when the principal
is imprisoned for the debt, he as surely 'Pays it and releases him;
this, to the spiritually minded, will brlDg the remembrance of
their great Surety and Redeemer, who laid down his life in death
to release them from the power of death. And thousands are the
instances which with equal propriety will lead to such an application.
.
With the thoughtless, these testimonies are called analogies
and coincidences ~ and if any practical inference is drawn from
them, it is more of the nature of undirected curiosity, occupying
the mind for a momeut with perhaps an involuntary impression
of the beauty and order of God's works, than any clear or connected view of the great testimony which they bear to the ultimate purpose of God. The analogical reasoners are in "this
respect as far from the proper application, as are the accidentalists in their reasonings upon Providence. They who view all
providential dealings 10 the light of accidents, wilfully shut
their mouths against the acknowledgment of God's goodness;
and they who, in the relation which all creation manifests towards the Lord Jesus, will acknowledge nothing more than an
analogy or coincidence, as wilfully and perversely deny God's
testimony to him, as the One by whom and in whom all things
were created and now consist. By such a mode, the brilliant
record of God's sovereignty and mercy and glory, which, as
written in creation, is interpreted and brought home to every
believer in revelation, is blotted out; and that wbich truly teems
with light and truth is regarded as an heterogeneous mass, as
much " without form and void" as before the " Spirit of God
moved upon the face of the waters."
But, ye thoughtless and indifferent, can ye not conceive the
Maker of all tblDgS to have so made them for a purpose, and to
have given them the form and fashion they assume to mark and
to accomplish that purpose? And can ye not read the Scriptures, in remembrance that whatever is used to bring to your
apprehension the meekness and the glory of the Lord JeSU8 was
specially created for that end 1 It is an inexcusable obstinacy,
whilst as a theoretical principle you acknowledge all things
were created for the glory of God, to practically adopt a different
pIjnciple, by reading as if whatever God uses to unfold the
mysteries of spiritual things he takes up as he finds them ready
to his hand. What must be their understanding of God's prescience, who cannot allow that in the moment of the creation
God knew all the uses and purposes which things created would
subserve? And what must be the idea of God's wisdom, which
allows his prescience, and yet denies that he made them with a
view to answer those uses to which they would be put?
Time will not allow a further allusion to these objections, nor
VOL. 1.--':'NO. II.
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opportunity to enlarge in answer to them. The beautiful and
profitable lDtroduction, by the excellent Bishop Horne, to hie
Commentary on the Book of Ps.alms, p. 60, where he opens the
necessitvof a spiritual interpretation to their profitable use, will
be a p«lwerful help, to those who honestly doubt the benefit which
may,accrue from such a course. That which he observes concerning tbe patriarchs, prophets, priests,and kings,and concerning
the Jewish polity and even~s, may be carried on in corroboration
of our assertion of the variety and all-pet'vading testimony unto
God, and the universal agreement which prevails on this one
point. After shewing the prophetical character of tbe Psalms
witb reference to the Mtlssiah, he adds, ," Very few of the
Psalms, comparatively, appear to be simply prophetical, and to
belong o11ly to Messiah, without the intervention of any other
person. Most of them, it is apprehended, have a double senae,
which stands upon this ground and foundation, that the ancient
patriarchs, prophets, priests, and kings, were typical characters
In their several offices and in the lOore remarkabJe passages of
their lives; their extraordinary depressions and miraculous exaltations foreshewing Him who was to arise as the Head of the
holy family, the great Prophet, the true Priest, the everlasting
King. The Israt'litisb polity and laws of Moses were purposely
framed after the example and shadow of tbings spiritual and
heavenly: and tbe events which .happened to the ancient people
of God were designed to sbadow out parallel occurrences which
Ihould afterwards take place in the accomplishment of man's
redemption, and the rise and progress of the Christian church.
For this reason, the Psalms, composed for the use of Israel and
Israel's monarch, and by them accordingly used at the time, do
admit of 'an application to us, who are now 'the Israel of
Ood;' and to our Redeemer, who is the King of tIlis Israel.
Nor will this seem strange to us, if we reAect, that the same
Divine Person who inspired the Psalms did also foreknow and
pre-dil1p08~ all the events of whioh he intended them to treat."
, In another part, p. 80, he observes: " Besides thtl figure sup·
plied by the history of Israel, and by the Law, there is another
Bet of Imag~, often employed in the Psalms, to describe the
hlessings of redemption: these are borrowed from the natural
world, the manlier of its original production, and the operations
continually carried on in it. The visible works of God are
formed to lead us, under the direction of the word, to the know·
ledge of those which are invisible: they give us ideas, by analogy, of a new creation, rising gradually, like the old one, out
of darkness and deformity, until at length it arrives at the per·
fection of glory and beauty: ao that, whil~ we praise the Loro
for all the wonders of .hi, power, wisdom, and love, displayed i.
a .y,tem wbiob iato ~c:Jld aDd perish., we may tbereia con-
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template, 88 in a glass, those new heavens, and that DeW earth,
of whose duration there shall be no end."
So far, as a slight outline, of the etlUrse intended and the
fruit it bears. But there are grea.t and cogent reai!On~, at thiA
period of the church, to pray a blessing upon the grellt subject
of God's purpose, and the classing of all things in due telati~
and subjection to the Great Head. And, first, as it regards
the study and interpretation of the prophetic page. This stud,
has attained such strength within a few years, that it is'now
.pervading every part of the country; and in various modi.fications, sinking their peculiarities, is become the common
theme of discussion in every portion of the Christian con\"
munity. It is truly fraught with momentous consequences;
and the fierce array of scoffers, who stand ready to jeer and
distort every weakness in the church, challenge a deep and
-anxioUB care, in those who i enter upon it, to I. mark well theh'
bulwarks." The present state of this study has been weIl said
" to remind one of the state of science before Bacon brought to
light the inductive philosophy •. " There are no settled prin..
ciples to which disputants refer their differences, but each hili
rus text and his interpretation; and a novice, entering on the
study, is required to take for granted that which he most need.
to have proved to him-that is, the method of interpretation.
This mar De surmised to arise from the narrow and sectarian
views WIth which it is pursued. Like the book of nature in
the field of science, the book of prophecy in the religious
world haa rather been used as an assistant to the peculiat
doctrines and views of the stu~ent, than as itself in any way
guiding and controlling those views. So extensive' is it, and st)
many are the important events it fore!!lhews, that each student,
llDasaisted by any principle of methodical arrangement, will take
thoae ~nts which are more lIuited to him, and, engrossed in
their consideration, bend all collateral events to bear their part
in the favourite subject. Does he meet with a. fellow-student?
a. ,slight comparison of coinciding points will bring them to a
point of difference; and, no common arbiter being at hand, an
agreement is almoet hopeless. We have the optimist Millenarian, who, dwelling upon the Jlictures of happiness and
peace which are opened concerning that period, shuts. out tb~
consideration of the perlonal advent of the King of kings, and
shrinks from the denunciations of wrath and judgment which
lie intersperaed' ib the intervals of the pictured millennial hlin.
Others, dwelling upon the judgment. and overthrow of th6
apoatates and infidels, allow only an advent in judgments; and,
alter their expected judgments, a.nticipate a tnillennium onlj
• Hints on .he Study of Prophecy, p. 1.
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differing from the present state in the absence of the great
offenders. One is engrossed in the overthrow of the mystic
Babylon; another, in the restoration of the Jews; another, in the
wasting away of the Turks; another, in the rise and cutting off
of the great Antichrist: events which, though true, and of the
first importance to the church, and calculated, by a lively representation of God's grace and judgments, to awaken a regard to
his holy precepts, and to lead the church to a consideration of
her standing and responsibilities, yet, when received by a SQnguine temperament, arouse the strongest feelings of the natural
man in curiosity and expectation, anu tend in many instances
to draw off the mind from the single simple dependence upon
Christ, which only is the" peace passing all understanding." The
view of the tremendous convulsions which will arise to shake,
not only the fabric of civil and political societies, but even the
foundatlons of the earth; and the increasing certainty and expectation which the serious study of the word will give; i!;l, unless guarded against by an increased spiritual strength, calculated
to awaken an overpowering emotion in the human frame; and,
like the agitation of all great events, withdraw the mind from
all other subjects to itself. Anyone bran«h of prophecy may
thus be dwelt upon as the" one thing needful;" and the hindrance to practlcal holiness, and profitable communication to
weaker brethren, may be readily conceived. It can only be by a
careful and continuous unfolding of the origin and end of all
those great events, and the part they respectively bear in the
one greatlurpose of glorifying God, that such hindrance can
be avoide . No student of prophecy is there who does not form
to himself, in greater or less measure, a symbolical dictionary,
to which he refers for proof of his interpretation. The want of
a common basis for such definitions is only to be remedied by
opening the one before alluded to-namely, the relation which
all created things bear to the Lord Jesus, as the Head and Perfection of all creation. In this inquiry, the purpose of God in
self-manifestation will serve the same end to explain the reason
of these relations, which the great pl'inciple of gravitation serves
to explain the various motions of the planets. Having beyond
doubt proved the principle of self-manifestation, we shall not
doubt, that, when the bearings of all other subjects under this
common principle upon the subject in question are understood,
all difficulties will be obviated. As the astronomer, from the
incorrectness of his calculations or the deficiency of his instruments, may err in defining the precise bearing of his common
principle upon a particular point, without doubting the principle; so may we often err in defining the precise part in the
o~e principle of manifestation which a particular subject bears,
Without impugning the principle itself.
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The symbols and metaphors will then be seen, not merely
to have an arbitrary and unconnected origin, but to bear a
well-defined relation, which step by step leads up to the Great
Head of perfection; and a true symbolical dictionary will be
found an accurate and beautiful delineation of the form and
manner of subsistence of all creation in Him "in whom all
things consist."
The advantages Bowing from this need not be minutely
pointed out. Prophecy no longer is the pourtraying of an important event about to come, but is the manifesting more fully
and clearly the headship and glory of the Lord Jesus Christ,
and the accomplishing of a further part of that great testimony
which from beginning to end declareth the glory of God. The
power of engrossing and dividing from the contemplation of
this glory, which is possessed by the great foreshewn events
singly considered, will be taken away, when they are seen as
parts only of a great and glorious manifestation, wherein the
.God of glory is tlie subject. The mind of the believer will also
be strengthened in the expectation and patient waiting for these
foreshewn events, and be by such an expectation strengthened
in his daily walk and conversation; seeing that the same glory
which he daily seeks to walk unto, is that which these great
events will subserve. The great reality is daily present with
him; and he no "longer looks to these events with an ignorant
and impatient curiOSIty, but with a well-grounded assurance of
the issue.
Secondly, as it regards the progress of high-minded infidelity,
which has made much progress in the land, and shews itself 1D
high places; scorning the truths of the Gospel as common and
every-day things, sUIted amply for the weak and superstitious,
but too low for the man of cultivated intellect. To those who
have argued with such minds, the truth of the assertion is
made apparent, "If they believe not Moses and the Prophets,
neither will they believe though one rose from the dead." The
mind which is too proud to bend in the one instance, is equally
unyielding in the Qther. . Yet it is the true province and warfare
of believers, whilst the enemies are occupying the field of science
and philosophising in the philosophy of the day, to strengthen
the church, by shewing forth the deeper depths of science and
philosophy which lie among her recards, that her sons may
be girded to the warfare, and give a reason for the hope that
is in them: that this may be also on the heads of the obstinately perverse, to have been surpassed by truth in their own
field.
There is now arising a system of philosophy, which, with the
same fatal tendency, differs from the sentimental philosophy of
the last ce~tury in the higher intellectual standard it hol~s up.
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It is truly to the intellect as enchanting, as were the principles
of Voltaire and Rousseau enchanting to the pall8ions, from the
unrestrained freedom tbey inculcated. The intellectual cultivlltion, which is so rapidly extending itself,' and the departure
from the ancient sound principles of religious education, are
powerful auxiliaries to such a system. The temptation of such
a philosopby is most strong in minds of a high standard; and
as these master-minds exercise an influence far beyond what is
at first sigbt couceived, the mischief of their errOFS is doubly
multiplied. There is, too, in every strong and energetic mind,
until chastened by spiritual teaching, an unbending arrogance,
which will not stoop to subjection; but, catching the wide and
'unbounded liberty of thougbt which this philosophy holds out
to it, revels unrestrained in its excesses; passing over all tha.t
is opposed to it; and, mistaking its own conceits for established
truths, it staggers at every doctrine and truth which is not
plainly in their course, and explicable upon their principles.
Hence arise the distortion of Scripture statements, the passing il1 metaphor and allegory over all miracles, and the denial
of the very being of God as Trinity in Unity, anowin~ Him
only an existence according to the rules and modes ot their
philosophy. This philosophising heresy is not only to be marked
JD those who are its avowed professors, but.] by an operation
similar to that of its sister heresy of the lad century, it infuses
its poison with the utmost subtlety even in the cup of those
who would be horrified -at the idea of its adoption. It has
already made itself apparent in the literary and sCIentific classes,
by the fearless and unchastened discussions of religious subjects, and the marked dislike to distinctive views and sound
doctrines, which are scoffed at under the name of dogmas. Its
influence, too, is manifest in the temper of the great assemblies,
where we should most earnestly desire to finu its opposite. In
the herd of dabblers, who parrot forth the ideas of their hertlsmen, we find the same poison infusing itself through the lower
branches of society, though its virulence may not be lIuch as
to make it matter of public observation.
'
The cure of this we may not dare to challenge by any feeble
essay; bllt, as the great array of the French philosophers,
which, inspirited by their poisonous excitement, was dirt'Cted
against the truth of revelation, was met by a careful and renewed opening of the proofs and defences of" Christianity, 1'10
now the array of the new philosophy, which is fighting against
revelation under the banner of false figure and all~ory, ill in
its tum to be met by a demonstration of the true spintual read·
ing and' allegorical construction of the inspired volume. The
enchantment of intellectual liberty is also to be met by the
reality of a sound and oatholic explanation of the all-pe"ading
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glory of God, and by the broad and unquestionable illustration
of God's dealings with his people j an illustration as splendid
in point of mental development as is the sys~ of the philosophers. But, more than all, the God-denying principle, which
describes his Being after a deistical method, is to be answered
by the development which all creation and providence, as well
as all revelation, give of the mystery of the Holy and Indivisible
Trinity, and by proving the denial of this great truth to be the
inevitable precursor of atheism.
And, finally, a third point, to which the attention of the
church is especially demanded, is the very generallukewarmnesa.
which has spread throughout its professing members. It is,
unhappily, the temptation of a religion where the invisible i.
defined by a regular series of forms and ordinances, to trust in
the outward form rather than in the thin~ signified: 8S it is
equally the temptat.ion of a religion where forms and ordinances
are disregarded, to lose the invisible from the want of a welldefined form of expressing and maintaining it. And in the two
~reat divisions, which our national community marks out within
Itself, there is the lukewarm formalist on the one hand, and the
lukewarm sentimentalist on the other j engrossing between
them an appalling portion of the professing church. That the
formalist, having the form of a sound doctrine and worship, is
wiser in his generation than the sentimentalist, who is left
withollt guide or pilot, may not be doubted j but that both are
to be viewed as departing from the faith is equally clear j and
it is the solemn duty of the church to admonish them aa
brethren of their faults. In this admonition, it is evident the
ft>rmalist, who deems the due observance of the form to be the
proper means of grace, will require the elucidation of the nothingness and vanity of all forms and formal observance of ordinances, unless they are regarded as the outward expression of
the spiritual reality: that, though they are not only a sign,
but also the very means whereby the Holy Spirit may be imparted,
yet this must be through faith and hope of the teaching of the
Holy Spirit, ,e taking of the things of Christ and shewing unto
them j " and of His in-dwelling, to make them" one with Christ,
and Christ with them." To the sentimentalist, who despise$
forms and ordinances, must be shewn that they are the appointed
language and expression of mvisible truth, and the appointed
means whereby God has promised to bless his church and people,
and seal theIr aceeptance with him: that, although he is
maintaining thQ good fight against the formaliElt by declaring
the Itpiritual to .be the reality, and the form only the shadow,
yet he errs most. grietOusl)' in stumbling a.t the stumbling..stoD8
aad rook of offenoe,.....the form and manner in which G.od. ia
pIeaaed if» impart the, spiritual unto -the BOul; • soul wbich.itaelf
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is clothed in a perishing substance, the form and fashion of
which, although perishable, serve well to express its nature and
impulse, and serve also, as do church forms and ordinances, to
communicate that imllulse unto others. It is truly a narrow
and sectarian spirit whIch governs these weak brethren. Having
received a part of the truth, their contracted .minds are filled;
and, shutting the door to all further communication, they pervert
the part they have received, and destroy the equilibrium it sustained with the other part of truth. And where another party
has taken the other part, and refused to receive this, the connection is to them wholly destroyed; and the parts, which erewhite would have duly balanced and united in one whole, are
now set in contrast, and made to fight each against the other, as
if it were the heresiarch embodied. But such combatants may
surely discern, if they will be taught, that it is notin the receipt
of the parts of truth that they err, but in .the shutting out that
which IS requisite to make the whole truth. It is their narrow
exclusive spirits which fight one against the other, and make
use of the weapons of truth, as the most serviceable for their
disgraceful contest.
.
For these ends of conviction, what can so well serve as the
exposition of the invisible reality which is pointed to by all
thmgs visible, and the proof that this inVIsible is only and
properly expressed by the visible: that throughout creation the
manifestation of the spiritual is the obvious intent; and the redemption of the mind from the worship of the visible to that
of the spiritual through the visible, is the proper application 1
There is no lukewarm professor, however much he may deceive
himself, who does not trust either in the visible or in the sensible.
It is not that the formalist trusts in the formal, and the sentimentalist in the spiritual; but as the formalist in the formal, so
the sentimentalist in the sensible, in frames and in feelings.
The spiritual guidance and energy which proceeds from the indwelling of the Holy Ghost in every true believer, is as much to
be distinguished from the impulse of the feelings as it is from
the bowing down to dumb forms. It is the shewing fOJ:th the
glory of God, as distinguished from all created things, that we
may trust will lead to the faithful acknowledgment of Him i-the
view of his glory, and the meditation upon it, which may draw
off the soul from a worship of forms and natural thing-s, to rest in
him i-the understanding of the fulness of the manIfestation of
this glory in the Lord Jesus, as setting him forth to the believer
in power; the love surpassing knowledge seen in the calling,
redemption, and glorification of the church, as the motive to love
and faithfulness; and this fulness of glory and love made in
the Lord Jesus the trust and ground of rejOIcing in the believer,
which may redeem him from the love of lIm, the fear of death~
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and from the temptation to formal and sensible idolatry, leading •
him to walk circumspectly, as knowing his ow,n weakness; yet
to ~e strong in t.he Lord in all times of trouble, trial, ad temP.'"
tatlOD, as klloWlDg the Lord's. strength and love unto all nls
adopted children.
Thus much have I ventured to say upon the subject of the
treatise, and have been drawn OR far beyond the bounds I had
prescribed. TM· importance whieh has been attached to the
great ~uth it seeks to develop and the line of study it opens,
has been spoken of with more boldness, since this trutli was
evolved by far abler minds and men of high spiritual attainments,
and has received the approbation of those to whose judgment
the writer willingly d~fers. It may be hoped that this feeble
essay towards its explanation may be ere long supplanted by
the pen of those to whom the church is indebted, under its great
Head, for the original deduction of it.

Analysis

of the Treatise.

1. Creation revealed.
2. The means and the end of creation revealed.
3. The manner of accomplishing this end by new-creation revealed.

.

4. .Christ Jeaus thus as the creation, the subsistence, and the
eJ1d of all things, revealed.
a. The end, as head of his body the church, which is
his fulness.
5. This end is the guide of all prophetic inquiries.
.
~t God hath a purpose in this end, which should be sought out.
a. Whieh will De a key to the understanding of all his
works.
6. Without knowing which the wisdom of God in the
manner of the end cannot be understood .
.c. The inquiry after it is of the highest moment, and en~oW'~ed by Heb. xii. 22, and Paal. iii., and must be
pursued in the spirit of faith and of humility.
d. The spirit of pride, lHlder a shew of humility, opposes
the ill'luiry, as unprofitable and unspiritual •
.e. God has deplared it to be the rule of his acting ih
blessing: the Inquiry cannot be unspiritual.
f. God has declared the office of his Spirit in us to search
it out: it cannot be unspiritual.
g. The misU1kes of forQler inquirers no ground to refuse
thil inquiry.
.
~4 This nltimate purpose is revealed in the lIame gradation
with the revelation of the manner of the end by all things
in·Christ;
Te the Patriarchs.
To the Jewish Church.
To the Gentile Church.
VOL.

I~-NO.

II.

2

1
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'8. The manner of the end shadowed differently in each period.
, ' , and the declaration' of the ultimate purpose differently
, expressed.
a. Declaration to Abraham: cc I am the Almighty God."
'6. Declaration to Israel, like it.
~. Declaration to the Jewish Church by Moses: cc I am
Jehovaq;" cc Ye shall know that I am the Lord."

9. Thus the ultimate purpose declared to Abraham and to
Israel, whilst the end of all things in Christ was declared
by his calling himself the God of Abraham, of Isaac,
and of Jacob.
'
10. The same testimony given to the Jewish Church by Moses,
as to the, end, by t.he expression" I am the God of your
fathers," and as to the ultimate purpose; by the name" I
Am" and "Jehovah."
11. A more explicit declaration of this ultimate purpose to be
expected, from God's dealin~s towards Pharoah.
12. This IS made by his declaring hIS dealings towards his people
should be, "That they might know that he was the
Lord their God;" and to Pharoah, "That he might be
known to be the Lord."
13. The same ultimate purpose, "to make known hiJnself"
in the blessings upon Abraham, and in his judgments
upon Pharoah: and in his dealings towards Israel, as
declared
a. by Moses:
On giving tht'm flesh in the wilderness.
On giving the law.
On ordaining the form and ordinances of the tabernacle.
On the renewin~ of the covenant with them.
On their mourlllng at the report of the promised land.
On directing fringes upon their garments.
In the prayer of Moses to enter the land.
On declaring the intent of giving the land.
.on declaring the curses which would follow disobedience.
On commanding the reading of the law.
In his song to the Lord.
In his blessing upon the people.

II. By Joshua:
On passing over Jordan.

c. B'y David:
On slaying Goliath.
In his than'ksgiving.
On bringing up the ark to Zion.
On the bestowal of gifts for the temple.

d. By Solomon:
At the dedication of the temple.
'
In the Lord's answer to his prayer at the dedication.

14. The declaration of his purpose in the JewIsh church amounts
to a declaration, of' toe Lord's ultimate purpose in his
spiritual church.
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15. The like testimony of God's ultimate purpose to be found
in the Books of the Psalms and of the Prophets.
1n the Psalms: all prayer is declaring the will of God,
all praise declaring the glory of God; and the decla.
ration of the glory of God is a setting forth of that
which God eS8entially is.
b. In. the Prophets: as the means of the end are. set forth,
so will be the purpose of the end.
In Ezekiel a constant declaration tollows the events
set forth: "Ye shall know that I am the Lord."
The proof from the Prophets cannot be opened until
its plain and minute interpretation is entered on.

D.

16. A still more full testimony of God's ultimate purpose from
the New Testament, though this is ·after another method.
a. In the Jewish Church, Christ, as the beginning and
. the end, was not so clearly revealed.
b. In the Gentile Church, Christ is specially set forth as
the creation and fulness of all things.
c. The constant reference of all things, under the Jewish,
to the ultimate purpose, wiII, in the Gentile, be supplanted by a like reference to Christ as the end.
d. The proof of the ultimate purpose will be found in the
clear declaration that Christ, as the fulness of all
things, is manifested to this intent.
e. This intent is specially declared to be self-manifestation.

.

17. This sums up the former proot~ and shews the antitype

to

have the same purpose which is ascribed to the type.
18. A consideration of the glory ascribed to God will lead to
the same conclusion.
19. As will the consideration of the covenant to believe in
Christ, and denunciations against unbelievers.
20. This manifestation is in the second Person of the Trinity.
D. Of the essential Being of God, by means of created
•

things.

21. The relations assumed by the God-man to created things,
and by the other God-persons towards him thus related,
are distinct from the essential relations, and only a manifestation of them.
22. The precise nature of the headship and mystical body of the
Lord Jesus cannot be understood, until the literal and
figurative language of Scripture is examined.
23. It will, however, be the perfected form of created things,
. and the perfected manifestation of the assumed relations~
as these manifest the essential relations of God.
24. It is thus seen that all creation serveth but to new creation;
new creation to the manifestation of Christ's headship;
and this headship to the shewing forth the glorious and
ineffable Being of God.
(To be cOflti7lued.)
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THE HUMAN NATURE OF CHRlS1'.

NOTWITHS'UNDING the mass of -authorities brought forward
in our first Number in defence of the orthodox doctrine of the
human nature in Christ, we deem it good still to go on con·
tinning the same doctrine, that OUT reedefB may find in every
N umber some antidote to the heresy now so prevalent, which
denies that the Son of Go D was also Son of Mall. The first
extract is from the Notes to the Bishops' Bible, also reprinted
in the folio edition of our authorized version of 1683. Thes6
notes are compiled from Beza, Camerarius, and Villerius; sanctioned by the archbishops and bishops who superintended
Parker's, or the Bishops', Dible; and confirmed by the authorities under whom the edition of 1683 was published. The
other extract is from Heylyn, 1654.
From the Bishops' Bible.
" There is 1 therefore now no condemnation to them which are
in Christ Jesus, who iwalk not after the -flesh, but after the
spirit.
" 3 For the b law of Ute Spirit of e life in • Christ Jesus, hath
made me • free from the law of sin and death.
" • For what the law could f not do iIi that it was weak through
the I flesh, God sending his own Son in the likeness of h sinful
flesh, and for I sin II condemned sin in the Besh.

" lA conclusion of all the former disputation, from ch. i. 16 even to thill
place. Seeing that we, being justified by faith in Christ, do obtain remission
of sins, and imputation of righteousness, and are also sanctified; it followeth
thereof, that they who are grafted into Christ by faith, are out of all fear of
condemnation. 2The fruits of the Spirit, or effects of sanctification which i,
begun in us, do not ingraft us into Christ, but do declare that we are grafted
into him. aFollow not the flesh for their guide: for he is not said to live after
the flesh, that hath the Holy Ghost for his guide, though sometimes he step
away. sA preventing of an objection: seeing .that the virtue of tl;!.e Spirit
which is in us, is 10 weak, how may we gather thereby, that there is no con·
demnation to them that have that virtue 1 Because, saith he, that virtue of· the
quickening Spirit which is 80 weak in us, is most perfect and most mighty in
Chtist; and being imputed unto us which believe, causeth us to be so accounted
of, as though there were no reliques of corruption and death in us; therefore hither·
to, Paul disputed of remission of sins, and imputation of fulfilling the law, and
also of sanctification which is begun in us; but now he "p'eaketh of the perfect
imputation of Christ's manhood, which part was necesianly required to the full
appeasing of our conscien<l€s: for our sms are defaced by the blood of Christ,
and the gUiltinesa of our corruption is covered with the Imputation of Christ',
obedience, and the corruption itself (which the Apostle calleth sinful sin) is
healed in us by little and little by the gift of sanctification: but yet lacketh
beside that another remedy; to wit-The perfect sanctification of Christ's ow.
flesh, which also is to us imputed. b The power and authority of the Spirit,
against which is set the tyranny of sin. C Which mortifieth the old man, and
quickeneth the new man. dTo wit, absolutely and perfectly. e For Christ's
sanctification being imputed to us, perfecteth our sanctification which is begun
In us. 4 He useth no argument here, but expoundedl the mystery of sanctificatioD
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law

Wbiub is impated to us: for because", saith he, that the virtue of the .
was
not such (and that by reason of the coJ'l'Uption of our nature) that it could make
man pure and perfect, and for that it rather kindled the disease of sin, than did
put it out to extinguish it, therefore God clothed his Son with flesh like unto our
sinful flesh, wherein he utterly abolished OUf comlption, that, being accounted
thoroughly pure and without fault in him, apprehended and laid bold on by
faith, we might be found to have fully that singular perfection which the law requireth, and therefore that there might be DO condemnation in us. f Which is
not proper to the law, but cometh by our fault. g In man not born anew, whose
disease the law could point out but it could not heal it. h Of man's nature
which is corrupt through sin, untii he sanctified it. i To abolish sin in our flesh,
~ Sheweth that sin hath no right in us.
.
,

From Heyl!Jn's Tkeologia Veterum.
" Born of the Virgin Mary.
II Now that which, in this article, is expressed by the present
words, Natus ex Virgine Maria, born of the Virgin Mary, in
that of Nice is thus delivered, and was made man. Some
heretics had formerly called this truth in question, affirming
that our Saviour's body was not true and rear, but only an airy
and imaginary body, as did the Marcionites ;-others, that he
received not his human being of the Virgin Mary, but brought
his body from the heavens, and only passed through her womb,
as through a conduit pipe; as Valentinian: as if our blessed
Lord and Saviour had only borrowed for a time the shape of
man, therein to act his woeful tragedy on the public theatre of
the world, and made the Virgin's womb his tyring house. And
Bome, again, there were who did conceive his body to be free
from passion, maintaining that it was impassibilis; and that he
was not subject to those natural frailties and infirmities, which
are incident to the sons of men by the ordinary course of nature.
To meet with these and other heretics of the like kind, the
fathers,' in the Nicene council, expressed our Saviour's being
born of the Virgin Mary, which every heretic had wrested to his
proper sense, in words which might more fully signify the truth
and reality of his taking of our flesh upon him; In words which
were not capable of so many evasions, declaring thus, that being
incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, factus est
homo, he was made man; and, consequently, was made subject
unto those infirmities, which are inseparably annexed to our
human nature. This, that which is positively affirmed by the,
Apostle in his Epistle to the Hebrews (iv. 15), where it is said,
that we have not such an High Priest which cannot be touched
with the feeling of our infirimties, but was in all points tempted
like as we are, yet without sin. The High Priest which God
gave us in the time of the Gospel, was to be such as those he
gave unto his people in the time of the Law; one who could
have compassion On the ignorant, and on them that are out of
the way, for that he himself is compassed also with infirmities.
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(Beb. v. 2.) The difference only stood in this, that our Saviour's
passions and infirmities were free from sin, and neither did proceed from sin nor incline him to it, as do the passions and infirmities of men merely natural; which is the meaning of the
Apostle Paul in the place aforesaid, where he affirmeth of our
HIgh Priest, that he was tempted, that is to say, afflicted,
tried, and proved in all things like as we are, save only that it
was without sin, or sinful motions. And to this truth the
catholic doctors of the church do attest unanimously. St.
Ambrose thus: Christ, saith he, took uJlon him not the shew,
but the truth, and reality of the flesh. What then? Debuit
ergo et dolorem Buscipere ut vinceret tristitiam, non excluderet ;
he therefore was to have a sense of human sorrows, that he
might overcome them, not exclude them only. Fulgentius
goes to work more plainly, Nunc ostendendum est, &c. Now
must we shew, that the passions of grief, sorrow, fear, &.c. do
properly pertain unto the soul; and that our Saviour did endure
them all m his human soul, ut veram totamque in Sf' cum suis
infirmitatibus hominis demonstraret suscepti substantiam, that
he might shew in himself the true and whole substance of man
accompanied with its infirmities. The fathers of the Greek
churcli do affirm the same. When thou hearest, saith Cyril,
that Christ wept, feared, and sorrowed, acknowledge him to be
II. true man, and ascribe these things to the nature of man; for
Christ took a mortal body subject to all the passions of nature,
sin always excepted. Which, when he had affirmed in thesi,
he doth thus infer, Et ita singulas passiones carnis, &C. Thus
shalt thou find all the _passions or affections of the flesh to be
stirred in Christ, but without sin-that, being so stirred up.
th~y might be repressed, and our nature reformed to the better.
But none of all the ancients state the point more clearly than
John Damascene, in his book Fide de Orthod. iii. 20, where he
tells us this: We confess that Christ did take unto him all
natural and blameless passions; for he assumed the whole man.
and all that pertained to man, save sin. Natural and blameless
passions are those which are 110t properly in our power, and
whatsoever entered into man's life through the occasion of
Adam's sin, as hunger, thirst, weakness, labour, weeping.
shunning of death, fear, agony, whence came sweat with drops
of blood. These things are in all men by nature; and, therefore, Christ took all these to him, that he might sanctify them
all. - With this agreeth the distinction of the latter schoolmen,
who divide the infirmities of the flesh into natural and personal,
calling those lIatural which follow the whole nature of man, as
hunger, thirst, labour, weariness, and even death itself; those
personal, which arise out of some defect or imperfection in the
constitution of th~ body, or disorder of diet, or from some other
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outward cause, as agnes, leprosies, and the like. Then they
infer, that all the fraIlties and infirmities (you may call them
punishments if you will, as indeed they are) that are from
without, and are common to the whole nature of man, were
taken with our flesh by Christ, who came to be a Saviour of all
men without respect of persons; but such as flow from sin
dwelling within, or proceed from particular causes, and are
proper only unto some, those he took not on him. And of
these passIons and infirmities, attendant on Christ's human
nat,ure, I have spoken the rather in this place, because it doth
so manifestly conduce to the better understanding of the following article,-namely, his sufferings of all sorts under Pontius
Pilate."
-. In ipsa item Catholica Ecclesia magnopere curandum est, ut
id t~neamus, quod ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibu.
credltum est.
.

REVIEWS AND MISCELLANIES .

•
•

ON THE THEOLOGY OF THE PERIODICAL JOURNALS OF
THE PRESENT DAY.

after we commenced our labours as journalists, a new
" Religious and Family Paper" was set on foot, called I f The
·Eccleslastic:" from its Prospectus the following passageii are
extracted :-" The first glance which a reflective eye takes of the
state of literature and theological learning in this country must
satisfy it that there never was a time when truth was so actively
but so superficially sought for ..... In the heavy rush after science,
we miss the true signs of solid improvement. Our rejoicing at
the apparent progress of the popular mind is damped by the
discovery that excitement, not strength, has been the consequence of diffused knowledge; and that there is an utter want
of that deep, quiet tone of serious thoua-ht, which invariably
characterizes a really improvingleople. ~e think we discover
the eause of this in the state 0 learning before it is diffused
among the multitude."
After lOme remarks, on the state of poetry, tales, romances,
&e., the writer proceeds :-" But we have, unfortunately, scarcely
a brighter prospect when we proceed to examine the state of
theological learning and literature. We should be wanting ill
the candour which belongs to the duty of our office, did we
not confess that we believe there never was a period in which
SHORTLY
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they were less cultivated, or preduced· less effect on public
opinion.. ·In an age like this.. habits of deep and serious thought
uo.not euily ac~uired. Theolo~y-awful in its moral importance, and fumishmg" in the detall of its inquiries, the subhmest
objects of intellectual admiratien-can never be studied with
MCcess by mind. Wldisciplined for the pursuit; will open none
of . its golden treasures to the superficial reader; be always
unprofitable to the hasty writer and loose thinker; and will.
therefore. uniformly be found to flourish least in those times
when circumstances are unfavourable to a close concentration
of thought and feeling. With two Ot' three conl.lpicuous e.xcep~
tions. we have at present no examples. either of that patient and
vigorous research or of that rich and noble eloquence which
distinguished the instructors of our forefathers, and made their
works a storehouse of all that is glorious in theology, weighty
in human learning, or sublime in philosophy..
.
" From these united causes, wants have arisen in the public
mind which call loudly for attention. While it is supposed to be
glutted with knowledge, it is in fact wanting its most useful
elements; while opinions are discussed with the greatest appearance of interest, few or no solid principles of reasoninB" are
comprehended. The increasing zeal for popular instructIOn is
mistaken for the actual progress of improvement; and there is
reason to fear that the grand engines of truth have remained
unmoved, while the gale and the stream have made the greatest
noise. . We lament to say, that to a considerable degree this is
the case with regard to the progress of religion. There is,
doubtlessly, much sincere piety and active zeal abroad; but
tbere is also much of ill-supported pretence, much secret infidelity. more of negligence and indifference, and a still greater
abundance of sectarian pride, mixed up with all the low cunning
and base raneour which the spirit of schism can inspire. Pure
Christianity can make little progress, while there is no voice loud
enough to make itself heard above the din of infidel clamour, or
the whine and murmur of ignorant complainantlil. Disbeliev.el1l
in the Gospel, and the haters of the order it would inculcate,
bave been too long left to think themselves equal on the field of
dispute. The worst passions of .men have been appealed to,
through the worst mediums; and, which is a circumstance that
DO other age has been so degraded by at! our own: profeSlilOTs of
religion, to carry some point or establish some favourite pn..
ciple, have leagued with the known enemies of theic faith, and
confounded the liberty of Christians with the licence of devils.
Let this be added to the miserable taste for dispiav which hu
crept in among some of the ministers of God; which haa lett
them to make an ticks on the very ark of the CQV61lant: let.it be
added to the indifference with which the holiest offioes. tof U.
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Christian church have begun to be regarded; and -there will be
a sufficient reason to believe, that, if religion have any sopportel'8,
now is the time that tbeir exertions are most needed, that plain
piety and sound learning are at tbeir full value."
_
We need scarcely add; that in tbe troth of these observations we
entirely coincide; and if we admit their force so applicable to
theology and literature in general, we feel them to be of tenfold
power with reference to that department of reveal~ truth to
the investigation of wbich our pages are more especially devoted;
That we may not be thought unjustly .pargere in aurnm voce.
ambig'Ufl', we sball proceed to offer some proof of the justness
of the remarks which we have copied from "The Ecclesiastic,"
and especially as far as they are applicable to the subject of
prophecy.
It is well known to the majority of our readers, tbat about
four years alto the publication of Mr. Irving's sermon preached
before the liontinental Society (Babylon Foredoomed), the
letters of Mr. Lewis Way under the signature of Basilicus, the
Dialogues on Prophecy, and some other works upon the same
subject by Messrs. Fry, Vaughan, Marsh, Noel, M'Neile.
Hawtrey, &c. roused the attentIOn of the church, and of the
world, to the coming kingdom ofthe Lord, in a way that it had
not been excited for many years: and then it was for the first
time perceived, with amazement and grief, that the doctrines
advanced in them were charged with being "novel," and of
" modern invention." This charge was not made in one. or only
in some, of those publications which assume to be the sole
legitimate teachers and judges of theology, caHed '~Religious
Magazines." and contradicted in others; but they all, of every
party, creed. and denomination, united in one eOllcurrent testi..
mony that these opinions were novel and hereticaL
- Not being in the habit of reading Magazines-from considering
them, even in their best form, as calculated to furnish spurious
and superficial information, and to be therefore rather prejudicial
than otherwise to sound doctrine and practical godliness-we
were much surprised at what was advanced; and still more so
at finding, that, however their respective opinions varied upOl).
every other branch of religion, doctrinal and ceremonial, they
were unanimous in spurning the beli!lf of the personal coming
of our Lord before the Millennium, and in rejecting the idea of
His kingdom on earth ever being more remarkably displayed
than in a wider extension of the present state of ChristeQdom~
A remark in the Political Register respecting the London newS"papers seemed to furnish a key to the solution of this mystery:
the author, therein commenting upon the notorious corruption
of the public journals. and on their being influenced one day by
tbe gamblers in the funds, and another day by speculators in
VOL. I.-NO. II.
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corn, cotton, coals, hops. &'c., observes, that tpe only sure
ground of judging of the truth or falsehood of any of their
.tatements consists in their unanimity; so that, says he, whenever they are a:ll agreed in one story, we may be quite sure it is
false. This saJ,De rule seemed to be equally applicable to the
Magazines; and so upon closer examination it was found to be,
in more instances than one-as. for example, the Apocryphal
controversy, involving the question of the inspiration of Scripture;
Qn which they all. with the single exception of the Edinburgh
Christian Instructor. which is the organ of no particular party,
prom,ulgated the most novel and unblushing heresiea with perfect
nnaDlmlty.
'
. The first charge-namely, the novelty of the prophetical
opinions advanced - is a question of bare fact; and the secondnamely, the orthodoxy-is mQre a question of opinion. The first
charge-namely, their novelty-excited conSiderable surprise
in all who knew any thing of Ecclesiastical History. of the
writings of the Fathers, or of the most learned commentators
on the Scriptures. It was therefore easily refuted. But the
refutation involved. as a necessary consequence, the religious
imd litefary and moral characters of the Magazipes: for since
. *heir charge was triumphantly rebutted by reference to the
Fathers. Ecclesiastical History, and the Commentators, it could
pnly be made from wilful falsehood, or from most illiterate ignorance. They are wholly exculpated from the first imputation,
which is moral. but arraigned on the latter, which is in itself
only literary: but, in either case, these writers stand self-convicted
of incompetence as teachers of others. No answer whatever has
been IlJade to the subjects advanced; but since they have been
attempted to be run down, through personal attacks upon the
individuals who hold them, it is obvious that there is no method
left to obtain for them a candid investigation, but to break the
spell by which the Christian public is bound, and to shew the
real merits of those writers who have presumed to anathematize
aU who do not kneel before them.
. If imy one suppose that the question at i!l8ue is one of merely
speculative theology, and which may be entertained as an episode
in his scheme of Christianity,. and be receiv~ or rejected with.out a,ny detriment to hi, soul's health and I\afety, he is most
·egregiously mistaken. If it were indeed as he suppoaes, it
~ourd be a very idle disputation. The point at iS$ue is neither
1ll0fe nor less than what God haa revealed to be his chief end in
c.reation and redemption; to which end all other acts of God in
providence are only subordinate: the great importance of which
.ubject has been well shewn by President Edwards. The object
of all doctrines is to bring us to know and to enjoy Go j and
pnless t4ey do this, they are nothing but puerile subtleties, fit
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only for the amusement of the idle 8choolmen of the dark ages.
It ca.nnot be too often inculcated and borne in mind, that the'
knowledge of God is not the knowledge of an invisible metaphysical abstraotion, but the knowledge of an acting God; "in
whom "-that is, in whose acts-" we" ourselves" live and move
and have our being;" of an AGENT, who is only to be known'
by his acts; and which acts can only be admired as they are
perceived to be conducing to some proposed end. So that the
point at i88ue contains the sum and substance of all religion, as
the greater includes aU its subordinates.
However lightly they may treat the matter, it is nevertheless
one of the higbest importance; nor will we deny the conclusion
to which, if we are wrong, they may justly drIve us, of being
undel' a fearful delusion, and perverting a large portion of
Scripture. On the other hand, if we are right, tlleyare infidel
to nine-tenths of what God has said: and between these extremes there is no middle course, in all that respects our hope,
our watchfulness, our prayers,and our brotherly love. We are
expecting the Seed of the woman, the Son of Abraham, the Soo'
of David, th,e Son of Mary, t~ drive Satan out. of this ,earth 1to
take posseSSion of the promised land; ,to SIt upon DaVId'..
throne in Zion; to govern the world in righteousness and true
holiness; and to produce the happiness of the whole race: They
are expecting Him never to come, but for twenty-four hours, to
bum up the globe: Wherefore the object of our hope is essen~
tially ddferent. We are of opinion that Christendom is full of
infidelity; t.hat the time is arrived to punish the nations fur
their apostasy (whether Papal, Greek; or Mohammedan), and to
repay all the cruelties which they have committed on the JeWS'
for eighteen hundred years; that the modem religious societies,
however useful they may have been in calling out Goers elect
to the ark of Christ's church, are nevertheless full of self·
righteousness and Pharisaism, and tend much faster 'to ripen the
world for judgments than to convert it; and that Christ is jUI~
at hand to destroy suddenly all Protestant nations and churches,
as well as the Papal: They are of opinion that the societies are
to go on getting more money, and sending out more books and'
preachers, till the whole world is gradually converted by,them,
without any judgments at all: Therefore, either we are groundl_
alarmists, or they are lulling men to certain perdition, and erying
Peace, peace, whilst sudden destruotion is at the door; and thus
our watchfulness, both in the thing to be watched for and in
the necessity for it, are essentially different., We believe that'
the two kingdoms of Israel and Judah are both to be reunited
under one King, even Christ, in their own land; and that -they'"
wi!l then produce .the conve.rsion of the world : Th~y believe that'
neither of the klOgdoms is ever to return to Its own land;
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and that they are just like Heathens, Mohammedans, or other unoa
converted men, and to be prayed for with the same end: There(ore, the object of Ollr prayers touching the Jews and the world
is different. We believe that they who deny these things are
infidels to the greater part of God's word: They believe that we
are under delusion, and are perverting God's word: Therefore,
our brotherly love for each other is much disturbed .
. A small volume has lately appeared from the pen of Dr.
Hamilton, professing to be against the views of the MillenaOaris.
1t contains shreds of seQtences dragged from their contexts in
Various writers, and placed in such juxta-position as to shew
the opinions of the said writers to be contradictory to each other;
. an attack upon the politics and sentiments of some writers, that
have 110 connection whatever with the subject; a few misquotations from the Fathers; mistakes in ecclesiastical history; a
IString of coarse epithets applied to his opponents; and two
awful passages of heresy (awful, considering they come from
the pen o( an Evangelical Doctor in the Church of Scotland !),
one of which is flagrant Pelagianism, and the- other denies the
mortality of the human nature of our Lord. As soon as this
extraordihary perform'l.nce appeared, the Evangelical Magazine,
under the false_pretell;t of reviewing it, pronounced a panegyric
upon the whole W ork-scurrilil y, misquotations, heresy, and allgave no analysiS of its arguments, or of the opinions which it
waa written to assail; but applauded the whole, because it was
calculated to shew" how little the Millenarians ~re entitled to
pUblic confidence;" in furtherance of which laudable object
heresy itself is no offence in tl;1e eyes of the Reverend Evangelical
conductors of this Magazine.
It would not be Just, however, to include the Christian
Observer in the strictures which have been made upon the
other magazines ; for, although the standard of its theology is
the lowes~ ~hat is fossible wlthi~ the verge. of orthodoxy, ~nd
although It IS one 0 the foremost m proclaImmg an approachmg
Millennium by means of Bible and Missionary SOCieties and
I~fidel Universities, yet it has never attempted to crush all inquiry into the present subject: on the contrary, some very wellwritten papers have appeared in its columns on both sides of
~e question; and. in the style of its criticisms. on those points
on which it differed most widely from UII, it formed a perfect
~ontrast to the coarseness of some of its contemporaries.
The Baptist Magazine has also endeavoured to discuss the
subject, although with remarks on private illdividuals perfectly
unjustifiable. Whether it has examined the question well or ill,
is not now the point: it has not attempted, at Jeast, to put its
veto uJlon all who .shouJd presume to differ from it.
The Editor of "the Christian Guardian and Church-of-En-
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gland Magazine" cited some passag{ls from Dr. Hamilton's
work also: found no fault with its· coarse language, which it
called "pungent:" swallowed, lik.e· his Dissenting colleague.
~he heresy, as a venial offence in any Evangelical doctor wbo
would attack the Millenarians: never discovered the blunders
in history, or in the quotations from the Fathers; but eulogized.
the whole work as ,. valuable;" and so fulfilled his self:assumed
office of guarding the Christianity of the Church of England.
Before. dismissing this journal, one other instance of the Editor's
incompetence must be pointed out, from his review of Mr. Faber's
recent work. This work contains a systematic interpretation of
the symbolical prophecies of Daniel and St. John: in. order,
therefore, to make It complete, the learned author was obli~ed
to go through the whole of them; in doing which he has aVaIled
himself, avowedly, of the writings of his predecessors, to whose
opinions he has added some original and valuable remarks of his
Qwn. But, so great is the ignorance of the Editor upon every
thing that has been written upon the subject, that he has
~ranscribed as m:iginal from Mr. Faber that which has been
published before, and which is well known to every novice in
the study of unfulfilled prophecy, and omitted muoo that is
really original and important in this new work of Mr. Faber's.
But, to return to his brother guardians of Evangelical Religion
amongst the Dissenters.
The Editors, therefore, having refused to debate the lIubject
like scholars, like gentlemen, or like Christians, have chosen
their own ground-namely, that of personal claim to public confidence-and into that arena of their own selecting we must descend after them.
In this nation bouiicaire, where every thing, moral, intellectual,
and physical, has its price, few trades amongst the mi~dling
classes of society. are more thriving than the profession of
Evangelical religion; provided it be carried on with" prudence,"
and that the trader takes care to " do nothin~ to mar his useful..
ness;" persecution for the Gospel's Bake bemg confined to the lower class of dependent labourers; or to the higher classes, with
whom piety is invariably associated with ideas of vulgarity.
Amidst the various ramifications of this calling. some ministers
sell themselves to supply a periodical portion of letter-press for
the particular Magazme of the sect to which they belong. Being
obliged to furnish this portion at all hazards, they perform it,
tant mal que bien. Thus they leave themselves little time to read,
and still less to meditate: so that the instruction they convey to
their flocks consists in a repetition of the same scholastic terms
which they brought with them from their academies .. In the
mean while-by attacks upon the reputation of their ~rother
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ministers of the Gospel, not only in Magazines, under pretence
of reviewing their works, but also often from their pulpits ; by
pUblicly (e. g. at the meetings of the Three Denominations, &c.)
calling the I?riests of SociDlanism, that God-denying apostasy,
their ChristIan brethren-they have, unintentionally, but effec~
tually,lowered the dignity of the pastoral office, as an institution
of Christ, in the opinions of their congregations: and by joining
with infidels, in their encouragement of wild, irreligious liberal~
ism, they have still further loosened the already too slender
bonds which held Dissenting churches together; and have applauded a I t march of intellect" in their hearers, whilst their
own divinity has remained as crude as it was the first'day they
mounted a pulpit.
To a people so prepared, the writings of the Students of Pr~
phecy have shewn that there is a large body of matter in God's
word (whether they were right or wrong'in their interpretation
of it), not only relating to the second advent of Messiah, but
to many other subjects, about which these ministers never discoursed at all, and on which, if they were consulted in private,
they were found in entire ignorance.
As the Popish (and all other) priests do in similar circum~
stances, they fulminated anathemas, from their pulpits and from
their magazines, against all who should dare to go to hear any
of their brother ministers preach upon these subjects, or should
venture to read any of the works which they included in their
index expurgatoriu,. The effect which has followed such at~
tempts of Popery in other places, followed here also: the works
on Prophecy have sold in exact proportion as they were preached
against. One article in the Congregational Magazine alone nearly
doubled the demand amongst Its readers, who were previously
indisposed to look into the subject. One bookseller observed,
that a stranger came into his shop, and said, ., I was not much
inclined to take up the subject of prophecy, for I thought the
writers all in the wrong; but I am so confident of the nature of
that spirit which dictated this article" (pointing to it in the
Congregational) ., that I have determined now to read, and
judge for myself."
What was now to be done 1 The r.rofitable trade of Evangelical
preaching was likely to suffer. fhese Demetriuses, therefore,
took counsel with the workmen of like occupation (Acts xix. 24) ;
and, seeing that not alone in the Church of Scotland, but almost
throughout all England, this Irving hath persuaded and turned
away much people from their present mea~re theology, so ihat
not only the craft of the said Demetriuses is 10 danger to be set at
nought, but also that the expediency of the great societies should
be despised, and their magnificent wealth diminished, which all
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Evangelicals do worship, it was determined to write down the
men, and denounce them as per~ons whose opinions were heretical, and therefore not ,. entitled to public confidence." .
It may be said; that the dishonesty and incompetency of these
magazines in questions of unfulfilled prophecy is no proof that
the same charge can be justly made against them upon other
subjects: let us therefore proceed to analyse another review, in
the same number of the Evangelical Ma~azine that contains
the wholesale approbation of the Pelagiamsm and Monothelite
heresies of Dr. Hamilton-namely, that of a little tract, called
Theogenes," by Dr. Malan of Geneva. The two first columns of this review are entirely filled with an account of It his
convers~on," and private ma~ter respecting him, as an i~dividual.
wholly melevant to the subject of the tract. The edItors then
proceed to descant ul'0n the private friends whom Dr. M.
piea!les to admit into hIS own private house. There can be no
.act of baseness greater than that of prying into the conversations which take place between indiViduals within the. sacred
precincts of a man's own house, and making these conversations, surreptitiously obtained, the grouuds of public accusation.
This is a species of tyranny which is almost the peculiar attribute
of the dregs of the l'e<;>ple, whenever, for the curse of mankind,
they obtain possesslOn of power; and which history shews UI
acarcely any examples of being exercised by aristocratic tyrants,
with the exception of the great ear of Syracuse: but wherever
mob-power gets the ascendancy, thel'e this is pre-eminent. ThuI,
during the bloodiest times. of Robespierre the reputed private
conversations of the victims with their intimate friends and
nearest relations were almost the only ground of accusation:
and this same form of tyranny is that which the lowest and
meanest of the Popish priests (for priests of every creed with
secular affections are always base) exercise through the eon.
fessional.
The same cause that has made some of the Millenarians per80nally odious to the class to which the proprietors of these
Magazines belong, has made Dr. Malan odious also. He haa
not pursued Evangelicalisnl as a trade. He does not sell himself
to write he cares not what, so long as it will bring money: if he
writes, he writes to instruct; aud therefore he, of cQurse, selects
such points as the church most requires to be enlightened UpOR.
He will not become dependent upon the Religious Societies of
England: llor, whilst cast out for his Master's sake from the
natIOnal church of his country (which is no Christian church,
but a synagoge of Satan), does he rail against her wealth, in
.such terms as to prove that there is more jealousy .than con·
i.
science in. bis separation. His uncompromising consistency
.
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to Ii trading'Evangelical; and he must be denounced;
having" something in his 1Q0de of thinking which indicated
a want of solidity, a 'readiMis to embrace new and captivating
theories, a disposItion rather to draw upon his own'most scanty
stock of theolo~cal materials than to avail'himself of that assistan,ce which intercours~ ~ith men and books mi~ht h~ye
supphed :" no doubt, meanmg such men and such Dooks 88'
the writers in and the English Religious Magazines themselves;
They say, I I We shall select from these Dialogues (Theogenes) a
few of those sentiments which we consider to be of unscriptural
character and injurious tendency, and shall leave our readers td
judge for themselves, whether Dr. Malan has any pretem'lion
whatever to dictate to the Christian people of this conntry, or
whethel' there is any reason why they should think meanly of
their own pastors! ,. (ah! the craft of the Demetriuses again endangered !) " in comparison with their continential visitor."
There cannot be a more decided criterion of a true or false
shepherd, than the manner in which he inculcates the lessons
that he teaches to his flock. The Apostles invariably referred
to the Scriptures, and called on their hearers to judge out of
them: the Popish priests as invariably call on the people to
trust, to their dictation, and not to judge for themselves: the
worldly-minded clergy of the Chur~h of England are greatly
opposed, to the people judging their doctrines out of the Scriptures-for which opposition the Dissenters omit no opportunity
of finding fault with Popish priests, and with the venal clergy
of the Established Church; alleging, most justly, that the
conduct of these persons in this particular is an undeniable
proof of conscious false doctrine. But here we have leading
Dissenters promulgating in the face of day, and reiterating
two'several times, ID one number of .their Magazine, that the
people must not judge of what these said Dissenting pastors
say; and neither read the works of the M illenarians, nor listen
to· their sermons, "nor think meanly of their own pastors in
comparison with their continental visitor." Here we have a
direet appeal to human authority, instead of the Scriptures, as
the ultama ratio: a call to lean upon a fallible man, instead of
leaning upon the infallible Word of God.
The question at issue between the Reviewer and Dr. Malan
is this: "How is anyone to know that he is'a child of God?"
Dr. Malan I!'ays, "By faith." The Editors of the Magazine
say, " By faith and works." It is true, that the word" works"
is not admissible in this part of the Calvinistic creed; and
therefore, as the Editors' trade is Calvinism, they must get rid
of the word" works," and say that ,. the believer must try his
faith by its fruits·: I t so that the word." fruitA" conveys the idea
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of'cthese Calvinistic Dissenters, juai as ~'he word "works'~toJi~
veys the idea of the Arminian T~lines in the Churcbof.~
gland. " Faith and works," says Bishop Tomline; " Faith aDd
fruits," say the Maga'Zines. ,. Faith, Without works, fruits, or
any thing else;" says St. Paul (Rom. xi. 6); for Christ, and
Christ alone, without faith, works, fruits, or any thing elSe~
separate or combined, says the Gospel; and whoever can find
any other mode of laying hold of Him but by faith, let him do'
so. Dr.. Malan has not, we confess, stated the question clearl,.
and well: but the Editors are not objecting to his mode of
stating a truth; on the contrary, they rejoice at the badness or
the mode, because it affords them an easier attack. on the truth.
Weo regret the mode, because we feel it difficult to defend t~
truth by it, and are therefore compelled to condemn it. The
question has been argued, and re-argued; again and again; 10
well by many writers, especially Fisher, Boston, Leighton.
Wi~iQs, Hervey, Sanderuan, Haldane, Erskine, &.c. that it
must be useless to re-state it. But it is nota question of th. .
logy, nor ought ever to be so treated: it is one of common
sense and clearness of head; and whoever cannotunderstlmd
it as such, is not only unfit to be a teacher of religion, but of
every other branch ·of knowledge. Let U3, therefore, take th.
qoestion out of theology into-common life, and it is thus:- .
Dr. M. I am cold.
R. You cannot tell that unless you go to the fire.
:
Dr. M. You may not believe that r am sincere iii saying flO;
unless you see. me shew ~y sensa~ion. of cold by that natural
consequent actIon; but stdl I mamtam that I do know, and
therefore can tell, that I am cold, whetber I move towards' the'
ire or not.
R. You may deceive yourself in this matter: if a manthinb·
himself to be cold, when he is warm, be deceiveth bims~lf; to
err in the present case may not be fatal, but if you were to cairysuch a notion into religion, it would be very dangerous.
.
Dr. M. I can see no danger in applying universally an universally self-evid~nt propositlOn-namely, that, instead ofmoring
to the fire in order to know whether I am cold;, I mllst first
not only know, but be sure, that I am cold, before I shall move
to the fire.
.
R. How unlike this dangerous doctrine of yours is the Apo-'
at1e's dealing with the Thessalonians: he argued their principlell
(i. 4-10) from their having become examples to others, andnot from their own internal persuasions.
'
Dr. M. The Apostle could know nothing of their internal"
persuasions, but as they exhibited them by external acta~ ·Bat
you: puzzle the question: did t,b.e Apoltle notknowhi.~.mVOL. I.-NO. II.
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tMP411' ~one b~ by bis OWB external acts 'I That is what
~w to shew, and not what he knew of other persons'
~ perslJQlons; and I defy rOl1 to shew that the Apostle

1Q"

"1fe~ jadges of his OWll state by his own acts,

· Thus these Editors labour to per8\lade their readers that they
~ Rot kBOW whether they are hot or cold, hUDgry 01" thirsty,
Mlieve €U" ilia'belifNe any tiling, think or do not think upon auy

~ "i"en subjoot. unleBB they have followed \lp this sensation
~

thollght by some second and consequent operation.

'. b; is qui~ true. however, that it is only by outward signs
~at WEt ~

judge of the inward sentiments of others; and thus
it ia by t:he opinions set MIrth by these Editors that we perceive
$Mil ~n.colJl9tltence to be teaehers of religion. They may at
"_om havit a be4~ oi'eed than they know how to enunciate,
{toIld be truly exeelleI\t 8.Bd pious men ~ we are not called upon
~ ~eQmm.uJilicatQ them from the fellowship of the saints, beta1Hl& they are ignorant ; but we are ealled upon to say, upon
tlwe1ogical, .. upoo aU other subjects, that ignorant men are
_ fit to be teachers. When Kett wrote his Elements of Useful
Koowledge, Mr. Davison did not oall upon the Univel'f\ity of
1hford to expel him, but only shewed that he was too ignorant
• pers.oa to he a tutor and teacher of otbers: It is not on the
Beore fli piety that theae edito~ challenge our deference and
our homage, but on the score of their theological and literary
attainments.: and they do this Ilot by the high and honourable
\Btlt8od of \J'ritiDg beUer thaD others, but by calling names; by
~_~king individuals,. and .yigg that one is "not entitled to
Pllbli9 eonfidence;" and by drawing a. comparison between
*~yee and anQther. u. to which "pastor is to be most
esteemed," like the veriest empiric that ever advertised for
,~by dtPl'eQia.tiDg the merits f)( a 8uccessful rival.
• ':{'his, Met being ~ casual Ilip of the pen, bqt the theology
the e6iitors mean inten'ionally to teach, it is maaifest
that they ue exceedingly illiterate meD; and, cons~lIeDtJy. incompeteftot to the task w·hK:h they bave arrogated to themselves.
II .this igDQf8D,Ce were found ill an old woman in 8. garret, and
~ ~e
woman manifested by other si~8 t~at her hea.rt was
light Yclith God.aad she was at peace Wl~ hun, boy restllig on
the alone true Foundation, it would not be worth while- either to
~htell or expose hel'". If, however, she were unhappy in her
_ind fwem tb.is confusion il). her .creed, i~ w0ule be an aet of
ehari.t:y. t9 elear it up for her; but if she were. tD take upon herself to teach such nonsense, i' would become requisite to unmask
bar fi:)Uy,.not with the vain expectation eitJter of eenvinciog or
"':lileooAg her, bll' in Ql'del" b). pce¥ent her illj.uru.g the creeds
.. oiharf& On; the lame '2Jineiple the WQlb of theR Edi~rS
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mtHltbe exposed; not that they will be·either· lIiJeOOed (II' CJOIP.
vineed; but that the ehurch may perceive the wratcMd . ~
.that is tuught her under the name.of Evangelical religion.
Although ~hey are probably unaware of the faot, .it foll~
from the dootl'ines they inoulcatoe on tIIis ~int, tbat ~he Editorl
are in error on that of jUstifieatiOil t.y faith; that they a~.WII
under tile ~w; and that ~hey mak, a great confusion
work of tee Spirit, for they make it to bOnsist in brilagiAg. tL6
believer back under that law from which Ohrist hal 4etifered.
him. Dr. Malan sees plainly that this ia the state of their
tOOology, and he haa therefore moat laUCilably set him..lf ..
work to counteraot its baneful tendency. But, tQ. tbe shable of
some be it spoken. 'hat there are thoae who ate perfectly awart
~f the low, wretched, and spurious Christianity .hioh 'is JIIO"
DlUlgated by thelewtiters, but who, instead of bonestly repl'OYiaI
and aeparating. from them, still encourage the oirolilaii6ll of
'hat and limilar .magazines, becaus. they furm the
kJld
uethe erpni, ofthe parties to whioh they belong. In 'fIorldl,
mattera, "part,. ia the madne.s of the many fur th-e gain of . .
few;" but in religious matters, it i. nothing but $1'00' di~
nt!8ty, and prefernng the applause of the little .tlro!. wtllft
O(iIlStitutes their" world," to the truth of God and the spiri&u1
health of men's louis.
..
We mUlt not diamiss the sUbject of Dr; M,lan1 h()W8Y11';
lrithout obsenting that he has testified the sincerity hd .".__
of his principles in a way that entitles him to 0111' waraMlf;
lIympathy and affection. There ia no man now living in Euicn16
wao haa suft'ered more for the cause of the Lord Jelu; tho file
haa. No wonder tben that they, .hofind religioft a thriWig
trade, should hold those :principles c:heap wbich brin~ a·mlDl
into such very different clrcumstanCeB. In' former tim8&) &W
more a Chriatian Buffered for the truth, the mOM he waa honouNd
by those who professed the same faith. Th.rs is. no IUrer . .
to thil hour; and "b~rever we see the mea "ho han sllenft_
time, fame, wealth, or p.ower, for Christ's sak~,lirkt1y ~tMm.
by those who have gamed much and ~acn&ea nothing;. w~
ahall justly think the contempt they shew fGr , su&ri~g Cbrilo'
tian a. stronger proof of a carnal and unsanc~6ed heart, .~
allY eVidence they may offer aan be of an Oppoelte character.:' ;,
. As if, however, to furnish a auperabunde.noe of .tiden.I'~
~ncompetency, a third review follows, whioh i. ~t of·
Erskine's work. on the Freenes. of the Goapel. Mr. RlrBkilll·iIi
this essay has fairly turned -the idefls of theMe Editors up*'down. He has taken the great truths of revelation.gut· ot
slang phraseology of the Meeting-house, and written of them in
ordinary terms. The consequence that tbey, whose kb.6wltdge
is limited to the wotds.andphrase. oftheirschooli'oan;_eW1
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One .example of' fbi ..
Mr.-:Enkin6 wishes to state this highly important
1aCt-name1y, that" by the -inearnatlon ohhe second Person iii .
t.he.Trinity,·the whole creation.(i. e. limitin~ the word creation
to. this planet and the beings who inhabit it) is become beneficially interested in the work of Christ." This fact he expresses
bJ: saying, that the world· is pardoned· by the incarnation, of
ahrist: upon which the Editol'8 observe, ~. we do maintain that
for his doctrine of universal pardon there is not an atom of evi4ence in the sacred volume. Had he maintained UBi vefsal.
redemption, that Christ died an actual sacrifice for all, there
might have been a pOBBibility of wresting the Scriptures to
bollter up the absurd poaition. But to affirm that God has
really pardoned all men, and that even believers. themselves
aoquire nothing more than the sense of that blessing, appears
to UI to be iomething so monstrous, that we can find no passage
ia. Holy Writ capable of being so far t.ortured,even as to thro....
at'OlInd it an air of consistency!,-The Editon have heard of
orbninals in prison being pardoned by the ~iDg: 'they hear DOW
of the world being pardoned: they suppose the· caaes to be ex~
Mtly parallel, and never seem in their lives'to have analysed the
~.. belonging to these two differen.t oategories. When tbe
king pardons a criminaJ, there is, first, the grace of the king;
secondly" the promulgation'of that grace; thirdly, its revelation
·to the culprit; fourtlily, ita acceptance by the culprit.' In oroi...,. cases,all these four aots are signified in the single term of
~.. piardon." though sometimes instances have occurred of the
pIOCeN being impeded in the third stage, so that it has arrived
~ late to stay execution of the original sentence. But in ·the
other category the ease is very di8Bimilar. The first act, indeed;
ba. taken place--.-namely, the grace of the King in, pardoning
tile world; the second also, inasmuch as its promulgation hag
p e forth; but, thirdly, there are great numbers of culprits to
whom it has never been declared ;. and, fourthly, the majority
of thole to whom it has been offered reject it. Since, howeTer, in the ease of the earthly king the criminals do almos.
iovariably accept 'he offer, (though some· instances have
VOClJl'1'8d, particularly in foreign courts-martial, where they
have refused it, and preferred to be executed,) so that the word
prdon necessarily includes the act of their acceptance, although
there are at least three. preceding and distinct operatioQs besides,
$belle Edito~ have.jumbled the whole in their heads together, and
aannot perceive tbat this state of things in the former case is
Q,ot transferable to the other~ It is true then, that, as far as the
iD~ suffice.

• Here the Editors sbew that they are ignorant; even of the terms of their
" ' ; for thtlf do Dot JIleaD .niYenal, but ~neraI, rldemptio~ .
.
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-grace of tbe King is concerned, the -world is pardoned by tmt
work of Christ.. But the.re the analogy ceases: its application
to eac!). separate individual belongs to another Funetionaryi..
the mighty scheme ; namely, immediately to the Holy GhOlt;
ultimately indeed from the Father, and mediately through the

Son.

.

If these Editors are' really pious men; if they are truly
IPlxious about the realities of eternity~ and not quarrellers only'
about words; if they wish that the church .honld be iostruoted;.
whether the instruction should bring grist to their mill or noti'
they ought most sincerely to rejoice in the publication of Mr.:
Erskine's work. In this intellectual age they must know that
the nomenclature of Calvinism is easily learned most correctly.
and that there· is nothing of more Vital importance than .te'
multiply the means for each individual to examine himselfas to:
~is p'rinciples, separated from the te_rms by which he may h!lV8HPbibed them. We have never met With any work that tl\kea Vital
Rligion out of the tecbnicology of the conveAticle 80 GompleCeJ;.
as this; and therefore, as far as it goes, it is a valuable W'orlli~
We say as far as it goes, because it would have. been better if it
~ taken in another branch of the subject, and shewn that the
pard.9n of t.he Almighty Sovereign, as treasured up in 'the work
of Messiah, was still useless to every individual but by a furth..
• pacial act of the Father in sending to each the Holy Spirit. - ,
Here also, as in the case of Dr. Malan, we are not prepared tQ
contend .that the expression " pardon" is the best whichcouW
possibly have been chosen to express the idea which Mr. Erskin.~hed ~ cOl\vey: but ~e are quite prepared to main~in the
Idea which we have above stated-namely, that by the mcarna.;
tion, &c. of the second Person in the Trinity the whole creatio..
baa been brought into such a state that the Father c~n, witboutf
any violation of the most rigid justice, take any individud
whom he wills to eternal glory, sending the Holy Spirit to him,
to cause him to lay hold of and appropriate to himself the ef&,.,.
cacy of tile Son's work: as it is admirably expressed by the
Churc~ of ~ngland, where she teaches her eatechumen to saYi
"I beheve 10 God the Son, who hath redeemed me and all mali"
kind; and in God the Holy Ghost, who sanctifieth me and
~e elect people of G~d."
This is the positive idea which ,w.
WIsh to convey; and In order to mab It more clear by setti.
out the negative, which we wish to oppose, it is that shopkeepiagt
divinity which would set a limit to the value of the work «if
Immanuel, and make it merely an equivalent for the sinsee
the elect.
'The great importance of separating "ital truth from the ~
of II. a large proportion of writers 9.f sermons and- other religiou~
works," is well set forth hy Dr•. Whately, in-his wodt,~:
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RhetOric. " For," says he, •• it wiU often be found .that what it
'!'eceiveB with great approbation 'is yet, even if, strictly speaking,
understood, but very little attended to, or impressed upon the
minds of the bearers. Terms and phrases which have been long
familiar to them, and have certain vague and indistinct notions
associated with them, men often suppose themselves to under8tand much more fully than they do; and still oftenet give a
8Ort; of indolent &asent to what i. said, without making any
efFort of thought. It is jUlitly obaerved by Mr. Foster (ElIdY
iv.) when treating on this subject, that, 'with regard to a considerable proportion of Christian readers and hearers, a reformed
language would be excelsively strange to them;' but that ' its
being so strange to them would be a proof of the neceuity of
!,dop~ng it, at least in part and ~y desrees. Fo~ t~e manner
In WhICh some of them would receIve thIS altered diction, would
prove that the customarYlhraseology had acarcely given them
~ clear ideas. It woul be fOllna that the peculiar phrases
had been not 80 much the vehiclu of ideas, as the subititutel
for them. These readers and hearers (Query. why not preach.
ers 1) have been accustomed to chime to t11e sound, without
apprehending the sense; insomuch that· if they hear the very
ideas which these phrasel signify, expressed ever so simply, in
other language, they do not recognise them.'" p.223.
.
The obServatiODs lnade on the Evangelical, belong, with equal
propriety, to the Congregational and Eclectic Magazines. If it
be replied, that amongst the Dissenters, with which body the
conductors of these Magazines are specially connected, are to be
found some men as exemplary for their piety, faith, and benevolence, as the records of fallen humanity can produce, we grant
i.t to the fullest extent. But if these shall continue to countenance
those of their own body who make a mock in private of thet
troths which they declare in public; will denounce the faulta
of lOme of the clergy of the Eatabliahed· Church, and take
oecasion froID thence to reiterate abuse upon the whole eocleliastical authorities of the land, while they do not repudiate the
8ame vices in their own colleaguei; if they will associate witb
tmy ~ne, however P1'9ftj~te in morals or,ba~upt,iD charac,ter,
prended only he caD wnte a smart article In theIr MagaZine;
and draw a crowd to thetir chapel; if they will unction the
ieceptions which are practised by means of the exaggerated
reports of societies, and give simulated salaries to seeretariee
and agents, under the falae pretences of travelling and incidental
bpeuses; if they will prefer their sect to their God. and will
sacrifice religion and morality to the fame of their denomination,
they have no right to complain that they are not distinguished
&om the herd from which they will not separate themselves, e.eA
I I Lot himself could not have been prellerved unlelS he bad
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COIrie out of Sodom! Much might be added on the BYsteiD.of
puffing a book that comes from _II the right quarter;" the consequent gain to one of the pri'Vileged set; tlie}obbing in COIltracts, &c.; and various other dirty tricks, well known to " the
trade; .. and which are practised to fully as great an extent with
these Religious (!), as with the most irreligious. publicationa.
Such are the" fruits" of their theology.
The charge against them is, not that they have argned the
question ill or well, fairly or unfairly; but that, feeling consciou8
they were as ignorant of the subject as they were of the Chinese
language, they have not had the honesty, the fairness, and the
llwnility, to confess it, and betake themselves in silence to
patieDt study, or due submission to those who could instroct
them; bllt that they' have put forth false pretensions to knowledge which they dId not possess, and by an abuse of that COD-:
fidenee, which they felt was reposed in them, and of which they.
took advantage to betray the spiritual interests of those who 110
trusted them, have eDdeavouTed to use their power to denounoeopinions and individuals, and entirely to crush, ill limine, all
mquiry into the meaning of a considerable portion of GCMl'.

word-.
So far from there l>eing any novelty in t~e doctrines wh~
have been set forth, the only novelty respecting them i6 thie :
that for the first time since the world was created has tile
church, by all the organs by which her opinions can be madeknown, without a dissentient voice, declared that she did not
look lor the Messiah as a man to reign Ooyer this renOYateci
earth!!! This is a true novelty, and perhaps the most aw(oI
which could have been elthibited. To the declaration, "We
will not have this mlln to reign over us," the answer is, " Tbeae
mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them.
briag hither and slay: them before me." It is worse than idle
b her to say she looks for a spiritual coming; what is _
meaning of the t1piTitual coming of a man? a 'p.1'it must come
'piritfUllly, but a body can only come bodily. II Shall so come
in like manner as ye- have seen him go," is ibe manner of die
coming: was it a spiritual or a bodily going 1 whichever it WNp
the lame ~all be the CMBing.
We are aware that the term " Eva~lical" has been uecl
througboat this criticism il'1 a sense that 18 not usuel: that it itt
peraUy employed to signify real and vital Christianity; wltile
we han employed it merely as the desi~ation of a religio1l8
factif>n. We admit that such was its origInal import, but Nell
also WJlS the original. import of the word " Christian;" and,a'
a subsequent period, of the word ,. Protestant; " but degenel'a01
""'Y- BOOR made those terms irrelevant, and the same lias eome
te pa88 with thet· ofE..angelieal. - All thse terms- sipi6ect ,
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originally, persons who believed themselv~s saved by standi!llr
in God's sIght as the Lord Jesus Christ bimself stands. The
greater part of those included under the term Chrill~ians fell
away from this faith by the mixtllre of an kinds of heresies;
many included und~r that of Protestant fell away by the addition of I. good works;" and many included under Evangelical
have fallen away by the addition of " fruits:" and all in every
~ have denounced those who adhered rigidly to faith, ana
faith alone, in the plain and literal declarations of God's word.
We do therefore most earnestly conjure every one, who calls
himself and thinks himself a Christian, not to be deterred from.
the examination of the subject by the self-sufficient and un-"
meaning declarations of tlie religious magazines, that the
persons who hold these opinions .. are not entitled to public
confidence; .. or by a whining supplication, not" to desert their
own pastors." If human authority might avail, we could bring
forward a bost of the greatest names which ever have adornea
the church of Christ upon earth, either by their learning or by
their piety. Bishop Horsley, Sir Isaac Newton, Bishop Newton,
Mede, Toplady, Gill, the Baptist Confession of Faith, the
Council of Nice, the earliest Fathers, Bishop Bull, the Enc;yc1oR~dia, have already been produced in proof of this assertion:
the list might be multiplied to a much gr~a~r extent; but we
torbear, because we had rather appeal to DlVlne than to human
~uthority, and say" Thus saith tIie Lord," than, Thus sli.ith any
man, for whatever we advance. But these names are brought
forward, and are sufficient to crush that presumptuous ignoran,ce
whic~ has ventured to impose upon illiter.ate .people, and call
thtr VIews "of the second Advent now mamtamed "new and"
~eard-of novelties;" and itself "the spiritual part of the
periodical press."
It is perhaps a natural consequence of the multiplication of
religious book.s, that men should learn their creed, not from
God's" word, but from those books; and if an accurate examination "could be made into how much is" believed on the bare
~1lthority of GQd~ and how much on the authority of man, it is
~tly to be apprehended that the ranks of infidelity would be
round to receive an awful"augmentation from quarters whence
recruits would be little expected. Hence, too, has grown up
that unscriptural division of essential and non-e88enti8.l truths;
as"if Goo's word was to be believed in one place, and doubted
in another place, according to every one's fanc,Y. This can only
atf~ from men taking their creed to the Bible,lDstead of deriving
,t"fromit"; and hence too ~rises the inv~teracy ~ith which some
petsons can op'pose the plamest declarat~otls of It, a~though they
~~ the same time delude themselves WIth the notIon thal they
~ieve it. .. Fr~quently did the hearers of the ~pel. at ita"
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Brat promulgation, disbelieve and' misconstrue the statements ot
tlte ,Apostles, in order to reconcile them to their previous opinionS i
but never on account of any inherent obscurity, .or want Df
adaptation to their natural powers of discernment, did they seem
at a 1088 ~ understand t~eit meaning. The disciples .themselvei~
wDen plamly ·told by then Master that he would be put to death.
aDd rise again the third day~ 'understood not' the. account (Mark
be; 32). This arose, it is obvious, not from any obscuritY.:" iii th~
very plain statements made to them, but entirely from their jn.
consistency with other opinions respecting the Messiah, which,
at that time, they considered equally true. . And hen~e, though
they had not the least doubt of the veracIty of their Master.
instead of receiving his words in their obvious meaning, they
attempted to attach to them sODle mysterious and figurative
~n.lie comp'atible with their prejudice~ ;-;-but cas~s of this nature,
It JS mantfest, though a proof that It IS nC?t beheved, afford no
arguments that it may not' be understood."-On Extent of
Divine Agency iTt producing Faith, p. 65.
"
Immediately before the first Advent, the judgment on the mOlt
religious part of the Jewish community was infficted, of" seeing:
ye shall see, but shall not perceive; hearing, ye shall hear, bu.
shall not understand;" and many reasons lead us to appreben!l
that there will be a similar precursor to the second Advent. If
the church really longed for the presence of her Lord she would
be incel!lsant in her prayers for that event; and if she would·
pray, He would hear her prayer, and hasten his coming•
•~ Come, Lord Jesus; shortly accomplish the number of thine
elect, and hasten thy kingdom; even so, come Lord Jesus.';
come quickly!"
Willing, however, to meet honest and sincere inquirers,.who
Play be deterred by the hardihood of those who sit in MoseS'seat, and, holding the key of' knowledge, neither enter tbemselvea
nor let others go in who are inclined so to do, we subjoin to
these remarks the words of President Edwards, becaUl'le, on a<>count of his Life of Brainerd, he is a great favourite in the present
day. .. It is abundantly prophesied in the Old Testament, th~t
in the days of the Messiah God shall take to himself the kin~"I
dom, and shall reign as king, in contradistinction to other reig~
subordinate beings: and that God himself shall reign on eart~a
as king among his .people, is abundantly manifest from ma~r
pr?ph~cies: and i~ this very prophecy of Daniel (ch. vii.) w~e~
Hns kmgdom, whIch the Lord of heaven should at last set ~p
(plainly this s~me ~ingdom) is m~re f~ly spok~n of, it is manitea1
that the MessIah IS to be the Kmg m that kmgdom, who shalt
reign as vested with full power and complete kingly authority:"
. Many of our readers will be inclined to think that we'liava
Wasted much time in proving ignorance in works which, being"
VOL. I.-N 0.11.
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little read, have no influence upon the public mind. That thi.
is true as far as respects the wealthier members of the Established
Church, we do not question; but amongst the poor of the flock
of the Lord Jesus Christ thelle magazmes have a very general
circulation; and, if any distinction is to be made between tholie
for whom we should labour, undoubtedly the poor is that portion,.
The number of the magazines circulated each month is said to
be as follows; but for the accuracy of the statement we do not
mean to pledge ourselves.
Evangelical .•.•.••••• 20,000
.
Methodist ............ 23,000
Christian Guardian .... 4,700
Christian Ob~erver •••. 2.750
Eclectic. • . • • .. • • • • • •• 1,000
Congregational. •.• ..•. 1,250
--~52,700 per month,
besides some minor ones, making tog. ether about 8000 more, not
including the Missionary Register of 8750.
. This is unquestionably a la.rge maSI! of what in most instances
must be called false, and in all, incomplete, theology, to be
pouring out its monthly torrent of uncleanness over the land,
without one redeeming hand of a prophet to heal the poisoned
5tream: and we think, therefore, that we have made out a case
liuffiCiently strong to establish not only that another journal was
justifiable, but that, in the opinion of the promoters of ., The
Ecclesiastic," as well as of ourselves, such a work was absolutely
necessary. Whether we shall b,e found to have remedied the evils
complained of, remains to be shewn.
Two remarkable instances of the antipathy of these journals
even to consider, or endeavour to understand, that large portion
of God's revealed will which is contained in the proplietic parts
of Scripture, occurred very lately. In a recent number of'
The Ecclesiastic an article was sent for insertion upon this subJect. The Editor did not refuse it; yet, as the subject was
unpopular, he could not venture to adopt it as his own: he
therefore resorted to the notable expedient of printing the essay
~ith a disclaimer, leRt the opinions inculcated should be attribUted to him; which shews that that is the only subject of
which he is ashamed, because on that alone h~s he thought it
necessary to enter any such protest. He had no reason to be
).shamed of it, however, for the article "as very well written.
The second instance to which we allude occurr.ed in the Jewish
Expositor, where the writer of a review of Dr. Hamilton's
~tack on the students of prophecy actually makes an apology
for bringing that portion of Divine truth before the people.
. We have yet an additional proof of the l),ature of t~e theolo~
which ,iI iuculcated in these Reviews. The pubJ,ish.ed list. of
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their contributors and trustees shew!! that far the gres:tel" nllmber
of them are DliJsenting Ministers-that is, they believe that they
are speeially set apart by the Holy Ghost to be the ministers!or
that word which teaches that Christ-is very God and very man;
that they have received a gift by the imposition of hands; aMi
that theIr orders are as valid.,· and of equal mnk in the charch of
Christ, as any orders whatever can be. We· have already ~
served upon the aosurdity of these men calling Soeinians tbeit
"brethren :" if they are their brethren, then are they themself'eli
no brethren of Christ. The .effect of their doing this upon their
flocks cannot be counterbalaneed by their sermon·s. They
allege, indeed, that the only bond between them is Dissent, and
to an intercourse upon this subject alone is their brotherIr
union confined. But if they did not love Dissent better thaii
Christ, whence is their raneour against their real brethren of the
Church of England to be accounted for? I t would not be fait
to charge them with all the Radicalism, Socinianism, and folly;
which fill the pages of a weekly journal, "The World:" btlt
!linea the proprietor~ challenge supp.on f~m Dissenters, ~pe<lia1l1
on the ground of Jts speakmg then sentiments and bemg therr
efficient ~an, it is obvious that· it could not long contiftue
its circulatIOn unless it ptonlftlgated opinions in harmony
with those of its readers. Wishing to shew that we are not
singular in our opinions upon this subject, we subjoin some
remarks from" The Record" newspaper; a publication of much
~ounder p'rinci~les than the other, but Jabouring to unite two
mcompatJble thmgs, God and mammon.
" While the true catholic spirit is very far indeed from prevailing
in the purity and to the extent which it ought, and is destined
to do, the exclusive spirit has been exchanged by multitudes fot
the latitudinarian; from the one extreme, they have passed over
to the other equally dangerous and objectionable one. Th.
broad and palpabJe distinction between latitudinarianism and
charity has been overlooked; and it is to be apprehended the:t
the former has been reached by many professing Christians, who
have never to this hour entered within the sacred bonds of the
latter. But wherever this latitudinarian spirit is to be foundwhether on the bench or in the meeting-house, whether in the
Church or among the Dissenters-we shall not cease to denounce it as diametrically opposed to the spirit and subversive
6f the truth of the Christian faith.
" We are happy to hear it reported that a large !lumber or
Dissentin~ ministilrs are preparing a protest against the conitinued umon, in ' the Three Denominations,' of orthOdox Di..-..
iimters with men professing to be ministerS of Jesus Christ but
....ho pre~eh and. promulgate rank So~inianism. .We procHlim
·--and, had we VOIce, we shouldsoun(ht to the ends of the earth
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-taMftbeae men are enemies.'.ef:the Cross df Christ.; tb&t the
heresy which they. profess is' toWly destructive of Christianity.
and utterly roiBous to tbe, 8Oulaof men ;:aod ,we humbly; ~
with deep earneitne~ and with· brotherly affection and 8Ohei4
tude, press it npon our orthodox Dissenting brethnm, that ,witir
mea who have thus apostatized from . the faith, and yet who
clln tbemselves 'brethren,' naY7' shepherds of the sheep of
Christ, we are plainly forbidden by Scripture to have any inter..
COIlrsebeyond that whioh is indispensable.
.
.
' .." Let·us suppose that this sect, instead of apostatizing from
the-faith of their fathers as they have, done, had sliddea into
tbegrossest Antinomianism, and,atill professing to be ministers
of Jesus· Cbrist, had lived themselYes in the most open ancit
abandoned immorality, and joyously led their people forward in
the 'ume dreadful oareer: we ask orthodox Dissenters, would
a.aease of co~mon de~ncy-a ~egard to public opinion......the
_toral nwoltuags of theIr own mmd-haYe allowed them volan..
tarily to' assemble' together in the same room, and hold polite
and; courteousconsaltation with men of this stamp, on such
tClpies as form the subjects of deliberation at the meetings of tbe
Union 1 Would. they not have felt in tbeir inmost 8Ouls, tbat~
were the objeots of ·that nnion inoomparably more important
~n tbey .are, they would never justify Buch an unnatural aDd
disgraceful association 1 Would they not, with loathing, have
separated themselves from them?
'
, "How doea the Apostle speak of gross immoralities 1 He says,
they are not even to be named amongst us, a8 beoometh saints,.
And how does he speak with referenoe to a far less palpable'
departure from the truth of the Gospel than that whioh, dis.
tioguishes Sooinianism 1 'If we, or an angel from .beauD,
preaoh any other Gospel unto you than that which, we have·
preached unto you, let him be ACCURSED~ As we said before,
so· say I now again, if an,. man preach any other Gospel unto
you.toon that ye bav~ reoeived, let him be ACCllRSRD." And will
It.1~e· said for a moment; that the Apostle would have tolemted
in his presence, and received unnecessarily into his society, and
even,,in secular matters of importance, into his oonfidence,. ehe
ODe class of men rather than the other 1 Impossible.
'
II In truth, Socinianism, in some points of view, is far more to
be'dreaded than Antinomianism. The latter disgusts all, and
is .couted. by all. Even the unenlightened mind rises up in
horror agaoinat·it. ,Not·so with Socinianism. It is not aD" unnatural monster, which disgusts as it kills., It, is a vipec lying
illl.~ltedof. roses.
The genera.lity of. men, wno refer no" to
Soo_pta_ as theg guide, aee no .greadlarm in it. It is· simplr
a .variety of.lOptpion. Ma.ny,of Its profe88Cft, as well as indi,
- vidQtals.'b6100ging to many·.other' cla.a i)f'Unbelievel's,' no~ to'
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uy J..bhistit, ,are distinguished· witB' ~ gentle; aAd. 1aDlilble
a840mplishtnent. . j:1t forms 'bBe of tbOl58 caseldni ~h ~tb.el
jaJdgmftle'o£ God 'is diametricaDy,op)lOJEld t9;tite:,judgmeilt.roOf·
t.ftt!wotJd.'lntbe ease' uti Ailtinomianism, the, .d.,.ty,~f tIi...
CluistiaiJ is' ~lear; and it .is- .tsy:,,.{or the·opinion. of .·ther !Wei:Id'
is.. with . him. In ·tbe case of Sociniwsm bit! duty is ItIlfUIBJl
dlelYlJ lImt it is· mete diffieult, for tbe opinion of the :world Iir·
against him. This vf!J!lY circumstance, hOwe"fer; will .ma.kle ,tbe;
true man of God watch'over himse1fwitb a more· gocily,jetllou.r~.
to- sa:! that, with regard to. the professors .of thil1fiMldioU8~ IO'ld
deadly ·lH!resy,· he acts agreeably 00 the spirit and preeept of tIle~
Divine word ....' .not as· man teacbetb, but alt
Holy GhOBtI
teachet1l; , not judging of .the virulence of the evil by the stand\('
ard:ofman, but by the standard of God.
. . . ' 1~:.1,
. '.'!. 'Fhe union has been continued so far without attraetingmuolt:
public obs~vatiOD, and, as far as we know, bas not hitherto bean,;
publicly denounced; except in our columns I Such evils oftemi
IJt this way Iluietlyexist for an extended period. We tro~,
however, the. union will now be dissolved. We are quite aware;
tbat to effect this dissolution will prove no slight effort of ~.
denial to many ortbodox members of it; especially to SUeDlof"
them as ,may be in habits of some intimacy with the screntiooi'
aDd literary sceptios and latitudinarians of the day •. Theym1llli~
be eontentto sacrifiee, in the estimation of these, theircharaCieaf'
as enlightened and liberal men. Tbis will be no loss,' . Suob,~
timaeiel' are greatly to be dreaded. They are far more productive Elf evil than 18 generally imagined. MaY'our brethren'W'
faitbful! May they' sbewthat .they' cannot bear themwhiolt.
aM: evil!· 'The secular interests of their respective, aoeieties wilifIUlSUl'edly sustain no injury by a separation from heresy ;andthB1'
wiU .afford, what is much· required, an example of .faitbfulneav~
and·ofzeal for the truth; to tbe Christian world."·
',"0':
It is our settled conviction, that, speaking of them as a-whole,- .
these Magazines are the most dangerous works which are\di~-'
seminated in the church, and will dl'own the 80uls of those wha'
are led by them in everlasting perdition.
."
'. ,.. i ."
,!hey are entirely igno.rant of the great qu~stio~ of the Inspi;f"\
ration of the Holy SCrIptures, as they testdied m the Apooryi-<'
phal controversy.
' ..
They are inculoating most fearful Heresy concerning' tberi
Pe",on of the Lord Jesus Christ, even denying hiS" propell.hG-l!1
manity, and that it was consubstantial with' the human.naturerl
of-his mother: they assert, on the coI\kary,tbat be- did not·taJaell
the flesh ~f ~heVirginMary, b~t som~ unfallen.1lesh,·like .fbalrt.'
of Adam'1I!1. mnocence; and which, consequently,. was nob s.l"
jeet to infirmity. and required no redemption; ·thereforen&t :in c
the 1Ieast like ou,..·: wbereby·they-take from us "lUbe- practiCllii,'

tw.

oohsolatioa. of ~nowjng that, Jel!ltls can sympathite'wi~h ull i!l
all our temptattoM, from haVIng been a partaker of the Infirmities of our nature. They de3troy his Mediator~bip, inalDluch as
they do not make him unite in one person the Godhead, and
the creature which was opposed to its Creator; but the Creator,
and a creature which was not opposed to its Creator, and consequently which needed no reconciliation or at-one-ment ;-a
Mresy similar to those first heresies against the person of our
Immanuel which brought down God's wrath upon the Eastem
church, now apostate.
..
They deny that the: offiee of the Holy Ghost WaR to presen-e
the human nature of J~us sinless; for they assert that his human
nature wa8e8sentilll\y sinless, withollt any sustentation of the
Holy Ghost at all: wbence they deny the office of the Hol~
Ghost to preserve our bodies and souls in conformity to God s
will; forasmooh as the Holy Ghost can do nothing in the mem;"
bets of a body whieh he does not do primarily m their head:
and hence, too, the life of Christ cealles to be any example for our
.
imitation.
They deny the doctrine of Justification by Faith alone, as it
was taught by our Reformers; calling the expression of I.uther in
biB Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians, and cited by Mr.
Irving in his' Sermons em the Last Days, as Antinomian: and
they have invented some new notions, about what they call
I·'iruits," which are to be joined with Christ's righteousness before
"'- soul of the sinner is to he at peace with God: as we have
n.ewn in their review of Dr. Malan's traet "Theogenes."
They deny that Christ is the King of king!!, the Lord of lords,
ano only Ruler of princes ; and that ·all earthly sovereigns are hi~
Yiceroys, ,ruliJlg in:his Rame, under his authority, over bis people,
aud for hiS church; aDd that the powers that be are ordamed· of
God: and they teach that religion has nothing to do with polities; that the people are the source of power; and that God's
pewer either has nothing to do with the prosperity of states, or
alee that H R prosper& a nation of infidels, and of apostates from
Christ, such as Socinians.and Papists, as much as HE does a
nation of Christians,'
.
They deny tha.t the whole creation is interested in the inearnation and death of Christ; and assert that that work was
un~ertaken only to,r elect m~n: as we have also Rhewn in their
rtWIew of-Mr. Erskme's treatise on the Freeness of the Gospel. .
At length their infidel apostasy seems to have reached its height,
and theJ are all in open and undisguised rebellion against the
uaiverssl monarchY
Christ Jesus; teaching the people that
the doctrine of his reign upon earth is " a mere human crudity
of modern invention!!! "
. Yet, in the midst of all these heresies, so great is -their self-
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d~l~ion that they surpass the, publications which ale openly.
weligious in vaniiy. self-conceit, and arrogance.,
.
. The CongregatIOnal Magazine says "it is the spiritual pan
of .the periodical press:" this claim shall not be denied; but if
i~be true, then the unspiritual part ia more learned, more orth!l'do~, more diffident; less personal, less abusive, and less coarse"
than the spiritual.
' ,
, The Eclectic Review sats "it is the only journal which'
t;Lnites religion and literature .!1" There is probably none, with 110'
large a circulation, 110 devoid of both at one and the same time..,:
" The Evangelical implores its readers never t.o hear the
preaching or read the books of any persons who &peak. of their
coming lord; beseeches them not to " desert their old pastors; "
and applaud Ii works which contain PelagianislU and Sabellian•.
ism,,provided they oppose the doctrine of the kingdom of Christ.
. These ar~ y~ur gods, 0 Israel! . These are the avowed organa_.
of Evangehcahsm amongst the Dissenters of England! Theae
are the works which say to all the authorized ecclesiastical au...
thorities in the land, .. Stand by, for we are holier than thou !'~

• ••
TO THE EDITOR.oF THE MORNING WATCH-.

MR. EilIToR,-ln offering the following remarks Qn the cOmm1!1lication of W. 1;>. in your first numbttr, it is proper to pram¥ie
that I am, on the authority of Scripture, a firm believer in tba
doctrine Qf a first resurrection of the saints. At the.same tilQ.e,.
I feel anxious that no questionable proofs should _be r$lorted io,
for its establishment: and an impression that this is the ca.e
with respect to some of the observations of your correspondent,
induces me to otfer this paper. The result cannot, I imagioe,
be without advantage, whether it lead, on his ,art, to the with·
drawal. pf some of his arguments as not suf&iently valid; or,
Qn tke part of your readers, which I sincerely w~h, to tbok
mOl'e satisfactory adoption. My remarka I offer with graab
diffidence; especially as I halVe but a small library at COftlmaod,
for reference.
1. Thefil'st thing I would notice is the madyerteD®ofW. D•.
i~ quoting inaccurately the expressions he wishes to ,difttinguiah...
These he gives as, Ii aValTTalTl!: lIC TWV VlICPWV, and I, aJlCllTf4lITIQ 7'IM'I
j
I

.

t·-

- • We .have received severalletters of remarks on the pa~er lty W. D. iq o~
first Number. We inllert one. But all our correspondents direct their attentlb\i;
to the article, whereas the force of W. D. 's argumel\t depends on the prt:po*~;~
and its insertion, whether separately as a preposition or in composition, may Dot,
we think, be di9reg~qed bran acl!\Il~ mt8fp~ of&:qplllre.-E». . I

" ...,... Now, if the·~ki I have refen-eel to ma, be trus~,
the .expression ll: TbllI IIf"l*". only occurs tw~ce
the wbf)le
Testament; namely, Col088. I. 18, and .Rev •. J. 5 ; and then
it· follows 'ltpwrortJICOr;, and not·a"allrG.cnr;: and «"«O'T«IJlr; Till" "t"P*'''
does not occur at all. We have always allalJT«lJlr; tIC IIfrpbl",pt
«"anaO'Ir; "lICpbI" •. Now I do not think: this at all immaterial,
although it may at first appear so. For even if it be allowed
that llC TbI" "UplII" means" from out of the dead," it does not at all
follow that llC "lICPbI" has the same meaning. At least this last i.
a point which well merits the attention of your correspondent,in
order clearly to establish it. On the contrary, I would venture
to su~gest. th~t llC "tICf""" is properly translated "from being
dead,' or, II from a state of death ;" and that the Greek idiom,
in the ·use of the preposition u, properly admits of this interpretation. if it does not require it. I need· hardly remind your
correspondent of cla..ical examples of this: we have one Soph.
Trach. ver. 283, t£ oAt:""v ",,,M" tvpovO'a& (JIO" : and we have two
still more to the point in the New Testament; Romans vi. 13,
wr; flC "fICPIII" 4b1vr«r;, " as alive from the dead;" and Rom. xi. 15,
4111" tIC "fICPIII", "life from the dead."
Now in either of these
cases I do not think the article would be admissible with the
same sense: and its omission. therefore, in the expressions now
under consideration, allows me at least to translate them in the
same way as these; which at once does away with any argument
from them, even supposing bath translations allowable. Your
Q9rrespondent evidently wishes to give tIC its well-known meaning
of choice; and in the case before us that choice is ont of certain
persons, called· VIICPOI: but am I mistaken in saying that in tbis
case the Greek idiom positively requires the article; and that
<l froin out of the dead" would not be made properly by tIC "t!:plll'"
but by I.IC TIIIV VtlCplII" ;
Hence I do not think that in the only two places where
tIC TIIIII ""PIIIV occurs--namely, Coloss. i. 18. and Rev. i. 5-the
full force is given in our translation; for tIC TIIJ" VtlCplIIV here
depends on .. first," and not on "begotten"-on the 'ltpIIITOr; in
wpto'TOToKOr;-that is. tIC has properly the meaning of choice; and
therefore "tKpbl". as specifying from whom the choice is made, has
the article. Whereas, in re-translating the English version of
these passages, "first begotten from the dead," it would be
"'f)'~ natural ~ say 'lrpwTOTO/ror; tIC Vt.!:pllJv: as we have IlVaIJT«O'I,

1:

tIC "l"p"'''.

It may be objected, that with the sense which I adopt for
verpov ought to be used when s~eaking of one person:
but I believe the ~heek will be found to ad~it equally of the agn:eoitmt .of "'KP.O' \;Vlth the pers.On spo~en of~ understoOd; and of I~
tIC "t"P"'V, tIC

• Griea\!ach in· this passage rejects the tr.:.
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befng used in the neuter (or a state or condition j and.it is in this
phraseological way, I apprehend, that it is used by the sacred
Writers, as a term comntonly understood. Before I leave this
part I must observe, that, notwithsta~ding these remarks. Ido
not consider -the passage in Luke xx. 27, &C"., as giving no
express counteuance· to a first resurrection. The phrase " chilBren of the resurrection," compared with Rev. xx. is very strong.
But, besides this, the whole passage bears on it, in this way:It may, I think, be llhewn that the alw" EKEI"Of:, " that age."
refers to the dispensation of the Millennium, or thousand years:
Christ therefore seems to have added the words T7Jf: EK "EKpw",jint,
to shew that the resunection which shall svnchronize with the
opening of this dispensation will be a positfvely literal resllrrec':'
tron.from the dead; and seco"d~, to prevent the Sadducees n-OQl
avaiTing themselves of any ambiguity in the word a"auraO"If:. But
in this case the inference cannot be avoided! 'that thejirst resurrection is a literal one.-It is rather remarkable, that in Acts iv. 2
the expression T7J" EK VEKpWV again occurs where the Sadduc~
are concerned.
.
.
2. The neIl point which I wish to notice, is the meaning and
force of E£al·aO"TaO"I,. Not having a good Greek concordance at
tiand, I may be mistaken in suppo1ung it to occur, apf,arelltlv,
only three times-viz. Acts XXVI. 23; Rom. i. 4; Phll. iii. II.
Now, in thejirst passage, Acts xxvi. 23, which W. D. has not
noticed, there can, I think, be no doubt that it should be written
as . two words-viz. E£ a"auraO"lWf: ("u·pw,,)-and be translated,
" •••. he should first by a resurrection of dead shew light," &.c.;
to which the passage is nearly parallel, 2 Tim. i. 10; "\vho hath
abolished death, and brought life and immortality to light."
Our common version is at Jeast "¥ery questionable.
In the second passage, Rom. i. 4 (which your correspondent
does notice), though W, D. quotes it as one word, it is read in
my copy as two; and there can be, I think, little doubt ~at ~ilJ
is correct. For if it be not two words, how is it governed, ffinc~
it cannot be in appollition with aYlwo"vI'7Jf:; and the Gree~
certainly not admit of its ~tanding absolutely in t~~ g~Qitive.
Itougbt properly to be translated" by" or II frolI! lJ. Tell'llTecti9,ll
of dead; " which is an expression quite general, fOF tbllt lVondj!fCuI fact through which fresh light was to be pouIedpn the worl~
and by which Christ was declared to b~ the Son of God with
power.
..
. Thus far, then, it would appear, that" E~av«urtlll'lf: does Rot QCrllr
in either of these two passages. In Phil. iii. 11, howeverdt
cert&;inly does occur; the words are, Elf: T7J" E£a"aurall"" T_W,". !'UJ'~~.
It does not, however, appear to me that W. D. bas established illS
rendering of this i but. rather that it is entirely assumed:
whereas it ought to be clearly shewn that !£«"I!urall"" rill" "u:~"
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i.- ,tbe same as a"ClIJTal1&" tK TIll" "l"1'''''' : or, in other words, that
,..." ".'P"''' is governed by the "'K" alld not by the (lJIa.ra:O'&".,~
The latter I believe to be the 'case, and should literally transla.te
the words, "unto the resurrection of'the dead out o f -....... '"
The result of tQ.ese observations, if valid, is important; because
it shews that the passage can be claimed exclusively on neither
aide of the question. Some will make it .. out of all tbe Mad!;"
otbers, " out of. their graves, tombs, 8tc.;" and others, pethapll;
.
will simply deem it a stronger term than a"al1f'tll1&".
,Quere, Will any of the saints remain unraised till the end of
tb~ thousand years ?-If not, where is the peculiar force of
St. Paul's remarkable language in this passage, even supposing
W. Do's translation of it to be correct?
,3. l'be oext point to which I wish to advert, is the ex plana..
tiQll given by W. D. of Dan. xii. 2. He observes, that" the
~z(lphet makes no- distinction between the resurrections; but
onl,y between their ulterior conditions." Now, if we look at
~e origin",l, Daniel does make a marked distinction. Thewords
are.. ~l'i?: .,~nQ!~ '~.'l!.-.~ C'~'J1, which I do not think can 'be
~oDStrued any otber waY than thus; "And mimy OUT of those
slttping in the dust of the earth 'shall awake:" implying, ali
clearly 88 possible, that all shall NOT then awake; and Clear~y,'
therefore, distinguishiri~ two resurrections. I know some com":
mentators easily ~xplam it, by saying it means, "they that
awake shall be many:" but is not tile Hebrew quite incapable
of such a rendering? or rather, does it not forbid it? I confess
it,i. a' difficult passage on either of the hypotheses; for, if an
do not awake, It cannot be a general resurrection: if some awake
both of the righteous and the wicked, how does it agree' with the
description of the first resurrection,Rev-.xx.? I venture one solution,
_hout laying-any stress on it.· The words" some "_" some,"
are in the Hebrew n?~-~tt-literally, these-and these;
or~' 8,S we should say, these-and thostl. May the verse, then,
bel tr'aDlflated .. Many out of those sleeping in the dust of the
earth shan awake: these (who awake) (shall be) t.o everlasting
life'; . those" (who remain sleeping) (shall be) to shame and everlasting contempt 1" I offer this with great hesitation .
. Quere, Does the account of the first resurrection given by
St. Jdhn',Uow us to suppose that any Qf the wicked will at tba~,
time'be taised for judgment?
.
"4. In'the remark of W. D. on Acts xxiv. 15,21, he bas been.
~yed i~t6 'a sligb~ inaccuracy:. ~&Ka.&""" Tf' ~a& ao",w~ mell"s, 8S
o~'Mn!"~toT8 ha,l'e it, II ho~k Qf Just (lJI~ unJust," an~ ~o_t; '~,of.
tli~::i\rd. 'and Q~BO of t~e utti~~t." "Suc~ IS ,t~e Gre.ek ~dlOID~'1 . _
' '1, ~"St, ~~,<~~itot, you wlll II:C~pt these reJ?larb 'a.f! 9.ffefed~,.
~~',~ ~,.~P:~~~' ~f., co~~r~El':'AY. b}lt ~i~h ,,~ .. :~lll?RI~. :v~~~,,~~,
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more full'and clear explanation of Scripture; and I shaU'feet
most happy'~' be. corrected by you,r, eorl'ea~~nt,wh~
I ba.v.e heen eltherU'laeeurate or mHitaken. With S1Dcere 'wlsliJij
for the .success of your interesting work, I:am yours, &c. &C. :.
.

. :PH Ii.AJIf,A'BTA SittS. , .

. P.S. YoU1 reviewer of Irving's Last Days has, I think, b8eB'
inaccurate incondemning,f;he translation of fir' ltTXUT"," rwv if'llP'i.p
TOVTW'!.
ltTXQTWV, by the Greek idiom,. may certainly agree with
I,/Upwv, and need not govern it. I do not see, however, that this
destroys' the force of the reasoning. I make this remark for'
the sake of truth, and not of the Eclectic Reviewer. On'tW
contrary, I rejoice greatly that a work like yours has ariaen'!
which .may from ·time to time eKJ>'>se the inJurioullt· effrontery
and falsehood of many reviewen of the pres~nt day; whose n;...'
ligion is all alive in profession; but, if we may judge of jt~
the almost total absence of humility, meekness, caution, ana.charitableness, cannot in reality be far from expiring. Th~t
anonymous monopolizers of orthodOXY de not scruple tG" J.aff
their rude hand on many of Oul' good and great men, who, though.
they may sometimes go a little lame from the fatigue of they·
mighty exertions,.are 88 superior to them in deep and genui~·
pie!yas in sound and scriptural knowledge.
- .;~
.::-
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RE'MARKS ON THE PERIOD ASSIGlI'ED IN SCRIP.Tuaa :FOlt-'
THE RESTORATION OF ISRAEL.

By the Rev. PH.

HOKAN.

" '.

Ev KRY person who carefully examines the Divine records m..Iiat
perceive that the fortunes of the Jewish nation are intimately'
~onnected with a grand period of seven times, or 2520 yelU'l; a,nd.
that at the close thereof' their restoration may beeXlp~ted.,
There is such a remarkable coincidence in the resul~.of tM.followin~ computations, that I am disposed to think that we ~: .
now witnin a few years of that most glorious event, 80 JPu,;lJ,:.to:
be desired by every Christian.
. . ..' 1.
1. The captivity of Israel by Esarhaddon, in Ul~ 1ei~( of.
Manasseh-a captIVity referred to in the vii th chap. qf I~h.8,.
took place A. C. 677. If from this well-marked. even~ w;e:_d~te
t~eseven times, they will be found toterminate in A.l)~ l~d
. 2. From the viii th chap. of Daniel we learn t~at. t~ft- ~~.,
tUilry is to b.e c. leansed at the end of 2300 days .. N 0}v. 'Y4~t ~a,J; .
ca~ 00.. so .appropriately fixed on for. the commencenuUlt 9j" ~e,e
2~OOd~'ys, allt.th!l-t so w~Jl defined 10 the nextch~p.tW, pa~lJ,
the decree for restoring the civil and ecclesiastical polity of the
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Jews~

and which must be considered as typical of· the future
more glorjous restoration.) when the sanctuary is cleansed?
According to the best· commentators, this. decree was made in
the seventh year of Artaxerxes, A. C. 457: consequently, the
2300 days, reckoned from this, terminate in A. D. 1843.
. 3. There can be no doubt but that therestoratioD of Israel
will take place in a year of Jubilee, tllat remarkable festival, so
clearly typifying their restoration to their own land. According
io the computations of many chronologers, the next year of
Jubilee will occur in 1843 or 1844.
4. Is it fanciful to mention also the time specified in the
ix th of Revelation? The continuance of the Ottoman power, so
long the scourge of the Jews, is there limited to an hour, a day,
a month, and a year-equat to 391 years; which, being dated
from the capture of Constantinople in 1453, will end in A. D.
1844.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mr. BOllTIlWIClt'S second Paper has been delayed by his illness: it will appear
in Number 111., as will also Mr. hVING'S second Paper on the Apostasy.
The sale of our first Number having exceeded our expectations, we have
printed a larger edition of the second, and are therefort! enabled to increase
Its bulk without adding to the price. Notwithstanding Ihis, Wt! are obliged
to postpone many articles for want of room; but we beg to assure our correspondents, that Wtl shall endeavour to insert their communications according
to fhe combined ratio of thtlir importance, and the order of time in which we
ha,oe received them.
.
We have received several queries for insertion; but most of them would require much discussion: for it WI! have not at present room, and it would
therefore be a species of mockery to insert the queries, and refuse the answers
they require. Some of these ~e ~(\Poe to decide satisfact?rily, as relating to
parts of that·great system wblch It IS our professed object to unfold. In
the mean time, we must beg the patience of our friendR; and assure them,
that their letters will be preserved, and attended to at tho~e times when the
subjects of their inquiries come regularly before us.
Our much-esteemed corresPQndent W. will find his questions respecting the New
Covenant and Original Sin fully anticipated in a preceding paper. He will
.. rejoice with us in knowing that our first Number has ~\icited many approving testimonials similar to his own. Our limits will not allow of our spl'cifying them individually, but we request the writers to accept collectively of our
cordial thanks. Their approbation h3.!l cheered our hearts and strengthened
our hands: and we would say to them, as we do to each other, "Be strong
and of a good courage: the Lord is on our side....
°
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ON THE APOCALYPSE, AND THE MILLENNIUM.

FROM the beginning God has ~iven to man revelations- liar.:
ficient for keepi!lg him in. the nght way, for. guiding him iilflol
all truth; and cautIons suffiCIent fOl" wammg him (If all da~ ;;
but when, in the course of time, ditlieulties atid dangel's ·arilMftoo
which man·has not been pYeviously exposed, additional l&veta-:
ti?ns and eautio~s are .then given to warn him. .of,. and prepare:
him for, the commg tnal. On· the other hand, It has &ver been:
the unremitting endeavour of the grand adversary of mankind,·
and of all opposers of the truth, to explain away the revelation,. .
that it may no longer guide us; and to take off the force of the:
~arning, that it may no l~~ger deter us. This was .exemplified:
10 our first parents: Gen. m., "And the serpent saId unto thewoman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the
garden? And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of
the fruit of the trees of the garden: but of the fruit of the tte&
which- is in the midst of the garden, God hath said, Ye shll1l
not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die. Andthe:
serpent said unto the woman, Ye "sMll not surely die: for God·
deth know, that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall·
be·opened: and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evit."
The· word of God being thus· misinterpre~ed bY' Satan, aDd i-fsl
threatenin~ brought into discredit~ Ad-am fell; and the proce.:
of his fall IS an epitome of the several stages of declension in all;
his posterity, whether occurring in'individuals, in congregationt~·
OT in kingdoms.
God does not call man to account for what he
has not possessed, but for the use of gifts and talents which be·
has received: and all the Divine expostulations turn upon OUr'
not having diligently employed those means put witliin our
reach, or upon our having regluded the suggestionS' ofdeceivera
mor~ than th~ word of G?d ..• , Israel-doth not know. my peopledo- not comnder" (Isa. 1. 3): "0 my people, they whlth lead'
thee, cause- thee to err, and destroy the way of thy paths ., (Isa.
iii. 12). But when a people have indurred .the guilt Of rejecting .
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this sufficient revelation, and neglecting this timely warning;
when they" choose deceit and make lies their refuge," God does
not give to such a people a fresh revelation, to be again set at
nought. Sluggishness and servility like this would In the same
manner paralyse any new revelation: therefore" pearls are not
east before swine," but they are given up to theIr own hearts'
choice. If And he said, Go and tell this people, Hear ye indeed,
but understand not; and see ye indeed, but perceive not. Make
the heart of this people fat, and make their ears heavy, and shut
their eyes: lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their
ears, and understand with their hearts, and convert, and be
healed" (Isa. vi. 9, 10). This most fearful' abandonment to
delusions of their own choosing, is God's reluctant and marvellous
work, the sure and immediate precursor of his"tleary judgments.
'.' The word of the Lord was unto them precept upon precept,
line upon line" (Isa. xxviii. 13). But" forasmuch as this
people draw near me with their mouth, and with their lips do
bonour me, but hav:e removed their hearts far fro~ JIMI., and their
fear toward me is taught by the precept of m. : : therefore
behold. I will proceed to do a marvellous work among this
~ple, even a marvellous work and a wonder; for the wisdom
of their wise men shall perish, and the understanding of their
})rudent men shall be hid " (Isa. xxix. 13, 14). The awful con&eCJuences ofthis are set forth in lsa. !ix. 9, 10, 15: "Therefore
i. Judgment far fl'om us, neither doth justice overtake us: we
wait for light, but behold obscurity ; for brightness, but we
walk. in darkneBS. We grope for the wall like the blind, and
we grope aa if we had DO eyes: we .tumble at noon-ciay as in
the niD'ht: we are in deaolate places, as dead men••••• Yea,
truth faileth ; and he that departetb from evil is accounted mad."
(marg.) In this state of extremity, when flesh and heart are
ready to fail, God himself interposes. .. And the Lord saw it,
and it displeased him that there was no judgment. And he
laW that there waa DO man, and wondered that there was no
interceBSor: therefore his arm brou~ht salvation unto him, an4
hiB righteousness it sustained him ' (Isa.lix. 15, 16). Wherefore, a1though the house of Judah and the house of Israel are
now lying under this blindness, "the veil is upon their heart,"
yet they shall be recovered from it by the ipterposition of
Jehovah. in his own good ·time.
. Again, when Christ came, the Pharisees had encumbered the
reveration of God with many traditions of men; thereby making
void the law. In conBC)quence of which the majority of the
Jewish people were wholly in error; $Dd even the disciples of our
l-ord had many falae impressions, which were not removed till
after his resurrection from the dead. No new revelation was
Siven for correcting these their impresaions: it wu done by
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merely leading them to the simple understanding of those Scriptures which tliey already possessed, with a reproof to the bactwardness.of. their faith: "0 fools, and slow of heart to belie",
·all that the Prophets have spoken! Ought not Christ to haTe
suffered these thmgs, Ilnd to enter into his glory 1 And begiuning
at Moses, and all the Prophets, he expounded unto them in all
the Scriptures the things concerning himself" (Luke xxiv~
26-27). And when the Holy Spirit was promised, it was not
for the purpose of giving any new revelation, but, "He shall
teach you all things, and bring all things to your remembrance
whatsoever I have said unto you" (John xiv. 26). "He .hall
testify of me" (John xv. 26). "He will guide you into all
truth: for he shall not speak of himself, liut whatsoever he
shaH hear that shall he speak: and he will shew you things to
come. He shall glorify me; for he shall receive of mine, and
shall shew it unto you" (John xvi. 13, 14).
Thus we see that for the whole Jewish dispensation the Scriptures of the Old Testament were sufficient; and for the establishment of the Christian dispensation, nothing more was nooeIIIIII.IJ
than that those same Scriptures should be received as they were
expounded by our Lord and his Apostles, under the teaching of
the Holy Spirit. But as the Jew,," dispensation was desi~ed
to expand mto the Christian, which the prophecies of the Old
Testament announced and prepared for; so shall the Chridiari
dispensation expand into tile Mil/mrtiGl, or universal; of which
the Apocalypse is more especially the announcement, and
which the wnole New Testament is the preparation. But 81,
when the Jewish dispensation was drawing to its close, the
people honoured God with their lips only, while their hearts'
were far from him, and their fear was taught by the precept of
men i. so analogy would lead us to expect, that at tlie close of
the Uhristian <lispensation the simple word of God would be
less regarded than the traditions and interpretations of men:
and the Scriptures clearly declare that such shall be the case;
that" men will not endure sound doctrine •••• tum away from,
the truth, and be turned to fables " (2 Tim. iv. 3.4); "Givingheed
to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils" (l Tim. iv. 1). In
those times, which we think close at hand, men will not onr be
saying scornfully, "Where is the promise of his coming. for
since the fathers fell asleep all things continue as they were from
the beginning of the creation" (2 Pet. iii. 4); but tbey will even
deny the authenticity of the Scriptures: while others will" set u~
some monstrous and distorted semblance of the true doctrine Of
the coming kingdom of our Lord, like the figments of Cerinthua
and the early heretics, to bring the truth into discredit•.
are these imaginary and groundless apprehensions; for among
the Germans the authority of the Apocalypse hal been questioned-
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911Q&J).Y. 8J!d II.J»~~ oW:leb"ea' symptoms of a doubting spirit
H."~ .~ppeare4. We ~r~fOl'e d4ern it good. once for aU, to
"We tbe authenticity of this most important portion of Scriptvr~ ~ and

al JalWy JDiateke" a,e abroad respecting the Millen-

:Amm, w~ shaJlshew what were the Apostolic doctrines concern~
ing the reign of Cl;lrist; then trace out aome of the errors which
..e,.k Qr wicked mep invented. by which the true doctrine waa

brought into dilrep'ute. and, in common with every other Apodoctrine. suffered 10 many centuries of eclipse in the dark
agel of the church.
'l'he hiatory of the ApQCtllypae is no where better given thlJl
PaMill's ProfegoJUena. p. xxvii .• which we therefore translate:., The Apooalypae of John, when it first appeared. was pub.
Jilbed npt only in the Aliatic, but iJl the otber neighbouring
~nrche&, and held to be divinely inapir~, al I shall shew im.
mediately. In the Jlle6D time, it ill right to premise ~at the
C;Opj.e1l taken of this' book were far fewer than those of the
Evangelists. or of the Bpittlel of Paul, becaustl it contained
Qbsdur.e and hidden aenses; and perhaps w~ less frequeJltly read
ppblicly in the churchet, if we may form a judgment concernIng the first ages of the churoh from itslractice in succeeding
*-iJ;O.es. Nor was tbe Apocalypse unite in the same volume
with. the Gospels. or with the Epistles, but kept separate, as a
lP'pph~tical book, di1fering ip argument from the rest: whence
th~~a.n6ientdiitinct.ion of the books of thQ New Testament into
~WQ words pC the GQspel. of the Apostles, and of the Apocalypse.' according to O"igen (Corom. on Matthew, p. 220).
MoreoverJ it is certain that tbis book of the Apocalypse obtained
clJ.Qonical authority in the Asiatic churches. to which its first
ehapters are a.c:ldreslad. not only while John lived and presided
over them. but also in the agel immeQiately after his death.
Aqcordingly. Papias~ the disciple both of John the Apostle and
of the odier John, commonly Called the Elder, acknowledged it
for divine, as Andrmas Cmsarienais witnesses (Proem to his
Comm. on Apoc.): so also. beyond all doubt, did Polycarp
1t.is companion (lrenmus, v. 33). bishop of the church of
Smyrna (to which the writer of the Apocalypse addressed the
!leeond of the seven epistlel), although in his Epistle to the
Philippians it be not cited. since no occasion for alleging it
oc~urred in that very short writill~. Certainly lrenmus, the
disciple of Polycarp, a native of ASIa. very often adduces it as
of John. the disciple of our Lord, in proof of the doctrines of
faith. Melito allo, bishop of the church of Sardis (to whom
the fifth epistle of the Apocalypse of John is said to have been
addressed), illustrated it with an entirQ oommentary (Euseb.
Eccl. Hist. iv. 26). So that in the first ages there was not
the sljghtest doubt concerning the authority of this book among
~ic
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tb,e A.iatie 'chur-ehAt.. Mol'OOm', other Oriental churches, :ia
like manner, received i~ as divinely inspired, and written ,by
JobD the Apoetle hlmaelf; espeeially in Palestine, Samaria, _
~ria.. FQl' .in Sy~, !heophilul 9f Antioch i~ Npoi'ted by
.Et1Bebiwl <Eoot Hast. lV. 24) to have taken. hIS proof. from
~ Apoealyplte, in hill book against H.ermogenes. InSamaria,
Justin ~y!", in his Dialogue with Try~hon (whi~ he 'I'n'(Q
about the middle of the century suceeedtng the wnting of tile
Apocalypse), cites it under the naDle of John, one of the Apostle8 of Chriat, p. 240. In Palestine, Origen frequently umbel
this book. to John (Exegeticill in Matt. et Joan. passim, libria
vi. vii,i. contra Celswn; Philocal. iL (); Lib. de Orat. p. 34);
as does alia his follower, Pampbilus (Apol. pro. Orig.) So in
Lycia, Metbodius, bishop of Patara, acknowledged the divine
authority of this book (Lib. de Convivio decemVirginum). Egyp&
• • and Africa, acknowledged this same as a canonical bOOk,
t:eceived by tradition from the other churches. In Egypt, Clement of Alexandria attributes it more than once to John the
Ap06tle (P~ag. ii. 12; Strom. vi. 867). In Africa, not 0011
does CYPl'ian often allege it in his books to Quirinus (i. 20; it.
1.3; iii.), and in hi. SIxty-third Epistle call it a divine Scripture; but also, before hIm, Tertullian had frequently praised
~t, as the.prophetical book of the New Testament, and written
by John himself, the Apostle and Evangelist (Prescr. adv.
Hmret. xxxiii. 46 j Lib. de Anima ix.; de Resur. Carnis lviii.; de
Pudic. xix.) But, according as the Apocalypse was received in the
Asiatic and African churches, so there were not wanting thOle
who acknowledged it in Europe; ,as Hippolytus, bishop of
Portus Romanus, and Victorinus, of Petavia: of whom the
firet established the authority of this book in'an express treatise;
while the last illustrated the entire book by a commentary. To
whom, finally, we will add, though not in its proper place, ApolIoniui, a writer of the second century, who, in his treatise
~inst Phrygas, made use of the authority of this book, as
Eusebius records (Hist. Ecel. v. 18).
'
" But although the Apocalypse, even from its first publication, was approved in the catholic chul'ch by the disciples of
the Apostles and their immediate successors with marvellous
unanimity, and held to be divine, as we have shewn above; yet
in a short time there arose on the adverse side heretics, who Impugned it-namely, Cedron, Marcion, and subllequently the
Alogi. Yea, moreover, shortly after, in the beginning of the
tbird century, there were some among the catbolics themselvea
who rejected it from the canon of the New Testament: as
Caius, a presbyter of the Church of Rome, in disputation with
ProcIus (Euseb. Hist. iii. 28), and some others; ascribing it to
Cerinthus the heretic; as is remarked by Dionysius of Alex-
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andria (himself but little friendly to the authority of this hook).
But the cause why Dionysius brought th~ Apocalypse under
the suspicion. of novelty, and why the· others even openly rejected it, was the doctrine of the millennial reign of Christ
on this earth: which doctrine as Caius and Dionysius strenuously impugned, and were unable to overturn the arguments
drawn from tbe Apocalyplle, they endeavoured to weaKen, or
e,en entirely to subv~rt, tlie authority of the book itself. Nor is it
surprising that they found some followers of their opinions, since
the Roman and Alexandrian churches, in which they flourished,
bad obtained primacy among all others; the former in the
West, the latter in the South. But it is very surprising, that
in those very churches of Asia and Palestine where the Apo~
calypse was undoubtedly received in the first ages, they should
afterwards in the fourth century question the canonical authority of the same. Insomuch that Eusebius, the historian of that
~e, enumerates it among the disputable writings (Ecel. Hist.
iii. 24). Cyril of Jerusalem, also, in revising the canon, passes
over the Apocalypse. Moreover, the whole council of Asiatic
bishops assembled in the city of Laodicea itself (to which the
seventh epistle of the AJ>ocalypse was written), also excluded it
from the canon. Nor does Gregory Nazianzen (Car. 33) enumerate it among the books of the New Testament. Lastly,
Amphiloehus (in Iamois ad Seleucum) says, that the Apocalypse is received by some, rejected by many.
" And this dispute continued in many of the Eastern
churches even in the time of Jerome, as appears from his
Epistle to Dardanus, 129. Notwithstanding, in this same
fourth century, Epiphanius rightly remarks, concerning the
Apocalypse, that it was believed in by most persons, even by
those who are devout. Such were, after Dionysius, the author,
whoever he be, Hierarchim crelestis, cap. 3: in Palestine, Eusebius (Chron. ad 14 Domitiani): in Syria, Ephrmm.: in Cappadocia, Gregory Nyssenus, and Nazianzenus (Orat. 32: although,
in Car. 33, he does not enumerate it amon~ the genuine books
of the New TestamentJ: in Cyprus, E:plphanius: in E{p'pt,
Athanasius (Fifth Oration against the Arlans, and SynopsIs of
Scripture), and Didymus Macarius: in Africa, Victorinus: in
Italy, Ambrose, Philaster, Rufinus, and Jerome (lib. i. cont.
Jovm. 14; and more fully in his Epistle to Dardanus, 129,
where he thus writes of tlie Apocalypse, and of the Epistle to
the Hebrews: 'We receive them both as canonical ana ecclesiastical, following not at all the custom of the present time,
but the authority of the early writers, who for the most part are
wronged in their testimonies concerning both books '): but also
in France, Hilary of Poictiers used the authority of the Apocalypse; in Spain, Pacianus and Prudentius. Moreover, in
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the fifth century, Salvianus, and Alcimus Avitus, among the
French, cited this book: and in Italy,. Innocent (in Epist.
Decretali ad Exuperium) declares it to be manifestly canoDlcal:
as did also, after him, the Council of Carthage. in Africa;
where Augustine (Tract 36, in Joan.) expressly ascribes the
Apocalypse to John the Apostle. Nor do we read that any 01
the Latin Fathers of this or the following century rejected the
authority of this book: so that upon the Greeks alone must fall
that censure of Sulpitius concernmg the ApocalYJlse, I that b1
many it is either foolishly or impiously rejected.' For, although.
Cyril held it to be canonical at Alexandria; Cassianus and
Nilus, at Constantinople; Andrll!as ClI!sariensis, in Cappadocia;
yet doubtless many others did not receive it. Certainly, we do
not read this book enrolled in the canon by any Oriental
synod. Nor does the lxxxvth 'canon, which, as we have before
stated. contained the other Apostolic writings, make any mention of the Apocalvpse. in enumerating the books of the New
Testament. Moreover, about the middle of the sixth century,
Junilius, an African bishop, says, ' There are still doubts amon~
the Eastern Christians concerning the Apocalypse of John.
Of the following century I have nothing more to say, than that
Maximus, on the passage above cited from Dionysius, remarks
it as somewhat singular • that he (D~onysius) should have
marked with his approbation the Apocalypse of John! In the
eighth century, at length, John Damascene recognised it among
the canonical writings of the New Testament, whose authority
many afterwards followed. But yet we read of nothing done
concerning this matter in any Oriental council: so that the
Apocalypse of St. John obtained canonical authority among the
Eastern Christians, rather by the tacit consent of the churches.
than by any synodical decree."
- Thus far Mill; but he might have added to his list the names
of those orthodox fathers who held the doctrine of a Millennium. Many of these, though deriving the doctrine from the
Apocalypse, and holding it to be divinely inspired, and consequently.written by John, because so often asserted in the book.
have not formally recorded their belief concerning the author.
Such were Lactantius, Nepos, the brethren of Lyons and
Vienna. St. Barnabas, or whoever wrote the Epistle called his.
and many more, whose writings have not come down to us, to
whom allusion is made in the fourth Council of Toledo, held
A. D. 633.
This declares, in its sixteenth canon, that .. the
authority of many councils, and the synodical decrees of the
holy Roman Fathers, decide that the book of the Apocalypse is
by John the Evangelist;" and prescribes that it shall be explained -every year from Easter to Whitsuntide.. It is also wortn, of
remark, that the Complutensian Polyglott, and Montanu.'.
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Plantine editioa,. give the ,title ill full, ., ,T,he Apocalypse of the
A#'IlIIr,""""'~ .,."

holy Apestl. and. Evangelilt JCl1m the Dlvme,"

an wayy,"wou laa,.". .,. OIDlod."..
. Many may think that we baTe dwelt loaget' tbn was reqnired
_ the antheDticity ef the book, and be; inclined to say with·
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~UI, " that. it does .not seem necesaat'Y to repeat what haa.
been said by learned mea on the subject: for if we serut.infte
. . prophecies of this book, and compare them with the other
iai,tnrea, and with thOle thiuga which ha.ve already takm
pane, we shall find that this book could not haTe been written
without the dictation of the Holy Spirit." But M tbe opponenW
of Divine truth raise objectiona- of all kind8~ we think it right
to·shew that we are prepared to meet them at all peint.: more·
over, any doubt of the iaapiration of this Doel robs .. man of
thai peculiar and indispensable mstrllction wllieh. is here only tobe found,
.
,
From thia book it is that we deriTe the full and certain knowledge of the Jeign of Christ upon earth, and learn to undef.
stand the long and yaried series of events by which thill giorioo&
kingdom is prepared and announced. 'flUs. cClnsummation of
the purpose of God, which since·the Fall haa coolltantll heeD
" the earneat expectati~ o~ the ~hoJe creation " (~om. Vlii.19),
though ev~ry whete nnph~ throu,gbout the Scrl~UI'U, anel
meatloned In seneral terms times Without number, 18 no wbere'
~. ~own expbeitly, witlt all the ~ ~fita app'roach, place.'
itadlaplay, cban.cten who shall enjoy d, and time of Ita dura.tiOD. except in the Apocalypee. It ill the revelatioa of Jesus
Christ; and till we have learned from this book tbe manner of
our Lord'. manifestatiOll, and how the changes in the world
are connected therewith,. we. neither know our. duty as subjects
of Christ, nor the true relation in which we stand towards the
world. The A pocalyp~ while. it " , f t " Cbrist, laY'" 0lA. for
tba guidance of Iti& people, the whole his~ of the church,
from the Apostlea1 time till the Millennium: whiehglorious conawnmation the early Christia_ IIG eagerliy. " IGlOked for, and.
1;tastened unto I ' (2 Pet. iii~ 12), that the Apostles were obli«ed
~. cllltion them apnst being " loon shaken in. mind, as tliat
dw. day of Christ is at. hand II (2 Thess. ii. 2). To attain the
&at resunection,. and .8 portioo in the MilleJm,al kingdom, Wal
the great object of hope to· ali the· unt; Cllriati8llB, and to a· vast
~J'ity of the orthodox tor the drat three c8nt.nes. And it
is, a ·certain historical faJct, that Mwn to the time of E08ebiull
~lao himllelf was, as Bumet la,s, " I ; back friend" to the
dectrine,. ratber th&ll an open enemy), Done but hereticl ever.
deaied tIte Millenniwn, or· .pmoalized its meaning, except
~~ and Dionyaius,. But when, fOl re&AIOos· which we· shall
",Iilr-Mate, B"sebiu.. MIdi J8IWI8- ~ecl to give a spiritual
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interpretation to the Millennium, they found the strongest defence against their perversion of Scripture in the uniform.
unbroken, undeniable tradition of the church; a defence wbich
they endeavoured to undermine, by calling in qu.estion the
judgment of those through whom the Apostolic tradition wu.
fit'st transmitted. This was a sorry artifice; for those holy men
did not give forth the doctrine as their own, or as deduced from
their interpretation of Scripture-in which cases only their ju.Jgment would be of any consequence in deciding-but they declare the doctrine to have been by them received immediately
from the Apostles; and their veracit!J (which no one has dared.
to impugn), not their judgment, is the quality which decides
the question. It is as witnesses to facts that these early fathers
are produced, and veracity alone is sufficient to constitute a
good witness. But we shall shew that even their judgment was
not so slight as our opponents represent, and thIs by the most
unexceptionable testimony, the testimony of those who first
called it in question.
The earliest of those, fragments of whose writings on the
Millennium have come down·to us, is Papias; of whom Jerome
thus writes, in hisCatalogue of illustrious Men (xviii.): " Papiaa,
the hearer of John, bishop of Hierapolis in Asia, wrote only
five volumes, which he entitled
An Explanation of the
Discourses of our Lord :' in which, after asserting in the preface
that he followed not various opinions. but those which came
from the Apostles, he says, , I considered what Andrew, what
Peter had said, what Philip, what Thomas, what James, what
John, what Matthew, or any other of the disciples of onr
Lord; what, mOI'eover, Al'istion and John the Elder had spoken;
for reading books does not profit me so much, as conversing
with the living authors.'" And to the same effect Eusebius
records the words of Papias. Eccl. Hist. iii.: .. Nor will you be
son-y, that, together with our interpretations, I commit to
writing those things which I have formerly learnt from the
elders and committed to memory. For I never (as many do)
have followed those who abound in words, but rather those who
taught the truth: nor those WIIO taught certain new and u'flll!;customed precepts, but those who remembered the commands of
our Lord, handed down in parables, and proceeding from Truth
itself. But if at any time I met with one who had been conversant with the elders, from him I diligently inquired what
were the sayings of the elders .... For I thought that I could not
derive so great profit from the reading of books, as from the
conversation with men yet survivirrg:;"-Among the traditions
thus collected from the elders by Papias, stands that concern.
ing the marvellous fertility of the earth during the Millennium,
which has been made the subject of so much profane criticism:
I
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but some of these reverend doctors would surely have spared
their unhallowed levity, had they known that it was recorded
by Papias as a discourse of our Lord, handed down by John the
Evangelist. "The elders who had seen John, the disciple of
our Lord, remembered that they had heard from him what our
~rd taught concerning those, times, (the Mil~ennium), ~nd
s81d, ' The days' shall come m which the Vlne shall brmg
forth abundantly .....and com in like manner..... and all other
fruits and seeds and herbs, after their several kinds: and all
animals using those kinds of food which sprin~ from tbe earth,
shall become peaceful and harmonious one with anotber, being
perfectly obedient to man. But these things are credible only
to those who have faith. Then Judas the betrayer, not believing, and asking how such fertility should be brought about by
the Lord;' that our Lord said, 'Ther shaH see who come to
those times.' And of these very bmes Isaiah 1,lrophesying
saith, and the wolf shall dwell with the lamb.' " (Xl. 6.)
Grabe, in reference to the Millennium, observes, II As to the fact,
it is certain that all the orthodox Cbristians of the first ages ex}looted new heavens and a new earth, according to the saymgs of
the Apostles and the promises of tbe Prophets, at the second
coming of Messiah, to restore them to that state of felicity in
which they had flourished before Adam's fall. And the greater
part placed this felicity not only in spiritual blessings, but in
temporal also, persuaded that then only the earth would be
delivered from the curse inflicted upon it on account of Adam's
sin, and would bring forth an abundance of every good thing
without the labour of man. Which was also the opinion of the
early Jewish writers, as appears from, tbe say-ings of the Rabbies
quoted, Raymond Martin, Pug. Fid. p. hi. dist. iii. cap. 15 :
and Galatinus, lib. x. cap. 4. To wbicb I add the words of
Rab. Dav. Kimchi on Hos. xiv. 7, I They shall revive as the
corn,' that there shall be a change of nature in the wheat,
when the Redeemer (Messiah) comes. He understands the
cbange as if it shall not be necessary in that time to sow corn,
because it shall produce spontaneously, like the vine, 8tc. And
this opinion concerning the fertility of the earth, and the
change throughout the whole of nature, beyond all doubt
Papias also and those elders favoured, who transmitted to
posterity the words cited by Irenmus as uttered by our Saviour."
--'To these words of Gl'abe we may add the observations of the
venerable head of Magdalen (Routh's Reliquil8 Sacrm): .. As
to the source of thiB opinion concernins the renovation of the
earth, which formerly spread far and Wide, and even now continues among many theologians, Grabe has shewn that it was
held formerly by the early Jews. Moreover, Mosheim has shewn
(Sme. iii. § 38, p.721), that the Chiliasts existed among
I
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. Christians before the time of Pa»ias, and that Eusebius is unworthy of credit where he says that the hope of a Millenniu,u.
had been derived from the Bishop of Hierapolis by the succeeding Fathers. For since Papias was not the fir.t who
broached this opinion, but had himself received it from othel'1l,
which Eusebius himself does not conceal in this very place, it
is manifest, says Mosheim, that some Christians had imbibed
the opinion, from whom their successors might have learned it.
To this he adds, that Irenmus commends not Papias as the
author of this opinion. but only defends himselfby the testimony
of Papias." .. Again, it is important to observe, that as
Papias was rrobably the earliest of our writers who committed
any thing 0 this kind to writing, or expounded the Apocalypse
of John in this way, he therefore might seem in some sort the
leader and author to others of this cherished opinion concerning
the kingdom of Christ."
Those who oppose the doctrines of a. Millennium have generally made Papias the principal object of their attack. Eusebius
was one of the earliest of our opponents; and, when combating
the orthodox opinion of the reign of Christ, he speaks of Papias a8
a man of slender parts and shallow judgment, cap. 33. But when
he has no such feeling of hostility in his mind, and may therefore be supposed to exprel!ls his real unprejudiced sentiments, he
speaks of the same Pallias in the highest terms. After naming
Polycarp. tbe compamon of the Apostles, he says, U In .whose
time Papias, bishop of the churc1i in Hierapolis, enjoyed great
fame and .celebrity; a man most el?Suent in all things. and
skilful in the Scriptul·es." (Ecel. Hlst. iii. 30.) ThiS may
surely negative the insinuation, cap. 33, that he seems to have
been a man of slender genius, and leave us impressed with the
same reverence for Papias which his surviving contemporaries
and their immediate successors entertained. These all expected
the reign of Christ upon earth. Lactantius lived at the end of
the third century, and treats expressly on the Millennium,
saying, "This is the doctrine of the holl Prophets, which the
Christians follow: this is our wisdom.' Shortly after, A. D.
325, the Nicene Council met, and, in fixins: and defining all the
other articles of faith, thus decide on the Millennium: " Wherefore we expect new heavens and a new earth, according to
the holy Scriptures: at the appearance and kingdom or the
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ. And then, as
Daniel says, vii. 18, the saints of the Most High shall take
the kingdom. And the earth shall be pure, holy j the land of
the living, not of the dead." Here. then, the Millennium rests
on the same authority as the Nicene Creed, and we cannot
understand .on what principle those who receive the one ean
dare to rejeot the other. Jerome lived towards the. end of the
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fourth century; but though, for reasons which we shall immediately give, he wished to discountenanee a Millennium, yet,
rMerenclDg the multitude of holy men who held it, he durst
DOt condemn the doctrine: "Which opinions, though we follow
&bem not, yet condemn them we cannot, because manr of our
Ghurchmen and martyrs have affirmed such things.' Soon
after Jerome, men arose who were as stronglYfrejudiced against
the doctrine as himself, and who had none 0 hiS reverence for
antiquity to restrain them; which, combined with other circum.tances, to which we shall soon advert, threw a cloud over this
ad every pure Apostolic doctrine for nearly eight hundred years
of ignorance. But when the ReformatIon dawned, and the
church was roused from the long slumber of the dark ages, she
again turned to the Prophetic page for instruction and for warning; she again saw the necessity for comin~ out of Babylon,
and thundered forth the scriptural denunCiations against the
,. mother of abominations :" and thus shaking herselfloose from
plle8ent attachments, she looked forward with eager interest to the
manifestation of If the city of the living God, the New Jerusalem
which cometh down from heaven:" and these expectations were
recorded in the Catechism of Edward VI. 1553. Treating on
prayer, it is said," There followeth the first part of the Lord'.
Prayer, wherein we re9,uire, that not only we, but also all other
whosoever, may in holmess honour, reverence, and worship his
name •.•• In the second part,we require that his kingdom come.
For we see not yet all things in subjection to Christ: we see
not the Stone hewed ofl'from the mountain without work of man,
which also bruised and brought to nought the image which
Daniel describeth, that the only Rock, Christ, may obtain and
possess the dominion of the whole world, granted him of his
Father. Antichrist is not yet slain. For thiS cause do we long
for and pray that it may at length come to pass and be fulfillea,
that Christ may reign with his saints, according to God's promises: that he may live and be Lord in the worfd, according to
the decrees of the holy Gospel; not after the traditions and
laws of men, nor pleasure of worldly tyrants. Master: God
grant that his kingdom may come, and that speedily."-What
the framers of this catechism understood by" his kingdom," is
clearly set forth in a preceding part: •• The end of the world,
holy Scripture calleth the fulfilling and performance of the kingdom and mystery of Christ, and the renewing of all things.
For, saith the Apoetle Peter, in his Second Epistle, chap. iii.,' we
look for a new heaven, and a new earth, according to the promise of God, wherein dwel1eth righteousness.' And it seemeth
reason that corruption, unstedfast change, and sin, whereunto the
whole world is subject, should at length have an end ••.. according to the witness of the same Apostle, • The heavens shall pass
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away like .. storDl; the elements shaUmelt away; the earth and
all the works therein shall be consumed with fire:' as thongh
he should say, As gold is wont to be fined, so shall the whole
world be purifted with fire, and be brought to his full perfection.
Tbe lelser world, which is man, following the same, 8halllik~
wise be delivered from corruption and change. And so for man
this greater world, which for his sake was first created, shall
at length be renewed; and be clad with another hue, much
more pleasant and beautiful."
.
But as in the first ages Cerinthul!I and the heretics disgraced
the true doctrine by theIr gross inventions, so at the Reformation,
and subsequently among the Anabaptists and Fifth-monarchymen, false notions were blended with the Scriptural doctrinea by
wild and wicked men. All the errors, not only in this but in
every other doctrine, proceed from the desire to bend Scripture
to our corrupt inclinations, instead of conforming our inclinations
to the declarations of Scripture. A corrupt heart will bias the
judgment: a man must do the will of God, if he would know of
the doctrine. The early heretics were sensual, and they perverted the Millennium to sensuality: the Anabaptists and Fifthmonarchy-men were turbulent, ambitious spirits, and vainly
imagined that their prowess could establish the kingdom of the
Most High. We may think ourselves safe from delusions like
these ; but let us not be too secure: we have still the same
conupt affections to mislead us, and the same subtle adversary
to beguile us with a semblanbe of truth; and we may be sure,
that in proportion as he perceives the belief of an approaching
Millenmum increase, so wilJhe endeavour to defeat it, by setting
up unscriptural vagaries agl~able to the natural man, and, as far
as they are indulged in, so far subversive of the truth. Against
these let the true believt>'hJ>e most vigilantly jealous: let him
ever bear in mind, th~lft~lOne shall partake of the glorious
kingdom of Christ but .~~~ as have "the king~om of God
within" them now; that,i" ')hout holiness no man shall see the
Lord ;" th~t the. " purf¥ in h '.rt alon~ se~ God;" that it is " the
meek who mhertt the ~arth .,~at thiS kmgdom cometh" not by
might, nor by power, .I)ut 'b.~bty Spiri~, sai~h the ~rd;" and.
that, therefore, all thOSE: .. ~_ '1 ""Je to reign with Chrtst hereafter,
must be united to him by true and lively faith now, and that
our strength is to sit still, to "wait upon the Lord: for they
that wait upon him shall renew their strength; they shall
mount up with wings as eaglea ; they shall run and not be weary,
they shall walk and not faint." (Isa. xl. 31.)
In treating of the circumstances which led good men like
Jerome to deny the scriptural doctrine of a Millennium, it is
necessary to notice the perversioDiit and falsehoods introducedby wicked Olen, which were subsequently made use of as argo-
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ments for rejecting .the doctrine altogether.. That wick.ed men
have abused a doctrine, is a most insufficient reason for rejecting
it: no sound doctrine of Scripture would be retained by those
.who follow this line of argument; for there is not one of the
articles of our faith which has not been at some time or other
abused. But these men, who perverted the doctrines of the
Millennium, have always been denounced as heretics, and
thunned and detested by the scriptural Millenarians, as much
as by our opponents. The earliest of these heretics was Cerinthus, who hved in the first century, and debased the glorious
.doctrine of the kingdom into a mere sensual Mohammedan paradise. But there was scarcely anyone article of the Christian
faith which he did not in like manner debase: the Trinity, the
Inca.rnation, the Resurrection, and the sacraments, were all corrupted by him. In thaJe we should think it folly to reject the
truth because he had debased it: let us, then, extend the same
equal measure to the Millennium, and retain that part of it which
is scriptural, though Cerinthull laboured to disgrace it by his
gross additions. It is recorded by Irenreus, that Cerinthus was
once in a bath when the Apostle John entered the house; who,
finding the heretic there, retreated with the utmost precipitation,
lest the roof should fall and crush him also: yet to this man,
absurd as it may seem, IOma have attributed the Apocalypse!
(Euseb. Hist. vii. 20.) ~bion, Marcion, and the Alogi, propagated other heretical opipions; but Irenreus and the orthodox
fathers did not therefore reject tim reign of. Christ: they were
impelled the more diligeptly to iqOulrlite it according to the
manner in which ScriptufCl descriht. it. and a Millennium of
blessedness to the s.aints, pn a put".ced and regenerated ea~h,
was the general bebef of t~e orth~~~_church down to the tIme
of· Constantine's professioli of Ch~_~it,Y. But at that period
a 'change of doctrine begaQ, which'SI, ~tamly to be attributed to
the change in the religlOn of th ,tpire. With the reign of
Christ other great events ar~ co, . t 'd in Scripture, as preparing for or accompanying its ~ecdu .tion: the most prominent of these are, the destruction f Babv on and the restoration
of the Jews. For the first thre,b tur~ls, the whole Christian
church applied the Babylon ~;~ .~~ A.rbcalypse to Rome, and
rejoiced in the prospect of the downfal of their persecutors.
Papias, according to Jerome, explaining 1 Pet. v. 13, "The
church that is at Babylon sal"teth YO\1," says that Babylon
meant Rome. Jerome begins ~ ~face to his translation of
Didymus thus: "When I dwelt ~ Babylon, and was a guest of
the purple harlot, and lived after ~ manner of Romans," &c.
On laa. xlvii. he says, "The dau~h~ of Babylon, some interpret not of Babylon itself, but of ~me; which, in the Apocalypse of John, and in the Epistle of Peter, is specially called
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Babylon: and all things which are here spoken of Bab:ylon are
cited as agreeing with Its (}lome's) ruin." So also in hiS Epistles (ad Marcellam, &c.) he applies the threats in the Apocalypse
to Rome. But when, inlStead of the persecutor, Rome became
the protector of the churoh. and Christianity was made by Constantine the religion of the empire, they began to apply the
denunciations against Babylon only to Pagan Rome. They
fiattel'ed themselves with the hope that the universal reception
of the Gospel was about to follow, nOW that the rulers of the
world undertook its patronage; and they not. only ceased to
regard the destruction of Rome as necessary to the deliverance
of the church, but considered the deliverance as already attained. But a difficulty stood in their way: for the destruction of
Babylon foretold in Scripture is so tremendous and complete
that no one could for a moment maintain that it had been fulfilled in Rome; and the context of the passages made it impossible, by any simple and fair interpretation, to transfer the
judgments to old Babylon: they therefore adopted the two
notable expedients; first, of shifting the application, even in the
same verse, making part apply to Babylon, part to Rome; and
secondly, when the prophecy, even after this shifting, still hits
too hard upon Rome, they spiritualized its meaning and lightened
its ominous forebodings to that degree as to make it a very
bearable burden of woe. By these delusions they br~ught themselves to understand the judgments figuratively, and with great
limitations: the blessings promised after the judgments were also
made figurative, and to be limited in the same manner: and with
these qualifications they thought Babylon might be understood
as already destroyed, and the Millennium might be understood
as already begun! ! ! We may tolerate such fond fancies in those
who, like Eusebius, lived in the time of Constantine; but the
COUl:se of a few years ought to have dissi,Pated the dream. That
was not the reign of righteousness in whlch Julian the Apostate
or the later emperors bore sway; nor were swords beat into
plough-shares and spears into pruning-hooks, when Justinian,
whom Procopius, compared to a demon from hell, laid waste the
fairest portions of the empire, or when the Goths and Vandals
sacked and re-sacked all its capital cities. Yet, strange to say, .
this absurd notion of a Millennium beginning with Constantine
has been adopted by Grotius, and after him by Hammond; and
such men are· quoted as of authority in the interpretation of
Scripture! If these causes operated to discountenauce the true
understanding of the AJ!ocalypse when Christianity was only
taken under the protectlOn of the state, they woultl produce
much ~reater effect in the Papal times~ when the church usurped
lordship over the civil r,0wers, and when in the full tide of prosperity she exclaimed, • I sit a queen, I am no widow." "The,
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eternal city" is the name they have given to Rome~ and the pope
and his adherents have ever discountenanced those interpretations which imply any change in the future condition of their
church, especially those which infer judgments to come. And
we of the Protestant church seem too much lulled into the security incident to an old establishment, and can scarcely bear to
be told of judgments on Babylon, lest in their course they should
involve ourselves. Nay, more, as a nation we have even identified ourselves with Babylon, as if to record in the most public
manner our disbelief of the threatened vengeance of God. But
the judgments will come, and every month evinces their accelerated approach; and it is this conviction, which the study of
prophe~y has force~ home upon our min~s, t~at promets u~ to
urge with all possible earnestness the Immment penl whlch
now impends over our church; and vresses upon our spirits to
entreat her to employ diligently the short breathing-time which
is allowed her, to examine these things, to profit by them, and
thus escape the wrath to come.
It is not easy to collect wholly, or to ascertain exactly,
what were the opinions of the early orthodox Millenarians.
The opinions of the heretical Chiliasts are known from the refutati?ns of th,eir ,op~o~ents. and, as being: notor,ious, have been
often Imputed mdIscnmmately to all the Millenanans. But of the
orthodox believers in this doctrine we have only a few fragments
handed down to us; yet from these remains we may infer, that in
the general interpretation of prophecy. and in all the main points
of its application, they agreed preclsely with us: we only fill
up with more minute details the general outline which they had
drawn. They knew that" the mystery of iniquity," which was
then at work (2 Thess. ii, 7), and was then restrained both
I I by him that did let," or hinder, and by the faithfulness of the
early church, should at length be revealed as " the man of sin, the
wicked one," by the" fallIng away" (ver. 3) of the church, and
" the taking out of the way of him who now letteth" (ver. 7) ;
and that then the" Lord should consume him with the spirit of
his mouth, and destroy him with the brightness of his coming"
(ver.8). In their commentaries on the different passages in
which this mystery of iniquity, wicked one, or Antichrist, is
mentioned, they maintain, That the Antichristian principle then
at work would at length gather head, and concentrate all its
power and malignity in one individual, who should lead the
final Antichristian confederacy, and fulfil all that is predicted of
the "wicked one" (2 Thess. it. 8); of the "lawless king" (Dan.
xi.36); of the" beast" (Rev. xvii. 13); and of the ,. Assyrian"
(lea. xiv. 25). And they considered Antiochus and the other
persecutors to have been but types of this last and greatest
oppressor of the church. The sufferings inflicted by this im-
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personation of all evil, they held to be that" time of great tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of this world to
this time, no nor ever shall be" (Matt. xxiv. 21; Mark xiii. 19;
Dan.xii.l; Rev. xvi. IS ; Isa. xxiv. 5-19) :~That this tribulation
will be so great, that, " except the Lord had shortened those days,
no flesh should be saved: but for:the elect's ~ake, whom he hath
chosen, he hath shortened the days" (Mark xiii. 20) :-That in
this time of her greatest extremity Christ himself will interposefor the deliverance of his church: It Behold, the day cometh
that shall burn. as an oven" ..... " But unto you that fear my
name shall the Sun of Righteousness arise with healing on his
wings" (Mal. iv. 1, 2) : -That the first effect of this interposition of our Lord shall be, the raising of the dead saints, and the
attendant change of the bodies of the living saints, who shall be
thus prepared to meet him on his descent: "The dead in Christ
shall rise first: then we which are alive and remain shall be caught
up together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the
air" (1 Thess. iv. 17) :-That his coming shall be with the same
glorious body, and in the same manner, as at his ascension:
" This same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven,
shall so come in like manner as ye have seen him go into
heaven" (Acts i. 11; Matt. xxiv. 30); and probably to the same
place, It His feet shall stand on the Mount of Obves" (Zech.
xiv. 4) :-That he alone shall execute the vengeance of God
on the assembled hosts of his enemies: "I have trodden the
wine-press alone" (Isa.lxiii. 3 ; Rev. xix. 15) : -That all his people
shall be with him, to witness this vengeance on his foes: "The
Lord my God shall come, and all.the saints with thee" (Zech.
xiv. 5); I f At the coming of our Lord Jesus with all his saints"
(1 Thess. iii. 13); "They that are Christ's at his coming: "-That
there shall thenceforth be no more separation between the Lord
and his people: "I will see you again, and your heart shall
rejoice, and your joy no man taketh from you ...... Father, I will
that they also whom thou hast given me may be with me where
I am, that they may behold my glory which thou. hast given
me" (John XVI. 22; xvii. 24); "So shall we ever be with the
Lord" (l Thess. iv. 17) :-That the restoration of the Jews and
people of Israel shall then be completed, and their government administered bv Christ and his saints: "In the regeneration, .when the Son ~f Man shall sit on the throne of his glory,
ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes
of Israel" (Matt. xix. 28); .. To him that overcometh will I
grant to sit with me on my thro~e, even ~s I also.~vercame and
am set down with my Father on hiS throne' (Rev. lll. 21):-And
that the whole creation, which was subjected to vanity and the
!>ond~ge of ~orrup.t~Qn by Adam's fall (Rom. viii. 19, &e.), s~all;
m thIS manifestatIOn of the sons of God, have that glOrIOUS
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liberty which with out-stretched neck it so earnestly longs
for; and the ~und itself, cursed for Adam's sin, and condemned to bnng forth thorns and thistles (Gen. iii. 17), shall
partake in the general restitution: "The wolfand the lamb shall
feed together, and the lion shall eat straw like the bullock .....
Tbey shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain, saith
the Lord" (Isa. lxv. 25; xi. 4, 6, 10); "Instead of the thorn
shall come up the fir-tree, and instead of the brier shall come up
the myrtle-tree; and it shall be to .the Lord for a name, for an
eyerlastin~ sign, that shall not be cut off" (Isa.lv. 13).-Most of
these posltiOIll'lafe stated explicitly in the different writings of
the Fathers which still remain; as, the Commentary on Daniel
by Hippolytus, and his Treatises on Antichrist, and the Consummation of the World. They are also to be found in the works
of Irenams. Tertullian, and Lactantius; and many of them are
approved by Jerome, in his replies to Porphyry, and iu his commentaries on the several texts quoted, especially on Dan. xi.,
where he says that Antiochus is to be considered as a type of
the last Antichrist, who shall be destroyed by our Lord descending on the Mount of Olives, in the same form and manner
as he from thence ascended (Dan. xi. 45; Acts i. 11).
These are the principal events which are mentioned in Scripture as preceding and accompanying the Millennium: many
more might be enumerated, and still more inferred, for at that
time shall be realized every definite idea of happiness which
the mind of a Christian can conceive or desire. It is the
glorious U dispensation of the fulness of times, when all things
shall be gathered together (recapitulated) in one in Christ,
both which are in heaven and 'which are on earth, even in him,"
who is "the Head over all things to the church, which is his
body, the fulness of him that filleth all in all" (Eph. i. 10,22). It
is u the restitution of all things" (Acts iii. 21) :-the glorification
of the saints (Phil. iii. 21) ;_u the adoption," which those who
Ilave the first fruits of the Spirit still expect (Rom. viii. 23);the "manifestation of the sons of God, for which the whole
creation waiteth" (Rom. viii. 19) i-the ., new heavens and the
Rew .earth" (Isa.lxv; Rev. xxi) i-the "new covenant" (Jer.
xxxi. 31);-the " new Jerusalem," and the" marriage of the
Lamb" (Rev. xix. 7) i-the restoration of the Jews to their Jerusalem; their Hephzi-bah, and the Beulah ofthe laud (Isa. lxii.
4) ;-.the binding of Satan, and the reign of righteousness and
peace (Rev. xx). "And it shall be at diat day, saith the LORD,
that thou shalt call me 'My Husband;' and shalt call me no
more • My Lord '•....And in that day I will make a covenant for
them with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven,
and with the creeping things of the ground: and I will break
the bow and the sword and the battle out of the earth; and I will
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make them to lie down safely. And I will betroth thee unto
me for ever; yea, I will betroth thee unto me in righteousness,
and in judgment, and in loving-kindness, and in mercies. I
will even betroth thee unto me in faithfulness, and thou shalt
know the Lord. And it shall come to pass in that day, I will hear,
saith the Lord, I will hear the heavens, and they shall hear the
earth; and the earth shall hear the com, and the wine, and the oil;
and they shall hear Jezreel. And I will sow her unto me in the
earth; and I wiH have mercy upon her that had not obtained.
mercy; and I will say to them which were not my people, Thou
art my people; and they shaH say, Thou art my God"
(Hosea ii. 16-23).. I f After this I beheld, and, 10, a great
multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, and
kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and
before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in their
hands; and cried with a loud voice, saying, Salvation to our
God which sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb ......
These are they which came out of great tribulation, and have
washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the
Lamb. Therefore are they before the throne of God, and serve
him day and night in his temple: and he that sitteth on the
throne shall dwell among them. They shall hunger no more,
neither thirst any more; neither shall the sun light on them,
nor any heat. For the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne
shall feed them, and shall lead them unto living fountains of
waters: and God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes"
(Rev. vii. 9-17). "And every creature which is in heaven, and
on the earth, and under the earth, and such as are in the sea,
and all that are in them, heard I saying, Blessing, and honour,
and glory, and power, be unto him that sitteth upon the throne,
and unto the Lamb for ever and ever" (Rev. v. 13). EDIT.
Many other testimonials might have been adduced, but they are generally
well known; such asIreneu8 says that 666 was in all the ancient and approved copies, and that
he had it al80 confirmed to him by those who had seen John face to face.
Dr. Cressener, speaking of this testimony of IreDllI!us, says, " There can hardly
be given a more unquestionable or more particular testimony concerning the
true author of any book, at any distance from the time it was wrote in, than
this is. Here is a particular search after all the copies of it, soon after the·
writing of it, with the concurrent testimony of those who knew the author
himself." (Introd.)
Mede says, "The Apocalypse bath more human (not to speak of Divine)
authority, than any other book of the New Testament besides, even from the
time it was delivered" (ii.747).
Sir I. Newton says: "I do not find any other book of the New Testament 10
strongly attested, or commented upon so early, as this" (p. 247).
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La plupart des plus grands certitudes que nous ayons, ne sont fondEes que sur

un fort petit nombre de preuves qui separ~es ne sont pBS inCaillihles, et qUi pourtant daDII certaines circonstances se fortifient teJlement par I'addition de I'une a
I'autre, qu'il yen a plus qu'j) n'en Caut pour condamner d'extravagance quiconCJ.ue
I rhsisteroit; et qu'il n'y a point de demonstration dont il ne fllt plus alse
ife se faire naitre Ie doute danll i'esprit •••• Cllr quoiqu'on ne pllt peut.htre
demontrer danl la rigueur de la geometrie, qU'llucune de ces preuves en par.
ticulier soit indubitable, elles ont nellnmoina une telle force etant BSsemblees
qU'elles convainquent tout autrement que ce que lea geometres appellent demonstration. Ce qui vient de ce que les preuves de geometrie ne font Ie plus
lOuvent 'Iu'llter la replique lans repandre aucune lumiere dans I'esprit ni montrer
Ia chose a decouvert; au lieu que celles·ci la mettent, pour ainsi dire, devant les
yeux: et la raison en est, ql1'elles sont dans nos veri tables voies, et que nous
avons plus de facilite B nous en servir surement, que des principea de geometrie,
dont peu de tetes sont capable, jl1sques la que tout infaillibles qu'ils 80nt, les
seomEtrel eux.m~me. se trompent et se brouillent lOuvent.-PAICAL.

EVERY thing that comes immediately from God. is orderly.
harmonious, and perfect: his word, as much so as his work. If
in either we do not perceive order and perfection, we may rest
assured that it is only because we do not yet know the principle
by which it is regulated, and that the Imperfection is in ourselves. not in the work. Till our own times, the Apocalypse has
lain under the imputation of irregularity. and arbitrary, or accidental, arrangement; as the events to which interpreters applied its predictions. did not easily and naturally fall into that
order of sequence in which the symbols were placed. and the
predictions given. In attempting to explain these supposed
Irregularities, different systems were invented; and, as was to be
expected in every system but the true one, they generally, in
adjusting one seeming irregularity, occasioned disorder in some
other portion of the book. Much the same did it fare with
astronomy, while they attempted to reconcile the motions of the
heavenly bodies with the systems of Ptolomy or Des Cartes;
and even after the true system had been announced by Copernicus, many. unable to shake off old prejudices, adhered pertinaciously to those erroneous notions which had so long prevailed. But when Newton discovered the law by which the
motions of the heavenly bodies were regulated, and demonstrated the universality of its application, the whole science of
astronomy took a new direction; and his successors have been
profitably employed in completing. by their combined exertions,
that system which he had fixed on an immovable basis. In our
science, of the interpretation of prophecy, we have passed our
Copernican rera. which began with Mede. and has been further
developed and perfected by his successors, especially during
the last fifteen years (whose services to our science may be
paralleled with those of Kepler to astronomy); and we only
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waited for some general principle, as universallD its application
to our science as gravitation was to astronomy; and which, 1
verily believe, We have now received, in the system of Times and
Seasons, as explained in an article in Number I. of this work.
I take to myself no other merit than that of endeavouring to
apply this important discovery. I am delighted in finding it
not only universally applicable, but explanatory and illustrative
wherever it is introduced. I shall therefore now endeavour to
fix the structure of the Apocalypse by this system, which I
have hitherto found an infallible guide.
.
In studying the Apocalypse, a difficulty is usually felt at th~
outset, from an appearance of disorder in the arrangement, by
the necessity of returning back, in some succeeding chapter, to
periods of time already gone over in a preceding chapter: as
lD xi. xii. xiii., each of which is to some extent parallel with the
other two chapters; or in xiv. 19, 20, xix. 15, where, the treading
of the wine-press being in both the same event, the events preceding it must also be paralleled, and the narrative consequently
must have returned to an earlier period of time, before xix. 15.
A little further examination shews that a certain classification
is observed :-that the seasons of the year, namely, firstfruits, harvest, and vintage are kept together in one series, as
xiv.; that the allusions to the tabernacle or temple are ke~
distinct from the seasons, as xi. xii. xiii.; and that it is in this
tabernacle series only that dates are given-as, forty-two months
(xi. 2), 1260 days (xi.3), three days and a half (xi. 9, 11),
1260 days (xii.6), time, times, and a half (xii. 14), forty-two
months (xiii. 5), 666 (xiii. 18). And we further observe, that
the seals, trumpets, and vials (which I shall shew to be political
events bearing on the church), have all some allusions which
serve to attach them to the two regulating series of seasons and
times. And also that the times do not extend lower than the period
of the beast's supremacy (xiii. 5): and at this period, when the
1260 days expire, the seasons begin, and run on to the end of
this present dispensation, and to the beginnin~ of the Millennium.
To understand the beauty and propriety ot this classification,
we must bear in mind the typical history to which it alludes
(namely, the tabernacle in the wilderness,) and the fixed time.
on which its service was performed; and the seasons, which commenced after crossing Jordan and coming out of the wilderness.
During this time series of 1260 days, the church is represented
as in the wilderness, "in a place prepared of God, nourished
from the face of the serpent" (xii. 6, 14; fed with manna;)
having no seasons to fix her feasts, but numbering them by the
return of months. Now the Mosaic ordinances, thou~h given
in the wilderness, all looked forward to the time of theu settlement in the land; and the great feasts of the Jewish year, though
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fixed to certain days of the month, were in fact regulated by the
seasons, for it was necessary to present at each of them certain
fruits of the ground. This shews us the propriety, and, if we
may so speak, the necessity, of placing the series of seasons (xiv.)
at the end of the 1260 days, or wilderness period; and at the
head of that period of time in which the mystery of God is
unveiled and finished, regulating the order of each event in that
series.
Chap. xiv. ushers in that portion of the Revelation which the
slightest inspection shews to be the most important of the
wllole book. J t begins with the visitation on Babylon, and runs
on to the overthrow of all the powers of evil, to make way for
the kingdom of Christ. All the preceding revelations point
onwards to this time; and all the Old-Testament Prophets look
forward to it, as" the last days," "the time of the end," H the
day of the Lord," 8tc. Now the Prophets are commanded to
aeal u.p the vision till the II time of the end " (Dan. xii. 4). when
the Wlae shall understand (Dan. xii. 10): "In the latter days ye
shall consider it perfectly" (Jer. xxiii. 20, xxx. 24). I therefore
conclude this to be the period when the prophecy'is unsealed:
which is also indicated by internal evidence in the Apocalypse
itself; for angels of the vials are sent expressly to reveal to the
Apostle (who represents the church) the events of this time (xvii.
1, xix. 9, 'Xxi, 9, xxii. 8). At this time too, in xv. 4 it is said
fC thy judgments are made manifest;" and this time of unsealin~
the prophecy is also the anrJouncement of the coming of Christ (XVI.
15, xxii. 7), previous to his actual coming (xi. 18, xxii. 12)-.
The great festivals of the Jewish year were the Passover, the
Feast of Weeks, and the Feast of Tabernacles; at each of which
every male was obliged to appear before the Lord (Ex. xxiii. 14,
17; xxxiv. 23; Lev. xxiii. 6, 15,34,39). The Passover was on the
fourteenth of the first month-nearly answering to our Easter;
but as it was necessary to wave a sheaf of com as first-fruits of
the harvest "on the morrow after the sabbath" (Lev. xxiii. 11,
15), and as the Feast of Weeks was numbered, "seven weeks
from the time of putting the sickle to the corn" (Deut. xvi. 9),
these feasts were, in fact, regulated by the harvest; the calendar being adjusted to the seasons by intercalating another month,
called the second Adar, if the harvest was too backward to allow
of offering a sheaf on the regular 14th of Abib ; and Abib (which
means green ear$) received Its name from being thus connected
• That such a time of unveiliug the mystery would arrive, Newton had the
sagacity to {>erceive; and he also assigned the true reason why these {>rophecies
were not understood before: "The time i. not yet come," says he, "for understanding them perfectly, because the main revolution predicted in them is not
yet come to pass " ......" Till then, we must content ourselves wid, interpreting
what hath been already fulfilled."
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with the ears of com offered as first fruits. The third great feast,
that of Tabernacles, was also called the Feast of Ingatherings
(Ex. xxiii. 16), because it was held seven days after they had
Ie gathered in the com and the wine" (Deut. xvi. 13); and
therefore it also depended upon the seasons, and might be delayed, if necessary, by intercalating six days in the preceding
months.
This principle is carried into the Apocalypse, and explains
why chap. xiv., with its series of seasons, is placed at the head
of that period in the revelation when the mystery of God is
unveiled and finished, regulating the order and fixin~ the
relative time of each event 10 that series. Our Lord sanctioned
this principle in his discourses to the disciples; instructing them
to take warning from indications of the same kind: .. The fields
are white for harvest" (John iv. 35): "When the fig-tree
putteth forth leaves, ye know that summer is near" (Mark xiii.
28). Thus, in the Apocalypse, the reaping (xiv. 15) is when the
.. harvest is ripe ;" the vintage (18), when the clusters are" fulll
ripe :" indicatmg to us that we are to seek for signs of the Lord I!I
coming in the state of his people; and take our warning of
coming judgments from the state of the world, rather £han
from any calculated epoch or period. For the same wise end the
time of the great period of 1260 was not known with certainty
till its ~xpiration, when the seasons bega,n; and it is only by a
retrograde calculation that we have fixed Its commencement, and
determined thereby the earlier periods of the first four seals.
Those who agree with me thus far will think it their wisdom
and duty to study the Apocalypse in the same order in which its
mystery has been unfolded, and consider chap. xiv. as the calendar, or index, regulating all the other parts of the book; and
so much the more when they perceive diat this period, to which
such importance is given in the Revelation, includes this very
time in which we now live. The series of events being given briefly
in chap. xiv. in the order of the seasons of the year, and the
characteristic " signs of the times" indicated, the same series is
repeated, with its political emblems, to give it time, in chapters
xv. xvi. xvii., and a~in repeated with its ecclesiastical emblems,
to give it place, xVlli. xix. ; and in each of the three series some
corresponding links of connection are gi ven, to bind them all together as one history. "Babylon is fallen," xiv. 8, connects it
with xviii. 2; and both point on to the infliction of this threat,
xvi. 19, xvii. 16. "The wine-press trodden without the city,"
xiv. 20, connects with xvi. 16, and xix. 15. So also the seven
angels coming out of the temple (xv. 6, as also 7, 8), are
ecclesiastical emblems introduced in the ,Political series; while
King of kings (xix. 16, xvii. 14) are political emblems intro-
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doced in the ecclesiastical series, and serve the same purpose of
binding together all the several series .
. There is in the Apocalypse a sort of double action-the first a
sign and premonition of the second-which it may be as well to
mention here, though it is found in many other parts of the book.
One instance has been already mentioned-viz. the annoulIcement of our Lord's speedy coming, xvi. 15, xxii. 7, xiv. 14, (anaweringto the sign of the Son of Man, Matt. xxiv. 30); and his
coming with reward, xi. 18, xxii. 12, (Matt. xxiv. 30, latter
clause.) So also there are two earthquakes (xi. 13-19); the
first of which shakes, the second of whICh overwhelms Babylon.
The shaking of the first is compared to a mighty wind bringing
down untimely figs (vi. 13) ; but in the following verses (14-17)
language is used which carries the mind on to the final earthquake (xi. 19, xvi. 18-21), in which ,. every island fled away,
and the mountains were not found." Upon mature consideration,
I think that both earthquakes are included in vi. 13-17; the
whole period, from the expiration of the 1260 days till the treading of the wine-press, being considered as one act of judgment on
Babylon: to the whole of which I believe the seahng extends;
the" untimely figs" seeming to intimate that the precocity of
wickedness outruns, as it were, the purpose of God, provoking
his judgments before the proper time; while the slow growth of
the wheat, and the backwardness of the season in his church,
does, as it were, restrain and delay the complete destruction of
Babylon, till the harvest of the earth is fully ripe. .. Let both
grow together till hal'vest" (Matt. xiii. 30). "The earth
bringeth forth fruit of herself•••• but when the fruit is brought
forth, immediately he putteth in the sickle, because the harvest
is come" (Mark iv. 29).
For studying the Apocalypse with advantage, we should
always bear in mind the class of persons for whose instruction
it was intended. It was not for unbelievers. for they would not
receive it: it was not for Jews, for they would never read it:
it was not for worldly men, for to them it would have no interest.
It is therefore vain to expect in the Apocalypse any thing applicable to the infidel, the Jew, or the worldling, beyond those
general judgments denounced in it against all the wicked. But
ti,e Apocalypse was intended for the instruction of true Christians,
or the real church of God. We accordingly firid that the en~
kept constantly in view throughout the book is to shew the
final triumph and glory of the church; and all political changes
and revolutions are noticed only in their bearings on the church,
as advancing or retarding this expected consummation. The
prophetic viSIOns ofthe Apocalypse (ch. iv.) open with a display
of the adoration due to its Creator by the whole creation, and
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which the redeemed creation shall be ultimately advanced to
partake in. This display, and these acts of adoration, precede
the opening of the Beven-sealed book; which contains, as we
shall see, the history of God's dealings with bis church during
the whole spiritual or Christian dispensation; which is closed
(vii. 9, ]2) with an act of adoration by the church similar to
that by the creation with which the VIsions open (v. 9-14).
The sealed book contains the record of the purpose of God. This
purpoBe was unrevealed till "the Lion of the tribe of Judah" .
(Rev. v. 5), " the Lamb slain" (6), prevailed to open the book,
and loose the seals thereof. A display of God's glory is the
sum of the purpose; the church is the object in which this
portion of its manifestation takes place; and the powers of
the world (overruled by the providence of God for this very end)
are the instruments by which this manifestation is brought
about. During the period included in the seals, Christ reveals,
or declares, those events which the church acts or manifests;
but,. when this period is past, Christ becomes the manifestation,
as well as the revealer: the Word of God comes forth in visible
form, as King of kings; becomes the express Image of God's
glory; and advances his church to a partnership in the throne,
whieh he then ascends. The seals are opened in succession by
Christ himself; indicating that the events which these seala
unfold shalJ. be brought about by the immediate instrumentality
of our Lord, as the administrator of God's providence: " All
power is given to me in heaven and on earth."-The trumpets
are in all respects different. The revelations in them are not·
opened by Christ himself, but by angels; and they are wholly
of a judicial and penal character, without the hope or prospect
of refonn (ix. 21).-The vials also are wholly of wrath: "in
them is filled up the wrath of God" (xv. 1): and they also
are poured out by angels, not 6,. Christ himself; and one of the
living creatur£'s gives them the vials.
.
Prophecy being designed for the instruction of the church,
pelitical changes are noticed therein only as they affect the
~horch i and the -seals I ~onsider as re~~ling those chan~
10 ChrIstendom, too statton of the VISIble ch:urch, whIch'
should be brought abou.t by the extraordinary interposition
of God, so as to be regarded. by all as proceeding immediately
from God-as, the conversion of Constantine, at the begin'ning of the series; and the wrath of the Lamb, at the end of
it (vi. 2, 16). The trumpet series represents the judgments
of God OR an apostate and idolatrous church; beginning with·
heavy judgments, which increase in severity, but produce no'
repentance: C4 They repented not of the works of their hands,
that they slwuld not worship devils," &.c. (ix. 20.) . These
judgments are inflicted by angels; indicating that they are
1'01•• I.-NO. IlT.
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brought about in the ordinary providence of God. The vial
series are judgments not only on an apostate church, but on
those polit.ical rulers who, having been raised for the protection
of the church, have'become her tyrants and oppressors; The first
brings a sore on them that worshipped the image of the beast'
(xvi. 2): the fifth is poured on the seat of the beast (ver. lO) :
and so of the rest. But these vials, we shall see, come into the'
period of time included in the sixth seal; and as that seal is
opened by Christ himself, so these vials (see x. 1) have their
beginning in that extraordinary display of God's power; but
the succeeding vials being only poured by angels, are brought
about in the ordinary workings of Providence. The first four seals,
first four trumpets, and first four vials, have this common character, that they bring down the opposing power against which
they are severally directed: and the fifth and Sixth in each
serIes bring in the several scourges (the Papal, the Turkish,
and the Infidel) which prepare for the seventh of each; which
simultaneously burst in combined and universal judgment.
upon the heads of all those upon whom the six preceding
ones had separately fallen. When the seventh seal is opened
" there was silence in heaven about the space of half an hour"
(viii. 1): when the seventh angel sounds (xi. 15), "the kingdoms of this world become the kingdoms of our Lord:" and
when the seventh vial is poured (xvi. 17), u It is done." These
periods agree in time with xix. 11, when" heaven is opened,"
and the Word of God comes forth to take to him his great power
and reign; and when (14) "the armies in heaven follow him,"
to witness his mighty deeds. Now, it would be an inconsistency to represent him as receiving the worship of the heavenly hosts at the time when he is represented as taking vengeance on his foes; ,and therefore it is said, in the seventh seal,
.. there was silence in heaven half an hour." But, then, they
shall enter in triumph into the New Jerusalem, singing, " Lift
up your heads, 0 ye gates; and be ye lift up, ye everlasting
doors; and the King of Glory shall come in. Who is this
King of Glory? The Lord, strong and mighty; the Lord,
Qlighty in battle" •••• " The Lord of hosts, he is the King of
Glory." And there shall he fix his throne: for it is written
(Ezek. xliii. 7), " The place of my throne, and the place of the
soles of my feet, where I will d well in the midst of the children
of Israel for ever."
The seals, trumpets, and vials, I consider as being in themselves political emblems; but, to connect them with the church,
ecclesiastical sign.s are interspersed-as, the living creatures, in
the first four seals; the souls beneath the altar, in the fifth
seal; and. the day of wrath, in the sixth seal. So also in the
.trumpet series ecclesiastical embleD,ls are introduced, in the
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altar, incense, and fire (viii. 3, 5); in the allusions to fountains
of water and idolatry (viii. 10, ix. 20); and in the temple (xi. 19).
And in the vial series their connection with the church is indicated by the angels coming out of the temple (xv. 6), and in
priestly garments; by one of the living creatures giving them
the vials; and by the" voice from the tbrone" (xvi. 17), which
is the signal for the plagues of the seventh vial, and the filling
up of the wrath of God. The proper and exclusive history of the
visible church is given in emblems borrowed from the tabernacle and Jewish ritual; and it is in this series that the times
are' given,as being associated with the fixed feasts of the Mosaic
l~w, the bands to the children of Israel of ecclesiastical and national polity: these emblems occur chiefly in xi. xii. xiii. And,
as we have.seen above, the history of the spiritual church is given
in emblems taken from the seasons of the year, chiefly in xiv.
I do not mean to treat on the external form of the seven-sealed
book, thinking it a question of curiosity rather than instruction;
but, taking it as recorded in the Apocalypse, we find three
grand divisions,-the seven seals, the seven trumpets, and the
.seven vials. These appear to me three distinct series; nor can
I find ,in the text any warrant for combining them into one
series; or interchanging the persons, places, or things they
severally refer to. But I consider them as three distinct series,
referring to three distinct classes of objects; diverging at their
commencement, and re-uniting at their termination, but continuing distinct during their whole course. This will, I think,
be manifest from the following considerations. Six of the seals
are opened in chap. vi.; the first beginning with thunder, the
sixth with an earthquake (12), whose effects are described in
language similar to that in Isai. xxxiv. 4. Now the context
in fsaiah shews us that it is the "great slaughter in the land
of Idumea," preceding " the day of the Lord's vengeance, and
the year of recompences for the controversy of Zion" (8); called
also (Rev. vi. 17) "the great day of his wrath." These six
seals, therefore, form a complete series, running down to the
time of the end; which is further confirmed by the sealing in
ch. vii., which is evidently to protect them from the effects of
the sixth seal, and which vii. 15-17 shews will last to the
Millennium.-The trumpet series follows, in ch. viii.; and we
are therefore compelled to go back for its commencement: and
we must begin from the time when the earth, or Roman empire,
was divided into three parts by Constantine; for it is a third,
or one of these divisions only, which is smitten under all the
trumpets, except the fifth; which fifth, being the Saracen woe,
extended its ravages beyond the limits of the other five. The
place scourged under the trumpets is further defined as the
arena of the four angels of the river Euphrates, with their hordell
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of cavalry (x. 14). And the 4l6venth trumpet, like the sidh
seal, carries us down to the time of the ~nd, when" the myste.,.
of God shall be finished" (x. 7), and "the kiDgdoma of·t8ia
world become the kingdoms of our Lord and of hll Cbria, and
he shall reign for ever" (xi. 15).-For the commencemeat of
the third (or vial) series, we must therefore allo go back, though
lIot to 80 early a period; for the firtlt vial is poured upon those
who have the mark of tbe beast and worship his image (xvi. 2),
and therefore cannot be carried back to an earlier time than
that mentioned in xiii. 16, which is long subsequent to Constan tine; being the Papacy in its lamb-like form: and we shall
presently see that this senes begins with the sealing, ch. vii.
and the first-fruits xiv. 1-4 being the same who have gotten
the victory over the beast (xv. 2). The vial series al80, like
the two preceding, carry us down to the time of the end; being
" the seven last plagues; for in them is filled up the wrath of
God" (xv. 1): and these plaguee are for tbe iiestruction of
Babylon; another proof that W6 cannot eommence them till
after the period assigned to Babylon (xi. 2; xii. 6, 14; xiii. 5).
Having thus ascertained the distinctness of the three series,
and that they all carry us down to the time of the end, they
must be to some extent parallel with each other, and have-events
which synchronize together. Let us therefore endeavour to di4lcover some of these marks of synchronism. The first on which
I would insist, are the "great earthquake" vi. 12, and " the
great earthquake JJ xi. 13. Much of the difficulty in fixing the
structure of the Apocalypse would be removed if the true correspondence of the several earthquakes was settled. The three
series of events symbolized by seals, trumpetl, and vials, all
reach down to the "day of the Lord:" "The great day of his
wrath is come," vi. 17: "Thy wrath is come," xi. 18: "The
cup of the wine of the fierceness of his wrath," xvi. 19: "In
them is filled up the wrath of God," xv. 1. Of this day of
wrath the most characteristic feature is a great earthquake,
such as was not since men were upon the earth, so mighty an
earthquake, and so great" (xvi. 18): and it is also further characterized by the" great hail out of heaven" (21). That the earthquakes in xi. 19 and xvi. 18 are the same, no one can reasonably doubt; and that the earthquake of the sixth seal, though
beginning at the expiration of the Papal period, reaches till the
time of the end, and so falls in at length with the final earth.
quake, will be manifest from a little consideration. For till its
commencement" the earth" has not been U burt," since against
it the servants of God are sealed (vii. 3); and therefore this sealing
precedes the vials, which bring the wrath of God U upon the
earth" (xvi. 1). Those who are sealed here, appear again xiv. 1,
and again xv. 2; demonstrating that we must place the com(I
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meooement of the earthquake (vi. 12) as early as the jlldgtndt
on Babylon (xiv. 7 ; xv. 4; xviii. 2). But the sixth seal begianing here, when the victim period (vi. 9) of the church ends, ineludes the whole time of trouble, till the"gTeat earthquake which
nus up the wrath of God. In its commencement" every m.ountain and island were moved out of their places" (vi. 14): at its
eonclusion I f every island shall flyaway, and the moontaina
shall oot be found" (xvi. 20). It runs on till the great day of
wrath is come, and they U call to the mountains to hide them
from the face of Him that sitteth on the throne, and from the
wrath of the Lamb" (vi. 16; xvii. J4; lsa. xi. 21).
Having shewn that this last earthquake in the three series is
the same, I shall now shew the place of the )lreceding earthquake,
ix. ) 3. This, compared with the final one, IS limited greatly in its
extent; for it reaches onl; to the " tenth part of the city," and
" seven thousand names 0 men;" whereas In the last every island
shall fiy away, and the mountains shall not be found (xvi. 20),
I f and the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men,
and the chief captains, and the mIghty men, and every bondman, and every freeman" shall be in terror (vi. 15). But this
also is a great earthquake (xi. 13); and I place it at the commencement of the great earthquake vi. 12; understanding the
" tenth part of the city" to signify the time when it had extended
its effects no further than to one of the ten kingdoms of the
Papacy (viz. France); whereas vi. 12 takes it up a little later,
when its effects extended to the whole earth, or Western Roman
Empire. That we can allow no interval between these two great
earthquakes is manifest from the forty-two months (xi. 2), 1260
days (ver. 3), being of necessity to be completed before the
earthquake (ver. 13); which brings it down to the expiration of
the wilderness period of the church, or time of the Papal domination (xii. 14; xiii. 5); and the equally strong necessity of
carrying up the earthquake of vi. 12 to the sealing period, vii.
2, xiv. 1, xv. 2: for the winds of wrath are ready to burst
upon the earth, vii. 1, and are only restrained while the servants
of God are being sealed. The sealing is therefore completed before the call to " come out of Babylon," xiv. 6; and before the
first vial which was poured upon the earth, and produced a
noisome sore. This earthquake is the precursor, type, and
warning of the great final one, which shall wind up tbe vengeance of God upon Babylon: and in vi. 12, 17, the two are
blended together; or rather, the first, beginning in ver. 12, prolongs
its vibrations till it assumes all the characters of the final eartl1·
quake, and merges in the same day of wrath, when" who shall
be able to stand? " (17.) This enables us to fix with precision the
time and duration of the "little season" mentioned in the fifth
seal, during which ~he 80uls of the martyrs" rest under the
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altar until their fellow-servants, and their brethren that should
be killed as they were, should be fulfilled." It is the period of
treading under foot the court of the temple and the holy city
(xi. 2); of the witnesses prophesying in sackcloth (xi. 3) ; of the
feeding the church in the wilderness 1260 days (xii. 6); her
nourishment for a time, times, and half a time, from the face of
the serpent (xii. 14); and the forty-two months of the beast's
'blaspheming the name of God, and his tabernacle, and them
that dwell in heaven (xiii. 5, 6). I assume that this period, which
occurs so often under different forms of expression, does in every
one of the instances refer to the same time: it is the natural inference that one time only is meant ; and I believe that wherever
inserted it is in order to Indicate the connection of the different
visions. I have never been able to find any sufficient reason for
doubting this connection, and therefore do not stop to prove it:
these marks, I maintain, are always inserted for our guidance
and instruction, not to perplex and mislead us. But should any
one deny their referring to the same time, I require of him the
clearest demonstration of his denial, before I will be brought to
assent to what seems so great an improbability. All t.he probabi/itg is in favour of their agreement., and this can only be supplanted by demonstration of their disagreement.
By this short statement we have established, that the vials
begin with the earthquake of the sixth seal; and that they finish
the wrath of God, and consequently the great day of his wrath
(vi. 17); and that they are therefore parallel with the action of
the sixth seal. We have also established that the termination
of the fifth seal agrees with that period of the sixth trumpet,
which immediately precedes the earthquake (xi. 13); and, consequently, that there must be a parallelism between the 1260 days,
or some portion of them, and the sixth trumpet. Which period
of 1260 we have also seen occurring in the main action of xii.
and xiii. And that chaps. xiv. and xviii. are wholly included
in the period of the Vials, which complete the wrath of God.
-The portion of the book which we have not been able to fix by
structure alone, independent of interpretation, is that preceding
the 1260 days; yet even this we shall be able to fix when we
come to interpretation: but if we coulc! not, the relative importance of the several periods is clearly indicated ill the text
Itself, by the brief notices of the earlier periods, included in the
first four seals and early trumpets; by the enlargement and
repetition of particulars for the Gentile or wilderness period of
1260 days; and the ample, diversified, and minute details concerning the period of Babylon'S destruction, in xiv. xv. xvi. xvii.
xviii. xix. This last period, whose extended notice in this
book demonstrates it to be, for all ages of the church, that
period to which their attention should be most peculiarly. di-
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rected, is to us supremely interesting and important; living, aswe do, in the very time it includes, and seeing those very Signs
beginning to appear in reference to which our Lord has said,
" Lift up your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh"
(Luke xxi. 28).
This most interesting period (beginning when the wilderness
period of 1260 terminates, and running on to the commencement of the Millennium), is described three times, and under
three sets of emblems. The first series of emblems (chap. xiv.)
are taken from the seasons, and represents the professing
church: as in other :parts of Scripture, "The good seed are
the children of the kmgdom" (Matt. xiii. 38); .. Every good
tree bringeth forth good fruit: but a corrupt tree bringeth
forth evil fruit" (Matt. vii. 17). The second series (chaps. xv.
xvi. xvii), under the emblem of vials, and the cup of wrath,
represents the course of political events during the same period ;
according as national judgments are shewn forth by the same
figure in Jer. xxiv. 15-28, and elsewhere. The third series
(chaps. xviii. xix), in figures borrowed from a city and its merchandize and traffick, represents the church as visible, and
established in its ecclesiastical polity: and so we find it iIi
many other places; as, Isa. xxvi. 1 ; Ezek. xxvii.; xxviii. 13-16.
Wherefore, to have an exact view of the events of this reriod,
we must combine the three parallel series, and shew their reciprocal bearing upon each other. The first object presented to
us is that company who were sealed from the judgments of the
sixth seal (vii. and whom I a~ree with Mr. Irving in interpreting
of the British nation), standm~ on Mount Zion, and singing a
new song before the throne (XIV. 3). This new SOllg is doubtless that so often referred to in the Psalm8, especially -xcvi.
xcviii.: "0 sing unto the Lord a new song; for he hath done
marvellous things: his right hand and his holy arm hath gotten
him the victory." And the same company are represented,
xv. 2, 4, as singing the same song: "For thy judgments are
made manifest." And here it is called the song of Moses and
the Lamb, because the same acts of judgment snall deliver both
the Jewish people and the Christian church (one alluded to hy"
Moses, the other by the Lamb); and both have place in thl8
series, which is political; whereas the church only could have
place in the ecclesiastical series (xiv). These judgments light
first upon Babylon (or the Papacy), which has been so long the
prison-house of the Jew and of the church: "but, though falling
first and most severely upon Babylon, they do in their progress at
length include the whole world: for the sixth vial is poured on
the Euphrates, undoing the effects of the sixth trumpet (ix. 14);
I, And the kings of the earth, and of the whole world, are gathllred to the battle of that great day ofGod Almighty". (xvi. 14),
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Which wide range of the concluding judgments is also proved
byxiv. 20, where" the wine-press is trodden without the city"namely, Babylon. This gives a full and clear meanin~ to "the
voice. of rIlIf!1'!I 'Water., and the voice of a great th1l1Uler ' (xiv. 2 ;
xix. 6). For the many waters "are peoples, and multitudes,
_
netiens; and tongues" (xvii. 10.), over whom Babylon
1'UiIath: sad the vials of Wrath are called .. thunders" in the trum~
~aeries.(x. 3). N'Ow the first seal opens with tlmnder (vi. I);.
Inctioating, as 1 think, that the trumpet (or. Oriental) series then
di"8Ilg8d from the seals, or Western seriM: and the vials bringing- in again, the tkuntkrs; joined with many waters, intimate:
that the two series are then re-united, that they may be. conjoiotly brought into judgment. This company are represented
aa being wiih the.Lamb (xiv. 1),. and following him whitherSOBYel' lie: goeth: which shews that they have not yet attained
their'final rest, but Ill'8 f-oUo'Wi~' their Captain; who himself
only:- retains the title of.. Lamb ttll he comes to· exeente venglIBMe on his foes, when he shall e"ehang.e it. for "King ot.
kings and Lord of lords" (xvii. 14): till which time" those.
w.b8 are with him are called, and chosen. and faithful;" aU
titles only applicable to the church militant, and not to saints in
glbry. And though they are called' .. first-fruita," this only de.
clues that "they shall have part in the first resurrection. For
1la.bylon is not yet judged (11); the Son of man has not yet come
(l4); the harvest is not yet ripe (15) : and till these take place
we cannot, expect the first resul'rection: "Whom the Lord·
shall destroy with the brightness of his coming" (2 Thess. ii. 8) :
<t Christ the first.fruit8; afterward they that are Christ's at· his
coming" (1 Cor~ xv. 23): "The harvest is the end of the age"
(Matt. xiii. 39).
The next event is proclaiming the Gospel (xiv. 6). The
angel is called another; referring us to the only other who
fled in mid-heaven" (viii. 13). -rrhe first cried" Woe, woe,
woe to the inhabiters of the earth;" the second has "the
e:yeriaating Gospel to preach to them that dwell on the earth."
They repented not under the first (ix. 21) ; they fear God under
the second (xiv .. 7-12): The first ushers in Abaddon and
AJ»ollyon; the second is the herald of our Lord and his Christ.
Babylon'S desperate state-is next denounced (xiv. 8; xviii. 2),
hawing become the" habitation of devils, and every foul spirit; "
and therefore ripe for judgment. A call to come out of her follows
(xviii. 4), with threats against all thoS& that hold commerce
with her (xiv. 9), u that ye receive not of her plagues." And
her fearful judgment follows at length (xviii. 5-21; xiv. 11).
• "Frying in the midst of heaven" probably denotes the wide extent of the
proclamation of both these ang.els; not being limited to the territories to which
t_other eV\!nts of their serie. apply, but I"'tending through the whole world.
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The next act is the chorus of joy in heaven (xix. 1-5):
Praise our God, all ye his servants, and ye that fear him, both
small and great." To which the earth responds (7), " Let UB
be glad, and rejoice, and give honour to him; for the marriage
of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath made herself ready/'
" And he saith unto me, Write, Blessed are they which are callecl
unto the marriage-supper of the Lamb" (9). "Write, Blessed
are the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth" (xiv. 13).
Now the Bridegroom cometh, and those with oil in their Iar;npa
enter in (Matt. xxv. 1-10). Now is the first resurrection: "Them
which sleep in Jesus will God bring with him" (1 Thess. iv. 14),The seventh trumpet now sounds (1 Thess. iv. 16; Rev. xi. 15):
Christ gives reward to his servants (Rev. xi. 18 ; xxi. 12; lsa.,
xl. 10); and the reaping takes place (Rev. xiv; 16). Then sue..
ceeds that tremendous day of the Lord, when the Lamb (xvii. 14),
the Word of God (xix. 13), treadeth the wine· press of the fierce-ness and wrath of Almighty God (xix. 15; xiv. 20; Isa,. lxiii f
Gen. xlix. 11; Psa. ii. 9). And then he takes to him his great
power and reigneth ; becoming henceforth, in open manifestation,
the King ofkmgs and Lord oflords (xix. 16; xvii. 14); ruli~
in the midst of his enemies (Paa. ex. 2), who are now made b18
footstool (Psa. cx. 1).
The chief purpose of the Apocalypse being to represent the
history of the church, its scenery is almost all taken from the
tabernacle erected by Moses; whose wandering in the wilder..
ness is referred to in the wilderness state of the church
(xii. 6, 14); and whose several stations after it came out of the
wilderness, at Shiloh, Kirjath-Jearim, and Zion, are alluded to
in the period between the expiration of the 1260 days and the
sounding of the seventh trumpet: soon after which the temple
is founded. and the anti type of the Solomon state begins.
At the head of each series in the Apocalypse we have a comprehensive vision, representing the results to which the action in
each series leads. At the head of the seals, which affect the most
important part of the church, stands a vision of the state of glory
to which the church shall be finally brought (iv. 2-11). At the
head of the trumpets (viii. 2-5) we have the altar of incense
before the'throne : but fire of wrath is cast upon the earth, and it
concludes in thunderings, and lightnings, and an earthquake. At
the head of the vial series (x. 1-7)-called here thunders (ver. 4)
-a mighty angel announces that they shall wind up the mystery
of God, as he hath declared to his servants the prophets.
Now the glory of God seen by Moses in the Mount (Exod.
xxiv. 9), is the prototype of the heavenly things in the Apoca.lypse; while the tabernacle affords a type for representing the
church on earth; and the several migrations of the tabernacle
represent the various wanderings of the church.
&.
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As Moses, before the construction of the tabernacle, had a
Yiew of the glory of God; so in Rev. iv. there is a similar representation of th~ final bles~dness o~ the church, to enable
her to bear up agalDst her vanous enemies, who would so long
oppress and persecute her. Concerning the glory seen by
MOBes, but few particulars are given; but, after attentive study
of Ezekiel's visions (i. x.), I am led to believe that the vision
seen by Moses was very similar; and that both bore great resemblance to the throne and glory of God in the Apocalypse
(iv. 2,3), if considered apart from the worshippers, and with
those changes which the altered circumstances render necessary.
The " paved work of sapphire" seen by Moses, .. the terrible
crystal" of Ezekiel, and the ., sea of ~lass" in the Apocalypse,
eonvey to my mind the same general Idea of the finnament of
God's throne; reflecting the various displays of his character,
but under the different aspects of Glory, Providence, and Grace.
The cherubim and living creatures are clearly the same, though
the different animals are represented combined in Ezekiel, but
separated in the Apocalypse: which I account for by the church
in Ezekiel's time bein~ in one nation, Israel; and therefore
the body of the cherubim ·are all the same, and the only change
consist~ in presenting a different face in advance: but in tlie
Gentile dispensation, to which the Apocalypse has reference, a
change of aspect in the church is also its transference to another
nation; and therefore the whole body of each living creature
is different from the others. The cherubim of Ezekiel, too, have
. but four wings, and are be1ttath the firmament; while those of the
Apocalypse have six, and stand upon the sea of glass: both of
which differences seem to denote a higher state of advancement, being perhaps" the third heavens," and the vision" face
to face."
The passages in the Apocalypse where the word temple is
used (as xi. 1; xv. 0), I consider as no objection to applying
the whole to the tabernacle; for the tabernacle itself is several
times called" temple," and" house of the Lord," in Scripture-as
1 Sam. i. 9; iii. 3, 10. And I am compelled by the structure so to
interpret it; as the church is in the wilderness during the period
where it applies (xii. 6, 14); and the beast is said to blasp,heme
God and hiS tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven (Xlii. 6).
In the history of the tabernacle, as incorporated into the
Apocalypse, the period which especially concerns ourselves is
that between the crossing of Jordan and the reign of Solomon,
for the wilderness state of the church is now passed: and that
which answers to tb~ reign of Solomon is the Millennium,
when Christ shall reign on the earth. But I bring the typical
history which concerns ourselves within still narrower limits,
and believe that we are living in the time corresponding to that
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remarkable period during which the tabernacle remained at
Gibeah) though the ark had been carried up to Zion and placed
in a tabernacle which David pitched there (~ Sam. vi.; 1 Kings
iii. 4; 2 Chron. i. 3). This separation of the ark from the tabernacle (the ark being on Mount Zion, the tabernacle at Gibeah),
exactly represents the" tabernacle of witness" (Rev. xv. 8),
whioh I had formerly been led by other considerations to interpret precisely in the same manner. But we ought also to find
something corresponding to the ark separated from the tabernacle, and synchronizing with xv. 8. This I find in xiv. 1,
where a Lamb stands on Mount Zion with the 144,000 sealed
ones. In v. 6 a Lamb stands in the midst of the throne, which
corresponds with the mercy-seat over the ark. Now the Lamb
standing on Mount Zion seems to allude to the transference of
the ark to the city of David; thus indicated to avoid the ambiguity which might have been occasioned by the express mention of the ark here, since it had been already named, xi. ]9,
to mark the Temple-of-Solomon period, answering to the final
lera of Ezekiel (xl. &.c.) As the ark was brought up by David,
and kept in a temporary tabernacle till Solomon's temple was
built; so these first-fruits unto God and to the Lamb are represented on the hill of David (" Ye are come to Mount Zion,"
Heb. xii. 22), waiting for that heavenly Jerusalem of which
" the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are the temple" (xxi.
22). No palms are mentioned; for the Feast of Tabernacles, at
which palms were borne, is not yet come; but they form the
precursors and van of the innumerable multitude " having
palms" (vii. 9), who shall join them in that Feast of Ingatherings at the year's end.
There were two offerings of first-fruits-one at the Passover,
the· other at Pentecost. When I last turned my attention
to this part of the subject, I hesitated which to apply in
xiv. 4. Further consideration leads me to take the first, or
that of the Passover. Two points of time are to be here
noted, to either of which the. term " first-fruits" may apply:
first, the eve of the Passover, when the first-frUIts were
gathered to be laid up in the temple: second, the morning after
the Passover, when they were brought forth, and when harvest
was allowed to be reaped. To both these Christ's passion and
resurrection wonderfully accord. They crossed Cedron after
sun-set, to take the sheaf for first-fruits; and at the same time,
and near the same place, Christ was apprehended. They brought
out the sheaf early on the morning after PaRsover; and then
Christ rose from the dead. Christ hath already become firstfruits in both respects. Weare such only in the first sense; but
., if we are baptIzed into the likeness of his death, we shall be
also into the likeness of his resurrection." Christ, in xiv. 14, sits,
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&n a white cloud, in his character of ., first-fruits of them.that
alept:" an angel from the temple (xiv. 15; xi. 19), personating
the priest wha brings out the first-fruits, proclaims the permission to reaD; and then the partakers of Christ'a sufferings· share
his glory: ' .. Christ the first-fruits .... they that are his at his
coming." The first-fruits of his people I therefore believe to'
be gathered into the gamer at this time of reaping; and it is
for this privilege that I think we are instructed to watch and
~y, Luke xxi. 36 : ,. Watch ye therefore, and pray always,
that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that
.hall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of Man." But
l wish clearly to be understood as limiting this privilege ta the
"sealed," thus removed from the .. great tribulation." There
will still be elect ones left on the earth, I t for whose sake the
days shall be shortened" (Matt. xxiv. 22): these shall be
gathered, partly during this great tribulation, and wholly at
Christ's personal coming to destroy his enemies and set up his
Millennial kingdom, of which the Feast of Tabernacles is the
tyP,El' In this way do I understand the countless multitude
(vli.9) having palms in their hands: to the 144,000, palms are
not assigned, and I therefore think that they are removed at an
earlier period than the Feast of Tabernacles.-Christ being represented in his character of a Lamb, is another proof that the
church is still suffering, or the bride preparing. Up to the
period of the marriage supper he is seen as a Lamb: they" follow
him whithersoever he ~oeth " (i.e. take uptheir cross daily): these
have H their names WrItten in the Lamb's book of life" (xxi. 27) ;
they are the I t called and chosen and faithful" (xvii. 14), who attend the Lamb to his final conflict, when he shall assume his character of King of kings and Lord oflords (xvii. 14; xix. 16).
In connection with the tabernacle we may consider the great
festivals alluded to in the Apocalypse. Of these I find but two
(except the mere offering 0 first-fruits) distinctly and indubitably referred to,-the Day of Atonement, and the Feast of
Tabernacles. From the contexts, too, in which these allusions stand, I consider them as indicating states, rather than
times; and therefore belonging to interpretation, rather than
structure. But in the structure they answer one important
purpose, by obliging us to put the passages in which the
allusions occur into the same order of sequence as the festivals. For instance: if the opening of the temple (xi. 19) be
the Day of Atonement, 10th Tisri, (as I think it IS); and if, as
some maintain, xv.8 be Solomon's dedication, 15th Tisri,
(which I think it is not) j then, if any of the vials are poured
out, we are past 15th Tisri, on which they began to be poured;
past therefore the lOth, or Day of Atonement: consequently the
Mventh trumpet (xi. 15) must have already sounded, and the
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.kingdoms of this world have for more than thirty years been
" the kingdoms of our Lord and his Christ!" Or, if this be
thought incredible, and the synchronism of xi. 19 and xv. 8
be still maintained, then the Day of Atonement is not yet past,
and not one of the vials yet poured out! The Day of Atonement
has a two-fold character; according as we consider, first, the
$acrifice; second, the parties reconciled thereby. In the first
aspect, it was a day of the greatest humiliation and sorrow; ia
the second, of complete joy and peace. Christ hath pasaed
through both stages in his own person; but his people are still
expecting the second, which they shall enter upon when the
temple is opened (xi. 19). The Day of Atonement might be
considered as the High Priest's own day. He on this day performed, as far as possible, all the ·offices of the Priesthood; the
ordinary, of the inferior priests, as well as those peculiar to himMelf. The day, also, concentrated in itself the solemnities of
every holy day: it was considered a Sabbath, a festival, and a
fast, requiring the rites belonging to each: it began with every
demonstration of sorrow and humiliation, and finished with
ushering in the Jubilee. Now, in transferring the typical ordinances of the day to our High Priest, they must of necessity be
expanded to be co-extensive with his work: the Day of Atonement must be enlarged to our whole day of grace, our day of
salvation. For," Christ being come an high priest of good
things to come" (Reb. ix. II), hath by his own blood" entered
in once into the holy place .... heaven itself" (24); .. once offered
to bear the sins of many: and unto them that look for him shall
he apl;lear the second time, without sin, unto salvation" (28)•
.. Which hope we have, an anchor of the soul ....within the veil;
whither the Forerunner is for us entered, even Jesus, made an
bigh priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec." (Heb. vi.
19,20; Psalm cx.) Thus we see that Christ's day of atonement
is the whole period between his death upon the cross, when he
became the sacrifice which as High Priest he presented on hi.
ascension to God the Father (Reb. ix. 12, 24), and his secoQcl
advent, when unto them that look for him he shall appear
without ~in, unto salvation. But between the first and last act
of this day there were some observances, typical of ourselves
and our times, to which I think there are allusions in the Apocalypse. One of these allusions is in viii.4, and appears to
refer. to the incense carried into the holy of holies after the
slaying of the victims; and the smoke seems to me the same
which fills the temple during the vials (xv. 8); while the fire
cast into the earth (viii.5) agrees with the time of the angel
having power over fire (xiv. 18); being the burning of Babylon
(xviii. 8, 18; xvi. 19), before the great day of Armageddon, or
treading the wine-press. And this I refer, in the type, to the
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high priest's fourth entrance within 'the veil, when he brought
out the censer, and cast its remaining coals beneath the altar of
burnt offering (vi. 9); with which final entrance I connect xi.
19, the ark for the church, before the baetism of fire. On the
evening of the Day of Atonement the Jubdee began (the restitution of the alienated inheritance); which fixes the place of the i
above by another clasp; for the church is imprisoned in Babylon,
whose gates of brass and bars of iron must be broken by another
Cyrus, before the captives can return to Zion, or the true Jubilee begin. After this we have only to look for the antitype
to the Feast of Tabernacles or Ingatherings, at the year's end,
which begins the Millennial reign.
1 do not intend in this paper to enter minutely upon the interpretation of. the Apocalypse, but hope to undertake it in some
future Number. My present endeavour is to fortify and confirm
the structure of the book .as laid down by Mr. Frere and Mr.
Irving, by considerations drawn from the seasons of the year,
and the tabernacle and its ordinances: which course of typical
events being perfectly applicable to the order they have laid
down, and wholly independent of those arguments by which
they established the structure of the Apocalypse, gives to their
system a confirmation than which I cannot 1magine any thing
more complete. But, before concludin~ this paper, I would make
a few observations on the four" bt'asts,' or livmg creatures (iv. 6) ;
"ince, although the explanation of their forms and offices may
seem to belong more properly to interpretation, they do notwithstanding give considerable additional information on the structure, and so prepare the way for minute interpretation. These
most important, most difficult, and most disputed emblems, will
be best understood by comparing them with the cherubim of
Ezekiel, to which they have so much general resemblance.
Both the etymology and form of the cherub have been greatly
disputed, but an examination of the passages in which the
cherubim are mentioned will leave scarcely any uncertainty respecting them. The first mention of them 1S Gen. iii. 24, where
they guard the way of the tree of life: here, covering from profane approach is the idea; there is no description of the form.
The next time they are mentioned is in Exod. xxv. 18, where
they cover the mercy-seat, each having one face and two wings:
this also seems to convey the same idea, that the mercy-seat is
guarded from profane approach, as the tree of life was after
Adam's fall. The curtains of the tabernacle were also embroidered with cherubim of the same form (Ex. xxvi. 1). In the
temple of Solomon they continued the same; but two of larger
size were placed in the sanctuary, under which the ark and its
cherubim were deposited at the dedication (2 Chr. v. 7). The
lieraphim, in Isa. vi., are represented with six wings; and not,like
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the cherubim, guarding the tree of life or covering the sanctuary
from unhallowed approach, but in the higher office of giving
glory to God. The last and most diversified of their appearances in the Old Testament is Ezek. i. 10: so diversified that
the prophet did not at first recognise them, calling them first
i "livmg creatures;" and it is not till x. 20 that he kmw that they
were cherubim. These" living creatures" have the general likeness of a man (i. 5); but they hJLve each four faces, each foU'/'
wings, and their feet like the feet of a calf: and they also stand
beneath the firmament which supports the throne (i. 22, 26) ; and
bear the glory of the Lord, when it leaves the holy of holies (x.
4), when it quits the temple (19), and when it departs from the
earth (xi. 23). Now when Moses saw the glory of God in the
mount, the paved work of sapphire was beneath his feet (Exod.
xxiv. 10); and it was there he saw the pattern of the heavenly
things after which he framed the tabernacle (Exod. xxv. 40 ;
Heb. viii. 5; ix. 23). Therefore, the cherubim, being beneath the
firmament in Ezekiel, must in his visions relate to earthly things,
or the church on earth: their four faces represent the fourfold
aspect of the church. Their four wings denote that two for removal are added to the two for covering; their calves' feet symbolize ploughing, sowing, and threshing, in the East performed
by the feet of oxen; and they not only cover and guard the sanctuary, but transport it from place to place. All these ideas I wish to carry into the Apocalypse, and apply these to the four
living creatures and their offices. When they are first introduced
(iv. 8), it is in their final character; when, like the seraphim in
Isa. vi., " they rest not day and night, saying, Holy, holy, holy,
Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come:" but
when they invite the Apostle to the opening of the first .four
seals it is in the lower character of guarding the mysteries of
God, and indicating a change in the aspect of the church, and a
corresponding change in political affairs; as is also the case xv. 7.
So that chap. iv. can only be regarded as a foreshewing of the
final state of glory: for from this time the ascription of praise by
the living creatures is incessant, and is not begun in v. 14, where
they only answer Amen; nor in the seals. vi. 1-7, where they
say, " Come and see;" nor in the vials, xv. 7, which one of the
living creatures delivers to the angels. In Ezekiel the four faces
are united in each of the cherubim, because all the several
aspects of the church were exhibited in the same body of people,
the nation of Israel: in the Apocalypse they have four separate
forms, shewing that there the several aspects of the church
. would be exhibited in different bodies of people, and different
nations. When first enumerated, Ezek. i. 10, their fa~es are
put in this order,-a man, a lion, an ox, an eagle; but in x. 14
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the onl~ 1S changed, being, an ox (or cherub), a man, a lion,
an eagle. This I shall now endeavour to account for.
- In Jerusalem, under SoloDlon, were gatllered all the emblems
typical (jf Christ's kingdom: the embodying spiritual things in
v1sibleemblems was then completed;' and in establishing it the
"",.like cherub took the lead: the Lord had appeared as King
in Jeshurnn, aa- Captain of the host, in all the characters bv which
man is influenced. ., When larael was a child, then I lov~d him;
and called my son out of Egypt. •... l drew them with the cords
ofa man, with bands-oflove" (HOI. xi. 1,4). But for their rebellion against God I f the Assyrian" smites them (5): from
whose power they are delivered (ver. 10): "They shall walk
after the Lord: he shall roar like a lion: when he shall roar,
then the children shall tremble from the west." Now
the watern- Assyrian answers to the Babylon of the Apocalypse; and in: the judgments, by means of which the church i.
delivered from thraldom, the lion takes the lead, and this both in
the Pagan and the Papal Babylon: I f The first beast was like
a lion" (iv. 7): It When the Lamb opened the first seal, the .fi..rsl
beast said, Come and see II (vi. 1): I f A mighty angel cried With a
loud voice, as when a Zion roareth" (x. 1,3; xv. 7). All the prophecies concerning the judgments on Babylon give like precedency td the lion; as, lea. xxi. 8; Jer. iv. 7; xxv. 38; xlix. ]9;
l. 44).
The cherubim are seen by Ezekiel from the east gate, looking
'a,!f)ft
into the temple; and when he first seelt, them (i. 10)
o LIO ~ the face of the man fronts him; the whole four having
~
. ::s the same face looking in the same direction, a's in the
MAN
margin. But when he @ees them the second time
(x.
3), they stand on the right, or south, side of the
l'2 NOI'!
~ x.14. ~ house; and in this situation the face of the ox fronts
f,; ox III him, as in the margin; indicating, as I think, that
the sacrificial aspect of that people begins, and that
the withdrawing of the cherubim is the signal for slaughter
(x. 14: see bai. xxix. 1, 2; Ezek. xliii. 15).
The second living creature in the Apocalypse is the ox, which
emblem has the two .significations of threshing and sacrifice.
Its signification of sacrifice best suits with the second seal;
and that of threshing, the series of seasons, xiv. 8; where,
though the second cherub is not mentioned, a careful comparison with xvi. 17, xviii., and xix. 5, makes the voice from the
throne, which must be the cherubs, come in between verso 16
and 18 of chap. xiv.; agreeing in time with the beginning of
,. the sacrifice in Bozrah, the slaughter in Idumea," Isai.
xxxiv. 6.
Iconsider the judgments and political changes under the firs~
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four seals as having a more immediate effect upon the church, and
indicating a greater change in its aspect than the others; for we
obsene, under the fifth seal, the martyrs are commanded to wait
for their avenging till their brethren should be slain by the
persecuting power then arising. The cherubim, accordingly,
who represent, as I think, the alterations in the aspect of the
church, do not occur during this period; but one of them reappears xv. 7, giving forth the vials, which commence those
changes by which the wrath of God is " filled up," and by which
the church is advanced to her Millennial digmty and bliss. I
therefore consider the cherub in xv. 7 as commencing a fourfold series of judgments on the world, and a fourfold change
of aspect in the church, similar to those which took [lace
under the first four seals. These changes we shall fin described, and their connection with the cherubim intimated;
but the first cherub only is expressly mentioned, because
the church is translated at the end of harvest (xiv. 13), when
the second, or ox cherub, should come in; and with her
translation the realization of the opening vision (~hap. iv.)
begins, and there would be an incongruity in representing any
of the cherubini otherwise employed at that time.
.
The third, or man-like cherub, is doubly connected with the
third seal, being expressly mentioned vi. 5, and affecting mali
indiscriminately by the universality of the judgments; and it
also synchronizes with the man-child travail of the church (xii. 2).
Th~ corresponding time in the final series, i~ wher~ the. La"!!,
penod ends and the" KING OF KINGS" penod begms, 10 XVll.
14, xix. 16; "be who cometh from Bozrah having trodden
the wine-press alone" (Isai. liii).
Toe fourth cherub, with eagle wings, denotes a sovereignty
extensive as the winds of heaven. This universal supremacy
was blasphemously arrogated by the pope under the fourth seal;
at which time to the woman, who represents the true church,
were given "two wings of an eagle" (xii. 14), to shew that
the spiritual church has then the whole world for its range.
This state of the church shall be truly realized in that universal
dispensation, during the Millennium, of which the Papacy was
a mockery: at which time the Lord shall bear them " on eagles'
'Wing~" (Ex. xix. 4) ; ': they shall inount up as.eagles " (~sai. xl. 13).
ThIS leads, as I thmk, to the clear estabhshment, 10 the Apocalypse, of a truth which everyone has been forced to admit in
part-namely, that the mystery of God is shewn forth be~ore
hand, and by contrast, in the workings of the Mystery of Iniquity.
For doing this, the Mystery of Iniquity, which is the Babylon to
the Church, has, as a church, its Babylon in Pagan Rome; which
Pagan oppressor is laid low by a series of judgments prefiguring
those by which the Papal oppressor shall be brought down: ana
VOL. I.-NO. 111.
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the Pagan judgments, not being improved by the. church,. and
being abused by Satan, ~ve occasion· for ·;setting up ..that
mYlltery of iniquity, by which all the characters of Christ were
assumed and profaned.-his kingly, his priestly, his prophetic,.
the keys, the sword, dispensation, absolution, indulgencea.
disposal of empire, deprivation of kings; .. all power both in
heaven and on earth." .
This mock rehearsal of the mighty actillgs of the Lord being
iniibed, and the usurper having run his destined course of 1260
yea~, the true Melchlzedec is brou~ht in, by the repetition of a
course of judgments like those which brought in the false one;
with this difference. that, while the order of visible things is
the same as in the first judgments, the order of spiritual. things
is reversed, to undo the mystery of iniquity, and pull down the
fabric reared by the apostasy. The temporal dominion in the
first preceded and made way for the spiritual usurpation: in
the last, the spiritual bondage is broken first, the temporal in
Armageddon. The first is brought in by a white horse, .. conq~ering and to conquer:" the last is concluded by a white
liorse on which sitteth the .. King of kings." The first ends in
clothing the witnesses in sackcloth: the last, in the "knowledge of the Lord covering the earth as the waters do the
channels of the deep." In the first, the saints are consigned as
sacrifices to the altar (vi. 9): in the last, they " live and reign
witb Christ a thousand years" (xx. 4). In the first, the devil
comer. down, " having great wrath" (xii. 12): in the last, he is
bound for a thousand years (xx. 2). In the first, the holy city
is trodden under foot forty-two months (xi. 2): in the. second,
the holy city comes down from God out of heaven (xxi. 2). In
the first. He who shall rule all nations is caught up to God, to
his throne (xii. 5): in the last, heaven opens, and He comes
forth to rule all nations (xix. 15), as King of kings and Lord
of lords.
JOHN TUDOR.
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INTERPRETATIC)N III.

Immanuel's .Action,
From Isaiah ix .. 8, to Isaiah xiii.; being the conclmion oJ.. tke ,train of Pro~
.
'concerning Immanue~ the Virgin's Son.

first of the three parts into which we have divided this
complete and ·glorious strain of Prophecy concerning the
Virgin's Son, may be entitled" Of Immanuel's Conception;" the
second, "Of Immanuel's Name j " the third, "Of Immanuel!.
Actings unto the end of time." Not that each portion confineth
itself to each of these subJects, but doth in some measure embrace. them all; while they .are distinguished, by containing respectively the fullest prediction upon the subject of the nativity',
the name, and the action. For this is. peculiar to the prophetic
method, and distinguiueth it from the logical; that wbereas in
the latter all the parts must be considered separately, and composed mto one, before you can come at the truth which is demonstrated; in the former the whole. truth burste forth frequently,
and almost in every part of the discourse: .so that it does not
admit to be treated· either by the way of analysis or synthesis,
but hath a method of its own, which it IS the chief object of these
interpretations to explain and illustrate. . As, in the human
bOdy, wherever you lay your finger upon an artery you feel the
pulse oflife; so in the word of God, which is essentially prophetical even when it is outwardly historical and ethical, yoa
feel the presence and the power of the same one truth, which
is the .testimony of Jesus. In vain, therefore, do we seek fer
-steps of proof, or for· divisions of discourse: each strain hath
about:it an indivisible unity, and.a completeness of·revelation
in itself: so that, beginning from the words spoke in Paradise,
'and coming down through the successive acts of revelation, we
may say of every one of them, U The whole truth is here;" just
as you can say of a tree, in every stage of its growth, from the
'seed upwards, "The whole tree is here." Insomuch that, taking
Prophecy as a whole, it resembleth most that lowest of the animal
'kind, which is, as it were, rather the first effort of nature· to.wards the principle of the animal life than an animal itself-I
.mean, the order of Zoophytes, which you may cut into parts how
small you please, and still you have the comJ;llete life subsisting
in them all: so the word of Prophecy, which IS the materials and
rudiments of all spiritual personal life in the church, be ittakenin
how ·many parts you please, shall be found to contaiu the life of
'fHE
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the whole. Of this we have already had many instances, and more
will appear in the sequel. Takmg these divisions, therefore,
which we make as being ratber for the convenience of discourse
than according to the method of God, we now proceed to the·
third part of this one str!lin of prophecy, which is contained
between the vi th and the xiii th chapters of Isaiah.
The march of this Prophecy is very sublime, and its consummation is very glorious. And this IS its order: Four times
the word of God's anger lighteth upon Israel, concluding every
time with these direful words, " For all this his anger is not
turned away, but his hand is stretched out still;" leaving Isrl)el
exhau.sted, an~ all bu.t ~onsu~ed, in.reven~e of that treason~b~e
conspiracy which she J010ed with Syria agamst Ahaz and DaVid s
line, and against Immanuel, who was to be born of David's
toi.ns. Then it passeth over (x. 5) to describe, under the
name of the Assyrian, the character of that proud instrument of
God's resentment, who, when he hath executed the purposes of
~. scourge upon Israel, and likewise upon Jerusalem (x. 12),
is himself brought low. The Assyrian, as we shewed in our
former interpretation, and indeed is necessary for the work of
oppression wrought by him, is co-extensive 10 time with the
humiliation of Israel and Judah; and can by no means be
limited to Sennacherib: whose overthrow is yet very distinctly
pointed out (x.2B-:34) ; but, at the saDle time, to shew us that
the event of his overthrow is but typical of the last overthrow of
the last form of this oppressor, his deatruction is referred to the
personal act of Immanuel (x. 17, 26, 27, compared with ix.
4, 5); and immediately on his fall the houses of Israel and
Judah unite in true allegiance unto God, and brotherly love to
(lne another (x. 20-24; xi. lO-end); and upon his fall, also,
the" Rod out of the stem of Jesse," raiseth himself to deliver the
earth from all oppressions, and bless it with all blessings whatsoever (xi. 1-10). Contemporaneous with which are described
the mighty deeds and everlasting blessedness of Zion and
Jerusalem: " Cry aloud, and shout, thou inhabitant of Zion; for
great is the Holy One of Israel in the midst of thee." What
I!avewe, then, in this prophecy, but(l) God's revenge upon Israel
for his conspiracy against Immanuel; (2) Immanuel's arising to
destroy the oppressors of his people; and (3) the great acts of
power and experience of blessedness which under his ~overnment
they enjoy, and all nations with them? It is God's actmg against
his· own people, for the honour of his Christ; and Christ's
acting against the enemies and oppressors of his people, for
the honour of his Father's grace and faithfulness. It includeth
all time, from the date of its delivery until the consummation of
.all things. . And it refers chiefly to two parties-Israel, and the
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Assyrian-though the whole world, even to the beasts of the
field, be alike concerned in the glory which is the issue of
the mighty conflict. Such is a general idea of the last part of
the Prophecy of Immanuel; which we now proceed to interpret,
with the same exactness which we have followed in the two
former parts.
I. From chap. ix. 8 to chap. x. 5, is one perfect and complete
act of the prophetic piece, containing the word which God
sent against Jacob, and which lighted upon Israel. The act
is composed, as it were, of four scenes, which present four
several aspects of the misery to which God was resolved to
bring the Ten Tribes of his people: the first (8-12) being
the general announcement of the cause and the instruments of
the judgment; the second scene (12-17) being the exhibition
of the disorganized nation, Ephraim's most entire and complete breaking up from being a people; the third (17-20)
presenting us with the aspect of the desolateness of the land,
and the misery of the famished people; the fourth (x. 1-5) closing
all, as such a fearful action should be closed, with the Divine
moral, the reflections of the Holy Spirit in the mouth of the
prophet upon this direful and deplorable catastrophe. Thus, very
much after the manner of the ancient tragedy-simple, but
grand; fearful, but instructive-is the doom ofIsrael represented.
That in modem composition which represents the style most
nearly, is perhaps the oratorio in the hands of Handel: and such
as are not acquainted with those sublime works of harmony, may
have a tolerably good similitude of it in the variations of a common
air; which, though it be one, and often very simple in itself, is,
for the intensity and exaggeration of the effect, wrought into a
great variety of musical forms, all having an unity, and combining
to give more expression to the original musical conception. ff
they ask me why men's minds do not now fall into the prophetic
method, when pourtraying any thing in itself great and fearful
and instructive, I answer, that to my belief it ariseth from a
lowness of tone, a poverty of conception, a barrenness of execution, which characterize the moderns. We are men of one
faculty; mere artitlans, accustomed to ply one muscle, and produce one unvarying forin of work. I anticipate nothing 'more
pleasing to myself and my reader in these interpretations, than
to be rebuked out of this niggardness of soul, and stirred up to
desire and attempt something more worthy of the style of a complete man, and not of a logician merely, or a rhetorician merely,
or a controversialist merely, or a moralist merely, or some other
mere under-craftsman and tool-maker for the great works of
the mind. Burke said, with his natural sagacity and finely
cultivated judgment, that if anyone would be an orator he must
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study the Prophets: it is still more true of a preacher and of a
poet.
1. Now, of these fourvariations oflsrael's dolefu I doom, the nar..
rative scene which is included between the 7th and 12th .arsas
of the mnth chapter begins by expressing, in the 7th verse, from
whom the word cometh, .. Jehovah;" and upon whom the burden
of it alighteth, .. IS1'8.el." It is spoken against Jacob, but the P9int
of it falleth upon Israel. I know not whether there be &.Dy thing
more in the repetition, than that it may be used for the greater
strength, force, and poetical beauty; as we find elsewhere (see
Ps. lxii. 71); or whether it may signifY that the two other tribes
would sympathize in the visitation, though neither at the same
time, nor for the same cause, nOl~ to the same intent. Certainly
the strain doth-concern Zion and Jerusalem, as well as Samaria
(x. 11, 12); the two tribes of the dispersion, as well as the ten
tribes of outcasts (x. 20-22,xi. 12, 13): and, upon weighing
these paBBages of the prophecy, I do rather incline to believe
that the mention both of Jacob and Israel doth portend to both
deep concern in this word, but especially to Israel. For be it
remembered, as we have shewn at large in the two preceding
interpretations, that Israel was the great offender, while Judah was
offended against, in the occasion which drew forth this strain of
prophecy (vii. 1). Therefore instantly the burden contracts
Itself to Ephraim, the head of the ten revolted tribes; and to
Samaria, their metropolitan city, which they set up in rivalry
of Jerusalem, where, and where alone, God had commanded his
worship to-proceedinhis holy:temple. To Ephraim and Samaria
and all the people God ministers a rebuke for their stoutness and
pride of heart, in not bein~ east down and humbled by the
many inward revolutionswhtehhe had caused amongst them;
'king murdering king, and dyn-asty :viole~tly sup,planting dynasty,
after they had revolted from Davld'slme: neither had they repented when the Lord had, some few years before,sentagainstthem
Tiglath-pileser king of Assyria, who took various of their cities
in Gilead and Galilee and the land of Naphtali, as is recorded
2 Kings xv. 29, and referred to in a former part of this strain of
prophecy (ix. 1). By which visitation, instead of being hum bled,
and brought to put their trust and confidence in God, these braggarts and drunkards of Ephraim (xxviii. 1) took occasion to boast
.and inflame themselves, saying (ver. 10) .. The bricks are fallen
down, but we will build with hewn stones; the sycamores are
out down,but we will change them into cedars." No language
could express more contempt of the judgments with which they
'had been visited, and the self-confidence which they had in their
own resources. Bricks and -hewn stones are in perfect contrast,
both as to their durability and their beauty and their c08t1i-
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ness, especially. those bricks ordinarily used for bUilding; and
)Vbat ·a.contrast there is between the sycamore and the cedar, let
that passage in the.First Book of Kings testify.(x·. 27)~ .. And
the king (Solomon) made silver to be in Jerusalem asstoDflol)
and cedars made he to be as the sycamore trees that are in the
vale for abundance." The use of such a proverb, theref0rt?
among the tribes of Israel, was the strongest proof that n~
fruit of humility, or returning. unto the Lord, had been
wrought in them; but, contrariwise, that they boasted of them':'
selves, and were tilled with more lofty and high-minded thoughts
of their own ability and strength. And therefore it is that
the word of direful. consequence now. proceedetb forth against
tbem. The mannel' of the judgment is after the maDDer of the
offence: they had offended by confederating with Rezin king of
Damascus against Judah, and laying siege to Jerusalem, with the
view of cutting off the line of David; and, behold, Ahaz, to defend himself, appealeth to the king of Assyria, who straightway
tnarcheth against DamaRcus, taketh it, and carrieth the peop'
of ;t captive to Kir, and slayeth Rezin (2 Kings xvi. 9). Th1l8
one of the dynasties which conspired against Messiah's dynasty
is cut off; and for this act the Assyrian comes to be charaC-;
terized as the adversary of Rezin: (ver.II) " Therefore the
Lord shall set up the adversaries of Rezin against him." This was
fulfilled not many years after, when Shalmanezer king of Assyria
came up against Hoshea kin~ of Israel. This Hoshea had conspired against Pekah, and slam him.: so that Pekah) the other of
the confederates against Ahaz, a father of MeilSiah, came also,to
an untimely end by conspiracy (2 Kings xv. 30). And Hosheaj
when invaded by the Assyrians, submitted to pay tribute (2
Kings xvii. 3). But this did not satisfy the anger of the Lord
against Samaria, and her wicked, idolatrous kings. Hoshea
began to practise unfaithfulness and treachery, by seeking help
from So king of Egypt; whereupon Shalmanezer came up tb~
second time, and shut Hoshea up and bound him in prison;
as it is recorded ib. £>: "Then the king of Assyria came up
throughout all the land, and went up to Samaria, and besieged
it three years. In the ninth year of Hoshea. the king of Assyria took Samaria, and carried Israel away into Assyria, aMI
placed them in Halah and in Ha,bor, by the river of Gozan;
and in the cities of the Medes.". This·tinal destl'Qction of Samaria, and breaking up of Israel from being a nation, is, Ii
think, refer~e~ to ~n the n~xt words of the indignation: "The
Lord shall Jom hiS enemies together; the Synans before and
the Philistines behind; and they shall devour Israel with open
mouth." ~?r,. Syria being n~w become a province of Assyria,
and ..the Phllistmes perhaps bemg allured by plunder, and stured:
up with ancient enmity, and all conducted by Assyria. it would

...
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truly be fulfilled that Israel's enemies were mingled together to
devour her with open mouth. We have no intimation, that I
can find, in Scripture, concerning the part which the Philistines
took in this action of Israel's overthrow; but we find (2 ehron.
xxviii. 18) that shortly before. at the time when the Lord was
executing his anger against Ahaz by means of Syria and
Israel and Edom, the Philistines were in great strength. and
seized upon that occasion to possess themselves of many cities
lying towards their border: and we may well believe that their
band would not be slack against Israel also, in the day of ber
downfall. The completeness of the desolation thus wrought upon
Israel is expressed by one of those figures peculiar to the prophets :
"They snall devour Israel with open mouth "-(Heb ... with
whole mouth "}-i. e. in every place, on every side. And so it was;
for Israel did never lift her head again in that land, which was
afterwards peopled by spurious and mingled races, who were
ambitious of the honour, but had no claim, to be descended of
Abraham. Theywere afterwards called the Samaritans;" whom.
for their blasphemous pretensions, the Jews hated with a perfect
batred: of which our Lord justified the cause (J ohn iv. 22), though
lie rebuked the malice of it, by shewing a noble example of love to
them, as they did of readiness to hear him. But, for poor Israelwandering, outcast Israel-they are lost, ever since the time that
this word took effect upon them: and whether they shall be found
again, this prophecy will abundantly declare in the sequel.
And thus concludes the first stave of this prophetic burden:
between which and the next; and indeed at the end of each
of the four. these fearful words are uttered: .. For all this
his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out
still" (ver. 12). There is a danger in interpreting this, to regard it according to the historical, and not according to the'
prophetical method, by supposinS- that the next act of
vengeance which is recounted is 10 addition to that which
hath been recounted above: but, besides that this agreeth
neither with the largeness of the language of the preceding
burden, " Devour Israel with open mouth;" nor yet with the
historical facts, which contain no invasion of Israel by Syria
and Philistia prior to that of the Assyrians, and no second,
third, and fourth judgments posterior to this; it doth not answer to the prophetic method, which in one stanza containeth
the complete judgment represented in' one aspect, and in another
the same represented in another, and so on to the end. What
then, it may be asked, is the me~ng of these words of the
chorus, or semi-chorus, four tioiei"!epeated? ,I answer, They
are to signify, that, after Israel was thus broken from being a
people, and scattered amongst the heathen, God's judgments
should continue to follow them, and nis wrath to rest upon them;
II
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aye, and until it should please him to "set his hand again the
seCond time to recover the remnant of his people" (xi. 11). ThiS
fourfold word of God doth express the same truth which i.
dilated in the xxviii th and xxixth chapters of Deuteronomy.
and in every other part of the Lord's prophetical warnings anti
threatenings against his people: "I will seatter a third part unto
all the winds, and I win draw out a sword after them: thti.
shall mine anger be accomplished" (Ezek. v. 12). His anger
i. still pouring out upon his ancient people j and ·riot tiD
"Michael stand up. the great Prince, which standeth for the
children of thy people; and thy people shall be delivered, every
one that is wntteti In the book. ;" not till then shall God " ha.
accomplished to scatter (or, be done with scattering) the p~
of the holy people." (Dan. xii.) This, I feel assured, IS the
intention of that choral burden of the prophecy-namely, to
carry on the indignation; to represent the Jews as objects
of indignation until that God tllrn his hand to gather them
.
ag.Un.
'2. After the historical aspect of God's wrath upon Israel,
have the next variation of the same subject, from ver. 13 to ver.
17, given in symbols, not of an historical, but of a national kind.
The former presented the array and the attack of her enemies ;
the next presenteth the total dIsorganization and breaking up Of
her nationally; the dismemberment of the body politic, the total
cessation of her political life: "Within threescore and fiVe
years shall Ephraim be broken that it be not a people" (vii.8).
And of this utter destruction we have, first, the cause,-standing
in the impenitency of the people under the correcting hand of
God: ~, The people t.urneth not unto him that smiteth them.
neither do they seek the Lord of hosts;" but, as hath been already charged upon them, they puffed at their calamity, and.
said, It is nothing, we will arise from out of it more strong than
ever: "The bricks are fallen down, but we will build with
hewn- stones; .the sycamores are cut down, but we will change
them into cedars." How merciful is God with nations, 88 with
individuals! He never, without a first, and often a second and
a third, chastisement, bringethdestruction total and complete.
But how seldom do the stiff-necked· nations turn unto him thal
smiteth them, or repent of the sins for which the Lord smiteth
them! Nineveh is the only instance that I remember npon
recOrd. So have we seen, in our own day, every Papal kingdom
of Europe, and most of the Protestant kingdoms also-all, indeed, except our own-smitten with Rignal judgments on their
capital cities and royal lines ; but, behold, they have only hardelle4
their hearts the more! and therefore I believe the next blow.
DOW impending, will be destruction.
And though we, as II.
Dation,. have received many warnings in our pecuniaryaffail'll.
yet,have we as. yet received DO It.eavy chastisement ~n the high
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places of our pride; and for some such I look, before we shall
be totally overthrown. Now, it is according to the way in which
the first stroke of chastisement is received, that the Lord hath
compassion or not: and therefore I do exhort every minister, and
every man who believes that there is a God ruling upon the
earth, to cry aloud, and spare not, but endeavour to convince
the nation of its iniquities, and reduce it to some lowliness of
mind for riShtly receiving and improving the chastisement of
God when It comes; and it cannot now be long delayed. For,
behold what follows upon the impenitent: "Therefore the Lord
will cut off from Israel head and tail, branch and rush, in one
day. The ancient and honourable, he is the head; and the
prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail" (ix. 14). Head and
tail gives us the figure of the governors; branch and rush, of the
governed. Of the official body, the chief dignity is given to
the men of ancient family and honourable descent, who also
in. their own persons united age and honour; elders as to experience, and worthy men as to reputation: of which that
there remained some of great weight and consequence in Samaria, is evidenced by that beautiful history of the captives of
Judah related in the Second Book of Chronicles, chap. xxviii.
Of this same governing body, the lowest, basest, most dishonourable member is the prophet that teacheth lies: " He is the tail."
Of these we have an instance given in the Prophecies of Amos,
who prophesied about one hundred years before these events
(vii. 10-14). And by Hosea, who prophesied to Israel about
the same time, it is said, "The prophet is a fool, the spiritual
man is mad ..... the prophet is a snare of a fowler in all his ways,
and hatred in the house of his God" (ix. 7). And another of
the prorhets taunts the whole ecclesiastical body: "Which of
you wil shut a door for nought 1" Avarice and time-serving
go together; man-pleasing corrupteth the word of God in
the mouth of a preacher of righteousness: and when it so
arriveth (how far we are gone in this evil way I say not),
then, beyond all question, tne preacher is the basest, most dishonourable, most wicked and worthless, of all those who devote
themselves to the common-weal. As the proverb goes, The mOlt
honourable of all profession" the basest of all trades: "The
prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail." But, mark! when
Judgment comes there is indiscriminate visitation; the ancient
and honourable is swept away in the general wreck, with that
basest of functionaries, "the prophet who teacheth lies:" because
God would instruct man, that a nation is not a thousand isolated
particles congregated by chance and held together merely by
~onsiderations of common interest, but that it is the great ordinance of God for pre"erving in men's minds the principle of
eommunity and love: wherefore. they do prosper together, and
decline together, and are together chastened, and are over-
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whelmed in indiscriminate ruin, to teach men that selfishness ,is
the contradiction, and community is the assertion, of God's great
principle of providence and grace. And with the governors
perish the governed also, of every naIne and 'degree, both
" branch and rush" -that is, the highest and bravest ornaments,
as well as the humblest and most despised productions of the
field. For, as the former is a figure of the governors, so I take
this to be a figure of the governed; the people, every where
spread abroad over the face of ~he country, being aptly, repr~
sen ted by the vegetable productions of the earth: of whIch the
better kind are the branches of goodly trees, the baser kind the
rush, which grows in the most despised and rejected place••
That this is the true interpretation of the passage is made manifest by the following verse, where the whole destruction is contemplated under tne same twofold division of governors and
governed: "For the leaders of this people cause them to err;
and they that are led of them are destroyed." How closely, again.
doth this bind together the instructors and the instructed; and
what awful responsibility resteth with us who are instructors 01
the people! In another prophet it is said, "My people are
destroyed for lack of knowledge." There are, mdeed, ·only
these two ways-either that the people should burst asunder the
natural bands of reverence and obedience to their superiors, to
the learned and governing class, as they are now hasting to do in
this island, and did some forty years ago in France, which brings
with it internal disorganization and breaking up of community;
or that they should retain their respect and reverence fOl' their
in.structors and governors, and. so be led ~stray into all erro~
With respect to God, and perish along With those who have
misled them. This hath ever been the way of the perdition of
states, until these latter days of infidelity and revolution, ,when
the principle of anarchy and intestine war promises to bring
about destruction in a more awful way than any which hath
been heretofore heard of. When a people have been thns
corrupted in the fountain-heads of doctrine, and have merged
into darkness with their benighted leaders, there grows apace,
over the whole community, a system of falsehood, dishonesty,
and folly, to such a pitch, that they cannot bear the light of
truth, or endure the straightforward step of honesty; and
the upright and true God becometh enraged at the hypocrisywhich is preached under the sanction of law and religIOn, and
well-approved by respectable custom: his mercy and goodneu
will not suffer such crooked and perverse ways to prosper, lest
the sanctions of tru~h and right~ous~ess shouJd fai! from amongst
men; and, forgettmg all the mtenor relationships ·of such a
society-the poverty of the poor, the wants of tne needy, th~
helplessness of childhood-he comes against them,. ·with one feU
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_oop cif his indignatioil accomplishing that reckless revenge
which i. thu. described
the consummation of this aspect of
I.rael'. breaking up: U Therefore the Lord shall, have no joy
ill tluw young men, neither shall have mercy on the fatherleas
and widows; for every man i. an hypocrite and an evil-doer,
uad every mouth speaketb folly" (ix. 17). All the interior
organization ,of the political body, all its ordinances for mercy
aDd pity, all its beautiful ornaments, and the sinews of ita
Itrengtb, go for nothing, when once the sentence of death goes
forth. A. death, nipping life, deflowers aU beauty, and destroys
all stren~h, and the finest structures sweeps with the finger of
destructIon ;&0 Jehovah, when he is wearied out at length with
the impenitent wickedness and unyielding stubbornness of a
people, doth tread under his foot all those tender and needful
tiM, which on all other occasions he exerteth himself to
luatain and accommodate. And 80 having decreed against
laiael, he writes down bis deliberate contempt of widowhood
aad orphanage. of youth and of strength; because in one' day
he i. resoll'ed to strike the death-blow of that long-spared and
ever-rebellious people. And to signify that then they shooJd
lle .till conscious of and ex~ed to suffering, though in the
atate of national death-realIzing to us the condition of the
lecond or eternal death, under which the wicked, decomposed
from beauty and power, are yet conscious of the worm that
dieth not and the fire that i. not quenched-he addeth the
~boral note of unterminated woe: "For all this his anger is
not turned away, but his hand is stl'etched out still."
3. The third variation of this direful burden may be entitled, The
aspect of Israel's misery; and it is given in three n(ltes of the prophetic lyrep-tlle consuming eifect of wickedness, the wrath of the
:Lord, and the desperation of the people: ., Wickedness burneth
as the fire: it shall devour the bners and thorns, and shall
kindle in the thickets of the forest; and they shall mount up
like the lifting up of smoke." This reminds me of another
passage of the like grandeur, in the Song of Moses (Deut. xxxii.
22): .. For a fire is kindled in mine anger, and shall burn unto
the lowest hell, and shall cOllsume the earth with her increase,
&lid set on fire the foundations of the mountains." Fire and
coaflagration are the only fit emblems Of wickedness, which
consumes the life and substance of a nation, and brings on
that utter darkness and desolation which are thus described,
" Through the wrath 01 the Lord of hosts is the land darkened,
and the people shall be as the fuel (Heb. ., meat") of the fire."
What a figl!1re of consuming judgment! .. Our God is a con.uming fire." He is 'not changed: he is terrible to the wicked
of the earth as heretofore; and His judgments are near for to
come upon t~e wieked natiolls of Christendom, and upon thee,
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also; 0 highly-favoured but ttloSt wicked lkitain! And wheD.
his judgments are abroad amongst USj I pray that we may leal'll
righteousness! And whooe, in Buch a moment, are the resourC6i
of man ? "The stout-hearted are spoiled; they have slept their
sleep; and none of the men of might have- found their handsl'
There is a withering of the spirit of man in the day of Gem'.
fierce anger. Courage departeth from . the valiant, and the
young men become fainter than women. And oounsel is 'I&moved from the wise: inextricable confusion and mad despair
overwhelm all hearts. ., No man shall spare his. brother: and
he shall snatch (Heb. "cut") on the right hand, and be hungry ;
and he shall eat on the left hand, and they shall not be satisfied:
they shall eat evel'yman the flesh of hia own arm (according to the
Septuagint and Syriae, of his own brother); Manasseh, Ephraim;
and Ephraim Manasseh; and they together shall be against
Judah ;"-80 completely shall their hopes be blasted; SQ
heavily shall their miseries settle down upon their spirits; &e
utterly shall all common ancestry, kindred, and affectioD, be
rooted out, in that evil day when to the fuel of their wic.k.ednes.
God applieth the spark of his anger, and permits the greedy fire
to spread abroad unrestrained. I stand ID awe of God's judg.
ments; and the more because I perceive that the very thought of
a sin-visiting God is departed from the governors of our nation,
and the memory of it ,is not recalled by those who stand ill the
room of the Prophets, -the ministers of the word and pastors of
the people, who. if they do not teaeh lies, give place and encouragement to lies by not teaching the truth. How truly was
this shewn, both as to statesmen and churchmen in the long
debates upon the Papal Bill, when no one ever hinted at the
doctrine of an over-ruling Providence, nor of Christ, the Head
and Lord of kingdoms! If Israel rose up against Christ's regal
dignity, we have sold it f6r nothing to a clamorous mob: and
if she soon tasted God's revenge, we may fear it will not long
linger over us.
4. The fourth variation of this doleful strain may be entitled, The
remonstrance. It is addressed to the judges, or magistrates, who
decree unrighteous decrees, and to those under their authority,
their secretaries or others, who write them. For this is the manner
in the East; that. when anyone would obtain a writ from the
proper autlwrity, he first prevaileth with the underling of office
to write it; after which he presenteth it to the superior, who
ratifieth it or not, as it pleaseth him. Now the charge here
brought is, that these the guardians of right were not only
liable to be imposed upon by the knavery and chicanery of men;
but that they continually sold judgment, and accepted bribes:
and were therefore at the nod of every rich and powerful oppressor of the poor and needy, whom they tw-ned away from
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obtaining justice and deprived of their rights: and 80 became
the fo~terers of all iniquity, injustice, an~ oppression. Yea,
and still further went their wickednes: they did themselves
lay hands upon the property of the widows and the fatherless.
And four classes are enumerated as the special objects of the magistrate's care; the needy, the poor, the widows, and the fatherless.
The same is declared in Psalm lxxxii., where Christ, the Head
Magistrate, gives these instructions to all kings, his vicegerents:
" Defend the poor and fatherless: do justice to the afflicted and
needy. Deliver the poor and needy: rid them out of the hand
of the wicked." When these, the chief cares of the state are
postponed and undervalued for other more splendid and mighty
works; or when they are treated as of consequence inferior to
finance and commerce and war; then it is, according to the declaration of the same Psalm, that .. all the foundations of the
earth are out of course." God will have kings to represent the
character of his Christ, or be will root their memory out of the
earth. 'fhey are there in no right of their own, or right from
the people derived j but there they are by God's appointment, to
keep the house till Christ's coming, and in their government to
give a figure, however imperfect, of Christ's government in the age
to come. But this eternal truth our ministers of l'eligion regard
as brain-sick mystery, and our ministers of state as moonstruck madness: and so between them they are bringing statel
to a rare pass of infidelity and wickedness. What condition the
poor are in, and the orphans and widows, let men judge by
what they see in the daily newspapers: and what zeal there is in
our governors to remedy it, we all do well know. God avert
from us the day of our calamity! which I fear is not far distant.
-To these the governors of Israel and Judah, and to all who.
like them, are more intent upon covetousness, or ambition, or
power, than the humble but God-like duties of protecting and
comforting the sorrowful and calamitous conditions of those whom
God hath visited in his providence, God maketh this fearful appeal, "And what will ye do in the dal of visitation, and in the
aesolation which shall come from far. to whom will ye flee for
belp 1 and where will ye leave your glory 1" As if the Lord
had said, Ye, who felt not for the poor and needy in the day of
their visitation, but did take advantage of their weakness and
distress, to whom will ye flee for help in the day of your visitation 1 Not to me. Where will ye deposit your glory in a
place of safety from the spoiler whom I am about to summon
from afar 1 Not with me : I will be no longer your defence.
Ye shall be forsaken of me: and. being left without Me, ye
shall bow down lower than the prisoners; ye shall fall the
lowest of the slain. According as you treated those whom my
providence visited, so shall the Assyrian, whom I am about to
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summon from afar, treat you. As your abused dignity was the
highest, so shall YQur disgrace be the lowest: as your offence
was the rankest, so your revenge shall be the cruellest: "Under
the bounden, shall ye be bound, under the slain, shall ye be slain."
-And having thus, in these four successive aspects told out
upon Israel, and somewhat upon Judah also, the punishment which
was decreed; and ever and anon signified that in that deplorable
condition they were to remain for an undefined term, the objects
of God's unaverted wrath and his out-stretched arm; the Prophet immediately proceeds to summon into the field of action
that instrument by whom God was to perform all these oracles
of his purposes: "0 Assyrian, the rod of mine anger," &c.
II. Before entering upon this, the second part of our text, I
must shew my reasons for differing from the learned and elegant
Bishop Lowth, and others, who suppose this to be the commencemen t of another strain of prophecy. First, I t is not the manner
of any prophecy that we can find, bearing upon Israel or Judah,
to conclude otherwise than with assurances of restoration and
blessedness; which would be fearfully the case with the prophecy opened above, if this were altogether a new strain. Secondly, The language of the one hath a distinct reference to the
language of the other; as may be seen by comparing ix.21 with
xi. 13; ix. 12 with xi. 14. Thirdly, While this fourfold strain
of judgment leaves the anger of the Lord upon the people unremoved, we find (xii. 1) that then they sing, "Thou wast ang7,
with me: thine anger is turned away, and thou comfortedst me. '
Now, forasmuch as the Assyrian and his doings are interposed
between, and the very verse preceding (xi. 16) represents the
captives returning free under Assyria's yoke. we can little doubt
that he is an important personage of the prophecy, personating
the oppressor whose yoke Immanuel is for ever to break, and
become the Redeemer of Israel. This brings us to state our
fourth and principal reason for conjoining that which the learned
Bishop would separate; namely, That this strain is one from the
beginning of chap. vii. ; being the birth, name, and action of God
with us. He receiveth new names as the prophecy proceeds; in
x. 17 he is the Light of Israel, and his Holy One; in xi. 1, he
is the Stem of Jesse, and the Branch from his roots: so also in
xi. 10, and in xii. 2, he is Jah-Jehovah; and in ver. 6 he is again·
the Holy One of Israel: of which changing names vie shall see
the reason as we proceed; but that it is the same action of destroying the Assyrian which is present every where, the act of
prowess and of redemption reserved for Immanuel, and him alone;
IS manifest from vii. 17 ; to the end, where the visitation of wrath
proceeded from Assyria; from viii. 7, where the same thing is
asserted, and the removal of it is given to Immanuel (8, 10)~
But how very clear is this from ix. 4, where the yoke and the staff,
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and rod of his oppt'eS8ion~ are all destroyed 1;Iy tJu~ Child which
is horn unto us. And, as if to {lrevent all po\tSibility of mistake.
theAssyrian is here introduced, In the very language of that verse.
as " the rod of mine anser, the staff ()f mine indignation," x. 5;
.and his destruction is glven by the same symbols in verso 24, 27.
Besides, obsery,e bow the destruction in ix. 4 is in the same
terms as that in X. 26: "As in the day of Midian. " We make
no doubt, therefore, from the language, that it is one and the
same action, opened in successive scenes: The rust presenting
us with the occasion of the promiae of the Child. to uphold the
~hreatened throne of David; and the judgment. upon Ephraim
as coming in consequence of that conspIracy; while at the same
time itisd~clared, that Assyria is the instrument of that oppreuion.
The second· scene introduces the Child, and presents him first
a,s the st.wnbling-block of both the houses of Israel; who ther&upon are left in darkness, and find no light in their weary wanderings, until He appear again who is the Light of Israel. and
deliver them from all opprellBion both spiritual and temporal.
The next scene, whose fourfold .aspect we have been delineatingi
.reeals. with new cireumlltances tne misery to which Israel and
Jacob were doomed, and under which they were to remain for
an indefinite time: and this brings in the portentous Assyrian.
who had been already often hinted at, and exhibits him in all his
.size and stature of Wickedness, with all his weight and wanton.
Dess of oppression; to the end, that. likewise in the full size and
'stateliness of his power and magnincence of his. works and
bleSliledness of his government, the Redeemer of Zion may be
introduced. This I consider alii the true argument ()f analyBis
of this piece of splendid prophecy; which is written under· the
law of unity-the unity of cause, the unity of action, and the
unity of end; of place also, if not of time; although even
this in the style of the prophecy be well observed, though in the
interpretation it cannot be. While I thus argue the unity of the
piece, I do not say that it was. all given at the same time: it
may be that this latter part was givea after the destruction of
Samaria, and immediately before the destruction of the A8Iyrian
Pefore Jerusalem. Into this point we shall inquire as we proceed;
but this, if granted, doth no more destroy the unity of the .
whole, than it would of a ~ to say that It had been written
at,two se:ve.-al times.
. "Ho to the Assyrian, the rod of mine anger; and the .staff in
their hand in mme indignation. I wi.ll send him against an
hypocritical nation, and against th~ people of my wrath will I
give him a charge, to take the spoil, aod to take the prey, and to
tread them down like the·mire of the streets." To execute the
wrath written above,. upon the people. of whom he bad four
~imes sai4, " For all tbismitle aogerianot turned aw~., and mine
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arm is stretched out still; " he summoneth the Assyrian into. the
field, to be the rod by which he would inflict his anger, the staff
with which he would inflict his indignation. And large is the
commission of this conqueror, "to take the spoil and to takethe
prey, and to tread them down like the mire of the streets." This
did Sennacherib fulfil upon Samaria to the uttermost; but into
Jerusalem he was not permitted to shoot an arrow (Isa. xxxvii.
33-end), but was smitten with all his host by the angel of the
Lord. "The angel of the Lord went forth, and smote in the
camp of the Assyrians a hundred and fourscore· and five thousand: and when they arose early in the morning. behold they
were all dead corpses." If this prophecy then refer to Jerusalem
especially, and was given after Samaria's destruction, it can in
no way be said to have been fulfilled by Sennacherib, but by
Nebuchadnezzar, who belonged not to the Asayrian but to the
Babylonian kings~ But the prophecy at every step bears tJ°Rces
of Sennacherib, as we shall see; and therefore we must infer,
if other things will accord, that this was given before,'and hath
chief reference to, Samaria's destruction. The object of this
scene in the prophetic action is not so much to exhibit the conquests of Sennacherib, as to exhibit his direful overthrow: and
thus while it serveth the purposes of judgment upon Samaria,
to serve the purpose also of consolation to Jerusalem, in the da;!
when she should be so shaken and agitated by Sennacherib s
threats and blasphemies. To the end that, as the former pro~
phecies concerning Damascus and Samaria gave Isaiah acceptation as a prophet to Israel, this one concerning Sennacherib's
overthrow might give him welcome acce{>tation to Judah. For
observe what the moral lesson or apphcation of the whole is
(x. 24) : H Therefore thus saith the Lord God of hosts, 0 my
people that dwellest in Zion, be not afraid of the Assyrian; he
shall smite thee with a rod, and shall lift up his staff against
thee, after the manner of Egypt." And likewise to make
him a lesson to all the eonquermg scourges whom. he should
afterwards employ; for God loveth all men, and is not unmindful of the services of conquerors (Ezek. xxix. 18); he doth
exhibit a full-lenO'th portraiture of this man's pride and boasting,
and signify unto ~ll who should come after him, how,in fulfilling
the Lord's purposes of wrath and indignation, they may yet
keep themselves from being the objects of still greater wrath.
For our sentimental moralists do greatly err, in thinking that
because a man is a conqueror, he is therefore an outcast from
.the love and favour of God. A conqueror is as needful to God's
purposes, as is a rod of chastisement or a staff of op;eression;
and if he fulfil his office meekly and religiously, God wdl reward
him, as he did Nebuchadnezzar. For example, I believe that in
no way hath this our land served God more a~ceptably, than in
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obeying the leadings of his Providence, made almost imperative
for' ,self-preservation, than in going forward to' humble and to
trample upon the chief cities, and palaces, and temples of the
idolatrous Brahmins, and Budhists, and the Antichristian Mohammedans of the East: the like also saw we, and rejoiced in,
when the infidel of the West fell stretched before our Christian
banner. And if our countrymen will go on executing righteousness and jndgment in the East, not moving wars of ambition
and aggrandizement, but waiting as heretofore the call and
summons of God's Providence, 1 not only have hope of the
stability, but assurance of the great blessing, of their government in those parts. I do thus single out our East-India
'Company for receiving instruction from this passage, because
they are the only instance (except indeed Napoleon, I I who was
and is not,") of the ancient conquerors, either as respecteth the
rapidity or the extent of their conquests; into every one of
which, as my honoured countryman and friend, Sir John Malcolm,
in his History, hath said, they were led and as it were forced for
self-preservation. Let us then proceed to study this lesson
taught to all conquerors in the person of the Assyrian.
Howbeit, he meaneth not so, neither doth his heart think so';
but it is in his heart to destroy, and cut off nations not a few."
The first error that the masters of the sword are liable to, is
here described to be the forgetfulness of God, whose instruments they are, the acknowledgment of Him in whose hand
their armies are; in the absence of which piety and submission
there groweth in their minds high-mindedness, and even usurpation of divinity; and therewith cruelty and revenge against
all who dare to stand against the spring-tide and main-stream
of their single and universal dominion. A powerful and
mighty conqueror hath need, above all others, of the fear and
favour of God; for his is the most perilous summit, all the high
places of the eartb. Into this snare fell the Assyrian, who is represented as thus st>eaking to himself in the pnde of his heart : .. Are not my prmces altogether kings? Is not Calno as Car..
chemish? is not Hamath as Arpad? is not Samaria ns Damascus?
As my hand hath found the kingdoms of the idols, and whose
graven images did excel them of Jerusalem and of Samaria;
shall I not, as I have done unto Samaria and her idols, so do to
Jerusalem and her idols?" (Isai. x. 8-11.) From the allusion
here made to the destruction of Samaria, it is inferred by Bishop
Lowth and others, that the prophecy must have been given after
that event. But this is, I think, to mistake the prophetical for
the hi~torical method. The speech is not here historically put
jnto his mouth, as we find it to be in the thirty-severith chapter
of this prophet. This is the prophecy of that which then was
done;' and is written beforehand for the learning of all to whom'
II
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it might come; yea, and for the prevention of the wickedness,
if they would YIeld theijlse)ves to be prevented: and if not, for
the demonstration of God's foresight of and hand in the judgments, and for the verification of the words of the Lord JD
Jsaiah's mouth. By the happening of all things exactly as they
are here set down, and that in the life-time of Isaiah, his characteras a true prophet was most surely proved, and the church
enabled to separate his rolls of prophecy from those of the false
prophets who abounded, and to transmit them to us as the authenticated word of God. Taking this boastfuillpeech, therefore,
as a prophecy of what the Assyrian was to do, under the guise
of a speech put into his mouth, which is so common in the
Apocalypse, as a. brief enumeration of the countries and peoples
.who were to be given into his hand; and of the pride of heart
with which he was to be transported thereby, and in consequence
.of which his signal overthrow was to come to pass; we will now
go over it in order :-" Are not my princes altogether kings 1"
which signifies either, Have not I reduced kings to be my tributary
princes, and so am become a king of kings? or, rather as I incline
to understand it, Are not my principal men advanced by my
.
favour into the dignity of kings 1 have I not made kings of my
captains? Accordingly Rabshakeh insulted thus over Hezekiali,
as if in his royal state he were not equal to the least of the
captains of the great king: .. How then wilt thou' turn away the
face of one captain of the least of my master's servants?" Then
he {lroceedeth to recount his conquests, and to set them in array
agalDst Jerusalem. Calno, the Calneh of Nimrod's kingdom in
the land of Shinar (Gen. x. 10), the Canneh of Ezek. xxvii.
23, is well believed to be the same city whose name was afterwards changed to Ctesiphon, and around which the region was
called Chalonitis. It stood upon the Tigris, and long afterwards
became for some time the capital city of the Parthians. Concerning its conquest, what is written in the prophet Amos (vi.
1, 2) would lead us to infer that it fell under the Assyrian
before Samaria; as also Hamath, which we might indeed suppose from the precedency given to them in the text.
. It is necessary to know that the Assyrian kingdom founded
by Nimrod, had been broken up into three parts, immediately
before the time of Tiglath-pileser, who helped Ahaz against
Rezin and Remaliah's son. This took place lD the reign of the
effeminate and voluptuous Sardanapalus, whose father Phul
(2 Kings xv. 19) first made the Assyrian's rod to be felt in
Israel; and in the days of this same Phul, it is believed that
Jonah the prophet preached repentance in that great city. This
ancient kingdom of Nineveh fell asunder into three parts; Nineveh or the Assyrian kingdom, and Babylon, and Media, which
in succession came to the head of affairs. The Assyrian in
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Scripture always refers to the empire of Nineveh, which was
snccessively wielded by Tiglath-pileser, Shalmanezer, and Sennacherib; as contradistinguished from the power of Babylon,
wielded by Nebuchadnezzar; and of Media with Persia, wielded
by Cyrus. Now it is well worthy of most careful observation,
that the things here ascribed to the Assyrian were not accomplished by Sennacherib alone, nor by his father Shalmanezer ;
for neither of them overthew Damascus, but Tiglath-pileser, who
was king before them both; and as Calneh and Hamath fell
before Samaria, we must believe that they also yielded to his
prowess. Samaria however, we know, did fall before Shalmanezer (2 Kings xvii). And it was against Jerusalem that Sennacherib came up. This is the time of the prophetic action
before us; and the action is his miraculous overthrow by the angel
ofthe Lord. Nevertheless the Assyrian is represented as gathering into his own person all the exploits of his fathers likewise.
This teacheth us the truth of what I a little touched upon (No.
II. p. 153), that this name" The Assyrian" doth not stand for
one person, but for the whole series and succession of Israel and
Judah's oppressors, unto the expiration of the wrath of God,
when he retumeth unto his people in the multitude of his
mercies. Let the sceptical interpreters of prophecy, who will
see nothing but the event which is long passed away, explain to
me how the Assyrian should here sigmfy not only Sennacherib,
to whom the event, from ver. 28, certainly refers, but likewise his
predecessors in the kingdom: or, if they hesitate, I will explain
It to them. God was willing to give, in the actings of the Assyrian against Israel and Judah, a grand type of the actings of all
their oppressors unto the end of their long captivity and oppression; and of their miraculous deliverance out of the hands of
them all. This required a succession of persons in the type,.
some to be conquerors, triumphant over his people, leading
them into captivity; others, at least one other, and the last, to
be a conqueror shaking his hand against them, but not able to
prevail, but himself prevailed against by the unseen hand of a
Mighty One. This complete foreshadowmg of the future fate
of Israel was given in the succession of Tiglath-pileser, Shalmanezer, and Sennacherib (included in one name, " The Assyrian "), who were conquerors, captors, and oppressors of God's
people; and yet by God, for hiS people's sake, overthrown;
which is, in short compass, the history of the Jewish nation;
that the nations who have conquered, captured, and oppressed
them, shall before the walls of Jerusalem be yet broken and confounded for ever (Zech. xii. xiii. xiv). Now, during the thirty
years when this exemplification, on the small. scale, of what
upon the large scale was to occupy almost as many centuries,
was proceeding; and for twenty or thirty years before it began to
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proceed, all the earlier prophets. except Jonah. down to Jeremiah, put .forth their burdens; and they put them forth under
the sanction and language of that typical series of events which
was beginning to occur. And thus with the typography of
the minor historical event they wrote the history of the great,er
event; and from the exact fulfilment of the one, the future fulfilment of the other received the stamp and sanction of God.
This is the true method of historical prophecy. It is as truly
seen through a symbol of real history, and written in the language
of that symbol, as the Gospel is seen in the symbol of the Levitical religion, and written in the langua~e thereof. The Assyrian
and Babylon have as truly a symbolical sense in the historical
books, as sacrifice and high-priest have in the Levitical books.
When I say" symbolical" I do not say "unintelli~ble," but
"intelligible." For without a symbol nothing spIritual can
be made intelligible; and nothing prophetical could be
stamped as real and sanctioned as certain. What do these
ignorant railers against symbols and mysteries mean? Is not
Baptism a symbol? and what is the Lord's Supper but a
symbol? both of them mysteries of the invisible life made intelligible by symbols, and without such symbols utterly unintelligible. Even so I say all prophecies of the future must either
adopt such a method of settjng events forth, by other. evenw
constituted on purpose to be their types; or if they do not take
such a method, they must be written in simple and unambiguou8
language, which would be inconsistent with the responsibility of
human agents; but, by being thus written in a function or form
of the past dealings of God's providence, the future doth exact
from hIm that would understand it both faith in, and reverence
for, and meditation of God's word: and to such heedful reverent
believers, the Spirit yieldeth such a warning sign and sufficient
'apprehension of the thing which is about to come, as that the
church shall not be taken at unawares. This I believe to be
another grand feature of that prophetic method, which I judge
it better to bring out by successive strokes, as occasion suggesteth, than to treat after a more systematic but less com~
prehensible method. N ow this prophecy doth, better than any
other, reveal to us the meaning of " the Assyrian," who so often
occurreth in Scripture. (Is. xiv. 20, xxx. 31, xxxi. 8, Mic. v. 6,
6, &c.) Let us now return again, and proceed upon our way.
Of Carchemish, the second of the Assyrian's conquests, some
idea may be obtained of the importance, by consulting- 2 Chron.
xxxv. 29, and Jer. xlvi., which speak of it as a City of considerable consequence upon the Euphrates. The event there
described is a good while posterior to the event here referred to.
It is likely that upon the breaking up of the ancient Assyrian
empire, in the time of Sardanapalus, these chief cities had revolted, and set up a. head for themselves, and were again brought
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under by one of the three powerful kings included under the
name " The Assyrian;" and that again, after the destruction of
Nineveh, Carchemish again revolted, and having sought succour of Pharaoh-Necho, king of Egypt, Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon fell upon him and defeated him, and added it anew
to the Eastern kingdom. Of Hamath and Arpad, frequent
mention is made in Scripture, both of them were planted by
and named after descendants of Ham and Canaan (Gen. x. 18),
and both are twice mentioned in the historical fulfilment of this
Prophecy (Isai. xxxvi. 19, xxxvii. 13). It is beyond doubt that
they were districts lying between Damascus and the shores of
the Mediterranean Sea, bounding the Holy Land upon the north
quarter (Numb. xxxiv. 8; 1 Kings viii. 65, &c.); and so, lying
in towards the great bend of the Euphrates, where also lay Carchemish, and Damascus also, which is the next of these boasted
triumphs. Concerning Damascus and Samaria, we have nothing
to give in addition to what hath been set forth in the foregoing
interpretation, and which is recorded in the xvi th and xvii th
chapters of the Second Book of Kings. It would appear, upon
the whole, that the conquests of the Assyrian, before he was
overthrown at Jerusalem in the person of Sennacherib, had
J>roceeded towards Syria, and that he was God's scourge upon
those regions which lay to the north of the land of Israel.
But It will be profitable, before going farther, indeed is
necessary, that I should give a short history of the transactions between Judah and the Assyrian up to his overthrow,
in order that the remainder of the prophecy may be clear.
During the time of all these conquests, there had been nothing
but good friendship between the kings of Judah and Assyria,
ever since the time that Ahaz struck with him that confederacy against which Isaiah protested, viii. 12. But, like all
·confederacies between God's people and God's enemies, it
yielded only gall and wormwood. It consumed Ahaz with
tribute, and introduced the idolatries and the altars of the
Syrians in whom that wicked king had more confidence than
in the Lord of Hosts (2 Chron. xxviii. 19-end). Hezekiah
began his reign with the brightest omen of a religious revival,
the greatest since the days of king David, whereof the pa....
ticulars are recorded 2 Chron. xxviii-xxxii; which, occurring before the destruction of Israel, must be regarded in the
light of a last overture of mercy to that people, if they would
·return again to their allegiance to David's line, and to the
worship of the Lord at Jerusalem. Some of them, yea II divers
of Asher and Manasseh and Zebulun" (2 Chron. xxx. 11), did
J>resent themselves to that great passover, yea, a multitude of
the people, even many of " Ephraim and Manasseh, Issachar
and Zebulun" (ver. 1~~, did eat the passovel' with their brethren
of Judah and Benjamin; but the great body of the Ten Tribes de-
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rided and scorned the pious and gracious invitation of the good
king Hezekiah (ver. 10): "So the posts passed from city to city
through the country of Ephraim and Manasseh, even unto Zebulun ; but they laughed them to scorn, and mocked them."
Nevertheless, though this last overture of mercy did not prevail
to save Israel and Samaria, it shewed that there was amongst
them a remnant of faithful ones, a true seed of men who
had not bowed the knee to Baal, and for whom God would not
utterly consume the nation. Hezekiah being strengthened by
the religious purification of the nation, had the courage to withdraw the tribute from the king of Assyria,who in the fourteenth
year of his reign appeared upon his borders, and took the fenced
cities of Judah. II And Hezekiah king of Judah sent to the
king of Assyria, to Lachish, saying, I have offended; return
from me: that which thou puttest on me will I bear. And the
king of Assyria appointed unto Hezekiah king of Judah three
hundred talents of silver and thirty talents of gold" (2 Kings
xviii. 14.) But this satisfied not the blood-thirsty king, who,
seemingly without delay, sent his generals with a great host against
Jerusalem. Meanwhile, according to Josephus, (and there is a
hint of it 2 Kings xix. 8, 9), after he had received the tribute he
went down to war against Egypt, with whom, it would seem, Hezekiah, contrary to Isaiah's instructions, had joined a confederacy
Isai. xxxvi. 6-9) ; and falling first upon Sevechus or Sethon king
of Egypt, and afterwards upon his kinsman Tirhakah or Therchon kmg of Ethiopia, he routed and spoiled them both. This
action forms the substance of the xx th chapter of this Prophet.
During this interval of respite, which must have occupied two or
three years, for, according to Josephus,he lost much time in the siege
of Pellusium, and thereafter he retreated out of Egypt to Lachish,
and again advanced against the Ethiopian and overthrew him,
Jerusalem remained in a state, not of close siege, but of threateningfrom Rabshakeh; and Isaiah, being consulted,delivered that
subhme response written in the xxxvii th chapter: .. The virgin,
the daughter of Zion, hath despised thee, and laughed thee to
scorn; the daughter of Jerusalem hath shaken her head at
thee," &c. And as a sign this was given to the king: "Y6-shall
eat this year such as groweth of itself, and the second year that
which springeth of the same: and in the third year sow
and
reap, and plant vineyards, and eat the fruit thereof." This understand to have been a sign ofthis; that Sennacherib and his army,
now warring in Egypt and Ethiopia, would not prevail against
Jerusalem. Now this sign required a part of two years to
become a siO'n at all: and therefore we may conclude that somewhere about that time Sennacherib's army was employed in this
service. But it is of much importance to look to the sign itself; which consisted in leaving the land untilled fol' two years,
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which could never happen but at the time of the Jubilee; for
according to the ordinances of Israel (Lev. xxv. 6, 6), every
seventh year there was to be no tillage, and the year which
followed the forty-ninth was also to be free from tillage, ver. 11 :
so that the forty-ninth and fiftieth years were the two years
during which the earth was to produce spontaneously: or rather
as it is written, H And if ye shall say, What shall we eat the
seventh year? behold, we shall not sow, nor gather in our increase: then I will command my blessing upon you in the sixth
year, and it shall bring forth frUIt for three years. And ye shall
sow the eighth year, and eat yet of old fruit until the ninth
year; until her fruits come in, ye shall eat of the old store" (Lev.
xxv. 20-22.) Now as we find no provision for nor hint of
an extra-jubilee or Sabbatical year, we conclude that these
were the years coming on at the time, and that Isaiah's giving it
as a sign, was to assure Hezekiah that the Lord had not yet
given up the land but held it for his own; also to require of
him, as king, an act of faith in God's ordinances as the means
of his deliverance. The Sabbatical and the Jubilee years were
therefore the signs of Judah's deliverance out of the hand of the
Assyrian, teaching us this lesson; That these were really the
tenures upon whIch the land was held; that God thereby
proved the land to be his, and not theirs, by withholding from
them the use of it every seventh year: and likewise by permitting no sale of it, but only a transfer for forty-nine years;
as it is written in the same place, .. The land shall not be sold
for ever; for the land is mine: for ye are strangers and sojourners with me." And while God required of them this sign and
token of their holding the inheritance of him alone, He also
gave them a stupendous proof of his presence with them by
making one year to produce the food of two, and even of three
years. This ordinance of the Sabbatical year, was constantly
neglected, and in consequence thereof, they were carried away
captive into Babylon that the land might enjoy its sabbaths, as
it is written (2 ehron. xxxvi. 21): c'To fulfil the word of the
Lord by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the land had enjoyed
her sabbaths: for as long as she lay desolate she kept sal:ibath,
to fulfil threescore and ten years." (See also Lev. xxvi. 34, 36.)
'But of the argument hereafter. Let this suffice for information:
and let us now resume our interpretation.
The boasting of the Assyrians taketh now a higher tone,
and lifteth itself up against the idols in which the nations
trusted. " As my hand hath formed the kingdoms of the idols
and whose graven images did excel them of Jerusalem and of
Samaria, shall I not, as I have done to Samaria and her idols
80 do to Jerusalem and ber idols?" He knew not how much of
the truth he was speaking; for really it was on account of their
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idolatries that Samaria was overthrown and· kriu;alem visited
(2 Kings xvii.) and. the other natioD;8 also. And·haddle.mac)e
an eKception for the l.ord God, he would have known and.spona
bis commission correctly; but that he included G4ld. Almighfl.t
amongst the idols of Jerusalem, is sufficiently manifest from·the
blasphemous summon~ of Rabshakeh, when:he· saith(Isai. xxm~
7), U Butif thou say to me, We trust in the Lord 001' God:ia
itnot he whose high places aRd whose altars Hezekiah ,hath takea
away, and said to Judah .and to Jerusalem, Ye shalt w()r.sbip
before this altar 1 " Here he refers to the grand religiOUS retbl'mMion which Hezekiah had s~t on foot'at the lleginmng 9f!hitt
reign, ignorantly supposing it to have been a renunciation-o'
th&·true God. Or haply h~thought to stir up any·latent love '91
tIM old system. of Ahaz which mi~ht stiH survive in the minds of
aDY'~f the ·people. At the same tIme he declares (ver; 10), "Aitd
am I now eome up withou t the Lord against this land to destroYlt1"
TlH! Lord said unto me, Go up against this land, and'destroy it. ~
So that, at one and the same time, he doth ignorantly' confoond'
jehovah with the idols, and take his name falsely int6his mouth;
as if he had received a commission from Him, from whom he
eeived it not. Moreover, it is to be remembered that the Assyriaru.
worshipped th.e sun, and ther~foretheir king speaks ~ont~m~tu
ously of the kmgdoms of the Idols. We do not now mq uue mto
that greater one than the Assyrian whom the Assytian prefigured.
bot are content to notice these four things as helpful to that inquiry: 1st, That of his captains he made kings ; 2d, That be
made war upon the idols, and especially upon the idolatrres of
Ged's people; 3d, That he claimed to hImself a commission
frOO). God himself; 4th, That he pitched his eamp against·
Jehevah the Holy One of Israel.
In cOnsequence of these his boastful speeches, and especially
of his setting himself against his own divine p~wer and glory,
God thus delivers the oracle of his doom: - " Wherefore
it shall come to pass, that, when the Lord hath performed·
his whole work upon Mount ·Zion and on Jerusalen:t. I will
punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria, and·
the glory of his high looks. For he saith, By the strength of·
my hand I have done it, and by my wisdom;· for I am prudent.:·:
an~ I have removed the bounds of the "peopl~. and ~ave ro~bed'
their treasures, and I have put down the mhabltants like a valiant;
man: and my hand hath found as a nest the riches of thapeople; and as one gathereth eggs that are left, have I gatheJ:ed;
aU the earth; and there was none that moved the wing, or opeDed.
the mouth, or peeped. Shall the axe boast itself against him·
that heweth therewith? 01' shall the saw magnify itself agaiJist-:
him that shaketh it? as if the rod should shake: itself against
tIlem that lin it. up, oraf! if the staff IIliOUlcUiit·up itself, ait;
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if it were no wood. Therefore shall the Lord, the Lord of hosts.
Bend among his fat ones leanness, and under his glory he shall
kindle a burning like the burning of a fire. And the Light of
Israel shall be for a fire, and his Holy One for a flame; and it
.hall bum and devour his thorns and his briers in one day;
tlnd shall consume the glory of his forest and of his fruitful
field, both soul and body: and they shall be as when a standardbearer fainteth. And the rest of the trees of his forest shall
be few, that a child may write them. And it shall come to pass
in that day, that the remnant of Israel, and such as are escaped
of the house of Jacob, shall no more again stay upon him that
Bmote them: but shall s4Ly upon the Lord, the Holy One of
Israel, in truth. The remnant shall return, even the remnant
of Jacob, unto the mighty of God. For though thy people
Israel be as the sand of the sea, yet a remnant of them sllaU
~turn: the consumption decreed shall overflow with righteousness. For the Lord God of hosts shall make a consumption,
even determined, in the midst of all the land" (Isai. x. 12-23).
l make this quotation in whole, and not in parts, because it is
absolutely necessary to contemplate it so, in order to understand
it. Doth it refer merely to what befel Sennacherib, when the
angel of the Lord smote his host and he fled with disgrace to
Nineveh 1 or, including that, doth it swell itself out to something
. ~eyond, far more grand and extensive 1 I say, it cannot be
bound to the event of Sennacherib, or to any thing which hath
yet happened, but must refer to future things. And these are
my reasons for saying so :-lst, It doth not come to pass until
.~ the Lord hath performed his work upon Mount Zion and on
.Jerusalem" (ver. 12): but that was not accomplished by Sennacherib,who performed no work whatever upon these two places;
nor by Nebuchadnezzar; nor by Titus; nor by Adrian; nor by the
l'ersian; nor by the Saracen; nor by the Turk: for, behold, the
Lor.d's work of wrath is still resting on it; and even after the people
are restored to their own land, there remain direful judgments
'Written against that city. (Zech. xii. xiii. xiv.; Ezek. xxxviii.
xxxix). No justice nor propriety of interpretation, therefore, can
88.y. that this limits itself to Sennacherib's time and action; but
r!ll!.ches onward to, and is fulfilled in, the termination of that
~ger which is not yet ,. turned away," the drawing back of that
arm which is " stretched out still." Now if this be undeniable.
then is it also undeniable that the " king of Assyria" hath
an equal latitude and extent of meaning; for the fruit of his
stout heart is not punished until " the Lord hath performed his
whole work upon Mount Zion and on Jerusalem" (yer. 10).~ly, The language of boasting put into his mouth, verso 13,14.
i!!ltoo large for Sennacherib and his two predecessors; who,·
tho~gh cho,sen m.inister. Qf God's wrath to conquer and chastiae
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certain nations, had by no means that universality of dominioll
which is signified by the expression "the whole earth," ., thQ
nations of the peoples," " there was none that moved the wing, or
opened the mouth, or peeped." For, truly, the Assyrian klDgB
never restored the glory of the former dynasty; and soon fell;
they and their city, before Media and Babylon, who even then
stood their rivals in power and greatness.-But, 3dly, The lan~
guage of verso 16-19, containing the verdict of his destruction}
can by no means be limited to that action of the destroying
angel recounted in Isai. xxxviii. 36, thou~h that be a very fit
type and shadow, and even first-fruits of It. For ver. 16 con~
tams a gradual consumption from fatness to leanness, a gradual
wasting away of his glory by the kindling of a fire beneath it.
The 17th verse represents the catastrophe of his destruction
by the personal act of the Light of Israel and His Holy
One! That the" Light" of this prophecy is no other than the
Messiah, is clear from the application to him of these words,
ix. 2; "The people that walked in darkness have seen a great
Light:" and also from the "burning and fuel of fire" with:
which he shall consume the oppressor (x. 4-6). It is further:
manifest that this " Holy One" is Messiah, from xii. 6, whertS
he is represented as being, U in the midst of Zion, her strength';
hel' song, and her salvation." And these two verses, the 16th
and 17to-the one a consumption, and the other a destruction-seem to me to convey exactly the same progression
with that famous passage, 2 Thess. ii. 8: .. And then shall
that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with
the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness
of his coming." Moreover, verso 18, 19 doth indicate such a
remnant saved from the universal destruction, as we do find in
every part of Scripture where that last action of God's wrath is
described (lsai. xxiv. 13; Joel ii. 32; Amos ix. 12); but
seldom or never in descriptions of the destinies of individual
kingdoms.-But, 4thly, what puts it beyond a doubt that this
destruction of the Assyrian hath a much wider reference than to
Sennaeherib's overthrow, is the declaration, that" in that day
the remnant of Jacob, and such as are escaped of the house of
Jacob, shall no more again stay upon him that smote them, but
shall stay upon the Lord, the Holy One .of Israel,. in truth.'·
The whole passage, from ver. 20-23, whIch contams the gathering again of Israel and their restoration to their own land,
is declared to take place in that same day in which the Assyrian
is thus consumed. Now, no man will be hardy enough to say
that any thing like this came to pass in the day of Sennacherib's downfall, or hath yet taken place: and, if so, the ABsy..
rian is not yet destroyed, nor any of the events contained in the
large quotation given above fully accomplished: and the Ass]~_
lian, in this whole passage, can only be rightly interpreted. ~
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..m6l'ring that name to· all, and especially to' the last gr-eat op.,
pressor of Israel, whose YQke being broken; the yoke of .ever.,
~pressol' is broken at on~.-There is one other reason, not
indeed derived from the passage before us, but from the·parallel
passage in the historical narratjve, which gives much additioJ}al
weight to this argument, although itQS$uredly 'needs none;
and what makes the following more strong is, that it is God's
o.wl;1~oracle c~>nceming .this Sennacherib,. give~ by the mout~ of
Isaiah to Kmg Hezekiah. After rebukmg hls·enormous pnde,
iG IsOO. xxxvii. 22~25, God thus decla,reth the Assyrian to be
the object of many. ol~ prophecies:. " H~st thou not heard long
ago. how I have done It, and of anOlent times that I have formed
it 1 now have I brought it to pasa; that thou shouldest be to
~ waste defonced cities into ruinous heaps. Therefore their
inhabitants were of small power, they were dismayed and confounded: they ·were as the grass of the field, and as the green
herb; as the grass on the house-tops, and as com blasted before
it be grown up. But I know thy abode,and thy going out,
and tny coming in, and thy rage against me" (bai. xxxvii.
26-28). Now compare this with the language spoken of Gog
and Magog, who is certainly the last form of Israel's oppressor:
It Thus saith the Lord God, Art thou he of whom 1 ha.ve spoken
in old time· by my servants the prophets of Israel, which pro})hesied in those days many years, that J would bring thee against
them 1 " (Ezek. xxxviii. 17); imd it is manifest, thnt the
ABtlyria.n ·in ·our text is not Sennacherib personal merely, but
Sennacherib mystical-that is, the whole generation of the opprelilso~ of ,God's people, and especially'that last of them, who
18 t.o brmg-all oppressIOns to an end.
.
. In arguing. out, this most important ·point, we have at the
""'Qle time'been designedly giving an exposition ()fthese.twelve
,erses of' our prophecy; but there are some things which we
hJl.~e·not been able to include. One of these is, the sublimity
ofthelan~age, and th.e excellency of the,translation. What
a description. of the high and towering IIpirit of a conqueror is
in these words: "The fruit of the stout' heart of the king of
Aseyria, and the glory of his high looks! " . Agai:n, what a selfcomplacency is expressed in these words: "By the strength of
my hand have 1 do?e it~ and by:my wisdom ; for I am prudent I"~
alld what autocratical .• nsolence In these' words : There was
noae:th9ot moved the wing, or opened the mouth, or peeped!"
But what·a sublime rebuke! U Shall the axe boast itself against
himthatheweth therewith 1 or shall the saw magnify ,itself
against him,thatshaketh it 1 As if the rod should shake it&elf against them;that lift it up, or as if the staff' should lift
up itself 90S if it were no wood!" .And what a disc()mfitare, " As when a standard-bearer fainteth ! " And what a
passage, taken as· a whole! Where· are our poets, whereouJ(
Of
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masters of criticism, that they:come not .to
the Prophets? ·Poor 'prosaic men:! .there .is
no longer either the :knowledge or the reverence, of excellence
amongst you; . else the mere language of God's word, soul~
satisfying, Boul-ravishing, would be. argument enough .of its
1?ivine or~ginal. They will. gabble ·with their un<:ircumci~ed
bps about taste and good wntmg, and lay the flattenng unctton
to their souls that the feeble and .empty things which they
stamp with their approbation are the models of, composition. Will
the puny scribblers see how the preachers of ancIent time used
to speak unto those to wholIl they weFe . sent? 0 Je amusers
of the multitude! ye prudent measurers of your message to the
sickly sinful tastes of this generation ; will ye come with me
and be rebuked by the Prophets!· Be done with your Scotts,
and your Doddridges, and your other idols, who at the best are
but vessels, and not the water of the fountain: come to the
Pr9phets, where you have the water oflife in the divinely con""
Bt.ruct~d fountain: come here, and Jearn to preach. Oh, how
my zeal riseth against these spendthrifts of words, who will
make half-hour disquisitions with a rare modesty, and leave the
matter ina more precious state of doubtfulness·than·before. Ye
clear-headed men! ye first-rate doubters! ye forswearers of de-;
cision! ye boasters of your want of faith! and yeencouragers of
little faith in those who hear you !come with me to~the Prophets,
and learn what is the use of a preacher in the world,.and what is
the nature of his calling, and of wha.t metal and of what temper
his words should be. But ye will say, , Now he arrogates to him..
self the gift of inspiration!' No· such thing, ye uncharitable
slanderers. But I do arrogate to myself to believe what God halt
written in his inspired word, as surely as if he had inspired it
through my own organs. I believe it just as firmly as Isaiah
did; and as vehemently, as stoutly, therefore will I utter it. I
will speak with the authority of One who brings God'smessage~
of the truth of which he hath no doubt, of the awful importance
of which he hath no misgivings. Alld, O·ye·muflled tongues! ye
men of sleek speech! ye men of clear ullderstanding but little
faith! I will rebuke your low, lethargic, undecided preaching of.
God's truth.
I have further to remark upon the part of the passage from verso
20-24, that there are two allusions to the foregoing paTts of the
prophecy in the first two verses. u. Shall'no more stay upon him
that smote them," refers to the foolishlless of Ahazin putting
his confidence in the Assyrian; and likewise of Hezekiah, who
paid him the tribute, and thought thereby to have preserved his
kingdom from violence: and afterwards they trusted in the
Egyptian, and in the Babylonian, and in the .Roman, and in:
every one but in the Holy One oflsrael. ;But when the Assyrian
shall be smitten, they shall stay upon the;Loro, the. Holy One 06~
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Israel, in truth; and they shall sing. as it is written in IsaL
xxvi. 13, 14: " 0 Lord our God, other lords besides thee have
had dominion over us; but by thee only will we make mention of
thy name. They are dead, they shall not live; they are deceased, they shall not rise: therefore hast thou visited and destroyed them, and made all their memory to perish." In the
next verse of our text there is an allusion to the name of the
Child, "The mighty God" (Hebrew, El-gebbor), which we
have interpreted in No. II., pp.170, 171; and to which we have
nothing to add, save that he who is the" Lord of hosts, mighty
to save," shall gather the remnant in this his powerful, warlike
character, and achieve to himself the great name of God the
Heroic One, by the subversion of the Assyrian and all oppressors
together. Wherefore it is written of the great Redeemer of
Zion, that he is "a man of wBr" (Jsai. lix. 16-21).
The next remark which we have to make, is concerning
the use made of verso 22, 23, by Paul, in the Epistle to the
Romans (ix. 27, 28). The rassage in the Prophet consists of
two parts, which ought,
think, to have been more dis·
tinctly separated from each other. The first part, " For
though thy people Israel be as the sand of the sea, a remnant of them shall return," seems to me the reiteration of
what had been said immediately before; with the assurance,
that, however numerous they were, a remnant, and only a
remnant, should return, or II be saved," as Paul, q ooting the
LXX., hath it. The part which follows this in ver. 22, and the
whole of ver. 23, concerneth the work of judgment; and ought,
I think, to have been separated from the former, which con";
cerneth the work of mercy. It is a difficult passage, and there
is a considerable shade of difference between the form in which
it stands in the Old Testament and in the New; but the one
and the same idea in both seems to be this, That the consumption, whether of the numbers of the Assyrian or of the Jews (for
of both a remnant is left)-that the great waste of the life and
glory of man which was decreed should be an overflowing
act of righteous judgment in all the earth. This: is the idea
caught at by the Apostle, for tbe purpose of his argument, which
is, to shew that tbe rejection of such a multitude of Israe1, and
the salvation of a few, was a thing contained in all the Prophets, and therefore not to be wondered at when it began to
be accomplished in his time. Some one may ask hereupon,
And was tbis prophecy fulfilled in the Apostle's time? I answer,
It then began to come into fulfilment; or, ratber, it received a
fresh accession, so to speak, of accomplishment, to that which
had begun in the time of Sennacherib upon Israel, and of Nebuchadnezzar upon Judah: and, in the deeper sense, of salvation, not from a temporal, but a spiritual oppressor, it began
to receive the beginning of its Jlccomplishment at that very
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time in which Paul lived : and therefore Paul quotes this, and
several other passages of the Old Testament, in the ixth, xth~
and xi th chapters of Romans, not to declare that these predictions were then accomplished, but accomplishing; that the great
purpose of rejecting and consuming his people was proceeding,
and in the midst of it was likewise proceeding the purpose of
saving a remnant; and that the difference between the election
according to grace, and Israel according to the flesh, was thus
made manifest, and all boastings, save in the free grace of God t
were taken away. In Sennacherib's time there was a great consumption by his hand unto the very gates of Jerusalem; and
then a remnant escaped, even of those who took refuge in the
strong tower of the daughter of Zion. In the time of our
Lord, when a higher redemption and salvation were proclaimed
to Israel, a remnant did again receive it-the election according
to grace-and the rest were blinded, and were consumed in righteousness. Anon, when redemption in this higher kind shall be
comrleted, and the number of the elect accomplished, and God
shal prepare the throne of David, a remnant shall return;
for even then a great consumption is determined in the midst
of the land. I say, that even against the day of visible manifestation, when Israel shall be restored to their own land, there
is decreed against them a very great consumption, in righteous
indignation for the iniquities and idolatries which shall be
found amongst them at that time. As witness what is declared
by the Prophet Zechariah, xiii. 8, 9: .. And it shall come to
pass, that in all the land, saith the Lord, two parts therein
shall be cut off, and die, but the third part shall be left therein.'
And I will bring the third part through the fire, and refine them
as silver is refined, and will try them as gold is tried: they shall
call on my name, and I will hear them: I will say, It is my
people; and they shall say, The Lord is my God."
.
Having thus delivered the complete and all-inclusive oracle of
the Assyrian's destruction, and the certain deliverance of as many,
of Judah and Israel as should trust in the mighty God, the
strain assumeth the style of exhortation and encouragement
through the next four verses, 24-28: "Therefore thus saith
the Lord God of hosts." This name, " Lord God of hosts,'~
doth, I fear, seldom carry home to our minds its true force,., Lord God of armies." It is a name especially warlike, and
presents the Lord as having the command of armies, with which
he subdueth his enemies under him. Now, ill the book of Revelation (which ilol, as it were, a Mosaic work of pieees from all
the Prophets, and indeed from all the Scriptures, so arranged
as to cast light and illustration upon one another), Christ is not
represented as coming forth with bosts until the last head of the
b~astJ and the false . pr~phet, .and ~h~ kings of the earth, witb
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iheir armies, come to make war against: him (Rev. xix. 14)~
Then .he appeareth alt the 19rd of hosts, when the las~ enemy
of his chUl'ch and usurper, of his inheritance is to be· overthrown. This is that final destruction of the Assyrian, to which
all precedent ones do, point the faith of the church forwal'd.
And at this time it is, I believe, that the kings from the East,or
Ten Tribes, whose way is now being prepared by the drying up ()f
the Euphrates, or Turkish power (Rev. xvi. 12), shall, under
the guidance and conduct (whether personally, as the Son of
Man, or by the sign of the Son of Man appar~nt in the heaveD8~
I say not) of tne Lord of hosts, do hiS f1ghteous purposes
against the apostate nations of Christendom. But, while thill
is the completion of the·events foreshewn in the prophecy befbte
Ult, the first application of them was doubtless to Sennacherib;
who, as hath been said, is the historical personage in whose doings
and sufferings God gave presentiment and prefiguration to Israel
of all which should afterwards come to pass. Therefore with
encouragement the Prophet cheereth them up, saying, ,. 0 my
people, that dwelleth in Zion, be not afraid of the Assyrian:
he shall smite them with a rod, and shall lift up his staff against
them, aftt'r the manner of Egypt. For yet a very little while
aDd the indignation shall cease, and mine anger in their destruction." This, again, is written not in the language of the
particular instance, but of the universal rule; not merely to
lJwlude the first deliverance Ollt of the Assyrian'S hand, but the
ultimate deliverance of all. For it is said, that" after tlte
manner of Eaypt he should lift up his staff against them."
The m,anner ofE.gypt was capt~vity. and bondage ~nd oppreSS!OD
and misery; which Sennacheflb dId not accomplIsh, but whlch
upon u my people that dwelleth in Zion" hath been accomplished
since to the uttermost. Moreover, that anger which four timelt
over in this prophecy was laid upon Israel for a continuanee~
and is as yet nothing abated, is declared to have an end in the
destruction of the Assyrian. And though it be called " a
little while," we are not to be staggered by this; for it is the
constant language of prophecy so to speak of the time of trouble
.hen compared with the age of blessedness which is to come
(Hag. ii.· 6; John xvi. l6-end; Rev. i. 2, 3, &c.) And
surely God is the only judge of the comparative duration
of the time of darkness and tlie time of light to the earth; and
if He call the one tI a little time," and fhe other U for ever,"
who may contradict or gainsay him? This view of the universality of' the language, and, if it have any special respect,
of its application to the ultimate and not the primary deliverance, is confirmed by the style of the two following verses: "And
the Lord of hosts shall stir up a scourge for him, according to the
slaughter of Midian at the rock of Horeb.: and as his rod was
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upon.the·sea, sO shall he l!ft it up after the ~anner of Egypt.
And It shall come to pass In that day, that hIs burden shall be
taken away from off thy shoulder, and his yoke from off thy neck.
and the yoke shall be destroyed because of the anointing" (lsai.
x. 26, 2i). Here are two great events of God's providence taken
~ and used as the emblems or symbols of another event; on
die occurrence of which, and in the day of which, it is declared,
"the bondage of Israel shall be destroyed for ever." One or
these events is in like manner applied in the former part of this
prophecy (ix. 4, 5); The destruction of Sennacherib added a
third, which is ever referred to in the name <c The Assyrian,"
by which the last oppressor and spoiler and (if he could) destroyer of the people is designated: and through the means
6f these three great actings of his providence God doth foreshew
and foretel the last final catastrophe of his enemies. Now, in
the destruction of Egypt there was this peculiarity, that, when
God's people were looking for utter destruction, they received
complete salvation, by means of the elements: and so it shall
be in that great future deliverance, .. when they shall sing the
song of Moses and the Lamb." (Rev. xv.) In the destruction of Midian at the rock of Oreb there was this peculiarity;
that God made use of Jerubbaal and his three hundred chosen
men; and they gained the battle with the swords of their
enemies turned against themselves by the dazzling of the lamps
and the sounding of the trumpets. And to this I think referreth that word (ix. 5), " For every battIe of the warrior is
with confused noise and' garments rolled in blood; but this
shall be with burning and fuel offire." FurtherlQore, in the
destruction of Sennacherio there was this peculiarity, that it;
was done by a messenger or angel of the Lord breathing"aestraction upon them in the night; and in the morning they
were all dead corpses. These, and many other siagular and
miraculous displays of God's providence, are used in Scripture
to:forbode, and somewhat represent, the combination of all terrors,
and the overflowing of all destructions, which shall concur together in God's final judgment upon the Gentile Assyrian; which
is every where described in Scripture, especially in the Psalms.
In Ps. ii. they are "broken as a potter's vessel," as the pitchers of
Gideon's army. In Ps. xxi. they are made as a fiery oven, and
the fire devours them. In Ps. xlv. Christ goes against them as
a man of war ; and then as a conquering Redeemer is married to
his wife ·the Jewish nation. In Ps. xlvi. the Lord of hosts,
having by desolations of war brought wars unto an, end, entem
into the city of his habitation; and his glorious reception there is
described In Ps. xxiv. In Ps. lxxxiii. the confederacy of the
nations against Israel is destroyed, as the stubble before the
;wind, aa the wood before the fire; and to represent it, the deVOL. I.-NO. liT.
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struction of the Midianites by Gideon and of Sisera by Barak
are introduced. In Ps. Ixxxvi. the discomfiture of Sennacherib
is used for the same end of exemplifying the last destruction
of the kings and princes of the earth confederated against the
Lord and his Anointed. And the same of a hundred more; for
I am sure that in not fewer than that number is this great ev!
referred to. Those scoffers, therefore, or rather idlers, who sc
because their ignorance is rebuked (for I acquit many, thoug
not all of them, of malice prepense against prophecy and its mterpreters), should be a little cautious before they rail against
those who humbly seek to give a meaning to these manifold uses
and applications of the events in past providence, whereby God
representeth the great ultimate event of the deliverance of Israel
fioOm all her troubles. We affirm that they are so used in Scripture:
as the discomfiture of the Midianites and the Egyptians is used
here to enhearten Jerusalem, threatened by Sennacherib; so are
all these gathered together and set forth in all Scripture, to keep
hope alive in the hearts of that people, whose prese"ation on the
earth as a people of hope is so essential a part of the mystery
of Divine Providence. Do I, then, prevent the church from
using them in a spiritual way, to comfort her own soul against
its oppressors 1 Verily not. The Jew is but the letter of the
ChristIan; the one the body, the other the spirit: but as the
ppirit cannot act of itself with()ut the body, neither can the
Christian have life perfect without knowing the purpose of God
by the Jew. The Jew is as the pitcher, the Christian as the
water which it holds: keep the pitcher unbroken, and you have
the water; break the pitcher, and you lose both the pitcher and
the water.
The expression" Because of the anointing," hath in it much
meaning and information, with which I will conclude this interpretation; having abundant matter for a fourth paper upon this
sublime, and I may say stupendous, prophecy. It is introduced
as the reason for the whole deliverance of which we have been
recounting the particulars; the reason for which" the burden
shall be taken away from off thy shoulder, and his yoke from
oft'thy neck, and the yoke shall be destroyed (corrupted, utterly
wasted) "Because of th.eanointirtg." Now, I observe in this prophecy two parallel lOstances of a reason rendered for the same
eternal redemption. The first, in viii. 9, 10: "Associate your-selves, 0 ye yeople, and ,Ye sh~l be broken in pieces; and give
ear, all ye -~ far co.untries: gIrd yourselves, and ye shall ~
;broken 10 pIeces; glfd yourselves, and ye shall be broken 10
.pieces. Take counsel together, and it shall come to nought:
speak the word, and it shall not stand: for God is with us"
(literally, " for" or .. because of Immanuel "). The reason of the
breaking up ofall confederacies which shall be formed against Zion,
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is Immanuel's work; wbo, baving kept the law, hath purchased
redemption for the land; and by his death hath purchased redemption for the people of the land (Mom.Watch, pp. 156,157).
He hath died, as the high priest prophesied, that the Jewish
"nation perish not;" and every promise made to Abraham,
and to Abraham's seed, hath receIved from him the great .Amen:
it is sealed and ratified, and in his hand it is for bequest, when
the time comes to gather them. Therefore no weapon fonned
against Zion shall prosper, because it is formed agamst Zion's
King; and all these confederacies against the Jewish people shall
be like chaff before the wind, and a rolling thing before tbe whirlwind.-The other instance of the like reason being rendered for
the abolition of Zion's bondage, is in ix. 4: "Thou bast broken
the yoke of his burden, and the staff of his shoulder, the rod of
his oppressor, as in the day of Midian. For every battle of the
warrior is with confused noise, and garments rolled in blood; but
this shall be with burning and fuel of fire. For unto us a
Child is born," &c. Here the reason for the breaking of all yokes
from Israel's shoulder standeth in the birth to them of a wonderful, wise, mighty, warlike, and princely Child, to sit upon the
throne of David, and thence to wield over the earth an everlasting and righteous government. In his might, in the dignity to
which the Lord of hosts hath destined him, in the power with
which he shall invest him, in the royal supremacy with which
he shall anoint him, standeth the redemption of Israel: this
Messiah is their hope of liberation, their only hope, their sure
and certain hope. Again, in the passage before us, x. 26, 27,
when the corruption and consumption and falling to pieces of
every fetter with which Israel hath been bound, and the breaking of every staff to which bis sboulder hath been yoked, and of
every rod with which bis back hath been smitten, are set forth
as all involved in the Assyrian's destruction, the reason assigned
is "Because of the anomting." Now, what anointing should
this be, which is a sufficient reason for the overthrow of the
Assyrian, but the anointing of the King in right and dignity of
whom the nation standeth 1 And who is the King of tbe Jews
that hath been spoken of 1 King Immanuel. Whose is the land?
"Thy land, 0 Immanuel." King Immanuel, the Child of wonder
and of counsel, who sits upon the throne of David, " to order it in
righteousness and judgment from henceforth and for ever," He is
the only anointed King. This is tbe only anointing contained,
or even alluded to, in the prophecy; and in virtue of this anointing, in honour of it, in power of it, is Israel as a race and a
kingdom delivered out of the bands and avenged for the cruelty
of ber enemies. Such a beautiful harmony is there in the reason,
three times rendered, for the redemption of Israel.
Now the question is, What is the precise thing imported by this
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anointing 7 I answer, It is the same thing imported by the birth of
the Child, and by the name Immanuel: for these three things are
all varieties of the same reason; and his name is Immanuel in
'Virtne of his being born of a virgin. "A virgin shall conceive,"
" For unto us a Child is born," .. For the anointing," are three
expressions of one and t.he same thing; which thing is the
reason wherefore the land becometh his, and the throne of David
becometh his, and the necks of the enemies of his people become his. And what was the power by which the vugin conceived a Son? The power of God, put forth in act of tbe Holy
Ghost. Therefore he was called If Son of God;" therefore he wu
born King the Jesus; therefore he was a Holy Chlld, needing
no redemption and able to redeem others: all because he was
anointed with the Holy Ghost in his conception; because he
was generated by power of the Holy Ghost. That this fatherhood of God, this life of the Holy Ghost in his manhood, is the
true anointing referred to in the text, will clearly appear from
examining the first chapter of Luke,which is by far the best New·
Testament commentary upon this passage of Old-Testament
prophecy. The announcement made to the virgin (Luke i. 32,
33), "He shall be great (El-gebbor), and shall be called the Son
ofth,e Highest (Immanuel, God with us); and the Lord God shall
give unto him the throne of his Father David (Isai. ix. 7) ; and he
shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever, and of his kingdom
there shall be no end" (Isai. ix. 7)-the annunciation being made
in terms of this prophecy, we shall find that the illustrations
thereof, and the additions thereto, put by the Holy Spirit into
the mouth of the virgin and of Zacharias, are but further expo~
sitions of this same prophecy. In Mary's act of magnifying
God she sings, " He hath shewed strength with his arm, he hath
scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts: He hath
put 90wn the mighty from their seats, and exalted them of low
degree: He hath filled the hungry with good things, and the
rich he hath sent empty away: He hath holpen his servant
Israel, in remembrance of his mercy; as he spake to our fathers,
to Abraham, and to his seed for ever." What moveth the virgin
Mary to utter all these things over the unborn child 1 Because of
the" anointing." The ChrIst was constituted in her womb; the
King was anointed in her womb: and all these great advantages to
the lowly tribes of Israel, all those disadvantages to their proud
,and haughty enemies, the Holy Ghost taught her to be already
sealed and certain. Her song must have a national interpretation,
as well as a spiritual one, because it speaks expressly of the promise to the nation. It is to the national that I am at present called
upon to attend; and these prerogatives of her nation are all deduced from the conception of the Christ: and, therefore, in thecon.
ceptionlies the anointingofour text, in the virgin's being with child,
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even before the birth; for as yet the child was not born. But
Zacharias riseth into a still fuller note of national glory: .. Blessed
be the Lord God of Israel; for he hath visited and redeemed his
people, and hath raised up a hom of salvation for us in the
house of David; as he spake by the mouth of his holy prophets
which have been since the world began: that we SllOUld be saved
from our enemies, and from the hand of all that hate us; to
perform the mercy promised to our fathers, and to remember his
holy covenant; the oath which he sware to our father Abraham,
That he would grant unto us, that we, being delivered out of the
hand of our enemies, might serve him without fear, in holiness
and righteou,sness before him, all the days of our life." All these
goodly and glorious prospects Zacharias seeth to be in being,
now that the child is conceived. These words of his are the
sum and substance of the prophecy we have been examining,redemption, deliverance from all their enemies, peace and
blessedness upon Israel for ever ;-and he traceth it all to the
anointing of the virgin's substance with the Holy Ghost, in the
generation of Christ. In like manner, all the miracles and words
of Christ during the days of his flesh are traced to the same
anointing of the Holy Ghost, Acts x. 38: " How God anointed
Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and with power: who
went about doing good, and healing all that were oppressed of
the devil; for God was with him." This seems to refer chiefly
to that outward act of anointing, which he received in the visible
form of the Dove after the baptism of John :. and that, doubtless, was not a mere manifestation that he was the Son of God,
whom by power of the Holy Ghost he had begotten of the
virgin; but it was also an impartation from the Father of a new
measure, to fit him for the prophetical office, whereon he did
then enter. But however this may be, it is certain that Peter
traces all his mighty power and goodness, all which distinguished him from another man, to the anointing. And in confirmation
hereof, Jesus himself, the first sermon he preached, took that
text, Isa. Ix. 1, and applied it to himself, tracing every thing to
the anointing (Luke iVa 17-20). And his holiness is traced to
his anointing, Acts iVa 27: " For of a truth against thy holy
child Jesus, whom thou hast anointed, both Herod and Pontius
Pilate," &.c. And his presenting his body holy upon the cross, is
traced to the same anointing, Heb. ix. 14: and the work of
Pentecost, to the same gift of the Holy Ghost, Acts ii. : and,
in short, every thing which distinguishes him from a man of
like passions from ourselves-which he was in all things; but he
is more, He is the Holy One of God; He is the Redeemer of
Israel; He is the Saviour of the world; He is to destroy all the
enemies of God and of his people; He is the Head and Life of
his church; He is to come the Redeemer of the world :- all this,
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which distinguishes him from amongst men; all these exploits
of holiness and of greatness, come from the anointing of the
Holy Ghost, and shew forth the power of the Holy Gliost in a
man of like passions with us. And whosoever gainsayeth this
holy doctrine, understandeth very little of the being or of the
purpose of God; and, I fear, understandeth very little of the
grounds of his redemption; and is vexing, and standeth in
peril of losing, the Holy Spirit, every hour.

• ••
RECHERCHE SUR DANIEL VIII. 13, 14.

De quelle tpoque doit on compter les deW' mille trois cents annUs?
QUELQUES commentateurs celebres ont
le~on des Septante, qui porte deux mille

propose d'adopter une
quatre cents, au lieu de
deux mille trois cents; et de compter ces 2400 annees depuis Ie
moment ou Daniel eut la vision. En comptant ainsi, iis font
tomber la consommation du nombre prophetique sur I'an 1847
de l'ere Chretienne. Mais il me semble dangereux de s'ecarter
du nombre donne par Ie texte original. D'ailleurs, je crois qu'en
Ie conservant, nous pouvons arriver un resultat semblable, et
cela par une interpr8tation encore plus naturelle. C'est ce que
j'essayerai de montrer dans les observations suivantes.
§ 1. On tie pellt pas dater Ie commencement de cette periode du
moment ou Daniel eut la 'Visio1l.
Cela me parait resulter de la vision elle-meme, et de l'interpretation donnee par l'ange Daniel.
.
Dans la vision, l'histoire embl8matique ne fait aucune mention de l'empire Babylonien, mais elle ·nous presente des Ie
commencement I'empue des Medea et des Perses comme
tout forme et dominant: Un belier Be tenait pres du fleu'Ve, &c.
(ver. 3): cependant ce fut Ie troisieme annee du Roi Belsatsar que Daniel eut cette vision, de sorte que I'empire de
Babylone existait alors, et continua d'exister encore pendant
plusieurs annees. Si donc Ie laps de tems determine dans la
prophetie devait commencer courir depuis la troisieme annee
de ce roi Caldeen, on aurait lieu de s'etonner que la vision
passat entierement sous silence la catastrophe qui donna I'empire aux Medes et aux Perses; surtout quand on considere
avec queUe force et queUe precision y est peint Ie renversement
de ce dernier empire par Alexandre.
l'appui de cette
L'interpretation donnee par l'ange vient
observation. Le bilier que tit as 'Vu, qui aooil deux carnes, ce
sont Ie, rois de. Medes et des Perses (ver. 20). L'ange ne parle
ni de Ia fin du royaume de Babylone, ni du commencement de
celui des Medes et des Perses. II commence son explication
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par une epoque ou celui-ci existait deja dans sa force et sa
grandeur.
§ 2. On ne peut pas dater Ie commencement de cette periotk
du moment au l'empire des Medes et des Persesjut renverse par
Alexandre.
II me semble que cette assertion peut ~tre etablie par un
raisonnement inverse de celui qui a ete fait dans Ie paragrapbe
precedent.
Les tableaux embl~matiques dont cette vision est composee,
ne commencent point par Ie combat du belier et du boue.
Avant que Ie bouc pal'8.lsse, deux versets sont employes a. decrue Ie belier, ses exploits, son regne et sa puissance. II parait
naturel d'en cODclure, qu'une partIe de la duree du regne des
Perses et des Medes doit ~tre comprise dans la periode de deux
mille trois cents ans, qui renferme I'ensemble des evenements
signaIes avec tant de soin par la prophetie.
Cet argument acquiert encore plus de force quand on fait
attention a. la grande exactitude de tous les recits prophetiques
que nous lisons dans Daniel.
§ 3. On peut placer Ie commencement de cette periode
l'elltier retablissement du tulte Juda'ique, apres Ie retour de la
captivite de Babylone.
Remarquons d'abord que cette interpr~tation s'accorde parfaitement avec ce qu'on peut appeler la partie bistorique de 1a
prophetie. En examinant 1es versets 3, 4, 20, nous avons vu
que la vision debute 1?ar nous montrer l'empire des Medes et
des Perses comme eXlstant deja alors dans sa force. Or c'est
incontestablement sous les rois de Perse que les Juifs revinrent
en,Palestine, rebatirent Ie temple, et releverent ensuite les :murs
de Jerusalem.
Mais il me semble <I,ue Ie verset 13 nous foumit des arguments encore plus deClsifs. J'y vois comme un 80mmaire de
tous les evenements representes symboliquement dans 1a vision,
et expliques ensuite par l'ange Gabriel. Ce sommaire, qui a
pour umque objet l'etat de l'e~lise de Dieu et de Jesus-Christ
durant Ie tems qui doit preceder la purification du sanctuaire,
en partage toute l'histoire en deux parties: la premiere, c'est la
duree du sacrifice contilluel; la seconde, c'est 1a duree du crime
'l.ui cause la desolation pour livrer Ie sanctuaire et I' (trnl~e 2tre
Joules. C'est a. ces deux periodes reunies que s'applique la
reponse contenue dans Ie verset 14.
Ainsi, pour m'expliquer encore plus elairement, j'interJ?r~te
de la maniere suivante la question et la reponse, que nous lIsons
dans les versets 13, 14.
Question (verset 13). "QueUe sera I~ yeriode de tems qui
renfermera premierement la duree du sacrifice continuel (depuis
son retablissement futur a. Jerusalem), et plus tard 1& duree du
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,rime qui Cflusera la desolation POfU livrer Ie sanctuaire It l'armee
etre Joules? "
Reponse (verset 14). "La periode de tems comprenant la
duree de ces deux epoques ajoutees l'une
I'autre, et prises
ensemble, sera en tout de deux mille trois cents ans; opres quai
Ie sanctuaire stra pur!fi'e."
Cette maniere simple et presque litterale d 'expliquer Ie verset
13, me ,Parait confirmee par la suite du chapitre. La durce
de la periode etant determinee au verset 14, il est naturel d'attendre que l'ange va donner
Daniel quelque lumiere sur
l'epoque depuis laqueUe les deux mille trois cents ans devront
~tre comptes. En effet, dans Ie verset J9, il lui dit: Voici,
ie te ferai sa voir ce qui arrivera
la jin de l'indignation, &.e.
Par {'indignation il faut sans doute entendre ici Ja captivite de
Babylone, malfdiction sous laquelle Ie peuple de Dieu gemissait
encore, quand Daniel eut la vision. Ce sens parait en harmonie avec la priere que Ie m~me Daniel adressait quinze ans
plus tard au Seigneur, et qui se lit dans la chapitre suivant.
(Dan. ix: voyez entr'autres les versets 2, 11, 16). II s'accorde
aussi avec la maniere dont les autres prophetes d'Israel parlent
de ce chfltiment rigoureux.
Ainsi Ja fin de I 'indignation, c'est Ie retour des Juifs de Babylone Jerusalem, et l'entier retablissement du service religIeux dans la ville sainte; et ce que I'ange va faire savo;r i
Daniel (viii. 19), c'est ce qui arrivera
la fin de l'indiw.'ation,
c'est a dire les evenements renfermes dans les deux mIlle trois
cents annees qui commenceront leur cours I'epoque de ce retablissement.
En fin, Ie verset 26, qui ten;nine l'explication donnee par
range, me parait appuyer encore l'interpr~tation proposee. Si,
.comme je rai dit plus haut, Ie verset 14 contient un sommaire
d,e k>ute l'histoire revelee dans la vision, on peut dire que Ie
verset 26 en est comme la recapitulation en peu de mots: La
vision du soir et du matin, qui a ete dite, est tres veritable. La
vision du soir et du malin est sans doute ici la m~me chose
que la vision du sacrifice eontinuel; et du crime qui cause la
desolation pour livrer Ie sanetuaire et l'armee ~tre Joules. En
.<i'autres termes, c'est toujours l'histoire prophetique de ce qui
noit arriver dans l'eglise, depuis que Ie sacrifice continuel aura
ete retabli, jusqu'au moment ou Ie sanetuaire, de nouveau
foule aux pieds par les nations, sera ensuite definitivement
purifie.
.
§ 4. Recherche plus precise du commencement et de la fin des
deux mille trois cent, annees en question.
.
Dans I'hypothese que fai envisag~e comme la 'plus probable,
il serait interessant de parcourir en detailles differentes phases
du retablissement progressif des Juifs
Jerusalem. Pour
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abreger, je me boroerai a observer d'abord que, sous la regne
de Cyrus, Ie culte Judaique ne fut pas retabli d'une maniere
. assez complete, pour que ce soit IS. Ie point de depart que nous
cherchons. La lecture du livre d'Esdras, et de celui de Nebernie, semble ne pas laisser de doute a cet egard. Des raisons semblables doivent nous faire rejeter aussi l'epoque de
l'acbevement et de la dedicace du second temple, qui eurent
lieu la sixieme ou septieme annee de Darius, fils d'Hystaspe,
616 ans avant notre Seigneur.
:
Des-lol's jusqu'a la septieme annee d' Artaxerce Longue-main,
nous ne trouvons, dans l'bistoire du retablissement des Juifs;
aucune circonstance assez saillante pour fixer notre attention.
Mais alors commence la mission d'Esdras: celie de Nehemie
lui succede treize ans plus tard. Cette epoque de l'bistoire
Juive merite Ie plus serieuse examen, puisque c'est probablement
la, que doit se trouver la premiere annee de la periode de 2300
ans, dont l'expiration ne serait par consequent pas tres-eloignee
du terns ou nous vivonR.
.
Pour determiner cette premiere annee de la periode, .DOU8
arreterons-nous a l'edit obtenu par Esdras, ou a celui gui rut
accorde a Nehemie 1 Cette seconde date me parait preferable.
Je me fonde sur ce que ce ne fut qu'alors que les Juifs com
mencerent arebatir Jerusalem, et que tant que cette ville sainte
n'etait pas relevee de ses ruines, et entouree de nouvelles murailles, Ie culte du vrai Dieu n'y etait pae,t retabli d'nne maniere
sure, complete, et stable. De plus, cette epoque est designee par
l'Esprit Divin comme Ie commencement des soixante et dix
semaines d'annees, pendant lesquelles devait encore durer Ie
culte Mosaique, jusqu'a. la cessation du sacrifice et de foblation, et a. l'etablissement de l'alliance de grace (Dan. ix. 24,27).
Ces raisons me font regarder comme probable que les deux
mille trois cents ans doivent ~tre comptes depuis la mission de
N ehemie. Si, d'apres la chronologie la plus generalement approuvee, nous admettons que la vingtieme annee du regne d' Ar..
taxerce correspond a. l'an 454 avant notre Seigneur, l'expiration
des 2300 ans tomberait sur l'annee 1846, ou 1847, de notre
ere. 11 paraitrait donc qu'a. cette epoque les fideles penvent
esperer de voir s'effectuer la purification du sanctuaire.
4
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THEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT .

•
ON THE NEW COVENANT.

(Concluded from p. 224.)

WE left ofT with the question of the "new covenant" having
assumed a prophetic aspect.
.
I purpose now examining the notice of the covenant of ~e,
in Ezek. xxxiv., to which our Lord alludes in Matt. xxv. But:
in order to this, I will first consider the declarations respecting
the kingdom given by Messiah during the week previous to
his crucifixion; as I think it more advantageous to truth to
consider the whole tendency of a discourse, rather than detacb-.
ed eXp'ressions; it being also necessary, in order to ascertain the
prevaIling impression on the disciples' minds, and therefore to
what ideas the Lord Jesus appeals.
The inquiry may be divided into two propositions:
First, That there is an age, or dispensation, yet future.
Secondly, That this future dispensation will be die new O~
venant.
I shaH attempt to prove the former at some length, as tbe
latter must depend upon it. And as I shall have occasion to
make several digressions, I think the best arrangement will be
to throw the matter I advance into several sections.
0

•

J

0

SECTION

•

I.-Luke xix.tt, &C.

Messiah, previously to revealing his sufferings, Matt. xx. 18;
19, told his disciples, that in the regeneration (pa1ingenesia~
when the Son of Man should sit on the throne of his glory_
they shoulcl also sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes
of Israel (Matt. xix. 28). This glorious hope took such powerful possession of their minds, that when, shortly afterwards,
he told them of his sufferings and crucifixion, and that u tke
third day he should rise again," the sons of Zebedee either took
no notice oof, or probably could not conceive, the nature of hiS
passion (Luke XXIV. 45, 46); and therefore misunderstood the
resurrection of Messiah to be the regeneration of which he h~
been speaking *. Thus, conceiving their hopes of reigning
would be realized within a week, they (taking no notice of
what was declared should intervene,) asked to sit on the seats
of honour in his kingdom (Matt.:xx. J9-21). This gives the
cQnnection between their request and his sufferings. Indeed,
this same notion prevailed so strongly in their minds, that even
• Galatius, in Lightfoot, whose Harmony I have followed for the connection
of the discourses.

305
~fter tJte resurrection 'they asked, ".Lord, wilt thou at this
time restore.again the kingdom to Israel '/" (Acts i. 6.)
. In: consequence of this, " He added and spake a parable;"
the reason assigned being, "beca~se .he was nigh to .rerusal~m,
(Inti because tkey thuught that the kmgdom of God should Immedia/ely appear" (Luke xix. II).
This entry of Christ into Jerusalem, was in a manner and
}'Vith the intention to fulfil therrophecyof Zechariah, ix.9:
~' Rejoice greatly, 0 daughter 0 Zion; shout, 0 daughter of
Jerusalem: behold, thy King cometh unto thee: he is just,
~nd having salvation; lowly, aDd riding upon an ass, even a
~olt the foal of an ass." An unbroken colt (Luke xix. 30-the
very animal taken to set out the perverseness of fallen man,
Job xi. 12) was no small indication that at that very period
should be established the dominion of man over the creature,
which it was known should be res '.oredin Messiah's reign. The
impression that this state of things should immediately take
place, would be further confirmed by our Lord's quotation from
the viii th Psalm.
.
. The fulfilment of this prophecy being therefore very likely to
~onfirm his disciples in their erroneous .impression " that the
kingdom of God should immediately appear," our Lord, both
before and shortly after this entry, addresses himself to remove
this opinion.
In the parable we find vehemently implied, that the "kingdom of God" would "appear," in the manller and at the
place, but not at the time, the disciples expected: for it was
intended to correct their erroneous views; and, therefore, what
it. did not correct, it did implicitly confirm.
Christ must "~o away into a far country" (heaven), .. to
receive for himself a kingdom;" which must signify a kingdom peculiar to himself as he is Christ.' He had the kingdom
of grace before he went away; he was crowned with glory and
honour at his ascension; but all things are not yet under his
feet: he goes to be installed, and' then " to return." But the
going into a far country, together with the command to trade
during his absence, implies a considerable space of time previous
to his RE-" appearing and his kingdom."
The parable cannot with propriety be confined merely to the
,kingdom of grace; that being expressed by the Tal~nts. Nor
can his reigning in heaven be mtended; for " his citizens hated
him:" certainly those whose denizenship is in .heaven (Phil.
iii. 20) would not object to " have that Man to reign over them."
·It is therefore when he returned, having received th~ kingdom,
that those his citizens who were enemies were slam. Moreover, the figure of the rewards bestowed on the faithful dis-
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ciples was calculated to confirm, and not in any way to qualify,
their previous notion of the nature of the kingdom.
SECTION

II.-Chrilt', Entrance into Jerwalem : Matt. xxi. 1 ; Mark xi. 1 ; Luke
xix. 29; John xii. 12.

. Having spoken this parable, in order to warn his disciples
respecting the time at which his kingdom should come, .. he
went before, ascending up to Jerusalem."
, The transaction was extraordinary. It appears that it was
necessary Christ should go up to suffer as the King of the Jews.
His witnessing a good confession to the <I.uestion .. Art thou a
K.ing 1" (Matt. xxvii. 11); the superscription, .. This is the
King ofthe Jews" (John xix. 21); the purple robe, and crown:
all ap{>ear to imply, that not only the Judge of Israel" must
be smitten, but that he must be smitten as the judge of Israel.
Therefore he was proclaimed King, though (in one respect) as
., one out of due time:" in due time to suffer, but his time to
reisn was not yet come; Jerusalem knew not the time of her
viSitation. So tbe prophecy describes him as a King, not in his
glory, but lowly; not coming with ten thousand of his saints
in the chariots of salvation, but riding upon an ass, even a
colt, the foal of an ass. The disciples, till after his resurrection;
being quite ignorant that Messias should suffer previously to
entering into nis glory (Luke xxiv.26), necessarily misunderstood the nature of tbis procession, and mistook this for the
time when he " shall come in his own glory, and in his Father's, Qnd of the angels" (Luke ix. 26). We therefore are
told they were in error: "These things understood not his disciples at first; but when Jesus was glorified, then remembered
they that these things were written of him, and (that) they
·had done these things unto him" (John xii. 26). The people,
'having seen his power in raising the dead (John xii. 27), bare
record intentionally to his glory (John xi. 4, 40), but unwittingly that it was He who had power to lay down his life and
power to take it up again.
. It was the universal belief amongst the Jews, that the Messiah would manifest himself at the Feast of Tabernacles, as
noticed ill John .vii. 2, 3 •• On all the days of that feast they
sung the ' Hallel,' composed of Psalms cxiii. to cxviii. inclusive. The Hallel, say they, recorded five things,-the coming
out of Egypt; the dividing the sea; the giving of the law; the
resurrection of the dead; and the lot of Messlas. Now, when
.they came, in the Hallel, to the beginning of Psalm cxviii. all
the company shook their branches; and so did they when they
(lame to these words, " Hosanna," or, , Save now, Lord, I 00Of

• See Morning Watch, No. I. p.42.
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seech thee; , . and again at the saying of that clause, " 0 Lord~.
I beseech thee, send now prosperity;" and likewise at the last
verse.-(Lightfoot's Temple Service.)
When, therefore, the disciples took branches of palm-trees
(peculiar to the Feast of Tabernacles), and went forth to meet
him (John xii. 13), and cried, " Hosanna to the Son of David! blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Lord ! blessed is the King of Israel! blessed be the kingdom of our father
David, that cometh in the name of the Lord! hosanna in the
highest! peace in heaven, and glory in the highest! "-(compare
the four Gospels)-it is evident they supposed that then .. the
Lord God would give unto him the throne of his father David;"
or, that" the kingdom of God should im.mediately appear."
Matt. xxi. 15: "And when the chief priests and scribes saw
the wonderful things that he did, and the children crying in the
temple, and saying, Hosanna to the Son of David; they were
sore displeased, and said unto him, Hearest thou what these
say?" Luke xix. 39: " Master, rebuke thy disciples." Why
dost thou suffer them to apply these sayings unto thee? Whr,
do you not reject the honour 1 "Hearest thou what these say? '
What is the Messiah's answer 1 He proves out of Psalm viii.
it is ordained that babes should testify to his ki'lgship •.
SECTION

IlL-Psalm viii.

Having the literal application of this part of the Psalm as
our guide for the interpretation of the remainder, we may be
permitted to make a digression, by referring to the Psalm in
connection with the comment, by the Holy Ghost in Eph. i.,
Heb. ii., and 1 Cor. xv.; in order further to see the nature of
this kingdom, and whether it accord with the views the disciples had taken. We will then proceed to compare these passages with our Lord's declaration as to the time when hE'i shall
make his glorious entry into Jerusalem as her King \Matt.
xxiii. 39).
I will first consider Heb. ii. 5-9.
The first word, " for," declares the Apostle to be in pursuit of
his former argument, which appears to be this: The word spoken
by angels had awful sanctions; but the word spoken by our
Lord has still greater; "for" to him (and not to the angels)
is the habitable earth to come put in subjection.
This habitable earth to come, is the future state of just recompence and reward" of which" the Apostle speaks: to this
he before referred, i. 6; " When he bringeth the first-begotten
again into the world," which the context in Psalm xcvii. shews to
be the day of judgment. This is the chief subject of the Epistle;
speaking, on the one hand, of " the sabbatism that remaineth
for the people of God" (Heb. iv. 9), which even those in glory
" IWW desire" (Hcb. xi. Hi, 39; Rev. v. 10); and, on..the
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\ltaei hand,' of the fiery indignation awaiting the despisers or
the p<?wersof the age to come (Heb. vi. 5; x. 27; xii. 25,26).
WhICh last reference we purpose considering in connection with
our Lord's prophecy, Luke xxi. 26.
.
: The A postle's proof from the testimony is to this purpose: " All
things were made subject to man, who for a little while was made
}ewer than the angels ;" but this man was ,. Jesu8, and this aslumption he proves from the event •. " The testimony was verifled by him in two respects: he was made, for a little while, lower
than the angcfls; and he was crowned with glory and honour.
In order to establish this interpretation, it is only necessary
tQ8hew~

I. That Christ is intended.
II. That this habitable earth to come, is not heaven.
III. That the habitable earth to come, is yet future.
I. Christ is intended.
Those who deny Christ to be intended, refer it to Adam.
But Adam is not intended; because,
i. This Psalm of praise wall penned about 2,800 years after
the fall. Ver. 1,9: "0 Jehovah, our Adonai, how excellent
is thy Name in all the earth."
1.. If taken providentially, this was not fulfilled; because Adam was to subdue the earth, and replenish it; but
the Psalm refers to all being under his feet, yea. even the
beasts of the field.
'
2. The sense implied by the expression, H How excellent
is tl,y name," would require saints in all the eat·th to proclaim the name of the Lord, and give praise.
ii. There were no babes in Adam's mnocency; therefore
from the weakness of infancy could not proceed the strength
of praise.
iii. In Adam's innocency there was no enemy nnd avenger
stilled; but this is the subject of the prean.
iv. In no sense could the I f world to come" be said to be put
under Adam's feet.
.
v. Adam in innocency was not' Enosh,' suffering man.
vi. Nor was he the son of Adam."
vii. Man was never above, and so could not be said to be
depressed, from a higher, to a state lower than that of angels.
How unsuitable, then, is tbis Psalm to Adam, or to any mere
son of Adam!
Christ is intended; for,
i. Our Lord applies the Psalm unto himself.
ii. The Apostle asserts that it testifies of him.
1. It is not simply an allusion, but an express prophecy,
II
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of Christ. The Apostle brings it in as an express proof ~
" One in a certain place hath testified most expressly:"
OtlpapTvpaTo
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This man, says the Apostle, must have all subject to
him--al1 but God, 1 Cor. xv. 27-" angels, principalities,
and powers" (Eph. i. 21). "He has left nothing that is not
put under him" (Heb. ii. 8).
Iii. This Psalm the Jews acknowledge to refer to Messiah
and his kingdom; and we do not find they objected tba~
our Lord wrongly applied it ·to the Messiah; but only t\le1
made it a question of identity, whether he were the Messia~
or not.
I therefore infer, that not Adam, or any mere son of Adam, is
either primarilg or subordinately intended, bllt only Christ.
II. The expression, " this habitable earth to come," does not
intend heaven.
.
i. "The Apostle does not treat directly concerning heaven,
but a certain state and condition of things in the world."
(Owen.)
,
ii. Why shoulah~aven be called "the world to. come?"
whereas it is extant now, as well as the earth. which, in Eph.
i. 21, is called in oPfosition "the present world."
,
iii. Christ hath al actual power now in heaven, as much
as in earth.
iv. "To call heaven the world to come, because we are to go
t9 heaven, is rather hal'sh."-(Beza.)
.
v. The Apostle, Eph. i. 20, is speaking of Christ's actual
reign, and saith, " He is now sat at God's right hand. in hea.' venly places," as the special place of his reign at present; ,. expe!}ting till his enemies be made his footstool" (Heb. x);
but he has no enemies in glory.
vi. This dominion is to be over" sheep and oxen, yea, even
the beasts of the field."
.
. vii~ Some would say, that Eph. i. 21 is to denote the du-·
ration of Christ's kingdom; but that cannot be, because:.
1. In that case the meaning would be, that Christ was
to sit at God's right hand, above all principalities and
,powers, to all et~rnity. But there shall not be principalities
and powers for ever for Christ to sit over: "For he shall
. put down all rule," &c. (1 Cor. xv. 24.)
:.. .
~. lnRel). ii. 5. it, is spoken singly. of a state to come
'. ,. the world to come."
,
;
Therefore I infer ," this h~bitaple earth to come" does not
~~~nd heav~n. b\l~ 'o' Rcertain state and condition of thing. in
.b~: world." .
'.,
.. : .
'. III. The habitable earth to come,.is yet,fnture. . _
:. ThQse who deny.that the "\V.odd to come" refers to a future
2.
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elate, affirm this -present Gospel state to be intended; but
iteannot be so. I agree with Owen, it intends H 'the new heavens and new earth,' which God promised to create (Isa. lxv.
17, lxvi. 22), and which refers to the dayl!l of the Messiah.
This, the later Jews sometimes call the future world." But I
further believe, with them, I that it intends the world of future
bliss;' that Paul uses it in the same sense that those to whom
he wrote would understand it, else he would be ambiguous;
and that the day of Christ is future (Phil. i. 6).
The " world to come" is not the present state and worship of
the church under the Messiah; because,
i. The subjection is of sheep and oxen, yea, even of the
beasts of the field; and therefore is parallel with Rom. viii.
19-22.
ii. The Gospel dispensation was immediately made subject
to Jesus when God anointed him King upon the holy hill of
Zion; bnt now we see not ~et all things put under hiS feet.
iii. The Apostle distinguishes the world that now iI, from
that which is to come.
1. The argument .in Hebrews is; There is a state predicted in which all things shall be under Christ; but now
" we see not yet all things under him" (not even by faith,
for it is only by faith that we see Jesus crowned with Qonour
and glory): therefore there must needs be fluch a world
to come.
2. In Eph. i. 21 the distinction is expressly between this
world (aion) and that which is to come.
a. Paul, in all his Epistles, speaks of " these things" (2
Pet. iii. 16); which thmgs are" the new heavens and new
earth" (ver. 13), in opposition to .. the heavens and the
earth (gee) which now are."
iv. It is when the First-begotten is brought again into the
world, that aU the angels of God are to worship bim (Heb.
i. 6.)·
.
v. It is after the resurrection of the saints. The argument
turns in Heb. ii. upon all things being put under: H For in
that he put all in subjection under nim, he left nothing
whatever not put under him." But in turning to 1 Cor. xv.
26, we find II the last enemy that shall be put down'" or rendered impotent, .. is death."-I must consider the passage at
greater length, and will therefore refer it. to a separate
section.
SECTrON

IV.-l Cor. xv. 24, 26.

It may be granted that Ben Ezra, vol. i. p. 116, bas shewn
that "the end" is not so immediaWy connected with the last
clause of ver. 23 as that there should necessarily be no space of
time intervening between Christ's 'coming and "the end," but
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~&:t the sense· is, "Thenthe end, (namely) wheu he s~Uh",~~
delivered up the kingdom to God." But, allowing this to)Ji6
the sense and connection of the pa,ssage, I a,ID led to an intwr
pretatioa opposite to that proposed by him-namely, tha.t .. ~
end" is of this !lge,. and not the end of the Millennium.
.'.'
:. .1\e jnterpretation depends upon ver. 29 ~ "For .he m-q,g;
reign till he hath put all enemies under his feet."
.
_.,
.. The end comel:>.· when he shall have delivered up the k~g
.dom unto the Father:
. .
~
. But he shall not deliver the kingdom to the Father, until he
,has rendered impotent all rule and all authority and pO~el"
(ver 24); "for he must reign till he hath put all enemies
under his feet" (ver. 25); proving his assertion from Psa. cx,:.
'~Jehovah said unto Adonal, Sit thou on my right hand, until
I make thine enemies thy footstool."-( Dutch Al/notatjoTIS.) .
To establish this interpretation. it is necessary to shew ~.t
~ther Scriptures authorize the expression "sitting on God's
throne," as synonimous with" reigning," either for God, or
conjointly with God.
i. By comparing the parallel passages we find that what iljl
Psa. cx. 1 is styled, .. sitting at God's right hand," Heb. ii.
calls being .. crowned with glory and honovr." Eph. i. 21
.adds, U far above all principality, and power, and might,
and dominion;" " expecting till hiS enemies he made hili footstool" (Heb. x. 13). . So that in these parallel passages Mesfliah is described sitting on God's throne; crowned; rulmg
over all powers. This 1 Cor. xv. 25 calls "reigning;" The
time denoted in one passage being u till his enemies be made
his footstool;" in the other, "till his enemies be under
his feet."
ii. Aftel' the manner of men, is the glory of the man Christ
Jesus set forth to us by sitting at God's right hand *. Heb.
i. 3: .. Sat down at the right hand of the Majesty on high."
Majesty is put for the kingly power of God; and Christ is
·set down on the right hand of that Majesty-that is, God
llimself. So in Reb. viii. 1 he is said to be .. set down on the
right hand of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens"-that
is, God; who displays his glory in the heavens; and is explained by Reb. x. 12, 13," Sat down on the right hand of
God, from henceforth expecting till his enemies be made his
footstool." Matt; xxvi. 64 it is called "8itting on the right
hand -of power;" and in Luke xxii. 69 it is explain~, "the
.right hand of the power of God i. e. of the powerful God.
.
iii. As Solomon (1 Kinas iii. 6) was crowned and set on
David's throne, while his father was yet alive and remaining
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'king; so in this is Solomon a type of Christ: and though
'God be still King, he, as it were, hath given over the govem'ment to his Son. Rev. iii. 21: "Sat down with the Father
on his throne." This is a prerogative never given to any
creature; as the Apostle challenges, Heb. i. 13: "To which
of the angels," &C. It is peculiar to the eldest Son of the
King of heaven: as in Exod. xii. 29 it was with Pharaoh's son.
All power is now given to Christ, both in heaven and in
earth. Because he glorified God in being made obedient unto
death, so God did glorify him likewise, by withdrawing himself,
in respect of visible execution, from the affairs of the world.
II The Father judgeth no man, but hath committed all judgment
unto the Son' (John v. 22) •
. The sitting at God's right hand doth imply that power committed unto him. As he is the Son of God clothed with man's
·nature, exalted now in heaven, both God and man; so that
which is attributed to one nature, is attrihuted to the other, by
communication of properties. As we say, God-man died, though
the manhood only died, yet it is attributed to the whole. And
we say, God-man rose, though his body only rose: totU& Chridu&,
though not tutum Christi; wh(}/e Christ rose, though not the
whole of Christ. And whole Christ sits at God's right hand.
'rhis exaltation was subsequent to Christ's resurrection ,Eph.
i. 20; Heh. i. 3; x. 12). He was worthy to receive glory, Stc.,
'because he was slain (Heb. ii. 9; Rev. v. 12).
iv. The ·Psalm sets forth Christ ruling in the midst of his
enemies (ver. 2); the principalities and powers, the rulers of
the darkness of this world, the spirit of wickedness in the
heavenlies: against whom we now have to wrestle in the
strength of the Lord (Eph. vi. 10, 12).
But in the world to come all shall be under his feet. Unto
angels, neither good nor bad, has he put the world to come in
subjection (Heb. ii. 5), The Devil is now the god and prince
of this world and age (John xii. 31; 2 Cor. iv. 4, kosmo&;
Eph. ii. 2, aion): but Satan shall be bruised (or "trodden,"
margin) under our feet shortly (Rom. xvi. 20). Then shall
:.A.donai no longer sit on his Father's throne, ruling in the midst
'of his enemies; but • Enosh,' the Mall of sorrows, the Son of
man, shall sit upon his own throne (Rev. iii. 21), even .. the
-throne of his fatlier David" (Luke i. 32).
: "Heaven is God's throne, the earth is his footstool'; (Acts vii).
Christ, now in heaven, is on God's throne: hereafter he will be
reigning on his own throne; subOl'dinately to the Fathernamely, on God's footstool.
.
. All WBO overcome are to partake of the glory of the Son,
(Rev. iii. 21), but not of the glory of the Father. "The Father's throne is the power of the Divine Majesty: hereon none
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may ait but God. and God-man Jesus Christ. To be installed
in God's throne, to sit at God's right hand, is to have a God~
like royalty-a. royalty altogether incommunicable-whereof no
creature is capable. To receive our devotions in heaven, is a
flower of this incommunicable royalty."-(Mede.)
The present is the dispensatory kingdom of Christ, the
Mediator; which is his, not by nature, but donation and unction; reigning providentially .. in the midst of his enemies," in
the world; reigning in grace "in the midst of his enemies,'~
in the hearts of his elect; but not politically or economically;
with power neither temporal nor secular (Matt. xvii. 27 ; xx. 28;
Luke xii. 13; John vi. 15; xviii. 36) for works of service
and ministration, works of authority and government; but spi~
ritual, not material.
The passage in 1 Cor. xv. would have been clearer had OUf
translators preserved, as in the original, the same expression in
verso 24 and 26: "When he shall have rendered impotent
all rule and all authority and power" (ver. 24): .. The last enemy
that shall be rendered Impotent is death " (ver.~2!l).
He must reignfor God, till, with the power <if God, he has
subdued all, as asserted in Psalm cx. The extent is defined ac~
cording to Psalm viii.
1. The Apostle concedes that all things, without exception.
are to be put under his feet.
2. He limits, by the manifest exception of Him who puts all
, under; the Psalm speaking not of God, but of the creatures of
God.
The ultimate object being the glory of God the Father (Phil.
ii. 11).
.
And the reason appears as follows: "God the Father is the
fountain and first mover of all the works of the other Persons.. "
in the Trinity ... All things are of God" (2 Cor. V. 18):
There .
is but one God the Father, of whom are all things" (1 Cor. viii.
6): ." According to the good pleasure of his will" (Eph. i. 6,
9), &C. So it is clear, that, when all Christ's work towards" the
restitution of all things" is applied and made effectual by
God the Holy Ghost; then, when the "regeneration is perfected, aU must be in exact barmony and correspondence witq
the will of God the Father. Then will the Son give up the
kingdom; for now the Father, according to his rules of government, could not (so to sreak) take the kingdom. As he says in
Ex. xxxiii. 3 : "For will not go up in the midst of thee, for
thou art a stiff-necked people; lest I consume thee in the way."
He therefore sends the Angel (ver. 2); His Presence (ver. 14;
Acts vii. 38).
A glorious field of meditation here appears to open to our
view-namely, the. glory Jehovah gets to himself in each and
It
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~ery Person of the Godhead! as well as exalting the humanity
'of our Lord to the highest. '
", God's Co-equal emptied himself(Phil. ii. 6,7), and" humbled
himself even to the death of the cross" (ver. 8): " wherefore
God highly exalted" Jesus, the God-man, to the" glory he bael
with the Father before the world was" (John xvii. 5). So that
here is the humanity of Jesus, according to its capacity, exalted
to participate with the Father in glory, honour, and power:
evinced by the Holy Ghost, who persollaUy proceedeth froin
th~ Father, being officiall;J sent by the glorified Jesus from the
Father (John xv. 26; viI. 39; Acts ii. 33): ultimately .. to
the glory of God the Father.." For when the Holy GhQst has
energetically applied all that the sOn has wrought, then the glo..
rious God-man, resigning all to the Father, will sit on the
throne of David, "far above all principality and power.... head
6Yeirall, to the church:" "the man, Jehovah's Fellow, anointed
with the oil of gladness above /ti, fellows," but infiniti!ly subordinate to, and dependant on, God the Father: the throne of
God being no longer encircled by the prismatic glory of the
Trinity, as contemplated in the separated rays of purpose, accomplishment, and application; but Jehovah shall be King over
all the earth. "In that day there shall be one Jehovah, and his
riame one"-" in that day," namely, when Messiah's feet shall
again stand on the mount from whence he ascended (ver; 4).
And I am inclined to suppose, that, of the three gfeat feasts in
which every male was to appear before the Lord; as the first,
(Passover) typified the work of Jesus; so the second looked to
the visible coming of the Holy Ghost to mark the glory of his
work; Christ having before declared that he must gO' away
(John xvi. 7; "If I go not away, the Comforter will not come").
So the Feast of Tabernacles, or In-gathering, at the year's end,
mentioned in this chapter of Zechariah, will manifest what is
the will of the Father in creation: .. Every thing very good :"
the rejoicing of all the work of his hands. (Zechariah ult.)
ThIS appears to me the meanin~ of ver. 28. I have only to
prevent the objection, that the tIme at which death shall be
rendered impotent must relate to the general resurrection. In
order to which I offer the following considerations:
t. The question in hand is not the resurrection of unbelievers~
but of the saints-namely, "they that are Christ's at his
coming" (1 Cor. xv. 23,43.)
2. The triumph over death is not manifested in raising the
wicked, but in the resurrecti-on to life"'.
"" There is a first and second resurrection even after this life. 'The dead in
Christ, shall ri~e first.' , How blessed are' they that have their portion here I 'for
bpOIllhese thuecond death hath oo,power.'· As for rec~lirqt th~ ~i.cked from theit-
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This is clearly proved by the saying, from Isai. xxv. 8, that
"will then be brought to pass." For neither the preceeding nor.
the following context can be made to relate to any time or state
of things posterior to the Millennium. In ver.6, the Prophet
shews, .that, not in heaven, but in this mortntain shaH the
Lord of. hosts make a feast of fat things,"&'c. To ver. 7
I have before referred, as intimating the removal of original sin.
I have been inclined to suppose, by considering 1 Cor. xv. 43,
45, and 2 Cor. iii. 7, with Gen. iii. 10, that the body of dishonour is intended by "the veil that is spread over all nations."
And as there is a parallel between the face-covering of spiritual
death, and its concomitant, natural death; so also between the
shame and the sorrow introduced by the Fall. Without going
into the large field it opens, I will refer to Rev. xxi., where
the verse is quoted; by which all before advanced appears
firmly riveted. "N ew heavens and new earth" (ver. 1): "God
titbemacling with men" (ver. 3): "No sorrow,· crying, nor pain,"
&c. (ver. 4.) "In that day,"-namely, "when death is swallowed
up in victory;" at the resurrection of "them that are Christ's
at his coming"-" In that day shall it be said, This is our God;
we have waited for him." This doubtless is a personal coming.
Ver. 10, again repeating" for in this mountai" shall the hand:
Qf the Lord rest," confines the scene to the same place.-It
proceeds chap. xxvi. 1: "In tltat day shall this song be sung
in the land oj Judah," &c.: this, in like manner, fixes the time.
-Ver. 14 denies this resurrection to be universal: u Otherlords
•....are dead, they shall not live; deceased, they shall not rise/'
&0. Ver. 19 appears a dialogue between the Father and Christ,
confining the resurrection to the same people:
The Father. "Thy dead shall live."
Christ replies: "My dead body, shall they arise." Clearly
Christ mystical, or they that are Christ's," who are to rise "at
his coming." He cries, "Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the
dust:" and all that hear his voice shall live."
Then the next clause appears to bring us back to Psalm ex. The
Apostle's allusion to Hosea again couples all these passages to ..
gether. But the consideration of this would make us digress too
far from our main subject. I will therefore content myself
with giving the references. 1 Cor. xv. 55, Hosea xiii. 14, and
the preceding verse in Hosea; with Isai. xxvi. 17, Matt. xxiv.
8, and lastly with John xvi. 21 and· 26, which points out
Christ's intercessory kingdom being given up to the Father.
H

graves, it is no otherwise (in the sense of the Spirit) to be called a resurrection~
than taking a criminal from the prison to the bar is a giving of Iiberty.....The
wicked shall live again, that they may die forev.er."....,.Jere'JtiG/, T"91()f". SermOJl
vii. Funeral of the Lord Primate,
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In considering this last passage in Matthew, together with its
ramifications, we have been brought to these conclusions:
1. That there is a" habitable earth to come."
2. That this habitable earth shall be in subjection to Messiah.
3. That Messiah will come personally, to set up his kingdom •.
4. That Jerusalem will be the place to which he will come.
D. At his coming all enemies will have been made impotent.
6. The evidence of the last enemy (death) being made imP?tent, ~ill be the resurrection of Christ's mystical body, at
hIS comlDg.
7. The subjection extends from the highest powers and
principalities, down to sheep and oxen, yea, even the beasts.
of the field.
8. All mediation will have ceased; nOl' will there be any
farther occasion for it.
Q. Christ, having given up the kingdom of Providence to
the Father, and taken to himself the usurped Political kingdom of the world, will reign on the throne of' David; in sub- .
jection to God the Father, reigning on the throne of glory.
Thus we see the expectations-to which we have been brought
by comparing the r~velations since given in Hebrews, Ephesians,
and Corinthians-are the same that, all allow, then occupied
the minds of the disciples.
SECTION

V.

I will not enter into a lengthened consideration of the parables, with a wish of further proving the point in hand; because
I think it may very fairly be said, that the object of a parable is
not to establish, but to illustrate, a doctrine. I shall only remark, that all point to an· intervening state of things, predicted
as preceding Messiah's reign.
By the parable of the wicked Husbandmen, taking Isai. v.
for the groundwork, our Lord intimates his rejection by the Jews.
and the consequent rejection of their nation. This he confirms
by I!Ihewing the same truth in Psalm cxviii., the fulfilment of
which must therefore be subsequent to his being refused by the
builders.
The parable of the Marriage Supper, taken in the same way
from Zeph. i, 7, shews the casling off of the Jews, the destruction of their polity, and, after that, a gathering of guests
out of the highways and hedges. The completion of this we
find ,Predicted in Rev. xix. 7, 9, 17. The not having .. a
weddlDg garment," or being .t clothed in strange apparel"
(Zeph. i. 8), may refer to the tradition of the Jews, that
" Esau the wicked will veil himself with his garments, and sit
amongst the righteous in Paradise, in the world to come; and
the holy blessed God will draw him, and bring him out from
hcnce."-(J. Hieros. Nedaim. in Gill.)
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In avoiding the snare (Matt. xxii. 15) laid by the Pharisees
out of Deut. xvii. 15, our Lord correctly shews, by their own
principles, that Shiloh must be come; for they say, ., A king,
whose coin is current ......The men of the country do thereby
evidence that they acknowledge him for their lord, and themselves his servants."-( Maim. in Lightfoot.)
Mede (Letter to Dr. Twisse: Works, p.801) shews that our Lord'.
proof of the resurrection turns upon the necessity of Abraham's,
&'c., rising to possess the land the Lord had covenanted to give
him. For the spirits of the Patriarchs now live: therefore God
would be the God of the living, though their bodies should never
rise again. And if it be urged, that it requires the union of soul
and body to identify the man (Acts ii. 34); yet might not the
Sadducees have replied, The meaning was, what God had heen,
not what he should he? Therefore the words must be understood in connexion with that to which they refer. Being the
God of Abraham, he therefore comes to release his seed from
bondage, and bring them into the land he had promised
Abrahanl four hundred and thirty years before (Gen. xv. 7).
This is distinctly mentioned in Ex. vi. 4, from which passage,
as well at Deut. xi. 21, we see by the Talmud the Jews inferred
the resurrection ... The Sadducees asked Rab. Gamaliel (Paul's
teacher), whence he would prove that God would raise the
dead; and they were not satisfied till he produced this verse to
them, Deut. xi. 21.. ... Hence it follows that the law testifies of
the resurrection of the dead." ,. Says R. Simai, Whence is the
resurrection of the dead to be proved out of the Law 1 From
Ex. vi. 4 ...... we learn that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob shall ~
raised, and that God will hereafter give them the land of
Israel." (T. Bah. Sanhedrim, in Gill.)
We are authorized by the Apostle (Heb. xi. 9, 13), to adopt
the same interpretation-namely: God covenanted to -give to
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in their own persons (as well as
their seed), the land wherein they-were strangers, for an inheritance : but this was not performed to them whilst they lived ;
therefore must they one day live again, that 'they may partake of
the promise.
The question proposed by our Lord, Matt. xxii. 42, .till
draws their attentlOn to the intervening lapse of time and state
of things before he comes to sit on the throne of David. Noman
being <I able to answer him a word," he proceeds to denounce
several woes, and lastly (Matt.xxiii. 38, 39) declares Jerusalem's
house is left desolate. ., For I say unto !lou, Ye shall not Bee
me henceforth, till '!Ie shall say, Blessed IS he that cometh in
name of the Lord."
SECTION

VI.-Matt. XXiii. 38, 39.

This, though more especially directed to the rulers and inhabitants of Jer~salem,: yet includes the- whole nation of the-Jew.; .....
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for it was delivered at one, of tpe three times of the year when
every male was to appear before the Lord in tbe place appointed.
"
'
,
, '
{Deut. xvi. 16.}
The leaving of their" Q,ouse Qesolat~::. our SlIIvioUf ,presently
expounds to be the d;6struction of the,temple; therefore,
i. This passag-e. cannot ref(lr t.o Christ's coming immediately
subse9uent to his resurrection; for between the time of Christ's'
speaklDg and his returning with that acclamation, "'Blessed
ia he that cometh in the name of the Lord," their house must
be left desolate: aud the Jews suffered the destruction of Jerusalem because they would not be gathered under the wings
of Christ, but belied his resurrection (Matt. xxviij, 12, 13),
refused his doctrines (.Acts xiii, 45), and persecuted his Apostles (1 Thesl. ii. 15): therefore wrath came upon them to the
uttermost (v. 16). Thus must Jerusalem remain, "until the
times of the Gentiles are fulfilled" (Luke. xxi. 24).
ii. Nor can this passage refer to the dissolution of aU things.
1. The Greek word aljltEraL, "left," does not imply an
utt.ar forsaking, but the laying aside or leaving for a bme :
which the couched antithesis 81so implies; H Until they say,
,
Blessed is he coming in the name of the Lord."
2. The dis.solution of all things would be no time of acclamation, but rather of lamentation, to the killers of the
p'rophets.
.
Iii. Nor ean it be meant of the Jews s.eeing Messiah only
by faith; for it is opposed to their not seeing him henceforth
with their bodily' eyes, for a period between this speech and
that same ,< untll.."
. . " .
Therefore we muat I'efer it to that glorious Hallel predicted
in Rev. vii. 9, and xix. 1-7; "Alleluia, for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth: let us be glad and rejoice, and give honour
.
to him; for the marriage of the Lamb is come," &c.
, This view will he much confirmed by referring to Psalm cxviii.
whence the verse is quoted.
Ver. 2: .. Let Israel now say his mercy endureth for ever."
Now, when Messiah returns (ver. 26); now, in the sabbatism
(ver. 24); now, when he is become their salvation (vers. 21,14).
: Ver. 5 describes the supplication in distress, and consequent
deliverance; similar to Zech. xii. which we shall hereafter CODaider.
Ver. 10: II All nations compassed me about, but in the name
of the Lord I will destroy them." This verse minutely agrees
with Zech. xii. Q, and appears to point .out this Psalm as the
burst of praise at the moment of Messiah's appearance to their
deliverance, but previous to the destruction of their enemies.
Ver.22 shews jt is Messiah's exaltation, subsequent to his
re~tion.

Ver. 24 refers to the sabbatiam of rest; " the, Lord's day; U
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the day of the Lord ; •• the day in which the Lord alone shall
be exalted.
Ver.25. Hosanna, "save now," was elicited from the multf;.
tude by Messiah's triumphal entry; but our Lord corrects their
error, by declaring that the joyful time mentioned in ....er. 26~
will not arrive till after the expiration of the period of J erusalem's sitting Rolitary.
44

SECTION

VII.-Matt. xxi".

In consequence of what had transpired, the Apostles, in fset,
ask three questions:
'
. 1. (4 When shall these things be 1" (ver. 3)-namely, Jeru';'
salem's destruction (\76r. 2).
2. "And what the sign of thy coming? " referring to whAt
be had first said (Matt. xxiii. 38, 39).
.
3 ... And of the end of the age?" referring to what our
Lord had shortly before told the Sadducees: "The children of
this age marry, and are given in marriage" (Luke xx. 34,35) :
having previously held out to his followers the future age, or
u the regeneration," as the consummation of their hopes.
By blending these three questions, it appears that the Apostles
supposed that their accomplishment would be synchrono~s. This
error would make them exceedingly liable to be deceived by
false Christs, against which our Lord first warns them to II take
heed" (Matt. xxiv. 4): "the end," i. e. of the age, "is not
yet" (ver. 6). The events which they supposed wou1d be simultaneous with the second advent were but the beginning of
Jerusalem's travail (ver. 8), before referred to; or of Jerusalem's
desolation (Matt. xxiii. 38), which shall last I f till the times of
the Gentiles be fulfilled" (Luke xxi. 24): this cannot close
until the" Gospel rif the kingdom" be preached in all the world,
"for a witness" unto all the nations; and then shall the end
come (ver. 14). Having given this most necessary precaution,
our Lord proceeds to answer the questions in the same order
they were given.
In anwering the first question, concerning the destruction of
Jerusalem, Jesus a~ai7/. warns them that" then," or at that time,
they are not to beheve any report concerning his coming, whatever signs and wonders may be shewn (ver. 23, 24); for if
they looked then for the sign of his coming, they would 'inevitably be deceived. (Ver. 25) "Behold, I have told you before," as recorded in the 5th, 6th, and II th verses. And as they
were liable to be deceived respecting the manner as well as the
time of Messiah's appearance, he gives one precaution, of universal application: They need not (even when the time of his
second coming drew near) be looking here, or looking there (ver.
26) ; for at the second advent there will be a most manifest and
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universal appearance (ver. 27); and all the elect will be i"..,
.tincted to draw near (ver. 28); for the proverb (if I may SQ
can it) here spoken is used in Job xxxix. to set forth the wisdom
of God manifested in the wonders of creation, and the propensities and imtincts imparted to his creatures.
SECTION

VIII.-Matt. xxiv. 29.

It has been shewn, by comparing Mark xiii. 24 and Luke xxi.
24, that the" tribulation of those days" embraces all the space till
the conclusion of the times of the Gentiles; during the whole
of which period Jerusalem is to be trampled under foot. But
"immediately after the tribulation of those days" (Matt. xxiv.
29)-namely, at the conclusion of the times of the Gentiles
(Luke xxi. 24, 25)-« the powers of the heavens shall be shaken."
I will strive to fix what appears to me the meaning of this
passage, by referring to what I believe a parallel in Heb. xii.
25-27: in which passage we must consider : I. Who is intended by " Him that spake on earth?" (ver. 25.)
The same whose voice then shook the earth" (ver. 26). This
is even Jehovah-Sabaoth (Hag. ii. 6); Christ our God.
. The 0dPosition is not between the speakers, but between
earth .an heaven; Him" on earth,"and Him" from heaven."
'rhis has generally been interpreted as having respect to giving
the Law and the Gospel, referring back to verses 18 and 20:
which is the view Dr. Owen has taken; and yet he thus argues
that Christ must be intended in both:
1. It was not Moses, but God, that spake Divine oracles
to the people.
.
2. The people thereon did not refuse Moses, but expressly
chose him for a, mediator between them, promising to hear
him. (Exod. xx.; Deut. v.)
.
3. The expression" spake divinely," is in Scripture applied
to God alone-as Matt. ii. 12, 22; Luke ii. 26; Acts x. 22 ;
Heb. viii. {); Rom. xi. 4-though he may use the ministry
of angels therein.
4. He who spake on the earth, his voice then shook the
earth; which was not the voice of Moses.
,
Christ, then, by all interpretations, must in both cases be supposed the speaker.
.
. II. The nex.t inquiry is, to what period does the" then" refer 1
." Whose voice then shook the earth."
Dr. Owen, in common I believe with almost all others, refers
it back to the verses 18-21; adopting the language of Ha~gai'8
.prophecy to set forth the terrors that accompanied the givmg of
the Law, at a period prior to the prophecy having been declared~
but in order thus to make the opposition between the Law and
'he Gospel, which was the subject of Haggai's prophecy. I
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do not think the text in Hebrews will bear this interpretation;
nor does it appear possible thus to reconcile the Prophet to the
Apostle.
Dr. Owen most candidly states an objection, in order to remove it; but in which I think he fails: he says, lilt doth not
appear how ' they escaped not' by entreating to hear no more
(ver. 19) the voice of God, seeing that God expressly approved
of it (Deut. v. 28,29). To say (as he does in loco, p. 377) that,
though the word be the same, the meaning is different; and that
the fear they expressed was a proper fear; is to nullify the testimony that it was by rifusing to hear that they escaped not.
I would say, secondly, That in his interpretation there is no
opposition preserved. Was not he from heaven when he gave
the Law on Sinai 1 or was he less on earth when incarnate and
inhabiting this globe, than when he came down on the mount.
Thirdly, The" tI,en" mnst be opposed to the" now" in ver•.
26. This" now" refers to Christ speaking from heav.en (ver. 25);
and the Apostle speaks of the present time, which was some
years posterior to Christ's ascension; and it therefore speaks of
him being ascended into heaven, and from thence now speaking
to us on earth. (See Goodwin, vol. v. part iv. p. 90, whose authority I have for this.)
Therefore, as we have before seen that the opposition is be..
tween a "man of the earth," and .. the Lord from heaven".
speaking on the earth, but that Christ in both instances is,
the speaker, I infer that the opposition is between Christ in his.
offices.
'
Having wound up the argumentative part of the Epistle, the'
Apostle applies it in this exhortation, springing out of the
verse immediately preceding (ver. 24): .. Jesus, the Mediator:
of the new testament; and the blood of sprinkling, that speaketh better things than that of Abel. See that ye refuse not him.
that speaketh: for if they escaped not who refused him that.
spake on earth," as the great prophet like unto Moses (John
xv. 22; Acts vii. 37); "much more rshall not] we [escape], if
we turn away from him [that speaketh] from heaven;" having received the promise from the Father (Acts ii. 33) of the
Holy Ghost, who applies this sprinkled blood to the conscience
(chap. x. 29): .. whose voice then shook the earth "-when he.
established the new testament in his blood: which holds,
whether it be interpreted of removing the carnal ordinances and
the worldly sanctuary, or literally applied to the earth; both
are mentioned Matt. xxvii. 51-" But now he hath pr~
mised," &c.; referring to ver. 25; "Him tllat speaketh from
heaven" now speaking by the -Holy Ghost in the Apostle, renewing the promises in the words of Haggai.
If it be "now" a promise, it is. yet to ~ performed. H~
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says not, I which, according to his promise, he has performed;'
but he speaks of a matter yet llnder promise, and therefore an
object of faith and hope.
" II Whose voice then shook the earth," implies that Haggai's
prophecy had a literal, though but an inchoate; fulfilment: .for
the word here used is not the word used in the Septuagint. but
implies .fluetvatiml: he withal asserting (" yet once mora")
that there should be a more extensive and universal accomplishment: H Not the earth only. but also the heaven," should be.
shaken (the same word, III 10 the Septuagint, implying eone""..
sion) even to their removal. This clearly is not fulfilled, wh&ther it be taken literally or figuratively. It would be as absurd
to say the heavenly ordinances were abolished at their establishment, as to say that the carnal ordinances were abolished at
their establishment at Sinai. Both of which absurdities appear
implicated in the common interpretation.
"And this, Yet once more,' implies a <I once" before; but
this" once" the ADostle limits to only this once more; when
the heavenly things, or services. that are removable, shall be
removed.
Thus Paul and Haggai are consistent with themselves and
each other. Paul had been arguing to the full the removal of
the carnal ordinances and the worldly sanctuary; but at his
second coming, according to his renewed promise in the words
of Haggai, not only all the present worldly ordinances of the
ministry and the sacraments will be abolished, but also the heavenly offices of Christ in his intercession. To both of these he
had previously alluded, in his quotation from Jeremiah; universal knowledge of God implying the former; "no more remembrance of sm" implying the latter.
This interpretation is also true if extended to the literal
earth; as the H sea and dry land" in Hag~ai, or "the sea
and waves roaring" in Luke xxi. 25, may Impl:y. " Then II
-that is, when establishing the new-testament dlspensationthere was an earthquake; but at his second advent there will
be .. new heavens and a new earth."
.. For our God is a consuming fire." This refers to his
second advent, when he shall be revealed in flaming fire, as
Jekovah-Sabaoth, to take vengeance.
This also is another passage to which I suppose Peter alludes,
2 Pet. iii. 15, that Paul had written to the Hebrews, touching
the dissolution of the earth and the works that are therein. and
the establishing new heavens and the new earth.
SECTION

IX.-Matt. xxiv. 30.

,. And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven."
Referring, though not rer,lying. to the second question, .. What
the sign of thy coming l' it points out when and where the sign
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shall appear, but not woot the sign shall be. If· Ie heaven" in
this passage be the political heaven. to which opinion I incline,
then the sign must be some special political movement in tbe
nations; probably that given in the parable of the fig-tree
(ver. 32). Leigh observes .. semeion" to be a military term.
The ~me word is used by the Septuagint in ISB. xi. 12, and
xviii. 3. To either of these passages it may refer; both relate to
the restoration of the Jews. The former passage in Isaiah appears
closely parallel with part of ver. 31 of Matt. xxiv.-namely, tbe
gathering from the four winds of heaven., The latter passage in
Isaiah mentions the sounding of the trumpet. The context in
each marks the sabbatism (lsB. xi. 10): "his .rest shall be glorious," Isa. xviii. 7: mentions the people being jllbelized back
to the land of their possession, even to Mount Zion. This same
time is signified in Luke xxi. 28; "And when these things
begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads, for
your redemption draweth nigh "-namely, the jubilee, when
captives or land are redeemed.
Matt. xxi v. 30: "And then sha1l all the tribes ofthe earth" (or
"land") " mourn; and they shall see the Son of man coming in
the clouds of heaven with power'4Uld great glory." I will consider this passage together with Zech. xii. 10, whence it is
quoted, and in connection with Rev. i. 7, and John xix. 37,
where Zech. xii. 10 is also quoted.
U They shall look on me, whom they have pierced, and they
shall mourn," &c. (Zech. xii. 10.)*
I. It is true that a handful of first-fruits sincerely mourned for
him whom they had pierced, and there was some effusion of the
Spirit of grace and supplication shortly after the ascension: but
this sma1l number cannot answerably fulfil that which was promised to the inhabitants of Jerusalem in general, and their
several families of David and Nathan, and Levi and Shimei,
and all the families that remain, as they are expressly named
Zech. xii. 12-14.
II. Those who would wave the power of this text towards
establishing Christ's personal appearing. at the great future restitution of all things, must of necessity make it relate either to
the time about Christ's passion, or to Christ's coming to the universal judgment, at the dissolution of all things. For, from
Babylon they were already returned; nor at that time was
Christ pierced.
I. It cannot possibly devolve on the time of Christ's passion,
for these reasons : i. We read not of such mournings of families apart, as
they did at Hadadrimon, in the valley of Megiddo.
• This section is chiefly taken from Holmes's Day-star.
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ii. This looking at him whom they have pierced, is to beat
that day, marked in the context with three eminent characteristics : 1. Ver. 6,7: " In that day I will make the ~overnor of
Judah a hearth of fire among the wood, and hke a torch
of fire in a sheaf; and they Shall devour all people round
about, on the right hand and on the left: and Jerusalem
shall be inhabited again in her own place, (even) in Jerusalem. The Lord also shall save the tents of Judah first," &.c.
This was not so with Jerusalem at the time of Christ's passion, when the Romans possessed it.
2. Ver. 8: " In that day shall the Lord defend the inhabitants of Jerusalem: and he that is feeble among them
at that day shall be as David; and the house of David as
Elohim; as the Angel Jehovah before them." Now this
was not the excellent state of Judah at the time of Christ's
passion.
3. Ver.9: "And it shall come to pass at that day,
that I will seek to destroy aU nations that come against
Jerusalem." But the Lord did not do this at the time of
Christ's passion: then, the Romans possessed the city:
forty years after, Titus destroyed the temple: some years
after that, Adrian destroyed the city; and the Turks
possess it to this day. Therefore the time of Christ's
passion cannot be THE DAY here spoken of, when the
house of David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem shall
look at him whom they have pierced, and mourn. John
speaks of tke thing, not of the time; not of the looking,
but of tile piercing; not the fulfilment of the whole, but
the capacitating for the fulfilment. The fulfilment must
be at that day so gloriously characterized; for so it folft
lows: "And r will pour," &.c.; "and they shall look," &.c.
II. Nor can it refer to the general judgment, for these reasons:
i. The Day of Judgment were no time for repentance: no
time of pourang out Of grace; nor of gracious supplications.
ii. The Day of Judgment is no time of mouming, but of joy,
to the saints.
iii. In the Day of Judgment the mourning of the wicked
will be graceless despair: but the mourning here mentioned,
is a mourning out of much love to Christ; "like one mourning for his only son, for his first-born;" as they mourned for
. Josiah slain at Megiddo.
We will now compare Rev. i. 7.
, The context speaks of Christ, " the First-begotten of the dead,
the Prince of the kings of the earth. Unto Him that loved
us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood, and hath
made us kings and priests unto God and his Father; to him
o
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[be] glory and dominion for ever and ever. Amen." "Behold,
he cometh with clouds."
This cannot be meant of Christ's first advent, because it was
delivered many years posterior to his ascension; but must
relate to that coming, Acts i. 1]: ., This same Jesus, which is
taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as
ye have seen him go into heaven;" spoken when " the cloud
received him" (ver. 9), after that they had asked him whether at that time he would restore the kingdom again to Israel
(ver.6). "He cometh with clouds"-:-or, "in the clouds," according to the Greek idiom. Not obscure, as his incarnation, or
his coming among the disciples after his resurrection; but he
shall come conspicuous, and glorious, and visible to all. Which
phrase must needs import a proper ocular sight, with propel
sense; "Every eye shall see him." Faith and sight are so
distinct, that the Apostle makes them opposite, 2 Cor. v. 7.
We now by faith "see Jesus crowned with glory and honour :"
the", every e!/..e shall see him, and they who have pierced him;
and all the tnbes of the land shall wail over him (or" mourn over
him with deep mourning, beating their breasts." Leigh). The
expression is exactly the same as that in Matt. xxiv. and in the
Septuagint of Zech. xii. T4e" tribes of the land" must be the
chIldren of Israel, as in Zech. xii. He adds to them, ., Every
eye shall see him:" but surely his anti-christian enemies, those
whom he will destroy by the brightness of his coming, they
shall not see him by the eye of faith.
By collating these passages together, and recapitulating them,
we find:
I. Christ was literally pierced, in order that the prophecy
might be literally fulfilled. This has not yet taken place, because it shall be at that day,
i. When Jerusalem sllaU be saved and re-inhabited, evert
Jerusalem, and defended by the Lord himself: whereas it
is now in captivity.
ii. When all nations that come against Jerusalem shall be
destroyed.
iii. It is posterior to the giving of the Apocalypse, and
therefore was not at or about the tIme of' Christ's ascension.
II. The fulfilment of the remainder must be homogeneous
to what has been fulfilled. Christ was not pierced by falth, nor
does this refer to seeing by faith: for,
i. We see him now. by faith.
ii. Then, "every eye shall see him," even those who have
not faith.
III. It is prior to the dissolution of all things:
i. Because it is the time of Israel's conversion.
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ii. Thenceforth Jerusalem shall be saved, inhabited, and
defended.
SECTION

X.

Matt. xxiv. 31, ill similar to Luke xiii. 29: "And they
shall come from the East and the West, and from the North
and the South, and shall sit down in the kingdom of God,"
U with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob" (Matt. viii. 11).
The declaration, 1 COl'. x. 11, Heb. iv. 9, that the events in the wilderness were admonitory .. types," interprets Psal. cvii. as
referring to the same penod. .. 0 give thanks unto the Lord.~
for he is good, for his mercy endureth for ever. Let the redeemed
of the Lord say so; whom he hath redeemed from the hand of
the enemy, and gathered them out of the lands, from the East
nd from the West, from the North and from the South."

1 Thess. iv. 16. is also parallel: .. For the Lord himself shall
descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God," &c. But neither the force
bfthis, nor any other passage in the Thessalonians, can be felt,
if taken alone and ser.a:rately considered. Up.on the planting
of the church (Acts XVll.), " the Jews that believed not" un..
derstood by Paul's assertion of .. Jesus being the Christ," that
he was the anointed King (Psa. ii. 6, margin); and so the
King that he was opposed to the kings of the earth, in that he
interfered with the ri~hts of Cmsar (Acts xvii. 7). This gives
an insight into what IS intended by .. waiting for Jesuslrom
heaven" (1 Thess. i. 10); the" calling to God's kingdom and
glory" (ii. 12), &c. That the hope of being in the presence of
our Lord at his coming (ii. 19), intends the bodily presence of
Christ, is evident by the same word beiD~ used, in ver. 17. to express Paul's bodily presence, in opposition to heart sympathy.
At this coming of our Lord with all his saints (iii. 13), tlieir .
•• hearts shall be established unblameable in holiness before God,
even our Father." Then in chap. iv.16, occurs the passage that
appears parallel with the one in Matthew •
.. They shall see the Son of
" Tke Lord himself. shall deman coming in the clouds 0/ scend from heaven With a shout,
hta"en, with power and great with tke voice of the archangel,
glory: and he shall send h.... and with the trump of God,"
angels, with a trumpet, and (J &c.
great voice; and they shall gather to~ether his elect from the
four wmds, from the one end
of heaven to the other."
The Thessalonians being children of light, and not of this
age (Luke xvi. 8), but of " the day," that day of the Lord
shall not come upon them unawares (v. 4).
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Haying ooncluded this Epistle, ver. 23, with holding out, not
aeath, but the coming of the Lord Jesus, as the completion of their
, warfare, the Second Epistle appears written to prevent their neg--lecting the duties of every~ay life (iii. 10). It begins (i. 5), that
their suffering is a manifest token that they shall reign with
Christ; whichreign shalleommence by the Lord Jesus, as J ehovahS;l.baoth (of which I conceive ver. 7 to be a periphrasis), recompensing tribulation to the troublen 01 the saints (ver. 6) and
those that obey 1'1ot the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ (ver. 8);
the condemnation being on the same ground as that of Matt.
xxv.45. Chap. ii. commences, " Now we beseech you, by [con'Cemin~] the coming of our Lord, and our gathering together
-unto hIm" (referring back to 1 Thess. iv. 17), "that ye be not
soon shaken in mind," &c., as that the day of Christ should
prece?e the revelation of the man of sin, . the son of llerdition
,(ver.3). Paul had told them of these things when with them
(ver.o), and what prevented that wicked one being mad~ manifest (ver. ~)-namely, the reign of the Cresars. (Acts xvii.)
They should not be removed by Christ's personal advent; but upon
their removal should that wicked one be revealed. whom the Lord
shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy
with the brightness of his coming (ver.8). Now it appears
impossible to suppose that this" brightness of his coming" can
'be understood of any thing but hiS effulgent epiphany, and
Jhe effect his personal presence will have upon the senses.
Antichrist must be wasted "by the s,irit of Christ's mouth,"
his word; called in ISf/.i. xi. 4 (to which it alludes) "the rod
,of his mouth, and the breath of his lips, with which he shall
1!Itay the wicked one," l'TU'.
He first consumes them morally,
ITT
and then destroys him physically; the first must be destroyed
by the spirit of Christ's mouth; the second, by the appearance
of his person: else why need that be added? The breath of hi$
mouth does not wake an end of the work, without the appearance of his coming; as in 2 Tim. iv. 1 : first, Chr~t's appearauce; and then, his kingdom; for Antichrist must be down..
befor~ Christ can have an apparellt king:dom.
, TIllS does not refer to the general Judgment (for then shall
be the destruction of all the wicked, Rev. xxii. 10), but speaks
precisely of the distinct destruction of Antichrist as Antichrist;
and therefore mentions him as a sing~ person: H the man of liin,"
(, the son of perdition," I I the opposer," that same lawless one,.
And for the same re!lson that lapsed Adam, with all considered
in him, is called one man; and Christ, the second Adam, witJ,.
all in him, is also called one: so Antichrist is one mystical
body of sin, whose destruction is distinct before the ultimate day
of judgment.
The context in Isaiah speaks of the Lord's recovering '( a second
VOL. I.-NO. Ill.
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time" from Assyria, Egypt, &c. (ver .11), his ~eople, both Israel
and Judah (ver. 12); distinct from the Gentiles (ver.10), and
so not very easily spiritualized; yet must it be future, speaking
of the universal peace of nature, and universal knowledge of
the Lord (ver.5-9.)
SECTION

XI.-The Parable of the Fig-tree.
(Matt. uiv, 32, &c.)

In Luke xiii. 6-9, the parable of the fig-tree delineates the
continued barrenness of the Jewish church, after the three
years' ministry of Christ. Under the same figure our Lord
l'4~' typically cursed the Jewish nation, that" no more fruit shoukl
'. ' grow on it henceforth to the end of the age" (Matt. xxi. 19)· ;
"for the time of figs was not ,. (Mark xi. 13). That is,
there should have been figs on the tree, for the time of gathering figs was not yet arrived: none could be dedicated to the,
Lord before the Passover, and none could be gathered previoulJ
to the dedication of First-fruits. So this p~rable declares, that
signs 'of life in the Jewish nation will indicate " that summer is
,nigh;" .. that He is near, even at the doors;" that" the
kingdom of God is nigh at hand" (Luke xxi. 31): or, that the
age during which the Jews were devoted to barrenness is near
at an end. For the return of spring fitly sets forth the approach
'f of the restitution of all thin~s," when he shall come as in a
cloud of the latter rain. This IS the answer to the third question of the disciples, recorded in Mark xiii. 4: "What the
sign when all these things shall be about to be consummated 1"
SEC1'ION

XII.-Matt. ][Xiv.

34.

Ver. 34 has been variously interpreted.
I. Some would confine all the prophecy to the destruction of
Jerusalem t; but I think what has been said on the preceding
verses shews the impossibility of that interpretation being received. Moreover, in that case our Lord would give no answer
to either of the latter questions asked by the Apostles; whereas,
of the four that proposed the question (Mark xiii. 3), three had
been "eye-witnesses" of the manner in which the Son of Man
will " come in his kingdom" (Matt. xxvi. 28; 2 Pet. i. 16).
It is therefore J>erfectly clear what they intended in asking
.. the time of hIS coming;" and I think the attempt to confine
the Lord's answer to the destruction of Jerusalem, charges him
with· evasion and ambiguity.
II. Others would say t, ' This generation shaH not pass
away, till all these things be in being, or in the course of accomplishment-namely, the destruction of Jerusalem, the commencement of the series, would take place before the existing
race of mankind had passed away.' This appears rather avoia..
• Papen on Prophecy.
t Leigh, Gill, Ite.
l TiIlotsoD, Cuninghame.
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ing" than removing the difficulty: for all the signs and events
mentioned in verso 29, 30, were to take place after the expira:"
tion of a determinate period-namely, "the time of the Gentiles "-and when the relation between Jew and Gentile will
apparently undergo a change greater than that by the destruction of Jerusalem. And as the signs that will then take place
have no connection with the overthrow of that cif¥, destruction
of the polity) or dispersion of the nation; it can hardly be said
that all these things were in the course of accomplishment
at that time: for example, the sign of the Son, or the budding of the fig-tree. How could the sign of the termination of
the age be in the course of accomplishment at the commencement of the series?
III. Others" by " generation" understand the nation of the
Jews. But it is violent to suppose that the time of their national restoration is to be marked by the sign of their not passing away before that period.
,
lV. Horsley confines the" all things" to the budding of the
fig-tree, and interprets it of the destruction of Jerusalem. Thisappaars very violent.
V. Lastly, Leigh acknowledges that 'YEllEn, genea, is sometimes used for age. King declares the literal and original signification to be •• this race of mankind (this manner of men's
existing upon earth) shall not pass," &.c. But, referring to the
use of the word in the New Testament, as well as the Septuagint, it will be found very commonly to designate some characteristic feature of a set of men, rather than any period of
time.
Septuagint.
Psal. xiv. 5: "For God is in the generation of the righteous."
Psal. xxii. 30 :" "And my seed shall serve him; it shall be
accounted to the Lord the coming generation."
Psal. xxiv. 6: "This is the generation of them that seek
him."
Psal. cii. 18: "This shall be written for the generation to
come, and the people which shall be saved shall praise the
Lord." This instance refers to the same period; namely, the
restoration of Zion (ver. 13), and the loosing the children of
death (ver. 20).
New Testament.
Mark viii. 38: "Whosoever shall be ashamed of me and of
my words, in this adulterous and sinful generation, of him also
shall the Son of Man be ashamed, when he cometh in the glory
of his Father, with the holy angels." Here generation designates a time co-extensive with that of its being necessary to
fit

Mede, Faber.
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take up the cross, in following Christ (ver. 34); which resolye"
itself into the time the seed of the serpent will persecute the
Seed of the woman.
Luke xvi. 8: "The ohildren of this age are in tbeir genera·
lion wiler than the children of light." Where the term, like
the last, appears co-extenllive with the age of which Satan is
the god.
.
. Acts ii. 40: ,. Save yourselves from this untoward gen.ra,ion." The same as tbe former.
Acts xiv. 16: .. Who in time. past hast suffered all nations
to walk in their own w:a),s."
Acts xv. 21 : ., For Moses of old time hath in every city them
that preach him." In both tbis and the preceding example
lellea appears to imply God's previous dispensations towards
Jews and Gentiles; as in
Epbes. iii. 6, the same word is rendered, "which in other
agel was not made known to the SODS of men," &c.
Ephes. iii. 21: " Unto him be glory ill the church, by Christ
Jesus, throughout all a8u. world without end:" or, " Unto hiul
be glory in the church 10 Christ Jesus, unto all the generationa
of the age of tbe ages." This appears to embrace times of which
man', present natural existence could be no measure.
Phil. ii. 15: "That ye may be blamelefls and harmlea, tIM
IOOS of God, in tbe midst of a crooked and perverl8 natioa.'t
This also implies the whole of Satan's reign.
In this sense our Lord here appears to use 'genea.' He knew
11ot, till his glorious exaltation (Rev. v. 5), the time when theM
things should be; he therefore gave the signs for which they
were to " watch" (Mark xiii. 33); affirming, that this generation should not pa.&8 away till all the,e things be in the course
of fulfilment.
I suppose him to allude, either to the featUre of the present
ase, in opposition to the future age, which he had shortly before
given (Luke u. 34, 35): "The children of this age marry and
are given in marriage:" so that all which he had related referred to
a flesh-and·blood state of things. Or ,else that he refers to the
" generation of vipers" he had depounced. more immediately
before the disciples proposed their questions: and upon which
generation Ie all these things should come" (Matt. xxiii. 36);
or the "tribulation of those days;" or " the days of Te~
geance ;" which, we have before seen, extends to the whole time
of the Gentiles, or till the generation of his rejectors has paslIed
away (Luke xvii. 25). Indeed, I see no reason why both the
characteristic features may not be included; for, as long as there
are descendants from Adam in the natural way of generation.
there also will be Phalisees and hypocrites.
..
" Heaven and earth shall pass away," &c. By what I have
said on Reb. xii. it may be seen I do not understand this
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simply as a comparison, H that sooner shall heaven and earth
pass away, -than one word of Christ fail of being fulfilled;" but'
I suppose it an assertion, that the heaven and earth shall pa8&
away when that generation shall pass away.
S£CTIOJl' XIII.-Luke xvii. 21-30.

Lightfoot makes this passage a different discourse from that
in Matt. xxiv. 37; but ver. 21 being sometimes brought forward
as' opposed to a personal reign, I may be excused 1D referring
to it. Ver. 21 is clearly a reply to the Pharisees, as corrective
of their false notions; for ver. 22 is as if he did but then specially apply his discourse unto his disciples: so that, whatever
may be intended by" the kingdom of God," it clearly is not the
spiritual kingdom in the hearts of the regenerate; for it was
what the Pharisees then had within, or rather amongst, them:
hence Bede (in Mayer) understands Christ personally to be
intended by the kingdom of God. I think the sense appears
the same as " the days of the Son of Man" (ver. 22); but there
is a distinction between that and the day when the Son of Man
" shall be rwealed" (ver. 30). The meaning would then be;
they could not discern Messiah in the captious spirit with which
they watched him (in this sense the word is used Mark iii. 2;
Luke vi. 7, xiv. 1, xx. 20; Acts ix. 24): a guileless Israelite,
Dot the proud Pharisee, was enabled to see that these were the
days of Messiah, though not the days of Messiah's glory.
But ill thus correcting the notions of the Pharisees, our Lord
was in danger of strengthening his disciples in their supposition
that the kingdom of God would immediately appear: he therefore then specially addresses them, intimatmg that a space at
his absence and their sorrow should intervene before the eoming
of the Son of Man in his kingdom; or before his effulgent
appearance, which, like the lightning, would· shine from one end
of heaven to the other.
Our Lord here mentions Sod om, in addition to the example
of the Deluge, in order to typify the suddenness of, and awful
destruction attendant upon, his appearing; and these visitations
must have been more momentary than we are accustomed to
imagine. By the waters prevailing to the height of fifteen eu;;'
bits above the highest hills in the space of forty days, all the
residents in the plains and valleys (to which probably the inhabitants of the wodd were then confined), must have been
drowned in a quarter of an h01~r. And in Sodom the destruction appears to have been mor~ rapid; for the sun had risen
upon the earth before it commenced to rain fire and brimstone
(Gen. xix. 22-24): "and when Abraham gat up early iN th~
morning to the place where he stood. before the Lord ~ ••• the
8IDoke of the country went up as the smoke of a furnace" (ver.
27,28).
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Our Lord urges readiness for his coming, Matt. xxiv. 44;
which he afterwards illustrates by the parabl~ of the Virgins
and the Bridegroom (xxv. 1); and charges the stewards of his
mysteries to be faithful, which he enforces by the parable of the
Talents (xxv. 14). Each of these would confirm the disciples'
views of the kingdom: the former, indeed, is a forerunner to
the parable of the Supper, before considered; the latter is similar to, though not identical with, that one in Luke xix. 12, where
the reward 18 more definitely expressed.
SECTION

XIV.-The Judgment. Matt. xxv.

.

We have now gone through the prophetic discourses of our
Lord, and found one constant tendency towards confirming his
disciples in their views of the kingdom; and that the Scriptures since given go still further to establish the same view.
We now come to the Judgment of Matt. xxv. 32-end, which
by many is supposed to relate to the final Judgment; but if we
have shewn that all along, up to this time, our Lord has discoursed upon the supposItion of a future age, prior to the final
Judgment, it must rest with those who think that this relates to
the end of the Millennium, either to prove that there is no intervening age, or else to shew why our Lord now makes such a
transition from the whole former tenor of his discourse. But I
think a little consideration of the passage in hand will shew
that it must refer to the judgment previous to establishing the
new covenant.
Christ had about four months before (John x. 22) told his
disciples he was" THAT good Sltepherd" (John xii.); referring
to the Shepherd of whom the Prophets speak. It signifies not
much whether Isai. xl. 11, or Ezek. xxxiv. 23, be supposed as
peculiarly alluded to; both relate to the same Person, and the
same time. I think the discourse alludes chiefly to Ezekiel:
particularly the" one Shepherd," John x. 16, appears a direct
allusion to Ezek. xxxiv. 23. I bring it forward to shew he is
there addressing his Jewish disciples; and he speaks of two folds,
which can also be traced in Ezekiel. Ver. 16 he says, " Other
sheep I have, which are not of this fold;" according to tbe
universally received opinion, I suppose to be the Gentlles, and
point to the time when the whole number of the elect, both
Jews and Gentiles, is made up, "and there shall be one fold
under one Shepherd." Now Matt. xxv. refers to the commencement of this "dispensation of the fulness of times," when the
~lect both of Jews and Gentil~s shall be gathered together
10 one.
We have observed that the sign of Messiah's coming is to be
looked for immediately after" the tribulation of those days;" which
tribulation is I f the times of the Gentiles:" therefore the b'ibulatioD
is of the Jews; and if the tribulation be of the Jews, the re-
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moval ofthetrib'lllation must befrom ojftheJews, and the passing
of the cup of trembling into the hands of Zion's oppressors
(Isai. Ii. 22, 23; Iii. 1, &c.); the Lord's controversy with the lIations (Jer. xxv. 31); when flight shall perish from the shepherds.
aft'a escaping from the principal of tile .flock (ver. 25) [margo
theJlock amongst the nations]. And in Isai. xxxiv. 1, the Lord
calfs the nations to come near, when the indignation of the Lord
is upon all the nations (ver. 2); for it is the day of the Lord's
vengeance, and the year of recompences for the controversy of
Zion (ver. 6).
We have before considerE)d, on Zech. xii. 9, that upon the
seco~d appearing of the Lord all the nations that come against
Jerusalem shall be destroyed; and we have seen this to be the
advent referred to in Matt. xxiv. 30. A~ain: the mourning described in Zech. xii. 12, 13 (excepting m the one instance of
giving the law, Exod. xix. 15), was peculiar to the day of atonement. So this 6th verse in Isaiah marks the same timenamely, the Day of Atonement, commencing the year of Jubilee.
In Zech. xiv. (treated of in Sect. IV. as referring to the same
time) the nations gather against Jerusalem (ver. 2), and take a
moiety ~f the r¢ned third (xiii. 9) of her inhabitants into
captivity:" .. tkenskall the Lord goforth, andfight against tlto3e
nations, as when he fought in the day of battle; and his feet
shall stand in that day upon the mount of Olives," &c. From
these passages, and especially from Ezek. xxxiv., I have been
led to mfer, that, though this xxvth of Matthew may relate to
the treatment of all those whom. our Lord spiritually calls
brethren, yet it has chief reference to the elect of his brethren
according to the flesh; or those who are his brethreJl both nationally and spiritually, according to the election of grace. The
judgments are probably in so far national, as the offence is against
the Lord's brethren nationally; but the detail in the sentence
appears respecting individual conduct towards the Lord's brethren
spIritually. It should, however, be remarked, that in Matt. xxv.
there are three classes of persons-namely, the Lord's brethren;
the righteous, or sheep (ver. 37), who treat the Lord's brethren
well; and the other portion of the nations, the goats, who shall
be cursed for treating his brethren ill.
Matt. xxv. 31 : "When the Son of Man shall come in his
glory, and all the holy angels with him; then shall he sit upon
the throne of his glory," as .. the Son of Man." Now he sits
upon his Father's throne, exyecting "till his enemies be made
hIS footstool;" but when al nis enemies are under his feet,
" then shall he sit on the throne of his glory," as " the Son of
Man." This brings us back to those passages we have before
considered in connection with Psal. viii., and which made it the
more desirable to consider them at some length.
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. Ver. 32: "And before bim shall be gathered all the natMru. H
This shews the judgment is confined to the CJ.uiek, or living: for
clearly. the dead (small and great) rising, will lose the distinc.tion of natio08.-" And he shall separate them one from
another, as a shepherd divideta his sheep from the goate."
This defines what I i intended by 1M nations: the separation is
between clean animals, or those belonging to the visible church,
as I judge by comparing Acts x. 12,28, with Lev. xx. 24, 26..
And the sentence is entirely founded upon how they have actetl
towards Christ in his brethren. This brings us to Ezek. xxxi",
17. I will run through the chapter in·a separate section.
SECTION

XV.---Ezek. xxxiv.

Ver. 2 gives us the subject of the prophecy: H Prophecy
&gIlinst the shepherds of Isr&el."
Ver. 3: H Ye eat the fat." Alluding probably to the sin of
Eli'. sons (1 Sam. ii. 16-17), preparatory to denouncing the
same judgment, of the priesthood bemg taken from them ... AU
the fat is the Lord's" (Lev. iii. 16, 17): here put for the saints
persecuted by the rulers (Luke xi. 51), who, instead of being
clothed with the fine linen robes of Christ's righteousness, " dtey
with the wool." The garments causing to sweat (Ezek. xli ...
17,18) having the mark of the curse. When the 'priests were
in the sanctuary they wore only linen; and out of the sanctuary
they WGre wool. The Jews had a proverb, when they saw a
worldly-minded priest: they used to say, There goeth the mq
with the woollen clothes.-( W~eme'8 Ceremonial Law, chaf' xv)•
.. Ye feed not the flock." The60ck are U men" (ver. 3 ), and
may be considered politieally or ecclesiastically. So the shepherds would be kings or priests. Isai. xliv. 28, is an example of
the former. This chapter appears chiefly ecclesiastical.
Ver. 4 describes their mal-administration; and
Ver. 6 the consequent scattering of the sheep. This was tbe
oase, when the Chief Shepherd eame (Matt. ix. 36): they were
"as sheep having no shepherd."
Ver. 6: Yea, the ,. flock was scattered upon all the face of
the la"d."
"Therefore" (ver. 9) shall they "cease from feeding the
flock" (ver. ]0). This JIlQNS the kin~dom of God being taken
away from the chief priests and Pharisees (Matt. xxi. 43-45).
"For I will deliver my flock from their mouth," as David did in
type (l Sam. xvii. 34,35): "There came a lion and a bear, and
toOk a lamb out of the flock; and I went out after him, and
smote him, and delivered it out of his mouth." .. Thus saith the
Lord, As the shepherd taketh out of the mouth of the lion, two
legs, or a piece of an ear; so shall the children of Israel be
taken out," &C. (Amos iii. 12.)
Ver. 11: "For thus saithAdonai-Jehovah, Behold I,even
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I, will both search out my sheep and inspect them;" he being
both H the shepherd and bishop of their souls" (I Pet. ii. 25).
. Verso 12, 13, mark the return of the Jews from their dispersion
among the people. and the countries, during the cloudy and dark
day of Jerusalem's desolation, "and I will bring them to their
1>Wn land," &.c.
.
From ver. 14 the Jews conclude their Measiah is not yet come ;
becau.se when Christ was on earth there wa. no gathering of the
Jews, nor feeding them with such good pastures, as were prfr
miaed to be in the times of Messiah. Our Meuiah (that is, the
Christian's Messiah say they), was rather for the dissipating of
the Jews than the congregating them; he drave them lOto lean
pastures, and gave them no fat pastures; for after his coming
they were scattered into all parts of the world. Greenhill adds,
4, The Jews were mistaken concerning Messiah's coming, but
much concerning thia prophecy"." It cannot apply to Messiah'.
6rst advent, becaulie the Jews were at that time scattered into
aU countlies and among all peoples.
.
Ver. J6: .. I will seek that which was lost;" as Messiah
:before sought Zaccheus, he being a son of Abraham (Luke xix.
9,10). For Christ came to seek the lost sheep of the house of
18I'8.el, "and bring again that which was driven away;" which
can be fulfilled only at the second advent.
Ver. 17 appears to be the flock of the Gentiles that then
comes into judgment, and to which our Lord refers. It clearly
is not the flock that then returns from the dillpersion througlt
the mountains and upon the high hills; but the flock that, during
the cloudy and dark day of the..o.tllers, have been feeding on the
good pasture, and abusing their privileges. Ver. 17: "And
(as for) you, 0 my flock, thus saith Adonai-Jehovah, Behold, I
judge between the small cattle of lambs and kids, between the
rams and great he-goats," (in Isai. xiv. 9 called the chief ones
~f the earth). The judgment proceeds upon the same ground lIB
Matt. XXV'; how they have behaved themselves towards Christ's
4lock; fouling the waters of truth, and trampling under foot the
iQod provided for souls.
Verso 18. 19. The Lord's flock of ver. 19 eat that which the
Lord's flock of ver. 17 have trodden under their feet, and persecuting and oppressing them with the" horos " of power.
Ver. 2]: "Therefore will I save my.flock." These in Matt.
are Christ', brethren. "And I will judge between cattle and
cattle:" in Matt. xxv. 22, " bet.ween the sheep and the goats."
Ver. 23: "And I will set up one shepherd over them, and
he shall feed them." "That Shepherd" of John x.; that" one "
Shepherd, who was to have" one fold" of Jew and Gentile. He
• Greenhill, from Sanctiu8, in loro.
3 E
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is called of God: .. I will set him up." The mercies are sure-:
"He shall feed them." With such a shepherd they shall not
want (Psal. xxiii.) The flock God purchased with his blood.
II. He shall feed them" with his flesh and blood.
.. And he shall
be their shepherd;" his sheep shall follow him: he does not
drive, but he draws his sheep; and they" run after" him, for
they are made willing.
Ver. 24: .. And I, Jehovah, will be their God." He, God
all-sufficient, who is essentially "The Blessed," whose motive
to create must be "the diffusive disposition of his own fulness ;"
He" will be their God." They shall be able, in appropriating
faith, to say, "0 Lord, thou art my God."-" And my servant
David a :prince among them." This, of course, by an enallage
common 10 the prophets, is the Son of David; for long before
this David had fallen" on sleep, and was laid unto the fathers .,
(Acts xvi. 34, 36). For the setting him up, the Lord's power
and truth are pledged: "I will set" him up: "I, the Lord,
have spoke"." But has this yet· been fulfilled? In a parallel
J>assage (xxxvii. 25) it is said, he shall be a prince for ever. And
Greenhill argues that these promises are yet to be performed;
because,
1. The two houses of Israel and Judah are not yet united into
one.
2. The promise in Gen. xlix. 10 was, that " the sceptre should
not" depart from Judah till Shiloh should come." But if Messiah were then King, the sceptre did not depart, but was advanced.
3. Because the Jews do not own Christ.
4. The Jews have been, and still are, under many kings and
shepherds; but when this Scripture is fulfilled, they shall be
under none but Christ.
5. Christ came not to reign, II nor to be ministered unto, but
to minister ;" but he shall sit on the throne of David. David's
was an external, visible, political throne: Christ's throne in
heaven, his throne in the hearts of believers, his throne in the
church, is not the throne of David.-( Greenhill on Ezek. xxxvii.
474-6).
And as we find that this prophecy is yet unfulfilled, so MUST
THE COVENANT OF PEACE BE FUTURE ALSO.
For so it goes
on, "And I will make with them A COVENANT OF PEACE;
and I will cause the evil beasts to cease out of the land ;"-the
lions that have driven Israel away as scattered sheep, the kings
of Assyria and Babylon (Jer. l. 17).
We find also that there will be a dispensation posterior to the
fulfilment of this prophecy, yet prior to the day of universal
destruction; for after their restoration, "they, and the places
round about" the hill·of the Lord, " shall be a blessing" (ver. 26).
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As in Micah iv. 2: "Many nations shall come, and say, Come,
let us go up to the mountam of the Lord, to the house of the
God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will
walk in his paths: for the law shall go forth· of Zion, and the
word of the Lord from Jerusalem."
Ver. 27: "And the tree of the field shall yield her fruit,
and the earth shall yield her increase," or, "the earth shall be
jubelized." This brings us to the same time and state to which
we have twice before arrived.-" And they shall be safe in their
land, and shall know that I am the Lord, when I have broken
the bands of their yoke, and delivered them out of the hand of
those that served themselves of them;" "Those that served themselves of them " are, in ver. 17, called the Lord's flock that had
trampled the pasture, &c.; but they are explained in verso 28 and
29 to be the heathen, the flock among the nations or Gentiles;
but henceforth neither the heathen nor" the beasts of the land"
(the Jewish rulers), shall ever oppress the Lord's people.
SECTION

XVI.-Matt. xxvi. 28, 29.

I will conclude with Matt. xxvi. 28,29, which shew that
there is a distinction between the new testament and the new
covenant: for that rite is to shew forth the Lord's death till he
come; but when he comes he will give the covenant of peace.
The former is the bequest of Christ; the latter the donation of
the Father.
Perhaps the following translation does not exceed the singular
emphasis of the original. "For this is that blood of mine,
that blood of the new testament, the blood poured out for
many for the taking away of sins; but I say unto you, I will
by no means drink from henceforth of this, this same fruit (or
kmd) of the vine, until that day when I drink it new with you
in my Father's kingdom." This 29th verse must be understood
either mystically or,literally. If the latter, then it was fulfilled
prior to the ascension; or it shall be, at some future period,
when the bodies of the saints shall be re-united to their souls.
I. If it be taken mystically, it must be in the sense fixed by
the preceding verse.
i. But how can it be said that Christ would drink thatblood of his, that blood of the new testament, the blood poured
out for many for the taking away of sins?
ii. NOl" would there be any propriety in the expression,
" new blood."
iii. The opposition appears so strongly marked between the
mystical sense, in ver. 28, and " this, this same fruit of the
vine," ver. 29.
iv. From the general rule, that one is not justified in rejecting the literal sense of the words, unless it make against
the coherence of the text, or against other Scriptures.
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v. The expression II fruit of the vine" (and not wine) is used;
our Lord not departing from the ordinary expression of the
Jews in giving thanks for their wine: II Blessed art thou, 0
Lord our God, the King of the world, who hast created the
fruit of the vine." The Jewl often make mention of " the
wine of the world to come •. "
Therefore for these reasons I conclude the words cannot be
taken mystically.
II. It was not fulfilled prior to the ascension.
i. It implies a communion and participation of glory for the
Apostles, in common with Christ, in the kingdom of the Father;
whereas during the period subsequent to the resurrection there
was nothing in common between our Lord's spiritual resurrection body, and the disciple's natural bodies, yet dead.
ii. Those who would urge the present dispensation to be the
kingdom of God, cannot say the kingdom was made manife.
prior to Christ's ascension; for ti1l then he was in a middle
state, between a mortal and celestial life. The emphasis" that
day,"with the distinction of his II Father's kingdom," cannot relate to what occurred three days after; but must refer to " the
end, when he shall have given up the kingdom to the Father,"
iii. The II kingdom of his Father," must refer to a different
dispensation, either in state, or locality of abode.
1. Not the former: for the disciples were not entered into
the dispensation of the Spirit; for that was future to Messiah's ascension on high, to "receive gifts for men" (or
" in the man ").
'l. Not the latter; for the disciples yet abode on earth.
iv. He sa:ys not, I will drink it "newly;" but, II I will drink
it new:" which could not be in three days' time, and that in
winter; but at the thoul!land years al1 things will be made new.
v. Nor is it the state to which the spintR of just men made
perfect are brought; for that would be going to the kingdom
of God; whereas this is when the kingdom of God .hall COfIMI.
(Luke xxii. 18.)
III. It is therefore yet to be fulfilled, in some dispensation,
when the bodies of the saints shaH be re-united to their souls,
and they in the presence of the Lord. Thil!l is consonant to
the nature of thins.; for our Lord did eat after his resurrection; thereby shewmg that the resurrection state was a state
capable of eating and drinking. It appears probable he drank
also. But many understand Acts x. 41, " We did eat and drink
with him after he rose from the dead," to be only" in company
with him," to shew their familiarity; as Luke xiii. 26, " We
have eaten and drunk in thy presence."
• Gill, in loco.
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xvn.

In what I have advanced, I have attempted to point ont,
I. That we are not under a covenant distinct from the Abrahamic covenant. In doing which,
i. I shewed this to be the opinion of a great majority of
divines.. But, in order to make it appear that we are nevertheless now actually under the new covenant, they were obliged
to oppose the old covenant in its old-testame7lt form, to the
same covenant in its new-testament form; by opposing what is
substantiall!J the same, because in its dispensations it was
circumstantially different.
ii. I had to point out, that, in order to remove the difficulties
consequent upon this view, another mode had been introduced
by the Arians, Pierce of Lyon and Whitby; adopted by Doddridge; and made orthodox by Macknight. But which interpretation denies that Christ's death was a condition of the
covenant, or that Christ died a testator, and virtually denies
the doctrine of the atonement.
II. I opposed the general opinion that Adam was under a
covenant of works.
According to the common method, it is necessary to assume
that the explicit threat in case of disobedience implied a reward of a supernatural life in case of obedience; in order to
meet the following difficulty-namely: The argument in Gal. iii.
17 turns upon the covenant we are now under being given
prior to the Law; and the argument in Heb. viii. 13 turns upon
the new covenant being a revelation posterior to the former, and
thereby making that former covenant old. Therefore, to meet
these opposing statements, the law of nature, under which
Adam was created, is called a covenant of works; in order to
make this covenant of works older than the promises given to
Abraham. Next, the covenant of works is made identical with
the Mosaic testament, in order to meet the prophecy of Jeremiah xxxi.
But as the assertion I made, that Adam was not under a eovenant of works, has been considered not sufficiently proved, I
may be allowed to add a few more arguments in its support.
SECTION

XVIII.

I. All mankind were virtually and seminally in Adam's loins;
but this was by the bond of creation, not of stipulatio7l. We
are by nature, not by covenant, children of wrath (Eph. it)
Hence Camerarius calls it the covenant of nature.
II. Adam is our root, not we his constituents: for if he
constitute us, we cannot constitute him. We were seminally
in Adam: so was Levi in Abraham; but it does not therefore
follow that Levi paid tithes by covenant. When Adam fell,
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the curse extended over all creation; but he was not the covenant
head of all creatures.
III. Before the world was created, we had more than a predestinative subsistence; we had a repre.entative subsistence, in
Christ. It would therefore follow that we were under two covenants at the same time, to attain the same end; with two
federal heads. Whereas, all that Scripture affirms is, that
Christ was our covenant head, and Adam our natural head;
his person the fountain of ours, and his will the representative
of ours ••
IV. But even if the negative of Adam's being under a covenant of works cou1d not be proved, yet the contrary assumption would not answer the purpose intended; for the letter of
the passage in Jeremiah is against the opposition being between
a covenant of works and a covenant of grace. "The day I
took them by the hand to lead them out of Egypt," must refer
to the, Passover, and not to Sinai. And the whole argument in
Hebrews is in opposition to the ceremonial law, and not to a
covenant of works: the imperfection of the Levitical priesthood (vii. 11); the blood of bulls and goats (ix.9 ; x. 1, 4);
meats, drinks, and carnal ordinances (ix. 10, &c.) Therefore
the great Dr. Crisp argues at length, that the opposition is between two covenants of grace.
SECTION

XIX.

I have, lastly, attempted to shew that an economy yet future
is predicted; and that this future dispensation is the new covenant. It would be very desirable next, to consider whether
the believer during the present dispensation may be considered
virtually under the new covenant, if the present be not the
new-covenant dispensation.
Without attempting to go into the subject, I will throw out
the following hints.
By the resurrection of Christ, we are begotten again to a
lively hope of an inheritance, now in heaven, but which shall
hereafter be revealed.
Now, I suppose the new covenant to be for the redemption
of matter; the bodies of the saints, &c. Of this the resurrection of Christ's body was the earnest and pledge.
Then, using the distinction (made in Eph. ii. 5, 6, and observed by many divines), between" in Christ," and "with
Christ;" I should say, believers are under the new covenant
.. in Christ," but not under the new covenant "with Christ."
I shall best explain, as well as authorize, the distinction, by a
quotation from Goodwin.• Polhill, Divine Truths.
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•, See the distinction between in Christ and with Christ. We
are said to be quickened with Christ; because ihat work, as it
is wrought in Christ once for us, hath now some accomplishment in us: but speaking of the resurrection to come, he does
not say, we are raised up with Christ, but raised up in Christ•
., .. A man, before he is called, is justified in Christ, but not with
Christ; you receive it with Christ, when it is actually applied
to your person. We now sit together in Christ in heaven .•.•
we are justified in Christ from all eternity: and we are justified
with Christ when we believe."
It would next be desirable to examine how far the believer
has actually and incipiently any new-covenant blessings. In
Heb. viii. there appears a distinction between the Jaw being
written in the mind, and in the heart. We know that the law
of God requires perfect, unspotted obedience, without one single
contrary volition; "for he that offendeth in one point is guilty
of the whole law" (James ii. 10). The same Apostle also shews,
that what is said in the Old Testament is yet applicable to the
believer under the New Testament; that "the spirit within us
lusteth to envy" (chap. iv. 5). Indeed, I suppose it may be left
to the experience of every believer to decide, whether or ~ot
the heart be deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked.
And our Lord declares, that out of the heart proceed those evil
thoughts, &.c. which in the Galatians (v. 16) are called the
lusts of the flesh that war in the believer. We must therefore
conclude, that believers, while in the body, have not received
the new-covenant blessing of the law of God written in the
heart.
On the other hand, we know that " he which is born of God
sinneth not; and cannot sin, because he is born of God." Moreover, the Apostle Paul, in describing the conflict of a believer,
says, that II with the mind he serves the law of God" (Rom. vii.
23): though he be not " in the flesh," yet, whilst II in the
body," he IS "with the flesh." I should therefore be inclined
to conclude, that as far as a believer is regenerate, so far he
may be considered as in the regeneration. Not that regeneration
is imperfect, but that the whole of man is not now the subject
of regeneration.
Our covenant Representative is actually and completely in the
new-covenant state.
The church triumphant is actually, but not completely, in the
new covenant, not yet having their redeemed bodies.
The church militant I suppose to be neither completely nor
actually, but only incipiently and virtually, under the new covenant.
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ON GOD'S ULTIMATE REvEALED PURPOSE IN CREATION AND
NEW CREATION.

(By R. Buna,Esq.-Concludedfrom p. 239.)

·

Anaiy'is of the Treatise.
1. Creation revealed •
.2. The means and the end of creation revealed.
3. The manner of accomplishing this end by new-creation revealed.

.

4. Ghrist Jesus thus as the creation, the subsistence, and the
end of all things, revealed.
a. The end; as head of his body the church, which is
bis fulness.

5. This end is the guide of all prophetic inquiries.
6. God hath a purpose in this end, which should be sought out.
·

a. Which will be a key to the understanding of all his

7.

. 8.
·

. 9.
.

works.
h. Without knowing which the wisdom of God in the
manner of the end cannot be understood.
1:. The inquiry after it is of the highest moment, and encouraged by Heb. xii. 22, and Peal. iii., and must be
pursued in the &pirit offaitb and of humility.
d. The .pirit of pride, under a shew of humility, opposes
the inquiry, 88 unprofitable and unapiritual.
e.. God hili declared it to be the rille of his acting in
blesling: the inquiry cannot be unspiritual.
(. God has declared the office of his Spirit in us to aearcb
it out: it C8lUlot be unlpiritual •
.g. The mil takes of former inquirers no ground to refuse
this inquiry.
Thill ultimate purpose is revealed in the same gradation
with the revelatlOil of the manner of the end by all things
in Christ;
To the Patriarchs.
To the Jewish Church.
To the Gentile Church .
The manner of the end shadowed differently in each period,
and the declaration of the ultimate purpose differently
expressed.
a. Declaration to Abraham: "I am the Almighty God."
6. Declaration to Israel, like it.
1:. Declaration to the Jewish Church by Moses: "I am
Jehovah;" "Ye shall know that I am the Lord."
Thus the ultimate purpose declared to Abraham and to
Israel, whilst the end of all things in Christ was declared
by his calling himself the God of Abraham, of Isaac,
and of Jacob.
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10. 'The same t~tiinOny given to the Jewish Church 01 Mos~
. ' as to the end, by the expression" I am the God of your
.
' fatnerS," and as to the ultilriate PUfpO$6;; by the name" I
Am" and" Jehovah."
11. A more explicit declaration·~f thi~ ultimate purpose to be
.' ,ex.pected, from God's dealings towards Pharoah.
12. This IS made by his declaring h!s dealings to~ards his people
should be, "That they mIght know that he was the
Lord their God;" and to Pharoah, .. That he might be
known to be the Lord."
13. The same ultimate purpose, U to make known himself"
in the blessings upon Abraham, and, in his judgments
upon Pharoah: and in' his dealing" towards Ishiel" at
declared
Q. By Moses:
On giving them flesh in the wilderneas.
On giving thelaw.
On ordaining the form and ordinances of the tabernacle.
On the renewing of tbe covenant with them.
On their mourning at the report of the promised land.
On directing fringes upon their garments.
In the prayer of Moses to enter the land.
On declaring the intent of giving the land.
On declaring the curses which would follow disobedience.
On commanding the reading of the law.
In his song to the Lord.
In his blessing upon the people.

h. By Joshua:

'

On passing over Jordan.

c. By David:
On slaying Goliath.
In his thanksgiving.
On bringing up the ark to Zion.
On the bestowal of gifts for the temple.

d. By Solomon:

.

At the dedication of the temple.
In the Lord's answer to his prayer at the dedication.
declaration ~f his purpose in t~e Je~sh Church a~oun~s

14. The
to a declaratIOn of the Lord 8 ultnnate purpose III hIS
spritual church.
15. The like testimony of God's ultimate purpose to be found
in the Books of the Psalms and of the Prophets.
In the Psalms: all prayer is declaring the will of God,
all praise declaring the glory of God; and the declaration of the glory of God is a setting forth of that
which God essentially is.
'
b. In the Prophets: as the means of the end are set forth,
80 will be the purpose of the cnd.
.
.
In Ezekiel a constant declaration follows the events
set forth: "Ye shall know that I am the Lord."
The proof from the Prophets cannot be opened until
its plain and minute interpretation is entered on.
Q.
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16. A still more full testimony of God's ultimate purpose from
the New Testament, though this is after another method.
a. In the Jewish Church, Christ, as the beginning and
the end, was not so c1earl, revealed.
b. In the Gentile Church, Christ is specially set forth 81
the creation and fwness of all things.
c. The constant reference of all things, under the Jewish,
to the ultimate purpose, will, in the Gentile, be supplanted by a like reference to Christ as the end.
d. The proof of the ultimate purpose wiIl be found in the
clear declaration that Christ, as the fulness of ail
things, is manifested to this intent.
e. This intent is specially declared to be self-manifestation.

) 7. This sums up the former proof, and shews the anti type to
have the same purpose which is ascribed to the tY'pe.
18. A consideration of the glory ascribed to God will lead to
the same conclusion.
19. As will the consideration of the covenant to believe in
Christ, and denunciations against unbelievers.
20. This manifestation is in the second Person of the Trinity.
a. Of the essential Being of God, by means of created
. things.

21. The relations assumed by the God-man to created things,
and by the other God-persons towards him thus related,
are distinct from the essential relations, and only a manifestation of them.
22. The precise nature of the headship and mystical body of the
Lord Jesus cannot be understood, unti.l the literal and
figurative language of Scripture is examined.
23. It will, however, be the perfected form of created things,
and the perfected manifestation of the assumed relations,
as these manifest the essential relations of God.
24. It is thus seen that all creation serveth but to new creation;
new creation to the manifestation of Christ's headship;
and this headship to the shewing forth the glorious and
ineffable Being of God.

The Treatise.
1, 2. "In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth'" ;" and the Apostle, opening the mystery of Christ, the
only and well-beloved Son of God, says, with reference to the
same 'creation,'" For by Him (that is, Christ) were all things
created that are in heaven and that are in the earth, visible and
invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities,
or powers; all things were created by him and for hiill': and
he is before all things, and by him all things consist:" and
• Gen. i.
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he is "the head of the body," the church «<, II which is his
body, the fulness of him that filleth all in all t.~'
.
3. The Apostle in another place, also, opens to us the
mystery of the Father's will as to the end and purpose of crea-:
tion: "Havin~ made known unto us the mystery of his will;
according to hIs good pleasure, which he hath purpo ;ed in
himself; that in the dispensation of the fulness of times he
might gather together in one all things in Christ, both which
are in heaven and which are on earth t."
.
4. In these Scriptures, then, amongst others (and, were it
necessary, it were easy to multiply them), we have a plain and
direct declaration that all things whatsoever, in the widest sense
in which those words can be understood,were created by CI,rist~
and for Christ; that b,- Christ they now subsist: that it is the
mystery of the Father s will that into Christ all things shall
be gathered; and that the church is Christ's fulness, the fulTlelS
of hi11l1vho fillet" all in all.
4. a. Here, then, in faith, as members of that mystical body
which is called the church, which is declared to be '.' the
fulness of Christ," we take our stand; havin~ this revelation
made plain to our understanding, that all thmgs whatsoever
were framed by him and for him, and now subsist by him; intq
whom, in the dispensation of the fulness of the times, they shall
be gathered.
Wide, indeed, is this truth and yet how direct, how plain, how
concentrated! The whole world of material inorganic creation i
the whole compass of organized matter, from the blade of grass
imbedded as a fossil, to the highest order of vegetating organiza:..
tion; the whole range of animal life, from the first develop~
ment of self-command, through the rising gradations of
foresight and arrangement, to the very verge of moral discernment ; the moral creature man, the highest and noblest of all
the works of visible creation; the invisible world, with its
" thrones, and dominions, p'~~cipalities, and powers," va~t an~
unbounded as they are, exhlbltmg as they do the stamp of mfinitude as well in the lowest indIvisible atom as in the loftiest
summit of the undiscernible powers-all originated in one cause
supported by one means, appointed unto one end: that cause,
that means, that end, Christ Jesus, the head of his body the
church.
5. In entering upon a subject of revelation so vast, so
boundless as Prophecy, this truth must be borne along; being as
well the director of our course when earth, sea, and sky are
enwrapt in one impenetrable gloom; as the polar star of the
cloudless night, the harbinger of the morning's glow, and the
.. Col. i.

t Eph.

i.

t Eph. i.
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broad blue oflight when allis mlUDina~d : .:-He .. who kftoWetli
the end from th,e beginning" will be t1e!ln so to have ~nged

the intermediate stElPS as to pi:lur~ ,in them Q.8 well the cause of
origin and' the m~e of their s~bs~stence, as the object .of
UleJJ' end'; thtlt, accordmg to the pnncIple of God's mamfeata~
tion of his purposes to us, declared by our Saviour to . bis
disciples, .. wh.en the time shall come, ye may remember that
I told you of them"." It is this principle which governs Pmphecy, as shewing to us the purpose of God in that branch of
rev.elation. God declareth himself to be a jealous. God, that
bis glory he will not give to another, but will so stamp all
things with the seal of his sovereignty, that he may in all things
\Je seen to be God. God dec1areth himself to be a God
.. shewing mercy unto thousands;" Q.Dd for his people he has
provided this mercy, that,when his judgments, and the tl'Qublous
times of his chastisements, and the low estate of his church*
shall have arrived, they may remember that he afore testified of
it to' them ; and know it is appointed unto them by the God of
their love; and that he who hath brought this upon them, i8
the same God who hath given unto them" exceeding manyaild
precious promises," in which they are enabled to see their appointed deliverance also.
. 6. Rem~mbering that the "all things to be gathered into
Christ, the head of his body the church," is tbe eodQfall tbe
events set fortb in revelation, and that the purpose of the prophetic part of revel.ation is to shew the fore-appointment by tbe
Lord of these events ; it may be profitable to us to inquil'e,
further, what is that purpose of God whi.ch is to be accom~
plished by the end so arranged: that, if we are given to
understand this, we may look for the marks of that purpose in
the progress of even.ts, as well as in the fonn aI}d ordjn~¢es of
the 'church : that we IIlay glofify God in ~11 things, as w.ell ()f
creation as of providence and· new creation ; seeing thi. one
purpose, worthy of himself, is proceeding unto its accomplish ..
ment through aod by means of them; seeing. also, that those
things which appear dark and inexplicable without reference to
this ulterior purpose, have in it theIr proper and exclusive place,
.and are shewn to be necessary part.s of the glorious whole,
th9ugh as viewed by us, detached from it, they are ~ a "stone
of stumbling and a rock of offence."
.
.
. 6. a. To know the great purpose of God which he will mark
~ut fi'omthe beginning to the end of time, and to see that.pur';'
pose to be worthy pf hImself, is to receive a key to the opening
.of all the mysteries of creation and providence; a key to tb~
revelation committed to U8, which shall reconcile all things;
the~r

• Johp x.vi.
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the frame-work of a building iu which all things.have their>
• distinct and appropriate places, and within the oompass of
which all the transactions of time will be found arranged in
such order as to manifest the great design to havfl, beentlte
illdividu\ll purpose of every thing within time; and tbe great
design itself, comprising the every thing of time, to have been
{ormed from everlasting to everlasting-etel'f1.ity in its origin,
eternity in its end.
.
6. b. Many will perhaps say, Is it not enough to know the
end and purpose of God first spoken of, that all things shall
be gathered into Christ, as the bead of his body the church,
without seeking to enter further into the mind of Jehovah,
which would be searching after the It hidden things belonging
unto God," and therefore highly improper? To this there is a
~eady, and seemingly a conclusive, answer: The knowing of the
purpose of God to be such as to gather all things unto Christ,
does not manifestly explain to us why they are gathered into
pim in the form and manner which is revealed. The purpose
of gathering may be fulfilled in many ways; but why has GOd
chosen to gather in that particular way which he has revealed 1
Why have we generation upon generation, and age upon age,
and dispensation after dispensation, during which God's purpose of gathering is only revealed through faith; whilst the
lipirit of division, the spirit of darkness, seems to lord it over
all? Why saith not God, as at the creation, " Let there be
light," that it may be done? And, above all, why have w-e
" the lake of fire prepared for the devil and his angels;" the
filling up of which, by the casting in of the devil and aU devilized beings, will .pe the last of the many acts of gathering,
and will be the word" All is gathered '1 " These, and innumerable other things, are inexplicable, unless we are enabled to see
why God has ordained to gather after the particular mode he
displays to us.
_
6. c. And let me, in entering upon the inquiry, entreat you
to bear in mind the infinite importance of it; and deprecate
that spirit which, through threats of God's anger and displeasure at such inquiries, would endeavour to. keep you upon the
threshold of the tabernacle of truth, detain you in the outward
court, that the holy place and most holy may be hidden from
your view. He who would thus hinder you forgetteth the exhortatiQn of the Apostle: "For ye are not come unto the mount
that might be touched, and that burned with fire; nor unto
blackness and darkness and tempest, awl the sound of a
trumpet, and the voice of words; which voice they that heard
entreated that the word should not be spoken to them any
more: But ye are come unto Mount Zion; and unto the city of
the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem; alld to an innumerable
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company of angels; to the general assembly and church of the
first-born, which are written in heaven j and to God, the Judge
of all; and to the spirits of just men made [erfect j and to
Jesus, the Mediator of the new covenant; an to the blood of
sprinkling, thatspeaketh better things than that of Abel·." .. The
works of the Lord are great, sought out of all them that have
pleasure therein to" And shall not we seek out these works?
or, listening to the spirit of ignorance, shall we refrain? If there
be any comfort of hope, it is surely that the purposes of Jehovah, which are the manifestation of his glory,shall be wrought
out in all that he doeth, and all that in his providence he performeth by the children of men.
We do not in these inquiries attempt as reasoners by the
strength of our own mind to enter into the deep things of
God: we do not, as infidels, refuse to receive the revelation of
God unless we can discern the purpose which he has ordained
to accomplish by it: we do not seek it as knowledge whereby
to glorify ourse1vcs, nor as that knowlE'dge, unleavened with
charity, which" puffeth up." But, as "babes in Christ, desiring the sincere milk of the word j" having so learned Christ
as to believe that God has a purpose to accomplish by all whatsoever is done, by the .. all things now consistmg by him j" and
believing that which is written, " For thou hast created all things,
and for thy pleasure they are and were created:j: j" and the
words of HIm who came into the world, " Lo, I come to do thy
will, 0 God § j" we, in humble and faithful inquiry seek to
know that will, that pleasure, and that great purpose of Jehovah j trusting that he who seeketh shall find, and that the
deep things of God are those which the knowledge of God
teacheth; and that the Spirit of God, who alone can bring the
knowledge into our hearts, will so strengthen us that we may
remember we have nothing but what God has given to us, and
nothing from his mercy which we are worthy to retain.
6. d. BuUt is not a spirit of humility which would tum us
aside from these inquiries: it is a spirit of infidelity, an emissary of Satan, whispering to us, What doth it profit? to what
good end serveth it ? As if the revelation by God of' himself
were not to be received unless we could argue good to Ourselves from it as if no part of the revelation of God were to
be inquired into unless the poor earth-born creature, into whose
hands it is put, should in his earthly wisdom conclude it was
good and profitable, and of service to himself and the church,
that the message which God has delivered to him should be
receivetl, and listened to, and meditated upon! Is this humility?
Be it far from us. Humility proceedeth of faith; faith, of uo" Heb. xii.
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derstanding; understanding of the Spirit of God: and the
conclusion of humility is, That God, who knoweth our wants and
infirmities, hath so revealed himself and his purposes in the
written word of his truth, that he who reads to understand the
purpose of God searcheth after the knowledge of God, and
shall be blessed in it.
6. e. But is there no profit in it 1 Let that which follows be read
before the question be answered, and then let judgment proceed.
There are many who say of all these inquiries, that they are dry,
unrefreshing inquiries; which savour more of intellection than
spirituality; of the spirit of man,rather than of the Spirit of
God. To such let the subject of prophecy be made an object
of prayer and meditation. Let them look upon it as a part of
God's word so great and important, that God himself should
declare many of his fore-ordained acts in their accomplishment to
have been done" that it might be fulfilled." Let them consider
God's covenant with Noah, with Abraham, with Isaac,with Jacob,
and with David; and his promises to them, which were principally
prophetical: and let them turn over their Bibles, and mark how
rigidly God adheres to this word of prophecy.• , Remembering
his covenant," " Because of his promises," " As he promised,"
are sentences of continual occurrence, and given as a reason for
God's mercy, and for his dealing bountifully with his servant~,
and not.cutting them off in his anger. Let them mark with what
jealousy God watches over his own faithfulness; and'remember
that in prophecy are found now, as in the days of the patriarchs
of old, all the promises of comfort and consolation, of honour
and glory, unto God's people. And thenletthem ponderin their
hearts, whether that which God so honours as to shape his acts
by it; whether that which God hath declared shall not return
unto him until it ha~e accomplished that .whereto he sent it;
and whether that WhICh contaIns the promIse of God for blessings, abundance, and glory unto his church, the confusion, of
his enemies, and the great reward of all his faithful members';
is a dry intellectual, and not a spiritual, inquiry? And is not
this a searching into the purpose of God?
6. f. It is not difficult to. discern the spirit of these doubters
to be the opposite of spirituality. The questioners here are not
so spiritual that the Spirit of God will not suffer them to follow
that which is after the precept of men; for the Apostle to the
Corinthians, referring to deep and hidden things, which God
hath prepared for those that love him, says, " God hath revealed
them unto us by his Spirit: for the Spirit searcheth all things ;
yea, the deep things of God." Such is the mind.of the Spirit
of God; and judge ye whether this be the same spirit which
worketh in the gainsayers against searching the deep things
of God on the ground of its being contrary to their spirit. .ff
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tlie deep things of God be unspiritual, according to the na.ture
of .t~at spirit which is in them; judge -ye w~ether theirs be tbe
Spmt of truth, or of error. Weare the mherItors of God's promises to Abraham, and of his everlasting covenant with David ;
and have given unto us all the spiritual blessings which now
abound, because of the promise" In thy Seed shall all tbe nations
of the earth be blessed." Is it meet, then, for those inheritors of
the promises of God, thus prophetically foreshewll in past ages,
to turn aside from the consideration of such purposes as unprofitable? But let us proceed.
6. g. One other stumbling-block still remains. "Every commentator differs from his {lredecessor;" "No two fully agree;"
'H Commentators on the hidden purposes of God have been led
into such wild extravagancies, that it is. dangerous to entet
upon the study;" U It is useless to attempt, where so many haTe
attempted in vain;" are the continual cryings-out of objectors,
who, without entering upon the merits or demerits of the in·
quiry itself, take alarm at the confusion of the herd of students,
and fear to enroll themselves among the number: not aware,
that, in flying from this confused herd, they necessarily fall among
the students of his false boliness, the pope; and are in company
with those who would shut up the Bible altogether. It is the
great argument of the latter, to repeat the very objections which
our objector urges. Let us beseech him to consider why he
would have the Bible read, notwithstanding the variety of
opinion which such a study gives rise to; and let him then
apply the same rules to the case of his own objection, and he
will not trouble us again.
7. Turning, then, to the written word of God, in search for the
revelation of the purpose of God which is to be accomplished
by the gathering of all things unto Christ, as Head of hIS body
the church; we mllst not expect to find this purpose spoken of
throughout after the manner in which it would be spoken of
in the present dispensation, when the Lord Jesus has been
revealed, and the mystery of God, which from the beginning was
hid in God, has been set forth, and the dispensation of the
Gentiles has run much of its course. The mode of' revelation of
his intermediate purposes has been seen to be after one degree
and method during the patriarchal dispensation, after another
degree and mode during the Jewish dispensation, and in like
manner yarying during th~ d~spensation of the Gentiles: To
tfte Patnarchs, God spoke m vIsIons; by the Son of God 10 the
likeness of man, though not revealed as the Messiah and promised Seed of Abraham; by angels; and by an audible voice. He
spoke also by his providential visitations, and visible government, and interference as God in the affairs of men. Thus God
revealed, himself during the patriarchal times.-To the Jews,
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God spoke by the fire and cloud of his presence; by an audible
:voice; by his providential visitations and governances; but all
these having a reference to his people; by means of Moses, to
his dwelling among them in his tabernacle, and to his having
called them up from Egypt as his people, having taken out of
them his ministers the priests, and his first-fruits the Levites
{whom he formed into a church by giving ordinances in his
,temple wherein to minister), and setting them as those by
whom the people or congregation could approach him. It was
to this ministration in the tabernacle that all God's dealiDgs
with the Jews had reference. They were called up out of Egypt
for a single avowed purpose, " to sacrifice unto the Lord their
God." The judgments came upon Pharaoh because jor tAil
purpose he refused to let them go. The Lord was their God;
therefore they prevailed against their enemies. They were
called into covenant with God; and b.ecause they were ..
called, God dwelt amongst them. The tabernacle, ministers,
ministrations, Levites, and congregation, were the special revelation of God in setting forth ChrIst as the sacrifice for sins;
and it was because the Lord was so declared and worshipped
amongst them that they were graciously dealt with.-Amongat
the Gentiles, Christ is not set forth as in the shadows of the
ceremonial law, but is openly declared, according to another
method. The Jewish testimony served unto the setting forth of
the Gentile testimony; as the Gentile testimony shall in its
turn serve unto the setting forth of the Millennial or New-Jerusalem dispensation; the Gentile dispensation being a clear reveJation of Christ in the flesh, the promised Messiah shadowed
under the ceremonial law: whilst the revelation of Christ as
" King of kings," which was also shadowed under the Jewish
dispensation, and is now after a. more full method shadowed
also under the Gentile dispensation, will in the Millennial dispensation be fully and clearly revealed.
8•. According to the degree in which the fulness and glory of
Chnst as the Head of hIS body the church Wlls revealed, we
shall find his ultimate purpose to have been opened. The form
and fashion of a church " built together in Christ, for an habitation of God through the Spirit," was unto the patriarchs
shadowed by the election of a family-as that of Abrahamwhereby should be seen God's purpose of choosing all for the
sake of one head, "from whom the whole body, fitly joined
together," " maketh increase." And in his calling himself" the
God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob," and entering into
the covenant with them, we have a testimony strictly analogous
to that borne by his calling himself" the God oflsrael," ~nd entering into covenant with them; and to that borne by hIS election of the Gentiles, " which in times past were not a people,
VOL. I.-NO. 111.
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but are now the people of God • ;" and II all one in Christ
·Jesus t." In all and eachofthese we have a testimony of God's
purpose to gather all things into one; and we must expect,
according to the degree in which this great end of God was
laid open, his ultimate purpose in it would be revealed.
8. a. "And when Abram was ninety years old and nine, the
Lord appeared to Abram, and said unto him, I am the Almight!} God: walk before me, and be thou perfect: and I wiD
·malte my covenant between me and thee, and will multiply
·thee exceedingly t."
8. h. God also spake uuto Israel; II And God said unto him,
I am God Almighty: be fruitful; and multiply: a nation and
'Company of natlons shall be of thee, and kings shall come out
of thy loins§."
.. These are the declarations of the Lord to the patriarchs. which
will be seen to set forth the great ultimate purpose of God ill
so dealing with them, and in .declaring himself to be 4. the God
of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob." But as it will be necessary to pursue to a lower period the course of manifestation laid
down by the Lord to himself, before we can attempt t9 shew
the exact force of the declaration" I am the Almighty God,"
we will not now stay to examine them.
8. ·c. 4 •. And God said unto Moses, I am that I am: and he
said, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, I am hath
sent me unto you." .. And God spake unto Moses, and said
'unto him, I am the Lord; and I appeared unto Abraham, unto
Isaac, and unto Jacob, by the name of God Almighty.: but
b!l my name J ekovah was I not known to them .••• Say unto the
children of Israel, I am the Lord • ••• And!le shall know that I
am the Lord your God, which bringeth you out from under the
burdens of the Egyptians •••• And I will give ·it(the promised
land) you for an heritage: I am the Lord." Again;" The
Lord spake unto Moses, saying, I am the Lord: speak thou unto
·.Pharoahll·"
.
The above declarations by the Lord to Abraham and Jacob,
'8.re the only declarations by him ·of his being " the Almighty;"
-and his declaration to Moses was his first revelation of himself
· il.S U Jehovah" (which name expresses Self-existentLoveliness
and these are ·the only declarations, in the revelation given to
-<the Patriarchs, whereby God expressly shews his ultimate pur· -pose in revealing himself to them. He did, in the promises to
thelli, open in a measure the glorious truths which are now
··made known through Christ, and so must be seen to have dimly
-shadowed the same ultimate purpose which gives its impress to
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all his arrangements: but we are searching for the explicit'
declarations of this ultimate purpose, that we may carry con~
viction even to those who will not receive a weaker testimony;
and we are therefore bound to confine ourselves to the very
words of God, and, without seeking help from the symbolical
IlI;Dgu~ge of the church or?inances, to adhere to the hte~l si~
mficabon of the words CIted. Let the reader ponder m hll~
heart upon the significancy of those declarations, and wlIy it
was that the Lord should preface his promises by them. Why
should he say to Abraham, "I am the Almigbty God," but
that this declaration was the reason and explanation of that
which followed, " Walk before 11re (the Almighty God thus
revealed), and be thou perfect; and I (the same Almighty God
thus made known) will make my covenant between thee and
me, and will multiply thee exceedingly 1" This is the dependency of aU the promises upon tlie first declaration :-" I
declare myself to you to be the only true God: having made
known myself to you, you must so walk before me as to acknowledge me the very God in all things; and I the very God
will bless you in it." Here, then, is God made known by himself;
God acknowledged in the service of man; and God blessing
man because he is thus acknowledged in him. What does
this amount to, but that God will manifest himself, and
blesses the means whereby he does manifest himself; The I
Am, manifested in or unto you, blessing you?
9. Thus God, by covenant with Abraham, became the God
of Abraham. And he appeared at Bethel to Jacob, .. And said,
I am the Lord God of Abraham thy father, and the God of
Isaac: the land whereon thou liest, to thee will I give it, and
to thy seed: and thy seed shall be as the dust of the earth;
and thou shalt spread abroad to the west, and to the east, and
to the north, and to the south: and in thee, and in thy Seed,
shall all the families of the earth be blessed;" thus confirming
in Jacob his promises unto Abraham, aecording to his covenant
with him. And when he appeared again, as before cited, declaring himself unto him as God Almighty, he confirmed the name
of Israel unto him, as shewing how he wa1! become "a prince
with God;" and sealed to him, now no longer Jacob, but Israel,
the promises made to him as Jacob at Bethel. Be it noted;
that as God, speaking to Abraham, revealed the ultimate pur..
pose under the declaration II I am the Almighty God," so he
revealed the end of all things in Christ by " I will make mr,
covenant between thee and me, and multiply thee exceedingly: '
and now, in speaking to Jacob, he observes the same manner;
revealing himself as the covenant God (which is in Christ) as
well as the Self-existent One.
lO. When, by reason of the bondage of the children of Israel
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in Enptt their groaniog cry came up unto God, .. and God
heard- their g"!oaning, and God remembered his covenant with
Abraham, with Isaac, and with Jacob," and called unto Mos~
in Horeb; he spake to him as " the God of Abraham, the God
of Isaac, and the God of Jacob," and gave him a message to
the children of Israel: But when Moses asked of him by wha,
name he should name him to them, he revealed himself as the
.. I Am," and as II Jehovah," as above cited; hereby giving the
same testimony as was given to Abraham; but giving, moreover,
a further revelation of nis own external excellency, 10 the name
of" Jehovah," inasmuch as the ministration of Moses was tQ
be more glorious than that of Abraham.
11. The Lord here manifests his faithfulness to hig promise,
and declares his purrose, according to that pr.omise, to call up
the children of Israe from their bondage under Pharoah, unto
the service of himself. This he would do by "a stretched-oul
arm and by great judgments." And, now that we have endee...
",oured to discover the ultimate purpose of God, written in hill
}!omise unto Abraham, in the declaration, " I alii the AIRtighl!}
God;" and have concluded that those promises were given as a
blessing unto those by whom God would especially manifest or
make k.nown himself; so we must look in the fulfilment of these
promises for a more explicit declaration of that ultimate purpose. We shall see, too, a ground for the expectation of such
an increased display of that purpose, in the prominency which
is assumed by those who are no inheritors of these promises,
but who are the enemies and oppressors of the inheritors, and
the power that withholdeth them from their inheritance. This
power was not until this period the lord over the children of
promise; God having, from the calling of Abraham unto the
going down into Egypt, given to them peace and prosperity:
but now it had obtamed the mastery, and become notable as
the oppressor and cruel tyrant over them. This oppression had
been revealed unto Abraham'" ; and that the Lord would judge
the oppressing nation, and bring the children out with great
substance. But as the revelation unto Abraham declared only
the ultimate purpose of God in making himself known and in
blessing Abraham's seed, we should look for a declaration of
this ultimate purpose especially with reference to his acts towards those who, having no part in these promises, strove
against them, and would wickedly defeat their accomplishment.
12. We accordingly find in God's message to the children of
Israel, after declaring he would bring them out from under the
Egyptians, and would take them to himself for a people and
be a God unto them, he adds, I f And ye SHALL KNOW that
• Gen. xv .
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I am the Lord your God which bringeth you out from under
the burdens of the Egyptians >11:." On sending Moses to Pharoah, he bids him say to him, "Thus saith the Lord, In this
shalt .thou know that I am the Lord t" (by his turning the
water into blood). When Pharoah besought Moses to entreat for the removal of the plague of frogs, Moses declared it
should be so, "that thou mayest know that there is 1wne like
unto the Lord our God t." In the Lord's further message to
Pharoah, concerning the plague of flies, he declares he will
sever the land of Goshen, that the plague should not be upon
the children of Israel though it were upon the Egyptians, " to
the end thou mayest know that I am the Lord in the midst of th.e
earth." Again; the Lord commands him to let the people go~
and threatens him with all plagues," that thou mayest know
there is none like Me ill all the earth §." The Lord also declares
to him, that he will stretch out his hand and cut him off; and
adds, "And in "er.y deed for this cause have I raised thee ""P,
for to shew in thee my power, alld that my name may be declared throughout all the earth."
The Lord also declares to Moses tbat be had hardenedPharaoh's heart to shew these signs, that they might be told to the
son, and to the son's son; "that ,e may know how that I am tAe
Lordll." On his shewing his mtention to smite all the firstborn of Egypt, and execute judgment upon all the gods of
Egypt, the Lord adds, I am the Lord." And in his declaring to Moses his intention to cut off the Egyptian host, the
Lord saith, I will harden Pharoah's heart, that he shall follow
after them (the Israelites); and I will be honoured IIpon Pharoah and upon all his host; that the Egyptians may know that
I am tke Lord~." In the song of Moses, which is the song
of triumph over the deliverance of the Israelites and the completion of the Lord's judgments upon Pharoah and his host,
we find the purpose of the Lord, which he had before declared,
is set forth; and the thanksgivings to God are in the acknowledgment of it: "I will sing IlIIto the Lord, for he hath
triumphed glorioltsly .....The horse and his rider hath he thrown
into the sea .....The Lord is my strength and song; and he is
become my salvation. He is my God, and I will prepare him
an habitation; my fathers' God, and I will exalt him. The
Lord is a Man of war; The Lord is his name." And in another
part, "Who is like unto thee, 0 Lord, among the gods 1
The Lord shall reign for ever and ever."
13. These declarations of the Lord's purpose in his judgments upon Pharoah are perfectly full and explicit; That he
might be known, his great power shewn jorth, and !&is name
(c.

(C
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deelared througAouI all tile earth. Thus we find the same nlu·
mate purpose. the design, of the calJiog of Abraham and cove-nanting with him and all his seed, in blessing them; and the
design of bringing his great judgments upon Pharoah, and
cuttmg him off, with all his host; the same,-" I am tile
Almighty God."
14. We shall. also have observed, that the same declaration
of purpose is made concerning the Lord's dealings with his
people Israel; that hil deliverance and adoption ~ them too.
to the end tMg might know him to be the Lord. It will,
however, be of service to pursue the same inquiry down through
the subsequent dealings of God with his people, that the testimony of this truth may be fully before us.
14. D. When they murmured for want of flesh, the Lord
spake to them by Moses: " At even ye shall eat flesh, and in
the morning ye shall be filled with bread; and ye .hall knoto
that I am the Lord your God·." On the giving of the commandments, the beginning was, II I am the Lord thy Godt;"
and all the commandments are grounded and built upon this
truth. In giving directions for the tabernacle and the continual burnt-offering, and declaring his election of Aaron,
the Lord adds, "And I will dwen among the children of
Israel, and will be their God; and they .halt know that I am
the Lord their God, that brought them forth out of the land of
Egypt that I may dwell among them: I am the Lord their
GOd t." When the Lord revealed himself on Mount Sinai after
the commandments were given, and on the occasion of the
people's idolatry the tables had been broken and the Lord had
called Moses into the Mount to renew the tables, "The Lord
descended in the cloud, and stood with him there, and proclaimed the name Qf tlte Lord. And the Lord passed by before him, and proclaimed, The Lord, the Lord God, merciful
and gracious. long-.uffering, and abundant in ~oodness and
truth; keeping merc!J for thousand.; forgiving Iniquity and
transgrfssion and .in; and tkat will by no means clear the
guilty; visiting the illiquity of the fathers upon the cn.ildren,
and upon the children'. children, unto the third and fourth generation." When the people murmured at the report of the spies
sent into the promised land, and the Lord was angry with
them. Moses entreated for them; and the Lord said to him,
" I have pardoned. according to thy word: but as truJ!J as I
live. all the earth shall be filled with tke glory of the Lord§."
When he gave command that the people should make fringes
upon the borders of their garments. it is said; .. That !Je may
remember and do all my commandments, and be hol!J unto !Jour
'II

Ex. xvi.

t Ex.xx.

t Ex. xxix.
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God. 1 am the Lord your God, which brought you out of the
land of Egypt to be your God: I am the Lord your God."
In the prayer of Moses to God, that he might be permitted
to enter the promised land, he records that which has been
taught him by all the works of the Lord: .. 0 Lord God,
thou hast begun to shew thy servant thy greatness and thy
mighty hand : for what God is there in hea'!)en, or in earth.
that call do according to thy 'Works, and according to thy
might" ?" In rehearsing God's judgments and dealings towards
Israel, Moses records the purpose of the Lord in giving the Law
from Horeb : " The Lord said unto me, Gather me the people
together, and I will make them hear my words; that they may
learn to fear me all the days that they shall li'!)e tlpOn the
earth, and that they may teach their ckildrent." And again;
.. Unto thee it was shewed; that thou milJktest know that tke
Lord he is God: there is none else beside hzm." And again, in
the same chapter; " Know therefore this day, and consider it in
thine heart, that the Lord he is God in hea'!)en abO'Ve, and upon
the earth beneath: there is none else:' In declaring also the
curses and judgments upon Israel, if they should not obey the
commandments of the Lord, Moses thus expresses the end of
obedience: It If thou wilt not observe to do all.the words of the
law, that are written in this book, that thou mayest fear this
glorious and fearful name, The Lord thy Godt." In giving
commandment to the priests and Levites to read the Law
unto the children of Israel at the Feast of Tabernacles in the
seventh year (being the year of the release), he thus expresses the purpose of it: ,. That they may learn and fear the
Lord your God, and observe to do all the words of tliis law;
and that their children, which have not known any thing, may
hear and learn to fear the Lord your God§." As the last testImony from Moses: in his song unto the Lord, he demands attentention and declares the blessedness of his doctrine, "Because
I will publish the Name of the Lord. Ascribe ye greatness unto
our God. He is the Rock: his work is perfect; for all hill ways
are judgment: a God of truth and without iniquity, just and
right, is he II." And, after rehearsing the Lord's gracious dealings towards his people Israel, referring prophetically to that
wliich the Lord should do unto his' people after they should
have gone unto other gods, and the Lord should have repented himself fol' his servants, he declares, The Lord shall say
thus unto them; .. See now that I. e'Ven I, am he, and there ..
no other God with me: I kill and make alive; I wound and
I heal ~ ," &c. And, giving his dying blessing unto the children of
.. Deut. iii.

t Deut. iv.

II Deut. xxxii.

t Deut. xxviii.

§ Deut. xxxi.
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;Israel, Moses saith, •• The Lord came from Sinai, and rose up
from .Seir "nto them: he shined forth from Mount Paran;
,and Ite came with ten thousand of saints. From his right hand
went a fiery law for them."
14. h. After the death of Moses, when the people, under the
conduct of Joshua, had passed through Jordan, and twelve
stones were set up as a memorial of the miraculous passage,
Joshua declared to the Israelites that which should be told by
·them to their children: "The Lord your God dried up the
waters of Jordan from before you, until ye were passed over; as
the Lord your God did to the Red Sea, which he dried up from
before us, until we were gone over: that all the people of tire
ear'th might kTWW the hll1ld of the Lord that it is mighty: tkat
!Ie might fear the Lord your God for ever""."
. 14 c. When David went up to meet Goliath, he expresses his
faith in the Lord, and that the Lord would deliver Goliath into
his hand; and he declares the great purpose of God in doing
this: .. That all the earth may know that there is a God in
lsroelt." When God gave his concluding command and sure
mercies to David, and David in the Spirit cried out, .. Who am
I, 0 Lord, and what is my house, that thou hast brought me
hitherto t 1" he adds the explanation of tho Lord's dealing with
him: "For thy word's sake, and according to thine own heart, hast
thou done all t/,ese great things, TO MAKE THY SERVANT KNOW
THEE." Thus declaring this to be the great purpose of the
Lord, "To make thy servant know thee." And the consequence
which flows from this manifestation of God-namely, the wo....
ship of God as God-is shewn by what immediately follows:
.t Wherefore, Thou art great, 0 Lord God: for there is none like
thee, neither is there any God beside thee, according to all that
we have heard with our ears •••• And let thy 'lame be magnified
for ever, saying, The Lord of hosts is the God over Israel: and
let the house of thy servant David be established before thee!"
So, when David brought the ark of the Lord to Zion, in his
Psalm of thanksgiving he says, "Give thanks unto the Lord: call
upon his name: make known his deeds among the people • ••• glory
ye in his holy name .• •• declare his glory among the heathen,
hAs marvellou8 works among all nations .• •• Give unto the Lord
the glory due unto his name •••• Fear before him,all the earth ••••
Let the heavens be glad, and let the earth reJ-oice: and let men
say among the nations, The Lord reigneth §.' Likewise, on the
bestowal of ~ifts for the building of the temple, David, offering
a thanksgivlDg unto the Lord, saith, .. Thane, 0 Lord, is the
greatness, and the power, and the glory, and the victo".1J, and the
majesty: for all that is i11 the heaven, and in the earth, is thine:
'" Josh. iv.

t
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thine is tke kingdom, 0 Lord, and thou art exalted as head 6bow
.
. 13. d. Solomon likewise, at the dedication of the temple,
.began his prayer unto the Lord thus: U Lord God of Israel, there
is no God like thee in heaven above or on earth beneath, who
keepest covenant and mercy with thy servants that walk before
tbee with all their heart tj" and, after praying the Lord's remem..
brance of his coven~nt with David. proceeds, " But will God
indeed dwell on the earth? Behold, the II.eaven, and heaven of
.neave1ls cannot contain thee: h010 much less this house that I have
builded ?" Beseeching the Lord to hear his people, be declarea
this as the end and object which will be attained by the Lord
out of his temple thus hearing and answering their prayet'll,
U that they may fear thee all the days that theylifJe in tkeland
which tMu gavest unto our fathers;" and adds, "Concerning a
stranger, that is not of thy people Israel, but cometh out of a fll,l'
country for"thy name's sake (for they shall hear of thy great
name, and of thy strong hand, and of thy stretched-out arm):
when he shall come and pray toward this house, hear thou in.
heaven thy dwelling-place, and do according to all that the
stranger calleth to thee for; that all people Of the earth may
know thYllame, to fear tllee, as do thy {eople Israel; aTld tlUJt
they may kuow that this house which have builded is called
/;!I thYllame." Again j after beseeching the Lord to remember
that which he asked of him in his prayer-that he may maintain
the cause of his servants-he expresses, as the end and purpose
which the LOI:d will accomplish by so doing, "that all tke
people cif the earth may know that the Lord is God, and tllat there
is none elset." When the Lord appeared to Solomon and anawered his prayer, he declared he would hear the people if they
would humbly call upon him; but that, if they would not wor~hip him, but would serve other gods, he would cast them out
of his sight, and would make tha.t house an astonishment to
every one, so that every one passinj' by, "might glorify God
for thus greatly punishing those who Jorsook him;" thus furthering his ultimate purpose of self-manifestation. These are the
words: "And this house, which is higb;shall be an astonishment
to everyone that passeth by it; so that he shall sa.y, Why hath
the Lord done thus unto this land, and unto this house? And it
shall be answered, Because they forsook the Lord God of their
fathers which brought them forth out of the land of Egypt, and
laid hold on other gods, and worshipped them and seloved them;
therefore hath he brought all this evil upon them."
14. The plain and repeated testimony thus given of the Lord's
purpose in calling up the children of Israel out of Egypt, in the
tJll~."
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of hi. tabernacle, and the institution of sacrifices, and
in all his dealings unto them, is conclusive, not merely that
such a purpose was ordained by him in these things simply,.
but that such is his great and ultimate purpose in the church,
"which is builded together for an habitation of God through
the Spirit," and is the fulness of Christ, " the fulness of him
who filleth all in all." We know the sacrifices were shadows
of the sacrifice of Christ; and that the building together of the
Jewish church upon this foundation, was truly a building up of
the visible church of Christ. When, therefore, God declares
the ultimate purpose to be answered by the so building together
of this church, he declares the ultimate purpose which will be
answered by the bU,ilding together of the church in all ages:
be declares that which we have been seeking-namely, the
ultimate purpose which he has ordained to accomplish by the
gathering of all things into Christ, as the head of his body the
church; and this is, to manifest himself.
. It may seem to many readers, that, among the texts brought
forward, not a few may be noted as containing no proof of that
which they are brought forward to support.
To examine them singly, and shew at length the order and
points of their connection, would occupy too much space for a
work which only refers to the great purpose of God-manifestation
as a ground-work for its principal object, the inquiry into prophecy. The subsequent part of this prophetic inq,uiry will
ltself open the difficulties which occur in the texts Cited; and
to this the reader is requested to proceed, before he fully concludes against the propnety of the authorities.
15. The proof thus brought forward is derived solely from
the books of Moses and the historical records of the Jews.
But a glorious testimony still remains, in the Book of Psalms
and the books of the Prollhets, which, if space were allowed,
would set forth the truth 10 a new and more extended manner.
It needs, however, a work professedly for that subject alone, to
examine the whole series of testimony borne throughout the
Old Testament; and a few general hints must suffice.
15. Q. In examining the Book of Psalms, with a view of dis-cerning this ultimate purpose, we must bear in mind that prayer
and praise, which is the substance of all the Psalms, are, when
uttered by the Spirit of God <as the Psalms were, speaking in a
child of God), not merely the in-prayer, seeking that which the
natural man stands in need of; nor the in-praise, extolling God
for his mercies: but prayer is the seeking, in the Spirit of God,
that which the Spirit makes known to be the will of God; and
praise is the glorying in that which the Spirit of God declares
to be glorious.
•
David, spe~king as he was moved by the Holy Ghost, spake
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the mind of the Spirit: his prayers are therefore the desire of
the accomplishment of the will and purposes of God; and his
praises the declarations of the glory of God. When, therefore,
the Psalmist in praise says, (10 Lord our Lord, how excellent
is thy Dame in all the earth! who hast set thy glory above the
heavens"';~' we know assuredly that the Lord is glorified by
that for which the Psalmist ascribes glory unto him,-that hif
name is excellent in the earth. And when he saith, " And they
that know thy name will put their trust in theet:' we are
assured that whoso klloweth the name of the Lord will put Ids
trust in him. When also he saith, II Make a joyful noise unto
God, all ye lands; sing forth the honour of his name; make his
praise glorious: say unto God, How terrible art thou in thy
works! through the greatness of thy power shall thine enemies
submit themselves unto thee: all the earth shall worship thee,
and shall sing unto thee; they shall sing unto thy name:j: ; "
we know that the honour of God's name is in the settin~ forth
the greatness of his power, the submission of his enemaes, tlU!
worship brought unto him, and the singing unto his name. In
the 83d Psalm, the prayer for the overthrow of God's enemies,
"that men may' know that thou, whose name alone is Jehovah,
art the most high over all the earth," we have shewn unto us
that it is the purpose of God to accomplish this acknowledgment of himself; the Spirit of God declaring it as the purpose to be accomplished by the acts prayed for. In those
exclamations of the Psalmist, "Who in heaven can be compared unto the Lord! Who among the sons of the mighty can
be likened unto the Lord! God IS greatly to be feared in tQe
assembly of the saints, and to be had in reverence of all them
that are about him! §" we have a manifestation, or making
known, of that which God is. And in this view all the Psalms
are to be studied: in the remembrance that the langua$e and
method and instruments of praise are altogether a setting jortA of
that which God essentially is, and thus accomplishing his J>urpose of self-manifestation, are an unequivocal proof that such il
God's purpose in them.
.
15. b. The proof of this ultimate purpose to be gathered from
the Prophets, can only be referred to in a like summary way.
But as there is contained in those books the opening of the
means whereby the Lord will accomplish his great purposes, we
shall find at the same time, in terms more or less direct, an
accompanying explanation of the purpose which those means
are designed to accomplish. In the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel we shall find a continual repetition of the declaration whicb
the Lord gave to bis people upon his bringing them. up out of
. • Psal. viii.
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Egypt,-" Ye ,hallk,,01D that I am t"eLord;" " They ,hall knoiJJ
Ins Lord." Aq the denunciations by tlie Prophets
against sinners and sinful nations, and against his own apostate
people, are· made in terms whieh shew the judgments· came be~
eaUse. they had served other Sods than the Lord; and thentfol8
the Lord was justly angry wlth·them, and for the glory of hiS
oWn great name rose up against them. The most glorious testi~
mony, how·ever, unto this ultimate purpose, which is bome.in
the books of die Prophets, cannot be seen and understood until
the books themselv68, in their rrophetic deClarations, are understood; and the examination 0 thIS must necessarily be deferred
until after the examination of the nature and objects of prophecy, in ita plain and minute interpretation; our object at
present being to prepare for the interpretation, rather than tollest
upon the bearings of that interpretatJon.
.
16. Passing then, for the present, however reluctantly, thi.
branch of proof, we will turn to the proof of this ultimate purpose which may be gathered from the New Testament, which ii
specially the book. of the Gentile dispensation. Here having-.
revelation of the mystery of Christ in his church, which iri other
a~ was not made known ; having a more open and declared
"lew of the church, as "builded together for ·an habitation of
~6d thr~ugh the Spirit;" an~ of the end, "to gather all things
lOto Chnst, as the Head of hIS body the church;" we mayex+
pect to find a revelation of the great ultim!1te purpose propor.
tionately full, explicit, and undeniable. It may he feared, how,.
ever, that many will, in their expectations on this bead, be disappointed. Not that there is not such a testimony. 80 full. explicit,
and undeniable; but that it is given in a manner different from
that displayed ·during the Jewish dispensation, and to the patri.
archs. As to the patriarchs. the declaration was couched '10 the
words, " 1 am the Almighty God;" whilst to the Jews this was
added, " that ye may know me to be tke L.ord." So to the. Gentiles,
whilst that testimony remained. there was yet another added;
which, although when understood it is more plain and precise
than those preceding. yet being after a different method, will
disappoint those· who, not considering the essential difference of
the two dispensations, anticipate a like mamler of testimony with
the former.
.
16. a. Under the Jewish dispensation, the Lord's law and
glorious dealings with his people were placed before their eyes,
and brought daily to their remembrance, by the ordinances of
the temple and the ceremonies enjoined by their laws. It had
been plainly told to them, by precept upon precept and line
upon line, that they were built together as a church and as a
nation; and were thus highly honoured that they might know
the Lord their God to be the only true and Jiving God. They
that I am
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had found it written iri their Prophets; that 'all the Lord's ' dealings with other nations were to the -end he might be known to
be the Lord. Such of them as were taught of the 'Spirit, were
enabled to' ' see the God-man as typically represented in their
ordinances, and looked for his appearance iIi the flesh as the
promised Messiah. But the mystery of 'which: St. Paul speak.
-that it was not in other ages made known that the Gentiles
should be fellow-heirs and of the household of faith-was only
revealed. in prophecy, and not yet manifested : wben Christ the
Messiah, Immanuel, came, and in his person proved the antitype of all the Jewish ordinances, "the end of the law for
righteousness," the ceremonial law, which had led to his appearance, was at once cancelled, and the dispensation of which
1t was the limit expired. Through the mystery of the calling
of the Gentiles was shewn the great end' of the law, as a
schoolmaster to bring unto Christ; and in the mystery of the
person of Christ, as opened by our Saviour and the Apostles,
was shewn the great purpose of gathering out of every nation
into the mystical body of Christ, and (be being the head) in
one body j~ining all God's people in one Spirit through faith.
16. b. It was then' seen that the church of the Jews was
truly built upon the foundation of Christ: not as an exclusive
church, but as the plant of the great olive-tree rooted in Christ,
which, after receiving the ingraftation of the Gentiles, casting off
the outward covering of types, and being nourished by the
water of life and the Millennial Sun of Righteousness, sliould
spread abroad, and embrace under its branches all the nations
under heaven. It was seen that God's dealings towards the
Jews had a reference, not to them singly, but to the people of
the whole earth; that his worship, his praise, his glory, was
designed not to be received through the medium of the Jews,
but through Chl;st Jesus, as the King and Head of all his people;
this people not delineated by any territorial limits, but chosen
and marked mit by the operation of the Spirit of truth, which,
proceeding from the Father, bore testimony to him.
Having thus the veil rent, the "holy of holies "was manifested,
and its glories opened to all the faithful. The High Priest, the
glorious person of the God-man, as Head over the mystical body,
shone forth before the eyes of the church. The true foundation
was revealed. He who was " the Brightness of the Father'.
glory, and the express Image of his person," stood forth, the
object of faith, hope, and confidence to all God's people; .. the
Beginning and the End of all things."
16. c. We must, then, no longer look for an expression of the
ultimate purpose in every partIcular institution, nor upon numerous occasions, as under the Jewish dispensation. There, the
God-man, as the End ofall things, being only typicallyforeshewn,
o
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Egypt,-" Ye ,hallkn01D t/,at I am tlte Lord;" " They $halllcnoid
that I am 1!Is Lord.'~ Al1 the denunciations by the Prophets
against sinners and sinful nations, and against his own apostate
people, are' made in terms whieh shew the judgmeDtscame be~
caUse. they had served other Sods than the Lord; and them&M
the Lord was justly angry wIth· them, and for the glory of hiS
oWn great name rose up against them. The most glorious testi~
mooy, however, unto this ultimate purpose, which is borne, in
the books of die Prophets, cannot be seen and understood until
the books themselveII, in their prophetic deClarations, are under..
stood; and the examination of this must necessarily be deferred
until after the examination of the nature and objects of prophecy, in its plain and minute interpretation; our object at
present being to prepare for the interpretation, rather than tollest
upon the bearings of that interpretation.
.
16. Paasing then, for the present; however reluctantly. thi.
branch of proof, we will turn to the proof of this ultimate purpose which may be gathered from the New Testament. which is
specially the book. of the Gentile dispensation. Here having'.
revelation of the mystery of Christ in his church, whith in other
a~ was not made known; having a more open and declared
"lew of the church, as "builded together for 'an habitation of
~od thr~ugh the Spirit;" an~ of the end. "to gather all things
lDto ChrIst, as the Head of hiS body the church;" we mayex+
peet to find a revelation of the great ultimJl.te purpose propor..
tionately full, explicit, and undeniable. It maybe feared, how-.
ever, that many will, in their expectations on this head, be disappointed. Not that there is not such a testimony, so full, explicit,
and undeniable; but that it is given in a manner different from
that displayed during the Jewish dispensation, and to the patri..
archs. As to the patriarchs, the declaration was couched:m the
words. "1 am the. Almighty God;" whilst to the Jews this was
added, " that ye may know me to be the Lord." So to the. Gentiles,
yet another added;
whilst that testimony remained, there
which, although when understood it is more plain and prooise
than those preceding, yet being after a different method, will
disappoint those'who, not considering the essential difference of
the two dispensations, anticipate a like manner of testimony with
.
the former.
16. a. Under the Jewish dispensation, the Lord's law and
glorious dealings with his people were placed before their eyes,
and brought daily to their remembrance, by the ordinances of
the temple and the ceremonies enjoined by their laws. It had
been plainly told to them, by precept upon precept and line
upon line, that they were built together as a church and as a
nation; and were thus highly honoured that they might know
the Lord their God to be the only true and Jiving God. They
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had found it written iIi their Prophets,· til11t .on the lord's 'deal~
ings with other nations were to the end he might be known· to
be the Lord. Such of them as were taught of the:Spirit, were
eoabledto,'see the God-man as typically repres-ented'in their
ordinances, and looked for his' appearance irithe flesh as the
promised Messiah. Butthe mystery ofwhi:ch>St .. Paulspeab
-that it was not in other ages made ,known that the Gentiles
should be feilow-heirs and of the household of ,faith-was ·only
revealed. in prophecy, and not yet manifested :wben Christ the
Messiah, Immanuel, came, and in his persoil proved the anti.
type of all the Jewish ordinances, "the end of the law for
righteousness," the ceremonial law, which had led to his ap.
pearance, was at once cancelled,· and the dispensation of which
It was the limit expired. Through the mystery of the calling
of the Gentiles was shewn the great end· of the law, as a
schoolmaster to bring unto Christ; and in the mystery of the
person of Christ, as opened by our Saviour and the Apostles,
was shewn the great purpose of gathering .out of every nation
into the mystical body of Christ, and (be being the head) in
one body joining all God's people in one Spirit through faith.
16. b. It was then· seen that the church of the Jews wa.
truly built upon the foundation of Christ: not as an exclusive
church, but as the plant of the great olive·treerooted in Christ,
which, after receiving the ingraftation of the Gentiles, casting o£l'
the outward covering of types, and being nourished by the
water of life and the Millennial Sun of Righteousness, sliould
spread abroad, and embrace under its branches all the nations
under heaven. It was seen that. God's dealings towards the
Jews had a reference, not to them singly, but to the people of
the whole earth; that his worship, his praise, his glory, was
designed not to be received through the medium of the Jews,
but through Chlist Jesus, as the King and Head of all his people;
this people not delineated by any territorial limits, but chosen
and marked Olit by the operation of the Spirit of truth, which,
proceeding from the Father, bore testimony to him.
Having thus the veil rent. the" holy of holies "was manifested,
and its glories opened to all the faithful. The High Priest, the
glorious person of the God-man, as Head over the mystical body,
shone forth before the eyes of the church. The true foundation
was revealed. He who was " the Brightness of the Father's
glory, and the express Image of his person," stood forth, the
object of faith, hope, and confidence to all God's people; "the
Beginning and the End of all things."
16. c. We must, then, no longer look for an expression of the
ultimate purpose in every particular institution, nor upon numerous occasions, as under the Jewish dispensation. There, the
God-man, as the End of all things, being only typicallyforeshewn,
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it was necessary to declare explicitly that the several type8~
institutions, and ordinances were given to subserve the ultimate purpose. But when the Lord Jesus (the God manifest
in the flesh) was come, the reference of each particular would
properly be to him; and, the ultimate purpose being once clearly
defined and set forth, the immediate reference to that ultimate
purpose would cease: as in our actions, if the end we have in
view is to be obtained mediately through another instrument
which has a manifest relation to the end, and we do not fully
set forth the mediate instrument, the connection between our
action and the end being less evident, it becomes the more necessary to declare the action to be with a view to the end; but
after the instrument has been plainly set forth, and its connection with the end become self-evident, a reference of our action
to the instrument will at once shew its connection with the end,
and render aU immediate reference of the action to the end
unnecessary .
16. d. To preserve, then, our line of proof, we have only to shew
that the Lord Jesus Christ, as Head of his mystical body the
church, filling all in all, is declared to be manifested for the
.purpose of making known the essential excellency of the eternal
Jehovah, in order to. establish the ultimate purpose of God to
be, to " make known himself." If, after this, we shew all subordinate things working together to the filling up of the fulness
of Him who filleth all in an; to have a reference and an end in
the Lord Jesus alii Head of the church; it will be satisfactorily
evident, that, as all created things are intended to manifest the
latter, so the latter is itself intended to manifest the former. All
being gathered under the great Head, the God manifest in the
flesh, he will be an eternal manifestation of the invisible Jehovah, <t who dwelleth in light which no man can approach unto."
16. e. The revelation under the New Testament, of all things
having been created, now subsisting, and in the end to be gathered into Christ, as Head of the church, has been before. set
forth"": and as this glorious truth reveals the Sun of Righteousness in its full splendour, and recognises every ray as
emanating from, and converging to the same centre; so the
testimony to the ultimate purpose is not a deduction from the
various parts, but a direct reference of the whole, as built
together, to this one intent. I~ is not a testimony regarding
time only, but which passes from sublunary things to heavenly,
and declares the heavenly and eternal purpose, which will be
thus accomplished. The Apostle, writing to the Ephesians, to
whom he had opened the glorious mystery. of the fulness of
Christ, says H Unto me, who am less tlian the least of all
.. See pages 395, 396.
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saints, is this grace given, that I should preach among the
Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ; and to make all
men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from the
beginning of the world hath been hid in God, who created all
things by Jesus Christ, TO THE INTENT tllat now unto ,h,
principalities and powers in heat·enly places might be known
BY THE CHURCH tAe manifold wisdom of God, according to
the eternal purpose wAic" he purpoaed in Christ Jesus our
Lord ...." This is a clear, distinct, and undeniable revelation of
the purpose for which the church is built together: and as we
have seen that the church is the fulness of Him who filleth all
in a11,- we learn that he perfects this fulness for an ulterior purpose,-It to make known the manifold wisdom of God."
That Christ Jesus is the manifestation of the invisible Father,
is declared by him to his Apostles: .. If ye had known me, ye
should have known my Father also t:" "He that hath seen me
hath seen the Father." That the manifestation of God was his
purpose in coming into the world, he declares also: "I have
manifested thy name unto the men which thou gavest me out
of the world t." He also explicitly sets forth the purpose to be
accomplished by the gathering all believers unto him: praying
for his disciples, and all who should believe through their worcf,
be says, "That they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in
me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in us; that tA,
tlHJrld may believe that thou Aast sent me:" and again, "I in
them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one § ;
and that the world may know that thou hast sent me, and hast
loved tAem as thou hast loved me." The meaning attached to
the word "world," in the preceding part of the chapter, and the
context itself, clearly shews that the belief and knowledge here
ascribed to the world is not a saving knowledge, but is the same
conviction as is mentioned concerning Pharaoh,-that it may
" be known that the Lord is God ;" and as is ascribed by St. James
to the devils, to "believe and tremble." Here is a confirmation,
from the mouth of Christ, that he came to manifest God; that all
shall be gathered together in one, in Him, to the intent that it
may be known God sent him: which is, in effect, that it may be
known God has manifested Himself, which is truly the purpose
of' God's manifestation. Thus, what the Apostle declares, setting
forth the mystical person of Christ. ChrIst himself declaresnamely, that it is all to one intent. to make known the eternal
invisible Jehovah.
The same testimonY' is again borne by St. Paul in his Epistle
to the Romans. Speaking of the election of God, and shewing
the absolute freeness of it, so that .. God hath mercy on whom
-Epb.iii.10,11.

t John xiv.

t John xvii. 6.

§ John xvii. 21,22.
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he will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth;" he
answers an objector (who ur.ges, that, if so, God cannot justly
Hath not the potter power
puniab), by an interrogation .:
'over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto honour,
and another unto dishonour? What if God, willing to shew his
wrath, and. to make his power. known, endured with much 10QgIUffering the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction; and Ilr.at ""
";ght male known tAe ricAes of his glory on the vesselR of
mercy, which he had afore prepared unto glory, even us, whom
he. hath called, not of the Jews only, but also ofthe Gentiles 1"
This interrogation, which is of exactly the same force and precision with an assertion, distinctly states, that the purpose of
God to be answered by" the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction," is to make known his wrath and power; and his
purpose by "the vessels of mercy," is to make known the
riches of his glory ;-a declaration exactly parallel to those
which have been before alluded to: and, remembering that
Christ is the life of those who are saved, and the condemnation
of those who perish, it amounts to a setting forth of the
ultimate purpose of God's manifestation.
The" intent of gathering his people in Christ, is again set
forth ill the Epistle to the Ephesians, in dlese words: " Thai
in the ages to come h6 might shew the exceeding riches of kU
grace in /,is kindness toward us tI'rough Christ Jesus t."
17. This is the summing up of all our evidence. We have
before seen, in God's dealings with Abraham j with Jacob; with
bis people Israel, in various distinct acts, and in all the leading
sUDJects-the bringing out of Egypt, the overthrow of Pharaoh, the giving of the law, the building (If the tabernacle,
the entering into the promised land, the slaying of Goliath, the
bringing up of the ark: to Zion, and the building of the tempJethe intent of each subject has been declared to be, "to make
known the Lord Jehovah.'" We are taught in the New Testa~
ment the typical expression of Christ and his church, which ill
embodied in many of thostl subjects; and have thence declared,
that the same purpose which the types subserved would be
answered, and in a more perfect manner, by the anti type. But
bere we have a literal declaration concerning the great Antitype,
which corresponds with the figurative. testimony, and more
than fully confirms it: the same proof which might be gathered from the distinct members, IS directly borne by the whole
body: and who shall dare to doubt 1
.
. 18. This would amply Iiluffice for proof; but as the great and
momentous truth meets us in every page, and sheds its clear
and connected light upon every part of Scripture, it will be
U

'" Rom. il. ~2, 23.

t

Eph. ii. 7.
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hll foi: us a little further to pursue its ramifications, and operi
the. paths which lie around it. -The Apostle says, ... WhateveiS
ye do, do all to the glory of God ;" and. a short consideratio«.
of the meaning of glory, as applied to the infinite Jehovah,~
will lead us to much confirmation of the great truth we have
followed, and shew the connection which, throughout the New
Testament, is marked between the several acts recorded, ao4'
the Lord Jesus as the great end. It is said of him, he is " th.
Brightness of his Father's glory:" he says of himself, ...J
have glorified thee on the earth." Now, to glorify, in an earthlj'1
sense, is to add to the subject glorified something that is b~
nourable and glorious. But to the all-perfect God nothing
honourable or glorious can be added: he has in hilIiself:a;fi;
perfection. Glory, as applied to him, cannot mean the addinr
any thing, but must intend the shewing forth the essential e1l!J.l
cellency of His Being. This consideration is of very momentoufr
importance; as the misunderstanding of it leads to degrading'
and erroneous views of the all-perfect Jehovah, whilst the truw
reading leads to a recognition of the great purpose of " self~
manifestation:" and as the Lord Jesus is the Brightness of the
Father's glory, he is thus seen to be the excellency and perfec.!
tion of God-manifestation. The same testimony is borne by
the Apostle, saying, " In him dwelleth all the fulness of theGodhead bodily." Every thing which is done to the glory of
God, is done to the manifestation of Immanuel, as " the
Brightness of the Father's glory, the express Image of hi.
person."
.19. The commandment which is given to us is, "to believe
on him whom the Father hath sent;" and, "He who believeth
ahall be saved; he who believeth not, shall be damned." Our
Lord says, " This is eternal life, to know thee, the only true
God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent." The judgment i.more fully set forth "when he shall be revealed in flaming firt;.
taking vengeance on them that know not God and obey not the Gospel." Thus God calls on all to believe, and denounce.
judgment on them who believe not. He will manifest himself
to them who believe, in blessing; and he will manifest himself.
through those that believe not, In visiting his terrible judgments
upon them. This is exactly parallel to his dealings with hi.
people Israel and to Pharaoh. It is a direct revelation of onepurpose in blessing and in cursing; blessing those -who per-'
form his law, and cursing those who despise it; but both unto·
the manifestation of his own excellency. This is the shewingforth of his power and wrath through the wicked, and the
riches of his g10ry through his saints. To believe in the Lord
Jesus Christ, is to know him as God manifest in the Besh to
O\Ilsalvation. Christ say.," He who receiveth me,.receiveth·
VOL. I.-NO. Ill.
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Him that sent me:" "If ye had known me, ye should haY8
known my Father also." So that belief implies necessarily a
recognition of the purpose of God-manifestatIon, and of Cbris~
!!os its perfected accomplishment.
Many other are the texts and expositions which might be
brouF:ht forward to establish this truth; but as it is a truth
which only needs opening in order to lead to its own strengthening
and improvement, and will be found to apply constantly in
theological meditations, one text will be sufficient authority for
its reception.
By those who are unused to tbe deeper parts of Revelation.
I doubt not this subject will be assailed with a host of questions
od deplorable difficulties; but to meet these neither space nor
opportunity can be afforded in a preliminary treatise. I would
IJmply suggest, that humble and earnest meditation on God'.
word, and prayer for the light and guidance of the Spirit of
truth, will do more, for every sincere mquirer, than any length'!
ened explanation; and to inquirers not sincerely desirous orthe
truth from the love of it, we profess no regard.
20. 1 cannot, however, refrain fmm a short allusion to the
mystery of the Trinity, in reference to God's purpose of selfmanifestation. The manifestation which is effected by means
of the God-Man Christ Jesus, who is the Second Person in tIre
adorable Trinity, is of the Trinity in Unity,-Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost. To those not accustomed to dwell upon the inestimable truth contained in the revelation of Trinity in Unity,
it may never have been made matter of consideration how th~
Eternal Trinity, as One God, is unitedly, and yet separately as to
persons, act.ing and concurring in every of those acts which
are ascribed to God. A little reflection will convince us that
there can be no act of any of the Divine Persons in whlch
tbe other Divine Persons do not concur. This would be
inconsistent with the Unity of God: there would be three
Gods, not one God. In every of God's acts, the Trinity of
Persons act: an act which was not the act of the three
God-Persons could not be an act of God. This is abundantly
obvious, flowing necessarily from the idea of Trinity in Unity.
When, therefore, in Scripture we find certain things specified as
done by the Father, certain others by the Son, and others again
by the Holy Ghost, we must remember the Trinity in the Unity;
and that Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, in their due order, concur
equally in all. That three Persons can and do always concur in
the same act, arises from the Unity of the Godhead; and tbe
Godhead is a whole made up of three Persons, who have each Ii
personal distinctness, and yet are Unity of Godhead. - As tha
personal distinctnes!l is expressed by the distinct names U Father.'~
'~-80n," an~ $1 Holy Ghost,'! arid -t~eUnity by th!3 one plUM
0
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God ;" so we find from Scripture the distinct operation of each
God-Person unto one act is, as to the Father" the willing," as to
the Son" the subject or object," and as to the Holy Ghost" the
means or proceeding." Defining this, then, as the order or
method of Trinity acting in Unity, we may with propriety say,
the order of all God's acts is, According to tlie will of the
Father, in the person of the Son, through the operation of the
Holy Ghost. So that in every distinct act the Trinity in Unity·
thus proceeds: Nothing is done by the Father hut in the person
of the Son, and through the Holy Ghost; nothing by the Son
but according to the will of the Father, through the Holy Ghost;
nothing by the Holy Ghost, but according to the Father's wilJ,
and in the person of the Son. Every act of each Person is in the
Son as the subject. He (the Son) is properly the subject of all
God's acts: "In him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily." He is properly the subject, as well of gathering, as
into which all shall be gathered. He is properly the subject of
the manifestation of God.
20. a. As his works are not necessarily a part of his being,
the essential being of God is wholly distinct from create~ things~
God was when he alone was: he was before he conceIved· the
purpose of creation. It is, then, the essential Being of God
which was before and which is distinct from creation, which by
creation is to be manifested.
As all God's works are perfect, the form of creation, the subsistence, and end of it, are such as will best manifest God: any
other form, manner of subsistence, or end, would not so perfectly
have manifested him. Every variety of creation is therefore to
be traced to the immeasurable and incomprehensible Being of
God, which requires such a variety to manifest it.
j!-.; 21. The Second Person in the Eternal Trinity having become
flesh, and thus joined himself to the works of creation; having
gone under death, and been raised again in the glory of the
Father; certain relations have been assumed by the Second
Person towards the works of creation; and certain relations
to the Second Person, tbus related, have been assumed oy the
other God-Persons in the Eternal Trinity. These assumed relations springing out of the Furpose of creation, which was no
part of the essential Being 0 God, are distinct from the essen·
tial relations which are in the essential Being of God. These
assumed relations manifest the essential relations of the Eternal
Trinity, but the essential relations are alone the subject of the
ultimate purpose of self-manifestation. Father, Son, and Holj
Ghost are terms primarily applicable to the assumed relatione,
although accurately defining the essential relations, so far as a
finite mind can conceive.
22. The precise nature and the form and relations which will
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.ubsist in the Lord Jesus Ohristas Head over his mystical body"
the church, and"in the mystical body itself in aU its different
members, and in these members towards Christ, is a subject of
inquiry which naturally arisesot1t of the understanding that
fuch is the fulness and end of all things. It is, too, an ihquiry
which, if successfully pursued, will open the glory of God in
creation and providence, and cast over the scene" of thi;; transient state a brilliant and enlivening ray. The knowledge of
the relation which all things now bear to Christ, and which
will be perfected in his fulness, is adapted to lead the mind
from It nature up to nature's God," and impress upon all things
~ language of praise and thanksgiving. This it is which will
lead to tlie practical application of the great truth we have been
eliciting, and will abundantly answer all cavillers, who question
to what end serveth it, by shewing that it bears a continual
testimony to God, through every variety of being and of circumstance; and gives to the humble-minded Christian an insight
into the reason why those things which appear dark and grievous
are so, and will lead him to discern the glory which God has
in them. This part of the inquiry must, however, necessarily
be deferred, until the language of Scripture, literal and figurative, has been considered.
23. Thus far we may, however, without further inquiry, assure
ourselves? That the end of all things in this fulness will be
the perfected form of all created things. We have seen that
the purpose to be answered by this fulness is God-manifestation.
It is clear, then, that this perfected form of' all created things
will be the perfect manifestation of the assumed relations of the
Eternal Trinity; and that this manifestation of the assumed
relations will necessarily manifest the essential relations before
spoken of.
24. Whatsoever difficulties, therefore, may exist, and whatsoever errors appear, in the attempt to
en the relations and
proportions of this headship and mystica body, we have no
difficulty, and are in no danger of mistake, in holding fast the
purpose which they are ordained to answer. We cannot in any
way affect the glorious truth, which will constantly break in
upon our meditation, That all creation leadeth to new creation;
new creation, to the manifestation of the Son as Head over all
things, dwelt in of the Father, through the Holy Ghost ; and
this manifestation, to the shewing forth the glorious and ineffable Being of God, Trinity in "Unity, Self-existing, and All
in all; the eternal and only Substance and Reality, of which
even new creation itself is but the shadow.
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-ON THE TRUE·HUMANITY OF CHRIST.

To the Editor ojthe Morning Wate".

IT grieves me every day to find how unsound is the ·faith of
many, how insecure and unsteady the faith of almost all, in
the true humanity of Christ: for trlle humanity I must call it,
hecause, though we know that humanity both hath -existed and
shall exist under a different condition than that in which it. now
is, and in all persons whatever hath hitherto been found, ·such
states and conditions of it are true only as objects of faith and
hope; not at all as objects of knowledge or' experience. If it be
said, that our Lord's human nature difl'eredin any of its properties
from ours-that it was as Adam's before it fell; or as ours shall
be in the resurrection, immortal and incorruptible; or in an,
condition intermediate between these two, different from thIS
fallen condition in which flesh ever 'hath been found, from the
first man down to this present generation of men-then that
may be called a supposititious or hypot.hetical, an imaginary
humanity; but the humanity which I understand and know, It
is not. It is something different from any thing which now
existeth. It is a thing of whose existence I have not the knowledge or the experience. It is something new, strange, and unknown. A good enough subject, haply, for speculation and fancy;
a. subject also for faitb, if it be the resurrection-humanity; but·
even in that case no subject for knowledge, because it is distinctly said, " We know not what we shall be."
Now, believing beyond a doubt that the eternal Son of God,
in taking human nature, did as truly and literally take it of
the Virgm's substance as he took his Divine nature before all
worlds of the Father's substance; and that the properties of
his mother's substance, body and soul, were as much the properties of Christ's human nature, considered in itself, without
reference to the work wrought in it by the Holy Ghost, as the
properties of his Divine nature were the same with the properties
of the Eternal Fatbel'; I am, in the first place, grieved and cut
to the heart to see the foundation of the orthodox faith overthrown; and I would rather die many times, than not testify
against such a subversion. If, indeed, we made Christ a sinner,
then all creeds were at an end, and aU churches; and we were
worthy to die the death of blasphemers, to be stoned by the multitude in the open face of day. But that is out of the question:
only railers. can utter it, only ~ools can take it in.---:ln the next
place, I beheve that my Lord did come down,and toll and sweat,
and travail, in ex.ceedmg great sorrow, in this mass of iniquity
with which I and every' sinful man are oppressed; that this was
his great work of humiliation and suffering : and, believing .this,
I 'were found a most unworthy and unfaithful witness ·to .what
tIt did for me, and for all the world~ did I not repudiate and resist
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those who cut his work short, and. exhibit it as some holiday
enjoyment, or incomprehensible action, instead of a comprehensible self-inflicted' degradation, for the end of meeting sin
fit itS own strong-hold, and redeeming both soul and body from
its dominion.
In these overwhelming feelings of my soul for the honour of
the Lord my Saviour, and for the only one faith of the church.
I forget, and am not willing for a moment to speak of, the indignities which 1 have suffered from some of my brethren in the
church, who should both have known the truth better, and believed better of me their brother. As to the blame of those who
are sectaries and schismatics; who have forsaken the orthodox
churches wherein they were baptized, and fight a~ainst them
(I mean, the Coles and the Haldanes); I count then opposition
an honour to me: forasmuch as they' have been found opposed to
the truth, and to the church, the pillar and ground of the truth.
They are to me as heathen men and publicans; and that they
should oppose the orthodox faith is no wonder, although it b~
a grief to me that they should be found in the condition of excommunicated persons, whom I do desire to reclaim and recover,
and would fain lend my help thereto. But, leaving all these, as
private and personal matters, not to be brought forward in great
questions of universal concernment, I proceed to do my part, aecording to my gift, for the common weal of the body of Christ•
. Weighing with myself what I hear, and diligently perusing
what is written, against this great head of orthodox doctrine,
and being most desirous to convince the wavering, it seems to
ine that the best method of viewing the subject at fresent is,
First, to begin with some explanation or exposition 0 the true
doctrine; Secondly, to open the subject of the miraculous conception, in the mystery of which many worthy people seem
to lose themselves; Thirdly, to shew its bearing upon the
subject of the atonement, which many pious people seem to
think is overthrown by it altogether; and to conclude with some
endeavour to restore those who have been brought into a wavering state, by the violent and indiscriminate attacks which the
truth hath been assailed with in these most ignorant days.
And now, may the Lord, whose perilous work in flesh 1 am
defending; and that God, the glory of whose grace 1 am main·
taining, help me with all gravity and love to unfold this matter
to the church!
.
. 1. To know and to understand how the Son of God took sinful
flesh and yet was sinless, this is the alpha and the omega, the
beginning and the ending, of orthodox theology. There is not a
~iDt in all Scripture of any change that passed upon Christ's flesl1
in its conception, or at any other· time anterior to the resurrection,
so as that it should not be flesh of our flesh.;.....flesh of the same
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kind with that of the brethren-and, therefore, there is not the
shadow of a reason in all Scripture for such a supposition. It
is worse than idle to quote to this effect Rom. viii. 3, where it
is said," In the likeness of sinful flesh;" when in Phil. ii. ·7
it is said, He was made in the likeness of men;" and in Heb.
iii. 17 it is said, " In aU things it behoved him to be made like
unto his brethren;" and in Gen. v. 3 it is said, "Adam begat
a son in his own likeness;" and I may say, every where in
Scripture the same word is used in the same sense. I say then it
is worse than idle, it is dishonest, to make Rom. viii. 3 speak
the very opposite of what the words of the Apostle bear. His
words are, That the Law, which in itself is holy and just and
good, could not work in us holiness, because of the weakness
of the flesh, which weakness is its essential nature as under
the Law; therefore God sent his own son in the likeness of
it (-As Cain was in Adam's likeness, and as Adam was
originally in God's likeness, so the Son of God came in
likeness of sinful flesh)-and for sin-(about sin; sin was
the object he came about-namely, to put it away out of flesh
Jlltogether; and having met it, and encountered it in flesh, he
did extirpate it and exclude it thence)-he condemned the
ein in the flesh. And havin~ done this in his life, he entered
into glory in flesh free from sm, and consequently free from death
and free from corruption; and, being endued with the Spirit of
the life, he sheds life abroad into his people, and constitutes in
them a law of the S{'irit, which makes them free from the law
of the flesh, which IS the law of sin and death.-This passage
being taken out of injurious hands, I ask in all Scripture for a
hint, or the shadow of a reason, to induce us to believe that
Christ's flesh was different from ours. And, on the other hand;
I say, that every passage of Scripture which declares Christ to
have come in the flesh, which declareth the Word to be made
Besh, which declareth God to be manifested in the flesh, is ·a
proof total ~nd complet~ that ~e came in s!nful flesh., For what
IS the meanmg of flesh lD Scripture 1 Is It not the smful, mor";
tal, corruptible, fleeting thing, of which it is said, "all flesh
is grass;" of which it is said, "the flesh. warreth . against the
spirit;" of which it is said U in it (in the flesh) dwelleth no
good thing?" If, then, it be said that Christ came in flesh.
who shall dare to interpret that word, "flesh," otherwise than
all Scripture doth interpret it? who shall interpret it otherwiBCf
than sinful flesh? What would they say if I were to allege;
that, because .it is merely ~aid Christ ca~e into the ~orld, ~nd
not mto the smful world, It was not a slDful world mto whIch
he came? Now, with what constancy the world and the .eartJt
are represented as full of .sin, with that constancy is flesh alae
:'0 rep~eseIlt.ed,. . An!l if .it be :sai~. that .~ eve.ryspirit. that co~
If
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fesseth not that Je8U8 Christ is come, in the flesh, is not of God~"
and ., this is· that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that
it should come,. and even now is already in the world," what shall
we say of those hordes of sectaries who have risen up around.
us, and proclaim. in their several slanderous publications, that
it is a heresy that Jesus Christ came in sinful flesh? I say of
them, what St. John saith in his Second Epistle, ver. 7: H Many
deceivers are entered into the world, who confess not that Jesul
Christ is come in the flesh: this is a deceiver, and an antichrist." And the rule which, by the ble88in~ of God, I will
observe towards all such meo, IS contained 10 the 10th and
lith verses of the same chapter: "If there come any unto you,
and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house.
neither bid him God speed: for he that biddeth him God
~ed. is partaker of his evil deeds." This injunction I con...
aider as laId upon all Christians, towards aU preachers who will
not confess that Jesus Christ is come in flesh.
I cannot find even the ahadow of a reason for this fearful delusion. Certain it is he was" made of a woman" (Ga]. iv:.
7): his substance, then, was woman's flesh, and that is sinful.
Certainly he was made of the seed of David according to the
Seah (Rom. i. 3), and the seed of David is si.nful. Certainly
he apprehended not the angels, but the seed of Abraham he
-apr.rehended (Reb. ii. 16); and the seed of Abraham is sinCu. Certainly he was" made under the law" (Gal. iv. 4); aDd
the law is not for a righteous thing, but for a sinful thing: " By
the law is the knowledge of sin." Certainly he was in the state
of knowing both good and evil; and that is the state under the
Fall, and not above it. Certainly he was mortal; for to this end
took he flesh and blood with the brethren, " that through death
he might destroy him that had the power of death;" and mortality doth not belong to a sinlel>s, but a sinful substance. Certain]y ,. he was made sin for U8, who knew no sin." Certainly he
bare our sios, and carried our diseases; which belong not to
the human nature above the Fall, but under the Fall. Certainly " he was tempted in all points like as we are," which
Adam verily was not. Certainly there was a will in him which
he Mntradistingui.heth from the will of the Father; and which,
I say, was the will of the flesh; which in itself is contrary to
the will of the Father, but which he ever overruled to the obe.;.
clience of the Father's will. Certainly he suffered; certainly
he was agonized; certainly M was made perfect by Buffering;
4ertainly he lifted up supplications, with strong cryings and
....., to be delivered from death. Certainly he hath shewn
_ Ul ellsample, that we ehould follow his steps. Certainly the
oruciUion. of his flesh was the cJQcifi·xion of our .flesh: I I we are
eruciW with bim." Certainly the feeurreiciion of his ftesh wu
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him.') And in the face of all these tertainties, if a Iilan wiD
say, that his flesh was not ·sinful flesh as ours is, with the .ame
dispositions and propetlsities and wants and afBictiotls, thei\
I say, God hath sent that man strong delusion, that he should
belie.-e a. lie.
I hue 9OJl1e pity, yea, I have much pity, for th~ ignorant
multitude, whom these blind guides are deceiving utifo th~
destruction; and for their sakes I would endeavour to explain
this matter, how Christ, taking sinful flesh, was yet siule~s. We
shall see, in the second part of this essay, how the mtraculotts
conception doth avoid from him the imputation of personal guilt,
and the constitution of bein~ born in ~ependence upon a R~
deemer. Well, then, from hiS conceptIOn every actmg ·ot hlfl
mind was holy, and every acting also of his flesh; but this not
itt its proper nature, but throO'gh the constraining ail.d enforeinlt
power of hiB mind, or 8Oul, united to the Godhead, and inhabiteEl
by the Holy Ghost. I suppose every man doth allow that the
will is necessary to an act of sin. The flesh by tyrannical force
may be used to tempt the will, through the inftictionof suffering; through the presentation of objects which it naturally desireth, as food when it is hungry; but if the will consent not,
though the flesh be inclined, there is no sin. Christ's will endured these temptation!!! exactly as mine doth; "he was tempted
in all points, like as I am ;" but he yielded not to the temptations,
and was therefore without sin. Hanger in the flesh, was that by
which the devil tempted him to make the stones of the wildernen
into bread : desire of the eye, and Jlride oflife, and love of power
and dominion in the flesh and in the mind, was that with which
the devil tempted him when he shewed him the kingdoms of the
world, and proffered him them all if he would but fa.ll down and
worship him: familiarity with God, and idle challenge of his
help, and unwarrantable use of his word, and spiritual delusion,
was what the devil applied himself to, when he tempted him
from the pinnacle of the temple. But in all these instances his
will, never consenting, abode in its integrity and righteousness.
Now, if there had not been in Christ's nature, appetites, and
ambitions, and spiritual darkenings, how, I ask, could the devil
have addresled these temptations to his will? The devil did not
Burely both tempt him and make him temptable: the devil kllevt
already wherein he was temptable, and, addressing himself thereto,
was utterly foiled. Now, will anyone say, that if these liabilities
to temptation were in Christ at one time, they were not in him
at all times 1 And were the objects not before him at all times?
were not his appetites of the body craving their natural food 1
was not the world spread before· him in all its attractiveness!
did not the flesh hide· from him, as it doth hide from us, the
VOL. I.-NO. III.
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sight of God, and bring him into the condition of living by faith~
even as we do? Will anyone say that Adam's appetite or
hunger caused him pain, or that his lips were parched with
thirst, or that his tongue cleaved to the roof of Ilis mouth, or
that his heart was melted like wax within him 1 Will anyone
say that Adam, lord of aU, could be tempted with kingdoms and
dominions, which were his own 1 or that any doubt, darkness, ot
difficulty could hide from him the sight and knowledge ofGocH
Then is the distinction between unfallen and fallen creature
wholly done away with; and God is made the Creator of a weak~
impotent, unhappy creature. But, while Christ's flesh,being
liable to temptation-not as Adam's was, but as Abraham's and
David's and Mary'S was-was tortured by the devil, and the
world. and wicked men, in all possible ways in which his mind
eould be swayed from its perfect unity with the Divine mind, he
never consented unto the evil, but always preferred the good; and
by the power of his will constrained tongue, hand, foot, eye. ear,
and every member, to do the very will of God.
Moreover, there is far more in the flesh, and the power of
the flesh, and the law of the flesh, than men do generally
in these days suppose. It is thought to include only the
grosser crimes of sense, which are enumerated Gal. v. 19namely, adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness;
but in the same place are also enumerated idolatry, witchcraft.
hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies;
envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings ;-to all these sins
aman is tempted through the flesh; otherwise they would not be
called fruits of the flesh:" and the will of the flesh is to do all
these things; and when we consent to that will of the flesh, we
commit sin. But if we consent not, we commit not sin. If
anyone say, that by being merely tempted and temptable through
the flesh we commit sin, then doth he destroy all distinction
between a saint, who overcomes the flesh, and a sinner, who
is overcome of the flesh: for I suppose no one will allege that the
flesh of a saint diff'ereth in any thing from the flesh of a sinner;
-at least, I know Paul doth not allege so, who saith, In me,
that is, in my flesh, dwelleth no good thing." Well, then, if sin
consisteth not in havin~ temptable flesh, but in yielding to the
temptation, our Lord smned not, though ever tempted through
the flesh, because he yielded not to the temptation; and being so,
that in the constitution of his person original sin was avoided,
~nd that in the whole of his life actual sin was avoided; he was
in all things sinless, though laden with sinful flesh. II He was
tempted in all points like as we are, yet without sin."
Finally, for the exposition of this great matter, be it diligently
considered. that though the flesh of Christ was in all points
liable- to temptation, as our dash is, and did carry up to the mind
II
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mrery form of seduction; yet left it there no sediment pfevil, no
taint of pollution; yet found it there no. response, no inclination)
but abhorrence and detestation of the deepest, powerfullest.kind.
And if ye would know how that abhorrence expressed itself,
read every Psalm where Christ's sufferings are by the Holy
Ghost represented. There was, therefore, no. concupiscence, no
thQught or meditatiQn of evil, no indwelling of lust, no abiding of
anger or malice or hatred; but all wasboly, lovely. beautiful,
and perfect, as the will of God; and from that purest fountain
of light. life and love, came forth evermore streams of Divine
goodness, righteousness, and truth. Every member Qf his body
lie constrained to obey the great behests of God. He toQk the
prey Qut of the hands of the mighty. He gave Satan no lodgment or residence; he gave sin no quarters within his being.
2. The only two objections to this doctrine which I can give
a form to are these: first, And to what then served the miracuioul
conception of Christ 1 the second, How could he render an atone-meut for others, if so be that his flesh was sinful? The first Qf
these, And to what then served the miraculous conception 1 I shall
nowexplain: it is the second part of our subject.. Conception
by natural means, is that which declares another human person
to be brought into existence. Weare persons cQmposed. of esoul immortal and a body mortal, from the instant of our conceptiQn by natural means; and had Christ been conceived by
natural means, he must have been a human person; and then
we should have had, not two natures in Christ, but two persons;
which is the Nestorian heresy, that hath proved so fatal to the
Greek Church.-I do nQt remember to. have seen this matter
much opened in the writings of the moderns; and therefQre, as
it is of the utmQst importance, I think it good to open it a little.
It is not necessary that I go into the question concerning the
origin of the soul, but I will shortly state what I understand to
be the orthodox and approved doctrine upon that subject; to
wit, That, as in the case of Adam, so in the case of all Adam's
posterity, the soul is given by the inspiration of God: as it is
written, "The body returneth to the Qust, and the spirit unto
him that gave it j' and again, "There is a spirit in man, and
the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding."
This is the part which God hath in the creation of every
human being; that it is of Him to bless his own ordinance for
propagation with the fruit of an immoral person, or not to bless
It, as seemeth to him good. But when by conception he hath
blessed his own appointed ordinance, then, from that instant of
time, a human person, destined to eternal glory or to eternal
misery. according to the account which it giveth of its actings.
is constituted by God. Ordinary conceptioq, therefore. I say,
ia the method .and act by which God ..manifests the existence of

...
.. ~es.ponsib)e per.son. If Christ, therefore, had come by ordinary
generation, he must have been concluded a human pe~QD.
Nothing could have prevented such a conclusion; and the union
\.lerewith .of the pel'lOll of the Son .of God would Dot have de~oyed the personalit.y of the man: the two must have ..emained
two persona, as distinct and separate al Adam wal dilltinct i\od
separate from the person of the Son of God, or from the perllOQaJ
of any of hi. posterity: and there would have been no personal
lIIlion between God and man in Christ, but merely a fraternal
collllociation, which might have fitted the man to be a prophd
o.r a sage, but could neTer have made him a sacrifice or propif:ia...
tion, either for hi. own sin or for the sin of any otber. This iet
t~e ratal conclusion to whieh the doctrine of two peraons in
Christ bring. the church; destroying incarnation, reconciliation,
atonement, and every thing elae proper and peculiar to the
Christian faith. Now, to .."oid the very supposition of human
personality, ordinary conception, that standing, unbroken, inTiolable Sign of a personality communicated, was iu the case
of Christ wholly avoided, dispensed with, and negatived. And
whoso saith that he wal a human person, speaketh without the
.had ow of reason, apeaketh against all reason, against all experience, against God's ordinance for mankind, that a humap
Jl'rBOn shall not be constituted otberwise than by ordinary con~eptioD. If anyone ask, And why should a responsible personality
depend upon ordinary conception? I answer, Because God
willeth it to be so. And if it be further asked, And what is the
end or purpose of such Divine ordination 1 I answer, That every
human person might be brought into the world under thOle same
conditions of sin and mortality under which Adam had brought
himself by the Fall; and, being thus brought into being under
the conditions of Bin a.w mortality, might all thereby honour,
not themselves, nor the creatures from whom ~hey descend, but
the Redeemer proJQised by God to redeem and to sustain the
ereation, when through its infirmity and wickedness, in itself
engendered, it .hould havefa11en into sin and misery. Every
human p~rson. therefore, is connected with Adam by generation,
to signify his complete participation in the guilt and 10 the misery
of Adam's estate: so that, of every child in the womb con~
ceived, 8S of enry child that sees the light, and of every man
that arrives at mature estate, aDd of all persons from Adam de.eended, it might be the only hope of .alvation from SiD, of reaulfrection from death, of immortality and bleuedness, that God is
gracious to tile linful, which grace he hath exhibited unto aU
fn the hope of his Son's goming iBto the world as a Redeemer.
From this eometh the second great end served by the miraculous
c()nception-to wit, That Christ might be excepted from that
dependeooe upon a Redeemer and a Sayiour and an Intercesso.,
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into the necessity of whom all by ordinary generation desCended
are conceived and born. Let me open this also a little, and guaJ'd
it from abuse. It is the pleasure of Ood that every human penlOll
should come into being undel' those samecopditi8Il8 of ain. awl
misel'Y into which Adam was brought by th$ Fall. God woulcl
have the experiment made upon AdaQl, to ~v~ and satisfy fM
all persons in Adam's likeness formed. Thel~fore Adam was
placed in the best condition possible for standing, that there
might remain no doubt upon the mind of all persons: hi his like-ness created, that, had they in hjs place stood,. they would in
like wise have fallen. God woulq not give every creature the
anguish o.f tasting and drinking such " cup as fell to Adam's
share; but, having justified himself, his own holiness, his own
goodness, ill Adam's person, he did mereifully-I say, most mercifully-bring the rest of the family into being under the conditiori
of soul, body, and estate under which Adam was placed after
Adam fell. And with the hope of revenge upon the adversary;
and of redemption from the adversary's hold, with which God
dicl instantly address the faith of Adam, he doth address t~
faith of all Adam's children whatsoever; who, as they are con...
eluded with Adam in his uprightness and with Adam in his fall;
so are they also concluded with Adam in his promise of redemp+
tion. And to this common hope 4)f Adamhood, which to all Wll4
preached when it was preached to Adam in the garden, is
added a personal seal to every belie vel', and to the child of every
believer, in the sacrament of Baptism, whicb sealeth UpOD tlae
person what before had heen preached to the race. Be it
so, then, that all mankind -are thus introduced into being
dependent for their salvation and immortality upon another than
themselves; then the question is, What is the sign of such
dependence 1 what is the sign of being concluded under such
guilt 1 what i. the sign of being beholden. to suoh purgatiou1
I answer. That sign is not, That we should have actually
sinned, for the babe who is baptized into it hath not 80-tually sinned; nor is that sign The having been born; bot
it is The having been conceived by ordinary generation, This
is the link which connecteth us. all with Adam; this i.. the
symbol of our being one; we are thei'eby one flesh outwardly
and manifestly: and, this oneness of flesh is with. God the
outward and visible sign. to teach us that we are one in
guilt, in misery, in damnation; and do peed, all of us. unbord
and born, the salvation and justification of the promised Seed of
the woman. I do not sa.y that conception by natural means is
the cause of our original guiltiness in God's sight: I merely say~
that it is the sign and seal of God's will and purpose-good will
and gracious purpose-that we should be 10 concluded sinful
and helpless in ourselves, to tpe end we migllt be introduced
into the knowledge of his g~e, and hQpe Q(h.l'a ...'CI.\~'i\.\l.~"'" ~~
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ia mhsus Ohrist. Bot, a to a cause' fot the constitution or
man's being, or the 'constitution of any creature's being, I hold
that cause to be no where save in the good pleasure of God himself; but to us he doth reveal what is the goodness of t&at
plea81ll'e by various signs and symbols, which are constructed
80 as to hit the apprehension and comfort the heart of the
children ofmeD. And bein~ so that God did intend ordinary
generation, ordinary conception, and birth, to be the sign of the
constitution of persons under a guilty nature; he did from the
beginning, and especially under the law, evermore stigmatize
with .eTere exactions eyery thing connected, either voluntary
or involuntary, with these actings of his creatures. Hence
the oiFeringa upon the purification of mothers, and upon many
other occasions connected with propagation of our kind, which
it is not necessary nor convenient to particularize; an
proving this, that these were the signs of a guilt continued
and communicated from parent to child, not in the way of caUse
and effect, bot in the way of God's ordinance, according to the
pleasure of his own will. The same feat truth, so great indeed
u to be the key of man's being, an therefore the key of redemption also, is taught without the law by nature, in this, that
conception and birth are always with pain and anguish. NoW"
pain and anguish, and sorrow of every kind, are the standing
monuments and etemalsigns of a sinful and fallen creature; and
seeing that these signs do invariably attend conception and
birth of children, it is made manifest, to every one that reflects,
that therein lies shrouded up and contained the mystery of the
communication of a guilty perRon: which a~in, as we have said,
is silPlified to the individual, as soon as he IS born, by tbe act of
baptism; which, whatever more it signifies, bears this atleast upon
its forehead, that it is a washing away of guilt which cannot
have been contracted by act, and must therefore be involved in
the constitution of the being. Let this suffice to shew that the
sign of a person constituted guilty and infirm in itself, innocent
and guiltless only in another-the sign, I say, of such a constitution as we are all under-is ordinary generation and ordinary
conception. Then straightway, by the extraordinary generation
and extraordinary conception of Christ, this, all this, was
avoided, and it was not declared that he was dependent for his
holiness and his stability upon another: yea, lie was declared
to be that Seed of woman upon whom the others were all constituted dependent for righteousness and for strength. Thus
did the miraculous conception not only declare him not to be a
human person, but it likewise declared him not to have imputation of guilt, or a constitution of dependence upon the work of
another, not needing an atonement, not needing a Redeemer•..
,l'be--.miraculous eonception depriveth him of human ~r!6onaJiiyl' .••d it,.also dep.mth him of original sin and '~ilt
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needing to. be atoned for by another; but it doth not d~prive
him of the substance of sinful flesh and blood-that is, Beak
and blood the same with the flesh and blood of the brethren.
" Forasmuch as the brethren were partakers of flesh and blood.
he himself also took part of the same." These misguided. and
misguiding men would. have it that his flesh and blood und~
went a substantial change in the act of conception; wherefore
it is not to be called sinful, but sinles8: and in support of tm.
error they quote these words of t~e angel; .. The Holy Thin~
that shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God:
and (ain would they have us to believe that this, called the
Holy Thing, is his flesh, and not the holy child. And grant them
their wish, and what would be expressed? 'The holy flesh shall be.
called the Son of God.' The thlDg called the Holy, is the same
as that called tke S01l of God; and therefore it is not his flesh.
but his whole being, his whole person, consisting of both naturellJ
human and Divine. Now I have already shewn that there i.
here no human personality which could be chargeable with the
guilt of Adam, and there is no such charge lying against him:
he is therefore born free from the imputation of SiR, truly The
Holy Thin~. If, then, there be no original guilt, is there any
actual sin r I answer, No; he was without spot, and blameless ;
and besides these two. original and actual SlD, I know no other
forms of guilt. And what an ignorance it is then, not to say
wicked slander and abominable calumny, in those hordes of
sectaries and schismatics, who stick at nothing which may discredi.t a churchman, to open their throat and tell the world the
lie, that we make Christ a sinner! He was the Holy Thing born,
and he was presented without spot unto God in death upon the
cross. It doth not make him a sinner that he took sinful flesh,
any more than that he came into a sinful world, and departed
into death. I say he took sinful flesh, and yet was slDless;
and, moreover, I say that he died, and yet was sinless. If any
man say that ~his is a mere matter of words, I tell him that he
hath yet to learn the alphabet of his theology.
I have shewn that God doth teach us by the manner of his
Son's generation that he was not a human person, not a person implicated with Adam's transgression in any way; not one of those
multitudinous persons whom it pleased God to bring into being
cast in sinful Adam's mould with sinful Adam's die. He was a
person of another Family; a Son of another Father. Who,
then, shall charge him With sin; coming, as he came, from the
fountain.,.head of Divinity, where he had a personal subsistence
in the light of holiness for ever and ever? He had nosin:'
when he came into our substance to atone for, and he gat none'
while be was in the flesh: whence then should he ha.ve it?l.
it sin for God to Come in the person of the Son into what estate
be pleaseth? Is it sin for bim to overcome all ~\\\ \l\. \~a\ e.\aUi'\
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Whet would they haTe more to make him sinless, than that
when he came he should have no sin, and that when he dwelt
among us he should overcome all sin 1 If they turn again and
.y, But, though he \tal uot personaUy a sinner, he made atonement for that nature whiah he took; I answer, first, Thou saidst
not personally a sinner, as if there was some way by whicb sin
could be otberwise than in a person. Dost thou make the bmte
a sinner, or the earth 1 And If sin be the condition of a person,
bow speakest thou of his making atonement for his nature 1
Thou blunderest in making his nature a person. It is an old
blunder: it is tbe beresy of Nestorius, witb wbicb thou tttt
taking thyself up. Remember that he is one person in two
natures; and that tbat person was the Son of God befote be became man, and afterwards the conqueror of sin; and then
blunder no longer about his making atonement for the nature.
If'thy question, being rendered into ortbodox language, be, Did
he redeem the human will from the. bondage of a nature wbich
drew it away from God, and was of itself rebellious agajnst
God? I answer thee, Yea, verily; this waS wbat be did; and
this was the whole of what be did in flesh. The application of
this work to otherll is another question, whicb is not now before us. I know not whieb way to tum myself, in order to convince these gainsayers. They set up nothing to contend
against. There is nothing positive about their positions; they
·are merely negative: and so one knows not what more to say or
do. than repeat the proposition and the proof, and stand upon it.
They are kept from enunciating the old heresies by the dogmattsm of ignorance: in principle. all the old beresies are inTOlved in what they write. Brariding tbe truth with the name
of heresy, they dare not but seem to be orthodox, and so they
quote the Shorter Catechism, II Born of the virgin Mary, yet
without sin:" and they give men to wit, that we ·say lie was
born with Rin. I have sufficiently rebutted this charge. by
shewing the exact bearing of the miraculous conception.
But these men do set forth something positive concerning this.
.It is rare doctrine indeed they teach, but it may be aswell to notice
it. It is, that in the act of conception his flesh underwent a
change, which put it altogether out of the category of sinful
flesh, into that of sinless flesh; so that it should be under another law. And whence had it this infusion 1 They dare not
say from the Divine nature, which they have learnt from the
Catecbism must be kept distinct-although wherefore I believe
it would puzzle them to assign a reason: at least they never
sbew any disposition thereto. Whence then 1 from the Holy
Ghost, from the act of the Holy Ghost's generation. And 80
it came into the miraculous conception a substance of new
conditions; ana yet, behold, it grows in his mother's womb, and
it is fed upon his mother's milk-strange amalgamation! And
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it is vulnerable and passible, and -hath every other property of
my flesh-strange accordance! And there is no symptom of
any difference whatever-strange essential difference, of which
there should be no symptom! strange essence, without an
attribute! But anon they say, Oh! but his soul waf> holy, and
the flesh is nothing but as the handle of the soul. Then, if it
be nothing, why trouble thyself to argue that it is not of the
nature of our ttesh, but of some other nature 1 So far from being nothing, I believe, with the Fathers, that the ~eat mystery
of God is in bringing the flesh and the matenal world into
subjection to the Son. Is it nothing, that by eating sin entered
at first 1 Is it. nothing, that even involuntary acts of- the flesh
were required under the Law to be atoned for? Is it nothing,
that Baptism is a washing of the flesh with water 1 Is it nothing,
that the· Supper is given 10 the flesh and blood of Christ? Is it
nothing. that the Gospel preached by the Apostles is continually
called the resurrection 1 Is it nothing, tllat the glory of Christ
is hidden till the first resurrection 1 The flesh nothing! 0 thou
philosophist I go to thy Bible, and study the purposes of crea. tion. Or if thou wilt not learn from that word, of which thou
art ever talking, then learn from experience. How doth the
world affect mind, but through the flesh? The devils can and
do tempt the mind directly, but the world doth rtot. And
is flesh such a lumpish thing? hath it no relations to the soul?
Who can say how they are bound together 1 If I were asked
whether of the two had the greater stroke in sin, I should certainly say, the flesh: I mean, bving, conscious flesh; which seems.
to have the power of buryin~ the soul into the oblivion of its
own being, always taking it mto the oblivion of its own dignity'.
And if, upon their material system, the flesh be ·but as it were
a coating over the soul, a dungeon to darken it, why are they so
fond to work a change upon it by the Holy Ghost? . Would they
make the Holy Ghost's active energy inhere in that which they
regard as next to a dead thing? These notions about the flesh
of man are, I think, the root of all their errors; their Gnostic contempt (or it; their heathenish, stoical mockery of it ? But that the
upholders ofthis novelty may have something positive to try it by,
I will enumerate a few of the consequences which flqw from it.
If Christ's flesh was in the conception or generation changed,
80 as to be in a different condition from man's, either as it stands
related to its susceptibility of temptation from the world, or
handing up temrtation to the mind,. then I see these consequences; which will not undertake to open, but shall be content with simply stating:First, He is not tempted in all points as I am.
Secondly, He is not capable of being a high priest to me,
which standeth in this very thing, that in all things he
Was likened to the brethren.
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Thirdly, He had only two of my enemies to contend with,
the devil and the world; and I have no proof that he can
overcome the flesh also.
Fourthly, He never was one with me, and I know not how I
can ever be one with him.
Fifthly, I have no evidence either of the Holy Ghost's willingness to wrestle with wicked flesh, nor yet of his ability
to overcome it.
Sixthly, As Christ's life is no prototype of the Holy Ghost'.
power over sinful flesh, 80 is Christ's resurrection no assurance of my resurrection. It is most likely a peCUliarity
of flesh in that new condition in which he had it.
Seventhly, The whole Gospels are an appearance, and not
a reality. Theyare written as if he was passive to all
temptation and inclination as man is; but you say he was
not: therefore you put the lie upon the whole testimony
of the Scriptures.
I could extend this list very much: but when the maintainers
. of this new hypothesis will fairly meet these, its legitimate consequences, I shall engage to supply them with as many more.
3. The other objection which is now taken against the doctrine of Christ's true humanity is, " How could he offer an
atonement for sin, who himself took that which needed to be
atoned for," if so be. as we say, he took sinful flesh 1 This
objection requires. that we should fir"t consider what is the
meaning of atonement. If it be, as the English word. plainly
imports, the condition of being at one with God; then is there
no such atonement wrought, or procured. or exhibited as done
in Christ. unless he did join in personal· union and harmony
and oneness, for ever. the two several and separated and discordant things. ~amely, the nature of God, and the nature of
the apostate sinful creature. If his human nature differed, by
however little, from ours; in its alienation and guiltiness, then
the work of reducing it into eternal harmony with God hath
no bearing whatever upon our nature, with which it is not the
same. If his human will did not withstand the same temptations and withdrawments from God which our will doth, then,
in bringing his human will into oneness with the Divine will.
he did not redeem our will from its bonda~es, but only from
those which it pleased the Father he should he under. And as
to his having an unfallen nature to bring into oneness or reconciliation, the thing is nonsensical; for an unfallen natpre, a will
in the state of creation, is at no variance nor enmity with God,
but his own good and pleasant workmanship. ThIS. which is
the natural idea of atonement, or reconciliation. hath not only
no reality, but even not so much as a meaning, upon any other
supposition than that Christ took our fallen nature, with all
its natural and inherent propensities; and overcame these, and
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brought it into union with Godhead, and hath fixed it there for
ever by the resurrection. This is the view of atonement, or reconciliation, which in my book on the Incarnation I have deduced rather as a corollary from the doctrine of the Incarnation, than handled as a distinct subject. It is true, that this
view of atonement looks at the thing accomplished, and not
the means by which it was accomplished; for the word atonement expresses· the state attained, not the transition to that
state: and the same of the word reconciliation-But of the
price, or sacrifice, we shall speak by and bye.
.
Again: if by atonement they understand redemption, which
is the word commonly used in Scripture (for atonement, or reconciliation, is of very rare occurrence), then, as the word means
purchase from bondage, three subjects are involved in it: first,
who is the captive; secondly, what is the bondage; and,
thirdly, how is the redemption effected. The answer to the first
of these questions is, The will of man is the bondsman: to the
second, The bondage is the oppression of the devil, the world,
and the flesh; and the redemption consisteth in delivering the
human will out of this bondage. And these things not being
denied, the answer to the third question is very short and
simple: The Person of the Word did take a human will under
those very bondages into union with himself; and acting therein,
did deliver it completely out of all those oppressions of the
devil, the world, and the flesh. He came into the captivity,
that he might lead the captivity captive. Now, as there is no
question with respect to the bondsman and the bondage, I
wonder there should be any with respect to the method of the
redemption. The adversaries of the truth agree with us, that
the will of man hath to be redeemed out of tbe bondage of the
devil, world, and flesh; and they agl'ee that to effect this the
Son of God took a human will; but they deny that this will
was a bond-will. And what need, then, had it of redemption 1
And how is Christ's work in flesh a redemption of our will, if
so be his will was not lying under our bondage 1 Or how is it a
redemption at all 1 Or how can Incarnation be put forth and
used as the ground of our redemption 1 Whatever use God
may make of Christ's work, it is manifest that this work is
no work of redemption, if the will he took was not a will in
bondage. There is no aptitude in it for redemption of others,
or for redemption at all. It is by mere arbitrary connection, if
it bring redemption to us; for redemption in itself hath it none.
And if it is to be an arbitrary work of God's will, why does
the Son make a fashion of becoming Redeemer 1 why not do
it out of sight altogether, and merely let us know that it has
been done? And truly this seems to me nine-tenths of the theology which is current, at least in my beloved Scotland: .. God
says he is reconciled, and that it is by his Son: therefore
take it on his word, and inquire no furt\\~'t aoo'U.\ \.\~'. '- ''CI.~
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·that this is mere verbalism, it is no theology: Theology .is not
the knowledge of tlte word, but of Go D: or If it be of the W Md,
it is of THE WORD MADE FLESH. They speak now-a.days as
if truth was still merely in a book, and not realized in a Person.
Such teachers should have lived under the Old Testament, when
God's truth stood only in word; not under the New Testament,
when it standeth in the person of Christ, in that Word made
flesh. I must be taught God, therefore, in flesh; otherwise I can
know nothing of the freedom of the New-Testament Christianity, about which they talk 80 much, and think 80 little.
It only remains that we speak of the atonement with relation to the price, the ransom, or sacrifice, by which it was
purchased. And this I say, with all orthodox divines, standeth in the death of the Son of God: by which I believe that
sin was abolished and an everlasting righteousness brought in ;
as it is written: "By the which will we are sanctified, through
the offering of the body of Christ once for all." (Heb. x.) This
act of dying, and in death offering a spotless body, I believe to
be the great ana principal act of Christ's work in the flesh; as
it is written: " 7'kerifore the Father loveth me because I give
my life for the sheep." I believe that out of this death cometh
the life of all who shall for ever live; and I obtrude these points of
faith as it may seem out of place in our argument, on purpose to
disabuse honest-hearted people, who may have been led astray
by the wicked surmises of evil tongues, that I lean to Socinian
VIews on the subject of the atonement. Malicious men! wicked
railers! when will ye learn charity and love 1--Seeing, then,
we be agreed together that by the death of the clean and innocent Lamb of God atonement or redemption is to be effected,
the inquiry ariseth, How is this death to be attained unto 1 We
answer, By his coming in that nature which sinned, and which for
sinning was accursed to death. Death being the proper penalty
of sin, the sign of God's holiness and justice upon a sinning
man, is not to be reached or come at, by any person, otherwise
than through the way of sin, If a sinless person could die,
then death would not be the sign of God's hatred of sin; for in
that case it would without sin be inflicted. Now, that Christ is
a sinless person we all admit, and how then could he reach
death 1 He could not reach it by coming in a sinless and unfallen nature, such as Adam's: for such a nature, not having
sinned, could not die, without making death void as the great
sign of God's holiness. To reach death, there is no other way
hut by coming in the nature of a sinful creature; in that nature
which, having sinned, did underlie the curse of death. If with
his holy person he inform this nature, he may die; nay, he must
die: for when human nature was sentenced in the person of
Adam to death, it was all sentenced, every particle of it whatever; and the death of it is the grand demonstration of God's
holy hatred and final justice against sin. And therefore,
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agreeing that the deatb of the "lean and innocen~ Lamb of God.
is the means unto our redemption or atonement, I say it could
not otherwise be reached but through his taking humanity,
falleu, sinful, and uuder the sentence of death.
This is the argumeut of all divines, and of all confessions and creeds whatsoever, for .the necessity of Christ's bei~.
as to his total and complete manhood, of the substance of hIS
mother; and it is the reason for which the church hath ever
rejected with abhorrence the heretical tenet that he was not
mortal, and his flesh not corruptible. But because I do find, I
must confess to my horror, that a Doctor in Divinity· in my
own church, and one of whose orthodoxy and learning I thought
better, hath countenanced, lea, and I may say avowed, that
tenet of ancient. heretics, think it good to make a remark
upon the only passage of Scripture which seems to give it support, and which from other quarters I hear quoted in its favour. It is John x. 17, 18: "Therefore doth my Father love
me, because ~ lay down my life, that I might take it again.
No man taketh it from me, but I lay it down of myself: I have
power to lay it down, and I have power to take it again. This
commandment have I received of my Father." This was spoken
to shew the reason of his Father's love to him: and the reason
is, that to his Father's commandment he was obedient to the
giving up of his life. And to shew that it was a pure act of doing
his Father's will, he declareth that no one could take it away
from him. Does this mean that he was not capable of dying 1
that his flesh could not be wounded to death 1 that no weapon
could slay it 1 Why then did he hide himself from the people
of Nazareth 1 why say, "My BOul is exceeding sorrowful,
even unto death 1" why even speak of his being put to death 1
why the Apostles accuse the Jews of slaying him ~ and a thousand other contradictory things. The meaning of the words
" No one taketh it from me," will be best explamed by another
passage (Matt. xxvi. 53, 54) : " Thinkest thou that I cannot now
pray to my Father, and he shall presently give me more than
twelve legions of angels 1 But how then shall the Scriptures be
fulfilled, that thus it must be 1" This lets us into a mystery of
our Lord's life, that he was in poverty and want and desertion and
oppression, not through defect of power, which even as a man
he had over all things thl'ough the perfectness of his faith;
but that he preferred to be so, because in the Scriptures the
Father had written it as his will that he should be so. This,
.. Doctor Hamilton, ofStrathblane,who says, in his book upon Millenarianism,
last p'age, that some one he admires "hath proved the immortality and incorruptlbility of Christ's body with the cogency of a mathematical demonstratiou."
For an orthodox divine to write this is wonderful; for a Doctor of the Scottish
Church, which declares " that the flesh of Christ in its own nature was mortal
and corruptible," to declare it, is passing wonderful. Censure should take
more beed.
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which . was true in all things - for surely be that conld
command the elements to serve otbers could have commanded
them to serve himself-was true also of the giving up of his
life: of which he saith, U I have power (liberty) to lay It down,
and power to take it up again." This, again, will receive its
explanation from another passage of Scripture (John v. 26) :
.. For, as the Father hath hfe in himself, so hath he given tothe
Son to have life in himself." This shews us whence he derived
that power of having life in himself, even from the Father. And
that his life was supported from the same fountain, take this
testimony (John vi. 57): "As the living Father hath sent me,
and I live by the Father; so he that eateth me, even he shall
live by me." These two passages teach me that the power of
holding his life in his own hands, which Christ speaketh of in
the pasS8~ in question, is one given to him in virtue of his
J»erfect faIth; just as in virtue of our faith we derive from him
the gift of everlasting life. Take this passage, in the same discourse, where it is as strongly affirmed of a believer (John viii.
51): "Verily, verily I say unto you, If a man keep my
saying, he shall never see death." So also xi. 26: "And
whosoever liveth, and believeth in me, shall never die." See
also John v. 24, and various other passages. Now what do
these passages signify 1 Not, surely, that the believer is immortal; nor yet that he hath power against natural death;
but that his faith implanteth in him a new life, over which
death hath no power, though it retain its power of dissolving soul and hody: which dissolution, also, shall be undergone by believers to prove death's weakness, and to give
them tlie victory over death, in that day of the first resurrection, when death shall be swallowed up in victory. For, in
the parallel passages of the vi th of John, it is three times said,
intliese words, or words equivalent, "He that believeth on me
hath everlasting life, and r will raise him up at the last day"
(verses 39, 40, 44). In life, therefore, the believer hath an
everlasting life-that is, a life indestructible by death-and yet
he dies: but, being dead, his body still reposeth in Christ, and
shall in due time live also. The lying in the grave vindicates
God's holiness: its rising again vindicates his grace, mercy, love,
and power. These are illustrations of this manner of speaking.
But the true meaning of our Lord, when he saith " I have
liberty to lay down my life,· and liberty to take it up again,"
is, that he, having faith in the promises made to him by God,
knew that he would be enabled to lay down his life at the time
God re~uired it of him-that is, .. when all things were accomplished ' (John xix. 28) i-and that when he had done so, he
would have liberty to take it up again by the resurrection. We
have seen, from the passa~e quoted above, that he could have
prevented his life from bemg taken if he had pleased; just as he
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could have made the stones of the wilderness bread if he had
pleased; but how then would the Scriptures have been fulfilled '! how would he fulfil the revealed will of his Father? He
had a baptism to be baptized with: it was written for him:
" it pleased the Father to bruise him and to put him to grief:"
it pleased the Father to "make his soul an offering for sin:" he
had received the commandment from his Father. and therefore he did it; not under compulsion, but under obedienCe.
This is the plain, straight-forward meaning of the passage .. Now,
if I were to argue upon it I would say, That because he was in
fallen humanity, and liable to death~ he could thus speak; and
otherwise he could not have spoken it. For otherwise than in
obedience to the commandment of God, which imposed death on
fallen manhood, could he not have died. The commandment of
his Father to die, was spoken in Paradise upon Adam, and upon
all Adam's seed; and to the obedience thereof Christ willingly
submitted himself when he took Besh ; and so he found power
to lay down his life. But where, I ask, is the commandment of
God that a person in unfallen humanity should die 1 .. It existeth
not in the written word of God; but the contrary of it.existeth
implicitly, in making disobedience the condition unto death. The
notion I'have myself expressed, that if a man could keep the
Law perfectly he would not die; and that on this account Christ
might have claimed exemption from death. I begin to doubt
the premises, and am at a lofts for the proof. We die not for any
sin of our own, but for Adam's sin; else why do children die 1
And thus doth this passage not only admit an easy explanation,
but recoileth upon the head of the adversaries of the truth.
Thus have I shewn, that, looking at atonement how you
please, it not only doth not fall, but standeth, in the fact that
Christ took human nature in the fallen state.· The particular
views which we hold with respect to the part which. God the
Father hath in the atonement, and the extent of the atonement
made, come not at present into question. I. differ very widely
indeed from views he1d by many otherwise orthodox men upon
these subjects; and may, perhaps, in a future Number, set forth
my own views upon it; but it is entirely a different question
from this which we now handle--namely, the consistency. nay,
the necessity, of Christ's being in fallen Besh, in order to gtve that
atonement, which we all agree consisteth in bis dying, and in death
offering a body and a soul without a stain and witbout a spot.
. 4. Perceiving these tbings clearly aud distinctly in my own
mind, I have reBected mucb witbin myself to discover why
with many there should be so much puzzle and perp,lexity, not
to say positive error, upon this subject: and I WIll continue
still more to reflect upon it, that, by God's blessing, I may do my
part for the health and weH-being of Christ's church. Now It
seems to me~ that the root of their error is in mistaking Christ'\\,
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human Dature for his person, or supposing it to be another
person; and so making two persons in hIm, instead of one·
penon with two natures. Indeed, I have been amazed to find
both ministers and elders in the church so ignorant and uninformed in this matter, as never to have thought of it at all, and
not to know the orthodox doctrine, nor the importance of it.
And while this confusion of ignorance exists, there is no possibility of delivering them from vain and idle fears, not about this
point of orthodox doctrine merely, but about any other point
whichJou enunciate distinctly. Such persons as have not
reflect upon this subject must bear in mind, tbat the only
person in Christ is the JlersoD of the Son of God; whose identity
doth not change by his becoming man, as our identity doth not
change by becoming sons of God. He hath existed from eternity one of the subsistences in the ever-blessed and adorable
Trinity; and in the fulness of time, for the end of manifesting
the Godhead's love, grace, mercy, and power towards fallen and
sinful creatures, he doth, by tltat power of self-con traction-which
belongeth not to a finite, hut to an Infinite Being; not to a
creature, that hath a law and bound of its being, but to the
Creator, who is not restricted, but may take unto himself what
form he pleaseth-in virtue of this self-contracting power, belonging only to a Divine Person, he doth condescend out of the Godhead into the bounds and condition of fallen manhood, to act
unto the redemption of that form of creation and all creatures
dependent upon it; to overcome the sin which oppresseth it,
to destroy the potentate of death, and to bring in an eternal
redemption of the creation of God. He, the Person who
thus condescendeth, is the same as he was before, the Son
of God. In parting with his glory, he doth not surely do
an evil thing, but the best of all things; for shewing God's
goodness, for working man's well-being. That he, then, who
hath contracted no stain from this act, but covered himself with infinite grace and love, should be assailed with all the
infirmities and temptations incident to the nature which he hath
taken; this surely is not sin, unless they prevail against him:
but if they do not prevail, but he prevaileth over them, surely
that is righteousness, and not sin. If anyone say, it is sin to be
tempted as we are tempted; then I ask, what is the difference
between the regenerate and the unregenerate man, for they are
tempted alike f what is tbe difference between sanctification and
wickedness; between the work of the Spirit and the work of
the flesh; between the child of God and the child of the devil:
between that which is bom of God, and sinneth not, and that
which is not born of God, and cannot cease from sin 1 There
must be a yielding to the temptation, in order to constitute sin;
and there must be an overcoming of the temptation, in order
to constitute righteousness. There cannot be righteousneu
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without temptation, under our present estate: and Christ wrought
out an everlasting and universal righteousness, by overcoming
universal temptation, and for ever destroying the tempters.
This may be further illustrated by looking at it in relation to
the regenerated man. The condition of a regenerate man, is
one whose soul is possessed with the Holy Ghost, but whose
flesh is still under the law of the flesh; and in whom the power
of the invisible God is shewn forth in enabling him to overcome
the devil and the world and the flesh-that is all visible
creation, under the dominion of all rebel spirits. This is the
true glory of Christ in the regenerate; that, though absent and
inviSIble, he doth prevail in their will, and in their word, and in
their acting, over the flesh, the world, and the devil. It is Christ
pitched against all creation: and Christ is proved more powerful than they all; inasmuch as the will of such a regenerate
one overcometh the flesh, the w!>rld, and the devil. Now, if any
one ask me, Was the manner of Christ's being in the flesh thus1
was His life the complete and unfailing accomplishment of
this triumph? I answer, Yea, verily, I believe it was. The
person of the Son of God took a reasonable soul and corruptible
flesh joined together after the constitution of a man, as men are
found to subsist: he, the person of the Son of God, for his condescension to take that soul, and therein to honour his Father,
did receive the Holy Ghost; which ever receiving and ever
using, he did sustain his human will against the law of the flesb,
in its largest and most comprehensive activity; and presented
fallen buman nature subdued unto holiness, made obedient to
the law of God; presented his creature will, sustained against
all visible, sensible oppositions, in perfect harmony with the
will of God. And is this all? ThIS is all. He was a Holy
One, in spite of unholy creation. God comes and joins himself
to his own sunken, ruined creation, and redeems it. He sets his
shoulder beneath the rushing ruin, and lifts it into its eternal rest.
But, then, if Christ's body and mind were after the same manner
of existence with a regenerate man, how can we pronounce him
holy, when we cannot say the same of any regenerate man~
whose flesh we declare to be sinful, whatever we may say of his
mind or will? I answer, The resurrection of his flesh without
seeing corruption proved it to ha~e never sir;tned; th~ relief of his
soill from hell (Hades) proved It to be Without sm; and the
exaltation of his whole m.an to the right hand of the Father on
high, declared him to be both Christ and Lord. That it was corruptible, proved it to be fallen flesh to the last; that it did not
see corruption, proved it to have been sinless. That his soul descended into hell (Hades), proved it to be a fallen soul; that itcame forth thence, proved it to be holy. That the whole Dian
should ascend to the right hand of God, and thence dispense
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the Holy Ghost, proved him to be God as weH as man; the
eternal Son of God, as well as the mortal Son of the Virgin. The
only difference, therefore, between Christ's human nature and the
human nature of a regenerated man standeth in these two things :
first, that Christ was in the condition of a regenerated man from
the very first of his existence as a man; and. secondly, his regeneratIOn was always effectual unto the perfecting of his faith
and holiness, and the complete subjection of the natural inclinanations of our fallen manhood. In his humiliation he was the
perfect believer (Heb. xii. I); he was the chosen one; he was the
saved one (Ps. xxii. 20, 21; lxix. 18). After his ascension he
became the Head of all believers, the Head of all the elect, the
Saviour of the saved. He was first the thiug in his humiliaation which afterwards in his exaltation he performeth.
But how, it may be said, is this an atonement for me? It
seems to be no more than a bearing of the infirmities of his own
human nature; it seems to be no more than a righteousness
wrought in his own human nature, for it. I answer, There is
but one human nature: it is not thine, it is not mine, it is not
his; it is the common unity of our being. Bare he the sins of
human nature 1 he bare the sins of all men. Bare he the infirmities of human nature 1 he bare the infirmities of all men.
Overcame he the enemies of human nature, sin, death, and the
devil? he overcame the enemies of all men. Took he them captive? they are at large no more; they are im potent, they are as
nothing, and ought so to be preached of. He hath abolished
death; he hath taken away sin; "he hath judged the prince of
this world." Whether this be new doctrine or not, I appeal to
the Epistles of Paul; whether it be new in the Reformed church,
I appeal to the writings of Martin Luther.
. I know how far wide of the mark these views of Christ's
work in the flesh will be viewed by those who are working with
the stock-jobbing theology of the religious world,-that God
wanted punishment, and an infinite amount of it; which Christ
gave for so many; and so he is satisfied, and they escape from
his anger, which flames as hot as ever against all beyond this pale.
And this you call preaching the grace of God, the justice of God,
the work of Christ, the doctrine of eleetion, atonement. Stc.!
But r will not be tempted into this field at present. Yet one
word with respect to suffering. The atonement, upon this
popular scheme, is made to COBSlst in suffering; and the amount
of suffering is cried up to infinity. Now I utterly deny that
any thing suffered but the human nature of Christ; and that
could only suffer according to the measure of a man: more, no
doubt than unholy men like us suffer, because He waslerfectly
holy, and so his soul felt the smart of every pang manifol of what
we do; but still it was only according to the measure of a holy
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man. If more, whence came it 1 from the Divine nature 1 But
this is contrary to all sound doctrine, that the God-head should
be capable of passions. Well, let these preachers-for I will not
call them divines or theologians-broker-like, cry up their article,
it will not do: it is but the sufferings of a perfectly holy man,
treated by God and by men as if he were a transgressor. And,
being hindered and hampered here, they have not another refuge
to betake themselves to; for of atonement have they no other
notion but stripe for stripe, suffering for suffering. There is
indeed an infinite meritoriousness in every act of Chlist, if
you knew how to look at it; but it does not consist in the
act itself, which hath the finite limitations of a man's act, but
in the coming out of the infinite plenitude and blessedness or
the Godhead to do that act. Here is the infinite meritoriousness of his actings, in taking' to himself a body, and in that
body for ever acting. And m whose sight is it meritorious?
In the sight of God. And how so 1 Not to make him placable,
as you say, for he is Love already and always; not to drain oft'
his rage, as you represent it, for he is merciful already. How
then 1 In order to shew that love, that grace, that mercy; how
far it can condescend, even to sinners like us. But if Christ
came not verily into the condition of the sinner, but only sup)losititiously and fictitiously, there is no love, there is no grace,
there is no mercy shewn to our condition of sinners, but only to
that condition he came into.
In what I say, think not that I undervalue the sufferings of
Christ: on the other hand, I stand up for their true dimensions, when I insist that he was brought into the bounds of a
fallen man's affections; linked to the world in bonds as close
and tender as those in which we are linked to it; open at every
pore and drawn by every heart-string of our much beset and
besieged nature; " a worm, and no man;" so despised and mocked
and trodden on, as never man was; reproached of men; heartbroken with their reproaches; craving for comforters, and finding none; feeling the wound of betrayed friendship and violated
hospitality; and destined to be wounded to the quick in this
and in every other point. His sufferings I do not under-estimate.
I believe that" no sorrow was ever like to his sorrow;" that" he
was a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief." Yea, more, I
believe that his perfect holiness did not prevent him one jot
from being treated as the greateot sinner by his Father: the
Father hid his countenance from him; forsook him, stood afar
off, and heard him not (Psal. xxii.); bruised him, and put him
to grief. All that man could suffer in body and soul by natural
occasions, he suffered: all that man can suffer by being deserted
of God, he suffered. He knew not remorse, but what abjectness remorse brings he knew: he knew not sin; but what
darkening sin brings on he knew. There is not a ..\:t\'t\.~"t, ~ ~~
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who he may, ~at ever was brought into deep wa~rs, but Chrilt
was brought mto deeper: tbere never was a samt who haW
known the sweetness of God's bosom, the light of his coun..
tenance, and afterwards, from whatever cause, been put afat
off from God, but Christ was put away further. Wherefore?
for any sin he had done? Verily, verily, No. Because the
Father loved to see hi.s Son suffer, and was satisfied therewith?
Oh t verily No. Why then 1 Because the Father would prove
how far down the grace of God can go: that there is not an
abject, miserable wretch whose condition it will not reach down
unto; whose very being it will not embrace; whom he loveth
not; whom he doth not very greatly love; so very much, that
Godhead in the person of the Son consented to prove the fellowship of it, and the Father to raise him thus abased unto the
right hand of the Majesty on high. When Christ took human
nature he took it fallen, With all its ills, with all its griefs, with all
its darkness, with all its wretchedness, with all its punishments;
the complete orb of its action and its passion took he, all-ininclusive, all-continent; of free-will, asking no favour, preferring
the worst, that to the worst his Father's grace and love might
be manifested: all this he did, and in aU this consisteth his
humiliation and his suffering.
But a very poor wit have they, and a most barbarous idea of
God, who will represent this sublime, stupendous action of Godhead as taking place in order to appease the wrath of Godhead,
'Which verily takes place to marufest the love and grace and
mercy of Godhead. Why, what mean they? It is God who
doth the thing. And why dot~ he it, but because it is godly
80 to do? Love and grace are in him; of his essence, of his
ancient, eternal essence, which is unchangeable. If they are
of him and in him now, they have been of him and in him for
ever. And out of the fountain of his love cometh that stream,
hiding its head in darkness for a while, that it may wash the
very foundations of the base world, and appear in light and
glory unpolluted, the life, the beauty of this redeemed world.
But what a system of theology is that which representeth
!tod as in himself implacable to the sinner, until his Son, by
bearing the sinner's strokes, doth draw off the revenge of God?
Then, God is changed in his being with respect to a few; but
with respect to the many his implacable nature worket~ on in
its natural course. Such a God cannot be the object of love;
and upon such a system the object of love he never is. And
all thiS they represent as needful for the glory of his holiness
and justice! I ask, whether, to illustrate the holiness and justice of a judge, it be necessary that he hate the culprit at the bar,
and therefore punish him; or whether it is not more illustrated
.if it be known that he loves him, and yet punishes him; if it is
not most of all illustrated when the culprit ilS his own son, whom
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nature teaches he must love? So God, in the first place, by the
death of Christ for all men, gives to all men, to all angels, and.
every intelligent creature, to know how much he loves mankind,
and every one of the family. And then indeed the hatefulness
~f s!n is shewn out tremendously, the nature of holiness and
~usbce most awfully, when, notwithstanding this love, he
Judgeth them to eternal wrath for the guilt of their sins. From
this basis of universal love Election also takes its glorious elevation: for now indeed, when all have been shewn to be eli·
gible, by all being shewn to be beloved, yet all justly worthy of
condemnation, the choice truly appeareth of whom he pleaseth
to choose; and God'sfree will, unhampered by creation, and his
glory to save, is also illustrated by the same act of election.
In whatever light these remarks may appear to others, to
myself they have brought this solid conviction, That while the
present views of atonement continue to be doated on by the
church, it is vain to attempt to carry any point of sound doctrine. Atonement and redemption are the names for the bearing
of Christ's work upon the sinner; and have no respect to its
bearing upon the Godhead, nor upon the Christ, the God-man:
and on that account, instead of occupying the first and highest
place in theology, they should occupy the third only; being
preceded by the glory of God, and the glory of Christ. But,
from having come to occupy the first, the only place i~ theology,
God and Christ are postponed to my own personal safety; and
a system of sanctified selfishness is the result. This began to
appear in the Church of Scotland so early as the beginmog of
the last century, and was partly the ground of the first process
against Professor Simpson, and chiefly of the process against
Professor Campbell: and in both cases it was censured by the
General Assembly of the Church; but now this selfish view of
religion, as· it concerns my personal safety. having become triumphant over the glory of God and the glory of Christ, men's
minds are blinded to the importance of every question which
hath respect to the actings of the Trinity, to the work of Christ,
to the constitution and ordinances of the church, which is the
body of Christ: and as might be expected from putting the last
first, and making the conclusion stand both for the premises
and the demonstration, that very selfish view of religion is
supported upon errors and fictions, of which they should be
ashamed. And so this great question, which we have been
handling, is looked upon by them as unnecessary, as an idle
speculatIOn, or a gross indecency. It is this pure ignorance and
entire emptiness of all principles which make so many fall into
the snare of the devil: from which, 0 God! bless this endeavour to set them free.
EDWARD IRVING • •
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A DEFENCE OF THE ATHANASIAN CREED,
Dr ANSWBR TO THB ATTACK OF THB ItBV. R. H. CARNE AND OTHBRS.

(B.Y Taos. WK. COEVALIER, Esq.)
MR. Editor,-The stu~dous importance of those symbols of
the catholic faith with which it pleased God to bless his church in
the da.ys of her most devoted testimony; and the unprecedented
carelessness with which the men of these modern times presume
to assail those only founda.tions of real unity in our professi9n
of faith, and to deny the truths for which their fathers bled; may
apologize for such unknown individuals as myself forsaking for
a .moment the obscurity which we love, in defence of the truth
..
which we adore.
Two clergymen have deemed it right, Mr. Editor, to publish
their denial of one of the articles of that creed which the
Church of England ordains to be said by her ministers and
people, instead of the Apostles' Creed, on no less than fourteen
occasions every year. Speaking of an expression contained in
the first Number of your Journal (p. 75), that" Christ is man
of the substance of his mother," one of those clergymen says;
" I know that this has place in what is called the Creed of St.
Athanasius, and I can suppose that it has found its way into
the creeds of what are styled orthodox churches; but as there
is only one orthodox church, which is the body of Christ, and
is built on the foundation of the Apostles and Prophets, so there
is but 'one faith,' or creed; "-and " I THINK," he says (a
few lines higlier on the same 4th page), I< I think that expression
objectionable."
Now, without dwelling on the stupendous importance of an
expression which the Church of England, her holy martyrs, and'
every faithful member of her body, have for nearly three hundred
years, on fourteen of the most solemn occasions in the year.,
declared a part of " the catholic faith, which except everyone
do keep whole anJ undifiled, without doubt he shall perish everlastingl!};" a part of the Catholic faith, " which except a man
believe faithfully he cannot be savedt;" we proceed to inquire
• "Upon these feasts, Christmas-day, the E~iphany, St. Matthias, Easter-d8['
Ascension-day, Whitsunday, St. John Baptist s, St. James's, SI. Bartholomew s,
St. Matthew's, St. Simon's, St. Jude's, St. Andrew's, and upon Trinity Sunday,
shall be said or sung at Morning Prayer, instead of the Apostles' Creed, this
Confession of ollr Chrittian Faith, commonly called The Creed of St. Athanasius, by the ministers and people standing."-Common Prayer-book.
t Stat. 1 Eliz. cap. i. "Every minister who speaks any thing in derogation
of this book" (the Book of Common Prayer) " shall, if not beneficed, be imprisoned one year for the first offence, and for life for the secQTld: and if be
be beneficed, he is liable to six months' imprisonment, and the forfeiture of a
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upon what grounds the objection of these gentlemen rests. And,
strange as it may seem, the most prominent point of their arguments is built upon their peculiar opinions with respect to a
question in PHYSlOLOGY.
Holding it an essential part of my professional duty, sir, to
maintain the consistency of those sciences to which (as a
medical man) lowe my temporal livelihood with that highest
science to which I am indebted for eternal life ; and seeing it an
essential part of my duty, as a Christian, to defend my mother
the church from my brothers' undutiful attack; I cannot consider
it un becoming in me to answer the Reverend Teachers, as a
physiologist, and as a' member of the Establishment.
After quoting the above, and several other passages to the
same effect, from your journal, Mr. Carne exclaims, " Is this,
Mr. Editor, common sense? is it matter of fact? is it Scripture? Did you ever hear, or read of a man who owed his substance to his mothel'?" And again, in another place, .. Will
anyone contend for the substance of the oak being inherent in
the ground, and not in the acorn?"
Now all these seemingly triumphant queries arise, Mr. Editor,
from the Reverend Gentleman's unfortunate ignorance of the facts,
as they are in all nature; of the conviction of the best physiologists of all ages on the subject"'; and of what it is that constitutes the essence of the maternal relation.
Probably, sir, you may have observed, in yonr rambles through
the woods in the month of April, when the oak pnts forth lts
vernal splendonr, that certain of its minuter branches are tipped
with exceedingly small acorns; while others. are beautifully
adorned with drooping strings of most delicate flowerets, called
in botanical language, amenta, or catkins. Now the flowerets
of which the catkin of the oak is composed are well known, by
all modern botanists, to be MALES: they contain the stamens,
and their anthers; and within these last may be discovered that
yellow dust, or pollen, which the diligent bee transforms to wax,
year's value of his benefice; for the second offence, to deprivation, and one
year's imprisonment; and for the third offence, to deprivation, and imprisonment for life. And any person convicted of reviling it in plays, songs, or other
open words; or of forcibly preventing its being read; or of causing any other
service to be read in its stead; shall forfeit, for the first offence, an hundred
marks; four hundred for the second; and for the third offence, all his goods
and chattels, and suffer imprisonment for life."
• For example: Mr. Knight; Sir James Smith; Sir Everard Home; Cuvier;
Blumcnbach; Haighton; Cruikshank; Bonnet; John Hunter; Harvey; Malpighi; Spallanzani; De GraM; Steno; Valisneri; Ruysch; HaUer; Linneeus;
Galen; Aristotle; Hippocrates, &c., &c~ who are aU agreed (notwithstanding
their differences on other points) in maintaining that the female contribute.
equally with the male parent towards the production of their c.ommon offspring; and that, too, jrom first to last; in its origination, as weU as in iii
matur~tion.
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but which nature prepares for a more important use, as concernLJ
the economy of the tree·.
Now, sir, before the catkin has yet opened its buds, and long
before the pollen can have escaped from them, the little acC!rni
have already appeared on those other sprigs to which I referred.
Even then we see the germ of our British pride developed, in
all the beauty of its distinctive form, on its maternal branch,
before the consort-twig hath yet attained sufficient maturity to
aid or to influence its productiont. And, lest we should deceive
ourselves on this important principle, we are further provided
with a whole class of vegetables, elegantly named by LinnllIUS
the dioici, or diczcious plantst-for, in truth, with them the two
sexes are kept apart, as it were inhabiting separate houses;
growing upon distinctllants, and dependent on the summer
breeze, or on the winge insect, for all communication with each
other §. Now, upon a female of this class, although separated
by thousands of miles from its destined male, the germs of
future plants, in their characteristic form, are annually produced U.
• Introduction to Physiological and Systematical Botany; by Sir J. E.
Smith, M.D. F. R. S. London, 1807; chapters xix. and xx. "The real use
of the stamens of plants was long a subject of dispute among philosophers, till
Linnmus, according to the general opinion at present, explained it beyond a
possibility of doubt."-" It would be endless, and altogether superfluous, to
bring forward new facts in its support, nor 'Shall I do 80--."
Caroli Linnmi Systemm Natune. Lugd. Bat. 1756, p. 220: "AnthertE sunt
organa genitalia MASCULA, qum, cum farinam auam genitalem, stigmati genttali FEMINEO inspergunt, sit facundatio; quam probant observationes, experimenta, analogia, anatomia, antecedentia, consequentia, usus."
t This is a fact of which anyone may be easily assured;'by examining the
oak, the cucumber, the gourd, or any other monrecious plant, when it is beginning to flower.
l Caroli Linnllei Genera Plantarum. Classis 22, including more than forty distinct genera; and for one, the hop.
§ " Tandis que les palmiers m~les sont en pleine-fleur, ils sont sans cesse environn4!s d'un nuage de poussieres que les zephirs transportent sur les ·fteurs
des palmier! femelles, et qui les f4!condent. Quand les poetes, d'une touche delicate et graeieuse, nous ont peint les chastes amours de l'aimable Z4!phi~ et
de la brillante Flore, soups:onnoient ils que cette charmante fiction fut la Nature ell~meme 1"-Bonnet, ut infra, chap. "ii. note lJ.
II "Les fleures du palmier femelle, qui n'ont point ";t4! ilicond4!es nouent bien
leur fruit; mais ce fruit reste toujours tr~s petit; et Ie germ" (ou I'embryon)
" ne parvient. point a s'y developper."-Bonnet. Contempt. de lo, Nature, chap.
vii. note 3.--1n the Trans. Lin. Soc. vol. vi. p. 312, Sir J as. E. Smith gives an
account of the fruit of the gycas revoluta fully ripened at Farnham Castle, Surrey,
on thefemate plant, when there was probably no male in England. The fruit
is an eatable nut, as big as an a\?ricot. However, Sir James observes, that no
traces of the embryo were found 10 it, for want of the impregnation by the male
pollen, which is produced on a separate tree. Sir James cannot assert upon his
own experience (if I may judge from the. tenor of his numerous works) that·
any embryo exists in an unimpregnated fruit; he no where takes upon himself,
however, to deny that it may I The note on p. 452, and note § on p. 449 01
this paper, afford satisfactory evidence that unimpregnated female seeds do some-
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And. without doubt also, ina mOQmcious· plant. like the oak;
the flminine seed, or gerllU, would still be prOOflCed. although all
the males should have been previously blighted and destroyQd.
And let anyone tear open the unripe bud pf a. flower which
not .even mpnrecious-for example, that of the lily. or the
eglantine-and he.shall find (or ever the anthers hue yet bn~
and when the pollen is still a moist and unform~.pulp), with
care he shall find the rudiments of tOOie favourite herbs already
extant within the germen, or O'Dary; not yet, indeed, betQkeniog
their future glory, passing the splendow: of the Hebrew lJlOIl8.I'ell,
but truly exhibiting the unsealed promise thereof, in their proper
forma·.
..
.
Notoriously, in almost allji.hest, and in many reptiles (e. g~
in the frog), the same fact is illustrated-~ely. the productioo
of visible and distinct germs in the one sex, before any COfIUllU.
nication with the other has transpired
Among birds, it is notorious that the virgin will lay IW egg;
and it has been demonstrated, by Haller IUld Bonnet, that suell
an egg contains the embryo §. Not only the ovum (or veliele
of the ovarium) has been seen and pourtrayed in every stage of
its ovarial history, even unto the moment of its escape, but even
the corpus lutBum (which is acknowledged by all physiologi.ta
as an infallible evidence of an ~vum havi~ left the ovary) hu
also been seen and pourtrayed, In the omithorynculI, the oJ*i.
sum, the swine, the cow, the human species, &c., while still
unimpregnated II: and there is not a single vegetable or animal

'*
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times exhibit the embryo: and I could have added abundant testimony to the
same fact; but, in truth, it is not essential to my argument; for a visible embryo
is bardly to be looked for, where as yet there IS no life received. A beautifUl
drawing of the fruit of the gycas is to be found ill the volume a'bove referred to.
• " On parvient avoir distinctement les semences des plantes le~umjneuses,
avant que ces semences ayent ete fecondees; et tandis que les 81liques IODt
encore renfermees dans l'interieur du bouton a fieurs."-Bonnet, sur la FeCOJl.dation des Plantu.--I have seen them in almost every kind of flower-bud.
Moreover, their distinguishing number and specific form is introduced, as an
essential part of the description of almost every genus, in all the best syttematic
works on botany: e. g. Linnleus's Genera Plantarum.
t H Mais 1a pluput des poissons n'ont pas d'accoDplement; et quaad la
femene .A pondu, le mlle passe sur ses amfs, pour y repandre sa 1aite, et les
f6conder."-Cuvier Regnt Animal, tome ii. p.ll0: Paris, 1817.
t "Et dans plusieurs esp~ces" (des reptiles batraciens) " nne les feconde
pas qu'a l'instant de leur IOrtie."-tbid. p. 89.
§ Haller's Operum Anatomici Argumenti Minoruru, tom.• ii.pars 2, xXIi.
cap. 15. Commentarius Alter de Formatione Cordis in Pullo: Article," Fetus
est a matre:" with Boonet ; sur les Corps Organises, chap. 9.
F. Ruysllhii Opera. Amstelodami, 1725. thes. An. VI. § 21, p. 24, paraJ,.
3, vol. ii. with tab. 1, fig. 1. See also Philosophical Tra1lsactions, vol. bum"
Dr. Haighton. Anno 1797,Cruikshank; and .~ir E. Home, tab. 4,ej~sdem, ~
the ex.planation, page 214. See also vol. CVIl. page 256 at seq. Sir E. Home
" On the Passage of the Ovum," with plates 1>1 Baiir; and vol. cix. PIll' "
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in existence in which the above fact is not, at the least imperfectly, demonstrable.. Nay, truly, from the days of Aristotle
until now, there never was any doubt tkat the germ of every
living creature (i. e. tAe rudiment of it. future body), toge,luIr
",itA all tAe nutriment wAicA the fmtus, and afterwards tI••
6UC/ding, receives, ar, produced from and of tke sub~tance of
tA. ,,,otAer, in the minds of such persons as could content
themselves with an hypothesis resting upon several universal
facts and an unexceptionable analogy, rattier than take up with
opinions altogether gratuitous in every instance, and absolutely
faIlle in respect to many.
.
Even in the. great Antitype we may detect the principle still
holding true. For I see the unbaptized child, produced, and
pre-existent, as it were, in the ovary of the elect church; I
see it receive" THE INCORRUPTIBLE SEED," the living and
abiding Wordt, in the hieroglyphic form of the holy symbol
expressed and embodied: and henceforth we say it is "regenerated." and
begotten from above :j:," though not ~et
II 'Juickened," nor yet ready to be "born."
I have beheld Its
spiritual mother sick at heart, until she shall at length discover
the movements of her offspring, the first efforts of spiritual
life in the child of grace, now quick and full of promise within
her body~. And though some may pass away like the untimely birth of a woman, that shall not see the sun II," full
II

II

et seq., with plates; and page 231 et seq., with plates: the whole constituting
as interesting and satisfactory a demonstration as can be desired.
• Cuvier's Les;ons, sec. 1, art. 2, les;on 29: Paris, 1805.
t See 1 Pet. i. 23 ; James i. 18; Luke viii. 11; 1 John iii. 9; Matt. xiii.
38; 3 John; and 1 John v. 6, compared with John i. 13. What else is the
tnI'.pp. ... ...pp ... xo. IJ.9p", ..""" but a fiat of God in a fluid? Is there any proportion
between that fluid and its zoOpoient effect 1 Is it at all easier to understand
how natural life is communicated in that fluid, than how our spiritual life is
received in baptism! Nay, truly, in the case of natural generation the fiat,
although certamly present, is all unseen; while in the holy ordinance appointed
for our regeneratIOn the fiat is .een; the livillg and abiding Word is manifest,
being visibly set forth in the symbolic act. And though we make no difference,
both NATURE an the SCRIPTURES do always distinguish between regeneration,
or baptism (John iii. 5, &c. ym",w), and quickening, or conversion (Ephes. ii.
5, &c. CWOlf.""'), and the new birth, or resurrection of the dead (Col. i. 15,
·m7w); and for want of this distinction the services of the Church of England
arc first misunderstood, and then misreeresented, by many.
.
t Because the promise of Matt. xxviii. 20 is unconditional, although, indeed,
Dot unlimited.
.
§ Luke xv. 1,10.
II .A. it. type may be ineffectually although actually applied, even 80 the .."..~
"'t9/JfT~ oft Pet. i. 23. In such a case, the living Word profiteth not tae recipient,
DOt being mixed with fmth (Heb. iv. 2), or not being appropriated by fait.
wUo his Bpirit. And that even those persons whom we are bound to regard
as "regenerate,'.' and whom God also treats as his II children" (he only knowing that they are not really 80), may fall awa): from grace received, is clearly implied ill alJ Dature, and demonstrated by·the following texta-namely, Psal.
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many there be that shall hereafter look upon their Father's coontenance, and be ,. like Him, seeing him as he is," in the day of
.. the manifestation of the sons of God." Then shall the mother
"remember no more her anguish, for joy that a m.an-child is
born into the world;" and upon her children shall be written
.. the name of my God, and tbe name of" their mother, .. the
city of my God, wbich cometh down from beaven from my God:
~nd I will write upon them my new name," saith He that bath
tbe key of David (Rev. iii. 12).
But now, to return to the direcious plants (for tbe very grasa
of the field proclaims the truth of God to sucb as can interpret
its phenomena aright; and there is no discrepance, though
much variety, in the lessons which his works afford to those
wbo love him): if we attentively consider tbe female, we find
in it, as I have said, first the unimpregnated germ, or pre-existent rudiment of the offspring; then the whole of the nutriment
with which it is increased, until, in the evolution of its independent being, the earth becomes, not its motA,r (as implied by
Mr. Came), but its foder-mother, or nurse.
WAat is it, tAen, tDAicA tAe male plant of the direcious clasa'
supplies in tAe production of tAe ()ffspring, or fecund seed?
To thiarquestion there are two appropriate answers: one, which
unle might lead some to render as the fact; and this alone
affords the shadow of confirmation to the opinions of the Reverend Gentlemen: the otAer, which is derived from reflection,
and which flatly denies their hypothesis.
•
SENSE would reply (it seems) that a little yellow dust, as
much as the tiniest insect may waft upon its wing, and every particle
of which upon contact with moisture explodes into innumerable
minuter globules, is all that the germ in the female plant can
receive from the male! Nay, there are experiments which tend
to prove that any single atom of the pollen is sufficient to lecunIviii. 8; Gen. vi. 2; Deut. xiv. 1, with xii. 20; Isai. i. 2, and xxx. 1 ; Jer. iv.
22; Ezek. ii. 4, xviii. 24, xxxiii. 13; Psal. lxxxii. 6-8; John xv. 5, 6; Matt.
xiii. 19-23, &c.; Reb. vi. 4-6, and x. 38, 39; 2 Pet. ii. 14 (" CUllSED
CDILDREN, which havefor.aken the right way;") with verso 20-22; Jude 12
~.. TWICE DEAD," which implies a second life to have been lost). And see 1 Cor.
IX. 21, and Rev. i. 20, with vi. 13. "The gifts and calling otGod are," as the
Scriptures declare, .. without repentance:" but they are in some instances, as
the Scriptures also declare, without effect (see Reb. iv. 2, &c.), except as a savour
of death unto death I The only ASSURANCE to which a believer can attain
(according to the Scriptures), is an assurance, not to sense, nor in any way
resting upon our experience of SELF: it is an assurance which is exclusively
grounded upon an experience of GOD'S ...eracity and unlimited grace; and which
is given only to those 10 whom his seed ,..maineth (1 John iii. 9); it having been
by faith appropriated to their spirits. So that SCRIPTUIU.L ASSURAlfCB mal
be defined,A convictilJ71, wrought in ru by the Holy GhoIt, t1w.t .. it is the Father,
sovereign will find GOOD PLEASURE to give ru the kingdom!' See further Matt..
xxii. 1-13, and vii. 22, 23; 1 Cor. i.ll, 12; Jude 20, 21; Luke xii. 32.
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\late the genn pre-existent on the female 'Plant.: and, indeed,
ltIr. Oame appears to imply, th.at every atom of that impalpable
dun is a seea, and the pre-existent germ a mere receptacle, a
soil prepared for its reception and for its culture. But ~t7.Y
mom of the pollen, upon contact with moisture, explodes, as I'
have said, into innumerable distinct corpuscula, invisible to the'
naked eye, but to be easily seen throu~ a very powerful micro~ope t. Is it to one of these inviSible corpuscula, or to 80

•

La.r~'ioA s'opere de 1& m&ma maniel't' dans toutes les plantes ou elle
a. lieu : il IUjfit pour cela gue la moindre parcelle de la matiere contenue dam la
potu.iere de.
,oit repandue wr Ie .tigmate du pilti/. L'ovaire, ou son
stile, et son mgmate, sont perc~ d'un bout a I'autre m~me, tr~s sensiblement
daus plusieu1'8 liliacees, et quelques llutres plantes; mais il y en a bea"coup
pl1ll oU ils lOOt ferma, et p1eins. Cela Beul ebtJiroit poor prouvet que ce n'est
Jl8I l'imromission de 1& poussiere del etaminel, qui opere 1a fecondation. iii
qui porte 1a germe dans Jes ovaires, s'il n'etoit pas prouve par les observations
microl!Copiques, que l'embryon se trouve tout form6 dans les grains des plantes
qui n'ont pas /\t~ fecondees, et dont Ie parenchyme ne fait qu'un corps continu
avec lui, de la milme ma.niere que Ie fcetus se trouve tout fonne dans les CEW.
de la grenouiUe et dans ceux de la poule avant la fecondation. EUe I'opere
dooc dans les vegEitaux, et-Ies animaux, par une vapeur, une espece d'esprit
volatilj" (or, as others call it, aura 8Ilminalll, and which Bonnet believes to be
tbe second or a third order of corpuscuia j an etheriAl farina, contained originally
_Ain the particla of pollen, or enn within their QOntained particles.) " Au.qlld," continues our &u\hor, " la matiere prol!fique .ert .implement de vUicule. Cette matiere qui sorte des grains de poussiel't' lorsqu'ils crevent, est
huileuse, et se in~le facilement la liqueur qui humecte Ie stigmate du pisti~ ou
son veloute 10rsqu'i1 paroit sec: la vapeur qui s'en degage, aussi teoue sans doute,
et aussi animEie, aussi prompte, que celie qui enveloppe Ie, corps 6lectriques,
.'insinue dans lee tracMes qui 86 terminent la surface du stigmate, desceDd au
placeuta, loraqu'il y en a, passe de la aux cordons ombilicauxjusque dans chaque
grain, ou elle donne Ie premier mouvemcnt, ou la vie vigetale, a l'embryon, qui
est dabord comme invisible, et qui peu apr~s sa vivification, paroit comme un
~t blanc dansles uns, et verdQtre dans d'autre~."-Famille. de. Plante., by
M. Adan80n: Paris, 1163: p.l~t.--Bonnet (whale work Sor la.Fcconda~ori
des Plantes has supplied me with the above quotation) affirms that all the
pistils he had an opportunity to examine were perforated in the mature and
full-blown flower, although with a calibre too minute to admit of the passage
of a single atom of pollen until after it. explosion. He says that he has seen
the stigma open, and gaping, at the time the anthers are discharging the ripe
pollen; when the vapour, or cloud (miscalled by some authors a fluid), is conveyed through it, and through the pistils, to the embryos pre-existent within tire
grail'lS, or (as I have called them in the above text) the germs. Bonnet, and
all later J.lhysiologists, are agreed, however, in maintaining, with Adanson, that
the prohfic matter of the exploded pollen is merely a vehicle, and not an essential of the life conveyed.
t "Chaque grain de la poussiere des ~tamines est une boite, ou nage, dans
UDe espece de vapeur tr~8 deliae, une multitude innombrable d'autres grainS
d'une petitesse extreme. Cette boite s'ouvre a l'humiditEi, et laisse ~chapper I.
petit nuage ~harge de globules, ou de grains. Le retrecissement des trompes
Indique que les globules contenam n'atteigneotlas au fond du pistil; mais les
globules, ou grains, rontenm sont mis en libert par i'action de l'humidite qui
abreuvEi la trompe, et qui ouvrant la petite borte ou ils sont renfermes leur
pel'met ainsi de p(!ntltrer jusqu'a I'o,aire."-.Bonnet, Contemplation de lu Na-
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many as an atom of the ponen contains, or to mOre,that ".
should ascribe the name of a seed?-a seed to be sown and
cultivated in the hot-bed of the pre-existent germ !
..
But whether it be a single corpusculum, or many, or more,
which it pleases the Reverend Gentleman to can a seed, his ap,-'
plication of the term is a most violent petitio priucipii an ~
sumption :bare of aU proof, the conclusion of sense-unassisted
and uncontrouled by reason. Nor is sense in this instance trueto herself; for she strains at a gnat while she swallows 8.
camel: the ponderous pre-existent germ she counts for
nothing, while she gives enormous importance to the imponderous, impalpable, invisible farina of an exploded atom of
pollen.
But reflection, reason, and revelation teach us, and force our
senses also to tell, that the bod!!, or quantity tif pollen, requisite
to the impregnation of the pre-existent germ, may be more or
less-as little as the mirid can conceive-any thing short of none!
or, in other words, that it is merely accidental, a non-essential
to its effect....
.
What is the difference between the visible pre-existent germ,
in the unimpregnated female plant of the dlrecious kind, and
that which has received the pollen 1 .
.
The former for a time participates the "vitality" of its maternal stem; but it has not in It a II LlFE t." It cannot pre..
serve itself from decay; nor assimilate to its own substance surrounding elements; nor alter nor increase its own shape or
size; nor resist the nipping frost; nor ever become a seed-bearing
tree. In a word, it wants the five energies which in the aggreture, part vi. chaJ>. 7.--The same author quotes Donati's Essai sur r Histoire
Natfrelle de la Mer Adriatiqtre, to prove, as he expresses it, "que la sage
Nature qui a faconn6 en poussieres regulieres, Ie principe f6condaut chez laS
plantas terreslres, lui a donn~ dans les plautes marines la forme d'uo fluide
mucilagineux!' Most fresh-water plants, however, rise above the surface for
the purpose of flowering, and therefore bave dry pollen .
. • See the note, p. 452. The very word materia aJ,>pears to have been derived
from mater, a mother; and most justly, for the strictest definition of the term
mother (as used in aU languages, whether literally or metaphorically) is, "THAT
WHICH CONTRIBUTES THE MATEIUAL:" and there are some who thlDk the word
pater is del'ived from pateo; "quod per eum pateat semen," BSCA USE THROUGH
HIS CONTRIBUTION THE PRE-EXISTENT OVUM DEVELOPS n'SELP. The Iol~
lowing pages abundantly demonstrate the fact that LIFE· is that which the p·oUeD
conveys to the germ; while revelation clearly indicates that the proximate
of our becoming alive is strictlyp.nd essentially immaterial: for indeed it i,s.
represented as pure FIAT in Gen. ii.r, vi.t7, vii. 22; and Job xllxiii. 4.
t See Mr. Knight's Experiments on the FOlcundation of Vegetables. Phil.
Trans. vol. Ixxxix. page 196: and the notes on pages 452,454,455; ofthis paper.
" Ainsi la fecondation s'operera dans Ie vegetal, com me dans l'animal, par. un~
fluide tr~s subtil et tr~s actif, qui en d~plor,ant son 6nergie sur les sobdes db
germe, leur impl'imera une nouvelle vie. '-Bonnet sur la Fecondatum d~
Plante.. Voyez Its fEuvres. NeufcMtel, 1781" page 37, tom v.
..
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gate do constitute the LIFE of a vegetable:

it wants a life. The
germ, on the contrary, possesses those energies, and
in aue time manifests them all: at first, as little more than
dormant powers; then in the conservation of its separate life
(as a II generate" and ripened seed); and lastly in its growth,.
after it is " quickened."
For the earth is to the seed as an oven to the eggs hatched
therein; or more accurately, a. the pouch of the 0polSum to its
young ones; which are less than a grain in weight when they
are bom into the world and conveyed into the marsupium,
where they attach themselves to the Dipple of their mother, now
their nurse, just as a seed is attached by its slender root to the
earth •• "
Not the marsupium, or pouch, but the ovary and the uterus,
and more properly the former of these, is what constitutes a
'mother t: so that without it none is capable of female parentage; and with .it, every individual is so: and the bare fact or
the existence of an ovary, affords a sufficient presumption
a~inst the truth of Mr. Carne's gratuitous hypothesis.
But now the following attributes have been elegantly demonstrated by Sir Gilbert Blane to be the nine energies which, in.
the aggregate, do constitute ANIMAL LIFE: namely, the conservative, the assimilative, the formative, the temperative, the
generative, the motive, the sensitive, the sympathetic, and the
restorative t.
The aggregate of these nine energies, or attribute, (for all
powers and energies are only attributes §), I say, is ANIMAL
LIFE, or the life of an animal II : these are what the unimpregnated egg of a virgin hen is destitute of. The aggregate of these
is all that the im»regnated and fecund ovum has received; they
are all that ever human art either hath or can discover to have
been added to the pre-existent barren germ, to make it an independent offspring, a. distinct being ~ . These nine energies, I
I~pregnated

• Baron Cuvier's Regne AnimaIe; Paris, 1811; vol. i. page 113: and Sir
E. Home "on the Mode of Generation and of Giving Suck in the Kangaroo ;"
Phil. Trans. vol. 109.
t John Hunter. Phil. Trans. 1787, p. 234.
t See Sir Gilbert Blane's Medical Logic. London.
§ See Harris's Phil. Arrangements.
II .. Ce NOM," la vie, .. ne puisse jamais indiquer que l'ensemble des ph6nom~nes 'lui ont donn/! lieu a sa formation,"-G. Cuvier's Lef07I$ D'Anatomie
Comparee, leyon t, ~ t.-Evidently what I have here designated" life," is
the " m.u. Ji:JrmatitJU ' Beminu mtJIC. of Blumenbach. ..4nd 80 he asrees with
John Hunter, &c.
11" For, in all the animal kingdom, whatsoever exhibits a hody of flesh possessed of these nine energies (e.~. the impregnated egg, both before and.
during incubation) is a dutinct individual: into which, however, there still remain to be added such other energies and capacities as constitute (in the
aggregate) its animus (see note, page 451) and the characteristics of its species.
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say, are conveyed (according to the original law or fiat of the
Creator) from the male, to the pre-existent substance or germ
within (or it may be, as in fish, withbut) the body of the female·.
I appeal to all the natural history, both of animals and vegetables, for the truth of my statement: and I say, the ~erm, beiore
it receives those energies, (saving as it shares the vltalitg of its
I do not pretend to determine whether these last are potentially existent in the
tNt.pp.« «pp..,xO', or altogether secondary, as a result olthe union of the uine vital
energies with the material which they kindle; but, in either case, I say they are
an accession to the essentials of distinctness of being. See note t page 456.
• A'«f'P" 3. "0". «pp ..or tnr.pp.", aT. 'X.. «PX~' .. «UTili TO'II~', 0.0. III..... II'" •• ,..,
tllllll x'" a.II,..,.T .... ". '~«T~' TPof~" "0 8. T" hA,or ~A~. p.o.... " Maris autem ICIDIIl

differt quod principium in se continet tale, quo moveat, et concoquat in animali, a1imentum ultimum. Feminre semen materiam tantum prabet."-AarsTOTLE, De Gen. An. 1.4. cap. 1. Edit. Aurel. Allobrog. 1507. And agaiII,
speaking of the tnr.pp.« TO TOU «pp"or, he says, ""'11"(0' 1111. 1I'II.3"....oupyou. " ' .. '"
8~A .. ~A~ •• " cogit, conditque hanc in feminel" (subaud. ' parte ') "materiam ,,,
lib. 4. cap.4 .. And to the same effect, JOHN HUNTER, on " Certain Parts of
the Animal <Economy;" London, 1786; page 45: "Generation, when produced from a seed, has two causes, whicli concur towards its perfection; the
one, which forms the .eed; the other, which gives it the principle of I1Ction."
He rightly argues, that the male andfemale (being in the majority ohegetable.,
and in many animals, but one individual, called" hermaphrodite ") are in
sound philosophy to be regarded as ONE; far, at least, as the genUl, or kind,
is in question: for this obvious reason,-that what is not universal amongst animals, cannot be included in the essentials of animal existence; and as the
se~tion of the sexes is not universal, it is to be treated as a non-essential in
sCientific discourse concerning the genus animal. The consequences of this
physiological principle, when applied to the elucidation of Scripture, affords
another instance of the punctilious accuracy of the written word of God; and
another proof of the fallacy of Leuwenhoek's and his friends' opinions, although Mr. Carne quotes them in support of his hypothesis! We find in Gen.
i. 11, 12, first, the hermaphrodite herb described, as " the g(rm oflraSl," or,
as it is in the margin, " tl,e tender grass seeding seed;" then we fin the fruittree separately described, NOT as producing SEED, but unimpregnated
or FRUIT-(see note~, page 456, and note II, page 448)-" The fruit-tree /U to
itself yielding FliuIT, but" AS TO ITS KIND having SEED in it:" for so it ill
written in the Septuagint, eu"o. x«p,..p.o....o.oii. x«pwo., oG TO tNt'PP.1I "unG .. IlUTtM
X«TII 'Y"o,: :anc;\ so also the Hebrew text will read, if we may be allowed to apply
theword ~.:l'~~ to those which succeed it. In the. 29th verse of the same
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chapter we find again " every herb " described as " seeding seed"- name Iy, as
An Ilermaphrodite-while the tree is said to have in it (not the seed but) " tlUl
FRl1lT of a tree ,eeding .eed;" or, as it is in the LXX, x«p"o, /T"'pp.«TOr rnrop'pou,
the FRUIT of a seed to be sown; or, (according to our notes above referred to),
the unimpregnated, or quo ad hoc ummpregnated GERM. Hence, as far as the
genus or kind is in question, the Scriptures say, as Hunter would say, that
II the seed is in it;" the sexes being looked upon RS one: but as relates to an
individual direcia, it is scriptural to say that it contains the FRUIT only. Not
that all herbs are hermaphrodite, or all trees direcious; but the principle of
both, I say, is here plainly discoverable, even in the creative fiat which gQfJe
t~em being.-The Rev. Mr. Came applies these texts (Defence, &C. page 10).
" to man and all iriferior animals," as well as to plants; but he has not given
us his authority for so doing.
.
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mother's body). is a lifeleu body. The a~gregate of the energies, until they reach the germ, is a bodale$S life: the formQl"
having received t.lIe latter, ia a living body, and properly an oft..
spring!
_
The Almighty 10 ordained it, that those energies (in the
vegotable five of them, in the animal all the nine) should have
a poteatial. existence, awl merely a potential exiatence, in t~
pollen of the herb, and in its correspondent substance amongst
animals; and so be conveyed from one sex t~ the other; or to
'the germs of the other, previously expelled and se'Parate, as in
-fish. And the aggregate of those VItal energies IS the proper
type of that .. SPIRIT A~D LIFEt" inform of" Word" ~
tentiallyen.tent, of that" INCORRUPTIBLE SEED t," whIch
the horr sacraments, the voice of God's faithful mini1!ters, and
the Scriptures also, are §: as it is written: e. I" them ye think
ye have- eternal life ;" and again, " Of his own will begat he
us with tire word of truth •• •• and thU ia the ttJON1 which by. the
Gospel is preached unto you;" and again, .e Except a man be
begotten of water," &c.; and again, " The cup of blessi~
which we bless, is it not the communion of the blood of Christ .,
the br~d which we break, is it not the communion of the body
of Christ." But, to return from this digression,
Except as dormant potoers exist, those energies exist not,
until they reach in the germ that proper substance in which it
is ordained that they should inhere and be active II; and except as a lif'ele" material (not yet more than the fraction of
unity) may be said to exist, the ~erm exists not, until it hath
received those energies for which It is the body prepared~. The
• Ville Philosophical Ammgements by Harrill; Loudon, 1799; page 219,
to the end of ch. xi. &c.
t If those energies also which (lOnlltitute the A lU MUS (as well as the Dine
which constitute rmimal LIn) be potentially existent in the ITfr"Pl'4 .... .,..Ii tappltOr,
Aoto per:fet:tl!J then is it the type of "THE WOIlDS OF THE LORD," ",ith " sprlltT
and LIFE" in them potentiaUy enstent! See notes, pages 454~, and 457 t, anci
John vi. 63.
t 1 Peted. 23, 25; James i.t8; Luke nii. tt; John iii. 4; Matt. xiii. 38;
John v. 39, and vi. 54; with 1 Cor. x. 16.
§ And as the WORD of the living God (John vi. 63), being appropriated in tile
faitA of it, giveth life; and is his seed, making lIS his offspring; quue, Is
there not another being-aoother person-another spirit, the evil one-from
whom also our God permittetA that there should proceed a deforming and affiliati"R/I f.lJM'd ?-even such as that it may reconstitute men die children or the
serpent 1 ~att. xiii. ~.6, &. c.; Joh~.viii. 38-44; .~.John iii. 10, .12; Matt. iii.
1, Itc.; WIth Rev. xu. 9; 1 John Ill. 9, 10; Gen.m.15; John VI. 70, &c.
II IT' a. au........ TO ITfrIP,.,.: " adhuc semen non nisi potentiil est."-Aristotle de
Generatione, lib. i. cap. 1. Edit. Gr. and Lat. Aurel. Allobr. 1607, pag.l105.
D. tom. 1.
, Seeing that some fruit. will attain their full maguitude although not im. pMgnated (Trans. Lin. Soc. vol. vi. page 314), the admirable discernment of
.the Stagyrite in one place appropriates the tenns fruit and leed for the pur-
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female preduees the p~-existent germ, the foture nutriment of
that germ, and, in short, the WHOLE JrlATERlAL: the male
parent endows it with a LIFE.
It remains that we inquire what influence the MATERUL,as obtained t< of the 6ub.tance of the mother," hath upon the
off~pring, as derived from both the pare~ts in the manner eX·
plamed'[ for I shall not render the question more complex then
18. necessary, by i1lcludiog in it those energies which (being su..
peradded to 8Jl1mallife) do constitute the" BOtti," or I. animru,"
or ..pvX'I, of the brute·; nor those which in the aggregate do
constitute the Animw t of man; nor those of the intellectual
.pirit, anima, Of ff'''fl1pa, which is exclusively proper to man t ;
poses of contrast, as follows: tNrliP'" I, XGU "",,"Ii 3t"~'f'" "''fI. urope.... ",Wlp"""'P"O, pl' Y"'P ....,. I~ U.]..IU Ii.",· rr",pP'" ., "'0/, I ..........ou "]..]..0: "Semen et fructus
inter se difl'erunt; prioris, posteriorisque ratione: Fructus enim, QUOD Ell:
ALIO est; Semen, ex quo alioo!' So that this great pbilosoplrer was before us
in discovering the true conditions both of the male and female seed, as stated
in the aboft text. Obse"e, however, that in the former quotation he restricts
the application of the word lT1t1pp", signifying by it only ... 0 'toli wuo,: in the
latter, be has previously told us that he applies it, for the mOlDent. to the
h I~ /Jp~O"'pW'. Ibid. lib. i. cap. 18, or page 1228 B. tom. 1.
• Referred to in the Hebrew of Genesis i. 21 and 24; and or Genesitl
ii. 20; in which places the Scriptures apply the apl;lellation of I( a liviftg l0III·
to fish, to reptUes, and, in short, to every flamed " anlrlKJl.'·
t Probably the same as that of the brute: but see the Oliginal of Eccles. iii. 21,
and 1 Thess. v. ~3, and Rev. xx. 4, and Hebrews iv. 12, in which last text it is
distinguished from the anima.
t See the original of Genesis ii. 7, wberet..the anima. is by excellence called
(C the IfIGII," as it is in Hebrew, "'" !d!I.l7 C'Mn m"l, and in the 0nIeII:.
"'-

"'" "Y"''''O

& ",6pW'It'o, Ell

77-J

'l'TT

.--

""'x~' tWII'''': or, as it may be translated in English,

" Man was IN a l~ _I," or "Tire mall appeared nr an tIIdN." (What a
t~ of God in man. See the 37th article oftbe Athanasian Creed, and Zecha.
riah xii. 1). In 1 Thess. v. 23, the intellectual spirit of man is distinguished
from his animus, or soul; and both of tbose from the IT"'P", or body. See also
Eccles. xii. T, and Jude 19, where maft, being destitute of the frlIUP.II., or not
using it properly, is called ~x"" "animal," or rather •• AlIUIOVS, ftOt ltdWi..g

'Pirit ."

It may be as well in this place to introduce the beat table that I am at present
assisted to make of the aggregates of those powers and energies which leverall,
do constitute matter, vegetable life, animal life, the animus, and tbe anima: they
appear as follows. If it be a true statement, we know MORE of our immortal
Bpirit. tJum of matter! ! I
1. Matter. Extensio~ Figure, Solidity, Divisibility, Mobility, Gravity, and.
Vis Inertie: all pfll8ive ptYI«f's !
2. Vegetable life. The CODservative, Assimilative, Formati"e, Temperati.e,
and Generative: energies d.eperulem on external circumstance••
3. Animal life. The Conservative, Assimilatl'f'e, Formative, Temperative,
Generative, Motive, Sensative, and Sympathetic; energies ptMe.
4. TIle AnimlL'. The Perceiving, Remembering, Comparing, Fearing, Loving (i. e. self-gratification) elUrgies; whereof the result is A BRutE WILl,; or
ulectitm of meam-a creature pwel!J se7lSIUIl and plUSionate !
5. The Anima. ThE' Reflecting, Analyzing, Composing, Syllogizing, Repenting,
VOL. I.-NO. liT.
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for, although it would be no very difficult task to extend the
present argument to all those, it might render this letter intolerably tedious. To explain, then, in as few words as possible, the
inBuence of the" FLESH" upon man: I observe that a material
substance (as opium, for example), which can only act upoa
the Besh, unless indeed mediately, and through it-I obeern,
I say, that the Besh, when opiated, induces sleep and the sino(
sloth; so ardent spirits, anger; tincture of Cantharides, Inlt,
&'c., &c.... And as a medical man I observe, that the flesh also,
by reason of its own infirmity, unaided of drugs, conduces to
all those crimes, and tempts to them all t; and, according to
St. Paul t, to many more than the ,. marching intellect" of the
present day will probably be prepared to attribute to 80 terrigenous a source. But, moreover, as a sinner, I know that the
Besh, in all its health and strength, induces not the commission
of those crimes only, but of ten thousand others also; and ~e
"THOUGHT OF FOOLISHNESS IS SINI§"
I have not learned, indeed, that it is only through the flesh that
we are tempted; "for we wrestle not against Besh and blood"
only, "but against principalities, against powers, against the
rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places!!:" but this I see and feel that the flesh is
one prolific source of such temptations as Satan would not be
competent to present, were it not for that corrupt fountain of
nougAt but sin ~: and, wholly terrigenous as it is, it ever illduceB U6 to violate religion-that is (according to Dr. JohnBon',
definition of the term) it is logically, truly, and properly, a
., Binful" thing.
Fresh, unumted to those energies which constitute life, cannot
indeed be GU ILTY-that is, "jUBtty claargeable with crime ••because from its own proper nature it is purely PASSIVE: but
I maintain that the FLESH (inasmuch as it is of so corrupted a
constitution that to live, and to be an obBtacle to religiouB wor,hip, are one and the same thing with it,) is truly and properly
"SINFUL "-that is, H alien/rom God," II not laolg," "umanctijied," ,. contrary to religion •••"
Believing, Hoping, and Adoring (i. e. self-prostration); whereof the result is A
or selection of enda-an intellectual creature.
6. To the above I may ada, that, together with the complete human 7UJture (i.e.
our body, its life, its animus, and the anima), there is the individual identity
of God, in the person of the Lord Jesus Christ. See the note, page 463.
• See Rees's Cyc\oplildia, article II Bangue," &c.
t e. g. Nymphomania, &c.
t Se~ Romans vii. 18 ; Gal. v. 17-21; Eph. v. 3-6; Coloss. iii. 5, 6; Gal. ii.
16; WIth M~t. xv. 19 ; 2 Pet. ii. 10, 11, 18; Rev. xxii. 15; Rom. xiv. 23.
§ Provo XXIV. 9.
Eph. vi. 12.
~ Rom. xiv. 23, with Gal. v. 17, &c.
• See Johnson's Diritionary, 4to.
HUMAN WILL;
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For my own part, I think the words" flesh iif sin" (if flesh~
as mere flesh, be meant) are inaccurate, and without meaning j
for SIN is essentially an ACT (see Dr. Johnson), and tbe flesh
(as mere flesh) can hardly be regarded as active"". "Sinful
flesh" implies (of necessity) only dormant or passive power, and not
energy; it is therefore a legitimate expression. And we may
say, "a body of sin t," because in these words is signified~ not
the" lifeless substance," but the" living body" in all its energy.
acting always, and always acting amiss !For, so corrupted 18
thematerial fabric of our bodies, that any and every act of our
indolent, lukewarm, unresisting minds is always sure to be
diverted from the path of rectitude and holiness; and the very
thought~ of the heart we cannot maintain pure, but the lust of
the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of life taintetb the
very best of them t.
Bow down, my soul, and worship that MAN in whose mouth
was found no guile, and in whose heart the thought of foolish~
ness was not!
There are some (for example, the infant dying.at the age of a
month) who" have not sinned after tbe similitude of Adam's
transgression §," and who are therefore not in. any sense
" guilty "-that is, " justly chargeable with the crime" of that
individual transgression which Adam committed j-yet most
righteously upon them, as well as upon us, the sentence of God's
curse is inflicted, because all they are, and aU they have, is of
Adam's corrupted root: the material produced from her, who
was formed indeed in all goodness of Adam's rib, but who afterwards lusted and fell, and henceforth" conceived her children
in sin II ;" that material kindled of the "forfeit life" of Adam;
and the joint product, the" livillg soul" itself, "alien from God,"
" estranged from the womb, going astray from the birth, speaking lies ~I ;" unless indeed there be then and there inflicted upon
• HENCE, at the same time that we maintain the" flesh" of Christ, as an instrument, to be in itself .. sinful" (or naturally incompliant to the Divine will,
and inobsequious to his human will), we do also maintain and aver, in the language of the Church of England, that" He was clearly void of all 'sin,' both in
his flesh and in his spirit;" for, all inobsequious, and in its own nature incom~
pliant, as was the flesh he wore, he prevented its natural inclinations and tendencies, in every act he ever did, in every word he ever uttered, and in every thought
he ever did think; so that no" act" of evil could be charged against it, any'
more than against him; while, nevertheless, it was a direful, unremitting, al1preventive service which he served, from the moment of his birth, until he said,
" It is finished."
t Rom. vi. 6.
t 1 John ii. 16; Rom. iii. 12-22.
§ Rom. v.14.
\I Psalm Ii. 5; Ephes. ii. 3; Rom. iii. 22, 23.
'If Psalm Iviii. 3.

it the sentence long sinoe pronounced against it, as PAIlT of
and Eve •.
, Happier they, however, to whom the highest rank. of eternal
(honours is offered, in the prolongation of their life, under the
shelter of an Intercessor, notwithstanding the primeval doom,
notwithstanding their actual transgreasions! Happier far tile
children begotten a lecond time in the womb of Immanuel's
e~U8e!t
.
But if, as I have said, to sinful flesh (as mere.ftesh), if to flesh,
however sinful, no "guilt" can attach (seeing that it ie eueDtiaUy and purely passive until provided with life), then, when
the eternal Son of God assumed It, no guilt is supposed to haTe
attached to him.
Truly, in a,suming our sinful flesh the living WOBD became
obnoxious to all our temptations; "Himself took our infirmitiea
and bare our sicknesses:j: j" "He wu in all points temptecl
like as we are §." But his ever-vigilant and upright mind, full
of the Holy Ghost, anticipated, controuled, reSIsted, baSed, all
the natural influence of that rebellious. structure; and he pre&ented it at last an unblemished offering, a conquered suppliant,
a slave-at length by dint of conquest spontaneously passive-II a Lamb as it had been slain U," pure, spotless, and of triumphal
excellence in the presence of God •
. First, then: If we take the epithet" sinful" in its mildest sense
of" alien/rom God," and have respect to physical estrangemeat
~dam

- • Mr. Came objects (p. 33) that if Christ was "the woman's seed" (as he ii
called in Gen. iii. 15, althongh the Reverend Gentleman does not believe him'to
have been any such thin~), that he must consequently have been" seminally aDd
radically" in Abralwm, loiTIII, when Melcbizedec received his tithes; and ~
adds (p. 34), that " Ofcourse the consequence is inevitable, that Christ (as weB
as ourselves) was seminall~ and radically in Adam when he fell, and Sb had
share in Adam's transgreSSIon." All this reasoning "of course" falls to the
ground, when it is understood (according to page 457 of this essay, and see the
note), that all those energies which include the voluntas, or persona humana (i. e.
the life, animus and anima) of Christ, came not of Adam, or of Abraham, or of
David, at all; while, nevertheless, our Saviour was 'x 'Tfr.p~"TOt ,o."JG.3, x& ASp"YJ
X"" A3..~, KATA UPItA ! physically, because his mother Mary was so ; and legally,
because her husband and legal head (whose marriage preceded tile nativity) waa
also in like manner of their seed.
t This is the proper justification of the doctrine of" original sin "-namely,
the gracioUl and pre.eminentjurpose of God in allowing the sentenced and
dying Adam to find shelter, an a reprieve, through the great Mediator; 80 that
he died not" that day," but lived to beget a whole race of men, whose life indeed
is forfeit, but whose opportunity is salvation (2 Pet. iii. 15), and thea triumph
eternal glory. See 2 Cor. iv.17.
t Matt. viii. 11.
§ Heb. iv. 15.
II Rev. i. 18; v. 6, 12; xiii. 8; Heb. x. 20; 680. "pOV~"TO', by a" rece"t1!lslain" and living way, &c. Heb. ix. 14; &c.
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celone, then it follows that the flesh which our Lord assumed
(estranged from God as it was until the very instant of ita
assumption) ceased to be so in the very fact of the at~e-ment.
in the moment of the incarnation: bot (for the praise of the
glory of his grace) be it never forgotten, that even 10 this partial
view of the case that ~esh was ': sinful" until he assumed it;
and" SlNFU L FLESH" at was which he assumed!
.
Secondly. If we interpret the epithet ain,ful" in its more
definite signification (considering "whatever forms an ob8ttlck
to the obed,ence of God's law.," and is therein" contrary to religion," to be " sinful "), then the flesh of our most gracious Saviour
continued truly and properly" sinful" eyen while he wore it;
for it caused him to hunger in the wilderness, and aided and
abetted the devil in tempting him .. to command those stones
that they should become bread·."
. Thirdly. Although we should restrict the epithet" si1iful"
to its former signification of "alien from God," yet we cannot
doubt that it is properly and truly applicable to the desh which
the Son of God wore, Without ahndging the full meaning of the
word" alien," and confining its application, as I have said, to
what is physically and mechanically separate from another. For
without aU manner of doubt the flesh of our suffering Redeemer,
from the period of his incarnation to that of his death (although,
as re~s place, it was physically at one with his Divine personahty, and an integral part of -his person), was still in such
sort " alien from God" that its natural movements opposed the
Divine will; or, in plain terms, that they aided and abetted the
seductions of the devil, and so completely concealed the presence
of God, yea, so thoroughly intercepted the Son's view of the
Father, that the Sufferer is heard to cry out i,n his agony, .. Eloi,
Eloi, lama sabachthani ! t"
Now it may surprise you to learn, Mr. Editor, that all I
have written on this part of my subject is fairly conceded
by Mr. Carnet, who is far too sincere and generous a man, and
too candid an author, to advocate successfully the bad cause
which he has joined with unworthy men to defend. In Mr.
Carne's pamphlet (pages 25, 27) I read as follows : "And the manhood in the person of Christ, considered
simply as a creature, was liable to be tempted to evil. The
rational soul, if left to itself, might have gendel'ed desires or
imaginations contrary to God's will; or else it might have
been solicited, through the medium of the body, to some improper indulgence of the lusts of the flesh .......... Yea, Christ
was in all pomts tempted like as we are. Nay, IT WAS IMPOSII

.. Matt. iv.2 etseq.&c.

t Matt. xxvii. 46.

t

Pages 20 and 21 •
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SIBLE POR HIM TO HAVE THE PERFECT HUMAN NATuRE,antl

to' be any time performing his part 07' the stage of this world,
ttJithout being TEMPTED. If he had only taken a body, and
not a BOul, clearly he could not have been tempted by any improper I desires of the mind;' 01', if he had taken a human soul
8lone, with merely the semblance of a corporeal frame, without
the substance of flesh and blood, then he could not have been
tempted through the medium of the senses to indulge in I the
lusts of the flesh.' But since he was invested with the entire
humanity in its full perfection, he was liable to every possible
temptation, whether mental or corporeal ...... And as he had all
the feelings, emotions, passions, yea, and all the innocent infirmities, of the human nature, he could not but have incessantly
come into contact with one solicitation or another; . and, there-fore, his whole life on earth was one unbroken chain of connected trials, because he was called on to deny himself, in
respect to his manhood, almost every thing in which it was able
to take delight."
Before proceeding to the last division of the present subject.
it may be as well to observe, that the fact of our blessed
Lord's having assumed the flesh of sinners, or of his being
(as it is emphatically expressed in the original of Romans i. 3)
I" I1'/rfpl'a'Tor: 4a~u~ KATA l:APKA, in no way militates against the
expression employed by the angel Ga.briel in the annunciation to
Mary. For, in the first place, the term I I holy" is not in the
Scriptures opposed to the term "sinful:" on the contrary, we
find, in Lev. xvi. 33, " an atonement" necessary to be made for
the "holy of holies:" and we find the "iniquity of the
sanctuary" spoken of in Num. xviii. 1; and in 1 Cor. vii. 14,
every child of a believer (even though one of its parents be
infidel) is called" holy." And, in the second place, the expression
TO'YfJ'J'IIIJ'IlJ'OJ' ByWJ' (if referred to the offspring, the living body,
or entire child) is perfectly, and indeed singularly, accurate,
seeing that our Lord must always remain equally " THE HOLY
ONE," whether he assumed flesh newly created for him, or that
of fallen Eve; when his body was made " A CURSE" (as it is
written, II Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree"), as
well as when the touch of his hand was seen to give health and
life and remission of sins. Something more is requisite than
the use of a denomination, common to the sons of Aaron as well
as to the Lord., to prove that the flesh of either was not like
ours, not H the lame" as ours, not (as ours is) H unconducive to
the obedience of God's law."
• Exodus xxix. 32,33.
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The subject of what our blessed Redeemer really did NOT
1'eceive from the virgin (nor at all from man, as we receive the
same) has hitherto been but little referred to, and not at all
argued upon in the present controversy. In laying it out, I shall
probably appear, to a partial observer, to be confirming the
observations of the antagonists of the Athanasian Creed; but
anyone who will patiently possess himself of all that I have
yet to say, may see that my arguments afford irrefragable confirmation of that most true and most holy symbol.
That which our Lord assumed not jrom man (according to
the foregoing statements) was, first, The nine energies that constitute animal lye; secondly, Whatsoever may be added to
those to complete the" animus," or that" living soul" which is:
common tQ man and all other animals; thirdly, Those energies
which constitute the "anima:' or the "'Pirit" of man, as
distinguished from the rest"'.
• The following analysis of terrestrial beings (which is indeed nothing more
than a prosecution of the note page 451 of this letter) appears to throw considerable light on some difficult passages of Holy Writ.
1. Organized matter, with vegetabk life-constituting the vegetable.
2. Organized matter, with animal lift, and the animus--an animous body, or
the brute.
.
~. Organized matter, with animal life, the animus, and tile anima-constitutmg Man.
.
The animus itself, being necessarily the slave of sense, and subject of th.e passions, I take to be the ~po'~P" T~t IT"PXO, of Rom. viii. 7 : while the animo," body is
expressly so called, IT,.,P" -VUX. XO ., in the Scriptures. In the resurrection body
of the glorified saints, the ",po.~Ptx ~, IT"PXO" which " is not subject to the law
of God, neither indeed can be," shall have been wholly superseded by or
converted into the "'po.~Ptx TOU .mu,.txTO,: for it is written (1 Cor. xv.). "That
which thou sowest, tbou sowest not that body which shall be, but bare grain,
it may chance of wheat, or some other; but God giveth it a body as it hath
pleased him ..... All flesh is not the same flesh; and there are heavenly bodies;
as well as eartbly. &c ......So ALSO IS THB RBSURRECTlON 01' :rUE DEAD: it is
sown in corruption, it is raised in incorruption; it is sown in dishonour, it
is raised ill glory; it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown
IT,.,,.,, -VUX.XO., an animous body, it is raised IT,.,,.,, ,mu,."T'X", a spiritual body;
for there is an animous body, and there is a spiritual body. And so it is
writtl'n, The first man Adam was .. , -vux~. tWIT"', in, for, to, or within a living
animus" (i. e. the nine energies with the animus): "the last Adam a quickening, .
or life-making, spirit. Howbeit" (as if the Apostle had foreseen the objections
of Mr. Carne and others)-" howbeit, that was NOT FIRST which is spiritual, but
that which is animous !!! The first man is .x "'/''', from earth; xoixo" teweOlU:
the second man is the Lord from beaven"-(or, as it is said 2 Cor. v.l : "We
know that if our terrestrial house of tabernacle were dissolved, we bave a building IX thou, a house not made wit!J. bands, aionia/, in the heavens").-" As
is the terreous, such are they that are terreous; and as is tbe heavenly, such
are," &c ..... " Bt!hold, I shew you a mystery: we shall nota11 be laid a./eep; but
we shaH all be cbanged, in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last
trumpet"-and not before-I< for the trumpet shall sound," &c. &C.
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The first question that presents itself is as follows-namely-:
Whether the Saviour (receiving all those energies from auother
source than that which supplies them to us) could properly and
verily be U man," AS WE ARB 1
I answer, That,he certainly waB so: for LIFE is Dot a SUBSTA.NCE, but only the aggregate of so many ATTRIBUTBS;
aad the specific identity or human life, therefore, conaiats (not
Moreover, it would appear from the words" to etJfJ1'!} leed itr 0WIt body,"
aDd from Job xix. 26, and from many parallel passages, that the body which
we now have, and that which we shall have hereafter, are related to each other
as two " modes" of one and the same thing; or in other words, That the terreous and heavenly bodies are the typical and antitypical forms of the Sflme
enacted fiat; that the 'PO'~I"' "~r '''p"o, and the ~po~I''' ....u.,,""or are tlte
IJpical and Mtitypical moda of one tmd tile _ aggregate of energiel; and
10 also of the ~~ COl',. or ,"',.,. ""'x'xo" and the '11)1''' .".,.""'>10' or 0'"0301''' ...
e ... (for which we, and all the departed sainWi of God, are waiting, Heb. xi. 40 ;
Eph. i. 14; Rom. viii. 23). Lastly, that the anima of mankind is the typical
mode, and the anima of believers in Christ, or the regenerate spirit, the antitypical mode of one, and the same aggregate of energies. For iD the Ulll'~e-
Derate all the constituent energies of the anima are to be detected; occupymg
themselves, however, with the ephemeral objects of this present evil world or
age: while in the believer the _
aggregate, being united to Jesus Christ by
the Holy Ghost, occupies itself in the sublime and eternal realities of the age to
come: "for we all, with open face beholding, as in a mirror, the glory of the
Lord, are changed into the same image, from glory to glory, as by the Lord's
Spirit" (2 Cor. iii. 18). For even of things possessed outwardly and visibly
ttie ANXllA polSClllle& no more than the idea; nor can it concern itself with more
than the ideal even of objects present: and of the ideas of objects abient it call
alIo equally possess itlelf (long before they are in possession as respects tile
animous body, or living animus)-namely, by means of so perfect a description
of those objects as givea to the anima an idea of them equally perfect with
tbat which she could obtain through the inspection of them by her animus.......
The anima, or spirit, hath to do exctuaively with WOIlD, or IDBA j and never can
have to do with more tban the WORD, or idea of thing., except through the
animus.
Lastly, even tbe regenerate anima (in the present life) is, as hath,beeD said,
flr~' CIII',.., IN a living and still unregenerate animus, or fleshly 'po.~I'.:
~ that all that the anima obtains from surrounding visible objects, and all ita
communication with sensible things and persons (either from itseol.f, or to itself
from them), is througl. the stilt unregenerated, sensual, and passionate ~
""',.: and 80 even all the actions and audiences of the anima are tainted an4
)xutalized with odours of the animou. body, through which they pass and
repass j and our beat actions are so fraught with seDsual sin, that no one (not
even ourselves) can find out one good thought among them aU And for the
TRUTH OF GoD to reach our anima with efficacy, it must first assume the form
of language, or word-namely, tlua form with which the living animus haa least
to do, and which it can lenat influence. So" faith cometh by Aearing, and.
hearing by the WORD of God" (Rom. L1T); for" the animous man" (vulgarly
ealled "the fIlItural man") "receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God"
(1 Cor. ii.14). And so it is said, " Neither .hall they say, Lo here, or Lo there,
lor tlie kingdom of God ii," as concerns your anime (i. tl. descriptively) YOURS;
it is, as concerns your spirits, "wjlllin you;" ye POIIeSS it already, and cannot
mistak~ it when He comes.
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in continuity of commutiication, for the idea of abstract attributes denies any such thing*, but) in the sameness of its constituent energies. For example; that IS animal life which consists of those nine energies enumerated above, and nOM others:
and THA T is the life of the animal bimanulI, or homo, which
consists of those nine together with such others as give to man
his generic distinctions. No matter whence derived, THOSE
ENERGIES are human life, the life of a man, and of such a
man as onrselves; even as THE: FLAMES OF TWO TORCHES
are in all points alike (if the substance of both be the same),
although one should have been lighted from a third of its own
kind, and the other with the concentrated rays of the sun t.
So, then, our adored Redeemer was truly and properly mail,
as we are (be being " of the substance of our lIister as touching
his manhood"); and he was likened unto us in all points, 118
respects our essence, although he was himself the Light of all
livmg, kindled of the everlasting God; although he was, and
is, for ever and ever, the eternal SON, the self· existent W 0 R D
of the triune Godhead. For he emptied himself, he made
himself" of no 1'eputati01t," " he suffered even unto death," and
he cried out" My God, why hast thouforsaken me!~"
In what, then, did the hO~lj Child Jesu, differ from th~
rest of men? This question, Mr. Editol', I proceed to answer, in
observing that the "sentence" upon Adam (Gen. ii. 17)
affected TH B LIFE of man; and nothing else, unless mediately;
or, in other words, That that fatal doom exclusively concerned
TH.&.T which every natural offspring receives from its male
parent.
Adam forfeited his LIFE; and if through the intervention of
a Mediator, if under the shelter of an Intercessor, (for gracious
Jlurposes) that life which he had forfeited was prolonged, still
It is prolonged as a forfeited life: and as all that our progenitor
could give towards the production of his children is life, so all
that we receive from him, and that which we receive from him, is
a/:orjeited life: and -herein behold the explication § of the fact
o our participation in the consequences of Adam's transgreasion~namely, as I have said, That we, as tbe seed of evil-doe1'8,
possess only a forfeited life; while Jesus Christ, in all truth par• For how can unsubstantiated attributes be continuous!
t Not so with regard to material flesh. This (to be specifically one and
the same in two different bodies) must be perfectly similar, not only in its
primary attributes, but in substance (lho; for It is essentially a substance; and
cannot properly be re~arded as "the same ,f in two otherwise than as havb)g
been derived to the one by continuous propagation from the other.
t Phil. ii. 6, 7; Mark xv. 34; with xxiid Psalm.
§ See the justification of the same in page 460.
"OL.
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ticipating our nature, possessed a life in aU points tke same as
ours, except in the accidental circumsta1lce of its not having
been kindled from the forfeited flame, but with the concentrated'
effulgence of God. In all points else-(yea, and that our limited
powers of expression may not demean the trutb by their inadequacy, we must say) IN ALL POINTS, his life, as he originally
receIved it, was THl!: SAME AS OURS! He even uttered the
Psalms of David".
; So, then, it is explained, that, as Immanuel's life was not of
the forfeit-life of Adam, therefore he came not under the penalty
of Adam's transgression; and was, in our nature, pure from
" SIN," even as God is pure; while nevertheless, we may love
him as our brother, and know that he can be t.ouched with a
feeling of our infirmities, having been t~mpted in all points as
we are.
But now, Mr. Editor, it has been said, that, inasmuch as
our Lord received not of Adam's forfeit-life, and inasmuch. as
he did no sin, his body could not be mortal or corruptible;
and, as we are told,for this reason-namely, because' mortality
is the consequence of sin;' or, 'because death is the one desert of sin, or its wages, under whatever law of God, whether
'natural or revealed, the sin may be committed; but Christ did
no sin, and knew none,' as we all aver; 'and hence' it is
argued, 'there could be found no cause of death in him.' .
Now, Mr. Editor, we all agree, that, according to the law of
God, " death is the wages of sin t ; " as it must also be granted,
that, according to the law of England, the payment of a" fine"
is the wages of the crime called " contempt;" at least in some
.cases; while the loss of the offending right-hand is the appointed
,penalty of others. But I pray you, sir, is it impossible for the
payment of a fine to be demanded where there hath been no
" contempt," because, forsooth, it happens to be the prescribed
penalty of that crime 1 Are our hearts so cold, that we cannot
Imagine a rich man, out of pure compassion, covenanting and
promising to pay a fine for his poorer frIends, and-I)D the strength
. of that covenant being under obligation to pay it 1 Or is am,putation of the arm exclusively. the consequence of criminal
-misdemeanour, because it is its legal punishment? Or are our
own hearts so hard that we cannot imagine a man, for pure
love, to have relieved another of a dangerous and loathsome
disease by· taking it upon his own limb, and thereupon sub'mitting to the dismemberment 1
In good logic, those penalties are never the consequence ot
effect of t~e misdemeanour; but the operation of the LA w, which
'" Heb. v. 7 ; . Ps.. xxii., xI., &c.

t

Rom. vi. 23.
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affixes them thereunto: and, similarly, it.. is not" sin" which
killeth the transgressor. Without the Law, sin were itself
dead, and not an executioner: "Sin is not imputed where there
is no law: II "The strength of sin is the Law.... Sin indeed. !
Shall the offspring begotten of infirmity by a lie be counted
capable of arresting that life which God the Almighty breathed
upon man 1 Nay, verily: nothing less than the fiat of the OmIllpotent can take away from his servants the life he gaTe;
nothing less than the liceat of the Supreme Monarch can effect
the death of HIS subjects! It is not san, but the declared will or
fiat of God; it is not transgression, but THE LAW, whicn dooms
us to die.
. Therefore also the unclouded intellect of our British philol~
gist defined" Mortality "-not, the state of being .. subject to
death for silt," or " doomed to die fur siTt," but simply-" subject
to death," or .. doomed. to die t."
And behold the irresistible fiat by which Messiah's humanity
was .. doomed to die" more than five hundred years before the
nativity, where it is written, "MESSIAH SHALL BE CUT OFFt."
Behold it again pronounced in the day of man's fall: " Thou, 0
serpent, shalt bruise his heel ~." Behold it again before the
foundation of the world; for even then he is called" THE LAMB
SLAIN II." Behold it, I say, continually re-echoed in all the
Law (whick ever foresheweth that the innocent one m1ut die), until
at length we hear fl'om his own lips the Royal Assent to his
own death-warrant: "I LAY DOWN MY LIFE FOR THE SHEEP'."
" FOl'asmuch, then, as the children are partakers of flesh and
blood, he also himself LIKEWISE took part of the SAME; that
through death he might destroy him that had the power of
death, that is, the devil ••. " And, as hath been demonstrated, his
body was truly and properly " doomed to die," and from the
moment of the incarnation actually" subject to death." But even
if it had not always been so, (far from denying its mortality) his
decree then made it mortal, when he decreed, and said, .. 1 lay
down my life." Have they not read what Isaiah saith, and what
Peter reciteth, that" ALL flesh is grasstt, and all the good li• Rom. vii. 8; v.la; 1 Cor: ltV. 56. t Johnson's Dictionary, word Mortal.
t Dan. ix. 10.
§ Gen. iii. 15.
II Rev. xiii. 8.
~ John x. 15-18.
•• Heb. iI. 14.
tt From the above sentence of Holy Writ, that cc ALL flesh is grass," it would
appear that even the flesh of unfallen Adam was (AS TO ITSJ.LF) capable of
death; and that even during the period of his innocence he was sustained alive
by a power from without-namely, the power of Ood. It would seem absurd
10 threaten a being who was incapable of death, that upon his disobedience he
should" surel!! die;" and to deny that ADAM was, even before his fall, capable
!if dging, is nothing less than to say that he was then se!f-e.ristent. Hence the
vividness of that. sublime truth, that our Saviour Jesus Christ, who abolished
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neBS thereof is as the flower of the field 1 The grass

withereth~

·and the ftower fadeth," (flot becafJlt of sin, but) "because the
Spirit of the Lord bloweth upon it: surely the people is grass!
The grass withereth, the tlower fadeth; but the word of our
God shall stand for ever!"
And now, who, in presenting me with a diamond set in the

}lure gold of Ophir, would say unto me," Suffer it not to nut?"
Clearly, when my friend uses such an expression he implies that
the diamond, although pure and unchangeable in itself, is not
let in gold at all ; but, on the contrary, in unworthy iron, which,
without care, will become corroded, and rust: even as the HoI,
One of Israel, the Jewel of God, being set in the mortal and
corruptible foil of our sinful tlesh, pours forth the radiance of
praise to the Most High, "who did not leave his soul in Hades,
wor.$tl.ffer his FLUH (see Acts ii. 31) to see I:orrupticm."
Oh, sir, what more was requisite to the Jews of old, to enable
them to rec~itle the Hero of the Gospels as their God, than the
bare creduhty of those Lycaonians - who would have done
sacrifice to Paul and Barnabas because they miraculously
bealed one cripple 1-what more is required of us than such
bare credulity, to believe that the Conqueror of death is Divine 1
III $uch bastard credulity what the Scriptures denominate
I I FAITH?" IB that the badge of God's elect, the victory that
overcometh the world, the substance of the Christian hope, the
fact of our affiliation to the Most High 1
Be not deceived! .. FAITH" IS the act of believing that
Jesus Christ our Brother was raUed from the dead; that he is
at once the Very Jehovah and our sister's Son; that he is at
once the only living and true God, and the Man who wept at
the tomb of Lazarus; that he is at once the Prince of Life, and
the Victim they murdered; that he is at once the munger-born
Child, and the Messiah who is yet to come. The faith of these
death (by means of his own death, Reb. ii. 14),

W1I.S

also the first "to bring

lite mad immortality to light" (2 Pet. i. 10); and when we are raised up in hitn
(literally III HIN) then certainly we also ourselves shall know what it is to be
immortal. Moreover, if obedience of the law could (of itseln have given life, or
prolonged it; then what was the use of inserting a new clause in the tables of
the law, enacting that the obedient should H~e; or what need could there be
to affix to that clause, as it were the sign-manual of the Sovereign Legislator, " I
AM J EHOV AH ;" as it is in Lev. xviii. 5. So then I conclude, that it would not
have been by any incapacity of the obedient man to die, but by the words~ or
.Mute law, of God, and by the fait" rif it, that even he should have lived (If at
any time a just man had been found upon earth, a man doing good and sinning
not); as· it is written Deut. Tiii. 3, .. By every word of the Lord doth man
live;" and again, Rab. ii. 4, and elsewhere, " The just shalt live by hi~ PAITH."
-e. g. as Moses and Elias, and the Lord lived, in the periods of theIr several
fasts of forty days each.
• See Acts xiv.
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truths is indeed the work of God's own power in us-(No man
can say that JEsus is the Lord, but by the Holy G:host. 1 Cor.
xii. 3)-for human nature is incompetent to receive them whole,
and all at once. HARD-HEARTED MAN cannot believe that a
King wo U LD die for an earthworm! Hard-hearted, impotent man
cannot believe that the Lord of heaven and earth is at one with
his own reptile-being! Hard-hearted, impotent, 'Vaa'n, pompous
man, is shocked to hear of the GRACE OF GOD!
For this IS exclusively the work of God, that ye (who see
him to be such as we know and do testify that he was; such
as he was then and there seen to be, by the unbelievers at Capernaum; John vi. 24)-that YB believe on HIM as your Lord
and your God-not as tke inhabitant, of Lystra believed a lie
concerning Paul and Barnab4$, but a, he who implored for
mercy UpOIl diose who were stoning him to death because he
had told them the truth-as he who died under their cruel
violence; saying, " Lord, lay not this sin to their charge"-as
he who saw the Son of man standing at the right-hand of God,
while he declared him to have been the victim of the murderers
around (Acts vii. 52, to the end) .
.. Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether
they are of God; because many false prophets are gone out into
the world. Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: every spirit
that confesseth that Jesus Christ (EM,AV9OTa) has come in flesh, is
of God; and every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ
HAS COME in flesh, is not of God: and this is that [spirit] of
Antichrist whereof ye have heard that it should come, and even
now already is it in the world." But again it is written; " For
many deceIvers are entered into the world, who confess Dot that
Jesus Christ (q>X{)f!€vov) IS COMING'" in flesh: this is a deceiver,
and an antichrist!.. •••• LoOK. TO YOURSELVES, that we lose not
those things which we have wrought." (1st and 2d Epist.
of John).
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REVIEWS AND MISCELLANIES .

•
REVIEW OF "SERMONS ON VARIOUS
SUBJECTS,
BY
ANDREW THOMSON, D. D., MINISTER OF ST. GEORGE'S
CHURCH, EDINBURGH."

WE intend at some future time, if the Lord shall enable us, to
direct the attention of our readers to the Sermons of Dr.
Thomson, and to point out their merits, and also the style in
which that merit consists; but on the present occasion our
object is to select two notes only, which he has appended to
this volume, on account of the very important subjects to which
they relate. Nor need our readers suppose that by so doing
we have taken the most trivial portion, leaving the more interesting, as well as the most bulky, for future discussion;
for the fact is, that this volume is composed much upon the principle on which ladies are said to indite their epistles,-namely;
of placing the chief object which they wish to communicate into
the Postscript: and it appears as if some of these Sermons had
been publislied merely as a peg upon which to append these
aforesaid notes, which are lettered c and D.
.
. Although the subjects appear dissimilar, our object in coupling them together in this review will appear in the sequel.
The last is that on which we shall first animadvert, inasmuch as
it will detain us the shortest time.
It begins as follows: • I cannot bring myself to adopt the
, opinion which has of late been so strenuously maintained, reI specting the Millennial advent and reign of Christ.'
But the
author does not state whether he supposes that the Millennial advent and reign of Christ has of late been maintained for the first
time; whether he disbelieves the advent of Christ at all ;or
whether he doubts only the period at which it is to take place.
He says, ' It will not be expected, that within the compass of a
I note I should be able to do any thing satisfactory in refuting,
, the errors which are now afloat respecting the coming of the
'Lord.' But, although a note is not sufficiently capacious in
the Doctor's estimation to contain a refutation, it is quite long
enough to contain-what is much more simple, and much more in
accordance with his habits, namely-eight closely printed octavo
pages of abusive declamation. We therefore see no very pressing
necessitv for the note at all: it was not to refute, but to scold:
and we are uncharitable enough to believe that Dr ~ Thomson is
incapable of proving anyone of the allegations which he has
ad vanced in the following extract :-' I. Rational and consistent
• rules of interpreation arc neither laid down nor followed.
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, 2. 'Imagination is allowed to take the most unbounded licence.
'3. Objections a~ me~ and obviated by some ingenious ~evice,
, or by a more darmg flight of fancy. 4. And when conjecture'
, and subtilty seem to fail, the most hanghty dogmatism bears us
, down with its dicta; and our inability to perceive the truth of
, what is wholly gratuitous in assertion, or utterly extravagant
, in hypothesis, IS compassionately accounted for by our being
, only bahes in spiritual discernment.' Bravo I Doctor.
When we had read thus far, we instinctively began to sing
from the farce of Midas,
Pray, Goody, please to moderate the rancour of your tongue;
Why flash those sparks of fury from thine eyes?
You know that when the judgment's weak, the prejudice is strong:
Ah why should you a stranger thus despise?

We then proceeded to the next sentence, as follows: ' On
, these grounds' (what grounds 1) we must believe that the
'simplest historical fact is a prediction of some grand future
~ event connected with the Millennium.'-The grounds on which
we believe that 'the most simple historical facts' of the destruction of Sod om, the passage of. the Red Sea, the battles of
Midian, Sisera, &c. are 'predictions of future events' preceding , the Millennium,' are, that the word of God declares
them to be so.-But, to proceed: 'that the whole Bible, even
, the minutest portion of it, is prophetical '-(surely the Doctor
exaggerates somewhat here, but we are loth to impute to him
the wilful assertion of what he knew to be untrue because
,absurd and impossible)-' that the destruction of the world hy
water, was a type of the destruction of the world by fire,' &c;
Even so, good Doctor: and we do this simply because our
Lord says, that It as it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be in
the day when the Son of Man is l'Elvealed ;" and the " days of
Noah" we believe to be the days when the world was destroyed
by water; and that " the day when the Son of Man shall be
revealed" is the day when it will be in like manner destroyed
byfire.
But let it be granted that we are in perfect ignorance respect)ng what the Scriptures say concerning the Millennium, and
that we are willing to put ourselves under the tuition of Dr.
Thomson; that, with the eagerness of thirst after a knowledge
of the revealed mind of God, we flew to the sermons of the
Editor of the Edinburgh Christian Instructor, and, opening the
first upon the subject (Ser. XIX.), read as follows: 'The com..
, ing of our Lord Jesus Christ, literally refers to his,appearing at
, the last day as the Judge of the world: but in its substantial
',meaning, and as to all its practical effects, it may be considered
, as equivalent to our departure from the {lresent lOto the. eternal
'state; because, when we die, .not.only IS,OU,1' future condition
I

I
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• as much determined as it will be when Christ is actually re ol
, vealed to decide upon it with all the solemnities of a public and'
, judicial procedure, but we do in .reality enter into that scene
, in which his award shall fix us when he pronounces our final
, sentence, and in which we are everlastingly to abide.' So, theD~
the instruction which we should derive from the theological instructor of Edinburgh is, that an expression which literally
refers to one event, substantially means another event; and that
coming is equivalent to departure! Wretched indeed would be
the hapless inquirer who Ahould find no other light than this!
With such a reasoner we shall not waste our own time, nor that
of our readers, upon this subject; and we therefore turn to
another, of far more importance, inasmuch as we are apprehensive, that, if any persons should be induced to adopt the views
which Dr. Thomson has put forth, whatever their profession of
Evangelical doctrines may have been, and may be stm, their
future condition, either when they die or when Christ is actuallfl
revealed, will be very different from that which they anticipate.
The subject to which ,ve allude, is the true humanity of
Christ; upon which Dr. Thomson has written Sermon XVI.,
and to which is appended the aforesaid note c, and which we
shall transcribe entire, section by section, in order to do full
justice to the opinions which he has therein inculcated.
The note begins as follows: 'Whether Christ was capable of
, sinning, is a question which might have been safely left to the
'feeling and decision of every true believer, had not language
, been held by some, that is calculated to mislead and to distress
, the Christian mind. A few re~arks on that point, therefore,
, may not be irrelevant or useless.'-A questioll of Revelation is
not to be decided by a reference to feeli7l~s, but to the written
word of God; and as it is Dr. Thomson's object to make relevant
and useful remarks in order that Christian minds may not be
misled, it appears that he is as little competent to effect his
object upon the pre8ent subject, as we have already seen him
to be upon the Millennium. The noun CHRIST Signifies the
Anointed Messiah, the God-Man-two distinct natures in one
person. Since Dr. Tbomson has referred to the works of Mr.
Irving alone, it is obvious that he means this sentence to apply
to him; and therefore asserts that Mr. Irving has said that the
God-Man Christ was • cap-able of sinning.' 'fhis is, however, not
the fact; and, therefore, If Dr. Thomson could be supposed by
any possibility to have intended the present sentence to convey
that meaning, it would have been so deliberate a falsehood, so
black and malevolent a slander against a minister of God, that
we will not for a moment im}>ute such an act to Dr. Thomson;
and even think it right to ma.ke our apologies to him, for having
felt it necessary to use these expressions in connection with his
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name. But, while we fully discharge Dr. Thomson from the
guilt of any such crime; we are compelled to regret that he
should have shewn himself so little able to put forth in clear and
intelligible langu~ the proposition which he was about to
discuss; which is, Whether the humanity which the Son (Jf'
God ·assumed into personal union with himself, thereby making
the one person of Christ, was our humanity, or a better humlmity 1 or, Whether the Word took into personal subsistence
that humanity which was not only capable of sinning, but
which, had it had a personal subsistence separate from the Godhead, would have been incapable of not sinning? The God-Man
was not capable of sinning: but this is not tne point in debate.
It will be seen in the sequel, that Mr. Inirig, and the orthodox
church, have ever held that the humanity of Christ was our humanity; and that Dr. Thomson has espoused the opinion of some
ancient heretics, of its being a better humanity than ours.
, The human nature of Christ was never corrupt.'-The term
~orr"pt is ambiguous: it may signify two things: either that
which is in a state of cON'Uption; or that which is merely liablt
80 to become. The question here being about a living individual.
it cannot mean the fonner; and therefore Dr. Thomson must
mean corruptible, or liahle to become corrupted. The Lord Jesus
laYs to his Father, in the "Psalms, tc Thou wilt not leave my soul
in hell, neither wilt thou suffer thy Holy One to see corruption :"
whence it follows, that it was by the special exercise of Almighty
power that the human nature was not in a state of corruption:
that, therefore, without that Almighty interference it would have
become corrupt; and, therefore, that it was corruptible.
• He took upon him our nature: but our nature is not corrupt
, in its original state, it is only corrupt in its present state; and its
, deliverance from this corruption was the purpose of his incarf nation.'-It may be said that Adam was corruptible before he
fell-that is, his nature was liable to become corrupt, whenever
a certain contingency, necessary to develop that principle,shc~)Uld
occur: that contingency did occur, and the prineiple thence
became manifest. When he fell, the support of God was taken
from him; and infirmities, ending in death and corruption. came
immediately upon him; which infirmities endil'lg, in like manner,
he has transmitted to all his posterity. The purpose of the
incarnation was to deliver us from this nature, 80 transmitted to
tiS, by taking it upon himself, and in it conquering all the evils,
moral and physical, which oppress it.
.
"Vhen he assumed our nature he was made Desh. This, how, ever, was not sinful flesh; it was nothing more than the likeness
• tifsiriful flesh. That he should have allied himself to sinful flesh,
4 so that the Divine nature and the sinful flesh oonstituted one
VOL. J.-NO. III.
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person, even for a single moment, is not only contrary to all our
, Ideas of the immaculate holiness of the Godhead, but destructive
I of the very purpose for which the mysterious union was effected.'
-He assumed our nature by assuming our flesh: our nature, and
jiesh, are convertible terms. Dr. 'Thomson is in a puzzle, first,
upon the meaning of the word s;nful; and secondly, upon the
word like1less. Sinful, like corrupt, is an ambiguous term, because
it may be used in two senses: actively, for si7ming; passively,
for liability to sin: so that sinful may either mean that which
has sinned, as a siriful man; or that which is an occasion or
inducement to sin, as sinfuljiesh: the first being true only of the
personally responsible descendants of Adam; the latter being
true of the irresponsible, as well as responsible, mass of this globe
and all its contents, as infants, &.c. Shortly afterwards Dr.
Thomson uses the term sinful being: wherefore it seems that he
uaes the ambiguous term sinful in the single active sense of
si7ming. He uses the word likeness, not in the sense which is
given 10 other parts of Scripture-such as, that Jesus was like
us in all things, sin only excepted-but in the sense that a picture is said to be like a man; that is, to look like a man, but to
be in all essential properties of an entirely different nature.
The original word is of'olwf'an: and whether Dr. Thomson's extension of the term beyond that of marking the exception of sin
only, is justifiable, will be seen from other parts of Scripture.
And be It observed, he drives the word likeness to exclude, not
only active sin, but cor"uptibility of the matter of the body. In
Rom. v. 14, it is written, " Death reigned from Adam to Moses,
even over them that had not sinned in the likeness (of'Olwf'arc)
of Adam's transgression:" here the word likeness is used in the
sense of identity, upon which the whole force of the argument
rests. So again in Rom. vi. 5: "For if we have been planted
together in the likeness (opolwpan) of his death, we shall be also
in the likeness of his resurrection:" if likeness of his death is
only the appearance, but not the reality of it, so is it with respect
to his resurrection.
, For how could a being that was naturally corrupt, in whatI ever department of his person the evil resided, ever make a
I satisfactory atol\ement
for the moral corruption of other
, beings 1 An atonement was necessary to take away his own
, sinfulness; and when, or where, or by whom, was that atoneI ment made for Christ's human nature? '-This is the second
time Dr. Thomson has made use of the ambiguous term corrupt;
but it is only in the single sense of corrupti~le, not in that of
corrupted, that the observation bears at all to the question in
hand. The evil of corruptibilitr resided in the whole humanity;
but there was no moral corruption in it, nor physical either, and
I
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therefore there was none to be atoned for. But we shall see
more clearly the error that is at the bottom of this confusion as
we advance.
, To say that his Divine nature purified and consecrated his
, human nature as soon as the union of the two took place, is not
, only a gratuitous assertion, hut still leaves the absurdity un, removed, that the sinful being can atone for his own sinfulness!
-To purify, is to make or to p,'eserve pure; to c01lSecrate, is to
put apart for a particular service. Dr. Thomson coolly calls it
a gratuitous assertion, to say that the Word did by the Holy
Ghost make and preserve the humanity pure, set it apart, or
consecrate it for a particular purpose; which in the present
case was for the inhabitation of himself. If, according to Dr.
Thomson's supposition, the Divine nature did make the humanity pure, we do not see where the sinfulness was for which an
atonement was to be made. Since, however, Dr. Thomson not
only denies by implication, but positively argues against, the
human nature of our Lord being made or kept pure, or put apart.
by the Deity, he inculcates that the humanity was essentially
pure without any purification; without either being made pure,
or kept pure, or' consecrated, by the Deity; and, therefore, made
and k.ept itself pure, and consecrated itself, or put itself apart,
for the purpose of the incarnation. We defy Dr. Thomson to
escape from this. That the humanity was pure, all are agreed:
the orthodox have ever held that this purification was effected
by the energizing of the Deity in it: this Dr. Thomson denies,
and therefore must maintain that its purity was SELF-DERIVED,
and SELF-PRESERVED. We recommend to Dr. Thomson to
recommence his studies in divinity by reading the works of
Charnock; and when he comes to vol. v. p. 271, he will receive
the following necessary instruction :-" The human nature, being
a creature, could not beautify and enrich itself with needful
gifts; this promise of the Spirit (Isai. xi. 1-3) was therefore
necessary: his humanity could not else have performed the work
it was designed for. So that the habitual holiness residing in
the humamty of Christ, was a fruit of this eternal covenant......
..... As he had a human nature wherein to merit, so had he a
Divine nature whereby to make that merit sufficient. No other
nature could be fit: the angelical nature was not infinite, and
therefore could not pay an infinite price; the human nature was
neither infinite nor innocent, and therefore could not satisfy for
infinite guilt ....... Christ therefore, being God, and united to the
human nature, was every way fit, as being God and man in one
person; that what the human nature could not do by reason of
Its imbecility as a creature, the Divine might; and what the
Divine nature lIould not do by reason of its perfection, the human
nature might perform." (p. 296.)
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, The Son of God did not take to him a human body l!Iuch u
, is found every where among the children of men; a body wu
'pl'epared for him: and from the kind of preparation that took
, place, and the peculiar circumstances attending it, we are dis, tinctlyand emphatically taught to regard his body as thoroughly
, free from moral pollution.'~ The Son of God did not take to him
a. human body such us is found every where among the children
of men, in two respects alone: namely, first, that it was made
without the intervention of a human father; and secondly, that;
it was prevented from being a cause of sin to his soul: but in these
two particulars alone was it dissimilar from the bodies of every
human being. Here Dr. Thomson says, 'a body was prepared
for him :' in the sentence preceding, he s,aid that the Deity did
not consecrate, or put apart, the humanity; so that, by the help
of this contradiction, Dr. Thomson can maintain either sid •.
, It was of the seed of Abraham, or of the seed of Adam i it
, had all tke essential qualities qf kuman 1U!ture, but none of the
'facultie, ilifused into it wkick implied moral degenerac!J.'-We
have not the most distant conception of what an ilifu,edfaculty
which implies moral degeneracy is. Dr. Thomson told us before,
that the humanity of the Lord was of SELF-EXJSTENT and
UNDERIVED PURITY, INCORRUPTIBLE, and INCAPABLE per"
of acting otherwise than in conformity with the will of the
Deity; yet now we are told that it had all tke essential qualilia
qf kuman nature: but the essential qualities of human nature,
and indeed of every creature, is, when left to itself, to be impure~
corruptible, and capable of acting otherwise than in conformity
to the will of the Deity; therefore both these assertions of Dr.
Thomson cannot be true.
, It possessed whatever was necessary for answering the sacri..
, ficial uses to which it was destined in the economy of redemp, tion, but that, instead of requiring the slightest taint of what
« constitutes our fallen nature, just made the utter exclusion of
, every thing of this description altogether indispensable.'-Here
our author has a confusion in his mind between sacrifice and
redemption, substitution and union, original taint and fallen
nature. It was necessary to the former that the humani~
should be pure and spotless: it was equally necessary to the
latter that the Lord's humanity should be of the same nature 88
ours, and not of a better nature. Under Christ's work 88 a
Priest, we must speak of atonement, sacrifice, imputation, sub..
stitution, and the individual Jesus Christ different from and in
contradistinction to all other individuals: but under Chlut'.
work as Redeemer, we must speak of redemption, relationship,
union, identity with, 9:11, huma~ nature, and with the wh~le ~l~be.
To speak of' a sacrificIal 'Use tft tke econom'l/ qf redemptzo1#.t' 11 to
talk pure nonsense; that is, to confound In words things which
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are by their nature entirely dilStinct. Dr. Thomson has yet to
learn that imputation is a figure to express a reality, and that
that reality i~ the inca.rnation of the Second Person in Deity.
, It is of no avail to say, that the infirmities and paiDs an«l
• sorrows, which beset Christ during his humiliation, indicated
• his nature to be in the fallen state, or his flesh to be sinful
• flesh. All this is accounted for by the fact tnat he not only
• took upon him our transgressions, or had them imputed to
, him, the moment that he assumed our nature, but that he
'assumed our nature for the express purpose of becoming •
, sacrifice, or sin-offering.'-Does Dr. Thomson mean here, that
our infirmities were only imputed to Christ, and that he did
not actually suffer them 1 that his hunger was not real, but only
a pretence 1 that weariness, and watchings, and pains were
unknown to him 1 The sentence begins with denying that
i,ajirmities are proofs of a fallen nature; and gives as a reason,
that transgressions were imputed to him, and he was to be a
sacrifice. BQt under the figure of sacrifiee, inji,.",ity is as
much misplaced as transgression, as it would have been a visible illlperfection in the victim. Infirmity is the sign, COllsequence, and proof of a fallen nature. But though it is very
absurd, and great heresy, to say that Christ's humanity had only,
imputed and not real infirmities, yet it is quite consistent \'Vith
the other views of this subject advanced by Dr. Thomson.
• Whatever he suffered, or whatever species of abasement
'attached to him, from the instant of his conception to the
, instant of his dissolution, was the result of that peculiar office
• he sustained as a substihde for the ungodly who were given
• him to redeem.'-Dr. Thomson appears in this note in the
character of a critic and controversialist: it is therefore unpardonable in him, while pointi~ out the mote in his brother's eye,
to have so la,rge a beam in hiS own as to confound lJubstitutio1l
and redemption; the one requiring the greatest dissimilarity.
the other the most intimate union. Dr. Thomson's object was
to shew that he is not .. a theological babe," but every sentence proves that he is.
• .. All evil," indeed, was ,. his Hesh," but it was natural
, evil, not inherently moral evil; and though there can be n~
'natural evil which does not flow from moral evil, yet in
'the case of Christ, who represented his people before God
, by hearing their sins, the moral evil was in no l'espect, and
, in no degree, "his own;" it was theirs for whom .. he hum'bled himself," and "became obedient unto the death of
• the cross;" and, being by his perfect sinlessness qualified
, to make atonement for them, he suffered, "the Just, in the
• place of the unjust, that he might bring them unto God." ,
-In this paragraph we have, in addition to the confusion be-
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tween sacrifice, and redemption, a furtherluzzle, by the use of
the word e. Christ." The subject in han being the nature of
the humanity which the Son of God took into union with himself, Dr. Thomson uses the expression, • sorrows which beset
Christ during his humiliation:' since it was not the humanity
which was humbled, but the Deity, we are to suppose that the
word Christ means the Deity. Afterwards, however, he says,
'Christ, who represented his people;' and since it was not
the humanity that represented them, but the complete person
of Christ, we find that here the term is used to signify the
God-man.
, Neither is it of any conseq uence to teU us, that, unless Christ
, had been" sinfulftesb," or had human nature in its fallen state,
, and e. all evil," the idea of temptation would have been unsnite able,. and he who resisted it would have had therefore no real
'virtue. Had our first parents fallen when Satan tempted them
, to eat of the forbidden fruit 1 Or were the angels, that are now
• reserved in chains of darkness to the judgment of the great
• day, in a fallen state, when they committed the sin which brought
• them to their present miserable condition 1 And is there no
• holiness. no virtue, in God himself, because he cannot be
• tempted of sin 1 Is not he described as altogether righteous 1
, Is not he " glorious in holiness 1" Is not he represented as on
• this account worthy of all praise 1 And are not we exhorted to
, be " followers of God, as dear children," and to be " merciful
, and perfect, even as our Father in heaven is merciful or (and 1)
• perfect 1" '-It is not necessary to temptation that the person
tempted should be in a fallen state; but it it! necessary to temptation to sin that he should be capable of sinning: otherwise
temptation is no temptation. The force of a temptation depends upon the power of the nature to which it is opposed; to
.a better nature the same temptation may be no trial at all: no
angel c~ be tempted to tum stones into bread, because he does
not need the bread when he has got it. Our first parents were
not in ajallen state, but they were in a state of liability to fall.
So that, to fulfil the conditions of the ·humanity which Dr.
Thomson teaches us the Lord assumed, it is necessary that that
humanity should not only be a better humanity than ours, but
better than that of Adam's also; nay, a better nature than that
of angels. It is truly a severe trial of our readers' patience to
analyze all the confusion contained in these few lines. In order
to make it somewhat more intelligible, we shall translate it into
English.God and Christ are both spoken of as tempted.
God has virtue, though incapable of yielding to temptation.
Therefore Christ has virtue, though incapable of yielding
to temptation.
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The fallacies in the argument are manifold. 1. Christ not
defined to be the human or Divine nature, or the person. 2.
The application of the word temptation to Creator and creature
in the same sense; for if it be applied in different senses, the
phrase loses the little meaning It has already. 3. Virtue ascribed to God as the consequence of resisting temptation.
Here, then, the immutability of the humanity, the non-capacity of the creature, is declared to be identical with the immutability and incapacity of the Creator: therefore the creature,
the created human body and soul of the manhood of Jesus, is
declared to possess ESSBNTIAL UNDERIVED HOLINESS. The
word" virtue," Dr. Thomson uses in the sense of resistance of
temptation; and applies it to the Deity, to God the Father;
and says, He is U holiness," and altogether righteous, because,
or notwithstanding that (we are not sure which he means to be
antecedent and which consequence) he is incapable of being
tempted. To make use of tlie word temptation in the same
identical sense to the Creator as to the creature, betrays an incapacity of forming any distinct idea upon this subject, and indeed a confusion of head upon things essentially, eternally,
and necessarily opposite, which renders Dr. Thomson absolutely
unfit to be a teacher. We trust, therefore, that it is owing to his
ignorance, rather than to confirmed heresy, that he has here
put forth opinions which have been repeatedly condemned by
the church, and in which he confuses the two natures, the DIvine and human, in the person of Christ; attributing that to
one which belongs only to the other, and teaching that the
humanity was impassibilis. To apply the term temptation to
the Deity in the same sense as to the creatures of, and who
are responsible to, the Deity, is as great an absurdity as to
apply any of the conditions of time or place to Him .
• No doubt it may be alleged, that if Christ bad been essen, tially pure, and quite invulnerable to the shafts of temptation,
• Satan wou1d not have tried him as he did in the wilderness,
, knowing, as he must have done, his innate and total impecca• bility. I do not pretend to be acquainted with the extent of
, Satan's knowledge in such cases; it is not revealed. But it is
'just as easy and safe to hold him ignorant of the point in
• question as it is to hold him ignorant of the impossibility of
• Christ's actually yielding to his influence. And as to the
• matter of fact, it is of no moment whether Christ, when in our
'nature, was incapable of sinning, or whether he was prevented
, from sinning by a continual interposition jlnd supply of Divine
'influence. Satan could have as bttle difficulty in ascertaining
, the latter, as in ascertaining the former. The probability is,
, that he.was equally unacqllainted wit~ both: .and that, s~ing
, Christ lD the form of faUen roan-lD the likeness of I!.\.n.(\i\
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, ftesh-he addressM varioul passions with the hope of frostrat, ing the object for which he avowedly appeared in the world.'In the begtnning of this palsage the word Cl,rist is made to
stand for the human nature: a little farther on, Dr. Thomson
writes, 'Christ when in our nature;' therefore here the word
must mean God: and yet he adds, he (that is, Christ; that is,
God); token in our fUlture, was prevented from sinning by a
(;OI&tinual interpOSItion of Divine irifluence!!! ESSENTIAL puRITY, the attribute of beity alone, is here attributed to the
human nature which Christ assumed! It is, no doubt, very
modest to disclaim all acquaintance with Satan's knowledge of
the human nature of the Lord because the extent of that knowledge ill not revealed ; but the point in hand is, not, Who knoWs
a certain fact? but, What II the {aet to be known 1 and we
do maintain, that that fact is most accurately revealed; and that
Satan knew it, and that Dr. Thomson does not: and that fact
ii, that the humanity which the Son of God assumed was NOT
esaentiall!1 pure, was NOT incorruptible, was ~OT incapable ~
limti"$; but in every !eapect like our humanity, and preserVed
~e, Incorrupt, al;ld 8ml~ss by the power of God. If the th~.ory
Of' Dr. Thomson II admItted, Christ endured no temptations
at .all: and, indeed, unless the flesh of Christ was the same
81 our flesh, it was impossible that he should have endured OM"
temptations, whatever other temptations he may have experienced. Upon this point, therefore, we will contrast Dr. ThoD;1.on's heresy with Dr. Owen's orthodoxy, on Heb. ii. II :-" He
intends to shew that the Lord Christ was meet to suffer for the
children; and this arose from hence, that he was of the same
nature with them, as he afterwards at large declares ..... His participation of their nature WIlS that which brought him into such
a condition as wherein it was needful for him to put his trust
ira God, and to look for deliverance from him in a t.ime· of
danger; which the Apostle proves in the second place by a
testlmo~y out of, Psahn xviii. which could not in any sense have
been Bald of Christ, had he not been partaker of that nature,
which is exposed unto all kind of wants and troubleS, wiih
outward straits and o}>positions, which the nature of angels
not. And as his bemg thus one with us made him our Bro:
ther, and placed him in that condition, with us, wherein it tDtJS
ftecessary for him to put /tis trust in God for deliverance,"
&c. &c. lJron Dr. Thomson's theory, the idea of Christ Ii v':'
ing a life 0 faith is impossible. The Continuator of PoolE!'s
Commentary, in . speaking of ~he temptation ~f hunger, says~
" Here was the DlVlne power mIraculously seen In upholding the
human nature of Christ, without any thing to eat."
, I marvel to see the inaccuracy of thinking which pervades
~ what has lately been written on this topic, by the assertors of
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, Christ's flesh being fallen, or sinful.' This is too bad. Oh,
Dr. Thomson! descendit calo sentelltia yvw8t ITEaVTDV. Who the
writers are to whom Dr. Thomson alludes, we neither know
nor care; but be they who they may, we will not believe, until
their works are produced, that they are not models of precision
in comparison with this Edinburgh Christian instructor. Why
did not Dr. Thomson stick to his Apocryphal controversy; to
his Ormes, and his Conders; where he was master of the field 1
why would he rush on an unknown ground, without one single
requisite to procure a successful issue?
, In illustration of the possibility of Christ's taking upon him
, the sinful nature without any Violation of the Divine holiness,
• we are referred to the fact of the Spirit of God dwelling in those
, who are confessedly sinful, that he may purify and cleanse them,
, without any idea of being himself tainted and dishonoured by
• their moral corruption. But who does not see that the two
• cases are essentially and totally different? The Divine Spirit
• does not inhabit the believer for the purpose of becoming one
'with him, and in that state of union which constitutes them
• GOO person to effectuate the end for which he was given:
• whereas the Son of God so entered inta human nature, or
• assumed human nature into such a connection with his Divine
, nature, as that the two became one person, and as that by this
• one person expiation was made for our guilt, and the other
• offices fulfilled which are necessary to our complete redemp-'tion. Accordingly, the Spirit dwells in every believer, that
• upon every believer he may operate with his peculiar influence.
, or for the peculiar ends of his office. But the Son of God did
, not dwell in any individual of the species. The human nature
, which he assumed, " the true body and the reasonable soul"
, which he " took to himself," were not those of any man what·
'ever. It was the human nature, as representative of all men,
• which he entered into, and by his union with which he be, came" God and man in one person;" Rnd in that one person,
'so conjoined, offered himself up for the sins of the world.''Ve marvel to see the inaccuracy of thinking which pervades
every sentence that Dr. Thomson writes upon this topic. We
are told here, that the Son of God did not dwell in any i"dividual
man; that he took not the humanity of anyone man, but the
humanity of all men, as tlte representative of all men ;-that
ill, the hu~anity of all I!len,. representing ~he hum~nity of all
men; a thmg representmg Itself! We WIll be obliged to Dr;
Thomson to apply for light upon this point to the Lord Provost
of Edinburgh; and he will inform him, that one individual can
represent the whole body of electors; but that to say the body
of electors represents the body of electors, is to talk nonsense so
great, that a little boy in the High School would be whipt for
VOL. I.-NO. Ill.
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it. We also beg our readers to remark, that the nature whichilt
called sinful in this sentence, is called "ulnerable in the sentence
preceding: therefore Dr. Thomson's definition of sinful, is lia·
bility to sin; and this liability of the Lord's humanity is what he
demes. He says, if Christ had taken a nature with this liability
it would have been a violation cif the Divine holiness: therefore
it was the non-liability to sin which made it meet for the Divine
nature to take. Dr. Goodwin, on Beb. i. 1, 2, says that" the
Second Person took that particular nature: this came within the
compass of God's appointment, for. it toas only by grace-Gra#d
unionu: therefore Augustine saith, 'what could that nature
deserve to he taken into fellotoship more than allY other?' It was
Nestorius his error, that Christ was first mere man, and merited
to be united; not considering that all merit.ftowsfrom tile unio,,;
and doth not precetk it." And this is Dr. Thomson his error. '
• It will not do to say, as I have heard some allege, in·
, vindication of the doctrine against which I contend, that the
'human nature which the Son of God took upon him was
• originally sinful flesh, but that it was purified from its
'. sinfulness before it became a part of Christ Jesus as God and
• man in one person."-It is to be regretted that Dr. ThomsoD
did not give us the precise words of the persons against whom
he contends, because we have seen him so little able to makd
his own ideas intelligible, that it is but fair to presume he is
equally infelicitous in apprehending and putting forth the ideas
of others. At all events, whether the sentence be that of
Dr. Thomson, or whether some one else be the father of it, it
is nonsense; for it speaks of a h,lman nature originally sinful,
~urijied bifore it became a part cif Christ. The human nature
of the Lord never existed before it became a part of Christ; and
yet Dr. Thomson says it was first one thing, then anothet
thing, and all before it had an existence. If Dr. ThomsoD
has any idea at all attached to the word sinfulness, here, it must
be that of an addition to creature, and not a deficiency.
, For, not to repeat what has been already said about the pe..
'ouliar mode in which the Scripture tells us that his flesll
, received its primary existence, it is clear that by introducing such
, an element into the case the ground of difference between us and
• our opponents is removed, and their doctrine dwindles away
, into a mere useless theory. For if the human nature of Christ
, was at first fallen, or smful, but purified from sin bifore it
, became a constituent part of his person as God-Man, then, from
, the moment that he became the person who was to take away
f our guilt by the sacrifice of himself, his human nature was not
f fallen, sinful, but totally free from all the moral evil introduced
, by the Fall; and $0 there is no room for the dispute which haa
" beep. engendered •. And why, in this. case, should we dep~
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• from the proposition which we are all agreed in maintaining,
, and go into the region of mere theory, where it is of no conI sequence whether we hold the one opinion or the other, as far
, as the union of the Divine and human natures in the person of
• our atoning sacrifice is concerned? '_We again repeat, that
we do not believe, and shall continue in that unbelief until
Dr. Thomson produces the very words themselves, that there is
to be found in the world a book so absurd as one that can maintain two states of a thing previous to the existence of that
thing in either of those states; which is the notable position
against which Dr. Thomson is here contendin~. Neither will
we think that anyone who has written upon this subject on the
opposite side to Dr. Thomson, is so ignorant as to use the words
fallen and sinful as synonymous with moral evil. With respect to what Dr. Thomson calls a meleS& t/leory, it is evident,
from a passage in the Sermons themselves, that either side of
the question is equally useless to him, becanse it is with him
purely and lIolely theoretic; by which term we mean, altogether
abstracted from his views of the love of God as manifested in
the work of the Son. Whence we perceive, also, that he is not
ouly ignorant of the theological fact, but also eq ually ignorant
of the consequences which flow of necessity from the two different views. The passage to which we allude is in p. 410,
where, speaking of the purity of Christ as indicative of the peculiar intervention of th,e Almighty, he observes, 'J( positIon
• which is equally true, whether we consider his purity as 1'64 suIting from the elements of that particular condition of our
• nature which was given to him, or from the Divine agency
• continually employed in guiding and upholding him, or from
, tbe operation of both these causes combined.' Dr. Thomson
is determined to be right somehow, and acts like a lawyer who,
in defending an action, negatives all the several pleas in the
plaintiff's count, and winds up by pleading the general issue of
not guilty to the whole. But the speaking of these three several
modes proves that Dr. Thomson does not know which is, and
which must be, the only sound view. By the words particular
condition (If our nature, we have seen that he means a nature,
not ours, but peculiar to itself: and whether Christ had this~
or ours, or something between both, is, for one part of Dr.
Thomson's theology, EQUALLY TRUE. It is curious also, not
merely as an instance of self-contradiction in this teacher of
others, but as shewing how crude and undigested are Dr:
Thomson's opinions upon this subject, on which he has
volunteered to be the Christian instructor, tihat on p. 409 he
speaks of Christ's perfection being a proof of the supernatural
operation of the God of all grace, and that it was not possible
for him to be sinless except by the special interpositwn of HellfJen.
Oh! si sic omnia I
.
'
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I Without going through all the wild and fancifnl notions of
those with whom we are contending, I may only mention one,
, which amounts to this, that the Son of God dwelt 'in the
,. huma.n nature, "all evil," "sinful," .. fallen ;" and exerted
• this power to accomplish its purification; operating mightil.y
• for that end, and finally succeeding in his purpose. This IS
, altogether inconsistent with the doctrine contained in those
, church formulal'ies, which some of these gentlemen have disI covered of'late to be so sound and essential, that no parent isa
I real Christian who does not inculcate them on his children. For
, what says "the Shorter Catechism" of the Church of Scot, land 1 "The only Redeemer of God's elect, is the Lord Jes08
, Christ, who, being the eternal Son of God, became man; and
, so was, and contiuueth to be, God and man, in two dumcl
, natures and one persOll, for ever." '-As far as any meaning can
be extracted from the beginning of this paragraph, it seems 811
if Dr. Thomson su~posed some one to say, That the hnman
·nature in which the Son of God dwelt had, as it were, a stain
at first, which by some continuous process was gradually diminished, and finally abolished. But we again suspect this to
be a man of straw. Not that we imagine Dr. Thomson haa
.wilfully put sentiments into his adversary's mouth which he did
,not believe to be there; but that he is entirely ignorant of t~e
nature of the question at issue; that he has never thought ofit in
the whole course of his existence; and thattherefore he is 68 incompetent to handle it, as he would be to write a dissertation on
Sungskrit. The sentence which he brings forward from the
Assembly'S Catechism has no reference whatever to the subject:
but if it have any, it testifies against Dr. Thomson; for it
speak,s of the two distinct natures of the Deity and the humanity, whereas Dr. Thomson has throughout ascribed to the
humanity the attributes of the Deity; thereby not keeping the
natures distinct, but confounding them: an old heresy, often
condemned.
• And what says the Confession of Faith of the same church .,
, II The Son of God, the Second Person in the Trinity, being
, very and eternal God, of one substance and equal with t~
, Father, did, when the fulness of time was come, take upon
, him man's flature, with all the euelltial properties andcomm,a
I irifirmities thereof, yet without si7t;
being conceived by the
, power of the Holy Ghost, in the womb of the Virgin Mary,
, of her substance. So that two whole, perfect,' and distinct
: ~lI;tures, the ~odhead and t~e manhood, ~ere i7tseparably
Joaned together In aile Person, WIthout converSIon, composition
: or confu.sion: which Per~on IS' very God and very man, yet
one Christ, the only MedIator between God and man.'''-This
extract has very little to do with Dr. Thomson's argument and
that little is entirely ollllol>eo. to the ~\lr\lose for which h~ has
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brought it fOTward. We do contend, that the manhood of
Christ was Dian's nature, with all the essential properties and
common infirmities thereof: Dr. Thomson has denied, and
does deny, to Christ's manhood everyone essential propert!}
of humanity: and as to infirmities, he maintains that they
were imputed. He does make conversion, composition, and con~
fusion, by attributing essential immortality and impeccability to
the manhood, which are essential attributes of Deiq alone S
and he thereby denies the very manhood of Christ. For this
denial of the creed of his own church; for this public pl'omlll.
gation of the ancient heresy of a denial of the proper, true, and
very humanity of Christ; the General Assembly in ancient times
would have called him before them.
..
• How does all this square with the idea of the Divine nature
, of Christ dwelling within the human nature of Christ, as the
, Holy Spirit dwells with the believer? If the Son of God inoI habited the man Christ Jesus, according to the representation
• given above, we could no more eall the two natures one person;
, than we could identify the mine in which a labourer is dig~ng
• with the labourer himself; or the house which a man abIdes,
I and works in, and whiw.washes, with the man himself who is
'thus employed. . The representation, in short, is utterlyabI surd.'-This last sentence is the only one which contains any
truth. Dr. Thomson, baving been so eminently suecessful in spe.
culative theology, h&e tries his hand at poetry, and endeavouR
to illustrate his meaning by a simile. A man living in a mine,
does not make one person, half-man aoo half-mine: therefore~
quoth the Doctor, the Deity dwelling in the humanity cannot
make one person! Fortunately, the representation, the simile,
is utterly absurd: because, if there were any truth in it, it would
be as fatal to Dr. Thomson's view of the case as it would be
to the orthodox view: but it is not only utterl!! absurd, but also
nothing but absurd: it h8.ll no one correct point of similitude
in it. We will, however, inform Dr. Thomson of an instance
exactly parallel to that of the Deity dwelling in the humanity,
and so composing one person, though of two natures; and that
is, the soul of a man dwelling in the material body ofa man·;
thereby composing one person, though of two distinct natures.
'The metaphysics of our antagonists are as bad as their
I theology.
But what can be expected of those who are bold
to maintain, that when Christ prayed in the Garden, " If it
, be possible, let this cup pass from me," he was in his human
, nature, in his sinful flesh, rebelling against God; and who are
, ingenious enough to discover, that as a spiritual being could
I not properly create the material universe, therefore the work
t was assigned to Christ, who had a body as well as a 8pirit 1I

• as if there was no power of common sense to pnt the questiOB~
, Who. or what, then. created Christ's body, which was iuell
, mat.erial, and not eternal 1'-As Dr. Thomson has neithel' furnished us with the names of the writers whom he calls hia
antagonists, nor referred to the volume or page of their worb,
it is impossible to examine the soundness of his representatica
of their opinions; and we have seen sufficient to make us sceptical of his ability either to apprehend or express any clear ideal
on the subject. We shall therefore only remark upon his sneer
at those who maintain that when Christ uttered bis prayer
in the Garden it was the weakness of his humanity cl1,ing out
in fear to his Father; expressin~, indeed, his human will to be
other than, but not in contrariety to, the will of the Father:
and we here directly charge Dr. Thomson with gross ignoruiCe,
not to know that such is the remark of almost every commentator
who has written upon the subject. Moreover, 80 far is it fl'Olll
being a subject of dispute, that the passage does not admit
of any other interpretation whatever; and by denying thi.,
the plain and obvious, meaning, Dr. Thomson inculcates the
ancient heresy of the Monothelites, who asserted that there
were not two wills, but only one will, in Christ. On these very
words, as we shewed in our last Number, St. Jerome says•• e In
qua forma loquitur adverte. Hominis substantiam gessit. boo
minis assumpsit affectum. Non ergo quasi DellS. aed qruui
komo loquitur. Alia voluntas hominis, alia Dei; "-which, for
the benefit of all theological babes, we will translate: .. Observe
in what form he speaks. He bore the substance of man, he
assumed the affectIons of man. He does not therefore speak
as God, but as man. There is one will of the man, another of
the God." The Continuation of Poole's Commentary aays,
.. It is one thing what he knew as he was God, and of council
with the Father; and another thing what he prayed for as man.
Besides, our Saviour's saying. if' it he possible, doth not suppose
that he knew it was possible: it sigmfieth no more than this,
• Father, my human nature hath an aversion from this heavy
stroke, so as, if it were possible. it craves of thee a discharge from
this CU1~e: nevertheless, not my will, but thy will be done.' The
first clause is but the expression of the natural, but not sinful,
infirmity of his flesh; the latter, a perfect resignation of his will
to God. In the first he tells his Father what his natural flesh
would crave, if it might consist with the will of God; in the
second, he begs. that, whatever his flesh craved, yet the will of
God might be done. And herein he sets us a perfect pattern
for our prayers for deliverance from temporal evils-namely,
with a submission to the will of God. By this our Saviour doth
not declare himself ignorant, or uncertam of the Divine will.
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Only as, though the person that died was God-Man. yet the
human nature only died; so, though the person that prayed was
God-Man, yet he only prayed as he was man."
. Now let us see what Henry says in his Exposition, edited by
Messrs. Burder and Hughes :-" This was the language of that
innocent dread of sufferlDg. which, being really and truly man,
he could not but have in hIS nature "-(and which Dr. Thomson
not only says he had not, but which it obviously was impossible
he could have, in the nature that Dr. T. ascribes to him)-U But
he, knowing it to be his Father's will that he should suffer and
die, and that, as the matter was now settled, it was necessary
for our redemption and salvation, presently withdrew that petition, did not insist upon it, but resigned himself to his heavenly
Father's will: I Nevertheless, not my' will be done '''-Not the
will of my human nature, but the wall of God. On Luke xxii.
42: "He begs that this cup might pass from him; that is,
that he might avoid the sufferings now at hand; or, at least, .
that they might be shortened. This intimates no more than
that he was truly and really man; and, as a man, he could not
but be averse to pain and suffering. This is the first and simple
act of man's will,-to start back from that which is sensibly
grievous to us, and to desire the prevention and removal of it.
The law of self-preservation is impressed upon the innocent nature
of man, and rules there, till overruled by some other law: therefore Christ admitted and expressed a reluctance to suffer, to.
shew that he was taken from among men, was touched with a
feeling of our infirmities, and tempted as we are, yet without
sin ...... Not that the human will of Christ was adverse or averse
to the Divine will; it was only in its first act diverse from it; to
which in the second act of the will, which compares and chooses,
he freely submits himself," &c. &c.
I It appears to me, that while, from the very nature of the case,
I and the very purpoRe to be answered by Christ's incarnation~
I it is impossible that his flesh could be considered at any period
, "sinful," or "fallen," 01' " evil;" so the Divine Spirit has been
I particularly careful to impress our minds, through the medium
• of Scripture, with the doctrine of his perfect freedom from every
• thing approaching to moral pravity, or weakness, or perversity,
• or to a capaci,:,! of disobe!Jing God. The whole account given
I us of Christ seems intended to satisfy us to the full, that in
, all respects in which he can be viewed he was completely
• "separated &om sinners." When the angel Gabriel conversed with the Virgin Mary, he said unto her. "The Holy
, Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of the Highest
shall overshadow thee; therefore also that Hol!J Thing which
• shall be born of thee, shall be called the Son of God." Christ
'himself said, "The prince of this world cometh, and hath
I

I
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'. fIOthing in me." And we are told that he was "without sin,'"
, that he " did no sin," and that " he knew no sin." Could
• all this have been the case, if at the same time it could be
• affirmed of him that he was" in sinful flesh," that he ,. took
, human nature in the fallen, and not in the unfallen state;"
'. that his " flesh was all evil, even as this fallen world was all
':evil? "'-It appears to us, that while, from the very nature o.f
the case, and the very purpose to. be answered by the incamatioll of the Second Person· in the Godhead, it is impossible that
bis flesh could be considered at any period different from that of
hiamother Mary; so the Divine Spirit bas been particularly careful to. impress our minds, through the medium of Scripture, with
the doctrine of his perfect identity with mankind, SIN ONLY
excepted. But Dr. Thomson goes a great deal farther than this;
for he asserts that the human nature had not a capacity for disobeying God. This is quite in harmony with what Dr. Thomson
haa inculcated before, respecting the humanity of Christ; for
if the humanity was not liable to fall, it can only be because
it had not a CGptlcity for disobeying God: the manho.od, therehe, was not a responsible creature at aU. In tbe quotations
which Dr. Thomso.n has adduced, he has paid no. attention to
those words which are really important. In the above extract,
the distinctive expression is ., oftltee;" shewing, in common with
many o.thers, that the humanity of Christ was of the same substance 8S that of his mo.ther. Now, if Dr. Thomson will assert
that.a humanity with self-derived purity, with self-derived incapacity for disobeying God, self-derived immo.rtality, self-derived inco~ptibil.ity, is of the same nature, and. ~ame substance,
as a humamty which has no o.ne o.f these quabties but as they
are continually imparted and sustained by its Maker, then we
must request him to publish a Glossary, as a key to his Sermo.ns;
fer all language at present in use in Great Britain is set at
nought: Johnson's Dictionary, even with Todd's additions,
cannot avail us: and science can no. longer be imparted, if the
essential properties of substances may be reversed, and yet those
Bubstances remain the aame. We must beg oui' readers to pay
particolar attentio.n to this point, because, from the frequent
use o.f' sound expressions in other places-such as, our nature,
Auman nature, &c.-we have met with many persons who hue
been deceived, and who have not been able to perceive the real
heresy wbich lurks beneath: and it is only by accurately considering the properties which Dr. Thomson aitributes to the
humanity of Chnst, that we discover, that, notwithstanding the
nle of the words" our nature," repeated never so often, the humanity described by the Doctor is not nearly 80 like our natu.re
as it is to the nature of angels. We canno.t do better than
direct Dr. Thomson's attention to the remarks of Mr. R. Hal-
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dane respecting'the way in which falsehood may be inculcated
under the same form of words as truth :-" In what do the
Neologians and Socinians differ from the Orthodox? Only
in particular modes, as they would say, of explication! The
Socinian agl'ees with the Calvinist in calling Christ God, but
differs in the explication of the term. The Neologian agrees
with the believer in receiving the scriptural account of the
works of Christ, but begs leave to explain them upon natural
principles. The most adventurous Neologist would not think
it necessary to object to the language of Scripture ...... It would
abundantly serve his purpose, to 'allow him the right of his
own mode of explanation ...... Have the Evangelical Clergy themselves taken lessons ill the school of Neology? "--(Conduct of
Rev. D. Wilson, 8fc. p. 17.)
, Respecting the capability of the humanity of the God-Man
for disobeying God, we subjoin the following remarks from
President Ed wards, as some corrective to the fieresy containedin this passage of Dr. Thomson's note. In his controversy with
Dr. Whitby'S half-Arminian and half-Socinian sentiments, President Edwards most properly maintains the orthodox view that
Messiah was in a state cif trial, p. 259. " The words," he saysi'
" of Isa. xliii. 1-4, 'Behold my servant whom I, uphold,"
&.c. imply a promise of his being so UPHELD BY GOD'S SPIRIT
THAT HE SHOULD BE PRESERVED FROM SIN "-(directly the
reverse of Dr. Thomson's heretical notion of an inherent incapacity from sin)-" particularly from pride, and vain-glory i
and from being overcome by any temptations he should. be.
under to affect the glory of this world, the pomp of an earthly
prince, or the applause and praise of men: and that he should
be so upheld that he should by no means fail of obtaining the
end of his coming into the world, of bringing forth judgment
unto victory, and establishing his kingdom of grace in the
earth." "In Isa. iv. 5,6, we have the Messiah expressing his assurance"-of what 1 of the impeccability of his human nature 1 of
his incapacity for disobeying God? No; but-" that God would
help him, by so opening his ear, or inclining his heart to God's
commandments, that he should not be rebellious, but should persevere, and not apostatize, or turn his back: that, through God's
help, he should be immovable in obedience, under great trials of
reproach and suffering; setting his face like a flint: so that he,
knew he should not be ashamed, or frustrated in his design iI
and finally should be approved and justified, as having done
his work faithfully."
.. :
• How deeply is it to be regretted that such a tenet is main• tained by any influential divines-by those who are repuwd t"
f and followed as " masters in Israel!" And how distressi ng .tpat
, it should be mentioned with a dogmatism which sets allarguVOl.. I.-NO. III.
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, ment, and, asI think, all Scripture, at defiance! '-If Dr. Thom-'
son's ideas were sufficiently clear to enable him to express his
heresy without self-contradiction, 80 that he could be an .. influential divine," our regret at what he has put forth in this hapless
note would be greater than it is., But, though he has erected
himself into being a .. master in Israel," by undertaking vohintary instruction in theology to the good people of Edinburgh,
his "do~matism, which sets all argument and all Scripture at
defiance, ' is not likely to produce much effect. Thetain, therefore, which we feel, is not for others, but for himsel. .
: ' And 'how intolerable, that we, who stand up for the absolute
'sinlessness of the Beshof Him who is "the Lord our righteous'ness," and" the propitiation fOr our sins," should be talked of as
, on. ~h!lt account filling them with horror and amazement, and ·de'~nounced, moreover, as "theological babes of the religious world.'"
Ah, say you so 1 Is this the cause of aU? Has Dr. Thomson here
'let the cat out ofthe bag?' A correspondent in onr last Number
(Jbserved,thatsomeonehadspokenofanhalf-infideIScotchChnrch,
arid that this offence was not to be forgiven. From this passage
in his note, Dr. Thomson seems to have put a cap upon his own
bead which was never intended (or it, and has vented his spleen
upon Mr. Irving for the imaginary affront. We speak with
thtl most positive certainty, when we affirm, that under the teI'tn
··theological babes " Mr. Irving had not the most remote idea
of"including Dr. Thomson. For ourselves, we can assert, that.
11ntil this note appeared, we should as soon have thought of including St. Augustine, or Goodwin, or Mede, in that appellation, as Dr. Thomson. But now, what can we do? .. A babe'"
is, ';lr ID:ay be, a fine, ~ealthy-, vigorous, gr6~ing, thriving ,thiI.1g ;
takmg 10 as much mtlk as ·It can get; deSIrOUS of, and 10 time
arriving at, strong meat; and ultimately, by these means, at the
full stature and strength of perfect manhood. Such babes we
ourselves desire to be, and would as willingly have sat at "the feet
of Dr. Thomson as of anyone else, and have received instruction in Divine truth at his hands. But he has now compelled
os, against our will, against our affections for him, against our
prepossessions in his favour, to call in question, not merely hiil
eapacity to become Christian instructor, btiteven his title to be
a theological babe. We can no longer range him with 'the
Augustines,· the Basils, the Tertullians, the Jeromes, the lIenrys,
t~e Gills, the· Edwards, &c.; but are fo~ced to place him side by
SIde of those whom he has 80 often dlscomfited,-the Condel'S
and the Ormes; the modest gentlemen who alone in the land
write literature and religion, and whose purse-proud "Dissenteri.stn can no lono-er coalesce with pauperism." Oh! why did·
~r~ Th0n.tson·pubfi~h thi~ note? ~f he. had wr:itte!l it, ~r spoken·
It,, to·a fnend, 'he mlg'llt have received Instruction In pnvate,· and
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not undergone the mortification of public exposure: nothing is
now left for him, but a recantation as full and explicit as, and
more clear than, the false doctrine which he has taught.
r For my own part, I shall be content to stand and suffer this
, reproach for the "most catholic and orthodox doctrine" of the
'immaculate purity of Christ's human nature, and glory in being
r c~Iled " a theological babe," since that denomination is affixed
, to me because, for the honour of my Redeemer and the salva, tion of my own soul, I consider Christ as, in the strictest sense of
r the terms, and in every department of his person, and in all stages
'of his existence, God's holy Child Jesus. '-And thus ends note C.
Once more we inform Dr. Thomson, that.he does not rightly
understand the point at issue; and we say this because, 1f he
<loea, his concluding paragraph does not contain the expressions
of an honest man. For, by asserting that he is called a theological
babe for standing up for t~e absolute sinlessness of the flesn of
ChriElt, and" the immaculate furity of his human nature," and
" that, in the strictest sense 0 the terms, and in every department of his person, and in all stages of his existence, Christ WaM
God's holy child Jesus," he charges his adversary with holding
~he, oppos1te, which is not the fact. The question at issue is not.
Was the humanity of Christ pure and bo]y, &c. or not? but the
question is, Was the humanity of Christ the same as the humanity
of other men, but preserved pure and holy by the Holy Ghost; or
Was it another and better humanity,-an immortal, lmpeccabl~
incon-uptible humanity, independent of the work of the Holy
Ghost '{ Did Christ, in short, come in flesh or not 1-0h yeEl,
says Dr. Thomson, but not in such flesh as ours. Then the
questiOJl to be solved is, What is the meaning of the word flesh 1
Does it ever mean that which is incorruptible, immortal, impeccable, temptless? We shall not answer this in our own words,
but in those of Matthew Henry :-" He (Christ) was madejlesh,
the meanest part of man. Flesh speaks man weak; and he was
crucified through weakness (2 Cor. xiii. 4). Flesh speaks man
~nortal and dying (Psal. lxxviii.39) ; and Christ was put to death
In the flesh (l Pet. iii. 18). Nay, flesh speaks man tainted with
sin (Gen. vi. 3); and Christ, though he was perfectly holy' and
harmless, yet appeared in the likeness of sinful flesh (Rom. v1ii. 3),
was made sin for us (2 Cor. v. 6). Wonder at this, that the
Eternal W ol'd should be made flesh, when flesh was com.e into
!Ouch an ill name! that He who made all things, should himself
be made flesh, one of the meane!Ot things; and submit to that
from which he was at the greatest distance !..... Having taken upon
him the nature of man, he put himself into the place and condition of other men. The Word might have been made flesh and
dwelt among the angels; but, havin~ taken a body of the same
mould ,with us, in it he came, and res1ded in the same world with
,UI!I ..... When we look upon the upper world, the 'N()'t\d. ()'i ~~\."i\.\a.,

-how mean and contemptible does this flesh, this body, appear,
which we carry about with us, and this world in which our lot is
cast! and how hard is it to a contemplative mind to be reconciled to them! But that the Eternal Word was made Oesh, was
clothed with a body as we are, and dwelt in this world as we do,
this has put an honour on them both," &c.-On John i. 14.
Upon this same passage in John, Dr. Gill observes, " Flesh
here signifies, not a part of the body, nor the whole body, only,
but the whole human nature, consisting of a true body and a
reasonable soul; and is so called to denote the frailty of it,
~eing encompassed with infirmities, though not sinful; and to
shew that it was a real human nature, and not a phantom or
appearance, that he assumed."
It is very possible that ·we may have in some instances misunderstood Dr. Thomson's meaning, and thereby misrepresented
his opinions: if so, we shall not only exceedingly regret having
done tbis, but be anxious for an opportunity to express our contrition and Qlake all possible reparation. Our aim has been to
obtain accurate knowledge of the ideas he intended to convey;
and altbough, if we shall have failed in doing so, something
must be put down to the score of our own stuptdity, somethi~g
must also be put down to the confused metaphors and 10accurate expressions of which our author bas made use. We
have not wished to extenuate any part of the fearfulness of
the heresy; nor, on the other hand, to exaggerate any thing; far
less to "set down ought in malice" against Dr. Thomson.
The public services which he has rendered to the church in the
Apocryphal controversy, and the calumnies which he .endured
from the affected delicacy of fastidious adulterators of God's
word with respect to the strength of his language, and the
amiable private character of the individual, all conspire to
prejudice us very strongly in favour of any thing' that comes
from his pen: but in a question, not of doubtful interpretation,
but of heresy; not about the date of the commencement of the
Millennium, but concerning the person of the Lord Jesus; not
of minor, or only collateraltmportance, but on no less a subject
than whether our nature be or be not redeemed from the
thraldom of Satan and brought back to God, we feel that the
whole scheme of Christianity is involved, in quite as great a
degree as in a question concerning the Divinity of Messia'h. It
is a time to shew, that, in comparison of Christ, neither father nor
mother, wife nor child, is worthyofa moment's considetation. It
is .the very heresy which is predicted as to arise in the church,
and go from thence into the world; instead of beginning in the
world, and coming thence into the church. "Beloved, believe
not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God;
because many false prophets are gone into the world. Hereby
.kIlO~ ye the Spirit of God; \1'V~~ %,\\mt tnat confesseth that
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JesusChristiscome in the FLESH, is of God; and every spirit that
confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the FLESH, -is not of
God: and this is that SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST, whereof ye have
heard that it should come; and even NOW ALREADY IS IT IN
THE WORLD. Ye are of God, little children, and have over~o~ne them: because greater is pe that is in you, than he that
IS In the world.
Tltey are of the world: therefore speak they of
tke world, and the world hearetk them. We are of God: he
that knoweth God, heareth us; he that is not of God, heareth
notus. HEREBY KNOW WE THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH, AND THE
SPIRIT OF ERROR." 1 John iv. 1-6.
The Bible knows and speaks but of one kind of flesh-namely, that which is mortal and corruptible; that which every
human being wears. Dr. Thomson admits the words, that
Christ came in flesh of some sort; and describes properties in
thisOesh which make it altogethl:'r unlike our flesh,-a very
different and far better kind of flesh. This is the very heresy
against which we are warned in the Epistle of St. John. The
Papists are more consistent, and pay more respect to the plain
meaning of the words which -declare that Christ's manhood
was the same as the substance of his mother; aDd, being determined to make him immaculate, make his mother immaculate
also. The heresy, aSfut forth in this note by Dr. Thomson, is
either a compound 0 many, or else several different heresies
are promulgated together.. Essential incorruptibility, and incapacity of temptation, are attributes of DeIty, and not of
humanity; and therefore Dr. Thomson makes a confusion of the
two natures. In the fifth century the EUTYCHJAN heresy
arose, which "held that there was but one nature in Christ."
In the following century arose the APHTHARDOCITES, or INCORRUPTIBILES; so called because they held that our Savour's body" was incorruptible, and exempt from passion:"
and also "the MONOTHELITES, who held that there was but
one will in Jesus Christ." We have seen that all these heretical
opinions .have been maintained in this note.
.
Some persons have a confused idea floating in their minds, that
the nature which the Lord Jesus assumed was like that of Adam
before he fell, and not like that of his mother Mary: but Dr.
Thomson is as far removed in opinion from these persons, as he
is from the orthodox view: for Adam's nature before he fell was
not immortal, impeccable, and possessed of essential (that is,
underived) holiness; but was mortal, peccable, and only holy as
long as it was, by some power or other foreign to itself, so preserved. Nay, the thing that he calls the human nature of the
Lord was not only different from and superior to the nature of
any man, but above that of any angel or archangel, or any created
intelligence of which it is possible td form an idea. Adam~
before he fell, had no infirmities ~ Ch.rist \\~ \:\\.~~\."'\.~,,
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tberefOl'8 Christ had the nature of Adam after the fall, and not
befOl"e it. The admission that the Lord Jesus had inftrmitie~ is
conclusive of the whole subject; and we SUPPO.se that it was
frem perceiving this that Dr. Thomson starts the novel idea of the
iDfirmities of our nature being" imputed." If the nature which
the Deity assumed into uniDn with himself was an essentially
holy, immortal. impeccable nature, without a capability O.r capacity for disobeying GO.d; then is that better nature-that holy,
immortal, impeccable•. &.c. nature-only redeemed; and not our
W0{86 nature, t~e J¥lture of man; which is essentially unholy.,
mortal, peccable, and capable O.f disobeying God. .. Had he
taken the angelical nature, which was mO.re exceUent in itself,
~ suffered 10 that, his sufferings would have been esteemed
tl1.e sufferings of that whole nature; but nDt O.f the human nature, because nO.t partaking O.f it; and so. he could not have
sutferedfoT it, unless he had suffered i. it."-Charnock, v.304.
In orefer to' clear up the minds of some who., like Dr. Thomson,
may never yet have cO.nsidered the subject with the accuracy
which it deserves, and especially requlles from all who. would
become teachers of others, we shall beg them to consider, that
sin, in the abstract, is not an adjunct, but a deficiency; not a
positive, but a negative thing: so that Dr. Thomson is no more
competent to write upon this question, than he would be on Algebra if he did not know the difference between plus and minu8.
Sin, therefore. is a necessary quality of creature, as much as corruptibility is a necessary property in matter. In this way it is
that ignorance and involuntary acts are sins. When a responsible being proceeds to act, then he oommits actual transgression.
Since the fall of Adam, the weakness and sufferings of men
have induced them to offend in many ways to which Adam
CQuid not have been tempted. This weak and infirm, because
f~len, and in this sense sinful~ 8esh, the Son of God assumed;
and, ever acting in it by the Almighty power of the Holy Ghost.
preserved it from sinning-that is, from becoming sinful iJl
another sense.
But we have not space to go further at present into this subject. It only remains for us, in conclusiO.n, to shew why we have
coupled together these two notes O.f Dr. ThO.msO.n,-the one on
the Millennium. and the O.ther on the humanity O.f the Lord
Jesus Christ: and our reason is, that we suspect that those
, who deny the one will be given over to' a judicial blindness,
and become a prey to heresies upon many other subjects. We
.would desire to draw a wide difference between those who reject
a truth, and those who only reiect our PO.or and miserable manner
of !!letting it before them. It ia not O.f the latter, but of the
fOJ'mer, that we speak. We do anticipitate the rise, and di....
tl8roit~ation, an~ reception, to an aw~ul extent, O.f many soul-d...
,troywg heresies; and we a~ c.~n.·nn.ced that .the truth as it
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is in Jesus is one; and that no particle of it can be wilfully
rejected with impunity. There has long been a gan'eral feeling,:
in the best part of the religious world, that some event or other
must occur to separate the chaff from .the ,wheat; ,and, while
some have anticipated persecution, none have been able to define exactly what it would be that the Lord 'shdUld 'make use of'
as his winnowing fan. We are confident that it rel1ts not on our
labours, nor on those of any mortal menito dissipate the mists
of infidelity, which hover as much round the religious· as the irreligious world: nor have we any counse] to offer, but to adjure'
e\1ery one, who values the salvation of his ownsoul,'to be instant
in prayer to be preserved by the power of the Holy 'Ghost from
heresies of every description. Satan has now but a short space:
the Lord is at hand to cast him out of his usurped dominion'
over this globe: his endeavours to effect the ruin of men, and
especially of those who have hitherto profes8ed Christ's name
befote the world, will be doubly violent, and dou'bly'subtle. He
has tried persecution before: the church would therefore be aware
of him, and little likely to be injured by it. Heresies in Christian men-fostered, at least, and sanctioned by:them, ,if not'em-:
braced to the destruction of their own soul8-"engendered within
the church, and put forth by leaders and 'heads ()f religlotm parties, are far more likely toeff'ect the diabolical ends ·ofSatan.
The superficial knowledge ()f the most advanced'Christians; the
false charity which prevails; the heady, high..;minded spirit of
judging without due inquiry; the habitual practice of personal
defamation, as contrary to real religion as the habitual practice
of drunkenness or any other wilful act of sin; the love of
schism; the contempt for the orthodox decision& ofthe'chul'ch-,
all conspire to render Christians at the present moment 'peculiarly susceptible to his devices.W e sicken at the contemplation of the picture; and can find consolation no Where but:in
that aspiration which has supported the children of God from
the days of Eve to this hour, and must continue to be their
sole support till death is swallowed up in victo~-namely, ,thtt
coming of the Man Jehovah to:bruise the serpent shead. "Even
so: come quickly, Lord Jesus."

----

Note.-Sinee the preceding remarks were written two small
works have appeared, which we strongly recommend to the
attention of all : we regret :that timewiU not permit us to do
more than to announce their names. The first is a very masterly
performance, entitled" The Word made Flesh; or, The true 'Hurnanity of God inOhriet demonstrated from the Scriptures,.n
The second is, " A candid Examinationof the Conti'oversy between Dr. Thomson, Messrs. 'Haldane and, Irving, respecting the
Humanity of the Lord Jesus Christ.'"
,
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REVIEW OF "THE CHRISTIAN DUTY OF GRANTING THE
CLAIMS OF THE ROMAN CATHOLICS: BY THOMAS ARNOLD, D. D." &:.c. LltC •

.. TH E Christian Duty of granting the Claims of the Roman
Catholics," is the title of a pamphlet which involves in it a
palpable contradiction: and as the author intends to shew that
It was the duty of a Christian government to give to the enemies of Christianity the power of making laws for, and exercising authority over, Christian people, it will be our present
object to prove that Christian duty would have led to the rejection of those claims, and that the reasoning in this pamphlet il!l
unsound.
The two great champions among religionists in this country,
on the other side of the question, are Dr. Arnold, the head
master of Rugby School, a man of considerable celebrity for
his knowledge of the Greek and Latin classics; and Mr. Daniel
Wilson~ Vicar of Islington. The Bishop of Chester, in a Letter
r.ecently addressed to his Clergy, is a humble imitator of these
two; and therefore his lucubrations stand or fall with those of
his models. We have selected the pamphlet of Dr. Arnold in
preference to the Letter of Mr. Wilson, because it is from the
pen of the more learned and more powerful writer; because- it
IS quoted in the Bishop of Chester's Letter; and because the
publishers have informed us that great pains have been taken, by
the Evangelical Bishops who voted for the Papists, to circulate
it gratis.
. Dr. Arnold informs us in his preface, that II -his main object
has been to correct this prevalent impression, that it may be
wrong in a religious point of view to grant the Catholic claims,
but it cannot be more than inexpedient to reject them. I have
therefore argued the question on the grounds of right: although
I allow, that, in the ordinary discussion of it, tlte topic of right
is one !uhick it is on many accounts bette1' to wave; and where
the oppoQents of the Catholics do not make conscience theil'
plea for resisting the claims, it is enough to press them on
grounds of political expediency." We concede fully, that, upon
the bare infidel ground of political expediency, without. any reference to God's revealed will, the opposition to the measure
never had, nor could have, a vestige of an argument for its support: but we are somewhat staggered, at the outset of a treatise
upon " Christian Duty,." to find it avowed that in the di,cu,siqn of the question tke topic of right is one which it is better
to wave;. becau~e it aPl?ears t~ us that the topic of right is the
only pOSSIble POlDt to diSCUSS, 10 order to determlDe what is or
what is not Christian duty.· .
.
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Discarding the political view of the subject, our author betakes himself to the religious part; and says, that it is his
.. endeavour to prove, first, that it is the direct duty of every
Englishman to support the claims of the Roman Catholics of
Ireland, even at the hazard of injuring the Protestant Establish,.
ment; because those claims cannot be rejected without great
injustice; and it is a want Qf faith in God, and an unholy zeal,
to think that he can be served by in~ ustice, or to guard against
contingent evil by committing sin.' -Dr. Arnold should have
defined more accurately what he means by U injuring the Protestant Establishment." If he mean the doctrines of Christianity
as explained and set forth in the symbols of the Protestant
churches; then we are prepared to maintain, that to hazard the
injuring of them was the most dlrect violation of duty, towards
God and man, which could be committed. If, on the other
hand, he only mean the transfer of certain revenues from the
pocket of Dr. Arnold into. the pocket of Dr. Doyle, then we
confess the balance of argument is in favour of Dr. Doyle. He
should also be somewhat more precise in his definition of injustice: to make distinctions in our conduct towards certain individuals may be unjust, or otherwise, according to circumstances.
And the remainder of the first proposition is either a truism; ot,
in the particular case, we assert the conver~e of his position, and
contend that the legislature has guarded against contingent evil
by committing certain sin.
His second proposition is, "that, as the path of duty is the
path of wisdom, so the granting of the Catholic claims, to
which we are bound as a plain point of duty, will in all human
probability greatly benefit the cause of Christianity; that it
will tend to purify the Catholic religion in Ireland from its
greatest superstitions, and gradually to a8similate it more and
more to Protestantism." -This proposition is replete with faUa-·
cies. The path of religious duty is seldom, if ever, the path of
worldly wisdom. Be1tefit the cause of Christianity, must either
mean, amalgamate the eternal and essential differenoos between
Protestant truth and Popish error; or else it asserts that a
human law can tend to turn men's hearts to God. And the
conclusion of the proposition, that the Catholic religion will be
assimilated to Protestantism, strongly confirms the propriety of
the construction put upon the first elause, and betrays that the
learned author does not understand in what the essentials of
Popery and Protestantism consist.
The author proceeds; " Ij~. then, the exclusion ()fthe Catholics of Ireland from their civil rights be an act of i1!judice, or,
in other words, if it be a sin, when knowingly committed, it is
not a lawful means of advancing or defending the Protestant
religion. Now, in order to shew that this exclusion is unjuaf,
VOL. I.-NO. TIl.
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it will be necessary to ascend to higher principles than those to
which its advocates generally appeal, and to shew that these
higher principles can alone, in fact, determine the merits of the
question."-To the sentiment contained in this latter sentence
we entirely subscribe: the first commences with that great
peace-maker IF: and, therefore, the fact of the exclusion being
right or wrong, just or unjust, must be determined by these
hzgher principles. But, instead of reverting to any higher principle whatever; instead of appealing to the law and word of
God, which in our weak simphcity we supposed was the whole
sum and substance, the ultima ratio, of " Christian duty;" the
author favours us, through the next eight pages, with a diatribe
on the progress of civil society, and on the abstract claim of all
the denizens of a state to an equal participation of its honours
and emolumentEl. He then asks, whether there is any thing in
the Gospel which is contrary to justice; and, taking the negative
for granted, draws the conclusion, that the Papists ought to be
admitted to equal power in this Protestant state. Upon these
prinCiples Dr. Arnold argues very successfully. Be It remembered, however, that these principles have nothing whatever to
.do with Christianity; that they are the very same which are
discussed by Plato, Tully, and Plutarch; and that, therefore,
they are not the higher principles upon which the Doctor undertook to defend his position, but prmciples upon the same level,
and no higher, than those which are to be found in every radical
club in the kingdom, in Jerry Bentham, and in the Westminster Review.
'
.
At length, having arrived at page 42, we find the radical and
unchristian error which lies at the bottom of all Dr. Arnold's
opinions: and it is because this error is very general in the Religious World that we have taken this pamphlet as a basis for its
examination. The errol' is expressed in the following words:
" Mankind have a right to govern themselyes; that is to. say,
·society is the supreme power on earth; and the ordinances of
society, or the laws and the commands of magistrates who
act in the name and for the welfare of the society, are binding
upon all the individual members of it: but neither has anyone
national society any authority to govern another; nor, still less,
.have magistrates, who are but the officers of societ:lj, any right to
rule contrary to tlte will Qf' that society, or to exercise any greater
power than it ma:II authorize."-He seems, however, to have
had some secret misgivings after having penned this monstrous
proposition; for he adds, in the course of a few sentences, the
following remarks, somewhat inconsistent with what has just
been quoted :-" The Christian Scriptures, indeed, enjoin con-scientious submission to government on the part of individuals;
resting this duty on the Divine authority vested in it, as the re- _
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presentative on earth of our Supreme Moral Governor. They
strongly co,,!demn the doctrines of the fi!th-monarchy me~, and
of the· anczent Jew3, who held the samts were not subject to
any earthly society, especially when it consisted of heathens,
because they had one only King in heaven." He subsequently
speaks of God's "declared will for the perfecting of human
society, &c." It is much to be regretted that the learned Doctor
did not favour us with the name of the book, chapter, and
verse in which God has declared that he has willed that 'tuman.
society should be perfected by the manifest laws of his providence: but, not having done this, we beg leave, in the civilest
though plainest terms, to give a flat contradiction to Dr. Arnold;
and assert, on the other hand, that human society never is to
be perfected by any laws of God's providence; that, on the
contrary, He will send his Son in the clouds of heaven to destroy it for its wickedness; and that then the Son shall take
upon himself the governance of the world, and teach men a
lesson, of which Dr. Arnold is ignorant, namely, that HE, and
not soCiety, is tiLe supreme power on earth.
·We pass over the absurdity of saying, that the Christian Scriptures condemn the doctrines of the ancient Jews: and enter the
lists against the fundamental assertion, that society is tlte supreme
on earth; that magistrates act in the name of society; that they
are the officers of society, and have no ri.ght to rule wntrar!} to the
will of that society, or to exercise any greater power than it may
authorize. It is scarcely necessary to remind our readers, that
the sentiment here expressed by the learned Doctor, whose
work is so widely circulated by the Evangelicals, is precisely that
which used in the good old times of George III. (and no longer
ago-so that Lord Plunkett need not be afraid of having the Old
Almanack brought out for his amusement) hardly to escape a
charge of high treason: it is the old Jacobin sentiment of tt the
people the source of legitimate power;" it is that which excited
the scorn, indignation, and wit of Mr. Canning, in the poetry of
the Anti-Jacobm, when the Duke of Norfolk gave it for a toast,
in a fit of radical madness at an electioneermg orgy, as "The
sovereign, The Many:"
A toast I'll give-a thing I'll say
As yet unsaid by any:
" Ouu SOVEUElGN LoUD "-Let those who doubt
My honest meaning, hear me out"HIs MAJESTY, TilE MANY."

And here we have it again propounded, not by a drunken duke,
but by a sober divine; not in the turmoil of politics, but from the
quiet of his study; not in a paroxysm of revolutionary delirium,
but insolently foisted upon us as a grave maxim of Christian duty.
Thus have we lived to see the principles of Tom Paine CODl";
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lJleteIy triumphant. The charge brought against the house of
Judah by the Prophet Ezekiel, as the cause of God's judgments
eoming upon them, was, that they said" the Lord hath forsaken
the earth :" and there cannot be a more perfect proof that such
is the opinion or maxim held by the present rulers of England,
than the fact, that the very same doctrine which 80 few years
back was broached only by the offscouring of political violence,
is now hailed as the orthodox creed by our Evangelical Bishops
and most learned divines.
. We shall now shew, by the greatest authorities, that the
maxim of society being the supreme power on earth, and that
magistrates are but tile officers of that body-that is, the people
being the source of the authority of the rulers-is as repugnant
to universal law as it is to revelation. De la Bruyere, 10 his
Caracteres, after enumerating various difficulties of the kingly
office, says, .. When I reftect..... that he (the king) is accountable
to God, even for the felicity of his people; that good and evil
are in his hands, and that ignorance is no excuse; I cannot
forbear asking myself this question, W ouldest thQU reign 1"
De la Bruyere knew nothing of being accountable to the people,
but felt the awful responsibility of being accountable to God.
Selden (Titles of Honour, p. 158) says, " As the supremacy of
princes and their government is delegate from the Highest, their
judgments being also called His; so in a general name they are
titled gods, even by God himself, because here on earth they
should for their power be his imitators. And therefore they may
also in that sense be stiled divi, or dii. 'Divi Christiani reges,'
saith Contzen, the present professor of divinity in Mentz,' vDcan
possunt eo modo quo dii, quia Dei sunt vicarii, et Dei voce
judicant.' "
Puffendorf frequently refers to the revealed will of God, as
modifying the respective duties of the sovereign and the subject.
But this mode of treating the question is more unsatisfactory
than that of denying the Divine delegation of rulers altogether;
since, if God has revealed his will at all in the matter, that will
must be followed wholly, or U he that offends in one point is
guilty of all." The sovereign is not at liberty to say, "This
part of God's revealed will is fit to be followed, and that part is
not; this part is conducive to the welfare of my subjects, and
that is not." Locke indeed argues, that God has never given
, to anyone man authority over the religion of another; and he
was the first writer of eminence who carried the doctrine of toleration to the extent of indifference to all truth and falsehood,
which now is universally adopted. Barheyrac, who adopts
Locke's opinions in his notes to Puffendorf, nevertheless makes
exceptions, and says, that, in certain cases, the sovereign must
interfere, and punish erroneous religious opinions.
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The greatest of all authorities upon this subject, and whQ..
pre-eminently united in his own person the divine, the philosopher, and the lawyer, is Lord Bacon. "A king," says he, ".is a
mortal god on earth, unto whom the living God hath lent his
own name, as a great honour ...... He must make religion the role
of government, and not to balance the scale; for he that casteth
in religion only to make the scales even, his own weight is con.
tained in those characters, Ment, men., tekel upka1'sin: He
is found too light, his kingdom shall be taken from him. And
that king that holds not religion the best reason of state, is void
of all piety and justice, the supporters of a king.
We would recommend this last sentence to tbe particular attention of Dr. Arnold, and of all others who coincide with his
opinions: and although these authorities are sufficient to shew,
that, in the estimation of the greatest of men, the maxim that
kings are delegates of God, and not of the people, is perfectly
clear and obvious; we are astonished that the contrary should
ever have been maintained, by anyone of higher pretensions
to the faculty of reasoning than the most noisy demagogue at
a popular election. Our reason for so thinking is, that the
very essence of rule seems to consist in there being an inherent
and necessary disposition in mankind to do evil, to throw off subjection, and to commit various excesses, not only against God's
laws, but against each other. God will bless his own ordinance
of degrees of rank, so long as those in the highest rank remember that they owe their elevation to Him, and use its influence for the promotion of His glory: but there cannot be an act
of more determinate insubordination, than for the rulers themselves to say that they owe not their ele'Vation to God, but to
their fellow-creatures; cease therefore' to· make God's will the
role of the exercise of their power, and make the people's will
the rule instead; "worshippmg:' in the most literal sense of
the passage, " the creature, in the place of the Creator." Dr.
Arnold, in conformity with his view, maintains, as we have
seen, that" magistrates, who are but the officers of society,"
have no "right to rule contrary to the will of that society,
or to exercise any greater power t.han- it may authorize:" which
is perfectly true, if his major be granted: we beg, however,
to paraphrase the sentence, and say, " Magistrates, who are
but the delegates of Christ, have no right to rule contrary to
the will of Christ, or to exercise any power, or to suffer any
power to be exercised, other than for the well-being of his
church."
When Louis XVIII. returned to France, it was proposed to
him that he should remount his throne in virtue of an act of the
senate, wh ch, after the abdication of Napoleon, carried on the
executive government, and negociated with the allied soverei~.
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To this proposition Louis peremptorily refused to agree. He
founded his title to the throne upon the appointment of God,
and he would not consent to receive it as the appointment of
the people. In vain did the ambassadors of the senate remonstrate; in vain did they insist upon the inviolability of their
charter; in vain did they insinuate that he wished to re-establish
the former abuses of hIS forefathers. He replied, that he was
willing to concede to them all the rights that any charter could
secure.to them; that he was as little inclined to be a tyrant
as they were to submit to one; that he had no objection to
return to his exile in England; but that he would never
accept that, which was to be held for God, as a gift from the
people.
.
It is hard to discover upon what grounds Dr. Arnold confounds deprivation of power to do an injury to another, with
persecution. "The plea of religion," he says, " is wholly
foreign to the question, except upon such grounds as would
authorize direct persecution. If the believers in a true religion
claim a title to restrain those who are in error from the enjoyment of their natural rights, in order to have a greater chance
of converting them to the truth; then also they may pretend to
persecute them directly with the same object; and there is no
doubt that a thorough persecution will generally root out the
doctrines against which it is directed. Or if they claim a natural
superiority on account of the truth of their religion, so that they
are fitted to govern unbelievers, or heretics, on the same principles that men govern children; this is a pretension far less
reasonable than if we were to claim dominion over those nations
",hose constitutions were unfavourable to the welfare of their
people, or who!'\e moral character we might judge to be inferior
to our own. What human power can pronounce authoritatively
upon the truth oj a religion, when eve1'!1llation will with equal zeal
maintain the truth of its own? Or does Christ authorize his
servants, as such, to assume the office of judging the world, until
the day when he shall himself appeal' to pronounce the judgment? "
The term. those who are in error, is an ominously slender
phrase for Popery, coming out of the mouth of a Doctor of
Protestant divmity. And where could he have discovered that
Papists were restrained in order to convert them? A tiger is
not restrained in order to convert it into a lamb, but in order
to prevent its doing mischief. And Dr. Arnold's other mode of
conversion is by eradication, or rooting out. To put a man to
death, is, to say the very least of it, a very Irish mode of converting him. But the most extraordinary sentence in this passage is, that no human power can pronounce authoritatively
!lponthe truth 91 a religion; and the reason assigned scarcely less
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extraordinary, namely, because men are obstinate in maintaining
falsehood. So, after all, there is no such thing as truth; it is all
a matter of opinion; and the Turk or the Blidhist may afterwards
turn out as right, nay, more right, than the Christian! Truly
Dr. Arnold is a marvellous instructor in .. Christian du~y." Since
if he cannot pronounce upon the truth of religion, we are at a
loss to discover the grounds upon which he pretends to teach
the duty that flows from it. Now, we beg to inform him, that
it is his duty to pronounce authoritatively upon the truth of
religion: that, as a resronsible being, he is bound to know the
truth; and that he wil be justly condemned for not knowing
the truth. To deny this, is to promulgate that there is no revelation from God to teach men his truth, but that everyone is
to make a religion for himself out of his own brain. Above al~
it is the duty of a king to know God's will, and to teach that
will to his people; to make them act, according to that will, in
obedience to him, and in peace towards each other. If those
who are enemies to God's will take advantage of the peace,
security, and other blessings, which he has always bestowed
as concomitants upon that nation which seeks first His face;
and if such persons will reside under the protection of that
sovereign; he is not bound to inflict any bodily injury upon
them, but he is bound not to allow them to exercise power over
God's people, who are in a most especial mannel' entrusted to
the protection of Christian princes. So that the line between
toleration and persecution is perfectly clear and distinct, and
is never confounded, but for the purpose of perplexing men's
minds upon the question. Out of this duty of the sovereign
grows, also, the only right which he can have for teaching any
thing whatever under the name of religion to hill people.· Dr.
Arnold is very anxious that the Church of England should
remain with all her power and property just as she is (page 50);
but the sovereign· authority of England has no right to take
from the wealth of the whok community in order to pay the
priests of one particular sect, unless it be that the sovereign
can authoritatively pronounce that the creed which these priests
teach is truth. This opinion of Dr. Arnold's, that no /Iuman
power can pronounce authoritatively upon tIle truth of religion,
is pure unmitigated infidelity: it is the very ground upon which
all the infidels in England are honestly endeavouring to take
the church property and convert it to the exigencies of the state;
and we are decidedly of opinion, that, if Dr. Arnold's assertion
be true, then the infidels are right, and that no church establishment ought to stand. Indeed, for what purpose is it to
stand? What can be the use of the rulers of a people teaching
a creed upon the truth of which they cannot pronounce? They
may have been teaching the wrong one at last, and so destroy-
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ing, instead of benefiting, the people. And as the withdrawing of
the property of the people, except for the necessities of the state,
is unjust, the taxation of the whole for the payment of compa1!ltively a few priests is the height of injustIce.
One of the most extraordinary passages in this essay on
Christian duty is the following :-" In fact, if men of different
religions are to live together in peace, they must abstain from a
direct interference witli each other's tenets; just as, in marriages
between two persons of different persuasions, an arrangement
is commonly made which limits the influence of either parentover their common children. and determines that some shall be
brought up in the opinions of their father, and others in those
of their mother."-Upon the question of the marriage of Christians with idolaters let us hear the word of God: " Be ye not
unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship
hath ri~hteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion
hath hght with darkness? and what concord hath Christ with
Belial? Or what part hath he that believeth with an infidel?
and what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye
are the temple of the living God: as God hath said; I will dwe11
in them, and walk in them; and I will be their God, and they
shall be my people. Wherefore, come out from among them, and
beJe separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing;
an I will receive you, and will be 0. Father unto you, and ye shall
be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty." (2 Cor. vi.
14-18.) Here we find the very case which is directly condemned,
totidem verbis, by God's word, held up for our example by this
Reverend Divine in an essay on Christian duty;" and the corollary from the proposition is, that the Christian shall not attempt
to turn the Papist from the error of his ways! This is very
natural advice from a man who says no human power can pronounce authoritatively upon what is truth; but it is very httle
likely to be attended to by those who can, and who will, pronounce
authoritatively upon the subject: who believe, though they receive neither ranlC., nor power, nor wealth, from saying that they
so believe, that the doctrinal articles of the Church of England
do contain that truth without a belief in which no human soul
can escape everlasting perdition; and that the doctrinal articles
of the Church of Rome do contain that falsehood, of self-righteousness and human merit, which will inevitably destroy to all
eternity those who are misled by it. This Liberal Doctor is not
without some/raetical measure for enforcing his advice, which
we recommen to the earnest and serious attention of all who
call themselves by the name of Christian, and who have not
had every spark of holy Christian love extinguished by the
withering Liberalism of the day. "A Puritan clergy in Ireland,
or a clergy at all partaking of the spirit of Puritanism, would
U
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be an evil which the government should carefully watch over,
and to the utmost of its power vigorously prevent. There
.mould be no furious commentaries on the Apocalypse, no
raving about the sin of tolerating idolaters. The deep folly
of such conduct can hardly be an excuse for its utter un.
charitableness, and the incalculable mischief of its consequences." (p. 64.) Although at the beginning of this essay the
learned Doctor was horrified at any principle which might by any
possibility be perverted into a shadow of persecution against
Papists, ,in the true spirit of a Liberal the horror of persecution
is quite worn out when he comes to stimulate the gOl'ernment
vigorously to prevent the preaching of the Gospel in force and
power: a few civil speeches indeed, gently hinting that, upon the
whole, Protestantism was a simple and less encumbered religion
than Popery, might be made; but nothing that could by any
possibility be mistaken for supposing that no less a stake than
heaven and hell depended upon the issue!
Pages 101 to 110 are employed in shewing that his brother
clergymen are exceedingly incompetent judges of the questionwhich he says is a religious question, and that he has endeavoured to argue it as Buch ;-and the reason assigned for thil
incompetency is, that their studies have been chiefly confined to
theology! The reason seems to us about as conclusive as it
would be, against a physician's ability to form an opinion of a
bodily disease, that his studies had been chiefly confined to
medicine. It is, indeed, most true, that their retired habits
and narrow spheres of observation do unfit the clergy from becoming eminent statesmen: Clarendon says," Clergymen understand the least, and take the worst measure, of human affairs, of
all mankind that can write and read:" but Clarendon does not
say that they take the worst measure of Christian duty. Dr.
Arnold is professing to argue the matter al a religious question,
andnotas onemerelypolitical: and, upon the infidel principles of
modern Liberalism, we confess the refusal of the claims of
Papists, of Jews, Mohammedans, or open Atheists, has not a
vestige of sound argument to rest on. As Dr. Arnold does not
understand the Chrietian duty of the civil magistrate, neither
does he that of the church; which consists in being the daily
living monitor to the temporal power of its religious duty,
and obligation, to rule for the promotion of the spiritual, as
well as bodily~ welfare of Christ's people. This. then, is 80
far from being a subject on which the clergy, as clergy, ought
not to interfere, that it was their pre-eminent duty to use every
lawful means, by every peaceable mode, whether from the
pulpit, through the press, or in public assemblies of the people,
to make all ranks of society-the king, his advisers, his. legislature, and his subjects-know that they were committing a great
VOl .. I.-NO. III.
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sin in God's sight; that they were professedly re-jectiog all
reference to his declared will in his written word; and avowing
that men in whose bosoms the Holy Ghost dwelht were not
more fit to be rulers over, and lawgivers for, his church and
people, than the followers of the False Prophet, open Infidels,
and blaspheming Jews. A very large body of the cleIlP' of the
Established Church, as well as the most spiritually mmded of
their Non-conformist brethren of all denominations, did well perform this duty, and the Lord will not fail to reward them for
their honest testimony on his behalf; but woe unto those
apostates who refused to protest in the time of need against the
enemies of Christ! It would be well for some of them if they
had never been born.
However much it may surprise Dr. Arnold, and the Evangelical Prelates who patronize and circulate his opinions, we shall
take the liberty of shewing him that it is in the Bible only that
the Christian duty of kings or of people can be learned: and
we shall prove that there cannot be an act of more wilful rebellion of spirit against God, than to propagate tbe doctrine that
princes derive their power from the people. For this purpose
let us turn, not to prophecy, but to fulfilment; not to futurity,
but to fact.; and consult the account given by Nebuchadnezzar,
the heathen sovereign of an idolatrous natIOn, and one who,
therefore, might be supposed to be entirely exempt from the
responsibilities and penalties to which a king professing Christianity, and within the bonds of the ChristIan covenant, must
be amenable. This king was a great and triumphant warrior;
and imputed his power and successes "to the migbt of his
power." If under any circumstance whatever it can be justifiable for a king to attribute the stability of his authority to a
human source, it is surely so ill the case of a laureled conqueror looking to his military skill and the valour of his forces
as that to which he is indebted for the security of his throne.
The architectural splendour of his capital bore testimony to his
regard for the arts of peace; and, without a rival to contend
with, or an empire on the globe to be compared with Chaldea
for extent, learning, or opulence, Nebucbadnezzar found bimself
at ease in his palace in Babylon. It was to serve as a lesson to
kings in all after-ages, that the extraordinary visitation which
fell UpOll this individual is recorded ;-an individual situated
in that extreme case which would have rendered it excusable,
if it ever were to be excusable, in a sovereign to ascribe his
power to any other source than directly to God. It was that
he might know U that the Most High ruleth in the kingdom of
men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will," that his kmgdom
was taken from him for a time: after which it was to be returned
to him, when he shan have learned" that the Heavens do rule."
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The king profited by the lesson; and his heart was turned to
God: and he makes the following public confession, for a wi,.,..
ness against the King of England, and against his Evangelical
advisers, and against all men; and especially against all nations
into which God's written word has come :-" All the inhabitants
of the earth are reputed as nothing: the Most High doeth according to his will, in the armies of heaven, and among the inhabitants of the earth; and none can stay his hand, or say unto
him, What doestthou 1......This matter is by the decree of the
Watchers, and the demand by the word of the Holy Ones: to
the intent that tlte living may know that the Most High ruleth
in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will,
and setteth up over it the basest of men."
Truly, the very name of God, as ruling, guiding, blessing, or
cursing the designs of menj is gone out of the land. From the
politics of kings and statesmen, down to the private business of
merchants and mariner., the bare mention of Him is held to be
an obsolete form, with which it is better to dispense. Nevertheless,
Jesus is King: to Him every knee shall bow: and his adversaries, who will not that he should reign over them, will he
cause to be brought, and slain before him: " Be wise, therefore, ye judges of the earth." Not only does the second
Psalm describe the appearance of MeSSIah to assume the
government of the world at a time when the kings and rulers
are in rebellion, 110t against his Priesthood only, but against
his Kingly office specially; but the eighty-second Psalm likewise is so strictly applicable to the present aspect of public
affairs, as far as they respect the question which this pamphlet
discusses, that we cannot do better than close these remarks
with calling the attention of our readers to it. "God stands
in the congregation of the mighty: he judges among the gods."
. Here, as we saw above from Selden, the title of" gods" is given
to the rulers of men, and they are informed that God himself is
in their assembly, whether they will acknowledge and submit
themselves to him or 110t. He then remonstrates with them
for not making any distinction between those who fear and serve
him, and those who despise him; and for supposing that mere
human talent, or rather the talents of Satan, can conduct prosperously the business of a kingdom. "How long will ye judge
unjustly, and accept the persons of the wicked 1" God's
word teaches us here, that to U judge unjustly" is to make
no distinctions and differences between the wicked and the
good, between Christ's enemies and Christ's friends, between
apostates and the faithful: but Dr. Arnold inculcates that it
is a Christian duty not to make such distinctions; that it
is unjust to refuse any thing to any member of the community; and that the people, and not God, judgeth, or sits in
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judgment, among the magistrates of the earth. The Lord next
reminds them of their duty, and of the end for which He, not
the people, has established all civil government: "Defend the
poor and the fatherless: do justice to tne afBicted and needy;
deliver the poor and the needy; rid them out of the hand of
the wicked." Whether the number of the aristocracy who are
supported out of taxes wrung from the sweat of the afBicted
and needy; whether the extravagant waste of the public funds;
the monopolies of corn, beer, &c.; game; colonial slavery, &c.,
&C. ; fulfil these directions of God or not, it would be foreign to
our present purpose to discuss; but of the persons described in
this Psalm the Lord adds, "They know not, neither will they
understand; they walk on in darkness." They understand
their duties neither as civil rulers nor as members of Christ's
chul'cll: they think they can act with iinpunity, without paying
any deference to God's will. "The foundations of the earth are
out of course :" the very oosis, cement, groundwork of society;
that upon which alone it can stand, ana which can alone hold
it together-namely, the principle of seeing and acknowledging God in every condition of life-is departed from men's
knowledge altogether: and as surely as an earthquake will
bring down a building, as certainly as a wall win fall from
which the cement and foundation are taken away, so sorely win
that social fabric crumble into dissolution which rejects GOO
as the source and groundwork of power, and which proelaiDl1l
the volatile mob the sovereign authority in a state. "I haTe said
ye are gods:" , I,' says. the Lord, «appointed you to your
office, and caused you to be reverenced in it :'-" and all of you
are children of the Most High:" • I caused you to be brought
within the ordinances of
church, and taught you through
it to walk as my children: -" but ye shall die like men, and
fall like one of the princes:" • You have rejected me, and I
will reject you: you shall not be spared, notwithstanding the
high prerogatives you have hitherto enjoyed; but your fall shall
be like the fall of one from an eminence, fatal to yourselves, and
a terrible sight to others.' The Psalmist then, with prophetic
lamentation over the utterly hopeless and remediless state into
which he saw the world would be brought, cries out for the
only hope that has consoled the church in all ages,-the coming
of the Lord Jesus to take the reins of the government of man~
kind into his own hands, and no longer entrust it to viceroys,
who have revolted against him: "Arise, 0 GOO; judge the
earth: for thou shall inherit all nations."
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REVIEW OF ., AN INQUIRY INTO THE GROUNDS ON WHICH
THE PROPHETIC PERIOD OF DANIEL AND ST. JOHN BAS
BEEN SUPPOSED TO CONSIST OF 1260 YEARS: BY S. R.
MAITLAND."
,. A SECOND INQUIRY: BY S. R. M£ITLAND."

WE did not calculate upon any necessity arising for our n0ticing these two publications. Not that we thought the inquiry
they prosecute unimportant; but the manner in which It 1'8
here conducted appeared to us so very loose and inaccurate u
scarcely ever to come fairly in contact with the interpretation
it combats; while the arguments it advances appeared to us 80
contradictory as to need nothing more than the plain common
sense of ordinary readers to detect their faUacy; rendering any
formal exposure of them a work of supererogation. Bot we
have since been informed that othe!'s are not of the same opinion; and that many think the arguments of these pamphlets
very plausible, and many more are unsettled by them in points
whIch they had before considered as well established. On
these accounts a brief exposure of the confusion of mind in
which this hypothesis (or negation of hypothesis) has originated,
may be seasonable and profitable. Mr. Maitland writes with a
most praise-worthy calmness and tem~r, which preP08Be8S
us in favour of his arguments, and unconsciously lead us to
expect from such a man the most patient and judicious examination of whatever subject he treats, preparing us to follow
with confidence so calm and/rudent a leader. This, his moderation and temper, we woul endeavour to imitate; and if in
the course of our remarks we expose any part of Mr. Maitland's
a~ument with a degree of warmth which seems to overstep
thIS moderation, we beg that it may be attributed to our zeal
for the truths which Mr. Maitland assails: and we shall confine
ourselves to that seve,i.ty which consists in exposing the weakness of his arguments; for it is with the book alone we han to
do: Mr. Maitland himself we have not even seen, and have
never heard him spoken of except in terms which entitle him
to every respect from us. But we shall have occa~ion to shew
that these publications are a sort of literary curiosity: fur, while
their perusal impresses llpon our mind the perfect conviction
that the author was quite sincere and pains-taking, their attentive consideration obliges us to say, that we have never met with
any books of the kind containing so large a portion of inaecurate reasoning and hasty assumption; or so many marks of
carelessness, both in consulting Scripture and in applying it
for the purpose of illustration. These are gra'Ve cha~s. oo.t
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we shall be able to substantiate them from the first three pages
of the ., Second Inquiry."
Mr. Maitland begins his Second Inquiry with a quotation
from Mr. Irving's Preface to Ben Ezra, p. xxix. as follows:
., Now I am not i~orant that there are amongst ourselves men
who doubt and disbelieve the interpretation which almost all
Protestants give to this period, as containing a term of 1260
years; and that of late a pamphlet has been written by a very
worthy clergyman of the Church of England to this effect; but
really I have thought this matter so completely set at rest by
Mede and Henry More, and the common consent of those who
have written since, as not to need any demonstration. And it
is manifest, that if in emblematical visions, such as those of
Daniel and the Apocalypse, you will interpret the periods literally, you may as well interpret the other parts literally, and
insist upon literal beasts of the character there set forth, and a
literal throne, and 80 of the rest, which no one will be so foolish
as to require." On this Mr. Maitland remarks: " I may be
foolish (for such is the misfortune_ of many 'very worthy' peraons), but I must avow that I do interpret the other parts literally, and insist upon literal beasts of the character there set
forth, and a literal throne, and so of the rest; and, as far as
I can find, most commentators (with Mr. Irving himself I
suspect) do the same."-This passage in Mr. Maitland's book
really filled us with astonishment; and even now that we are
transcribing it, we again marvel how any educated man should
so blunder, as first to mistake the meaning of Mr. Irving's
very clear words, and then either not to know his own meaning,
or to express himself 80 as to convey to his readers what we
know he could not have meant! Mr. Irving is speaking, not
of the symbols which Daniel saw, but of their meaning; not of
vision, but of interpretation: .. If you will interpret the periods literally, you may as well interpret the other parts literally." He means (though we are ashamed of being obliged
to explain what is already so plain), that, as the times are inserted to give the period of the symbolical beasts of the vision,
you must either understand both literally. or both symbolically:
and that, if you will insist upon transferring the literal days unchanged into the fulfilment of the prophecy, and make the
sanctuary trodden under foot for these literal days, you must
also, in consistency, keep the beasts also literal in the fulfilDHlnt; and so have a literal goat for the kinS' of Grecia, and a
literal ram for the king of Media and Persia! This folly, to
which Mr. Maitland has pleaded guilty, we do not impute to
him; for he says, page 3, " I know that the goat which Daniel
saw was a type, or emblem, of the king of Grecia :" but such an
egregious mistake of Mr. Irving's meaning, and of the sense
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which his own words convey, demonstrates as great a disqualification for conducting an argument, or for correcting otners,
as the very folly which his avowal implies.
The carelessness with which Mr. Maitland consults Scripture
may be shewn from this same page 3, where we find him writing, "Undoubtedly the beasts which Daniel saw were emblematical, but nothing can be more literal than the language in
which he has described them: let it only be admitted. (and I
cannot conceive why it should not), that by the word day he
means day, as much as by the word/oat he means goat, and
all further argument on my part woul be needless." Here our
astonishment again rose; for the beasts are described in Daniel's
own words, as he saw them; but the times (" evenings and
mornings") are the words of the mysterious" saint," (Palmoni)
,. the wonderful numberer, the revealer of secrets." So that in
this passage of Mr. Maitland we have not only the former confusion of hteral times and emblematical beasts, but the words
of the angel are imputed to Daniel. Mr. Maitland's argument
stands thus: Daniel describes emblematical beasts in literal
language-the angel spake of certain evenings and mornings:
but Daniel describes the beasts in literal language; therefore
the an~el's evenings and mornings are literal days! ! ! Or, to
put it m Mr. Maitland's own words, "The beasts were emblematical. but nothing can be more literal than the language in
which he (Daniel) has described them: let it only be admitted
that by the word day he (the angel) means day (i. e. literal
day of twenty-four hours), as much as by the word goat he
(Daniel) means goat, (i. e. not literal goat, but the symbol of
Alexander), and all further argument on my part would be needless! !! The fallacy, we see, lies in changing the emblem or
type, while he retains the period unchanged, merely because it
is given in words. But, to shew the full length of absurdity to
which this mistake might be carried, let us take another symbolical vision-that of Peter, for instance (Acts x. 11). Peter
sees a great sheet descending, wherein were all manner of fourfooted beasts, &'c. and there came a voice to him, II Rise, Peter;
kill and eat." Now here we might say, with Mr. Maitland, is
an emblematical vision, "but nothing can be more literal than
the language in which he has described. it:" let it only be granted that the words Peter hears are to be understood as literally
as those in which he has described the vision, and we shall
have a command given; ., Rise, Peter; kill and eat Corneliw
and the other Gentiles."
On the use which Mr. Maitland makes of other parts of
Scripture, it may suffice to refer to the First Inquiry, p. 5, where
he says, "The seventy weeks, which I do not deny to have been
proved by the event to be weeks of years"..... " Yet it seems to me
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we cannot possibly assume this: and I have considerable doubt
whether any person ignorant of the fulfilment of the prophecy,
and conversant with the Hebrew Bible only, would take it for
granted that the Prophet was speaking of weeks of days."
And, after BODle quotations, p. 7, I I Taking these circumstances
into considerati9D, I submit that we should not naturally expect a
Hebrew writer to express a period of four hundred and ninety
days by seventy weeks, and should consider it as somewhat
singular if he had done so." This seems to us one of the strongest
instances of pertinacious adherence to theory that we have ever
met with. Mr. Maitland confesses that the fulfilment of this pro.
pbecy is the very reverse of what his theory requires, and yet
maintains his theory to be good! And, so far from abandoning his
theory, when thus falsified. Mr. Maitland maintains that the
prophecy ought to have been differently expressed, and that it
IS " somewhat singular" in its present form! Were we not convinced that Mr. Maitland is a pious. well-meaning man, this
passage would call forth our severest reprehension: for what is
It but saying, that a prophecy dictated by the Holy Spirit, and
to which, by Mr. Maitland's own confession, the Holy Spirit has
set his seal in the fulfilment, ought, in the opinion of a poor fallible
man, to have been either differently expressed or differently accomplished? Anq it is a clergyman of our own ehurch who has
bad the hardihood to give utterance to such a sentiment !--:But we
forbear, being persuaded that Mr. M. did not perceive the awful
conclusions to which his mode of conducting the argument
necessarily leads.
We had noted several other passages deserving eXfosure; but
we are weary or the task; and as we think these wil suffice, we
pass on at once to the refutation of Mr. Maitland's hypothesis.
He rests the chief strength of his ar~ument on the supposed no.
veltyof interpreting days as years ; bnnging it forward repea.tedly,
and asking one of his opponents triumphantly, p. 35, "Can he
mention a writer, from the days of St. Paul to those of
Wickliffe, who has maintained that days stand for years, either
in symbolical prophecies or in any other part of Scripture?"
And again, p. 77, "Familiarly as even the most superficial
readers have now learned to talk of • the prophetic style'
of a day for a year, I believe that any such interpretation of
the prophetic period of Daniel (or of any other period) was
altogether unknown by the Jewish church before the Christian
era, by the Apostles of our Lord, by the primitive church,
by the Fathers: in short, that no man ever thought of interpreting the days mystically, or that any period of twelve
hundred and sixty years was marked out during (to say
the very least) the first twelve centuries of Christianity."-Let
him that casts a stone at another. be sure that he himaelf it
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without sin. Mr. Maitland has reprehended Mr. Frere for making
a general assertion like the above; saying, p. 149, H I cannot help
wishing, that, on points which almost preclude the possibility of
certain knowledge, writers would use more measured language.
I do not· believe that Mr. Frere meant to say what was false;
but certainly he stated what it is scarcely possible that he
should know to be true." This reproof to Mr. Frere we retort upon Mr. Maitland. But we do more: Mr. Maitland has nol
brought forward any examples in justification of his reproof; we
produce the following in vindication of our retort. A.mbrose is
unexceptionable authority against Mr. Maitland. On Rev. xi. he
says, p. 3083: ., Possumus per tres dies et dimidium, tres annos
etsemis intelligere." (" By three days and a half, we way understand three years and a half.") And again, on Rev. xii. p. 3090:
.. Per tempus vero, et tempora, et dimidium temporis, tempus a
passione Christi usque ad finem-mundi designatur." (H But by
time, times, and divIding of time, is designated the time from the
death of Christ even to the end of the world.") How Jerome
interpreted the three days and a half we know not; but all the
early copies of the Vulgate have a very concise interlineary gloss,
which, if not Jerome's, is very old: this gloss, over the three
days and a half, writes, ., tres annos et dimidium" (H three
years and a half "). Nic. de Lyra's Postilla were written more
than two centuries before the Reformation; and it says, on Rev.
xi., "Hie accipitur dies pro anno: secundum iIlud Ezek. iv.
'Diem pro anno dedi tibi.''' ("Here a day is taken for a year:
according to that in Ezek. iv. ' I have appointed thee a day for a
year.''') And on Dan. xii., '~ Non determinatur quod illi xlv.
dies sint usuales, vel annales secundum illud Ezek. iv. Diem
pro anno dedi tibi." (".It is not determined whether these fortyfive be ordinary days, or days of years, according to Ezek. iv.,
I I
have appointed thee a day for a year.''') These few
passages sufficiently refute Mr. Maitland, and we doubt not
he may find many more, if he search.
But we now, in our turn, beg to ask Mr. Maitland, I I Can he
mention a writer, from the days of8t. Paul to those of Wickliffe,
who has maintained" that three days and a half are to be interpreted literal days? Ifhe cannot, as we think it will prove, his
whole hypothesis is subverted by the following simple argument.
Mr. Maitland, in fairness and consistency, grants that all the
times mentioned in the Apocalypse must follow one and the same
general rule of interpretation ; and he argues at some length , p. 26,
that the dead bodies of the witnesses (Rev. xi. 11) shall lie unburied three literal days and a half. Nowwe request Mr. Maitland
to inform us what portion of time we may reckon as half a day;
for one man tells us it is twelve hOUfS, another tells us it is si~ '?
But if we, as Englishmen, are at some loss in answent.\~ \.\\.~
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question, a Grecian would be utterly confounded. To the Greeks
such a term, or such a division of time, as half a day, has never
been known in its literal sense. They had subdivisions into
watches and hours, but a broken portion of a day they have always
reckoned, and do even now reckoJI, for an entire day; as medical
men are obliged by the laws of nature to do in fevers, &c.,
among ourselves. It is on this mode of reckoning, nnd this
only, that we can explain our Lord's lying three days and three
nights in the heart of' the earth: for he only rested in the grave
the latter part of Friday, the whole of Saturday, and part-of
Sunday; yet it is called three night-days. ThIs solitary expression, therefore, Rev. xi. 9-11, the Apostle who wrote the
book, 8;nd every Grecian who read it, must have understood
~ymbolically, and interpreted three years and a half; because, if
interpreted literally, as three natural days and a half, they
would be unable to give it any definite meaning at all.
Having thus shewn: that Mr. Maitland cannot maintain his
position, even if we concede that an appeal to early authority is
a conclusive test, we now proceed to shew, that in this question
of interpreting prophetic tImes the opinion of the early Fathers
is of no authOrIty whatever. After aprealing to the primitive
church, Mr. Maitland says, p. 77," know that this proud
age looks with pity or contempt on all that have preceded it;
and such a reference to the unvarying (which we have just
proved to be not 'unvarying ') interpretation of the Christian
church may only provoke a smile. Still, notwithstanding the
march of intellect, I cannot help thinking that there were some
among the various classes which I have specified, who understood the prophetic style quite as well as we do."-This is a
kind of appeal which has great influence over many; and we
are aware that such pe~sons will be greatly stal'tled when we
assert, in the most positive terms, that these primitive Christians could not have understood the prophetic times. That they
should have understood them it is impossible to allow, for the
following reasons. It will at once be granted that no duty is
more frequently enjoined in the New Testament thn that of
watchfulness; and it will also be granted that the uncertainty
of our Lord's coming is made the great motive for watchfulness.
Such is the case in the various addresses of our Lord; as Matt.
xxv. 13: .. Watch therefore, for ye know neither the day nor
the hour wherein the Son of Man cometh." It forms the
burden of the Apostolic exhortations; as 1 Thess. v. 2, 6: "The
day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night " ......." therefore let us watch and be sober." And it forms the concluding
admonition to the Gentile church (Rev. xvi. 15): "Behold, I
come as a thief. Blessed is he that watcheth and keepeth
his garments." Now it is not a matter of speculation or pro-
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bability only, but it is a clear self-evident truth, that just in
proportion as the primitive Fathers understood the correct interpretation of the prophetic periods, just in the same proportion
would this chief motive for watchfulness-namely, uncertainty
-be removed; and because we do maintain th~t their watchfulness was constant, and that therefore this great motive for
watchfulness, the uncertainty of our Lord's coming, was in full
operation, we do also maintain that they could not by possibility
~av~ understood the prophetic times. Understand these times
10 either way, make them days or years, they could not have
known either their commencement or their period; for any knowledge, of this kind would have removed the uncertainty of the
day of the Lord.
These considerations bear with equal force, but in an opposite
scale, on our own times. For as the watchfulness of the primitive churches was kept alive by the possibility of his speedy
coming, resulting from its uncertainty-since that which might
be at any time, might be, for aught they knew, to-morrow,-so
now the same watchfulness can only be kept alive in us by a
sense of the certainty of his speedy coming, while we know not
the day nor the hour, and by the possibility of its being even tomorrow. And such we say, from our own knowledge, is the practical result of the two modes of interpretation: for all those who
interpret the 1260 days as the Papal period are kept in constant
watchfulness, because they believe that "the times of the
Gentiles" are nearly run out, and the coming of the Lord draweth nigh; while those who, like Mr. Maitland, postpone the
1260 days to some future time are obliged to regard the greater
part of the Apocalypse as still unfulfilled; and it stands as a screen,
or barrier of security, between them and the coming of the
Lord, since they need not take alarm till they think the prophecies of the Apocalypse begin their course of fulfilment. We
also have an advantage which the primitive church had not,in the
lessons to be learned from the great interpreter TIME; and we
think that no one will be so unreasonable as to maintain that
the events of eighteen centuries have thrown no light on the
prophetic page, and that we have not in these respects advantages which the Fathers d1d not possess. It is not, therefore,
from looking" with pity or contempt" on preceding times that
we deny them any authority in this question, but simply because
it is impossible that they could know any thing about the
matter. Doctrines they knew; future events they knew; that
false doctrines should arise and bring about certain events, they
also knew: but the mode of computing the prophetic periods,
so as to be able to say when these doctrines should arise and
these events take place, they knew not, but were constantly
looking for those signs by which they might gladden their hearts
with the hope of the coming of Christ. We m9.,:! ~'t~"t\.\ ~ ~"t.
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Maitland that they .. understood the prophetic style quite as
well as we do ;" but this by no means obliges us to concede a
further proposition, which involves contradictions; or to grant
tllat they were at the same time both certain and uncertain of
the same fact; that they knew a time must intervene before the
coming of the Lord, and yet continually looked for him suddenly
and unexpectedly, I I as a thief in the night."
Much confusIon exists in Mr. Maitland's mind respecting
symbols and language, and still more respecting symbolical and
and figurative language. He says, page 3, .. the beasts were
emblematical, but nothing can be more literal than the language," and so in other phlces. Now all this arises from his
supposing emblematical or symbolical to be the same with
figurative, which is a complete mistake. An emblem or symbol
foreshews in a lower kind or degree the future actions of another in higher kind or degree; and symbolical language only
declares in like manner that which cannot be acted. Figures, on
the contrary, accumulate the attributes of something higher in
kind or degree, for the purpose of ennobling and exalting that
to which they are applied; and figurative language the same. If
Mr. Maitland considers that symbols and figures, so far from
being synonymous, are opposite processes, it may extricate him
from his present confusion. All the modes by which ideas are
conveyed to the mind, whether by vision, by hieroglrphics, or
by language, proceed on the one principle of explallling that
which IS unknown by means of that which is known: shewing
out any new, or diverse, or complex object, by combinations of
simple objects; and any new ideas, by means of those ideas
already familiar to the mind. Symbols and symbolic language
are both framed on this one principle; the symbols being objects
addressed to the eye, the symbolic langua~e words aQdressed to
the ear. It is absurd to talk of symbOlS being described in
literal language, because they cannot be rightly dellcribed in
any other; and it is equally absurd to infer, that, because the
description is literal, while the interpretation is confessedly
symbolical, that the other words, which are not descriptive, shall
be literal both in the vision and in the interpretation. The
symbol is made to act the thing signified, as far as possible; yet
a9 times cannot be acted, they must be declared. When the
symbols are beasts, whose term of life is short, there would be an
incongruity in giving long periods.(like 2300) in years; which
gives still further propriety to the term, days, employed. In interpreting the vision, we must make the same change both in the
symbol and in the times of the symbol: we must tTanyer the
character of the symbol to the thing signified, and we must
translate the symbolic words into words suitable to the thing
which the symbol denotes. All this seems to us so very plain
and obvious that we w,ond.et how au'$ one can think otherwise.
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Nor is there any difficulty in ascertaining when language is
symbolical, and when not; for the symbolical language always
forms part of the vision, and is often expressed in an unusual
and not in the ordinary manner. Thus in Dan. viii. 14, the
time of the vision is given by the angel before he is commissioned (ver. 16) to shew the interpretation thereof; and the
period is here called "evenings and mornings," not days.
Again, the most cursory examination will convince ns that days
wIll not answer to any of the circumstances of the vision; for it
clearl, begins with Alexander, and runs beyond "the latter
time' (ver.23) of the four successors of Alexander, whereas
2300 days are little more than six years. Our Lord also refers
to this vision when speaking of the abomination of desolation
preceding Jerusalem's destruction (Matt. xxiv. 15; Mark xiii.
14); which, taken in any possible sense, compels us to ullderstand
years: for 2300 days cannot by any ingenuity be extended down
to the time of our Lord; and if, on the other hand, the time is
connected with the last Antichrist, 2300 days cannot be extended back to the time of Jerusalem's destruction. The same
argument applies to the periods in the Apocalypse; only, as it
becomes in this book a ~uestion which lDvolves interpretation,
we cannot make it so self-evident, as in Daniel: but surely to
any rational interpreter it is no less certain, for the numbers are
given in visions whose commencement every fair interpretation
mu·st join on to the Apostolic times. In chap. xi. the Apostle
Johft is commanded to " rise, and measure the temple of God ;"
which, bringing him into contact with this vision, plainly shews
that it commences with his times: the numbers are then given
in the earlier parts of the vision, down to the revival of the two
witnesses; after which time no more numbers are given, though
there are many events, and such as must occupy a considerable
portion of time. The same observations apply to xii. xiii. in
which chapters numbers also occur. But Mr. Maitland understands these numbers to denote only " a period of 1260 natural
days" (First Inq. p. 2), and perCeIving the expediency of endeavouring to understand the vision also literally, he labours in
the Second Inq. p. 16, to bring a literal interpretation of the
two witnesses within the verge of probability. But a less successful attempt we have seldom seen: for these two witnesses
of God, who are said to prophesy in sackcloth, he by his literality converts into the most tremendous scourges of mankind,
I I killing infallibly all who attempted to hurt them "-" terrible
and invincible to a world groaning beneath the torment for three
years and a half" _" groaning in hopeless misery under plagues
like those of Egypt" (p. 17). All this needs no comment. and
sufficiently shews the absurdity of endeavouring to interpret
symbols literally. Others, followmg out Mr. Maitland's principle,
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have carried literal interpretation into all parts of the Apocalypse; and expect literal angels; a literal dragon, whose tail shall
sweep down the literal stars of heaven; a literal woman, with a
crown of literal stars, and the moon literally under her feet; and
all such like absurdities. Of these we do not accuse Mr. Maitland; but we warn him to stop in time, or such follies as these
will be the inevitable consequence. The coming of the Lord iB
now generaUy inquired into: many believe it to be near at hand:
Satan trembles for his usurped dominion: he will do his utmost
to discredit the belief in the advent, and to discourage the
study of those prophecies from whence alone the signs and
tokens of the approaching day of the Lord can be asceltained.
When he cannot prevaIl to the extent of' wholly destroying
the faith in the second advent, his next endeavour is to postpone it as long as possible; and when he can get good and pious
men to throw suspicion and doubt over those interpretations of
the Scripture whlCh lead to expect the speedy return of our
Lord, and lull the watchfulness necessarily consequent on such
an expectation, this is a master-stroke of his policy. Again
would we press it on Mr. Maitland, and entreat him, with all
earnestness and sincerity, to beware, lest, in pursuing what he
thinks only a critical inquiry, he may be forwarding the work of
Satan, and, when the church stands on the very verge of a precipice, lullin~ her into a fatal security where the next step may
be irremediable destruction .

•••
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MOBNING W.ATCH.

MR.EDlTOR,-I beg to assure your correspondent "Philanastasius," that I receive his remarks on my paper in a former Number
in the same spirit in which they are offered; and shall truly
rejoice with him, if the discussion should be made subservient
to the eliciting of THE TRUTH. This, I trust, is the simple
object which we both have in view; and that we shall ever feel
the interpretation of God's word too sacred an object to admit
of our being influenced by other motives. If the arguments
adduced in opposition had convinced me that my position is
untenable, I would with the same readiness reliuguish it, as I
now proceed to state my reasons for still maintaming it. In
replymg to the objections of Philanastasius, I will observe the
order-in which he has urged them.
l. In the first place, I must admit the inadvertence with
which I am charged, in quoting inaccurately the expressions
which I mean to distinguish. I ought to have stated these to be
aJfa.O'TaO't!; tIC Jf£KPWJf or £IC TW)' V[KPWV, and aJlaO'TaO't!; JI£KPWV or ,... "
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I'fICpWI'.
The inaccuracy is accounted for, though not excused,
by my considering that the insertion or omission of the article
is, in this case, not essential to the argument. In such matters
the strictest accuracy of quotation ought to be observed; I must
therefore admit my fault; but Philanastasius has unjustly,
though I believe undesignedly, exaggerated it. It is true that
the expression "I'aurau!!: fIC rWJI I'fICpWI' does not occur in the New
Testament; but we have one which 1 conceive to be equivalent
to it, Phil. iii. 11, f~aJlauraut!: rwI' I'fICpWI'. And with regard to
al'aurau!!: rwI' JlfICPWI', Philanastasius is in error; for the expression
does occur, 1 Cor. xv. 42. So that, in fact, instead of our
" always having," as he asserts, .. al'auraut!: fIC JlflCpWJI or aJlaurauI,
JlfICPWI'," we have these four expressions:
f~avaurautt TWI' I'fICpWV, as in Phil. iii. 11.
al'aurauI!: fIC VfICPWI', as in Luke xx. 35.
avauraut, rwv VfICPWI', as in 1 Cor. xv. 42.
al'auraut!: I'fICpWI', as in 1 Cor. xv. 12, 13,21.
But, to come more directly to Philanastasius's objection: The
force of it entirely depends on the accuracy of the canon which
he wishes to establish-namely, That, wherever the preposition fIC occurs in the sense of" separation," it uniformly requires
to be followed by the article prefixed to the noun specifying the
object from which the ,separation is made. But this rule will
not, on examination, be found to hold good. We have clear
instances of 0: being used in this sense, Without being followed
by the article.
Acts xv. 14 : a 9foc f7TfuICfl/laro Aagul' f~ EI}I'WI' Aaol' f7TI r" OV0l'aTI
dvrov : " God did visit the Gentiles, to take out of them a people
for his name."
Acts xv. 23 : aOfApo,!: rOl!: f~ ffJVWV: " to the brethren out of tM
Gentiles."
Rom. ix. 24: av!: fICaAfuav ~Ila!: ov IlOVOV f~ Iovoatwv aAAa /Cal e~
ffJVWV: "whom he hath called, not out of the Jews only, but also
out of tIle Gentiles."
Reb. v. 1: 7Ta!: yap apXlfpfVC f~ avfJpw7TwV: "for every High
Priest taken from among men."
These passages are obviously destructive of Philanastasius's
canon, and take away the whole force of his first objection.
which is grounded on the assumption that fIC VfICpWV does not
admit of the rendering" from out of the dead."
I would observe further, that I very much doubt whether
fIC VfICpWV admits of the meaning which he would attach to itnamely, "from the state of death." Had such been the Apostle's meaning, I think he would have written, not fIC I'fICpWV, nor,
as Philanastasius suggests, fIC VEICPOV, but fIC rov ~avarov, which
expression we thus find used in a figurative sense 1 John iii. 14.
The instances which Philanastasius adduces in support of hie.
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translation are clearly not to the point. Rom. vi. 13 I should
translate, "As alive from out of the dead," predicated of the
.lection of grace--some being raised to spiritual life, leaving
others in spiritual death. Rom. xi. 15 is, as I conceive, U life
from the dead ones,'" whether it he applied nationally to the
Jews, or, as some commentators contend, to the first resurrection.
Philanastasius ohserves, that in either of these cases the article would not be admissible, in the sense in which he understands them. I suppose he argues from the context in which
they occur, when he so unhesitatingly asserts that they refer to
a resurrection" from the state of death." Now, in Ephes. v. 14
we have a passage strictly parallel with these, which, to be consistent, Philanastasius must maintain applies to a resurrection from
a state of death. But in this passage the article is used: "Arise
from the dead:" aJlaO'Ta fie TWY YfIePWJI. If Philanastasius would
render this "from the state of death," it militates against his
own rule. If he would render it "from dead ones," then I think
he must admit, that, so far as any argument is to be drawn from
the context, the passages in Romans admit of a similar rendering;
and then his objection falls to the ground. The comparison of
these passages strongly confirms me in t~e opinion, that the
introduction or omissIOn of the article is not essential to the
argument ....
A similar remark would apply to the quotation from Sophocles.
I should have no difficulty 1D producing instances from the profane authors, establishing the use of the preposition for which I
am contending; but I purposely refrain, thinking it better
that the question should he determined by the usage of the
N ew-Testament writers. Essential aH is
knowledge of the
classics to an interpreter of the New Testament, great caution is
necessary in the application of profane criticism to the Sacred
Writings. The language of the New Testament is so m'uch a
Janguage sui generis, that much injury has been done to it by
the hypercriticism of the mere scholar. Much soundness of

a

• In further proof that the omission or introduction of the article is not essential
to the point under discussion, the reader is requested to compare the following
passages.
Matt. xiv. 2 : "This is John the Baptist; he is risen from the dead :" OlIITor JfY.pfrI
IXII"O rw..."pw..
Here with the article.
'
Mark vi. 16: "It is John, whom I beheaded; he is risen from the dead :"
ClIITOr 'I'i'.p9~ ." ,."pw.. Here without the article.
Matt. xxviii. 7: .. Go quickly, and tell his disciples that he is risen from the
dead." Here the article is inserted : ~y.p9~ CIll"O rw. ''''pw••
John xx. 9: "For as yet they knew not the Scri.pture, that he must rise from
the dead." Here the article is omitted: 6r. 8.. Cluro•• " .."pw. CI'CI"'r~."".
Again, Co!. ii. 12: "God, who hath raIsed him from the dead." Here with
the article: TOU 'y"p,nTO, "uro> ." TW' ""pw••
1 Thess. i. 10: "Whom he [God] raised from the dead." Here without the
article: I, JfY"P" IX UxpWV.
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judgment, as well as a correct knowledge· of the original, is
essential to the character of a useful interpl·eter.
Were we, however, to concede that aVal1ralTL!: ff( VllCpWV might
fairly admit of being rendered" a resurrection from the state of
death," it does not follow that such would be the true rendering·
in. the passages before us. Were this the only phrase employed,
it might be more questionable; but we find another expression
(avaaral1LI:- Vlf(PWV) which must be translated consistently with
the former. Pbilanastasius conceives that the expressions are
perfectly synonymous; yet in so interpreting them he is obliged
to attach a different meaning to the word VEf(PWV : which in the
one case he translates" the state of death;" in the other, u dead
persons." Is it not much more easy and natural to .suppose
that the same writer means the same thing by the same expression 1 that if St. Paul writes aVaaral1l!: VEf(PWV, meaning
thereby a II resurrection of dead 'persons;" when he writes
aVaaral1l!: ff( VEKPWV, he means fI a resurrection from dead persons?" It does also appeal' somewhat extraordinary, if we receive Philanastasius's view of the expressions being synonymous,
that they are always used in the places where the distinction,
which I have contended for, would require them to be used.
In no one instance do we find Ef( VEf(PWV where we should expect
Jlff(pWV, nor vice'Versa.
I may here also mention an additional argument in favour of
the rendering of Ef( VEI:PWV, to be deduced from Luke xvi. 30, 31.
When Dives speaks of sending one from the dead, a1rO VEf(pWV~
it will be admitted that he means" from those who were dead ;"
and this is expressed in Abraham's answer, in the next verse,
by Ef( VEKpWV.
.
.
The reasons given by Philanastasius for the remarkable lan~
guage employed by our Lord, Luke xx. 27, &.c., seem to me to be
quite inadequate. AIWV EKElVO!:, I agree with him, refers to the
dispensation of the Millennium; but upon his rule of interpretation I cannot perceive how" the addition of the words
r1Jt; EK VEKPWV, ' that from the state of deatl',' shews that the
resurrection which shall synchronize with the opening of this
dispensation will be positively a literal resurrectlOn:" for every
resurrection, whether literal or spiritual, must be fron. a date of
death, a phrase which implies no speciality. Neither can I
admit that there is any ambigui~1J at all in tne word aVal7ral1l!:.
Through the whole of the New Testament it is never once used
but in a sense strictly literal.
2. The next objection of Philanastasiu8 is taken from the in~
terpretation giverr· to E~avaaraiTl!:. As the argument does not
depend upon its being written in one word or two, I will not
here enter upon the discussion of that point. Let it be taken
either way, and in my view it supports the proposed diatinel\<.\\\.,
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I admit that the two' passages, Acts xxvi. 23, and Rom. i. 4,
fila!! be t~nslated, as Philanastasius proposes, by " I.'- resurrec~on
of dead," 1. e. of dead persons. But how does this translation
suit the sense of the passages 1 How, for ins~nce, was Jesui
declared or defined UpteJfhvrof:, to be the Son of God with power,
by a resurrection of dead persons? Perhaps it may be answer·
00, that it refers to those who came out of their graves after
his resurrection (Matt. xxvii. 52,53). To this I should not very
much object; but I greatly prefer the rendering which our own
translators have given, who consider the passages as referring
to· the resurrection of Jesus alone, and which the original un·
queStionably admits; the fIC before "fICP"'" being omitted for the
Bake of the euphonism.
Philanastasius's translation of Phil. iii. 11, nf: TI'/II f£ClVCllJTaa,V
nW IIfICpWII, " unto the resurrection of the dead out of-" is very
questionable in a critical point of view; but a still more fatal
objection to it is, that it destroys the whole force of the pas~.
What does the Apostle say, according to this rendering'l U If by
any means I might attain to a resurrection of the dead out· of
their graves:" that is, it makes him guilty of the absurdity of
striving with all his might to attain an object which it was
J)hysically impossible for him to avoid; for St. Paul well knew
that every individual descendant of Adam must be raised up
from a state of death. The rendering proposed in my former
paper, and which Philanastasius seems to admit mag be tlie
true one, gives a perfectly good and worthy sense to the passage.
There is a resurrection of the saints at Christ's coming, which is
their peculiar privilege: to the attainment of which St. Paul
laboured, .. lest, after having preached to others, he himself
should become a cast-away." By Philanastasius's querehe ap·
pears to think that St. Paul, being one of the elect, and on that
ground assured of a participation in the first resurrection, had
no need to labour for it. But this is an abuse of the doctrine of
election: we are chosen to the n.eans as well as to the end.
Therefore. while it is abstractedl.'1 true that St. Paul, as one of
the elect, !Vas certain of a part in the first res~rrecti~:m, ~t is no
less practically true that he could not attam to It Wlthout a
holy fear of apostasy, and constant effort to" make his calling
and election sure." By these remarks it will appear, that, in
reference to Philanastasius's quere, I consider that all the miiat,i. e. tile wllOle my.9ticnl bodJl of Christ-will be raised at the cOliiJnencement of the Millenmum. The following passages appear
to me decisive' on this point: 1 Cor. xv. 22, 23; 1 Thess. iv.
14-18; Rev. :xi. 15-18. In these passages the terms are
quite general, excluding, as I think, the idea of any excep~:
"They"thll:t are ~hrist's"-" them which sleep m Jesus""the dead In Chnst"-" to thy servants the propheta-,·md·to
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the saints, and to them that.. fear thy na111e~ ,mall· and
great:'
3. The next ohservation of Philanastasius is' upon Dan. xii~
2. It will be remembered that I referred to that 'passage in my
former paper, in order to obviate an :objection which might·be
deduced from the apparent dIscrepancy between it and John
v. 28, 29. If Philanastasius's criticism will stand, the difficulty
is more satisfactorily cleared, and in the harmony of the Prophet
and Apostle the argument in favour of two resurrections.ill
strengthened. I should feel disposed to agree to his rendering
of '~;t~~ " from out of those sleeping;" giving the same force·td
~in Hebrew, which I would give to Ere in Greek. But his in..
terpretation of the two relatives, ~~ri1~~, is much niore
questionable. The passage is certainly one of considerable
difficulty.
In reply to Philanastasius's second quere, I would observe, thil~
John v. 28, 29, does not, in my view, give any countenance tq
the idea of a partial resurrection of the wicked along with the.
righteous. Our Lord merely mentions a life-resurrection and a
condemnation-resurrection, without specification of time. Rev.
xx. 5, absolutely forbids the supposItion: "They (the saints)
lived and reiO'ned with Christ a thousandlears: but the rest of
the dead lived not again until the thousan years were finished."
4. I would not lay much stress on the use of the double copulative, Acts xxiv. 15, 21; nor did I ,intend to deny that our
translation was correct according to the Greek idiom. In fact,
there is no difference of meaning between" both of just and unjust;" and H of the just, and also of the unjust." The design
of the remark was merely to convey to the English reader that'
the distinction between the resurrection of just and unjust is
rather more marked than if it had been written atre4tWJI /Cat aaIKIaI".
The observation, however, is of little importance, and quite collateral to the main argument.
.
I beg bereto observe, not so much in reference to what haSfallen from Philanastasius as to what has appeared elsewhere,
that it was never intended to prove the truth of the whole doctrine of the Millennium by the use of a Greek preposition. It
is not probable that any great leading truth of our religion
should rest for its main support on verbal criticism. I have
been accused by a writer in the Christian Observer, who styleli
himself an unprejudiced i~quirer into prophetical truth, " of retailing other's arguments," and, to use his own elegant language,
"jumping to conclusions, and then seeking for arguments to support them." In replying to his observations, I thought it unnecessary to notice an ac~usat.ion so perfectly gratuitous. . But
I would here observe, that the proper office of Scripture criticiSn1
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is rather for the confirmation, than for the discO'Very of Divine truth~
Surely it will not be contended that we should withhold our
belief of a doctrine until we have discovered all the arguments
by which it may be supported. The truth of the doctrine of the
first resun:ection rests, 1. On its being the universally received
doctrine of the church in the first three centuries of Christianity;
2. On the eXJ)ress testimony of Holy Scripture, confirming the
testimony 0( the church. But when the ,opponents of this doctrine endeawved to overthrow it by resolving the language of
St. John (Rev. xx. 4, 6) into a mere figure, telling us that
there is no literal first resurrection, it became us to search the
Scriptures, to diacover on what authority they founded 80 bold
an assertion. In doing this, it occurred to me to examine closely
the language in which the Apostles spoke of the resurrection,
to see whether any thing could be inferred from it, either supporting or 0fPosing the view of a general resurrection simul tt
"mel: and think it must be admitted as remarkable, by every
unprejudiced inquirer, that wherever the resurrection of the
saints is spoken of it is expressed by tIC, simply or in composition, preceding vtICPWV, or rwv vtICpwvand that: where the general
resurrection is filpoken of we have no preposition, but simply
aVallTa/1l!: Vt"pWV or rwv vt"pwv.
Such is THE FACT. How is it to be accounted for, on any
other principle than that maintained in this paper? W. D.
NOTE.

Since writing the ahoTe, the Christian Observer has appeared which prof_ to COIItam my
reply ~ hi8 correapoDdent. The paper baa been altered and mutilated without ..., CII1IHtlt, which I m1l8t think in ilelf an act of editorial unfaithfulne... The Editor was at IeMt
bound to give me the optioD of withdrawing it, after he had made his proposed am~
n.;" he had neither the jUllice nor the court...y to do. But, beside. this act of inj1l8lice. he has
Iuerted a note. in which he gil'''' hi8 readers to underelaDd that 1 have employed IIOIIIe verJ
Irritating laDguage, unAt for the public eye. He profe88e8 to quote the word .. ineulted." 811 ill
had1l8ed that term in an angry and ofIlmeive manner. The sentence, which he _ 1 0 gready
to disapprove. in reply to the gentle concillatl"g language of hi8 owu correspondent, was, I believe, nearly as follow. : .. The unoourteo\l8 style of thi8 COII\munication, and the unfounded imputations on the character of one wholly nnknown to the writer, need no remark. With a parade
01 charity be acquiD me of Wilful disAll1lest1l1 and lflteJltlonal u"truth! by a1Ibdng upon me
au imputation scarcely Ie.. ineUllhlg.'· such 18 the sentence to which the Editor aJIbui. the charge
of" pungent retort," and" peroonal an\madvenoion," And the foUowin, ~"';OD. of his 0WIl
corretIpondeu~"lied to an unknown opponent are. I m1l8t presnme. m hi8 judgment. characteristic of"
temper. fraternal tinilile88. aDd calmne.. of judgment:"-" 'l'"aking up the
eentimen1B 0 others;" .. tating incredible llbertie. with the word of God ;" " ma"ufacturlnL
one word out of two·" .. building on the authority of others'" .. retailing their argnmeuta·N
.. jnmping enddenly
COIIcluo1ono, and then ..,eting for ugumenD to enpport them."
'
So much for the Christian Observer'. profession of 'mpartlallt,l. Perliipe it would not have
been worth while to IIOIice this unfalrne88, but that it may account for tile silence of the CODlributore to the Morning Watch, if in future they &bould choose not to reply to olliectione advanced in
periodicals of thi8 description. If we cannot gain a fair hearing, it 18 ueele88 to attempt a defence.

u:

W.D.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mn. BORTHWICK'S paper is again unexpectedly delayed, but we can positively
promise it in our next. The paper of FIDUS is also postponed. Two from
Sevenoak, are under consideration, and several shorter ones. We request
communications to be sent two months before the day of publication, having experienced ~ome inconvenience in our arrangements from wantof sufficient time.
In answer to afplicants for our lil'st Number, we have to slale, that the SE.COND
EDITION wi! be ready for delivery at the end of September.
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ON THE GRADUAL UNFOLDING OF PROPHECY.

INgreater
studying the prophetic Scriptures, nothing strikes us with
wonder and delight than the exact accordance and
symmetry which we discover between all the several parts of a
prophecy when it is fully understood, compared with the irregularities and seeming disorder which we attributed to the same
prophecy before its interpretation was unfolded. This wonderful
art-by which the mystery of God is veiled till he pleases to discover it, when it becomes clear without any additional revelation-while we reverently admire, we may also profitably inquire
into, and shew some of the important ends it answers. Of the
many ends which are attained by this clearing up in the fulfilment, growing out of the previous mystery of prophecy, the
scope of our present argument leads us to mention one onlynamely, that it records beforehand the lurposes of God in a
manner which his church may understan , so as to derive from
thence the continual assurance that nothing happens by chance.
but that all things are minutely determined and overruled by him;
while. on the otber hand, such a degree of mystery overhangs it,
that the men of the world are repelled from its study, and therefore neither presumptuously attempt to forward nor impiously to
counteract the designs of God. To the people of God, a waitmg,
watchful spirit is that most frequently enjoined in Scripture;
and this frame of mind is mainly produced and encouraged by
the assurance of certain great interpositions on their behalf.
coupled with ignorance of the exact time when these acts shall
be performed. The soul is thus kept suspended upon the will
of God. with whom alone are the issues of events; and in con.tant readiness to welcome every development of his purpose, in
the evolution of those times and seasons which the Father hath
kept in his own power.
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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Previous to the first coming of our Lord, though the harp of
prophecy had long been silent, we know (Luke ii. 38; Mark
xv. 43) that there were many who, like Anna and Zacharias,
were waiting for the consolation of Israel; and, though they
knew not the exact time when the Lord would visit and redeem
his people, did know that the period was then approacbing; and
were ready, with Simeon, to exclaim," Lord, now lettest thou thy
servant depart in peace, according to thy word, for mine eyes
have seen thy salvation." The sources of these their expectations were manifold. Some, undoubtedly, were, like Simeon's,
special revelations; some might be traditions; but the ~ater
number are to be traced to their study of the propheCIes respecting the Messiah, all of which seemed now to have their
preliminary signs accomplished, and the whole world to stand in
readiness for its promised Redeemer. The dying Patriarch had
declared that .. the sceptre would not depart from Judah till
Shiloh came;" but the sceptre had passed into the hands of
Herod, and Judea was a province of Rome. Of Jesse nothing but
" a stem" remained, as a root in a dry ground, whence the" rod"
or scion should spring (Jsai. xi). The fourth monarchy of Daniel
was fully manifested: it ruled the whole world, and was as .. a
beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly; it devoured
and brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with the feet of it"
(Dan. vii. 7). And, more than all, Daniel's seventy weeks had
nearly expired, which were" to finish transgression, and to
make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity,
ano to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the
vision and prophecy, and to anomt the Most Holy" (Dan. ix. 24).
But, though these signs leo the Jewish people to expect that God
would at this time "raise up for them an horn of salvation in
the house of his servant David," yet they fell into mistakes,
both as to the nature of this salvation, and as to its time of manifestation : a brief notice of which will help us to account for
mistakes of a like kind, into which the Christian church fell,
respectin~ the spiritual domination of Antichrist in the Papacy,
and his hteral manifestation as a person, in the last days of this
present dispensation.
.
The first error we notice, in those who accompanied our Lord,
was one of impatience. They SaW in the prophecies but one
Messiah, to whom various offices were assigned; some of humiliation and suffering, some of mighty power: they rightly concluded that all these acts would be performed by the same
person; but they erroneously, though naturally, concluded that
they would all be performed at the same time. When, therefore,
they saw Jesus do many of those acts which proved him to be the
Messiah, they cried out with impatience, "How long dost thou
make us to doubt 1 if thou be the Messiah tell us plainly," and
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would even have taken him by force to make him king. This
mistaken not~on was not confined to those who were imperfectly
instructed among the multitude; our Lord's disciples partook of
it: and even after he was risen from the dead, and had for forty
days taught t~em the things pertaining to his kingdom, the
very last question they put to him was, " Lord, wilt thou at this
time restore the kingdom to Israel? " To this their anxious
inquiry, they received for answer, "It is not for you to know
the times and the seasons, which the Father hath kept in his
own power; but ye shall receive power after that the Holy Ghost
is come upon you." They were not wrong in their expectation,
but only in looking for its immediate fulfilment; forgetting that
our Lord had told them that the kingdom must begin " within"
them, and that in the gift of the Holy Ghost they should be
qualified for and impelled to their work of preaching the Gospel,
to establish in the hearts of men that spiritual kingdom of the
Lord which precedes his second ·advent to fin the throne of
David: and, without giving them to know the times and the
seasons, it was intimated they should have abundant encouragement in the success they would find in heralding the good
news of that coming kingdom. We, who have seen centuries
intervene, now know that it could not have been otherwise.
Constant watchfulness and indefatigable exertion were both to
be sustained; and these were both kept in fun vigour by the
continual expectation of their Lord's glorious advent to restore
the kingdom to Israel. Had they known how distant was this
object of their hope, exertion might have flagged, and carelessness crept in; but their perfect certainty of the fact of their
Lord's return, combined with their uncertainty of its exact time,
kept all their hopes and energies in full activity.
An error similar to this of the Jews respecting Christ, prevailed for some centuries in the Christian church respecting
Antichrist. As Christ was spoken of in a twofold character,
and came then to establish a spiritual, while he shall yet come
to establish a literal kingdom; so Antichrist is spoken of as
already at work in the Apostles' days, and the antichristian
character elsewhere described with the utmost accuracy as it
manifested itself in the Papacy; while in other places language
is employed which can only apply to a person, who shan assume
a literal sovereignty more ample than man has yet dared to
usurp, and claims of Divinity more blasphemous than Satan or
any of his agents have hitherto arrogated. And, according as
Christ said, "the kingdom of heaven cometh not with observation," and many of the most striking signs passed unobserved
at the time, "but after He was risen from the dead then remembered they that they had done these things;" so the usurpations of Antichrist have hitherto been gradual, and. unobserved
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at the time, though afterwards recognised: and we doubt not,
that, when the last personal Antichrist shall come forth, it sball
be true of the commencement of his career that he " cometh
not with observation." It is written, 1 John ii. 18, " It is the last
time; and as ye have heard that Antichrist shall come, eveD now
are there many antichrists, whereby we know that it is the last
time." Paul declares, 1 Tim. iv. I, " Now the Spirit speaketh
expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart trom the
faith," &c. In all the later Epistles-as 2 Thessalomans, 2 Peter,
2 Timothy-a falling away of the church and a manifestation of
Antichrist are stated to be the signs immediately preceding
the coming of the Lord. And, last of aU, in the Apocalypse
Dlany detaIls are given of the course of action of this oppressor of
the church and enemy of the Lord, and the period is also stated
during which the 8a1Ots were to be given into his hand, under
the different forms of forty-two months-twelve hundred and
sixty days-three years and a half-and a time, times, and the
dividing of time. Though the early fathers expected a principle
of hostIlity to Christ, which they called Antichrist, to be manifested in a body of men and a system of things growing out
of the corruption of the church, and under this expectation were
constantly guardin~ against corruptions; yet they all interpreted
the" lawless king' of Dan. xi. 36-45, and" the wicked one" of
2 Thess. ii. 8, or' an individual, whose career should be one of
only three years and a half; and they were continually endeavouring to recognise in the persecuting Emperors some features
of " that man of sin, the son of perdition, whom the Lord shall
consume with the spirit of his mouth, and destroy with the
brightness of his coming." Their view of the succession of
events accompanying the manifestation of Antichrist, may be
seen very distinctly given in the two treatises of Hypolitus, c. On
Antichrist," and" On the end of the world," as also in detached
passages in Irenreus, Justin Martyr, and Lactantius; and Jerome,
10 his comment on Dan. xi., contends strongly, against Porphyry, that Antiochus and the other persecutors were but
types of the personal Antichrist, whom the Lord himself shall
come to destroy.
All the first Christians had been living in continual expectation of the second advent: three centuries rolled on, and still
the Lord delayed his coming. These were times of almost uninterrupted persecution; but this the church had been taught
to expect, and therefore faithfully testified under it, and regarded
the increase of persecution as only indicating the nearer approach
of that time when their great Deliverer should appear. The
conversion of Constantine introduced a change in the aspect of
the church: the power of the empire, heretofore directed against
her, was now ranged on her side. This she was not prepared
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for; and the ,same church which had boldly and faithfully adhered to the truth under persecution, was enervated and deteri~
rated by this patronage of the state. It suffered loss in general
doctrine and discipline: but these it would be beside our present
object to notice; the deterioration we have to do with is that
which respects the one doctrine of the coming of the Lord.
The church found itself unexpectedly courted, caressed, and
loaded with favours, while accustomed to look for nothin~ but
persecution from men. The Scriptures, it is true, promIse a
time of blessedness upon earth; but the day of vengeance, the
day of the Lord, the coming of Christ, uniformly precede it~
They now found themselves very much at ease, and were willing
to persuade themselves that the time of blessedness promised
in Scripture had already begun: they therefore lowered the
prophetic announcements, calling them poetical and metaphorical, and exaggerated their own prosperity; imagining that by
this double process they made the prophecy and their own
times accord: and a little ingenuity of the same kind made
the day of vengeance already' passed. Origen had before taken
the same unwarrantable hberty with other doctrines of our
faith: and from sources no more worthy than these is the greater
part of the modern system of spiritualizing to be derived. But
the halcyon days of Constantme quif.:kly passed, and these
men of metaphor were driven to great straits. Some of the
thorough-going spiritualizers were determined to maintain their
interpretatIOn at all hazards, and insisted that they were still
living under the reign of peace which the Millennium denoted,
and that Julian's persecutions did not materially alter its character of blessedness; which preposterous folly has been revived
by Grotius and Hammond. Others declared that the Millennium was passed, and that Satan was again loosed from the
bottomless pit. But the greater number abandoned part of
their error, and still retained the other part: they re-asserted a
personal Antichrist, to he revealed in the last times, whom
the Lord would come in person to destroy; but they thought
that this coming would be the end of the world, and that the
Millennium was only a figurative expression for the joy of
heaven. In this state of uncertainty, mingled with hope, the
church remained till about the thirteenth century; with light
enough to guide the elect in the course of their duty, and WIth
knowledge enough to enable many individuals to protest against
the errors and superstitions which were in these times heaped
upon the true doctrines; but not with light or knowledge sufficient to enable them to detect and expose that Antichristian
principle which had then grown up in the church. In the
thirteenth century the Papal abuses had become 80 enormous,
and these were so like the characteristics of Antichrist in Scrip-
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ture, that all those who partook not of its plunder hesitated
not in condemning and denouncing the Papacy.. They also
began to think that the 1260 days of the beast's ascendancy
might be understood as so many years; which having now run
their course, the downfall of this ~surping power might be soon
expected. The Pope, confident 10 tne strength of that wellknit fabric of policy over which he presided, often disregarded
these murmurings; or when, from the station and character of
the parties, they became too important to be passed by, he
crushed them with the most unsparing rigour: and such was
the compact strength of this stronghold of superstition, that it
went on, accumulating abuses and defying the attacks of the
chamJ;lions of truth, for two centuries more; when the Reformers
gave It a blow from which it has never wholly recovered. A
brief notice of these times is necessary, that we may see how
light broke in upon that large portion of Scripture which foretells the tyranny and downfall of H Babylon the Great, the
Mother of abominations."
The authority of Christ being two-fold, as King and as Priest,
political and ecclesiastical; the usurpations of Antichrist were
also two-fold, and were w-adually assumed by the Pope, one after
another; till, in the plemtude of his pride, in the fourteenth century, he had blasphemously arrogated to himself all the dignities
belonging solely to Christ. The nomination to the popedom, as
to all other bishopricks, was originally in the Emperor, and
was confirmed to the Emperor Charles V. by the 22d canon
of the Synod of Rome, held under Adrian A. D. 773, one hundred and fifty-three bishops being present. The decree runs,
H ut ipse habeat jus et potestatem e]igendi pontificem, et ordinandi sedem apostolicam ; denique ut archiepiscopi et episcopi per
singu]as provincias ab eo investituram accipiant. Refrangentes
huic decreto anathematizat synodus." This decree was often
acted upon; insomuch that Otho I. deprived Pope John XIII.
and substituted Leo VIII. in his place. But Gregory VB.,
Hildebrand, wrested this prerogative from the Emperors; and
though Henry IV. disputed it, and even deposed Hildebrand,
putting Clement in his place, yet was he ultimately foiled, and excommunicated by the Pope, and forced to sue barefoot before
Gregory to have the excommunication removed. These monstrous
usurpations of the Pope, and the corresponding enormities in doctrine, had grown out of the vice and ignorance of the tenth century,
probably the very darkest era of the church. Historians generallr,
described this century as .. devoted to ignorance and debauchery. '
Caranza, Genebrard, and Baronius, describe it as "a monstrous
age."
Ratherius, Bishop of Vicenza at that time, charges the
whole clergy with being utterly corrupt and profligate; and he
says, the Italians were the most so of all, by reason of their
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greater proneness to debauchery and vice: that the doctors
there neglected all disci{>line, insomuch as the clergy did in
'nothing differ from the laIty but in their habits. And he says,
such was the extreme ignorance in the priests of his dioces~,
that they could not so much as say tbe Apostles' Creed; and
he charges the priests, in his synodical epistle, that they learn to
say it without book, together with that of St. Athanasius. The
same testimony is borne by Atto, Bishop of Verceil in that
time. These abominations went on,with little check or hindrance,
till the thirteenth century; at which time the exactions of the
Pope, the pest of the begging friars, and the gross corruption
and insolence of the whole body of the clergy, became intolerable
to the people: but so compact and politic was the papal fabric,
and so numerous were those who fattened upon its luxuries, that
another century passed before it could be at all humbled, or the
people obtain any mitigation of its exactions. About 1230 the
Apocalypse came to be employed as the most powerful weapon
against the Papal apostasy, and it is curious to observe, tnat
Gregory IX. seems to have been the first to unsheath this sword
whose point was afterwards turned with sucb tremendous effect
against himself and his system. He put forth an edict against the
Emperor, Frederic, beginning, " Ascendit de mari bellica bestia,
wherein he declareth the causes, wherefore he curseth, and giveth
the Emperor to the divel of hell, and dejecteth him from all his
princely dignity." Frederic, in his reply, says: "The Lord Pope
hath compared us to the beast rising out of the sea: to take the
words in the true sense and interpretation, he is that great dragon,
that hath deceived the whole world: he is that Antichrist, of whom
he hath called us the forerunner."-In 1240, God stirred up faithful teachers in sundry countries, many of whom are mentioned in
Crantz. In 1250, Arnoldus deNova Villa denounced the Papists
for teaching only historical faith, which is the faith historitZ non
fiducitZ, and their other abuses. Then also lived Gulielmus de
Sancto Amore, denounced as an heretic by the Pope. In 1250,
too, Grosthead, Bishop of Lincoln, refused to admit Frederic, the
Pope's natural son, and a minor, as canon or prebendary of
Lincoln. Writing to the Pope, he says: "Moreover, next after
the sin of Lucifer (which shall he in the latter time, to wit, of
Antichrist, the child of perdition, whom the Lord shall destroy
with the breath of his mouth), there is not, nor can be, any kina
of sin so repugnant and contrary to the doctrine of the Apo-'
stIes and holy Scripture, and to our Saviour Christ himself
more hateful, detestable, and abominable, than to destroy and
kill men's souls, by defrauding them of the mystery of the pas~
toral office, which by the mirustry of the pastoral cure ought
to save and quicken the same. Hereby it IS manifest that the
inducers of such wicked destroyers of God's image and deifica.
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tion in the sheep of Christ (i. e. the church of God) are worse
than those chief destroyers, to wit, Lucifer and Antichrist." In
1260, Laurence, an Englishman, did in his teaching and preaching condemn the Papal abuses, and by divers proofs and testimonies argued and proved that Antichrist was not far off to
come. In 1290, Petrus Johannes proved from the Apocalypse
that the Pope was Antichrist, and that the synagogue of Rome
was Great Babylon. In the beginning of the fourteenth century, Armachanus, Primate of Ireland, set himself to oppose
the friars. In] 364, Nicolas Orem preached against the abuses
of the time, in presence of the Pope. In 1366, Militzius declared Antichrist come, To these we might add many more
during these times which we have gone over; but we hasten to
the first effectual and permanent resistance to the Pope, which
began in Wickliffe.
II After all these heretofore recited (says Fox), by whom it
pleased the Lord something to work against the Bishop of Rome,
and to weakeQ. the pernicious superstition of the friars; now
remaineth consequently, following the course of years, orderly to
enter into the story of John Wickliffe our countryman, and other
more of his time, whom the Lord raised up here in England. to
detect more fully arid amply the poison of the Pope's doctrine,
and false religion set up by the friars. In whose opinions and
assertions, albeit some blemishes perhaps may be noted, yet
such blemishes they be which rather declare him to be a man
that might err, than which directly did fight a~inst Christ our
Saviour, as the Pope's proceedings and the fnars' did. This is
certain, and cannot be denied, out that he, being the public
reader of divinity in the university of Oxford, was, for the rude
time wherein he lived, famously reputed for a great clerk, a
deep schoolman, and no less expert in all kind of philosophy.
The which doth not only appear by his own most famous and
learned writings, but also by confession of Walden, his most
cruel and bitter enemy; who, in a certain epistle written unto
Pope Martin V., saith that he was wonderfully astonished at his
most strong arguments, with the places of authority which he
had gathered, with the vehemency and force of his reasons, Stc.
It appeareth that this Wickliffe flourished about 1371; but as
touclling the just number of the year and time, we will not be
very curious at this present. This is out of all doubt, that at
what time all the world was in most desperate and vile estate, and
that the lamentable ignorance and darkness of God his truth
had overshadowed the whole earth. This man stepped forth
like a valiant champion, unto whom it may justly be applied that
is spoken in the book called Ecclesiasticus, of Simon son of Oni~.
Even as the morning-star being in the midit of a cloud, and
as the moon being full in her course. and as the bright beams of
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the sun;- 10 doth he shine and glister in the temple and church
of God. In these latter days and extreme age of the church;
whenas the whole state and condition, not only of worldly
things, but also of religion, was depraved and corrupted, the
only name of Christ remained amongst Christians; but his true
and lively doctrine was as far unknown unto the most part, as
his name was common unto all men. The world, leavlDg and
fQl'saking the lively power of God's spiritual word and doctrine,
was altogether led and blinded with outward ceremonies and
traditions: insomuch that scarcely any other thing was seen
in temples or churches, taught or spoken of in sermons, or
finally intended or gone about in their whole life, but only heaping up of certain shadowed ceremonies upon ceremonies;'neither
was there any end of their heaping. The people were taught to
worship no other thing but that which they did see, and dId see
almost nothing which they did not worship. Thus, in these 80
great and troublous times and horrible darkness of ignorance,
what time there seemed in a manner to be in no one so little a
spark of pure doctrine left or remaining, this foresaid Wickliffe
by God's providence sprang and rose up; through whom the
Lord would first waken and raise up a~in the world, which was
overmuch drowned and overwhelmed m the streams of human
traditions."
Till the time of Wickliffe the Papal system had never been
opposed as a principle of falsehood and blasphemy. Acta of
individual oppression, and separate antichristian doctrines, had
been often· and loudly complained of; but these were rather
the angry or indignant feelings of individuals, wrung from them
by their personal experience, than convictions deduced from
Scripture and appealing to the general character of the Papacy,
to prove that its whole system was inherently, irremediably, and
wholly antichristian; th~t it was i!lcapable .of .am~lioration; and
tuat the only safety was In separatlDg from It, mevitable destrue.
tion being the doom of its adherents. The Papacy was now
openly arraigned as Antichrist; the charge was fairly proved by
Wickliffe and his companions; but the pleadings lasted a whole
century, that it might be evident to all tbe world that the Papal
abominations were not the accidental vices or follies of individuals, but that they formed inseparable parts of a system which
was no longer a true church, but an apostasy; no longer under
Christ. but under Antichrist. Till the time of the Reformation,
the p'apacy did cont~in within itRelf a true church: all its
standards and confeslions were orthodox; and its enormotll
abuses are to be considered rather as the vices of individuals
than of the Roman church, for they had not yet been enjoined
by any councilor public authority. Luther and the Reformel'8
were members of the Roman church: and as the Reformed church
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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which they co~stituted was a true church, so they, while meIn:bers of the Roman church, constituted it a true church. But
when they were cast out from the Papacy they drew up the CQnfession of Auxburg: this became the chief occasion of calling
the Council of Trent; which, putting forth its confession in
opposition to the Confession of Auxburg, did in that public act, by
which it is still bound, proclaim itself an apostasy; and from that
time forth the Auxburgh Confession, and those which followed it,
may be considered as tlie symbols of a true church, and the decreeS
of the Council of Trent may be considered as the symbol of the
apostasy. The church is one body, holding the true doctrines and
true ordinances: false professors in a church do not make it an
apostasy, so long as sound doctrines and ordinances are maintained
in its standards; for a church without false professors.has never
existed on earth, as Judas, Simon Magus, Demas, &c., may
prove. The church is the body of called ones (rn;\1'II7la rIC lCaMlII,
the I I many called"): of this body the elect are the chosen
ones (f";\flCTO' flC M'YW, " the few chosen.") But when the docirines and ordinances of a church are corrupted, and these
corruptions justified by those in authority, then it is no true
churcb~ but an apostasy. This demonstration was necessary
to justify the Reformers 10 separating from Rome; for if it was
still a true church, then were they schismatics in leaving her
communion; and, down to the present day, every Protestant who
calls the Papacy a true church, does, in so doing, plead guilty to
the sin of schism.--But it is more to our purpose to remark;
how from this time forward the prophecies respecting Antichrist
opened to the church. They now saw the general scope of all
tliese prophecies realized in the system they op~osed; and endeavoured to' interpret them with an ardour qUIckened by the
sense of their own personal interest in understanding them;
.anctioned, too, as it was by the advice and encouragement of
those learned Reformers who had broken up the monopoly of
interpretation, which the priests had hitherto enjoyed; and facilitated as it was by the translation of the Scriptures into the vulgar
tongues, which then became general. Then, too, they began
to understand the great periods of the oppression of the church;
and gave their true sense, in many instances, though mistaken
in the time of their commencement; for it 1S wOlthy of remark,
that the exact interpretation of any af the prophetic periods has
never been known with perfect certainty till its expiration.
A striking instance of this general truth of interI,>reting the
prophecies of Antichrist and the periods, combined With mistake
of the time of their commencement, may be found in FO~i
p. 440, vol. i. in .. the Storie and Processe against Walter
Brute," A. D. 13~1: "being a layman, and learned; brought
up, as it jjeemeth, in the University of Oxford, being there aJao
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graduate." U The chiefest occasions that seemed to stir up the
heart and zeale of this Walter against the Pope, was the impudeht pardons and indulgences of Pope Urban, granted to Henry
Spencer, Bishop of Norwich, to fight against Pope Clement."
His zeal thus roused, Brute shews at large that the Pope is
Antichrist, and. that Rome is Babylon; saying, " If the high
Bishop of Rome, calling himself the servant of the servants of
God, and the chief vicar of Christ in this world, do make and
maintain many laws contrarie to the Gospel of Jesu Christ,
then is he of those that have come in Christ's mi.me, sayin~ I
am Christ, and have seduced many a one." He then CItes
many texts in proof, and proceeds, " Thus, by the testimonie of
all these places, is he the chief Antichrist upon the earth, and
must be slain with the sword of God's word, and cast with tlie
dragon, the cruel beast, and the false prophet that hath seduced the earth, into the lake of fire and brimstone, to be
tormented world without end. If the citie of Rome do allow his
tra.ditions, and do disallow Christ's holy commandments and
Christ's doctrine that it may confirme his traditions, then is
she Babylon the great .... Yet is she ignorant that within a little
while shall come the day of her destruction and ruin by the testimonie of the Apocalypse (chap. xvii.); because that from the
time that the continual sacrifice was taken away and the abomination of desolation placed, there be passed 1290 days; and
the holie citie also hath been trodden under foot of the heathen
for forty-two months; and the woman was nourished up in the
wilderness 1260 days, or else for a time, times, and half a
time, which is all one. All these things be manifest by the
testimonie of the Apocalypse, and the chronicles thereto
agreeing." Afterwards (p. 444), he says, "And from that
time hitherto have passed near about 1290 days, taking a day
for a y'ear, as Daniel takes it in his prophecies, and other pr~
phets likewise: for Daniel, speaking of sixty-two weeks, doth not
speak of the weeKs of days, but of years; so, therefore, when he
saith, 'from the time when the continual sacrifice was taken
away,' &c., ] 290 days must be taken for so man)' years from.
the time of the desolation of Jerusalem even unto the revealing
of Antichrist; and not for three years and a half, which they
say Antichrist shall reign. Wherefore that cruel beast coming up
out of the sea doth rightly note the Roman emperors. And the
power of this beast was for forty-two months; because that from
the first emperor of Rome, that is to say, Julius Cresar, unto the
end of Frederic, the last emperor of Rome, there were forty-two
months; taking a month for thirty days, as the months of the
Hebrews and Grecians are; and taking a day always for a year,
as commonly it is taken in the prophets. By which things· it
may 'plainly appear how unfitly this prophecy is applied to that
imagmed Anticluist; and the fort~-two mo'\\t\\." \a'c..~"l\. '\.t\~ ~~
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years and a half, which they lIay he shall reign in, against the
sayings of the Prophets; because that days are taken for yean:
as in the Apocalypse, chap. ii., 'They shall be troubled ten
days,' which do note the most cruel persecution of Dioclealm
agaiust the ChristilUls, that endured ten years." He then goes
on to expose many of the corruptions of the Papacy, and proves.
from Apocalypse xviii., that" This Babylon. this great city. is
tbe city of Rome;" That " the beast WIth seven heads and ten
horns is the Roman Empire;" That." the feet of the image
which Nebuchadnezzar saw did betoken the empire of Rome;"
That" the beast with two horns like the lamb signifieth the spiritual dominion of Rome .......This beast hath two horns. becauae
that he challengeth to himself both th~ priestly and kingly power.
above all other nere on earth." "Thus sitteth the Bishop of Rome
in the temple of God t shewing himself 8S God, and extolleth
himself above all which is called God, or worshipped as God."
Another remarkable instance is given by Fox (i. 503). in the
Sermon of R. Wimbledon, preaclied at Paul's Cross, 1389.
"We shall find in tbe Gospel of Matthew, that the disciples
being asked of Christ three questions: first, wbat time the
city of Jerusalem should be destroyed; tbe second, what token
of his coming to the doom; and the third, what si~ of the
ending of the world: and Christ gave them no certam time of
these things when they should fall, but he gave them tokens, by
which they might know when tbey drew nigh. And so, as to the
first question, of the destruction of Jerusalem, he said, When
the Romans come to besiege that city, then soon after ahe
shall be delltroyed. And as.to the second and the third, he gave
many tokens, 1. e. that real me shall rise against realme. But
the last token that he gave was this: When ye shall see the
abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the Prophet,
&c. Upon which text a Doctor argueth that this abomination
shall be in the great Antichrist's days, 1290. Now proveth this
Doctor, that a day must be taken tor a year, both by authority
of holy writ in the same place, and in other, and also byrea80o:
80 it seemeth to this clerk that the great Antichrist should come
in the year 1400 from the birth of qhrist; the which numbe.. of
years is now fulfilled, not fully twelve years and a half lackin~.
And this reason put not I as to shew any certain time of haa
coming, since I have not that knowledge; but to shew that he
is nigh; but how nigh I wot never. But take we heed to the fourth
part of the second vision of St. John, put in the Book of the
Revelations; in the which, under the opening of the seven seals,
is declared the state of the church from the time of Christ unto
the end of the world. The openin~ of the four fil'st seals shew
the state of the church from the tIme of Christ, to the time of
Antichrist and his foregoers; the which is shewed in the opening
of the other three lIea18. The ()~\\\\\~ I.){ the fifth seal telletla
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the state of the church that then God sha" follow. The opening of the sinh seal telleth the state of the church in time of
Antichrist's time. What is there after this to fall, but that
the mystery of the seventh seal be shewed, that he come in his
own person that Jesu Christ shall slay with the spirit of his
mouth, when the fiend shall shew the utmost persecution that
he and his servants may do to Christ's limbs 1 and that shall be
the third warning that the world shall_ have to .come to this
dreadful doom."
These extracts may suffice to shew how truly, in the
general, these confessors understood the prophecies of Antichrist; and little more was done in the way of interpretation by
the Reformers themselves. They brought to the controversy a
far greater stock of learning than their precursors, but the clearing
of the great doctrines of the Apostles from the rubbish with which
the Papists had defiled them was the great and sufficient occupation of Luther and his companions. They denounced Antichrist
and Babylon, as boldly as WIckliffe, Huss, or Jerome of Prague ;
but gave all their labour and energy to establish justification by
faith, the sole merits of Christ, the sufficiency of Scripture, and
such fundamental doctrines. These great points continued
also to occuPY their successors, and little or no advance waa
made in the mterpretation of prophecy. Commentaries were
from time to time written; but they were, for the most part, detached remarks, without any attempt at system; and therefore,
though often ri~ht in nearly all the separate parts, are wrong in
the whole. Bnghtman on the Revelations, 1616, should not,
however, be passed over without commendation, for it contains
much that may even now be perused with advantage, and is the
first work we have met with which gives the true mterpretation
of the two witnesses, Rev. xi. 3. "We do gather and judge
that these two prophets are the Holy Scriptures." ., Now they are
two, to answer to the two Testaments, Old and New." (p. 462).
Which interpretation Schmidt also gives 1658: " Duo Testamenta
Jesu Christi ..... illa duo Vetus et Novum." (Comm. in Apoc. xi).
In emancipating us from the thraldom of Popery, the. Reformers had to break through all the strong shackles of prejudice, and all the holier ties of reverence for a church which
had been once pure and Apostolic: and, bold as they were, we
doubt whether they would have dared to burst their fetters, had
they not seen the Papacy branded with all the characters given
to Antichrist in the Scripture, and had not these characters
been for nearly a century pointed out, and been but the more
confirmed by the endeavour of the Romanists to disavow them.
Their kn~wledge of the Papal Antichrist enabled them first to
defy, then to triumph over, this great instrument of Satan. But
another, and a still severer trial yet awaits the church; and in
preparation for this tribulation we have now to ~taee()\).\:'a."\\.()\1t\.~'t
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.unfolding of )llOphecy. The Scriptures, in many passages, d~
"dare that an Infidel Antichrist shall arise in the last days, who
iJh8.ll as much exceed the Pope in enormity, as the Pope himself
exceeded all other usurpers. Weare now able, by the experience
of eighteen centuries, to separate between these two Antichrists,
and to perceive that this last I nfidel, shall be the personal Antichrist which the early Fathers expected, being the" lawless king"
of Dan. xi. 36-45, the" Assyrian" of Isaiah xiv. 25, the I I kingt'
of Isaiah xxx. 33, and so on . We are now also able to see that, in
some of the prophecies, the two Antichrists are blended together,
as if they were but one; as in the verses p'receding. Dan. xi; 36,
and Isaiah xiii., and xiv. 1-22; 2 Thess. Ii. 7,8, &c. And in the
Apocalypse, where the Papacy has been represented during its
whole period as a woman, this last form of Antichrist is represented
(xvii.- 3), under the complex figure of a woman riding upon a
acarlet-eoloured beast full of names of blasphemy. This last
persecutor does; in fact, spring up in the Papacy before its period
expires, and is also made the chief instrument for its destruction; and yet makes use of the Papacy to promote his own ends,
and professes to intend its honour. The principles in which the
infidel Antichrist shall find his strength have been long at work;
long before they found patronage in l"redel'ic of Prussia and his
witlings; long before the Encyclopedists trumpeted them forth
to the world; and they exploded at the French Revolution,
just as a warning of the tremendous convulsion which they
shall occasion when again fully prepared, and when God shall
give the signal. As early as the time when this principle began
to work, means were preparing by which the church might collect the signs of this approaching storm, and be provided with
protection when it should come: these means are. in one sentence,
The opening of unfulfilled prophecy i-a comprehensive sentence
whose boundless sweep and immeasurable sublimity calls forth an
.act of adoration while we record it. The first and chief instrument whom God made use of in modern times for explaining unfulfilled prophecy, was Joseph Mede ; a man singularly endowed for
the work. He was gifted wIth admirable piety, profound humility,
much patience. clear judgment, perfect sincenty, and competent
learning. He entered upon the study of prophecy with the deliberation and calmness of one whose aim is not distinction, but
to know the will of God; and seeking this first, all other things
were added unto him. He soon perceived that the Apocalypse
is the key to all the other prophecies, and that it is also the
scale by which they are to be adjusted: then, reasoning byanalogy, and concluding that the scale must be well understood
before it could be applied with advanta~e to any other thing,
he endeavoured to adjust the structure of the Apocalypse from
the book alone, and independently of any interpretation. A
very important principle tnis, \'Qn\<:.\"\. \!o~ne\!o as a good test of
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modern commentators, who, we believe, hav,e never succeeded in
their interpretations except in proportion as they have adhered
to this prlDciple. In adjusting the structure, he endeavoured
to fix the synchronisms of the book, by putting together passages
which are similar and observing the places they respectively
occupy in the visions to which they belong. This led him to the
parallelisms between different portions of the book, and gave
theoretically a perfect plan of the whole scheme and object of
the Apocalypse. With the degree in which Mede perfected his
design, we have here no concern; it will come before us in a
future Number: his mistakes were very few, but had they been
, ever so numerous, they would not have detracted from his principle, which every competent judge will allow was the most
important one that had yet been discovered for settling the
interpretation of all prophecy. The principles established by
Mede were taken up and further illustrated by Maton, Holmes,
Henry More, and many others of that a~e; who did not So
much distinguish themselves in interpretatIOn, as in perfecting
the means by which their successors were enabled to interpret,
when the epoch arrived for unsealing the prophecy. From the
time of Mede, in the beginninO' of the seventeenth century,
th~re llas been an uninterrupted succession of commentators,
increasing in number as they approach our own times; whom
but to enumerate would swell this paper to an unreasonable
length; and whom it is not necessary to notice in the present
sketch, as they added nothing materIal to the principles which
had been settled by Mede; and wh{) all seem to have had the
presage which Sir Isaac Newton expressed, that the" main
revolution" mentioned in all the prophecies must take place
before they could be interpreted with certainty: -" The event
will prove the Apocalypse; and this prophecy, thus proved and
understood, will open the old prophets; and all together will
make known the true religion, and establish it." (p.252.) This
" main revolution" we believe to have been .that of 1793,
affecting in its consequences not merely France, but the whole
of Christendom, and bringing about moreover, by the evilprin-'
ciples it disseminated, that more tremendous second earthquake,
spoken of in prophecy, whose shock shall be felt throughout
the whole world. Whiston, in his Essay on the Revelation,
p. 321, 1744, says that it was a conjecture of Sir Isaac Newton;
which he told to Dr. Clark, "that the overbearing tyranny and
power of the Antichl'istian party, which hath so long corrupted
Christianity and enslaved the Christian world, must be put a
stop to and broken in :pieces by the prevalence of infidelity,'
for some time before prImitive Christianity oould be restored;
which seems (says he) to be the very means now working in
Europe for the same good and great end of Providence." Thill
conjecture of Newton we saw verified in it& un\. ~~~ ,,~~
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preliminary fonn at the French Revolution, at which time infidelity first shewed its open front, and gave demonstration of
its tremendous character. But the consequences of this terrible •
convulsion to the church were moat important and beneficial.
She was thereby shaken out of the sloth which had crept over
her; was driven in her terror to the Scriptures, her ooly anchor
and pole-star; and found, to her joy, that they were no longer a
sealed book, but that the mystery of God was drawing to its
close, and that the events of every year explained something
previously unknown. Multitudes, no doubt, thus strengthened
their faith, who have never published the results; but many
did immediately publish, and the sudden perspicuity of interpretation is very observable. Bicheno began in 1793; the
Rev. E. W. Whitaker in 1795; Towers's Illustrations of Pro~
phecy 1796; the Rev. G. S. Faber preached his Sermons on
the Vials in 1796, but his Dissertation on the Prophecies was not
published till 1806. These worb we pass without any particular remark, as they have been in all respects superseded by
those which follow; for they only prepared the way to tbe more
exact interpretations which began in 1812, and are still proceeding. Among these, Mr. Cuninghame leads the. van, in his
Dissertation on the Seals and Trumpets, 1813 : in which, though
we differfrotll him in some points, we are prompt to acknowledge the great service he did to the church, particularly in
fixing the commencement of the great perioc;l of 1260 at the
edict of Justinian, A. D.533, and its consequent termination at the
French Revolution. A still more important service was rendered
to the church by Mr. Frere, who in 1814 published his Combined View of the Prophecies; a work which leaves little to be
done in the way ofstructure--perhaps nothing, but carrying his
own principles consistently through into theIr necessary consequences. In 1816, Mr. Lewis Way was travelling through the
S~pes of Russia, and was there led to meditate on the coming
kingdom of Messiah; while Mr. Bayford in London was at the
same time led into a similar train of reflection; the results of
which were afterwards published in Mr. Bayford's .. Messiah'.
lGngdom," and Mr. Way's" Letters of Basilicus," which ~ve
perhaps the clearest and neatest exposition of the main pomtll
concerning the ..kingdom, any where to be found. Many other
works were published during the next ten yea1'8, throwing additionallight on the doctrines brought forward in the publiciltions
we have named. But a new and more powerful impulse was to
be given to tbe study of prophecy than any it had hitherto received; .and for doing this, Mr. Irving was made the instrument,
who having been led to investigate the subject by Mr. Frere~
brought his convictions before the public in Its25, in a discour'Be
'preached before the Continental Society, which was published
111 an enlarged {olm in 18'26, under the title of " Babylon and
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Infidelity foredoomed of God." We are not now in the character of panegyrists, and would endeavour even to make more than
due allowance for the partialities of friendship and affection
while expressing our opinion of this work j and we think that it
is only cold, strict justice to say, that it has done more towards
promoting the study of prophecy, and awakening the church to
a sense of the approaching crisis, than any, or all, of the publications which preceded it. Since that time Mr. Irving has been
i~defatigably employed in spreading the "good news of the
kmgdom," and been made the honoured instrument of bringing
thousands and tens of thousands into a state of joyful waiting
for the coming and kingdom of their Lord.
Last among the means by which prophecy has been unfolded to .
us, we have to mention " the Times and Seasons:" that is, the
typical application of the set times of the Jewish year to the order
of events declared in the prophecies. The manner of its application
to prophecy was explained in No. I. of this Journal; and, though
last in order of discovery, we regard it in importance as among
the first and r.hiefest of the means we possess for understanding
prophecy. But it came, most happily, when probability of the
highest degree had been attained by other modes of interpretation, and gave to this highest probability the stamp of certainty.
If anyone think that we are here speaking too confidently, we
can only reply, that it is no exaggeration, but our deliberate conviction j and let such an one investigate the system and its application with an unbiassed mind, and we are confident.that he
will form an estimate of its importance not much lower than
our own. We now possess means amply sufficient for understanding and interpreting all the prophecies which bear on our
own times, and which therefore affect our own choice and practice; and if we obstinately refuse to employ those means, we
must take the consequences of our own folly, and, when overtaken by the judgments, stop our mouths and stand self-condemned, confessing to warnings which we have neglected and
despised.
And now let anyone, who has heard the popular objections to
the interpretation of prophecy, ask himself whether they are
not aU obviated by the above statement of historic facts, however slight and imperfect it may be. We are thought presumptuous, as if prying into the " secret things which belong to the
Lord our God;" whereas we only endeavour to understand the
" revealed things, which belong to us and to our children." We
are thought arrogant, in expecting to understand more of prophecy than the wise and good men who have lived before us;
but this is not the true way of regarding it, for they did seek to
understand the prophecies which concerned themselves and their
own times, and we do no more. The prophecies now fulfilling
VOL. l.-NO. IV.
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they would not be the better for understanding, but we can
neither act nor believe aright without knowing them: and we
have seen in their case, that before each great crisis the prophecies relating to it became intelligible in the use of means which
were then provided. Before the great separation from the Papal
apostasy at the Reformation, the prophecies relating to it were
unfolded: and, now that the Papacy IS about to be destroyed by
an apostasy still.more reckless and direful than itself, this catastrophe, and the character of -the principal actors, are now recognisable by a further unfolding of prophecy, which many clear
passages of Scripture have promised to those who should live in
these" times of the end." "Seal up the prophecy until the
time oft/Ie end: the wise shall understand," 8Lc.(Dan. xii.) We
assert that this time of the end is arrived, and offer sufficient
proof-of our assertion; and this scriptural proof ought to be received as sufficient warrant for our expectations. But we
further shew, that we now have not only an accumulation of all
the means of interpretation severally possessed by our predecessors, but many whlch they had not; nay, all that need be wished
for or required. It is often asked, ' Had not our ancestors knowledge sufficient for salvation?' and then inferred, that the same
knowledge will suffice to save us, and that therefore we need not
seele after more. There is it confusion in this way of speaking,
which requires to be explained; and which may easily be done,
as it proceeds from using knowledge in an ambiguous, and salvation in an indefinite sense. Faith springing from knowledge
sav~d them, and their salvation was attamed through death.
Their saving faith rested on knowledge of doctrine-a knowledge
if'all times necessary, and at all times possessed by the true
members-of Christ. But we believe a time is near at hand when
salvation will be decided before the hour of death, according as
a man is ranged under the banner of Christ or that of Anticlf'fist; and, moreover (which is a still more awful consideration), that many who think themselves sincere, and who now
appear to rank with the soldiers of Christ, shall be found unprepared for the events which shall burst like a thunder-clap
upon the world; and some timidly apostatize; some, like the
foolish virgins, run to buy their oil when they ought to be ready
to go in with the Bridegroom. The knowledge ofdoctrille which
in ordinary times suffices for saving faith, will not suffice to save
in times like these, which will require knowledge of every kind.
and when our Lord has told us the delusions shaH be so verr,
plausible as to "deceive (if it were possible) the very elect. '
May'God preserve us; enabling us to put on the whole armour
<if God; to watch and pray always, that we may be accounted
worthy to escape all these things that are coming on the earth
and to stand before the Son of Man ! "
•
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ON THE INTERPRETATION OF THE APOCALYPSE.
lEN T E R on the interpretation of this hallowed book with much
. fear and trembling; knowing that it is the Revelation (or manifestation) of Jesus Christ, which man may not approach but with
the greatest solemnity, and with a constant fear lest he should
obscure this revelation, or darken counsel by words without
knowledge. And although I feel encouraged in my attempt by
the promise with which this book opens (i. 3), "Blessed is he
that readflth and they that hear the words of this prophecy, and
ke"lp those things which are written therein;" and by the corresponding benediction at its close (xxii. 7) j ,. Blessed is he that
keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this book;" yet am I
much appalled at the penalty by which its sanctity and integrity
is guarded: "If any man shall take away from the words of the
book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the
book oflife, and out of the holy city, and from the things which
are written in this book" (xxii. 18, 19). Under the influence of
these mixed feelings of encouragement and awe would I endeavour to interpret this book; and I would earnestly request
my readers to cultivate the same feelings in perusing my interpretation. May God so overrule my thoughts, that I incur not
the guilt of addmg to or detracting from the words of this sacred
book! But, if, notwithstanding my care I should in any respect
mistake its meaning, not being wilful, I trust to be forgiven by
God; and hope that my errors will be discovered and rejected by
my readers, and that such demonstrations of man's fallibility may
not be allowed to prejudice the reader against any truth which
the othe1' portions of these remarks may contain.
This interpretation makes scarcely any pretension to originality,
being little more than an attempt to combine in one view the several
pointil of correct interpretation which my predecessors have established. I would gladly acknowledge my obligations to them;
but it would have crowded my pages with references, and unnecessarily added to a paper already too long, and which I am
unwilling to divide: and for the same reasons I avoid as much
as possible fortifying my interrretation against objections which
I lOay foresee, or stating why reject other interpretations which
have been given already.
The Apocalypse is the manifestation of Jesus Christ. The
glory of his Person is first shewn; and then the prophetic history
of his future actings in behalf of his church is given, ,in a series of
visions and revelations, which reach to the end of time. In his
actings, he is first exhibited under the character of universal
Bishop, or Head of the church (ii. iii.); secondly, as universal
Lord, by his angels ordering all things for the final glory of his

;
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church, till he shall come forth in person and take to himself
the power and reign as King of kings and Lord of lords (iv.
-xx). In i. 5-7 there are two doxologies: the first having
respect to his character of Bishop and Priest: U Unto Him that
loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood, and
hath made us kings and priests unto God and his Father, to him
be glory and dommion for ever and ever: Amen." This song
the church may sing during the whole of the present dispensation. The second doxology (ver. 7) is for a future time: " Behold, he cometh with clouds; and every eye shall see him, and
they also which pierced him: and all kindreds of the ('arth
shall wail because of him: Even so, Amen." This has respect
to his Kingly character, which he shall assume, for the deliverance of his church and his ancient people, in the time of their
greatest straits, U when they shall look on him whom they have
pierced, and mourn"(Zech.xii.10), and when the proud oppressors
of the earth shall be humbled, and" wail because of him." In
the latter fart of this chapter (i. 13-18) the glorious Person of
the Son 0 Man is shewn, walking in the midst of the churches,
clothed in priestly garments, and having the seven stars (or
angels of the churches) in his right hand; yet majestic as the
U Ancient of Days" of Dan. vii. 9-22: t. His voice as the
sound of many waters; his countenance as the sun shineth in
his strength;" " the First and the Last ;" Hhe that liveth and was
dead; and, behold, I am alive for ever more, Amen; and have
the keys of hell and of death." Such is Jesus Christ, whose
manifestation we are now contemplating. Chapters ii. iii.
teach 11S Christ's care over his churches; but as they contain
nothing which relates to our own times, I shall pass them at
present, and begin with Chap. IV,_H the things which must be
hereafter" (i. 19).
This revelation of future things begins with a magnificent
vision of the final end to be attained by the various acts and
manifestations of Providence which are revealed in detail
throughout the remainder of the book. This end is, the full display of the glory of God in the accomplishment of his purpose,
and the consequent adoration of every created thing: .. Thou
art worthy, 0 Lord, to receive glory and honour and power;
for thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure they are
and were created" (iv. 11). This vision I consider, not as an
exhibition of things already existing, but of that H which must
be hereafter;" and I think it is placed thus at the beginning of
the whole Revelation, to assist our comprehension: just as an architect might exhibit, first, acomplete model of an intended edifice.
and then take it to pieces, and shew its several parts in detail.
And we shall find, that, at the beginning of each new series of
visions, the end to be attained by that particular series is in like
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manner shewn. I think that the final and eternal state of things
is represented in chap. iv. from the adoration being henceforth
incessant-'S They rest not day and night, saying, Holy, holy,
holy,Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come;"and also from all things being now conformable to the will of
God,-" For thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure
they are and were created" (iv. 11).
Thinking chap. iv. to be a proem to the whole book, I think
Chap. V. to be a proem to the, seven-sealed book: and as chap.
iv. exhibited the results of all the future events to be revealed,
so chap. v. exhibits the results of what is revealed by the
opening of the seals. In this preface to the seals, the throne,
the elders, and the living creatures, are the same as before; preserving the unity ofthe several revelations, and shewing that they
proceed from one purpose and tend to one result. But a book is
now seen in the right hand of him thatsatonthethrone, whose seven
seals the Lion of the tribe of Judah hath prevailed to open. This
Mighty One, who alone was able to open the seals, appears in
the form of " a Lamb as it had been slain; having seven horns,
and seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of God sent forth
into all the earth" (6). These circumstances assist us in fixing
the time to which the vision extends: for the seven spirits, which
in iv. 5 had been represented as burning before the throne, are
here the eyes of the Lamb sent forth into all the earth; like as
in Zech. iii. 9, "the stone graven with seven eyes, which are the
eyes of the Lord, which run to and fro through all the earth:"
intimating that the Holy Spirit, which proceedeth from the
Father and the Son, doth now act through the Son; who baptizeth with the Holy Ghost and with fire; who breathed upon
his disciples, saying, Receive ye the Holy Ghost; and serves as
eyes to the Lamb during the present dispensation, called, Zech.
iv. 10, "the day of small things." The Lamb has also seven
horns, indicating plenitude of power, as the eyes do plenitude
of wisdom: the whole shewing that all power is given to the
Lamb that was slain; and because he became obedient to death,
even the death of the cross, therefore God hath highly exalted
him, and given Him a name that is above every name, that at
the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven,
and things in earth, and things under the earth; and that he is truly
made Christ the power of God, and Christ the wisdom of God.
That the vision in this chapter only extends to the end of the
present dispensation, is also evident from the song of the elders:
" Thouhast redeemed us, and ha.yt made us unto our God kings
and priests, and we shall reign on the earth" (9, 10.) This redemption the church has not yet received; for it is represented,
vi. 9, 11, beneath the' altar, and" waiting till their brethren
should be killed as they were ;" and Rom. viii. 23," Ourselvesal~\
which have the first-fruit& of the Sllirit......~~\\. ~\.fu\.\\.~'l."t~\.~~
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waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of the body."
But the church shall receive it when the seventh trumpet sounds
(xi. 18); .. the time that thou shouldst give reward to thy servants the prophets, and to the saints,., and them that fear thy
name, small and great; and shouldst destroy them that destroy
the earth." When these are destroyed, they sltall reign on the
earth; but they m'e redeemed at thIs time. This conclusion is
put beyond all doubt by the song of the angels and of the whole
creation which follows, v. 11-14; which is similar in all its
parts with the song of exultation over Babylon's destruction,
xviii, 20; xix. 1-6: "Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye ,
holy apostles and prophets." ..... " I heard a sreat voice of much
people in heaven, saying, Alleluia; SalvatIOn, and glory, and
honour, and power, unto the Lord our God. And the four-andtwenty elders and the foul' beasts fell down and worshipped God,
that sat on the throne, saying, Amen, Alleluia. And a voice
came out of the throne, saying, Praise our God, all ye his servants, and ye that fear him, both small and great. And I heard
as it were the voice of a great multitude, saying, Alleluia, for the
Lord God Omnipotent reigneth." The time to which this vision
extends is therefore Babylon's destruction; and these redeemed
ones are delivered at that time, and wait for the further destruction of all the enemies of Christ in the wine-press of wrath,
when Christ's Millennial kingdom shall commence, and they
.. shall reign on the earth."-Thus I regard chapter iv. as a
display of the consummation of the purpose of God, when all
things shall be brought into perfect harmony with the will of
the Creator, and every creature be, to its utmost capacity, incessantly manifesting that glory whose shewing forth was the
occasion of its being called into existence; the worship being
uninterrupted, and no indication of any further increase of
blessedness: while chapter v. I regard as an exhibition of one
of the steps or stages towards this ultimate purpose, as attained
under the seals; and they still look forward to a time of reigning
on the earth. And the four living creatures (v. 14, vii. 12, xix.
4) only respond" Amen" to the worship which the whole creation first offers; whereas in iv. 8 the living creatures lead the
song of praise, which the elders join in and follow.
Chapter VI. contains the opening of the seals, which shew
the political relations of the church, and how the revolutions of empire would be made to bring about the purpose
of God respecting his church. The commencement of the
seals may be easily fixed to the time of Constantine. The
whole book of the Apocalypse is stated to consist of three
parts :-i. 19: "Write the things which thou hast seen"
(i. e. the glorious vision of Christ immediately preceding,
" and the things which are" (i. e. the state of the churches at
that time, and the e-Plst\es to tneU\), (. ~\\d the things. which
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shall be hereafter" (i. e. the visions from chap. iv. to the end).
Now, from the time when the Apostle saw these visions, down
to the time of Constantine, the church continued in nearly the
same state, and received the same treatment from the world:
there was no change in its aspect: and this consi.deration alone
would lead me to apply" the things that are" to the whole of
that unvarying period in the history of the church. But we
have warrant in the epistles themselves so to extend tt the things
that are;" for it is said, ii. 10, " Behold, the devil shall cast some
of you into prison, that ye may be tried; and ye shall have tribulation ten days." Now all the principal interpreters are agreed
in thinking this predicts the ten persecutions inflicted by the
Roman empire upon the church, and that the devil is the great
red dragon, xii. 3, 9. The last of these persecutions, by Dioclesian, lasted ten years; and, beginning A. D. 303, brings us
down exactly to the period of Constantine's conversion, and
the empire's patronage of Christianity. This was a change
in the conditIOn of the church so great, that Paulus Orosi us
compares it to the exodus of the children of Israel from
Egypt; and the church increased to that degree, that Theodoret
says U all nations flocked to the faith of Christ, and were
baptized, dashing to pieces the idols of their fathers," and
the Christian religion was nominally embraced from the heart
of India to the shores of Spain. Well, therefore, may we interpret the first seal as immediately ensuing the ten days' tribulation, being the first curtailment of the power of the dragon
(xii. 3); which was to be still further lessened under the
next three seals, to make him change his policy, under the
fifth, and give tt his power and seat and great authority" to his
deputy, the Papal beast (xiii. 2). And it is worthy of remark,
that though the time during which this last beast, t~ Papacy.
should have the ascendancy, is several times sp,ecified as forty-two
months, or twelve hundred and sixty days (Xlii. 5; xi. 2), yet no
time is assigned to the dragon; he being previously in existence,
and passing imperceptibly mto the Papacy; and even continuing
to animate the Roman empire after the Papacy is judged, till he
is bound, at the beginning of the Millennium.-The seals may
therefore be considered as a prophetic history of that church
establishment which calls itself Roman Catholic; beginning with
Constantine, when it was almost catholic; taking a decided
character in the time of Justinian; shaken to its foundation at
the time of the French Revolution; but dragging on a precarious
existence till the great day of wrath shall come (vi. 17), in the
course of which it shall be cast into the lake of fire (xix. 20).
The proem (ch. v.) shews its bearing UpOll the true church, and the
glory to which she shall be brought at the termination of the
seals. On openin~ each one of the first four seals, one of the
living creatures inVites the Apostle to U come and. ~~~. ~~"\.\.~\.'\.~
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that, through the intervention of these ministers of the sanctuary,
the church, which the Apostle represents, becomes acquainted with
the intention of God in these events: denoting also, as 1 shewed
in the Structure [see Morning Watch No. Ill], the change in the
aspect of the church which should accompany these political
changes. These first four seals we might have mistaken, and supposed them to be wholly political, but for the introduction of the
living creatures: and this is a mistake into which many commentators have actually fallen. The fifth seal is wholly ecclesiastic, and the sixth is its consequence. And so the whole series
becomes homogeneous, representing the succession of events in
Christendom according as they affect the church; and they may
be each given in one word: 1st, triumph; 2d, contention; 3d,
famine; 4th, corruption; 5th, martyrdom;' 6th,judgment.
The first four seals have each a horseman for the chief
symbol. This has its peculiar meaning. When a triumph was
granted to anyone, he rode in a chariot drawn by four white
borses; but to obtain this, it was necessary that five tl10usand
of the enemy should have been slain in a single conflict, that the
bounds of the empire should have been enlarged, and that the
conquests should be transmitted in peace and security to a successor. In cases where victory had been obtained witliout bloodshed; or over antagonists of an inferior class, as slaves or pirates;
or where war had not been regularly declared; in any of these
cases, a lesser species of triumph was granted, called an ovation.
In an ovation the conqueror entered on horseback, wearina- a
crown of myrtle: this I think to be the meaning of the ho~se
men. And very remarkable it is, that the last who roue in
triumph was Belisarius, under Justinian: so that triumphs ceased
in the empire just at the time when the horsemen disappear
from the vision. The symbols in the first seal will thus
denote Constantine riding in ovation for the bloodless triumphs
of the Gospel which followed his conversion to Christianity.
The "bow" denotes not only the extent of the triumphs of
Christianity, but that, like an arrow shot to a distance, it
should reach distant quarters, never visited by Constantine.
The "crown" given unto him is not the royal diadem. but
'l"EtpaJlOt, the myrtle garland of victory; and Constantine, to
whom alone of the horsemen it is given, is not by this symbol
distinguished in 1'OIlk from the rest, but only in success. Constantine wa~ the last that ruled. ~ver the entire emp!re: under ilis
successors It was not only dIVided, but that whICh remained
to them was continually encroached upon by the barbarians.
The phrase" he went forth conquering and to conquer." intimates that the Gospel should henceforth progressively extend
and triumph; and also alludes to the miraculous cross inscribed
tV rovrw Jlllca, in hoc vince, which Constantine saw in the h~avena,
and which he ever after bote on. his yrincillal standard.' The
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first seal, by the white horse, had shewn the prosperity of the
empire, and its several emblems of victory indicated the peaceful
triumphs of the church: the second seal discloses a red horse;
its rider taking peace from the earth, and bearing a great sword.
This symbolizes Theodosius, who, though a successful warrior
and a zealous Christian, deluged the empire with blood and
filled the church with contention. He was baptized A. D. 38~
3d March; and ordered that no one should henceforth profess any
other faith than that which was sanctioned by Damasus the
bishop of Rome, or Peter bishop of Alexandria. Hisreign
was one series of destructive wars; but he ordered the heathen
temples to be thrown down, and sacrifices to be no longer offered,
on I,>ain of crucifixion.-The third seal discloses a black horse, de~
notmg the calamitous reign of Honor ius. The" balance, or yoke,"
in the rider's hand, may indicate both the scarcity which prevailed
at that time, and the bondage under which both empire and church
groaned occasioned by Alaric and his Goths: but the chief thing
intended is famine; as the voice proves: "A measure of wheat for
a penny," &c. But the principal reason why Honorius has place
in this series, is because he ordered the heathen temples to be
razed to the ground, which till then were only partially destroyed.
-The fourth seal is full of signs of mourning and lamentation
and woe. A livid-green horse denotes the corrupted, gangrenous
etate of things, both in church and state, when Justinian lived;
who is here named" Death," to signify the bloodshed and havoc
of his time, from which some of the provinces.never recovered;
and who is here followed by " Hell," signifying the soul-destroy.
ing Papacy, which he introduced, and the climax of whose
merchandize (xviii. 13) is "the souls of men." ,I These sym.
bois hold true also in another sense, that, as Death.cpnsigns men
to that state from whence they are only redeemed-by the, Son
of Man, who, having himself triumphed over death and hell; has
the keys of both, so Justinian consigned the church into a cap.
tivity from which she shall only be delivered by the coming of
the Son of Man. I I Power was given unto them (i. e. to death
and hell) over the fourth part of the earth." This fourth enablell
us to fix and limit the quarter to which tbis part of the visioll
extends. There were two prretorian prrefec~ures before the
time of Constantine, who, when he made Constantinople the
seat of empire, appointed four: 1st, of the East; 2d, of llIyricum; 3d, of Italy; 4th, of the Gauls. After the division of
the empire, the first two were under the Eastern emperors,
th~ last two un~er the W.este~ i but, ~he western pr?vinces
bemg overrun With barbanans, lD the reign of Valentlman III.
the two, Western prrefects ceased to be appointed. JustinilUJ.
recovered Africa A. D. 528, and re-constituted that prrefecture;
and when he, soon after, drove out the barbaria.ns from Italy, it
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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was placed under the same jurisdiction; and thus what waa

origilJally called the Italian, became now the African prrefecture; and, being the only one then existing, answers well to " the
fourth part of the earth." But Justinian .is best known by the
code of laws which he enacted, and at the beginning of which he
acknowledges the Pope to be head of all the churches, and gives
him supreme and independent authority in all ecclesiastical
matters; and at the same time writes in most submissive terms
to Pope John, March A. D. 533. I give an extract from this
letter, to shew that the church was now really put under the
authority of the Pope of Rome : ., Reddentes honorem apostoliclB
sedi, et vestrre s.anctitati (quod semper nobis in voto et fuit et
est), et ut decet patrem honorantes vestram beatitudinem, omnia qure ad ecclesiarum statum pertinent festinavimus ad notitiam deferre vestrre sanctitatis •••• Ideoque omnes sacerdotes
universi Orientalis tractus et subjicere et unire sedi vestrre
sanctitatis properavimus •••• Nec enim patimur quicquam, quod
ad ecclesiarum statum pertinet, quamvis manifestum et indubitatum sit, quod movetur, ut non etiam vestrre innotescat sanctitati qure caput est omnium sanctarum ecc1esiarum." These
edicts, the ep~stles to the Pope, and the Pope's reply, were
published by the Emperor Justinian with that code which he
made the law of the empire. It continued the basis of ecclesiastical law throughout Christendom till supplanted by the
Napoleon Code; and on it our own ecclesiastical law rests to
the present time. And this historical fact both fixes the time
from whence the.Papal ascendancy is to be dated, and defines
its extent, by limiting it to those who acknowledged the code of
Justinian .
. The first four seals exhibit the triumphs of Christianity under
the patronage of those four Emperors who alone did any public
acts advancmg the prosperity of the universal church. Conatantine, on hIS conversion, prohibited persecution, and threw
open Christianity 'to the empire; and it was extensively embraced: he also shut up the heathen temples, and forbad sacrinces; but the temples were left standing. Theodosius ordered
the temples to be destroyed, and prohibited augury and divination
under the severest 1lElnalties. But some of the temples were
still left standing, which Honorius again ordered to be razed to
the ground. Justinian, under the fourth seal, gave absolute
power, in an ecclesiastical affairs, to the Bishop of Rome •.
• Constantinus igitur ad abolendam impietatem sacrificia prohibuit, et terupla
claudi jussit, non evertit. Euseb. in Vito Comt. iv. 25; Nicephorus Eccles. Hist.
xii. 25. Theodosius verrl Magnus templa etiam evertit, et exta ex sacrificiis
consuli vetuit, plEna crucis proposita his qui id egissent. Rufin", xi. 33;
&zozemus vii. 15; Theodoret v.22. Non tamen omnia templa fuere eversa,
Bed plura in viII is remanserunt, qUa! Honorius dirui pra!ceperat. Postea
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The fifth seal exhibits the use which the Pope· made of the
power so conceded. There ~s now an entire change in the aspect
of things: we have no more note of triumph or prosperity to the
church; but the Apostle" saw under the altar the souls of them
that were slain for the word of God, and for the testimony
which they held: and they cried with a loud voice, ..aying,
How long, 0 Lord, holy and true, dost thou not judge and
avenge oor blood on them which dwell on the earth 1" The
altar here, is the brazen altar of sacrifice; and the saints are
represented as victims, whose blood cries for vengeance. The
brazen altar stood in the midst of the court of the congregation,
which, in xi. 2, is represented as given to be .. trodden under foot
of the Gentiles for forty-two months." This Gentile period is
the "little season" during which these martyrs are required
to wait: "It was said unto them, that they should rest yet for a
little season, until their fellow-servants also, and their brethren,
that should be killed as they were, should be fulfilled." (vi. II.)
For these forty-two months, orl260 years," poweris given to the
beast ...... to make war with the saints, and to overcome them ......
and all th~t dw~ll on the earth s~all worship him, ~hose names
are not wntten In the book of lIfe of the Lamb slam from the
foundation of the world" (xiii. 5-B). But this" little season"
extends beyond the Papal period, including the whole sixth
seal, and expiring at the sounding of the seventh trumpet (xi.
15-I8),which shall announce "the time of the dead, that they
should be judged; and that thou shouldst give reward to thy
servants the prophets, and to the saints, and them that fear
thy name, small and great; and should est destroy them that
destroy the earth." In the other passages which relate to the
time when this "little season" terminates, it is written (xiv.
13), "Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord: yea, from
henceforth;" and (xix. 9), "Blessed are they that are called to
the marriage supper of the Lamb." In which last passage (ver.
B), the church IS represented' as II arrayed in fine linen ., clean
and white; just as, vi. II, white robes are given to the saints
beneath the altar: all alluding to the wedding garments. The
characteristic of this fifth seal is the slaughter of the saints. The
command to "wait" for their ~ellow-martyrs, intimates that the
slaying shall go on remorselessly; and" the white robes." that it
shall continue up to the marriage-preparation day. There is no
hint of repentance or amendment in their persecutor, and therefore nothing but destruction can he look for. This has been
intimated in the passage just quoted (xi. IS); .. shouldest deTheodosius Ju;ior in universo imperio cuncta templa solo requari jussit, A. D.
428. Sciamus ipso Justiniano teste, qui in Novellis Romam sacerdotii fontem
appellat. ....creteris ecclesiis Romano paruisse.-Gravina.
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stroy them which destroy [corrupt, marS'.] the earth:" and it iI
clear from many other passages; as xiiI. 2, 5, 10, in which the
heast, to whom (ver.2) the dragon gave his power, and bis aeat. •
and great authority, and to whom (ver.5) was H given a mouth
speaking great things and blasphemies, and he opened his
mouth III blasphemy against" God, to blaspheme his Dame aad
his tabernacle and them that dwell in heaven," has his doom
given (ver. 10) : .. He thatleadeth into captivity shall go into capti vity; he that killeth with the sword must be killed with the
sword: here is the patience and faith of the saints." AccordinglY"on the opening of the sixth seal an earthquake ensu.,
which, as I have said in my paper on the Strocture (see Moming Watch No. 111.), seems to IDclude the whole day of wrath,
from the first shaking of Babylon at the French RevolutioD,
down to .. the great and terrible day of the Lord" (Joel ii. 28,
32; Mal. iv. 5, 6), And the symbols in which it is set forth are
taken from prophecies in which the destruction of Babylon and
the last enemies of the church is described; as Isai. xiii. 10:
"For the stars of heaven and the constellations thereof shall
not give their light: the sun shall be darkened in his goiug
forth, and the moon shall not cause her light to shine: and
I will punish the world for their evil, and the wicked for their
iniquity; and I will cause the arrogancy of the proud to ceaae,
and will lay low the haughtiness of the terrible." It is also
identified with the time immediately preceding the coming of the
Son of Man (Matt. xxiv, 29): " The sun shall be darkened, and
the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from
heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken."
The judgments ensuing on the opening of the sixth seal are
spoken of ID the largest terms: .. The kings of the earth, the
great men, the rich men, the chief captains, the mighty men,
and every bondman, and every freeman, hid themselves in the
dens and in the rocks of the mountains" (vi, 15), Frolfl this
universal consternation and ruin an exception is made, chap.
vii. ; wherein we are shewn a body of men sealed, and exemptecl
from the tremendous effects of this earthquake and day of
wrath. The" four winds," which designate the wrath of God, are
restrained that they should not blow; and an angel "having the
seal of the living God cried with a loud voice to the four angels
to whom it was given to hurt the earth and the sea. sayIDg,
Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees. till we have
sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads." This bean
a close analogy with Ezek. ix., wherea man clothed in linen eets
" a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that
cry for all the abominations that be done in the midst of Jerusalem;" and these alone escape the destroying weapons of the
six men who follow, to " slay utterly old and young." Theae
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men who are spared are a portion of the same people who are
destroyed; inhabitants of the same city; not differenced i~
circumstances or privileges: their only distinction is, that they
sigh and cry for the abominations done in the land. This is important in helping us to understand who are meant by the
sealed tribes (chap. vii). It is evident we must seek them among
those upon whom the judgments are about to fall; and they must
be a people upon whom the judgments would have fallen, but for
this sealing. They must be, moreover, an entire people: for herein
they differ remarkably from those in Ezekiel; that his are an election taken individually from among the people, but these are an
entire people, taken by tribes; and in each tribe the same round
number, to express totality. From the tribes of Israel being the
symbol here used, some have supposed this sealed people to he
the literal Jews: but this cannot be; for these tribes are most
indisputably protected by sealing from judgments to which they
would otherwise be exposed: now these judgments are brought
on by the Papal persecutions, in which every kingdom of
Christendom has at some time or other taken part, but in
which the Jews have never joined, being themselves objects
of persecution. We must therefore seek for these tribes
among the nations of Christendom. The structure of the book
also ties us down to the French Revolution as the time when
these judgments began, and we know that at that time the Jew8
had no peculiar exemption. And as the whole twelve tribes are
here enumerated, while ten of the tribes of Israel have been lost
and unknown for more than twenty centuries, it is absurd to
interpret these sealed ones of the Jews, who belong but to two
of the twelve tribes. This is a symbolical book, and solely concerns the Christian church; nor are Jews, as such, ever intra- .
·duced or mentioned herein. The term Jew in this book has a
symbolical meaning; as is evident from ii. 9, It I know the blasphemy of them whIch say they are Jews, and are not, but are
of the synagogue of Satan;" and iii. 9, I I Behold, I will make
them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews and
are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and
worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee."
In these passages it is quite clear that the literal Jews cannot be
meant: for it is not saying so that makes a literal Jew, but
circumcision; and, that sign being completed, he cannot cease to
be a Jew: nor (even supposing that profession made a man
a Jew) would it be " blasphemy" to say so falsely. But the
meaning of Jew here, must be true believer, which these men
falsely professed: according to Rom. ii. 28: II He is not a Jew
which ia one outwardly; but he is a Jew which is one inwardly
.... .in the spirit, and not in the letter; whose praise is not of men,
but of God.'~ The propriety of this symbol is further evident
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from the consideration that these jud~ents fall'on mystic Ba·
bylon: the people exempted from the Judgments must therefore
'stand in the same relatIOn towards the Papacy in which the
Jews stood towards old Babylon. The Pa:pacy, like Babylon
of old, long held the church in bondage; Britain as well as the
other nations. From this captivity we have been delivered, as
were the Jews of old from Babylon; and the church in these
lands did, like those marked in Ezekiel, sigh and cry for the
abominations done in the land; and, being Jews not in name
'only, but in spirit and in heart, was not only saved herself, as
a church, in being drawn out of Babylon, but afforded refuge to
all those who were willing to come out of her: and for the sake
of the church within the land, the nation was exempted from
that earthquake which shook down every other throne in
Christendom. This sealing manifestly covers the whole time of
the sixth seal; and the opening of the seventh seal is the time
.when the Lord comes in person to tread the winepress (xix. 11).
Herewith agree the notices of these sealed ones in other places :
as xiv. 1-5, where they" follow the Lamb whithersoever he
goeth" (a conclusive proof also that they cannot be Jews);
aod, xv. 2, where they" have gotten the victory over the beast;"
and, xvii. 14, II they that are with him are called, and chosen,
and faithful." But the Apostle (vii. 9) "after this beheld, and,
10, a great multitude, which no man could number, of all natioos
and kindreds and peoples and tongues, stood before the throne,
and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in
their hands." These are differenced from the sealed tribes: 1st, In
their station, "before the throne;" and, ver. 15, " before the
throne of God, and serve him day and night in his temple:"
whereas the sealed tribes "follow the Lamb whithersoever he
goeth" (xiv. 5). 2dly, In their song, which is not the" new song"
(xiv. 3): "no man could learn that song but the hundred and forty
and four thousand which were redeemed from the earth." 3dly,
They" came out of great tribulation" (ver. 14) ; from which the
sealIng had protected the twelve tribes. 4thly, They bear palm
branches in their hands (vii. 9.) These points of difference shew
the priority and the privilege of the sealed ones. They are "redeemed from among men, being the first-fruits unto God and to
the Lamb" (xiv. 4, xvii. 14), before the thrones are set (xx. 4).
They are the first to recognise his judgments (xv.4): "Who
shall not fear thee, 0 Lord, and glorify thy name 7 for thy judgments are made manifest." They also shall, I believe, share 10 the
very first beginning ofChrist's reign; receiving powel' over the nations, as he has received of the Father (ii. 26). And to these, who
are perhaps the only ones who" hold fast" (ver. 25) the true doctrine, he " will give the morning-star" (ver. 28): "To them that
look for him shall he appear" (Heb. ix. 28): "We, which
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are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord, shall be
caughfup in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall
we ever be with the Lord" (1 Thess. iv. 13): and, like the morning-star in the heavens, recei ve the full effulgence of the beams of
the Sun, before he rises upon the earth; and be to those on earth
the sign and harbinger of the coming day, when ,. the Sun of
Righteousness shall arise with healing on his win~" (Mal. iv. 2).
This countless multitude (vi. 9) have Upalms In their hands,"
denoting that the Feast of Tabernacles, at which palm-branches
were borne, is the time at which these are gathered. The sealed
ones are gathered when Christ comes from without the veil
(Heb. ix. 28); denoting the Day of Atonement, when the high
priest came out the last time from the holy of holies. The Day
of Atonement was on the lOth Tisri; but the Feast of Tabernacles, or ingatherings at the year's end, was on the 15th Tisri:
therefore this palm-bearing multitude are gathered after the
sealed ones. They also come out of the great tribulation-EK Trl!:
8Xn¥Ewc TF/C f'EyaXF/C (vii. 14)-and are, I believe, U the elect" who
are left in the great tribulation after the sealed ones are delivered,
and for whose sake Uthe days are shortened" (Matt. xxiv. 22);
the foolish virgins (Matt. xxv.); and the remnant of the woman's
seed with whom the dragon went to make war (Rev. xii. 17).
Two such classes are also indicated xx. 4: the first class consisting of the armies of heaven (xix. 14), who sit on thrones; the
second, of such as "were beheaded for the witness of Jesus;"
and they both collectively U live and reign with Christ a thousand years." A very important end is served by thus blending
together these two classes of redeemed ones, these two feasts of
the Atonement and of Tabernacles, aI\d these two earthquakes
of the French Revolution and of the End: for .by so doing
sufficient notice is given of the fact of our Lord's coming, and
signs abundantly sufficient to warn those who will be warned ;
while the exact time of this event is left uncertain, and the careless and the worldly overlook or disregard the signs, and are
unexpectedly surprised by the judgments. Thus are thoRe passages completely reconciled, in which it is said, on the one hand,
"of that day and hour knoweth no man" (Matt. xxiv. 36) ;
Uthe day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night"
(l Thess. v. ~): while, on the other hand, it is said, U Ye are
not in darkness, that that day should overtake you as a thief"
(1 Thess. v. 4); H when ye see these things begin to come to
pass, then look up, and lift up your heads, for your redemption
draweth nigh" (Luke xxi. 28). For the same reason the events
of the seventh seal are not related here. Those mighty acts
Christ shall execute in person, and that portion of the church
affected by the seals shall be translated at the end of the sixth;
and therefore be witnesses of, not partakers in, the even.ts. ~{\.\\.~
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se\'enth. . Besides, the seventh seal, the seventh trumpet, and
the seventh vial, all are fulfilled at the same time: therefore six
of the trumpets, and six of the vials must be first given, that the
one stream of events, in which they all then converge, may be
given as one history. The time of the seventh seal IS also the
transference of Christ's throne from heaven to earth; or, rather,
he then leaves his Father's throne, where he has been sitting on
the right hand of the Majesty on high, and plants his own
throne on Mount Zion: ,. The place of my throne, and ;the
place of the soles of my feet, where I will dwell in the midst of
the children of Israel for ever" (Ezek. xliii. 7). On all which acC9Wits it is said (viii. 1)," And when he had opened the seventh
seal, there was silence in heaven about the space of half an ho'llr."
The seal series being brought to an end, the proem to the
trumpet series is given viii. 2-5. This, like all the other proems,
shews the effects to be produced on the church by those events
. now about to be revealed. All the imagery in this proem is
taken from the Day of Atonement: the U golden censer" was only
used on that day: the" muck iucense" refers to the increasedal.
lowance appropriated to that day; the "smoke of the incense
a:acending before God out of the angel's hand" refers to the high
priest entering the holy of holies on that day, when he so carried
the censer of incense that a cloud of smoke intervened between
him and the mercrseat; and the fire cast into the earth" alludes
to the high priest s casting the coals which remained in the censer
beneath the altar, when he came out the last time from within
the veil. Tlie day of atonement was the time of deep afiliction
and humiliation of soul to the Jews; and that portion of the
earth affected by the trumpets is represented in such a state
of suffering. After the seventh trumpet (xi. 19), "the temple
of God is opened, and the ark of his covenant seen" (indi.
eating the opening of the veil on the day of atonement; upon
whiCh the final earthquake immediately' succeeds :) and 1 thera.
fore conclude that the earthquake, Viii. 5, is the final one, ~
cause it also ensues on the coming out of the angel from
within the veil. The fire of the altar cast into the earth
(viii. 5), like the sealed tribes (ch. vii.), has reference to Ezekiel;
where (x. 2) the man clothed with linen is commanded to fill
his hand with coals of fire, and to scatter them over tbe city.
This is the same. man who before (Ezek. ix. 4) had set a mark on
the foreheads of the men who sigh and cry for the abominations:
and the slaughter of those who were not marked takes 'place
(ix. 11) before he scatters coals over the city (x. 2). Immediately
after this, the glory of the I.ord departs from the midst of Jerusalem (x. 19), and the destruction of Jerusalem ensues. This
reference to Ezekiel greatly confirms that order of events which
we, have derived from the Apocalypse alone; coupling the
U
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markinS' (Ezek. ix. 4), with the ~ealing (Rev. vii.); the slaying
(Ezek. IX. 6), with the first. earthquake (Rev. vi. 12, xi. 13);
the fire (Ezek. x. 2, viii. 5, xiv. 18), the departure of the glory
(x. 19), with the removal of the saints from the earth (Rev. Xl.
18); and the destruction of Jerusalem (Ezek. xi.). with the final
earthquake (Rev. viii. 5, xi. 19, xvi. 18), and to which, in fact,
the sixth seal extends.
The trumpets have one feature common to all of them but the
fifth, that they affect only the "third part of the earth," &.c. This
forces us to apply them to a portion of the earth different from
that affected by the seals, in which series the "jOftTth part" (vi. 8)
is the only locality given. The" earth" is the Roman empire
before it was divided, sometimes called" the world," as Luke Xl. 1.
It was divided into three I?arts by Constantine, that he might
give a portion to each of hIS sons. To his eldest, Constantine,
he left Gaul. Spain, and Britain; to his second, Constans. he
left Italy, Africa, and Illyricum; to his third, Constantius, he
left all the eastern provinces, of which Constantinople was
the capital. This division took place A. D. 337; and A. D. 340
Constantine was slain, and Constans became master of the whole
Western Empire. We are therefore limited to these three years
for the commencement of th~ trumpet series, as then only was
the empire divided into three parts; and which of these parts
it relates to is put beyond controversy by the sixth trumpet
(ix. 14), which all commentators of judgment have agreed to
interpret of the Turks, who overran and have held for centuries
that third llart of the Roman empire which was left to Constantius, the thud son of Constantine the Great.--In the interpretation of the trumpets, I have nothing to add to what has been
already published, and therefore only enumerate them. The
" hail, and fire mingled with blood," which follow the sounding of
the first, denote those invasions of the northern barbarians by
which the Eastern empire was continually harassed down to the
time of Valens, A. D. 378. The" great mountain burning with
fire,"afterthesecond trumpet, denotes Alaric the Goth,A.D.400 to
410. The" fal1in~ star" of the third trumpet, is Nestorius, A. D.
430; whose heretIcal doctrines, especially coucerning therrson
of our Lord, turned the streams of life into worm woo , and
poisoned the souls of men. . The fourth trumpet brings in that
low and degraded state of things which contmued in the East
till the time of Heraclius, A. D. 610, and prepared the way for
the woes which ensue. The fifth trumpet bnngs in the Saracens, A. D. 622; and the" falling star who opens the bottomless
pit" is Sergi us, who was the main cause of Mohammed's early
successes, and who assisted him in composing the Koran. To
the ra.vages of the Saracens alone no limitation of a third is
given: by which is intimated that they should pass beyond the
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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bounds of the Eastern empire, and break in upon the West; as
they did, in overrunning au the southern shpres of the Mediterranean, and occupying the best part of Spain. To this invasion of Christendom the .. men which have not the seal of
God on their foreheads" may refer; but its full meaning I do
not understand. Some have supposed that it is connected with
the sealing in chap. vii., and that we should therefore carry back
the sealed tribes to this time of the Saracens. But the slIghtest
exatnination shews that the two passages have nothing in common,
but the mere mention of a seal. For vii. 1-3 shews that the
trees are to be kurt as floon as the sealing has taken place, while
in ix. 4 it is expressly" commanded that they should not hurt the
grass of the earth, neither any green thing. neither any tree."
And these have only " power to torment men five months;" a
very different idea from the consternation of the sixth seal.
And this (ix. 12) is but the first woe, to which two woes more
succeed; whereas in the sixth seal" the great day of wrath
is oome. and who shall be able to stand 1" (vi. 17.) The sixth
trumpet is the Turkish woe under its four sultanies, whose
career of triumph was limited to an hour, a day, a month.
and a year, or 391 years and a fraction;-a time which I think
capable of being fixed with the. greatest accuracy, though I
am unable to do 80. Certain it is that they continued to be
a: woe till the French Revolution, the earthquake of xi. 13:
immediatelyaftl'lr which it is said, (ver.14) " The second woe is
past; and, behold, the third woe cometh quickly ;"-and certain
it is, that the power of this" great river Euphrates is dried up"
under the sixth vial (xvi. 12). Therefore we may be assured,
from the wasting of the Turkish power 'which we daily behold,
that the second woe is past, and that the way is preparing for
the third woe, which cometh quickly.-The trumpets differ from
the seals, in being wholly of a penal character, and in having
no corrective effect. In the judgment of the sixth seal, men
are represented as seeking to "hide themselves from the wrath of
Him that sitteth on the tnrone, and from the wrath of the Lamb;
for the great day of his wrath is come; and who shall be able
to stand 1" (vi. 17.) These expressions indicate a belief in the
existence of God and of the Lamb, and an expectation of a day
ef wrath and retribution; and look like signs of repentance
about to spring up, if they be not its first symptoms. But under
the trumpets they "repented not of the works of their hands,
that they should not worship devils: 'neither repented they of
their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor of their fornications,
Dor of their thefts/' (ix.21). This I account for by there still
being a church in the quarter of the earth to which the seals
apply. while heresy has wholly overrun the East, where the
j.udgme~t of the trumpe~ falls.
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Chapter X. 1-7, is the proem to the vials, and shews the
important issues following their effusion. The vision is most
magnificent, being a display of Christ himself, in this manifestation embodytng the most remarkable of the symbols by
which these his last actings had been represent~ in Holy Writ.
And the issues are most stupendous: for these vials are " the
seven last plagues, for in them is filled up the wrath of God '!
(xv. 1): into this series also are gathered the conclusion both of
the seals and of the trumpets; and in " the days of the voice
of the seventh angel, when he shall begin to sound, the mystery
of God should be finished, as he hath declared to his servants
the prophets" (x.7). This" mighty Angel" is clothed with a
cloud; alluding, I tlNnk, to the cloudy pillar which led the
camp of Israel into the promised land; and I think it is also
meant to intimate that this is not Christ's personal coming, but
a manifestation of his J?ower in providence. The" rainbow UpOIl
his head," designates hIm the Angel of the Covenant, and invests
him with power to change that constitution of things whose
continuance the rainbow guaranteed. His" face as the sun,"
marks him the Sun of Righteousness, the Light and the Life of
men. His" feet as pillars of fire," reminds us of i. ]5, ii. 18,
where" his feet are like fine brass, as if they burned in a furnace."
These are Oriental symbols, and allude to threshing, which in
those countries was performed by the feet of oxen. This figure
is common in Scripture: as Micah iv. 13; "Arise and thresh,
o daughter of Zion: for I will make thy hoofs brass, and thou
shalt beat in pieces many people." The" fire" alludes to the burn.
in~ of the tares, chaff, and stubble, which follows the harvest,
bemg the last act of the present order of things, and immediately succeeded by the vintage, trodden in person by the Word
of God, the King of kings and Lord of lords. (xix. II.) He had
in his hand a " little book open." This is the title-deeds of hi.
inheritance (Jer. xxxii. 11-14), which as the ggel ;NU the (next
of kin) he now comes to claim: it is also, I think, the seventh
seal, that portion of the book which -peculiarly reveals himself
(i3,~>"apIOII ,81011), since by the same one act he was worthy to
take the book, to open the seals thereof, to redeem the inheri~
tance, and to make his people kings and priests unto God.
His" right foot on the sea and left foot on the earth," may signify
taking possession of them both as his inheritance; but I rather pref~r understanding them symbolically: the earth" the s~~bol of sta
bllity, as the church; the sea, the symbol of lOstablltty, as the
world: both of which he shall take under his controul before
the vial series runs out. This action refers to Dan. xii. 7, where
our High Priest declares, that at the expiration of the time,
times, and a half, the scattering of the Jews shall be. finiShed,
He ,. cried with a loud voice, as when a lion roareth," denoting'the
p
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time to be that of harvest, and Babylon's destruction (Isai.
xxi. 8-10; Jer.xlix.19; 1.44). The "seven thunders" are the
seven vials, not to be written here, because to be given at large
xv. xvi. His" standing upon the sea and upon the earth" is
repeated ver. 6, to shew that the action was continuoul, and
that the roaring of the lion, and the seven thunders, which
come between 2 and 6, are also continuous actions. He" sware
that there should be time no longer;" shewing that Daniel's first
times (xii. 7) are now run out; and intimating to the world
and to the church that they have no further time to calculate
upon, and that she should be always ready, II for in such an
hour as they think not; the Son of Man cometh;"-the seventh
trumpet ma'y now sound at any time; all the preliminary signs
are accomplished; and " in the days of the voice of the seventh
ansel, when he shall begin to sound, the mystery of God shall be
fiDlshed, as he hath declared to his servants the prophets" (x. 7).
This stupendous visic1n, in which the visible creation is exhausted to furnish emblems of dignity to the Person by whom
such mighty works are to be achieved, unites also in itself the
two preceding series, in the mention of the little book and
the seventh trumpet; leading us to expect the same reunion of
events under the vials, to which this vision is the preface. But
the revelations now about to be given so peculiarly concern the
church, both as foretelling her destination and regulating her
conduct, that she is not stinted to the mere relation of the
events of these last times, but prepared for rightly understanding and applying these events by a history of the ch.urch itself,
the clue to the rabyrinth of pohtics, the band of its discordant
materials. This history is given under the three aspects, of-First
(eh. xi.), prophesying, preaching, or calling out from the world,
the first step towards a church: and under this aspect they are
considered as individuals, and the word of God as their only
confidence, al it is the chief external means of their difference
from the world: "faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the
word of God ;"-Second (ch. xii.), the church as a body, persecuted by the dragon. but " keeping the commandments of God
and the testimony of Jesus" to the end (xii. 17);-Third, the
antagonist of the church, to whom the dragon gave his power
and seat and great authority for forty-two months, and who blasphemes the name of God and his tabernacle, and them that
dwell in heaven, during that time (xiii. 6); and the last infidel
antagonist (xiii. II, 18). The Apostle personates the church,
as the receiver of the revelations now about to be given; and to
qualify him for understanding them, he is commanded to eat
the book which Christ holds in his hand. The same is done by
Ezekiel (ii. 8-10, iii. 1-3), to qualify him for his prophetic
OiIiCB, after he hal seen the vision: and Jeremiah (xv. 16) com-
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pares the spiritual enjoyment of the word of God to the nou·
rishment and exhilaration which food affords to the exhausted
body: "Thy words were found, and I did eat them; and thy
word was unto me thejoy and rejoicing of mine heart."-There
is great beauty and propriety in the three series of the Apocalypse being addressed to the different senses of seeing, hearing,
and tasting. The seals affect that portion of the earth in which
the church: was to be placed, and she would therefore see around
her the changes brought on by the opening of the seals. But
the trumpets relate to a remote land, and the church would
therefore !tear only their distant sounds. While these revelations, which prepare for the vials, and the vials themselves, intimately concerning the church itself and its conduct, the knowledge of them bemg its sustenance, life, and strength during
this time of trial, the book is represented as its food, its daily
bread; and throughout the vials allusions to the same sense are
kept up: as, drinking the wine of God's wrath (xiv. 10), blood to
drink (xvi. 6), golden cup full ofabominations (xvii. 2-4, xviii. 3).
In the mouth of the Apostle it was sweet as honey (x. 10) :
" How sweet are thy words unto my taste! sweeter than honey
to my mouth" (Psalm cxix. 103): but in his belly it was bitter;
involving sufferings of the church, in which every member
sympathizes; oppositions and persecutions from without; and,
what is still more bitter, unbelief and contradiction from the
brethren: but still the church "must prophesy before many
peoples, and nations, and tongues, and kmgs." (x. 11.)
Chap. XI. is the history of prophesying from the Apostle's
time till the translation of the saints. The Apostle is commanded
to "measure the temple of God, and the altar, and them that
worship therein." In Ezek. xl. the Angel measures the temple,
while the Prophet looks on; indicating that the Prophet would
have no part in raising the temple which he saw in vision:
but here the Apostle himself is the measurer; shewing that the
temple denotes that church which he and the other Apostles
had founded, which church continued to. retain the temple of
God (i. e. the tabernacle), and the altar (i. e. the golden altar
of incense), and them that worship therein (i. e. the daily offering of incense); but cast out the court without the temple (i. e.
the court of the congregation) and all its contents-as the brazen
altar and all the sacrifices offered thereon, the laver and all
ceremonial purifications, the outer inclosure which separated the
tabernacle from the camp-throwing open the church now, not
onl, to the whole camp, but to every stranger that passed by.
ThiS is an exact and beautiful representatIOn of the Christian
church, as the substance or antitype which the tabernacle typified; .. the true tabernacle, which the Lord pitched, and not
man" (Heb. viii. 2). We direct our faith to the true holy of
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holies, " where Christ is entered, now to appear in the presence
of God for us" (Heb. ix. 24); where he as our High Priest
ever liveth to make intercession for us (Heb. vii. 25). The daily
prayers of saints are offered, too, upon the golden altar before
the throne, Rev. viii. 3,4: .. Let my prayer come before thee
as incense, and the lifting up of my nands as the evening
sacrifice" (Psal. cxli. 2). But, retainin~ thus every thing
within the tabernacle, every thing without It is done away in
Christ. No more brazen altar; for Christ" b, one offering hath
perfected for enn' them that are sanctified' (Heb. x. 14): No
more Ja ver of purification; for he " hath washed us from our sins
in his own blood " . (Rev. i. 5): No more barrier of separation:
"there is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free,
there is neither male nor female ; for ye are all one in Christ
Jesus" (Gal. iii. 28). This Apostolic Christian church retaina
in itself the spirit of prophesying till the Gentile period of
forty-two months begins; when It is transferred to Christ's
" two witnesses; and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and threescore days clothed in sack.cloth " (xi. 3). These
forty-two months, and twelve hundred and sixty days, denote the
same period of time. reckoning thirty days to a month; but it
is called months when applied to the Papacy-referring to the
moon, her waxing and waning, her shining by night, &c. i-while
the same period 18 reckoned by days when applIed to the church
and its true witnesses-referring to the sun, which rules the day.
These two witnesses are the Old and New Testaments; and they
prophesy of the tWo offices of Christ, as King and as Priest.
They are said to be clothed in sackcloth, because during the
Papal period they were not allowed to appear in their own becoming dress of the original Hebrew and Greek, but every one
was obliged to receive them in the degrading sackcloth of the
Latin Vulgate, "These are the two olive-trees, and the two
candlesticks, standing before the God of the earth" (xi. 4). In
Zech. iv. there are two olive-trees, but only one candlestick. For
the difference there is this reason: that in the time of Zechariah's
vision there was but one book and one church, to testify of
Christ the King and Christ the Priest; but during the Gentile
period there were two books, and two classes of men who interpreted them: and it is remarkable, that the Jews have always
strenuously maintained, from the Hebrew Scriptures, the kingly
office of Messiah, overlooking his priestly office; while the
Christians have, from the New Testament, chiefly insitlted upon
his priestly office, not giving sufficient importance to the kingly:
therefore, for the full testimony to Christ we need both books
and both classes of witnesses. The "fire proceeding out of their
mouth and devouring their enemies," intimates that they contaiD
within themselves their own sanction: and the same figure j.
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used Jer. i. 10: "See, I have set thee this day over the na·
tions and over the kingdoms, to .root out, and to pull down,
and to destroy, and to throw down, to build, and to plant;"
and, v. 14, " Behold, I will make my words in thy mouth fire,
and this people wood, and it shall devour them." When they
have finished their testimony-i. e. at the expiration of the twelve
hundred and sixty days-II the beast that ascendeth out of the
bottomless pit shall make war against them, and overcome them,
and kill them" (xi. 7). This is that spirit of infidelity which~
gainin$ the upper hand in France May 1793, abolished public
worshtp; declared the Scriptures to be a fable; treated them
with the utmost contempt; changed weeks for decades; sub.
stituted the year of the republic for the Christian era; and did,
as far as the influence of infidelity extended, overcome and kill
these two witnesses, by suppressing their prophesying, in which
alone their life and power consisted. The place where this is
perpetrated, is "the street of the great city, spiritually called.
Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified" (ver. 8);
It the tenth part of the city" (ver.13). The great city is Babylon;
the tenth part is one of its ten kingdoms: Sodom symbolizes
gross vice and sensuality; Egypt ~enotes science; and the cruci~
fix ion of our Lord, reckless unsparing persecution of the truth:
and all these characters well agree with France. But the joy
on the suppression of these two witnesses is not confined to
France alone, for the infidels of other countries send their con·
gratulations: "They that d well on the earth shall rejoice over
them and make merry, and shall send gifts one to another; because
these two prophets tormented them that dwell on the earth U
(ver. 10). But their joy is of short continuance; for (11)" aftel'
three days and an half the Spirit of life from God entered into
them." These witnesses recovered their energy in that very place
where they had been most completely suppressed; and this r~
vival was exactly three years and an half aftel' their su~ression:
from which time till the present they have been reCeiving more
and more honour, being translated into almost every known
tongue, and spread abroad into all lands, wide as the wirids of
heaven. The prophesying of the two witnesses here ends gloriously, and it is taken up, in eh.xiv., by the angel" having the
everlasting Gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth,
and to every nation and kindred and tongue and people." The
II earthquake" which follows in the text, I believe to nave 4CCOmpanied the slaughter of the witnesses, and not to be after their
revival: and the seven thousand men, or" names of men," who are
slain, I think. denote a large number of the chief men in church
and state, who fell in the French Revolution: and " the remnant
who are affrighted, and give glory to God," I. think to be a
remnant of these influential classes. At the time of thill earth.
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quake it is declared" The second woe is past; and, behold,
the third woe cometh quickly" (ver. 14). The second woe is the
sixth, or Turkish, trumpet; and it is thus intimated that the
Eastern empire is again about to be brought into contact with
the church. Accordinglv, in 1798 the French expedition to
Egypt, and the English expedition which followed, powerfully
impressed the Orientals with the superiority of European warfare, and proportionally lowered the Mussulman name, once so
fonnidable. The revolt of Ali Pacha further demonstrated the
weakness of the Turk, in the treachery to which he had recourse
to supply the want of power. These things, combined with
their mtercourse with Europeans, led to the Greek insurrection;
which in its results has led to the guarantee of Greek independence by the European powers, to the war between Russia and
Turkey, and to the demonstration which it has afforded that
the water of the great river Euphrates is dried up (xvi. 12). All
this succession of events occurs between "the second woe, and
the third woe, which cometh quicklr." The third woe is the
seventh trumpet (xi. 15), which fimshes the mystery of God
(x. 7); but before it becomes a woe the servants of God are delivered from the evil to come-just as the sealed ones were protected from the effects of the earth<J.uake of the sixth seal (vii.)for immediately on its sounding it IS proclaimed that" the kingdoms of this world are become the kmgdoms of our Lord and of
his Christ," and that" the time is come to give reward to his
servants the prophets, and to the saints, and to them that fear
thy name, both small and great;" and to these the temple of God
was opened in heaven, as an ark of refuge from the coming
storm. This storm is the last earthquake: "There were lightnings, and voices, and thunderings, and an earthquake, and a
.
great hail."
Prophesying in the church being carried on to its close in xi.
we receive a history of the church itself in Chap. XII. This is
one of the most important chapters in the book, and requires
the most careful attention. To obtain any clear understanding
of it, we must accurately observe the scene where the vision
begins, and the subsequent changes of place; we must also
exactly note the several marks of time which are given, and combine them with the corresponding parts of the vision which
have not time inserted; that we may thus bring out of the vision
a regular history of the church, having the essential characteristics of both time and place. The scene is first laid in heaven:
" There appeared a great sign in heaven" (ver. I); and " there
appeared another sign in· heaven !I (ver. 3); " and the dragon
stood before the woman .....to devour her child as soon as it was
born" (ver. 4). The contest, therefore, begins in heaven, or the
invisible; where also the hardest conflict of the church is said to
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take place Eph. vi. ] 1: "Put on the whole armour of God,
that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil: for
we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this
world, against spiritual wickedness in high [heavenly, marg.]
places." But after a time I f there was war in heaven" (ver. 7),
which issue~ in "the dragon and his angels being cast out. into
the earth" (ver. 9); and then the scene of conflict changes to
the earth, where the dragon persecutes the womlln (ver. 13) j
where also the woman is helped by the earth against the dragon,
who makes war with the remnant of her seed (ver. 17). The
time of this vision is after Pentecost, hecause not till then was
the church fully constituted; and the conflict here begins
after the time of Constantine, who divided the empire into
three parts, and to which allusion is made in I f the third part of
the stars of heaven whom the dragon drew down to the earth
with his tail" (ver. 4). But it is before the Pat>al period ofl260
days that the ~an-child is brought forth (ver. 6); for immediatelv after his birth she flies into the wilderness; and it is after
this birth that .he dragon was cast into the earth, and persecuted the woman that had brought forth the man-child (ver. 13).
With these matks of time and p'lace in our memory. let us go
to interpretation. The woman (Xli. 1) represents the true church,
she is I f clothed with the sun;" Christ, the Sun of Righteousness:
(H As many of you as have been baptized into Christ have put on
Christ," Gal. iii. 27) j and it signifies that whenever the church
is seen, and from whatever quarter, she manifests Christ: he is
her adorning; her bridal raiment comes from him. "The moon
is under her feet;" she is founded upon the Jewish church:
reflecting the light of the Sun; shining by night, before the Sun
arises. U And upon Iter head a CrOW1J of twelve stars;" the
twelve Apostles. (" The stars are the angels of the churches,"
i. 20).
And sl,e, being with child, cried, travailing in birtk
and pained to be delivered" (ver.2). This figure is often used
in Scripture, not only of the church, but of the .. whole creation, which groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now ;
and not only they, but ourselves also, which have the first-fruits
of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting
for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of the body" (Rom.
viii. 22, 23). By this "ho~e we are saved," and .. do with
patience wait for it" (Rom.vlii. 25); and to such the promise is
given, "Hold fast till I come: and he that overcometh, and
keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power over
the nations; and he shall rule them with a rod of iron: as the
vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers, even as I
received of my Father: and I will give him the morning star"
(ii. 25, 28). This patient hope of the church is by out \A't\\.
U
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illustrated by the same figur(', John xvi. 21 : " A woman when
she is in travail hath sorrow, because her hour is come; but as soon
as she is delivered of the child she remembereth no more the
anguish, for joy that a man is born into the world. And ye now
therefore have sorrow: but I will see you again, and your heart
shall rejoice, and your joy no man taketh from you." This" lively
hope" of " an inheritance ready to be revealed in the last time,
at the appearing of Jesus Christ" (1 Pet. i. 3-5,7), was constantly·
entertained by the early Christian church,and its accomplishment
earnestly longed for down to the time of the Papacy; and did
greatly prepare for and facilitate the antichristian usurpation of
Christ's future dignity, and the blessings it shall bring upon the
church, which the Pope arrogated to himself. The travail state of
the church I extend over the first four centuries. The child can be
none other but Christ himself-, for none but he can be said to
have been " caught up unto God, and to his throne." While
the church continued to hope for this glorious Deliverer, the
dragon, or Roman empire, stood on the watch, like Herod, to
destroy him t: but for the 1260 days she is represented as bereft of this hope, as fleeing into the wilderness; and not as then
persecuted by the dragon, but as blasphemed by that beast
(xiii. 6), to whom "the dragon gave his power and his seat
and great authority" (xiii. 2). This wilderness period of 1260
years, alludes to the wanderings of the children of Israel; the
tabernacle shifting from place to place being the type of the
church, xiii. 6. And as the murmurings and disbelief of the
children of Isl"llel occasioned their forty years' wandering, so
the faithlessness of the Christian church brought about her longer
wandering and severer affliction.
The" war in heaven" is next described (ver. 7): which has frequently been interpreted as past, from the eXfression of our Lord,
Luke x. 18, " I beheld Satan as lightning fal from heaven."But
this relates to an entirely different thing-i. e. the subjugation of
devils to the name ofChrist-nor was there at that'time an occasion
for crying "Woe to the inhabiters of the earth" (xii. 12), for
• " Man child" (xii. 5) is, in the original, u.o. "ppm., manly Bon; an eXllression
which occurs no where else in Scripture. In ver. 13 it is ..pp"", but In every
other place in thi~ chapter" child' "'l<.o.-a very general word, of which the
nearest translation is offspring. This change of expression demonstrak's the
change of idea, and led me to the interpretation I have given.
t The Jewish church is often represented in the same state: as Micah iv. 9,
10,13;" Now why dost thou cry aloud? Is there no king in thee? is thy counsellor
perished? for pangs have taken thee as a woman in travail. Be in pain, and
labour to bring forth, 0 daughter of Zion, like a woman in travail: for now
shalt thou go forth out of the city, and thou shalt dwell in the fit!ld, and thou
shalt go even to Babylon; there shalt thou be delivered." ...." Arise and thresh,
o daughter of Zion ; for I will make thine hom iron, and thy hoofs brass," &c.
the hope being realized at Bab;tlon't! destruction.
.
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the power of Satan was lessened by the coming of our Lord;
and from that time oracles ceased, delusions were less frequent, "
and demoniacal possessions were mitigated, and the evil one
restrained." Satan also, when in heaven, is represented as " the
accuser of our brethren" (xii. lO); and "they overcame him
by the blood of the Lamb" (ver. 11) ~ therefore his accusing them
in heaven is subsequent to the death of Ch.rist, and not previous
to the sending forth of the seventy (Luke x. 18; lsai. xiv. 12,
13). And, moreover, we have Satan represented as "prince of
the power of the air" (Eph. ii. 2), "in heavenly places" (Eph.
vi. 12); anu, above all, in this very chapter the dragon is represented as " in heaven" (xii. 3). The leader in this war in
heaven is Michael; and I believe it will take place at that time
when (Dan. xii, 1) Michael stands up for the people of Israel.
This time, we know from the context in Daniel, is the first resurrection: " Many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth
shall awake:" and then I think will the air be cleared of Satan
and his hosts, who shall give place to the risen saints. That this
is the time, I also infer from the song of triumph which ensues,
xii. 10; " ~nd I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is
come salvatIOn, and strength, and the kingdom of our God, and
the power of his Christ:" compared with xix. 1, "Salvation,
and glory, and honour, and power unto the Lord our God ;" ver.
5, " Praise OU1' God,· all ye his servants, anu ye that fear him,
botb small and great;" ver." 6, " Alleluia! for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth;" xi. 15; 17, " We give thee thanks, 0 Lord
God Almighty, because thou hast taken to thee thy great power,
and hast reigned;" xii. 12, "Rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that
dwell in them;" xviii. 20, " Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and
ye holy apostles and prophets, for God hath avenged you on
her." This corresponds with the principle which runs through
the Scripture, in which spiritual and visible things answer to
each other. The national resurrection of Israel (Ezek. xxxvii.
12) agrees with the first resurrection; and the casting out from
heaven of Satan and his angels corresponds with the destruction of his mastel' device on the earth, " Babylon the great, the
mother of abominations."-Another proof is derived from the
cry of " Woe to the inhabiters of the earth" (xii. 12), which
ties it to the last, or third woe trumpet (xi. 15), and during
which he shall persecute the woman in "the remnant of her
seed" (xii. 17) with" great wrath, because he knoweth that
he hath but a short time" (ver. 12). But for this interpretation it is necessary either to make a break between verso 13 and 14,
as in the usual interpretation a break is made between verso 6
and 7; or to understand ver. 14 onwards, as a second flight of the
woman into the wilderness, during the ascendancy of the infidel
beast, fol' three years and an half~ I myself lean to the first view,
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and think ver.14 a repetition of the same period, to shew a differentf<5rm of suffering in the church, and a different kind of
protection. But, in either case, I think the remnant of her seed
are some who, like the" foolish virgins" (Matt. xxv.), not having" oil in their lamps," and not having inquired into the sigIllI
of the Lord's coming, do not receive him as the " Morning Star,"
but who, still loving their Saviour, will be then ready to witness
for him even to the death, and by martyrdom'receive a place in
the Millennial kingdom; being the second band in xx. 4. "who
were beheaded for tbe witness of Jesus, and for the word of God."
In Chap. XIII. we have the history of Antichrist, the manifested adversary of Christ and his church, in his two different
forms of ollposition: first, as the Papal Antichrist, for forty-two
months (xiiI. 1-10) ; second, as the Infidel Antichrist, to the end
of the chapter. This beast rises up out of the sea-i. e. a turbulent, unsettled, corrupted, unfruitful state of things. Like
the dragon in xii. 3, it has seven heads and ten horns; but they,
differ in this, that the ',eads of the dragon were crowned, while
in this vision the horns have crowns, and upon his heads the
name of blasphemy. The interpretation of these heads we have
xvii. 9-12: "Tne seven heads are seven mountains, on which
the woman sitteth." Mountains, in Scripture, stand for power:
"Thou hast made my mountain to stand strong" (PsaI. xxx. 7) ;
"Who art thou,O great mountain 1 "(Zech. iv. 7). And on these
"the woman sitteth:" therefore they must be forms of power
exercised in Rome, "the woman," and we may not go out of
Rome to seek for them. " And there are seven kings: five are
fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come: and when be
cometh, he must continue a short space" (xvii. 10). Now it i.
carefully to be noted, that this vision (xvii. I) is shewn by "ODe
of the seven angels which had the seven vials," to indicate that
the time present (ver. 10, " one is, and the other is not yet
come") is the time of the vials. Before this time "five are
fallen:" these five I think to be kings, consuls, dictators, decemvirs, and emperors. "One is," which I think to be the King of
Rome, identified with the Napoleonic head; and" the other, not
yet come," will be, I think, a revival of the King of Rome; becoming thus at once" the eighth, and of the seven." The heath
of the dragon are represented crowned, xii. 3, to shew that the
supreme power was then in the head, namely, the Emperor; but
in xiii. the heads are not crowned, to shew that the imperial dignity was then in abeyance ; and .. blasphemy" is written on tOe
heads, to shew the blasphemous appellations given by the Emperors to the Popes, who themselves "blaspheme God and his
name and his tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven"
(xiii. 6). The ten horus are represented crowned, to shew the
ten kings, among whom this little ,horn should rise up (Dan. vii.
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8-24), and over whom he should obtain such power as to make
them his instruments of ruling all. The head "wounded to
death" (xiii. 3), 1 think was the imperial head; which, after
being "as it were wounded to death. was healed" again in
Charlemagne, and thenceforth continued for the remainder of
the" forty and two months" (ver. 5) "to make war with the
saints. and to overcome them; and power was given him over
all kind reds, and tongues, and nations "(v~. 7). At the end of
this Papal period a complete reverse takes place; "He that
leadeth into captivity, shall go into captivity" (ver. lO). Thi.
is promised in other parts of Scripture: as Isai. xxxi., .. Woe to
thee that spoilest, and thou waRt not sp,0iled: when tlwu shalt
cease to spoil, thou shalt be spoiled,' &c.; and xiv. 2, " And
they shall take them captives, whose captives they were ••••.
And it shall come to pass, in the day that the Lord shall give
thee rest from thy sorrow, and from thy fear, and from thy hard
bondage wherein thou wast made to serve, that thou shalt take
up this proverb against the king of Babylon, and say, How hath
the oppressor ceased! the golden cit~ ceased!" And" here is the
patience and the faith of the saints' (xiii. 10, xiv. 12); DOW the
martyrs behold what they have so patiently waited for (vi.lO, 11);
now the "holy apostles and. prophets rejoice over" Babylon
(xviii. 20); now" a voice came out of the thr6ne, saying, Praise
our God, all ye his servants, and ye that fear him, both smaM
and great; for the Lord God omnipotent roigneth" (xix. 5, 6);
" And the temple of God was opened in heaven" (xi. 19},whieh
is the first resurrection.
At ver. 11 " another ~st is seen coming up out of the
earth," the preceding beast (xiii. 1) having risen up out of the
sea. The sea not only denotes turbulence, and a destructive
irruption, as Jer. Ii. 4; but when contradistinguished from
the earth, denotes those nations who lie beyond the bounds of
the Roman empire, which empire is itself generally called
the earth; as Isai. Ix. 5, " The abundance of the sea shall be
converted unto thee, the forces of the Gentiles shall come
unto thee." In this sense the Gothic invasions of the fifth
century may be likened to an irruption of the sea, out of which
the Papal beast arose: but this second beast shall come out of
the earth; shall find his occasioQ and take his origin in the
midst of the Roman earth; and his beginnings shall be while
all things appear externally to be stable and -tranquil, and promise long endurance. " His horns are like a lamb:" his actual
power is small, and, as I think, will wear a semblance of being
exerted fol' Christ ;-but he shall" speak as a dragon :" his arrogance shall equal that of Satan himself. It And he exerciseth all
the power of the first beast before him" (ver. 12). To the fint
beast power was given to continue forty-two months (vel'. 5)~.
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this power now passes to the second, which, though really a different beast, has its beginnings while the former exists, and
still upholds its external forms; having at the same time so much
similarity as to render their co-existence necessary, and such
difference as to forbid their identification. To represent the
mixed character of both the civil and ecclesiastical powers at
this time, complex symbols have been employed in Scripture,
and the descriptions run into each other in such manner as to
require the greatest discrimination in an interpreter. The" wilful
king" of Dan. xi. 36, was not till recently discovered to be
a different person from the one in vers.21,29. They are in like
manner blended in Rev. xvii. 11: II The beast that was, and is
not, even he -is the eighth, and is of the seven:" and the
8.P.?BtaSY is at the same time represented (xvii.3) as a woman
riding upon a beast full of names of b1asphemy. Bearing these
things in mind, our interpretation will not be difficult. The
beast, actuated by Satan, IS represented as in existence during
the whole continuance of the fourth (or Roman) monarchy; and
he is represented throughout as having seven heads and ten
horns, from his first appearance as Pagan Rome (xii.3), till
his last as Infidel Rome (xvii. 3), in which form he shall be
cast into the lake of fire (xvii. 14; xix. 20). This beast
(xiii. 12) "causeth the earth, and them that dwell therein, to
worship the first beast whose deadly wound was healed." The
deadly wound was given in Augustulus and healed iu Charlemagne,
and this worship sball be given to a revived imperial head; according as we have it, Dan. xi. 36: <t He shall exalt and magnify' himself above every god." "And he doeth weat wonders"
(xiii. 13): "Whose coming is after the workmg of Satan,
with all power and signs and lying wonders" (2 Thess. ii. 9).
These are both taken together, Rev. xix. 20: "And the beast
(the imperial head) was taken, and with him the false prophet
(the other beast, xiii. 11) that wrought miracles before him,
with which he deceived them that had received the mark of the
beast, and them that worshipped his image: these both were
cast alive into a lake of fire burning with brimstone." This
clearly proves that this second beast endures to the coming of
our Lord; and I find no record of him earlier than the louring
out of the vials (xvi. 2); and his existence is note again
(xiv. 9), just before Babylon's second earthquake. With the
vials Infidelity began to be judged, as well as Babylon: in the
second judgment on Babylon, Infidelity shall be employed to
bring it on; and when Babylon as a city is destroyed, Infidelity
shall grow to a pitch of enormity whICh shall brin~ down the
Lord himself to destroy it with the brightness of hiS coming.
We have thus a period of forty-two months, during which all
that dwell on the earth worship the first beast, whose names are
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not written in the book of life: and a second beast (ver. II),
who continues to the end of this age; who first exerciseth all
the power of the Papacy in its presence; next causeth the earth
and them that dwell therein to worship the imperial head; then
by miracles deceiveth, and causeth them that dwell on the earth,
to make an image of the imperial head; then giveth life (spirit)
to the image, and causeth those who would not worship this
image to be killed; and then causeth all men to receive a mark
in their right hand, or on their foreheads, " and that no man might
buy or sell save he that had the mark, or the name of the
beast, or the number of his name." These, I think, will not all
be manifested at once, but will be successive steps in wicked;,.
ness, each increasing in enormity; and the climax of all will be
the imprinting of this mark in the right hand and forehead; which
being, I think, future, has not yet been explained. That which
seems to bid fairest for being the meaning, is one of the earliest
conjectures, given, with a dozen more, by Irreneus-i. e. Lateinos,
XaTfl VOl: , n'"O,,-for, thus holding true ill both the sacred tongues,
it is in this way the best: and it must have some solution of this
.
kind, because the beast is king of Rome.
The church being now prepared for understanding the mighty
a?tings of the Lord 0!1 her behalf under the vials, by a comrlete
hIstory of prophesYIng (ch; Xl.), a complete history 0 the
church itself (ch. xii.), and a complete history of Antichrist in
his Papal and Infidel form (ch. xiii.); the signs in the church
are given (Chap.XI V.) for her special guidance; and, to make it
complete, it runs on beyond the time of the translation of the
saints, to the final vengeance on the last Christian apostasy, at
the end of this age and the commencement of the Millenmum.
In Chaps. XV. XVI. XVII. thejudgments on the " red dl'agon"
are set forth, or Rome political, which the dragon has used from
the beginning as his instrument for oppressing the church. In
Chaps. XVIII. XIX. the judgments on Antichnst are set forth, or
Rome ecclesiastical; first, in its Papal form (ch. xviii.); second,
in its Infidel form (xix. 11-21). We thus seethe beauty,
and even the necessity, of the histories given in chaps.xi.,xii., and
xiii., that the church may understand the reason why God has
so long forborne, and be prepared tojustify him as a God of love,
even in the tremendous judgments by which the dl'agon and all
his crew of apostates and infidels are swept from the ealth. We
learn, too, on how extensive a scale God's dealings towards man
are conducted: that he treats one community as sanctified by
the true church embodied in it ;.and upon another community,
when its cup is full, brings down the accumulated vengeance
which centuries of guilt have provoked. The church, thus ad- .
mitted as it were into the counsels of God, grows into conformity
with his purpose, and is prepared to shape its conduct entirely
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according to those signs which are siven for that end in the
word of God. This frame of mind 18 well represented in the
llealed company (xiv. 1, xv. 2)," who follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth .....and in their mouth was no guile; for they are
without fault before the throne of God ..... Who had gotten the
victory over the beast, and over his image. and over nis mark.
and over the number of his name; and who sing, Great and
marvellous are thy works, Lord God Almighty; just and true
are thy ways, thou King of saints. Who shall not fear thee.
o Lord. and glorify thy name? for thou only art holy: for all
natioDs shall come and worship before thee; for thy judgments
are made manifest." The events of this last period of the Chriatian dispensation, extending from the conclusion of the Papal
period of twelve hundred and sixty days to the time of the end,"
are given thrice: first, as signs to the church, taken from the
seasons of the year; secondly, as signs to the world, in political
events; thirdly, as signs to the apostasy, in the history of ita
downfall. These three series. and their mutual relations, I have
given at some length. both in the Structure in Morning Watch
No. III. and in a paper read before the Society for the Investigation of Prophecy. and printed in their Transactions. I will not
therefore unnecessarily lengthen this paper, by going over the
same ground. but merely mention the points of parallelism which
I ~nde~voured in those paJ.>ers to es~bli~h : xiv. 1-5 .is para~lel
WIth vn.I-S, xv. 2-4; XIV. 6,7, With XI. 12. xv. 4; XIV. 8. WIth
xi. 13. xviii. 2; xiv. 9, with xviii. 4; xiv. 10, with xviii. 6; xiv. 11,
with xviii. S-IS; xiv. 12, with xi. 15. xiii. 10, xvi. 17; xiv. 13,
with xviii. 20, xix. 1-10; xiv. 14, with xi.]9; xiv. 15, with xi.
19. xvi. IS; xiv. IB, with xvi. 14; xiv. 19, with xvii. 13, xix. 18,
19; xiv. 20, with xix. 15; xvii. 14, with xix. 16.
But in those papers I did not sufficiently examine the last events
to .oocur in the present age-i. e. those which are now beginning, and shall be terminated by the beast and false prophet
being cast alive into the lake of fire burning with brimstone, by
the remnant being slain with the sword of Him that sat upon
the horse (xix. 20, 2]), and by the binding of Satan for a
thousand years (xx. 1-3). This time of vengeance is called the
" treading of the wine-press, xiv. 20, xix. 15: and before the
act of vengeance, H the beast and the kings of the earth and their
armies are gathered" (xix. 19), the vine of the earth is gathered
(xiv. 19), the kings of the earth and of the whole world are gathered
to the battle of that great day of God Almighty (xvi. 14). The
elect of God have their gathering; beginning at the same time;
completed in the "wise virgins." or those who are "looking for
and hastins to the coming of our Lord," at the end of harveet
(Matt. xiiI. 43; Rev. xiv. 12, 1~); and completed in all
the body of Christ hefore the treading of the wine-prea., or
U
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at all events before the feast of tabernacles (Rev. vii. 9,.
xx. 4). The note of preparation for this gathering of both
pa1'tiei is under the sixth vial; where "Behold, I come as a
thief," is the note of preparation for the church; while three
unclean sprits at the same time prepare for the great day of God
Almighty, when his enemies shall be "gathered into a place.
called in the Hebrew tongue Armageddon." The etymology of
Armageddon has much been disputed, and is difficult, from· its
being a compound Hebrew word written inGreek characters:;
which two languages differ so greatly, that scarcely anyone.
letter of the Hebrew alphabet can be adequately represented by
any Greek character. OUl' only safe method of investigating
the etymology, in such cases, IS to ascertain the ideas which
must necessarily be conveyed~ and to seek for words which
convey these ideas. Armageddon is a place of gathering, issuing·
in excision or concision (Joel iii. 11); and it has its type in Gideon's
slaughter of tile Midianites; and I think that which bids fairest.
for being the true etymology is a compound of m~ to gather,.
and l'l"ll Gideon, derived from l',.l to cut off. Arma&:eddon
will thus mean" a gatbering for excision," and the place wIll probably be the valley of Jehoshaphat. This gathering is spoken of
frequently by the Prophets: as Joel iii. II ; "Assemble yourselves
and come, all ye heathen, and gather yourselves together round
about ..... Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision" [concision, or threshing, marg.] It is also paralleled with Gideon's
destruction of the Midianites (Psalm lxxxiii. 9; Isa. ix. 3, 5):
in which last passage, be itobserved, the joy IS "according to
the joy of harvest;" It the rod of the oppressor is broken; as in the
day of Midian;" and "the battle is with burning and fuel of
fire." Now taking these things together, we have a gathering
beginning undel' the sixth Vial, making head and receiving
a tremendous overthrow at the end of harvest, and yet continuing till vintage, when every member of tbe gathered
host shall be destroyed; the whole time, from threshing to
treading the wine· press, being one unbroken day of wrath on
that crew which the three unclean spirits have gathered. The·
whole range of judgments are brought together in Joel iii. 13 :
" Put ye in the sickle; for the barvest is ripe: come, get ye down;
for the press is full, the vats overflow." The two acts of judgment
too are interlaced in Rev. xiv. 16-18; where" the angel having
power over fire" (ver. 18) belongs to the burning of stubble
and tares after harvest, while ver. 17 belongs to the viq,tage.
By the confession of all, we are now living in the time included
in the sixth vial (xvi. 12-16). The effects of this vial are, 1st,
The drying-up of the Euphrates ; which every one, friend and
foe, is now ready to admit as fulfilled in the complete exhaustion
of the Turkish empire: 2d, The gathering of a revolutionary
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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host under the three unclean spirits of despotism, superstition,
and radicalism; which every one, whether friend or foe, is
equally ready to grant is now begun, and in rapid progress: 3d.
The warning to the church, "Behold, I cQme as a thief;" which
everyone must admit has been given, and of which the existence of this Journal adds another to the many proofs. These
are all the signs given under the vials: these are all in such
state of progress that no man can be sure that the concluding
'Vial may not be poured out immediately, and every attentive
student mUlIt be convinced that it cannot long tarry. Oh that
I could communicate to others part of the feeling of paramount,
imperative necessity which presses upon my soul to study these
things now, while we have a breathing-time, while the Lord delays
his coming; thus to prepare ourselves to welcome him with joy,
and not to be overwhelmed with surprise and terror when he
comes as a thief in the night! To one who has studied the
snbject, it is clear to demonstration that we are very near
the crisis of the church: for it may be proved that the seventh
Tia1 and seventh trumpet are synchronous; and that tlie last
trump (l Cor. xv. 52; Zech. ix. 14; Matt. xxiv. 31; 1 Thess.
iv. 16) is the seventh trumpet, at whose commencement the
my,'eT!! of God shall be finished-the" mystery" which St. Paul
shews ] Cor. xv. 51-even the mystery of the dead being raised
incorruptible, and the living being changed; when Chnst shall
give reward to his servants the prophets, and to the saints; and
" destroy them which destroy the earth" (Rev. xi. 18); and when
a great voice shall come out of the temple of heaven from the
Throne, saying, " I t is done" (xvi. ] 7). On the translation of the
saints, the due judgments on Babylon immediately ensue:
II Shouldest destroy them which destroy the earth" (xi. 18) ;
"great Babylon came in remembrance before God" (xvi. 19). In
the harvest the saints are gathered as wheat into the bam (Matt.
xiii. 30; Rev. xiv. 14): the tares are left in bundles on the field.
Babylon is threshed and burnt as chaff' after harvest (lsai.xxi. 10;
Jer. Ii. 33; Mal. IV. 1). "Whose fan is in his hand, and he shall
throughly purge his floor, and will gather the wheat into his
garner; but tile chaff' he will bum with fire unquenchable"
(Luke iii. 17). The u threshing" includes the earthquake and hail,
or northern invasion (xi. 19, xvi. 21); and the H burning" which
eDNUeS, is utter destruction: H She shall be utterly burnt with
fire" (xviii. 8). I f For it is the day of the Lord's vengeance,
and the year of recompences for the controversy of Zion •.•• The
land thereof shall become burning pitch: it shall not be
quenched night nor day; the smoke thereof shall go up for
ever" (Isai. xxxiv. 8-10). "Bozrah shall become a desolation, a reproach, a waste, and a curse; and all the cities thereof
shall be perpet.ual wastes" (Jer. xlix. 13). These judgments on
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Bozrah (lsai. xxxiv. 6) are, in Isai. lxiii. 1, brought into immediate connection with the wine-press: "Who is this that cometh
from Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah? •••• I have trodden
the wine-press alone ...'. and their blood shall besprinkled upon
my garments, and I will stain all my raiment." We also find, that
before the final destruction of all his enemies (Rev. xix. 17,21),
he was "clothed in a vesture dipped in blood" (ver. 13).
The burning also is represented as beginning symbolically
(xvii. 16) before it begins literally; while xix. 17 couples the
concluding judgment with Ezek. xxxix. 17, and with Isai. xiv.
25, Dan. xi. 45. From the whole of which I gather, that all
the several acts of threshing, winnowing, burning, gathering the
grapes, treading the wine-press, and supper of the great God.
are contemplated in Scripture as "one great day of the Lord,
which shall come as a destruction from the Almighty" (Isai.
xiii. 6). This I think is manifestly the same with" the day of
the Lord," 2 Pet. iii. 10; the conflagration. being the same
with Isai. xxxiv., and the" new heavens and new earth wherein
dwelleth righteousness" being~the same with Rev. xxi .• which is
the new Jerusalem. In Christendom has the glory of God in
the salvation of man been most fully preached; and not only has
the Gospel been most obstinately rejected, but the name of
God has been most frequently blasphemed, and human nature
been most basely degraded, in this quarter of the earth. Here,
therefore, shall the severest judgments of God fall; and here
also, I think. shall the New Jerusalem be planted; that the area
on which the truth of God has been displayed may at once
exhibit its glorious results to those who have received it, in the
new Jerusalem; and its fearful condemnation to those who have
rejected it, in the worm that dieth not, 'and fire that shall not
be quenched (Isai. lxvi. 24).
These judgments upon the wicked being finished, Chap. XX.
is a preface to the Millennium, which is described at large in Chaps.
XXI. XXII. Satan is first bound f<:r a thousand years, and then
the Apostle" saw thrones, and they (i. e. the al'wiesin heaven,
xix. 14) 8at upon them; and judgment was given unto them
(avTo,~, dative); and I saw the souls (~vxa~, accusative) of them
that were beheaded," &c. These martyrs are therefore a second
company, being that multitude represented (vii. 9) coming in
at the feast of tabernacles with palms in their hands, "which
came out of great tribulation" (vii. ]4). I think these answer
to the foolish virgins in the parable (Matt. xxv.), who are
excluded from the marr.iage supper, but, though not provided
with oil or knowledge to a.ttain the pri'filege of the day-star resurrection, have still faith to die for their Lord, and by martyrdQm attain a place in the Millennium. When the thousand
years are expired, Satan is loos64 , numbers are deeeived by
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him, and together with him are cast into the lake of fire and
brimstone, where the beast and false prophet are. Then is
seen a great white throne; the final judgment takes place, and
the eternal state begins. The narratIOn returns in chap. xxi. to
describe the New Jerusalem; which, succeeding to the" first
heaven," is necessarily identified with the "new heavens and
new earth" (2 Pet. iii. 13); and, being prepared as a bride
adorned for her husband" (xxi. 9, 9), is also identified with
xix. 7-]4, xx. 4. At this joyful time "the tabernacle of God
is with men" (xxi. 3); identifying it with Ezek. xliii. 4, when
the Shekinah returns to the temple, no more to be withdrawn.
But in the New Jerusalem it is to be taken in a higher sense:
for God himself shall be with its blessed inhabitants, II and be
their God, and wipe away all tears from their eyes; and to
them there shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor crying;
neither shall there be any more pain; for the former things are
passed away •••• And he that sat upon the throne, said, BElhold,
I make all things new"-Not only new heavenly Jerusalem,
but new earthly Jerusalem (laai.lxv. 17) ; new covenant with the
house of Israel and with the house of Judah (Jer. xxxi. 31,
xxxii. 40); new heart and new spirit (Ezek. xxxvi. 26, xi. 19,
Jar. xxiv. 7); and a new creation (Isai. Ixvi.25, xi. 6-9, Rom.
viii. 9-2:3). On the description of the New Jerusalem which
follows in xxi. 10, xxii. 5, I have nothing to say, further than
observing that it takes matter in the purest and least corruptible and most resplendent form we at present know, to form a
fit habitation for the incorruptible and glorious bodies of the
risen saints: "The great city, the holy Jerusalem, is seen descending out of heaven from God, having the glory of God: and
her light was like unto 'a stone most precious, even like a jasperstone, clear as crystal: and the city was pure gold, like unto
clear glass; having a pure river of the water of life, and the tree
of life, and the throne of God."
The earthly Jerusalem described by Ezekiel xlvii., ami which co-exists at the same time,
in many respects agrees with this description; having only the
Bame kmd of difference as there shall be between the inhabitants
of the two cities; the saints in their glorified bodies, the restored
and converted Jews in HeRh and blood. The earthly Jerusalem
has a temple, which the Shekinah, or glory of the Lord, shall
fill; the heavenly Jerusalem has no temple, for God and the
Lamb are its temple and its glory. Healing waters issue from
the eastern threshold of Ezekiel's temple; the New Jerusalem
is watered by the river of life proceeding out of the throne of
God and of the Lamb. By the river in Ezekiel" shall grow all
trees for meat, whose leaf shall not fade, neither shall the fruit
thereof be consumed: it shall bring forth new fruit according to
his months, because their waters they issued out of the sanctuary;
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and the fruit thereof shall be for meat, and the leaf thereof for
medicine ;"-but the heavenly Jerusalem has" the tree of life,
whose leaves are for the healing of the nations. And there shall
be no more curse; but the throne of God and of the Lamb shall
be in it; and his servants shall serve him: and they shall see
his face; and his name shall be in their foreheads. And there
shall be no more night there; and they need no candle, neither
light of the sun; for the Lord God giveth them light: and they
shall reign for ever and ever ••.• He which testifieth these things
saith, Surely I come quickly. Amen: even so; come, Lord
Jesus."
JOHN TUDOR.
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INTERPRETATION OF ALL THE OLD-TESTAMENT
PHECIES QUO'l'ED IN THE NEW.

PRO-

(By the Rev. E. IRVING-Continuedfrom p. 350.)
INTERPRETATION IV.

1'rom Isai. lI. 28 to Isai xiii.; .being the Consummation of Imman:ael', .Action.

TH E Prophet, after announcing in such large style and with such
inclusive language the destruction of all Israel's oppressors
under the one name of The Assyrian, is directed by the Holy
Spirit to contract the eye of his vision unto the minute features
of that invasion of Scnnacherib which was about to take place;
to the end that, when these particulars should have been exactly
fulfilled, the whole strain whereof they are a part might be
most surely known to be from the Lord, and as a divinely inspired writing might be laid up in the synagogue. For it is one
of the vulgar errors of these times to suppose that a man, being
once called to be a prophet, must needs be kept, as it were, in
a state of supernatural guardianship from sayin~ any thing
wrong. This 1 believe to be the sole prerogative or Him whose
name is The Truth: but for all other prophets, they might speak
presumptuously, or they might speak by inspiration of the Lord :
and to guide the church to make the difference between the
sacred and the common, between the inspired and the uninspired, this rule was given by the mouth of Moses the servant
of the Lord, Deut. xviii. 21,22: "And if thou say in thine
heart, How shall we know the word which the Lord hath not
spoken 1 When a prophet speaketh in the name of the Lord, if
the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which
the Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously: thou shalt not be afraid of him." Now, forasmuch as all true prophets spake in the name of the Lord, and
likewise tlie false prophets, whom the Lord permitted to come,
yea, and. sent (1 Kings xxii. 22,23); in order to make this
divine criterion available, it was necessary that every true prophecy should contain in it matteI's which, by being soon fulfilled, should give it Divine attestation, and separate him who
s'pake it from the multitude of lying prophets; who were ever
leading the church astray in those hmes, and in every time, not
exceptmg the present; in which, as it is the time of tbe end,
we may surely expect them to- abound the most, and deceive the
most cunningly. These matters, which were to be speedily accomplished, gave a stamp to the whole. prophecy with which
they were interwoven; and thus the canon of true prophecy
came to be made up as we now possess it. Now, those parts
of the prophecy which looked to events near at band, and those
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more important parts which looked to events afar off, are so intermingled with one another as not to be separable; yea. they
are not parts, after the manner of numerical division, nor yet of
logical dIscourse. but after a manner peculiar to prophecy; which
is not otherwise to be explained, or understood, than in the
belief of a Divine Providence, which did so order the events
proximate and the events ultilJlate as that one set of words
should be applicable to both, and capable of describing and foretelling both-applicable, not by any straining of their import;.
but by a true faithful interpretation of them. This is true; and
yet it is not the whole truth which I seek to express. For if
the letter of any prophecy had received complete accomplishment-as of Babylon, of Cyrus, of the Assyrian, of the rebuilding of the Temple, of Elias, or even of Messiah himself-then.
were there left no craving for events still future, concerning these
things; and no grounds upon which to construct the new strain
of prophecy in the Apocalypse, concerning the mystical Ba~
bylon, the coming of Christ, the destrllction of the last Assyrian,
the new Jerusalem, and other matters, which are still in reserve
for the church. Our explanation, therefore, that one set of
words should be able to express two events similarly constituted by an all-wise Providence, is therefore not complete. It
must be manifest that the first event is accomplished, truly and
literally accomplished; and yet that the prophetic word is npt
exhausted; that there are distant hints and dark discoyeries of a
thing yet more remote, of an event yet more grand, of a cOnsummation yet more glorious. And it always is so: the word
is too large and swelling for the event which it. includes
within itself, but is not included by. The event at hand ~
not loosely stated, but minutely and circumstantially described j
is not, as by an ancient oracle, equivocally expressed, or included in some general truth; but mbst accurately traced
out, so as to forewarn, and be demonstrative of Him who
knows the end from the beginning.-Of this rule we have
already seen several examples in the course of these interpretations; and I may say, that it is impossible to interpret a single
prophecy without having examples obtruded upon our attention. A reader has only to set himself down to the word of God,
as he would sit down. to the writing of any trust-worthy man,
resolved to understand the words according to their honest
meaning, and he will be brought to the conolusion which is
stated above-to wit, that there is such an exact prediction of
the proximate event, as to put it beyond a doubt that the prophecy is of Divine origin; but, at the same time, that there ar~
Buch hints of other thmgs far remote; such enlargements upon
the event that hath come to pass; such rangings onward, even
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unto eternity; such descriptions of One more mighty than the
sons of men, destined to accomplish things beyond the measure of what man hath seen or can well imagine-in one word,
such descriptions of a state of blessedness yet about to be
realized upon the earth; as will leave no doubt upon the mind of
an honest man, that the Giver of the prophecy had other, and
higher, and remoter, and vaster ends in view, than ,merely to
foretell a coming event, or to ~ve warning of a judgment at
hand. Now, instead of addresslDg themselves to discover and
define what this great ultimate event is, upon which God is 10
intent as never to lose sight of it, the most part of the readen,
yea, and interpreters of prophecy, have altogether given up this
object, and contented themselves-some, with comparing the
event fulfilled with the prophecy; others, with the higher object
of deriving from the whole, lessons of the Divine being and
providence. These are great and good objects, and we have
towards those who pursue them no feelings but those of goodwill and brotherhood; while at the same time we assert for
ourselves, or rather for the church, or rather for God himself,
another object in all prophecy, intermediate between tbese two,
which is, the object of foreshewing unto the world the manifestation, the action, and the consummate work of tbe man
Christ Jesus; as it is written, "The testimony of Jesus is the
spirit of prophecy." To foretell His coming, the manner of it,
the end of It, and the cause of it; to foreshew his experience
both of weakness and of power, of abasement and exaltation,
of death, resurrection, and triumph over all his enemies; and his
final establishment of the redeemed earth in rest and joy-this
ie truly the proper. object, . the. perfect unity, the God-like purpose of all revelatIOn by lDsplfed men. Now, from the scattered leaves of prophetic truth I seek to inform myself, and to
inform the church, and to inform the world, concerning ihis
glorious act of God. I seek t6 know it, not with vague indefinite confusion, but with distinct and clear apprehension, so
far as God hath given me the materials; and in so doing I
believe that I am glorifying God, and occupying the talent
which my Lord and Master has given to me: and thouah ten
thousand voices should lift themselves up against me, with the
hideous cry of blasphemy and presumptIOn, I will pursue my
path, with undismayed confidence in my Teacher and Guide; who
said, before he was removed from us, " Howbeit, when he, the
Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth; for he
shall not speak of himself, but whatsoever he shall hear that
shall he speak; and he will shew you things to come." Let us,
then, proceed upon our way, and bring our interpretation of this
glorious prophecy to a close.
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Our former interrretation concluded a strain of general redemption unto Israe from all her oppressors; as it is written in
these words (x.27): " And it shall come to pass in that day,
that his burden shall be taken away from off' thy shoulders, and
his yoke from off thy neck, and the yoke shall be destroyed
because of the anointing." These words finished one of the
large prospective passages of the prophecy, wherein the hope
of the Jewish people is carried forward, over the dark period of
their oppressions, unto the glorious time of their kmgdom;
whereof the great procuring cause is declared to be the anointing of Immanuel to be their King; which anointing we shewed
to be his generation and possession of the Holy Ghost. This
grand emancipation of Israel from all their troubles, God, being
willing to enforce upon their faith with all argument, and to
place beyond all doubt whatever, doth straightway confirm the
certainty of it, by foretelling with the most studied minuteness
a deliverance of Jerusalem close at hand, at which not only
Israel but the whole world should be astonished. This was that
destruction of Sennacherib and his host by the- angel of the Lord
in the passing of a night described lsai. xxxvii.; which event is
here anticipated with minutest particularity, for the purpose of
attesting the prophecy, and likewise foreshewing how the last
Assyrian oppressor, and all oppressors together of God's people,
should be brought to an end: as if God had said, ' Doubt not
what my Prophet hath told you concerning your deliverance
out of all your troubles; for, behold, by his mouth I shew you·
a deliverance of the like kind, which not many days hence all of
you shall see accomplished. I give you a sign; and that sign is
the destruction of the Assyrian whom ye fear, and of that host
which,like the swellings of Euphrates, hath poured over the plaihs.
of Israel and Judah, of Egypt and Ethiopia, and deluged to the
very walls of Jerusalem.- This shall be the. sign to your posterity, over whom a thousand storms are yet to pass, that they
shall yet see days, years, and ages of rest and royalty: and to
this poor land of yours, which is now overflowed to the neck
with the waters of Euphrates, and which many rivers shall yet
spoil, be this the assurance that it shall in the end rejoice
and blossom like the rose.'
" He is come to Aiath ; he is r,assed to Migron ; at Michmash
he hath laid up his carriages.' This describes the march of
the Assyrian upon Jerusalem. Aiath is believed to be the
territory around the town of Ai, which Joshua smote first after
Jericho fell into his hands, situated about three leagues, as
is believed, from Jericho, towards the north: and I conceiv6
it to be first mentioned, as being the first place on this side.
Jordan at which the Assyrian's army would make itself to be
felt •. And next in his march he took in·Migron;of which littl.•
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ia known. except that it was a town of Gibeah. into wltOse
borders the children of I~ael passed next after they bad de-'
strayed Ai : hut the craft of the Gibeonites did not ROW stand them
in stead. 1M in the days of Joshua. Concerning Michmash~
where he is said to have laid up his carriages, we have information
given us in the xi... th ehpter of the First Book of Samuel. where
it is said (V'Of. 4), "between the passages, by which. JOIlathan
soog'll* to go over u»'o. the Philistilles' garrHroD, there was a
sha.rp rook OR the one side, and a sharp rock on the other side;
and the name of the· one was Hozera. and the name of the otheP
Seneh. The fore front of the one was situated northward over
against Michmash, and the other southward over agaiflst Gi~
beah." By "hiell I understand, that there was at Michmash
lIhe gorg~ of a na_rrow pais amQngst the mountains of Judab.~
which opeoed again towards the BOuth at Geba. To this.
mountain pass allusion perhaps is made in the Apocryphal Book
of Judith, i.v. 7, h~ these words, 'charging them to keep the
paseages of the hill country, for by them tliere was an entrance
Into. Judea; and it was easy to stop them who should come up,
\lecause tb.e passage was strait for t'fo. men.' The AsayFian.
having passed the Jordan, and overspread the plain country
around Ai and Migron, would find himself at Michmash incumbered with the baggage and train of his army, which could.
not be taken through the defile without muclilloS8 of time ; and~
being instant in his purpose, a man of conquest, he leaves hiB
carriages at Michmash, to fellow him with what speed they:
might, and advances with his fighting men through the pass,
whicD, entering in at Michmash, opened again into the plain
country at Geba; and therefore it is next added, "They hav&
tal-en up their lodging at Geba.'· This, as wen as most of the
other towns here mentioned, was of the tribe of Benjamin
(Neh. xi. 31-33). We read, 1 Sam. xiii. 3, that Geba
was a place of strength: II Jonathan smote the garrison of the
PhilistlDElS that was in Geba." No.w from this I sbould suppose
that it was a fortified place, commanding the southerll. mouth of
the pass; whwh in former times the Ph.ilistines had occupied,
in order to prevent the land of Judah from l'eceivin~ succour
from the north. When, therefore, the Assyrians are saId to haTe
taken up their lodging at Geba, 1 should understand it to mean
tbat there they encamped on the evening of the day De broke up'
from Michmash, to gather his f01:ces before breaking loose upoa
the country around Jerusalem. Now the reason for wbwh, a&
I believe, Michmash and Geba, with the circumstances of the Assyrian laying up his carriages in the one and his encamping at the
other, are mentior,ted, is. to give t~at ex. traordinary minut&Dell! to
the prophecy whIch might put it beyond aU doubt as being
from th6 Lord, w.hen it should thus. be foofld accomplished.· Ii
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points out, also, the wonderful security and degradation Into
. which the men of Judah would be fallen, that they should uBI;
have manned the fastnesses of the country, and kept them against
the invader. Thus always it is when God visits an apostate
church with a scourge. Apostasy brings on the paralysis of
faith and the destruction of foresight; and as a people who feu:
the Lord are insuperably hrave, and a country which is unit..
to serve the Lord is invmcible; so a people who have forsaken
the Lord do run into the way of destruction. They are givea
up, and left without the ordinary faculties of self-preservation.
How was this lately exemplified ill France at the Revolution,
when her king and Bobles, and all her established authorities..
seemed by their follies but to feed the flame which burned
them up root and branch. See also how it was exemplified
in Italy, which Bonaparte burst ill UPOD, throagh her undefended
fastnesses, and overwhelmed her, as Sennacharib did Judah in
the days of Isaiah. See also how Spain fell as a fool falleth,
until the arm of Britain sustained and reared her up again.
This I believe to be the true character of an apostasy, as dis·
tinguished from other forms ofnational wickedness: it unmans, un.
nerves, paralyses, aye, and"petrifies a kingdom. Oh that men knew
that God is the God of battles, and that from him is the spirit of
victory!
" Ramah is afraid, Gibeah of Saul is fled." This Ramah,
we know from 1 Kings xv. 16-22, was a place of strength,
which commanded the passages out of the north unto Jerusalem; and it was fortified by Baasha king of Israel, for the
very purpose of preventing all resort of his people thitber.
When, therefore, It is said that Ramah was afraid, a strong
impression is conveyed of the terror which the Assyrian inspi."a
as he came along, and of the lamentable weakness to which tile
people were brought. So, also, is it signified when it is said, next,
I f Gibeah of Saul is fled."
It is called Gibeah of Saul, becaulle
Saul was born there, and afterwards made it his royal seat; whence
it grew to be a place of consequence; standing on a hill, as the
name imports. and therefore, perhaps, a place of strength.
"Lift up [cry shrill with thy voice], 0 daughter of Gallim;
cause it to be heard unto Laish, 0 poor Anathoth! II This is a
beautiful apostrophe, finely diversifying the prophetic nar·
rative; and teaching U6 how consistent with truth the most
exquisite touches of art are in the word of God, and therefore
well jut!tifying them in the word of man. This GaHim was a
city of Benjamin, which in the ol'iginal signifies" heaps"-having
its name, perhaps, from the hilly character of the country round.
The "daughter of Gallitn " is a common figure, to signify the
pe~ple thereof; of w~ich ther~ is an ex~mple Isai.ah i. 8.. She
is lllvoked, an.d required to 11ft her VOIce up With shnllness.
like one that rnoumeth ove~ calamity suddenly experienced~
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'or like one that sees calamity ready to seize upon her: and

Anathoth, which was a town of Benjamin, within a few miles
:of. Jerusalem, the birth-place of Jeremiah, is invoked as "poor
Anathoth," from the miserable calamity which was to come
'upon her; and she is required to reverberate the shriek of
Gallim, until it shall be beard even unto Laish, the extreme
north of the land of Canaan, the Cresarea-Philippi of the
New Testament. Now, to understand the beauty of this invo.cation of Anathoth, it is necessary to know that Anathoth in
,the original signifies responses; being compounded of two words,
.ei~ifYlDg The Place Of the Echo; having no doubt obtained
thIs name from some remarkable echoes in its neighbourhood.
Lying to the south of Laish, the prophet puts a shriek into the
mouth of the daughter of' Laish, and calls upon the echoes of
Anathoth to reverberate it to the extremities of the land.
There is an elegance, as well as a sublimity, about this little
apostrophe to the daughter of Gallim, which I could not pass
without admiring, and holding up to the admiration of this
matter-of-fact generation. As I said above, we are men of
one faculty; schismatical in our taste, and understanding, as
well as in our spirit: but the word of God is large and catholic;
'the pattern at once of the sublime and the simple, wonderful no
leas for its art than its truth. Oh what models of style in every
ldnd this word containeth! I pity again the poverty of style,
~ well as of matter, which we ItS interpreters have fallen into;
and for myself, I will ever take it for my model, as well of truth
in the mind, as truth upon the tongue; truth of knowledge, as
well as truth of word.
The description having been thus relieved, as well 8S
stfengthened, by the apostrophe to the daughter of Gallim
proceeds onwards in the natural style in which it began, to
describe the progress of the Assyrian'S terror: "Madmenah
is removed, the inhabitants of Gebim gather themselves to flee."
The first of these was a town of Judah (Jos. xv. 31), which
is said to be wholly removed out of its place-that is, utterly
spoiled and wasted, and its inhabitants scattered abroad. Of
Gebim nothing is known; for it is not mentioned elsewhere
in the Scriptures, and therefore some have taken it in itS literal
signification of mountains-" the inhabitants of the mountains
are fled "-as if pointing out to us the universal terror w hicb this
invasion would inspire, that it reached not to the inhabited cities
only, but even to the scattered hamlets of the mountains: for
the deluge was to ., reach even to the neck, and to fill the breadth
of thy land, 0 Immanuel."
And now we come to the last mentioned place in the progress of the Assyrian: "As yet shall he remain at Nob that
day: he shall shake his hand against the mount of the
daughter of Zion, the hill of Jerusalem." The Rabbis 8ay
o
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that,Jerusalem might be seen from Nob; and the form of the
language seems to require it. It lay west of Jerusalem, and
was the place where David took refuge when he Oed from the
face of Saul (1 Sam. xxi. 9). It was a sacerdotal city, and is
reckoned amongst the Levitical cities, Neh. xi. 32, where it is
declared also to have been in the tribe of Benjamin. Here he
is said to" remain that day"-literally, "Yet this day at Nob to
stand (or stay)." Whether this means that another day would
bring him to Nob, or that at Nob he would make his station for
a time, and thence take measures against the city, I know not
well, nor have we any means of ascertaining. Perhaps at that
place he came first in view of Mount Zion; and therefore it is
mentioned as the place at which he rested, and stayed the rapidity of his march, having now his victim full in view, against
whom he shook his hand in threatening wrath. Why the words
" that day" are here introduced, I can see no reason but this:
that from Geba, where he lodged, at the mouth of the mountain
passages, unto Nob, where he shook his hand against Mount
Zion, was but the march of one day-that day, to wit, that
very day, on which he broke up from Geba, and Ramah and
Gibeah of Saul fled in consternation, and the daughter o(
Gallim shrieked in terror which poor Anathoth reverberated
unto Laish-that day that Madmenah was removed, and the
inhabitants of Gebim gathered themselves to flee, did he make
his stand at Nob: he relJted not' till he came to Nob, from which
he could behold the object of his expedition, and take measures against it; for the distance would be easily accomplished
by one march of an invading army, not passing beyond twenty
miles. Being thus understood, it gives great power and
force to the whole passage, describing the terror, the flig8t,
which wellt before him, nor stayed to resist, or even to meet, his
approach. Most of these towns standing within a few miles of
Jerusalem, whither the astonished t>opulation of the towns and
villages and country would flee amalD, we may well conceive what
a day to be remembered that would prove; and how the prophecy
which described it would, when thus fearfully fulfilled, have a
power and an evidence of God's own finger, which nothing could
resist. Thus it is that God prophesies. Not in the unintelligible
hieroglyphics in which the opposers of prophetic interpretation
idly and wickedly represent it to be written: no; it is written,
as Belshazzar's doom was written, in letters of flaming light.
Now, will these idlers say that the men of Jerusalem could not
understand what this prophecy meant till after it was fulfilled 1
The truth is, the men who thus speak know not what they are
speaking about; being as ignorant of the prophecies in detail,
as they are of the Sybils' books, or the Vedas of the Brahmins,
or the Koran of Mohammed. They have not read them with the view of interpreting them. They do not know what is in ~~"&. ~ ....
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and their judgments concerning them are worth just as much 81
their judgment concerning the laws of ConfUCIUS. These are
strong words; but they are not strong enough to represent the
perverse ignorance of the man. who will say that the propheciel
of Scripture are not to be understood, nor yet to be sought into,
till after they are fulfilled. The man that so speaks is worthy
of excommunication from the church: it is blasphemy against
God's holy word. But such ignorant speeches, beliued by aa
ignorant generation of the church, are, in very truth, the only~
or at least the chief. stumbling-block in the way of tile church'.
knowledge of the prophetic word. And should such a lying,
ruinous prejudice be spared 1 No; it ought to be torn to pIeces,
and scattered to the winds. It is the idol of ignorance, which
ought to be pounded to powder, and cast into the running
brooks. I love the church's safety more, I see the church'.
peril better. than to spare it. But our God alone can remove it;
and to thee. 0 Lord, we look for help. .
.
This most minute description of the Assyrian's march, intr&dueed into the heart of the prophecy for the sak.e of attesting
it, being brought to a close, the strain changeth, or rather re8umeth, with the figurative language of a forest; which had been
first introduced in the 17th', 18th, and 19th verses. and discontinued in order to give place for two other topics-the one, of the
dispersion of Israel, from verse 20 to verse 24; the other, of the
.Assyrian king, from verse 24 to verse 33, at which we are now
arrived. These variations of the predominant figure are not accidental, but introduced with much 'skill and effect, and carefully reoverted to from time to time, all through the prophetic piece. Here,
at verse 33, the predominant figure of the forest is introduced;
and it is kept up, with less or more distinctness, until, at verse I
-of the next chapter, it gives place to the predominant figure or
topic of the humble and righteous King; and at ver.li, to that
of the dispersion; and the strain gf-oriously concludes in chap. xii.
with a song of triumph unto the Holy One of Israel, who had
wrought for his people such wonderful deliverance. These four
subjects-the forest of the Assyrian, the seed-royal of Jesse, the
1ecovery of the dispersion, and their establishment in everlasting
habitations-remam to be. interpreted; but, ah me! it seems to
my mind as if interpretation were an untwisting of the beautiful
tissue of the Divine discourse, and a destroying of the grand
.and sublime effect of it as a whole. My interpretations are 80
inadequate to express my feeling of the beauty and the power
of the Divine writing, that I must entreat my readers, that, after
they have studied it along with the interpretation, they would lay
the interpretation aside, and read it, and meditat~it, and labour
to attain to the feeling of the Divine poesy and heavenly bu.
.mony, which no prosaic \nteT~te\.a\.\~~ \!.a~ ~"Y..~"t~,.'i!>.
• .
Vert 33: ., Behold, the 1.otd, tn.e \.<)t~ ~\ \\.~'i!>\'i!>\"\\.~\.~~ ~
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bough with terror. and the high ones of stature shall be hewn
down, and the hallghty shall be humbled; and he shall cut dOWD
the thickets of the forests with iron, and Lebanon shall tal
by a mighty one: and (but] there shall come forth a Rod out of
the stem of Jesse, and a Braoch shall grow oatofh.isroots..'" Hen
the Assyrian, in his glQry and his pride, is cQmpared to. the
stately bQugh Qf a noble tree, which exa.lteth itself alofl u().ve
the trees of the forest round about; and his fall is compared to
the rushing ruin of that loftiest bough Qf the forest, when it comes
down with a dreadful crash under the axe of the woodmau; and
he, by whose strQke it falls, is deDominated the LQrd, Jeho.vah of
hQsts. Thete is in the original an apprQpriateness, a wonderful
exactness, in the use Qf the many names of GQd, wRich in Qur versiQn is almQst entirely lQst. These it is one Qf the chief Qffices Qf an.
interpreter to. restore. Of the two words, both rendered the LORD,
the fint is derived from a ~OQt, Qr; l'athel", is the common word used
to. signify the base, or support; and therefQre is applied to
Him who is the base and support of aU creatiQn. NQW this
is prQperly an official prerQgative of Christ, Qf whQm it is said
(CQl. i. 1.5.), " Who is the image of the invisible God, the first ...
bQrn of every creature: for by him were all things created
...•••• all things were created by him, and fQr him; and he
is befQre all things, and bg him all thiNgS consist." These
WQrds, elipecially the last, do. claim for Christ to. be the base, Qr
foundatiQn-stone, Qf creation: and, indeed, i·t must be 80, from.
the dQctrine Qf the Godhead, which I caJlnot here enter into.
NQW it is commonly so. fQund in the Old TestafDent ; and I shall
instance particularly the cxth Psalm, where this distinction between JekotJak and Adollai, the same as in the New Testamel]t
between God and Ckri.st, is kept up. In that Psalm it is,
•• JehQvah said unto. Adonai, Sit thQU at my right hand:" and
again (ver. 6), .. Adonai, uPQn thy right hand, shall strike through
kings in the day of his wrath." NQw, frQm express qoUotatiQns in
the New Testament, we knQw that the persQn here denQminated
Adonai is Christ. In the passage befQre us, the office of
lopping down the topmost branch and felling the whole forest
of the QPpreSSQrs Qf Israel, is ascribed to. AdQn-Jehovah-S&baoth; and doubtless it refers to. the same great act Qf" striking
thrcilUgh kings in the day Qf his wrath," which was begun, as to
the action before UII, in the person of theAssyrian, and shall go. Qn.
until the last Assyrian, with all his-subject kings, shall falltQgether
in the battle of the gr.eat day of God Almighty in that place· called
in the Hebrew tQngue ArmageddQn (Rev. xv. 14, 16); teach.ing us
thereby, that GQd in the ancient times put fQrth his judgments by
means of Messiah upon his enemies, as he- is to do in the latter:
times. But, besides this name, the name Qf Jehovah is also. given to.
him, to signify that, while be acts fer GQd in creatio», to make
him known,·he isHod not the less because Qf this tondeseension;
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and God he is proved to be by his name Jehovah, applied to

him here and elsewhere. es~ially in that famous prophecy of
Jeremiah, xxiii. 6, 6; where. m the same figurative lau~ 88 in
our text, it is thus written: "Behold, the days come. IIalth the .
Lord, that I will raise uuto David a righteous Branch; and a
Kiu~ shall reign and prosper, aud shall execute judgment and
justIce on the earth: in his days Judah shall be saved and
Israel shall dwell safely: and thIS is his name whereby he shall
be called, Jehovah our Righteousness:" which two verses do
contain the sum and substance of the prophecy we are now
examining.--Besides the name Adon-Jehovan, thet'e is added
Sabaoth. or of M.t.. The meaning of this adjunct is better
known than often reflected upon. It points out the instrument with which he will do that mighty work-namely,
with hosts-that, when he comes to do execution upon the last of
the Assyrian confederacies, he shall" bend Judah for him, and
fill the bow with Ephraim:" that he shall come with his battleaxe and weapons of war; with his sanctified ones, who delight
in his highness. Not that I suppose him as a man of war marching at the head of the tribes. or staining his sword with blood;
but that I believe he shall with the presence of his glory march
before the tribes of Israel II in the day of the great slaughter,.
when the towers shall fall." And, accordingly, in the xix th chap.
of the ApocalYfse, when he comes out of heaven in his triumphant glory, al his saints are represented as coming out along
with him, against the beast and the false prophet, against the confederate kings and their armies. Not that the risen saints shall
use a sword; but that they shall be with him, in the cloud of his
glory, to execute the judgment written, II to bind their kings with
chams, and their princes with fetters of iron." As heretofore at
Sinai, .. his angels were winds and his ministers Hames of fire ;"
80 then the supernatural agents shan be his risen saints, and
his agents natural,or on the earth, shall be the tribes of Israel; and
these are the hosts with which at that day he shan come attended: by these shall Adon-Jehovah do the work which is here
described, of loppin~ the flourishing branch with a dreadful crash;
cutting down the hIgh of stature, and bringing the lofty low.
With resJlect, now, to the figurative language by wnich this
action of Messiah is set forth, we have to observe, that the
forest is the dwelling-place of every wild beast, where they
hring forth their young, and whence they issue out to prey upon
the orderly and beautiful works of man, and upon man hlmself.
It therefore became unto the prophets an apt symbol for expressing the tyrannical kingdoms of the earth, whose chief
persons are symbolized by wild beasts. The sops of pride are
likewise well designated by the stately trees of the forest, whoee
towering height puts to "name t\\e \()~\, ~'\).\\."~~\\.()ut\ of the.
busbandman; ~hile, at tne 1!.ame t\me, \\\.e ~ln~U'a.'i.'\"q~ '\'\.u~~.
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ductiveness of the forest doth well represent the barrenness
which pride and ambition make every where around them. The
justice of this interpretation of the symbol of a forest, will appear
from consulting those parts of Scripture where it is used.
It is not, indeed, always used in an evil sense, to signify
wicked power; and, perhaps, in what I have said above I may
have given too much importance to this, which is rather the
frequent concomitant than the necessary effect of princely and
royal dignities, which are ordinances of God, yet ordinances
most grievously abused by the ambition of wicked men. I
consider, therefore, the stately tree to be the symbol of royal
and imperial power, as God himself interprets it in the case
of Nebuchadnezzar, in Dan. v.: and Ezekiel applies it unto
Christ (chap. xvii. 22); where also (verse 24) the great ones
are denominated the trees of the field. Nevertheless, though there
be nothing evil implied in the symbol of the forest-as may be
further seen by the promise contained in the xxxii d chapter of this
Prophet, "The wilderness shall become a fruitful field, and the
fruitful field shall be counted as a forest "-still, in the instance
before us, pride, towering and arrogant pride, yea, and assumption of Divine honour and glory, is not only present in the
symbol, but is the very point upon which the structure of the
language of the prophecy turns. For instance: when they are
all cut down, and Messiah is substituted in their stead, he is
described as a branch: and. that not the branch of renown, but
a humble, despised branch. The word in the original is ,~~
(netzer); which is rightly translated, Isai. xiii. 19, " an abomi·
nable branch; " and is no where, save iIi this place, used to designate Christ; for the end, manifestly, of standing in contrast
With the high towering pride of the Assyrian, and the kings
his confederates and his successors in the oppression of Israel,
and for other'ends, which will come before us in the sequel. Be
it understood, therefore, that the" bough," and the" high ones,"
and the "'haughty ones," and the" thickets of the forest," and
"Lebanon ," the glory of whose cedars hath ever been pre-eminent,
and still is among all trees, do designate the chief potentates of
the world; who then, and in aftertImes, should use the eminent
power to which God had promoted them for no other end save
to tread and trample under foot his chosen people of both testaments, and to arrogate to themselves Divine honour, and to
fight against that humble One, unto whom he in his counsel
had purposed before the world was to give all power and domi ..
. nion upon the earth for ever and ever. Whether there be any
specific differences intended in these reiterated names, ., the
bough," "the·high of stature," "the haughty," "the thickets
of the forest," I can hardly determine. "The bough" is the
chief leader, such as there always is until the last, when the kings
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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are led by the eighth head of the beast, which is also of the
seven. "The high ones of stature," may be the kings whicla
march under his banner: for the principal 0p,pressor of God'.
people hath always been a " kings of kings,' and the last ten
kings of the AntIchristian confederacy give their power to the
beast. "The haughty" may be his commanders. whom he
maketh " to be altogether as kings," and who upbraid Hazekiah with words like these (Isai.xxxvi. 9):" How then wilt thou'
turn away the face of one captain of the Jeast of my master's
servants 1" And" the thickets of the forest" may be his valiant
and numerous and well-disciplined armies, who seem impervious
to all attack, like the thickest parts of the forest. Whether
there be any intention of such an enumeration of particulan,
or whether it be the rich variety and strong reiteration of p...
phetic style, I take not upon me to say. But, however it is, it
doth express a most entire destruction of the haughty and uJ?""
lifted potentates of the earth; the removal of the whole fabnc
and institution of power which till that time shall have existed;
its total supplantation, its complete subversion; to make room
for another form and fashion of it, which is set forth in the next
chapter. This greatest revolution upon the face of the earth
is expressed in an infinite variety of ways. In the cx th Psalm
it is, " wounding the heads over many lands, and filling the
places with the dead bodies:" in the ild Psalm, it is " God'.
Auointed King over Zion breaking them with a rod of iron and
dashing them in pieces like a potter's vessel:" in the lxxxiid
Psalm, " Ye are gods, and every one of you are children of the
Most High; but ye shan die like men, and fan like ODe of
the princes:" in the lxxvth it is, ., All the hOrDS of the
wicked will I cut off." In the Apocalypse it is expressed by
a diversity of symbols: vi. 13, " The heavens departed like
a scroll, and every island and every mountain were removed
out of their places." This is rather the preparation for the event
than the event itself: the former we have seen during the
years of the French R-evolution and the changes which followed
upon it; the latter we wait for, in the effects of that earthquake
which is at hand, thus described, Rev. xvi. 20,-" And every
island fled away, and the mountains were not found;" aDd,
in 1lainer language, Rev. xix. 20,-" And the beast was taken,
an with him the false prophet that wrought miracles before him,
with which he deceived them that had received the mark of the
beast,and them that worshipped his image: these both were cast
alive into a lake of tire burmngwith brimstone: and the remnant
were slain with the sword of him that sat UpOD the horse."
But perhaps the most grand and sublime of all the descriptions
whICb are· given of this event is in the second chapter of
;our Prophet, from 'Which 'We \.a\..e \\\.e ~~\\~~\'t\~ ~~~ .........
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" Enter into the rock, and hide thee in the dust, for fear of th~
Lord, and for the glory of his majesty. The lofty looks of mall
shall be humbled, and the haughtiness of men shall be bow~
dpwn; and the Lord alone shall be exalted in that day. Fo~
the day of the Lord of hosts shall be upon everyone that is
proud and lofty, and upon everyone that is lifted up, and he
shall be brought low; and upon all the cedars of Lebanon,
that are high and lifted up, and upon all the oaks of Bashan.
and upon all the high mountains, and upon all the hills that
are lifted up, and upon every high tower, and upon every fenced
wall, and upon all the ships of Tarshish, and' upon all pleasant
pictures. And the loftiness of man shall be bowed down, and
the haughtiness of men shall be made low; and the Lord alone
shall be exalted in that day. And the idols he shall utterly
abolish. And they shall go into the holes of the rocks, and into
the caves of the earth, for fear of the Lord, and for the glory of
his majesty, when he ariseth to shake ten-ibly the earth" (lsal. ii.
I O-19).-How few of the kings and the statesmen and the captains
of the earth believe in any such subversion of their estate, because
of the wickedness and pride and independency of God which
are found in those that fill the thrones and occupy the dominion.
of the earth! They debate_ their questions, whether the power
should be lodged in this or in that hand; they cry out for reform,
and they are in fear of revolution; but no one hath an eye UpOIl
the rights of God's King, of God's Anointed King. To put in a
claim for Him, were to obtain for yourself the appellation of madman, or fool, or knave. Yet such a claim, at such a risk, I do
now put in. His are the thrones, His are the kingdoms. They
belong neither to king nor to people, but to the Lord Jesue
Christ. And the time is at hand for him to come and claim hi.
own; to come and reckon with you, his stewal'ds, 0 ye kings
and judges of the earth! Therefore, be wise, be instructed;
worship the Son; do homage and fealty to him; lest ye perish
from the way, when once his wrath begms to burn.
Furthermore: it is declared that this grand subversion of the
firmament of power not only is to take place by violence, such
as that by which a forest falls, but alio that it is to be effected
by the hand of a Mighty One: " Lebanon shall fall by the hand
of a Mighty One." In like manner is it written of the fall of the
Assyrian, in two places of our Prophet; which, for the clearer under~
standing of that now before us, it may be well for us to consult.
The first is in the xxxth chapter, where, ill the midst of the most
sublime imagery announcing the terrible coming and presence
of the Lord, very similar to that contained in the xviii th Psalm,
the Assyrian's fall is thus desc.ribed: (ver. 31) f< For through the
voice of the Lord shall the Assyrian be beaten down, wa.\e\\. ,'U\.~\a,
with a rod. (ver. 3fl) And in every ~\a~ 'ftb.lat~ \\\.~ 'i."«)~~ ,,,,-a
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shall pass, which the Lord s·halllayuponhim,itshallbewith tabrets
and harps: and in battles of shakmg will he fight with it. (ver ..33)
For Tophet is ordained of old; yea, for the king it is prepared: he
hath made it deep and large; the pile thereof is fire and much
wood: the breath of the Lord, like a stream of brimstone, doth
kindle it." The first of these verses declares that he shall endure
until that voice of the Lord be uttered, which is thus described
in the preceding verse; "And the Lord shall cause his glorious
voice to be heard, and shall shew the lighting down of bis arm,
with the indignati~n of his anger, and with the flame of a devouring fire, with scattering, and tempest, and hailstones."
This is, no doubt, identical with that "sword which proceedeth out of his mouth," and by which the slaughter of tbat
fearful day is wrought (Rev. xix. 21). And if the Assyrian is
to endure till tben, it confirmeth one of the great conclusions
running through tbis interpretation,-that under the name of the
Assyrian is the great oppressing power of God's church, both
Jewish and Chnstian, until the coming of Christ, prophesied
of.-The second of these verses connects his downfal with the
downfalof all oppression: for as he falls,joy is to arise; as he
is rooted out of bis place witb battles of shaking, the sound of
the tabret and harp shall be heard. It shall not be any more to
fall out of the hands of one oppressor into the hands of another;
but out of the darkness of all oppression to emerge into the
light and blessedness of everlasting joy and triumph. And this is
true, whether by the words translated" grounded staff' "we understand the staff with which the Great Builder lays the foundation
of his everlasting structure; or whether we render them" the rod
of correction," and understand by it the chastisements witb which
in the day of the Lord he shall be visited. And the last verse
distinctly points out to us the very same event and act of God's
wrath which ill Rev. xix. 20 is expressed by the beast and the
false prophet being cast into a lake of fire burning with brimstone; determining that the mystery of the Assyrian is coextensive with the mystery of the beast with seven heads; and
that the" eighth bead wbich is also of the seven"-that is, the infidel head of Rome yet to arise, and bring the false prophet to
be at his steps-is the person properly meant by " the Assyrian"
in Isaiah. For surely it was not for Sennacherib that the fire
of Torhet is ordained, nor for any man who hath yet appeared
upon the earth. The man still hath to appear who is not to die
by llatural death, but to be cast alive quick into the lake of Tophet.
The other passage in which the downfal of the Assyrian is
described is in the xxxist chapter of Isaiah, where, at verse 8, it
is thus written of a time when" every man shall cast away bill
idols of silver and his idols of gold:" "Then shall the Assyrian
fall with the sword, not of a mighty mall; and the sword, not of
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a mean man, shall devour ·him: but·he shall flee from the
sw<?rd, and his young men shall be discomfited. (verse 9.) And
he shall pass over to his strong hold for fear, and his princes
shall be afraid of the ensign, saith the Lord, whose fire is in
Zion, and his furnace in Jerusalem." There is an enigma in the
descr,iption here given of the person by whose sword he falls,
who IS at once represented as " not a mIghty man," and" not a
mean man." Now, in our text he is described as a mighty man.
Is there a contradiction in this? Not a contradiction, but an
enigma. For in our text, after he has been denominated a
mighty man, he is immediately described as growing like a
despised branch, a root out of a dry ground, without form or
comeliness: so that he is at once" not mighty, and not mean:"
having the identity of Jesus of Nazareth, he is the despised
branch, " not mighty j" having the identity of Adon-Jehovah, he
is " not mean." With respect to the event which is contained
in the 9th verse, I know not well to what it refers. It may
perhaps be a glance at the historical fact of the first Assyrian,
who, after his troops were destroyed by the breath of the Lord,
fled to Nineveh, his strong hold, and there ended his daysras
we are informed, Isa. xxxvii. 36-38: "Then the angel of the
Lord went forth, and smote in the camp of the Assyrians an hundred and fourscore and five thousand: and when they arose
early in the morning, behold, they were aU dead corpses. So
Sennacherib king of Assyria departed, and went and returned,
and dwelt at Nineveh. And it came to pass, as he was worshipping in the house of Nisroch his god, that Adrammelech
and ::;harezer his sons smote him with the sword j and they
escaped into the land of Armenia: and Esar-haddon his son
reigned in his stead." Or it may refer to some event connected
with the last Assyrian, which is not elsewhere, that we can see,
spoken of. Inasmuch as it points out a different end to him from
those who are joined with him, it is indeed particularly referred
to in Rev. xix. 20 : inasmuch as it points out a different locality,
we have not been able to find any note of it elsewhere. Let these
illustrations from other parts of Scripture explain to us what is
meant by the Assyrian's falling by the hand of a Mighty One.
That Mighty One is doubtless Adon-Jehovah-Sabaoth, who does
the action of lopping the bow with terror: the Mighty One who
has been already described as the El-gibbor, the God-hero; "the
mighty God;" the mighty One whose anointing of the Holy
Ghost in his generation of the virgin doth destroy the yoke.
He is the person celebrated in this Divine song of his conception,
name, and action j and therefore every great event introduced
is declared to come to pass by His might and power: under
whatever figure it is set forth, the glory of the exploit is his.
The whole prophecy is the tetltimony of him. It is Immanuel'..
great and wonderful birth, and name, am\. VI~'t'v... ~\\.\.~ ~
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prophet is given to set forth, as the assurance to the faint heart
of Ahaz and the sign to his, wavering faith that the line and the
throne and the exploits of David's house should never have
an end.
The Assyrian, and with him all the oppreS80l"8 of Israel, being
thns brought to an end, that aspect of the subject is concluded;
the aspect which concerns Israel's transgressions, Israel's punishment, and the punishment of all her oppressol"8 together. And
straightway the spirit of inspiration changes, and another form
of the One Person is introduced to us; which might be entitled,
The view of him as the Regenerator of the world, and its Redeemer
from all the woes and miseries, the warfare and confusion, with
which it hath been so long deluged.. The prophetic harp ever
closes with a strain of hope and blessedness; because all the
severe inflictions of God are only to the end of destroying the
enemies of peace. He maketh war, only to scatter them which
delight in war, and to make wars to cease unto the ends of the
ea~h : his desolations are only to cast out the desolator: he
roots up the forest, and reverses the surface of the ground, only
that he may tum it into the smiling garden and the fruitful
field: as it IS written in the xlvi th Psalm, t. Come, behold the
works of the Lord, what desolations he hath made in the earth.
He maketh wars to cease nnto the end of the earth; he breaketh
the bow, and cutteth the spear in sunder; he burneth the
chariot in the fire. Be still, and know that I am God: I will
be exalted among the heathen, I will be exalted in the earth.
The Lord of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge."
That stillness, that peace, that exaltation and blessedness the
world under Immanuel, the strain doth now proceed to describe.
U And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse,
and a branch shall grow out of his roots." In order to describe
the fulness of creation, as well as of Godhead, which is contained in the man Christ Jesus, it is the method of the Holy
Spirit to take similit\1des from every department of nature and
of art, and by the perfection thereof to represent his all-inclusive perfection. Amongst reasonable men, he is Lord: amongst
the captives, he is Redeemer: amongst the militant members or
the church, he is the Captain of their salvation: amongst the
beasts of the field, he is the Lion of the tribe of Judah: amon!!'8t
the trees of the wood, he is the cherishing Vine, which support;"h
u_ its branches all the fruitful creation; or the goodly Cedar
planted upon the height of Zion, in the shadow of whose
branches all fowl of every wing do dwell: of the great fabric of
redeemed things, the great temple of the Holy Ghost, he is the
Foundation-stone with its seven eyes, and the Chief Stone of the
comer, whic.h is to ~e brought.out with shoutings, saying, Grace,
grace, unto It: he IS the SO.n m the firmament of heaven, he i •
.the Ligh t of the clfCUlllamb\en.t \\\t • \\e \% \.\\~ "Ree.urrection from
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the grave, he is the Judge and the Restrainer of the nethermost
hell: and, in one word, he is the All in all of the creation, so
far as its creationand redemption and eternal blessedness are'
concerned. In the glorious passage on which we are now entering, he is represented, in contrast with those stately and proud
cedars of Lebanon who made their boast against God and
therefore are brought low, as a Rod out of the stem of Jesse,
and a Sucker growing out of his roots; beginning his career
in the greatest humility, and thence arising to greatest glory.
The U rod" is by some taken in the secondary aud figurative
sense, of the sceptre or rod of government; which is not only
not necessary, but violates the spirit and destroys the beauty
of the contrast, which is to represent him as a slender shoot out
of an ignoble and unnoticed stem (the stem of Jesse, not the
stem of David), as a sucker from the same unseen and despised
root. Jesse's was a family without name among the thousands
of Judah; the Assyrian was the king of kings, before whom all
the earth was silent: yet, while the Lord poured fury and destruction upon his stately pride, and all fltateliness whatever, he would
take his chosen one from the ignoble stock of Jesse. True it is,
that this slender twig grows into the glory of being the rod of
eternal and universal empire: but that is not here signified, as
I take it, nor even hinted at, but waits to be opened in the
progress of the description, when the Spirit of the Lord shall,
out of this humble scion of a humble house produce the
Branch of renown, the Branch of the Lord, beautiful and glorious. The thing which under these words is taught answereth
to that which is written in the Iiii d chapter of this Prophet:
U For he shall grow up before him as a tender plant, and as a
root out of a dry ground: he hath no form nor comeliness: and
when we shall see him, there is no beauty that we should desire
him. He is despised and rejected of men, a man of sorrows,
and acquainted with grief: and we hid as it were ollr faces from
him; he was despised, and we esteemed him not." (vers. 2, 3.)
---In the twofold representation of his humility, as a rod from
Jesse's trunk and a sucker from Jesse's root, there seemeth to
be a contradiction: but it is one of those contradictions which
will be found in all Messiah's names; as, U the First and
the Last," " the Beginnillg and the Ending." Which contradictions arise, as we have shewn in our third Lecture on
the A pocalypsEl, from the nature of all spiritual truth, which
'cannot be otherwise expressed than in an enigma, when expressed by means of human language and conceptions. The true
form of the enigma before us is contained in Rev. xxii. 16: "I
am the Root and the Offspring of David, and the bright and
Morning-star." He is at once root and offsp"illg; because, as
Christ pre-existent, in whom all the election are chosen before
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the world was, he is that holy One of God out of whom David
comes, and to figure whom D~vid was fashioned; and yet, as
Jesus the Son of the virgin, he is the offsprin~ of David, of
his seed, the issue of his loins. This truth, of hlS pre-existence
as the Christ in the bosom of the Father, and of his afterexistence as the creature, when he became flesh; his all-inclusiveness and majesty and might as the former, his weakness
and humility and narrow conditions as the latter; is that out
of which the many enigmas and contradictions written of him
arise. In a word, that great unit of all orthodox creeds, in
which they are all contained-the proposition U Jesus is the
Christ "-IS the greatest of all enigmas, and the parent of all
the contradictory names by which Christ is expressed. But for
clear and fullligbt upon this subject we must refer to the ,. Lectures on the RevelatIOns," where we have opened these names at
length. In the text he is called Adon-Jehovah-Sabaoth, a mighty
one felling all trees to the ground; and forthwith the twig from
Jesse's humble trunk, the sucker from Jesse's hidden root. To
understand these things, and to explain them, is the great work
of an interpreter: and it cannot be done without the profoundest knowledge of the orthodox creed,-that the C4rist
of God, in whom, before the worlds, God saw his purpose
accomplished, his election, his redeemed world, and every
thing which shall have an eternal being; he whom he used
in all working to and in and for the outward creation; is the
very Person who took substance of Jesse's daughter, and was
made of the seed of David according to the flesh,-the humblest of the humble trees, the lowliest of the lowly shrubs of
the forest. And yet misguided and misguiding men (God
guide them into truth!) wdl say that he had another and a
better sort of flesh than ours; that he was of an ethereal
temper in bis fleshly substance; a tree of paradise, and not
the twig from Jesse's trunk; a graft upon Adam's glorious
and unfilllen stem, and not a scion from Jesse's root. Poor
men! how ye are forsaken! and how vaunting of your ignorance, how boastful of your shame! .
" And the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of
wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and miaht,
the spirit of knowledge, and of the fear of the Lord."-This
verse standeth between the humility of his origin, the unworthiness of his stock, the want of all worldly advantages, and the
destitution of all means of knowledge and instruction above the
lowest peasant-between this, I say, and the glorious description
of his wisdom and might and exploits which follow, standeth
this ver~e, to reveal to u,s the cause of that glol'~ous precedency
of all kIngs and pre-emmence above all men whICh he obtained.
No one doubts that the nr!'\e on which we have commented con-
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tains the humility of his birth, the want of desirabl~ comeliness
and bell-uty, the marred ness of his' countenance more than any
inan, the miserable endurance of his life, the contempt and rejection and scorn which broke his -heart, the complication of
disasters which constituted him" the man of sorrows and acquainted with grief;" so that our prophet declareth, "Many
were astonished at thee; his visage was so marred 'more than
any man, and his form more than the sons of men." No one
doubts, that from the third verse to the end is the grandest
description of the work which the Father gave him to do, and
which we all believe is advancing rapidly to its consummation.
But the question is, how came one so slender arid despised to
accomplish- such a mighty action, and to establish such a heavenly blessedness? What means had he? what instruments
used he? how was he furnished? how was-he borne through?
This question is answered by the intervening-verse, whi~h is now
before us. WeU, and what is the answer 'f Is it that his Godhead did it? Is it that his Jehovah-Person did it 1 Is it that his
manhood had under its disguise a better manhood, which did
it? No: it is that the Holy Spirit resting upon him did it. It
is an after-consideration, and a question of much depth, how the
person of the Adon-Jehovah and the Holy Spirit wrought together
unto the end of making that" abominable branch" to become
" the Branch of renown "-from which question in its place we
will not flee ;-but the thing written before us is, that the Spirit
of qod resting upon him did it; resting upon kim, even this
humble one: in which the passage before us coincideth with all
those many passages of Scripture with which we concluded our
former interpretation. Being so; then, that it is a plain declaration in the passage before us, and a most frequently repeated
,-yea, a constant-doctrine of Scripture, that as a man after hi.
humiliation he did receive the Spint, and by the S~irit's teaching rise into the wisdom, by the Spirit's acting nse into the
power, which is afterwards delineated in such splendid diction;
let us the more carefully weigh the parts and properties of this
extraordinary unction of the Holy Ghost, which in him was
prolific of such wonderful effects .
.. The Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him:" the Spirit of
Jehovah shall rest upon him. It is the same word and form of
expression in the original which is used 2 Kings ii. 15: "The
Splrit of Elijah doth rest upon Elisha." The Spirit of God doth
rest upon him who is the Root and the Offspring of Jesse. Now,
what can any interpreter understand by this, but that the Man,
the virgin's Child, the Immanuel, the God-man who was to
come, a true man and yet God with us, was to have the Spirit of
God imparted to him; as the spirit in Moses rested upon the
seventy elders (Num. xi. 25), and Elijah's spirit rested upon
VOL; I.-NO. IV.
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Blisha? The text doth not declare at what time of his life this
communication of God's Spirit was to be made; but. simply,
that it was to rest and remain upon him, and to produce that
wonderful wisdom, sanctity, and power, and work those incredible effects, which are afterwards enumerated. It might, indeed,
be inferred, from his being the child of a virgin, that this power
of Jehovah was to be coeval with, and the cause of, his existence, as it was afterwards announced to the blessed virgin; but it
is not expressly so declared in the paaaage before U8. It might
be inferred also, that, seeing he is spoken of as a complete person
already, and the unction of the Spirit superinduced upon his personality, and not itself of his personality, that his person, because
-of his name Immanuel, is in itself Divine, anterior to and allindependent of the Spirit's unction. These, I say, are all good
conclusions of BOuDd doctrine, which we, looking back from our
present position, can see in this prophetic discourse, and so the
more admire the extraordinary art of its structure; but thus to
infer belongeth rather to the armoury of the theologiau than to
the workshop of the interpreter. An interpreter makes the arms
for the theologian. lie may consider his own work, and ought
to know its use; but it is not his to use it. Now, what are the
characters of this the Spirit of God, and what are its effects?
for nothing so much concerneth us poor mortals to know.
1. "The spirit of wisdom and understanding."-In order to
come at the characteristic differences of the six forms of the
Seirit which are mentioned, combined into three couplets, it
wdl be necessary to exercise much discernment. These two fint
joined together are so found in various parts of Scripture; of which
1 shall at present notice only two, as being sufficient for the purpose: the first is in the context, ch. x. 13, where the Assyrian
lei made to say, "By the strength of my hand have I done it,
~d by my 1oasdom; for I am prudent." The strength of hand
here boasted of, properly falleth under the next couplet, .. the
spirit of counsel and of might;" but the wisdom and the prudence are the very words which express the first forms of the
Spirit, with which Jesse's offspring was anointed. Now, considering this expression, " By my wisdom, for I am prudent," in the
mouth of the Assyrian, or any other person, I think we should
understand the" wisdom" to indicate the outward application,
and the "prudence," or understanding, the inward gift; the
one the issue, and ih~ other the source. The other passage
(Prov. x. 13) in whiCh these two words are found joined
together confirms. this conclusion: "In the lips of him that
hath understanding, wisdom is found:" for here, I think
a.ny one would say, The understanding is the intrinsical and
innerent gi.ft; the wisdom is the outcome and o&rring wbich
appeal'eth in the lips of one so gift~: 8,o,d thus $hall hold
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it to be. The spirit of wisdom is therefore that which is d.
scribed in Christ when it is said that I f He spake as never
man spake." It pertaineth to him as the Word of wisdom, or as
, The Wisdom itself; which title he claimeth to himself, Luke
vii. 35; and the Apostle asserteth for him, 1 Cor. i. The
spirit of wisdom I understand, therefore, to signify the various
discourse of reason bv which Christ hath set forth his Fatber'.
secret mind. And the spirit of understanding is that inward
li~ht and clear discernment of reason, from whicb the forms of
WIsdom flow: the perception, the consciousness of all truth,
from which the utterance ofit proceeds; that" life" in him which
" was the light of men" I can find no better word to express it
by than intelligence. It is not reason itself, but the first property
of reason: that light in wbich it seeth its own various being,
and wbich, by taking outward forms for use, becometh wisdom.
Wisdom pertains to the practical man; intelligence to the medi..
tative and reflective man. Tbe spirit which fitted Joshua for
his function as judge of Israel, is called" the spirit of wisdom"
(Deut. xxxiv. 9); but Solomon had them both (lKings iii. 12).
Now let anyone weigh wherein Solomon passed beyond Joshua,
and he will have a Ii vmg example of intelligence, as distinguished
from wisdom.
2. II The spirit of counsel and might."-These words are the
same with the two contained ill Immanuel's name (ix. 6),
Counsellor, God mighty; and this last is found again, x. 21 :
"The remnant shall return, even tbe remnant of Jacob, unto Godmighty:" and beyond a doubt they signify, tbe former, the spirit
which fits a man fOl" a counsellor; the latter, the spirit which
fits a man for a hero, in that sense of the word bero which is
described Psalm xlv. when the word Gibbor is used of bim.
I reff;lr back to our second interpretation for the full exposition
of tbese august names of Messiah. They both refer to Christ in
action, as the two former referred to him in thought and word:
these characterize him as the Actor of the Father's purpose,
those as the Revealer of hi. will: these, as a Governor and Subduer; tbose, as a disciple of the Spirit. and the teacher of otbers :
these have tbeir accomplishment chiefly in him wben he shall
come to counsel and govern the kingdom of the Father;. those,
to what he bath done in teaching the eartb, from the day of the
Fall up to tbis time, and until his coming again.
,
3. "The spirit of knowledge, and of the fear of the Lord."The knowledge here spoken of is distinguished from the understanding, or intelligence, explained above, by being that which
is the result of the exercise of our faculties: not tbe knowledge
of intuition, but the knowledge of experience; as we see in that
passage (Prov. xviii. 15) where the word is twice used: The
heart of the prudent getteth knowledge; and the ear of the
II
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wise'seeketh,knowledge." Those gifts of prudence and wisdom
which were the first imparted to him, are here made to get and
to seek knowledge: and so I understand it to be signified
thlrt this Son of Jesse was to have in him the spirit of loving
knowledge, and increasing knowledge, according as it is written
of him while yet a child; .. He grew in wisdom as he greW
in years, and in favour with God and man." And as this is
the only characteristic of his early years, so the only incident
of them is that spirit Of acquiring knowledge, and those wonderful attainments therein, which were the astonishment of all
the most learned doctors of Israel (Luke ii. 46, 47): .. And it
came to pass, that after three days they found him in the temple,
sitting in the midst of the doctors, both hearing them and asking
them questions: and all that heard him were astonished at his
understanding and answers." This is what I understand by the
spirit of knowledge; and it is placed in order, after the spirit
of instruction and of action, to signify that of his inward
faculty and outward occupation much knowledge was the bent
and the fruit. He had an eager thirst and passionate craTing after knowledge of God's law and of God's works--80
strong that he forgot to eat his daily bread. It was his life to
know God's will, and to do it. His law was his study all the
day: by much meditation therein he became wiser than the
doctors; and he never ceased to search yet more deeply into its
treasures. Wherefore, in reward of his piety, and satisfaction
of· his desire after knowledge, when he ascended up on high he
received from the Father that book of the Apocalypse, which
was his last best gift of knowledge to his church. .. In whom
are hid all the treasures of wisdom and of knowledge."
And for the last quality or gift of the Spirit, which rested and
remained in him, and remaineth with him for ever, .. the fear of
the Lord," it can have no reference to any other thing than his
piety, which :was his ve,ry life's occur,ation, his death's triumph.
" Not my WIll, but thIne be done,' ever ascended from that
Man's heart, in whom the Spirit without and beyond all measure abode. Hell combined its tem)?tations, throu~h the world,
and the flesh, to sway and swerve hIm from the pIOUS acknowledgIOOnt of God's authority, and preference of his own pleasure
or profit; but prevailed never ajot: for, from the first breath of
his life to the last, his will was constr~ned to do homage, and
yield consent to his Father's will. There are men, and those of
no mean report, who consider it blasphemy to say that his
will, without sustenance of the Divine Spirit, would have swerved ,
from the rectitude of God's: I say that his piety was a fruit of
the Spirit abiding in him, let these men say what they please, anti
threaten what they please, and do what they please. I say, mo~
over, that all holiness from theFather conststeth in this very thing,
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of bringing a naturally disobedient will into obedience unto G:od;
and that if Christ's human will, like our own, had not trended
away from God, the holiness which he ever wrought would
have been no holiness such as God commandeth us to work;
for the holiness of all saints is in constraining, to obedience
that which is continually disobedient; and, if. Christ's perfec~
righteousness was not of this kind, it hath no suitableness to us,
nor similitude whatever to that which God requireth of us. I aJU
almost weary of contesting this matter with lOen, who, seeing no
cause or use. of Christ's humanity, and being able to make up
their bundle of theological dogmas without its help, cannot but
feel offended with those who see it to be one of the two poles of
their faith and hope. But that I may at one and the same time
put before these men that which they dare hardly gainsay, and
sum up in better language than my own, the doctrine of this
verse, I q,uote these words from the Westminster Confession,
Chapter viii., of Christ the Mediator: "HI. The Lord Jesus
inhis human nature, thus united to the Divine, was sanctified and
anointed with the Holy Spirit above measure; having in hiql
all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge; in whom it pleased
the Father that all fulness should dwell; to the end that, being
holy, harmless, undefiled, and full of grace and truth, he
might be thoroughly furnished to execute the office of a Medh
ator and Surety. Which office he took not unto himself, but
was thereunto called by his Father; who put all power and
judgment into his hand, and gave him commandment to execute
the same." I would refer the whole host of the doubters and
disbelievers in the doctrine that Christ's human nature was take,.:l
under the conditions of the Fall, to the whole of this chapter
of the Confession of our Church, if they have lost their faith
in the Scriptures so much as not to be abJe to see the doctrine
far better taught in this passage, which ascribeth all that dis.tinguished Christ's intellect, WIsdom, counsel, power, knowledge,
and piety, to the Spirit of God which rested upon him.
If anyone ask, And to- what then served the person of the
Son? I answer, To the personality. He it is who ever emptietb
himself out of his Godhead into the limitations of reason. He it
is, who, being found within the dark domain of fallen, tempted,'
oppressed reason, doth crave SUppOl't of the Father, according
to his promises; and never for an instant doubteth of their fulfilment, but ever exerciseth perfect faith; being the example of
the perfect believer before he is, and to the end of his being,
the example of the blameless man. He it is, who, receiving the
supply of the Spirit in answer to his faith, doth use that
Spirit with consummate wisdom, doth use the ten-legion
strength of that Spirit with consummate forbearance, doth use
the unstained holmess and severe justice of it with consum-
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mate grace. Possessing in himself, through his perfect faith,
power to remove monntalDs and to swallow up cities, he doth nee
It only as God would; he doth shew God forth by every actiDg
of it,-doth enforce his human will into obedience to the Divine
will,-doth all things after the counsel and according to the
purpose of God, for ever and ever: which counsel and pur~
his Divine nature is ever conscious of, and in very truth is, though
in it he acteth not any thing comprehensible, be acteth not any
thing human: for, verily, the Divine is esentially incomprehensible and super-human.-and the moment the comprebenaible
and human is merged into~ that moment by an infinite space
the Godhead is descended from. These are the functions of the
Person of the Son, acting in the Christ. And let this suffice
(or theological matters; which I will not touch again, but prell
straight forward to the end of the exposition; being n()w arrived
at the mighty action to which the Spirit, resting in him in snch
fulness and variety, doth move this humble Son of Jesse.
c. And shall make him of quick understanding in the fear
of the Lc>rd: and he shall not judge after the sight of hi.
eyes, neither reprove after the hearing of his ears: but with
righteousness shall he judge the poor, and reprove with equity
for the meek of the earth: and he shall smite the earth with
the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips shall he
slay the wicked." The words, " And shall make him of quick.
understanding," is rather a paraphrase than a translation of the
original word, which signifies to scent or smell; and importeth
in this place, that, as by the instinct of smell (which serveth
us where sight and hearing fail), he shall have such a penetration of and scent after the fear of the Lord, as nothing shall
be able to tum aside: referring, no doubt, to that high faculty
and office of judgment which IS reserved for him in the age to
come, and declaring that he shall not only be fitted by that
Spirit for acting himself the good-pleasure of God's will, but
that he shall, through his perfect holiness, acquire to himself
the distinction of being God's Judge between righteousness and
wickedness in all other persons; "that man by whom he shall
judge the world in ri~hteousness." This I conceive to be the
dignity assigned to him in this verse, for which he is qualified
by that unerring discrimination, and undeviating faithfulness in
God's service, wnich during the days of his flesh he both acquired
and exemplified. His being in flesh gives bim the mercifulness
which was wanting in the high priest; his being without sin,
gives him the faithfulness. He is God's Proved One: "He wal
proved in all points like as we are:" and, being found without
sin, he becomes the trust-worthy High-Priest. He hath it in
right of his holiness, which stood that proof which others, which
all others, could not stand, but failed in. God, finding in him
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a perfect purity, and no deficiency of any kind, doth entrust to
him the high office of hunting all sin out of his dominions: for
the Spirit hath given him such a quick scent of what is evil,
that he will not cease his persecution of it, till it is clean expunged from the creation and driven into the lake of fire which
bumeth with brimstone for ever. Therefore it is added,
.. " He shall not judge after the sight of his eyes, nor reprove
after the hearing of his ears; but with righteousness shall hElJudge
the poor, and reprove with equity the meek of the earth." Which
words, bearing upon judgment and correction, do evince that our
interpretation of the preceding words is correct;. and that we
ate now arrived at the higher function of his office, when, from
acting to his own justification and sanctification, and having
presented his manhood clean and holy, he receiveth in reward
thereof the high and holy office of judgment: which as yet the
Father's grace and his own perfect submission postponeth, to
lengthen out this day of grace, and, if it were possible, altogether
~o supersede the strange work ~f judgment. But, ~till, there is
m thls day of grace a work of ·Judgment and chastisement proceeding, to the end of preventing the powers of darkness from
utterly swallowing up the church, which consisteth of the poor
and the meek, in whose behalf Christ is ever arming his hand,
and dealing the vials of his wrath upon mankind: but the time
is yet to come for their complete judgment and vindication; till
which their evil-entreated and martyred souls do evermore cry
from beneath the altar, I f How long, 0 God, holy and true,
dost thou not avenge our blood on them who dwell on the
earth 1" (Rev. vi.) 13ut not until the seventh trumpet doth the
time come for them to be judged, and to receive their reward:
as is written in the xi th chapter of the Revelation; when also
he shall destroy them that destroy the earth. But because the
last clau~ of ver. 4 is, as I think. quoted in the Second Epistle
to the Thessalonians (ii. 8), we count it good to go into the exposition of it with a little more minuteness.
The words which I take to be quoted, either directly or indirectly, in the second chapter of the Second Epistle to the
Thessalonians, are these; " And he shall smite the earth with
the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips shall he
slay the wicked." The word in the original is, wicked one, not
wicked ones: now the passage in Thessalonians is, I f And then
shall that wicked (one) be revealed. whom the Lord shall consume
with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness
of his coming:" which is a very wonderful coincidence certainly,
if it be not a direct quotation. The expression U that wicked" is
a remarkable one; and so is the expression " with the breath of
his. mouth ;" and that they should both occur together in two
places of Scripture, and in both as an aption of Messiah at his
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coming, is surely not an accident, but a purpose of the Holy
Ghost. Besides, it were utterly incongruous to speak of that
wicked one being revealed, unless there had been ground given in
the word of God to expect him. The revelation of Christ is the
bringing in of our Lord again into the world; and the revelation
of the wicked is the bringing in of him who had been prophesied
of as about to appear before the coming of the Lord,-the Antichrist, whom he was to overthrow. It is true, that such a wicked
and lawless one is frequently in the Old Testament represented
88 standing up in the latter times; especially in the latter half of
the xth chapter of Daniel; but nowhere, save here, is he called
by express name .. the wicked," or said to be destroyed by the
"breath of his mouth." I shall on these accounts regard it as
at least a distinct allusion to this prophecy, and make use of the
new light cast by it upon that whole action contained in the 3d
and 4th verses.
The passage in 2Thess. was written by the Apostle to restore the
minds of the church, agitated with an alarm of the great nearness
and suddenness of the Lord's coming: which he doth by assuring
them that the apostasy, or falling away, must first come; in the end
of which " the man of sin, the son of perdition," and" that wicked
one," should be revealed; for whose destruction Christ was to
appear. There can be no doubt that the apostasy is the Papacy,
which is defined in characters that will apply to no portion of
Christendom but the Roman Church, in 1 Tim. iv. 1-4. That
.. the man of sin" is the Po~, the" little hom" of Daniel, admits also
of good demonstration. But yet there are words in the description-as, .. son of perdition," and wicked one "-which better
apply to the eighth head, the last beast, the infidel supremacy,
tile personal Antichrist who is about to arise, and of whom the
character continually given (Rev. xvii. 11) is, that" he goeth into
perdition." My own judgment is, that the passage in Thessalonians contains the hint of the aposiasy, and the full development of the personal antichrist whom it was to bring forth, and
who was to be the great forerunner of Messiah's advent. The
object of the Apostfe being to give the church the sign which
should forewarn them of Christ's coming, is not so careful to describe the long apostasy, as the personal Antichrist, in which it is
to conclude; the last head of the beast, which is also of the seven.
This being so, we have a steady light cast upon the Assyrian in
our text. He is the son of perdition, the wicked one of St. Paul,
whom Christ is to destroy at his coming. And how much this confirms our preceding interpretations, those who have read them will
judge. Now if this be the great action to which the prophet looks
onward, the "smiting of the earth with the rod of hiS mouth "
may refer to the .. iron rod" of the ii d Psalm, or to the" 8WOM
proceeding out of his mouth" of the xix th of the Apocaly,.: rOf
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,that these t~o- symbols certainly.·express the same event is put
·beyond a doubt, by their being included together Rev. xix. 15 ~
" And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword,· that with it be
should smite the nations; and be shall rule them with a rod (jf
iron." The one action is either the beginning of the other, or
_which I rather incline to believe, they are the same. Again:
the " breath of his mouth" is to be interpreted by Isai. xxx. 33
" the breath of the Lord like a stream of brimstone doth kindl~
it," we shall have the wicked one destroyed in the lake of fire
at the same time that the earth is smitten with the sword; which
is exactly the double issue of that last confederacy, -Rev. xix, 21.
These wonderful coincidences may teach the gainsayer that
prophetic interpretation is not a thing of rambling ingenuity,
but of accurate investigation, possessing within itself a thousand
corrections of error and confirmations of truth.
And what, then, may be the action contained in the preceding
words, "with righteousness shall he judge the poor, and reprove
with equity for the meek of the earth?" I think it is the same
action of the oppressor's destructiOn, only viewed in its effects upon
the poor and the meek: and this is apparent from many passages
of Scripture; as, tor example, take these two: (lsai. xxix. 19)
'4 Tbe meek also shall increase their joy in the Lord, and the pOOl"
among them shall rejoice in the Holy One of Israel: for the
terrible one is brought to nought, and the scorner is consumed,
and all that watch for iniquity are cut off." Here the destruction
of the wicked is one with the righting of the poor and the meek;
of· which two classes our Lord useth these words, II Blessed are
ye poor, for YOUl's is the kingdom of heaven;" and, Blessed
are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth." And so, when
the wicked man who .spreads like the green bay-tree (PsaJ.
xxxvii. 35) is cut off, then (ver. 34) .. the -meek inherit the
earth." That Psalm might be entitled, The reward '?fthe meek i.
the inhel,itallce of the earth, when the pl'oud are cut oJ! from it.
Another passage where the same doctrine is taught, is in the
xlvth Psalm, where the Mighty One is thus exhorted to act anterior to his marriage, " Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, 0 most
mighty, with thy glory and thy majesty:. and in thy majesty
ride prosperously, because of truth, and meekness, and righteousness; and thy right hand shall teach thee terrible things: thine
arrows are sharp in the heart of the King's enemies, whereby
the people fall under thee" (vers. 3-5) ;-first, to win back his
inheritance, and then to wed his wife.
And the verse which next follows these in the xlvth Psalm IS
the best commentary upon the next verse. in our subject, which
is, " And righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his reins," Take the commentary in Psalm
xlv. 6, aq I' Thy throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever: the acepwe .
of thy kingdom is a right sceptre. Thou lovelt righteousnellR,
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and hatest wickedness: therefore God, thy God, hath anointed
thee with the oil of gladness above thy fellows." Both refer to
that reign of righteousness, that kingdom of equity, which he
will establish upon the earth, after he .. hath judged among
the nations, and rebuked many people." For it is written
(J sai. xxxii. I), as soon as the Assyrian is laid low, " Behold,
a King shall reign in righteousness, and princes shall rule in
judgment:" and in the Revelations, so soon as the rod of his
mouth and the breath of his lips have done their part, the
thrones are seen, and the righteous saints, who had died for the
testimony of righteousness, are raised from the dead to sit on
them. In this view of such a state of righteousness and equity
about to be established at the coming of our Lord, those preaD8
of all creation are sung every where throughout the Scriptures;
as in the xcvi th and xcviii th Psalms: "Make a joyful noise
uoto the Lord, all the earth: make a loud noise, and r~ioice,
and sing praise. Sing unto the Lord with the harp; with the
harp, and the voice of a psalm. With trumpets and sound of
cornet make a joyful noise before the Lord the King. Let the
Ilea roar, and the fulness thereof; the world, and they that dwell
therein. Let the floods clap their hands: let the hills be joyful
together before the Lord; for he cometh to judge the earth:
with righteousness shall he judge the world, and the people
with equity" (Ps. xcviii. 4-9). That which the Psalmist with
his lyre sung, the Prophet in enraptured vision describeth: the
one taketh up the song of elemental and vegetable nature, and
is a mouth unto it; the other taketh up the blessedness of the
dumb animals, and holdeth it up to the tender and merciful
affections of man. And as the introduction to this blessed
estate of the world, behold, the wicked one is consumed from the
face of the earth, with all his rapacious and unjust followers,
and the huge forest of his unpruned wickedness is cut up by the
roots; and the humble Rod of Jesse's stock sheddeth blessedness
from its wide-spreading boughs on every side. He sitteth on the
throne of his father David, and of his kingdom and dominion
there is no end: he ruleth in righteousness, and in faithfulness
he settleth the world. This verse, therefore, is the important link
between the destruction of the wickedness, and the introduction
of the blessedness. The blessedness doth not spring up from the
ground spontaneous, but is a consequence of his continued presence and government. If anyone say, , Of his government, but
not of his presence ;' I answer, Then, in that case there is in this
prophecy no tidings of his coming at all; or, in other words, it is
no prophecy of Messiah. But if all admit that it is a prophecy,
and a most splendid one, of Messiah's coming and actinga;
then I ask, by what method any person can take upon him to
determine that some part of it is to be done in his presence, and
lOme part in his absence. \, bav\'t\~ 't\~ ~t\:IT\\.ei.e to interpolate
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the prophecy with my own conjectures, am obliged-seeing it is
all one piece, a description of his very person and actings, so
close that it is made to inhere in him and be upon him as a
piece of his raiment-to hold fast the truth that it IS all prophecy
of the personal actings of the Son of Jesse. But if, as we have
argued above, the passage of the Thessalonians be the quotation
of or a reference to this prophecy, then the Apostle's additional
word, "at his coming," clears this matter from all doubt: for
he expressly saith, that the wicked is to be destroyed at his
coming, and by his coming. And if so, we have him coming
to the earth to do the action of ver. 4; and the action of the
following verses, which describe his government, is therefore an
event aj~er, and not before, his coming. And seeing that all
interpreters agree that they describe the millennial blElssednes8
of the world, we are left WIthout an excuse if we hold that thir.
millennial blessedness is to be anterior to his coming, when it i.
declared by the Apostle that the destruction of the wicked one is
to be accomplished by his coming. This argument I count of
the more value, as that passage in the Thessalonians has always
been used bv the church to demonstrate that Antichrist is to
continue untIl Christ's coming, and to be destroyed by the brightness thereof. The Reformed churches used it likewise against
the Papacy: and in this they were not wrong, for the beast
cometh out of the Papacy, and the false prophet shareth with
the beast in his portion. But aU churches, that have put forth
any form of doctrine, have agreed in this, that to destroy Antichrist is Christ to come. The conversion of the Papacy is a
dream of Evangelical Liberality; and so is a spiritual advent,
that precious absurdity of the same unlearned school.
To find out the thing which is intended by the twofoldnes8 of
the verse before us, I have reflected much. I can find no custom
i~ any country of wearing two girdles: and if there were two
girdles, we should not expect them to be around the same part
of the body ; one might be about the loins, and -another about
the paps, as in the Apocalypse; but here the one is about the
loins, and the other about the reins, which are in the same region
of the body. Nor is it a repetition of the same thing; for the one
is the girdle of" righteousness," and the other is the girdle of
.. faithfulness." The only solution of this difficulty which I have
been able to make is, that, while the loins refer to the outward
man, the reins refer to the inward man. This may seem fanciful,
but a little knowledge of the Hebrew way of speaking will convince us of the contrary. The reins are commonly used to denote
the seat of inward and deep emotion: "My heart was grieved;
and I was pricked in my rems " (Psalm lxxiii. 21). The arrows
of the Lord's quiver which pierce the deepest, are, both by Jere·
miah and Job, said to have entered their reins (Job xvi.. \.?~
Lam. iii. 13). What can be stronget tban tbat ,a,\.'t\~. ~~~ . .......
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23, " I am he which searcheth the hearts and trieth th6 reins?"
Again, in contrast with what is outward (Jer. xii. 2), I I Thou art
near in their mouth, and far from their reins." And in many
other, I had almost said all other, parts of Scripture, are the
reins used as the most inward part of a man, deeper sunk
into his being than the heart itself. In this way I have beeD
accustomed to explain that text spoken of our Lord (Psalm
xvi 7):" I will bless the Lord, who hath given me counsel;
my reins also instruct me in the night seasons; "-that, while he
walked all the day by the counsel of Jehovah, setting him
always before him, he derived instruction in the night season
from meditating upon his inward man: when all was dark
and silent, he saw God guiding the current of his thoughts; he
looked ill upon himself, and praised God for what he saw and
felt. If thiS be the true notion which the Hebrews had of the
reins, as the seat of the very inmost affections, then the reduplication pf our text is indeed very instructive: "Righteousness shall
be the girdle of his loins:" He shall rule all outward things
according to the moral law of God. As the girdle includeth
all the vestments of a man, so perfect conformity to God's will
should include all the actions of his government, go round and
bind in the earth as a cincture; and make all wickedness and
iniquity, cruelty and malignity, to disappear. "And faithfulness shall be the girdle of his reins:" He shall in his inmost
spirit be faithful unto his Father; he shall execute to the very
truth the word of God: every promise shall have its accomplish-.
ment: not one word of all that hath been uttered by God's
mouth but in him shall dwell and from him flow forth. Moreover,
unlike those wicked and unfaithful kings whom he had removed, and upon whom no dependence could be placed, carried .
away as they were by their ambitions and pleasures, perhaps
thwarted by a greater force andJower than their own; be
should be true as God, to be reli upon as God, faithful to
his very heart's feeling, without one single deviation; while nothing without should prevail to swerve him from his rooted purpose of perfect integrity. Such I conceive to be the simple
exposition of the passage,-that all the acts of his government
should be according to the law of God, given for the world, but
which no one save Christ hath kept; which then all men living
shall keep, or instantly be cut oft': and that all the acts of his
inward man should proceed upon the most entire faithfulness; no
hypocrisy, 110 formality. nothing for appearance; an inward truth
co-extensive with the outward act, a faithfulness co-extensive
with the righteousness. And what the consequence of such a
government will be, the Prophet straightway proceedeth to
lUlfold.
"The wolf also shall dwell with the Jamb, and the leopard shall
Ue down with the kid; am\ the ~a\~ 'a.1.\.~ \\\It. '~\l.\\.~ 11.Qn and the
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fatlingtogether; and a little child shall lead them. And the cow
and the bear shall feed; their young ones shall lie down together: and the lion shall eat stl'aw like the ox. And the suckling
child shall play on the hole of the asp, and the weaned chi<tdshall
put his hand on the cockatrice' den. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain: for the earth shllll be full of the
knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea " (vcrs. 6-9).
Those who interpret this of the effects of the Gospel upon the wildDess of the human heart, do certainly come far short of the mark,
besides breaking up the continuity and structure of the prophecy
altogether, which all along, up to this poin,t, hath borne a simple
literal interpretation. When I say literal, I do not mean to the
exclusion of the figures and metaphors with which it hath'
abounded; I mean honl!st, according to. the natural sense of such;
language, plain or figurative, as the prophet useth. There
hath been a state of the world applicable to the word of the
prophecy hitherto: it has had its realization in an historical
event, which either hath been or is to be.' It ·is not in one in=·
stance an allegorical delineation of the states of the regenerate
or unregenerate soul, but a regular prophecy of the Assyrian
and the Messiah; which so far hath'had accomplishment in fact,
and so far waiteth for accomplishment in fact. We hold it·
therefore to be the wildest empiricism, and utterlyinadniissib1e,'
for any interpreter at this point to start aside, and say, ' Now the·
prophet leaves his great subject of the Assyrian and Messiah,;
and d ips into the allegorical, to represent, by language proper to'
the Fairie Queen, Quarle's Emblems, or any other such poert1,
what will be the improvement wrought in the heart of man by'
the preaching of the GOl!pel.'And those who thus take it upon
them to interpret, are, as might be expected, the loudest to'
decry aU sllch as would bring ,them back to the honest and
simple truth. Nevertheless, we most willingly allow that it is
the province of the preacher to. make . his -own use of all those
historical events of Divine Providence for the end of teaching
lessons of divinity and morality; but first he must know what
the events are; and to lay them out clearly belongs to our preRent.
province of an interpreter.
Setting to a side, then, those allegorical interpretations where
no alleg.ory is found, we observe, that the only possible diversity
of opinion which can arise, between men of goodsonnd sense, in
considering this passage, is, whether it be intended for a
figurative or a literal description of the world, after, the
Assyrian's yoke is broken and Messiah's reign begun; whether, like the forest scenery introduced above, it be. used to represent a state of mankind under Christ, without any respect
whatever to the lower creation. It is common among the poet8~
and I have seen it also in ancient sculptures, to represent the
blessedness of mankind by the figure (}f a. \\tU~ c.\\\\\\ \~~\.~'{,~ ...
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lion and the lamb. I have such an one before me at present, upon
the cover of Palingenesia, which my admirable friend the author
(the Lord keep him!) told me was taken from an ancient gem,
wherein the ox and the lion are sporting together, and the serpent
looking innocently on; and Justice, or the personification of
some other virtue, writing on a stone table, is seated upon the
summit of a wheel: which, though I be not skilled in such
things, I easily interpret to signify, that, in the time when the
age of righteousness shall come round, the unclean and the
clean, the fierce and the mild, the cunning and the simple, shan
dwell in peace and enjoyment with one another. In toe Comprehensive Bible, which is now before me, I find a quotation
from an Eastern poet: 'Through the influence of righteousness, the hungry wolf becomes mild, though ill the presence of
the white kid.' And I doubt not many such examples might
be found in every language; conveying this profound truth, that
from the breach of the law of righteousness all moral evil was
introduced into the world, and with the restoration of moral
righteousness it shall depart away. The great truth is told out,
that the creatures were made subject to vanity, not of their own
will, but by reason of us; through whom they shall receive their
emancipation, in the day of the manifestatlOn of the sons of
God. Seeing. then, that it is not an unusual thing for poets
and artists to body forth that blessed age, to which all nations
that have any memory of antiquity look forward, by figures of
the kind before us in the text, I have no objection to its being
understood and interpreted as figurative language, containing
under it the delineation of the perfect harmony of human society,
the innocency of strength, the harmlessness of subtlety, the
bountifulness of power, and the subserviency of all to the
• child of reason. The forest having been completely hewn down,
the pruriency of nature regulated, the tendency of the earth to
produce briers and thorns corrected, the forest being turned into
a fruitful field; the figure were incomplete without tbe additional
account of the condition of the forest tribes-the wolf, the
leopard, the lion, the bear, the asp, the cockatrice-when their
haunts were utterly destroyed. This want is supplied by saying
that they shan quietly lie down beside the domestic cattle; the
tenants of the wood and wilderness beside the tenants of the
plain and fertile field, upon whose provender they will be content to feed; and all together be blessed in their conditions. To
this interpretation I object not; I believe it will be so; and that
this state of human society is contained somewhere in the bosom
of the prophecy. Whether it may be included in the preceding
verse, where rIghteousness and faithfulness, outward propriety
and inward integrity, are laid down as the basis of human
society; and whether another additional thing with respect to
the state of the lower cte~t\on be hen. Q.e"~t.\\)ed\ ma:y be made a;
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question; but that the thing above stated is really and substantially contained between them no one can doubt.
There is a beautiful confirmation of this method of interpretation in the thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth chapters of this
Prophet; where a certain portion of the earth, called Idumea
-which in· the Apocalypse is identified with the ten Roman
kingdoms, and expressly termed the land of God's cursebeing visited for its persecution of Zion. (xxxiv. 8.) [both
literal and spiritual], IS reduced to a most barren, noxious,
abominable condition; and into it, as a vile harbour, are
driven all the filthy and foul beasts of the earth, out of all
countries [" Babylon, the den of every unclean beast and the
cage of every foul bird "]; whereupon all other places of the earth,
which heretofore these wicked beasts had tenanted, are called
upon to rejoice because of the riddance which they had received,
and to blossom like the rose. By which highly figurative language the thing meant is, that, in the day when God rises to
right oppressed Zion, he will beat off from her desolate land
all spoilers, "the satyr, the screech owl, the great owl, the_
vultures "-that is, the wicked potentates of darkness, the strong
and valiant enemies of Christ-and gather them all into a land
of burning pitch and brimstone: upon whose dispossession that
land of his, which had been a wilderness, shall become glprious
as Lebanon, and excellent as Carmel and Sharon: and to the
land, thus cleansed and purified, and blessed with budding
beauty and flowing' plenty, the tribes of Israel shall return.
This glorious prophecy, which presents us Rome and her
vassal kingdoms in worse than Sodom's desolation, Zion and
the earth under her in Carmel's beauty and Lebanon's glory,
giveth much countenance to the interpretation which makes
these wild beasts in our text to be figures of the powerful wickednesses which are upon the earth, preventing its peace and
blessedness: these being ·put down with the Assyrian the
wicked one, the kingdoms which they wielded for mutual de~
struction shall all be guided and directed into the ways of
righteousness, zealous to aggrandize the meek and the poor in
spirit, who in that day shall inherit the earth. Or, as it is ex~
pressed in the key of all the prophecies, " And the nations of them
which are saved shall walk in the light of it, and the kings of the
earth do bring their glory into it" (Rev. xxi. 24). Nevertheless,
when this interpretation hath been admitted to be good so far
as it goes, it doth not contain the whole truth of the passage;
nor doth it exactly express the truth which it aimeth to express.
The key to these verses, 6, 7, 8, containing the beautiful description of peaceful and harmonious life, through all its gradations from the child to the serpent, is not to be found so much
in the verse preceding them, which gives the cause no doubt ~(
that blessed society, as in the .verle wh\c.h i()\\()~\\ \.\\.~'\.1.\., ~~~
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.taining the nature and the effects of it. In verse 9, which iu.
follows; " They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain; for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the
waters cover the sea;" is to be found the proper key to the figurative language contained in the three verses preceding. God's holy
mountam is mount Zion in Jerusalem, where his temple stood;
of which such glorious things are spoken in the latter day, when
.. the mountain of the Lord's house shall be exalted on the top of
the mountains, and aU nations shall How unto it" (Isai. ii. 1). Now
the thing asserted is, that" they shall not hurt nor destroy in aU
God's holy mountain:" and the question ariseth, Of whom is this
spoken? ,The answer is, Of those powers described by the bear
and the hon a·nd the wolf and the serpent, who for so many agel
have had the mastery of God's holy mountain. in Jerusalem
(" The boar out of the wood doth waste it, and the wild beast of
the forest doth devour it.") All these shall be expelled in that
day when" the Lord shall beat off from the channel of the river
unto the str.eamof Egypt" (Isai. xxvii. 12). There shall not be
a son of wickedness to hurt the peace 01' taint the purity of hi.
holy mountain, but otherwise (Psal. Ixvii. 9): "Because of thy
temple at Jerusalem shall kings bring presents unto thee:" " All
they that be fat on earth shall eat and worship; all. they that
go down to the dust shall bow before him in that day, when the
kingdom is the Lord's, and he is the Governor among the nations" (Psal. xxii). Who these fat ones are, is sufficiently
declared in the former part of the Psalm: they are the same who
compassed him about in his humiliation; "dogs," " lions,"
Ie unicorns," and" strong bulls of Bashan;" the mighty potentates and lawless rulers of the earth; who are ever thus represented in the Prophets, and particularly in Daniel and the
Revelations. And wherefore is It that God's holy mountain
shall be thus peaceful and undefiled? (" Rejoice, 0 Gentiles,
with my people: ") it is " because the whole earth shall be filled
with the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea."
There shall be no such thing as unrighteousness and injustice
upon the earth; and, consequently, there shall be no unjust ones.:
or, to state the truth in its proper sequence, because there shall
be no unjust and unrighteous ones, there shall be no injustice
nor unrighteousness. And why no unjust nor unrighteous ones 1
because" the knowledge of the Lord shaH cover the earth, as
the waters cover the sea." Every where he shall be acknowledged; and every where this acknowledgment flhall yield ..he
peaceable fruit of righteousness. It shall not be any more an
election, but a universality, of confessors and worshippers. Light
shall stream upon the earth from H the New Jerusalem whIch
cometh down from heaven," and the nations sJ1all walk in the
light thereof: "The law shall go forth from mount Zion, aQi the
word of the Lord .from 3eTuft\~U\:' 'rb.~ il\ tbe.tee..on wbj men
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shan say, "Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain of the
.Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us in
his ways, and we will walk in his paths." And up thither shall
they go, to the holy mountain of the Lord: the lions and· the
leopards, the wolves and the bears and the asps, shall creep
thither, and the cockatrices shall fly thither; and there shall
they be mingled in peace with the bullocks and the kids and the
lambs which were wont to be brought thither in sacrifice; the clean
and the unclean together worshipping their common God and
Saviour, through wnom the middle wall of partition hath been
broken down. They shall not hurt nor destroy, but feed and
worship and rejoice together in the Lord God of Israel. This
I take to be the true idea contained in the text before us-namely,
that there shall not be upon the earth one creature, man or
beast, who shall not be acceptable before the Lord in his holy
mountain; observant of the holiness thereof, free to come up, and
acceptable in the presence of the Lord of hosts, who dwelleth
there: being, as I conceive, much the same with that truth
which is thus expressed by Zech. xiv. 16, 17: "And it shall
come to pass, that every one that is left of all the nations which
came against Jerusalem, shall even go up from year to year to
worship the King the Lord of hosts, and to keep the feast of
tabernacles: and it shall be, that whoso will not come up of all
the families of the earth unto Jerusalem, to worship the King
the Lord of hosts, even upon them shall be no rain."
I have purposely separated the question, whether this passage
do not also contain hope to the lower creation, being deSirous to
keep as long as possible upon common ground. And now, having
fully brought out the interpretation of it regarded as a figure, I
now go further, and say, that I believe it contains a literal truth
as well as a figurative one; the truth, that the lower creatures,
who by man's fall were plunged into cruelty and blood, shall, in
the time here contemplated, be redeemed from that evil condition,
and dwell in harmony with one another. In the I?rophetical
style, the figurative and the real are wonderfully intermixed, to the
utter confusion of the rules of the technical rhetorician; insomuch
that, if I err not, Dr. Blair, the father of OUT Scottish school of
taste) which however has less to do with Scotland than with any
land; true indigenous Scottish intellect, and deep Scottish feeling,
having ever rejected it as a miserable and unnatural importation
from' the cold-hearted and infidel school of France) could find
only one complete and faultless metaphor or figure in the Old
Testament, which is not mixed with the literal: for nothing do
they abhor so much as a mixed metaphor. Poor word-slaves!
how insufferable ye are! What puny minds, bound in fetters of
feebleness! Ye should imitate God's word, and not ask God's word
to imitate you. If ye had the same fr~ rieh spirit, ye would
have the same free and rich language. But, ~\.'n "3()~"t '\'\\.\~~~~
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canons of taste and criticism, ye have now, these fifty yean, beea
starving the free and deep spirit of the Scottish people with cormct
and elegant compositions, aBle term them, which have in them
no nourishment of truth, an are as little entitled to the name
of sermons aB is my child's toy to the name of that real thing
which she fancies it to be. Oh, I abhor and nauseate,as much as
any Scottish peasant who wears the blue bonnet, these empty,
heartless, feckless, foisonleu productions of what is called the
moderate school of~cotch preaching, at the head of which standi
the Rhetorical Professor referred to above.-But, to retum from
a digression which the bitter memory of many blighted parishes
of my native land forced me into, I observe again, that it is the
use and wont of the prophetic style to intermingle the figurative and the literal: for this reason, that truth is one; and the
creation, in all its parts, an expression of that one truth. The
similitudes are therefore not accidental resemblances, but real,
though diversified, expressions of the same truth. The figures
of the ScriptUl'es taken from nature are the Holy Spirit'. expositions of what nature was fashioned and is preserved, to body forth,
concerning the one purpose of God, which is complete in Christ.
For those rhetoricians, who neither know nor believe this, it may
be very well to insist that the similitude shall be told out, in order
that we may see whether it be a true similitude or not: but for
those who understand the deeper secrets of nature, who are nature's tl'Oe poets and bards, and have in them somewhat of the
holiness of the prophet, inasmuch al they are conversant with the
realities. and not WIth the mere shows of things, it will ever be the
privilege and the inclination to fall in, more or less, with the method of the Prophets; which is, to pass out of one region of creation into another-the elemental, the vegetable, the animal, the
intellectual, the spiritual-by means of that clue of Divine dillcernmeI;1t with whIch the spintual man i. gifted, of whom it is said,
that" he judgeth all things, but he himself is judged of no one."
The instances of this secret and sudden transition from the
figurative to the real are numerous in this very prophecy:
indeed, just as numerous as the number of figurel employed,
for there is not one instance to the contrary. In viiI. 6-8
there is a notable example of the mixed metaphor, at which our
critics might find mighty amusement; where the Assyrian is at
once a river overflowing, and a bird with wings. In x.16-19, he
.is a forest, a herd offat cattle, a fruitful field with soul and body.
whose destruction is like the fainting of a standard-bearer.
In xi. I Messiah is a Branch; in ver. 2 he i. a man full of
the Spirit: and so forth, in almost every instance of a regularly
formE;d figure. But if we l'efer to mere slI!lilitudes, then they are
heaped up one upon another fl'om all regIons of nature. Thi. i.
tbe manner of the Prophets, and I take it of uninspired men
also, according al the-y at~ ~l\.Q.\\.t.Q. ,oI\\\\' 'm.~~ "6X\\\. 'm.()~e of the
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Spirit of wisd-<Jm alld understanding. N () objection, therefore,
is i.t, to say of -th& figure before us that it passeth likewise into
the literal; for the wonder would be that it should not. Now,
while we Im;intain the figurative sense, upon the grounds already
set out, we see many indications of the unfigurative also: as when
it is said, ver.6, •• And a }.jttle child shall lead them." This
must be understood either as conferring a literal and plain
sense upon the wolf, the: leopard, the kid, the calf, the young
lwn. and the fatling ;or the whole mnst be taken as an aIlegorica;~ painting" which we have already rejected. There would
be no propriety in making a child to lead the great and
mighty men of the earth; but there is great beauty in a child
leading these various beasts in one band of union and peace: it
shews, not only the departure of their mutual instincts of destructiveness and fear one toward another, but likewise their return
of their comlll()n subordination to man; and presents us with all
creation yielding its neck, not to the wise tamer, or the strong
subduer, or the crafty catcher of the creatures, but to the face
and image of upright mall) stamped upon the weakness, the art'lessness, the helplessness of a child.-There seems to me, again,
another indication of the-plain and literal sense in the words of
the se~nth verse: If And the lion shall eat straw like the ox.'''
Th.- could noG, without great refinement indeed, suggest itself
1:& One who- had only the figurative sense in his mind. That the
iiOft' sRouM not devour the ox, is of easy and natural applicationfrom the figure to the thing set forth by it; but that the lion
should eat straw like the ox, is a refinement which I think will'
ltardly be found, in the Prophets. But, taking it literally, it
dGth declare the law of thetr being to be changed, which at
present is univellsaUy, and in all conditions, to feed on flesh: not
ollliythat they wi11notdestroy and devour one another, which isthe
Tery instinct of many wild animals, and of some appears to be the
ahief end of their bemg; but, if flesh be pres~Bt~ to them, they
.ill not use it fbr food, but reject it as- muew as they now reject
straw.-The next verse, "And the suck~ng ehil$! shall play on
the hole of the asp, a:nd the weaned chIld shall put hiS hand
on the coekatl'ice den." can, I think, admit of mterpretation
only in the literal sense; for as a figure I cannot tell what it
means.· It means, one may say, that the simplest of mankind
may safely entrust himself with men naturally of the most deep
and malignant character. But this, methinks, would have been
better expressed by taking two animals; and it hath already
been sufficiently expressed by bringing the wolf and the lamb
to dwell together. It may be said, mOI'eover, that the figure of
general pacificatiun being once begun, the rich and exuberant
sp'irit of prophecy carries- it onward, and finishes with this beautiful climax. I answer, that I find no such playful use or unneeessary' e"X'pense of words· among th~ -p!()~\\~\2; "lIb.'\:)U\. \.\\.~ ~
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I study the more I admire, as gaining their end by the most ai.mpIe,
short, and exact methods. But, being understood literally • it
is written, it brings out a most beautiful and appropriate .....
ing,-thattheenmitybetween the serpent'saeed and the . 0. . . .'.
seed should then be at an end: that the aerpent should lID
longer, as the deodand for the horrid crime of which he had be
the tool, be doomed to be the most deadly enemy of his 1118811r,
man; but, the redemption being completed, between the child
of woman and the serpent there should be h&\"lllony: his ....
tlety should not betray the child, his venom should not hurt tile
. child: he should be delivered from the sore badge of his hatiDc
been a party to the great calamity of the Fall.
On these accounts I do see, besides the figurative, which
doubtless is present, a literal sense to be also present; and caD,
even were there no other passage than this one, believe that it
contains the promise of a deliverance to the lower creation aIIO,
and a restoration of that state of willing service and sweet 0bsequiousness to the body of man, for which they were 0ri2inaDJ
created,and to which they are still bent, but not without thelabcRir
and ingenuity of mankind. I am however thankful that a doctrine of such importance doth not rest upon this alone, but hath a
distinct revelation in every part of Scripture. I think. that ia
the ver.r laying on of the curse, both upon woman and upon maD,
it is eVIdent, t11at, while death was the proper consequence of the
transgression itself, those additions of woman's pains in childbirth and gum's toils with an ungrateful world, were impoeed
in consequence of the manner of the transgression: woman's,
because she listened to the serpent; man's, because he listened to
the woman. These additions to death are the bad~ and the
consequence of the serpent's dominion: and when thiS shall he
taken away, when" that wicked" shall be destroyed by the bril[htness of the coming of the Lord, and the Lord himself 8halI
possess the earth; then, believe I, that from flesh, and from
the earth, of which he hath received the lordship, these sorrowful
badges of Satan's lordship shall depart, and con~ tokens of
the Blessed One who rules shall be felt, in the dehverance of
woman from her woful pains of conception and child-birth,
and of man from the grinding misery of subjecting and reclaiming the wildness and savageness of inferior nature: and yet
that death shall remain, the sign of a fallen and impotent creature; yet death not at large, but in the keeping of Him who
is Lord likewise of death, to inflict it upon the wicked. if ever
wickedness shall spring forth; until the end of the Millennium, when death also shall be destroyed, and creaturel
under the condition of the first death shall give place for
creatures unchangeably under the condition of the aecood
death. These ideas are not thrown out at random. but can be
supported bl Scn~\\l.-re, U\.\\. U~ l\.~"tmy to the ana.Iou of
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the faith. This, however, we have not room nor occasion to
do at this time; but one of them-to wit, the redemption of the
lower creatures from their present evil condition-we are called
upon to authenticate. For this end we refer to the lxv th chapter of our Prophet, where these things are told us concerning
the "new heavens and the new earth:" (ver. 17) the present
condition of things is to have no memorial nor vestige left of
any kind: (ver. 18) the Jews, and Jerusalem their city, are to
be for the rejoicing and the joy of that blessed order of things; its
metropolis, its sanctuary, the ruler of its ascendant, as Rome
hath been of the darkness and cruelty: (ver. 19) in her shall be
no weeping nor sorrow £l'om whatever source, no calamity of providence, nor afBictive accident of any kind: (ver.20) when
death doth come, it shall not come prematurely, but in the full
maturity of years; and if it do fall prematurely, it will be only
upon those whom men will consider as a curse, and shall rejoice to
see removed; and even in such a case one taken away at a
hundl'ed years of age shall be accounted to have died in" his
childhood: (ver. 21) they shall not die from their possessions,
nor be molested therein, but shall have a life as long as the trees
which they plant and the houses which they build; "for mine
elect shall wear out [margin] the work of their hands:" (ver. 23)
their labour of the ground shall not be, like Adam's, with the
sweat of the brow; nor, as it is now, labour bestowed upon a
cursed soil, which will ever be running to weeds and briers and
thorns; nor shall they bring forth children, like Eve, with trouble;
because in place of the curse of God a blessing hath passed
upon them, of which blessing this happy state of things is the
possession: (ver. 24) in their dependence upon God and prayers
to him they shall not have to wait an answer; "but while they
call, I will answer; and while they are yet speaking, I will
hear:" (ver. 25) the enmity of the animals to one another shall
depart away; and they shall all return, as they were originally
created, to eat the grass of the ground; and the serpent shall not
seek any prey, but be contented with the dust of the ground.Now, surely, in such a succession of literal descriptions, where
the change of man's condition occupies the chief part, and is
described in plain language, no one will so far violate the
rules of all interpretation as not to understand the last verse
in a literal and plain sense also; will not so violate the honour
of God's word, as to wrest it away from its plain meaning, to
support a prejudice; will not so violate the charity which
we owe to every creature, and forget the mercy which a good
man hath for his beast, as to strike out from this magna
charta of the hopes and privileges of the world the .place
which God hath assigned to the animal creation; who, as they
fell with the first Adam, and have suffered with him, ou~ht to
,rise with the second Adam, when he shall have cut. th.~ \\.~~"\.\ ~~\. ~
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for with them also, even with them, hath he a certain community,
in that hil!! body was made from the dust of the ground. To- she",
bow clearly the whole passage is connected with that (or the
illustration of which we have introduced tltis short aaalysia 01
ita: coatent&-, behold, ill coneludes with the very IQm6 warde:
II They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy lIlOQ'Dtains, saith
th Lord." More proofe I shall not bring lonmrd; osly, for
the IllAelioration of elemental and vegetable oft-tare, I refer to
the xcvi th and xcviii th Psalms. lJ nder Measiah's' gfWemment,
enry thing which Satan won and holds· in thraldern, stlafl: be
wen baek to freedom, and cODstitured under Him in Messed.
mI88: and for this all creation waiteth; aceorEling to the «teeI8'ration of the Apostle Paul (Rom. viii. 19-23), who haci loter
~ws and deep sympathies' with these thiRgS: .. For the- earnest
ezpectation of the creature waiteth for th manifestation ef the'
1I8ll. of God. Fer the creature was made subject. t& .anity,
not willingly, but by reason of him who hath subjected the
..me' in hope: because the ereature itself also shalt be deli¥ered
from the bondage of e011'ftption into the glorious liberty of thechildTeft of God. For we know that the whole creation groaneth'
and tra'9'aileth in paiJ?-' ttogethel' until no,,:: and not o.n!y they,
but eurselves also, which' have' the first muts of the Splnt, even·
we ourselv-es· groan within ollrselves, waiting for the adoptien, too
wit, the redemption of our body."
And now.we should. proceed to the last ~etld (jf the prophecy,
the restoration and tnumph of Israel, which we bad' hoped to
include in this Interpretation; but it is a subject 8& lal'ge, and· so
distinct, that we refer it till another opportunity, God· willing.

• ••
ON THE DUTY OF STUDYING UNF"ULFILL£D l'R·OPHECY.NO. 11.
INPIDEI;ITT assume.· vanous··forms,.according to the diffilrent
parts which it is employed to ex~ut8 of the great scheme of
Satan. Sometimes It walks in the high places of Atheism, and
teaches tbe fool to say in his heart there is no God';" and
at other seasons it descends from this pre.eminence of wickedness, to draw the man of prouder understanding into dreary
mazes of endless uncertainty. Now it affects a veneration. fOil
the beautiful testimony to Godhead borne by the works of creation; but holds it altogether weak and ridiculous to imagine
that the ineffable Deity, of whom they speak, should in any
Ipecial manner reveal himself to a creature so short-lived and
inconsiderable as· man: and again. in the borrowed garb of
humility, it confesses that the· momllty of the Bible. is pu~ aDd
elevated;. but insinuates that th6~ are some IItI'a1lge'aud; improH
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bable passages in the .course of its miraculous story. In all
such varieties, however, of external manifestation, the characters
distinctly appear of the same cunning and d.estructive principle.
fashioning ltself into these and into every intermediate sbape
of unbelief, from the avowed blasphemy of the first to the
questioning deferen{!e of the last mentioned, only that it may
the more successfully adapt its temptations to the diversified
habits and prejudices of men. When it shuts the eyes of the
Atheist against all evidence of a Divine existenoo, and when,
in the dehrium of his troubled dream, it roams through his disordered fancy the dismal image of eternal anihilation, it work.
in his rash and moody spirit the same ruinous aversion to truth
which in the repose of the self-complacent mind it effects by
the refinements of a less dal'ing scepticism.
And not over these alone, Its professed disciples, does the
spirit of unbelief hold its dark and delusive sway. Atheist·
and Sceptic are words at the sound of which many would
turn away in horror. who, notwithstanding, might find, in their
own contempt of unexamined truth much of their blackest and
most fearful impOl't. He who can perceive in the rise and fall
of kings and empires nothing more than the alternate success
and fallure of human sagacity, IS not far removed from the state of
him who attributes all to the operation of blind chance; and both
arc but ill prepared to admit the existence of a Being who controuls
at once the machinery of the universe and the energies ofindividual creatures; who rules in the kingdom of men, giving the
"power and the greatness of them to whomsoever he will" (Dan.
iv. 25), and without whom so much as a H sparrow cannot fall to
the ground." And the difference is evidently in degree, and
not In kind, between that wickedness which elevates the idol
Chance to the place of Divine Providence, and that which sets
any system of man's device into the stead of the word of God.
Yet in these times, and amongst those who profess to believe in
the Christian Revelation, there are many who speak and act
as if God took no cognisance of the government of nations;
and many more who, as we shall soon see, pI'efer the dreams of
human imagination to the sure and abiding declarations of the
All-Faithful One. Nor is Intldelity less to be dreaded though
she thus put aside the hideousness of her native undisguise, and
move in the gentle form and seemly bearing of an angel of light.
It is thus that she may be found In the temple of God, at the
right hand of the "man of sin," and, like him, " exaltin~
himself above all that is called God and that is worshipped; ,
changing times and laws; shutting up from the people of God
those parts of his word, and assuming the right of exclusive
interpretation over the remainder; nor stopping, under pretence
of Christian authority, to set aside the commands themselves of
Christ.
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. . . Now.. ··as unbelief is not confined to the schools. of Atheism,
and 88 -doubt and question are often made of Christian troth
.·where·the declared sceptic would be regarded with abhorrence;
'·10 this last antichristian form of infidelity is not confined within
the visible boundaries of the Church of Rome •• The subtle device
of Satan has succeeded but too well amongst members even of
Protestant churches; and it is to this, the most plausible perhaps,
bat certainly not the least dangerous, form of infidelity, tbat the
modem objection to the study of unfulfilled prophecy-which in
my Jast paper I proved to be her legitimate ()ifspring-properly
:belongs. 1t is tIie same spirit which in the Church of Rome
;forbids the reading of the Scriptures in general, and which any
where else dictates what portions of it may be read, and what
other parts ought to be passed over as obscure and unprofitable: and in both it is equally opposed to the expre88 commandment of God. 'Read not, Oil pain of 11l1JU;riti01l,' says
the Papal power: U Search the Scriptures," is the injunction of
our Lord Jesus Chrir.t. 'Prophecy is a dark suldect, and ;t iI
klle,. to ItQ'fJe it uftcomidered,' is the favourite maxim of many
in this age. who take much credit for their wisdom and 'prudence; but the words of the Holy Ghost are, "Ye bave also Ii
more sure word of prophecy, U1lto which !Ie do 'lDeU to ta/tt
MM, as ""to a light which shineth iI. a dark place." How
nearly, therefore, both the Papal and Protestant objecton to
the utility of the word of God, whether in whole or in part,
are allied to the declared unbeliever, it is not difficult to perceive.
. But man will look into futurity. The soul which God put
within him, when he "breathed into his nostrils the breatl) of
ilfe," was not made for time; and even in the wreck of its
present misery it possesses capacities and desires which may not
be .atisfied but With the perfection of a new creation's blessedness, and with happiness the duration of which is eternal as its
own. The future, therefore, is proverbially the inheritance of
man ': and from the fleeting and melancholy character of hiB
preset\t life he is ever turning away with unsated wish, and
dil'ecting his inquiries towards coming things, if haply he may
find in their infinitude some trace of a stabler and more lasting
home. There is but one light which can pierce the murky
cloud that conceals eternity from his \Tiew, and reveal to the
vision of his faith "a city which hath foundations," .. an inheritanoe which fadeth not away:" and that light is the promise
of God, the yet-unfuljilled promise of God. Whatsoever, therefore, is not found written In the unfulfilled prophecies of Scripture, concerning the destinies of these heavens and earth, and
of angels and men, their inhabitants, is the invention of man,
and entitled to no more credit than the elysium of ¥irgil or the
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Purgatory of Dante; yet our intense desire to know what awaits
us in the habitations of eternity must lead us into such dreams,
if we will reject the only sure and infallible guide into such
mysteries. This is the error into which those have gone who
maintain the dogma that Christians should not search into
the meaning of such parts of Holy Writ as have their aecomplishment in events which are yet before us. Having seen,
in the course of the present investigation, that this proposition
haR its origin in infidelity in general, and that it is the special
offspring of antichristian unbelief; it will appear the less surprismg, that, with a subtlety equalled only by the inconsistency of
their argument, its defenders have brought it forward to establish
a system on the very subject into the investigation of which they
forbid us to enter. Strange as it may seem, it is not the less
true, that the very men who hold it rash and imprudent to pry
into the mysterious predictions of unfulfilled prophecy, do not
hesitate to lay before us a theory of future history, far more minute and particular than any which students of prophetic Scripture, whether ancient or modern, have pretended to know. The
glories of a coming Millennium they pourtray in colours as
bright as their fancies can supply: the means by which it shall
be established, and the characteristics of its dispensation, they
relate with the minuteness of storied detail. And as the
authority of the Pope, while it forbids in general the reading of
the Bible, yet permits .. the faithful," who are willing to make
.. tke undivided sacrifice of their u7Iderstanding," and receive.
the words of God in the monstrous and contradictory sense of
his interpreters, to make full and free use of it; so, If we will
but first receive the system of those who forbid the reading of
unaccomplished prophecy, and promise to twist and alter
the words of the predictions till they shall bend to confor~
mity with it, then may we also read even the xxivth chapter
of St.' Matthew, or the xxi st of' St. Luke, the pal'1lbles of
our Lord without exception-nay, we may look into the OldTestament Prophets, and into the Apocalypse itself. It is
admitted, accordingly, that Jeremiah (xxxi. 31) says of the
blessed Millennium, that those who partake of its happiness
.. shall teach no more every man his brother and every man his
neighbour, saying, Know the Lord; for all shall know him, from
the least of them unto the greatest of them :" but we are to understand the holy prophet as saying, that the glory of that period
shall consist in the universal preaching of the Gospel. The
Scriptures declare (Acts i.) that" the same Jesus whom tbe
diSCIples saw ascend into heaven, shall so come in like manner
as he went into beaven" (that is, in his proper person); and
(Rev. xx. 4, 5; v.9, 10) "that he shall reign with his people
on the earth:" but by the coming of Clpist we are required to
understand that he shall remain in h_~t\.; at\.~ "\\.\.a ,~\.~~ ~
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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with his saints on the earth, we must believe to signify his
sending the Holy Spirit to the place where he is already, the
hearts of his people.-N or do these fanciful theorists stop to ~
$he relative time of the day of judgment, though upon no better
ground than that it suits their system. St. Peter (2 Pet. iii.
13) tells us that the new heavens and new earth mentioned by
Isaiah (In. 17), and which all acknowledge to be the Mille.unial
state, are to be established after the " passing away of the
heavens with a great noise," and the I I melting of the elements
with fervent heat," " the burning up also of the earth and of the
works that are therein :" but the system in question has it, that
the day of final retribution and the conflagration of the earth
are synchronous, and do not take place till after the thousand
years of felicity have run their course.-The prophecy above
referred to, in Rev. xx., is given in these words: "And I saw
thrones, and they sat on them, and judgment was ~iven unto
them: and I saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the
witness of Jesus, and for the word of God, and which had not
worshipped the beast, neither his image, neither had received
his mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and they
lived ,and reigned with Christ a thQusand lears: but the rest
of the dead bved not again till the thousan years were finished.
This ill the first resul"l'eotion." Now, a simple-minded man, whQ
understands the word" death" to mean the separation of the
80ul and the body. and" living again" to denote their re-union.
would read this passage as predicating of certain persons, therein
described, that they would rise from the dead into the perfection
of a new life at least a thousand years before certain others.
But the system of future history, of which I now speak, will
DOt admit this order ofthings j and therefore its supporters have
attempted, by the help of sophistry, to explain the passage as
teaching that ~here is but one time for the general resurrection
of the dead. Because, say they, St. John "saw the S9~8 of
them that had bee~ beheaded," ,&c. "live again and reign with
Christ a thousand years," therefore he means a spiritual re8ur~
rection-that is, godly people, whQ resemble the martyrs in holi~
nellS of life, inc\'easing greatly in number and prosperity. So
that I f souls of those who were beheaded," &c. mean persons of
other men; and the "living again," and I f resurrection" of
people once dead, mean the coming into the world by ordinary
birth of successive generations !-Finally, reason suggests to us
that this beautiful and goodly world, which God made for the
habitation of the creature of his love, who was formed after his
own image, will not be suffel'ed to fall into the hands. for ever,
of God's enemy. And floly Wl'it confirms the truth: .. The
Imrth abideth fQr ever:" "The creation (reT""',) itself also shall
J,e delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glori9uI
liberty of the IOns Q{ Goo. n <",~~ll\. ~"'i. 2.l). But the ,Iystem
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in question teaches, that so soon as the· general assize is
passed, or while it is yet passing, th~ earth shall begin to consume in its last fires; and that, having received their respective
sentences, the righteous shall return with Christ to heaven, aDd
the wicked shall retire to their place of eternal torment; leaving.
the earth to perish, a trophy of Satan's victory.~These leading
things, with many additional minutire t the dogmatists give forth
as the only rational system of belief with regard to futurity; a.
system which eertainly has this to distinguish it from that ot
any Chiliast, that it is not founded on that mysterious and
dreaded thing the unfulfilled part of prophetic Scripture, but
is the legitimate child of human imagination.
.
And this is the theory of spiritual interpretation, as it has been
called, to which those would have UI!i yield ourselves who claim
a monopoly of " the wisdom and prudence of the day." Verily
it is not to the wise a.nd prudent, but unto babes, that truth has
been revealed. Here, we have already Been, is no system of interpretation, bot a system of formal contradiction. Accordingly.
we find that this allegorical and figurative reading of prophecIes
not given allegorically or symbolically, has been treated by the.
true church as heresy, ever since, in the fourth and fifth centuries,
it began to insinuate itself along with the other papal errors:
and, defended though it be by many in these times" who profese
and call themselves Christians," it is but the echo of the false
and hollow theology of the present day to the miserable sneer
of the infidel of the last century. H The revolution of nearly
JROO yeara" (says Gibbon, speaking of the hope which the early
Christians held of the coming of Christ to the earth to reign
with hie. saints,) H has taught us to be cautious how we press too
Closely to their literal meaning such expressions of Scnpture a&
describe things to come." Dr. Hamilton of Strathblane. a&-&lerts that they are" enthusiasts," I I led away by their fancy,"
" men of poor intellect," and many more things which decency
forbids me to repeat, who look for the personal reign of Christ
On earth during the Millennium. The difference .between
Gibbon's version of this sentiment and that of Dr. Hamilton, is
only in the compal'lttive scurrility with which it is given; and
here the balance is greatly in favour of the diyine. The Holy
Ghost says by St. Peter (2 Pet. iii. 3). " Knowing this first"
(i. e. as of prime importance, TOVTO 1TpiilTOJ' 'YtJ'WO'k'OJ'TEt) "that
there shall come in the last days scoffera, walking after their own
lusts, and saying, Where is the promiae of his coming? for since
the fathers fell asleep all things continue as they were from the
beginning of the creation."
In the remarks which I have further to make upon this most·
important question, I shall take the liberty of uSlDg the terms
• See Dr. HamiUon'i Dermee, &..~.
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figuratifJe. and spi"itlfal. to denote this scheme of al18«O~~
the language of unfulfilled prophecy; not becaufie I think. thet
8()nvey the fuU meaning of its definition, but because, being used
by the supperte1'8 of that system, they are upon the wbole,the
least objectionable I am able to select: Bnd for the same I"SIIiIDl
I shall employ the word literal to signify what I hold to be the
true method of interpreting prophetio language, which. hefole
proceeding fl1tther, I shall stop to explain.
. .,'
W ritteD language is the art of conveying ideas fromtbe mind
.f one being to that of another. ·by means of certain sips
called words; and may be diTided into two kinds-namel"
simple and figurative. . Simple lan~age is that which present.
ideas to the mind of the reader without the assistance of a:aIJ
image besides: as when we say. "David the 'son of Jeaae
reigned over Israel;" or. " Man that is born of a woman· hath
·but a soort time to live. and is full of misery."
....,
Figuratiye language is that which, by referring to some-image
or idea with which the mind of the reader is already faIllilial,
aDd which has SOlDe resemblance to the idea intended' to· be
cooveyed~ enables him more fully to . comprehend· the· lattet1
Thus,·in the B8l'ltence, " He cometh up and is cut down iike.
Jiower; be fleeth as it were a mad ow, .and never continueth ill
·one-stay·; " ·by poiuting, on the tablet of the reader-'.'memory.
to·the:idea of 1\ fiGwet", which he has seen growing in the ·l~iaa.
.ofits·bloo,. 8l'ld saddenly withering at tbestroke of the mower,
Aftd· to' -that· ofa shadow. now seen and in one moment nuish~
'far ever, the notion of the brevity and frailnees of our·¥~
life·.· muah more strikingly suggested to his understanding·thaD
it' could· ,have' been by counting the short number ofitH yeats,
or by relating. the accidents by which it might not reachleven
to the illid of tbeirlimited term.
. '.' ,; I
.. Now the books of, the holy Prophets, like all other,writi.,
whether Mcred or profane, are composed in one or other of these
forms of·language: and as it would be difficult to conceive the
perversion of ·understanding by which anyone could soppote
the third verse of the First Psalm to assert, that the righteous
man shall aotually become·a .tree flourishing by a river's briak.
and covered with the honours of branch and leaf and!.pulpy
fruit; so not leSSgt'OEIiI is the· blunder by which some, hue
imagined thattbe word souls, in Rev. xx. 4, means; notthe8buls
of the pe1'80DS there described, but, both the '011./' «nd·bodiuej
.generationsajter'tllat'd, to be born·.
.' ' .. ; ,
, To underatand words; then, in their plain and obvioua I&nle.
·Qnd figures and allusions as they were universally. applied! ·in
the time, country, and tongue· of the writer, I hold to be·.the
common key to aU language, sacred and profane, and thellefore
I
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to that of the prophecies, fulfiUed 'or untulfiiled, of·theOid'&od
New Testaments.
".'
. ':l';''''; ;,; , , '
Nor· do those "prophecies which, being presieIlted, to I the
mind of the seer in dreams and visions of tbe;'rigbt~· Me
necessarily given by symbols and images taken foom the' .king-dom of' nature, form any exception to this rule. Th~ language
is that of simple narration, whose meaningcann()t be miaun..
derstood, which tells. us (Dan. vii. 2) .that thePrGphet·" saw
in his vision by night, and, behold, the four winds of'the
heaven strove upon the great sea; and foul" great. beasts came
up from the sea, divers, one from another." . And the words are
not more 'obscure in which the angel (verse17) ins.truets Daniel,
that" these great beasts, which are four, are four kings, which
shall arise out of the earth." In like manner, when It isBaid.,
in Rev. i. 12, that St. John U saw seven golden; candlestick,
and in the midst of the seven candlesticks one like'llnto ,the
Son of Man, clothed with a garment down to .the foot, and girt
about the paps with a golden girdle: his head and hishain
were white, like wool, as white as snow; and his eyes were as a
flame of fire; and his feet like unto fine brass. as if they bomed
in a furnace; and his voice as .the sound of· many waters; atil
he had in his right hand seven stars; and ont of his mouth
went a sharp two-edged sword; and ·his coont~ance WIIS as; the
~un shineth in ~is stren~~h;" e!,ery reader will ha.ve· a ,perfect
Jdea of the magmficent vIsion whIch the fa'NUrec:l.ApOlitle-saw.
But what the golden candlesticks mean; .what is- ,the l mysfJery
of the seven stars; and who He is, the Mighty-,who i waa, H,lib
unto the son of man," must be leamed from ,higher';8ntbollity
than that of human ingenuity: Verse 17, "And. he·lia.id. htis
ha.nd uron me, saying unto me, Fear not: I am the.FinitWld the
Last; am he that hveth and was dead,and, behold,l·am,alille
for evermore, Amen; and have the keys of hell, and of ~ath
~ ••• The mystery of the seven stars which thou sawest:in·~
right hand, and the seven golden candlesticks: The seven'stars
are the angels of the seven 'churches, and the seven candlestioks
which thou sawest are the seven churches." There is, therefore,
no insurmountable difficulty in the language of prophetio ;holy
Scripture, the meaning of which may be ascertained by the lame
means which enable us to explain the woms of any other book.
But prophecy speaks of God, whose being is incomprehensible, and whose perfections are infinite: it treats of his ways,
which are unsearchable; and of his judgments, which are past
finding out. It traces the workings of his great designs ·in the
histories of human greatness and -of human desola.tioo.: .. It
guides the-mind through the chequered history of thia world,
from the ·time of its onginallapse till that of its glorious restitution, when the mystery of God shall be finished, sin and
Sa.tan for ever conquered, and thE) last enemy destroy.ed; when"

Aru:ient Jewish Prophecy.
the providence of the all-bountiful and all-just One shall .tand
forth fair and mighty, the admiration of the unive11l8; when, in
the creature redeemed and in the .creature un fallen alike, God
&hall be proved to be all in all. And therefore prophecy is a
revelation to faith, and not .to understanding-as indeed is eTery
word of Nature and Scripture which speaks of the mysteriDa.
things of God-and every attempt of man to approach tb.
mighty subject armed with the "hows?" and the "wherefores 1" of the self-conceited philosopher, is Infidelity, pure
tmd unqualified Infidelity. But as we proceed in this investigation-wnich I shall continue, if the Editor of this work. permit
me, in several papers to come-we shall find that the ,pi,.itflal
interpretation of prophecy (which I have above defined) is founded
wholly and entirely on such opposition of the human understanding to the simple declarations ofOod'a word, and therefore iI
also of Infidelity.
P BORTH

C411tbritl1Je,

JU'R6

1829.
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TO THB EDITO'B OF THE MORNING WATCH.

SlB,-I enclose a Jewish prophecy which may prove interesting
to your readers. The learned Rabbi, from whom I received it,
read it in manuscript at Posen in the year 1807. It was made by
Rabbi Samson of Oster Poii, who was a victim of the persecution
against the Jews which raged about 300 years ago. The author
was a great <;abalist. .The original is said to be now in the
possession of the Rabbi of the synagogue at Berlin. It may be
as well to remind your readers, that the fulfilment, being fixed
for A. M. 6601, occurs in eleven years from th.is time, since we
are now in the year 5590. Another prophecy, computed in
Jubilees from the birth of Jacob and ESau, putil an end to the
supremacy of the latter at the same time.
I have placed the English words under the Hebrew • You will
observe that it is written in columns from right to left, each word
commencing with a letter corresponding with one in the word
above it, and following in regular succession. in the ol~diuary mode
of Cabalistic writings·.
I am, sir. your obedient servant,
Sept. 1,1829.

HENRY DR111lrUION D •

t.

• The translation of the prophecy therefore reads thus : And the coontrg of France will kill their king-e:rceedingly they will pt'Ofpf:f'
their ways-tile crown of their glory will be great ezceedingly- and tltey wm
rise upon them their ronquerors and destroy tlu;m-German!J, Spain, and
kingdom of Russia-and then a humble one will be called and shall rtde"'?"over
children 0} Russia-and tl«m shall aeue their ki7"tiom-• •OI.-lke Jew.,Iru
sltall be calktJ.-tllen ,hall CorM Darlid.
.
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THEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.

•
ANSWER TO THE QUESTION, WHAT WAS THE REFORMATION?

~odfldury Euag.
'
SOME of the caules which united to ,roduce or modify that
complicated and wide-spread system 0 events styled The Reformation of the sixteenth century, were by no me~8 fitted to
originate unmixed good: and to their influence it is not hard to
trace much evil which is upon us at this day.
.
Let not an inquiry into the cause of that in the visible church
which we lament, be mistaken for a sign ~hat we would seek,
further cause of evil in man than the corruption of the human
soul, ensnared and subdued by the father of lies; or a further
cause of any good in man, than the direct interfering agency
of the Father of lights. Were it in question, simply, why the
good or why the evil exists, the answer must be short, and must
carry us in one little step to the limits of our knowledge: but
when we inquire, why the good or the evil wears a particular
form, we are at once brought to deal with that many-linked
chain of history, whose connections the eye of man may follow,
and the finger of man may t,race to his fellows. Our purpose
will be attamed by be~innmg somewhat more than three centuries back, and pursumg onward, from abo,ut the time of the
Reformation, the influence, direct or indirect, of those event.
whose combination has determined the present state of the religious public. Of the Reformation, Heaven's best gift to earth
during seventeen centuries, we shall speak the less unworthily,
and the less weary with a hackneyed topic, and hazard the I...
the sinking of our minds below that reverent and admiring apprehension of it which the object of this essay makes it 80 desirable we should sustain, by using the words of one who, of
uninspired authors, interposes' least of human obscurity and
littleness in exhibiting the great works of God." Amidst those deep and retired thoughts, which with every
man christianly instructed ought to be most frequent, of God,
and of his miraculous ways and works amongst men, and of our
reliwon, and works to be performed to him; after the story of our
SavIOur Christ suffering to the lowest bent of weakness in the
flesh, and presently triumphing to the highest pitch of glory
in the spint, which drew up lils body also, till we in both be
united to him in the revelation of his kingdom, I do not know
of a'ny thing more worthy to take up the whole passion of pity
on the one Side and joy on the other, than to consider.. first the
fClul and Budden COrtu~ti()u.and then, after many a tedious a~. the.

What was the Rt:J'ormatioft?
long-deferred but much more wonderful and happy Reformation
of the ch urch in these latter days. Sad it is to think, how that
doctrine of the Gospel, planted by teachers divinely inspired,
and by them winnowed and sifted from the chaff of overdated
ceremonies, and refined to such a spiritual height and temper of
purity, and knowledge of the Creator, that the body, with all
the circumstances of time and place, were purified by the affections of the regenerate soul, and nothing left impure but sin;
faith needing not the weak and fallible office of the senses to be
either the ushers or interpreters of heavenly mysteries, save
where our Lord himself in his sacraments ordained ;-.-that such
a doctrine should, through the grossness and blindness of her
professors, and the fraud of deceivable traditions, drag so downwards, as to backslide one way into the Jewish beggary of old
CRst rudiments, and stumble forward another way into the newvomited paganism of sensual idolatry, attributing purity or
impurity to things indifferent, that theY'might bring the inward
acts of the sl'irit to the outward and customary eye-service of
the body, as If they could make God earthly and 8eshly, because
they could not make themselves heavenly and spiritual. They
began to draw down all the divine intercourse betwixt God and
the soul; yea, the very shape of God himself into an exterior
and bodily form, urgently pretending a necessity and obligement
of joini~g the body in a formal reverence, and worship circum--·
scribed; they hallowed it, they fumed it, they sprinkled it, they
bedecked it, not in robes of pure innocency, but of pure linen,
with other deformed and fantastic dresses, In palls and mitres,
gold, and gewgaws fetched from Aaron's old wardrobe, or the
Flamin's vestry. Then was the priest set to con his motions and
his postures, his liturgies and his lurries, till the soul by this
means of over-bodying herself, given up justly to fleshly delights, bated her wing apace downward: and finding the ease
she had from her visible and sensuous colleage the body, ill
performance of religious duties, her pinions nOw broken and
flagging, shifted off from herself the labour of high soaring any
more, forgot her heavenly flight, and left the dull and droiling .
carcase to plod on in the old road, and drudging trade of outward
conformity. And here out of question, froni her perverse conceiting of God and holy th'in~, she had fallen to believe no God
at all, had not custom and the worm of conscience nipped her
incredulity: hence to all the duties of evangelical grace, instead
of the adoptive and cheerful boldness whIch our new allianoe
with God requires, came servile and thral-like fear: for in very
deed the superstitious man by his good will is an atheist; but
being scared from thence by the pangs and gripes of a boiling
conscience, all in a pudder shuffies up to himself such a
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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God and such a worship as is most agreeable to remedy his
fear; which fear of his, as is also his hope. fixed only upon the
Be.b, renders likewise the whole faculty of his apprehension
carnal; and all the inward acts of worship, issuing from the
native strength of the soul, run out lavishly to the upper
skin, and there harden into a crust of formality.
Hence
meil came to scan the Scriptures by the Jetter, and in the
covenant of our redemption magnified the external signs more
than the quickening power of the Spirit: and yet looking
on them tlirough their own guiltiness with a servile feaT, and
finding as little comfort, or rather terror from them a.g&in, tbey
knew not how to hide their slavish approach to God '8 behests,
by,them not understood nor worthily received, but 'by cloking
their servile crouching to all religious presentments, sometimes
lawful, sometimes idolatrous, under the name of humility, and
terming the piebald frippery and ostentation of ceremonielt «Itceney .• ·••• But, to dwell no longer in characterizing the depravities of the church, and how they sprung, and how they toOk 'inerease; when I recall to mind at last, after so many dark ages,
wherein the huge overshadowing train of error bad abnost
swept all the stars out of the firmament of the cbureb,· bCIW
the bright and blissful Reformation (by Divine power) 8truok
trhroogli the' black and settled night of ignorance and' anti..
ehrist1an tyranny; methinks a sovereign and reviving joy muM
needs rush into the bosom of him that reads or hears, and the
.weet odour of the returning Gospel imbathe his soul with the
fragrancy of heaven. Then was the sacred Bible sought out·of
the dusty corners, where profane falsehood and neglect had
thrown it; the schools opened; divine and human Jearning
raked out of the embers of forgotten tongues; the princes and
cities trooping apace to the new erected banner of salvation;
the martyrs with the unreElistihle might of weakness ehakitag
the. powers of darkness, and scorning the fiery rage of the old
red dragon."-Milton on Rejo1'matio1l in ElIglam:l.-pp. 1..........
, Thus far Milton: and justly does he represent the change al
too far-spread, and deep and Budden, to be sufficiently accounted
for by reference to the solitary workings of any individual mind,
though that mind were Martin Luther's: and yet, the mOl'ewe consider the concurrent causes' of that great revolution the 8trong~r
will become our conviction, that, among the agents of·Providence
in pt'oducing it, to Luther posterity has not assigned· teo high a
place... The Papacy was, before and during his "time; , eltposed
from :Other quarters to much· slr.enuous opposition and· fi6re8
assault', but chiefly of such'a nature· that their entire 'SUCee&8
would. rather have precluded than effected the Reformation.
Such was the conditIon of the church; that it was moraDy·ita..
7'·, - .
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.possible that she should escape blame and ·scorn and hatred, fraa.
the virtuous and the satirical and the opp,essed. WOOtw..
wanting then? Not malcontents"not cntle8; but.aoompetitoll,
and a llval standard. Rome ruled and .wrought,by an evil .pAD.
ciple indeed, but still a principle speciously venerable, and of
undefined pow.er. .over the mmd of Europe,.....,.the unity .and
sovereignty of the church, and her own right -to utter the voioe
of the chul'ch's authority. No nibbling argumentation against
individual dogmas, noexposal of crimes-nay, more, .no mere
refutation of her claims, which should not substitute in bel', place
something positive and· energetic, something mighty to build
up as well as to pull down, to impelaa.well 8S to arrest-could
dlvide with ber the sway of Christian Europe. This . rival
standard some humble men had raised in obscure comers: some
had fOllud it too weighty for their arms; some had had it wrested
from them, to wave over their death fires and to fall again: God
at length gav.e Luther to unfurl and plant it on the hIgh plaees
of the.European world.
' . . '.
, "
Circumstances, however, which never could· have produced.a
Refol'mation, had much influence over its success, and even o,ver
its character and consequences. A prodigious acoumulation..of
argument and invective andsareasm, againsttbe Ohurch,.f
Rome, had been' formed in the lifoerature,sacred and,secuiar,.(>f
the ,times preceding, Luther's. But, then, we must ,remember
bow. 3trong, W!I embankment prevented any eifusion of· this ,on
theoomIDonsoone of history. : ENn .downto thetime..of
ErasmWl;literary,men were widely and decidedly sepa~
from ;the mass of people, even of their own r-ank. In the.busy
scenes,of oommon life they scarcely appeared, .but 8S uncon.
oemedand unnoticed spectators. They spoke a language, unintelligible to the ,multitude, and that of the multitude was to
them unintelligible. Living with their eye turned .full, 00 the
past, destined to influence posterity by the results of their ;CODverse with the. spirits of antiquity, their thoughts and ,ecOl1pationswere far away from those, of the great majority, who are
always engaged with the present, and immediate future, and were
th W1pecu harly incapable of gl'eat extension of theirvie ws on either
aide. ,They· stood; among them, but not of them-in a shro8ld
of thoughts that were not their thoughts.. There is an U.
posing grandeur in this entire conseeration to aloft" and ..1.vating employment.. It seems .as though thesem.en ,WeJe l'8'80lvefi on restoring li~rature and. religton ··to the ,inhabitant.
of Etlrope, without condescending to ask: their concuw:reneey-or
make them aware, of the design. Many of the-greatest of.them-,
ErasmUlll ,for instancer were scarcely capable of conversing, ia
th.eiL'1!lat~v~ or in 'any living tongue.,'
.. ", .;
While this isolation from. the world was to a. ~t~';\,t d.~1}~
l
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common to the theological writers,and to the revivers and student8
of general literature, there are circumstances peculiar to each
well worthy of our attention. There was produced in the very
bosom of the Romish church, before Luther's day, much solid
and profound theology; but to few-few indeed-was tbis acces·
sible: to very few would it have been at all intelligible, had it
been open to the world: and those who understood it, found
spiritual and ecclesiastical questions treated so abstractly, with
such subtiltyof reasoning, with 80 little reference to existing
circn:mstances, that, while to the people these books were theD
absolute nullities, to the authors themselves, and to their speculative readers, the application of their princirles to abuses in
the Church of Rome was usually unthought 0 and unknown;
and the upholders of the Papacy must have regarded these
abstruse investis-ations as in general very harmless exercises of
ingenuity. Durmg their authors' life-time, such was usually the
neglect works of Christian divinity met with, from those who
would otherwise have learned from them, or been incensed by
them. But, to borrow again the words of the poet, "These
books were not absolutely dead things, but the precious lifeblood of master-spirits, embalmed and treasured to a life beyond
life." Permanent principle asserted has ultimately more effect
than any thing bound down to seasons and circumstances. The
number of readers and thinkers increased. The reference of
great doctrines to existing practices gradually wrought itself
out to the sight of thoughtful men. And, finally, the presa
broke open the prison-houses of these living powers, and sent
them among the people, or the immediate teachers of theleople.
It was quite in another manner that the cultivators 0 polite
letters prepared the way for the Reformation; and the good
they efiected was much more copiously intermingled with evil.
When the first great names in modern literature apreared, barbarism and ignorance were so much the character 0 the church,
and so abommable and idolatrous was classical learning regarded
to be, that their engaging in those pursuits was at once setting
themselves in contrast, even in their own minds, with the clergy,
and with existing Christendom in general. Combine this feeling, so to speak, of voluntary outlawry, with the fascinating and
dignified Paganism which their favourite authors exhibited, in
opposition to the mean aod stupid and ungainly form of Christianity, so called, around them. Add their haughty and lonely
COnSCIOusness ofa rare and a great superiority, of a solitary
tasting the sweet waters of this sealed fountain; and the irritation and concentration of this pride from the contemptuous
l'ejection of its claims by the very unskilled herd which they
despised: add their access to the Scriptures, shared by ao
few, and used by them less for personal instruction than
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for the detection of the "falsehoods and nonsense vended as
revealed truth by the pretenders to theology: and it will seem
far from wonderful that their writings should abound with
keen sarcasm, and copious invective, and ingenious reasoning,
against a clergy they so much contemned, and a religious system
inseparable in their minds from the clergy. Thus the belleslettres of Europe early became an armoury of the sharpest
weapons of offence agamst Rome. In the works of Dante and
Petrarcb, and of our own Chaucer, in the fourteenth century,
and of Mantuan in the next, the example was set to men of
letters of treating the Papacy as we have described, and that
boldly, because publication could scarcely be said to exist, and
their influence was too little feared to be resisted with much
severity. But the stream widened as it flowM. Authors multiplied, and readers increased still faster; and in the time of
Erasmus there was a large body of literary men feeling, in regard to the established religion, as we have described. Still they
were men who had no dil'ect communication with the people,
and were little anxious to extend their views among the profane
vulgar, as they thought them: they were ready to recant or to
explain; they were even willing, many of them, to serve and defend the system they despised in their hearts; and for its prin..;
ciples most of them had nothing to substitute but want of principle. For these reasons they were tolerated; and at the very
time of the Reformation, when the popes began to add literature
to their other luxuries, wc find the papal throne encompassed
by secretaries, bishops, and cardinals too accomplished and
cultivated to be good Catholics, but too philosophical to alarm
the church, or peril themselves, by any direct confronting of the
ecclesiastical authority; nay, or to hesitate strenuously promoting its interests. In short, the men of letters were usually
without any fixed religious belief, or any considerable personal
concern in the matter: many of them, while they despised the
Papacy, identified her with "Christianity; and thus the school we
have described were the fathers of modern infidelity. Still, at
the time of the Reformation printing had ~iven literature the
first-fruits, not inconsiderable, of its general mfluence; and that
influence was so far favourable to" the Refol'mers, that it was
hostile to their antagonists.
But, besides these speculative theologians, and these shrewd satirists, the Roman hierarchy had practical and active assailants to
contend with, and dailybecame more and more obnoxious to assault.
The character of the three popes whose reigns opened the century'
of the Reformation (of whom the first was a mixture of the brute
and the devil; the second, a turbulent and intractable seeker of
quarrels; the third, a lazy drain upon the people's wealth, that he'
mghtcxemplifyandmaintaintheluxuriousindolenceofthec.\.~~"b,!\\
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the corresponding voluptuous tyranny of the subaltern mlers«
the ehurch; the like dissoluteness of some monastic orders (as
the Benedicti.nea); the rustic brutality and mean superstition and
detected cheats of others (al the Dominicans); tne exposure ~
the ignorance of the latter class, by.their filling the place of
teachers of ·religion, and even of scienee. at a. time when kno~
~~e began to be diffuaed; -all made the lon~-growing murmurs
ag81D8t ecclesiaatical corroption swell out mto a general and
earnest clamour for reform; which the insults of the popes and
clergy led more than one crowned head not only to enjoin, but to
enforce,by some decisive measures towards a change in the church.
U All, however, that was aimed at," in the words of an accurate
historian. .. was to set limits to the overgrown power of the
pontiffs, to reform the corrupt mannera of the clergy, and to
prevent the frauds that were too commonly practised by that
order of men; to dispel die ignorance and correct the erl'Ol'8 of
the blinded multitude; and to deliver them from theheayY
alMi iosupportable burdens that were imposed upon them under
religious pretexts."-In these days came the Spiritfof,the-Lord
upon Martin Luther. Distinguished from the teachers 0f'o,ejected truth who preceded him by a wonderful concurrenee 0{
oireumstancea. a.cquirements, and natural powers. he w&SlIluch
more.distinguishedby what must be· traced to a fall higher
80urcethan any of these. The vastscaleonwhioh God,transaeted
all· spiritual operations in his soul, the intensely' persOnal 00.
raoter of his- religion, gave to his doctrine a glow~f. reaIit,r,
and ·an· impassioned tone of thorough experience, whioh it oould
hue derived from nothing else. It is little to say of this mighty
mea,· that he had sought for that whioh might calm the, ceo-8Ci~e,.. trembling under God's eye, as one seeks for ·hid treasure: he ~ad groped for it as a dTowning man oasta abroad his
desperate· grMp. for a support. His fear and his remorse had lJeen
agooy, and his hope just enough to keep alive the most vehement
eJlNgy .of. punuit: he had been stumbling among the sutfoca...
illg darkness aond frantic terrors of the Talley of the shadow ef
deatQJ -when, as he ·himself represents it, the discovery of the ctoo..
trine of justification by faith unfolded to him tbe gates bf paramse. This it is that Luther should derive' bis title from •.. He
opposed the. pope; but it was to make room for Ch.ist the' Sa;..
v.u)U1' ,he· would thrust him aside. He opened the Seriptures to
the:people 1 but it was. that. t.hey mig~t r~ad of free·~.l'ea1ly
f,ee-not the grace of. our tames, which 11 free on certall\ lIndefinable' and inscrutab~ eonditions.·· It W8e that. they might join
in.tMnew BODrg which,·God had put in. his own month,' that~e
cued for their .eading,the Bible. ,He asserted his freed01m'and"
the people'~Whatfreedom 1 to.act and'to suffer as the 8entM«~)
8ad,thc'membel'8 aoo:the property of tlaeir Redeemer•. Heiia
I
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degraded and polluted by the praises of political liberals and
worldly-minded religionists hailing him as their founder, and the
patron-saint of modern free inquiry, which is self-dependenceifl
pursuing truth; and of modern liberty, which is self-enltation in
all things. Men of illumination! keep your patriots and philosophers to yourselves, aod welcome; but, for Luther, claim not
a hair of his head: he is a sJliritual man, and nothing but a
spiritual man. Reason he had in a lofty measure; but that is
not quite enough to prove your consanguinity to him. Imagination and passion to the heroic pitch; learning beyond most
men of his age; eloquence that rushes bold and loud as a deepchanneled mountain-torrent amid the rough and rugged vigour
of his thoughts: but these make not the man: these are but a
medium fitted to transmit with DO perverting hues that Divine
light within, which forms his true character, and his true value
to Europe and the world. It is painful to hear it said that the
assertion of the people's right to read the Scriptures was Luther's
great achievement, or of their right to judge for· themselves;
Hume and Voltaire, Paine and Taylor, assert the right of the
people to read what they please-yes, and to think what they
please-in a far stronger sense than Luther maintained it: and
will Christian doctors tell us that the Great Protestant's-great
work was a thing which could as well have been eifected 'by an
earliet introduction on the stage· of such pUl'i&rs of doctrine as
these? No; Luther, taught by God, proclaimed the trueChriatian doctrine, for whose truth he appealed to God's word: and
this was to do more than to send us to a book, of whose intriosic
efficacy to convert it is enough to say, that there are myriads
of copies now circulated throughout the world, and the .world
remains what it is. One living man with the Spirit d"~liag ia
him and speaking by him, who exercises faith and.prayerfor
his fellow-men. is more to a country than thousands of· Biblesl·
I do not mean Bibles left shut, but thousands of-Bibles pored
on and ransacked for proofs of doctrine, are less-than one
living man, with the Spirit of wisdom and love, of faith of
prayer. What, then, was Luther's great work 1 Our answer· is
brief: He preached .Christ, and denounced Antichrist.
Luther was a man of faith, and doubtless God blesied his
efferts.. and the great shaking and dismemberment of·· the
Papacy which he consummated, to the multiplying of believers
all over Europe. Our present inquiry. howe't'er, leads us rather
to foUow the progressive workings of evil·thaA of good; and it·
is elley to. see tbat the evilll which now encompass· us had -their
origin at least as far back 8.8 the peri&d'of which- we,speak.
Some at.rength, it must be owned, they gainedfl'OJJl the'charadel'
of Luther hlPlself. Sucbbold ,rosistanceto ~istlng authorities'
couldJ sCl\r~)y .by' an, meaDt· be exhibited, aud>ta.ught, ·tlut.·
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people, without shaking their reverence for authority itself, and
.timulating the independence and self-sufficiency of man's
nature. But Luther's temper and manner of conducting the
warfare added not a little to this its unavoidable tendency. To
use the language of a wise and learned admirer of the Reformer,
" he was actuated by an almost superstitious hatred of super.tition, and a turbulent prejudice against prejudices :" and, anin,
he speaks of Luther's H allgr!/ averlion to those in high pl:Ces,
whom he regarded as the oppressors of their rightful equals."
The contemptuousness of his demeanour towards Henry VIII.
is well known; and in his" Circular Letter to the Princt's on
occasion of' the Peasants' War, his language is very inflammatory,
and his doctrine borders very nearly on the holy right of insurrection." Now, along with this, consider of how very worldly
and unhallowed sort were many of the inftuences whicli we have
already deaeribed as falling into the channel of the Reformation,
and mingling in the general tide of opposition to Popery. Conaider how soon the question was mixed up, in the native country
of I.uther, with that of political liberty: consider how much
easier it is at all times to pull down than to build up. and to
teach men evil than good. Reflect on the pride excited by appeal to the private judgments of the people against ancient
venerated usage, against kings and emperors. cardinals and
popes and councils: think how many would exult in buming
all old bOflds on mental independence. how few would exchange
them for the" light yoke" and the" easy burden:" think. how naturally, in such cases, newly acquired familiarity with the formerly
forbidden sanctity of Scripture must have passed into irreverenee; and contempt for old opinions into levity and wildness in
excogitating and circulating new: remember, that the world,
less familiar than we are with false alarms of great discovery,
and with the vast range of plausible falsehoods. furnished
honest and earnest converts in abundance to any new absurdity ;
that this weakened the cause of the one true faith, perpetuated
the habit of hasty innovation, tarnished the honour of the
Book from which all alike quoted for defence and refutation.
Combine these causes in our mind, and then we shall admit
how obvious was the result :-a spirit of self-sufficiency in judgruent, and of contempt for authority, was diffused far more
widely than thelositive prineiples which the Reformers would
have substitute for those they impugned. Before a century
had elapsed, there was civil war in Germany, civil war in France,
civil war in Holland, civil war in Scotland, civil war in England;
and in Scotland, in Holland, in Germany, in France, Popery
was avowedly identified with the cause of oppressive despotism, and Protestantism with that of popular independence.
Now we make no question whether liberty be a good thing J
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but we do make a questiQn whether it" be usually SQught by the '
mass Qf its advQcates in a good spirit, Qr in a spirit likely to
be ameliQrated by success. At all events, while theolQgical controversy was raging, and weakening the faith Df the Bible ;' while '
fanaticism was ever and anQn bursting fDrth and disgracing
the name Df spirituality; while the vast power Df the hQuse Qf
Austria, and their emplQyment Qf it in hehalf Df the church
and Qf tyranny at Qnce, made the liberals Qf the day Qf Qne party
with the Scriptural religiQnists; PrQtestantism gradually grew,
in its tendency to. cQrrupt, into. that infidelity which is nDt the
mere negative Qf faith, but its PQsitive cDntrary,-that independent completeness in self, which shuts Qut all that is beyQnd
the range Qf Qne's own sense and intellect; which, therefore, in .
the bitterness Qf wDunded self-cDnceit, not merely dQubts 9f it,
but denies and hates and SCDrns it; which may infuse itself in
variQus propDrtiDns into. thQse pursuits and disPQsitiQns which
at a hasty glance seem mQst alien frDm infidelity, and there
long work disguised and unsuspected, but is adapted in its
ripeness to explQde all science even, all social Drder, all religiQn
frQm the world. In PrQtestantism, almDst frDm the first, there
was thus much Df the spirit we describe, that it flattered and
elevated the individual, without the CQntrDul Qf reverent faith
in any visible unity Qf the church, scarcely being able to. shew him
such a unity: and let us Qbserve how this was fostered into. the
prevailing spirit Qf the present times. In this cQuntry alQne,
the ecclesiastical revQlutiQn was intrQduced at once, by the
authQrity Qf the existing government. So little, hDwever, did
this harmDnize with the spirit Df the times, that the peQplemust
have a refQrmatiQn Qf their Qwn, more boldly innDvative, more
anti-papal, mDre pDpular in its tDne and institutions. And so
truly was this mDvement in sDciety, frDm beneath upward, the
strDngest here, as well as thrQughout the West of EurDpe, that
in this cDuntry, where it cDnquered last, it cDnquered mQst CDmpletely; and the united cause Qf Puritantism and individual iil;'
dependence triumphed, in the destructiQn Df mQnarchy and the
establishment Qf the CommQnwealtb. Again excess,' and the
ex~~ustiQn Qf effQrt, ,prQd,uced a ,reactiQn; '~nd the ~p~lar
spmt tQQk a breathmg-bme dunng the reIgns Df the last
two Stuarts. The spirit Qf despDtislll, still papal, took SQ·
mucb advantage Qf the respite as again to. fDrce the Qther intO
action at the RevDlution ;-in itself a mighty gQod achieved; in
tbe further excitement it gave to' the independent Qr selfsufficient feeling thrQughDut EmQpe, avast and yet unexbausted evil, Meanwhile, the wild fanaticism aildglQQmy phari.
saieal habits Qfthe CrQmwellian times, the increasing suspiciQn
cast Dn Scripture by cDntrDversy and sp'eculation, the disso·luteness and irreligiDn Df the next age, and the great tide Qf
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opmion and of affairs, still running strong in favour of subyersion
without establishment, had swept away almost altogether the
faith of the upper ranks in this country; left to the diyines
Jenerally little more than a confidence in their accurate science
III theology; and, by occasionin~ much controversial writing
~inst infidels, had filled the rehgious world, narrow as it was,
WIth a religion of common sense, because argued on grounds
chosen by the enemies of spiritual truth, and addressing itself,
therefore, to the lower faculties, in which infidelity has its stronghold. In France, those in whom the energy Of' the national
~ind chiefly resided had before them English liberty and laxity
of fai,h to admire and long to imitate; under their eye, Popish
lDummeriee and impostures to despise, and to confound Chfit..
tiaDin- in their hatred; and last, not least, a theological literature
whicn abjured the foolishness of preaching, and abandoned
ita power, to flatter and court the applause of the enlightened
and the elegant; which boasted in the heartless pomposity of
&ssuet and the heartless polish of Massillon, and sent forth its
publications with prefatory eulogiums of players and Atheistical
Academicians. Thus the most influential party in that kingdom
where Protestantism and Popery had fought so long and 80
laboriously that the energies of both were almost worn out,
retained, some, the name of Catholic; and some, of Protestant ;
but were the rightful and advancing successors of that school
9f literature we before described, the concentrators of the new
political infidelity, the first-ripe specimens of fanatical devotion
to the worst fiend from the bottomless pit that has visited
earth. Then their poison wrought its way downward, to imtate and demonize an ignorant and oppressed populace; and
~he result was the French Revolution, and the general crash and
chaos \hat followed. At that fearful period, what was the condition of the populace of this country 1 We need not attempt
to describe it. And is this spirit extinguished among them 1
And is complaint, and ground of complaint;, diminished among
tbem ? And is steadiness of principle so firmly seated at the
helm of national management, as to ~ve this country one s0litary advantage over France 1 And wIll that uuful kNOVlledgt,
of which the French Academy was the fountain-bead, Bave
men from the principles and designs of which, too. the French
Academy was the fountain-head 1-And, then, this is the
MillennIUm; or, at all events, something almost as good. if not
better! ! What infatuation can threaten woe to a country, if
these. gratulations at such a season do not 1-But it is witli the
upect of the religioua world we have at present to do.
We have seen bow, aiDce the Reformation, all things llan been
fa.l'ouriqg that principle of self-sufficing indiYiduaIity iJa maD,
.hlcb i. iofideltty in .the hq,d, and self-worship in the heart.
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and liberaliMm in politics. Now, we have dwelt so long on this,
because we believe that to this principle, which the church at
the Reformation so mightily ilnpelled because the necessity of
her circulDstances could appeal to individual judgment only,
the present condition of that portion of the church called " the
reli/l;ious public" is mainly to be ascribed. Such a spirit, in ita
perfection, is absolute infidelity; in all its degrees, it is unbelievIng. And if a religious party has almost flO positive or dog"matic theology at aU i-if her strongest doctrinal propositions
are negative i-if in answer to every question she give some
such reply as, "Calvin says this, and he is extravagant; Gro-tius says that, and he is heretical; truth lies somewhere between,
and it does not belong to essentials to determine; "-if, when
these essentials are inC{ uired after, two or three Scripture
phrases, whose meaning It is presumptuous to determine, are all
the satisfaction that can be got i-if the Bible meet so little honest
credence, that the very professing to understand its prophecies
in their plain meaning IS called a certain prophetical theorYt
and the understanding its doctrinal passages in their plain mean~
ing is called a certain theological hypothesis i-if it be in general
a literal impossibility to get an answer to the query, What is
Christianity the bebef of 1-if the word of God be usually
treated so, as that men would run the risk of being pistolled who
should openly so treat the word of a worldly man of honour; then,
incredulity has become a feature of the professing church. And
this, alas! is the result of her controversies and divisions, her
polemical skill, and her infection from a world she first infected.
Her faith is palsied, and cannot close its hand on truth.-Again,
this spirit will be CGmpromising. It would be painful to give
facts in proof that it is so in the religious world : but it is believed that men of no religion despise professors of spirituality
far more now for inconsistency and easy yielding, than they
ever did for that fanaticism, the fear of whose reproach has
aided so much to bring on the present feebleness. That very
creed of negatives we spoke of, is the result of mutual compromise in a party made of many parties, exhausted with disputes, and taught by weariness to care less about principles at
Issue than about the power of union, and the presenting to the
world a creed sensible and moderate enough to be admissible by
reasollable men. And certainly this does procure a rapid influx
from the world; and certainly, in this age of cultivated intellects.
there are multitudes of candid and inquiring men, who had left
a little gap in their knowledge for some reli~lon to be picked up
at leisure, who find that spiritual ChristianIty has been gro,uod
down and smoothed, in collision with the irreligious and io
the mutual collision of religious parties, to a size and form
that fits the .pace without trouble, and gives no disturbance
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to the uniform surface of their sel/sible opinions ': and these men
are a valuable acquisition, and lend their influence to carry
on the work of rationalizing, and concession, and compromise.
And, then, the great centre-point of union is the grand scheme
for regenerating the world, carried on by the religIOus public in
common: of which we solemnly and deliberately assert, that 80
gross an instance of means toiled for and idohzed as ends the
world never saw; and all because the means, being worldly and
visible things, lie within the range of that spirit of incredulity
and sensibleness, and, being intelligible and calculable by the
world, gratify the disposition to compromise' with it, of which
we spoke; while the professed ends and the only efficient
causes lie in that region which the natural man knoweth not,
because it is spiritually discerned. The very profession of seeking
spiritual ends is tacitly, almost, renounced by these societies.
Ask about conversion, and you are answered with finance and
economics; pounds, shillings, and pence; preachers, teachers,
schools, chapels, tracts, Bibles. What are the means you employ?
'Establishing schools, sending missionaries, circulating Bibles and
tracts.' Well, and what is the grand object you have in view?
'Why, to circulate tracts and Bibles, to establish schools, an~
send forth missionaries.' You have been spending years of
great activity in erecting, and improving, and extending a huge
machine: do think a little about the moving power. You have
been providing music for the deaf, and pictures for the blind:
it is time to apply in spiritual earnestness to Him who can
alone open their eyes and unstop their ears.
What is the motive for coupling so wide a range of historical
inquiry with a description of so pious and philanthropic a portion
of the community, which sounds so like a railing accusation?
Simply this: An honest conviction, first, that while one effect
of the Reformation was the infusion of much spiritual truth into
the mind of Europe, it was, in another aspect, the grand preoul'Sor and pioneer of that ascendancy of the infidel spirit soon _
to be manifested: secondly, that the examination of what is
called the recent progress of religion, shews it to be partly a
product of the worst influences, to which it is nominallyopposed,
and altogether a most inefficient counter-agent: and, lastly,
that, notwithstanding all we have said of what is felt at present
of the evil consequences of the Reformation, there is no antidote
but the principles of the Reformers. Under this impression we
shall proceed to adduce proof of the true character of the Reformation; and to shew that the doctrine of Luther and his
brethren, on spiritual points, was more remote from what is now
held. up as the same in substance, than was the doctrine opposed
to it by the Council of Trent .
.-
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SIGNS OJo' THE TIMES, AND THE CHA.RACTERISTICS
OF THE CHURCH.

(Communicated by the Rev. Eow.

IRVTNG.)

OUR Lord and his Apostles, when speaking of his coming
to judge the Gentiles and manifest his kingdom, do so implicate and involve the prophecy thereof with the destruction of
Jerusalem and the downfall of the Jewish economy, that it is
an exceedingly difficult, if not an impossible, ma~ter to separate
the one from the other; insomuch that )llany commentators
see in those predictions nothing more than highly figurative
language descriptive of that event. The truth, however, is, that
the one event is a sign of the other; and therefore the language
of. the one is proper to express the other. And this is not
peculiar to the downfall of Jerusalem only, but to the downfall
of all great empires which the Lord hath set up and cast down
again. The prophecies, for example, of the downfall of Egypt
(Ezek. xxxii. 7); of the downfall of Babylon (Isai. xiii. 10);
of the downfall of the Ten Tribes of Israel (Amos viii. 9); and
many more besides, are all expressed in language similar to that
which our Lord uses in the xxivth of Matthew, when describing
the downfall of the Jewish state and of the Gentile kingdoms
(Matt. xxiv. 29): "Immediately after the tribulation of those
days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give
her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of
the heavens shall be shaken." The reason of this identity
of language in describing events so far asunder, is, that, though
far asunder. in time, they are not far aSl,lnder in the purpose of
God; but each one so ordered and so executed as to embody
the oneness of his counsel and judgment, and to typify the last
great judgment of the quick, which shall be executed by the
Son of Man. In like manner, to go farther back, Enoch, when
warning the antediluvian world, doth it in language which Jude
applieth to the apostasy which he saw forming, and which we
see well nigh consummated in the Christian church. The same.
also may be said of all other events in the providence of God;
otherwise experience of the past were no help towards wisdom
for the future. But especially may it be said of all those events
of his providence which God hath been pleased to record, or
to foreshew, or to interpret in his blessed word. Wherefore are
they written? They are" written for our teaming," not so much
in the past as in the future-for our learning, " that we through
patience and comfort of the Scriptures might have hope." But
of all the events recorded in SCrIpture for the edification of the
church, that certainly upon which the greates,t stress is laid, by
o~r Lord and his Apostles, is the casting out of the Jewish
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church from her seat and her glory in the temple and city of
Jerusalem; for that, while the others are the subversion of
kingdoms and empires, this is the subversion of a church. of a
true church. The destruction of Egypt and the downfall of
Babylon, are two events well fitted to express the downfall of
the Roman kingdoms. bound together by the spiritnal domination of the see of Rome; but for the subversion of a true
church these are not the proper symbols, because they had DO
,.ht worship of God nor. discipline of the church let up in the
IDicIet of them. In like manner, for the downfall of an apostate
Murch, like the Papacy, the proper symbol il the casting out of
the Ten Tribes after they had become ~te-a1waya making
allowance for this distinction, that, the Ten Tribes being of Abraham's natural seed, had a covenant of restoration and- recovery,
which no Gentile apoewy can possess i-but for the doWDf8ll
of a true church, such as we possess in this land, I can find no
right symbol, sa~e the downfall of the Jewish church; of which
onr LoM himself testified that it was a true church, when he observed its ordinances. and commanded the people to listen to
those which sat in Moses' seat, and to do the things which they
~uired of them. Now that the churches of God established iD
thiS nation. though differing somewhat in form, yet essentially
one in spirit, are a true church of God I believe, both becaule
of their accordance with the Scriptures, and their protestation
against the apostasy: and that the nationality is considered
as included in the church I likewise believe, from the miDute
study and observation of all our civil constitutions, and from the
execution of every act, either overtly or implicitly, in the name
of the blessed Trinity. nut all this is put beyond a doubt iD
the minds of those who believ~, with me, that the nation which
in the Apocalypse is sealed from the judgments and destruction
of the other nations is this nation of Great nritain: for that
sealed nation is presented both under the emblem of a nation
(twelve t.ribes) preserved from the ravage of the four winds which
lay waste the earth (ch. vii.); and it is represented as a church,
standing on mount Zion, and following the Lamb, and redeemed
from the earth. (ch.xiv.) And, the more to confirm the parallelism
of that nation wit.h the Jewish nation, it is denominated by the
very symbols thereof, named by its twelve tribes. and abiding at
mount Zion in Jerusalem. For these reasons, while I look for
the symbol of the destruction of the apostate Papacy in the
downfall of Babylon, which hath never arisen, and never IIhall
arise again j I lOOK for the symbol of the judgment of this nati~~
and of this national ohurch, in the visitation of Jerusalem'in th._
days of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and still more particularly in 'the .
dayaof our Lord. I have no doubt that Inuoh light might·br~
ealhponGod's purpoee towards our nation and natiObalchureiJ.b1 .
•
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the study of those prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and
others, which have respect to the first visitation of wrath upon
Jerusalem. Into this, however, I am not prepared at present to
go; but I do purpose, after these introductory remarks, to set
before the church the wonderful similarity which there is between
the state of the Jewish church as depictured by our Lord, and the
state of the church as we now behold itamougst ourselves. And
for this purpose I desire to fix my attention specially upon the
xxiiid chapter of Matthew, which contains an enumeration of
those offences for which God was about to judge that church
&ndnation.
This chapter consisteth of two parts: the first being addressed
to the multitude and to his disciples; the second, to the scribes and
the Pharisees. To the multitude and to his disciples he spoke
thus; " The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses' seat: all
therefore whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe and
do: but do not ye after tbeir works, for they say and do not."
These words give us the key to the whole chapter; shewing us,
first, that the authorities, the guides, the ministers of the ehurch,
who had a right to require the observation and obedience of the
people, and who sat in Moses' seat, are distinguished from the
multitude given by God into their hands for instruction, for correction, and for edification in the ways of God. The lara!lel,
therefore, to the Scribes and Pharisees, must be foun in the
ministers and rulers and authorities in the church: not the
clergy merely, but the magistrate also, who giveth execution
by hiS authority to' the decisions of the church. Secondly,
This verse shews us that the parallel must be taken between
them and a true church, not between them and an apostate
church. For of an apostate church it could by no means be
said, " All therefore whatsover they bid you observe, that observe
and do ;" for the apostate priests command the people to bow
down to stocks and stones, to trust in their own works, to purchase
with money the abomination of Mass, to worship the communion
elements as God, and much more, of which we need not speak
particularl y. They do not sit in Moses' seat, but in Satan's seat:
the people ought not to observe and do whatsoever they bid them
observe. The parallel, if a parallel there be, must be between the'
spiritnal and temporal rulers of the Jewish church and the spintual and temporal rulers of a church of which it is set forth
in Scripture as the type. And if, as I have said, the. antitype
of the Jewish church and kinr;tdom be this sealed nation and
church, and all other parts of tne prophetic earth be in a .tate
of apostasy, then between us and them must the parallel be
found. And whether there be an actual parallel intended, ~
not; as the forms of wickednesa, lik.e the forms of right~usDelil.
though in distant ages they ~ay ap,pear dUl'el'i'I\lt".are ,yet i~
fact the very lame; we shall no' doubt derive much instruction
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from the careful examination of the whole chapter, which thus
proceeds: (Ver. 4) "For they bind heavy burdens, and grievous
to be borne, and lay them on men's shoulders; but they themselves will not move them with one of their fingers." This is
the charscteristic of a church preaching unto the people a
multitude of works and observances, and requiring of them a
load of duties, instead of preaching to them faith, as the only
ground of justification and the only root of sanctification. Now,
how universally this prevails in the church, it requireth some
explanation and reflection to perceive: for the very distinc. tion taken. by the self-named Evangelicals is, that they preach
justification by faith only: and so they do, in words; but observe
how it turns out in fact. They will not allow the poor sinner to
take immediate ossurance of his salvation, but expect of him a
probation of doubt and uncertainty, of difficulty and perplexity,
before they will permit him to have confidence before God:
which, I maintain, is as truly the doctrine of works, as if they
were to require alms and offet1ngs to the church. The people
who listen to such discourse as permitteth not assurance of
faith from the very first and onwards, are put upon the rack
and torture of inward uncertainty and fear, and led to counl
and rest upon the number of their inward spiritualities, 88
much as the others are led to count and rest upon the number
of t'heir outward moralities: and the state of the Christian church
at this time, between these two sects, of Scribes upon the one
hand, and Pharisees, or separatists, upon the otbea', is exceedingly to be deplored. And when a man riseth up to give
the people liberty from such bondage, and to preach instant and
immediate comfort and liberty through Jesus Christ, stra!~htway
they are offended. And who is the mOfilt offended 1 ~ot the
Scribes, who preach the Law outright; but the Pharisees, who
do the same under this fallacious spirituality. Now I warn all
men to give no heed to such unsafe, uncertam, and false teaching; but to receive, through faith, the grace of God, which hath
appeared unto you, bringing salvation. Look at Christ crucified,
and let these loads and burdens drop from your shoulders.
Enter at once into peace with God, through Jesus Christ; and
when tribulations come, ye shall rejoice.
Then comes (ver. 5) another feature of the rulers and governors of the church: .. All their works they do for to be seen
of men •••• they make broad their phylacteries, and enlarge
the borders of their garments, and love the uppermost rooms at
feasts, and the chief seals in the synagogues, and greetings in
the markets, and to be called of men, Rabbi, Rabbi." These
phylacteries were pieces of cloth, or parchment, on which
were engraved texts of Scripture; and their breadth was supposed to denote special sanctity and devotion. So also of the
borders or fringes of their garments, which they were required to
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wear by the Law of Moses, tnat they might" look upon tbem, and
remember and do aU his commandments, and be holy unto their
God." These fringes, also, the Scribes and Pharisees were wont
to enlarge, in order to draw the observation of the people
unto themselves. So, also, they loved the seat of honour at a
feast and in the synagogue, and reverential greetings in the
market-place, indicating ostentation; and 10Ye of approbation
alld notoriety in the performance of every religious office. How
much men do now consult for the public o:pinion, and how
mucb the church transacteth her works in the SIght of men, and
blazons them abroad in the comers of the streets and in all
public places, needeth not to be told. And who abound the
most in this endeavour to fill their sails with the applause of the
people? EYen thOse who consider themselves as most spiritual:
they have introduced this obnoxious feature into the government
of the church; whose charities and alms-deeds were wont to be
given in secret, and to be administered in rrivacy; but now they
must be blazoned unto the world with al possible advantages,
even often, it is shrewdly suspected, at the sacrifice of truth
and honesty. But, into this I will not enter further at present,
than to admonish all men in the Lord's words (ver. 8), " But be
not ye called Rabbi; for one is your Master, even Christ, and all
ye are brethren." Beware then, ye Christian people, of giving
any authority to the name of any man living or dead. Call no
man master; and be ye the disciples of no man, but of Christ
on Iv. How much the tendency of the church is to do 80, I know
weil, and have deeply f~lt, by the resistance which they make to
any truth which the favourite doctors or ministers of the church
have not recei ved. I believe this base and wicked disposition to
call man master, to call men good and holy, as the world goes,
is at this day hindering the Gospel of the kin.gdom more than
any other invention of Satan. The slavish bondage, the extreme
debility, into which it hath brought men's faculty of judging,
is an evil greatly to be deplored. I tell you, oh ye people,
again, call not any -one master; otherwise both you and he-,he
ifhe permit it, you if you practise it-shall be forsaken of God.
Again (ver. 9); " Call no man your father _upon the earth, for
one is your Father, which is in heaven." Would that Christ's
disciples had given heed to this warning voice! then would there
have been no popes or padres in the church, which words si~
niCy father. Base man-worship, arising out of man's disposltion to create an idol unto blmself~ "Neither be ye called
masters; for one is your Master, even Christ .... for lie that is
greatest among you shall be your servant.....whosoever exalteth
himself shall be abased, and he that humbleth himself shall
be exalted."--Hayingthus exhorted his disciples, he proceed.
to speak more at large, and in detail, concerning the peculiarities
VOL. I.-NO:IV.
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of .the Scribes and Pharisees; that is, concerning the ruling
authorities in the church. These characteristics are our proper
subject: we shall take them up in order, and apply the~ to the
state of the church in our own time.
I. First, " Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!
for ye shut up the kingdom of heaven against men; for you
neither go in yourselves, neither suffer ye those that are entering to go in." John the Baptist began to preach that the kingdom of heaven was at hand, and prepared the people for its immediate arrival by baptizing them with water, to signify that,
except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot
enter into the kingdom of God. His preaching and his ordinance were gladly received by the common people, yea, even by
the publicans and sinners, but the Scribes and the Pharisees
turned a deaf ear unto him: and when our Lord put the ques~
tion to them, whether he was a true prophet or not. they durat
not answer him a word, yea or nay; for if they should have
said yea, then why believed they not on him 1 but if they should
say nay, they feared the people, for all the people held John to
be a prophet. And thus did they throw all the weight of their
inBuence with the people into the scale against the preaching
of the kingdom. In like manner resisted they the preaching
of the Lord; whom the common people gladly heard, as he went
about teaching in the synagogues, and proclaiming the good
news of the kingdom; but the Scribes and Pharisees, which
were the rulers of the church, withstood him, at all hands yvaylaid him, perverted the 'people with their vain traditions, and In
every other way did theIr utmost endeavour to prevent the people
fro~ receiving the Gospel of the kingdom; so that it was like
storming a city for anyone to enter into it, the opposition and
the strife was so great: as it is written, " From the' time of John
the kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent take
it by force." To this obstinate resistance, alas! and effectual
also, which the men of name and influence and reputed piety
offered to the pre~chers and to the preaching. of the kingdom,
our Lord referreth 10 the words now under consideration: "Woe
unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye shut up the
kingdom,of heaven, against men; for ye neither go in yourselves
neitber suffer ye them that are entering to go in." Now hoV:
perfectly parallel is this with the conduct of the Scribe's and
Pharisees of our own time, the leading authorities in the
church; who, however divided among themselves they maybe
are.well agreed in this, to oppose with all their might us wh~
preach the kingdom. of heaven to be at hand. For themselves, they utterly spurn the subject away from them unexamined, as an a~ominable t~ing; and .the people. who hear it
gladly, theyreslst and repudiate, and With all ~lieir might h~n~er,
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from believing. In the absence of right knowledge of the subject, and of sound argument, they mock, misrepresent, falsify,
and by all modes of mjustice seek· to depreciate us with the
people. Take heed, ye people, lest they prevail. To a great
extent they are prevailing: and as diose Pharisees brought
Jerusalem low, by hindering her from knowin&, the day of her
visitation; so believe I that the ruling and mfluentlal men
in the church will bring Britain low, by preventing her from
knowing the day of her visitation.· But I trust ye will not be
deceived by such hypocrisy; for hypocrisy it is, for any man
to take upon him to judge and condemn that whereof he is
ignorant. Now, observe how these same men are shewn to be
hypocrites in that very thing upon which they pride themselves.
They pride themselvelf upon what they call theIr spiritual-mindedness; and they accuse us of preaching a temporal and an
outward kingdom merely. Well, God, to prove how false they
are in their pretensions to spiritual-mindedness, hath raised up
men who preach fully and freely unto every sinner justification
by faith, and the consolations of the blessed Spirit; and straightway they have flamed up against these men as violently as against
us: so that the assurance of faith, the peace and joy in believing, are at present as much the objects of their insolent ami
ignorant attacks, as are the coming and the kingdom of the Lord.
I call upon you, oh people, to beware of such calumniators of
the truth.· This is the day of yourvisitation: take heed unto it,
lest it be for ever hid from your eyes.-It may be asked, whence
doth this op'position to the kingdom of God, and to the preaching
of it, prevaIl so much in-men who are otherwise reputed honourable and pious men? I answer, in our Lord's words, Because
they love the honour which cometh from men. ., How can ye
beheve," saith he, .. who receive honour one of another, but seek
not the honour which cometh from God only." They love the
uppermost rooms in the feasts, and the most honourable places in
tlie synagogues. They are wedded to some form of this world's
good; they are wedded to some form of the church's preferment
or repntation; and cannot bear to hear of the removal of these
things. They accuse us of saying, Destroy the temple; and
by their accusations they wiII prevail, and the temple will be
destroyed; yet, as I trust, to be raised up again. I know that,
even of those who hear it, many love not the subject of the
kingdom. They endure that it should be preached, but they
would rather that we should take up and handle matters of a
more common kind. Ye would have the house patched up: I
tell you to flee out of the house; for it is a ruin, and ready to
fall. Ye would rather not"endure the scoffings and the violent
oppositions of men directed against this subject: but I would
have you to stand up &tootly to it, like men storming a walled
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city; and take it by force, through the opposition of fathers and
mothers and brotherl and listers; at the risk or loss of your life
also, according to that word of the Lord, H He that ]oseth his life
shall find it."
II. The second characteristic. Verse 14, Woe unto you,
Scribel and Pharisees, hypocrites! foryedevour widows' houses,
and for a pretence make long prayeD; therefore ye shall receive
greater damnation." This marks covetousnesl as f\ feature of
those who sat in Moses' seat ;-covetousness under the covert of
sanctity, or rather sanctimoniousness j-covetousness exercising
itlelf upon the more helpless and defenceless, even the widow and
the orphan, whom it is the special end both of the church to comfort and of the state to protect. Therein they had changed the
ordinance of God, and, instead of being for a husband to the widow
and a father to the fatherless, they had become the rapaciou8
plunderers of both: yet with artifice, with most damnable
artifice-through the lDstrumentality of religion, through the
instrumentality of prayer. Now, whether or not covetousness
be not a characteristic of the priesthood in these times, be ye
the judges. Witness within these few years bishops of the
church dying with hundreds of thousands in their chest: witness
tie incessant hunt after ~referment-the responsibi~ity of so
many more 80uls being easlly covered by the addition of so many
more pounds to our annual mcome: witness the office-beaters
of charitable and religious societies, who heretofore discharged
their offices without any fee or reward, how within these few
years they have all been endowed with salaries, in reward, as it
IS said, for their time and trouble; without remembering, that
by solemn ordination their time and trouble is sacredly and
solemnly devoted to the cure of l:Iouls: witness also how every
sermon, every journey, every meal, is paid for; every lectureship
made a matter of regular traffic; and, in short, our noble office,
so well endowed by the state, or, where not, which should be
cheerfully uphorne by the people, is made a matter of merchandize, and all things are saleable. So much for the covetousness
which rei~neth over the rulers of the church. Doubtless it was
very evilm the times of our Lord; doubtless, without institut!Ilg a particular comparison, it is very evil in our own times.
Whether it shews itselfafter the hateful way to which our Lord
refers, I am not enough in .he secret of those things to declare
yea or nay; but this I know, that never, in the hlstory of the
church, did the priesthood so apply themselves unto women for
raising pecuniary contributions from the great body of the people.
Our Lord sanctified the services of women: he shewed, by
his l'eceiving of the substance of JoaDna and Susanna and
many others, that their free-will offerings of love and of devo- .
tion might weH be teceivea. 'o~ \\\~ uit\\....ters of his church.
U
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Let it not be understood, therefore, that I either discountenance or
undervalue such gratuitous benefaction., when I blame that use
which is now so frequently made of woman's influence in order
to raise contributions from the body of the people. For it
savours too much of insinuation, and of smooth flatteries. to
proceed chiefly by female mediation, and to come at the people
through their persuasion. More seemly were it, more like unto
Christ and his Apostles, to speak unto the people directly and
immediately, and Jlxplain to them their obligations, and expostulate with them for their neglect of the same. But into this
I enter not further at present, save to exhort every oue of
those who visit the habItations of the poor, of the widows,
and the fatherless, to open their mouths wide, and make known
unto them the Gospel of the kingdom; to shew them the interests of their immortal souls; to comfort them with the fatherly
love and grace of God; and, when necessity requireth, to open
the hand liberally, and minister to their wants. Go unto them
U with the fulness of the blessing of the Gospel of peace;" and
rest well assured that the Lord will bless/ou.
III. The third cause for which our Lor denounceth woe upon
the Scribes and Pharisees, is written in the 15th verse: "Woe
unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass
sea and land to make one proselyte; and when he is made ye
make him twofold more the child of hell than yourselves." In
the time at which our Lord spoke the Jewish church was divided
into sects, of which the two chief were the Sadducees, or freethinkers, and the Pharisees; which latter believed in the traditiona
of the fathers more than in the law of the Lord; for they said,
the tradition is necessary to explain the law. To this sect, the
scribes and the lawyers and the doctors chiefly adhered, because it was their office to explain the Law, and the traditions
of the fathers. These Pharisees were men of great outward
decency, respectability, and sanctity; the most religious, grave,
and severe part of the community. They, being built up in their
own self-sufficiency, and in the righteousness of their sect, and
in the sure salvation which awaIted them, were exceedingly
anxious to gain a proselyte from amongst the Sadducees, the
publicans, and tIie sinners: and to gain him they would
compass sea and land, undergo all paiDs and troubles: and,
having gained him, would make him twofold more the child of
hell than themselves; keeping him in ignorance, binding him
up in prejudice, subjecting him to authority, and otherwise
wrapping around him the coyering of darkness. They had U the
key of knowledge," but they took care to keep it from him:
they used him for their tool, and bound him up unto the servitude of man for his master. Now at this present time we
have the Christian church exactly divided, h\ \\'i.e m~wt\.~'t. \"t\.~
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two great seets, of Sadducees and of Pharisees. The Sadducees
are the Freethinkers, the philosophers, the literati, the men
of science, and, with few exceptions, all who handle the pen
for the public press, and, amongst the common people, the revilers of authority, the followers of wicked infidel writers, the
neglecters of God's ordinances, the profaners of the Sabbath,
the despisers of God and of Christ. These are the Sadducees
of this time. And the Pharisees are those who have an outward
profession of faith, and an outward reverence of the ordinances
of religion; who keep the Sabbath, who attend the church,
who make long prayers, and consult much for decent appearances. As I said above, the latter are divided into two parts j
moral, and spiritual;-the former expecting outward obedience and
observance of the law before ther will give a man confidence
towards God ; the latter expecting lDward signs, spiritual frames
and feelings, and evidences of which a man himself is the
only judge, before they will permit him confidence toward God,
and justification by our Lord Jesus Christ. Of which two forms
of the Pharisee if anyone ask me which is the more dangerous, I answer at once, The spiritual; because the good works
of the moral man are outward and visible, concerning which
neither he nor others can be deceived; but the inward works of
the other are not visible, concerning which he himself may be
in delusion, and others must be in darkness. Besides, the
former is not so purely selfish as is the latter: and though both be
equally erroneous, yet the former hath in it a good and virtuous
intention of kindness and of charity, which, though accompanied
with a false trust therein, is nevertheless tending towards the
cultivation of the soil of a good and honest heart. I judge also
by the fact, when I say that the spiritual Pharisee is the more
inveterate form of the evil, because I have ever found them the
most self-sufficient, and the most pertinaciously set against the
Gospel of the free grace of God, which bringeth present assurance of a Saviour, and the Gospel of the kingdom, which bringeth
assurance of hope. Now observe, that as the Scribes and Pharisees of the former church would compass sea and land to make a
proselyte, so the Pharisees of the present church would do the
same. They think it is to convert and save the soul, so thought
the Pharisees of old: but he who goeth about to convert and save
a soul, doth it in another spirit, as well knowing that it is God's
blessing upon the preaching of the word, upon the preaching
and hearing of faito, which ordinarily works this supernatural
effect. But the honour of this work is now given to many inventions which they have sought out-such as multiplication of
tracts, and the scattering and dIspersion of them amongst the
pe~pl~; the enteri,ng them into our f~vourite circles of religious
BocletlCs ; the gett,lug o\:\.bem \1:)'il>~\}'l';C't~~ ~'l.\\\ \.~c~Uect for our cha-
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rities ; 'and a thousand other inventions of our own, good enoug~
in their place, but very bad when exalted into the place of the
ordinance of preaching, by which it hath pleased God to " save
them that believe." A proselytizing spirit differs from a
Christian spirit in nothing more than this, that the Christian
spirit is calm, and resigned to the will of God, in the midst of
the rejection which his word receiveth, saying, "Even so, Father,
for so it seemeth good in thy sight:" the proselytizing spirit
is restless, anxious, impatient, over-zealous, as not discerning
the power of God, nor worshipping the will of God, but trust~
ing in its own resources, and carried on by its own fervid
passion and boundless desires. The Christian spirit is one and
the same, and never changeth; presenting evermore unto
men, the grace and love of God upon the one hand, and
the damnation of hell upon the other: the proselytizing
spirit is fluctuating and changeable, adopting various means
to compass its end; veering this way and that way, as the
current setteth ; and accommodating to this and to that prejudice
of him whom it would gain. The Christian spirit is ever directing men's minds unto God, the Creator and the Disposer of
all; and:to Christ, the Saviour of all, and specially of those that
believe; and to the church of Christ, with its beautiful and
perfect ordinances, as the dwelling-place of the Holy Spirit,where
he nourisheth and cherisheth and edifyeth the soul: therefore
it is Divine, merciful, and catholic: But the proselytizing spirit
tUJ:neth men's .attention ever to the distinctions and peculiarities
of the sect-for example, Evangelieal-to the leaders of the party.
to the works which they are carrying on, to the things which
they favour; in one word, to the singularities and peculiarities
of the sect to which they would pI:oselytize. And as Moses was
forgotten in the ancient much zeal for Moses, so Christ is now
forgotten in the modern much zeal for Christ; that is to say, as
Moses was hidden under the authority of men, so Christ is hidden under the authority of men. I am not deceiving, neither am
I speaking rashly, when I declare it to be my conviction that
th~ zeal for rehgion which at present prevaileth amongst the
spiritual is more the zeal of proselytizing unto a party, than of
converting unto God and unto Christ. And. here again I see
the parallelism complete.
But our Lord addeth, Ye compass sea and land to make
one proselyte; and when he is made, ye make him twofold
more the child of hell than yourselves." What say I unto this 1
will I dare to call these spiritual men the children of hell? Little
matter maketh it what I call them, or what they call themselves; .
but this is what Scripture teacheth me to say concerning myself.
and concerning all men,-That there is salvation only in Christ,
and that those yvho think to be saved by the Law d.() ~~ \.\:\.~.
Gqsplllof,none,effect. I say, th8:t those -wn.() 'a.'te \.()()'L\.-n.~ \J:)~.
II
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jaatified by their own worb, sball by their own worb be ec.
CJeDJJ:Jed; and it matt.eretb not whether tbe works that are
added unto Chriat, be worb outward in the world, or inward in tbe heart. Therefore I say, tbat he wbo withholdeth
a ainner from receiving Cbrist as bis assured salvation, and rejoicing in him, and seeing at once God to be reconciled through
Christ unto his sou), preacbetb not the Gospel, and doth not
convert lOula unto God, nor yet build upsouls unto Christ. He
who maintaineth that a season and a time is necessary before a
man can take bold of peace and rejoice in God his Saviour,
declaretb a lie; and they who believe it believe a lie; and both
of them shall perish together in the lie wherein they believe.
God hath sent me, and all ministers of Cbrist. to preacb forgiveness of sins, and the good news, the Gospel, of the kingdom,
unto all men. The thing I preach is, , Tby sins are forgiven
thee; thy sins are wasbed away in the blcod of Christ: believe
the good news.' And if the poor wight believeth that this is the
verity of God, wby': should he any more grieve, but instantly rejoice 1 Being justIfied by hi. faith, let him have peace with God.
Not to be at peace, is not to be reconciled; and how can that be,
if you believe that you are reconciled 1 Therefore I say. faith
giveth peace; and he that is not at peace hath fallen sbort of hi.
faith, if he hath believed at all. Now, forasmuch as the spiritual
and evangelical and moral have risen up as one man in- the
church, in our own church, against those who thus preach
Christ as Christ ought to be preached; I say. they are not
preaching Christ, but withholding the preaching of hIm. And
It is no matter to me whom this condemneth-my own father, or
my own brother-I say it to the face, as Paul did to Peter, that
herein they are to be blamed. And for myself, I do bless God,
that, while intent upon wholesome doctrine, and serving him a.
best I knew, be did instruct me in this very matter of the freeness and the peace of believing; which also I was not slow to
receive, and now shall by his grace be bold to declare. Now,
brethren, I say, that there is creeping in a false Gospel, which
intermingles and intermarries a man's own experience of himself
with the work of Christ; and he that believeth and reeeivetb
this, is truly further from God than if he were a publican and a
sinner: you have swelled his own importance by marrying hi.
TiJeness and worthlessness to the infinite preciousness of our
blesled Lord. I would rather go and preach the Gospel to the
mOlt untutored of the people, to a company of wretched women
iii the lrison, or to the sweepings of the streets, which are
gathere into asylums for the night, than preach it to a congregation ofrrien resting upon their experiences and their evidences:
and therefQre I bold it to be well spoken by our Lord, that these
prbse~1 " are mott th~ e'h\\.d't~n of helf than before;" or, if
;rou "wdl have it mon t.o{\\-, u"\\t~..t.\\.. 'U\-a.\ ~, -a.'~ ~,-~\o....\' from
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the kingdom of heaven: according as it is written, "The
publicans and harlots enter into the kingdom of heaven before
you." These are solemn and awful truths which I utter; but
the time is uncertain, and admitteth not of delay: the judgments are near. .. Behold, he standeth at the door:" therefore
I use penetrating and dividing words, which indeed set my
brethren against me; but what can I do 1 I must obey God
rather than man. Let men take heed how they read, and not be
offended with these words, which are uttered In love, and in the
desire to save my own soul and the souls of those who read: and
I would fain profit the church, and warn our country, which is
nothing without her church. Our conviction is, that God's dealings with the church in this land, and with the land itself, which
is included in the church by reason of our Christian laws and
government, ha~e their parallel or a!ltitype in his ~ealin~s with
the former JeWIsh church and JeWIsh state; whIch, like our
own, was a true church and state constituted on ecclesiastical
principles, and therefore not destroyed, but only humbled and
laid low for a season. To the end, therefore, of ascettaining
what were the great capital offences for which the Jewish church
and state were overthrown for a season, 1 have taken up the
consideration of these woes, being minded, as I go along, to
apply them unto the state and the church in our own land.
IV. In the 16th verse our blessed Lord denounceth woe upon
the Scribes and Pharisees, or the constituted authorities in the
church, for their blind guidance of the people, in having taught
t.hem that it was a small thing to swear bl the temple, but binding to swear by" the gold of the temple;' that it was nothing to
swear by the altar, but binding to swear by "the gift" upon it.
He rateth them as fools and blind, for not percei"ing that the
temple sanctified the gold, and that the altar sanctified the gift;
and he teacheth. them that whoso sweareth by the altar sweareth
by it and by all the things thereon, and .whoso sweareth by
the temple sweareth by it and all things thereon, and whoso
sweareth by heaven sweareth by the throne of God and by Him
who sitteth thereon. We are not to suppose that our Lord
doth hereby justify or encourage oaths for the confirmation ofa
man's word or promise; seeing in his Sermon on the Mount he
had taught the contrary doctrine, saying, ,. Swear not at all, neither by heaven, for it is God's throne; nor by the earth, for it is
his footstool; nor by Jerusalem, for it is the city of the Great
King; nor by your head, for ye cannot make one hair thereof
white or black: but let your communication be Yea, yea, Nay,
nay; for whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil." It wa,
one of the evils founded upon the traditions of the elders, who
said, ., Thou shalt not forswear thyself, but shalt perform unto
the Lord. thine oaths." Yet evil in its ~t\t\~\:~\~ '.l.' \.\\.\'1\ ~"'~
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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l5r.giving encouragement to man's impiety, and making a
d.fferimce in the obligation of our simple word and promise,
aild the same when confirmed by an oath, it still represented
the state of moral obligation which man felt to man for those
things which he had promised: and here the Scribes and
Pharisees had shewn their iniquity, by making the evil thing
to be much worse, and by relaxing tlie obligations, not of a
word or promise merely, but even of an oath; allowing some
oaths to be binding, and permitting others to be broken. The
injury hereby done to the confidence of man in man, under
the sanction of the spiritual rulers and guides of the people,
is not, however great it was, the main subject whereof our
Lord complaineth; but the ignorance, the folly, and the wickedness displayed in the distinction which they took between those
oaths which were obligatory and those which were not BO.
They forgot the sacredness of the temple, in their avaricious
and vain-glorious exaggeration of the gold of the temple; they
forgot the sacredness of the altar, in their covetousness of gifts:
and therefore permitted oaths and promises confirmed by the
temple and the altar to be avoided, but those confirmed by the
gold of the temple and the gift of the altar they held to be
binding. To sucb an extent did they carry this hunger and
thirst after precious gifts, that they did not scruple to set aside
the most binding of natural obligations, and the most solemn of
Divine commandments, in order to gain their end: as our Lord
expressly chargeth upon them in these words (Mark vii. 9),
II Full well ye reject Lor frustrate] the commandments of God.
For Moses saith, Honoul' thy father and thy mother; and,
Whoso curseth his father or hIS mother, let him die the death:
but ye say, If a man shall say to his father or mother, It is cor1>an, that is to say, a gift, by whatsoever thou mightest be profited by me; and ye suffer him no more to do ought for bis
father or his mother." Thus could they make the word of God
of none effect through their tradition; and not in this instance
alone, for the Lord addeth, ,. Many such like things do ye." Now,
that which gave this extraordinary stimulus to the desire of
gifts, to the hunger and thirst of golden ornaments for the
temple, was, that for a long season, of almost forty years, they
had been adorning the temple and enriching it, until it had become the wonder of the world. The sums of money expended
in the time of Herod the Great, who was king when our Saviour
·was born, llre not to be reckoned up: and they were levied of the
people under this system of deception and delusion; by giving
to these acts of pecuniary bounty a value and an importance
which neither the obligations of nature, nor the commandments
o( God, nor the ordinances of religion, could stand against.
This (alse morality and. fa\l!oe te\\~I:l"t\. \\\.~ ~~:t\.~" and Pharisees
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had brought to such perfection, that the people seem to have
given with great liberality, if we may judge by an incident in our
Lord's life, recorded in the xii th chapter of Mark, at the 41st
verse; "And Jesus sat over-against the treasury, and beheld
how the people cast money into the treasury; and many that
were rich cast in much." And that the moral guilt attached t,o
these gifts was a chief cause of the downfall of the temple and
Jerusalem, seems to be implied in these words (Luke xxi. 0) ;
,( And as some spake of the temple. how it was adorned with
goodly stones and gifts, he said. As for these things which ye
behold. the days will come in which there shall not be left one
stone upon another which shall not be thrown down." ""But.
however this may be, it seems to be a constant progress in corruption.to consummate itself in the love of gathering and hoarding money, and in making every thing sacred in religion, venerable
in government, and dutiful in" the relations of life, to bow unto
this, the lowest, basest passion of the human mind. If you
will cast up in your memory the instances of God's judgments
upon kingdoms-as, for example. the judgment of Crmsus by
Cyrus, of Darius by Alexander, and of India by the sultans of
Gazna-you will ever find that the judgment IS brought upon
them in the midst of great wealth; and if you will make
the same account of the destruction of temples-as, of the
temple of Apollo at Delphi, of Diana at Ephesus-you will
find that immense treasures were amassed in them at the
time. And so it was with the temple of God at Jerusalem.
shortly after those days in which our Lord warnea them. The
same hath been observed of the Papacy; that the building of
St. Peter's at Rome, together with the luxury of the court of
Pope Leo X., was the proximate cause of the Reformation. by
driving on at such a rate all manner of exactions and imposts,
.under religious pretences, as brought the Papal system into
shame and contempt, and made the kingdoms weary to bear it.
They forgot the sacredness and the spirituality of every Christian
'Ordinance, and sold it openly for money to the highest bidder.
Now, if I en' not, the same thing is proceeding in the Protestant church of Great Britain. An object the wildest, and most
frantic, and. most opposite to God's word, which ever deluded
the minds of men-to wit, the conversion of the whole world-:hath been started within these last thirty years; and to the attainment of this object it is openly avowed that money is the
chief desideratum. Four years ago it was stated and argued,
in one of their chief congregations. and published for the mformation of all, that the Lord had expressly undervalued money as
a prerequisite to or condition of the Apostolical missionary unto
the heathen. With high scorn, with bitter sarcasm, with cruel
insinuations, all this was rejected.: and siu<:.e. \.b.~ \.\.~~ ~~
pursuit of money, as the chief, and \ m'a."j 1O'i\."j' only, '\1.\.~a"t\.~-,,""
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is nearer the truth than to say chief means-of attaining this
mighty and impracticable object, hath been going on with
hotter haste and more fervid diligence until this day. Every
means is taken, that human sagacity can devise. to increase the
contributions of the people. I cannot tell what in the secret
workings of the system may be done, but this I know. that in
several places the laws both of God and man have been frustrated, under the sense of duty to these great money-geUing
societies. I myself-and I amasbamed to tell it:-have been the
preacher where the common people, and all who could not aft'ord
to give silver on entering the church, were not permitted to partake in the worship. It is needless to say, that I was not a
party to this: I would s(j()ner have lost my right hand. 1
knew not of the abomination till I was going to the pulpit, and
before the service I entered my solemn protest against it. And
the sorrow and the marvel was, that the pious men and ministers
engaged in that missionary work could not see, could" not be
brought to see, the evil of it, but were greatly enraged that I
should call it an abomination.
This is only one instance,
amongst many which I could mention as having occurred within
my own experience. I found it common for the managers
of these charities, in order to have the congregation chiefly
made up of money-givers, to choose a time for the public
worship at which the common people were not able to attend.
There is a devotion to the mere pecuniary part of all these s0cieties, which cannot fail to corrupt the morality and the religion
of all concerned with them. And when I see the great strength
of preaching put forth upon such occasions-the dignitaries of
the church ascending the pulpit, almost exclusively, for such
objects; the popularity of more humble men put in requisition
for the same; the influence of high names and noble persons,
every thing, in short, by which the matter of giving money can
be exaggerated, called into operation-I believe, and I am not
afraid to express it because I solemnly believe it, that the very
same destruction of all morality and religion is going on in the
church at this day, under the pretence of a great and a good
cause, which went on in Jerusalem in the days of our Lord, and
which went on in the Papacy in the days of Luther. And as the
"Jewish churc.h soon came to an end; and the Papal church soon
thereafter, in the Council of Trent, sealed itself the Apostasy; so
believe I that the church in this land will soon, by the progress
of this very same religious avarice, he visited and judged of God.
Now, observe further, that as the temple was forgotten in the
gold. and the altar was forgotten in the gift: so the church,
which the temple did svmbolize; every ordinance of the church
- the sacraments, t~e c.re~ds;. t~e ordination ofbisho~s. pres~yters,
and deacons; the d.\Sc\~\\\\e, \\.\\d. ever~ venerable thmg beSides....;
is held at noucrnt,
in com~\l.\-\'M)t\. ~\\\\ \.\\~ \:.~\\\.i~\).\.\~'l\.' ~(: money,
e
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or of time or of talent, to the service of these societies. It is now
seven years since the thin~ occurred which I will now relate.
Upon first coming to this Clty, I was the bearer of a letter to a
very worthy man and good Christian, as I believe, now no more:
after he had perused it, he spoke to me with great emphasis and
seriousness, " Sir, it i~ not by preaching, nor by attendmg to-four
own flock, that you must prosper in -this city: the number, SIr, of
religious societies, the. _great ~ood which they do, ought to be
the chief care with you; as it IS with' such an one,' and 'such,
another one,' " Damin~ over SOD;le of the most famous ministers
in the city. I looked into his face, to see if he was serious, or
speaking 10 satire of the state of things. When I saw that he
was serious and solemn, I could only wonder in my own mind,
and calmly assure him, that by the grace of God I would walk.
in the old paths, and feed my flock. Upon which he admonished
me, as became a man of his years, and we parted-never to meet
again, for he was soon carried to his long, home. If in the
same societies in which a subscription of five pounds is an~
nounced with thunders of applause, you will announce your
attachment to the Church of Scotland or the Church of England.
or to an Establishment in general, or to the good old cause of
Protestantism, or to the Attianasian Cl'eed, or to the Five Articles
of the Synod of Dort, or utter any word of _censure upon the
Pope of Rome or Socinians or Arminians, or any other class
of heretics; or, in short, tell out any of the deer convictions
and great interests which you hold dear; you wii be received
with sneers, haply with hisses; called to order, or to set down.
If this be not forgetting the temple for the gold of the temple, I
know not what can be considered so: if this is not underyaluing the altar for the gift that is upon the altar, I know not
what can be considered so. For my part, I believe in my heart
there is in the working of this great religious system a vanity,
an ostentation, an avarice, an idolatry or gold and silver, which,
if it be not as great, will soon be as great, if not checked and
testified against, as I now do, as ever were the abominations
of the Pharisaical system in Jewry, or the Mendicant system in
Papal Rome. 1 do testify against it, after the example of my
Lord; I say, Woe unto it! I say, There shall not be one stone
of it left ullon another. And though they should gnash UpOIl
me with theIr teeth, as they did upon my Lord, and take up
stones to stone me, I will nevertheless say unto them, that it is a
grand error to think they shall convert the world whose iniquity
God is shewing out by their rejection of the Gospel; for which
in due time he will come and judge them. And this great
stalking error, which is propagated through the church by ten
thousand methods, is introducing all sorts of misconceptions,
accommodations, nleans, aud actions, without which it would.,
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not be tolerated. But the object is so grand and brilliant. that
men are dazzled, as were tbe Jews when they looked at the
goodly stones and dazzling splendour of the temple. Would
they believe in the judgments which are about to come upon
the world. and receive the Lord's assurance of being with his
minis~ and finding for them meat to eat and raiment to be
clothed, wberever they are; yea, of bringing them an hundredfold for whatever they give up; were this faith propagated in
the church, at present dead to it, men would start up and say,
'Send me!' like Joseph Wolf, they would say, • Carry me to
the place over the seas, and leave me there.' And think you
there would be wanting in the church rich men. and poor men,
and men of all degrees, to say. ' We will carry thee; we will speed
thee; we will support thee with our prayers, and with our sub·
stance too, if thou need l' Do I oppose such a thing as this 1 God
forbid. Wherefore have we invited hither one to be an evangelist
in this great city 1 and wherefore was he ready to come without
fee or reward 1 and wherefore do I press it upon my church
to lend the help of their prayer, and of their substance also, to
the good work 1 Because we honour together faith in God, and
we believe that he will prosper every one who denieth himself,
and forsaketh all for Christ. It is the system. the base moneylevying system by religious practices, which we gainsay: out of
which, I say it again, an incalculable offence to God and to
Christ and to the church is now arising. I know how few can
receive this matter; I am sorry for it: all I can do is solemnly
to declare my conviction that it is so; yea, and I fear that half
the truth hath not been told, because I will not suspect where
I am not sure, neither will I go about to seek matter of accusation against anyone; but, as God helpeth me. I will never
shrink from expounding the holy Scriptures, and applying them
to the condition of the church and the condition of every soul.
Let no one, therefore, take offence: I am but the voice of what
I believe to be the truth; and woe is unto me if I speak not the
truth of God.
V. The next reason for which our Lord denounceth woe upon the
Scribes and Pharisees, rulers of the Jewish church, and brandeth
them as hypocrites, is contained in the 23dverse: "Forye pay tithe
of mint, and anise, and cummin" (" and all herbs," saith St.Luke),
" and have omitted the weightier matters of the law, judgment,
mercy, and faith. These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the
others undone. Blind guides! who strain at [or strain out] a gnat,
and swallow a camel." This feature of the declining church hath
reference to the obedience of the Divine commandments; and
indicates a preference of the outward letter thereof to the inward
spirit. The Lord selecteth the most minute and literal of the
Divine commandments, which they did observe, ilnd setteth the
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same in contrast with the most large, universal, and moral precepts, which they did not observe. According to the law of
Moses (Lev. xxvii.), " All the tithe of the land, whether of the
seed of the land or the fruit of a tree, is the Lord's; it is holy
unto the Lord." In paying this tithe, the scribes and Pharisees
went down to the minutest item: but they forgot the great
moral demands which God had made, of judgment, mercy,and
faith. Our Lord said, "These ought ye to have done, and not
leave the other undone." Now, as the work of God's Spirit in
the heart is constant, and changeth not with times and seasons;
and as the true church of God is likewise unchangeable in its
moral and religious principles, being conformed unto the image
of God; even so, the opposition of Satan, the work of Satan to
destroy and uproot the church, is likewise constant as to its
principles; in Its spirit the same in different ages. If therefore,
as I believe, the rulers of the church in our own time have a
woe gone forth, or going forth, against them, we may expect to
witness some such feature as this growing in the -midst of us:
not indeed in its circumstances the same, because all the circumstances of the two churches are changed, but in its principle
the same. And what, then, is the principle of this fifth great delinquency of the former church? It is the preference of positive
outward commandments, to inward, moral, universal commandments: it is the religion of observances, and not the religion of
holy, righteous, charitable principles: it is the straining out of
the gnat from what we drink, and swallowing of the camel; sacrifice rather than mercy; will-worship rather than morality. The
question is, Does this exist amongst ourselves, and to what extent? I answ&, It doth exist, to an enormous extent. Tithes
were under the Law appointed to be given, fol' the maintenance
of the temple, and of the Priests and the Levites who served the
temple. They were the signs of obedience to the Lord, who
was worshipped and served in the temple. The paying of them
now no longer existeth as a Divine commandment, but only as
an ancient and fundamental constitution of the kingdom: and
therefore, though it be enwarped with the very VitalS of the
state, and more than any thing else be the life of the comlJ)unity, yet is it not a part of the Christian religion, or an
ordinance of the Christian church; and therefore it would be
a vain thing to look for the parallel in this department of our
. affairs. What then of positive commandment and ordinance
hath come instead of these, which fell down with the Jewish
polity? What are the outward and visible observances obligatory upon everyone who holds the Christian name, and upon
those who sit in Christ's seat, and are the rulers of his church?
It is obligatory uron us, the rulers of the church, and upon the
church in genera, to hold and maintain sound doctri.n.~~ '1\\).~~\\..
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we eX~8 in our church by the Catechism and the Confession
of PlUth; which they express in the Church of England by the
Creeds, Apostolic, Nlcene, Athanasian, and the Catechism, aDd
the Offices; and which among the Dissenters they express by
nothing at all, wholly neglecting this appointment of the churcfi
to .. contend earnestly for the faith as it was once delivered unto
the saints." Another of our observances is, the offering of wOl'8hip'
in the a88emblies of the congregation; praise, prayer, hearing of
the word read, and of the word preached. Another of our observances is, the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper.
Another is the observance of government in the church 1If·
the office-bearers, in their degrees of minister of the word, elder,
and deacon. Another is the observance of discipline over the
members of the church; by reproof, exhortation, suspension from
privilege", deposition from office, and excommunication. Theee
observances of the church are intended outwardly to repreaeut
great moral principles in the believer, both towards God and
towards man. Doctrine, to represent the integrity, the certainty,
the stability of our faith in God, and in Jesus Christ whom 6e
hath sent: worship, to represent our love, adoration, trust, and
desire of God, through Jesus Christ. Worship by the aaaembled church doth signify, also, the oneness, the communion, the
fellowship of love, which there is among the brethren. Hearing
of the word preached, signifies our openness and willingnell
to be taught by Christ speaking in the ministers of his church.
Our observance of rule and authority and government in the
church, expresseth our acquiescence in Hill lordship, and our
obedience to Him as our head. Our observance of disciplint,
si~nifies our perfect obedience to the law of love, and our
Willingness at all times to be tried by it. So that the weightier
matters of the law are, as heretofore,judgment, mercy, and faith,
though the forms of the observance be changed.-Now, though I
cannot say of the churches in general, tbat they are careful
enough of the outward and positive ordinances of the church,
there being a great body of Saddueees amongst us, us well as of
Scribes and Pharisees; yet I can say, that whatever zeal there
is runneth out in these forms, and ascendeth no higher. The
observance of the Sabbath, the attendance upon Divine worship,
the decent respect unto the churchman and the church, the admiration of our excellent church formularies, jealousy over the
letter of the Btandards, outward decorum in the observance of
the sacraments, rigid exactness in the .admiSllion of memben
of the church, where discipline is observed; these. and other
the like tbings, are the tithe of mint, and anise, and cummio,
which the rulers of the church at rresent insist upon. And thi.,
I have noticed, is increasing, and believe will go on increaaiDg.
I believe we !.ba\\ ~ a ~.. ~,~t oo.twaM service: the futs ...
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JttQred, the festivals brought forward more oonspicuoasly, the
Liturgy commended more and more, the AMemhly'. Catechi&m
extolled more and more, the Confession of Faith lauded
and more highly. I believe, also, we 'Shall have mom sad mOte
preaching against .balls, and assemblies, and horse-racing, and
fairs, Sabbath-breaking, and other outward violations of decency
Qnd order. I believe, also, there will come into operation a severer
discipline, and a straiter communion, and a greater Olltcry for the
forms of orthodox doctrine. Now, look for j\ldpent, look for
mercy, look. for faith,-where are they? Judgment,is justice, 01'
--righteousness, or honesty of heart and mind : Mercy, is love shewing itself to the offending, love taking pity upon the undeserving,
and shewing forgiveness; bearing and forbearing, meek and
gentle, kind and gracious: Faith, is belief in God, that what h~
,bas taught us himself of his own Son is true, is very truth, to be
relied upon, to rest a man's salvation upon. I ask if these three
great provinces of Divine morality are in existence amongst U8,
do we yield the greater tithes of faith, mercy, and judgment 1 I
answer, No. FaIth there is alniost none; for if you ask a man
what he believes concerning God, he doubts of every thing, and
believes in nothing. Doth he believe that God is reconciled to
him 1 No: otherwise he would be at peace with God. Doth
he believe that Christ hath died for his sins 1 No: otherwise he
would have no conscience of sin, but would be rejoicing in the
·graceof God; instead of having a wofnl countenance, and
sighing with an oppressed heart. Doth he believe that the
Spirit ill in the ordinances of the church? No; but flatly denies it•. Or in the office-bearers of the church 1 or in the baptized f
or in any thing else 1 No; no lIuch thing. Well, doth he believe that the Lord is to come again, and judge the quick, .lIInd
raise the righteous, and reign with these on the earth, and restore
all things, aQd bring in the times of refreshing 1 No: as liule
of that as possible; the less the better: the wanderings these of
deluded men, the ravings of a heated fancy, the dreams of inexperienced folly! Where is faith then 1 It is, like the dead
languages, shut up in books, of which the three chief are the
Bible, the Confesslon of Faith, and the Prayer-book.-If next
you allk for mercy, for tender-h~llrted mercy; which hath COIllpassion upon those that are out of the way, and herdeth with
publicans and sinners, and goeth after the prodigal, and worketh
upon the bard-hearted, and seeketh to save all; which pitieth
the POOl', and is for clothes unto the· naked and for bread unto
the hungry; oh, whither ill it gone? I know not; but I
know it dwelleth far from U8, who are ashamed of pubticanj
and sinners; and invite not the maimed, and the baIt, and the
pOOl' unto our feuta:; ud lay un~ the. rich man, .. Sit y8 down·
here, and to:the poor man, Worshtp ye yonder:.~'·stratA •..-_
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streets, yea, whole districts, nnvisited by,the ministel1l of religion,
wbo have the charge over them; the. dying uncomforted, the
wic.ked unrepl'oved'with the Gospel of peace! I feel, as a minister
of religion in this great city, that we are exceedingly guilty; and
that we ought, instead of being at our ease in our homes. to be
visiting the poor in marcy, and making known unto them the
Gospel of the kingdom of Christ. Oh, hard-hearted Christendom! Dotb a brother, especially doth a sister, go astray? she is
put away from all fellowship of her kindred, of her companions,
of her fellow-Christians. Hard-hearted and scornful. we pass her
by 00 the other side, saring, I am holier than. thou. What
injustice! what injustice. not to say. what unmercifulnelS! Oh,
eanst thou not look into thine own heart, and see worse tbere
than that which thou so cruelly and at once exoommrinicatest?
Well, thou stand est ; take heed lest thou fall. There we sit,
side by side, pew by pew, in a church, feigning to worship God.
in unity, when, alas! how often is it--nay, how common,
how constant is it-that we know not and care n.ot for one
another; and, on the contrary, often are filled with envy, jealo,usy,
and dislike! We sit aDd hear tbe preacher, and do neither
belillve nor care for the matter he declareth; but sit upon it
in cold criticism, as if it were the word of man, and not the
message of God which he was appointed to declare unto us.
And many other things of the like kind I could shew, indicating
the self-same spirit of discordancy between those two parts of
character which concern the outward observance of the positive
commandment, and the inward observaD(le of the spiritual thing
necessary to fulfil it.-It is generally thought that this character
of the Pharisee applieth chiefly, or exclUSIvely; to the formalists
of the church; and not to the Evangelical, as they are called, to
whom I maintain that it specially referreth. In this respect. indeed, it doth not, that the Evangelicals require. not flO much
ae the others the tithe of mint and anise and rue: they hate
undone the ordinances in a great degree. Wherein they have
added another offence unto themselves, and established a tithe
of another kind, of their own invention, which is, the acknowledgment of man's authority, not the church's: the ackBow.
ledgmentof a few men's customs, not the .church's: in one
wprd, the obedience of the religious world, and not of the
church. They have found out strange inventions in religion ;
~t, so far from yielding faith, mercy, and judgment, they bave
risen up and taken arms directly against them. For they chiefly
oppose the two grea~ objects of faith; which are. first, that
Christ hath delivered me from O1y sins, a.nd that I should be at
peace with God and rejoice in him; a.nd, secondly, that he ia
to. come. again, to put me in possession of the kingdom of . thia
w~.rJd" {fOla, ·which Adam was cast out. Again·: they. baa
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taken up the very oppoSite position to: mercy;' which is, rejecting all that iue not of their sect as heathen ': whereas, granting
that they are unconverted, they are but prodigals, and they do
them injustice by saying or assuming that they are not of the
covenant. So that, to me, this character of the Pharisee is
much more revealed amongst them than amongst others.
VI. We now proceed to the sixth accusation of our Lord, which
is in these words, .. Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye make clean the outside of the cup I\nd platter, but
within they are full of extortion and excess." Take this as it is
explained In Luke xi. 39. The Pharisee "marvelled that Jesus
had not first washed before dinner, And the Lord said unto him,
Now do ye Pharisees make clean the outside of the cup and
the platter. bot your inward pal't is foil of ravening and wickedness. Ye fools, did not he that made that which is without
make that which is within also 1 But rather give alms of such·
things as ye have [or as ye are able], Rnd, behold, all things are
clean unto you."-The meaning of this denunciation, as seemeth
to me, is this: That the great sect whom he denounceth were
8S' corrupt and erroneous in their notions concerning eating
and drinking. as in all other things; or, even in a wider sense,
the cop and the platter standing for their outward substance =
as when it is said, II Thou hast made my cup to run over," it is·
spoken of our abundant provision from the hand of God. And,
to adopt this larger sense I am led by the Lord's instructions 'to
give alms to the poor according to the calls which the providence of God make upon us, and then to. enjoy the rest- Without!
any scruple whatever. In like manner, upon a similar oceasion~
the Lord said, " Not that which goeth into the mouth defileth a~
man, but that which cometh out ofa man, that defileth a man .....
Now this is another form of the pharisaical spirit, to be nty·
scrupulous and very fearful about trifles connected with the use
of our o'ttward estate: how much should be set aside to reli...
gious uses; what proportion of a man's income? what style he
should keep in his house; whether he should dissent from the
customs of his rank in this particular 1 and so forth. This our
Lord calls making clean the outside of the cup and platter;
and he denounceth it as a pharisaical thing; and a pharisaical
thing· I do verily believe it to be. And he lays down the- rule
with great simplicity: 'Give alms of what you have; and then
use the rest,and without a scruple:' that is to say, Answer the
calls, that God sendeth, a!ld take an~ enjoy th~ rest, without
makmg any work about It. For, salth he, thIS carefulnes&
about external order and purity in your affairs will lead you to'
neglect the inward contents of the cup, the means by whiehit:
i& filled, and kept. full. You will cease to give heed to· yout~
extorti0D1fand rapines, through yonr much h"dfoln~8 \.ot\.~:

youI' systematic charities and appointments. You win thitaIc
little of the covetousness, the excessive and extortiOJ.late premiums and intere8ts, the great gains, which you are daily;
hourly practising, by calming your conscience with the decent
and decorous domestic economy which yon observe, and tbe
regular fixed prop'ortion of your income whieh you bestow upon
Qbaritable and religious uses. Ow, Lord, as it seems to: me, by
the figure of the cup and platter sigDifies that whieh coatainetll
the substance of 11 man's support; the whole of his estate, the
Jewsrd· of his labour and industry~ the gain of his traftic. By
making the out8i~e of it c~ea~, .he signifies ~he outw~ d~
cency and seemliness of our hVlng; the sacnfices which we
JP,ake to appeamnces, the accommodations to public opinion,
the offerings to charity. By the inside of the cup' ·and: platter
tull of ~tol'tion and excess, we take him to sigDlfy the unhallowed sources, the hard and severe meo.su.res, the dishonest and:
dishonoiJrable practices, the unfeeling exactions, by which the
qUP of a man's substance is filled, and kept full. And his inIJJruction is, that God, who made that which is without, made:
that which is within also: or, in other words, that God. looks:
with as observant an eye upon the·· secret machinations by
which wealth is made, as he doth upon the 01lt\TaI-d and obttervable methods by which it is eJ(pend-ed -; and· that it is the
part of a Christian, and of a good man, to· be as nice and seru"
pulous in the management of those things which are iDward in
his traffic, and known only to himself, as of those things which
!ll"e outward, and kn~wn to, the world. Now,.1 ~l put
It to any man's conSCIence, If ever there. was a tlllie In the
the .Christian church~and I may sa~; ~n the hi8~
history
of the unbaptIzed world-wherem by such nef8.l'l0us practIces
the coffers of" men were filled; wherein 80 many false· pretences were had recourse to in order to increase our gains:
suc~ severe measures dealt out by him. that h~th ~he money,
to hIm that hath the gooos to sell; whIch. agalD, IS retaliated
'by the insufficiency or adultera.tion of the thing that is
s'old. There is a grinding down of the poor, also; so that·he
cannot live by his industry, and is brought into the condition
of a pauper, There is a want of tenderness and principle, often,
on the part of the master, towards-the poor labonrer at· whose expense of skill and industry bis huge fortune is amassed: there
is a carelessness of his moral condition, an indifference to the state
of his wife and children and poor habitation, a· readiness to let
him beg for that which he hath earned as a servant and labonrer
of ours, which doth indeed demonstrate that this denunciation
is d~ealso unto us. Lift up your minds, I pray you, from your
ow!ll.ittle 8ph~re, and co~t~mplate Protestant Bri~n, Ohristian
·:Qntam, 8S It l~ now exhIbIted.. Almost the half of Its labouring
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ilPpulation dependent upon charity; hardly a.ble, a.t.,be,at, .t«l.
obtain da.ily·b£ead: h~ manufacturing pc;>pulatio~, again; ev~r1~
Jt.OW and. then brOllght mto. actual starvatIOn: while tQe wea.kh.
of the superior -lilrder hath increased. and i.B increasing,. and thIN
eJfpen.diture ohhe Dation is enormous beyond AllJ. example. Are,
t)lesemen guiltless b~use they pay-a man his scanty wagest
~ they charitable and religious liecause they subscrihe 00-.
cMioWlUy·to: the relief of the distressed timea.1 In· the eye of·
law they are guiltless.: but not according to the morality of ouro,
tord. Their cup is outward~ clean. no. onecan.. charge theiDI
of an actionable offence: nevertheless, within it is full of extort,i~n and exces8.--·Take a view of the thing in aDother aspect. ..
Look Dot at the poor labourer, with his ill-conditioned family.
and miaerable·· home, but, look at the young men and· young'
w<>wen of .respectable and deceo.t appearance who in. this city.;
i\le employed in the service of shopkeepers; dress-makers. men.
of: busineSEl, and others, by WhOOl the retaiL of commodities is.
carried 00. Is it Christian-like that these young men aw:lll
women should be· etpployed from earliest morning till latest;
evening, with just time enough to swallow their meals,. .with.
hardly time enough to refresh themselves with sleep' 1 Is not
this extortion of the worst kind, drawn from the hfe-blood of
the young man's strength, and from the bloom of the young
maiden's beauty? Cruel masters! can you live upon such extortion from your servants 1 Think not you are guiltless, because
haply ye sit not d'own to your meals without a grace, Dor open
~d close the day without a prayer.--Look, again, at tbia.,
i~ another aspect. Behold that·class of men, wealthy and raspecttlble •. who, being possessed of money. use.it to catch the
n~ces"i~(lus oC(lasion ·of the poor trader driven to his. last i\hjft,
and buy up at half their value that.. wh.e.reon his credit and
the nourishment of his family depend. This also is a new
trait in: Britain.--Look, again;.at that class multiplied an hundred fold, who lie in· wait for the distressed poor. and receive in
pawn the raiment from his loins and the covering of his bed,
Look at the class of men familiarly known by the name ef
crimps, who lie iD wait for our seamen, to plunge them into riot
and. sin, then cast them out of their infamous dens helple$s and
forlorn. Oh, I might go the round of all society, .of respec.tabl$,
reputable society-e$pecially of all who ha.ve to do with. the
poor, who let them houses, whu fUlUish them with·victuals; of
all those classes who adulterate our food, and mix up the means
of life with profitless or deleterious ingredients-the field. is too
laJ'Q'e, it is far, far tQO large, over which I could go, and say,
, rIlOugb thou art a man who drink est out of a clean vessel,it, is
inwardfy fullor extortion and excess: I cannot call thee intotbe courts of .the king, but I can caU thee' iDto. tb'ecoul't: of· t1l.e.
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lUng of kiDgs, and charge thee as ao extortioner.' Oh, it is a
cruel system, a most cruel, hateful system of pharisaical pretence, which is working over this land. We talk. of our charities
aad alms-deeds: they are as a drop of that bucket which is
filled with the sweat and tears of an over-wrought and miserable people. The thing I say is true. I speak.the truth, though
it q most lamentable. I dare not hide it, I dare not palliate it,
M the horror with which it covereth me would make me do
80.
Woe unto sach a system! woe unto the men of this land,
who have been brought nnder its operation! It is not felt to be
evil, it is not acknowledged to be evil, it is not preached against
.. evil; aud therefore it is oo1y the more inveterate and fearfol
aa evil. It hath become constitutional. It is fed from the stream
ei our life, and it will grow more and more excessive, until it can
DO longer be endured by God Dor bome with by man.
I warn
you, keep clear of it so far as you are able. Let wealth be held
III no comparison with the avoidance of soch unholy and inhaman practices. So that yoor business and traffic yield you
daily bread, be contented; and for the rest, see. I pray you, that
i~ be not obtained at too dear a rate.
(To be antdutkd ill lite
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STATE.

A ... Extract, traualed from tke Lati" of 1727, coneeMling tlae
-fo/uTe c.onditio. of tke "u.~n spirit! tU to. it. ",ode antltkgrw
···of"lIppa",,. or mue'!J, dUring tM dUsolul.oD of ,I.e hotly: or,
,.-t:OIICeming Ille intermediate .stBle cif tke spirit, in the i,,~l·
:.between deQth ad TUurrect,on.
SUfCE it hath now been demonstrated upon natural knowledge
a.·well as upon the most evident and express declaration of tn~
Holy.Scriptures, that buman spi?ts do survive .the dissolution
or.·thls b~y, and that. they remam whole, notw~thstanding its
decomposItion, we are III the next place to conSider what kind
of life we are authorized to expect in the separated state of our
immortal being.
And the first question that presents itself, in this inquiry is
as follows; namely, Whether the spirit, or soul of man • • poss'ess

• It will be observed thr.~~ghout this pa~r that the Scri.~ture term " SPIaIT"
(1 Thess. v. 23; Luke V11I ••55; Acts VII. ~9; 1 Cor. 11. 11; 2 Cor. vii 1;
1 Cor. v. 5; Philemon 25) IS employed, Instead of the vulgar term "tile
SOIIL." Surely j~ is of some import':D~ to dis.unguish (even in nomenclature)
tk~ 1e1llUal, pta.wllde, and brufe principle which God hath given both to man
aDd 6east:l, which he calla the " IOUI," and the .po'¥oc n.px.~, that is not au.bject

any ~co."orality, 01' extension during its' separation ·from ·the
body which we now inhabit; and, in that case, ·what kind of
corporality it enjoys? or, on the other hand, Whether it be
altogether stript of the properties of body, severed and abstraet
from all the attributes of matter, until the resurrection? The
solution of this question would straightway conduct us to the
knowledge of the future condition of the spirit; but since there
is also another more general and far less difficult inquiry before
us, respecting the,degrees of happiness and misery whiehseparated spirits experience before the day of judgment, I think it'
good to proceed in this place, by way of mtroduction, witb an
examination of the opimon of some moderns, • That the spirit
of man, in the instant of his decease, and immediately upon itll
separation from the body, is either transported into consummate
glory and the beatific vision in beaven, or cast into infernal
torments and consummate woe.
Not a few of the Reformers, from an excessive dread of the
false doctrine of purgatory, in effect subverted the truth of an
intermediate state : as indeed too often, in our attempts to avoid
one vice, we precipitate ourselves into the folly of advocating
its opposite. We know well enough that the purgatory of the
Roman church is a human invention, contrived for the purpose
of deceiving the people, and enriching the priests; but we ought
not, in fear of so vain a phantom, to forsake also the sound
doctrine of the primitive church, • That the happiness or misery
of tbe human spirit is not complete before the day of judgment:'
,.We shall, for the present, defer the consideration of what
relates to the wicked and their miseries, arid content ourselves
with demonstrating that the modem opinion, • of the spirits of
deceased believe", being transported to an heavenly kingdom,
and to that consummate glory which has been technically called
the beatific vision, before the resurrection, and before the second
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ,' is neither agreeable to Holy'
Writ nor to the primitive faith. Ye who proDllse to yourselYes .
and others the beatific vision of God immediately upon yout:
decease, it is but fair that you should adduce some one promise
of the Gospel in confirmation of your views; for in all cases, in
which a proposition is to be established not following necessarily
from the nature of things, but resting exclusively upon the will
and ordinance of God for its truth or fallacy, a hope not supported by his word is rash. Produce your texts. Direct us to
the sacred page which may Bupport or testify so confident an
expectation of Budden bliss to tbe dying.
to his law, neither can be, from the "'pirit of man that is in him," and which, if
regenerated· from above, " neither siDneth Dor CQD sin." This is, the propel"' .
objec,.of preaehing; against that we 'ought to wage perpetual war..
.. '.
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. TbGee iadeed ,,=hich most clearly attest that we

.a.n 8ee God

(I. It MaU. v. 8; 1 Cor. xiii. 12·) ere least of all to be quoad
td prove that we .hall do 80 immediately after deatll; while

otbtsn e.presaly teach that we llhall not see the Christ until.b
appear,. and that the BOD8 of God shall not be maniNated uatiI
&he reaurrectioll (1 John iii. 2; Rom. viii. 19-23 J 001. iii.4t).
·AoeordMig to the same holy oracles and apostolic decla~
... aints do not attain to their promised pry ~ and ~r
IJ'ward, until the aQvent of the Lord and tlie reBU1TeCtlon ef
til., dead. St. Peter promises an everlasting crown of glory tQ
~. faithful pastors of Christ's Hock, when .He, the chitif Shepherd•
appear (1 Pet. v. 4); and I should _think. tbe people'.
~w8.(d is not before their pastor's. The Apostle Paul (second
to--DODe in the Christian warfare) hath said that he _shall DOt
.cave his crown unleas in" the da:,! of the Lord" (2 Tim. iv. 8);
and he trusts in God that what he hath committed to himp_~
ther with eternal life. shall then be restored. ., I am perwaded,"
saith ~he venerable teacher, .. that l,e il able to keep that wiicA
I have committed unto him UNTIL THAT DAY" (2 Tim. i. 12);
as though the intermediate time (from the day of hiB death
until .. that day") were an inglorious object, to be. paased
over in silence, and not to be distlDguished as worthy of:8pec1al
,.,mark. This most assuredly the holy man had not done, had
be known- the interval to be replete with ineffable glory and the
_title vieion of God. But, indeed, as often as he IN'8Y8 .for
anyone with commiseration. or promises with gladness, or
threatens punishment, he refers all these things to "TH A T
DA Y " - " tht day of the Lord:" whereas he ought to have referred these things to the hour of death, if indeed the .pirit, immediately on her departure from the body, do enter 1D1o C01l• .,mmate bliss or consummate woe. 2 Tim. i. 18; 2 The'llS. i.
7-10t·

._U

• Matt. v. 8: .. Blea.ed are the pure in heart, for tbey sball see' God."
I-Cor. xiii. 12: "For now we see through a glas!. darkly, but then" (viz. II wilen
that which u petfect is come," ver. 10) "face to face; now I know in part, bat
then shall I know even as I am known."
t 1 John iii. 2: .. When he .hall appear we shall be like bim, for we shall see
himas he is." Rom. viii. 19-23: .. For the earnest expectation oftbe creature
waiteth for llle manifestat!on. of the -sonl of .~o(l." .. And n~t only they, but
we ••..• ourselves groan wlthm ourselves, waltmg for the adoption (i. e.) the redemption of the body." Col. iii. 4: .. WHEN CHRIST, who is our life .AGU
appear,

TII.ElIl

dull we also," &c.

'

t 2 Tim. i. 18:

.. The Lord grant unto him, that hp. may find mercy of tha
Lord ill that day." 2 Theas. i. 7, 10: .. And to you, who are troublP.d rest with
UI, wi,en the Lord JelUl ,hall ~ reve.ale~.fro!t he(J1Jen with his migh
at1!Gl.;"
.. ","etl he shall COlM to be glorIfied In hiS saints, and to be admired in all them
that believe (because our testimony among }'ou was believed) ;" tllat dAy."
See also Acts xvii ..31; JO~D ~i. 39, 40, vit~. 66; Eph. ~v. 30; Phil. i. 6;
~eb. x. 2.5; 1 Cor. 1. 8; p~!~. 11. 16; 2 Cor..1: 14; Luke VI. 28; 2 Pet. i.lt,
III. 12; Jude 14; 2 Pet. 111.10; 2 Thess. 11. 3; 1 Thess. v. 2; MatL' uiy.
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. It is, moreover, to be obser~ed, that the Apostle commits the
keeping of his spirit unto God .. till that day;" as though h~
had been lying down to sleep: and not un frequently, in the
Scriptures, the dead are said" to sleep," or " to be laid asleep:'
when they die; and .. to be awake lied" in the day of the resurrection, and of the judgment. We know that such expressions
are not to be understood ill a sense altogether literal; and mnch
less so broadly as if the human spirit were altogether destitute
of life and actlon during its separatIOn from the body; for, indeed,
the MIN n of man cannot be deprived of its power to think: but
how very inconsistent, nevertheless, is such a mode of expressiilri
with the idea of a beatific vision of God ; which both theologian*
and philosophers have determined to be the most perfect energy
of the human spirit; and which, therefore, admits of no comparison
with a sleep, or a d ream, in which 'the rational soul' of man i.
known to act but imperfectly".
36; Luke xxi. 34; Rev. xv. 15; Luke xvii. 24; 2 Pel. Ii. 5, iii. 7; Malt. vii.
22; Luke x. 12; Rom. ii. 5; 1 Thess. v. 4; 1 John. iv. 17; 2 Tim. iv. 8;
ReT. ii. 26-29, &c.
. • To prove that death is essentially a curse, see Gen. ii. 17, vi. 3. xx. 3;
Deut. iv. 25, 26, xxx. 18; Psal. cii. 24; Isai. xxxviii.; Pial. Iv. 23; Jer.
xxvii. 13; Psal. cix. 8: and in lamentation, Isai. liii.8, or Acts viii. 33.
Lam. iv. 20; Hev. xx. 5. To prove that the deceased believers are not ill
bliss, see' Psal. Ixxxviii.l0-12, cxv. 17, vi. 5; Eccl. viii. 13, v.15, 16, i"x; 12~
il[. 4• .5; Rev. \Ii. 10; 1 Cor. xii. 26, and antecedent. to ver. 12. And to p'rOflt
tlmt itis QQt merely Christ's member. who are still suffering, see lsai.lxlii. 9; Zech.
ii. 8; John xvii. 18, xx. 21; Rom. viii. 26; Ileb. iv. 15; Col. i. 24. And to
prove that long life is always in the Scriptures considered as a blessing, and
death as tht! contrary, ftntil the extremity of such affliction as all believers shall
endure in the last days doth reverse the alternative, see Gen xii. 12, xix. 19,
1.20; Exod. Xl. 12; Lev.xviii . .5; Num. xiv. 38; Deut.vi. 2,24, nii.7;
Josh. xiv. 10, ii. 13, with Heb. xi. 31 ; Judg. xviii. 25; Ruth iv. 15; 1 Sam,·
~xv. 29, xxviii. 11, 15; 2 ~am. xiv. 1~; 1 King~. iii.1I, 14, xix. I~; 2 Kings i~.
20,29; 1 Chron. x. 13, XXIX. 28; 2 Chron. ltXXII. 24, 25; Ezra VI. 10; Neh. VI.
2; Esth. iv.H, vii. 3; Job x. 21,22, xxxvi. 6; Psal. ;Xxx. 31, xli. 2, Ixvi. 8,9,
luiii. 4; Provo ix.l1, lC. 27; Eccl. viii. 12, 13," and xii.-if the Canticlee
demonstrate a,ny thing, it is the church's patience, " until tile day break, arul tlte
shmiows}lee awa,Y"-Isai. i. 19,20, lxv. 20; Jer. xxi. 7-9; Lam. iii. 22;
Ezek. iii. 21, &c., xviii. 19, &c.; Dan. vi. 22; Hos. vi. 1,2; Joel i.ll; Amos'
iv. 11, v. 4, 14; Obad. 8; Jonah i. 14, ii. 6, iii. 11; Micah vii. 2; Nab.
iii. 10; Hab. i. 11; Zeph. (particularly i. 4, 5, iii. 7); also the ordinance referred to inlIag. ii.13 (namely, of Num.xix. 11-14); Zech.xi. 6,9, xiii. 8, 9;
Mal. iii. 6; Matt. viii. 22, ix. 24, xx. 18, xxii. 32, xxvi. 38; Mark iii. 4;
Luke ii. 26, vii. 15, xii. 23, xviii. 33, xxii. 33; John xi. 3.5; Acts i. 18, v.
9, 10, ix. 41; xx. 12, xxi. 13; James i. 15, v. 15; 1 Pet. iii. 10; 1 John
iii.16,v.16; Jude 11, last clause; Rev.ii.23, iii. 10, xi. 18,&c. ITWOULD
BE EASY to 'Illilltipl'y the evidence: but see, also, that whenever death is desired,
or Npresented as desirable, in the Bible, it is always by reason of extraordinary
aftIiction-e g. Job vii. 15, 16; 1 Kings xix. 4; Eccl. ii. 17, 18; Jer. viii. 3;
Isai. lvii. 1 ; Hab. iii. 11, " that I ma,Y REST in tlte day oj trouble;" and Rev.
xiv. 13, , .. For they REST from' their labours."
..
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It is worth our while to examine the words which St. Paul
addreBSe61 to the Corinthians and Thessalonians concerning the
Itate of the dead. He exhorts the latter, that they should not
grieve immoderately for such as " sleep in Jesus," nor as if they
were without hope. And upon what grounds, I pray you, does
the Apostle attempt to enforce such an exhortation? Does he
tell them that the spirits of believers, upon their separation from
the body, are instantly transported to the highest heaven, and
to celestial glory 1 This indeed would have been a perfect con·
IOlation, a most present remedy for all their sorrow. But, DO!
he mentions notbing of the kind; neither does he attempt their
relief or solace upon the ground of any immediate possession of
bliss by the departed, but upon the sure and certain bope of a
blessed resurrection, and of the return of the aaints witb Christ,
in his glorious advent (1 Thess. iv. 13, 14, 18).
Again, in another of St. Paul's discourses (1 Cor. xv.), he
argues as if all our hope depended on the resurrection; as if the
future life which we seek would not be worth the pains and
. perils that must be passed through to obtain it. unless for the
assurance that toe shall be RAISED FROM THE DEAD (ver.30):
" And why stand we in jeopardy every hour 1 I protest by your
rejoicing which I have in Christ Jesus our Lord. I die daily.
If after the manner of men I have fought with beasts at
Ephesus, what advantageth it me, if the dead rise not?" But
if, in the very instant of our departure from the present life,
we do enter into bliss, evell perfect bliss; truly, It shall advantage us in no small degree, although there should be no
resurrection at aU. A most ample reward of valour. and
worthy of any contest, were that divine condition of OU1' spirits,
and that consummate felicity enduring for ever in the light of
the Highest.
Likewise, in his Epi!ltle to the Romans (ch. viii.) the same
Apostle, in comparing the evils and sufferin~s of this life with
our future glory, wholly overlooks" the beatific tJisioll" and the
separate state, and regards the resurrection alone. "For I
reckon," saith he, " that the sufferings- of this present time are
not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us"-and WHEN revealed in us? instantly upon our
decease 1 Nay, but in "the manifestation of the sons of God."
in "the redemption of our bodies," in the resurrection of the
dead. And again, in 2 Cor. iv. 17, he says, " For OU1' light
afiliction, which is but for a moment, worketh out for us a
far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory"..... " For we
know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved "-we shall instantly be transported into bliss. and the
vision of God? I do not find it so; but this I find-" we have
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a building of God, eternal, in the heavens;" a celestial body,
with which we sliall ill due time be clothed""'.
• Certainly He "who spake by the Prophets," spake also by St. Paul' and
there can be no real inconsistency between the scriptures of that holy Apostle
~nd the ~ultitude of texts which have been quoted to PF?ve that length of day,;
IS.a blessmg: when, therefore, we find the Apostle declarmg, tllat" wllile we fire
at IlOme in tlte body we are absent from the Lord," and that " we are willing
rather to be absent fr011l the body and present with the Lord j" and again when
he says, that " he is in a Itrait betwirt tu-,o, having a desire to depart (l~ to be
with Christ, which is far better;" we ought not, in the impetuous haste of the
natural man, to adopt opinions .who~ly inc0ll!patible with so many hundreds of
passages. "He that hasteth With his feet smneth" (Prov. xix. 2). "He that
believeth shaH not make haste ,. (Is. xxviii. 16).
Our Lord also (immediately before his entrance into the separate state) saith
unto his disciples, "A little while and ye shall not see me, because 1 go to the
Father j" and again, in his intercessory prayer, he saith, " Father, 1 come unto
thee." The precipitate judgment of our carnal minds would surely lead us to
suppose, from these passages, that he did go to the Father immediately upon
giving up the ghost, namely, when he said, " Father, into thine hands I commit
my spirit." After a little while he died, and was buried, and it happened as he
said, " A little while and ye shall not see me." After three days he rose again'
and it came to pass, as he said," Again a little while and ye shall see me:' Ho~
plausible, or rather how inevitable, then, are all these mistaken conclusions,ifthe
natural man might conclude on such subjects; or, indeed, who would not believe
from our Lord's own words, that he (during the separate state) was with th;
Father? But, 110 I he was all that time" in the heart of the earth" (Matt. xii. 40)'
"in the lower parts of the earth" (Eph. iv. 9); and after he had returned froU:
the sepa~e state, he says (John xx. 17) "I am not yet ascended to my
Father."
Seeing, then, how very easy a thing it is to precipitate ourselves into fatal
errors, let us patiently reconsider the A postle's words. He says, "while
'we are lit home in the body we are absent from tlte Lord j" "we had rather
be absent from tlte body," 4-c. But then he says, immediately before, 'Ve would
not, however, be unclothed; we desire not to be stripped of our bodies; we
would not be" unclothed, but clothed upon, that mortality miglit be swallowed up
of life:" or, ~s it is in 1 Co~. xv. 54, and in ~s. xxv. 8, that death might be
swallowed up In victory-·that IS, at the resurrectIOn.
Now, seeing that the Apostle may, not without impiety, be supposed to have
really contradicted bimsplf; or, rather, that the apparent inconsistency which I
have pointed out is not ill the Apostlp's words, but in the words of the self-same
God who also spake by the Prophets, which we ha\'e so largely c'Jllsuited; let
us with humility and docility inquire, whether there be a.ny kind of " presence
with the Lord," during the separate state, such as is not incompatible with the
.language or all the Scriptures concerning death. In the cxxxixth Psalm, David
says to God," Whither shall I go FHON THY SPIRIT? Or whither shall I lee
from thy presence? If I ascend up into heaven, Thou art there; IF I MAKE MY
BED IN HADES, BEHOLD, THOU ART TIIERE!" SO that God is present in
hades, namely, BY RIB SPIRIT. For as it is written and set forth (with a
simplicity which 1 defy an.'! man to surpass, or to equal) in the ignorantly mis.
quoted and shameflllly despised Creed of St. Athanasius, " In all things the
Unity in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity, is to be worshipped," even so we believe:
namely, that in Jesus Christ the whole .rulness oi the Godhead dwelleth bodily;
'and that in the Holy Ghost the whole fulness of the Godhead dwelleth spritually; and that in the Father the whole fulness of the Godhead dwelleth inac·cessibly. And in the separate state we have the presence of God the Holy
Ghost, in whom we have communion, uninterrupted, pure, and peaceful COM-
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We see all things referred to that day in the Scriptures· of
God: nor indeed is it a.n easy thing to discover any other retribution, except peace, rest, and the solace of our spirits, promised
to anyone before the resurrection, either the first or the second.
Matt. xix. 28, 29; Acts iii. 19, 20 ; 2 Thess. i. 7 ; John v. 25,28;
29; Apoc. xx. 6, 12.
Many other passages to the same effect we pass over for tne
sake of brevity (which, at the same time, the reader is earnestly
munion with Christ: as it is written, "If I make my bed in hades, behold,
tbou art there" .. Now he that hath wrought us for the self-same thing"-Wbo is
he r Is it not the Holy Ghost; the whole Godhead Triune ?-as the Apostle
writes: " Now he that hath wrought us for the self-~ame thing is GOD t who hath
also given unto us" (already) "tM earnest of tM Spirit;" therefore we are
always confident, knowing that while we are at home in this.unredeemed body:
(which, like the microscope, is at once the means of boasted investigation, and
at the same time the preventive of almost all sight); while we are envelopec!
with this shroud,' tM flesh; while all things are distorted by its impurity, and
nothing seen aright by reason of its refraction, while sin is mingled in our
every thought; and the better they are lhe more literally that is cruci6ed;-" IIJII~
we are at IlOme in the body, we are absent from the Lord. Not tltat we (whom
God hath made in flesh, and whom God hath destined for an eternal life in
fleHh)-not that we would be unclothed, fol' that is contrary to our eternal desliny" not that we wuuld be unclotMd, BUT CLOTIIED UPON:" for this is the more
abundant source of glory to God, when we shall sing," 0 death, where is thy
sting Z 0 grave, where is thy victory? Thanks be to God, who hath given UI
the \'ictory through our Lord .Jesns Christ." (See John x\'i. 7, 13, 14, 28,
xiv. 1-3, 15-20, 26-28; Romans viii. 2'2-2.5).--ln the separate state
we are" out of our element;" it is not that for which we are formed, nor unto
which the word of God and the lessons of his church have educated us. Ther&fore hades is temporal, but the resurrection is eterual: therefore hades shall be
cast into the lake of fire (Rev. xx. 14), when" thE' kingdom, and dominion,
and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the
people of the sainls of the Most High, whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom," &.c. (Dan. vii. 27.) In hades we may, we do, enjoy peace and rest and
consolation, to the utmost extent of all that the imagination can conceive within
the office of the" TOE COMFORTER;" but there we see not the" Bridegroom,"
we em1>race not ti,e Son of Man, our adored Lord, " our Husband, OllT SPOU!le."
That is not" tlte inheritance ;" that is not" mard/lge." There we may indeed
recei,'e much; yea, even the ~piritual presence of the Godhead: but we return
nothing there; and there there is nothmg proclaimed. "The dead praise not
the Lord, neither any that go down into silence" (Ps. cxv. 17). ,. The night
cometh, in which 710 man can work" (John ix. 4). "Shall thy loving-kindness
be decIartld in the grave? or thy faithfulness in destruction 1 Shall thy wonders
be known in the dark 1 and thy righteousness in the land of forgetfulness r
(P~ lxxxviii. 11, 12). " The living; the living, he shall praise thee, as I do this
day" (Is. lj:lIxviii. 19). Although (witl, " t,ie mind's eye") we feast on hoped..for
bliss, we are formed for more than mere prospective enjoyment; we are not Cor
ever to dwell on what the mind's eye only sees. Our enjoyment is not perfect
in the separate state; but even if it were, we should still say," Bring my soul
out of pt'ison, that I may praile thy name" (Ps. cxlii. 7); we should yet desire
to glorify God, not only lD our spirits, but in our bodies also, for they are His
(1 Cor. vi. 20). And veril)' the foundation of the whole mistake is SELl'l"UlIES!; a resting satisfied With vague.Jancies of sdjisll e7ljo.'Iment, without eyen
remembering how God is to be magnified. The Lord pardon us; for OUt ini~.uity is,hale~ull (Ps. xxxvi. 2).
.
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exhorted to consult); adducing, in the next'place, the well-known
text fl'Om Revelations :liv. "Blessed are the dead that dieiti'
the Lord." But wherefore blessed? Is it because they are in
the present and actual enjoyment of the beatific vision of the
Most High? The prophet tells us nothing of the sort: "Be!.
cause they REST from their labours," is the reason given by the
Spirit: "and tlteir works dofol/ow them;" ill its seasoll) their
reward shall be sure. This order of events, this ". expected,'l
bliss, and none other, is ours. We therefore affirm, according
to the decrees of Christ's religion, that the felicity experienced
by deceased believers shall consist in nothing more than a HOPE
£?ffuture glory; in REST; in a jo.¥ which is purel!} spiritual and
inlemal-namely, until th~t glad day shall shine, when Christ
shall call them forth from among the dead; when they shall
come forth as the angels of God (Matt.xxii. 30, Luke xx. 36), and
in the likeness of his Eternal Son (1 John iii. 2, 3).'
. ..,
All that we read in the Holy Scriptures concerning the raising
of the dea:d, or concerning the locality and habitations of spirits,
agrees with the doctrine that we have proposed: for who can
believe that Lazarus was torn away from the beatific vision;
when Christ commanded his return to this wretched life? or
that the other Lazarus, in Abraham's bosom, found there the
kingdom of heaven, or experienced there the same condition
that is signified by the vision of God? or the souls under the
altar of Rev. vi.? or the worthies of Hebrews xi. 40, "not yet
made perfect?" Truly the fathers of the church thought other;'
wise of all such passages.- Lastly, when Christ took with him
the spirit of the thief into par:adise, he did not take him into
the highest heaven, the seat of. beatific vision: for Christ
himself did not ascend thither until after three davs of death~
"As JOT/ah was three days, and three nigltts ill the whale's belly,
so was tIle Son (if lYlan three da.1js and three lIiglits J N TH B
HEART OF THE EARTH" (Matt. xii. 40): and neither do t~
anci~nt authors, whether Hebrew or Christian, undel'stand
paradise to signify heaven. If with an unbiassed mind we examine the facts, and the declarations of God himself; and
thither yield our thought where the light of his holy word doth
lead, venturing not a step from the path which Hi!'l own finget
bath defined; we shall certainly confess, yea, rather (as witnesses for God with his most Holy Spirit), we sha1l repeat,Bu:ssE I> are the dead that die in the Lord, for at this present
time they have peace, rest, and consolation ;-MOST BLES8ED
shall tit e.,! be who have died in the Lord, when, invested with
their glorious bodies, in the advent of Christ, they shall kl1,ow
him "even as they are known," and enjoy the ineffable si(Tht W·
"HIM AS HE IS."

::.

N or at aU inconsistcnt with the above Stutcuccs are the say-
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ings of St. Paul, that he should be " WITH CIIRIST" (Phil. i.
23), and in some way "AT HOME WITH THE LORD" when he died
(2 Cor. v. 8). For observe, that it makes no difference what kind
of presence with the Lord we understand by these texts to be intended. Let it be corporeal and visible, or spiritual and internal,
there is no interference with our argument. If St. Paul intend
a corporeal or bodily presence, then he cannot otherwise be understood at all in tlus rRssage than as speaking of the resurrection (the iQterval 0 death being esteemed by him as a nothing), for the most obvious reason, thal' the spirit cannot in
possibility have an outward and bodily presence with Christ,
while it IS without a body. From the very nature of things,
and from the nature of truth, it is impossible. If, therefore,
the Apolltle understood a presence of this kind, he evidently
treats the period of separation, or (if I may be allowed to use
such a word) the period of his lying asleep, as a thing not even
worthy to come into the account. In his mind the periods of
death and the resurrection are intimately united, as two events
which cannot be separated, on account of the certainty of their
connection, and the imperceptibility of their distance in time
from each other. And, indeed, I am the less adverse to the
present explanation of the Apostle's meaning, when I call to
mind the constant representation to be found in his Epistles of
the Lord's second advent as an event equally sudden and near
at hand. For example, in the first verse of this very chapter to
the Corinthians; in which he unites the putting off of OUf
terrestrial body, and the putting on of our celestial, as though
the space of time intermediate bet.ween them were not worthy
of account: " We know," saith he, "that if our earthly house
of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God
(lIC Owv), an house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens:"
thus conjoining immediately the possession of the two, although
fifteen hundred years and more have passed since his death,
and we know that St. Paul is not yet in possession of his
celestial body"".
Any lapse of time in which no change happeneth, nor can
happen (e. g. a sleep, a swoon, or a fit of delirium, in which
no ckange is remarked), is of necessity imperceptible, not to be
• For he himself teUs us (1 Cor. xv. 51), that" WE shall ALL be c1umgtd,
IN A MOMENT (all in a moment), in the twinkling of an eye, AT l'RE LAST
TRUMI':"and in 1 Thess. iv.16," The Lord himselfshalldescend from heaven
with a shout, with the archangel's voice, and the trump of God; and the dead
!n Christ shaU rise first "-(s~ ~hat t.he whole church l1nive~.al shall be brought
mto the estate of bodgclnd splnt untted)-" THEN WE, wInch are alive and ~
maining, TOGETHER WITH THEM, shall be caught "p, ~·c.q·c." ADd in Romllll
viii. 23, the whole church is dt>scribed as "w A ITI N G I;'" the adopt ion to wit,
the redemption cifthe body:" and in Rev. xxii. 12, the Lord saith, "
rewani
is WITH ME "-namely, not b~rorc I fome!
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accounted of, and, as it were, but a point of duration: and accordingly, in 2 Cor. v. 4 the Apostle says expressly, that he
does not desire to be " unclothed;" while at the same time, in
Phil. i. 23, he eKpresses his desire to " depart," that is,to be
dismissed from his body. Certainly the latter of these two
phrases must be interpreted in some way or other compatibly
with the former; and the only position upon which they can be
reconciled, is the fact of the Holy Spirit's intentional inadvertence
to the interval of the separate state. And indeed, if the phrase
. " to be with CIlri$t" be used by the Apos~le in those places in
the same sense as elsewhere (and for example, as in Eph. ii.
6, 7 >It; 1 Thess. iv. 17), he cannot otherwise be understood than
as referring exclusively to the one event and to the one time of
the resurrection, in all the above passages.
When Christ ascended to heaven, he did not promise his
disciples that he would. receive them there t; nor that he would
at any time " "eceive them to himself" until he should " come
again" (John xiv. 3). And lastly it is to be observed, that
the Lord Jesus is ascended into the highest heaven, having first
been invested with his glorious body; and, in the nature of
things, his saints shall not ascend thither until they likewise
shall have received theirs. And seeing that this is granted
unto no one before the resurrection (unless, if it be so, to Enoch,
and others like him, translated from the earth), the reason of
the thing, as well as the Divine order and economy, constrains
us to believe that in the above passages the Apostle cannot
refer to a corporeal and literal presence with Christ, unless indeed it be yet future.
But now, if you pI'efer to understand the Arostle's words as
referring to a spiritual and internal presence 0 Christ with his
saints, during their state of separation, I agree with you. A
presence of this sort, every behever experiences, even in this
life (2 Cor. xiii. 5); and in many ways he shall experience the
same in the life to come; and in all, he may be said most properly " to be with Christ." For, in the first place, we are with
• In doctrine (that is, as relates to WOltD arid IDEA, or to the spirit of the
belietJer, which concerns itself only with word or idea) we are now " risen with
Christ" (Colos. ii. 12), and,we do sit with him already" in heavenly places v
(Ephes. ii. 6); but none for a moment can pretend, upon Scripture authority,
that we are the one, or that we do the other, outwardly and completely (unless
indeed in the individual personality of our Head), at any time present or future,
before the resurrection.
t St. Stephen saw Christ at the right hand of the glory of HIM, who is " the
true and only Potentate, the King of kings and LOl'd of lords; who only hath
immortality, dwelling in the light which NOliE can approach unto; whom NQ
ONE hath seen, nor CAN SEE." To be with him (in the mechanical sense) we
rmut approach that lisht, which none can approach; which is absurd: and theremre the departed are NOT with him in that lense. Q. E. D. (1 Tim. vi. 15, with
Acts vii. 55.)
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Christ, as being ill his safe.keeping. The Lord himself, being
at the point of death, commits his spirit into his Father's hands;
that is, into his safe~keeping and guardianship (Luke xxiii. 46):
but when He by dying had conquered death, and had 80 been
constituted the Lord of life and death, his dying servant commits himself into his !tands, s.::..ying, " Lord Jesus, receive my
spirit" (Acts vii. 59). And in the same manner the spirit of
St. Paul was with Chlist, and is in his guardianship; with him
deposited, until the resurrection from death unto everlasting life.
In the next place. the spirits of believers may, with all propriety,
be described as "witk Christ," by reason of that internal consolation and joy which they receive from him. For, indeed, I
cannot doubt that there was an accession of felicity to the dead
in Christ, when he came into the world and' overcame death;
as well by a communication of Divine virtue, as by an intuition
and assured hope of the resurrection iOJparted to them. And
in this sense also, without doubt, it may be said that we are
present with Christ-namely, since we live and move in perfect
communion with him, during the interval of death.
.
Again, in such expressions as we are considering, the object is
evidently an antithesis: as indeed may easily be remarked, both
in the Corinthians and in the Philippians; the words "to he
with Christ," being contrasted with our continuance in this
world. For, indeed, when we quit this life, we are not extinct,
we are not annihilated; and where are we '1 With God, with
Christ: we live unto God (Luke xx. 38). We are pl'esent
to Christ; and he will bring us back, flourishing and full of
life, with himself also, to the theatre of this world. We therefore shall not wonder to find St. Paul exclaiming, " For me to
die is gain" (Philip. i. 21). We are surprised rather that he
says so little, than that he says so much, in favour of death,
when so many evils, so many troubles, so many perils, so many
labours encompassed him; who had endured both hunger and
thirst, with cold, and nak~dness, and wounds, and stripes, and
prisons, and rocks, and shipwrecks, and every sort of affliction
both by sea and land. That death should be esteemed mor;
desirable than such a life, who can wonder? If it be only rest,
and a remiflsiou of trials, still it is so far gaiTl."-Let us,
then, learn to think somewhat more moderately concerning our
wretched selves, and our re.ward.s? and no longer promise to
ourselves and others the beatIfic VISion of God, upon the instant
of our eyes being- c~osed; when w~ see the Apostle of the Gen.
tile, (who of all men best merIted any reward which the
Chr!stian religion holds forth) presenting no such hope, either
to himself or to others. We may weH be ~ontent with less in
that .illtermUlldalle state, if I may so term it: neither shoull Wit
esteem it a light thing for our spirits, conscious of their-immorIf
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tality, Q-nd full (If divine love. to be at peace witl'\ God and~ith
themselves, and possessed of the joyflll and stedfast .hope of a
participation in the advent of ChrIst and' the glory thereof. "
They who attribute to the departing spirits of ,me~ an im.~
mediate enjoyment of the beatific vision, and of the glo~y of
Christ, do both enervate the Chi'istian doctrine of the resurr~c
tion, and render the actual occurrence thereof unnecessary .. For
'\\fhat need of a body to spirits already entered into the high~!:It
yghq If ,you say. ~hat the ~ody, having ..beep in this ,h(e
Impb~ated In the spmt's su~ermgs, an(i the mstruIn711t 0,£ h~
~o?~.works, should therefore, i~ due p~opriety and .fit~e~s, partlc,pate herlIory and reward 10 the· hfe to come; thIS IS ,mere
trifling: .. nirlt1u eujusqu~ is est quisque;" ;'OVf:ffJOp'l lCa't JlOV~
~,qKO~t: . "It is the mind which sees and he~rs;" the. bodj
pe.p:eives nothing either of good or evil. . Matter can nei,th.er
~~.oy p~easure nor suffer pain, whatev~r its fonp. whatever it/i
adjuncts. In vain would you crown with glory a thing inseq';
sible; having neither .understanding nor will, it cann!?t p'e. t~~ .
aut~or of ~ood or of e~tl. And, moreover,/rom: tJmprlg ,t~e ."!o,niJ
bodies toltlclt we wear tn the course of our lzves (m the OpUpOD of
pl1ysicians, a new one every seven years)-, wki"chwill youseleet
to' be the consort of the spirit, and to share her glory l' that
which she wore in old' age, or that of her youth? that which
had possession of the spirit last; or that with which she is best
pleased 1 and by what right either, in preference to the other?
Upon such reasoning, the others also would justly put in their
claim too (" in due pr~~riet!l and fitness") for their sllare in the
reward. Suppose a Christian who had lived a whole life of
piety, still suffering e~il, still distributing his all, and at length
dying a martyr at eighty years of age; liow rn.uch qf this man~s
badg would you have to· be received into glory? To all sucn
idle quibbles, we do well to return our Lord's reply, when l;Ie
was asked To how many of seven successive husbands thelJ;
. common wife should belong in the resurrection of the dead J
.. Ye do err," he answered; "!Ie do err, not knowing the Scriptures nor the power of God." The resurrection is appointed of
God, not for the sake of the body, but of the spirit; and to every
spirit (as to every seed that, grows out of the earth) God giveth'
its own body !l Cor. xv. 37, 3~). This body' being dissolved,we
shall be clothed with a building of God. But on this point we
shall Bay more hereaftert. We have already remarked,' that the
whole efficacy of t~e resurrection is invalida~ed by t~esuppo-'
'" Philosophers say that the material of our bodi.~ is in a state dC perpetu\d
waste and renovation; so that after the lapse of a ctrtllin nllmber of years not
a particle or matter in all the human body is the lJQIIle that we forme~Jy,
possessed.
.
t Namely, in chap. v. which we do not at present translate.
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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sition ohupreme bliss before the resurrection: for, as St. Augustin
properly inquires"", " What 71eed can there be that our spirit,
should receive their bodies in the resurrectio,., il it ran be accorded
to them (waile without a body) to elVo!! the highest bleslled"e.s ?"
And hence among the ancients, in the first ages of the church.
this opinion, of the premature glorification of the human spirit,
was maintained chiefly, if not e)ll.clusively. by thQ!\e heretics VIM
denil'd tlte resurrection of the bodyaltogetker.
Who does not see that thiil article of modern creeds has been
introduced by the Roman apostasy, from motives of prudence
and policy 1 And, truly, for the purpose of supporting their invo.cation of the saints, and all that olass of inventions, with the
many lucrative dogmas dependent upon them, a mol'() convenient
fable could hardly have b.een invented. Bellarmine justly observes (d~ Beat. Sanc/. (h·d. Disput.) that this doctrine is the
foundation of all those relatin~ to the SAINTS: for example,
the worship paid to them, thetr f;anornzation, the reverence of
'heir inulge. and of their reUcs, the pilgrimages, and 1IOU'&
performed in their service, &.c. Behold what a large and weighty
chain of silver and gold the dogma hath drawn out; and if !10M
add to those e1fumerated above, the abomiTiati01' oj' their PUR~
GATORY (or the state of those human spirits which. according
to them, do not enter into heaven immediately, but are kept
dependent on the pra,ers of the living and the suffrages of the
deceased for their am val there sooner or later), y01~ IUlve a mine
more prolific of gold thall IlHlia itself. But woe be to such as
adulterate for money the word of the living Go.d !
Those who, without any hope of advantage, would comfort
and animate the dying, as though they were about to enter
forthwith into supreme glory, deserve not so severe a censure.
The deceased belie'ver is gOlte from prison into liberty; and
what may have been uttered with a pioos intention, for tbe
purpose of alleviating the fears of a departing friend, is no'
to be examined so rigorously as an article Of faith. The
spirits of the pious, when they depart tbi» life, do abide in
security', without afRiction, without chastisement, without fear
or penl of wandering from the trutb: aud although they
enjoy not yet an outward and sensible heaven, nor any kingdom, yet have they the inextinguishable and immediate right
to possess it in its appointed season; and tberefore, b!l anticipation, they may be said to e~joy it already. We all are
liable to anticipate and forestal an expected inheritance, and
to precipitate our thoughts into expected felicity or glory. Many
of the early Christians believed that the second advent of our
• Quid 0Ims est spil'itibus corpora sua in resurrectione recipere; si poteat

iis, eliam sine cOf\'lotibIlS, summa. \.\\:a.\)11~\\.\~I\..<l ~~..bll[i?-Gen. ad lit. I. t 2. c. 35.
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'Lord was immediatElly at hand in their time, as may be proved
both by the writing!! of St. Paul and by the ancient fathers;
and in that belief they boldly encountered persecutions and
death". The lapse of centuries has corrected their mistake:
may we not have fallen into another? or have we not sometime.
appeared to ourselves, I ask, rather al!! if we were intruding
into heaven, and invading its holy precincts, or "overleaping
the order of the promotion of the just" (as Irenmus expresses
it, lib. 5, c. 31), than as children patiently awaiting their inheritance? Whereas, now that the evening of thil!! world's duration is drawing to a close ; now that" He is near, even at the
doors" (Matt. xxiv. 14 and 38), what other consolation ought
we to require, but his own words, " Behold, I come quickly; aod
my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work
shall be. Even 80: Come, Lord Jesus! 0 death, where is thy
sting? 0 grave, where is thy victory 1 "
So much concerning deceased saints from the holy Scriptures.
'But on controversial points it is of no small weight with many
persons, to shew what was the belief of the primitive church in
Its uncorrupted antiquity. For although (the Apostles excepted)
we may not attribute infallibility to any man, or to any age,
either the first or the middle or the last, yet certainly before
the Christian religion was exalted into imperial authority, or
changed into an art, the naked truth was pursued with more
si~plicit,y an~ sincerity tha.n .s~nce. ~t .is therefore worth our
while to mquue what the primitive Chru'itlllns have left on record
concerning the proximate cond ition of departed saints; or concerning the state of human spirits until the resurrection.
The nearer to its source, the purer the stream; and those
fathers who lived nearest to the times of the Apostles are Ullquestionably to be consulted (ceteris paribus) as the best evidence for the orthodox faith: and hence, although, for my own
part, I do not doubt that almost all the Greek fathers entertained the sentiments which I advocate, I shall content myself
in this chapter with a review of the first three centuries; in
which I am convinced (unless I deceive myself) that you will
find neither a Greek nor a Latin author pretending that the
human spirit is transferred to the vision of God immediately
after the ·death of the body; or. to the possession of glory in
heaven, as taught by the Romans; unless indeed it be the
heretics, or one Cyprian of that day.
That it was the opinion of many heretics in the first ages,
• It may be doubted whether any man ever so b,.Jieved in the immediate
))ossession of consummate glory and bliss to the deceased, as to desire it in a
degree proportionate to tl;1e idea commonly entertained of its inE'ffable excellence. St. Stephen, who saw the glory of God, has been proved above to have
expressed no such hope.
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(namely, (If such as also denied the resurrection), is abundantly
manifest from the works of Justin Martyr, Ireureus, Trypho,
and others. In his dialogue with Trypho, Justin writes as follows: " Esteem them 710t as Christians, who sll]/ that there is 710
resurrection f!l the dead, but that the spirits oj the deceased are
received illto heaven as soo" as the!! depart this life·." Here we
see the denial of the former point, conjoined with the acceptation of the latter, by Justin; or, at all events, that the same
ancient heretics who denied the resurrection, did also hold that
the departins spirit is transported forthwith into heaven.
Much light is thrown upon this passage of Justin by Irenreus, who attributes both these errors to the heretics of his
time, in his fifth book, cap. 31. He writest, " ........ There are
some whose creed is thoug,ht orthodox, while yet they overleap
the order of the promotion of the just, being ignorant of the
means of meditation unto incorruption, and entertaming heretical
sentiments in their hearts. For certainly those persons are heretics who contemn God's disposal of future events; who refuse
the salvation of their flesh; who despise the covenant of the
Almighty; and maintain that as soon as they die they are trans·
ported above the heavens and the visible creation, and con:'
ducted into the presence of their mother, or of him whom they
call Father. They altogether reject the general resurrection, and
it is not wonderful that they know not its order. They will not
understand, that if their opinions were ~rue the Lord himself
(in whom they say they believe) certainly would not have risen
on the third duy, but, expiring on the cross, would have departed
forthwith into heaven, leaving his body on the earth," &c.
That the HER E TIC s-namely, the Gnostics, the Basilidians,
Valentinians, Marcionites, and others of the same kennel-were
the authors and first advocates of the opinion which we have
refuted, is evident from the primitive fathers, and other writers
on the heresies. We have seen that neither Justin nor Irenreus
believed human spirits, escaping from the body, to be translated
into the highest heaven and the seat of glory. The farmer also
II' 'Ot ,Wt XE'YOVO't p.1/ EtVa, VE"PWV ava'>aO'IV, aXXa ap.a rtji a7roBv1/ITICEtv
rae I/Ivxnr: aVTWV avii>"ap.(;avEO'(Jat Ele rov ovpavov fJ1/ V7rOAa(;1/rE aVTOVe
xpt'ftaI/OVt,:. M. p. 807.

t Quoniam autem quidam ex his qui putantllr reete eredidisse, supergrediuntur ordinem promotionis justorum, et modos meditationis ad ineorruptelam
ignorant hreretieos sensus in se habentes. Hreretici enim dispkientes plasma.
tionem Dei, et non suscipientes salutem earn is sure, eontemnentes autem et
repromissionem Dei, simul atque mortui fuerint dieuDt se supergredi e<2los, et
Derniurgum, et ire ad Matl'em, qui ab iis affingitur Patrern. Qui ergo universam
reprobant l'esurreetionem quid mirum si nec ordinem resurreetionis sci ant ?
Nolentes intelligerc quoniarn si hree ita sint, ut dicunt, ipse utique Dominus
jD quem se dieunt credere, non in tertia die feeisset resurreetionem, sed supe:
crueem expiram, confest'lffi Il.t\l\ll.e \l.\)\\\\~\ \Il.Ul1m, relinquens corpus terl'!l!, &C.
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~ears testimony to the same effect (D. cum Tryphone,
p. 223)
these words"", "The souls of the pious remain in some better
place: the unj ust and depraved in a worse, expecting at last a
time cif judgment." Irenreus also, at the end of the chapter
quoted above, pursues in many ways the same argument t. "If
tht)refore the Lord kept," saith he, " the law of death, that he
might become the first-born from the dead; and remained until
~he third day ill the lower parts of the earth, afterwards arising
III the flesh, and even shewing to his disciples the wounds in
~is hands; and thell at lellgth ascending to the Father; how is
It that they are not ashamed who maintain that the world in
~hich we live is signified by the term '.infemal;' and that the
lUner man upon quitting this body ascends into some place
above the heavens? For since the Lord went into the midst of
the shadow of death, where were the spirits of the dead, and
afterwards rose again with his body, and lastly ascended; it is
obvious that the spirits of his disciples (for whose sake the Lord
performed those things) shall also go into an invisible place appointed of God for them, and shall there abide until the resurrection, awaiting, and ultimately receiving, the restoration of
their bodies, in which they shall positively and bodily be raised up
(as the Lord also rose), and shall so come into the Sight of God."
Very similar is the language of Tertulliall t, (de Anima, cap.
54), "ForaRmuch as God the Christ, because he is also
man, accorrling to the Scriptures, died, and was buried, and
satisfied this lawalso, transacting in the infernals, in the form
III

• Tat' flev TedV wlTef;wv I/;vXat' EV KPEtTTOVt ?TOt xwP~ pel'Etv' Ta, Of
aOtKOV, Kat ?TOVf/pat' EV XftPOVt, TOV Tf/t' KptlTfWt' E"OExoflEva~ XP0l'Ol' TOTE.
Si t'rgo Dominus I~gem mortuorum servavit, ut fieret primogenitus mor-

t

a

tuis, et commoratus usque ad tertiam diem in inferioribus terne, post deinde
surgens in carne, ut etiam figuras clavorllm ostenderit disci pulis, sic ascendt'ret .
ad Patrem; quomodo non confundentllr qui dicunt infero, quid em essehunc ~
mundum, qui sit secundum nos; interiorl!m autem hominem ipsorum derelinquentem hic corpus, in supercrelestem ascendere locum? Cum enim Dominus
in medio umbrre mortis abierit, ubi animre mortu01'um erant, post deinde corporaliter resurl'exit, et post resurrectionem assumptus est: manifestum est
quia et discipulorum ejl.ls, propter quos et hlllc operatus est Dominus, anima
abibunt in invisibilem locum, definitum eis a Deo, et ibi usque ad resurrectionem commol'abuntur, sustinentes rtlsllrrectionem, post recipientes corpora,
el perfecte resurgenttls, hoc est corporaliter quemadmodum et Dominus resurrexit; sic venient ad conspectum Dei.-llis simillima habet Andrea.~ ArchiepiScopus Cretensis sermone in vitam hum: et in defunctos (sed erat opinor serti
.eculi) impressus est Lugd. Bat. 1619, in 4to. B. B. Orono
t Quod si Christus Deus, quia et Homo, mortuus secundum Scripturas, et
sepcultus secus easdem, huic quoque legi satisfecit, formll humanre mortis
apud inferos functus: nee antea ascendit in sublimiora coo\orum, quam descend it
in inferiora terrarum, ut illic patriarchas, et prophetas compotes sui faceret:
habes et regionem inferum subterranl!am credere, et illos cubito pellere, qui satis
superbe non putant animas fidelium inferis dignas; servi super dominum, et
discipuli'super magistl'um, aspernati si forte in Abrahre sinll, eX\leetand'a!. 'I:~
surrectionis solatium capere.
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of human death; and not ascending into the highest heavens
until after that he had descended into the lower parts of the
earth, as the patriarchs and prophets, partakers of the same promises that are his, had also done; you are to believe in the Buhterraneous region of the infernals, and to drive away from you those
who (proudly enough) esteem the spirits of believers too good for
the same. Servallts abcrbe their Lord, and disciples above their
Master, the.,! disdain to accept the comfort of anticipating the
resurrection in Abraham's bosom." Then, lower down in the
same chapter, he speaks still more plainly, saying·, "' Heaven
is open to no one; (the saints) are safe, for I would not say that
they are S/lUt up, in the earth; and the kingdoms of heaven
shall be first discovered in the transaction of this world's reno. vation." Also, in the end of the same chapter, from his little
book on Paradise (by the loss of which we suffer no small dis·
advantage), he says t, " He had established that all human
spirits are sequestrated in the infernals, until the day of the
Lord." In many parts of this treatise De Anima, he testifies
to the same thing in other words, and especially in his" Defence,"
chap. xlvii. t : .. A'ld if we name paradise," he says. "we
mean by that word, not heaven, but a place appointed in the O'ood
pleasure of the Most High to receive the spirits of the sai~ts.r.
And in the fourth book against Marcius (cbap. xxxiv. §), "I
call that region, then, the bosom of Abraham which, though
not celestial, is nevertheless superior to the infernals, and a
place of refreshing provided for the spirits of the just, until the
consummation of things shall accomplish the resurrection of all
in the plenitude of reward." Parallel passages to these may he
found in his De Resurl'ectione Carnis, cap. xxiii. But enough
of Tertullian; we can henceforth have no doubt of his sentiments on this point.
Origen agrees with the fathers already quoted, attributing
to the spirits of the saints, both of the Old and New Testaments, only an inferior degree of felicity. In the seventh
Homily upon Leviticus he expresses his sentiments as follows II: ,. For they have not yet received their joy, nor indeed have the Apostles; but even these expect that I also
should be a partaker of the same felicity with them:" and for
this he adduces the authority of St. Paul, the master of the
• Nulli palet COllum, terra ad huc salvu, De dixerim c]ausa; cum transactiooe
euim mundi reserabuntur regna erelorum.
t Se eonstituisse omnem animam apud inferos sequestrari, in diem Domini.
l Et si paradisum nominemus, locum divinlE amlr.nitatis, recipiendis SlInetorum spiritibus non COllum intelligimus.
§ Earn itaquc regionem.sinum dieo Abrahre, et~i non cmlestern, sublimiorem
tamen inferis, interim refrigerium pfll!bituram animabus justorum, donee consummalio rerum resurrellionem omnium pleniludine mereedis expungat.
II Nondum enim receverunt lretitiam suam, ne Apostoli quidem; sed et ipsi
expectant, ut et ego \retitire eOTll'l'll \lat\\c~\l~ ~am.
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Gentiles'" (Heb. xi. 40). ., You see," saith he, "tkat Abraham
is still expecting the things that are perfect; and Isaac and
Jacob, and all the prophets, are expecting us, that with us they
may receive perfect blessedness."
At the end of the third century, Victorinlls Martyr, and
Lactantius, adopted the same opinion. The latter, in the
seventh book of his Institutiones. sect. 21 t, .. Nor yet can
anyone think that the human spirit is judged immediately
after death: for all are detained until the time shall come,
in which the Supreme Judge shall make trial of their works,
and give eternal life to all those in whom righteousness is
discovered." The same author (when treating of Rev. vi. 9),
in speaking of " the souls uuder the altar"-in which place
he would have it observed, that t~ey are not to be understood as within tbe altar, viz. in heaven, but without it; where
he believes that the spirits wait until the last time shall
come, in which rewards and punishments are distributedi:.. But because the everlasting remuneration of the saints, and
the fllture damnation of the wicked, is in the last time, therefore it is said to the former, • WAIT;' and for the consolation'
oJ their bodies they receive white robes, viz. the gift of the
.
.
Holy Ghost."
Moreover, many of the most ancient fathers, if not altogether aU, have said that human spirits descend into H A DES § ;'
whereby they testify their opinion that they are not immediately transported to the highest heaven and supreme
f?;lory. For although hades be of wide signification, including
both just and unjust, yet no one ever pretended that any spirits
therein. confined might there enjoy the beatific vision ;-so that
the ancielltfathers, in disposing of all departed spirits in HA DES,
do in effect exclude them, for the time being, from that visiOlJ
and from glor!J. We have seen how Justin, Irenreus, alld Tertullian, demonstrate from the descent of Christ that of aU
his servants; "for the disciple is not above his Lord II." And
by the converse of this argument, Macarius, bishop of Jerusalem, in the Nicene Council expounding philosophically the
• Vides igitur quia expectat ad huc Abraltam ut qure perfecta sunt CODsequatur. Expectat et Isaac, et Jacob, et omnes prophetoo expectant nos, ut
nobisc.um perfectam beatitudinem capiant.
t Nec tam en quisquam putet animas post mortem protinu~judicari: omlle5
enim in uni\ communique custodia detinentur, donee tempus adveniat quo maximus Judex meritorum faciat examen; tum quorum fuerit probata justitia, ii
prremium immortalitatis accipiunt.
t Sed quia in novissimo tempore sanctorum remuneratio perpetua, et impiorum ventura damnatio, dictum est iis LXPECTATE. Et pro corporis sui solatio,
acceperunt stolas albas, i. e. donum Spirit!l! SaDcti.
§ 'EIl:'~ Avov.
II Matthew x. 24.
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incarnation of the Messiah, declares that he descended into
h6.deR""e ... because we descend thither aj~er death; and he was
in an thmgs made like unto us" (Heb. ii. 17). Also he maintains,
that the Lord so effected our resurrection from death (viz. from
ti~des); and afterwards adds, concerning those and the other
~rticulaTs of th~ sa~e ch!lpter t, " This is the apostolic amI
trrept'oachable fat! h of the church." To the same effect, Eustilthius, patriach of Antioch (Dial I. apud 1'heodm-et on Psalm
xvi. 10) calls hades t, "the /IQbitatioTl of human souls;"
and proves that the soul of Christ was verily human, because
both in this life and also in the other, namely, while stripped of
the bbdy, it underwent the lot of men §.
. In the fragment by Caius, or some other very ancient Christian, 7TEP& TI'/I: TOV 7TaI'T01: alnal: (in Not. Htfschel. ad Phot.), it is
aaitl', that the spirits of the just and unjust are not kept together
ill hades; for it comm.nces as follows II : "This account of
dremons and of hades, in which the souls of the righteous and
unrighteous are confined, it is necessary to introduce," &.c. and
afterwards it repeats the same words, With the distinction of the
eompartment, as follows ~: ., The righteous are now confined
in 'hades, but not in same place with the unrighteous; for unto
that habitation there is one exit, in the gate of' which," &c.
It -goes on to dispose of the. guardian angels, who 'separate the
spirits that arrive there, and send or conduct them severally to
theil" appropriate seats, to their proper regions, to theil' due
looolity; and lastly asserts, that they remain there ""til the
rtS1trrrctioTl, in these words "". : II This is the doctrine concerning
hades, in which the souls of all are confined until that season
lthich God shall appoint; and in which he will accomplish the
resurrection of the dead."
To the above authorities of the first three centuries, we may
add those of two Cresarean bishops of an uncertain date. but,
as I think, a later: these are, Andreas, and Aretas, who derived
his commentaries on the A pocalypse from Andreas. They write
• KaTltpEpopEBa pETa TOI' Bal'aTOI' Eil: TOI' Aol'/v, aI'EOE~aTO JCal TOVTO,
"al "aTI'/XBEI' E"OVI7IWI: ELI: aVTOI'. Gelas. Cyz. de Con. Nic. I. 1, c. 28.

.t

: :t:

AVTI'/ 71 TI'/I: E""XI'/17Lal: A lTO'>OX&"71 "a& tJ.PWP71TOI: 7TI'>L,.
AlirjJI XOPLOI' TWI' aI'BpW7TLVWI' t/-vXWI' •

. § AXXa pEl' 1'/ TOV Il'Jl7oV E"anpWI' 7Tupav EXE, i'Ei'0I'E ')'ap /Ca& Elf ""
XWpltJ TWI' al'Bpw7TLI'WI' I/roXWI', "at Tijl: l7ap"ol: EICT01: ,),f:I'OI-'Elfl'/, {ii [(IL
Vp.E'>.I'J"E, XO')'E"I'/ apa "aL TU&I: t/-vxair;: TWI' al'Bpw7TWI' 0PO&OVITLOr:.
Ka& JVTOI: pEl'
7TIP& CaLp0I'WV 71.0')'01:, 7TEpl OE AOQV, EV
fTlIVEXOJITal
t/-VXaL OL"atWI' TE
aOLI(WI', aJlay"aLOI' EL7TE&I'.

°

II

11

,

"at

t;

01 OI"aLO& EI' TtJ AOll I'iil' P.EI' I7VI'EXOJlTal, aXX' tI Tii aVTii T07ri ;

"w.. ,01 a~!lWL,. pLa yup ELI: fOVTO TO XWPIOI' "aBooo!:, J Tfl 7rvXl1.
~!. avt0f: ° w:tp' aoov XOY01: EI' ~ t/-vxa& 7TaI'TWI' JCaTExovral, axp' "«cpoV

~I', Q ;~,f1jJ;, WP\fEV'UVIl'iIUJU' TOTE 7Tal'TWv TrOII'J170l-'tI'Or;.
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as follows. :-" Death is the separation of the sOl,lI and body ~
hades is a region either of itself unobservable, or which, lying
hidden, escapes our notice; and which receives the I'Ipirits that
have departed from us." And again, the same bishops, in treating of " the souls beneath the altar" of Rev. vi. confirm the
preceding, and clearly oppose themselves to the papal opinioD
of a beatific vision t. "Hence the saints are found to pray for
the end of the world, because they are commanded to wait and
suffer delay until the death of their brethren, and are not perfected (according to the divine Apostle) before them. But
• white robes' (the splendour of virtues which had been manifested in their illustriOUs persons) are received by them. Being
invested with which (although they have not yet received the
promises), they do nevertheless deservedly rejoice in the hope of
those excellent things, which also they contemplate already with
the mind's eye, being from all material grossness freed, and reposing in the bosom of Abraham. For it is the opinion of many
saints, that every lover of virtue at his departure from the prelent life obtains a place worthy of his deeds, in which he may
ind ulge a sure conception of that glorl which is preparM for him."
Furthermore, in corroboration 0 the truth we have stated,
observe with what moderation and modesty the blessed martyr.
Polycarp, Clemens Romanus, and Ignatius, speak of the place
and condition of departed saints. They pretend not that they
are received into the highest heaven, and the beatific vision;
but, according to Polycarp t, " into a place appropriate untc)
them; " or, according to Clemens Romanus on Samt Paul (in hi ..
Epistle ad Phil.)§ " an holy place;" which in the same epistle
he denominates" the seat of tne pious," saying II, that .. so many
;1S have been made perfect in love, according to the grace of
... 9avaroc flEV XWP!tTflOC "'vX71C /Ca!. tTWflaTOC' aC71C Cf rOll"oc 71~tI'
ana71!:,71'YOVV atpav71C /Cat "'Yvw<;'oc, 0 rac "o/vxac 71pWV EVTfv8fJ1 Ua71pOVtTaC
~EXOjJEVOr:.
Ata rOVTWV r71v Til /COtTpOV 17VVrE~l!aV a!rOVpEVot tpa!)lovrat Ot a'YiOt'
aeo par:po8vpfLV axp& r71C rwv aOf~tpwv rEXnW17fWI: nXEvovraL, Lva p"
XWP!C avrwv rEXnOlBw17!, r:ara rov 8uov AlI"o<;'oXov. AL aE XEv/CaL <;oXat
rlJv E'/I'avBlIlJ'aV avrO!I:, rwv apErwv tptpalVtl17L Xap'/l'por"ra 71v 71prpLftTjJEVOl,
u /CaL jJlJ'/I'W rac f'/l'a'Y'YEXtac fIi:opL17avro, T71 'YIIV EX7l'tOL rovrwv c\ '/I'Ep
VOEPWC EV07rrpL{ovraL, lI"atT71I: a'/l'71XXa'YpEVOt '/I'axvT7/rOI:, EL"or",c EVtppai.
vovraL rOLl: /cOX7rOLC At;paap ava7rav0f'E"OL. IIoXXoLC 'Yap rwv a'Ytwv
EtplJrat, X"'povc a£LIIC EtX71XEvaL rwv r71C apET7/!: fpyarwv Er:a'S'ov, at Jv r:al
'/I'EpL Tl/I: PEUIdI7IJI: avrwv OO~IJC TE/CpalpoVTa.
:j: Etc r07rOV aVTOl1: otpr)..opEvoV.
j Ovrwc all"71UaY71 Til /c017pll, /CaL fll: oro/, a'Ylov rOll"ov E'/I'OPEVfJ".
Non ad cmlum aut gloriam, sed ad r07rOV OtpEtXOf'EJlOV r71C (O~71C, dicit
Clemens, Ep. c. 5. Citat Clericu8 ad Matt. xvii. 18•. Ita etiam c.~
r07rOV TOJI LCIQV, JudtJ!. Acts i. 25.
U At YEVEa, Ira,a" a'/l'o Aoap flo'!; Trll: ~E ' ..... tpo.t 'lrO\,1\)..\k.", o.)..~ ,,\, ....,
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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Christ, of all generations fr?m Adam uuto t~is da~, are i~ poe"
session of the s~at of the plotts, and shall be marufested In the
discovery of Christ's kingdom:. for it. is wri~ten (Is. xui.)
'- Enter into your chambers for a httle whIle, until my wrath and
. indignation be overpast, and I shall remember the day of good,
and shall raise you up from your beds.' "
· All these testimonies agree with what-has been stated above;
and what Clemens calls xwpaJl EVI1Ej3wJl the seat of the pious, is
named by Justin XWPOJl /cpElrrOJla "a better place," and by others,
XIalfX'V, -~"'" vel "nrove a£III' "a worthy place, or _h~bitation.;"
by Poly carp, ~1I"OJI allTOI, ofElXOPEIIOJl .. a!, nfpr~rr,ote habita~
tio,,;" by IgnatIUs, r07l"0Jl I~IOII .. a fit hab,tation; by Clement,
r07l"0ll a'YIOJI "an hal!! habitation;" and by Chrysostom, upa
..p08upac " a sacred hall." So that they are not only consistent
with one another, but also with the moderation preserved in the
Scriptures: for example, when our Lord is speaking (Luke xvi.
25.) of the state of the pious dead, who abide in Abraham',
bosom, he calls their blessedness, I< CONSOLATION," flot glory:
and the same is described elsewhere in the Scriptures as rest and
'refreshment, and compared to a peaceful sleep.
· Such, then; is the language of Holy Writ and of the ApoItolic age. Let it now be compared with the language of the
popes, and of the Romish church. In the Council of Florence
(Verba Concil. Florent. p. 86 t), "THE SPIRITS OF BELl EVE:RS
~RE INSTANTLY RECE! YED INTO HEAV'EN," say they, .. AND
~'Ya7l"'1 rEAw.,/}[IIrE, "C!Ta "I" Til Xpl<;1I xaplJI, EXIIITIII xwpav EVft{;WJ""
tavEf'wfJ'IITOIITal EJI r7j E'II'II1/co7I"P " " {3al1l).uar; rll Xpt<;l1· 'YE'Ypa7l"ra, 'Yap,
EIITEXfJE
~a TEpua PU:POJI 011011, (WI: J 7rapEXfJ7j 7j OP'Y'T/ /Cal BvJlO' plI, ICQI
PJl7jITfhJITOpal 7j/lEpa, ayafJ'II:, teal alla<;7jITW lIpa, E" TIIIII tT1//CWJI VPWJl.

£I,

· • InLuJre xvi.19-31, (remembering always that it is merely a parable) we have
the following picture of hades-namely, a place in which the conscious per~onaJities of those who have died and been -buried are to be found (ver.12),
the righteous as well as the wicked: these, however, being in torment, and separated from the former by a great gulf, impassable by either party (ver.26).
But they can see each other; that is, ther can recognise each other's persollS,
and discern each other's locality, .. afar op " (ver. 23): and they can hear each
other's con'fel'lle; that is, they can communicate in the transactions of eaeh
other's thoughts: they can even hold mutual conversation with eaob other (ver.
24-31): and while the latter experience fiery anguish (ver. 24), the former
are" cotorted" (ver.25).--BUT, MOREOVER, IN WHA.T SENSE do the seporole4
'pirits 0 the reprobate endure FLAMES? "(ver. 24). They _lI,I'e separate (rpm the
flesh; t eyare not material, they cannot be scorelled aiUr'Singed; as some teach;
(addres9ing themselves to the loul, and not to the spirits of their congregations).
Nay; but, in the vivid anticipation of their impending torment, they realize
it, even to the extt-nt of using the self-same language which the ootcalts sball
use hereafter. And, truly, unless they did so no mortal could understand them;
",hereas in the deliv~ry of the parable the auditors are mortals !-So then, the
parable only confirm.s the view which, the ~atholi,c. church 9f all nations . .,of
all ages hath entertamed, and embodIed \D all her creeds; \1ntil these laUer
C1ays ; uutil this hour and power oj dnrkness; which they madly call" tile marc1 of
intellect." "FalheT, rOT~i.ve \nem ; t~~ \l\~ Y..'\\.I:l"R '\\.I:l\. "R\\~\. \\\~ do."
,
~_ t MOll. rt!(:ipi .iq cce\Uln, e\ \'\\.\\}.e'tl. ~\a~ l.~_~ ~\~"\U\\,~ 'i\.~ tt
Unum sieuti est." VY.\\.,.,J\. CO'Nen.. ~L\)~""t\"'t.~. ~
, . '. ,.

On the separate 8Ia(<<.
CIIEARLY BEHOLD THE TRlUNE .LORD HIMSELF EVEN Aft
HE IS,"
But whence are these words? from' what book of

Scripture, from what record of the primitive church, have they
been derived 1 H I go," said Christ to his disciples. " to prepai'&
a place for .you : and if 1 go and prepare a place for you, I WILL
COME AGAIN, ANI) RECEIVE YOU unto mysiif, that where 1
am ye may be also" (John xiv. 2). Here it is plain enough,.
that the glorious place prepared by Christ for his saints is not
possessed by them UNTIL HE COMES AGAIN. Then indeed,
according to the intercessory prayer (John xvii. 24), the saints
shall be together with Christ, and shall behold his glory: "1
shall be satiified, 0 Lord,WHEN I AWAKE with thy likene8s'~
(Psalm xvii. 15).
,
It seems equally incongruous with, the Scriptures and witll
sound reason, either to require supreme punishment, or to ex~
pect supreme rewards, before they have been decreed in judgment, and their respective causes shewn; and the Scriptures
speak of no judgment before the end of the wodd. That is
" the da.v in which God willjudge the orb of the earth (11 OIK01I}lfvq)
by Christ '~ (Acts xvii. 31): "Then shall ever,. work be tried ",
(l Cor. xiii. 15): "Then shall every one receIve according to
what he hath done in the body" (2 Cor. v. 10): Then are
~. the thrones placed, and the books opened, and the dead judged
according to their deeds" (Apoc. xx. 11-13): then are the'
righteous and unrighteous separated, the sheep from the goats ;those being placed on the right hand of the Lord, and these on
his left; and upon both he pronounces sentence. For this we
receive from Christ's own IIlouth (Matt. xxv. 31 et seq.):.
" When the Son of Man shall come in !tis glory, and all tlte.
holy angels with him, THEN shall he sit OTt the throne of his,
glol'Y, and before him shall be gathered all nations; and he shall
separate them one from another,' as a shepherd divideth. his'
sheep from the goats: and he shall set the sheep on his right
hand, but the goats on his left .. TH EN shall the King say unto
them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit
the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world'
•••• TH EN also he shall sa.y to those on his left hanu, DepaJ1
from me, yfJ oursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil
and his angels."
,
.
..
Behold the time; behold the method, the rewards, and punishments, and the sentence of execution pronounced; and all the~
things future-nameJy, ,'. WHEN THE SON OF MAN SHALL
COME." But if it be objected that these things are to be understood of the general judgment only; and that therei$, besides
that, a secret and particular jud-gmenti which is instituted .Jni,.
mediately after death, and received' by every human spiri~
on its exit from the }lody; I'roduce the texts, if !JOIL please~ dlrec;t,
us to those sacred' Scriptures which atW!.t \\, \\\a\. VI~ m.~ ~~

0" tIM upar.att Stalt.

whether they demonstrate any such thing. The passages '"
have cited are before you, as clearas light itself; and they in·
dicate nothing concerning a previous judgment, but rather eJelude the idea. In matters of this sort, which rest upon DiWu
will and the revelation that God hath vouchsafed to uS t we may
not according to our OW" will prescribe a new order, toserve
our hypotheses. It is true enough that every human spirit, 011
its exit from the body, under~oes a tacit and private judgment,
inasmuch as it is conscious 10 itself of the good or evil which
it hath previously transacted; and carries in its bosom
its own witness, and its sentence also; and recognues in that
dispensation and affection which it experiences THE PRESENCE
of a propitious or of an offended Gud-; and discerns, !I.,
lEES as alread!! imminent, the fate decreed upon it: but all this
realizes nothing without, all this transpires within the tlpirit;
.which, nevertheless, continues in one and the same place, state,
and habit, till the resurrection.
We have remarked before, that the resurrection is rendered
useless by the Roman Church; when it forestals the glory of the
saints; and we may add, that the general jlldgment IS rendered
no less superfluous by the same violation of Divine order. For
if every one be judged already according to his deeds; ifthe
just and the unjust be now separated-those enjoying heaven
and the sight of God, these tormented with punishments external as well as internal-then what need for any future judgment 1 what is it to effect? or upon what actions is it held?
Was the former judgment erroneous, that it requires to be renewed? or DO THE DAMNED APPEAL1 Surely you dare not
suppose it. But you will say, that the sentences pronounced
and executed in private, should be demonstrated equitable and
ri~hteous before the whole world. This were intelligible, if the
injured party could lodge a complaint; but you have suppoeed
that every one condemned is self-condemned; and slowly enough,
upon your supposition, is the question of the equity of their
punishment examined, when they shall have already suffered the
torments of gehenna for ases: and, on the other hand, equally
preposterolls were an inqUIry into the justice of their reward.
who have been possessed of all the joys of heaven, not for ages
only, but for thousands of years.
And, to return to the resurrection: Let us see what the Pa))9l
. theology teaches us concerning it. The Romanists say, that the
bliss of the human spirit is not more intense after the resurrection
• As " the man after God's own heart" rejoiceth to acknowledge, "Whither
shall I go from thy Spirit? or whither shall I dee from thy presence? If I
. ascend up into heavcD, thou art there: IF.' MAKE MY BED IN HADES, BEHOLD
rHou AliT THEilE" (Psalm cxxxix. 8); so the bereaved Patriarch, "THEBS IS
NO DARKNESS, 100B. IUU1)OW O~ 1)1.11."1:\\ WIU1.l.E THE WORKERS OF UUQOITT
JU Y HIDE TREllS!.Lvy.i" \3c)\n:~.'A.\.'f. '>.'>.').
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than before; or, to be accurate., "That the glory of hamar.spirits is not augmented in the resurrection, unless in extent~
not in intensity" (Bellarm. de Beat. Sanct. chap. ii. &:. v.)-tmle88
accidentally, arid not in itself; the spirit remaining in the same
beatifi~ vision of God, in the same light, in the same glory, in
the same perfection of its functions, in the same intrinsic bliss;
which it had before, according to these theologians. Howsmall
an accession of good accrues from the resurrection of the dead!
How ill do their words agree with those of St. Paul! (1 Cor. xv.)
Is this trivial addition of enjoyment the all, .. without tohick,'~
saith the inspired Apostle, "we are of all men most miserable"
(ver. 19); witMut which he esteems the immortality of the
spirit as nothing; without which HE would direct our hope to.
this life alone (ver. 32); apartfrum wkiclt he mentions nowhere
all that previous bliss, whether you call i.t the beatific vision, ot
by any other name? THEN only he expects his reward; THEN' .
also his crown (2 Tim. iv. 8); thence he procures consolation
under every trial, and against death itself (1 Thess. iv. 14,18).
What St. Paul calls .. an exceeding eternal weight of glory"
(2 Cor. xiv. 17; Rom. viii. lR-23; Eph. i. 10-14), they ot·
the apostasy regard as a trivial overflow; and what St. Peter
calls "a crown of glory which fadeth not a way" (1 Pet. v. 4) ~
they account a mere appendage of our glory, and not the chief
nor a principal part of It.
'.
Lastly.: .The Lord Jesus Christ himself hath taught us not t(J
antipicate nor expect the redemption of the saints before the.
end of the world (Luke xiv. 14; xxi. 28); and he promises not
allY retribution before the resurrection of the just: so opposite·
to the doctrine of the Gospel are the decrees of the Roman
church on this point. That which the Apostles, the blessed
martyrs, the ancient fathers, esteemed as the chief promise of tile
Gospel, the foundation of the Christian faith, the anchor of hope;
is rendered, according to those decrees, all but void, useles8, and
superfluous. And be it remembered, that Christ hath purchased
that redeemed life, that renewed hope, with no less a price than'
his own life, and confirmed it by bis own resurrection (1 Pet. k
3,21; Heb. ii. 14; 2 Tim. i. 10). And him tkat rises not, HE:
treats as lost, in that sacred discourse of John vi. 39, &C. ; as
also doth St. Paul, in his memorable argument to the Corinthians,
1 Cor. xv. 16-18.
' .
TH IS, then, is the miraculous operation of the Divine energy"
even the ,)ictoryand the triumph
God IN DEATH ITSELP
made manifest ;-this the summit 0 our perfection; for which
we strive; to which we all aspire (Philip. iii. 10); and beyon~
it, ambition (however great) hath not an aim.
.
_ ..

01

• Animarum gloriam nOll augendam esse in resllrrettione~ t\\"x· .~1..\.~~~\.,,~,.
non intensive.
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By what has been said, it appears to me sufficiently demon.l
strated, both out of the Scriptures and the ancient Fathers, that
the bliss of the saints either entirely or. chiefly depends on the
RESURRECTION; and that the supreme perfection, and the
eon summate felicity or glory, which the beatific maion of God
~presses, are not imparted to human spirits before the day of
judgment and the advent of the Lord. And if, from paucity
of the number of testimonies adduced, we feared that the ques..
tion should suffer detriment, it would be easy to bring forward
many more, of the fourth and following centuries: but the
fOl'ce of Holy Writ (which ought to be sufficient alone) is obIcured by too much collateral proof; and I shall therefore only
add (and that as an appendix) some of the more obvious and
indisputable passages of a later date to the same effect, which
may either be consulted or diluegarded as the reader's mind
seeks comfort and support from his fellow-mortals or not.
.

THE TRANSLATOR.

And now this eloquent author (the ReTerend Doctor Burnet,
Master of the Chat·ter-House in 1727) proceeds to quote the testi.
monies of Chrysostom, Theodoret, <Ecumenius, Theophylactus;
Euthymius, &.c.; Plures patres in Not. Cortholt. ad Justin. zliv,
Col. 1 et 2; HiJarius, Ambrosius, and Augustin; (Ezpos. ad
Psalm xxxvi. 10; Enchirid. ad Laurent. c. 118; Gm.ad.
Literam.l. 12,c.35; De Ci". Dei, 1. 12,c. 9; Retract. I. 1, c.14;
Confess. I. 9, c. 3; D. Bernardus; Clemens; Cyyrian; Dyonisius the Areopagite; ~piphaniu~; Shaplet. Defens. Au.ctorit.
Eccles. 1. I.-c. 3;) and 10 thefirst1OstanceAuctor. QumstlOnum
et Respons. ad Orthod. apuc1 Justin Martyr; together with
all the ancient Liturgies: but in thelle days It is presumed that
he would altogether have rested here; " For, indeed. when the!!
beat· not Moses and tlte Prophets, neither would .the!! believe
thougl' one rose from the dead."
.
My effort has been, not so much to give the language. as to
write in communion with the spirit 'of our author: at tbe samil
time, the liberties which I have taken in this translation are Dot
important enough to be mentioned. WE OFFJ:R TO THB
CHURCH THE TRUTH. AS IT IS, as it was seen to be b!! jifJf
hundred brethren at once, IN THE PERSON OPOUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST. ,. He that hath an ear to bear, let him hear."
And as for those disciples whom Satan, or the world, or the desires or hopes ~ or flattering unctions of the flesh. have so
blinded, that they esteem themselves, or hope themselves to be,
greater than their Lord; as for those servants, I say. may God
be merciful unto them, for his own Name's sake!
,

-

REVIEWS AND MISCELLANIES.
VAUGHAN'S POPULAR ESSAYS.
II Se/i-manifestation the End of all God's Counsel and Operations.
. -.- The Truth: a Series of popular Essays designed tf) lead
. Men into th' Knowledge and Enjoyment of God. . Bg E. 1:
Vaughan, M.A.., Vicar of St. Martin's, Leicester."
.
WE should not have delayed to bring the Popular Essays of Mr;
Vaughan under the consideration of our readers untilthe present
time, had; we not entertained the dai~y hope that they would
have been completed' under the supenntendance of the same
master spiriUhat 'indited their commencement. That hope has
now closed upon us; and we have therefore no motives to induce
'Us to refrain, but many to urge us on to give some account of
this invaluable treatise; and not among the least may be mentioned, an: apprehension that it is Dot so universally' known· as it
ought to ,be, for the benefit of the church of God.
.
The Notes to Mt. Vaughan's edition of Luther's treatise De
Servo Armtrio, the Life of Robinson, as well as his Sermons,
.and the little work which is the subject of these retnarks, evince
the author to be a theologian of the first order, in any age, ' and
in' any church ; and in our day, in the Church of England,
'llbsolutely without a rival. In estimating the value of an in:'
instrument, the first element in the calculation is an accurate
knowledge of the nature of the work which it has to perform;
and, rating the importance of Mr. Vaughan as a divine "ery
high; it is proper to shew the grounds upon which that judgment'has been formed.
, Although the labours of Bishops Horsley and Portells, Messrs.
.Biddu}pb, Faber, Cunninghame, Frere, and some others, kept
the prospect of the Second Coming of the Lord fr~ dying quite
'Out of the remembrance and hope of the church In these latter
days, it was not till the publication of the letters under the
lIignature of Basilicus, by Mr. Way, that the subjeet was brought
10 her attention, once more, with a force sufficient to riv~t the
regard of all who, being taught by the Spirit of truth, have the
/Witness within themselves to any branch ,of it that is presented
from without. Many, who had never considered the subject be;..
fore, began now to search the Scriptures, to see whether these
things were so or not; and finding that they were, believed them,
to,the saving oftheit souls. But, along with the precious seed
of the kingdom sowing up and down the land, Satan was busy
jn plantipg tares: where he CQuld not prevail upon men e..\l~

...
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lutely to reject the truth, he insinuated a pernicious error in their
minds. Taking advantage of the false spirit of love, and unsanctified, anti-christian benevolence, which he had been long
infusing into their hearts, he found a soil w~ll prepared for the
reception of his damnable doctrine of universal redemption ;-a
doctrine not only in direct contradiction to many express declarations of God's word, but utterly at variance with every object
that is revealed as to be answered by the incarnation and death
of the Son of God; by the creation, fall, and redemption of
maD. This error spread far and wide: many of God's own children were deceived; and, if they did not absolutely embrace it,
received so much of it as for a long time to unsettle their minds,
.and unhinge their whole scheme of divinity: while indolent and
ignorant preachers either did 110t perceive its consequences.. or
were too mdifferent to their duty to warn men of its danger.
As, in calculating the value of the services of Luther and KnoJ:,
we must refer to the times, and the grossness of the practices which
they were raised up to overthrow;, so must ,,:e call to mind the state
of the church, when we are formmg an estImate of the poweni of
the man whom the Lord raised up to be His witness in another
day. While the majority of professors of religion were in the
state of mawkish sentimentality which we have above describedwhining and puling about Christian love, although hating God'.
revealed character in their hearts-Mr. Vaughan was prepared of
God to withstand the delusion that Satan had introduced. He
. performed this office in the most effectual, if not in the only,
way in which it is possible to meet this heresy; which is, 6y
reference to as much of the ultimate end and purpose of God in
all his intermediate acts as is revealed in God's word. The
subject has been handled by many divines, among the most
eminent of whom may be named Hooker, Charnock, Edwards,
and Williams. The first refers to it only by the way. in the
course of a treatise on another matter. Charnock takes a mOre
extended view, as the nature of his work required he should do,
but without bringing it to bear upon anyone specific point.
President Edwards alludes to it only in reference to Anninian
errors ~ and Williams has written with one great fallacy running
through his work, which makes some reject it as alto~er
deceptious; while others receive it, fallacy and all, WIthout
being able to discriminate between them. The form, therefore,
which the present heresy has assumed, required Mr. Vau~han
to treat the subject in a manner different from all his emment
predecessors.
There are two principal ~ethods on w~ich an argument lliay
be constructed. The one IS, by announcmg the proposition intended to be proved at the commencement of the OJ'~tion. and
following it u'P b~ a '6~t\e'lo ()f ~roofs: the other is, by stealioi
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on the hearers gradually, and win:1ing them, to the conclusion at
which it is meant to bring them, without exciting any ovposition
to their previous prejudices. Both these modes have been used
by the masters of rhetoric. Demosthenes seems to have
availed himself of" them indiscriminately, without giving one
a preference over the other. Aristotle points them out; as does
also Cicero, in his treatise de Oratore, observing tim! he llsed both,
but without stating his reasons for employing one or the other.
Mr. Vaughan usually adopted the former. Much may be said
in favour of both. In the present day of superficial knowledge
and apathy in religion, it may be well to state at once some
startling proposition, which shall have the effect at least of
rouzing the auditors out of their .. death-like stilness and their
dread repose." On the.other hand, so great is the ignorance of
l'eligionists, and so little are they in the oabit of reflecting or of
reasoning, that the plainest truths will be rejected, unless supported by some name in repute amongst them. Examples of
this are seen in the universality with which the facts connected
with the second coming of the Lord were branded by the whole
of the Evangelical oracles as N BW! and the flippancy with
which, in their folly, they called the orthodox creed of our Lord's
true humanity a het·es.IJ.-Mr. Vaughan's object is thus described
by himself. • By popular essays,' the author means I essays
, addressed to the common people, as distinct from the learned;
'and by this title holds himself excused from going at large
• into the investigation and defence of every assertion and refe, renee which he may introduce into his work. Following the
, advice of a judicious prelate. he aims to write II dogmatically
• rather than controversially;" but desires it to be understood,
, that he advances nothing without serious thought, and some
'research. He begs his reader not to be dismayed if he meet with
, a word or sentence here and there which he does not instantly
'comprehend. Before he has finished the number or essay, he
, will probably find some light thrown upon it which removes
, his difficulty. The secrets of God cannot be received or told
, at once. The author stipulates, therefore, for patience, atten, tion, and repeated rumination. The thoughtless, the super-, ficial. and tM desultory. will either disdain to read, or quickly
, throw aside so dull. so laborious, so unpersuasive a performance.
• The author has not rigidly adhered to the received version in
, his long and multiplied quotations from the Scriptures. Whilst
, he admires the r.implicity, energy, and numerous arrangement
, of that ve'rsion, and is ever ready to maintain that it constitutes
'a fair, transcript of the original volume. sufficiently accurate
• for general use; still, in collecting and recitiug the testimony
" Qf God upon any proposed subject. he deems it necessary to
, exercise a scrupulous fidelity in the rendering of every wor~
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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( clause; and Aentence of the parent langua~e, though it be with
, some offence to the ear and tafite, and wIth the hazard of de'tracting some little from the more than due veneration with
, which that truly venerable work is commonly regarded. Taking
, it for granted, moreover, that the reader will have his Bible at
, hand, he has ventured to save expense and trouble by printing
f ollly his own exhibition of the sacred text, which he requests
'him, however, to compare with the authorized onc. In his
, quotations from the New Testament, he has followed Professor
, White's edition (Oxford: 1803) even to the 'punctuation; and
C in his quotations from the Old, in which he chiefly adopts the
'received version, has used Simons's Hebrew Bible (Amst.
C 1753).'
If we were to endeavour to state as briefly as possible the
separate objects aimed at by the Evangelical party, from the
days of Whitefield and Wesley to the present hour, and by Mr.
Vaughan and a few others (such as Mr. Goode and Mr. Howells),
we should say it was this: that the problem proposed for solution by the former was, I f With how small a portion of right
knowledge of the revealed character of God is it possible to be
safe?" whereas the problem to be resolved by the other c1ass
is, " How shall the greatest knowledge of God be attained,
that HE may be rightly worshipped and loved?" One would
11Ilppose, from the published sermons, that such a prayer as that
of the Apostle for the Ephesians was never offered up by any
of the former class: I cease not to give thanks for you, making
mention of you in my prayers, that the God of our Lord Jesus
Christ, the Father of glory, may give unto you the spirit of
wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Him; the eyes of
your understanding being enlightened, that ye may know what
IS the hope of his calling, and what the riches of the glorvof
his inheritance in the saints." Our present business is not ~ith
the former class, or it would be easy to shew that its tendency
is to propagate a fearful delusion,-that the followers of it may
have a satanic hatred to the God of the Bible, while they may
flatter themselves that they are heirs of his kingdom. But we
have now to do with Mr. Vaughan.
. It is not to be denied that ' the ultimate erid of all God's
! counsel and operations in creation is the manifestation of Him• self;' and that the object of teaching his creatures to know
Him is, that the loveliness of his nature may be known, and be
therein loved and worsQipped aright. It is impossible that the
felicity of God can be in the remotest degree increased or C:Jiminished by the existence or non-existence of the works of bis
own hands. The moving cause, therefore, of his I I going out
·into creation acts," to use a quaint expression of the old writers,
·is a willingness to communicate as much of that blessedness to
If
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his. creatures which is alone in himself, as it ill possible for them
to receive, In this extended view of the subject the maxims of
Bolingbroke and Warburton, versified by· Pope, are true:
And, spite of pride, in erring reast'u's spite,
One truth is clear, Whatever is, is right.

But confined to. this present globe these sentiments are not true,
and afforded fair ground for the ridicule which was poured upon
them by Voltaire, in his tale of Candide. It is true, however,.
that the amount of evil, sin, misery, and suffering, which forms.
so large a majority of the present scelle, will be found, at the.
time of the denouement of the great drama, to have been the:
smallest which was possible, in order to effect the great object
of the manifestation of Himself. A metaphysical subtilty has.
been mooted by the question, Whether the willingness to communicate of the· blessedness, or the manifestation of his own
being in order that he may be worshipped aright by the whole
of his creatures, ought to be placed as the first Idea in the Divine
Mind. N ow, there is ~ self-eviden.t ~allac~ in applying t~e term
" first" to any operatIon of the Dlvme Mmd; and also 10 supposing that on~ quality can have a preponderance over others;
the term" holiness," i11 the abstract, seemi.ng to imply the complete harmony of the whole of God's moral attributes. \is the
term" glory" seems to express the effect, of the manifestation
of that harmony upon the intelligent creature. Love is an
attribute as necessary to be manifested as any other, but ,it would
involve a contradiction to assert that it were m01'e necessary
than any other. Again: it is probable that the whole circle of
mora;l attributes, though appearing to be composed of many to
our senses, does not, in fact, consist of divers a,ttributes existing
in harmony with each other; but is one, and existing only in
unity. But into this question it is not our present purpose to
enter. No one, observes Dr. Gooch on Mania, can have read
the Bible, even in the most cursory manner, without perceiving
that the number of human beings declared to be saved is considerably smaller than that declared to be lost. This learned
physician might have advanced much further, and have shewn,
that, upon every scheme which admits of future rewards and
punishments for offences committed in this life, more must meet
with co~demnation than with praise. So that the evidence of our
senses plainly declares, that which accurate reasoning must determine in like manner-namely, that the suffering of the creature is compntible with the happiness, and with the exhibition
of love in the Creator: whence it follows, that as the infliction
of pain is the contrary of an exercise of love, the suffering of the
creature must be to shew forth some other attribute, commensurate with, although llot necessarily opposed to, that of love.
~orue Deists have felt the. fo~ce of this so strongly, as to have
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found themselves compelled to draw a distinction between those
sufferings which are endured in this life, and those which are
declared to be eternal. But it is clear that this is only a question
of degree, and that the principle remains untouched.
One of the most ordinary mistakes into which persons run
who are called, and who call themselves, Calvinists, and who
have neither very accurate nor very enlarg-ed minds, is to represent the eternal perdition of sinners as the result of a special
decree of God. The essential properties of God cannot be
annihilated nor transferred. Creatures have essential properties
also. The error of the most refined heathenism was Pantheism;
that is, transfusing the Deity though his creatures, so as to
make confusion of the eRsential properties of the two.
"

Deum namque ire per omne.
l'errasque, tractusque maris, crelumque profundum.
Hinc pecudes, armenta, viros, g'.!nus omne ferarum,
Quemque sibi tenues nascentem arcessere vitas."
'Virg. G. iv. 221.
" For God tht' whole created mass inspires:
Throup:b beaven, and earth, and ocean's depth, he throws
His influence round, and kindles as he goes.
.
IIencl' flocks, and herds, and men, and beasts, and fowls
With breath are quickened, and attract t11t:ir sou13."

And a:.:ain, still more clearly:
" Principio crelum, ac terras, camposque 1iquent~s,
J,ucentemque globum lunre, titaniaque astra
Spiritus inlus alit, totamque injiua per artus
.J\tIens agitat molem, et magno Be corpore mi,cet.
lnde hominum, pecudumque genus, vitll!que vo\an.tl1m,
Et qUill marmor~o fert monstra sub !equore pontus.
Igneus est ollis vigor, et cextestis origo
Srminibus."
Virgo ./En. vi. 724.
" Know first, that beaven. and earth's compacted frame,
And flowing waters, and the starry flame,
And both the radiant lights, Olle cornman 60ul
Inspires, and feeds, and animates the whole.
This active mind, infused through all the space,
Unites and mingles with the mighty mass.
Hence mt'n and beasts the breath of lif~ obtain,
And birds of air, and monsters of the main:
Til! ethereal vigour is in aU tIle same,
And every soul is filled with eqllalfiame.

Neither let it be imagined that Pantheism is confined to the
heathen. It is the doctrine of Bolingbroke, Bishop Warburton,
and Pope, as appears in the following lines by the latter.; and.
indeed, of most naturally pious men.
.
" All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Whose body Nature is, and God the Boul.
That, changed through all, and yet in all the same,
Great in the earth as in the ethereal framt',
IVllrms in the sun, refreshes ill the breeze,
Glows in the stars, and blossoms in the trees,
Lives through ullrije, e.rtends through all exttmt,

Spreads \\ndivided, o~ta\P.\ \l.'M~\\'\:'
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That God may be known as He is, it is necessary to manifest
that he is not that which the most learned of the heathen
thought and declared that he was. In like manner, every delusion of Satan, whether put forth through the learned heat!ten,
or through philosophers under the Christian dispensation, must
be EOhewn out to be false. To make a declaration of its falsehood
does not suffice: the declaration is forgotten, or disbelieved; it
mnst be manifested: and the manifestat.ion of a tl'Uth cannot
take place until the manifestation of every form of error has
been made previously. Moreover, the manifestation must be
continuous, and cannot, from the very nature of the thing
to be declared by it, ever cease to be: that is, the manifestation
must be eternal, the two contrasts composing the states commonly termed heaven, or hell. Now jf hell can cease to be
eternal, so can heaven; nay, so must heaven, for the one is
the correlative of the other. Whence it comes to pass, that
Truth is, and always must be until the manifestation takes
place, an object of faith; whilst error is an object of sense:
and hence the conflict which arises in everyone who is possessed
of the Spirit of Truth, and who lives in a world under the dominion of sensible error. It is an aphorism of the highest importance in the deeper branches of theology, that no positive
.
. can be set forth but by its negative.
The destruction and misery of the sinner does not result
from an arbitrary decree of God ordaining a certain insulated
consequence which might have been ordained otherwise; but
it results from the essential and inalienable properties of the
Creator and creature; not in those relationships only, but in
thA relationship of Sovereign and subject also. It is not the
result of an arbitrary decree by which this paper on being put
into the fire is burnt, but the result of the separate essential
properties of paper and flame causing the destruction of the
former when brought into contact with the latter. In this ex·
ample, however, the mutual action of these bodies upon each
other might be suspended by a fiat of Omnipotence, and no
attribute of God violated: it would be a mere exhibition of
power, and nothing more. But if. the destruction and misery
of the sinner were not to result from his sinful nature, if a fiat
could be supposed to go forth ordering that he should be happy
notwithstanding his sin, then a violation of the essential attributes of God's Being must take place: happiness would not be
seen to reside only in Himself, and in the holiness of his nature;
happiness would be seen to be consistent with unholiness-or,
in other words, with the opposite of, and antagonist to, God
-which is an absurdity: therefore the supposition involves an
impossibility; therefore the supposition is false.
In this resides the whole necessity fol'. and m~'tc'i \.\.\.., ~~\."'\.\.."b
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of which it is necessary all those who may be indoced to J'e
them (and we trust there will be maoy) should be aware, whi
is, that he uses his words in their troe and derivative sense, I
in their loose and conventional sense. This gives at first, to sup
ficial readers, an impression of obscurity; which arises simI
from their being too indolent to annex accurate ideas to pal
cwar terms. But the extreme accuracy of his language, a
the mathematical precision of his style, is not to be surpa.ss4
and in some instances we doubt if it has been ever eq ualled ;
beauty which is perceived by the reader in exact proportion
he is able to comprehend the idea which is intended to be E
pressed. His talent for pursuing the thread of an arguwE
through every maze and intricacy of his subject is perfectly u
rivalled. Collateral topics are noticed as they occur, and d
posed of to the right hand and to the left, without ever allowi:
them to obstruct the point to which his observations are tendill
or to seduce him ioto a discursive episode foreign to the ma
object which he has before him. Sometimes, where the subjE
admits of it, without departing from his characteristic accura(
his sentences flow in the most harmonious rhythm and COl
manding energy. We subjoin, as a specimen, the conclusion
his letter to the Town-clerk of Leicester, in defence of his Serml
entitled " Cresar and God," 'concerning which he had be
maligned.
.
• I must request you then, sir, to be my interpreter to yo
, venerable body. I can trust you for the fidelity with wbil
, you will convey my meanillg, nothing robbed of the affectil
, with which it is both uttered and conceived. I believe \,1
, to be one of those who think of me as entertaining a solid ~I
, principled regard for the community of which the Great KiJ
, has made me his under-shepherd; which, though not breathil
• itself in frequent or unme~s~red .profession, is yet str~ng enol1~
, to .. endure hardness," If It might thereby add a slOgle jot
, their well-being or well-doing You do not doubt, sir, that tl
, same disposition actuates me in the important relation which
, sustain, as the stated theological instructor of our provillci
'Cresar. Sir, I count it no light thing when I open the sprir
• of benediction, of which my Master has committed to me tI
, key; I bless in his name: and I venture to charge you, si
.' with a message of blessing to the assembly of which you a
, at once the counsellor, the minister, and the organ ....... TI
, them, sir. that as theil' angel I am charged to warn them
, continued conflicts: they live in the era of Judgment; WI
, has exhansted many of her plagues, but has a vial yet to poll
'Tell them to be afraid for their country, for their town f
• their own household. Tell them, that as their angel I' a
, charged to warn them of their obligations. Every member
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and enables them to rely upon hill power and readiness to ~on
duct them by unseen agency through the whole course of this
present life, notwithstanding all visible things seem against the
possibility of his doing so; and to hope for the possession of
that future bliss, which they are promised they shall attain unto
by these means.
Thus the revelation of a Trinity of Persons in the Godhead
is not, as ignorant people teach, an insulated, incomprehensible
assertion that one is three, and three is one, which, doing a violence to all reason and laws of language, we are required to
believe, upon the penalty for not doing so of eternal damnation; but a most blessed truth declared for our consolation and
encouragement; shewing, that, in consequence of such a mode
of subsistence, a way of salvation was practicable, and has been
effected, without breaking in upon any of the essential and necessary attributes of the Creator, which, without such mode
of subsistence, would have been impracticable, as all rightly
directed reason must perceive. We have also the evidence,
that all men, who have possessed the ability to enter into a full
examination of the subject, and who have denied the Trinity,
have denied likewise the vicarious sacrifice: in-which they have
been perfectly consistent, and have only fairly and honestly followed out to their legitimate conclusion the consequences
flowing from their premIses.
- This leads to the reflection, which we earnestly wish -the
Evangelical world would lay seriously to . heart, and give
due consideration to,-that all-who believe in, and preach,
a qualified salvation-that is, a salvation limited by anyone
prerequisite in the object, be it small or great-are Socinians ;
although they have never argued out their own views to see
where their scheme would necessarily lead them.
The principles which we have now set forth are referred to in
greater proportion in the Epistle to the Hebrews than in any
other portion of the book of God of the same length. The su1)ject, which the inspil'ed penman is directed to handle, leads him
to touoh upon the appointment of the Son by the Father to the
inheritance of all creation, and the arranging of. the dispensations accordingly; a description of the Son's person, and work
for the putting away of sin; his present situation at the right
hand of the Father; and the purposes to be accomplished during his absence from the earth, and after his future advent to it.
It is this Epistle which Mr. Vau&,han uses as the text or basis
upon which his Essays are a kind of running commentary, fur-nished by paraJlel passages from the word of God itself; which
have, unfortunately, been abruptly terminated at the end of 430
small duodecimo pages.
.
There is one peculiarity about the writings of Mr. Vaughan
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of which it is necessary all those who may be induced to read
them (and we trust there will be many) should be aware, which
is, that he uses his words in their true and derivative sense, not
in their loose and conventional sense. This gives at first, to superficial readers, an impression of obscurity; which arises simpl,
from their being too indolent to annex accurate ideas to partIcular terms. But the extreme accuracy of his language, and
the mathematical precision of his style, is not to be surpassed,
and in some instances we doubt if it has been ever eq uaIled; a
beauty which is perceived by the reader in exact proportion as
he is able to comprehend the idea which is intended to be expressed. His talent for pursuing the thread of an argument
through every maze and intricacy of his subject is perfectly unrivalled. Collateral topics are noticed as they occur, and disposed of to the right hand and to the left, without ever allowing
them to obstruct the point to which his observations are tending.
or to seduce him into a discursive episode foreign to the main
object which he has before him. Sometimes, wbere the subject
'admits of it, without departing from his characteristic accuracy,
his sentences flow in the most harmonious rhythm andcoDlmanding energy. We subjoin, as a specimen, the conclusion of
his letter to the Town-clerk of Leicester, in defence of bis Sermon
entitled "Cresar and God," 'concerning which he had been
maligned.
• I must request you then, sir, to be my interpreter to your
• venerable body. I can trust you for the fidelity with which
( you will convey my meanillg, nothing robbed of the affection
• with which it is both uttered and conceived. I believe you
• to be one of those who think of me as entertaining a solid aDd
• principled regard for the community of which the Great King
• has made me his under-shepherd; which, though not breathing
• itself in frequent or unmeasured profession, is yet strong enough
• to .. endure hardness," if it might thereby add a single jot to
( their well-being or well-doing You do not doubt, sir, that the
, same disposition actuates me in the important relation which I
( sustain, as the stated theological instructor of our provincial
(Cresar. Sir, I count it no light thing when I open the sprina
• of benediction, of which my Master has committed to me th~
, key; I bless in his name: and I venture to charge you, sir,
.' with a message of blessing to the assembly of which you are
( at once the counsellor, the minister, and the organ ....... Tell
• them, sir, that as their angel I am charged to warn them of
, continued conflicts: they live in the era of Judgment; Who
( has exhausted many of her plagues, but has a vial ~et to pour.
'Tell them to be afraid for their country, for theIr town for
• their own household. Tell them, that as their angel I' aQ}
, charged to warn them of their obligations. Every member of
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, b.is Cmsar is one from whom the Lord, THE THIEP, expecteth'
, much, because one to whom he bath connnitted mucb. 'feU
, .them then, that, as their angel, I stretch out my hands towards'
, the poor, whom they have neyer forgotten, and say, Remember'
, them still!. TeU them, that, as their angel, I look down upon'
, their streets, and say, Does. the harlot still linger here? I look'
, narrowly into their houses of entertainment, and say, Banish
, all lewd sports, all riot, all excess, all profane words hence: l&t'
, not that which ought to be only the stranger's resting-place, 00-'
, come the- native's snare and pest! I look a.t their theatres, their
, horsecourses, and· their masques; and say, Must these things:
• be? Tell them, that, as their angel, I have an eye especially upon;
, their temples; and say, Are these honoured? Is the due differ-'
I ence made between the tolerated and the authorilled?
Cmsar;
, knows no foundation but that of Apostles and Prophets, on;
I which he·is himself built; and know~ where that foundation is:
I alone to be found.
He honours conscience, though he may often,
I wish she were better informed: butcoDscience asks only Iieene&
• to speak, and 110t to speak. He gives not what she asks oot f
e much less what a pretender asks in Mr name. Tenacious of the'
I FORM of truth for its own sake, and for the substance' lake
I. which it covers and protects, his countenance is exclusive.
And'
, 0 tell them, sir, that, as their angel, I desire evermore to lead
e them into the very centre of the centre of that substance, that
c they may be immersed in God, and may know whom tRey h&I lieve.
Tell them, that, as their angel, I point my finger with:
'tenfold energy to their schools. Not eyery neat and trim
, building is a Christian pedagogue; not every phalanx of de'cently attired children is a seed-bed of Christ. Tell them
, therefore, that, as their angel, I require them to astertllm the
, doctrine in which the children they educate are trained up :
, whether they be taught God, the Bible's God, the God and
( Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, " in the mouth of their way:"
C and whether they be taught this God sufficiently.
Tell them~
C I know that the Church teaches Him to her children, in her
• ordinances and in her Book of Common Prayer, in her bap.;.
I tismal office, in her confirmation office, in her Catechism, in he,.
, communion office, in her every day's and Lord's-day's services I
• she has forms of sound instruction, she has superintend ants of
I sound instruction, she has seasons and places of sound instruc• tion. Tell them, sir, that tilu is EDUCATION: what THlt
e MASTER requires every parent to give to his child, either by
, his own teachings, or, if that be impossible, by those of othent'.
'Tell them, that it is theirs especially to look at those oth,rs;
I whether it be a grammar-school, of which they are the cone Irtituted guardian; or a mere writing school.
Tell them, that
.. the danger is not lest children should be taught too muoh;;.
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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, but lest, under the name and with the smattering of .lome io• struction, they receive what is as inefficient, and even more
, injurious than none. Tell them, then, that their angel says.
, Watch! be not led away by sounds! know what you are
, going to teach! assure yourselves, before you pull out your
, dollars, that it is for money's worth!
, And what does their angel say more? He strikes the first
'notes of the hallelujah of "the sea of glass;" and says,
, Surely your Lord cometh quickly.'
Another heresy which has been long engendering, which has
at last arrived at a most fearful height, and which Mr. Vaughan
was most useful in stemming, is that relating to the Authority
of the Church.. The Papists having placed the church above
the written word, the Protestants of late years have met this
error by its converse of equal magnitude, which is, to deny the
authonty of the church altogether. The written word is not of
itself sufficient without a church-that is, without a living body
of witnessell and {lreachers of the truth. This is the great error
which Bible Societies have been the means of promulgat.in~.
There is in all these self-constituted societies an error at theIr
root, which is, that they are schismatic in their very essence.
They are not ordinances of God's appointment; they are not
under the controul or management of any authority of his. Those
who call themselves Christian societies, are as essentially schismatic as the rest: they are not instituted by the ecclesiastical
superiors of the church: if bishops belong to them, their membershIp is in vil'tue of an annual guinea paid, not in virtue of their
office in the church. The good that is done by them, and the
propriety of circulating printed books and of sending out missionaries, is another question.
Besides the heresy of inculcating that the written word is
sufficient without a preaching, living church, another has run
pari passu with it; which is, that God's blessings are scattered
promiscuously; whereas the reverse of this is the case. The
ordinances which God has ordained for the government of
mankind, whether in the social relationships of sovereign and
subject, pastor and flock, parent and child, master and servant,
are not results of arbitrary arrangement, any more than the
other decrees Df God, to which we alluded in the commencement
of these remarks: they are ordinances which set forth spiritual,
that is, essential, invisible truths. They are given in order
that men may know the paths which conduct to happiness in
their several kinds, and may know that every other pass leads
to the reverse. The path does not make the happiness; but he
who walks in it is kept from the reverse. What those truths are
which all the ordinances of God's appointment do manifest, we
do not at present mean to discuss; but simply to observe the
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fact, in order to shew how that contempt for church ordinances
and authority, which is now so universal, must engender a leanness of soul in its members: and hence tG point out the value
of Mr. Vaughan's labours in asserting, upon all proper occasions, the danger of schism, and the due place for the authority
of the church.
This question of schism is assuming a more'importantfeature
every day; and there is no end to the heresies which may not be
expected to arise from among the separatists and schismatics.
The written word of God is not a sufficient defence against
them; for every Muggletonian, Socinian, and other heretic;
quotes Scripture to justify his abomination. The word is the
proper weapon with which. to contend against them that are
without the church; but it is not sufficient against them that
are within. The disagreements which arise within the body are
desired by our Lord to be referred,. not to Moses and the Prophets, , but to the Church; and they who will not hear the
church, are to be counted as heathen men and as publicans.
The inefficiency of the written word alone, was proved at the
Council of Nice, where the Ariana agreed to every term taken
from Scripture that the Orthodox could employ; whence it was rendered necessary to embody the intended meaning of the terms in
the symbol which was then drawn up. The schismatics may hold
some points of truth-and we trust that many will be found to
do so at the approaching coming of the Lord ;-butthev will unquestionably be given over to a spirit of heresy, if they pertinaciously refuse to submit to the church. They now prevail to
such an extent, that we must expect heresies of every kind to
prevail also: for the heretics are out of the reach of the only
remedy which is appointed for their disorder-namely, the
authority of the church.
The delusion which has got into many men's minds, and
thereby greatly tended to increase the schismatic spirit, is, that
established churches are" Babylon :" this is not sufficient for the
Baptists, and they separate themselves from the Non-conformists; and so on ad irifinitum. Now, it is a pity that these
worthies will not all remember that which, though Churchmen,
we desire to bear in mind ourselves-namely, that all Christendom is alike Babylon.. These gentlemen change their'
lodgings in Babel. and dream that they have left the city alto-,
gether! Some lived once in Episcopal Square, or Presbyterian,
Street, who have now taken up their abode in Independant Lane,·
or Strict-Communion Close, and they verily Batter themselves
they are living on Mount Zion! and not only this, but they snarl
and growl at all who pass by, for preferring to dwell in the highways which they have left, lDstead of the narrow alleys to which
they have now betaken themselves.
.
Mr. Vaughan saw plainly the evil of !JChiam, a\\d.\~~\.~\."{\,~
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macy with Mr. Vaughan, observes." The removal of this gn
prophet from amongst us is not terrific to his dear, dear famil
not to his loving, and loved friends; not to his valuing. a
valued people; not to those far and near in the land. who.
prejudice was removed. were and are daily blessing God in Chr
for what He has taught and is teaching them through him:
these the dispensation is not joyous. but ~evous; they E
weeping and mourning, but not as those Without hope. B
when we call to mind what God has spoken by him to I
parishes. and to his neighbourhood. and to the kingdom, a
to the world at large, hiS removal is awful: to the atheistic
infidel, lukewarm worldly ones, whether in the Church or out
it, who are living as if there were no God, no Christ, no H(
Ghost, no second coming of our Lord Jesus ()hrist to them
judgment, no resurrection from the dead, both of the just III
the unjust, no glory to which some shall be raised. as others
everlasting shame and contempt: to such, a terrific voice is Be
forth in this death. Oh that many may be made willing
receive the warning and live!"
We would willingly indulge in expressions of regret at t
1088 which has been sustained, as well in our own private frien
ships. as in the public nece~sities of the churchMultis ilIe bonis flebilis occidit,
Nullis flebilior quam nobis.

And when we think upon the heresies which are setting in Ii
a flood upon Zion, and the few valiant and true-heartl
soldiers that there be to withstand them, we sadden at tl
gloomy forebodings of H which coming events cast their sh
dows before." . But when we . remember how utterly incomp
tent. we ate to Judge of who IS fit to be taken, and who to I
left; when we call to mind that some are placed in obscuri
whom we would have fixed on the very summit of the highe
watch-tower, and how some are toiling in the inferior offic
of the church whom we would have placed at its head; whc
we reflect that even the sentiment of regret is to a certain ex tel
a want of resignation, we say, .. Now unto the King eterm
immortal, invisible, the only wise God, be honour and glol
for ever and ever! Amen."-" Almighty God.. with whom c
live the spirits of them that depart hence in the Lord, and wil
whom the souls of the faithful, after they are delivered from tJ
burden of the flesh, are in joy and felicity; we give thee heaf1
thanks, for that it hath pleased thee to deliver this our broth
out of the miseries of this sinful world; beseeching thee. tb
it may please thee, of thy gracious loodness, shortly to a
complish the number of thine elect, an to hasten thy kmgdon
that we, with all those that are departed in the true faith of tI
~oly name, may have our perfect consummation and bliss, bol
in body and soul, in the eternal and everlasting glory.: throUi
Jesus Christ our Lord."
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those who could not, but still cfail, who were within the 1Iphere
of his activity. N ever did he keep back any truth, nor ever
obscure a fonn of expressing it, from the fear of offeRding any
man: and w:e therefore mention,as IlZ1 encouragement to others
to persevere in the same unc0a1pl"omising line of COIlduct, the
pub:lic testimony which was borne to him by the Corporation of
Leicester. ·00 the fiat meeting of that. municipal body after
the death of Mr. Vaughan had taken place, the followlDg raIIOlutioos were passed unanimously!
"That this Hall camlOt separate without endeavoll'riog to
record, however inadequately, the deep sorrow which they feel
at the lamented death of the Rev. E. T. Vaughan, late Vicar of
St. Martin's, and Chaplain to this Corporation.
.
" That this Corporation cannot pretend, by any expression of
theirs, to do justice to the feeling which they entertain of re¥erence and attachment towards the character and memory of
the deceased; whose distinguished talents. great learning, and
eminent piety, render his loss as a minister, a man, and a
Christian, wholly irreparable. and such as this Corporation and
the public can never cease to deplore.
" That, in humble testimony of these feelings and sentiments,
the individual members of the Corporation will .attend the
funeral of the said E. T. Vaughan, whenever it may take place;
and they would have done so in their corporate capacity, if that
could add any thing to the expression of their respect towards
the Reverend deceased, or better testify the solemnity of the
feelings with which they are animated on this truly sorrowful
and melancholy occasion."
.
. Those, who surrounded his bed at the last, bear testimony to
its being the most quiet death-scene that they had ever wit~
nessed. All was peace-Peace within, amidst the most violent
'bodily sufferings. He said but very little during his illness,
consistently with what he had often expressed in health; disapproving a relation of dying speeches, or that believers should be
urged to give testimonies of their faith at such a season.
01. Father!" my Father! .. Rest, oh rest with thee!" were the
words that most frequently broke from his lips. His children were
with him to the last; and, having called them around his bed, he
said, .. Children, live in love and peace among yourselves; and
love and cherish your mother." To a very kind relation, who is
much opposed to the free grace of God, he said, "I would freely
confess all my sins, but I cannot number them! yet I know they
are forgiven:" he paused, and then added, "Yes, they are all
forgiven! and this I am assured of, through faith in Cbrist, my
Lord and my Redeemer."--A friend, who was hastening to his
bouse to see him, was informed of the result as he passed through
Leicester, by seeing St. Martin's church shut up the whole of
Sunday, . and by hearing the bells of a\\. i.\\.~ ~'\\."t~~~'l> ~~
throughout the day. A friend, who \\ved:i:n W~"a.\'\\."a.m'cil.~\ \.'\\.~
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macy with Mr. Vaughan, observes, II The removal of tbis great
prophet from amongst us is not terrific to his dear, dear family;
not to his loving, and loved friends; not to his valuing, aud
valued people; not to those far and near in the land, who, as
prejudice was removed, were and are daily blessing God in Christ
for what He has taught and is teaching them through him: to
these the dispensation is not joyous, but ~evous; they II!
weeping and mourning, but not as those Without hope. Bit
when we call to mind what God has spoken by him to 1m
parishes. and to his neighbourhood. and to the kingdom, mI
to the world at large, hiS removal is awful: to the atheistical
infidel, lukewarm worldly ones, whether in the Church or outoC
it, who are living as if there were no God, no Christ, no Holy
Ghost, no second coming of our Lord Jesus ~hrist to them in
judgment, no resurrection from the dead, both ofthejost aDd
the unjust, no glory to which some shall be raised, as othen to
everlasting shame and contempt: to such, a terrific voice is sent
forth in this death. Oh that many may be made willing to
receive the warning and live!"
We would willingly indulge in expressions of regret at the
lOllS which has been sustained, 8S well in our own private friendships, as in the public necel'lsities of the churchMultis iIIe bonis flebilis occidit,
Nullis flebilior quam nobis.

And when we think upon the heresies which are setting in like
a flood upon Zion, and the few valiant and true-hearted
soldiers that there be to withstand them. we sadden at the
gloomy forebodings of U which coming events cast their shadows before." . But when we. remember how utterly incompetent we are to Judge of who IS fit to be taken, and who to be
left; when we call to mind that some are placed in obscurity
whom we would have fixed on the very summit of the hiO'hest
watch-tower, and how some are toiling in the inferior offices
of the church whom we would have placed at its head; when
we reflect that even the sentiment of regret is to a certain extent
a want of resignation, we say, Now unto the King etema~
immortal, invisible, the only wise God, be honour and glory
for ever and ever! Amen."-" Almighty God.. with whom do
live the spirits of them that depart hence in the Lord, and with
whom the souls of the faithful, after they are delivered from the
burden of the flesh, are in joy and felicity; we give thee hearty
thanks, for that it hath pleased thee to deliver this our brother
out of the miseries of this sinful. world; beseeching thee, that
it may please thee, of thy gracIous goodness, shortly to accomplish the number of thine elect, and to hasten thy kmgdom j
that we, with all those that are departed in the true faith of thy
holy name, may have our perfect consummation and bliss both
in body and soul, in the eternal and everlasting glory: through
Jesus Chtiat out Lotd."
.
II

707
REVIEW OF DR. A. THOMSON'S SERMONS.

(Concluded from our last Number.)

IN ourlast Number we stated it to be our intention at some future
period, if it pleased the Lord that we should continue in strength
to labour in his vineyard, to call the attention of our readers to
the merits of Dr. Thomson's Sermons, and at the same time to
point out in what that merit consisted. We have no hesitation
10 pronouncing the sermons good: but, that we may not be misunderstood, it is incumbent upon us to explain what we mean
_ by the word good. We mean, then, good of their kind; nay,
more, some of the very best of their kind: but, then, we contend that their kind is miserably low, and defective. We mean
by good, that they are superior to the averaO'e of the sermons
of the present day: but, then, we .are prepared to shew that there
never could be a day, since that dispensation began of which
one great characteristic was to be " preaching," that preaching was more unlike what preaching ought to be,-even that
" foolishness of preaching" which the Ap9stlecommends.
. In order to make ourselves clear upon this point, we must remind our readers that the science of Theology consists of three
divisions: Firstly, speclllative, or intellectual; which explains
and establishes the doctrines of religion as o~jects of faith:
in this class are to be ranged such writers as St. Augustine,
Luther, Calvin, Hooker, Charnock, Vaughan, Irving, Wardlaw,
Pye Smith, &c. Secondly. positive; which consists in the
knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, and of the signification of
them: in this class are to be ranged the annotators, such as
Poole, Scott, Gill, Henry, Mant, Griesbach, Michaelis, &c.;
that is, where the labours of these writers are confined to the
text, and not those parts of their works wherein they deduce
doctrines from the text. Thirdly, moral; which teaches us the
Divine laws relating to our manners and actions: and in this
lowest walk of theology are to be numbered .. the whole deluge
of trash, under the name of practical sermons, which annually
issues from the press;" the best of our religious periodicals, .
such as the Chl'lstian Observer, and the Edinburgh Christian
Instructor; and, at the head indeed, but still in thil! rank, the
powerful volumes of Drs. Gordon, Chalmers, and Thomson: we
can scarcely venture to place the recent Sermons of Dr. Dwight
in any other.
It is obvious that publications of any length must occasionally step beyond the limits of either of these divisions, and
commit a trespass upon its neighbours; and indeed we would
defy the most obtuse composer of practical sermons, provided
~nly he will run out the length of a lusty octavo-to whIch ot~.\.':;'
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narily they are nothing loth-not to write some sentences at least
on points of speculative theology, as well 88 ocoasionally to
hazard a conjecture upon the meaning of some pas.<mge in the
sacred record: but that these are secondary objects in their
writings they do abundantly declare by the choice of the word
practical, as the most characteristic epIthet whereby to describe
their productions ;-the propriety, however, of the tenn we shall
examlDe presently. But, that we may not be charged unjustlywith
forming alow estimate of the standard of theology in the present
day, we shall transcribe the opinions of others, who lire very
laudatory of the actual state of the sermon trade, and prognosticate the introduction of the Millennium by its operations.
The first extract will be found in the Christian Observer of
March 1829, in a review of eleven volumes of' sermons
which it places in one lump at the bead of the article. The
reviewer says, that a few years ago ., every volume of sermons
written with a fair portion of ability could claim a distinct
eulogium; whereas now~ by the wonderful blessing of God upon
our national Zion, such volumes are issuing from the preu
so rapidly that the columns of a magazine can scarcely keep
pace with them;" and therefore he is obliged to review them
by the dozen, as in the present instance. Before proceeding
with our extract, we observe, that, so far from looking at the parturient labours of the press with such sermons as a blessing, we
think that the press producing nothing else is a curle; that
lInder this curse we are suffering; and that what is called our
vital religion is little better than a half-popish, half-sentimental
infidelity. The merit of the sermons, which issue with this
marvellous rapidity, arises, as the reviewer proceeds to inform
us, "from their being plain, scriptural, and practical; free
from novelties and doubtful speculations; and therefore not
calling for those discussions which dangerous or doubtful speculations require." That is to say, full of common-place
truisms, which call for no labour of thought in the reader, and
over which he can nod in unrufBed and well·satisfied security.
" Sermons of the very highest order of thought, or of extraordinary originality or power of eloquence, are not often to be
expected, especially when we consider the numerous demands
upon the time of our clergy, and the vast quantity of material
which is requisite for the returning pulpit wants of each successive week." This apology ~ of want of time in the parochial clergy, is really mIserable: it might be B: good reason for
not writing at all,. buf is no reason for riot writing better. Mr.
Brougham, or Sir Samuel Romilly, or any lawyer in full prac.lice, might plead the extent of his professional avot'.ations as aD
excuse for not making speeches in Parliament, or writing essays
: upon law or politics; but no one jn his. sens~a would plelcl
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such' an excuse for writing and speaking badly, or only. upon'
cOmmon. place topics. The second .head of apology is directly
the reverse of the fact; and instead of the clergy requiring or.
laying up a vast quantity ofmaterial for their sermons, the very.
thing we are now complaining of is that they lay up no materi!lls
at all: and the proof that they lay up rione ia, that, if they did, it.
would be impossible for them not to produce something of more
ifllportanee than they do; impossible that some portion of ,this
t1asl quantit'lj of materials, weekly laid up, should not appearEut let us hear their encomiast: "We should, not object to
take the pile of sermons now on our table as a fliir average
specimen of the ordinary preaching of that large and respect.,., .
able portion of the pastors of our Church who are currently
known by the name of • the Evangelical Clergy.' In so doing
we should not 80 much put forth their claim to tile higllest prize
of eloquence, or the widest range of literature, or the most
exalted developments of intellect (though in each and all of
these departments we could find powerful claimants), as to the
b~ighter meed of sound, useful~ scriptural preaching, united
With a respectable degree of learnmg and talent, &c ..... The volumes now before us are but specimens of thousands of diseourses composed every week," &c.-It cannot fail to .be
observed here, that the reviewer himself considers that the
highest merit a volume of sermons can possess, are eloquence,
and a wide range of liteTflture. If this be so, it follows that the
addresses of the Apostles,whether preached or written.were some
of the worst that ever were published. But, in the opinion of
the reviewer, it was neither the end sought nor obtained by
the authors before him, who llre samples of the whole body of
Evangelical clergy, to rise even to the POSlTJV E, far les8 to
.s PEe tJ LA T I V E theology; that the lowest order-namely, the
MORAL-is all that is attempted; and that even in this the
Divine laws relating to orir manners and actions are considered
of lells importance than eloquence and a wider 1'atlge f!fliterattire; since he places this as the acme of perfection. '
..
We have, however, if possible, better etidence still than this.
In January last a new I f weeltly publication "was set up, for
the express purpose of .. devoting its pages" to reporting set·
~ons. The object of the co~ductors in d'oing tbis .was .. to
wipe away the reproach which has been cast upon our ministry
by one of the most influential and widely circulated literary
journals of the day, • that they do not display either the talent Qr
the learning or the eloquence that the themes upon which they
are accustomed to dilate are so eminently calculated to call fortb,
and .the opportunities for study and irilproverrteutwhich they enjoy
give the public a right to expect;' and also • to present to their
readers a body Qf iheologicalleaming, to ,,!hich they. may always
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turn with delight." Accordingly, the editol'8 set to work at
their vocation right heartily, and have gone on ever since publishing one or more sermons weekly-chiefly those ofDissenters.and which have been preached upon some annivel'8ary. or in a
course of subjects on which their authors had been long meditatingin order for this special display. There is therefore presented
in TilE CHRISTIAN RECORDER the elite of the sermons of the
year. Now, then, let us hear the same editors speaking in a
subsequent numher, after their labours had been in operation
for some time, and they had themselves tried whether the
II reproach" they were anxions II to wipe off" was merited or
not. "I t has often been a matter of surprise to us, that,
a.lthough such numbers are engaged in the Christian ministry,
and such opportunitieR abound in their profession for the display of impassioned eloquence and lofty sentiments, so few
volumes of sermons that deserve to live in the recollection of
posterity should issue from the press ...... It is certain that the
published labours of our divines do not exhibit that power of mind
....... which we should naturally expect to find in their writings.
There is a mediocrity, both of thought and expression, for which
we cannot account; 80 that we turn almost instinctively from
a volume of sermons, unless it bears the lIame of some celebrated man. The press is inundated wit.h volumes which ought
never to have seen the light."
It cannot be necessary to load our pages with similar extracts
from other journals, in order to prove ,a point which no one
at all conversant with mode~n works on theology will deny:
and our only reason fol' usmg the language of the magazines in preference to our own IS, that we might, in expressing
'our own opinion, rather use the terms of panegyrists themselvC8,
than of censurers, which we ourselves are compelled. to be.
In fact, they all speak the same thing; and we think that the
,Eclectic Review of Mr. Cunningham's sermons has afforded, ..
reason why it must be as they state :-" It is much to be
lamented that exposition, which we cannot but consider as the
genuine business of the pulpit, should in the present day be 80
much neglected. It was the primitive, and we believe it to
be the most efficient, mode. Orations or essays having a telt
for' a motto, or dissertations upon a particular doctrine, ma,
be all very well now and then; but it seems to us that the
book of God is most honoured when it is read and expounded
in course, and the preacher studies to give the sense,. and
• to cause the people to understand the reading.' ..... Aato the
objection, that it does not fall in with the taste ofa modern
audience, the greater is ,the need that owhea.rel'8 shoul4J.,
brought back to the habits' of better times. The truth, i:aow,;~er,i8, t~t all. ~~().,.\{.()~ mooe,of preaching is.. not Jes.. ,po-
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'p~lar, but it is ~ore arduoQs: it requires a greater degree ~f
-previous study, and deprives the preacher of the adventitious
helps of an artificial method."-From this passage we see the
truth; that, instead of the vast quantity of material, which the
-Christian Observer assures us prevents the Evangelical clergy
from publishing better divinity, it is, according to the Eclectic
Review, the warlt of' previous study, which compels them to
put forth little else than superficial truisms. For such men, then.,
to consume the time in committees, on platforms, at societies,
in travelling, in evening expositions in drawing-rooms, &c.,
which could be profitably spent in severe meditation, is not
only matter of awful responsibility to themselves, but of necessary decay of sound religion in the body of which they are the
heads, and which they are ordained to feed.
Many of the sermons published are for charity: in order to
'Obtain their end, they must be bought; and to find purchasers,
they must flatter the prejudices of the buyers .. Thus the object
-of the preachers is not to tell wholesome, unpleasant truth; but
to tell smooth things. In the Dissenting congregations, the
Obsequious deference paid by the ministers to the opinions of
their wealthy members completely precludes the free range of
mind, and the whole abandonment of self to the teaching of
- God's Spirit, which is indispensable to a, healthy state of the
church. The assumption of lay interference between the ministers and the truth, is antichrIst, and a form of anti christ of
the same nature as that exercised in the Papal church. It appears marvellous, no doubt, that the same form should manifest
Itself in the man of Infallibility, and in the wild opposite of
radical Dissenterism; but thus it is: and it consists in thrusting
a power of controul between the pastor of a flock and Christ;
for the ministers of the churches are in the right hand of Christ
himself, and no one may intervene between him and them. IiI
Gllernsey, although in the Church of England, there is a chapel
to which the hearers elect the pastor, on a job, for five years.
In the Isle of Man, a pastor of an Independent congregation
has been discharged lately because his doctrines did not please
the congregation. In a town in the north of England the :some
thing is now taking place. From a suit, actually carrying
on in the Court of Chancery, we learn that a Baptist congrega::..
tion in Guildford has been in the habit of turning off its pastol'/il
for Beveral years. In America, Dr. Lee, who has been dismissed
by his congregation, says, that there is " a restless spirit 'spreading through the country, separating pastors from their churches.
It --is an unprecedented and alarming fact, which ought to be
known, and seriously weighed, that in this little state (Con:'
'Jtectictit) no less than eighteen settled ministers, pastors -of
churches; have within as ,manym01'l.thebeen dismissed foom.
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often checks him in the use of ornaments of style-snch as
metaphor, epithet, antithesis, Stc.-which are opposed to plaill'
flU' in a totally different sense of the word."
This is precisely
the case with respect to the use of the word practical: They
have an indistinct idea flitting before them about making their
sermons conduce to practice; and this, they think, is only to be
attained by discussing points of social duty, and exhorting to
their observance. Now, we contend that these ethical compositions do not lead to Christian practice; and that the more the
ministrations from the pulpit tend to unfold the revealed Being
of God, as manifested in the assumed relationships of Father,
Son. and Holy Ghost, in order to shew forth Himself in the
salvation of a portion of the fallen sons of Adam, the more holythat is, the more devoted to the service of God will the practice
of that congregation become.
It is very true, that illiterate men often fasten upon SOiDe.one
point of the revealed character of God; speak on it exclusively;
and thereby distort it out of its due proportion, jar the harmony
of truth, and thus produce a set of harsh, proud, and osten';'
tatious followers. Such men were the late William Huntington
and Dr. Hawker; and such are many of the close-communion
Baptists. But the bad effect here produced is not attributable
to the doctrines of God; for so to say, would be blasphemously
to charge God with folly; but it is attributable to want of more
knowledge in the preachers. The use of the word ,. practical"
is commonly arrogated by men of narrow minds, and who have
but one idea, and that idea drawn from their own solitary experience. "In matters connected with political economy," ohserves Whately, •• the experience of practical men is often
appealed to in opposition to those who are called theorists: even
though the latter, perhaps, are deducing conclusions from a wide
induction of facts; while the experience of the others will often
be found only to amount to their having been long conversant
with the details of office, and having all that time gone on in
a certain beaten track, from which they never tried, nor witnessed, nor even imagined. a deviation!" .
The style aimed at by these lJractical Protestant Evangelical
preachers, is precisely that which is the object of tlie Popish
preachers-namely, appeals to the passions, founded upon the
assumption of so~e acknowledged elementary Chri~tian·d~ctrine.
The class, then, bemg oneRnd the same, the onlY'vanety whIch one
volunie admits from another, depends upon the talent for composition in the writer, Massillon and Chalmers and Dr.. Thomson
are interesting, while Daniel Wilson and Dealtry are dull, merely
because the former are eloquent and the lntter are not: their
class is the same; they are only varieties of the same :genus. .
'·lftherewcre anyone ·dC'partment of tl'uth which we shoidd
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own feelings or conduct, or manner of perfo1'llliag their
official duties. has caused the present cloud which hangs over
their own individual church, and the churches generally; and.
by private meditation and prayer, to endeavour to get their own
hearts affected with the present deplorable state. of things.
"3. Resolved, That it. be recommended to the sessIOns of
the respective churches to have a sessional meeting as soon as
practicable, to converse on the state of their particular church,
to unite i7lprayer for the influences of the Spirit, and t() devise
measures for ihe promotion of religion in their respective congregations. .
.
.
. " 4. Resoit'ed, That it be recommended to the sessions to call
their respective churches to fasting, humiliation. and prayer,
on aC.count of the present low state of religion, at such time and
in such manner as they shall judge best. .'
" 5. Resolved, That it be recommended to the ministers
and elders of each presbytery to meet in some central place
within their bounds, and spend together a day in flUlting, prayer,
conversation, and mutq.al counsel, in reference to the state of
religion."
. . .
The great cause of there being such a large supply of shallow
sermons is, that there is· a great demand for them: and it would
be contrary to the first principles of economical science, if,
where there is efficient demand, and the supply costs little
trouble, it should not be superabundant. Those for whom. they
are written have no great powers of mind, and therefore they
can never create a demand for what would excite it in others.
Our regrets do not lie against these being supplied with what is
adapted to them, but that, so very anxious have been our pastors
to shew their deference, and please them, that they have left
the rest of the world to shift for themselves; whereby, instead
of leading the church on step by step to the greatest height of
the divine life which can be attained, they have, so far as in
them lies, contributed to reduce all to the level of the capacity
of the uninquiring portion of their flocks.
Another cause of the poverty of modern sermons is, the
perversion and abuse of the word practical, which is generallv
prefixed to them, and which is intended to convey the idea of
most universal utility. In this, the authors fall into the identical
error which Mr. Whately well exposes, in his treatise on Logic,
on the misuse of the word plain :-" It is Dot improbable that
many indifferent sermons have been produced by the ambiguity
of the word plaill. A young divine perceives the truth of the
maxim, that, for the lower orders, one's language cannot be too
plain, (i. e. clear and perspicllous, so as to require no learning
nor ingenuity to understand it); and when he proceeds to practice, the word plain indistinctly flits before him, as it were~ a\.\.d.
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their sojourn here below. This effect would necessarily follow
the bare reiteration of tbe same elementary truth", sermon after
Iermon, sabbatb after sabbath, without eith.er preacher or
hearers advancing one single step in the knowledge of God.
Mr. Davison, in the introduction to bis work on Prophecy, oblerves on the power of the cumulative force of a multitude of
amall particulars.. This principle is well stated in the following
extract from the work of a physician of the present day, most
learned in every department of his art, and one of the most
amiable of men : " It is so well known that the mind ..may brood -over a subject till it loses tbe power of seeing it in a right point of view,
that it is commonly said a man may tell a He till he believes it.
I I wish,' said Dr. Johnson, rebuking Boswell for the zeal into
which he had worked himself about the history of Corsica,-' I
wish there were some cure like the lover's lea» for heads of which
aome single idea has obtained possession.' Objects which have
had frequent access to the mind seem to have a double power
over it .••. This is the case, not only with the objects offancy,but
with propositions which appeal to the understanding. An OpiRW.
f'roduce~ effect, partly in proportion t~ the ~ani~est proof which
It contal1ls, partiy to the frequency wlth winch It has ~en pre,enled to the mind. This is capable of incalculable acc1lmulatioll,
till at length the object produce, aT. effect and gains a power o~r
t~e individual totally different from what it possesses over one
less ji'equentllj impressed by it. Objects by repetition lose their
power over the senses, for the senses have no memory; while
they incalculably augment it over the understanding and the
affections. It is on this. principle that 80 many trifles acquire
an influence over us so disproportionate to their importance;
-that with the generality of mankind opinions owe their power
more to habit than to evidence; that all old song, however bad,
pleases more than anew, however good; that a wag tickles
those who are accu·stomed to him more than those Who are not;
that the ploughman prefers his coarse and awkward mistress to
the loveliest lady of the land; that the constant dropping of
daily circuDlstances on the character wears in it deeper channels
than the transient torrents of persuasion."-Gooch.
This is exactly the case with the majority of Christians of the
present day: their" opinions owe their power more to habit than
to evidence. And hence two consequ'ences flow: the one is, that
scarcely any man of ordinary capaCIty is converted by o~r evangelical preachers; and, secondly, that Christians have no soundness, no root, no durability, that can stand any assault of Satan,
whether by the introduction of heresy, the rMe of persecution,
or the assault of infidelity. We do not deny that there are some
men of great powers of mind, in the present day, who are really
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Q~ disposed to exclude in foto,as unfil for sermons from the pulpit,
it would unquestionably be moral duties. We do not, however~
go so far as to say, that any thing which the book of God contains
is not proper to be discoursed of in the pulpit; but, if we are
obliged to institute comparisons between degrees of importance
where all are important, then we say, that the details of moral
duties, and of domestic and of social life, are more fit for private
than for public instruction. If the proof of this position is sought
in the fact, it will be 'easy to shew that moral duties are enforced
with far greater power of eloquence by many of that body of
the clergy commonly called W orIdly, than by those called Evangelical; and the evident want of effect no one will call in question.
But since the observance of all moral duties may be as perfectly
performed by men who are not Christians as by those who are ......
as, fOf example, the Brahmins-it follows, that the internal principle is that which alone constitutes the essential distinction
between a Christian and another man. This principle is the
love of the True God. But the True God is invisible, and has
"evealed Himl'\elf in Word, and manifested Himself in flesh: and,
~ollsequently, it is only as this revelation and this manifestation
are studied that the True God is known; and, consequently, only
so far that the True God is loved. Now, it is very possible that
thefe may be a great deal of observance of moral duty, and a
considerable degree of knowledge of doctrinal religion. and of
tlelltimental love of the Creator. combined with an unsulxlued
hatred of the True God: and hence it is that we see how every
additional development of the character of the True God confers such pleasure on some, and stirs up such malignity in other
professors.
It will be maintained. that the preachers who confine themselves to the lowest walk of theology produce as many truly
spiritual hearers as others who take higher flights. To this Jt
is to be answered. that, as less of God's character is unfolded,
the hostility of the natural man to that character has less OppOl'tunity of being manifested: that, therefore, there may be a grent
apparent increase of apprOVel'R, who are, in fact, only in accordance with the words of their preacher, but not with the ideas
which he attaches to those words. Moreover, the true state of
men's hearts will never be known until the secrets of all are
revealed; and, at aU events, this is a day of too much advantage
for religious profession to make us very confident of its ability
to abide much sifting.
Making all necessary deductions, however, on these two
grounds. we may. still admit that many souls are really COD.'verted to God by the ministrations of the pulpit such as tb6':{
;ar~1and yet th~8e spuls. ~e~aiu b.'1t ~a\)e~ G.\}t\.\.'\~ \.\\.'Ii\,~~~~ ~
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them. Observe the manner in which the late Lord (when Mr.)
Erskine, and Mr. Fox, laboured to express themselves with
perspicuity. Oh, if ministers of Christ's kingdom were half 81
earnest and as pains-taking to make the people understand the
details of his kingdom and government, as the politicians of this
dispensation are to explain the mysteries of the rule of this diJ.
pensation, what a different aspect would the church soon
assume!
There are in this land thousands and millions of individuals,
who use the words of the Liturgy, and subscribe to the Assembly's
Catechism and the Westminster Confession, who do not believe one of the essential truths contained in these formularies,
and who are yet perfectly conscientious in thinking that they
subscribe to them er animo. Whitefield observes, that when he
says in the reading-desk, in the Lesson of the day, ~. Many are
called, but few are chosen," nobody objects to it; but when he
expresses precisely the identical truth in the pulpit, an outcry is
raised against him, as if he had broached some unheard-of heresy.
On the same principle we find Cowper's Poems read and admired by persons who disagree with every iota of his theology,
and who certainly would never read them if they understood
the creed he so beautifully expresses. Nay, the very clergy
themselves do not understand their own Liturgy, nor the Lessons
which they read from the Scripture, as is proved by tbeir almost
invariably laying the accents on the wrong words.
'We can illustrate this subject by three examples taken from
1learer home. We happened lately to be present at Guildford,
at a meeting of the Surrey Auxiliary Jews Society: among other
persons, Mr. Irving attended. It was during the sittmg of
the quarter sessions for the county, and the town was full of
lawyers. As soon as Mr. Irving besan to speak, several of them
left the court, and came to the meetmg to hear him. His line of
argument was to shew our duty in preaching the Gospel to the
Jews, with special reference to those national promises which
were not to be fulfilled in this dispensation, but in the next,
when the Lord should return to the earth. One of those lawyeJ'll
could scarcely be induced to believe that he had heard aright,
when Mr. Irving had said that the Lord was to return again to
the earth; for, be it obsetved, neither the period nor the mode of
the return was debated, but the fact of a return at some time:
aud tbough the person who was so surprised is an able and very
intelligent member of his profession, and a very regular frequenter
of the church, and observes family devotion in his bouse, and
eonsequently must be often in the habit of saying the worda
" I believe that he shall come again to judge the quick and the
t4end," it i. obviobs ~bat the idea of the return of the Lord to
this earth, ,vel', a1ld ,t sng time, was perfectly new to him.
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Christians; but every instance of conversion among _th~m, of
which we have any authentic accou~t, was produced by the
Holy Ghost leading them through a course Qf private meditation,
and not by the instrumentality of pulpit preaching.
Various reasons have been assigned in the magazines for the
miserably low state of theology which modern sermons prese~t;
and which it is not necessary to enumerate, because they are all
inadequate to account for the phenomenon to explain which
they are adduced. We therefore proceed to set forth our own
opinion upon the matter, which differli from them all; but which
we think will furnish an abundantly sufficient solution for all
that is complained of. We think, then, that ministers in general
entirely and fundamentally err in their idea of what is their
proper business-and we are now speaking of the highest order
of them; of men far above the temptations of avarice, fame, or
vanity; and who are most truly anxious to perform their duty.
We hold that the first duty of a pastor is honestly to declare to
the people all that he believes to be the truth of God; and the
second point to be, to place that truth before his auditory with
such perspicuity, line upon line, and precept upon precept, as
to make it impossible for the people not to understand the idea
he- means to convey . Now the leading notion in the generality
of ministers is, that it should be their first aim to convert souls;
and secondly, to state the truth in such a way that no one in
their congregation shall be offended, and leave off in consequenc~
attending the services of the church. Whoever has read the
writings of Adams and Cecil, will remember that _this was the
main-spring of all their motions: in the first, it led to the most
painful self-reproach and dejection of spirit; in the second, to a
scandalous concealment of the truth from his congregation, and
bitter repentance on his death-bed.
The essential characteristic of Christianity, that which distinguishes the Christian Religion from every other creed underheaven, is, that it is VICARIOUS: the punishment of the sinner
is vicarious; the merit which conducts him to glory is vicarious.
Many other creeds contain intercessors and mediators; and all
unite in one point, be they Deists, Heathens, Budhists, Papists,
Socinians, Mohammedans, Stc. Stc., which is, that by so~e means
or other their future state is dependent upon the personal merit
or demerit of the individual. It is hardly r.0ssible that any
persons, who have the power of reflection at al , should not know
that it is one of the most difficult things to make men receive
ideas by any form of words or expressions whatever: on wqich
account it should be the constant labour of the minister to
make himself understood. The power which de~agogues p9Ssess over the people depends altogether upon their -faculty f9J:'
making the ideas intelligible whlCh they wish to impress upon
VOL. I.-NO. IV.
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them. Observe the manner in which the late Lord (when Mr.)
Erskine, and Mr. Fox, laboured to express themsel"es with
perspicuity. Oh, if ministers of Christ's kingdom were half 8J
earnest and as pains-taking to make the people understand the
details of his kingdom and government, as the politicians of this
dispensation are to explain the mysteries of the tule of this dispensation, what a different aspect would the church soon
assume!
There are in this land thousands and millions of individuals,
who ulle the words of the Liturgy, and subscribe to the Assembly'S
Catechism and the Westminster Confession, who do not believe one of the essential truths contained in these formularies,
and who are yet perfectly conscientious in thinking' that they
subscribe to them ex animo. Whitefield observes, that when he
says in the reading-desk, in the Lesson of the day, ,. Many are
called, but few are chosen," nobody objects to it; but when he
expresses precisely the identical truth in the pulpit, an outcry is
raised against him, as if he had broached some unheard-of heresy.
On the same principle we find Cowper's Poems read and admired by persons who disagree with every iota of his theology,
and who certainly would never read them if they understoOd
the creed he so beautifully expresses. Nay, the very clergy
themselves do not understand their own Liturgy, nor the Lessons
which they read from the Scripture, as is proved by their almost
invariably laying the accents on the wrong words.
'We can illustrate this subject by three examples taken from
nearer home. We happened lately to be present at Guildford,
at a meeting of the Surrey Auxiliary Jews Society: among other
persons, Mr. Irving attended. It was during the Bittmg of
the quarter sessions for the county, and the town was full of
lawyers. As soon as Mr. Irving besan to speak, several ofthem
left the court, and came to the meetmg to hear him. His line of
argument was to shew our duty in preaching the Gospel to the
Jews, with special reference to those national promises which
were not to be fulfilled in this dispensation, but in the next,
when the Lord should return to the earth. One of thoBe lawyers
could scarcely be induced to believe that he had heard aright,
when Mr. Irving had said that the Lord was to return again to
the earth; for, be it observed, neither the period nor the mode of
the return was debated, but the fact of a return at Bome time:
aud though the person who was so surprised is an able and very
intelligent member of his profession, and a very regular frequenter
of' the church, and observes family devotion in his house, and
eonsequently must be often in the habit of saying the worda
H I believe that he shall come again to judge the quick and the
ffend," it is obviotJs ~hat the idea of the return of the Lord to
this earth, ,ve", and it (InY time, was perfectly new to him.
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The ne-xt example shall be from this journal. No opinion
respecting the mediocrity of modem theology has been expressed
by us, that has not been put forth by some of our contemporaries
also; but we are conscious that our expressions will give an
offence that theirs have not gi ven; and for this plain reason, that
we produce impression by making ourselves intelligible, which
they have not done: for if they have written a clear sentence in
one place, they have written a contrary opinion in some other
place, and thus the truth has been neutralized. For this reason
also we have found the excellent work of Mr. Riland, on the
present state of the religious world·, vehemently censured,
although it contains little that might not be found in other,
but less intelligible and more contradictory, Jlamphlets. Many
illustrations of this might be found. The Christian Observer
8ays that there is nothing which Mr. Irving has described in his
sermons on "The Last Days," as characteristic of the present
state of the religious world, but what has been often reiterated
ill that journal; fragments of which it adduces in proof of the
justice of its remark. This is not to be disputed; but, then,
these descriptions have been so diluted by the mixture of contradictory matter that they have produced no effect. And, since
the Christian Observer has said the same thing itself, it is marvellous that it should censure its own opinions when echoed by
Mr. Irving. In like manner, Cobbett has made known the
advantages of the acaeia tree: he has said nothing new, but
only that which has been often repeated before. Some wise
men have denied his merit, because they can find all that he
8ays in Miller's Gardener's Dictionary, published above looyeao
previously. His defence is complete: he replies, "Thia is all
very true, gentlemen; but how comes it to pass, then, that you
never planted these trees as a source of profit from what you
read in Miller, and that YOll never thought of doing such a thing
till I wrote about it 1 ".
. Our third example is from two Reverend Doctors, who sh~
be nameless; one of whom preached for a while at Brighton,
and the other is actually located in a chapel in London. By an
application of terms, which they of course call judiciou~, and
we call artful and dishonest, th~y contrive to keep their chapell
full; and among their auditory are to be found Calvinists, ready
to bristle up for everyone of the five points; Arminians, straininl'
after perfection in the flesh; and worldly people (and of consIderable acuteness of intellect too, as their published works shew),
who absolutely deny the root of the Christian scheme, and who
maintain that they never hear from their minister any thing to
which they do not cordially agree. This is effected by the use
. of conventional terms; not one of which is ever defined: .a.od
• Anticbrist; Papal, Proteataut, and Infidel: an Estimate of tbe Religion 'of

the TimeL
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therefore the preachers and the hearers are constantly playing at
cross-purposes. The preachers conceive that they are doing
great good to the unawakened part of their congregation, by
acting so as to bring them under what ther call • the sound of the
Gospel;' wbereas they are, in fact, starvlDg' the children of God
for the sake of retaining a particular body offollowers. "Nay, so
little dise;uise do the preachers themselves assume as to their
object, that whenever they go to other congregations, and especially if composed of poor people, they preach in a totally different
manner.
It would scarcely be credited, by those who have not made
the comparison, how close a resemblance there is between the
statements of doctrine in the published sermons of the Evangelical Clergy, and those of the Church of Rome. We could
point to scores of volumes in which not one sentence occurs that
would offend the ears of the most sensitive admirer of the Council
of Trent: for be it remembered, that the Papists admit the doctrine of justification by faith, ill a certain senle, and that the Evangelical body does no more. If our limits would permit, we
might, moreover, proceed to point out sermons which pass for
Evangelical, and which nevertheless contain no one sentence that
might not have been written by an Arian or Socinian. We do
not mean to assert that Bishop Jebb, for example; holds either
of those heresies; or to suppose, that, if he did, he would be 80
dishonest as to receive the wages and dignities of that church
from which he was in heart an apostate: but if anyone is
tempted to doubt the accuracy of the tenor of our remarks, we
beg him, by way of experiment, to turn to the volume of Sermons
by this Bishop, and try whether he can, out of it alone, prove
the writer to be orthodox on the Atonement.
There is one other cause still of the low state of theology
prevalent amongst us; and that is, the absence of controversy,
and the distaste of controversial writing. It is totally impossible that a Christian can be solidly established "upon anyone
point unless he have examined both sides of it. The· spirit
of personal abuse, which usually accompanies works of controversy, is not only to be avoided on account of its inherent
impropriety, but also on account of the distaste which it
creates in delicate minds; whereby it repels, rather than entices, the perusal of really valuable works. Such is, doubtless, the cause of many excellent persons having an instinctive horror at the very name of a controversial publication.-It
is also to be admitted, that very few w~rks of this nature enter
really and honestly into the merits of the point in dispute. The
writings of Dr. Wardlaw on Socinianism are a model of this
species of composition. If ever he states ~he. argument of his
adversary in any other language than his own, he also does
10 for hiS opponent's advantage: whereas controversialists in
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general fasten upon some collateral expression, to which a meanmg is attached directly at variance perhaps with the main
scope of the author, and he is charged with holding opinions as
abhorrent to himself as to his slanderous accuser. Of this we
have a recent example in the dishonest attack upon Mr. Irving
by Mr. J. A. Haldane and his associate Cole.
Another cause will be found in what more nearly touches
our own gentle craft; we mean, that of Reviewers : and we earnestly exhort our brethren in this vocation to remember, that it
is impossible, or at least extremely difficult, to teach sound
theology upon any of the great and deep mysteries of God in
periodical Journals. Whether it be owing to an entire want of
capacity in the conductors, and a total ignorance of what is and
what is not the highest department of theology ; or whether it proceed from some other cause; certain it is that the ReligIOUS
Magazines have never entered, as far as we have been able to
discover, into a full examination of anyone of the few works of
this character which have appeared in latter years among us.
A brief notice of the title and contents, with a little abuse or
flattery, according as the author happens to be or not to be of
the sect of the reviewer, is all that we can detect in the piles of
the Christian Observer, Evangelical, Eclectic, Congregational,
Methodist, and Baptist Magazines. Goode's Essays, Williams
on the Decrees, Vaughan's Notes to Luther, or' his Popular
Essays, President Edwards's Treatises, Irving's Preface to
Ben Ezra, and a few other works of a similar description, seem
to be as much beyond the grasp of editors of religious magazines as if they were written in Chinese. We mention this as a
ground of watchfulness to ourselves; and as one to which our
contemporaries should especially direct their attention. If our
brother journalists are really anxious to advance the interests of
religion, we entreat them to remember, that as the necessary
tendency of reviews is to substitute shallow for deep and solid
views of all subjects, so it requires a continued eHart on the
part of their conductors to counteract this natural bias. But
the fact is, that the magazines have tended to inculcate quite an
opposite opinion, and to encourage the idea that they have
been the means of advancing sound theology. We have already,
in a former number, proved that they have not done'this: and
we beg it may be distinctly understood, that in going beyond
this, and in saying that it is impossible that this species of publication should become a complete theological lDstructor, we
fully include ourselves. Indeed, we should hold ourselves to be
most arrant quacks, if we did not honestly avow that we can at
best but give hints and ideas and outlines, which may suggest,
or direct, meditation; but that it is meditation alone, upon some
o( the revealed characters or purposes of Jehovah, that can
,make. a holy Christian.
.
.
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We set out with saying that Dr. Tbomson's sermons were
of their kind. We may go further still,- and say, tbat,
m one kind of sermon-writing, we know notbing at all like
them. His whole style is like that of a legal argument;
and when perusing his volumes we can scarcely believe tbat
we are not reading .an address to a jury in a court of justice,
rather than a sermon to a congregation in a place of wor.hip. Judging from these compositions, we should say that
he greatly mistook his vocation, as far as his worldly fame is
concerned, when he chose the pulpit, instead of the bar, as the
theatre for the display of his talents. The whole habit and
taste of his mind is evidently to law and lawyers. But here he
is, a Doctor of Divinity, instead of a Lord of Session, and so
we must make the best of bim in this capacity. Now, this
best is not theology, but controversy. As Edgeworth says of
Rousseau, "where he happens to he right hIS eloquence is
irresistible;" so where Dr. Thomson's theology happens to be
sound his power of writ.ing is very great indeed. He would
be a capital advocate for accused Christians before a persecuting tribunal. If his law were like his divinity, he would
be of the same class as Mr. Brougbam, and the late Mr.
:Jkskine,-valueless, wherever learning was required; but overwhelming, where declamation would allswer the purpose, and
inaccuracies were oflittle importance. In some of his controversial
writings his language was not temperate, but there is a -vein
through them aU that marks a man of a playful and amiable disposition. We feel convinced, that, were we personally acquainted
with him, we should probably differ, but that it would be our fault
jf that difference ever proceeded to a breach of love between
us. Barring the abominable notes which were exposed in our
last. number, we recommend tbis volume to the perusal of our
readers.
~

•
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To the Editor of the Morning Watch,

SlR,-I was much gratified by the perusal of your review of
Mr. Maitland's Second Inquiry respecting the 1260 days, which
I think you have satisfactorily proved to be symbolical of 1260
natural years. It is not my intention to enter, therefore, upon
this subJect: but it will afford Mr. Maitland (with whom J have
b~come recently acquainted) and myself g!'eat pleasure, if you
wdl allow ~~ to cor~ect, thr,?ugh the medIUm of the Morning
Watch, a mistake lOto which he has fallen. The Dublin
Christian Examiner referred Mr. Maitland to my last work in
one volume, "The Fulfilment, &c. dilplayed," for a long. train
of argument, by which I endeavoured to prove, in answer to
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Pastorini, that the 1260 days were emblematical of 1260 years.
·Mr. Maitland, not aware that I had published a second work
on the subject, referred to my first work, ., The Fulfilment
elucidated," in two volumes; which did not contain any of the
arguments to which the reviewer alluded respecting the 1260
years; those arguments having been broughi forward against
Pastorini, of whom I knew nothing in 1815, when my first
work was published. Trusting to your indulgence for this correction, I proceed to the consideration of Mr. Maitland's arguments on the five fallen heads of the beast.
Hitherto these five fallen head!! have been supposed to be kings,
consuls, dictators, decemvirs, and military tribunes. Mr. Maitland,
on the contrary, asserts that Rome was under other forms of
government, which had ceased to exist previous to the time
of St. John, and which commentators on the prophecy have
passed over in silence. If Mr. Maitland be correct, if Rome
were under eight or nine forms of government, which had
becolOO extinct previous to the time of St. John, then it is
obvious that the seven-headed and ten-horned beast does not
typify the Roman Empire, and that every interpretation of
the prophecy resting on this supposition falls to the ground.
Hence it is of the highest importance to examine Mr. MaItland'.
arguments; to meet them full and fairly in all their bearings;
and to ascertain correctly whether the Roman empire, previously to the date of the prophecy, had been under ·five or more
forms of government, which at that period had ceased to exist.
Considerable confusion and error frequently result from a want
of duly contemplating the symbols of the Apocalypse. We
should place the symbolical objects clearly before our eyes;
examine their appearance and character, and the natural changes
which are incident to them, distinctly and minutely; before we
can accurately ascertain the object which they typIfy, and the
beauty and correctness of the application. Supposing. then, we
place the heads of this beast before us. The five fallen heads,
being heads of the same beast, may possess a family likeness;
but still each of them, as in individuals of the same family,
will vary from the others in form, size, or colour, so as to present
a different outward appearance, which will mark the individual;
Again: let us suppose that a single head is before our eyes..
and that we view the progressive changes it undergoes from the
commencement to the termination of its existence. We shall
perceive that the grand lineaments are the same throughout, and'
preserve its identity; but that it is subject to some alteration in
Its outward appearance, in sickness and in health, in youth ani
in age.
.
From these remarks we may deduce the two f~llowing rules
for the interpretation of the head of the beast.
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• Rule 1. That each of the leyen forma of government typified
by·the heads of the beast, will be marked by something peculiar
in the outward appearance. which will enable us, under every
cireumefsanee, to ascertain its identity and distinguish it from
the other forms of ~vernment. Thus, kings, consuls. dictators,
deceam1's, and mibtary tribunes, are clearly distinguished from
each other by name and outward appearance.
Rule 2. That a form of government may preserve its identity,
notwithstanding some slight Tariations in it. outward appearance.
With the assistance of these two roles I proceed to examine,
in order, Mr. Maitland's positions, That the interrex, the prodictator, the triumvirate, and the senate, were distinet heads of
the Roman Empire.
The Interre~'.-At the death of Romulus, It the senate agreed
to divide themselves into decuries, or tens; and that decu"
which was chosen by lot exercised the regal authority for fifo/
days, each man governing in his tum five days." "And thiS
they called an interregnum: this government continued a whole
year·." An interrex was, again, appointed at the decease of
N uma, &.c.-W as the interrex a: new and distinct form of
government 1 He exercised its regal office, and was therefore
the representation of the regal government, which was administered by him as a regent, or as a commissioner for the purpose. The·events of our own times will illustrate this aasertion.
During the illness of our Sovereign, the Prince Regent administered the kiJl$ly office: durius the absence of ollr present
Sovereign in Hanover, commiulOners were appointed to execute his office: in both cases they exercised merely a vicarial
power, and the form of government remained still unchangedviz. it was still regal, or monarchical.
An interex was also occasionally appointed under the reJlublic, "to hold the elections, when tbere were no comu" or
ilictator, which happened either by their sudden death, or when
the tribunes of the commons hindered the elections by their
intercession t." But what was the interrex here, more than
the lub.titute or deputy, in tbe consuls' or dictator's place?
The offices of commander in cbief and lord high admIral of
England are occasionally administered by commissioners, but
tbese offices are still the lame.-Thus, then, the interrex was ·in
the first instance merely the temporary substitute for the king,
and in tbe second the representative of the CODsul or dictator:
he had no distinct separate existence, so as to make a distinct
form of government; to be symbolized by a distinct and separate
bead.
.
Of
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,Prodictator.-It was the custom of the Romans that the
eons\ll should nominate the dictator, and the dictator his muller
of the horse. In one great emergency this custom wu departed
from. One of the consuls was slain at the battle of Thrasymene,
and the other was too distant ,to be sent to, when the enemy
was at the gates. The senate, therefore, acting in the place of
the absent consul, chose Fabius Maximus dictator, and named
Minutius his master of the horse: but, with the exception of
the mode of election, and of the addition of pro to the dictator'.
name, Fabius possessed all the powers of the common dictator.
Here, then, was a prodictator, with his master of the horse, possessing all the powers of the dictator, with a slight alteration in
the name. Was tbis a distinct- and separate form of sovernment 1
No: a simple variation in the appearance of the half of the dictatorial head, arising from temporary 8ickness, would typify
the only difference: the identity remained. The prodictator was
therefore represented by the dictatorial head.
The Triumvirate.- When the Roman empire had been extended to a considerable diRtance from the capital, it was necessary to divide the remote provinces into distinct governments,
and to place them under the officers commanding the armies in
those districts. These officers were called proconsuls; but they
did not. like the prodictatol', possess the same powers u the
officers from whom they derived their name; as the power of the
proconsuls was confined to the provinces, and they had no authority, like the consuls, in the senate. I~ process of time, frool
the great extension of the Roman empire, and from the veteran
soldiery being under the command of these officers, the prO-:
consuls became the greatest enemies of the republic and consular power. When succes61ful in war, these proconsuls were
saluted with the title of Imperators (or Emperors) by their soldiers; and which title they were permitted to retain while they_
were soliciting a triumph at Rome.. The first triuDlvirate waa
formed by Cresar, Pompey, and Crassus, three procollsular men,
who had obtained the title of impel'ators (or emperors) from their
soldiers. These three distinguished commanders were, however,
never invested with authority as a triumvirate by the senate:
they governed the republic in their proconsular character, at the
head of their armies, or by means of the consuls, who were
chosen through their influence with the people. This triumvirate terminated in the person of Julius Cresar, who had been
previously declared to be perpetual dictator and imptrator.
The second triumvirate was formed by Antony, Lepidus, and:
Octavius Cresar. This triumvirate obtained a legal existence,
as it wa, ratified by the senate; who appointed these three tc)
.• Adams's Antiquities, lIi8 to 164.
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govern the empire a. a trilNllvirate; and galte them power; in
that capacity, for five years, to reform the commonwealth. This
triumvirate never, however, actually governed the wluJle Roman
empire in this capacity; as Sextus Pompey, the advocate of the
republic and consular power, was not finally subdued until
'some time after the triumvirate was dissolved by the exclusion
of Lepidus. But was this triumvirate a distinct form of government'~ No: it was simply a combination of three proconsular
military commanders, imperators, or emperors (such as frequently took place afterwards during the emperorship), to
govern the Roman empire. It was represented, therefore, by
the imperial head in its nascent or infant state, and could not
be considered as a distinct form of government. The revolution
which took place in the Roman Empire under these two triumvirates, was simply the elevation of the military and: despotic
commanders of the distant provinces-i. e. of the proconsular
imperators or emperors-above the consulship: and the future
government of the Roman empire, and of Rome itself, was the
military despotism of the provlDces extended also to Rome and
Italy, the heart of the empire, which had been before more
immediately under the senate and the consulship. The view
which I have given is supported by Gibbon (vol. 1. p. 85), who
says, that" Augustus consented to receive tjle government of the
provinces, and the gmeral command of the Roman armies, uIider
the well-known names of proconsul and imperator." Hence the
triumvirate has no claim to be considered as a distinct head.
The perpetual dictatorships of Sylla and Cmsar, to which
Mr. Maitland briefly alludes, are evidently and substantially
the same with the dictatorship; and the title of Prince, given to
Augustus, necessarily merges in the emperorship; otherwise one
indIvidual would at the same time represent two heads, which
i8 impossible •
. 'l'he Senale.-The senate never legally constitnted the head
of the Roman empire. When it is called" Caput Imperii," it is
to be understood that it is only so under its legitimate heads of
kings, consuls, &.c. The parhament of England is at the head
of the people of the British empire; but the king is the head
of the parliament, which is not complete without him. Mr.
Maitland makes some remarks respecting the apparent dissolution and the revival of several of the forms of government of the
Roman republic-the consuls being occasionally supplaIited by
the dictators; the dictators by tlie military tribunes; those
again by the consuls, or dictators-andgeems to consider that
each suspension of the cOllsular power, &c. denotes the absolute
extinction o~ the ~ead itself ~y ,!hich it was represented. Upon
what authorIty thIS assumptIOn IS made J know not. The sixth
head was wounded even to death, and yet revived: why may
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we 110t afiswue a!;'much respecting the five fallen heads? Had
Angel intended to give us a minute history of the past-:instead of a grand aod simple .characteristic of the .beast, in
order to enable us to ascertam the precise empire to which he
referred-he might have exhibited the beast with ooe head
occasionally falling asleep, and another at the same instant risin6
into active operation; the latter sleeping in its turn, and the
former reviving and governing the beast, or empire; sO.as to
display all the successive mutations of those headlii as they
actually took place. I see no impropriety in thi3 supposition,
which is in strict accordance with the laws of nature; and I
believe we are to consider no head as actually deprived of existence, until the form of government it represented was extinguished. This supposition will explain the state of the beast.
from u. c~ 380 to 384, when, in consequence of the anarchy
which prevailed, no curile magistrates were chosen, and the
beast did not appear to be under any active and living head.
During this period all the heads were simply quiescent, or
asleep. That they had not ceased to exist is evident, since the.
consulship, dictatorship, &c., a.fterwards revived, and presided
over the republic.
.
I think 1 have now answered every objection of Mr. Maitland,
and that I have proved, first, that none of the fOl'ms of ~oveT1l-'
ment which he mentions could be symbolized by distinct and;
separate heads of the beast; secondly, that the Roman empire had
only existed under five forms of government which had fallen
previous to the time of St. John; -thirdly, that these five forms of
government, or heads, are those maiotamed by the great body of
commentators, viz. kings, consuls, dictators, decemvirs, and
military tribunes; and lastly, that the sixth head, in existence in
the time of St. John, was the proconsular and imperial head~'
of w.hich the two triumyirates marked the infancy and rise.
.
To complete my view of the seven heads, I shall simply state
what I believe to be the seventh or last head of the beast,
referring th", rea.del' to my work, "The Fulfilment of St. John
displayed," for the arguments upon which this interpretatiot;1 is
founded. When the beast rose in its state of Christian apostasy,
in the year. 606, its body was confined to the Western empire.;
This empire was divided into several independent states. One
of them, the exarchate of Ravenna, was possessed by the Greek
(or Eastern Roman) emperors; and the other states were held by
the Gothic (or rather German) tribes, which had established
themselves in the We!1tem empire. In 606 the beast therefore
arose with two contemporary heads: the sixth or imperial
head (which had beeu wounded by the sword of Constantine);
with O1)e horn upon ·it, r~presented the Greek! .or' Ea,iiter*
Roman, emperors, as possessing' the eXllTchate of Ravenna.;
th~ Vial
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_ the .ventb head, having nine horns attached to it, is the
German. head, broken into nine distinct horns or dynasties;
the grand characteristic of this head being ita ind~pendent
governments, deriving their origin from the same source, viz. the
German nation. The eighth bead is the same as the seventh-i.e.
it is the German head-but it is the whole beast (Rev. xvii. 11);
aud therefore it is simply distinguished from the seventh by
possessing ten horns instead of mne. This head arose between
A. D. 700 and 800, when the sixth head fell; by which fall the
territories and imperial title of the East were transferred to the
German conq uerors of the West. ThiS' head has been in existence
down to the present day. The Western empire is wholly under
the dominion of the German dynasties established by the
northern nations; and these dynasties have ever had one
amongst them, since the mi.called revrval of the Western empire,
distinguished as the NOMINAL head of the great confederacy,
by posse&ing the imperial titlet. The imperial horn assumed
its imperial character under Charlemagne, and has since been
represented by princes of various nations connected with the
great Western confederacy. It was recently represented by the
Emperor Bonaparte, and IS now by the Emperor of Austria, who
possesses. territories within the limits of the beast. In this state
of independent German dynasties, one bearing the imperial title,
the beast will go into perdition.
J. J. HOLMES.

Exeter, Oct. 3, 1829.

• ••
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MOBNING "..ATCH.

THE extraordinary pertinacity with which a· writer in the
Christian Observer endeavours to prove me guilty of misstatement, induces me once more, and finally, to offer a few observations in reference to his remarks on my papers in your former
numbers. I trust I shall be preserved from imitating his example, in the gratuitous imputation of unworthy motives; but I
cannot forbear saying, that had the" Unprejudiced Inquirer" (a
title assumed, I fear, in an acceptation rather too literal, and
therefore arguing some little want of self-knowledge) been as
• The four horns of the Macedonian goat rise up Gut of the head-i.e. according to Daniel, "out of the nation." Hence the head of the goat is the Gl'l'ek,
or Macedonian, nation.
t Historians, by talking of the revival of the Western Empire, have led interpreters of prophecy into many erron. -The German Roman emperon have
never possessed, like their predeces~orl, solid power over the whole Western
Empire: they have merely possessed a titular supremacy in the confederacy,
and have never been heads of the beast; as a head, if single, must govern the
whole bod!J.
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anxious in the pursuit of truth as be seems to be to 60d me'.
fault, his last communication would have never seen' the light. '
. I sbo,uld probably not have thought it worth while to notiCe
his remarks, which have little to do with the point at issue between us, had he not bluntly charged me witb stating as a fact
that which is not true; insinuating that I must have known it
not to be so; and affecting to support his cbarge by actual demonstration.
" ,
I had remarked, that H when the resurrection of the saints 's
spoken of it is expressed by t«, simply or in composition, preceding IIt"PIIIII or TIIIII IIE«PIIIII: and tbat when the general resurrection
is spoken of we have no preposition, but simply allal1TaG'tC "'ItJHoI"
or TIIIII IIt«PIIIII." This assertion, he says, caused him the greatest
surprise, as he was aware that in 1 Cor. xv. the expression
occurs without the preposition, where, in his opinion, the Apostle
is certainly speaking of the resurrection of the saints. To corroborate this opinion he consults several commentators, whom
he finds to agree with him; and then, says he, .. I asked myself,
Is it possible that W. D. thinks that St. Paul is speaking in this
chapter of the genel'lll resurrection? I could not conceive it
possible; but, to put be.lJond doubt what W. D. and all milltnnarians think upon the subject, it happens that in the very same
number of the Morning Watch it is twice asserted that the
subject treated of in 1 Cor. xv. is the resurrection of the saints."
So, then, because two writers in the Morning Watch have chosen
to interpret the passage according to his view, it is put beyond
doubt that W. D. and all millennarians do the same. If the
"Unprejudiced Inquirer" thinks it worth while to write for readers
who can be influenced by such logic as this, I am sorry for it :
I can only wish that he were equally wise as he is unpreJudic~:
but I should certainly think my time lost in replying to it. If
the writer be candid enough to allow the same measure to be
dealt to him which he deals to others, he must mean- us to infer
that he, and all unprejudiced inquirers in the Christian Observer,
feel themselves bound by the sentiments of every writer in
that publication, even to the interpretation of a text. If such
be the case, I will only say, they must be very unprt'judieed
indeed!
But, to come to the point-Notwithstanding the ., host of
commentators" wlVch this writer sets in array against me, I
am hardy enough to deny that the A postle is speaking in
1 Cor. xv. exclusively of the resurrection of the saints: and as
my sentiments on the subject were recorded in a paper in the
First Number of the Mormng Watch, to which the Unprejudiced
. Inquirer had professed to reply, he ought to .have known my
opinion. His ignorance on thIS point must prove one of two
things: either that he never read the paper which h.~ ~\,~U\.~~
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wbat body do they come 1 Thou fool, that which thou so~est is
not quickened except it die: and that which thou sowest, thou
lOwest not that body that shall be, but. bare grain. it may
chance of wheat or of some other grain: but God giveth it a
body as it hath pleased him. and to every seed its own proper
body ..... So also is the resurrection of the dead. TWJf "E.KfJW" : it is
sown in corruption, it is raised in incorruption.' &.c. ~t is evident,
then. that the subject is here, not the resurrection. but the ~rlOn.
railed. the whole mass of Christ's mystical body; of whom it
i. predicated that .. IT is sown in corruption. raised in incorcoruption." If the resurrectioll were the subject, the predicate
would not answer; for it cannot be said of the resurrection, that
., IT is sown in corruption," &c. If the Apostle, th,erefore, had
here used the expression a"al1ral1l, fIC "'''P''''', the resurrectioo{rom
tRe dead, we should in the following clause have had a predicate
without a subject-that is, the language could have had no
meaning at all. And yet the Unprejudiced Inquirer would make
a"acrraal, I/C "'''P",II and" allacrral1l, r"',- ""cp"''' convertible terms !
'lJtus. by a fair examination of the whole passage I have
satisfactorily proved the weakness of the frivolous objection
attempted to .be drawn from this chapter. It has appeared.
that the former expression. a"acrral1l, '" "'''P'''''. is used of the
doctrine of the resurrection in the abstract; and that the latter;
" a"acrral1l, r",,, ",/CP",,,. though used of the saints, is not a case in
point, because the Apostle's .ubject is not the resllrrection. but
the pe,'sol~s raised, rendering it im,possible that anX other form
of expt'ession should be used. The discussion WIll not be in
vain. if the Unprejudiced Inquirer should learn a lesson of
modellty and humility, which he so strongly re~ommends to others.
and hereafter refrain from staking anotber's character for candour on the admission of the force of his own arguments.
Certainly, if bis estimation of mine depends upon my acknowledging the strength of his reasoning In the present instance.
I believe I shall lose the little which I may yet retain of his good
opimon. Such absurd pretensions to infallibility, so ill sustained,
must recoil with some force on tbe head of him who makes
them: but it would seem there are other Popes besides the
Pope of Rome.
The Unprejudiced Inquirer somewhat ungenerously triumphs
over my admission of a former inaccuracy. His design is sufficiently obvious. I do not wish to retract that admissiou. I
made it in sincerity, feeling that I had not expressed myself 80
accurately as I ought to have done. Something might have
been urged in my defence; but, as the truth of the hypothesis
did not depend upon my freedom from blame, I waved the point;
as merely personal; not, certainly, expecting that such unfair
and ungenerous advantage would be taken of it. As such haa.
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body. The Apostle assumes the fact of Christ's resurrectiOft;
and hence argues, first the possibility, and then the certainty, of
a resurrection of all. His argument may be put in a syllogistic
form:.
"First. Christ was raised from the dead.
"Secondly. Christ had a body.
"Thirdly. Therefore a body may be raised from the dead.
Therefore there is no absurdity or impossibility in the doctrine
of the resurrection of dead."
With regard to the expression, i, aVclITTatl!!; Tiiw VElCpWJI (I Cor.
xv. 42), I was for some time in doubt; and, in fact, it was this'
possible exception which I had in my mind when I observed, in
p. 63 of the First Number, "This expression may be used of
the resurrection of the saints, if there be any thing in the context to limit it to them." I am now convinced that· it is such
an exception; and for a very obvious reason--namely, that no
other form of expression would have given a meaning consistent
with the context. The reader of the original will observe, that
throughout this chapter there is a' careful distinction made by
the Apostle between the terms VEICPOI, "dead ones," and O! VElCpo!,
" the dead ones." Previous to ver. 29, the former expression is
exclusively employed by the Apostle, in proving the doctrine of
the resurrection in the abstract. It is the appropriate expression;
for he is proving the resurrection of dead ones. At ver. 29
he brings forward an additional argument, drawn from the baptism for the dead. ~ha~ever may be the meaning of this obscure
passage, none can llnagme that !:>y II the dead" here, are meant
the dead in general, or the wicked dead: nor will the criticism at
all hold, which applies the term to Christ: therefore the baptism
for the dead was the baptism for dead saints (which it would
be beside our purpose here to interpret). To preserve the distinction, the verse should be thus literally rendered, ' "What shall
they do which are baptized for the dead ones, V'lTEP TWV VEICPWV, if
not at all dead ones, VEICPO!, are raised? Why then are they baptized
for the dead ones?" Again, ver. 32, he asserts that a denial
of the doctrine of the 7'esurrection would be fatal to the Christian's hopes: "What advantageth it me, if dead OneS,JlElCpO!, are
not raised? " Vers. 33,34, are an exhortation founded on the doctrine of a resurrection proved. But what was the Apostle's main
design in proving a resurrection in the abstract? Unquestionably,
as the whole argument shews, to draw from it the inference of a
blessed resurrection to the saints. The argument, then, being
complete, and the inference from it obvious, at ver. 35 he supposes some one to start an objection as to the mode of accomplishment: 'But some one will say, Granting the doctrine of resurrection proved, and therefore that they who are Christ's will rise
at his coming, How are the dead, 01 VEICPO!, raised up, and with
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I deny this as a principle of diaculISion; yet I wiD say, that 10
man 'loses aoy thing by giving 'up that which he cannot honestly
retain; and that it is not treachery, but a proof of good geoeralship, to forsake a field which is too wide to be occupied. aDd
to concentrate your forces at points which can be effectiYely
maintained. As to the charge, that I am setting up the Church
above the Scripture, it merely arises from an incapacity in the
mind of this writer to perceive the distinction between jir";,,
ortkr and jir&t ;n authority. The tribunal appealed to mUlt
needs be greater than the tribunal appealed from: a sentence
of confirmation must be of higher autliority than that which it
confirms. otherwise it would be no confirmation at aU. When.
therefore. I observed that the doctrine of the first resurrection
rests on its being l'eceitJed and taught by the church, and co.
firmed by Scripture. I was asserting that supremacy of the holy
Scriptures which this writer understands me to deny.

•• •

W. D.

NOTICES OF SMALL WORKS ON PROPHECY.

WE hope shortly to make room for noticing some of the many
small publications on Prophecy which the now wide-spread
spirit of inquiry has called forth: at present we can only
name a few. which treat the subject in a Simple and elementary
manner, and are therefore fit for general circulation.
" The Signs of the Times II is an excellent cheap tract, and
explains all the Prophecies which bear on our own times in a
clear and forcible manner.
II Lectures em the Book of the Revelation" are publishing in
monthly tracts by the Rev. E. Irving. Four are published. and
they give a full interpretation of the Apocalypse in a popular
form.
" Another Warning to the Church of England." by the Rev. R.
Maunsell, Bristol, is an excellent little voJume.
" Christ's speedy Return in Glory." by Mr.Begg of Paisley. is
a very good summary of the general bearing of Prophecy; though
we dlfter from him respecting Tyre. and Ezekiel's temple.
There are many sermons and small tracts on single points of
interwetation. but which are very valuable: as" The Lord i, at Hand;" proving that the first resurrection will
take place at the sounding of the seventh trumpet. Rev. xi. 15.
" Enoch's Prophecy; or, Behold. He comet/,."
"Two Discourses, by the Rev. C. D. Maitland, Brighton;"
proving that the conflagration, 2 Peter iii. 10-13, is c()nfined to
the Roman earth, the Idumea of Isa. xxxiv •
.. SC1'ipturai Argumentfor the Second Advent of Messiah before
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not been the case, but my admitted i'nacturacy has hee'D:addnced
in order to cast an imputation on what I have since written,
I may, I trust, not improperly just point out the whole amount'
of my error. It is contained in the following stlntence, in p:-63
of the First Number:-" It appears to have escaped the notice of
many readers of Scripture, that there are two distinct modes of
expression adopted in the New Testament, each of which ha$
its appropriate use, and which do not admit of being interchanged
with each other. The expressions We refer to, are, &c." Now
my whole offence consists in having substituted, in the Jatter
sentence (certainly without any desi~n) the term" expressions,"
instead of" modts qf expression," whIch I had used in the former.
It was not perhaps demanding any large share of intelligence
and forbearance on the part of the reader, to expect him to
interpret the latter phrase by the former. However, as One of
the expressiol1s does not occur in Scripture, altbough that mode'
cifexp"ession does, I had asserted that which, although true in
the spirit, was not true in the letter. This inaccuracy might
have been avoided; I therefore felt it to be an error: and, such
as it is, the Unprejudiced Inquirer is at liberty to make the best,
or rather the worst, he can of it.
The . last subject on which I have called forth his cenSUre i_
one fal' too important, and too wide, to be discussed in a paper of
this kind. And the discussion would be quite useless, unless it
were entered into with a person better informed of the principles
on whicbalone it ought to be determined, than this writer now
seems to be. When, for instance, he says, " Surely the ChUl'Ch
of Rome will thank W. n. for giving honour to one to wQom
they think honour is due," he employs a mode of reply w~iCh
can only arise from incompetence or unfairness. If he thinks
. it any argument at all, he shews his incompetence for the discussio'd of the question, which is, not what will be pleasing or
otherwise to the Church of Rome, but, what is THE TRUTH? HtS'
is setting out on the very wise and unquestionable axiom, that·
whatever is furthest from the Church of Rome must of necessit)t
be nearest to the truth. Or if he knows, as he must know, that
it is no argument, then, by appealing to the passions, or prejudices, or ignorance of men, he shews himself wholly unfit for
the office of a fair disputant. At present, therefore, 1 forbear;
and shall content myself with saring, that, abhorring as muclr
as he caD do the Popish doctrme of the infallibility of the
church, I believe it to be not a whit further from the truth (if
indeed it be so far) than the unbridled licence of pri·vate judgment in the interpretation of Scripture, which is die idol of the
present day, and the favourite theme of platform oratory. And
with regard to the effect which giving due reverence 'to the'
authority' of the church might have upon thePa~\\!.~~ ~\\.\\.~~~'
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the Millennium, by W. Cuninghame, Esq." is an excellent dissertation, which appeared first in the Christian Observer, and has
since been printed in an appendix to a Critical Examination of
Mr. Faber's Calendar of Prophecy; but which, though too
learned for popular distribution, we should be glad to see in a
separate form, to bind up with the Letters of Basilicus, and the
Sermon by a Spiritual Watchman.
These we point out as likely to answer a first inquiry; but we
shall endeavour in our next Number to bring under the notice
of our readers some of the more enlarged works which haTe
been recently published.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Two Correspondents have suggested the changing of our Quarterly Journal
into a Monthly one. We are ready to allow that there are some advantages
attending a frequent publication; but we think that they are more than counterbalanced by the precipitation which it always hazards, and in most cases
necessarily involves. Under our present arrangements, and with the prospect
of still continuing to discuss points of deep Theology, such a change in our
period of publication is impossible: but we think there may be room also for
a Monthly Publication, in which Prophecy and Theology may be treated
in a lighter and more popular form; and we shall take the opinioua of our
Friends on the practicability of establishing such a Magazine.
We request our Correspondents to bear in mind that all Publishers are obliRed
to give general orders that such letters only be received as are pait paid. We
should be sorry if forgetfulness of this occasioned us the loss of any communication.
We again repeat our request, that Papers for insertion may be sent early. We
begin printing each Number a month before the day of publication, and must
arrange its contents before-hand;
The Title and Index to our First Volume shall be given with the next Number.
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